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PREFACE-

1 HE utility and importance of Geography Lave been frequently discussed, and satisfactorilydemonstrated; and the flattering reception given to works of merit, on thi subject hastedhighly creditable to the taste and discrimination of the British public. It is, however comTratively, of recent date that this science has assumed a form sufficiently invi^'T^Z^general attention, and to procure a ready admission into the ladv's liLrv Z / '""P*'"^*!^

parlour, and the peaceful retirement of thJsequestered cottage tr:^;^lTe:X:rZ:another blanches of literature, to the academic shade; and the method by wl.^^h1rwas inculcated rendered it dry and tedious: But, since men have made it their bus^nl to bW 1,tainmentwith study, and to gratify a laudable curiosity, whilst thev 0^X11 .^^'"'^/"*r
instruction, it has burst forth with such effulgence JdmM vJ^T F" ""'"''''^''

beauties in itself, that whoever possesses the melnTn^^^^^
**"' '*^'"*^^' ^« "^^"^

he inhabits, and'the innumeXo; 1 '^^^^^^^^^^ f^
*»>« -rid which

U>asubject comprising within itself a po^ron of unrr^J^^^^^^^^
once with a compendious library.

-mversal literature, and presenting him at

Interesting matter and variety of subject are almost insepamble from a modem system of Geo-

dom, state, republic, and colony ^t^JZlZl I ^ "^"' """' ^"7 '"*'«• ^ing-

a„d .he island' ofri arLTn.tefXlJ-T ^" «"> '';"°"«»-'» of the earft

becomes acquainted with ihe persons habilTT/ r T '""'' "' *'"' "°'''''- •»

its inhabilanU^-theirgovernZ? ,;*„!,'' T ' T"'
'""'' """"""• ""O ™^'»"'». of

andcoouneree, afforf L,Z^l^"^ m IS„"7;' """TT 7""'"""^^
form no inconsiderable part ofL intellectualX^ " "'"""'' '^''^'^

Adam is interested in if and Mr P-.^ l ^ ''',^'"^> "»' " »™'-J' «>n and daughter of

excused for his i^no^^e in.histiet'"».tMr.ro„t „?-.-."" '"^"T T'^"
'"' "^

ali *nnnbi«^." *'
i. ,

"

"

^ °^^ •^""'' ^""ics Under the canacitv of

^ n r^toriptr :r.r ""f:'
'"" ^''"'i>-°- <""'™"'*^. •>, p»p.eS2;^^im uescription, from the pnnce to the peasant. Here the vounir and the ^L «,o « ja-ple store of amu.men.. „hils. .h. aged au'd .he studious .i/Z^rl^lZZiyt



PREFACE.

tracing circumstances and events which time had nearly obliterated from the tablet of theirminds.
In these illustrative pages, the naturalist and the philosopher will meet with objects peculiarly
suited to their respective tastes;—the historian will become intimately acquainted with the extent
and boundanes of the countries whose vicissitudes he is recording ;--the politician may acquire
a complete knowledge of the various forms of government subsisting in the world {--military and
naval officers will become familiar with the fields on which they may hereafter have an opportu-
nity of gathering unfading laurels, and with the seas or rivers which, on some future occasion
may add to the brilliant victories of British Seamen. The merchant and trader will also profit
by the information which is here to be gained respecting the commerce, manufactures, and th6
natural productions and commodities of all nations ; and the moralist will learn " to look through
nature up to nature's God," and to adore that beneficent Providence which hath cast his lot in a
land of happy civilization and freedom.

In prssenting the following Work before a judicious public, it may be necessary to observe^
that the editor and proprietor have no wish to depreciate the labours of tlieir predecessors in this
department of literary compilation: but they are decidedly of opinion, that the pleasing study
of Geography inay be rendered still more alluring, by such a selection of matter as will render
exery chapter acceptable, and every page attractive. And, under this idea, they have deter-
mmed to draw their intelligence from the most accurate and respectable sources; to avail them-
selves of the most interesting works, however voluminous or expensive ; and, upon all occasions^
to enliven their narrative with the introduction of pertinent and pleasing anecdotes, illustrative
of the respective subjects to which they relate.

With respect to arrangement, it has been judged advisable to divide the work into four parts,
corresponding with the grand divisiori of the terrestrial globe ; and to subdivide each of these int^
chapters, containing a description of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and islands, be-
longing to each quarter; among which, Asia, for a variety of cogent reasons, claims pre-emi-
nence; whilst Europe, as the reader's own country, must be leftto form the conclusion.

It may be proper to add, that, in pursuance of this plan, all the New discoveries, which
demand a considerable share of attention, will be regularly classed under the quarters of the
world, instead of being thrown carelessly and promiscuously together, as has been the case in
many preceding publications.

The Index to this work will be executed on a plan entirely new; as it is designed to serve, by
the copiousness of its contents, and the accuracy of its references, as a complete Gazetteer oi the
Worid, which has been long reckoned among the desiderata of literature.

To illustrate the geographical descriptions, and to exhibit the most accurate representation of
the persons, costume* habits, and ceremonies, of different nations, a series of engravings will
be given, which, it is confidently hoped, will be considered real embeUishments; while the
neatness and accuracy of the maps, the quality of the paper, and the beautiful clParnP«« of th.
type, will unitedly prove that every possible exertion has been made to render this n^w system
ot Geography worthy of universal patronage and support.



a.

COMPENDIUM OF ASTRONOMY;
WITH

REMARKS
ON THE

VSE OF TItE GLOBES.

SECTION 1.

made astronomical observations soon after the flooi Lfr / ?"* "'"""
'

'''^ Chinese appear to have
before the Christian era. has recordetev

,t p'ses ^re
^2:'%""' ''' """''"'^ «"^ ^-oneyea"

have also, from time immemorial, been arquainld wiih 1 ^ •^!' S"™''"'
""^ '''« 'nhabitanfa of India

the Gauls, in general, were consequeu I^a^e
" 1^ I

1?"^^^^
astronomy, and made use of interl,ar/da's to b "o- 1 e sXrTnd 'f

"' ''' ""^"""^ ''"' acquainted'wJh
ference .n regard to the method establisldV Jul :s"clVrt h^

'""? *." '"
T^'^''^''

''"' '^•"» '»"« d'^
a day every four years, but thirteen days every fifty twrvea^

'he Koman calendar, that they did not interpose
The Chaldeans and Egyptians were par iS^^t 2S^^^^^ '^ "'"' "-"'«"°» "^ "-«

on account of the general clearness of the air. were hiXfe,rurab I !^ TV ""^^ '^'''" '=°""'"««.
warm climates, where the sky is eenerallv serLn/ tL f i 7 .

***''°''«™'«a« observations. I„ those
turally led to a contemplation of^the fi Im „!!' Ia '''''m

'

^T^'""^
'''«''' ««'=''«

^'X n-ght. would be na'
stars observed the same course as the sun fl.it''" T" ^T'"'

'''"' "'^ 'nnumerable multitude of
from east to west, while it atTordel iS the":; dtt:X'; Jtt"f "' ';^''^' ''''^"^'' ''^--
along in parallel circuits, durinjr the cool refrrdnn!- „ J?^ ^'. ^ '""'' "'""• »"«* ""e moon, glided
as a centre of revolution to all tt otCLl^ ^^

a'fd LrtheT;;" d' T^'l
*" '^^^ '^ »"«-• -'^ '« «

observations had been inado nn .h« «»i .
,,","** ' *"° ""« ">ey called the polar star or »o/e Wl.«n <i

sure, as they alj Memed to move alon<r i„»l,i
P;*'' '"."^ <»°8'antly omlaken sad left tehind bv ih.

.he,.o„X™L rbir.lttu'". 17°°" •"'
f"r/T"'" •» "- -"•" form. «d „.„„.,

called &,«.. D„„„g .he -pace Jot i'lJ 'Zt' '"',"' " '°'^ '""" ">»" »'"<"". '1..^,^

«e»dh,.he.„.,.;-l::e3^^^^^^^^^^^



ii A COMPENDIUM OF ASTRONOMY
Gemini, or tlie twins, from the goat's frequently bringing forth twin-kids ; these were afterwards changed into
the twin-brothers, Castor and Pollux. The other signs of the zodiac were Cancer, or the Crab, denoting the re-
trograde motion "C^be sun in midsummer; Leo, or the Lion, expressive of the intense heat of summer; Virgo,
or the Virgin, witii ears of corn, denoting the harvest ; iiira, or the Balance, shewing the equality of day and
night in autumn ; Scorpio, or the venomous Scorpion, representing the diseases at the fall of the leaf; Sagitta-
rius, or the Archer, signified the hunting season; Capricorms, or the Goat, that climbs the craggy mountain,
was meant to shew that the sun now mounted the zodiac; Jquarim, or the Water-bearer, represented the'
setting-in of the rain ; and Pisces, or the Fishes, denoted the fishing season.

In the summer, a short time preceding the annual inundation of the river Nile, a star of the first magnitude
appeared in the east, a little before sun-rise. It seems probable that the Egyptians, for a while, kept with
anxiety the watches of the night, for fear of too sudden an irruption of the waters; but this brilliant star
annually making its appearance a little before the inundation took place, it afterwards sufficed to await the
coming of the star. They gave it the names of Thattt, the dog; and Jnubis, the barker or monitor.

It should seem to require an effort in the imagination to see figures of animals, &c. in the firmament ; but
the ancients imagined that they discovered things of this sort in the arrangement of the stars : and accordingly,
in the different houses in the zodiac, and in the stars surrounding their bright Anubis, they saw, by help of a
fertile fancy, one bright star represent an eye, another the termination of a tail or horn, these a body, those a
limb, &c., till all the signs were determinately fixed. The figures thus sketched out by the fancy of the shepherds
were subsequently embellished with the fictions of mythology, till the heavens were neariy filled with ima-
ginary creatures

;
and these being increased in succeeding ages, served astronomere in their accounts of the

starry heavens, as the present divisions of the earth assist geographers in the description of the globe.
The number of constellations in the northern hemisphere is thirty-four; in the southern forty-sevin, and in

the zodiac twelve. Those stars which are not included in the constellations, are called unformed stars those
clusters which are so distant as not to be distinctly seen, are, from their cloudy ai)|..arance, comprised
under the name of nebulae; and that light-coloured irregular circle which encompasses the heavens, and isdis-
tinguishable from the etherial blue by its brilliancy, that zone which owes its splendor to the innumerable stars
of which It IS formed, and which passes through several of the constellations in its ample range, is called the
Galaxy^ the via lactea, or the mil! y way.

SECTION II.

Of the Copernican or Solar System,

The Copernican, or Solar System, consists of the sun, seven primary planets, fourteen secondary planets,
four newly-discovered bodies, which Dr. Herschel has termed asteroids, and the comets.
The SCN is situate near the centre of the orbits of all the planets, and revolves on his axis in twenty-five

days fourteen hours and eight minutes. This revolution is determined from the motion of the spots on his
surface, which first appear on the eastern extremity, and then gradually come forwards towards the middle,
and pass on till they reach the western edge, and then disappear. When they have been absent for neariJhe same period of time which they were visible, they appear again as at first, finishing their entire circuit in
twenty-seven days twelve hours and twenty mintites.

The spots on this luminary may be viewed with an achromatic telescope of two or three feet focal length, or
with a reflector of twelve or eighteen inches ; care being taken to guard the eye by the intervention of a dark
glass, to take off the dazzling brightness of the sun.
The sun is also affected by a small motion round the centre of gravity of the solar system, occasioned by

the .anous attractions of the surrounding planets; but, as this centre of gravity is generally within the body
of he sun and can never be at the distance of more than the length of the solar diameter from the centre

revolve

^*™"°™"« generally consider the sun as the centre of the system, round which all the planets

As the sun revolves on an axis, his figure is supposed not to be strictly globular, but a little flatted at the

11^ '' T I '"
"""'

"""^'I.'"
'"^'' °^ "'""'* "'S''* ^'^'"''^ ^'"' « perpendicular to the plane of the earth's

orbit. As the sun s apparent diameter is longer in the month ofDecember than in June, the sun is consequently
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A COMPENDIUM OF ASTRONOMY

conds; hence, a. .he distance of .he sT2 te e h i nVrfi'" "'"'u'

'"

'r'"'^^^^^^^
e.>h. hundred and eigh.y.ix thousand o„"I„dred !„?fZ^Jj'^^

'«•-«' '•-««er i.

spherical bodies are as the cubes of their diametTrl the 1 T7% u
'

''"''• " "'" ™»ffni«udea of all

and seventy-seven thousand six hundred and .Ceei .fmeXo"/:. T''^"T ™""°" ''''^^ •"-'^-d
only seven thousand nine hundred and sixty-four ^e" IdLteter fT ' '^"

u"""''"
"' '^' «""> ''«'»«

times .he diameter of the earth.
' ""***' "'^ "'* *"" " «»'«''« «" ''""^^red ^nd eleven

consequently the vicissitudes of iis seasons, a^d he lenl ofTJ", ^^''Y -T'"*"
'"' '"' "*'•• "« ""•"'»''».

When viewed through a powerful telescope Mercurf1 ^ """^ "'«^'"' "* "'*^ ""'"'°''»-

sometin.es a little morf or L th h hT, difk s s7en h "r?''''."
'" '^' '°^™ "^ ^ ''«'f '»-». -d

ns the moon, except that he never appear o^iterorndbecat "7" Tu"'^!,
""*' ^' '"«' *»•« •""»« ?»•««.

towards us. unless when be is so near th^ sun L to be rlT A
«»%btened side is never turned directly

The enlightened side of this planet being always tolrL heZ ""T^ ' ""' ''''''"'°'" °^ '^'^ •«'" "y«
proofs that he shines not by his own light f^ifTeddl' ?"'""-

""f "PP^^'-'-ST round, are evident
nervations of this planet are those made w 'en hL seen «; the^rnI dir'Tl '. l^''^"

"''"''' ^''^ »»-» "»'-

conjunction, he sometimes passes before the s„rike a l.'Sel^^^
called h,s ^.a„«V ,• for. in his lower

may be seen with a good te escope The nodrfromU K M '^ ' P""? ^ """" P"' "^ ""« *•"»'« body ; a,
the fifteenth degree of Tmu us and .In

"'»'«['•«"' ^h'ch Mercury ascends northward above the ecliptic is b
Scorpio. TheL:t;t!r;vt::lT^^^^^^^^
the 4.h of November; and when Mercury^omes toeXr of 1 5 u^'-

?'' '" »»•« fifteenth of Scorpio on
te is between the earth and the sl.T hT ^ iT parover he'u'^rdt

ath^.nferior conjunction, (that is.'when
mentioned

; but, in all other parts of its o bi, Te Joese.tLr u
'

''^
'\''*PP«" «» «' »«" ">« dap above

conjunctions are invisible.
' ^ '' *'"'" *''°^* '^'^ ^«'«'' »''« «"«. and consequently his

f^^I^::::^ -nty..h.e hours^^een
from the sun. thirty.six millions eight ir„redanTJrr.r„r'^"^ ^"^"T ^^"'^ "'""^^^

'
'«" ''"'«»«=«

the eccentricity of hi, orbit is estimated at one fifS, „f I r*""* 'r'"
''""•'"*' ""*• ^^^^ntyone miles;

eleven seconds; hence his real dimeter ^^^l^l^^^^^^^about one-sixteenth that of the earth
thousand one hundred and eight miles, and his magnitude

on^;::^;;:^rS/^rsr a:;s:::::;;'^'^ ir'^-' -' «^«^» « ""'« '»««'- •--; b«t.
Venus is the brightest and a„Zl„!l !. T *** ^''^ ^" magnitude, he is seldom seen,

of the other planets\;7ib;n1;a;7^^^^^^^^^^
an object to project a sensible shadow. When iewei .17^°^^ ?"' '" " •^"^''^ P'««=« -»•« ««"««»
have all the phases of the moon, from the crescent to theIntl?^ .V^'^^'u"'

^^''"''P'' '^'' P'«»«» »PP«ars to
fectly round. Her illuminated part is conZt^ turtr ^

r?''"''^''"*'
""'"^'' ^he seldom appears per-
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witli one of her nodes. The last transit of Venus waa in 1769, and another will not occur till the year 1874.

The time which this planet takes (o revolve on its axis, and the inclination of its axis to the plane of its orbit,

have been given by different astronomers; but Dr. Herschel, from a long series of observations, published in

the Philosophical Trannctions for 1793, concludes, that the time of its rotation on its axis is uncertain, and

that the position of i^n^is is equally uncertain ; that ils atmosphere is very considerable ; that it has probably

inequalities on its surface, but that it requires a better eye than his, or the assistance of bettor iustrumeuts

than he is possessed of, to discover any mountains.

The diameter of Venus is seven thousand four hundred and ninety-eight miles; her distance from the sun is

sixty-eight millions seven hundred and ninety-one thousand seven hundred and fifty-two miles ; and her mag-
nitude something less than that of the earth.

This planet, like Mercury, is never seen at midnight, or in opposition to the sun ; being visible only for three

or four hours in the morning or evening, ns she rises before, or sets after the sun.

The Earth, which we inhabit, is placed between the orbits of Venus and Mars, and revolves round the sun, at

the distance ofninety-five millions of miles, in|three hundred and sixty-five days five hours forty-eight minutes and

forty seconds. Its diameter is seven thousand nine hundred and sixty-four miles; and it turns round its axis

from west to east in twenty-four hours; which occasions the apparent diurnal motion of the sun, and of all the

heavenly bodies round it, from east to west in the same time : it is, therefore, the cause of this apparent rising

and setting, and of the alternation of day and night: for although the sun, moon, and stars, appear to rise in

the east and to set in the west, that appearance is in reality occasioned by the earth turning the contrary way.

Thus, children travelling in a carriage, or sailing on a river, are induced to.suppose that the trees, hedges, banks,

or other objects, are running away in a direction exactly opposite to their route. And if it be urged, as an

objection, that we are unable to perceive any rotation of the earth, notwithstanding the rapidity with which it

is supposed to move, we reply—that as our globe is not impeded by any resisting obstacles, its motion cannot

be communicated to the senses ; and, as an illustration of this remark, it may be added, that vessels on a

smooth sea are sometimes turned completely round by the tide, without the knowledge of the passengers who
happen to be employed in the cabin.

But besides the diurnal rotation of the earth, which occasions the regular succession of day and night, and
the apparent motion of the heavenly bodies, it has another, called its annual motion, on which depend the

vicissitudes of the seasons—spring, summer, autumn, and winter.

This annual progressive motion may be easily deduced from an attentive observation of the celestial bodies:

for as the sun's apparent rotation round the earth, in the course of a day, from east to west, may be referred to

the diurnal motion of the earth upon its axis, in a contrary direction ; so likewise bis seeming annual revolution

in the heavens, and his rising and setting continually in diflferent parts of them, may be referred to that motion

of the earth in its orbit which it completes in the space of a year.

The pheenomena of the different seasons will appear plainly from the following observations of an intelligent

astronomer :

—

" Suppose a line to be drawn from the centre of the sun to the centre of the earth, it is evident that the sun

will be vertical to that part of the earth which is cut by this linV;. Now, when the earth is in Libra, the sun

will nppear to be in Aries, the days and nights will be equal in both hemispheres, and the season a medium be-

tween summer and winter; the line dividing the dark and light hemispheres, passes through the north and south

poles, and consequently divides all the parallels of latitude into two equal parts: hence the inhabitants of the

whole face of the earth have their days and nights equal, viz. twelve hours each. While the earth moves from

Libra to Capricorn, the north pole will become more and more enlightened, and the south pole will be gra«

duully involved in darkness, consequently the days in the northern hemisphere will continue to increase in

length, and in the southern hemisphere they will decrease in the same proportion, all the parallels of latitude

being unequally divided. When the earth has arrived at Capricorn, the sun Will appear to be in Cancer; it

will be summer to the inhabitants of the northern hemisphere, and winter to those in the southern; the inha*

bitaiits at the north pole, and within the arctic circle, will have constant day, and those at the south pole, and

within the antarctic circle, will have constant night While the earth moves from Capricorn to Aries, the south

pole will become more and more enlightened; consequently, the days in the southern hemisphere will in-

crease ill length, and in the uorihcrn hemisphere they will decrease. When the earth has arrived at Aries,

the sun will appear to be in Libra, and the days and nights will again be equal all over the surface of the

earth. Again, as the earth moves from Aries towards Cancer, the light will gradually leave the north pole,
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•arth performs the iinine beneflcial purpoio ia return. Before and after the clinnjjo of the moon, when it is
only visible a little while in the niorningr and evening, Hn whole body may be Nometimeii seen dintinctly; and at
such times, one side of it resembles a bright slender crescent, but the greater part seems of a very dark hue.
"The bright part," says Mr. Walker, « is as the day-light of the moon; the dark part as the nioon-sbine re-
fleeted from our earth."

It is asserted, that, in Italy, and some other countries, where the air is peculiarly clear, the moon at the
change is visible when it rises or sets with the sun ;—a circumstance which must be occasioned by the light re-
fleeted from our globe, which, at that period, is a full moon, and affords thirteen times as much light as we re-
ceive from our satellite when at the full. Allowing this to be the case, it appears that the inhabitants of the
moon, if such exist, have a full moon when we have change, and a waxing when we have a waning one, all
the lunar seasons being the reverse of ours. It may also be remarked, that, as the moon turns only once round
on her axis while she performs her orbit, one side, being always turned toward our earth, must consequently
receive two weeks of moon-light from the earth, and two weeks of sun-shine successively; the other side re-
maiiimg two weeks in darkness, and an equal space in constant day. The day and night, therefore, must be a
month ia length; and, from the inclination of the moon's axis to the ecliptic, she can experience scorcely any
diversity of seasons.

As the moon's declination from the equator is not sufficient to occasion a change of seasons, it has been con-
jectureil that her inhabitants may measure their year by observing when one of the poles of our earth begins
to be illumined, and the other to recede from view, which always happens at our equinoxes. The year is sup-
pos.d to be of the snme absolute length both to the earth and moon, though they differ very materially as to the
number of days

; the lunarians having only twelve, while we have three hundred and sixty-five.
The moon is sufficiently near our globe to enable us to observe, even with the naked eye, many inequalities

on her surface; and, by the aid of telescopes, astronomers have distinctly discovered them to be mountains,
valleys, &c., to which geographical names have been given, though without regard to figure or situation. Even
the heights of some of the lunar mountains have been calculated by means of the shadows projected from
them on the moon's surface

;
and the great astronomer, Herschel, has discovered three volcanoes in" this planet.

The principal one, at the time of observation, was in a part of the moon's disk not then enlightened; but it

appeared to be about three miles in diameter, and illuminated the hills in its vicinity, whilst it ejected great
quantities of smoke and burning lava. The other two seemed either to have been recently extinguished, or
to threaten an immediate eruption.

Various arguments have been adduced for and against the probability of the moon having an atmosphere;
but the discoveries of Dr. Herschel, and the attentive observations of other astronomers, seem to determine
that question in the affirmative ; as streaks of light have been seen to dart instantaneously from difl'erent places
in the moon at the time of a solar eclipse, which have been taken for lightning, and which seem to evince not
only the existence of a lunar atmosphere, but a striking similitude between the moon and our earth.

In the motion of the moon we may perceive a slow continual change, which, though extremely minute, seems
to evince that the present order of things must come to an end. It is a known fact, that the moon now completes
her period in less time than formerly, approaching nearer to the earth, and going sooner round it. Hence
eclipses which occurred several centuries ago, appear, from the accounts given by ancient historians, to have
happened differently both in time and place from what the calculations founded upon our astronomical tables
make them to have done.

As the moon's motion on her axis is perfectly uniform, completing one revolution in the course of a lunation,
our globe would be constantly over the same meridian of the moon, if the motion of that satellite in her jour-
ney round the earth were also equable ; but she, like the other planets, is observed to move in her orbit with
diflferent degrees of velocity, and this occasions wbat is termed the libration of the moon, and the successive
exhibition and disappearance of her opposite limbs, or margins. When her motion is quickest, we see rather
more of her western side ; when slowest, a little more of her eastern side is presented to view. And as the
moon's axis is rather inclined to its orbit, and preserves its parallelism round the earth, we sometimes see one
of her poles, and sometimes another, which causes her to have an apparegt wavering motion.
We must now turn our attention to the phenomenon of the Harvest-Moon, which is narticularly worthy of

consideration.

It is generally supposed that the moon rises about fifty minutes later every day than on the preceding; but
this idea is correct only with respect to those parts about the equator ; for in places of considerable latitude, as
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earth, he appears lo tho naked eye almost m fnrge a« Venn*, thoiii^h his lif^ht iN Um brillinnt. When in
opposition to the nun, (that in, when he eomoH to the meridian at nii<lnii(ht, or rineH when the Hun nefN, nnd
ctN when the nuii riscN.) Jupiter i* much nearer to the . arth thiin he in » little hefc.re nnd after liii* eonjune-
lion with the lun

;
hence, at the time of opposition, he appears larger nnd njore luminous than at other times.

When his longitude is less than that of the sun, he is u morning star, and appears in the east before sun-
rise; but when his longitude is greater than that of the sun, he is an evening star, nnd appears in the west
after sun-set. Jupiter revolves on his axis in !) hours and 5(j minutes, which is the length of his day; but,
OS his axis is nearly perpendicular to the plane of hi* orbit, ho has no diversity of seasons.
This planet is surrounded by faint substances, called zones or belts; which, from their frequent change in

number nnd situation, nr< supposed to consist of clouds. One or more dark spots frequently appear between
the belts

;
and when a belt disappears, the contiguous spots disappear likewise. The time of the rotation

of the different spots is varialde, being less by six minutes near the equator than near the poles.
The inclination of the orbit of Jupiter to the plane of the ecliptic is 1 degree IS minutes 5({ seconi!. ; the

place of his ascending node about eight degrees in Cancer; and he performs his revolution round the fun in
4^10 days 14 hours 27 uunufes and 11 seconds; moving at the rate of 2.0,894 miles per hour; his mean
distance from the sun being 4y4,49;M08 miles. His diameter is Si),mi miles; and his mafr 'mule 1400
times that of the earth.

Jupiter is attended by four satellites or moons, each of which revolves round him in a manner similar lo
that of the moon round the earth. These satellites were first discovered by Galileo, the inventor of telescopes,
in the year 1610, and the discovery has proved of the greatest importance: for, as these satellites revolve'
round Jupiter in the same direction which Jupiter revolves round the sufi, they are frequently eclipsed by his
shadow, nnd aff'ord an excellent method of ascertaining the true longitudes of places on the land. To these
eclipses we are also indebted for the discovery of the progressive motion of light, and the aberration of the
fixed slab's.

The satellites of Jupiter appear of different magnitudes and brightness: the fourth generally appears the
smallest, but sometimes the largest; and the apparent diameter of its shadow on Jupiter is sometimes greater
than the satellite itself. Dr. Herschel has discovorod that Jupiter's satellites revolve about their axes in the
time in which they respectively revolve about the primary planet.

The first satellite is the most important, on account of its numerous eclipses. The times of the eclipses
of the satellites of Jupiter are calculated for the meridian of Greenwich, and inserted in the third page of
the Nautical Almanac for every month ; and their configurations or appearances with respect to Jupiter are
inserted in page Xll. As the earth turns on its axis from west to east at the rate of fifteen degrees in a
hour, or one degree in four minutes of time, a person one degree westward of Greenwich will observe the
emersion or immersion of either of these satellites four minutes later than the time mentioned in the Nautical
Almanac; and, if he be one degree eastward of Greenwich, the eclipse will happen four minutes sooner at
his place of observation than at Greenwich. These eclipses should be observed with a powerful telescope,
and a pendulum clock, which beats seconds or half seconds.

Saturn shines with a pale feeble light, being the farthest from the sun "^ any of the planets that are visible
to the naked eye. This planet, when viewed throngh a powerful telescope, np,»oa.s to be surrounded by aa
interior and exterior ring, beyond which are seven satellites, of which six nre m be some j.iane with the
rings. These rings and satellites are all opaque and dense bodies, like iuai of Saturn, and shine only by
the light which they receive from the sun. The disk of Saturn is also crossed by obscure zones or belts,
like those of Jupiter, which vary in their figure according to the direction of the rings. Saturn performs his
revolution round the sun in 10,759 days 1 hour 51 minutes and 11 seconds; hence his mean distance from
the sun is 907,08.9,032 miles; and his progressive motion in his orbit is 22,072 miles per hour. His diameter
is 78,730 miles, and 'k 5n»gnitude 9(i6 times that of our earth.

The fourth saft-lt;. ' ^^is planet was discovered by Huygens, a Dutch mathematician, in the year 1655.
The fust, secon.;- du u auu fifth, were discovered at different times, between the years 1761 and 1685, by
Cassini, a celebrated Italian astronomer; and the sixth and seventh were discovered by Dr. Herschel, in the
years 1787 and 1789. The last two satellites are nearer to Saturn than the other five, and therefore are,
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regular bodies which form the solar system, yet that system is occasionally visited by other bodies, called

comets, which are supposed to move roniid the sun in elliptical orbits. Of the number, use, and revolution of

these, our knowledge is very imperfect; but they seem far to exceed the number of the planets; and, in fact,

no fewer than four hundred and fifty are supposed to belon^f to the solar system.

Like the planets, they are observed to be opaque bodies, shining- only by the influence of the sun, and, like

them, are carried along in their orbits, by the combinatioa of the centripetal and centrifugal forces; sometimes

seeming to go forward, sometimes backward, and sometimes to be stationary. The great eccentricity of their

orbits makes them liable to suffer considerable alterations, from the attraction of the planets, and of each

other.

It seems, therefore, to prevent disturbances in the spheres, that, while the planets revolve all of them nearly

in the same plane, the comets are disposed in very diflferent ones, and distributed over various parts of the

heavens. The tails of the comets appear to be vapours exhaled *'rom their bodies and the gross atmospheres

that surround them; and, like smoke, they are always in the plane of the comet's orbit, and opposite to the

sun; except that their extremities incline towards the parts which the comet has left; and they resemble the

smoke of a burning coal, which, if the coal remain fixed, ascends from it perpendicularly: but, if the coal

be in motion, ascends obliquely from the motion of the coal: the tails, however, are of so subtile a vapour,

that the stars may be seen distinctly through it.

They are called comets, from their having a long tail, somewhat resembling the appearance of hair. This,

however, is not always the case ; for some comets have appeared, which were as well defined and as round as

planets; but, in general, they have a luminous matter diffused around, or projecting from them. These bodies

sometimes lose their splendour suddenly, while their bulk remains unaltered. Their apparent magnitude is

very difl'erent: sometimes they seem only of the size of the fixed stars: at other times they will equal the

diameter of Venus, and sometimes even of the moon. In 1652, Hevelius observed a comet, which seemed

not inferior to the moon in size, though it had not so bright a splendour, but appeared with a pale and dim

light. Of the comet which appeared in the early part of 1G61, he observed, that its body was of a yellowish

colour, bright, and conspicuous, but without any glittering. In the middle was a dense ruddy nucleus, almost

equal in size to Jupiter, encompassed with a fainter substance. The nucleus soon grew bigger and brighter,

and appeared divided into a number of parts, one of which, much denser and brighter than the rest, was

round, and represented a little lucid star. In about a week, the nuclei became more obscure and confused,

and the whole head much diminished, both in brightness and magnitude ; two weeks afterwards, its round-

ness was a little impaired, and the edges lacerated ; a month after which, its matter was much dispersed, 3*11(1

no distinct nucleus appeared. The nucleus of the comet of 1618 is said, a fe.v days after coming into view,

to have broken into three or four parts of irregular figures. One writer has compared them to so many burn-

ing coals, observing that they changed their situation while he was looking at them, as when a person stirs a

fire ; and a few days after, were broken into a great number of small pieces. Another account of the same

comet is, that, on 'he 1st and 4th of December, the nucleus appeared to be a round, solid, and luminous

body, of a dusky ad colour, larger than any star of the first magnitude: on the 8th, it was broken mto

three or four parts, of irregular figures; and, on the 20th, was changed into a cluster of small stars. Comets

have often, also, different phases, like the moon.

As the tail of a comet is owing to the heat of the sun, it lengthens as the comet approaches nearer to, and

shortens as it recedes from that luminary. If the eye be in a line, drawn through the middle of the tail,

lenslhways, the whole will appear round; if out of that line a little, it will appear short; and it is called a

bearded comet when the tail hangs down towards the horizon. If the tail of a comet be viewed sideways, it

sometimes seems bent, when the earth is not in the plane of the comet's orbit continued; but when that plane

passes through the f^ye of the spectator, the tail appears straight.

The most remarkable comet that has appeared in Europe wilhin the last fifty years, was first observed, at

London, towards the end of September, 1807. About seven o'clock in the evening, it appeared with the

brightness of a star of the second magnitude, with a short luminous tail, and a nucleus distinct and bright.

It continued moving in a northerly direction, at the rate of more than a degree per day, till about the end of

theyciir; its tail first diniinisliing- in size and brightness, and, al'terwards, the nucleus, and the comet itself.

Its greatest brightness was during the monl!> of October, while receding from the sun and the earth: and it

was clearly defnind with a common large aperture two-feet night-telescope, with three glasses, of a power of

about cigiit times. Another comet appeared in England in the autumn of 1811.
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give light to his own worlds? It is true that we see them not; but could the eye of man take its flight into
those distant regions, it should lose sight of our little world, before it reached the outer limits of our system
the greater planets should disappear in their turn—before it had described a small portion of that abyss which
separates us from the fixed stars, the sun should decline into a little spot, and all its splendid retinue of worlds
be lost in the obscurity of distance—he should, at last, shrink into a small indivisible atom, and all that could
be seen of this magnificent system, should be reduced to the glimmering of a little star. Why resist any
longer the grand and interesting conclusion ? Each of these stars may be the token of a system as vast and
as splendid as the one which we inhabit. Worlds roll in these distant regions; and these worlds must be the
mansions of life and of intelligence. In yon gilded canopy of heaven, we see the broad aspect of the universe,
where each shining point presents us with a sun, and each sun with a system of worlds where the Uivinity
reigns in all the grandeur of his high attributes—where he peoples immensity with his wonders; and travels
in the greatness of his strength through the dominions of one vast and unlimited monarchy."
We now proceed to the doctrine of the Sphere; and, in speaking upon this subject, we shall consider the

earth as at rest, and the celestial bodies ns performing their revolutions around it. This method cannot lead
the reader into any error, since we have previously explained the true system of the universe from which it

appears, that it is the real motion of the earth which occasions the apparent motion of the heavenly bodies.
It is also attended with this advantage, that it agrees with the information of our senses.

"The ancients," says a respectable geographer, "observed, that all the stars apparently turned round the
earth, from east to west, in twenty-four hours; that the circles which they described in those revolutions
were parallel to each other, but not of the same magnitude; those passing over the middle of the earth being
the largest, while the others diminished in proportion to their distance from it. They also perceived that
there were two points in the heavens, which always preserved the same situation. These points they termed
celestial poles, because the heavens seemed to turn round them. In order to imitate these motions, they in-
vented what is called the Artificial or Arvtillary Sphere, through the centre of which they drew a wire, called
an ^xis, the extremities of which are fixed to the immoveable points called Poles. They farther observed, that
on the 20th of March, and 23d of September, the circle described by the sun was at an equal distance from
both the poles. This circle, therefore, must divide the earth into two equal parts, and on this account
was called the Equator. It was also called the Equinoctial Line, because the sun, when moving in it, makes
the days and nights of equal length all over the world. Having also observed, that from the 21st of June to
the 22d December, the sun advanced every day towards a certain point, and having arrived there, returned
towards that from whence it set out, from the 22d of December to the 2Ist of June; they fixed these points,
which they called Solstices, because the direct motion of the sun was stopped at them; and represented the
bounds of the sun's motion by two circles, which they named Tropics, because the sun no sooner arrived
there than he turned back. Astronomers, observing the motion of the sun, found its quantity, at a mean rate,
to be nearly a degree, or the three hundred and sixtieth part of a great circle in the heavens, every twenty-
four hours. This great circle is called the Ecliptic; and it passes through certain constellations, distinguished
by the names of animals, in a z^ne called the Zodiac. It touches the tropic of Cancer on one side, a'nd that
of Capricorn on the other, and cuts the equator obliquely, at an angle of 23 deg. 29 min., the sun's greatest
declination. To express this motion, they supposed two points in the heavens, equally distant from, and
parallel to, this circle, which they call the Poles of the zodiac, which, turning with the heavens by means of
their axis, describe the two polar circles. In the armiHary sphere, the equinoctial, the two tropics, and two
polar circles, are intersected at right angles by two other circles, called Colures, which serve to mark the
points of the solstices, equinoxes, and poles of the zodiac. The ancients also observed, that when the sun was
in any point of his course, all the people inhabiting directly north and south, as far as the poles, have noon at
the same time. This gave occasion to imagine a circle passing through the poles of the world, which they
call a Meridian, and which is immoveable in the artificial sphere, as well as the horizon ; which is another
drcle representing the bounds betwixt the two hemispheres, or half-spheres, viz. that which is above it, and
that which is below it."

1^
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SECTION IV.

Description and Use of the Terrestrial Globe.
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The hour-nrcle, on the artificial ^lobe, is a smnll circle of brass, which turns on tlie north pole, and is
divided into twenty.four equal parts, corresponding with the hours of the day; and these are subdivided into
halves and quarters. On the New British globes, there is also an hour circle at the south pole, numbered
with two rows of figures, and furnished with an index or pointer.

The mariner's compass, which is usually fixed beneath the artificial globe, is designed to represent the
horizon, and is used by seamen to ascertain the situation or course of their vessels. It consists of a circular
box, which contains a paper card, divided into 32 points, or equal parts, each point comprising 11 deg. 16min.
or the thirty-second part of 360 degrees. The raagneticai needle fixed on this card alwavs points meard,
the north, but is subject to a variation toward the east or the west. At present, in England, the magnetic
needle points about 24 degrees to the tveslward of the north. In rectifying either of the artificial globes
therefore, allowance must be made for this variation.

*

The quadrant ofaltitude is a necessary appendage to the artificial globe. It is a thin slip of brass divided
into ninety degrees, and may be screwed on any part of the brass meridian. On the terrestrial globe it is
principally used in measuring the distances of places.

Having now described all the parts of the terrestrial globe, we proceed to lay down such instructions for
using It, as may enable our readers, even tcithout a mastery to work the subjoined problems.
The first thing to be done is to rectify the globe; which, however simple in itself, always puzzles the learner,

and renders h.m unable to proceed a single step without a master. To this, therefore, the reader is requested
to pay particular attention. Place the globe in such a position that the magnetic needle in the mariner's
compass may point 24 degrees to the westward of the north; then the brazen meridian will stand due north
and south; and all the points of the horizon will be correct. Having done this, loosen the screw at the
bottom of the globe, so that the brass meridian may turn freely, and elevate the pole according to the P-iven
latitude; that is, bring the degree marked on the brass meridian to the wooden horizon. For example—
Suppose the globe to be placed with the hour-circle at the top, and the equator coinciding with the wooden
horizon

;
if m this case, you are reqtiired to rectify the globe for the meridian of London, you must move

the globe downwards towards the north point of the wooden horizon till Slj degrees, as marked on the brass
meridian, come exactly level with the horizon; because London is situate in 51 deg. 31 min. north latitude;
and oil degrees will be sufiiciently near for instrumental illustration. Or, should you be required to rectify
the globe for the meridian of Buenos Ayres in Brazil, you must turn the globe till rather more than 34* de-
grees on the opposite side of the brass meridian, and below the equalor, coincide with the wooden horizon-
because Buenos Ayres is situate in 34 deg. 35 min. of south latitude. By the elevation of the north or south
pole, theretoro, we merely mean, that the degrees on the brass-meridian, on the north or south side of the
equator, must be brought to the north or south side of the wooden horizon, according as the given latitude
IS north or south.

o a «•

When the reader has commitled these remarks to memory, and has made himself familiar with the lines,
circles, &c„ already described, he may proceed to work the following problems.
Problem I. To find the latitude and longitude of any place.-Bving the given place to the brazen meri,

dian, and the degree which stands directly over it will be (he latitude; and' the degree marked upon the
equator wuich stands directly under the brass-meridian will be the east or west longitude, accordingly as it isnumbered toward the east or west upon the equator. Here it is of considerable importance to remark, that
the situation of cities, &c. is usually pointed out on the terrestrial globe by a small mark, thus, o. This marJi
therefore, and not merely the name of the place, should be brought to the brass-meridian, or otherwise the
longitude may be incorrect.

Problem 11. The longitude and latitude of any place being given, to find that place on the qlobe.-Wmr.
the degree of longitude to the brass-meridian, and under the degree of latitude upon the same meridian you
will find the p ace, on the north or south of the equator, as the latitude is north or south. Thus, if it be
asked. What place is situate in 113 deg. 2 min. of east longitude, and in 23 deg. 8 min. of north latitude? you
will find that Canton in China is intended. ^

Problem III. Tofind all those places which have the same longitude or lalitude.-U respect of the lonai-
tude, bring the given place to the brass-meridian, and observe all the plar^-s ,,„dcr the ed"e of thai nieri
dian, boll, on the north and the south side of the equator; for all these will have the same longitude. And in
regard of the latitude, Wmg the given place to the brass-meridian, and, having marked its latitude, tura
the globe gently round, and observe all those places which pass under the same degree, for these will have
the same latitude.
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the od..r place to the a^eridil -nd'the nuX o/T^l::":::::^ .Z)^ 1 !
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pole) will give the angle of position requir d

" ' '^"'''''"* (reckoning towards the elevated
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PnontEM XIII. To find that part of the. equation of time, which depends on the obliquity of the ecliptic.

Hnvinjy found the sun's place in the ecliptic, and brought it to the brass-meridian, count the number of
dejrrees between that meridian and the sign Aries, on the equator and on the ecliptic : then the diiTerence,

allowing four minutes of time to a degree, will shew the equation of time. It may be proper to add, that, if

the number of degrees on the ecliptic exceed those on the equator, the sun is faster than the clock • but if

the number of degrees on the equator exceed those on the ecliptic, the sun is slower than the clock.

SECTION V.

Description and Use of the Celestial Globe.

The celestial globe is an artificial representation of the heavens, on which the fixed stars are laid down in

their natural situations. In using this globe, the student is supposed to be situated in the centre of it, and
viewing the stars in the concave surface ; and, when it is turned on its axis from east to west, it exhibiU
the apparent diurnal motion of tJhe heavenly bodies.

In order to avoid needless repetitions in our description of this instrument, it will be necessary to remind
the reader, that several things which have already been explained, as belonging to the terrestrial globe, are
also common to the celestial; viz. the axis—the brazen meridian—the hour-circle—the horizon, with its eight
circles—the mariner's compass—the quadrant of altitude—the ecliptic, &c. The equator on the terrestrial
globe is called the equinoctial on the celestial.

The Zodiac is a space which extends about eight degrees on each side of the ecliptic, like a belt or girdle,
within which the motions of all the planets are performed.

The zodiac, like the ecliptic, is divided into twelve equal parts, called signs, each containing 30 degrees.
The sun makes his apparent annual progress through the ecliptic at the rate of nearly a degree in a day.
The names of the signs, and the days on which the sun enters them, are as follow :

Spring Signs.

•V Aries, the Ram, Ski of March.

U Taurus, the Bull, 19th of April,

n Gemini, the Twins, 20th of May.

Summer Signs.

25 Cancer, the Crab, 2l8t of June.

Si Leo, the Lion, 22d of July.

m Virgo, the Virgin, 22d of August.

These six sighs are called northern signs, being north of the equinoctial ; when the sun is in any of these
signs, his declination is north.

Winter Signs.

y Capricomus, the Goat, 21st of December.

Autumnal Signs.

£^ Libra, the Balance, 23d of September.

v\ Scorpio, the Scorpion, 23d of October.

4t Sagittarius, the Archer, 22d of November.

Aquarius, the Water-bearer, 20th of January,

X Pisces, the Fishes, 19th of February.

These six signs are called southern signs : when the sun is in any of these signs, his declination is south.
The spring and autumnal signs are called ascending signs ; because, when the sun is in any of these,

his declination is increasing. The summer and winter signs are called descending signs; because, when the'

sun is in any of these signs, his declination is increasing.

The cardinal points in the heavens are the zenith, the nadir, and the points where the sun rises and sets.
The zenith is a point in the heavens exactly over our heads, and is the elevated pole of our horizon. The

nadir is a point in the heavens exactly under our feet, being the depressed pole of our horizon, and the
zenith of the horizon of our antipodes. ^
The celestial meridians are lines diawn from pole to pole directly across the equinoctial ; they are also

called circles of declination. The parallels of declination are less circles drawn parallel to the equinoctial.
Thr pnh.^ >f thp rclipfic, or those points on which the celestial meridians meet, on each side of the globe,

are 90 degrees distant from every part of the ecliptic.

The cobires are two great circles
; one of which passes through the equinoctial points Aries and Libra, and

the other through the solstitial points, Cancer and Capricorn; for which reason they are called the equinoctial
and solstitial coluros. They divide the ecliptic into four equal parts, and mark the four seasons of the year.
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The cofutellatiom occupy the whole surface of the celestial globe; and are A[.\A.A •

,

'''^

«.uthern. and tho.e .n the zodiac, and with all the.e the leHrnex.hodd Ike ht ,f
'" '? ''''''^''''^ '^'
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'
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iifijrA/ rfc.,ccnsto«, oft/i^we rfescc««o«, and descensional difference havP th« «„ c

the sun, the .noon, or a star, as the preceding .ern.s have iolTrilina
"""" *° '^' "'''"^ "'^

The latitude of a star, or planet, is its distance north or south fmC .1. i-
•

of the ecliptic on the quadrant of altitude. The sun beinjr always 7n .hi ""'f\ '=°"»'"' <«'vard the pole
ffituda of any celestial body is its distance, counted eastward oifthp Tr'^T' "° '"'""''^- ^he Ion-
The longitude of the sun on the celestial globe is til s m as th'sunVn Ic T ' •' ''"' P"'"' "^ ^--
The rising of any celestial body is when its centre appear! l the as

'" " fl^'"
''" "" '^"««'''«'-

r::';:3rt:::ir^^ ^^ '^^•'—^'»- -^ '- -^«. ^^ ^:r:t;'cr:d:^:rr
;;;

Amplitude is the distance (either north or south) "If a„7cr^ro'b 1 . t
" .?""' "'' """''''"' «'"'«''-

horizon at tl.e time of rising or setting. Azimuth is the'd^stn e of1 ve Zl T' "
""' """' "' '''«

heavenly body, from the north or south point of the horizon and is ei.h! ? " ^"""'"^ *'''""g'» ^"y
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''^^ ^^''^''^ "'' ^-esterly.
'

the .odiac^may easily be rolT^y Z^^^ ^l^^^^^^^^
''' TT ^'""^^ "" '"'^ P'«- "
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"'"' ^''"""^^' '"''' '^ »''«

as that of the fixed stars.
'^' "* "''^ «"^ "'^" "•'«'"§:. setting, &c. as easily

These definitions, if committed to memorv. will pn<.l.l« !,».« j .
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'""""'"^ P'"'*'^'"^-

the longitude and latitude of a place on thTtrres rXlfe "
f^^^
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ridian, the degree of the equinoctial will herthe Ifte^sTon aTd htT"
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,
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'-^'-P""^'"^ -.th the degree of the ecliptic, then under^'the

place, bring the sun s longitude to the meridian, and set the hour-circle to
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13 o'clock: then turn the globe till the index point to the t^iven hour; and the itara in tb« lieavein will

appear in the same situation an upon the ^iohe. IC the ^;lol)e, in thia cuHe, be tnken into the open air, and
a pencil be placed erect on either of the atura drawn on its surface, it will point out that particular alar in

the heavens.

Problkm VU. The latilude, daif of the month, and hour, beinff yiveri, to jind the altitude and azimuth of'

antf star.—Recufy the globe for the g^iven latitude, bring the aun'a place to the meridian, aet the hour-circle

at 1'?, and turn the n;lube till the index point to the g^iven hour. Then fix the quadrant of altitude on the

zenith, and bring it over the star. The degree upon the quadrant cut by the star will be its altitude, and the

distance between the foot of the quadrant and the north or Roulh point of the horizon, will be the azimuth.

Prorlem VllL The latitude, day of the month, and hour, being given, to Jind lehat planett will hevisible.

Rectify the globe for the latitude of the place, bring the sun'a place to the meridian, and net the hour-circle

to 12. Then, if the given time be before noon, turn the globe eastward till the index has pasaed over as

many hours as the time wants of noon ; but, if the given time be past noon, turn the globe westward, till the

index has passed over as many hours as the time is past noon. Steady the globe in this position, and look

in an ephcmeris for the longitudes of the planeU; and if any of them be in the signs of (he zodiac which
are above the wooilon horizon, such planets will be visible.

Problem IX. ToJind the distanrp of two starsfrom each other in rfejrrec*.—Lay the quadrant of altitude

over the given stars, so that the division marked o may rest on one of them, and the degrees between tliem,

counted on the quadrant, will give their distance.

Problem X. To Jind the time of the moon's rising, southing, and setting for any latitude and day of the

year.—Look in an ephemeris for the moon's longitude and latitude for the given day, and mark its place

in the zodiac with a small paper patch ; then its rising, southing, and setting, may b« found as easily as those

of the stars. The term southing implies the same as the culminating of the stars, viz. coining to the meridian.

TABLE
OF THE

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES
OF THE

Principal Places on the Surface of the Earth.

NamM of Places.

Abbeville

Aberdeen
Abo
Acapuico
Aiheii

Adriaiiople

Ai^ra

Aix la Chapellc ,

Alderney (Isle) . .

,

Aiep)iu

Alexiuulria

Algiers

Amiens
Amsterdam
Anguilla (IiUe) ..

Aiiiiapulis

Aiitibes

Cont.

Europe
K 11rope

Europe
Aincr.

Asia

Europe
Asia

Europe
l';uix>pe

Asia

Afriea

Africa

Europe
Europe
Aincr.

Amer.
Europe

Counlry or Sea

France
Scotland ....
Finland

Mexico .....

.Sumatra. . .

.

Turkey
India

fiermany . .

.

En^. Cbau.

.

Turkey
Earypt

Aljiiers

France

Holland ....

Carib. Sea .

.

United Statep

France . .

.

Latitude. Loni^itudc.

7N.
9 N.
10 N.
10 N.
22 N.
10 N.
43 N.
47 N.
42 N.
45 N.
11 N.
49 N.
b3 N.
21 N.

N.
.')2 N.
34 N,

o /

1 49 E.

1 28W.
22 13 E.

101 45W.
i).5 34 E.

26 30 £.

70 44 E.
r> 4 E.

2 17W.
37 20 E.

30 39 E.

2 13 E.

2 18 E.

4 51 E.

02 57 W.
64 5 W.
7 7 E.

Names of Places.

Antigua (St. John's)
Antwerp
Aracan
Archangel
Arran (Isle)

Ascension (Isle)

Astracun
Athens
Augsburg
Ava

Babelmandel Straits

Baghdad
Bantry Bay
Barbadoes, B.Town.
Barbuda (Isle)

Basil

Cuut.

Amer.
Europe
Asia
Europe
Europe
Afriea

Asia
Europe
Europe
Asia

Africa

Asia
F.t!ropr

Amer.
Amer.
Europe

Country or Sen latitude. I/inf!itudc.

o 1

02 9W.

k

Carib. Sea .

.

o

17

1

4 N.
Belgium.

.

51 13 N. 4 23 E.
India 20 .'{ N. 93 30 E.
Russia 01 33 N. 38 ,5!) E.
Scothmd n.-i 39 N. 5 12 W.
S.Atl. Ocean 7 frf) S. 13 59 W.
Unssia 40 21 N. 48 8 E.
Turkey 38 5N. 23 .52 E. \

Germany. . .

.

48 16 N. 10 52 E.
\

India 21 30 N !!6 E.

Abyssinia..

.

12 !)0 N. 43 .50 E.
Chaldea 33 19 N. 44 24 E.
!r« land 51 20 N. iO low.
Atl. Ocean.. 13 ON. 59 .50 W.
Atl. Ocean. 18 ON. 61 35 W.
.Switzerland, 47 35 N 7 29 E.

**f^^**^****-t **^ ^**i**** ^^^*^^^0^^.*
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I-ongituUe.
J

o / 5

02 9W. 5

4 23 E.
J

03 30 E. »

38 f)9 E. 5

5 12 w. 5

13 .-iiiw. ;

48 8 K. 5

'2-i .>2 K.
J

10 52 E. }

!lfi E. 5

43 50 E. ;

44 24 E. 5

10 10 AV.
JM SOW. 1

61 35 W. 5

7 2!) E. J

xu
Num nr IMu'M. fun*. Country 01 ««. Ulituda. Lougilu.lt

BaueTnrc
Buitiu

Uatuvia
Bath
Btlfaul

Bi'iicoulcn

Merlin [\

U<'rniu<luii (liilf) .,

BiTIl

b'rwick

BinninKlmm
BllloflflDt

Bol«rlietK|(oioHtrojf

Bornliuy

B(>riiro(lNle) ....
BuKtllll

B<ii,iiiy Bay
B4>ulii|;iie

Bum bun (i«lc) ..,,
Bciunlraiix ....
Bietia

[

Brtdlau

Bifjt
]

BridKC Towa
Bri^^hlon

BrittuI .'
.'

_

Bruffu '//

Brussels ....
Bud« .;;;
Biienua Ayres
Burgoi '.

Cachao
Cadiz ',[[['/

Capfliari '.'..'.'.

Cairo

Calcutta, (F." will.")".
Calmiir

I
Camlirldj^c '.'.'..,

Canary(l8lc), N.E.i>V
Candia(lsle)
Caut<rbuiy CatliednU

. Caulon

» Captof Good-HoJM;'.'
»[ Cardigan. ...

Caj-lisle i.
'..;

C'arthai^eDa

CcyloivS. Point..!!.'.'

Cliester

Christiana

Chi'istianaand

Civita Vccchia ,,[
Cocbis .'.'.'.'

Conception
\[\

Constantinople... .'.'.'.

CopciUiagen ,[[
Cork '

" '

Corentry ...!..'!.'.'

Cracow
Ciuco

, .

!

Cyprus .'.".'."

"

(•iia<Ulou|M-

Comica
Java
Enijland..

Inland ....

Sumatra ..

<»ciniBjiy
.

Atl, (Ician.

Sifiiicrlaiul

^'otlaiid
. .

.

I'.iiSland...

Italy

Silicria
. , ,

,

India

(Ii ilia .Sea ..

NcwEajjIand
New Holland
France
Indian Ocean
I'lance ....

Netherlands
Silesia

I'raiirc

BarbadocK
Europe! England
Europe! EnKlaod
Europe Netherlands
Europej firli^iuni ....

Huufpiry
. .

.

Biiuil

Spain .,.,

Europe
. . Anier.

I Europe

Asia

Europe
Europe
Africa

Asia

Europe
Europe
Africa

Europe
Europe
Asia

'"dia ....
^'pain ....
i'ardinia

.

.

EKypt...
India

Sweden
. .

.

KoKland .

.

Canarica ....

Mediter. Sea
England..
China

England...,
Terra Firma
India.

England...
Norway ...'(50 55 N

Dantiic
Deft

.

.

tierby

Dominica (lilej

Dorchester
. . .

.

Dover
Doujflas

Dresden '.

Dronthcim....
Dublin

!

Dnmbartou .,'.,.

Dumfries
Dunbar ,'

Dundee
.

Durham

.

Africa Caffraria"
Enrope Wales
Europe
Ainer.

Asia

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Asia

Amer.
Enriipe

Europe
Enrope
Enrope
Europe
S. Am.
Asia

21 30 N.
36 32 N.
•)» 25 N.
30 3N,
22 34 N.
56 40 N.
52 12 N.
2H 13 N.
35 18 N
51 18 N
23 8 N
34 29 S,

52 10 N.
54 47 N.
10 25 N.
5 47 N.

53 15 N.

fil 5«W
» 40 E,

10« 53 E
2 aiw,
6 52 W.

102 10 E
13 22 E
<i3 28 W,
7 31 E
2 5 W.
10 SOW,
11 21 E.

l.Vl Jl K.
72 38 E
114 20 E
70 (WW
151 21 E

I 3'J E
55 30 E.

34 W.
4 40 E.
17 8 E.

4 29 W.
58 3ft W.

OW.
2 30 W.
3 12 E
4 22 E
19 20 £.
58 31 W.
3 30W.

NaiMjof I'lMtj.

Edlnbiirifh

Ed<ly»lonc .'.'.'.'.'..',

I'-lsiiieur
"

[[
Erierum '.".'

Exeter ,,,..,.,['/

Talmouth
.

Fez ..'.'..'.',

Elaniborougli Hciid'
llorente

Elushing

Eranjois (Cape)
I VankCort (on the H.
''"jus...
Funchal

'aine)

Norway
Italy....

India..

Chili....

Turkey
.

Denmaj-k
Ireland

58 11 N
42 5i\.

33 N.
•ifi 42 .S,

il 1 N.
41 N.

51 53 A.
EngUud.!.. .W 25 N
I'olaiid

.

Peru
Syria

Euroipe Poland
.

.

Europe Holland .'

Asia India . .

.

Europe England.
Amer. Windw. Idwl 15 18 N
Europe

J

England .W 42 N

49 59 N.
12 25 S.

34 30 N.

105 E.

IfiW.
9 38 £.

31 18 E
88 20 E.
18 21 E.

4 E.
15 38 W.
26 18 £.
1 4 E.

113 2 E
18 28 £.
4 38 W.
2 MVf.

75 42 W.
81 8 E.

aw
10 48 E
8 U E.
15 46 E.
75 35 E
72 40 W.
28 ,'*5 £.
12 35 E.
8 28 W.
1 25 W.

19 50 E.

73 35 W.
33 16 £

Oeiicva

Cxenoa

Client ....'.'.'.'.'.,',['

('ibrallur
.

(ilasgow ...

(loucesttT
(Joree (Isle) .'.'.'.',,',

(jottenburgh ...'.',.'.

(•rati
""

Gnenwich (6bier»at'ory)
Ouadaloupe
Cuam (Isle)

.'.'.'.'.'."

Gnenisejr .'.'."

54 21 N.
52 6 N'.

28 37 N.
62 58 N

Europe England...
Europe Isle of Man
Europe Germany

.

.

Europe Norway..

.

Enrope
I Ireland .,,'.

I

Enrope Scotland ..

.

(Europe Scotland.!!!
Europe Scotland.
Enropt- .Scotland..!!

|Enrop
I
England

Haarlem
Hague .....'.'
Halifax ....
Halifax. .!!!!!'!|'
Hamburzh
Hanorer , .

.

Hastings
Havannak ..'.'.'.'."

Hecia (Mount)
Holyhead ... '"
Horn (Cape) !!!.'.'

Huafciene (Isle).

Hull
'

Inverness ..

Irkutsk ...
Ispahan ...

Jamaica (Port Royal) .

Java Head _
Jeddo .!!]
Jcinisalem

Joanna
J nun Fei-nuiidez

Kingston
Kiow

!

!

"

Koniiigsbcrg ..!!!!

Europ<'

Africa

Europe
Europe
Europe
Amer.
lairope

Eiii'ope

Africa

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
liiiiope

Africa

Europe
Europe
Europe
Amer.
Asia

Savoy
,

,

"nly. ....
riander*

.

Spaii

Seoiland..

England
Atlun. Ocean
Sweden ....
Germany

. .

.

England
Carib. Sea .

.

India
.

.

Europe Brit .Channel

Europe
Europe
Amer.
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Amer.
Europe
Europe
Amer.
Asia
Earopc

Europe
Asia
Asia

Holland ..

Netherlands
Nova Scotia
England...
Netherlands.
Germany.

.

.

England
''''I'a ...

Iceland .

Wales
T. del Fuego
PacificOciuii

Englaud

4 36 E.
4 17 E.

lis 27 W.
I 52 W.

10 I E.
9 48 E

41 E
82 18 W.
20 OW.
4 .low.

HN 13 W.
'51 6W.
« 28 W.

Kcotlaud
. .

.

Siberia

Persia
.

Amci-.

Asia

Asia

I Asia

Asia

Asia

Amer.
Europe
Europe

j

51 8N
54 7N
51 N.
03 26 N
53 2! fi

55 44 N.
55 8N
56 1 N
56 28 N
54 43 N.

Laclrone (Grand) . .

.

Lahore
Eancustci'

! ! _

Eausaiine
Leeds !!!!!'
Leghorn !

'

!

Leicester [\]\
'[

Leipsic

Leith
! ! ! .

!

Leyden
Limerick
Lincoln

! ! !
!

*

Linlithgow...'!
... ^
Lisic

Lisbon

Litchfield ..!!!!!!!!!.
Liverpool

! !

!

'

London (St. Paul's')'."
.'!

Londonderry
"

A.sia

Asia

Europe
j
England...
Siiitzerlaiid

Englaud
. .

.

Italy

England..!
Saxony,

. ,

,

Scotland..

Holland..!
Ireland.

.

.

England
. . .

,

. Sootlaud
. ,

Europe Belgium
. .

.

Europe Portugal
Europe I England.

.

Europe England!!!!
Europe I England
Europe

I
Ireland.

. !!

Enro|H;

Europe
Europe
Europe
Eiirupe

Euiopc
Europe
Europe

I

Europe
Eui'oiie

'•'"^^"^*-'^^„7^77::;7777^77^77^

Atl. Ocean
Java

Japan Isk'

.

Paleiitiue

Comoro Isles) 12 5 .S

PaciKcOcTOii 33 .J5 S.

Jamaica.... 17 07 ]v
Kossia L'io ;«) A.
I'lussia

I .^4 43 N

,

I'acific Ocean 22
Ind'

*^^^^*#*^***,



XX LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.

NimM af PluM.

L<ir»llo

I.iixcmhouri

Lyun«

Mkrko
Mu'Muir
Mulrir* (Funchal) ...
MsdnM
Mwlriil

Malana
Maltu (l>lf)

Miiillitt

Mmituit

Mmarillt'N

Miu'tiiiicii (I'orl Kiiyftl)

iMauritiu

Mew*
Mt-chlln

MeUina
Mntlim
IWrli

Mrxio
Miildkbiirg

MilHIl

MiM'ha
Mtiiw

Moni|K'lllrr

Muiilniiic
,

Miiiitn'rrat (Ilk)
,

Morocco
,

MoiMHIW
,

Munich

Niuuir
N«X«iiaki

Nankin
,

Nanin
Naplm

,

Ncwcaitks
,

New York
Niagara

,

Nianim
Noolku
Northampton
Noinirh

,

Nuttinghuin
,

Oporto
Orenburg
Orli-ans

Osloud
Oxfonl (Observatory)

Padiia

Pulcrnio

Palmyra
I'anama
Paris (Obtervatory) .

.

Pegu
Pekin

Pembrolif
Perth

PetersburRli

Philadelphia

Pisa

Plymouth
Porto Bello

Port Royal

Portsmouth
Piitosi

Prague
Prcsbur-;

rmil.

r-uroiH-

I'^urope

Kurope
Kurupr

Europe
Asia

Europe
Europe
Europe

Europe
Kurope
Europe
Amer.
EHnuM"
Asia

Asia

Europe
Europe
Europe
Amer.
Europe
EurojH?

Amer.
Amer.
Eui'ope
S. Ame.
Europe
Europe

Quebec ,, , .Amer

Quito i Amer.

Europe
Euru|H'

Europe

Alia

Aaia

Africa

Alia

Europr
A<ia

Africa

Aula

I'Uinipe

I'jiropc

Amer.
Afrlt'ii

Ada
Europr
All.
I'uropr

Europe
An)cr.

I'.urope

Europe
Asia

ICuro|H'

Kurti|H-

l'>uro|M-

Amer.
Africa

Euri>|H'

Europe

Europe
.\aia

Ania

Euro|te

ICurope

Europe
Amer.
Amer.

Couiilry i>r Hm.

Italy

Helgium,..

.

I'rancr

China
t'rIrlM'B

Allan. Ocean
India , . ,

Mpain ....

India ....

Mr<lit. Am
Phililpinea

Italy

I'raiM'e .....
Atlaii. Ocean
Indian Oeeun
Andiia ....
Hclgiuni .

.

Arnhia , . , ,

,

Sicily

I'raiice , . ,

.

Mexico ....

Holland....

Ilalv

Arabia .,.,
Ni'thrrhiinli

France ....
ScotlamI ....

Carib. .Sea .

.

liarlwry ....
Ituania . ,

.

Bavaria ,

,

Belgium
.

Japan. . .

.

China.,..
FiTimce , .

.

Italy

ICnglamI .

.

Ignited Staten

C^innda .

KraiK'c
. .

,

Pacific (Venn
r.nglnnd ....
ICngliiml*. ..

.

England , . ,

.

Portugal . . ,

Tartary ...

France

Netherlands

England ....

Italy

Siciiy

Syria

INIexiro ....

Fnince

India

China
Wales
Si'otland ....

Russia •
. . .

.

Peiisylvania

Italy

England ....
IVIexico ....

.laniaica ....

England. . .

.

Peru
Bohemia . .

.

Hungary . .

.

Latiludr

iH 15 N,
•III a? N
rj && N.

4'J Vi N.

ft s.

aa .17 N
la 4 N
40 »ft N.

'I I'J N.

.1ft fta N.

M .'III N
4ft 'iO N.

4a 17 N.

14 aft N.

•it) 1) H.

«l 40 N.

ftl I N
•ift N.

JH .SO N.

49 7 N.

I» SS N.

51 34 N.

45 87 N.

IH 40 N.

90 S7 N.

4S ,i7 N.

5(1 :u N,

Ifl 47 N.

^0 m N.

.55 4.'. N.
4H N.

fto a« N.

i'i -.i-i N.
3i 4 S.

47 la N.

JO 50 N.

.ftft 3 N.
40 40 N.
4a 4 N.
43 &(» N.
41» 30 N.
fti 1ft N.
5'i 40 N.

53 N.

41 10 N.
51 4« N
47 54 N.

51 13 N.
51 45 N.

45 13 N
38 30 N
S3 N
8 47 N

48 50 N
17 N
3!) 54 N
51 15 N
50 '22 N.

oO 50 N,

39 50 N,

43 43 N
50 21 N
9 33 N
18 N
.jO 47 N,

21 S.

50 ft N.

18 20 N

UnifUiidt

14 IS E
II E

4 4« E.

Cnnniln I 40 17 N.

Peru i 13 S.

113 40 P..

no 4H i:

irt ftovv.

HO 28 E.

a 12 W.
102 a K,

14 2H E.

120 ft2 E.

10 47 E,

SI E.

01 %V/.
57 20 E.

41 i;.

4 XI E.

39 33 E.

Ift 40 E,

10 E.

100 4VV.
3 35 i:.

9 II E.

43 fio i;.

8 57 E.

3 fta E.

20 W
03 17 W.

(I low.
37 32 E.

11 30 E.

4 44 E.

128 40 E.

118 47 E,

1 32 W.
14 17 E.

1 24 W.
74 ow.
79 7W.
4 18 E.

120 4W.
.ftftVV.

t 2a w,
1 ew.

8 29 W.
55 4 E.

1 54 E.

2 .55 E
1 15 W.

11 52 R.

13 43 E.

39 E.

80 21 W.
2 20 E.

97 E.

110 27 E.

4 SOW.
3 12 W.
30 19 E.

75 law.
10 23 E.

4 7W.
79 .ftOW.

70 4ft W.
1 ftW.

77 W.
14 24 E.

17 30 W.

71 low.
77 55 W.

N«nim i>f lliifa.

linmiigate

Khciini

KIiimIcii

Kio Janriru

Itwk of l.iidMin

Rome (,St Peter'*) ...

Rotterdam
Runen

.Saint Andrew'a
St. Cathrrlne'ii (Me) .

.

.St. ChrlKtupher'a (I«le)

SI. EiiKlatIa (lale)

St. Helena (Jainei'l'iiwii'

.St. l.ucia(l>le)

St. Salvador

Sl.ThonuM (l»le)

Sallahury

Sanuirciuul

Sainon

Suntu Ciui!

Santa I'e

Sainlwich (lule)

Scarborough Head
S<illy (l.ighti.)

ShecrncMs

Shrewsbury
Smyrna
Southampton .

Stockholm
Stuiiehengc

Sunderland

TeflU
TenerifTe (Peak)
Texel (hie)

Timor
TolMdik
Toledo
Tomsk
Tongutaboo (Iile).

Torbay
Toulon
Trinidad
Tripoli

TuniH

I'paal

Utrecht

Valencicnnea

Valparaiso

Venice

Vera Crui , .

.

VenI (Cape)

Verona
VersailU*

Vienna (Obierratory)

\Vureaw
Warwick
Washington
Wexford
AVeymouth
Whitehaven
Wilna
Winchester
VVoi'Ccstcr

VVurtzburgh

Yakutsk
Yarmouth
York

Ci>ut.

Zurich

r.urope

Enni|H'

A»la

Amer.
Europr
Europe
Europe
lairope

Europr
Amer.
Amer
Amer.
A frica

Amer,
N.Anie.

Amer
Europe
Asia

Alia

Africa

Amer.
Asia

Europe
I'iurope

Euro|H'

Europe
Asia

Europe
Euru|K'

ICurope

ICurope

Asia

Africa

Europe
Asia

Asia

Europe
Alia
Alia

Europe
Euro|H'

An r.

Ai.ii'a

Africa

Europr
Europe

Europe
Amer.
Europe
Anicr.

Africa

Europe
Europe
Euro|H?

Europe
Europe
Amer.
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europr
Europe
Europe
Europe

Asia
Europe
Europe

******»**»»»***»**»»*»»*»» ^***»t»^

('iiuulry or Hn

Englanit ....

Francit ....

Airhiprlagu

llrailf

Portugal . .

.

Ilalv

Holland ....

I 'riince

S<-ollHnd...,

Allan, m'enii

CarllM'an ,Sea

Cariliran Hen
Allan. Ocean
West Indies

Hnuil
Weil. Indies

England ....

Tartary ....

AiThi|i«lago

TencriH'e

New Mexico
Paci/lc Ocean
I'.iigland ....

Eng.Chaunel
England...
England . ,

,

Nalolia . .

.

England . .

.

Sweden . .

.

England . .

.

I'-ngland .

,

(eorgia . .

.

Canaries
. .

.

Ilidland ..

India

SilN'ria ...

Sjiaiii

cdM'ria ....

PaciBc Ocean
England .

,

I'rauce .

.

Allan. Ocean
Barbary . .

.

Barhary . .

.

Swe<len . .

.

Holland . .

.

rranec ....

Chili

Italy

Mexico. . .

.

Negroland .

,

Italy
,

France ....

Hungary ..

Ullluda. iMingllurtt

ftl 10 N
49 1ft N
aft 27 N.

22 .54 8
38 4ft N
41 na N
ftl ftft N.

49 20 N.

21 N
3ft S.

Ift N
III) N
hh S.

24 N
ftH H.

21 N
3 N

40 N
40 N
27 N,

N
41 N.

18 N
.^ili N
25 N
43 N
28 N
ft3 N
20 N,

10 N,

55 N,

Poland . ,

.

England .

.

United States

Irelaiul....

England . :

.

England . .

,

Poland ...

England . ,

,

I'Ugland . .

,

Franconia .

Silieria .

.

England .

.

F)ngland

.

Europe Switzerland. 47 22 N.

43 30 N
28 17 N
53 10 N
10 23 S.

58 12 N
39 50 N
.VI 30 N
21 9 S.

.50 34 N
43 7 N
20 1ft S.

32 5,'J N,

30 47 N,

59 51 N,

52 7 N,

,50 21 N,

3.'J 2 S.

45 20 N.

10 9 N,
14 43 N.
45 20 N.

48 48 N.
48 12 N.

52 14
52 18
.18 53
.52 22
52 40
54 25
54 41
51 (!

52 9
49 46

62 N.
.52 45 N.
5,S 59 N.

I 24 V.

4 I E
2H 45 E.

42 43 W.
9 3ft W.
12 20 E
4 29 Iv

1 I W.

2 49 W.
49 12 W
02 38 W.
03 14 W.

ft 49 W.
00 40 W.
3H OW.
04 20 W.

1 47 W.
09 E.

27 13 V.

10 low
10ft w.
108 33 E.

law
40 W
,'io i;.

2 40 W
27 E

1 23 W
18 3 E.

1 40 W.
1 low,

47 E.

in 40 W,
4 59 E.

124 4 W
08 2ft E.

3 20 W.
84 ftO E.

174 40 W.
3 .30 W.
ft 55 E.

120 42 W.
13 5 E.

10 E.

17 38 E.

5 E.

3 31 E.

72 low.
12 22 E.

96 ow.
17 30 W.
11 18 E.

2 7 E.

16 16 K.

21 E.

1 32 W.
77 43 W.
6 .30 W.
2 .34 -W.

3 15 W.
25 27 E.

1 16 VV.

2 OW.
10 13 E.

129 52 E.

1 48 E.

1 OW.

g 21 E.
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{
Ullt iMiUiid*

{

> N 1

r

24 v.

S N -1 1 Iv

7 N. •iH 46 i;

1 H 4'i 43 W *

h N II 3ft W, \

1 N. lU 20 V. \

% N. i 21) Iv
\

1 N. 1 1 W,
\

I N •i 41)W
\

% s. 41) 12 W
% N. fli 3HW.

\

\

\

• N. (13 14 W,
't H, ^ 40 W
i IS. (10 4(1 W
H H. UN OW. \

t N. tl4 2(1 W, s

1 N. 1 47 W \

» N. III) K.
\

\

1 M. a? 13 V. \

1 N. Id low
\» N. 105 ow

1 ,S. ION 33 v..

\* N. 13 W
i N. (i 40 \V }

i N. fiO E.

J N. a 40 vv.
t
t

^ N. 27 (1 e.
1

1 ^. 1 23 W k

> N. IH 3 E. 2

1 N. 1 40 W. \
\

i N. • low.
\

) N. 47 E.
\

1 N. If. 40 W. \

) N. 4 fil) E,
\

1 s. l'^4 4W.
I N, OH 2I> E.

\
) N. :i 20 W.

\
) N. H4 .')0 E,

) s, 174 40 W.
\1 N. 3 30 W.

1 N. A 56 E.
\

) s. l!2(i 42W.I
\
\

) N. 13 5 E.
\

! N. 10 E.
\

1 N. 17 38 E.
\
\
\

r N. 5 E.

\

N. 3 31 E.

\
\
s

! H. 72 low. \

i N. Vl 22 E. \
s

) N. DO ow. \

1 N. 17 30 W. \
s

t N. 11 IH E. s

t N. 2 7 E.
\
\

! N. 16 16 E. \

N. 31 E. \
\

N. 1 32 W. \

N. 77 43 W. \

N. 6 30 W.
s

N. 2 34-W. \

N. 3 15 W. \

N. 25 27 E.

N. 1 16 W. \
\

N. 2 OW.
^. 10 13 E.

\
\

X

N. 129 62 E.

N. 1 48 E. *
«

N. 1 (iW.
4

N. 9 21 E. 1

\
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A NEW AND

COMPLETE SYSTEM
OF

UNIVERSAL GEOGRAPHY.
^^*^^^^^0^S^*^^^^^0^^

PART I.
•**#*^i*##»

ASIA.
A HIS division of the terraqueous^ globe demands the
first attention of the geographer and the historian; as 'it

was in this quarter that those grand and interesting events
took place, which are recorded in tlieHoly Scriptures of
truth, and whicli we are commanded to inculcate upon the
nunds of our children, and of our children's children. It
was here that the eternal Jehovah first smiled propitiously
on the works of his own creation, and emphatically pro-
nounced them "very good;" whilst "the morning-stars
sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy."
Here our first progenitors were placed in the garden of
Eden, which breathed ambrosial sweets around them,
and presented to their hands the most delicious fruits and
flowers; whilst the lion and the lamb, equally harmless,
bounded over the enamelled carpet of the earth, and the
heavens resounded with the songs of innumerable birds,
warblmg amidst the unfading fohage of the trees. Here,
subsequently to the introduction of im, and man's expul-
sion from the lovely bowers of Paradise, an ark was pre-
pared, by the Divine command, for the preservation of one
family from the universal deluge, and, by the migration of
different branches of that family, the whole world was pro-
gressively peopled. In Asia, the descendants of Abraham
were led safely to, and planted in, tlie land of promise.
Here the law of ten commandments was given from hea-
ven, with a degree of pomp and solemnity which may be
more easily conceived than described; and a series of mi-
racles evinced and illustrated the power, wisdom, and love,
of that adorable Being, who hcd « chosen Israel as his
own inheritance." On riiis continent the holy prophets
uttered their predictions; and here the stupendous work of
nian^s redemption was accomplished by the co-equal Son
of God, "who died for our sins, and rose again for our
.li.stihcation." Here also the truths of Christianity were
hrst promulgated ;-tIie first Qiristian churches were

1- VOL.1.

planted;—the blood of the martyrs was first shed;—and
from hence the brightest rays of the gospel of peace gra-
dually beamed forth upon a dai k and barren world. Finally,
in Asia languages were first spoken, arts and manufactures
were practised, edifices were reared, and empires were
founded, whilst all the other divisions of the globe were
uninhabited and unexplored. And whether we advert to
the serenity of its climate, the natural fertility of its soil,

the fragrancy and salubrity of its plants, gums, and spices,'

the deliciousness of its fruits, or tlie richness of its various
productions, which sparkle in tl)(> mines, embroider the
meads, and mingle with its streams, its right of pre-emi-
nence in a geographical description of the earth will be
sufficiently and unanswerably established.

This extensive continent is situated betAveeu25 and 190
degrees of east, or 17O of west, longitude; and between the
equator and 78 degrees of north latitude. It is about six
thousand miles in length, from the Dardanelles on the west,
to the eastern shore of Tartary; and about five thousand
five hundred miles in breadth, from the most southern part
of Malacca to the northernmost cape of Asiatic Russia,
It is bounded by the Frozen Ocean on the north. On the
west it is separated from Africa by the Red Sea; and from
Europe, by the Levant or Mediterranean, the Archipelago,
the Hellespont, the Sea of Marmora, the Bosphorus, tfie

Black Sea, the River Don, and a line drawn from it to
the River Tobol, and thence to tlie River Oby, which
falls into the Frozen Ocean. On the east, it is bounded
by the Pacific Ocean, which separates it from America-
and on the south by the Indian Ocean: so that it is almost
surrounded by the sea. The following table will convey an
accurate idea of the different countries into which it is

divided, with their comparative extent of territory, their
respective bearings from London, and the religion's pro-
fessed by their inhabitants.

B
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UNIVERSAL GEOGRAPHY. [Paiii 1.

DIVISIONS OF ASIA.

e

u
3

Naliooi.

r Palestine
Syria

Natolia

DiARBECK, or 2

M.SSOPOTAMIA $ '

Irac, or Chaldea.
TURCOMANIA,

or Armenia
Georgia ....
CuRDisTAN, or >

Assyria ^
China.........
HiNDOOSTAN ..

India beyond >

theGANGEs 5 "
Persia...
Arabia
Asiatic Russia ....
Chinese
Tibet

,

fNDEPENDENT TaET

Length.

210
270

750

240

420

360

240

210

1350
1890

2000

1300
1400
5300
3000
1500
1500

Breadth.

90
ICO

390

210

240

300

180

205

1060
1550

1000

1050
1260
1900
1080

500
850

*'*»^******* *^*^>»*^*

Square Miles.

7,600
29,000

195,000

27,000

50,400

55,000

25,600

23,900

1,298,000

870,910

741,500

800,000
700,000

3,050,000

944,000
385,000
500,000

Chief Cities.

Jerusalem

Aleppo

S Bursa, or

\ Smyrna

Diarbeck

Bagdad

Erzerum

Teflis

Mousul

Pekin

Delhi

( Siam, or

,iPgu
Ispalian

Mecca
Tobolsk
Chynjan

Lassa .

Samarcand

Distance andBcar
ingfrum London.

1920 S.E.

1860 S.E.

1440 S.E.

2060 S.E.

2240 S.E.

1860 S.E.

1920 E.

2220 E.

4320 S.E.

3720 S.E.

5040 S.E.

2460 S.E.

2640 N.E.
2160 S.E.

4480 N.E.
3780 E.

2800 E.

Differ, of Time
from London

24 bef.

30 bef.

1 48 bef.

56 bef.

04 bef.

44 bef.

10 bef.

— bef.

24 bef.

16 bef.

6 44 bef.

20 bef.

52 bef.

10 bef.

4 bef.

40 bef.

4 36 bef.

Religion.

Ch. and Mah.
Ch. and Mah.

Mahom.

Maho-
. metans, with

^some few
Christians

*************^***********

Mahom.

Pagans
Mah. and Pas.

Pag. and Mah.

Mahom.
Miihom.
oil. and Pag.
Pagans
Pagans
Pagans

[ \

•*^*j

ASIATIC ISLANDS.
**********

Islands,

Australasia ...............
Polynesia

The Japanese Isles __
The Kurile Isles, and those in the

vered by the Russians
The Ladrones ..............
Formosa ..................
Anian ^ .

The Philippines

The Molucca, or Clove Isles . ,

,

The Banda, or Nutmeg Isles

Amboyna, '\ surrounding C
Celebes, V the Molucca \
Gilolo, &c. J and Banda Isles (

( Borneo ....
The Sunda Isles •? Sumatra

(Java, 8tc
The Andaman and Nicobar Isles

Ceylon
The Maldives ..............
Bor™'''"'

Towns.

Jeddo, Meaco ....
Sea of Kamtschatka, lately disco-

Guam ............
Tai-ouan-fou .......
Kiontcheow ........
Manilla

,

Victoria Fort, Ternate
Lantor. ............
Amboyna. ..........
Macassa
Gilolo

,

Borneo, Caytongee. .

.

Achen, Bencoolen . . .

.

Batavia, Bantam ......
Andaman, Nicobar. .

.

Candy .............
Caridon............

S. Miles.

138,000

17,000

11,900

133,700

400
68,400

10,400

228,000

129,000

33,250

27,730

Trade with or belong to.

English

English

Dutch

\ Russia

Spain

^ China

Spain

Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
All Nations

English and Dutch
Dutch
All Nations

Dutch
All Nations

JUingiish

»»»»'»<»#»'^»»»y^# »^i»i#i»#i»#^^^^«^rf>^^«^^



Though inland seas are less numerous in Asia than in
Europe, yet, in addition to a portion of the Mediterranean
this quarter of the globe includes the Red Sea and the
Gulf of Persia, the buys of Bengal and Nankin, and other
gulfs, which render the coasts much more diversified than
those of Africa or America.

The Red Sea, or the ancient Arabian Gulf, is the grand
line of division drawn by nature between Asia and Africa •

but Its advantages have been principally experienced by the'
latter, which IS completely destitute of any other inland
sea. This celebrated gulf extends aliout fourteen hundred
and seventy British mUes, from the Straits of Babelmandel
to Suez, and terminates, not in two equal branches, asde-
scnbed in old maps, but in an extensive western branch
whilst the eastern runs but a short distance beyond the pa-
rallel of Mount Sinai. The Gulf of Persia is another in-
land sea, about half the length of the former, into which
the nvers Tigris and Euphrates pour their tributary streams.
The other Asiatic gulfs do not exhibit such characteri».

tic features of what are stricUy tem.ed inland seas; but this
extensive tract of country contains seas which are totally
detached, and entirely different from any that occur in the
other quarters of the world. Such are the Euxine and the
Caspian seas, the latter of which extends about seven hun-
dred miles in length, and from one hundred to tvyo hundredm breadth This sea receives several important rivers;
and though the nortliem shores are low and swainpy. i„
other parts tl.e coasts are sw.p, and the water i« of such
considerable depth, that a line of four hundred and f.fty
fathoms will not reach the bottom.
The lake of Aral, situated about a hundred miles on Uie

east of the Caspian, has been but little explored, from the
circumstance of its being skirted with sandy deserts; but it
IS about two hundred miles in length, and seventy in breadth.
Its water .s salt, like that of the Caspian; and th. rivers

,Sirr and GAon (the Jaxartes and the Oxus of antiquity)
disembogue themselves into it.

^ J^
\

.u '^^l '^ i ®'''"''' '" ^''"^^ ^^''^' ^''tends about
Aree hundred and fifty miles in length, but its greatest
breadth does not exceed thirty-five. The water, though
tinged «uh green, is fresli and transparent, and contains
abundance of fish.

The principal rivers of Asia are the Kianku and Hoan
Ho, the Lena, theOby, and the Yenisey. which, in the
length of their course, rival any others in the world Nextm miportance are the Amur and theMaykaung of Laos, the
Burrampooter, and the Ganges; to which the Euphrates
and the Indus are very inferior.

The mountains of Asia do not equal these of Europe in
e!evo„on, .„e .-riiaian chain, however, may be ranked
among the most extensive on the surface of the globe- as
It extends about five thousand miles, which is a greater
distance than that occupied by the Andes of South Ame-

ASIA;
rica. To the south of this ridge extends the elevated de-
sert of Shame, in a parallel direction from east to west-
and ,„ this central prominence of Asia the lofty region of
Thibet may he included. The other principal raiLs of
mountains -an-. Bogdo, Changai, Belur, the Ghauts of
Hindoostan, and the Caucasian range between the Caspian
and the. c^uxine seas.

The prevaUing form of government in Asia is absolute
monarchy; and the blessings of freedom are entirely un-
known to its .inhabitants, with the exception of the wan-
dering tnbes of Tartars and Arabs. Many of tne Asiatic
nauons when the Dutch first came among them, seemed
to consider ,t impossible that any other form of govenmient
could subsist than that of regal despotism.

With regard to religion, Asiatic Turkey, Arabia, Persia,
part of India, and part ofTartary, acknowledge Mahomel
for their prophet and legislator. Other parts of Tartary.
India, Clnna, and the Asiatic Islands, are principally inha.
bited by heathens and idolaters, among whom are the wor-
shippers ofBmma and Foe, the devotees of Confucius, and
those who profess to adore the supreme Ruler of the mii-
verse, under the symbol of fire.

Jews are to be met with in every part ofAsia; and these
people inhabited the remoter regions of India some cen
tunes before the discovery '.y the Portuguese. Christia-
nity, though planted here by the aposUes and primitive
fathers, suffered an almost total eclipse by the conquests
ot the Saracens, and afterwards of the larks. Incredi-
ble, indeed, have been the hazards and sufferings of the"
missionanes, to propagate their doctrines in the most dis-
tant regions, and amongst the grossest idolaters; but their
labours have hitherto faUed of success, owing in a great
measure to the avarice, cruelty, and injustice oIf the Euro-
peans, who resort thither in search of power or opulence.

Ihe languages principally spoken in this division of tiie
globe are the Turkish, the modem Greek, the Chinese
the Japanese, the Russian, the Persian, the Malayan, the
Arabic, and the Tartarian. The European languages arc
also spoken upon the coasts of China and India.
The inhabitants of the soutiiem parts of Asia are

extremely mdolent, that they never stir but with reluctance.
But the northern tribes, who occupy the extensive regions
of Tartary, are robust and active, hate idleness, and are
continually roving about. The first are the most inge-
r^ious, the latter the most courageous: the former have
brought several arts to great perfection, the latter deem
courage the greatest virtue, and athletic exercises the most
essenual marks of genius. This disparity of disposition -

occasions them to desnisp «>nrJi ntlior «„ ^rr^ss-^ -'• -t-'

contrast which marks their characters r each is satisfied
with the nature of his own country; and each imagines,
that his peculiar mode of life leads by the most diiect
road to earthly felicity.
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CHAPTER L

TURKEY IN ASIA.

T Situation, Extent, and Boundaries.

HIS vast region is situated between twenty-eight and

forty-four degrees of north latitude, and between twenty-

six and forty-five degrees of east longitude. It extends

about eleven hundred and twenty miles in length, and up-

wards of a thousand in breaddi; and is computed to con-

tain four hundred and seventy thousand and four hundred

square miles. Its boundaries are, the Black Sea and part

of Circassia on the north; Persia on the east; Arabia and

the Levant on the south ; and the Archipelago, the Helles-

pont, and Propontis, on the west.

Division^.] Asiatic Turkey is divided into three parts,

viz. Syria, including Palestine, on the east of the Levant

Sea ;

—

t/ie eastern provinces of Irac Arabia, or Chaldea

;

Diarbeck, or Mesopotamia; Curdistan or Assyria; Turco-

mania, or Armenia; and Georgia; including Mingrelia,

Imaretta, and part of Circassia ; —and Natolia, or Asia

Minor, comprising Natolia Proper, Amasia, Aladulia, and

Caramania.

Climate, Soil, ^c] The climate ofTurkey in Asia has

always been considered excellent; as there are a softness

and serenity in the air, which are not found on the Euro-
pean side 6f the Archipelago; and the heat of summer is

considerably moderated by those ranges of mountains which
are capped with perpetual snow. The soil is extremely va-

rious; but in general it is tolerably fertile. Palestine, in

particular, was, in former times, luxuriantly productive;

and modem travellers assure us, that, notwithstanding its

present desolate and neglected state, it still exhibits visi-

ble signs of its natural fertility. Even Volney gives his

evidence to this fact; and Dr. Shaw remarks, that " if the

Holy Land were as well peopled, and as well cultivated,

as in ancient times, it would be still more fruitful tlian the

best provinces of Syria and Phoenicia." Wherever wheat

is sown, if it be not destroyed by rajn, it grows to the

height of a man, and yields ar exuberant harvest; and the

cotton that is gathered in the plains of Ramah and Zebulon

is of greater \alue than that which grows in the ricinity of

Sidon and Tripoli. In its happier days, this country

abounded with pomegranates, dates, figs, citrons, orangef.,

hemp, flax, cedars, cypresses, and many other stately and

fragrant trees ; oil, honey, gums, and drugs ; together with

tt profusion of cattle, fowls, tish, &c. ; so that Moses had

the strictest regard to veracity, when he described the Land
of Promise as " a land flowing with milk and honey; a

laud of wheat and barley; of vines, figs, and pomegranates;

of oil, olives, and honey ; a land where there is no lack ot

any tiling."

For the following remarks on the present aspect of this

part of the country, and the interest excited by it, we are

indebted to M. Chateaubriand, who travelled through

Greece, Palestine, Egypt, and Barbary, during the years

1806 and 1807.

" Witen you travel in Judea, the heart is at first filled

with profound disgust; but when, passing from desert to

desert, boundless space opens before you, this disgust

gradually wears off, and you experience a secret awe,

which, far from sinking the sj)irils, invigorates the mind,

and elevates the genius. Extraordinary appearances every

where proclaim a country teeming with prodigies. The
scorching sun, the towering eagle, the barren fig-tree, all

the poetry, all the pictures of scripture, are found here.

Every name revives the recollection o^ something signifi-

cant—every grotto indicates something symbolical—every

hill suggests the voice of a prophet. In these regions

the Almighty himsel** hath spoken. Rivers tliat are now
dried up, rocks that are rent in sunder, sepulchres half

opened, attest the miracle. The desert still appears mute

through terror, and you would imagine, that it had never

presumed to interrupt the awfulness of silence since it

heard the voice of the Eternal."

Lakes, Rivers, ^c] The Lake Asphaltites, or

Dead Sea, is called in the Jewish writings the Sea of Sodom,

die Salt Sea, and the Sea of the Desert. The name of

Asphaltites was given to it on account of the great quan-

tity of Asphaltus, or Bitumen, found on its borders. It

was called the Dead Sea, because it was supposed diat

no creature could exist in it, on account of its excessive

saltness. It has been Generally understood that this lake

was formed by the overthrow of the cities of Sodoineand

Gomorrah, which, for their detestable crimes, perished in

an extraordinary conflagration. And it is worthy of re-

mark that, even at present, clouds of smoke are often

seen to issue from it, and new crevices to be formed on

its banks. " According to the tradition of the inhabi-

tants," says Strabo, " the valley of the lake was formerly

peopled by thirteen flourishing cities, which were swal-

lowed up by a volcano." This account is furtiier con-

firmed by the rums which travellers have discovered on

the western border. The eruptions have long since
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TliUKKY,] ^ g
re:»«cd; but caitliquakcs, which ugually succeed them,
still continue to be felt at intervals in that country.

The excewive saltneNs of the water, which infinitely ex -

ceecis that of the sea, is the cause that deprives it of ve-
getable and animal productions, and occasions that deadUy
aspect which reigns on the borders of the lake. The ori-
gin of th.3 mineral by which it is impregnated is easily dis-
covered, for on the south-west shore are mines of fossil

salt, situated in the side of the mountains, which from
time immemorial have supplied the neighbouring Arabs.

" The valley, which encloses the Dead Sea," says M

.

Chateaubriand, " displays a soil resembling the bottom of
a sea that has long retired from its bed ; a beach covered
with salt, dry nuid, and moving sands, furrowed a» it were
by the waves. Here and tlicfe, stunted shrubs with diffi-

culty vegetate upon this inanimate tract; their leaves are
covered with salt, which has nourished them, and their
bark has a smoky smell and taste. Instead of villages,
you perceive the ruins of a few towers. Through the'
middle of this valley flows a discoloured river, winch re-
hictantly creeps towards the pestilential lake by wliidi it
IS engulphed. Its course amidst the sands can be distin-
guished only by the willows and the reeds that border it;
and the Arab lies in ambush among these reeds, to attack
the traveller, and to plundcT the pilgrim,

" Such is the scene once famous for the benedictions
and the curses of heaven. This river is the Jordan; this
lake IS the Dead Sea; it appears brilliant, but the guilty
cities entombed in its bo«om seem to have poisoned its
waters. Its solitary abysses cannot afford nourishment to
any living creature; never did vessel cut its waves- its
shores are without birds, without trees, without verdure-
and its waters are excessively bitter, and so heavy, that die
most impetuous winds can scarcely ruffle their surface "

" We descended from the ridge of the mountains, to
pass the night on the banks of the Dead Sea, and after-
wards proceed along the Jordan. In this manner we
marched for two hours, following the fissures formed
between the sand-hills, in mud baked by the rays of the
iiun A crust of salt covered the surface, and resembled
a plam of snow, from which a few stunted trees reared
their heads. We arrived suddenly at the lake: no mur-
mur, no cooling breeze, announced the approach to its
margin The strand, bestrewed with stones, was hot;
the w-a^er of the lake was motionless, and absolutely
e. along the shore. It was q„ite dark. The first

tlnng I did on alighting, was to walk into the lake up tomy knees, and to taste the water. I found it impus^ble
'o keep u m my mouth; it far exceeds i„ saltne,. that
of the sea, and produces upon the lips the effect of a^rong solution of alum. Before my boots were com-
P etely ,hy, they were covered wid. salt; our clothes, our
"at«, our hands, were, in less than, three hours, impreg-

1 VOL. I.

•^ 8

1 A.

nated with this mineral. Galen, as early as hi» time, re-
nwrked these effects, and Potwcke coiilimis their reality.

"* The moon, rising at two in the morning, brou<dit
with her a strong breeze, which, without cooling the aii,
produced a slight undulation on the bosom of the lake'
The waves, charged with salt, soon subsided by thei
own weight, and scarcely broke against the sh^
dismal sound proceeded from the lake of dca
bling the stifled clamours of the people engul
waters. The dawn now appeared on the opp
tain, of Arabia. The Dead Sea, and the va,
Jordan, glowed with an admirable teint; buf«
appearance only served to heighten the desolatij
scenery."

The Sea of Tiberias, so called from a city of U^
name on the south-west shore, is sometimes in scripture
termed the Lake of Genezareth, and the Sea of GaUlee.
The River Jordan runs through it; and, according to Jo-
sephus. It IS a hundred fuHongs in length, and about
forty in breadth. In some particulars it differs widely
from the Dead Sea, for it is extolled for the sweetness and
excellency of its water, and the abundance and variety ai
Its fish.

'

The only river of note in Palestine is the Jordan, which
originates in the Lake Phiala. It runs to the south-west
sending its waters to the Lakes of Samachon and Tib*-'
nag; and, after a course of nearly a hundred miles, dis-
embogues into the Dead Sea. Its breadth exceeds sixty
feet; but its depth is only ten or twelve. In winter it

overflows its channel, and, swelled by the periodical rains,
and the melting snows, forms a sheet of water, sometimes
a quarter of a league broad. The season of its inunda-
tion IS generally March, when the snows dissolve on the
mountains of the Shaik; at which time its waters are
troubled, and its course becomes rapid and impetuous. Its
banks are diickly covered with reeds, willows, and various
shrubs, which serve as an asylum for various kinds of birds
and wild beasts.

M. Chateaubriand spent two whole hours on the banks of
the Dead Sea, desirous of seeing the Jordan, at die place
where it discharges itself into the lake ; but die Arabs,
his companions, refiised to conduct him to it, because'
the river near its mouth turns off to the left, and ap-
proaches the mountains of Arabia. " I was therefore
obliged," says he, « to make up my mind to proceed to
the curve of the river that was nearest to ns. We broke
up our camp, and for an hour and a half advanced over
a fine white su...i with extreme difficulty. We wore ap.
preaching a grove of balm-trees and tamarinds, which, to
my great astonisliment, I perceived amidst diis barren
tract. The Arabs suddenly halted, pointing to son(ie-

thing that I had not yet remarked at the bottom of the
ravine. Unable to make out clearly what it was, I thought
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» pc.ri-iived sniul iii iiioUdii. On tliuwiiij? nrnrci-, however,

.lo this iiiiii;tiliir olijcct, I bilii'ld n y<How current, »curci-ly

ilistin<;ui!tliul)lc (Vuiii tlio Niind on its HhorcM. It \\u» nuiik

< onsidcrubly lu'low it.i bunks, und i*!i Hliiggiiih stream roll-

I'd .ilowly on. 'l"lii.s whs tlic Jordiin.

" I liiid surviyed tlic j^ri-ut rivors of Aiiierini with thiit

ph^iiart! w hich Nolitudu luid nature iinpurt ; I hud vi.titi'd

the 'niii-r with tuthattiusni, nud !«ou((ht with Miniilur inti^re.st

lh<; I'lurotus and the Cepliisus : but 1 cannot express wimt

I felt at the sight of tlie Jordan. It not only brought to

my recuHection its uncicnt renown, and one of the most

cclchrutcd names wliiili llie moat exquisite poetry ever

confided to the memory of man; but its sliores also pre-

sented to my view the tlieatre of the miracles of my re-

ligion. Judeu is the oidy country in the world, that revives

in the truvolier the remendirnnce of human afluirs, and of

celestiiil things; producing in the mind, by this combina-

tion, ideas and feelings, which no other country is capa-

ble of exciting.

" The Arabs stripped, and plunged into the Jordan. I

durst not follow their example, on account of the fever by

\\ hich I was tormented ; but I took up some water from

the river in a leathern vessel ; I thought it nilher brackish

;

but, though I drank a considerable quantity, I felt no in-

convenience fix^m it. I even think it would be pleasant, if

it were purified from the sand that it carrier along with it.

"About two leagues from the place where we halted, 1

perceived, higher up the river, a tliicket of considerable

extent, to which I deterniiiied to proceed, concluding in my
own mind, that this nmst be nearly the spot where the Is-

raelites passed the river, opposite Jericho; where the numna
:cased to fall; where the Hebrews tasted the first fruits of
tlie proniiseii land; where Naamau was cured of his le-

prosy; and, lastly, where Jesus Christ was baptized by his

illustrious fore-runner, John the Baptist. We advanced
towards this place ; but, as we drew near, we heard the

voices of men in the thicket. Unfortunately, tlie human
oice, which every where else cheers you, and which you
would love to hear on the banks of the Jordan, is pre-

cisely what niost alarms you in these deserts. My compa-
nions proposed an innnediate retreat; but I declared that

I had not come so far to be so hasty to return; that I

agreed to go no higher up tlie river ; but that 1 was re-

solved upon examining it facing tlie spot where we then

stood. They reluctantly yielded to my purpose, and we
again repaired to the bank of the Jordan, which a bend of
the river had carried to some distance from us on the right.

1 found it to be of tlie same breadtli and length here as a
league lower down; that is, about six or seven feet deep
close to tlie shore, and about fifty paces in breadtli. Hav-
ing liiiislied such notes as I wished to make, I saluted

the Jordan for the last time, took a bottle of its water,

and a few rushes from its bank, and quitted the river."

[ r A II I I

.

Hut i]w principal t'lwin of Asiatic 'I'ui key are, llie lui-

phrutes luid tin- Tigtitt; the conipuritlive course of thi*

former being computed ut fourteen hundred, and thut of

the latter ut eight hundred, UritiNh inihs. The jiUar rivers

of note Hie the Ki^il Iriiiak, ihellulys of uiitiquily ; the

Minder or Meunder; the Oioiites; iiiid the Surabuf, or

uncient llermus, celeliruted for its golden suiids.

Monntii'm.] Among the mountains of Asiatic Turkey,

the first rank is duu to the Tuuriun chain ; which extends

iibout six hundred miliH eust und west, from the Euphrates

to near the shores of the Archipelago. A modern tra-

veller foil 111 the ascent and descent to occupy three days

;

iiimI he observes, thut the heights abound with cedars, tu-

viiies, and junipers.

Mount Ararat, on which Noah's ark rested, after the

wuters of the deluge hud subsided, is situate in the midst

of a large pluiii, on the east of Armenia. M. Tournefort

observes, that this inoimtaiu presents the most disagieeubic

spectacle imaginable, as it has neither liouses, trees, nor

shrubs, on its surfuce; und appears as if continuully moul-
dering away. He divides it into three regions: the lower-

most of which is occupied by a few shepherds tending

wretched flocks; the vecond is inhabited by crows and
tigers; und al" the rest is covered with snow, which, during

half the year, is involved in thick clouds. On the side of

the moiHitain, next Erivan, is a very abrupt precipice, the

extremities of which have u black appearance, us if smut-

ted with smoke ; and in this direction masses of rock are

continually falling with a hideous noise. The Olympus
(now culled Keshik Dag) is one of the highest mountains

in Asia ; and about a hundred and forty miles to the w cst-

ward rises Mount Ida, the summit of which Mas styled

Gargunus: from this the western prominences extend to

the Hellespont; and amidst them stood the famous city of

Troy.

ill Syria, the celebrated mountain of Libanus, or Leba-

non, runs in a direction north and south of the Mediter-

ranean ; and the Anli-Libanus is a short detached range,

nearly parallel on the east. The hills in and near Jerusa-

lem will be noticed in our descripti'' i of that interesting

city.

Animals^ The best horses of Arabian extract; and

are sparingly fed with barley and chopped straw, to accus.

tom them to abstinence, and to endure fatigue. Tlie hyaina

and the wild boar are frequently seen in Asia Minor; and

tigers of the smaller kind occupy a part of Mount Ararat.

The sheep in the vicinity of Smyrna have immensely large

tails, which are mere lumps of fat, and often weigh ten or

twelve pounds. Tlie goats of Angora are extremely beau

tiful; the hair bring of a daz/lin<r whitenpss, and as fine ns

silk. It is curled naturally into locks of eight or nine

inches long, which make the finest camblets. Tliis hairls

spun in the comitry, and manufactured at Angora. Tliesc
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goats lire only to be seen wiUiin a few iiiilei. of the city as
llic breed degenerates, if they are <arricd farther.
Van Kg.iiotit, envoy extraordinary from the United |>ro.

vinces to .he court of Naples, in reciting his travels
Ihrongh Analolia, says, " hi the country are great n.nnlM.r.
..f storks, winch allord the inhabitants an o.ld kind of di
version Tluy place hen-eggs u. the slo.k's nrst; and.
when the young are hal.:he,l, the male, on seeing then, of
ad.lUreut .,.,,. from its own sp.eics, make, u ndeons
noise which calls together a crow,! of othrr storks hover-
ing about the .M.st, and who, t<. revuige the .li.gr«ee that
he A-nmle has in appearance brought on her nest, destroy

l'<T, by pec nig her to death; the male in ine mean time
making the heaviest lameiKation, us if bewailing his mis-
fortune which obliged him to have recourse t'such dis-
agreeable severities.

" Here," says the same author, " I also saw the crea-
ture calh.| ,„... eameleon. It was found ai„„n^ the ruins
«f Old Sinyrna castle. Tile creature was pretty large, „nd
I «aw It change its colour three several times beeJuiugb a k, white, and green, h was placed on a piece of red

Wh !:."
.

"" '"'"'•'• ''"' "''' '""""«'' 'l'«t hue

.nutated this colour, or from any other reas.ms, is beyondniy philosophy to .letermine. With regard io i,, Cciunng the eight days it livecl with us, I did no. observe it'to eat any thing except small flies, which it caught in the
:ur with Its tongue."

*

Mhm-a/s and Mineral fVaters.] Ancient Lydia wasfamous for the production of gold; but at present there

he CO?, r ""'"""'
•^'^PP^''- 'i-'-e'mineralo;;

the country, however, ... modern times, has been vc^ in"per ectly known; as the indolence of the inhabitant',"
vents their researches into the bowels of the earth T Jbest mineral waters are those near the city of Prusa at thebottom of Mount Olympus. The water is hig d;

j^*'
brated for its medicinal virtues ; and two magnificent bal

::;r-;
'";'^—-dation of the inlands wi':

sort to It, one for men, and the other for women

est ne, particularly stones exactly resembling citrons, me-

kinds of fish; they are found principally about Mount Car.nel: those that resemble olives are tl LapirerjudSrwhich have a ways been deemed medicinal. In e
' '

bourood of Bethlehem is found a stone of the 1 e f„

"

which exhibits n everv flaVo i..„ • , '

of fishes. Near theTake a1 ^f^^''^"*^"™
^^ « variety

11 car me lake Asphaltites are a number of hil
ocks, resembling places where there have been Hme-tii„

'

•nid abundance of sali.io ^fllor" -<>„
'

^-1—1—.ii'iri 3t,enct:s.

'.isaSthafh'""'
'"'''' P'^'"-f J-cho, which

roni Ui.s fruit the natives extract an oil, which is an excel-

A S i A.
It

l.nt remedy for bruwc, when .mernuiiy «pp|.e,|, and ,<„wounds .hen nse.l externally, hs repu.ation is so grel,
«l'« .t.spre»eMedeyen.o,h,.balmofU,|..u,| "^

'

I wo more na.ural curiosities abound in the plain, of Je.ncho, v... the wood-idive, the outwar.l ,:oat of which i.green, Ike the common olive, but, being taken „l\, a nut ofa woody substance appears: it is of about the thickne.. ofu" alingn.i-sheil, an.i ribbed lengthways. And the karoub
or locust-tree, which bears a fr.it like a bean, containing-me small seeds: the shell, when .Iried. i, eaten, and ha!
a very agreeable taste. Thes- are thought to be the locust.on which John the Hap.isl fed, and not the anima; of thatname, as many have supposed.

Cities, i^c.J Jkuusalkm, the ancient capital ofJudea
o..ce renowned for the splen.lor of i„ monarchs, the sump-'
tuous magmhcence of its temple, and the pomp of its woV^
;<l»p, c-xhibils at present no remains of the city, as it ex-
r^tcd in our Saviour's time, or as it was afterwards inbuilt
y he emperor Adrian; scarcely one stone being Idt upon

•
""I'tr. luen the situation is altered; for Mount sL

the most eminent part ,>f the ancient Jerusalem, is now
'

"early deluded; whilst Mount Calvary, which is ;xpres.Jy
aid o have been « without the gate," is almost in .lie cen-

tre o the c.y. With respect to its pre.ent state, it is butabout three miles in circumference, and thinly inhabited.
I he walls are weak, and without bastions; and the ditch in
considerable. The gates are six in number, vi^. Damascus,
bt. Stephen ., Herod's, Sterquelina, Bethlehem, and MountSion Gate; bes.de the Golden Gate, which is shut up onaccount of a prophecy which the Turks have among them
that by this gate the Christians are to take Jerusalem '

I'or the following interesting particulars relative to this
city we. 8 indebted to our countryman Dr. Clarke, whoso
travels have been recently laid before the public.
"At three o'clock we mounted our horses, and pro-rm ed on our route. No sensation of fatigue or hea-

<ould counterbalance the eagerness and zeal which am-
mated aH our party, in the approach to Jerusalem. Every
individual pressed forward, hoping first to announce the
joyful intelligence of its appearance. At length, after
about two hours had been passed in this state of anxiety
and suspense, ascending a hill towards the south, a Greekm the van of our cavalcade, exclaimed, that he saw the
holy city; and instantly throwing himself from his horse
was seen bareheaded, upon i.is knees, facing the prospect
he surveyed. Suddenly the sight burst upon us all. Who
shall describe it? The effect produced was that of total
silence throughout the whole company. Many of the
party, by an immediate imoulae. took nff .»,«;, u.... — :r

entering a church, without being aware of it. The Greeks
and Catholics shed torrents of tears; and presently begin-

j

nmg to cross themselves with unfeigned devotion, asked.
If they might be permitted to take off the covering from.
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their feet, and proceed barefooted to the holy sepulchre.

We had nut been pre|)ared fur the grotuleur of the itpeetu-

cle whieh the city exhibited. Instead of u wrett htd and

ruiiit'<i town, by some described .im tlie deMikted rennmnt

of JeruNideni, we beheld, m il wtre, a tluurishii^ und

Mutely metropolis, presenting u niugniticent uisenibiugt; of

domes, towers, palaces, churches, und niumwteries, ull of

which, glittering in the sun's rays, shone with inconceivable

iplendor. As we drew nearer, our whole attention was

engrossed by its noble and interesting appearance. 'I'lie

lofty hills by which it is surrounded, give to die city itself

nn appearance of elevation inferior to that which il really

possesses. About three-quarters of an hour before we

reached the walls, we passed a large ruin upon our right

hand, close to the road. At this place, two Turkish offi-

cers, mounted on beautiful horses sumptuously capari-

soned, came to inform us, that the governor, having in-

telligence of our approach, had sent them to escort us

into the town. When they arrived, we were all assembled

upon an eminence, admiring the splendid appearance of

tl\u city; and, being impressed with other ideas than those

of vain ostentation, would gladly have declined the purade,

as well as the interruption occasioned by a public entry.

As we approached the city, the concourse of people be-

came very great, the walls and the road-side beiug covered

with spectators. An immense multitude at the same time

accompanied us on foot; some of whom, welcoming the

procession with compliments and caresses, cried out,

" Good Englishmen ! Success to England !" others, curs-

mg and reviling, called us a set of rascally chriatian dogs,

and filthy infidels. We could never learn, why so much
curiosity had been excited, unless it were, that, of late,

owing to the turbulent state of public affairs, tlie resort of

strangers tu Jerusalem had been less common; or that

they expected another visit from Sir Sidney Smith, who
had marched into Jerusalem with drums beating and co-

lours Hying, at the head of a party of English sailors. No-
velty, at any period, produces considerable bustle at Jeru-

salem; the idleness of its inhabitants, and the uniform

•cnor of their lives, rendered more monotonous by the ces-

sation of pilgrimages, naturally dispose them to run after

a new sight, or to listen to new intelligence. The arrival

of a Tartar courier from the vizier's army, or \}ie approach

of foreigners to the city, rouses Christians from their pray-

ers, Jews from their traffic, and even Mahometans from

llieir tobacco, or their opium, in search of something new.

" Men who are entitled to high consideration, and to

whose authority even reverence is due, have written to illus-

trate till! topography of Jerusalem; and some of the ablest

\Tiodern geoujraphers have applied all their talents, inge-

nuity, atxi itifoniKuioii, lu licsnibe il. il would, liierefoie,

seem like wanton temerity, to dispute the identity of places,

whose situation has been so ably discussed, and so geiie-

[PABT I.

rally admitted, were tlere n<jt (his observation to urg<-

thut the descriptions of Jerusulcni since die Crusades have

principuliy issued from persons who hud no ocular evi-

dence of (111! plates they dc8i:ribe. If, us spectators upon

the spot, we confestied ourselves dissatiiitiid with the sup-

posed identity of certain points of observation in Jerusalem,

it wus because we refused to tradition what uppeured con-

trary to the evidence of our senses. I'os.tessing us nmch
enthusiasm as might be necessury in travellers viewing this

" holy city," we still retained die power of our understaMd-

ings sufficiently to udmire the c.luhty, for which no degree

of prepostcrousness seemed too mighty. There is much tu

be seen at Jerusalem, besides its monks und monasteries;

much to repuy pilgrims, of a very diti'erent desciipii(m from

those who usually resort diither, for all tlitt fatigue and

danger that they must encounter. At the suiiic lime, to

men interested in tracing, within the walls, unliquities re

ferred to in sacred history, no sight can be more mortifying

than the city m its present state. The mistaken piety ot

the early Christians, in attempting to preserve, eidier con-

fused or annihilated the niemoriuls il endeavoured to perpe-

tuate. On viewing the havoc they have made, il may now

be regretted, ihut the Holy Land was ever lesciied from

the dominion of Saracens, far less barbarous thau their

conquerors. The absurdity of hewing the rocks of Jndea

into gilded cluipels, and of disguising the face of nature

with painted domes and marble coverings, by way of com-

memorating the scenes of ou. Saviour's life and deatli, is

so evident and so lamentable, that it has not escaped the

reprehension of travellers no way remarkable for their in-

credulity.

" We were conducted to the governor's house, who re-

ceived lu in very great state, offering his protection, and

exhibiting the ordinary pomp of Turkish hospitality, in the

number of slaves, who brought fuming incense, coffee,

preserved fruit, and pipes, to all Uic party, profusely sprink-

ling us, na usual, with rose and orange tlowcr water. Being

then informed of all our projects, he ordered his interpreter

to go with ua to the Franciscan Convent of St. Salvador, a

large building like a fortress, the gates of which were

thrown open to receive our whole cavalcade. Here we

were admitted into a court, with all our horses and camels,

the vast portals were then again closed, and a parly of the

most corpulent friars we had ever seen from the warmest

cloisters of Spain and of Italy waddled round us, and

heartily welcomed our arrival.

" From the court of the convent we were conducted bv

a stone staircase to the refectory, where the monks, who

had received us, introduced us to the superior, who was

not a whit less corpulent than any of his companions la

all ihc convents i imu ever visited, and they are not few

in number, 1 had never beheld such friars as the Francis-

cans of St. Salvador.
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" After being regaled with coffee, and some deliciou.
Ifmoniide, w,< w^re shewn to our apartments, to repose
ourselves until supper. The room allotted to our English
p.nrty we fi.uml to be the same which many travellers have
air..n<ly described. It was clean, and its walls were while
washfd. The beds also had a cleanly appearance, al.houKh
a few bug. warned us to spread our hammocks upon the
floor, where we slept for once umnolested. Upon thesub-
Manlial door of this chamber, whose roof was of vaulted
stones the names of many English travellers had been
carved. Among others, we had the satisfaction to notice
that of Thomas Shaw, the most learned writer who has
yet appeared in descriptions of the Levant. Dr. Shaw had
slept m the same apartment in 1722, seventy-nine years
before our coming.

"^

< 'in \i^? o?'"'"*
""* "" •"" '" ^''•'' "'"'t are called

I he Holy Places.' From the monastery we dcscemlcd
to the church of tlie holy sepulchre, the external appear-
ance ot which resembled that of any or.linary Roman Ca-
tholic church. Over the door we observed a bas-relief
execued m a style of sculpture meriting more attentionAan ,t has hitherto received. At first sight, it seemed ofhigher antiquity than the existence of any place of Chris-
lan worship; but, upon a nearer view, we recognised the
..atory of the Messiah's entiy into Jerusalem, Ihe multitude strewing ,«Im.branches before him: the Lures werevery numerous. Entering thn church, the first thin.Z"Lewed us was a slab of white marble in the pave^nm

surrounded by a rail. It seemed like one of the gra
!'

stones m the pavement of our English churches. This'

nlf frr u"'
"p"'"''^'-^ °- «-i«"r'* body .:anointed by loseph of Arimathea. We next advanced

to^vards . dusty fabric, standing in the midst of the Zcpal aislc, and beneath the main dome. Tl.is rest d uTon

; e"t r s'^r"'^-^ ^-'y ^^^on,:::i;r:
pedestal. The mterior of this strange fabric is divided
."to two parts. Having entered the L part ^i^ 1
'"hat I'cSdir'' Vu '''- ^""' '-'^'^ ^'^—

^

^ h he T ,h . f "'''•^ '""'''^' ""*- correspondhigwith the mouth of the sepulchre, nor with the substancf

saiem are all of common compact limeston.. Dr <5i.

iT :rIt: ii
'''^'''-' -- ^^"t^ihetrfu:::

not correct Th ^ ' ^'*'""''=' ^"' '^^•*^" »'"» i'*lot correct There are no remai.« of any ancient knownepukhre, that with the most attentive and' crupuls exa

lay and'are of
^'"^ '''«"»^«i tomb in which Christ

ASIA,
n

I

All the effect of sympathy is, if we confess that, when we
entered into the Hanctum Samtorum, ami beheld, by the
'ght of lamp, now continually burning, the venerable

»igi.re of an age,! monk, with streaming eyes and a Ioi.k
white beard, pointing to the place ' uhere the body of „ur
Lordwa,' and calling upon us'' to kneel and experience
pardon for our sins,' we knelt, and participated in the
tellings of more credulous pilgrim,. Captain Culver-
nouse, in whose mind the i«leas of religion and patriotism
are inseparable, with firmer emotion drew from its scabbanl the sword he had so often wiehled in the .lefence ofl'» country, an.l placed it upon the tomb. Humbler wor-
shippers heaped the memorials of an accomi.lished pi|.gnmage

;
and while their sighs alone interrupted the silence

ot the sanctuary, a solemn service was begun. Thuiended our visit to the sepulchre.

si„l'nl^
-1"

'"*''"
*"/" "'"«'" ' *'"«'•' 'P"'' "f '»•» «"t»'u-sasm. It were perhaps sacrilegious to dissipate the illu-ion

:

but much remains untold. Every thing beneath this
building seems discordant, not only with hisu.ry, but w hcommon sense. Forty paces from the sepulchre beneath
e roof of the same church, and upon' the same level,

aie shewn two rooms, one above the other. Close to theemrance of tl.e lower chamber, or clia,.l, are the tombs olGodfrey of Boulogne, and of Baldwin, kings of Jerusalem,
with Latin inscriptions in the old Gothic character. Mthe extremity of this chapel they exhibit a fissure or cleft
.n the natural rock, which they say happened at the cru-
cifixion; and, to complete the nakete of the tradition, it
IS added, that the head of Adam was found with

">

THE nss.RE! Tlien, if the traveller has not already
heard and seen enough to make him regret his waste of

There they will shew hmi the same crack again, and i.„.
mediately in front of it a modem altar, 'm, they vene-
rate as Mount Calvary, the place of crucifixion ; exhibiting
upon this contracted piece of masonry the marks or holes
ot the three crosses, without the smallest regard to the
space necessary to erect them. After this, he may be
conducted tlirough such a farrago of absurdities, that it
s Vonderftil the learned men who have described Jerusa-

Iniifm
'' ^^'^ ^^' ^"^'" '""' '"^ ^™"* ^'^'''^

" But, quitting these degrading fallacies, let us break
from our monkish instructors; and, instead of viewing Je-
rusalem as pilgrims, examine it by the light of history with
the Bible in our hands

: we shall tnus find many interesting
objects of contemplation. Jf Mount Cal- ary has sunk
beneath the overuihpl'ni"" infl-irn '^ ^

ously endeavouring to modify and disfigure it, through so
many ages; if the situation of Mount Sion yet remains to
be ascertamed; the Mount of Olives, unn.sguised by fana-
tied labours, exhibits the appearance it presented in aU the
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periods of its liistory. From its elevated summit, almost

all the principal features of the city may be discerned ; and

the chaiLges that eighteen centuries have wrought in its

topography may perhaps be asceitained. The features of

nature continue the same, though works of art have been

done away; the beautiful gate of the temple is no more;

but Siloa's fountain happily flows, and Kedron sometimes

murmurs in the valley of Jehosaphat.

" The hill which now bears the name of Sion is situated

upon the south side of Jerusalem, part of it being excluded

by the wall of the present city, M-hich passes over the top

of the mount. If this be indeed Mount Sion, the prophecy

of Micah, that the plough should pass over it, has been

fulfilled to the letter, for such labours were actually going

on when we arrived. Here the Turks have a mosque over

what they call the tomb of David. No Christian can gain

admittance ; and, as we did not choose to loiter among the

other legendary sanctities of the mount, having quitted the

city by what is called ' Sion Gate,' we descended into a

dingle or trench, called Tophet or Gehinnon by Sandys.

As we reached the bottom of this narrow dale, sloping

towards the valley of Jehosaphat, we observed upon the

sides of the opposite mountain, facing Mount Sion, a num-

ber of excavatiojis in the rock. We rode towards them,

their situation t jmg very little elevated above the bottom

of the dingle, upon its southern side. When we arrived,

we instantly recognised a peculiar sort of sepulchres, and,

alighting from our horses, found that we should have ample

employment in examining them. They were ail of the

same kind of workmansh'n, exhibiting a series of subterra-

neous chambers, hewn with wonderful art, each containing

one or more repositories for the dead, like cisterns carved

in the rock, upon the sides of those chambers. The doors

were so low, that, to look into any one of them, it was neces-

sai7 to stoop, and, in some instances, to creep upon our

hands and knees : these doors were also grooved, for the re-

ception of immense stones, once squared and fitted to the

grooves, by way of closing the entrances. Of such a nature

were, indisputably, the tombs of the sons of Heth, of the

kings of Israel, of Lazarus, and ofChrist. The burying-places

of the ancients were universally excluded from the precincts

of their cities. In order, therefore, to account for the

.seeming contradiction miplied by the situation of the place

now shewn as the tomb of the Messiah, it is pretended?

that it was originally on the outside of the walls of Jeru-

salem ; although a doubt must necessarily arise, as to the

want of sufficient space for the population of the city

between a boundary so situated and the hill which is now
railed Mount Sion. Tlie seniilchres we are now describ-

ing carry m their very nature satisfactory evidence of their

being situated out of the ancient city, as they are now
out of the modern. Tliey are not to be confounded with

those tombs, commonly called ' sepulchres of the kings,'

GEOGRAPHY.
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to the north of Jerusalem. What, therefore, are iheyf

Some of them, from their magnificence and the immense

labour necessary to form the numerous repositories they

contain, might lay claim to regal honours ; and there is

one, which appears to have been constructed for the pur-

pose of burying a single individual. Are we not authorised

to seek here for the sepulchre of Joseph of Arimathea,

who, as a pious Jew, necessarily had his burying-place in

the cemetery of his countrymen, among the graves of his

forefathers? The Jews were remarkable for their rigid

adherence to this custom : they adorned their burial-places

with trees and gardens; and the tomb of this Jew is ac-

cordingly described as being in a garden ; and it was * in

the place where our Saviour was crucified.'

" Leaving the mountain where all these sepulchres are

hewn, and regaining the road which conducts towards the

east into the valley of Jehosaphat, we passed ihe fountain

of Siloa ; from hence we ascended to the sunmiit of the

Mount ofOliVES, passing in our way a number of

Hebrew tombs. Here indeed we stood upon holy ground

;

and it is a question, which might reasonably be proposed

to Jew, to Christian, or Mahometan, whether, in reference

to the history of their respective nations, it be possible to

attain a more interesting place of observation. So com-

manding is the view of Jerusalem afforded in this situation,

that the eye roams over all the streets and around the

walls, as if in the survey of a plan or model of the city.

The most conspicuous object is the mosque, erected upon

the site of the Temple of Solomon. This edifice may per-

haps be regarded as the finest specimen of the architecture

among the Saracens which exists in the worid. A specta-

tor, standing upon the Mount oi' Olives, and looking down

upon the space enclosed by the walls of Jerusalem, in its

present state, as they have remained since their restoration

in the sixteenth century, must be convinced, that, instead

of covering two conspicuous hills, Jerusalem now occupies

only one eminence, nami'ly, that of Mount Moriah, ,where

of old the temple stood, and where the famous mosque of

Omar is now situated. It is probable, that the whole of

Mount Sion has been excluded, and that the mountain

covered by ruined edifices, whose base is perforated by

ancient sepulchres, and separated from Mount Moriah by

a deep trench, extending as far as the fountain of Siloa to-

wards the easteiTJ valley, is in fact that eminence, which

was once surrounded by the ' bulwarks, towers, and regal

buildings of the house of David.' There seems to be no

other way of reconciling the accounts which ancient au-

thors give of the space occupied by the former city. That

the summit of this mountain was formerly included within

the walls of the ancient city, seems forcibly demonstrated

by the remains, which to this hour are upon it, both of

walls and sumptuous edifices. In this view of the subject,

the topography of the city seems more reconcileable witli
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ancient documents. The present church of the holy se
puldire,an(l all the trumpery attached to it, will it is iru,-
b. 1 1.

...wu n.to the back ground ; but the sepulchres of thc^
king., of Judah. so long a„ object of research, do then
becon>e a pronnnent object in the plu,... ,he possible site
of our Saviours lomb may be denoted; and

Siloa'i brook, cbol flow'd
Fwtby IbeOrudeofCiiid,

will continue in the situation assigned for it by Christian
wnters o eyery sect and dcnon.ination, since the age of
the apostles and earliest fathers of the church
"As we descended from 'ho mountain, we visited anohve-gro.md, a ways tnent.oned a. the Garden of Gethse-mane. llus p|„ce ts, „ot without reason, shewn « the.c«ne o our Savour's agony, the night before his crud!fixuH.; both fron. the circumstance of U.e name it stSrl

tan,s, and ,ts situation with regard to the city. We founda ^ove of aged olive-trees, of most in.mense^ize;cotdVIA fruit almost npe it is„ .urious and interes i„g ^
yeais Hebrews, Assyrians, ao,„ans, Mahometans adChristians, have been successively in possession oMK
l^cky mountains of Palestine; yet Uie olS' .cH a^^:Its pateiinal soil, and is found at (l,i. A

'' ""''^<»tcs

y. .1...* J, „„„, ^x^'it-^rr'yz:
Olivet,' and the 'Mount of OIiv..«' „l i ,

J^efore the Christian era
' '''''" ''""^'^^ >-"

.0 the north ofZ'oZJl •Z tir
"'

'l
"'«'"' ''

M:^of.:;-C:----rtheVi,m

Moriah,.::^;,^^^^^^^^^^^^

Christ is said to have nasL n 1

""' =""««« ^^l^^-''

Gethsemane, we ca^ : .
t e l^'T;

'" '': ^"'^" °^

archs,' facin. thatT/ r
*''P"''^'"-«« of the Patri-

Temiletnrerly ooT
'1

'^'"'l"'- -''«- Solomon's

'••"lybear this name "t f
'"'"^"""'' "'"''' ^'''''^^

order ;„ w
'

I r ""
'" """'''•^••= »^^«>-'ling ^" tlie

-4:;i;:VXrhrr:f;r ",
^°"">' '^^^ -^•

«»«« cave of St lamer ^, '^'^
•^*'''°'^''P''at, of Absalom,

cliHicuIty of conveying any able artists to Jcru-

ASIA.
:«

salem, and the utter impossibility of finding any of the
profession there, these monuments have never been faith-MIy .iel.neated. 'A, form the .sepulchres of Absalom apd

^
|<lu...ah, the solid substance of the mountain has bc^

ul away; sufhcient areas being thereby excavated, two".onuments of prodigious size appear in the midst ealh

•f vrected by an architect, and adorned with columns whichappear to support the edifice, but of which th 'nletform an mtegral part, the whole of each mausole „ b

^

of one entire block of stone. These sepulchres are t
base of all the mountainous elevations which surroundZusalem upon Us southern and eastern sides. Th

'tpulchre of Jehosaphat,' and the ' cave of St. James ' Zsmaller works, of the same nature with the mo«n !ascribed to Absalom and Zechariah. They aM"^ml
ai.artn.ents and receptacles for the dead, hewi ^^1
s me surprising n.anner. A very extraordinary' drcum!
^
ance concernmg the two principal sepulchres is t^atat present, there is no perceptible entrance to the interio

'

Ihe only way of gaining admittance to thatofAbs^m is
I ough a hole recently broken for that purpose; and tothat of Zechariah there is no entrance of any kind

Having now examined all the antirp.ities to the southand cast of Jerusalem, w. crossed the bed of th briK«^^„ by the bridge before mentioned; then aLe d^'

that St H ' r"" ''"^ '""• "" "'"^'' ^^'^'^-n -««•»"

cut of the walls upon the northern and western side-bun^hnding nothing remarkable, we entered by the galltf

otll^'
"'^^^t' of Jemsalem are cleaner than those ofwother town m the Levant, though, like all of them Zvare very narrow. Tl.e houses are lofty; and, J2 «t-dows appear on any of the lower stories, and'those aC

between dead walls. We visited the shops, which are in

odrr"
"'"'' "'"'""' ''^•"g-vered over, andto all appearance a nursery for every species of contagion,

bearcely uny thing was exposed to sale ; as the various artl

rap'achy'""'"'''''
"""" concealed through fear of Turkish

"On the following morning we left Jerusalem by thegate of Damascus, on the north-west side, to view the
extraordinary burial-place, erroneously called ' the sepul-
chres of the kmgs of Judah,' about a mile .listant fL
the walls. 1 his place does not exhibit a single sepulchral
ch..mber as m the instances so lately described, but a se-
ries of subterraneous chambers, extending in dilTerent di-
rections, so as to form a kind of labyrinth somewhat re-
sembling that in Egypt, known by the name of the 'sepul-
chrcs of the Ptolemies.' Each chamber contains a celia
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number of receptacles for dead bodies, not much larger

than our coffins. The taste manifested in the interior of

theie chambers seems also to denote a later period in the

history of the arts : the skill and neatness visible in the

carving is admirable ; and there is much of ornament dis-

played in several parts of the work. We also observed

slabs of marble exquisitely sculptured, such as we had

not seen in the burial-places before mentioned. The en-

trance is by an open court, excavated like a quarry, and

forming a square of thirty yards. We lighted some wax
tapers, and descended into the first chamber; in the sides

of which were some square openings like duor-frames^

offering passages to yet interior chambers. In one of

thsse we found the appearance of a white marble coffin,

entirely covered with the richest and most beautiful sculp-

ture, but, like all the other sculptured work about the

place, it represented nothing of the human figure, nor of

any animal, but consisted entirely of foliage and flowers,

chiefly of the leaves and branches of the vine.

" When we regained the city, we waited upon the gover-

nor, to thank him for the civilities we had received. Upon
this occasion we used all the interest we had, to obtain

admission into the mosque erected upon the site of the

temple by the Caliph Omar, in the seventh century. He
entreated us not to urge the request, saying his own life

would certainly be required as the price of our admission

:

we were, therefore, compelled to rest satisfied with the

interesting view it afforded from his windows, which re-

garded the area of the temple. The sight was so grand,

that we did not hesitate in pronouncing it the most magni-
ficent piece of architecture in the Turkish empire; and,

considered externally, far superior to the mosque of St.

Sophia in Constantinople. By the sides of the spacious

area in which it stands, are certain vaulted remains, which
plainly denote the masonry of the ancients; and evidence

may be adduced to prove, that they belonged to the foun-

dations of Solomon's Temple. As to the mosque itself,

there is no building in Jerusalem that is to be compared
with it, either in beauty or riches. The lofty Saracenic

pomp so nobly displayed in the style of the building, its

numerous arcades, its capacious dome, with all the stately

decorations of the place, its extensive area, paved and
variegated with the choicest marbles, the extreme neatness

observed in every avenue towards it, and, lastly, the sump-
tuous costume observable in the dresses of all tlie eastern

devotees, passing to and from the sanctuary, make it alto-

gether one of the finest sights the Mahometans have to

boast."

To this narrative of the existing state of Jerusalem, we
shal^l append the following remarks of M. Chateaubriand :

—

" llie houses of Jerusalem are heavy square masses, very
low, without chimnies or windows ; they have flat terraces

or doines on the top, and 'ook like prisons or sepulchres.

(fART I. ^

The whole would appear to the eye one uninterrupted
level, did not tlie steeples of the churches, the minarets
of the mosques, the summits of a few cypresses, and tlie

clumps of nopals, break the uniformity of the plan. On
beholding these stone buildings, encompassed by a stony

country, you are ready to enquire, if they are not the con-
fused monuments of a cemetery in the midst of a desert.

"Enter the city; but nothing will you there find to

make amends for the dulness of its exterior. You lose

yourself among narrow unpaved streets, here going up
hill, there down, from the inequality of the ground; and
you walk among clouds o*^ dust or loose stones. Canvas
stretched from house to hous-; increases the gloom of the

labyrinth; bazars, roofed ovrr, and fraught with infection,

completely exclude the light from the desolate city. A
few paltry shops expose nothing but wretchedness to view

and even these are frequently shut, from apprehension of

the passage of a cadi. Not a creature is to be seen in the

streets, nor a creature at the gates, except now and then

a peasant gliding through the gloom, concealing under his

garments the fruits of his labour, lest he should be robbed

of his hard earnings by the rapacious soldier. Aside, in a

corner, die Arab butcher is slaughtering some animal, sus-

pended by the legs from a wall in ruins : from his haggard

and ferocious look, and his bloody hands, you would ra-

ther suppose, that he had been cutting the throat of a

fellow-creature than killing a lamb. The only noise heard

from time to time in this Deicide city is the gallopping

of the steed of the desert : it is the janissary, who brings

the head of the Bedouin, or returns from plundering the

unhappy Fellah.

" Amid this extraordinary desolation, cast your eyes be-

tween the Temple and Mount Sion: behold a petty tribe

cut off from the rest of the inhabitants of this city. The
particular objects of every species of degradation, these

people bow their heads without murmuring; they endure

every Vind of insult without demanding justice ; they sink

beneath repeated blows without sighing ; if their head be

required, they present it to the scimitar. On the death

of any member ef this proscribed community, his com-

panion goes at night, and inters him by stealth in the Val-

ley of Jehosaphat, in a shadow of Solomon's Temple.

Enter the abodes ef these people, you will find them,

amidst the most abject wretchedness, instructing their

children to read a mysterious book, which they, in their

turn, will teach their ^offspring to read. What they did

five thousand yi^ars ago, these people still continue to do.

Seventeen times have they witnessed the destruction of

Jerusalem, yet nothing can discourage them, nothing can

prevent them from turning their faces towards Sion. To
see the Jews scattered over the whole world, according

to the word of God, must doubtless excite surprise : but

to be struck with supernatural astonishment, you^must
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view Uiem at Jerusalem; you must behold these rightful
masters of Judea living as slaves and strangers in their
own country; you must behold them expecting, under aU
oppressions, a king who is to deliver them. Crushed by
the cross that condemns them, and is planted on their
heads, skulkmg near the t-mple, of which not one stone
IS left upon another, they continue in their deplorable in
fatuation. The Persians, the Greeks, the Romans, are
swept from the earth, and a petty tribe, whose origin pre-
ceded that of those gr.at nations, still exists unmixed
among the rums of its native land. If any thing among
nations wears the character o^ a miracle, that character inmy opmion, is here legibly imprsssed."

'

Napolose is the ancient city of Sichem, or Shechem
u-y which latter name it is always denoted in the scriptures'
It IS even yet a city of considerable magnitude, and the

:e:r:rs:[nr™^"-^^^-^-"^^"«-^'''aiithe
This city is particularly entitled to attention, as beingU^ buna place of several of the Old Testamen worSHere m their ancient sepulchres, as everlasting as the rocks'n which they are hewn, the traveller contfmplate ^*pot where the remains of Josepl of Eleazer and of Tlshua, were severally deposited If anv th nl' ^

wUhtheremembranLof';ast3gesfe:rt^
:S^^^^locd enthusiasm, the land around thU citv is nrJne^^en^ to consideration. The ^^ ::rS":;

as in the days of ReubfnTnVJ /. '^ "'^ '^' ^^ «««»>

maelites coming frlrr/"^-*;''
"« company of IsH-

«picei.,and2,trm;il^?;
Jf^^^^^^ T^'^ ^-™^

another Joseph of his ZZl "'''°7°"^^ gJadly purchase

tosome Potipha bXpf U^^^^^^
^^ - aslave

flocks and herds are 2? f. 7 *' "rcmnjacent hills,

simple garb of thTs^ / . fe'' °^ °'^5 »°'- « the

'here I l^, ^^^t tte T"''
'' *" ^"^' '«

tain of the apDearfni f ,

"°^'°"' """ "''y «nter.

Jacob.
'PP^^'*"'=« formerly presented by the sons of

-ia; and nrZ^^ntT:!;::'^''^! "' '-
"merely from the country whlhV ^ Samantans, not

sect atvariance with the Jet *^V""'-1
'"* " '

•'e^^'-
^ he principal object of

I A.

ch
r^namongthemis^.,.;:;^rrSl.

visited by 2j,fAr ^^Jen-^alem, and has been

Christian e^ as th/ I "^"'V''"'
P"''^"^«^'y "'"<=« thean era as the place where the Messiah revealed

himself to the woman of Samaria. The spot i, so dismcly marked by the evangelist John, and is so litttble to uncertamty from the circumstance of the TuItself, and the features of the country, that, if no trJdt-on existed to identify it, the site of h could scarce bernistaken " Perhaps," says Dr. Clarke, " nr Christian

tend^ ^^^'r'l!''
'""^'

•^•'''P'^^ °f ^«hn's gosp" at

rusal W,tLr ' «
''°^'' "P°" ^^ ™i"d in its pe-

tere t C^ T 7"^ """'"» ^^ 'eflection and of in-

^e.™, •„ TV """ '""' '""" •'"'" »- Galilee^ -

a>^mg water, the disciples sent mto the city for food hv-hich Its situationout of the town is so obvio'u J, it^d'Uie question of the woman, referring to existing p ejuoi es'

of h "Tf *^: *'"" '"" »''« Samaritans"; the depthof the well; the oriental allusion contained in the exprCs^ion 'n.„g r^ater;' the history of the well, and the"!^oms thereby illustrated; the worship upon kount Gente»n,-a
! these occur within the space of twenty yerses-and. If to these be added that remarkable circumsrnej

him, his whole route from Cana being ^ cmtinual descenttowards Capeniaum, we shall perhaps consider it as 1 re-cord, which, in die words of him who sent it, 'we mayhftup our eyes, and look upon; for it i, white already to

Nazareth is a small town in the province of Galileeand about seventy miles distant from Jerusalem. It i, si'^ated on the side of a barren rocky elevation, facing Least, and commanding the view of a long valley. A handsome church has been erected over the cave in whichlt
Virgin Maiy ,s said to have resided; and there is also iconvent of Franciscan friars; but both the church and theconvent, i„ their present state, exhibit p^^ofs of havin"been recently repaired, or entirely re-buUt. The monU
exhibit to travellers several objects of veneration in Nazal
reth; such as the workshop of Joseph, which is situated
near the convent, and was fonnerly included within its
walls; the synagogue where Christ is said to have read the
.cnptures to the Jews, and which at present i, a church

;
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and u precipice \^itliout the town, where they afiurm the

Messiah leaped down, to escape the rage of tlie Jews,

aftor the offence his doctrine in the synagogue had occa-

sioned. From Luke's description of the place, the monks

suppose, that Nazareth formerly stood eastward of its pre-

sent situation, upon a more elevated spot. But the latest

English traveller who has visited this place asserts, that

the present town occupies exactly the same spot as the

place anciently did. " Induced by the words of the evan-

gelist," says he, " to examine the place more attentively

than we should otherwise have done, we went, as is writ-

ten, * out of the city, unto the brow of the hill, whereon

the city is built,' and came to a precipice corresponding

with the words of the gospel. It is above the Maronite

church, and probably the precise spot alluded to by the

text of St. Luke's gospel."

Bethlehem, situated about six miles to the south-east

of Jerusalem, has been rendered for ever memorable as

the birth-place of that adorable personage, who is styled

" The Author and the finisher of our faith." Here the

first Christians built an oratory over the supposed spot,

on which tlie incarnate God was discovered in a manger.

The Emperor Adrian ordered it to be demolished, and a

statue of Adonis to be erected in its stead ; but the em-

press Helena destroyed the idol, and built a church on

the same spot. Tnis edifice is in the form of a cross,

and the long riave or foot of the cross is adorned with

forty-eight columns of tlie Corinthian order, in four rows.

These columns are two fc et six inches in diameter at the

base, and eighteen feet high, including the base and capi-

tal. The altar is dedicated to the wise men of the east;

and >>n tlie pavement, at the foot of the altar, is a marble

star, Slid to correspond with the point of the heavens

where tlie miraculous star that conducted those visitants

became stationary. Two spiral staircases, each composed

of fifteen steps, open on the sides of the outer church, and

conduct to a subterraneous church beneath, which is said

to be the place of the Saviour's nativity. As it is supposed

to occupy the original site of the stable, it is irregular ; the

length of it being thirty-seven feet six iuches, the breadth

eleven feet three inches, and tlie height nine feet. It is

hewn out of the rock ; and the sides and the floor are co-

vered with beautiful marble. The church receives no light

from without, but is illuminated by thirty-two lamps sent

by different Christian princes. At the farther end, on the

other side, there is a spot marked by a white marble, in-

crusted with jasper, and surrounded by a circlt of silver

rays, resembling those with which the sun is represented,

and which is intended to mark the spot where the child

Jesus was born.

I1ie pictures which adorn this church are of the Italian

and Spanish schools, representing the Virgin and child,

the annunciation, the adoration of the wise men, the yisit

[part I.

of the shepherds, and all the mysteries of the place. The
ornaments of the manger are of blue satin, embroidered

with silver. Incense is continually smoking before the

cradle of the Saviour; and, during the time of performing

mass, a fine organ plays the sweetest and most tender tunes

of the best Italian composers. At a short distance to the

southward of Bethlehem, the famous fountains, pools, and

gardens, of Solomon are shewn. The pools are three in

number, lying in a row, and so disposed that the waters of

the uppermost fall into the second, and those of the second

into the third. They are of a quadrangular figure, equal

in breadth, but differing in length, the breadth of each

being four hundred and fifty feet ; but the length of the

first is eight hundred feet, of the second one thousand

feet, and of the third one thousand one hundred feet. They
are very deep, and lined with plaster; and at about the

distance of seven hundred feet is a fountain, from which

they receive their waters. On the eastwaod of the city the

well of David is shewn, for the waters of which that mo-
narch so passionately longed. And about two furlongs

from Uiis well are the remains of an aqueduct, which an-

ciently conveyed the waters of Solomon's pools to Jeru-

salem.

Aleppo, the finest and most opulent place in Syria,

is superior in its <buildings and conveniences to most of

the Turkish cities. The houses, according to the oriental

custom, consist of a large court, with a dead wall toward

the street, an arcade or piszza running round it, paved

with marble, and an elegant fountain of the same in the

middle. Aleppo and its suburb are seven miles in com-

pass, standing on eight small bills, on the highest ofwhich

the citadel or castle is erected. An old wall, and a broad

ditch, now in many places turned into gardens, surround

the city, which was estimated I y the late Dr. Russel to

contain 230,000 inhabitants, of whom 30,000 were Chris-

tians, and 5000 Jews; but, at present, according to Mr.

Eton, it does not contain more than 50,000, which depo-

pulation has chiefly taken place since 1770. Whole streets

are uninhabited, and bazars abandoned. It furnished

with most of the conveniences of life, excepting good

water, within the walls, and even that is supplied by an

aqueduct, distant about four miles, said to have been

erected by the Empress Helena. The streets are narrow,

but well paved with large square stones, and are kept very

clean. Foreign merchants are numerous here, and transact

their business in caravanseras, or large square buildings,

containing their warehouses, lodging-rooms, and compting-

houses. This city abounds in handsome mosques, public

bagnios, and bazars, or market-places, which are formed

into long, narrow, arched streets, with little shops, as in

other parts of the east.

Smybna, the capital of Anatolia, is said to have been

founded by Alexander tlie Great ; and, in the time of the

i
m
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Romans, it was called the " ornament of Asia." In 1034
a Turkish rebel, named Tzachtis, assumed the regal title'
and, having seized upon Smyrna, made it his capital. At
the beginning of the thirteenth century, it all lay in niins
except the fortress. In the wars between the Turks and"-= "ciwcLii me turns and
Greeks, ,t greatly declmed, and was taken with immense
slaughter by Tamerlane, in 1402; but in a subsequent
period It revived; and its commodious harbour and advan-
tageous situation have rendered it the emporium of all the
traffic of Asia Minor.
The public edifices have been chiefly erected by the

1 urks, with the materials of the ancient city. The bezes-
tan, or market, and the tizir-khan, were both raised with
the white marble of the theatre. The haven is defended
by a strong castle, and sheltered from all winds, except
the westerly, by high mountains.

^

Tlie mosques, baths, market, and khans, are the prin-cpal buildings, and some of them are very noble The

brthe mf^T'
"'

".r"'
'"'"^"^*' ""'^ -conveniem;

but the most disagreeable circumstance to those M-ho live

nmes till September During this season the ground is

X veTt't", r'"'^
'"^^ '=''^'""^' ^'''^ " » ^-g^-dgue vent to bituininous vapours, that, if confined, would

tw Z; ^""'•l"''''f\ ^- y-" P=- without a hockt

tive. They usually happen when the weather is calm in^pnng and autumn; at which time the sea wi hdraws aeoii^derable way from the beach, and the watertvL,

ab^nt;;eirdwei^:ri;!:r:;^.rz^p-'«

HuenXfou': tH™"""'
«'""'" "»J«I' l»™ been

*:_r„ .hei2„ i":"™;'' :', -t,?
°"""-

I on broke out in <J.«
^^' * •^"^adful insurrec-

was killed b'scZ"'
°" «"«»"' of « janissary, who

Turks'teeaL^^Z; ^ff" "' ^^"•"- ^'
Franks, th«y turned t,Pir

""« '*" "'*"'='' *^
-mmilted Ir ,'^'re^^^T /''^ ^-ks, and

th-v «.- ^ * y ®^' °^ atrocitv! nt hnsth

-n'sidTn : r' "'
*' "''' ^"' ''^^ "-' o'f ^»>«W

t"re, a;pered"thtT
Constantinople at this critical junc-

'
^^"^'^ *^ '""'"'^^ having condemned eighteen

19

I A
Turks to be put to death. The first Creeks found i„he streets were compelled to be the executioner.

; a,^niong these was an old respectable merchant, who pe^forming h.s new oflice with much timidity and awk;^
ness, occasioned some unnecessary pai„'.o the pl^^w*om he was appointed to kill. A Turki.h nffi

^ T
reproaching the venerable Greek, slckL^', ^ w'cin?upon whi^h the aga exclaimed, "m.^lZ^^^^
and towards a man already unhappy by the meannll, ofhisnewoftce! Off with tl.e head of'that dog"'

'^'
Turkish officer was immediately seized and beh.'ded

S:ji:;-fer:-i-ss=rS
name, however, of Constantine is visible, and friend!repeated, which gives occasion to surmi e, tha he Swas either originally built, c. greatly repaired arLp'ove?by that emperor. T,. Tigris forms a'half-moorabout

''

J^ap^rL=r=S^
particularly a spacious mosque, which was formerly a«-hrisUan church. On the sidp« nf tu^

'-'"'*"/ "

caravanseras or inns; afd nei:!^ h/tl Tl Xr^'wbch the Turks affirm is the place of J b^ .S "
The neighbouring country is pleasant and fertile

H.lfuf"n
"' ^^^ P""''P'*' *="y o*" I^ac, or c'haldea isdM. fully situated in a fine plain, on the ea.,tern ba k othe Iigris. It was founded by the Calinh A I™

the I45th year of the Hegira, l^l^^^ Zhe ancient Seleucia. It was the seat of most of th ca•phs of the race of AJ-Abbas; but, at present, it retaS,few marks of Us ancient grandeur. In form i LTZirregular square, aiKl rudely fortified; but the convenL";of Its situation renders it one of the seats of the Turk hgovernment and it has still a considerable trade; bein«ammaly visual by tho caravans from Smyrna,Alep'pSthe west. The houses are generally large, built of brickand ce„,e„t, and arched over, to admitWree circulat"o„

glass and th"' t'
'''

"if*'"''
"' °' «'«^"^ V-^^'"

glass, and the ceilings richly ornamented. Most of thehouse, have also a court-yard before them, in the middle

birln
" ' *'^"'^'''"" of orange-trees. The num.

ber of houses ,s computed at 80,000. The bazars, ormarke -places, are tolerably handsome and extensive, filedwith shops of all kinds of merchandise, to the number oftwelve thousand. Here, also, are five mosques, Tc de
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of white stone coininandtag the river, and a palace occu-

pied by the Turkish governor.

Erzerum, the capital of Turcomania, is situated on

(tie northern extremity of the province, about ten days'

journey from the frontiers of Persia, and five from the

Euxine Sea. It Is tho residence.of a Turkish bashaw, is

defended by a good ca&tle, and has a strong garrison of

janissaries.

Erzerum is a place of great trade, which principally

consists of copper and briss wares, the ore of which is

found in the neighbouring mountains, printed calicoes, red

and yellow leather, silk, madder, gall-nuts, caviare, and

beautiful furs. It is likewise a repository for vast quanti-

ties of merchandise, which come from the East-Indies. All

who go from hence to Persia, except Turks, pay a capi-

tation-tax of five crowns, and five per cent, for all specie

which they carry with them. Every stranger who enters

the town is obliged to pay five crowns, and all merchan-

dise is taxed at nine per cent.

Fuel is so scarce in this city, that the inhabitants are

under the necessity of substituting cow-dung, made into

turfs; the perpetual burning of which occasions a scent

throughout the place which is very offensive to strangers.

Every thing you eat or drink, even the very cream, is

tainted with this vapour; yet travellers assert, that there

are coals in the neighbouring hills; but the inliabitants

neither understand their nature, nor how to dig for them.

The water is excellent, rivulets of which run through most
of the streets; but the wine and brandy are difficult to

be got at, though they are extremely bad, when procured,

for the gale of then is strictly prohibited. The Greeks

are obliged to inhabit the suburbs, because, being tinkers,

they make such a perpetual clattering with their hammers,

that it would disturb the tranquillity of the Turks, who
cannot bear the thoughts of a noisy trade.

Teflis, the principal city in Georgia, is handsomely

built, and makes a fine appearance: the houses are of

stone, with flat roofs, and are remark^ly clean ; but the

streets are narrow and dirty. It is situated on the side of

the river Kur, at the foot of a mountain, and is surrounded

by strong walls, except on the side next the river. Here
are thirteen Greek churches, besides one for the Arme-
nians, and one for Roman catholics : and the environs are

prettily ornamented with pleasant houses and fine gardens.

MousuL, the capital of Curdistan, or Assyria, stands

on tlie banks of the Tigris, opposite to the ruins of Uie

ancient city of Nineveh. The people heie have great

commercial connections with the inhabitants of Bagdad,
and the merchants of Curdistan. Caravans likewise pass

through it to and from Persia. It is singular thrt the

soil on the city side of the river is barren, but on the op-
posite side very fertile. The heat is so excessive in sum-

none go out of doors from two hours afternier, that

GEOGRAPHY. [fAui i.

sun-rise till au hour after lun-set. I'here is, likewise, a

malignant and dangerous wind, called the samiel, which

often blows from hence to Surat, and is supposed to be

the same mentioned in tho book of Job. It is impreg-

nated with Iktle streaks of fire, as small as hairs, which

immediately kill those who inhale them, and turn them as

black as a coal. When the people perceive them coming,

they fall flat on their faces, and sometimes escape. This

wind is felt chiefly on the banks of the river, and is supposed

to proceed from sulphureous vapours. Independent »f

this wind, the hot air is often dangerous, and injures the

lungs, inflames the blood, and parches the skin, or raises

it into blisters, and occasions it to peel off. On this ac-

count travellers wear a kind of mask, made of soft crape,

to preserve their eyes ; but, after all their precaution, they

often become inflamed.

jintiquities.'] The countries comprised in Asiatic Tur-

key once contained all that was rich and magnificent in

architecture and sculpture, and even the remains of their

splendid monuments are so numerous, that they have af-

forded materials for many voluminous publications. The
most remarkable of these, however, are the ruins of

Balbec and Palmyra; which have been justly said to form

tne pride of all antiquity.

Balbec, the ancient Heliopolis of Coelo-Syria, is plea-

santly situated upoo a rising plain, between Tripoli, in

Syria, and Damascus, at the foot of Mount Libanus.

" In taking a view of this city, from the south," says

a traveller, who visited it a few years ago, " we see the

present town encompassed with its wall ; and, at the east

end, the most considerable ruins of the ancient Heliopo-

lis, particularly the remains of its magnificent temple,

which are mostly surrounded by a Turkish fortification.

"The portico, which formed the grand front of the

temple, is so noble, that no ornaments seem wanting to

render it complete; but it is disfigured by two Turkish

towers, built on its ruins. Behind it an hexagonal court,

into which the portico leads, is adorned with the most

magnificent buildings, now in ruins; but enough is still

left to give an idea of their ancient grandeur. , The walls

are adorned with pilasters of the Corinthian order, with

statues for niches; the doors are finely ornamented, and

the entablature, whicn surrounds the building above the

pilasters, is richly adorned with festoons: but the colo-

nade which surrounded these edifices is destroyed, scarce-

ly any thing remaining but the pedestals ; and the whole

court is covered with broken columns, capitals, and other

parts of the building.

" This leads into a quadrangular court, in which are

likewise remains of magniricent edifices, much in the

same taste. The portico was crowned with an attic

course, which was also carried through the two courts,

and seems to have been ornamented with statues.
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" We now come to the great temple, the approach to
,which was through the anterior portico a„d courts Lit
'

tie more of |l,» editice remains than „i„e lofty cohmms"
.upportmg the.r entablature. It is ren.arkable; that Z.haiU. of these columns consist of three pieces, most ex
uctly jomcd together widiout cement, being only strength-
ened wuh .ron pms, received into a socket, worked ,each stone. Most of the buses have two such sot ,s

o'Z'Tth ""''r
"""'"' '^"-"P-^l'-'g with two'

others ot the same shape and dimensions, in the underpart of the shaft. On measuring some of' the large t^
tho.e that were circular, it was foun.i that the iron 2
.vhich they received must have been a foot loug^Zabove a toot m diameter. By the sockets in all the fallo

prXrb T
"'"'':'''

'V""'"
'''»' each stone hadprobably been fastened in this manner. How much thismet od contributed to the strength of the building Zmarkably seen in the most entire temple, where u lolumnhas fidlen against the wall of the cell with such viir

tn r";f' r""'-"
'•=" "«''"'^*' -^^ break ;;;;the shaft while the joinings of the same shaft have nobeen in the least opened by the shock.

wiZsnlat'tr''
r'' " ""' """''''' " '"^8"'-'y P'-edwith respect to the former, and is also built upon a muchower horizontal ph.n. It ... a peristyl.. of eiri.Tcci

-tis in front, and fifteen in flank, whilh still co i, u"o support their entablature, notwithstanding several un."ccesstul attempts of the Turks to destroy them,l "r

pa meL bv the . ' T'"" " '^'^'^^'^ '"'° --

,.o..
"^ compartments are in an ahfr

and sometimes enUre CZl Zl /""" '"^>"*«'

t'-Iogy ; as Leda ad th'e sw' ^ "' ^« j''^ ---nt my.

.•'acj of an eagle, a 1151:; '

o^Xn^r'V T

Wature. JietwTen e c ,

';"''"^"'

•

"PP'?'''"^ ^ -'> -ta-

inted, and tbove each17" " ' "'•'"' '"^'^ ^™^-

it,supported by slllti:: ^^^sf^T ^^

and out of the ruins of tl . . 1

1

^"•^" ''°"'n>

this structure without i, r„ .^- '^ "^ °'*^'"" »'

•"g
ik' Xrch T7 T

'^"'^ ^'^-^ ^« conve;tedint"

-ern addons, erectedagist^l^tt!^-;;^
I

fil

'On the south.west part of tlie city, where the wall,enclose a smal pa., ..f the foot of Anti-Libanus, is

'

Jge Doric column, of considerable height; but nothingn lU, 1, proportions or workmanship, is so remarkablea» u little basil, on ti.e top ol it, capital, which has acommumcation with a semicircular channe
, cut longitu.% o.n the side of the shaft, and five'or six iSlep It , ,„,d, „.at water was formerly conveyed fromi; basin by this channel; but how the basin was ZPhed cannot now be ascertained.

^
"The city-walls, like those oJ most of the other aa•«.t cities of Asia, ,eem the co„fuse<l patch-work ofdifferent ages. The pieces of capitals, broken e^bllatnres, and, m some places, reversed Greek inscription

to be seen in surveying then, shew that their lust epa
^'

wele n..de after the decline of taste, with such matc^-

1

as lay nearest at hand. The ritv-L'Ltes i.,

"7"'"'='

-pond with what has been :.iXr:Irl:i
the north side presents the ruins of a large sul as n^wuh pedestals and bases for four colum,,:, in aZTe of

oZtr^ ""' ""'^"'^ -ch superior 'to that':"

"Near the city-walls is a quarry of freestone fromwinch, probably, the immense stoL employed in t"-basement of the great temple were take„,Ui hemore ornamented parts of those buildings were supplIdf om a quariy of coarse white marble, on the west If 11uty, and at a greater distance. In the first quarry thereare still .ome vast stones cut and shaped for use olof these stones, thus shaped, but not entirely detuc^h dfiom the quan-y at the bottom, we found to L s vmyfeet long fourteen broad, and fourteen feet five nctideep. Ihis stone, according to these dimensions, conta ns fourteen thousand one hundred and twentvU.ht
cubic feet; and, were it Portland stone, should weLhabout two millions two hundred and se'venty thous

Palmyra is situated in the wilds of Arabia Petraa
about two hundred miles to .lie south-east of Aleppo. It'^approached through a narrow plain, lined, as ,t were,with the remamsof ant«,uity; and, opening all at once
the eye ,s presented vith the most striking objects tha

iTrl bT? ''' ^'°''-
^'^^ ^^-"P'^ °f ^^^ Sunt

beautifu^ Corinthian columns of white marble, the gran-
deur and beauty of which should be seen, to be fully under-
stood, and justly appreciated. Superb arches, amazinjr co-
.umns, a colonnade extending four thousand feet in length
terminated by a noble mausoleum, temples, fine porticoes!
penstyles, mtercolumniations, and entablatures, all of them
in the highest «tyle, and finished with the most beautiful
ma^enals, appear on all hands, but so dispersed and dis-
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jointi'd, thut it iit inipusNiblc to form uii iiiou of the wliole

when perfect.

" Notliiii)/; but oculiir proof," Bnyn our nullior, " could

convince iiny man, that Hrt nupcrb a citv, fornicrly ten

miles in circumference, couhl exist in tlie midst of what

now are tracts of barren tuiinhubitalih- sands. Nolliiu}^,

however, is more certain, than that I'ainiyra was fwmerl/

the capital of u great kingdom, that it was the pride as

well as the emporium of the eastern world, and that its

merchants dealt with the Komans and the western nations

for the merchandises and luxuries of India and Arabia. Its

present altered situation, therefore, can bo accounted for

only by natural causes, which have turned the most fertile

tracts into barren deserts.

" 'Ilie Asiatics think that Palmyra, as well ai Bulbec,

owes its origin to Solomon ; and in tiiis they receive sonie

countenance from sacred history. In profane history it is

not mentioned before the time of Mark Antony; and its

most superb buildings arc thought to be of the lower em-

pire, about the time of Gallianus. Odrnathus, the last

king of Palmyra, was highly caressed by that emperor,

and even declared Augustus. His widow, Zenobia, reigned

in great glory for some time ; and Longinus, the celebrated

critic, was her secretary. Unwilling to submit to the Uoman
tyranny, she declared war against the emperor Aurelian,

who took her prisoner, led her in triumph to Rome, and

nuirdered her principal nobility, and, among otlors, the

excellent Longinus. He afterwards destroyed her city,

and massacred its inhabifmts, but expended large sums

out of Zenobia's treasures in repairing the temple of the

Sun, the majestic ruins of which have l)een nientioned:

none of the Palmyrene inscriptions reach beyond the

Christian era, though there can be no doubt that the city

itself is of much higher anticpiity. The emperor .Justi-

nian made some eft'orts to restore it to its ancient splendor,

but without effect, for it gradually dwindled to its present

state."

Goveniment, Laws, S,c.] The Turkish government is

generally represented as a compound of all that is shock-

ing and unnatural in arbitrary power. But from the ac-

counts of Sir James Porter, who resided at the Porte, in

quality of ambassador from his Britannic Majesty, it ap-

pears, that the rigours of that government are considerably

moderatc<l by the power of religion. For though in this

empire there is no such thing as hereditary succession to

property, the rights of individuals may be rendered secure,

by being annexed to the church, which is done at a trifling

cxpence. Even Jews and Christians may in this manner

secure the enjoyment of their lands to the latest posterity

;

and so sacred and inviolable has this law been held, that

there is no instance of an attempt on the side of the

prince to trespass or reverse it. Neither docs tlic observ-

ance of this institution altogether depend on the supersti-

[HAKT I.

lion of the sultan: ho knows, thut nny attempt to violate

it would shake the foundation uf his throne, which in

solely supported l»y the lawn of religion. Were he to

transgress these laws, he would become an infidel, ami

cease to be the lawful sovereign. The same observation

exlends lo all the rules laid down in the Koran, which was

designed not only as a system of religion, but also as a

political code. The laws there enacted, liaving all the

force of religious prejiulices lo support them, are inviola-

ble; and by them the civil rights of the Mahometans are

regulated. ICvcn the comments on this book, which gx-

pliiin the law where it is obscure, or extend and complete

wiiat Mahomet had left imperfect, are conceived to be of

equal validity with the fust institutions of the prophet;

and no memb»!r of the society, however powerful, can

transgress tiit^ni with impunity, or violate them without

punishment.

The subjects of the Turkis.li empire, who hold their pos-

sessions by a kind of military tenure, on condition of their

serving in the tield with a particular quota of men, consider

themselves, while they perform that agreement, almost in

dependent of the emperor, who seldom calls for the head

or the estate of a subject, who is not an inmiediate servant

of the court. The most unhappy subjects of the Turkish

government arc those who approach the highest dignities

of state, and whose fortunes are constantly exposed to

sudden vicissitudes, and depend on the breath of their

master. There is a gradation of great officers in Turkey,

of whom the visier, or prime-minister, the kiaja, second in

power to the visier, the reis-effendi, or secretary of state,

and the aga of the janissaries, are tlie most considerable.

These, as well as the mufti, or high-priest, the pachas, or

governors of provinces, the civil judges, and many others,

are conmionly raised, by application and assiduity, from

the most obscure situations, and are often the children of

Tartar or Ch^ristian slavc-s taken in war. Tutored in the

school of adversity, and arriving at pre-eminence through

a thousand difficulties and dangers, these men are generally

as distinguished for abilities, as deficiept in virtue. They

possess all the intrigue and corruption, which often accom-

panies ambition in an humble rank ; and they have an ad-

ditional reason for plundering the people, because they are

uncertain how long the dignities to which they have at-

tained may continue in their possession.

The fundamental law in the Turkish legislature is, that

every thing must be decided by the testimony of witnesses.

With these, therefore, both plaintiff and defendant must

be equally provided; but there are few law-suits with-

out false witnesses. The art of the judge is employed in

discovering to which of the parties he shall allow the right

of affirming; and this first judgment decides the cause;

for, if one party denies, the other is permitted to prove.

If, therefore, a man be sued by another he never saw, for

f
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a debt he ncv.T owed, he will b.. ..I.ligal lo ,,av, on the
ilq.os.tioi. o« two Turkish witn.-xsos wlio jihull nffirii, tji. ir

S knowledge of the debt. The only iMvncc ilmt , ,.„ !„

J
mmie in such u ca^e is, to aclnul ihe debt was due but

- a.,ert that ,t had been p„id. If ,|,.. judge will mhnit of
the party s producmg witnesses, they nuiy easily |„. .no.

I
n,r...

I,
and U will only ,„« a trifling compensation lo those

i «l... have taken the trouble to perjure tlu.n,s,.|v,.s, and ten
per cent to the judge by whose m,.ans the cause, is gained.

I'^' punishment for false witnesses is. that the party be led
through the streets upon an ass; but this is seldom ex-

I
ecuted.

I
Will, ...spect to the criminal statutes, that law which

-nteuccs the murderer tu lose his lif., permits, at the samonme, the nearest relations of the murdered to grant him
' iwdon. 1 he criminal is co.uhuled to the place of ,,„.
" ^li."cnt

:
but the executio-ier takes on himself the oil

«1 ".ediator, and negociates to the last minute with the"fxt of km to the deceased or hi<. «if,. i ,

(•,jlnv..u . 1

""^"' ""^ "" "'11', mm common y•"lows, to be present at the execution. If the nroni-Is are re use.l. the sentence is executed; if ae^Z^
.1.0 cnmmal ,s re-conducted to the tribunal, o rece ^ hi

s

.u;d-i But an accommodation seldon. tak s place a iul

.if »!.„ r' I £.•
""iiiij, crime, i he terntorie<!

•-a'-e to conceal the robberies that uSt
frrtin the i.ulws wl,„

*" ^^•^" committed

••.at of thf;,•:;;,"'""
^^"^"^^^ ^ -«- ^-c— t^n

.ircuuislance:
^^'''' '^'^'" ''"^ ^"""""'g

^trununt em old ^ ^"^"' ''^'" ^""">"'S "''^ ""

-i<i"ot,;:fi;,rs;i'ra^^^"^'="r'^^
the particuJar interference of A '.

'"" '"'''"'"

had no right to o Iso If
'"".' "'"''' "°'''''«

committed the n3e?" '

"""'' ''" <^''"^'i-'>" ''ad

"ister justice which i,T""
^"""PJamts, and admi-

I .\.

1 he |,rice« of commodities are fixed br an officer who
proclam., tlH „,, and takes care that the we^hu „,„,' me..-re, are honest. Delinquent, are , on.lenu^c, to the b^^
•"udo, or «,me severe punishment. Hakers so«.e,ime,
-.ve an ear nailed to their shop, or are hanged, „c.Xg

" tl.e caprice of the judge; and one instan. e is recordedof a ba er .ho. havm, l,een proved guihy of rnakm^read dehcientm weigh,, a. «dl as .,..,' concerned w'^"thers m raising the pi'e ./ ^hat ue.e. ury article wa/h order of the (iran** 8.g ..,|,ed ah . i„ h
!' '

„ven.
'" '"' own

sactd"'''' T''"'^'
'" "'" '""""7' "• ^•*'"^ particularly

"f the Ottoman prmces having d.K.rmined ., build «mosque upon a particular spot, found no difficulty .„ ™.k!

"f
'';

"^-^r">
J*"-'-^ "f .he houses on the p eJst

t.ll a Jew who possessed a house of .small vah^ i^ the
centre, refused to part with it at any price. I.rge offlrlwere made, but the Jew remained inflexible, his Z^""
prevailing over his avarice. The courtiers 'pleased them-

•'"I'-shed, and himself dragged to punishment; but, con-rary to general example, the prince descended from the
throne to consult the law, and wrote thus to the mufti;A man desires to build a temple: all the Mussulnien
proprietors of the ground on which it is to be erected, are
'" haste to participate of so good a work. One man only

I"'"'

he a Jew, refuses all offers. What punishment doeshe deserve r" "None:" replied the mufti) "property is-cred without distinction of individuals, and a templemay not be erected in violation of so holy a law. I itappears to be the desire of the Jew to transmit his prc^pcrty to his children, and it is the right of the sovtreign to insist on hiring any ground he may choose, a con-
tract for the hire of the ground na.t be made out to thLJew and his descendams

: then the house mav be pulleddown, an,l the temple built, without fear that the prayersot tlie Mnssulmen offered therein .hould be rejected." Tl,.decree of the mufti was executed.
Jievaiue,.] The revenues of this empire arise from thecustoms, and a variety of taxes, which fall chiefly on the

Christians, and other subjects, .ho are not of the Mahon.e an persuasion. The rich pay a capitation-tax of thirty
hillings a year, tradesmen fifteen shillings, and commol

labourers s. shillings and ten-pence halfje'nnv. IZCrbranch of the revenue arises from the tribl.te annually pa dby the Tartars and other nations bordering upon TurS ybut governed by their own princes and laws All 'liee'however are tnfling, when compared wuii the vast sum^
verted from the governors of provinces, and officers ofUite, under the name of presents. These persons, to Zdemnify themseves, exercise every species 'of oppression'h.t avarice itself can suggest, till, becoming opulent from
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the vitals of the people whom they jre sent to gc vern, their

riches give rise to a pretended suspicion of disloyalty

or miiconduct, and the whole fortune of the offender de-

olves to the crown The devoted victim is seldom ac-

quainted with the nature of the offence, or the name of

ois accuser ; but, without giving him the least opportunity

of making a defence, an officer is dispatched with the im-

perial decree, to take off his head. The unhappy pacha

receives it with the highest respect; and, after he has read

it, he exclaims :
" The uill of God and the emperor be

done." Then he takes the silken cord, which the officer

has ready in his bosom, and, having tied it round his own
neck, and offered a short prayer, the officer's servants

thiow him on the floor, and, drawing the cord tight, soon

dispatch him ; after which his head is cut ofl^, and carried

to court.

The following remarks of M. Cnateaubriand, on the

government and police of Jerusalem, will fully illustrate

those oppressions to which we have alluded, and which

sometimes le3<l to a catastrophe so tiuly tragical.

" Jerusalem is comprehended iu the pachalik of Da-
' mascus, for what reason I know not, unless it be a result

of that destructive system which is naturally, and, as it

were, instinctively, pursued by the Turks. Cut off" from

Damascus by mountains, and still more by the Arabs, who
infest the deserts, Jerusalem cannot always prefer its com-

plaints to the pacha when oppressed by its governors.

It would be much more natural to make it dependant on

the pachalik o'' Acre, which lies near it; the Franks and

the Latin fathers might then place themselves under the

protection of the consuls residing in the ports of Syria

;

and the Greeks and Turks would be abJe to make kno\\n

their grievances. But this is the very thmg that their go-

vernors are desirous of preventing ; they would have a

mute slavery, and not insolent wretches who dare com-

plain of the hand that oppresses them.

" Jerusalem is therefore at the mercy of an almost in-

dependent governor, who may do with impunity all the

mischief he pleases, if he be not afterwards called to

account for it by the pacha. It is well knowu diat, in

Turkey, every superior has a right to delega. iiis autho-

rity to an inferior; and this authority exiends both to

property and life. For a few purses a janissary may be-

come a petty aga, and this aga may, at his good pleasure,

either take away your life, or permit you to redeem it.

Thus executioners are multiplied in every town. The only

thing ever heard in this country, the only justice ever

thought of, is. Let him pa 1/ ten, tneii/i/, or thirti/ purses.

—Give him Jive hundred strokes of the bastinado.—Cut

off his head. One act of injustice renders it necessary to

commit a still greater. If one of these petty tyrants plun-

der a peasant, he is a?)solutely obliged to plunder his neigh-

bour also ; for, to escape tlie hypocritical integrity of the

[part I.

pacha, he must procure by a second crime sufficient to

purchase impunity for the first.

" It may perhaps be imagined, that the pacha, when he

visits his government, corrects these evils, and avenges

the wrongs of the people. So far from this, however, the

pacha is himself the greatest scourge of the inhabitants.

His coming is dreaded, like that of a hostile chief. The

shops are shut up ; the people conceal themselves in cel-

lars; they feign to be at the point of death on their mats,

or withdraw to the mountains.

" The truth of these facts I am able to attest, since 1

happened to be at Jerusalem at the time of the pacha's

visit. Abdallah is sordidly avaricious, like almost all me
Mussuhnen: in the capacity of commander of the cara-

van of Mecca, and under the pretext of raising money

for the better protection of the pilgrims, he thinks that

he has a liglit to multiply his extortions ; and he is always

devising new ways of fleecing the people. One of the

methods which he most frequently employs is, to fix a very

low maximum for all kinds of provisions. The people are

delighted, but the dealers shut up their shops. A scarcity

commences; the pacha entirs into a secret negociation

with the shopkeepers, and, for a certain number ofpii.ses,

grants diem peniiissiou lo sell at any price they please.

These men are, of course, desirous to recover the sums

which they have given the pacha : they raise the price of

nec.ssaries to an extraordinary height, and the people,

dying a second time for want, are obliged to part with

their last rag, to keep Uiemselves from starving.

" I have seen this same Abdallah practise a still more

ingenious vexation. I have observed, that he sent his ca-

valry to pillage the Arabian farmers beyond the Jordan.

These poor people,'\vho had paid tiieir usual tax, and who

knew that they were not at war, were surprised in the

midst of their tents and of their flocks. They were robbed

of two thousand two hundred sheep and goats, ninety-four

calves, a thousand asses, and six marcs of the purest

blood: the camels alone escaped, having follow etl a shieck

who called tlieiii at a distance. I'hese faill.lul children of

the desert carried their milk to their masters in the iiiouii-

tains, as if tney had known that these masters were bereft

of every other species of nourishment.

" A European could scarcely guess what the ])acha did

with his booty. He put more than twice as high a price

upon each animal as it was worth, rating each goat ami

sheep at twenty plasties, and each calf at eighty. The

beasts thus aj)praised were sent to the butchers and differ-

ent persons in Jerirsakm, and to the chiefs of the neigli-

bouring villages, who were obliged to take jhem, and pay

for them at the pacha's price upon pain of death. I must

confess that, had I not been an ej/e-zcilness of this double

iniquity, I should iiave thought it absolutely incredible.

As to the asses and horses, they became the property of

I
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jm the soldiers; for, according to a' singular convention be-m tween these robbers, all the beasts with a cloven hoof
taken in such expeditions belong to the pacha, and all
other animals fall to the share of the troops.
" Having exhausted Jerusalem, the pacha departs ; but in

order to save the pay of the city-guards, and to strengthen
the escort of the caravan of Mecca, he takes the sofdiers
along with hnn. The governor is left behind with about a
dozen men, who are insufficient for the police of the city
much less for that of the adjacent country. The year before
my visit, he was obliged to conceal himself in his house
to escape the pursuit of a band of robbers, who entered
Jerusalem, and were on the point of plunderino- the city

"I^o sooner is the pacha gone, than another evil, the
consequence of his oppression, begins to be felt. Insur-
rections take place in the plundered villages; they attack
each other, mutually intent on wreaking hereditary ven-
geance. Ail communication is interrupted; agriculture
perishes; and the peasant sallies forth at'night to pi,::his enemy's vine, and to cut down his olive-tree Thepacha returns the following year; bo demands the samtribute from a country whose populauon is diminished torder to raise it, he is obliged to redouble his o^p ^ ionsand to exterminate whole tribe.! T\ a

^t"'^^''^°^^^'

ions in ruins, and near them cemeteries, which k en co^

atstruction of a house, the extinction of a family andsoon nothing is left but a cemetery to mark the sTot vllonce stood a villacre " P°' ''''*'''^

^st geographers been able to ascertain it "because of iLuncertainty of its limit* 1, ^ ,
• , '

"'^^'^^^^'^ ^' tne

was before the Clisian e
' " ""' '° »""* '' "iiie ^^nristian era, or even umUr il.» i?

ion Th V ""^""''^•^'"y unfavourable to popula-

'IWk ^ u"'"^""
"^ i"''"bitants, however, in As^ tic

tlln^' '^^J? ''T''
^'^"''^"'^^ "' ^-' millio s

"

loss of herT^ ; ,
"'

^'''''T\
'" '""-n'-"- of the

-lc^\v't- id, or
;""""• •^""'^""' ^^^"^^""^' be-

In Alenno o
P'°^"*^^'/«"' »>", cloths, shalloons, &r.

"o" price in liurone • -mrl r».,.,.

'«.^ for U,.,eel f„,. „„'|il; 'X"™'""'"
" "'""""'"
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Lavguages and Literature.-] The radical lan^ua^cs of
this extensive tract of country are the Sclavonic, vrhkli wa,pi^bably the mother-tongue of the ancient Turks ^
tu),, of the Turks seldom extends farther than readin.^ theKoran, and writing a common letter. Some few of riiemunderstand astronomy so far as to calculate the t n e ^an eclipse; but these are considered ^ men of ver extraordinary attainments. ^

Manners Customs, ^c] The Turks, who form the-ajor part of the inhabitants of this couiitry, are, in le
neral of the middle stature, and well made, with a tofer-

tu es. Mos of the women are deemed handsome durin..
t .eir youth, but begin to look old at the age of thirty. In
l.e.r dispositions the Turks are grave, sedate, and pa sivebut, when agitated by passion, furious, raging, ZZl
able jealous, suspicious, and vindictive, bey^'nd .CZl
The morals of the Asiatic Turks, however, are far prefer-
able to those of the European. They ar; hospitab e torange., and the vices of avarice and inhu.nanity a cchiefly found among their great men. They are likewise
punctual m their dealings with each other; and their cha!nty and public spirit are conspicuous in their bu'lldinrr ca

Ztr'V '7'"''" "' ^"'^^'^'--"^ - roads that are"d titute of^ other accommodations. With the same laud-able view they search out the !,est springs, and dig wdlsfor the refreshment of poor pilgrims and trluellers
I he men shave their heads, leaving a lock on the crownand wear their beards long. They cover their heads"uha tuiban, and never remove it but when they sleep. Their

shirts are open, without collar or wri.tbaiul : and over thesethey throw a long vest, tied with a snsh, in which they fre!quently have a dagger, and carry their money and thir to-bacco-pouch. Over the vest they w.ar a loose Jow„somewhat sliorter. Their breeches, or drawers, are of
".'

P-ece with their stockings; and, instead of shoes, hey w a^sbppers, which they put of}' wIku they enter a mosque ora private habitation. ^

The first part of the women's dress is a na^r of di-,„-..

Mth wide sleeves hangmg halfway down the arm, ...closed at the neck with a button. They have a loi^'
coat made close to the shape, with Lg s.ee!:^ , J
a k, and varying i„ materials and ornaments, according t^thei respective ranks They have also a robe exact^t

; :, :
" ^''^'^^. ;""'

•'i^^-^'-'g
'o "- f-t, with very L.

..'Il.ng sleeve.
: tms is girt with a gi,dle about four "inches

«d Th '"T^-"' r''-^='b-'''>'-e richly orna-mented. The c«;yfe is a loose robe lined with ermine ors^le,^which they throw ofior put on, according to tl^
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The head-dress is composed of a cap called talpoc,

which is in winter of fine velvet, and in summer of a Uaht
stiift. This is fixed on one side of the head, ht.iiging a

little way down, with a tassel bound witli a circle of dia-

monds, or a rich embroidered handkerchief. On the

otiicr side of the head the hair is laid flat, and tastefully

ornamented with flowers, featlicrs, or a large bouquet of
jewels, representing natural flowers. The liair hangs at its

full length behind, divided into tresses, braided with pearls

or ribbons.

No woman, let her rank be what it will, is permitted to

walk in the streets without two murlins; one that hides the

whole head-dress, and hangs half-way down the back, and
another that covers all the face except the eyes. The shape
is also entirely concealed by a ferigee, which has long
sleeves reaching to the finger-ends, and which is w rapped
round like a riding-hood. By this means they are so dis-

guised, that a woman of the first rank cannot be distin-

guished from her slave ; and it is impossible for the most
jealous husband to know his wife when he meets her.

Such of the Turkish ladies as are virtuous make no use
of paint to heighten their beauty, or to disguise their com-
jilexion

; but they often tinge their hands and feet a deep
yellow w itli henna : and tliey universally blacken the inside

of their eye-lids with a powder called ismid. This opera-
tion is performed with a cylindrical piece of silver, steel, or
ivory, about two inches long, of the size of a common probe.
This instrument they wet with water, that the powder may
adhere to it, and, applying the middle part horizontally t»'

the eye, shut the eye-lid upon it, and draw it through.

When the overtures of a man mean nothing more than an
insult, the Turkish women are inexorable; but it is impos-
sible to consider without horror the dismal consequences
of the blind passions to which they are sometimes a prey.

Vt e do not here allude to those women who so frequently
sell their charms, and whose mutilated dead bodies are so
often seen in the environs of cities, a circumstjnce that

may be accounted for on the principles of avarice or fear

in the men; but to those women of a more exalted
rank, whom an irresistible fury overpowers, and who
escape privately from their harems. These unfortunate
beings always carry off with them their jewels, and think
nothing too good for their lovers. Overcome by their un-
happy passion, they do not perceive that this very wealth
becomes the cause of their destruction. The seducers to

whom they fly seldom fail, in a short time, to punish their

temerity, and insure the possession of their effects, by a
crime which, however monstrous, the government is least

ready to visit with punishment. The bodies of these wo-
men, stripped and mangled, are frequently seen floating in

the ports, under the very windows of their assassins ; but
these dreadful examples, so likely to intimidate tlie rest,

seldom excite terror, or produce reformation.

GEOGRAPHY. fpA„ I.

The common salutation of the Turks is. by an incli-

nation of the head, and laying their right hand on their

breast. Few or none of the considerable inhabitants of
this extensive empire have any inclination to walk or ride,

either for health or diversion. In fact, laziness is so con-
genial to their dispositions, that they laugh at the Euro-
peans for taking a walk, deeming it ridiculous to walk
merely for the sake of amusement. A European ambas-
sador, once giving an entertainment to all the fo'clgn mi-
nisters and Europeans, excited the r-.losity of some Turk*
of distinction, who expressed the greatest astoiiishmrnt at

seeing some of the first characters among the Europeans
sland up to take a part in the dances on the occasicMi. To
walk or to ride to their gardens, where they are situated at

a small distance, once or twice a week, at the proper sea*

sons, is as much as most of tliem care to do. Their
active diversions consist in shooting at a mark, or tilting

with darts, at wliich they are very expert. Some few of their

great men are fond of liunting, and take the field with nu-
merous equipages, which are joined by their inferiors ; but
this is often done for political purposes, that they may
know the strength of their dependents. The most religious

among them find sufiicient exercise in conforming to the

frequent ablutions, prayers, and rites, prescribed by the

Arabian impostor:

At their meals they use a round table, placed upon
a stool about foiuteeu inches high, beneath which a

piece of red clotli is spread. There is no table-cloth ; but
their knees are covered with long silk napkins. The dishes

are placed in the middle of the table, being brought in

one by one, and changed as soon as every one has tasted

a little. The leban m basins, bread, salads, pickles,

spoons, &c. are disposed in order round the edges. They
use neither knives nor forks. The first dish is broth, and the

last pillaw. The intermediate dishes are mutton roasted

and .stewed with herbs, and cut to pieces ; stewed pigeons,

fowls, &c. stuffed with rice and spices; but the most
favourite dish is a whole lamb stuffed with rice, almondat,

raisins, and pistachios. It is observable, that the Turks
and Jews seldom or never eat beef, their favourite food

being mutton. The common bread is made of wheat,

badly fermented, and badly baked : people of fashion have,

however, a better sort. Beside these, they have biscuits

and rusks stewed with fennel-flour. They have a desert of

sweet starch, and a thin syrup with currants, raisins, dried

apricots, slices of pears, pistachios, and apples swimming
in it; of which eacu eats a spoonful, and then the repast

is concluded.

They usually breakfast on honey, fried eggs, &c. and

rfme about eleven o'clock : but the principal meal is sup

per, which is served up at six in the summer, and five ni

,
the winter. They drink water at meals, and coffiee after

dinner. The licentious drink wine and spirits publicly
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but the hypocritical part of the people in private; and
when they once begin, they generally drink to excess'.

'

Visitants are entertained with a pipe of tobacco^ wet
sweetmeats, and coflFee, without sugar or milk. When
particular respect is intended, sherbet and a sprinklin.. of
rose-water are added. But as soon as the wood of aloes
IS mtroduced, it is understood that the host begins to
Mish Ins visitor gone. Men and women here smoke to
excess. The tube of the pipe is made of the wood of the
rose-tree, but the bowl is of clay.

The Turks reUre to rest early, and sleep in the principal
part of their clothes. Their bed consists of a mattress
and over It a sheet in summer, and a carpet, with a sheet
sewed to It, m winter. Hie men are either lulled to rest
by music, smoke themselves to sleep, or are talked to sleep
by their women, who are taught to tell innumerable stories
lor tliat purpose.

Though inebriety impels the Turks to commit many
outrages, and though their laws forbid the use of winehere are, and have been for years past, in their capital'nnes, pubhc taverns, which are protected by the govl™
uent, because the tax imposed upon their propHetors

2Z T ™"" ''"" P«^'- ««^-« t'e'seallU e door of every tavern; but a little wicket is contrived
mderneath, which they pretend to overlook, and .Z2entrance always open and public. It re ..ires od aimjestoc.^^^^^

structed m the following manner: '
*'°""

Two small chambers, built with brirW ,nJ r j •

,

marblp nr r^loot .

oncK, and faced with

wood fire i<! lo„. •
^^""" part ot the stove. A

n.ost chamber, a,dlJs a ::;S" " ""'" ^^ '^^"^-

the marble fi;or JS .

"""mediately beneath

Pipes, placedTv^lh n h T "' " ''^'"^ *« ^' -«"''•

'I'ecaid^on a.;d ': ott rt'
'°™^'^«"^ '''^ '^^^ of

"ater, which is ke„t . .
'\'^P^^-> to evaporate the

comm'unicat n"wi h a 7" ' '"""°"' ^''^ '"^-^

-ithin the brfckTwork
"7?"-'.^ "''""^^ '^""'-"ed

v^ater, by mean« of corl . T^ "'^ '"^'^'*^ -"'> ^old

yield 'the' warm: r£r'' ^' ^^'^ «^ ^'-e which

n>ade to sit on- and dr.
"" "^ '">°*'"' ^^'"l are

off..vvater:i,r^^^^^^^^^^^

These private baths, thus heatid twenty-f,.r hottrs

I A.
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before they are used, by beinj thus constructed, have s«great a degree o heat, that, after being entirely^Ldin the exterior chamber, and having put on v^ higi? andais of wood to keep the feet from being burnt LZ.na'b e-floor, it is impossible to enter the first roolwi^out stopping a moment bewteen the two doors ioCTlungs dilate; after which it is impossibler^ .J
'

-ve,..„der which the heat is ^::r:::^:^^^
he same precautions; and, it is probable, that th S ofus room ears the same proportion to th^t of he

l"
Lthis does to the external air. A sudden «. •

™.hi„g ,I,„„,K .1, ,„e p„„,, i.4 o elrXt;violence of ll.i. I,,., d„, „„, ,|, ' *''
I

°

-^ in fcse bath. ... o.lZr.ogo.hr"
"°-

*;::e* ;7:^rr '"'rr- ^*'" «-^
r P'^^P'^^^o, and contrived in such a mo„

carry with them their provisions. Their ,,!«!' ^
siwy procure. P.thing women, called telleks, with theirhands wrapped m little bags of serge, rub the s'kin 1. 1 itdry. They likewise make use of a verv fine rl»v ]
^nth rose-leaves and after^vards dried^tLrn 'sa'"^of soap with which they rub the head, pouring on tVa™ater from large metal basins. The iomon^s ha Zc caused and perfumed, is afterwards tied up in

',
number of small tresses. These public baths are 1 kev le

stc: f ? t""^'
'" ^'.^^'^--^-s from r:»ei apart tor tiie women : as it is de-ifh f^. i

enter the bath when femalLs are present
' ""''' ''

,. ,T '"T"'*"
'''""^^•"^"t^. the Turks generally entertarn themselves within doors with chess or draughts bul

-, .e f^x fi^^^rrr;:—:^
The first, which is performed before the great Sa.^oftcers, and also used in the garrisons, consi s ofl^S
ofliT f '""''''^^' ''"^ ^^^»^ ^^^^' »he upper Lrjof which IS beaten with a heavy drum-stick a.ulT I

chamber-music consists of a guitar, an Arab fiddle a dumer, the dervises' flute, a couple of small drurn 'and the"

I
w';::;CnT.;f

•'

t-^
^.^ '-^ '-^ - ^ "-it:

of them bellow «o. ^ "T "' "" '''"'" '""«'^' ^or many

.isel hato^u "'Ts1;e;^'r
^' ^'" ^^ ^'''^-

m«(i,^ 1 c y ^^^ unacquainted wth the

iXlT^Hot' ""r ""^"

"

'»'" -
1 J me ear. However, «hen several persons pla.
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together, they keep exact time. The Tuikisli ballets are

very pleasant and entertaining, both for their ligures, and

the variety of their steps; and tlic dresses of the dancers

are light and elegant.

The burials of tiie Turks are very decent. The corpse

is attended by the relatives, chaunting passages from the

Koran, and, after being deposited in a mosque, it is com-

mitted to the earth by an iman, or priest, who pronounces

a fimeral-oration at the time of interment.

To these remarks on the Asiatic Turks, it may be proper

to add some information relative to the other inhabitants of

this extensive region.

The Curds, who, in the summer, pass from Mousul to

the sources of the Euphrates, are a pastoral people, con-

ducting their herds from one country to another ; and, in

the time of Tournofort, they extended as far west as

Toxat, where othe- hor<les, those of the Turcomans, began

to appear.

Tiie Armenians, though they profess the Christian faith,

retain many singular manners and customs ; but thev are

described as a sensible and polite people, and the princi-

pal conductors of the Levant trade, for which their frugality

and enterprise render them peculiarly qualified.

The Druzes are a remarkable people of Syria, who have

attracted the observation of many writers. Though thev

affect the exterior appearance of Mahometans, yet they

seem to have little or no religion ; but even among them

there are sects, who do not accord in the modes of be-

lief. A modern traveller says, they practise neither cir-

cumcision, prayer, nor fasting ; they observe neither festi-

vals nor prohibitions. They drink wine, cat pork, and

allow marriage between brothers and sisters, though not

between fathers and children. Near Antioch there is said

to be a sect, which professes some of the most dissolute

tenets of Paganism.

The Circassians, who inhabit the frontiers of the Cau-

casus, are supposed to have derived their origin from the

Arabs; and they are considered by some as the remains of

those armies whicli were formerly sent by the caliphs to

the Caucasus ; while others are of opinion, that they are

descended from the Mamelukes.

Much having been reported of the beauty of the Circas-

sian women, the following extract from a recent author

will be thought interesting :

—

"Gills are brought up by the mother. They learn to

embroider, to make their own dresses, and that of their

future husbands. The daughters of slaves receive the same

education, and are sold, according to their beauty, from

twenty to a hundred pounds, and sometimes much higher.

Those arc principally Georgians. Soon after the birth nf

a girl, a wide leather belt is sewed round her waist, and

continues till it bursts, when it is replaced by a second.

By a repetition of this practice, their waists are rendered

GEOGRAPHY. [parti.

astonishingly small; but their shoulders become propor<

tionably broad, a defect however which is little attended to.

On the wedding-day, tlic belt is cut with a dagger by the

hiisbaiul, a custom sometimes productive of fatal accidents.

The bridegroom pays for his bride a marriage-present, or

kalym, consisting of arms, or a coat of mail ; but he nnist

not see her, or cohabit with her, without the greatest mys-

tery. This reserve continues during life. A Circassian

will sometimes permit a stranger to see his wife, but he
must not accompany liim. The father makes the bride a

l)resent on the wedding-day, but reserves the greatest part

of what he intends to give her till the birth of her fir!,t

child. On this occasion, she pays him a visit, receives

from him the remainder of her portion, and is clothed by

him in the dress of a matron, the principal distinction of

which consists in a veil. Until this time, the dress of the

women is much like that of the men, excepting that the

cloak is longer, and frequently white, a colour never worn
by men; the cap too is generally red or rose-coloured.

" The Circassian women participate in the general cha-

racter of the nation; they take pride in the courage of

their husbands, and reproach them severely when defeated.

They polish and take care of the armour of the nun. Wi-
dows tear their hair, and disfigure themselves w ith scars, in

testimony of dieir grief. The men had formerly the same

custom, but they are now grown more tranquil under the

loss of their w ives and relations."

We shall sul>j()in some farther particulars of the Circas-

sians from the splendid work of M. Pallas, who travelled

amongst these people, at the request of the empress Ca-

therine, part of them, on the southern line of the Cauca-

sus, being subjects of Russia.

" The Circassians arc a handsome race. Tlie men are

generally of a tall stature, and of a thin form ; they are

very slender about the loins, have a small foot, and great

strength in the arms. 'Dicy have mostly a martial apjjear-

ance
;
yet there are some traces left, from which it may be

inferred, that they are descended from parents belonging to

the tribe of the Nagais. Although their females are not

all Circassian beauties, yet they are generally well shaped,

have a fair compl >xion, dark-brown or black hair, and are

justly proportioned. 1 have, however, met with a greater

number of beauties among the Circassian women, than in

any other unpolished race.

" Over the shift, the girls wear a laced jacket, because

the petticoat, which reaches to the ancles, is open along

the front, and resembles part of the men's dress ; but mar-

ried women wear wide breeches. Besides the belt abovs

mentioned, there is another point which contributes to

preserve the elc^jnut shn^ie of the girls : they live abste-

miously, their whole allowance consisting of milk and pas-

try. In comi)!ianee with the ideas which the Circassians,

as well as the Tvrks, entertam of beauty, a w oman must
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hare a very narrow wairt. When fcmalej go abroad, they
wear wooden clogs, to keep their feet clean, aiid at tiie
aanie time make use of mittens on their delicate hands
Pamting the face is considered hero as a proof of the loss
of virtue; but girls dye the nails of their fingers with the
flowers of the balsamina, which in U.e Circassian lanRuase
» caUed kna. Their head.Jress consists of a cap resem-
bhng that worn by the other sex: under this the hair is
turned up .„ a thick queue, which is covered with linen,
ihe Cnjassians compress the waist of both sexes from
early infancy, by means of straps, on which the sabre is
suspended

:
hence they are, i„ general, uncommonly thin

between the loms and the breast. Their feet are uniformly
of an extraordmao. small size, because they also compress
them m the tightest manner within their morocco slippers
which gives them the appearance of dancers.

'

" The dress of the men is light and becoming. The
upper garment is furnished with a small embroidered
pocket, on each side of the breast, for holding cartridges.On the head, which is .horn, the more opulent wear arap, quilted with cotton, in the form of a melon, andadorned with gold and silver laces: the whisker ."ekew.se suffered to g.x,w. Over the lower dress, whichu composed of light stuff, the higher orders generallywear a short rich waistcoat, to supply the place of'armour!

either with or w.th.^t a «.rtout coat. The upper dres»n,ade shorter than .^e under; the sleeve, are sometimes
open, and bordered with furs. The breeches have knee-
straps and the seams are bound with lace or embroidery
oj e«ld and silver threads, manufactured by the women.When a great man makes a visit in form, he puts on all

lTr„r*?r"'''
"'" ^^^''^ ^^ '°"^''™^» ^««- -coatoMnail. These coats of mail are fabricated of polished

Steel nngs, and imported, some from Persia, and some

lt"!:i Tl I .
'"'• "'" arm-plates are made of po-

Iished steel. I„ the girdle they carr^ their dagger and
p.stols, and the bow and quiver are tiTd round thir h^aIn common visits, the coat of mail is worn below the lin-per dress, and they arm themselves only with a sabrl•nd cover their heads with an ordina^^ cap.

'

walkL*ITTu'T ^''•'^»««i«"« «f the lower class

."d tWs the f ' t""' '" ''"'^ «'"Sgy felt cloaks;and this they do in the wan days of summer. Whenhey go without a sabre an,^ other arms, they provI'^ethemselves v..th a strong staff, on the top of'wh chtfixed an iron head, and the lower end is furbished wthharp iron pike about eighteen inches long, which L
'r i:rlett^;v^- f

-' -• wS

cartndges.^U.e.r clergy, and the literati, let the beard
,

I A.

grow; the clergy ge««^lly wear a deep red turban, andscaHet breeches, somewhat longer tlun Uiosc of the latter »
rhese people reside, from time to time, in villago;

which, from various causes, are frequenUy deserted Onnugratmg, they destroy their habitations, carry off thetmiber with Uie.r utensils, and burn what «hey cannotremove. If they afterward, happen to settle 'at.omedistance from water, they form a canal, which they coTi!duct, by means of small banks, from the nearest rivuletIhey sometimes erect, in the fields, round huts of wicker-worl, ,n Mhich is a pit, used as a place of retreat. Inthe v.em.ty of the village aie placed stacks of hay andcom, secured by a fence; they sometimes manufacture
^argeuskets which are fixed on die ground, and secj^dwith covers, to preserve their threshed corn.

fheir habitations coiuist, in general, of a large room forhe mistress of the house, and a small apartment for tl^

the ri ht r:^
"' '" " ''''" '"Se room has a door on

h! S?'. "™T '"''"^ *° ""'' '''''''^ another onhe left, leading to the inner yard. In the interior, againstthe front wall, is a chimney, made of plastered wfck^-

r^r °^'^'' ™°™ «'"ch leads to the yard, weremarked," says M. Pallas, speaking of the houses o^ tlupper classes, " a broad couch, with caived balusters : ina collateral Ime waa a window facing the street, whichwas sometimes used a, an entrance to the room. Around
the whole wall, and above the sofa, were hung, on pegs ana
poles, various arUcle, of female dress, such as needle-work
apparel, and furs: below the roof, and in a transverse di-'
rection was placed their store of Turkey wheat in ear,,which they occasionally roast in hot ashes, and collect thegmnis separated f^>m tiiem by heat, for immediate use,and likewise to preserve tb«m fpr warlike expeditions

; asUim gr^ns together with a species of cheesp made of
millet afford on such occasions, thdr principal subsistence.

anLn TT""'^
'''^^' '" " ^'^P'^^'^ «P"tn.e„t,

com an
™ ""

"" '*^P*"'*"'^ ^'^"" ^ "if« receive,

Tlie principal pursuits of the higher oiders are war,
p."age. and the exercise of huntbg : they live a wander!ng life, assemble m drinking parties, and i.^ertakc mili-
tary excursions. The lower orders are kept in due sub-
ordination; and though the prince exacts «o 'imposts,
they are compelled to serve in the field. Vasiai/^ or boors
are coaside.^ as hereditary property; as they implicitly'
obey the .vill of their lo.xls, and their lives and LsJ.
sions are entirely .t their disposal: yet there is not al
instance of their iiavin^ hwn «r.U f^, ai. «r tk
sals, and tl;e slaves subjected during thti, wars, form the
majority of the lower order: they till the land, attend U.e
flocks, carry Umber and fuel from the forest, get in the
harvest, make hay, and are occuoifid in Uic several dc
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portments of agriculture. Tlidi wives and adult girli also

assist nt the harvest. When the Circassians remove to

some diKtanco from the villages, they raise temporary huts,

by joining poles, which they cover with branches of trees

and long grass, so that they appeor in the form of hay-

stacks, llteir great men tahc up their abode in huts of

the same construction, when, in theii' excursions, they are

obliged to be stationary for a length of time.

Every mnio peasant is obliged to labour for a stated

time, at hay>making, for his lord ; also to cut wood in the

forest, to carry both the hay and wood to his habitation,

and to deliver for every bullock a cart-load, or seven sacks,

of millet. When a peasant marries, he is obliged to pre-

sent to tlie lord of tlie mandr two cows and two oxen, for

obtaining his consent : but tlie inlmbHtants of the moun-

tains, tributary to the Circassian nobles, present, in gene-

ral, for each family, only one sheep, or its value in felts,

felt cloaks, cloth, copper vessels, and other articles. Every

peasant, who possesses sheep, is obliged to contribute

one to the prince's household, during the summer-encamp-

ment.

The laws of hospitality and revenge, diough opposite

in their nature, are strictly observed among the Circassians,

llie law of hospitality is iVimded on certain principles,

and every person conforminf^ to it is protected fix>m all in-

juries. Hu who undertakes the cause of a stranger, de-

fends him, if occasion require, not only at the hazard

of his own life, but also that of his relatives; nor does he

suffer him to depart without a proper guard, and consigns

him over to the ruler of the next district, under condition

that an hojury oiiered to the guest shall be avenged with

the same rigour as one offered to a relation. Revenge is

taken with equal impartiality. Tlie murder of a relative

must be avenged by the next heir, though an infant at the

time when the act was committed: and tlid vengearce is

exercised, sooner or later, either publicly or privately,

on the life of the murderer. This desire of revenge ex-

tends to the whole tribe, insomuch tliat the hostile chiefs

of two,different tribes, when tliey accidently meet each

other, are under a necessity of fighting for their lives,

unless they have mutually engt^ed to pursue a different

route. Such is the spirit of resentment, that all the re-

latives of a murderer are implicated in the guilt; and

this desire of revenge occasions much bloodshed among
all tlie nations of the Caucasus ; for, unless pardon be

obtained, the principle operates during succeeding gene-

rations.

'^ The youdi of both sexes maintain a free intercourse

with each other, as the Circassian women in general are

not reserved. In their courtshij)", respect is paid to the

Tjuik of die parties. A iiianie<^ p::ir do not appear before

their parents diuing the first twelve months, or till the

liirth of a child.

[paut I..

Polygamy is allowed among tlie Circassians, the first

wife having many more privileges than the second or

third ; few, however, have more than one wife, and she

regards her husband's intrigues witli indifference, or per-

haps with complacency.

The education of the children of tlie higher order

tends to suppress every feeling of affection. They are,

soon after birtli, committed to the care of a man of rank,

frequently not very opulent; and the parties have no desire

to see a son till he is an adult, and capable of bearing

arms, nor is any notice taken of the giris till after mar-
riage. The tutor of a male takes upon him the whole
care of his education: he instructs the youth in dl the

practices of i-obbery; he provides him with arms as

soon as he is able to wield them; and, when fully ac-

coutred, he presents him to his father; and the grateful

pupil rewards liis tutor with a considerable port of the

spoil he is able to acquire, for instructing him in tlie pre-

datory arts.

The female children of the great are trained to all kinds

of ornamental work, such as embroidery, Weaving of fringe,

making of dresses, and platting of baskets and straw-mats.

I1ie person entrusted with dieir education must procure

for his ward a husband of equal rank, on pain of losing

his head.

The following singular customs^ peculiar to the Circas-

sians, are related by a Russian traveller of distinction :—
" Some of these people are so expert in stealing cattle,

and carrying off wOmen, that they make a trade of it.

Their principal endeavours are directed towards carrying

off beautiful virgins, or handsome women. Such as they

take, they keep as concubines, or sell them to the Arme-
nians, who supply the Turkish harems, making them pass

for Christians, in order to enhance their value. They also

carry their children to Kaffa market, with t1 eir cattle,

where they obtain seven thousand Turkish piasters for a

young and handsome girl." Kluraan, of Viemia, one of

the latest travellers of credit, in his voyage to the Crimea,

asserts the same thing. " These female slaves," says he,

" when brought to market, are locked up in a small pri-

vate apartment. When there, I was desirous of seeing

some, and spoke to the salesman for that purpose. One
of them was, consequently, brought to me, into a room
where I was waiting. She was well dressed, but her face

was veiled ; she kissed my hand, agreeably to the oriental

custom, and her master ordered her to walk to and fro.

She was elegant in the extreme ; when she unveiled her

face, she al> ;o1utely enchanted me, so inexpressible was

her beauty. Ilr^r hair was light, her eyes full and blue,

her nose u 'ittle long, her lips lovely, her features regu-

tiiptcaiOii \i'ziitc ariu sOtt, uQu her checks iingtu

carmine ; she had a long neck, and a fine bo-

\?ted the charms of her person. She was de-

lar, ii-.T
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sired to wipe her face with a white handkerchief, to shew
me her beauty was not owing to paint. She then .hewed
her teeth, which were white ami regular. I was allowed
to feel her pulse, m order to be convinced of her health.
After this she was ordered to withdraw. Her price was
four thousand piasters, or about one hundred and twenty-
five pounds English; which, he said, was the value of
such a slave.

With respect to their funerals, they wrap up the dead in
large winding-sheets, and bury them without a coffin. In
different places, about Mount Caucasus, epitaphs, crosses.

1 A.
SI

and inscriptions, are seen, which indicate them to have
been made by Christians. Probably, these are the remain,
of the Greek empire, when the t ^t of it was at Byaan.
tium; or else of the coloii, of Moravians, who quitted their
country about tbe end of the fifteenth ceuiury, in wliich
they were exposed, and sought an asylum here, though
they are now entirely degenerated, and mixed with otheni
preserving only their name and language.

For the history of the Turks, we must refer the reader
to the article of Turkey in Europe, to which it properly
belongs. *^ ^

CHAPTER IL

CHINA.

PwrKT A
"''""' ^''^^'<<'nd Boundaries:

VVHINA, properly so called, is situated between twenty
and forty-two degrees of north latitude, and between
nmety-eight and a hundred and twenty-three degrees of
east longitude

; extending thirteen hundred and fif^ miles
n length, and one thousand and sixty in breadth, and cor -

taming a surface of one million two hundred and ninety-
eight thousand square miles. Its boundaries are, the ce-
lebrated waU of China on the north; the Pacific Ocea;

I

which separates it from North America, on the east; the
Chinese Sea on the south; and the mountains and rivers of
iVsiatic Kussia and Tibet on the west.

DivisiomandPopulation.-] Thft following statement
of the division, population, and extent of China, was de.
Iivered to Lord Macartney, at his request, by a Chinese
mandann, named Chow-ta-Zhm, and appears to have been
founded on authentic documents, taken from one of the
public offices in Pekin.

P©-che-lee

Kiaiig-nan

2 Provinces
Kiang-see ... ......
Tche-kiang

i ...... .
,','."

£o-chen ........,..""

Hou-San} Hou-qung
J

Ho-nan ............
Shang-tung .-....."1'
Shan-see ...,,..,
Shen-see ....»....*""'
Kan-sore.....,.,..
Se-chueen .........,""
Canton .."^1
Quan-see .........

.".'."

'

Yu-nan ........,..",""
Koei-cheou .....

S8,000,000

32,000,000

19,000,000

21,000,000

15,000,000

14,000,000 >

13,000,000^
25,000,000
24,000,000

27,000,000
18,000,000 >

12,000,000 \
27,000,000
21,000,000
10,000,000

8,000,000

9.000,000

58,949

92,961

72,176
S9,150|

53,480

144,770

65,104
65,104

55,268

154,008

166,800

79,456
78,250

107,969
fid '{.KA.—,»*;-«

37,727,360

59,495,040

46,192,640
25,056,000

34,227,200

92,652,800

41,666,500
41,665,560
35,371,520

98,565,120

106,752,000

50,851,840
50,080,000

69,100,160
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With rMpect to thii ttatement, it hu be«i observed,

ttet " the extent of the provinces is aBcertuiiied by astro-

vomical obaervations, as well as by admeasurement. The
•mnbcr of individual* i« ragtilarly taken, in each division of

« district, by • tytbing-man, or every tenth master of a ia-

unily. These Htnmn are collected by officers resident so

near as to be capable of correcting any gross mistake ; and
all tlie returns areeatered inthe rej^ihi- v' T 'kin. Though
the general statement is strictly ''lo roM-liot Jlniwe retiu-ns

add^d tp each other, which , r i.. litil»» ; '..to error, yet

the amount of the whole is so prodigious, as to appear in-

credible. It must, however, L e recollected, that population

in China is not subject to be materially diminished by war.

Celibacy is rare, even in tlje military professions. The
number of manufacturers, whose occupations are not al-

ways favourable to health, whose constant confii'^ i^t.i lu

particular spots, and sometimes in a close or impure at-

mosphere, must be injurious, and whose residence in towns
exposes them to irregularities, bears but a very small pro-

portion to that of husbandmen in China. In general, there

seem to be no other bounds to Chinese populousness tiian

(liose which the uectiisity of subniatence may put to it.

From 4 cQtisidoration of die influence of all these causes,

therefore, the great population of China, asserted in this

statomept, ^Ul not, perhaps, seem surprising, though it

appears from it, tliat every squ^kre mile in this vast empire

vootains, upon to average, about one-third more inhabi-

tants, being upwards of three buudrcd, than are found

upoQ aq equal quantity of land, upoo an average, in the

most populous country in Europe."

Climate, Soil, ^c] The air of this country differs ac-

cording to the situation of the respective parts. Towards
the north It is sharp, in tlie middle temperate, and in the

•outh hot. As the low lands are rendered fertile by innu-

inerable caiials, the higher grounds are cultivated by the

bboiir of the people, who have levelled some of the hills,

and increased the surface of others, by flattening them at

the summit. They have also divided a great number into

separate ridges, regularly secured with stone walls; and
the surfaces of Utese terraces are sown with numerous kinds
of grain, and watered by machines curiously adapted to the

purpo90.

Spme of the hills are cut in the most fanciful shapes, so
at to resemble, at a distance, a variety of animal figures,

as elephants, came!, leopards, boars, tigers, &c. Those,
which, by way of eminence, are called " The Hills of Five
Horses' Heads," have a great affinity to their appellation,

and may be deemed a stupendous production, both a.i to

Wture and art: nor are they only expert at levellii^ natu-
ral hiili, but equally adroit in raising artificial mounts ; so
iaat every cultivatcU partis effeciually secured uom colds,

heats, blasts, and droughts.

From this concise vit of the natural fertility of the

GEOCRAPIIY. [vAKTf.

I soil, and the ingenuity, tm mt^ as in«tu»try, <d the mh»>
bitanti, the rea<ler may infer the production of a super-

abundant sup{)ly, Mt only of the necessaries, but delica*

cies, of life; and also the opulence, |N>pfdou!tness, and
pleasantness, of a region thus situated and ciiltivuted. And,
with respect to the general aspect of the country, such is

the variegated prospect of its verdant lawns, delightful

groves, Ncquestercd bowers, wonderful canals, winding

streams, verdant trees, glittering cascades, and lofty tur-

rets, that the jye cannot behold it without entertaining the

idea of a perfect elysium.

Agriculture.'] It is remarked by the Abbe Raynal, in

his Philosophical and Political History, that, to do honour
to the profession of agriculture, the emperors of China
become husbandmen officially. It is one of their public

•ail' tions to break up the ground jn the spring; and the

parade of magnificence that accompanies this ceremony
draws together all the farmers in the vicinity of the capital.

The example of the prince is followed in all the pro-

vinces, and, at the same season, the viceroy repeats the

same ceremonies, in the presence of a numerous concourse

of husbandmen.

Where the face of a hill or mountain is not nearly per-

pendicular to the level surface of the earth, the slope is

converted into a number of terraces, one above another,

each of which is supported by mounds of stone. By this

management it is not uncommon to see the whole face of

a nio\intain completely cultivated to the summit. These
stages are not eonfin:-! to the culture of aay particular

vegetable : pulse, grain, yams, aweet potatoes, onions, car-

rots, turnips, and a variety of other culinary plants, are

produced upon them. A reservoir is sunk in the top qf

the mountain ; and the rain-water collected in it is con-
veyed, by canals, to die diffierent terraces. "; - - ' ~

The collection ofmanitreisan object of soiinich atten-

tion with the Chinese, tliat a prodigious number of old

m^'n, women, and children, are constantly employed about

AC fc eets, and puhUc roada, with baskeU tied before

" cm, and holding in tlieir hands small wooden rakes, to

piik up the dung of animajs, and any thmg that may an-

swer the purpose of manure; but, above all others, ex-

cept the dung of fowls, ilie Chinese farniera prefer the

soil collected by nigbtnien. Thl' anure is mixed spa-

ringly with a portion of stiff lo »ray earth, and formed into

cakes, whirU are afterwards dried in the s in. They arc

then thrown into a large cistern, containing all other >it$

of dung, together with the leave.- uots, and stems, of

plants, mud from the canals,, offals <f ammals, and eveu

the shavings collerted by the barbers. With all these as

much water is mixe s will dilute the whole; and in this

^ ate, generally in the act of putrid fermentation, it is

applied to i ploughed earth.

The Chinese hn°' mdmen always steep the seeds they
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intend to sow in liquid manure, until they swell, and ger-
niinntion beKiiis to appear, which, they imy, haa the effect
of liB8tening the growU. of plants, as well as of defending
them agauist the insects hidden in the ground in which the
»e«ib a«5 sown. Perhaps this nietliod has preserved the
Chniese turnips from the fly, Uiat is often fatal to their
growth elsew i.ere. They also apply liquid manure to the
roou of plants and fruit-trees, as contributing much to-
waitls forwarding their growth and vigour.
The following method is adopted for watering the fields

m seasons of drought. Two men stand upon projecting
Ijonks, op,)08ite to each other, each holding iu his hand
a rope, fastened to a bucket, which, when tilled whh wa-
ter from the river, after swinging it to and fro several
Umes, IS thrown with rapidity into a reservoir, made near
the nvcr's bank; and from this, by mear, of small chan-
nels, tha Mater is conveyed over the adjouiing fields. At
other tunes, a long pole, the length of which is unequally
divided, IS made to turn upon a pivot across an upright
J)o8t; a bucket, fixed at the shortest end, is lowered into
the river, which, when filled, is hoisted by Uie longest lever,
and Its contents poured into the reservoir.
The construction of the Chir.ese plough i, very simple;

and, in places where the soil is light, it is drawn by men
and women. There is no conifer to the plough; the share,
uhich penetrates, being nmU to terminate in a curve, per-
form* the office of a mould-board for turning back the
earth. It is sometimes made oi irou, but more frequently
of a timber called iron-wood.

TFie process of shelling or husking rice i, performed by
putting the grmn into a strong earthtn vessel, or large
stofle mortar, fixed in the ground, an- striking it with a
corneal pestle, adapted to the end of a lever. This pestle
II qften wrought by a person treading upon the end of the
Itver. Another mode of effecting this is, by placing thegrw between two flat circular stones, the uppermost of
>vhich IS made to turn round, b.t at such a distance from the
undermost, as not to crush the rice placed betwee^i them.
Amongst the modes f- raising water from rivers, U ir-

ngaung their lands, th, Chinese make use of a chain-
piunp, the chambers of which, instead of being cylindri-
cal, are always square. The inside of a hollow wooden
«'u,gc IS divided in the middle, by a board, into two com-
partments; a chain, made to turn over a small wheel or
•oiler, at each extremity of the trunk, is fastened to flat
and square pieces of wood, exactly fitted to the capacity
ot the cavity; i cse move with the chain roi.nd t' rollers
and raise a volume of water proportionate to the dimensions
^f the hollow trunk. Tl,e power to work this machine
«V be applied different ways : when it is intended to rai--
a great quantity of water, sets of woodfsn arms, m the form
of the letter T, are fixed to the lengthened axis of the
'Oilers, aqd smoothed, for the foot to rest upon. The
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axis IS made to turn upon two uprights, rendered stcact
by u piece of timber Stretched across them. Two or thre*
men, by treading upon the projecting part of the wo.KJeiv
arms, supporting themselves, at ihc same time, by a cros-
beam, give a r.tatory motion to the chain; and the parts
called lifters, being attached to it, raise up a constant and
abundant stream of water.

The Chinese have no meadow-lund, and but little pas-
turage; nor are oats, beans, or turnips, sovmi in Uie fields
for the use of cattle. There are scarcely any parks or
picaaure-g.ounds, but Uiose appertaining to the emperor
1 he roads, being narrow, occupy but little land, as the
chief intercourse is by canals. Commons, or waste grounds
are unknown in China; nor do they suffer their arable
hinds to lu tallow. 'I'he labour of th^ inliabitants is pria-
cipally applied to the raising of articles which administer
to the comforts, but not to the luxuries, of life. Even
soldiers, when not on duty, are busied in husbandry.

Mouutaim.] The Chinese cluiins of mountains, some of
which are supposed to rival the Apennines and Pyrenees
may be seven or eight in number; but so imperfect is our
knowledge of this empire, that no general appellations
have been conferred; and scarcely is the name of one
Chinese mountain known to geography. D'Anvillc, amidst
all his mfoimation fi-om the Trench Jesuits, who had long
resided in China, lays down the mountains, in all his maps
as confused spots, scattered over the whole country; anJ
Du Halde merely informs us, that some of them contain
mines of silver, and some produce marble and crystal
whilst others yield a variety of medicinal lierbs.

'

Rivers, Lakes, Canals, ^c] The Hoambo, or Yellow
Kiver, so called from the yellow tinge of its waters after
heavy rams, rises towards Uie frontiers of Hindoostan, in
the inter, diate mountains between Tartary and the pro-
vmce 01 Suchan, and, after maintaining a serpentine course
of near IQOO mUes, discharges itself mto the Easloin
Ocean.

The Ky-ani, or Blue River, has iu source in I'ibtt,
whence it flows from east to west, and empties itself into'
the Eastern Ocean. It is chiefly remarkable for its breadth
and depth. The Pearl River is so named from the num-
bi r of precious stones found among its gravel, which, by
moonshine, overspreads its waters with so uncommon a
lustre, as gives their surface tlie transparent gloss of waving
pearl.

Tlie River Tomin, in harvest-lime, turns blue; of which
the adjacent inhabitants avail themsc! cs, by using its wa-
ters for the purpose of dying. The waters of a river near
Poragaw are so thin, that timbbr will not float on them

;

an.. !..nsc .of ="-olher, in tlic iicignbourhovd of Ching-tien,
are odoriferous. The waters of the Xo are medicinal, and
much resorted to by the diseased for the cure of various
disorders.

I
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But tliu nioiit niimrknblf iKer in Chiim i» om- lunr (lie

city of I lung-, lieu, « liit ti i\»v» unnually, upon u certain day,
to n iluiiendoMM hiigltl, Miiliitmlcs npair to Lrliold thi*

plicnonirnun
; iIioukIi noitlur Animic nor I'AiroiHini phi-

losopliPM huvo yet «U«fini<l tlio ruiiso of U. VVIu.n tlie

•ur^cs subiidr, the iinrfuce of tlio »l,„n«, w|,i,|, they co-
vtrtd, IS purril ofl', und l)t((inic!i oxcclUnt suit; u commo-
dity equnlly useful nnd mdutury to tlu> inlmliilinits of un in-
lund dintiict, who would l»e gii-olly dinlrtusfd, were lliey

not inpplied I»y momis of thin innndulioii.

J)u l{uldt> informs us, tinit the Inke of 'I'ong-tinl-lion,

in tlifi province of Hou-quung, is more thun «iglity I.-ngurs
ill circnnilrrcnco

: ihnt of ilong-si-iion is pnrtly in th<- pro-
vince of Kiinig-nnn, nnd partly in un ndjoiniiiu division of
Ihc cmpin-

: tliiit of I'oyang-hou, in the proviin e of Kiuiig-
("i, i- nboiil thirty leagues in ciicumf«rrnr«>, and is formed
by ilif eonduoiicr of four rivers, ns Inrge iis the Loire : the
navigation of this last is dangerous. There is ulso n con-
siderable lake, not far to the south of Nankin, culled Tui-
hou; and the map «)f D'Aiiville indicates a nund)er of
smuller lakes, chielly in the cusiciu und centml parts of
China.

TheChinosc cnrnln are equally adminible in design nnd
fxeeution, and cNlubit the most striking proofs of luunnn
invention, diligence, and assiduity. Some of these extend
sovcnd hundred miles, und are deep enough to contain
vessels of considerable burden. ITiey are admirably dis-

posed, and the banks on each side are lined witli hewn
stone. Wlien tht; wind permits, vessels are navigated in

tlieni by tlie usual means of sails ; and, in calms, they arc
towed by men. lliese vessels are fitted up for all the con-
veniences of life ; nnd it has been thought, by some, that
in China the water contains as many inhabitants as the
land. The whole country is chequered, as it were, and
'vatered by sluices from the large canals, over which arc

en ctcd a great number of bridges, with the centre arches

80 constructed as to admit of tlic passage of vessels with-

out the lenst obstruction. The most superb of these ca-

nals is thnt called Yun-lean, or the Royal Canal ; a most
stupendous work, tliat divides China into two parts, iiortli

and south, and opens an uninterrupted communication be-
tween the two extremities of the empire.

Jnimah.] China produces horses, oxen, swine, buffa-

loes, and deer of various kinds. Tigers, leopards, and
other wild animals, are also very numerous. The mang-
tchang-tse, or musk roe-buck, is a species of deer, without

horns. The bladder, or bag, that grows beneatli its belly,

exhibits, when opened, grains of musk adhering to tlie

inner coats of the bag: the valuable perfume extracted

from this animal u of great importance to the commerce of
the country. The Chinese eaiiicl is about the size of a

middle-sized horse, of a dun or ash colour, well-made, and
has two bunches upon its back. The sheep have short

EOORAIMIY. [,AUTi,

Hcshy tails, weighing icvcral pounds, in high estimation

uinong Chinese epi< ure». There are ubundunce of mules
liuie; some are killed und eaten, their Ae»h being much
admired. They resemble thoie of Kurope in point of khape
uml tiie, but are of a lighter colour, and very lleet.

With respect to birds, eagles, cranes, storks, birds of pa-
radise, pelicans, peacocks, pheasants, geesf, swans, ducks,

and a great variety of others, arc found liere in abundance.

Wild-dmk hunting is a very common practice amongst
the Chinese. They scoop out a large gourd, and fit it

to their heuds, leaving proper upt^rtures for sight and re-

spiratit)n ; they then go nuked into the water up to their

chins, thut nothing may appear above water but the gourf),

whirh the duck, iieing accustomed to see floating, soon
approaches, and, peeking at it, the duck-hunter seizes hiin

by the feet, nnd secures him.

Some of the rivers of China produce a yellow lish,

which is delicious food. They are very large, and only to

be caught at stated seasons. The meol-fish is much es.

teemed, and the ejes arc remarkable, being surrounded by
a black ring, which is again enclosed by two white circles

of an admirable brightness. The urmour-tisli, so termed
from the vast number of scales with which it is covered,

is deemed exct'llenl food ; and there is a saying concerning

it among the Chinese, which is, " that the armour is <k

for a soldier, nnd the flesh food for an emperor."

Gold and silver fisii are generally kept by the opulent;

in the ponds which embellish their gardens; and manj
varieties are found in the rivicrs, canals, and lakes, witti

which the country is intersected.

Among the insects the most remarkable are, a species

of moth, as large as a humming-bird ; a butterfly of amaz-
ing size and !)eauty ; und a species of lizard, called the

wall-dragon. But tlie most useful insect of this country

is the silk-worm.

Vcg^etablt Productions.'] China abounds with vegetable

productions; among which may be noticed, orange, lime,

and citron trees; a kind of date-tree; the pea-tree, wliicli

produces a fruit resembling the pea of Europe ; the meal-

tree, the pulp of which yields excellent flour; and the var-

nish-tree, which produces an excellent varnish. In the

vicinity of Nankin is found the tallow-tree, which grows
to the height of a common cherry-tree ; its beautiful white

blossom is followed by its fruit, grow ing in bunches, which
is contained in a hard brovMiish husk, which, when ripe,

separates in the middle like a chesnut. Each husk con-
tains three small kernels, about the size of a hazel-nut; and
every kernel is covered with a hard, white, oily substance,

which has the properties of tallow ; but, in stripping it off,

it does not soil the hands. With this the Chinese make
eaiuiies ; though, to harden tiiem, they are generally dippcii

in the wax produced by an insect found in Cochin-China
From the shell and kernel is extracted a good deal of oil:
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•o that tliM tree produces tallo*v for candles, .nd oU for
lamps.

The l..a-trce commonly iK-nrs leave, from U.p to bottom
which are ...dcntt.i like our sweel-britr; uu<i the (lower
.. v.ry much l.ke .l.at, WnU six upper and six under
.uves. I he fruit .. of the size of a small pippin, fiiu-ly
(lavourcl, and tastes somewhat like a clove. 'I'he seed
H round, bluckiih, and about U.o size of a large pea, when
dry and shrunk. Uelng put into the mouth, it yields
... ...t a sweet but, being kej.t longer in it, a bitter^h,
.aste; a.ul yields likewise a quantity of oil, which, in some
purt., they use as sauce to food. It seldom, if ever, grows
to above the size of a rose-bush, or, at most, a filbert-tree

Ihere are several kinds of ,ca, some finer, smoother,
and more fragrant than oUiers, according to the soil thev
grow u. Ihat c.llr.l Siuglo is deemed the most elegant
.....1 used by the more opuKnt. Some are denomiifute.l'
f.^o n their particular colours or qualities; as the Vowi. or
DoI.ea, IS so called from its dark or brown colour This
sort IS much esteemed in China for its flavour and medi-
ciiinl qualities.

The tea-tree often grows upon the sides of mountains"
an among rocky clifls, which are inaccessible to ma.!
1 ...he Chmnse obtain tlu.. leaves by the following singular
stratagem. Those declivities are often tKe habiLionso
•nonkeys, whom ti ey mock and in.itate, till ,he anima Lrevenge themselves, break off the branches, andTw ;U, down upon the insulters; from which branches ICliinese afterwards strip off the leaves
When Doctor Lettsom had read the above passage.^."from Grosier's Description of China, he vLte'to.he ^uthor, to thank him for having given an Account of tl ^.ta-t ee, vvInch coincided so exactly with his own andjv a. had been treated with unmerited ridicule. The'doc-'

.0 .kewise memions drawings, in which monkeys are re-pr sented gathering the branches or leaves of the tea-treewithout exhibitrng any menacing attitude. They apneartd'o be rather fulfilling an ofKce to which they'S be „-gularly tramed, and the more so, because others were

.
ated, whilst they were qu.etly gathering the leaves from

The largest and oldest leaves, which are the least es-

arc often exposed to sale, with little preparation, and stil
.aiinng that kind of vegetable taste, w'hich is'comm

o most fresh plants, but which vanishes in a little time,
V

.

le the more essential flavour remains without dimintt'
.on. 1 he young leaves undergo a consideral>Ie prepara-
t^.., before they are delivered to the purchaser Each

passes through the lingers of a female, who rolls it

leaf

,

= &-" "• a icumif vno rolls it
"P. almost to the form it had assumed before it became
'''J'n.idcd, ui tho progress of its. growth

1 A.

In the most recent .ccounU of the prfporation of U.e
ttii-plant, the idea of strewing the leaves ..p<.n sheets ofcpper 1. exploded

i ami it is uflirmcl, that they are
Plu.^.d upon earthen or iron plates, made much U.inne,
»..n can be executed by any European artist. The plate,
are placed over a charcoal-lire, which render, the leave,
dry and cn.p. The colour and .stringency of the green
tea IS thought to be derived from the early period at which
the leaves are plucked.

I

The Chinese neither drink their tea in die mann^-r we
do, nor .o «rong, but use it only a. U.eir common ucver-
"Se- I hey were fir.t obliged to have recourse to it to
correct the unwhole.ome brackishness of their water,
which, in some places, were not only distasteful, but pro^
ductive of diseases

; .o that, when its virtues became knownu grew into universal use. It i, consi.iere.l, by them, as a'
great d.luter and purifier of the blood; a strcngti.ener of
.l.e brain and stomach; a promoter of .lig...tion, perspi-

•limet'ic"''
'"" "'""''""'' "'"'' I'^ficuiarly, an excellent

The use of tea was in.ro.iuced into England before the
Kestoralion, as mention is made of it i„ the first act of
|.-rhame.,. that settled the excise on the king for life, in
060. Catherine of Lisbon, wife of Charles I J. rendered

tiie use of It common at his court.
The plant called amel/ia se.samjua is similar to, ando ten substituted for, the tea-tree. The petals o this

plant, called, by the Chinese, chauhaw, or flower of teafrom dieir resemblance to each other, an.l likewise the'
flowers of the Arabian jessan.i.u, arc soin. tin.es mixedamong the teas, m order to increase their flavour. The
camellia sesanqua bears a nut, from which is extracted an
edible od equal to the best kinds imported from Florence

Jiut, of a I the shrubs growing in this country, the cot-
ton-shrub ,s looked upon as the most useful. As soon as
the harvest is got in, the peasants sow cotton in the fields-
arid, raking the earth over the seeds, there soon spring.'up a shrub, about two feet high, the flowers of which are
a., general yellow, but sometimes red. A small button
about the size of a nut, and opening in three places, suc-
cee<ls the flower, and, on the fortieth day after the flower's
appcararicc, d.covers three or four wrappings of white
cotton, this, which IS fastened to the bottom pod, con-
tains seed for the ensuing year. As all the fibi^s ^f the
cotton are fastened strongly ,o the seeds they inclose, the
people separate them with an engine. TI.e cotton is after-wards carded, spun, woven, and converted into calico

Mmera/s.] Iron, copper, quicksilver, lead, white cop-
per, load-stones, pit-coal, salts of various kinds, and qua^

u ~"~
' : ""•''"^" "' inc mountains of China.Here are also mines of gold: but, as one of the funda-mental maxim3 of the Chinese government is that of notmtroducing a superabundance of the precious metals, fo.
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fear of hurting industry, these are but slightly worked, and
the currency cf that metal is supplied by the grains the
people pick up in the sand of rivers and mountains. The
silver specie is furnished from the mines of Honan.

Curiosities, Natural and Artijicial.] Some volcanoes,

and lakes of particular qualities, are found in different parts

of the Chinese empire. The volcano of Linesung some-
times makes so fiirious a discharge of fire and ashes, as to

occasion a tempest in tfie air; and some of the lakes are
said to petrify fishes, when put into them.

The Chinese bridges, from their construction and ex-
tiint, cannot be sufficiently admired. They are sometimes
built upon barges, strongly chained together, yet so as to

be parted, to let the vessels pa-s that sail up and down the

river. Some of them run from mountain to mountain, and
consist only of one arch. That over the river Saffrany,

though only consisting of a single arch, is four hundred
cubits in breadth, and five hundred in length, and connects
two mountains ; and some, in the interior of the empire,
are still more stupendous.

The bridge of Suen-tcheou, in the province of Fo-Kien,
is built over an arm of the sea, and supported by above
three hundred pillars: its length is about two thopsand five

hundred feet, its beadth twenty; and the stone work, from
pier to pier, at the top, consists of large single massy
stones. Tlie in n bridge in the province of Koei-cheou
consists of chains of iron, reaching over a river extremely
deep and rapid, though not broad. On each bank are
raised two massy piles of masonry, to which are fastened
chains that cross to the opposite side, and on these are
laid broad planks.

The tiiumphal arches of this country, though not built

in the Greek o>- Roman style of architecture, yet demand
attention. They are mostly erected to the memory of
great men, with vast labour and expeuce ; and are said, in

the whole, to be eleven hundred ; many of which are p r-

ticulatly magnificent. Their sepulchral monuments are
also very conspicuous. .

The pqgodas, or temples, erected to tlieir fabulous dei-

fies, are very numerous : they consist, in general, of one
tower, terminating in a dome. Seme are built of brick,

and others of hard-tempered earth.

The celebrated Porcelain Tower, in the vicinity of N^n-
kwi, consists of a prodigious number of pieces of timber
differently boxed, and let one into another, which is con-
sidered a great embellishment in Chinese architecture. It

must be acknowledged, that this labyrinth of beams, gil-

ders, &c. has something in it striking; though, in fact, it is

no better than a regular kind o/ embariassment and confu-
sion, proceeding from the ill taste of this people for archj-

Secture, who are entire strangers to that iiobJe simplicity

so justly admired in the best European buildings

[part I.

industry, genius, and perseverance, excelling every forti-

fication attempted by the ancients, was built, some centu-
ries before Christ, by the Chinese Emperor Chinchu
Voang, to prevent the incursions of the western Tartars
This wall, which begins in the province of Shen-si, on
the side of Tartary, is continued over mountains and val-
leys to the forty-second degree of north latitude, and then
reaches southward as far back as to the thirty-ninth. It
is principally built of brick, and cemented with the strong-
est mortar, insomuch that, though it has stood upwards
of two thousand years, it still continues firm. It is about
fifteen hundred miles in length, including its numerous
turnings and windings, and the intermediate spaces sup-
plied by the mountains, which, in several places, form a
natural fortification ; and in many others there is a wide
ditch only ; so that of the real wall there is no more than
four hundred miles. Its height does not exceed thirty

feet. During the reign of the Chinese emperors, it was
contin-ially guarded by a million soldiers ; but, since the

conquest of China by the Tartars, they are satisfied witli

guarding only particular parts of it. It has three or four
lofty towers, or forts, within the compass of every mile,

many of which are situated upon the highest mountains

;

and the wall is broad enough upon the top for six horses
to gallop abreast.

To raise men for building this wall, which is stated to

have been completed in five years, the emperor com-
manded, that three out of every ten men throughout his

dominions should work at it ; and afterwards two out of
every five were compelled to labour at this vast undertaking.

It is also said, that t'lough the inhabitants of each province
worked as near their own abode as they could, yet, either

by the length of their journey, or the difference of climate,

almost all those employed in its construction died unex-
pectedly. This raised a tumult in the empire, which caused
the murder of the emperor, and his sou Agutzi, in the

fortieth year of his reign. When it is considered that this

structure, besides being extended along dreary wastes, and
e\en surfaces, is carried over expansive rivers, in the

form of bridges, some having two tiers of arches, and also,

in the same shape, across deep and wide extended valleys,

uniting, as it were, the mountains which form them ; tiiat

it ascends the highest, and descends the steepest, preci-

pices : and with all diis, consid ring the inmiensity of la-

bour, the ingenuity of the artists, the diffieultv of trans-

porting materials, and the short time of its completion,

the imagination is lost iu the contemplation of an object,

whose grandeur is not t urpassed by any woik of art in the

univ Tse.

Public lioads.'] The most striking proofs of the art and

industry of die Chinese are exhibited in the projection

and execution of tlieir iiigh roads, wiiich are broad, wellJ-—.',,.- " - "-°- *-".«-.p^.i.. umiuiuga. ann execution ot iiieir ingn roaels, wlucli are broad, well
llie great wall of China, ^^i^ic•h is a master-piece of

|
paved, and secure. They are generally nordciod with
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CHINA.]

lofty trees, and sometimes with walls eight or ten feet hioh
which prevent travellers from entering the fields. Open'
ings are left, however, at certain intervals, which <T,ve a
passage into the cross-roads that lead to different villages
On all the great roads, covered seats are erected at proper
distances, where travellers may shelter themselves from the
inclemency of the weather.

The inns are spacious, but, in general, badly supplied
with provisions; so that travellers are obliged to carrv beds
with them, or to sleep on a plain mat. Governir.ent re-
quires of those who keep inns, to give lodging only tg
those who ask and pay ^or it. « We met with many tur- 1

rets," says Mr. BeU, ,o atttna, ' the embassv, "
called

post-houses, erected at a certain distance from each other
'

with a flag-staff, on which was hoisted the imperial pend-
ant. 1 hese places are guarded by soldiers, who run from
one part to another widi great speed, carrying letters which
coucurn the emperor. The turrets are in sight of each
other; and, by signals, they can convey intelligence of any
remarkable event. By these means, the court is informed
in the speediest manner, of whatever disturbance may hap-
pen m the most remote parts of the empire." Coaches are
not used in this country: but gentlemen commonly travelm sedan-chairs, palanquins, or on horseback ; and ladies
in close litters, suspended between two mules.

Cities, Sfc] Pekin, the metropolis of China, is plea-
santly situated in a fine fertile plain, in the most salubrious
part of the empire, abounding with all the necessaries and
comforts of life, except tea, none of which growc in that
provmce. Tl.e frost is rather severe in winter: but the
heat m summer is moderate.

Pekin is built in the form of an oblong square, a.id is
.iivuled into two citi^. That which contains the imperial
palace is called the Tartar city, because, when the present
family came tc the throne, the Chinese were driven without
the walls, where they erected a new city, which, bein..
.imned to the <,ther, renders the whole an irregular form:
of about eighteen miles in circumference. The w.Jls and
gates of Pekin are of the height of fifty cubits, so that they
.x>mpletely hide the city; and slopes are constructed within
the town, by which horsemen may ascend the walls.

The gates are not embellished with statues, nor other
carving; all their beauty consisting in their prodigious
tu.ght, which, at a distance, gives them a noble appearance.
1
he arches of the gates are built with morta", and the

rest wiU, laT,je bricks, excellently cemented.
rt.fi pnncipal streets are spacious, and three or four

riche, '
.

' ^'T ^' •''^ '"^^^'^^"•^' *•- "-^-- -<i

nd the articles he deals in. are placed over the shop-door-
eentrance to which besides being decorated .ith^eam-'

-, IS embellished with gildings, sculptures, paintings, &c.
"' a manner which attracts and charms the eye: but the

-*• VOL. I.
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principal Chinese shops and markets are kept in ,he
suburbs. ^ ^

As all provisions are brought to this city by land-car
nag-Ml'e streets are filled with carts, camels, horses, amioth r beasts of burden, with their drivers; so that it is dif-hcult to pass through the gates in a morning or evening-
•"e artificers also contribute to increase the crowd as thevwork in the houses of those who e«,pIoy U.em, and'are pipetual y looking out for business. Barbers go about L.
"g bells, to get customers: they carry with them a stool
basin, towel, pot, and fire; and, when any person calls'

them, they run up to h>m, and, placing their stool Za convenient place m the street, shave the head, cleanthe ears put the eye-brows in order, and brush the shoul-
deis, all for the value of li„le more than a halfpenny.
They then ring their bell again, and are ready for another
cus omer. The taylors, who p,y i„ the streets, go hon;
to the houses of their customers, and do their work thereThey d „t ,,i„„^ ^^^ .^ ^ ^.^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^.^

.

nor do they sit down to their work, but sew standing.
Prostitutes are not suffered to live within the walls-

heir houses are of a particular kind, and many of them'lodge together, generally under the inspection of a manw -o IS responsible for any disturbance they occasion '

1 he principal streets are guarded by soldiers, who patrole
night and day, not only with their swords, but with whips
in their hands, ^vlth which they lash indifferently all persons concerned in a«y breach of the public peace. Indeed
there ,s always in this city a garrison of forty thousand

.

men, to preserve good order. Here are no clubs, balls
or other nocturnal meetings; and the soldiers take into'
custody all persons ^^hom they see in the streets in the
nigbt-time, ,f they do not give a good account of them-
selves,

It has been remarked of the palace, that " ns -randeur
does not consist so much in the noblenec; and elc<rance
ot the architecture, as in the multitude of its buildin-s
courts, and gardens, all regularly disposed; for within tlie
walls are not only the emperor's house, but a little town
inhabited by the officers of the court, and a multitude of
artificers." F. Artier, a French Jesuit, says, that the pa-
lace is more than three miles in circumference; and that
the front of the building shines with gilding, pains and
varnish, while the interior is set off and furnished with

'

every thmg that is most beautiful and precious in China
the Indies, and Europe. The gardens are huge trac.s of
ground, m which are raised, at proper distances, artificial
mountains, from twenty to sixty feet hicrh, ^vhi.h form a
number of small valleys, plentifully watered by canals,
which, uniting, form lakes and meres. Beautiful barks
sau on tliese pieces of water; and the banks are ornamented
with ranges of buildings, not any two of which have the least
resemblance to each other. Every valley has its house of
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j>leasiirc, large eiiougli- to lodge a Europenii nobleman,
with all his retinue. In the middle of a lafco, which is

nearly half a league in diameter every way, is a rocky island,

on which is built a magnificent palace, containing more
tlian a hundred apartments. The mountains and hills are

<;overed with trees, particularly such as produce beautiful

and aromatic flowers ; and the canals are edged with rustic

pieces of rock, disposed with such art as exactly to resem-
ble the wildncss of nature.

The palaces of the chief mandarins occupy a consider-

able extent of ground, as they have only one floor : thev

consist of several open courts, in which the buildings are

not contiguous ; and they are so fond of privacy, that

they have no windows towards the street; neither will they

suflTer their neighbours to have any which tan overlook

liicm.

According to the best information given to the late

English embassy, the whole population of this city was
about three millions. Tlie low houses of Pckin seem
scarcely sufficient for so vast a population ; but very little

room is occupied by one family, at least in the middle and
lower classes of life. A Chinese dwelling is generally

surrounded by a wall six or seven feet high. Within this

iuclosure, a whole family of three generations, with all their

respective wives and children, will frequently be found.

One small i ooni is made to serve for the individuals ofeach
branch of the family, sleeping in different beds, divided

only by mats suspended from the ceiling.

Nankin is the capital of the province of Kiang-nan,
and was for many ages the metropolis of the empire. It

wag originally surrounded with a triple wall, measuring
about sixteen leagues in circumference ; but the palace,

once famous for its splendor and magnificence, has been
destroyed. The streets of this city are narrow, but well

paved; the houses are low, but handsome; the shops spa-

cious, and well furnished with goods. Nankin is celebrated

for its great number of libraries : it excels likewise in print-

ing, and in artificers of most kinds.

The public buildings ai e rather mean, except a few tem-
liics, the city-gates, and a lower of porcelain, about two
hiuidred feet in height. Tiie population is estimated at

nbout four millions, including those wiio live in barks upon
Ilm water; and, indeed, wherever a city is situated on the
lianks of a canal or river, there is seen another large float-

iiis city of barks; so that tlie rivers and canals in China
.lie, in proportion, as pt-pulous as the land.

Canton is the c-.pital city and sea-port of tlie province
of Quang-tong. There can hardly be a more charming
landscape, tlian that which piescnts itself on entering the

river that leads to the town. It is variouR, gay, ant! ani-

mated. On one side, meadows, of a most lovely ereen
(ixIPTidoutof sight; mi the otiier, groves, or little hills,

appear, which rise in tlio form of nniphitlieatres, ascended

[part I.

by steps made of green sods. Here rocks are seen covered
with moss

; there villages rising among the copses. Some-
times canals present themselves, which form islands, or,

losing themselves in the earth, expose to view their beau-
tiful banks, the whole forming a most delightful prospect.

Canton unites, as it were, three cities in one : they are

separated by high walls, but so contiguous, that the same
gate serves to pass from one to the other. The mIioIc

forms a figure almost square, JHid is not much less in com
pass than Paris. The streets are long and straight, and
paved with hewn stone ; but mostly narrow, except a few
which are adorned with triumphal arches. They are wholly
taken up with shops, m liicli make a fine show ; and trades-

men, who deal in the same articles, reside in the same
quarter of the town.

Many of the public edifices arc very handsome. Be-
sides thirteen triumphal arches, there are a great number
of idol-temples, .surrounded m ith cells of the Bonzes. Thu
hall of Confucius and the academy of the literati are curi-

ous structures; and the palaces of the mandarins are built

in a peculiar style of Chinese grandeur. Here are market-
places for fish, flesh, poultry, vegetables, and all kinds ol

provisions, ^vllich aiu sold very cheap.

The houses, though very neat, are far from being stately

;

almost all of them consist of a ground-floor, and are built

of earth, ornamented with bricks, and covered wit!) (ilcs.

The windows, in summer, are of cane, to let the uii

through ; in winter, of oyster-shells, scraped till they aiv

semi-transparent. The walls are covered with thin white

paper; and, in winter, charcoal is burnt in the middle of

the rooms. Some of the meaner sort of people have
their habitations composed of wood. The houses of the

European factois arc built on a fine quay, having a ie<Tu-

lar facade of two stories towards the river. They are con-
structed, with respect to the interior, partly after the Chi-
nese, and partly after the European, mode. Adjoining to

these are a considerable number of houses, which beloii<r

to the Chinese, and are let out by them to the commanders
of vessels, and to merchants, who make only a temporarv

stay.

The river is ciowded on botli sides with junks, ananged
in rows, containing a prodigious number of people. These
junks, lying close together, form streets : and cacli junk,

containing a whole fami'y, is divided into various apart-

ments. The common people, who inhabit them, rise be-

times in the morning, either to fish, or work in the rice-

grounds, which yield two crops .innually.

The gr<., quantity of money, brought hither from the

most disti, it countries, draws the merchants of the several

pnjvinces to diis port, where may be found almost every

thing that is rare or rurious in t!ic empire. The inha

bitants are industrious, ingenious, and expert in the imi-

tative art, .".lid in the rmbcllishmcnt of tlieir manufactures
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while the same ceremonies were observed at Yiien-inin-

yuen; and he was informed, that they likewise took place

on that day in every part of the empire, the prostrators

being evei'y where attentive to turn tlieir faces towards the

capital. On the days of the new and full moon, simi-

lar incense is burnt, and offerings are made before the

throne by the officers of tlie household in the several pa-

laces of the emperor."

Self-interest is no small occasion of the great respect,

which is shown to the emperor by his subjects; for, as

soon as he ascends the throne, the whole authority of the

empire is in his hands, and the fortunes of his subjects

are entirely at his disposal. AH places of honour and pro-

fit are in his gift. Honesty, learning, experience, and gra-

vity of behaviour, are said to be the only qualifications to

ensure success to the candidate for any post of trust or

dignity. He has absolute power over the lives and proper-

ties of all his subjects. Offenders are arraigned and tried

in the different provinces ; but the sentence is always pre-

sented to the emperor, who either confirms or rejects it,

as he pleases. He can impose what taxes he thinks fit

upon his subjects, to supply the necessities of tlie state.

This power, however, is seldom made use of; and there

is a custom every year of exempting a province, sometimes

two or three, from their usual taxes, if they have siilfered

through sickness or dearth. The right of making peace or

war belongs to the emperor : he may make what treaties,

and upon what terms, he pleases, provided they are not

difthonourable to the empire. The judgments passed by

him. are irrevocable.; and his sovereign courts and viceroys

dare,,not.use the least delay in registering them ; while, on

the other hand, the sentences pronounced by other magi-

strates are not obligatory, till they are confirmed by the em-

peror. Another singular circumstance belonging to the

Chinese government is, the right that the emperor has of

choosing his successor, whom he may elect not only from

the royal family, but from among his other subjects. And
there have been emperors, who, finding none of their fa-

mily able to support the dignity of a crown, have chosen

for their successors persons of obscure birth and fortune,

but eminent for virtue and understanding, t The grave it-

self does not put an end to the monarch's power over his

subjects, which is exercised even upon the dead, whom he

disgraces or honours, when hMs inclined either to reward

or punish themselves or their families. He confers upon

tliem, after their decease, titles of honour ; canonizes them

as saints ; or, accordin;; to iheir language, " makes them

naked spirits." Sometimes!" builds them temples; and,

if their administration of public affairs has been very bene-

ficial, or their virtues remarkably eminent, he commands

the people to honour tliem as god.-!.

Notwithstanding these powers, there are three eircumr

stances, which, if an emperor have any regard to his re-
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piitation, will induce him to govern by the rules of strict

justice. The first is, that the old legislators have alwa;/S

made it a standing maxiui, that kings are properly the

fallicr.s of their people; and hence the title most ho-

nourable and es^^med among them is that of ta-fou,

oi ';randfather. Their philosophers constantly maintain,

thai the state is but a large family ; and that he, who knows

hov; to govern the one, is the best capable of ruling the

other. And no virtues will compensate in a prince the

want of afJection for his people. Secondly, every manda-

rin may tell the emperor of his faults, provided it be done

in a respectful and becoming manner. Thirdly, if the

emperors have any regard fiir their character, the manner

in which their histories are written is alone sufficient to

restrain them within the bounds of rectitude. A certain

number of men, chosen on account of their learning and

impartiality, observe all the actions, and even words, of

their prince; and each of these persons, by himself, and

» ithout any communication with the others, sets down, on

loose slips of paper, the various occurrences, as thoy hap-

pen ; and then puts them, through a chink, into an office,

set apart for this purpose. In these papers, both the

emperor's virtues and faults are set down with liberty and

impartiality ; and, in order that neither hope nor fear may

bias these biogiaphers, this office b never opened during

the life of the reigning prince, nor while any of his family

sit on the throne. When the crown goes into another line,

which often happens, all these loose memoirs are collected

and compared, and a true history of the emperor is com-

piled from them, to propose him as an example to poste-

rity, if he has acted wisely ; or to expose him to common

censure and odium, if he has been inattentive to the wel-

fare of his people.

The emperor has two sovereign councils ; the one n

called the extraordinary council, and is conmosed of

princes of the blood only ; the other is called the coun-

cil in ordinary, and comprises several ministers of state.

There are, also, at Pekin, six sovereign courts, whose

authority extends all over the provinces of China. Each

of these courts has business of a distinct nature ; but af-

fairs of importance cannot be concluded without the mu-

tual concurrence of all. Thus, in time of war, the number

of troops, the qualities of their officers, and the marching

of the armies, are provided for by the fourth court ; but

the money to pay them must be had of the second.

Viceroys are appointed for the inspection of the pro-

vinces ; and their power is very considerable ; but this is,

in some degree, counterbalanced by that of the great man-

darins, who may accuse them, when they are satisfied it is

necessary for the public good. The people have also the

right of petitioning the emperor, against their governors.

And, the more effectually to protect private persons, whose

complaints cannot always reach the ears of the prince,
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persons of knwvn wisdom and reputation are dispersed

I

up and down in every province, who inform tliemselves
j

in wliat manner the mandarins beliave in the execution of
tlieir offices, and bring those to punisimient whom they
discover to be guilty of acts of oppression. Sometimes
the emperor himself visits his provinces m person, for
the purpose of doing justice to all hjs subjects. In one
of these excursions, he met with an old man, weeping
bitterly; and, upon enquiring tlie cause of his grief, the
man, ignorant of the dignity of the person to whom he
was speaking, replied, « I had but one son, who was the
comfort and support of my lift-; and of him I have been
deprived by the power of a mandarin, and tluis rendered
miserable during t!ie remainder of my life : for how can
I, poor and friendless, oblige so great a man as he is to
make me restitution?" "This may not be so difficult
as you imagine," said the emperor :

" lead me to the man-
darin's house." This was done; and the mandarin, con-
victed of the violence of which he was accused, was con-
demned to instant death

; whilst the emperor bestowed on
the afflicted father the office of the criminal; at the same

|

time cliarging him to execute it with equity, lest he, also
should be made an example.

'

Laws, PmiisJments, Sfc] The civil laws of the Chi-
nese are principally taken from their books of morality
and their grand basis is filial, piety. Their penal laws are'
so combined, that no fault escapes punishment, and the
correction never exceeds the aime committed. Every
person accused must be examined before live tribunals
whose enquiries are directed, not only against him, but
also against his accuser, and the witnesses that appearm the cause. He must, indeed, remain in confinement
during this process; but the Chinese prisons are spacious
and convenient; and it is the duty of a mandarin to in-
spect them frequently, to see that the prisoners are pro-
perly treated, to send for physicians w hen anj of them
are taken ,11, and to supply them with medicines at the
expence of government. The accused are always treated
with lemty, being considered innocent until their guilt is
substantiated; and even then, they are scarcely dlowed
to want for any thing. A gaoler, presuming to treat his

Drrr' !.""''''r'"^''''^^'^"^«''
^«"^^ ^e severely

PHnished; and even the judges must answer at their pe-

slit ""r'
'" ''"'°"' ' '°Py '^^ '^'^ ^hoJe process

s laid before the emperor; and several other copks are-nad* out, both m the Chinese and Tartar languages whicT

doctors. \Vhen the crmie is of a very heinous nature, and

tnl ^Zti *' ""P"""" ""'^-^ ^' *^ ^'^'"«"' of the sen-

witho..*. ../."'' '""'"" '^'' ''"^''' 'et it be executed
^ithout delay;' but, m general, he writes, "Let the crimi-
«als be detained ui prison, and e^tecuted in autumn." that
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being the seiwon appointed for capilui punishments. The
emperor possesses a power of granting pardons; but, ac-
cording to Uie constituUon of the empire, he can only ex-
t-^ud his mercy to the son of a widow, who has not married
again; to the heir of an ancient family; to the descendant
of some grandee or citizen, who has deserved well of his
country; or to the sons or grandsons of a mandarin, who
has acquired popularity by a faithful discharge of his iuty
Children and very old men cannot be cited before a uibu-
nal. The son of a very aged father and mother may be
pardoned, if private property, or the public peace, be not
injured by his liberation; and, if several sons of such a
venerable pair be all guilty, or accomplices in tl.e same
crime, the youngest is generally reprieved, that he may
admimster comfort to his parents.

The bastinado is the slightest of the Chinese punish-
ments, and has no infamy annexed to it. The emperor
may even cause it to be infficted on some of his courtiers
without affecting their reputation; and a mandarin may

I

order it to be inflicted on any disorderly pers^m, without
the form of trial. The namber of blows is in proportion
to tlie crime, but never less than twenty.
The pan-tsee is an instrument of punishment, which

every mandarin may use at discretion, either when any one
neglects to salute him, or when he administers public jus-
tice. Upon these occasions he sits gravely behind a table
on which is placed a bag of small sticks; his officers being
furnished with some of these pan-tsees, and wailing his
signal to use them. When he means to punish any one,,
he takes one of tliese small sticks from the bag, and tin ows-
it into the hall of audience: the culprit is Uien laid down
on the ground, and a strong domestic gives hiji: five blows
on his posteriors. If another stick be thrown, he receives
five blows more ; and so long as the mandarin thinks pro-
per. After this, the criminal is oidered to kneel, and thank
his judge'for his kind correction.

The wooden collar is a singular punishment. It is
formed of two pieces of wood, hollowed in the middle for
the neck, with long slips of paper upon it, expressing the
crime for which the punishment is inflicted, and the time
it is to continue. When it is put on, the person cannot
raise his hand to his mouth, but is obliged to be fed, and
to carry this disagreeable load day and night. These col-
lars are lighter or heavier, according to the nature of the
offence: they commonly weigh about fifty or sixty pounds;
but, on some occasions, they exceed a hundred. Tiie
criminals are generally exposed in som> public place; but
they find various ways to lighten their excessive load:
some walk with their relations and friends, wlio support
the four corners, (hat it may not gall tJieir shoulders;
others have a chair to support the four corners; and some
knetl, and, placing the edge of the collar on the ground,
amuse themselves with viewing the passengers.
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These punisliinents are all whicli the Chinese laws per-

mit the mandarins to inflict on criminals : they may, in-

deed, condemn to exile ; but their sentence must be ex-

amined by the supreme courts. Mean and ignoble per-

sons are beheaded ; for, in China, the separation of the

head from the body is disgraceful : on the contrary, per-
sons of quality are strangled, which is a more honourable
death

; but, if their crimes be very lieinous, they are pu-
nched like mean persons ; and sometimes thiir heads are

cut off, and hung on a tree in the highway. Murder is

punished with death: rebels, traitors, and servants who
murder their masters, are cut in pieces ; but for theft, where
no violence is offcn d, the offender escapes with a severe
bastinado.

What is called cutting in pieces is a most cruel punish-
ment. The executioner fastens the criminal to a post;
then flaying the skin ofl^ his head, pulls it over his eyes;
and after\vards mangles liim, by cutting pieces from all

parts of his body; and, when he is weary of this barbarous
exercise, he leaves him to the cruelty of the populace. It

must be observed, however, that, although this punishment
lias sometimes been inflicted with all these dreadful circum-
iances, the law only enjoins, that the criminal's belly shall

be opened, his body cut into several pieces, and his remains
hrown into a ditch.

The torture, both ordinary and extraordinary, is some-
times used in China. The former is applied to the hands
or feet

:
for the hands, small pieces of wood are applied

diagonally betw«en the fingers of the criminal, which are
also tied close with cords, and he is left for some time in
that painful situation. The torture for the feet is still

worse. An instrument, consisting of three cross-pieces
of wood, is provided; that in the middle being fixed, and
the others moveable: the feet of the condenu.ed person
are then put into this machine, which squeezes them so
close, that the ancle-bones are completely flattened. The
extraordinary torture consists in making small gashes in
the body, and tli»n tearing off" the skin like thongs. This,
however, is never inflicted but for treason, or some other
heinous crime, where the prisoner's guilt has been clearly
proved, and it is necessary to make him discover his ac-
complices.

Robbery between relations is more severely punished
than any other; and that is accounted the most atrocious,
rthere nephews or younger brothers appropriate to them-
selves beforehand any part of the inheritance, which they
have a right to share with their uncles or brothers. In-
formation against a parent, elder brother, or unele, even
though the accusation be just, is invariably punished with
a hundred blows of the pan-t«ee; abusive language is death
by strangling

:
to strike them is punished with decapitation

;

and, if any one presume to hurt or maim them, his flesh
>s torn from bis bones with led-hot pincers. Homicide,
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though purely accidental, is always punislicd with death.

A rope, six or seven feet long, with a running noose, is

thrown over the criminal's head, and a couple of domes-
tics, belonging to the tribunal, pull it strongly in opposite
directions : they then quit it suddenly, and in a few mo-
nients give a second pull, which generally completes their

me'ancholy business.

The office of executioner in China is so far from being
attended with any disgrace, that it is esteemed an honour-
able employment : he even wears a sash of yellow silk,

which is the badge of the emperor's service, and one of
the distinguished ornaments of the princes of the blood

j

and his instrument of punishment is wrapped in silk of
the same colour.

Revenue, Ssc] The following statement of the Chinese
revenues is taken from Sir G. Staunton's account of the

British embassy.

" Tlie public revenues of China Proper are said to be
little less than two hundred millions of ounces of silver,

which may be equal to about sixty-six millions of pounds
sterling. From the produce of the taxes, all the civil and
military expences, and the incidental and extraordinary

charges, are first paid upon the spot, out of the treasuries

of the respective provinces, where such expences are in-

currcd
; and the remainder is remitted to the imperial trea-

sury at Pekin. This surplus amounted, i'' 'f- 1 year 1792,
according to an account taken from a statement furnished

by Chow-a-Zhin, to the sum of 36,614,328 ounces of sil-

ver, or 12,204,776/. A land-tax was substituted m the

last reign for the poll-tax, as better proportioned to the

faculties of individuals. Most imports, and all luxuries,

are likewise taxed; but the duty, being added to the origi-

nal price of the article, is seldom distinguished from it by
the consumer. A transit duty is also laid on goods pass-

ing from one province to another. Each province in

China, which may be compared to a European kingdom,
is noted chiefly for the production of some particular ar-

ticle, the conveyance of which, to supply the demand for

it in the others, raises this duty to a considerable sum, and
forms the great internal commerce of the empire. Pre-
sents from the tributaries and subjects of the emperor,
and tjpi confiscations of opulent criminals, are not over-

looked in enumerating the revenues of the public treasury.

Taxes, such as upon rice, are received in kind. The se-

veral species of grain, on which many of the poorer classes

of the people principally subsist, are exempted from tax-

ation : so is wheat, to which rice is alw'Sys preferred by

the Chinese."

Extraordinary expences, in case of insurrections or other

occurrences, are generally levied by additional taxes on

the province* adjacent to the scene of action^ or connected

with the occasion of the expence.

No cei tain accounts could be obtained of the Tartar
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revenues. Besides wfiat the emperor derives from his de-

led of the Tartar

-.^— j<~.v. >i>.ii>vi> iiuiii Ills ne-
raesnes there, the chiefs pay to him a tribute, which fre-

quently increases, as they are better able to afford it.

Goods imported into China, from Tartary, or through it

such as furs and leather, are liable to the payment of a'

small duty, in passing the great wall; but all Chinese
goods, exported to Tartary, pass free.

In tlie mode of taxation in China, much equity and hu-
nianity are displayed. Every citizen, from twenty to sixty
years of age, pays a tribute proportionate to his income.
If any persons neglect to pay, they receive the bastinado,
or art thrown into prison; and sometimes a certain num^
ber of such aged poor are quartered upon them, as go-
vernment would otherwise have to maintain; and these
must receive subsistence, till the demands of government
are satisfied.

Mi/itary and Marine Force.} From the infonnation
given to the gentlemen of the English embassy by Van-ta
ZInn who was himself a distinguished officer, it appeared,
that the total of the army in the pay of China, indudinJ
Tartars, amounted to one million infantry, and eight hun!
dred thousand cavalry; and, from the observation made
by the embassy, in the course of their travels through the
empire o the garrisons in the cities of the several orders,
and of Uiemihtary posts at small distances from each other
there appeared nothing improbable in the calculation, with
respect to the mfantry; but they met few caval,^; though
they M-ere of opm.on, that a great body of horse might beemployed on some distant service. The marine force is
comprised chiefly of die junks, which w. have alreadymen loned, and other small ships, that trade along tlie
coast, or to the neighbouring countries.

Religion.] There is no state-religion i„ China; nor isany oay observed as a sabbaUi; but the temples are openeve^ day for the visits of devotees, who mly be divld

J^r_
their founder, the second Lao-kium, and ti.e third

Confucius was bom about five hundred and fifty yearsbefcreChnst, and was cotemporary with PyU.agoras'Tn
early l.fe he gave proofs of a liberal genius; and. as he

hS; T' "'''"•'^^^™-'^ ^o'-A o; Iraphilosophy. His reputation gradually spread through
I

«
empire

;
and he was soon at the head of three tho sLfollowers, out of whom he made choice of sevent -tr to

tiJr: '"d

'"''" '" '"^"^^^"^ P'-- «'^ -Mer-lon and candour were equal to his genius and learning ase prudently avoided giving offence' to the prejudiced'

Z:Z " •'^«*«--'- -^J violent atta'ck^upon U.

x\t the age of fifty-five he was elevated to the dignitv ofS TTl ''
'r

""'-^^ ^-»''^' -»>-'> '- governedwHh so much wisdom and authority, that, iu a liSle tl^e.

1 A.
. , 4Ji

I

the face of things underwent a complete change: but the
king, seduced by the alluremeuta of a woman, ,oon for-got the exceUent advice and instruction, of his minister;and Confucius, after vainly endeavouring to reclaim him
J«t

out m search of wiser priuces in other kingdoms: no,'ad he occasion to travel a great way, for all were ambitious to receive him as their guest. He died at the age of
seventy-three, and had . maghificent monument erected
to Ins memory near the city of Kio-feu.
The Chinese enttrtain a profound veneration for hi,memory, and have a chapel dedicated to him in almost

every city, where the mandarin, and oUier literati a„em-
bie on particular days, presenting oblations to him, after
the manner of a sacrifice. It i, said, however, thatZlvenerate rather than adore him, and meet to honou and
celebrate his memory.

Lao-kium, the founder of the second sect, was bornabout SIX hundred years before Christ, in the province ofHouquang. At a very early age he applied to the study ofthe sciences, and made himself master of the history, law,
and customs of his country. He wrote a book contnin

'

five thousand sentences, replete with excellent morality
At length, after having spent a life of solitude and sanctity
he died at a place called U, where a tomb was erected to
lus memory. This philosopher constantly recommended
solitude as an infallible mean of elevating the human
mind above earthly objects, and of emancipating it from
^s material churns. Such, however, was his ignorance ofd^vme truth, that he even denied the immortality of the

Foe, the founder of the tiiird sect, was born in India,
a-bout a thousand years before Christ. He taught the doc
tnne of the transmigration of soul.,, and held out happi-
ness under certain conditions, which consist more in do-
nations for the erecting of temples, and maintenance of
pnests called bonzes, than in the observance of moral
duties; die neglect of which i^ the punishment of the de^
faulters in having their souls pass into the bodies of the
meanest animals, in which their sufferings are to be ap-
portioned to their transgressions.

The idol Foe is generally represented by three figures-
one IS a man of gigantic stature, with a Monstrous bellj'
sitting cross-legged, in the oriental style; this they call the
Idol of immortality

: tiie second is about twenty feet high
and IS styled the idol .,f pleasure: and the third, about
thirty feet high, with a crown on his head, is denominated
the great king Kan. Exclusive of these, they have a con-
siderable number of little idols, not in their pagodas only,
but in their houses. All of them have their tos, or house
hold gods. These petty idols, however, are not treated
with that respect, which is shewn to their great gods- on
the contrary, if they do not sometimes grant them their re-
quests, they give them the bastinado. But the great goda,
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worshipped with the most profoundin the trmples, are

wnoration.

Tlie temples of Foe abound with images, some of which

exhibit so strong a likeness to those in cliurches of the

Roman faith, that a Chinese, ,conveycd into one of the

latter, might imagine the votaries he saw were adoring the

deities of his own country. On the altar of a Chinese

temple, behind a screen, is frequently a representation,

which might answer for that of the Virgin Mary, in the

person of Hhin-moo, or the sacred mother, sitting in an

alcove, with a child in her arms, and rays proceeding from

a circle round her head, with tapers continually burning

before her. The resemblance of the worship of the

Chinese to the forms of the catholic church, in some other

particulars, has been, indeed, thought so striking, that some

of the missionaries have conjectured, that the Chmese had

formerly received a glimpse of Christianity from the Nes-

toiians, by the way of Tartary.

Vo'6 is said to have left behind him five grand command-

ments, viz. Never to deprive any creature of its life ; never

to rob any man of his property ; never to be guilty of incon-

tinence ; never to tell a lie ; and never to drink wine.

According to Staunton's account, the religion of the

emperor is considered novel in China, and its worship is

performed with most magnificence in Tartary. In the

summer solstice, the emperor goes in solemn procession to

a temple called Tien tan, or the Eminence of Heaven, to

pay obedience, and return thanks for its benign influence

;

and a similar ceremony, in the winter solstice, is performed

in the temple of the earth; but personification does not

take place in either. This religious worship of heaven and

earth is confined to the person of the emperor ; and, fdr

his accommodation, it is performed at Pekin, where he

annually appears abroad in several other magnificent pro-

cessions.

The religion of the Tartars, though nearly similar in its

doctrines with that of the worshippers of Foe, is different

in mode of worship. They have no priests of the order of

bonzes, but priests of their own, named Lamas ; and, in-

stead of worshipping the god Foe, they pay adoration to

the Great Lama, or high-priest, whom tliey denominate

the Immortal Father, believing that he never dies ; and

the priests omit nothing that may give credit to the deceit;

for, when one Lama happens to die, they immediately ap-

point another that resembles him as nearly as possible.

The Great Lama resides in Tibet, where he is never

seen but by his favourites, except when he makes his ap-

pearance in the temple, to receive the offerings and adora-

tions of the people. He then sits upon a kind of throne,

lighted only by a few lamps, which give so feeble a light,

that there is no possibility of discenung plainly the fRSSfures

of the impostor. The people, therefore, implicitly be-

lieve that he is immortal.

With respect to the state of Judaism in this empire,

the Jews, who many ages ago inhabited a part of the

country, have, at this period, a synagogue at Kai-fong-

fou, the capital of Ho-nan. They were visited, in the

year 1704, by an Italian Jesuit, named Gozani, who had

several conferences with them. They permitted him to

enter their sanctum sanctoi-vm, reserved only for the high-

priest; and shewed hmi twelve little tabernacles, or

pi esses, in which were deposited their sacred books.

Among these was a book, written in beautiful characters,

on long sheets of parchnient, rolled round several w oodcn

rollers. This was their pentateuch, which, they said, was

miraculously preserved in t!ie time of a great inundation,

that happened in 1643, when the whole city of Kai-fong-

fou was laid under water ; but, as the leaves and charac-

ters had sustained some injury from the water, the chief

officers of their synagogue had caused twelve co{)ies of it

to be taken, and deposited in the tabernacles.

Exclusive of the abov; manuscripts, they had numbers

of small volumes, in old chests, containing extracts from

the pentateuch, and fragments of other sacred books.

However, they said they had.lost several of their canoni-

cal books at the time of the inundation. Gozani, upon

comparing their pentateuch with a Bible he had carried

with him, found an exact agreement between them, with

regard to chronology, as well as the age and ge^iealogy of

the patriarchs. In other respects, however, the text was

much corrupted.

Gozani relates, that, from an allowed tradition amongst

them, their ancestors entered China under the dynasty of

Han, which connnenced two hundred and six years before

Christ, and continued on the throne four hundred and

twenty-six years : so that in this wide space of time we

must place the uncertain cpocha of the first settlement ot

the Jews in the Chinese empire.

Tliey adhere stedfastly to most of the ancient cere-

monies enjoined by the lavs of Moses, as circumcision, a

strict observance of the sabbath, and of other feasts, par-

ticularly that of unleavened bread. When they read the

pentateuch in the synagogue, tliey cover their faces wiih a

transparent veil, in memory of Moses, who descended from

the mountain with his face covered. They also eat the

Paschal lamb, and abstain from blood.

Christianity is said to have been planted in China

nearly as soon as the religion of Mahomet. It nmst be ac-

knowledged, however, that it did not make (lie same early

progress. Some writers assert, that the patriarch of tho

Indies sent Christian missionaries to China, in the eighth

year of the reign of Tai-tsou, or about the middle of tho

seventh century of the Christian era ; and that, four years

after this, Tai-tsou suffered them to preach the gospel in

his country. They further say, that, in the year l6'25, a

stone tablet, ten feet long and five broad, was found iu the

.1

i
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province of Sliensi, containing tiie nunies of twenty mii-
sionaries, who came from Judea to preach the gojpel to
the Chinese, together with u compendium of the Chri,tian
faith, all cut in Syriac characters. Towards the end of
the sixteenth century, however, when tlie European mis-
sionaries first set footing in China, they found no remains
of Christianity among them. Rogers, a Neapolitan Jesuit,
first opened the mission in China, and was succeeded by
Ricci, of the same society, who continued the work with
such success, that he is considered by the Jesuits as the
principal founder of this mission. He, in some measure,
reconciled the ancient religion cf the country with the
first principles of theology, assuring the people, that his
moral system was the same with that of their celebrated
philosopher Confucius ; which secured him many followers.
In 1630, the Jesuits were succeeded by the Dominicans
and Franciscans; and now it was that commotions broke
out. Their first disputes were on the subject of certain
ceremomes concerning Uie worship of Confucius, and some
honours paid to the dead

; for as, in their funeral-obsequies
they burnt incense, and practsied libations, sacrifices and
other rues, savouring of idolatry, these were condemned
by one part of the missionaries, as incomoatible wi* the
pnrity of the Christian faith. Others, of a* more moderate
temper, and who had litUe hope of raising up this infant
plantation to maturity without such indulgences, were for
tolerating these rites, looking on them as things of an
indifFerent nature, ^veral years Mere spent in altercation
but the literati, who possessed aU the employments under
government, were so obstinately attached to Confucius, and
.he established rites of their counter, that no reasonable
condescension coidd induce them to abate any thing of
their superstition; though even their monarch, ChangJii
granted an edict in 1692, allowing Christianity to be'
preached throughout the empire. Strenuous appeals were
made to Rome by both parties of the contending mission-
aries. At length., in 1704, the pope decreed, « That the
wrds Tien and Changti should not any longer be applied
to the Deity; that the Christians should not enter the
temples erected to Confucius, and thenceforward pay no
further adoration to their ancestors ; and, lastly, that those
tablets of their forefathers, bearing the inscription of ' themU of the soul; should be removed from every Christian's
habitation. This decree, however, was softened by a few
privileges The converts were allowed to appear in the
••aJls of their ancestors, as spectators of the rites there
performed; and they had the indulgence of hanging up
the tablets of their progenitors in their houses.

Tins decree, and a subsequent bull of Clement XI. in
1715, excited the utmost r<,nfusion. The ministers of
state, and the other mandarins, jealous of the growing re-
putation of the missionaries, were continually disclaiming
agarast them; and, at length, obtained a revocation of an

^- VOL.1.
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edict, that nad been passed n, favour of the Ch.is.'.au r.

It J \^" °"«'°»»ries were banished to Canton-d pwards of three hundred churches were either pljto flie ground, or converted to profane uses. From theperiod of this catastrophe, which l«ppened i. Ty'iC r^amty was so far from gaining ground in Chta tltlthe professors of it were persecuted with the utmost ri^u"Ull the month of February, ,785, when the late emX
'

Kien-long, was pleased to put a stop to it.

^
At present, the protestant missionaries arc makine thrgreatest possible exertions, consistent wiU. prudei

"
foUie introduction of Christianity among the naUve«;ndtS

design appears hkely to receive great assistance from J^ecent translation of the New Testament into the cZr^Zlanguage. v/mutac

Superstition.] Of the extreme superstition of the com-mon people among the Chinese, some idea may be foZifrom die following circumstance, related by Staunton

Fni; r,".°^^
°"' ^'"'"'" "S"'-^ "' «»'« temple ofFoe parucularly prayed to by unmarried women, who de-

sire husband,, and married women, who wish for children.
But, as the doctrine of Foii admits of a subordinate deitv
propitious to every wish that can be fonr.ed in the iiumanmind; as the government of the country never inteiferea
with mere opinions, or prohibits any belief ^vhich may not
affect the peace of society, it is no wonder it should spreadamong those classes of the people, who are dissatisfied
with the ordinary events of nature. Thus, from extreme
superstition, the temples are particularly frequented, and
the superintendent deity first consulted, previous to the
undertaking of any thing of importance, whether it be to
enter into the matrimonial state, to set out on a joumey
to make or conclude a bargain, or any otlier momentous
event.

" This is performed by various methods. Some place
a parcel of consecrated sticks, differently marked and
numbeied, which the consultant, kneeling before the al-
tar, shakes in a hollow bamboo, untU one of them fail«
on the ground

; its mark is examined, and referred to a
correspondent mark in a book, which the priest holds
open, and sometimes it is written on a piece of paper
pasted upon the inside of the temple. Polygonal pieces'
of wood are, by others, thrown into the air. Each side
has Its particular mark

: the side that is uppermost, when
fallen on the floor, is in like manner referred to its cor-
respondent mark in the book or sheet of fate. If die
first throw be favourable, the person who made it pros-
trates himself in gratitude, and undertakes the business
III agitation with entire confidence. But, if the throw
should be adverse, he tries a second time, and the third
throw determines the question. They return thanks when
the oracle proves propitious to their wishes. Yet thevM '
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often ca«f lols to know the issue of a projected enterprise,

ami then supplicate for its proving favourable.

" Every town is imugined to be under the protection of

certain stars or constellations : of which last the Chinese

reckon twenty-eight : they have stars, also, which answer

l«> the twelve signs of the zodiac, called the twelve man-
.sions of the sun.

" In fine weather, persons of every class live much
without doors, and, accustoming themselves to watch the

appearances of the heavens, tiicy connect them, by habit,

wiiii terrestrial events, as if these had a depcndance on the

former. Some fortuitous occurrences taking place, have
strengthened the belief, and the vanity of prescience has

laid the foundation of the pretended science of astrology."

An eclipse of the sun is always considered, by the Chi-
nese, as portending some national calamity; and, as they

estimate their own happiness by the degree of virtue pos-

sessed by their sovereign, they attribute their misfortunes

to his privation of moral excellence. Even the emperor
is forced, as it were, to accede to the idea, and gov-rn
himself accordingly. On the eve of an eclipse, for ex-
ample, he never engages in any important enterprise; but
seems desirous of avoiding the converse of his ministers,

that he may secretly examine into his past actions, with a
view to correct their errors, for which the approaching
eclipse may be sent as an admonition ; and his subjects

are invited freely to offer their advice.

Language, Learning, Sfc] The Chinese language is

justly considered the most singular in the world. Almost
every syllable constitutes a word, and there are scarcely
fifteen hundred distinct sounds

; yet, in the written lan-
guage, there are at least eighty thousand characters, or
different forms of letters, so that every sound may have
about fifty senses. The leading characters are denomi-.
uated keys, which are not of difficult acquisition. The
language seems, originally, to have been hieroglyphical

;

but, afterwards, the sound alone was considered. Ab-
stract terms are expressed, as usual, by relative ideas.

The difficulty of comprehending and retaining such a
number of arbitrary marks and characters, as are found in
the Chinese written language, greatly retards the progress
of their erudition. But there is no part of the globe
M here learning is attended with such honours and rewards,
and where there are more powerful inducements to culti-

vate and pursue it. The literati are reverenced as a su-
perior species, and are the only nobility known in China.
If their birth be ever so obscure, they become mandarins
of the highest rank, in proportion to the extent of their
learning. On, the other hand, however exalted their birth
may be, they quickly sink into indigence, if they neglect
tliose studies by which their ancestors were elevated. It
has been observed, that there is no nation in the world
where the fiist honours of the state lie so open to the I
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lowest of the people, aiul where there is less hereditary

greatness. The Chinese range all their works of litcra-

.ure into four classes. The first is the class of King,
or the sacred books, which contain the principles of tb

Chinese religion, morality, and government, and several

curious and obscure records, relative to these subjecln.

History forms a separate class: yet, in this first class,

there are placed some historical monuments, on account
of their relation to religion and government; and, among
others, the Tekun-tjicou, a work of Confucius, which con-

tains the annals of twelve kiogs of Lou, the native coun-
try of that illuslrious sage. The second class is that of
the fill or Che; that is, of history and the historians. The
third class, called Tsu, or Tse, comprehends philosophy,
and contains all the works of the Chinese literati ; the

productions, also, of foreign sects and religions, which
the Chinese consider only in the light of philosophical

opinions
; and all books relative to mathematics, astrono-

my, physic, military science, the art of divination, agri-

culture, and the arts and sciences in general. The fourth

is called Tcie, or Miscellanies; and contains all the po-

etical books of the Chinese, their pieces of eloquence, &c.
They are acquainted with most kinds of poetry in use

among Europeans, and have stanzas, odes, elegies, epi-

grams, satires, and even songs and ballads, peculiar to

themselves. Although they have not the same resources

as Europeans, in the attracting fictions of ancient mytho-
logy, they supply the deficiency by bold and ingenious

metaphors, and by using the names of several animals ii\

an allegorical sense. Thus, the eagle is called the host

of the clouds ; the jackdaw, the bird of speech ; the head,

the sanctuary of reason ; the eyes, the stars of the fore-

head, &c. But, to give a clearer idea of their poetry, we
will lay before our readers part of a poem, which was
written by the Emperor Kien-Long, after he had sat about

fifty years on the throne of China.

After expatiating on the natural beauties which distin-

guish the country of his ancestors, and describing the

beautiful prospect which the sea exhibits in the gujf of

Lea-tong, he proceeds to celebrate the mountains that

surround the city of Monkden, in the following manner:—
"Mountains! by you I l.3gin—mountain of iron, em-

broidered mountain, to direct the paths of the traveller,

dost thou present thyself at so remote a distance—To
suspend his fatigue, and cheer his sight, dost thou exhibit

a form and colourt so singular—Thou art a certain mark

to point out the route he ought to pursue, in order to

reach, without interruption, the goal of his repose.—

Shall I exhibit thee in that point of view wherein thou

appearest majestically beautiful and cnchantuig; or in

that wherein thou inspircst sadness mingled willi terror."

—No; to name thee only is sufficient to make thee known.

-In vain should I attenjpt to describe those amphithe-
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atres, covered with delightful verdure, with which thy
sides are eternally crowned; those charming views, that
form, at a distance, an almost insensible declivity ' over
which the eye may wander with endless delight 'those
clustered mounts, which, from space to space, give birth
to each other; those crystal streams, which, pouring down
in an inhnity of cascades, hasten toWn.ite their waters in
the plain, and thence to form rivers, rivulets, and a thou-
sand nils In vnm should I attempt to describe those
.1nek and lofty ridgos, which, at a distance, hide the light

the sun during day. and the brightness of the moon
during night: those proud summits, which, after having
pierced the clouds, still stretch toward the wide expanse
of heaven^My attempt would be equally vain, should
1 endeavour to delineate those gloomy caverns, enormous
O-ssures, pointed rocks, and hideon, precipices, which
cannot be approached without awe; those dangerous
.lefts, which excite emotions of terror; and those pro-
touiid guhs, which the eye cannot behold but with hor-
ror. What la„gua;;e, however expressive, what pencil,however bold, can sketch out, can even pourtray, 1 par

Lb me' r'r'"^
'^^"*'«'" «1-"y -f"'> and ahke

subl me!-It ,s by viewing them only that we can form
an Idea of them.-If the beauties which distinguish thee
are contrasted with objects that seem, in our^ight, to
degrade thee ,t is because thou art not wholly desti led
for the use of man.-The wild animals, whichVe.s the
earth with their feet, the reptiles that creep, and the

Sr chr '':
""' '" '^'^ '"'' -"-^-"t -^

shelter. Children of nature, of that benevolent mother
>vho watches over all, U.ey claim an equal right to her
protection. Open, then, O mountains! Open for them
your bosoms

:
let your caverns and precipices afford a re-

Anil "T ?'"''""' "'"""« them; let your steep
and hollow rocks be a concealment for others; be an asy-

Z It
?'"'?'^ ^°" P'*^"^*'"- «« -"-h them

;

and let your limpid streams distil, to quench their thirstMan IS not jealous; he will admire you the more '"

1 he Chinese do not write with a pen, like the Euro-
peans but with a hair-pencil. They make use of a piece
of polished marble, hollowed at one end to hold waterm which they dip their .tick of ink, and then gently rub-bing It there is, in a few moments, produced a fluid ink

pens but perpendicular to the paper. They write from

P^r and "'^'^T '^ "" "^'^'"''^"^ ''^^^ «f thepaper, and proceed to the left, like the Hebrews. But

.Z^^^P"'^"™ "" ''« operations of arithmetic with

calculate by help of a machine called ^mn-pan. Small

I A.

"««., Iha „e,l column, fr„„ ,i,|,, ,„
..,*"'' '"" '"'

on . fine ,™„p„,„, „.p„f ;,,,„C S'ZTlt»f ..pon a .„^,u bl«l, with .he f.ce 'fJi'",lt

-er.t^cult.distmguishtheprin:Z';i;C."

hand it is to be considered. It the ChC '
g

^^
works h.s characters almost as fast a. die European prnlomposes his This could not, however, be fuppoXbe done, withour considering that the Chinese charact ^are a sort of short-hand, some of which not only expts"words, but whole sentences. ^^
Mudy of the Chinese literati, is reduced to two princiDaleads, namely the reciprocal duties between pare sTidch Idren, and those between prince and people ^ wee„polity and morality they make no distinction the «govern well and the art to live well, are one and the s n^pnncple with them. The sages of China have prod ceU

yle and tenets to the most ordinary capacities; studying

beTraced"hr'!''r
"' ''"'""^'"^ ^'"^''^ '^' Chinese maybe traced back almost to the foundation of their empireTheir learned hiaorian, Confucius, has been found exac".lis calculation of eclipses in general, according to the

declaration of the Jesuits: and the Chinese are sdll pos-
sessed of several astronomical books, which, they assertwere composed under the dynasty of Han, who reigned

tr /
;^" '"""' '^ ^'"^'^ " appears,'that

these people, for upwards of two thousand years past
have been acquainted with the solar year, as consisting of
three hundred and s.xty-live days and some hours ; "the
apparent diurnal motions of the sun and moon from east
to vest; the meridian altitude of the sun; the right as-
cension of the stars, and the time of their passing through
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tht' moridian ; us likewise tlie revolutions of Suturii, Ju-

piter, Mars, Venus, jiiid Mercury : and their observations

in these particulars have been nearly the same with ours,

in |)oint of exactness : though they have no tables for the

retrograde and stationary aspects of the planetk.

The Chinese divide their year into twelve lunar niontli.>*,

some of which consist of twenty-nine, others of thirty

days ; and every five years they have- an intercalary month,

to adjust the lunations with the sun's course. They reckon

by weeks, as we do, and give the name of a planet to each

of the seven days. Their astronomical day begins at mid-

night, which is divided into twelve equal parts, each an-

swering to two of our hours. Th>)ugh they are not ac-

quainted with the art of making clocks, they have solar

quadrants, and other chronometers.

The Chinese boast, that they were acquainted with the

art of navigation, and the Indian Seas, long before the

birth of Christ ; and pretend to the invention of the ma-

riner's compass, to which their sailors supcrstitiously offer

perfumes in sacrifice.

The Chinese compass-box has, upon its upper surface,

reveral concentric circles, of correspondent sizes. The
innermost contains eight different characters, which repre-

sent the four cardinal points, east, west, north, and south

;

and the four bisectir-^ ones, north-east, south-west, north-

west, and south-east. These eight characters are also meant
to express as many equal divisions of the natura' day, each

of three hours ; and that of the east, being placed towards

the sun-rising, the rest, of course, will represent, nearly,

the position of the sun at the different times of the day.

The next circle has twtmty-four divisions, with appro-

priate characters, denoting a twenty-fourth part of the hea-

vens, ana, consequently, a twenty-fourth part of the natu-

ral day ; each point containing fifteen degrees, a propor-

tionate part of three hundred and sixty, the number of

degrees into which all celestial circles are divided.

Another of the circles contains the cycles of sixty years,

by which the Chinese reckon their chronology ; and the

two remaining ones explain their doctrines of mythology
and philosophy.

Physic is at a low ebb among the Chinese ; as there

are no public schools nor professors of the healing art.

They have some good pjactical physicians, the greatest

part of whose medicines consists of herbs, roots, fruits,

seeds, &c. which are, for Uie most part, good stomachics
and gentle aperients

; but they are totally ignorant of ana-

tomy. The science of medicine, among them, consists in

the knowledge of the pulse, of which their ideas are ex-

ceedingly erroneous. By the beating of the pulse they

pretend to know the cause of any disorder, and in what

'

part of the body it lies. They say, tliat the pulse of a man
diffijrs from that of a woman, and that it changes with the

season* of the year. To form a decisive judgment of the
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cause of complaint in a patient, tiny luy his arm upon a

pillow, and then apply their fingers to the artery. At first,

they touch it gently, then a little closer, and, lastly, press

it very hard. They ti>lv time to examine the beating, and
distinguish the dittcieiices, according as the motion is

more or less quick, miiform, or iiregular, which they ob-

serve with the most attentive exactness. According to the

variations, they pronounce what part of the body is af-

fected, how long the disorder will continue, and whellier

the patient will recover or not.

In diseases arising from plethora, as weB aa in many
other cases, a free use of the lancet is often necessary to

preserve life; yet surgery, in China, is so little understood,
that venesection is never performed. If at any time the

laculty think it necessary to puncture any part of tlie body,
to let out what they call a collection of vapour, it is done
with a gold or silver needle, which operation gives exqui-

site pain to the patient, lint blood-letting is never prac-

tised, as will appear from the following anecdote:—
Some years since, a gentleman was requested to visit o

friend of a Chinese merchant, who was ill, and findiiif;

his complaint to be a large abscess upon the thigh, and in

a stale of maturity, he opened it wilh a lancet, pressed

out the matter, and applied proper dressings, promising
to revisit him the next day. The following morning,

the gentleman's Chinese servant, learning what had been

done, appeared greatly distressed, and exclaimed violently

against the merchant, for suffering him to draw blood of

a Chinese with any instrument, as he must have known,
that, should the patient die, he would be put to death,

without regard to the motives which suggested the opera-

tion. The patient, however, recovered, and was grateful

to his benefactor.

Manufactures, and Commerced] China is so happily

situated, and produces such a variety of materials for

manufactures, that it may be said to be the native land of

industry ; but it is an industry devoid of elegance. The
manufacture of that earthen ware, generally known by the

name of China, was long a secret in Europe ; but it is

now well known, that the principal material is a pul-

verised earth, and that several European countries far

excel the Chinese in manufacturing this commodity. In

England, in particular, it has been carried to a high degree

of perfection.

The Chinese silks are generally as thin as gauze, though

some of them are more durable ; and their cotton and other

cloths are admired, as furnishing a light but warm dress.

Their ink, for the purpose of drawing, is said to be made

of oil and lamp-black ; and they manufacture paper from

the bark of bamboo ; but it is not comparable, for writing

or printing, to that of Europe. Their trade is open to all

nations; but, since the discovery of tlie porqelain manufac-

ture, it has been considerably diminished.



Mammn, LuUomn, *r.] The Cbine.*, i„ ,h«ir p„.,M..
are of a inidfile aUture, wiUi broad facc^, Unck hair, uimiU
dark ey«a, aliort immm, and tbiii bwirda, wbith th.^ waar
long on the bottom of the d«n ,mJ upper lij,, but iniU
from th«r cheeki with tweewr,. Thw complexion, to-
wrrd tha uorth, i« fair; toward tbe «,ulh, .warthy .»d
the Artter . mua i., the greater i. hi. fi«n« for perlo.«l
beauty. Men of rank, who are not much e^po^^^J to d>«
»un, are geaerally of a delicate coinple*io,,; aud the liuy
r.tl .uffer the.r nail, to grow to an euotmou. ie.Htl., to
d,.t.ng«.Hl, them from mechwiic.. Tl.e women have UlUe
eye., black ha.,, regular feature., plump ro.y lip,, ^A a
delicate, though florid, complexion.
An ab.urd cu.ton. prevail, throughout Chim, of con-

hi.ing tlw feet of feuwl. iofanu in ,uch a namior, tlut thev
can never p<,ft«ibly grow to their full ,i.e; and thi. mJine„ of the feet ix accounted «>ch an ewential accomulij^
nH3nt, that the Chine.e ladie, never thiidt they can pur-
cha,e ,t at too dear a rate. A, «k,„, U.erefore, a, a fe.itale
mfant is born the w,r,e wrap, up ita feet i„ tigb. ban-
dage,; and the con.equent torture muat be endured, until
th feet have ceaaed to gro, . Thu. the women are almo.t
.•m.roly deprived of the uae of their feet, „ml walk in amost awkward hobbling mamier

Tlieie i. but little difference between U.e onlinary drea.
of men and women among the Chines. Ha„k ./^ J.
2 rZ'r ''"'•"«'"«»»«'' *>y -rtaiH Hcceaaary ^.
-amenta, and thoae luaignm are reg.dated by goverJent.n e general drea. conaista of a long veat, which fold,over tlie breaat, and renchea to the ground, t i, LteoSon t e right aide, by four goU or aiLr butto ^pt J.;a httle diatance from each other, the aleevea a/e wide et

«rist, where hey termmate in the form of « I orse-ahoecoven,^ .he handa, and leaving noAing viaibleTut hee» s of t e ^^^ .^ .^ ^^^^ ^^^^

J^utjhe
a ilk aaah from wbch u, amended a aheath, conlaininca knife and a pa r of chonaticks wl.i..i. .

>
':'^"""ng

forks I Jn^»r .k- "°P"J*=''*' w««:t are uaed inatead offorks. Under thia vc.t both mea airi w,»men wear abort^ slurta, of diffe«,ut kind, of cloth. acoordirtoThe
e.on:the.e are made aomewhat «i™iUr to awail^that fold, over the boaom, airi with ck.e narrow aleev^

In warm weather, die Chineae W their neck, bare-butm winter, they cover them with a a«ti„ cape aewei

riJ^:;7"Vi
'^'^^'.^"•' ^-' ««'•^ veat iS aTl onmned w.tl, sheep skin, «r quilted with ailk and cottoneople of quaUty line their, wid. «.ble akins, oTdie fineat^x- kills edged with sable; and, in very cold we,.!,..."?, .- r a .^ , ,unt reaches to the Maiat, with wide'ah'on

I
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.Wvc, ,«nmn.ung „t the elbow. IVnp!., ..f r«„k „„«,
i. abroad witln^ut boo.., which are ge.aiall,

1"'.
juilted ,a»a. or cotton; tb,.y have m,iJ.er h^.l T .

"

Ut are made to tit the foot with greatex.ctue«; 1.
1'

•U foot of tl« boot u Ilk. tlH, h.g. .lipp,„ „„ ;J,. ^
"

t»«m, with good «.b*a„ti.| «,!«,. ^vb«, tlicv ^Z hi-. U., have oU.. ^>oota. made of^S t'h ^lather whK:h „re ...n^kubly H,ft ..ni pli.Ue. Thi.T^.ck of drew 1. c.«,.de.ed m> i«di.p«.aL, .l.a.. wh^' any

pTt ta'olr
' """" '"• '""^ ""^* •'» ^^ '"»

bair^uf'thl'"!'
""* "' •^"'" »""•" "• •"^•-- "-irbair but the larUn. compdicd them ,o cut off the

rfter a,e„ t.,UHm. Tin. ,be Uiinase, though p«i„.ed a'

wkch tliey pre«.ve on the t<.p. of their head., Ji J " i
hati, „|| wed bygoverimient; it i. generally' veT;h.iiand plaued into a ,aU. 1„ summer, they wear a np .1.2

l.ke ... „.^d funnel, n«de of rat.an or cane, hn^S

up w..h fur; aud, bemg ve.y J«,1I„,,, «^ ^^^ „„j,,^ ^ch„. w.th a .trmg. The mandarin, a.d literati wear a cupof the wme form, but it ia lined with red aatin, a.Kl ccTvered w.th w ute, with red .ilk fringe flowing fro.n the t^.n^tend of hair. With re.pect to colour,, th* emperorand
prn.ce. of the blood only have a right to wear yeUow- "dcertain mandann. have liberty to wear .a.ii of „'

redground
: thia pav.lege. however, is only .aaumed on day.of ceremony; for. m general, they an> cloUied in black

other coioura but blue or black.
Tl.. dreg, of a Chineae peaaant differ, from Uiat worn

ft generally conai.t. of a pair of large drawer., Moode.i
^.> ^rminatmg atthe toe in aaharp point, and'a coaishnea frock, over which u thrown a cotton veat, that dc-scend. to the middle of the thigh.
The dreaa of dte women consists, in general, of a rol«;,co.e at top, a«d.o long aa to cover tl^r toe ; andTe

sleeve,, ,f not held up, would hang aown to th^ groumi
of cour.e, their, band, are seldom seen. The colour of
the.edre.ae. .. entirely optional; but black o. violet areu.uaUy clwwn by women advanced in yeare.
The teiKl^re,, conaista chiefly in arranging die luur»to a vanety of curia, and intersperning it with gold or

s.lver flower,. Sometime, part of it is foraied intoa roll,
fastened w.th «lver bodkins, wbUe the rest flowa down the
'^c« in rmglcts; but, m cold weather, it i. generally
M'^pped. round with a «,rt of black hood. Some of the
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ladi'ps oranmeiit thtir headi with th« figure of n fabulous

bird, which in made of copper or silver gilt, according to

tlie rank of the wearer; its wings are extended, and lie

pretty close to the head<4ircss, enibraring the upper part

of the tcinplcB, while the lung nprt-ariing tail fomis a kind

of plume on thu top of the head. ItN body is placed di-

rectly over the forehead, and the neck and tail hang <iown

;

but the former, being joined to the body by an invisible

swivel, plays freely about, and moves with the slightest

motion of the head. Persons of qirality sometimes have

several of these birds made up into a single ornament;

and young ludics frequently wear a crown of pasteboard,

the forepart of which rises in a point above the forehead,

and is covered with jewels, while the rest of the heod is

decorated with artificial Howeri aud diamond pins.

The colour proper for mourning, in China, is white. A
son can wear no other for three years after the death of his

father or mother; and, ever afterwards, his clothes must
be of one colour. Silks and furs are forbidden to chil-

dren
; and the law has even prescribed the time when they

are firsi to wear a cap. This is put upon their head by
the master of the ceremonip, who addresses them in tiie

following manner :
" Consider, that you now receive the

dress of those who have attained to maturity, and that you
cease to be children: renounce, therefore, all childi^ih

thoughts and inclinations ; assume a grave and serious de-

portment ; apply yourselves closely to the study of virtue

and wisdom, aud endeavour to merit a long and happy
life."

The manners of the Chinese bear little rcseniblniice to

those of any other nation; and their historians assure us,

that they have remained unaltered for the space of four

thousand years. The women are condemned to almost

perpetual imprisonment within their own houses ; and a

young man, who resolves to enter into the married state,

knows nothing of the features or person of his intended,

but from the account of some female confidant, who
both negocintes the match, and determines the sum which
must be paid to the parents of the bride ; for, iti China, a

father does ^ not bestow any portion on his daughter; but

every man is expected to give a dowry to his wife. If,

however, the negociators deceive the bridegroom in their

account of the lady, he is at liberty to refuse her, on for-

feiting the purchase-money.

The calendar is invariably consulted for a lucky day to

solemnize the nuptials; and, in the intermediate time,

letters pass between the young couple, presents are ex-

changed betwixt the two families, and the bridegroom

purchases some jewels for his bride. When the appointed

day arrives, the bride is locked in a close palanquin,

the key of which is delivered to a trusty domestic, who
must deliver it to none but the husband ; and the lady is

carried to her new home, preceded by a band of ntusit
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und followed by her relations. Every tnmg that rompo^i n

lier portion is also bonie before and behind her, by prr-

«)ns of both sexes, while others walk on tach side with

flambeaux and lighted torches. 'ITic bridegroom, richly

dre*ii*ed, waits the arrival of the proccssior : his gate, and,

on receiving the key, eagerly opens the palanquin. If he
be contented with the person of his spouse, he receives

her with "many expressions of joy ; but, if he be much
disappointed, he suddenly shuts the chair, and sends her

back to her relations.

• When the brjde is so fortunate oi to give satisfaction,

she quits her palanquin, and is followed by her relations

into the hall, where the new-married couple pay their re-

spects to the parents of the bridegroom. 'I'he bride is

then entertained by the ladies that have been invited to the

wedding; and the male visitants sit down to a banquet with

the husband, till the approach of night warns them to

retire to their respective habitations.

A Chinese can only have one lawful wife; and this wife

must be nearly of his own age and rank ; but he may pur-

chase as many coiicubhies as he pleases, provided he enters

into a contract to treat their diiiighters well. These wtt-

men are entirely dependant on the lawful spouse, and are

expected to pay an implicit obedience to her commands.
Their children are considered as hers, and address her
only by the appellation of mother: indeed, she is gene-

rally given to understand, that her husband engages these

concubines merely to increase the number of her children

and female attendants. Some husbands, desirous of mul<!

issue, which they have not by their wives, will hire a con-

cubine from this motive only; and, when their wish is

accomplished, they dismiss her, with frte pennis.sion to

marry.

On the death of a lawful wife, the concubine!> and tlieii

children mourn for her three years; and the husband may
then raise his favourite of these women to the place of

the defunct; on which occasions, age, rank, and all the

above-mentioned ceremonies, are dispensed with.

In all seraglios, she who is first brought to bed has the

preference of the rest ; and, till a woman has had one
child, she is not suffered to sit down at table with the rest

of the family,
. t is obliged to act the part of an attend-

ant. Next to barrenness, the greatest scandal is to bring

several females into the world; and hence it often happens,

that, when a woman has three or four girls together with-

out a boy, she will either expose or strangle them with her

own hands : and, whenever the parents are indigent or un-

fortunate, they consider it as a merciful act to remove an

infant from a miserable existence.

A widower or widow may enter a second time into the

married state, without being subjected to any restrictions

respecting the equality of age or rank. A widow ot qua-

lity, being shsohsts mistress of herself, seldcm marrie?



wania thmn to

..R..... I.Mt .h>.« of ordinary r«„k do; .ad person., „f
la, ,MK„e, d«M. ..re ott*-,. ,okl. |.,r the l.c,„.«, o| ,1,,.;,
I«le l.«.b„nd. r..J.,i„.... An ,„ .„ ». .„., |«rRu„. » ,:o,^
rlud.d «,.„up|..o, ,,ortmbri,R . ch.ir, ...whirl. ,|.e

J..>..r
>v.d..w .. Hh... u,,, ....I c,...Juctc^. by .. „,.„,b«r of

«iu..y people, to the «b,Kj^ o« her ..ew .pou«.
Mu,.,uK.. „ H„ h.Kl.ly e.U....„.-d i„ China, U.at a »„«r

".«.., vvho .. u..Hblu ,o purchase u wife, will .ell hin.^df
•"r a .lav.., on cond.Uo.. tl.a, he .haU Im, per...itted ,„
marry a ....al„ .lave u. ,he f„..,,y. old bachX. . j
u...ver.ally reg.r.led w.th co..te...pt. „..d, «, ,he Ch...e .
ro....der .t ...o.t u..for.u..a.e .« h.ve .,o childre.. ,o nuZ
over U.e.r grave.. .I.e.e i. .carcely n.. u...„„rried ...a..
b« lound ... ihf cou.itry

J)ivorce« arc allowed in ca,e. of adultery, mutual dis-hkc j..alou,y or hered.tary u.,d i..fectiou3 di«e««e.. Ifu >v,te elope fro,,, her hu.b«..d, he ca.. .ue out a proce.Hund obta... a .e„.e„ee ,„ ..,„ ,„e fugitive, who t^J^c^^l
;.'

be ... w.fe a..d beco.,.e, hi. .iL. If „ ^ i .
l.|".«eIf fro... h.. wife for three year., .he may laT^er cZ
Pi.u..t before a tr.buual, a..d will be allowed to .narr™

Marr,age .. dee...ed ilhgal i.. Chi,.a. i„ the dZH,•""-is.-l. « you„g wo„.u.. ha. bee., betrothed to a.v-".g n.a„. a..d pre.e..t. have bee., give.. a..d rece ved

Mtuted of a d..ag.eeable figure; or if thq daughter of
" '"'-•""" '"»"> •'" «'»v.; or if „..y o..e give hi.Tve o
>. free vvo.nan, under a p.ete.,cc that he i. hi .oT o^-latmn: .„ all the.e case, the n.ar.iage i. «ul „dL-ul .hose who have had any concen. in .na ng up"^'...ad. are hable to severe pu..ish.nent. 3. .nZari^of letters .s forbidden to forn. an all.ance witl y fa" '

i;:; '"! 'i'i> -^ ''^"^'""' -^ ^^'-'^ »-
«"-

g Uate dunug the tnne of ...oun.iug for a father or mo-

eve,; ^
P'""^' *"*'' •'''*-" """'^' "'«y '^^'^"^ on that

"expired, the relut.o,.s of the intended bride n.ay write
e surv.v...g parents of the young .na... to remind ,^of h s e.,gage,..e..t 6. The sole.nni.ation of .narriage

P"«o„, though this may be set aside, provided the unfortunate person give his consent. G. Two brotl. rs can

ihe aparfnents of the Chinese ladies are generally si-

wo;k- „^;;':,
'''"!™;"'''l'«'''t...g, music, or needle-work, and keep bnds. dogs, a.,d other animals, for their
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d.ver..on; but they «re .e,-Jud«d fro.u dl .o.;.ety, except
their do.,,e.t.e., ...d never u.ter.neddle with the bu.uu",
"< «».e.r |.u.l>...d.. " A wife," ,ay. the Chine.e book of

»t her d..po.«l; ,he can g.ve ,.o order., but i.. her ow.upar ...ent; ami here all h.r m.thority i, co..li..ed.

'

Ihe .ducation of a ch.ld co......e..ce. a, ,oo.. .. it i.born, ...d the book of ceremo..ie. prescribe, thatlt. Z^»."Ht sp.ak httlc, adhere .t.ic.ly to truth, have 1 .^
en.per, a..d behave with the utn.ost propriety, both «.er eyals and superiors. The child .r.augl.t^o use lu
« .1 hand as soon a, .t can put ,t to it. n.outh. „..d ,he,.

».e ..un.ber. mo.t ,„ u.e. «..d made acquainted with the.unnc. o U.e pr...cipal parts of the world; .t seven, he
separated ..on. h,. ...ters, ,u.d ..o longer allowed e
""'• ••""'. ".or to s.t down in thdr presence; at eight
.c .. ...structed n. the rules of good breeding a..<i polite'»ess; at n..,e, he studies the cale..dar; at ten. he i. ent toa pubhc school. Mherc he i. .aught reading, writh^, and

accou..ts; fro... thirteen to liftee... he i. ins'^ructe,] m n".

2d Vfy'!' T-
" .'""^''" "'*^''^'^ ""'' horse.ranship;

ai.d af twenty, h.s educat.o.. is co.isidered complete
Ihe book first put int., the hand, of childre.,, point,out what t ey ought to le.r... a..d the manner i.'. wl i ^Mrey shot.ld be taught

: this volume is a collectio.. of short
ientence, .n rhyn.o, and the pupil, are obliged to give anaccount ... the evening of what they have learned i.. the
exerc.se of .he day. After this elementary treatise. U,ey
receive the four books which contain the doctri.ies ofConfucus; but the .neani,.g of the work is never ex-plained to then,, until they have got by heart all the cha-
racters, or wo,ds, in .he book. While thus employed.
theya.e hkewise taught to forn. the characters witl. apencd. For this purpose they are furnished with laraeeaves of pape.-, on which very large characters are Juten, or printed, with red ink; and all they are required todo IS to cover these red cha,acte,s with black ink. a.,dto follow exactly their shape and figure, .o that they' .,be

1
en.sibly accustomed to form the different strokes.Afcr, scholar has made hhnsdf master of the charac-

t s he IS allowed to compose; but the subject is pointedo. t to hm. only by one word. Competitions are also 1.ablished m China, but .nost of these are of a private „a.ture: twenty or thirty families, all of the same name, andwho have only o,:e hall for the names of their ancestors
agree an,ong then,selve8 to send their children twice Jmonth to tins hall, to compose; and eadi head of '.fa-nnly ,n turn, gives tlie subject of the literary contest, andadjudges the prize.

'

In eve.y city, ...wu, and viiiage, in China, there are

I cultivated n. the empire. Parents, possessed oft certain
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fortune, provide tutors for their children, to form tlieir

minds to virtue, and to initiate them in the rules of good
breeoing; as well rs to make them acquainted with the

laws and history of their country. These masters have,

for the most part, attained to some degree among the li-

terati, and iVequently arrive at the most important employ-
ments of the state. The education of the women 'w gene-
rally confined to giving them a taste for solitude, and ac-

customing them to modesty and silence ; and, when their

parents are rich, they are likewise instructed in such
accomplishments as are most likely to render them agree-
able to the other sex.

Every province of China abounds with free-schools,

and even oome of the villages are not destitute of this

advantage. The sons of a peasant are there received as

readily as those of a grandee ; their duties and their stu-

pes are the same ; the attention of the masters is equally

divided between them; and, from this obscure source,

talents often spring, which afterwards make a conspicuous
figure on the theatre of life.

The Chinese eat all kinds of flesh, fish, and fowl, as

Europeans do. They account horse-fiesh extremely de-
licate, aad, in times of scarcity, the poor people will

eat dogs, cats, snakes., frogs, or any kind of vermin; but
the common food consists of rice, pulse, and roots, with
flesh and fish-broth. Their meat is always seasoned in

the dressing ; and, before it is served up, it is cut into

little sqi.are pieces, Uke dice. They use neither cloth,

napkins, knives, nor forks ; but they have two little round
sticks, with which they take up their meat very dexterous-
ly; and, in eating rice and broth, they hold the cup to
their mouths, and lade it in with these chopsticks. Con-
trary to all other oriental nations, they use high chairs,

and tables; and, at an ent rtainment, almost every one
has a small lacquered table to himself.

The principal strong liquors used by the Chinese, are

hockshue and samskue. The first is of the colour of
brown beer, but remarkably clear and strong : this is said

lo be ail infusion of wheat in scalding-hot water, but it

tastes more like mum than beer. Samshue is a spirit dis-

tilled from rice, either of a pale or reddish colour, and
has been mistaken, by some travellers, for wine. The
jirincipal beverage, however, is tea.

The multitude of ceremonies used, on all occasions,

by the Chinese, are extremely irksome to strangers. An
invitation to an entertainment is not supposed to be
given with sincerity, till it has been renewed three or
four times in writing. A card is sent on the evening
preceding the entertainment, a second on the morning of
the appointed day, and a third when every thing is pre-
pared. The master of the house alwavs introduces his

guests into the hall, where he salutes them one after an-
olhtr. He then oiders samshue to be brought to him, in
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a small cup, made of silver, porcelain, or precious wood,
and placed on a small varnished salver. He takes this m
both hands, bows to the surrounding company, advances

toward tlie fore part of the hall, and, raising his eyes

and the cup toward heaven, pours out the liquor on the

ground, in imitation of the well-known libations of anti-

quity.

After this ceremony, he pours fresh liquor into his cup,

and reverently places it on a table, set apart for the most
considerable guest; who, in return, calls for another cup,

and endeavours to place it on the table intended for the

master of the feast, but the latter prevents him, with a

thousand apologies, according to the rules of Chinese

politeness.

A superior domestic conducts the chief guest to an

elbow-chair, covered with rich flowered silk, in which,

after many apologies, he sits down, and the rest of the

company follow his example, by taking their seats, in

order to abridge the ceremony.

Scarcely are the company seated, before several come-
dians enter the hall, and all bow together, so low that

their heads touch the ground, four times : after this, one
of them produces a list of the pieces they are able to

perform extempore, and, when the piece is fixed on, they

commence their representation with a flourish of trum-

pets, fifes, and drums. The hall-floor serves for a stage,

which, on this occasion, is covered with a carpet. The
actors, about to perform, are placed in some of the ad-

joining apartments, whence they come forth to act their

respective parts, and the guests present are generally the

only spectators. Sometimes, however, the master of the

house will admit a certain number of people into the

court, to be partakers of the amusement.

Every person has twenty-four dishes, in siKcessiou,

served up to him, all of which are in the form of lagouts.

They never begin to eat till the master of the feast leads

the way ; but, on his giving the accustomed signal, all the

company snatch up their chopsticks, and carry them to

their mouths in regular uniform motion, as if they were
performing some military exercise: they also take as

much care as possible that their mouths all move toge-

ther, for to be before-hand, or to make the rest wait, is

accounted extremely vulgar.

Towards the middle of the entertainment, soup is

brought in, accompanied with small loaves, or pies;

which the guests take up with their chopsticks, steep

them in the soup, and eat them without waiting for any

signal, or being obliged to keep time with each other.

The entertainment, however, continues, in other respects,

with the utmost formality, until tea is introduced ; ifter

which, they usually take a turn in the garden, or in ano-

ther apartment. Meanwhile the tables are spread witii a

desert, which, like the feast itself, consists of twenty-foui
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disbe., vmde up of sweetmeats, preserved fruit*, hams,
shtll-hsli, and salted ducxs, baked or dried in the sim»
The san(« ceremonies which preceded the repast are 8.,w
renewed, and the inastef invites his guests to drink more
freely, bwt no person Is compelled to drink more ttian he
Iikcs, provided ad tl>e customary motions be gone through
Aboat midnight, the company breaks up ; a small snm of
money is given to the domestics ; and ecch person returns
home m a chair, preceded by several servums, who carry
large lanterns of oiled paper, inscribed with the name and
q..arty of their master. Without such an attendance, they
would inevitably be stopped by the city-gaard; and, on the
enwiirig morning, they return a card of thanks to the officer
of the vratch.

Visits from tlio inhabitants of a city to a governor are
always attetided with presents. As soon as the visitors
enter the hall of audience, they range themselves in a line
fall on their knees, and bow tlieir heads e^en to the sroimd
««i«. prevented by the gover.u.r's politeness. Sometimes'Aemo^ considerable among them take, a cup of >vi«, i„

Behold the wine that giveth happiness!" After him
anothe^advances with sweetmeats, exclaiming, in like man'
ner, "BehoW the s«g«, of long U&!" ,nd these ceremome,
are repeated three tunes, by different persons.

Visits .« a superior m»t alw^ be paid before dinner;

Si !;, ^'Zr^ ^ ««"« ^y,^ punctilio maybe dispensed wnh. The cards, whidi are preXusly sent on
this occasion, are generally of red paper, ornamented with
flo..rs, ami folded like a screen: the visitor's ZZis
written in one of the foids, and many respectful e3
«ons m the other. If the visit be tol intLte frXrperson of mfermr ra«k, the visiting card is only a leaf ofplampaper; and black cards are invariably sent to person,who are in mourning.

persons

Wlien a visitor arrives at the lH>«se of a superior, he isintroduced mto the hall by a couple of servan ', who holdan umbrella and a f«,, i«.li„ed to each other, so as to forma screen before him; and these b.iriers are not removeT

Z^e i^'*^""-^
-«;«««"««> to salute the masterof the'

o "vbk dTT ":"/•"" ^'^ ^''^'••- If' l-^wever, the per-

mee aTa " Ti ^" '"^ '•'''' "^""'^ '^ -«» «« ^hey

ever' Z.T ^ ,

°'"' -^"'Pii'ne^s are interchanged; at

vaSt T '^'"''^'^ be ovevcome, andwajk.5 to the next apartment.

alirr f' *r' "^ ^"''''* ^'''' *-'»*«'^<^' *«» commence

v^'iiiicst DOOK or C.f.romnnia^ . „s,J _/•.

''our's grimace th^v" "'r"!' ,

" "* *1"'*'^*'*'' "'^ "»

other. TM are oTli H .
"'"' ""^^''^ ^« --''

looks, tl.ei hnnl ? f. .
''' "P"^'''' *"'> '^^^"^^^t

' ^'-;'; »>«"ds stretched out on their knee., and their

4.1

1 A.

feet even. Loquacity is, also, studiouslv avoided; andso^etnnes mrt a single word is spoken, except the pre-scribed compliments, which are uttered with all imagin-aw* submission, and always in the third person; as, "Thefin-r your lordship has conferred on one so'mu'ch b.^ h n, la3^ his servant under the deepest obligation.-
Permit the servant to offer his lord this curiosity, whichbis poor toimtry affords."

^

A little timt) after the company have taken their seats
«« many ci.p« of t.a are brought in a. there are penon,'

^to the mouth, and returning it to the servant, forn! soyy art^les m tlie book of ceremonies, which re aTway"per^orme ,rth the most rigid minuteness and punctuar;When It IS time to retire, the master of the ceremoniesconducts each of the guests to his chair, waitsThe

be about to return home on horseback, a ceremony stillmore t.re««„e m«st be gone through; for he willTot beo rnde as to mount before the master of the house I'dA« Jatter urges bim to it: the stranger then pro's",' thatthe world siuJl oe turned upside down, before he will be

coBtmues tdl the master retires out of sight, and the visitortake, h« seat „ *J.e saddle. He thenSir^cts 1^^^?!homeward
;
and, when be has gone a little way, .^^

TheO "^r
''"' *" ^"* ^™ » pleasant'oumeTThe Clm«ae form of salutation, even among persons of

togeL ^fl""rr'T
^°»-'' "" jolniu, both handstogether before the breast, moving them in an affectionatemanner bending the head a little, and reciprocallyS;,

.V u- u . **f"°"
"^^^ «"« «* superior- rank hejoins h^ hands by locking the fingers together, raises Lm

whole body. When two friends happen to meet Mtte.long absence, they both ,fall o„ .heii' knees oppo t t"each other, bend their bodies to the earth, then ra^ hem
"P, and repeat the same two or three times. Whel thZsee a man in good health, the usual address is, "P™^^
c?uZaTc^°">'^"^

'-'-' -'"Y-^- a Hap^;;

When two mandarins of considerable mnk meet in their
eda„.cha,rs each joins his hands, lowers them dow„,tdhn raises them to his forehead, and repeats this till th ya^. out of each other's sight. But, if one be of hiltrrank than the other, the latl.^r oH.r. hi- -hai- i »

obeisance to his superior.
F'oiouna

in W??r
'°'"'''"''' P"'*""™^ °" «P«" «*=«ffold3, and"'half a do.en streets at a time. On each side of theO
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4tage are screens; and the actors are richly dressed; but

they have no painted scenery. As no women bear a part

in Uiese exliibitions, female parts are performed by boys,

or yoimg men of an effeminate cast. Some companies

of players consist of men from twenty to forty years of

age, and these are most highly esteemed by the Chi-

nese; but Europeans generally admire those between

twelve and cigliteen. Their tragedians seem to act with

great propriety, so as to affect the passions of a spectator,

who is totally ignorant of the language ; and it is much to

t'le credit of tlie Chinese government, that no pieces arc

suffered to be performed, except such as tend to inspire

youth with a love of virtue, and an utter abhorrence of

vice. The streets are so crowded on these occasions, that

there is scarcely any possibility of passing ; and when an

actor plays his jiart well, he is always encored. Plays are

generally concluded witli sham fights, tumbling, anjl other

feats of agility.

Hunting is free to every one in China. ~ Such persons

as wish to enjoy the diversion alone, shut up a quantity of

game in parks, which have been enclosed for that pur-

pose. When the emperor goes a hunting, he selects

thirty thousand of his body-guards, who are armed with

darts and javelins, aud are disposed in such a manner,

that they completely environ a considerable extent of

ground upon the mountains. The guards, thus posted,

form a large circle, marching nearer to each other with an

equal pace, taking care not to quit their ranks : the circle

is thus reduced to a much smaller one, and the beasts are

gradually enclosed as in a net; for the guards, alighting

from their horses, keep so very close to each other, that

not the smallest outlet ic left f6r any to escape. The ani-

mals in tliis small circle are hunted so close, that they fre-

quently fall at the feet of the hunters through extreme fa-

tigue, and are thus taken with the utmost facility. Some-
times the hunters will thus take two or three hundred
hares, together with a prodigious number of wolves and
foxes.

Once a year the emperor goes a hunting into Tartary

;

and, at these times, he often meeti with tigers, of extraordi-

nary fierceness; yet, when tliese animals find themselves

enclosed by the huntei's, they seem to ' be struck with a

kind of tenor at the sight of such a number of enemies, all

ready to direct the points of their lances at them. Far from
imitating the stag and other animals, which, so hemmed
in, run up and down v/iihout ceasing, and try every means
to escape, the tiger squats down, and endures for a long

time the barking of the dogs, which are let loose upon him

;

hut, at length, being excited, either by excess of rage or

the absolute necessity of defending himself, he darts for-

ward, with prodigious leaps, to sonic particular part which
he has fixed on, and there attacks the hunters; but they

- heck his jtrogress with the points of their lancen, and usu-
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ally plunge them to his heart at the moment he is preparing

to seize some of them.

The Chinese cannot enjoy any amusements but such as

are authorised by law ; and even with respect to tlieir an-

nual public entertainments, which have been established

by c-jstom in every city of the third class, the law has de-

termined, tliat none shall be admitted to them but either

graduate doctors of unblemished reputation, mandarins of

law or arms, who have retired from public life, aged heads

of families, or citizens of exemplary virtue. These enter-

tainments consist of feasting and music, and are principally

intended to prese^e mutual regard and friendship. At
these assemblies .^onie articles of tlie law are read, after

which the president adds, " If we have been assembled .at

this solemn festival, it is not so much for the pleasure of

eating and drirtking, as to encourage us to shew fidelity to

our sovereign, obedience to our parents, affection to our

bretliren and sisters, veneration to our elders, attachment

to our friends, and a desire to promote universal concord

among our neighbours and fellow-citizens." The airs

which are sung, and the instrumental accompaniments,

likewise tend to harmonize the spirits, and conciliate uni-

versal benevolence; so that these banquets have been justly

styled " feasts of love, and assemblies of instruction."

The vernal festival is celebrated, throughout the empire,

in a way that evidently tends to the encouragement of mo-
ral labour and industry. In the morning, the governor of

every city comes from his palace, crowned with a garland

of flowers, and enters his chair, in which he is carried,

amidst a profusion of standards, lighted flambeaux, music,

and effigies of illustrious persons, who have acquired ce-

lebrity by their encouragement of agriculture. The houses

arc hung with rich carpeting, and illuminated by lanterns

;

triumphal arches arc erected at certain distances; an

earthen figure of a large cow, with gilded horns and mag-

nificent trappings, is borne by about forty men ; a child,

with one foot naked and the other shod, called the " Spirit

of Diligence," follows, driving on the image with a rod;

labourers, with aJ the implements of husbandry, march

behind ; and a troop of comedians, and people in masks,

bring up the rear.

Tlius attended, the governor advances to the eastern

gate of the city, as if he designed to meet the spring, and

then returns to his palace in the same order. After this,

the cow is stripped of her ornaments ; a number of earthen

calves are taken from her belly, and distributed among the

crowd; the cow herself is broken and distributed in like

manner ; and the whole is concluded by a speech from ilu

governor, in praise of agriculture, and an exhortation td

the people not to neglect so useful and invnlunhje an art.

Two other pufclic festivals are celebrated at a great ex-

pence : one at the commencement of the year, which is

called " Taking leave of the old year ;" and the other on
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tlie fifteenth of the. first niontli ; at which times all busi •

J

iitss is suspended, presents are fi;iven and received, infe-

rior mandarins pay their respects to their superiors, chil-

dren to their parents, and servants to their masters. Every
fairiily assembles in the evening to partake of a grand re-

past; but no stranger, nor distant relation, is admitted ; from
a superstitious notion, that heviould rob the family of that

good fortune which descends on their habitation with the
first moment of the new year. On the next and follow-
ing days they exhibit still more lively demonstrations of
joy; for every shop is shut, visits arc paid to relations

tno friends, plays are publicly acted, and the whole em-
pire exhibits a general scene of festivity.

On the feast of lanterns, every part of the empire is so
completely illuminated, that, if a person could take a
view of it at once, all the country would seem in a blaze;
for every person, both in city and country, on the coast,'

and on the rivers, light up painted lanterns, of various
fonm and sizes. Even the most indigent families exert
themselves at this festival, and, according to the best of
their abilities, contribute to the general illumination.

Tlie lanterns used on this occasion are generally large,
of various shapes, and covered with transparent silk, oii
which flowers, animals, and human figures, are usually
painted. They are lighted by lamps or wax-candles; and
to the corners of each are fixed elegant streamers of silk
or satin. Some of the largest lanterns exhibit moving
figures, like the Chinese shades that may be seen in Lon-
don. Persons, who lie concealed, put these figures iu
motion, by means of imperceptible threads, and the spec-
tators are highly amused with horses galloping, ships sail-
ing, armies in full march, &c. Some accompany these
moving figures with humorous expressions, that seem to
proceed from the shades on the lantern; while others carry
about serpents, of an enormous length, illuminated within,
from the head to the taD, and so contrived, that they
wreathe about in different forms, as if they were alive.

'I'o augment the splendor of this festival, the Chinese
exhibit u variety of those fire-works, for which they are
justly celebrated. Magailens informs us, that he was
greatly surprised at one of these exhibitions, where an ar-
boiu- of vines, with red grapes, was represented, and the
arbour burnt, without being consunjed : the colour of the
wood, fruit, and foliage, Mas also lepresented with asto-
nishmg exactness. The excellence of die Chinese artists,
however, may be better conceived from a description of
a spectacle ,of this nature, wliicii was exhibited by the
emperor Cliang-hi, for the diversion of his court: " The
fire-works connncuced with six large cylinders, planted
in the ground, which sent forth so many streams of flame
rising to the height of twelve feet, and falling in beautiful
showers. I'hese were followed by a covered box, sup-
ported by two pillars, which threw up a shower of fire

;
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several painted lanterns, and sentences written iu large
characters of burning sulphur ; and six elegant branched
candlesticks, with different tiers of lights, ranged in circles,
so brilliant as to disperse the darkness of the night. At
last, the emperor set fire to one of the* works, which was
mstantly communicated through an extent of eighty feet •

the fire reached several poles and painted figures, «hencJ
proceeded a prodigious multitude of rockets; and, at the
same tune, a number of painted lanterns and branched
caiidlestjcks were lighted in all directions."
The following account of the feast given by the em-

peror Kien-long, to the ancients, on the 14th of Febru-
ary,

1 785, is too interesting to be omitted

:

" Tliis- imperial feast, which Kien-long gave to the an-
ctents, IS one of those events which will make an epoch
.n the empire. Kang-hi, his uncle, set the example, who,
ascending the throne very young, celebrated the sixtieth
year of his reigri, in 1722. Kien-long celebrated the
fiftieth year of his reign, and the sixty-fifth of his age.
on this day. At the end of 1784, he solemnly announced
his intention, and made a number of promotions among
the mandarms, professors of the arts,, belles lettres, and
military. He likewise exempted all the people from taxes
that year, and finally repealed those which pressed hard
on them. He ordered distributions of rice, and pieces
of silk or stuff, to be given to every poor person through-
out the empire, who had attained the age of sixty years
Those who were one hundred, had fifty bushels of rice
and two pieces of silk; one of the first, the other of the
second quality. Those who had attained ninety years
received thirty bushels of rice, and two pieces of silk of
an inferior quality. Those who « ere less than sixty, and
exceeding fifty, had five bushels of rice, and one piece
of silk. Every other person had rice and silk in pro-
portion to tlieir ages, reckoning by ten years.

"This grand and solemn feast was held at the city of
Pekin, and gave great satisfaction to those for whom it

was made.

" Three thousand aged men of quality being assem-
bled at the palace, the emperor, who chose to do the ho-
nours of the table, took his place at the head. The only
distinction made was, the elevation of his throne about
a foot higher than the other seats, solely, as he declared,
for the purpose of seeing that every thing was right, as the
tables were served in ail parts equally, where the guests
were distributed four and four. At others, were the prhices
of the blood, the nobility, and the mandarins. At a cir-

cular table sat the emperor's family, to see that nothing
was w.^!lt<'d Uy those ancient guests, and to exhort them to
partake of the repast which their good master had invited
them to. A numerous band of musicians played durhig
the time, which was followed by a ballet, represented by
the comedians of the court; and, at the vud, the vocal
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performers clmnicd a hymn, iii honour of Tien, to return

thanks for tliis purticulur day. The emperor then retired,

and his niinistciii distributed to each of the conipuiiy

a pre»ent, with a wish, written upon it, ' That taich

might enjoy long life, ami what they desired :' also a piece
in verse, which the emperor had composed for the oc-

casion, and which was nearly as follows: 'To tho ve-

nerable ancients invited to tlie solemn feast, to rejoice

with mo, iu memory of what was <lone before by my
august uncle.'

'The blessings, which 1 have received from heaven,

are without number : it is impossible for uie to reckon
them

: but I camtot avoid expressing tlie peculiar happi-

ness I feel, iu liaving rcuewed this day, which has caused
the most pleasing eii^ption in my hei^rt, and which 1 shall

ever call in pleasure to my memory, as having seen my
princes and my people take Uieir place by die side of their

master, serving, and to be served, equally upon the same
footing, without any distinction of rank, being equally

happy as an Assembly of ffiends, witli the »ame motives of

joy and gladness. This is the second time, by the special

favour of God, tliat I have enjoyed the same sight, witli

tlie same fiuiiug of lieort. Our descendants will, no doubt,

be penctiated with sentiments of the most tender venera-

tion, when they read in lustory, that two emperors of my
august race have celebrated, the one tlic sixtietli, aiid the

other the fiflietli year of his reign; rejoicing, as in a family

repast, with the wliole empire, represented by the chosea

of its aged people.'

With respect to tlic general character and temper of the

Chinese, authors arc much divided, some degrading them
in the opinion of their readers, and others praising them in

tlie most extravagant mamier. It shall be our study, there-

fore, to avoid these extremes, and to extract tlie most im-

partial accounts of this truly singular people, /loni writers

of acknowledged respectability.

Though naturally suspicious of strangers, they are eager

to take advantage of them, and continually apply them-
selves to discover tlie inclinations, humours, and tempers,

of those with whom they have any commerce; for, when
dioy have an interest to manage, no people know better

liow to insinuate themselves into the good opinion of

others, or to improve an opportunity to greater advan-
tage. A foreigner is in continual danger of being cheated,

if lie trust to his own judgment; and, if he employ a

factor, as is usual, botli merchant and factor will unite to

deceive him. Du Ilulde gives a striking example of tlie

knavery and effrontery of a Chinese merchant: "The
captain of an Eiiglisii vessel bargained with a person,

at Canton, for several bales of silk, which the latter was
to provide against a certain time. When they were
ready, the captain went, with his interpreter, to the house
T the merchant, in order to discover whetlier the goods
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were sound. On opening the first bale, he found it ac-

cording to his wish, but the rest were (iumaged an<l good
for iioliiiiig. The captain, irritated by tliis (iiscovcry, re-

proached tJie merchant, in the severest terms, for his dis-

honesty ; but the Chinese, after having heard him for some
time, replied, with perfect composure, " Hianie, sir, your
knave of an interpreter; for he assured me, that you would
not inspect the bales."

" I myself," says a traveller, who was frequently in

China, "bought a piece of stuff, for waistcoats and
breeches, without looking over the whole of it, presuming
it was uU alike, and sent it to the toylor ; but was much
surprised, on his bringing them home, to find my waist-

coat of difveieut colours and substances.—A gentleman,
of my acquaintance, went inl(» a goldsmith's shop, to buy
a gold head for his cane ; the shop-Jteeper, having lionc

of the kind lie wanted, but silver ones, told him, he would
make one to the pattern ; but this head, afterwards, proved
to be a silver one gilt, and was, probably, one of those

which the gentleman had seen in the shop.—When I have
been in shops, I have frequently had my handkerchief, or

fan, stolen from me, and, on demanduig them again, liave

only been laughed at.—I knew a poor sailor, who pulled

out his purse to count a few dollars, which he had bor-

rowed from the purser, to buy some necessaries for his

homeward passage, and a Chinese, observing him, snatched

the purse out of his hand, and ran off. Several persons

saw this infamous action, yet not one of them attempted

to stop the thief, but, on the contrary, laughed at the

Englishman's simplicity, in endeavouring to recover it.

At last tlie Clunese, finding his puisuer at his heels, threw
the purse from him ; but when the poor mariner took it

up, he found, to his great mortification, that there was
but one dollar left. Had he Overtaken the thief, it is

*

highly probable that the aggressor would have been res-

cued, and the sailor sent home to the factory half-dead

with blows ; for the mob are often so insolent to foreign-

ers, as if there were neither law nor government in the

country; excepting when a mandarin passes, and then

they all stand aside, with theii- eyes fixed on the ground.

The lower class of people are very litxlerous in coun-

terfeiting and adulterating every tiling tin y sell. Some^
times, a stranger thinks he has purchased ;i c.^l^on, M^en,
in reality, he has only a skin; all tho rest l,.,ving been

scooped out, and the cavity so iugeuiously filial, that the

deception cannot be discovered till it is cut wp. The coun-
terfeit hams of China have been often desciibed. Tlicy

are made of a piece of wood, cut in the fonii of a ham,
and coated over with aceits! .' '-hd of earth, which is co-

vered with hog's-skin ; and the svt ole is so curiously painted

and prepared, that a knife is necessary to detect the fraud.

The Chinese are naturally litigious and vindictive ; but

their revenge is always taken secretly ; and they will not
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ouly dw«).nble iUm ii.aJico, but »p|>«w patient, even to

I^.
"

;

"'' '— I'lww I'ouimi, even to
ime.m,lHh% m thoy "lave » favoiwaWe .,p|,octunity to
ac««apiish thtu- dc«igM. It h but justice, lt»wc»ci;, to
observe, tbat they po«.se»» many good wid amiable quali-
ty.. TJiey are luikl a.Ki affable, circunn|)i;ct in all their
act*4is» oud nlway* weigh tlie conseqiK-qccs of thing. b(v
»o.p tlwy carry tlwia into executiuji. PolilciMiSH is con-
si(l«fed «» a i)ii.M:iplc of morality, wkI all ranki* of men
Rie constantly used to ii; so thai trade«n.ol^ servants, p..a.
siuiLs, aud even footnicn, may be often seen taking leave
of each olhej' on their knees; farmerH, in their rustic en.
tirtanuiuints, use more compJimeBts tlian the most bril-
liant circle of Europeana; and evew s^aujcn, wIm., fio^
tlifu innnw!r of living, acquire a natural ro.ighnexs» treat
lach other like brothers, and pay one another such defe.
!• lice, that a stranger might think them \inited in the strieth
ist bonds of friendship.

Filial piety is a virtue universally revered in China
indeed, no instance ia knowq of a legislator's having been
under the nc<;essity of enforcing it by law; for it is not
only coastdered as a natural duty, but an important point
«.f religion, and a point that is always observed with the
utmost strictness and attention. This duty seenia to bo
the main support of the govenunent; for, a. patriotisn.
ormed the basis of the ancient repnbUca, 61ial piety is
heremculcated, not only to preserve harmony and felicity
'" .''•'""!'' '-""''^•' I'"' *«t »11 subjects should behave to
their prince as dutiful children; and that the sovereign
should cherish and protect his subject, a. the common
lather of tiie nation.

The observance of thia virtue is one of the first maxims
nnpresscd on the infant mind, and is strongly inculcated in
all tiie public schools. The la^y has, also, regulated all
rf.e relative obligations between children and parents, hu,,-
bmuls and wives, uncles and nephews, &c. restraining, onhe one hand, by gentle chastisement, and encouraging on
ll.e other, by honorary rewards. A father has the merit
of every great acUpn which his son performs: and the
nnperor grants only to faU.ers, whether living or dead
tl.ose marks of distinction which their sons have merited.

'

t a father charge his son with any crime before a ma-
g'strate, the son .s supposed to be gujlty; and, if the of-

Evidence'
'
'" ™"'' '"'' ^ "'"*'' ''"''""' ""^ '''^'^

Jil^^^r""'! f^^'
''" '»t^">««»t writer, "presume to

ke or dende las parent, the whole country is immedi-
tely alarmed, and the judgment is reserved for theempe-
or himself. The criminal is sentenced to be cutinto tenhousand pieces, and afterwards burnt; his land, and t^
-emcnts are destroyed; aud even the houses that stood
contiguous to his habitation are rased to the ground. ^jTben^ gjstrates o the place are also turned out of office, and
all the neighbourhood threatened, as having given cou„.
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tenance to so diabohcal a temper; for it k, ...ppoMed, thataraau would never have arrived at ,u,:b a degree of wick-
edn«s8 at oare; birt must have .liscovered his depraved
«iiHpos.tK,Bo,»other^ccasion., of which the magistrate.« neighbour, should have ta'.en immediate cogni2ance.

l'.ven th^ emperors themselves cannot reject the au-

«r7 'c7
''"""• '*''''""' '"^"'^"8 •'« ""iversal de-

dote of this kiiMl, which makes the filial piety of the Chi
nese appear truly aniinhJe.

"One of their emperors had a mother, who provokid
•iini, by an nnprudcnt intrigue, to l»nish her into a distant
|«oymce; and, because he knew that his conduct in so
doing, would not be agreeable to hi, courtiers, he posi-
lively forbade them, on pain of .icath, to nwke anv re-
marks upon the .»b>ct. For some time they remained
aiJeiit, hoping that he would soon see hi. error, and re, al
tlie author of bis exirtence; bi.t, as their hopes were dis-
appomted, they ,t length resolved to interfere, and brave
all danger, rather than suffer so pernicious a precedent.
Ihe first, who ventured to put up a request in this affair
w*. put to death on the spot; yet, a day or two aflcr^
ward,, another made a similar attempt; and, to show tha
world that he was willing to sacrifice his life to the pub-
lic good, he ordered his hearse .o stand at the palace-
gate: the emperor, rather provoked than affected by this
noble action, sentenced the petitioner to die; and, to ter-
rify all others from following his example, ordered him to
be put to the torture. StiU, however, the Chinese per-
sisted in then resolution, and bravely resolved to perish, one
after another, rather than pass over in silence a base ac-
tion. A third, therefore, ordered hi, coffin to be set at
the palace-gate, and protested to thp emperor, that he
could no longer see him persist in his crime without re-
nionstratiug.

' What bhall v» c lose by our death,' said he
but the 8.ght of a pnnce, on whom we cannot look with-

out amazement and horror? Since you will not hear us
we will go and seek out your ancestors, and those of the'
empress your moUier; thej, will hear our complaints, and
perhaps, m the darkness and silence of the night, you may
hear their ghosts and ours reproach you for your injustice.'
Ihe monarch was exasperated beyond all bounds at the
boldness of his subjects, and inflicted on this petitioner
with many others, the severest torments he could devise'
At length, however, after great numbers had voluntarily
perished ip this noble struggle, the emperor repented of
bjs cruelty, and recalled his mother to the enjoyment of
her former dignities; by which means he concUiated the

::~: " ^^""•'^Jaj "«P engaged the aliection of all
his tiaithful subjects.

"On the first day of every year, acknowledgments o
duty and respect are renewed in the emperor's family at

I- weU as in that of every lojal citizen and villager. About
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•un-rise, all the mandarins of the different tribunals re
pair to the palace, dressed in their official robes, and the
royal family and household, with distinguished badges, ap-
pear in their respective places. Tire emperor then leaves
his chamber, to pay his respects to his mother, in an ad-
joining apartment. He is carried there in a chair of state,

but quits it on entering the hall of audience; and the pre-
sident of tlie tribunal of ceremonies presents a petition
frpin the emperor, requesting her imperial majesty to re-
ceive, on her throne, the humble marks of duty and af-
fection, which he is about to pay her. Tliis is carried to
the empress, in her apartment, and she immediately comes
forth, dressed in a habit of ceremony, und followed by
her whole court. When she has ascended the throne, the
emperor and his suit approach, to the sound of soft music,
and a mandarin cries out, kneel. Immediately tlie empe-
ror, princes, and grandees, fall on their knees; and, on the
mandarin's crying out, prostrate yourselves, they throw
themselves on their faces. After nine prostrations, they
all rise; a petition is presented to the emperor, from his
mother, requesting Him to return to his own apartments;
the music again breathes some melodious strains; and the
emperor returns to his own hall of audience, where he re-

ceives the compliments of the nobility.

" Besides this ceremony on new year's day, the empe-
ror is obliged to visit his mother every five days, during his

life; and an emperor, newly proclaimed, cannot receive the
homage of his grandees, till he has first paid his respects
to his mother. He never takes a wife without her con-
sent, never bestows any principalities upon his children,
nor grants any favour to his people, without previously con-
sulting her. In short, the Chinese are of opinioti, that the
filial piety of their prince augments all the virtues of his

subjects; that all wickedness commences with disobedience
to parents

; that every virtue is in danger when filial piety
IS attacked; that every thing which tends to promote this

duty is a pillar to the state; and that every thing which
militates against it is a public calamity."

The funeral-rites of the Chinese are considered as the
most important of their ceremonies. A few minutes after

a man has expired, he is dressed in his richest apparel,
adorned with every badge of his dignity, and placed in
the coffin; whicli is generally made of very durable wood,
varnished, and sometimes gilt. The preparation of a cof-
fin, in which the body may be enclosed after death, is one
of the chief objects of attention to a Chinese during his
life, and great sums are often expended on it ; so tliat per-
sons of opulence sometimes lay out a thousand crowns : the
poorer classes will often expend all they are worth ; and,
in cTses of extreme poverty, a son will sell himself for a
slave, in order to pucliase a coffin for his father ; which,
perhaps, shall remain twenty or thirty years useless, but is

considered as the most valuable piece of furniture belonging
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to the family. The manner of interment is as follows:
First, tliey sprinkle some lime on the bottom of the coffin,

and lay the body on it, taking care to place the head on a
pillow, and to add a great deal of cotton, that it may re-

main steady. The body generally remains exposed seven
days, and, during this time, all the friends, who have been
invited, come and pay their respects to the deceased, the

nearest relations remaining in the house. The *coffin in

then placed in the hall of ceremony, which is hung with
white linen, interspersed with pieces of black or violet-

coloured silk. Before the coffin is placed a table, on which
stands the effigy of the deceased, or a carved ornament,
inscribed with his name; and these are always accompanied
with flowers, perfumes, and lighted tapers. In the meaii
time, all the sons of the deceased, clothed in linen and
girded with cords, stand on one side of the coffin, in a

mournful posture, whilst the widow and her daughters stand

on the other side, behind a curtain, occasionally uttering

dismal cries. During the time that the corpse is thus kept,

there are tables, covered every morning with tea and sweet-
meats; the persons, who come to pay their respects, are

ushered in and out by a relation, appomted for that pur-
pose; and a large sheet of paper is hung over the gate,

expressing the name and quality of the deceased, and giving

a short detail of his life and actions.

On the day of burial, the relations are again assembled,

and most of them attend the corpse to the place of inter-

ment, in the following order : A number of men march
in file, carrying pasteboard figures of slaves, elephants,

lions, tigers, &c. Others follow with flags, censers filled

with perfumes, and tables of sweetmeats ; while melan-
choly and plaintive airs are played on drums, bells, and
other histruments. Immediately after the musicians fol-

lows the coffin, which is carried under a canopy of violet-

coloured silk, neatly embroidered, and covered with net-

work. The eldest son, clothed in a canvas frock, hav-

ing his body bent, and leaning on a staff, follows near

tlie coffin; behind him are his brothers, two and two,

leaning on crutches, as if unable to support themselves

;

and the procession is closed with the mother and dau<rh-

ters, earned m close chairs, and all the other relations

and friends of the deceased, in mouniin<r.

When they arrive at the place of interment, tlie coffin

is deposited in a tomb; and, at a small distance, there

are several temporary halls, with tables covered with pro-

visions, and served up with great splendour to the mourners
and attendants. The repast is sometimes followed by

fresh marks of homage to the deceased ; but these are ge-

nerally dispensed with, and the company content them-
selves with complimenting the eldest son; who, how-
ever, answers only by signs. But, if the deceased

were a grandee of the empire, his relations do not

leave the tomb for a m inth or two, but reside in apart-



lent, tlie coffin
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meiits prepared for them, and renew their homage every
dny,

Tiie generality of the Chinese have stich a profound
veneration for the burying-places of tlieir ancestors, that no
consideration can induce them to travel into remote parts
of the world

:
and they seem to despise those of their

countrymen, who, for the sake of trade, or other causes
goto the adjacent islands; because they imagine that these'
men must leave their bones in unhallowed ground.

Persons of rank are commonly buried in mountains,
or in solitary places, remote from towns ; and some of
their sepulchres are very magnificent. If a tomb be
erected in a valley or plain, a large lip^p of earth is raised
over It, and covered with white plaster, so that no wet
can penetrate it. In the vault, an altar is erected, and
covered with meats, incense, lighted tapers, and figures
of slaves and amimals, which are supposed to be service-
able to the dead iu another state. And, if the defunct
held any considerable office, his most virtuous actions are
engraved on marble, and fixed up in front of the tomb •

while a number of figures, representing ofl^cers, eunuchs'
horses, stags camels, lions, and elephants, are ranged
round m different rows; and groves of aged cypresses
preserve an awful and melancholy gloom, which is calcu-
lated to make a deeper impression on the contemplative
nund, than the costly decorations of funeral-monumen'ts
in huropc.

ul7u Tlf^/
respectability has a large building,

called the hall of ancestors, erected on some part of thdr
estates, which is common for all the branches of that fa-
mily. In this hall, a long table is set against the wall on
which are painted the figures of their progenitors, who
have rendered themselves illustrious by their talents orwho have honourably filled some office under government
Sometimes, however it contains only the names of men
women, and children, belonging to the family, with their
ages and dignities, inscribed upon tablets.

In spring, the relations assemble at this hall; and the
most opulent of them prepare a banquet, which seems to
Iiave been originally designed for the dead ; for they never
touch any of the viands till an offering has been solemnly
"lade. But, exclusive of tliese annual entertainments, the
Unncse consider themselves obliged to visit the tombs of
their ancestors once or twice a year; when they be-in by
plucking up the weeds and bushes that surround the se-
pulchre, and conclude by placing wine and provisions upon
It, which serve to regale their assistants.

Historj/.-] The national antiquity, to which the Chinese
pretend, exceeds all credibility; as their annals have been
earned beyond the prriod to -,v!iich the scriptme chrono-
<)gy assigns the creation of the world. Poan Kou is said
by them to have been the first man; and the interval of
tune betwixt him and the death of their celebrated Con-

I A.

fucius, which wa. in thv year before Christ 47Q, ha. beenreckoned from 276,000 to m,m,7^ years. Bu^.';^:an accurate mvest.g.tion of this subject it appe."
, C

^1
their histoncal event,, prior to the reign of'he empe-ror Yao, who lived af«7 years before Christ, are entirely

ine origin of the Chinese empire cannot be placed hiaherthan two or three generations before Yao. TheLS
unnals are comprehended iu six hundred and sixtyS
volumes; and consist of the pieces that have been"!

Tew '' ^;"'""' "' '^'""^^"' "f •'•«^-y' "'"blUhTdn Cfuna for transmittmg to posterity the public events ofhe empire, and the lives, characters, and transactions, ^ft- sovereigns. It is said, that all the facts which concernhe monarchy, since its foundation, have been deposited
.n this department, and, from age to age, have been ch«!
nologically arranged, under the inspecUon of govel.em-Ui all possible precautions against illusion or paZhty'
It IS asserted, that many of the Chinese historians exJposed themselves to exile, and even to death, rather than
chsguise the defect, and vices of their sovereign. Bu tJeemperor Ch.Jioang-ti, at whose comma.Kl the great wallwas bu.t,.n the year 213 before the thristiaif era,

or-

dered all the historical books and records, which contained
the fundamental laws and principles of the ancient govern-
ment, to be burn^ that they might not be employed by
the learned to oppose the changes which he proposed to
introduce. Four hundred literati M-ere bun.t. with their
books: yet this barbarous edict had n»t its full (fleet-
several books were concealed, and escaped the general
rum. After this period, strict search was made for the
ancient records tliat yet remained; but, though much in-
duslry was employed for thi, purpose, it appears, that the
authentic historical sources of the Chinese, for the times an-
tenor to the year 200 before Christ, are very few ; and that
they are sldl in smaller numbers for more remote periods

Upwards of twenty dyivasties, or different tribes and
families of succession, arc enumerated in the annals of the
Chinese Yet neither Zinghis Khan, nor Tamerlane
though they often defeated the Chinese, could subdue their
empire; and neither of them could keep the conquests they
made 1 he celebrated wall of China, however, proved but
a feeble barrier against the arms of those famous Tartars
At this period, the war with the Mandshur Tartars conti-
nued, and, in addition to this calamity, there was a great
famine in China. The reigning monarch, Hoai-tsong a
worthless indolent man, suffered himself to be directed
in every thing by his ministers and eunuchs, who greatly
oppressed the people: a revolt was the consequence-
and, in a short space of time, there were eight different
factions, under the same number of chiefs. These were
however, afterwards reduced to two, and, at length to
one, headed by a commander named Li, who invaded'the
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provinces of H(vnan tad Skeo-s'v am] aiMtnied the inpc-

rial title.

Thj» usurper conimiited the most dreadful ravages. In

bit attack of Cuif-ong, the capital of Ho-nan, that town
Was iauadated, by a 8uddt;D breaking down of tlte dykes

of the Yellow River, and three hundred thousand persons

perished. He afterwaids marched to Pekin, and entered

without the least opposition; Irji he had privately con-

veyed into the city a number of his' people, in disguise,

who threw open the gates : and such was the supinencss

of Hoai-tsong, the emperor, that be knew nothing of this

circuautaace, till the usurper had laid the whole chy un-

der bis subjectbn. As soon, however, as he beard the

newi^ he marched from his palace, at the head of six

hundred of his guards, who treacherously abandoned him.

In this dilemma, he retired into the gardens of his palace,

with his daughter, whom he beheaded, and then hung
himself upon a tree. His wives, his prime minister, and
some of his eimuchs, also terminated their own existence.

The news of this event scon reached the troops, then

making war in Tartary, under the command of a general

named Ou-sang-guey, who refused to acknowledge Li as

his sovereign ; on which the latter put himself at the head

of his army, for the purpose of giving him battle. Ou-
sang-guey shut himself up b a strong fortified town, whi-

ther I4 marched his troops, and, having taken captive the

father of Ou-sang-guey, ordered him to be loaded with

irons, and placed at the foot of the town-wall, sending

word to his son, at the same time, that if he did not
immediately surrender, his father should be sacrificed.

The father found means to send a message to his son,

begging bim to surrender; but the son sacrificed his filial

esteem to the interests of his country, and the old man
was put to a cruel death. On this, Ou-sang-guey, inflamed

with rage, concluded a peace, with the Mandshur Tartars,

and engaged them to enter into an alliance with him against

Li, whose superior force he was unable to resist.

Tsong-te, the king of these Tartars, readily came to

his assistance, at the head of eighty thousand warriors,

forced the usurper to raise the siege, pursued him even to

Pekin, and so totally routed his army, diat he was forced
to fly into the province of Shen-si, where he spent the re-

mainder of his days iii obscurity. Ou-sang-guey, however
soon had cause to repent having joined so great and pow-
erful a prince ; for Tsong-te no sooner arrived at Pekin,
than he began to think of improving the success of his

arms, and the favourable disposition of the people, into

the mean? of his advancement to the throne of China;
but, being seized with an illness, that speedily brought on
hu dissolution, he had just time to declare his son empe-
ror, who was oaiy about six years of age. Tiiis election

was confirmed by the grandees and people, who, in con-
sideratioD of the signal services done by the father, con-
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nived at the tender age of the child, who assumed the name
of Tchuntchi, and is considered as the founder of the

twenty-second dynasty.

This revolution, which united a con.stdcrable part of

Great Tartaiy to the Chinese empire, happened in the year

1644 : and, since the union, the Tartars seen rather to

have submitted to the laws of the Chinese, than to have

imposed any upon them. In fact, the latter may be said

to derive as much advantage from it as tl>e Tartars them-

selves. Both nations, so opposite in genius and cbarar-

ter, have each been considerably benefited by the incorpo-

ration. The fierce spirit of the Tartar has given u degree

of martial ardour to the peaceful temper of the Chinese,

while the arts and commerce of the latter have humanized

and softened the savage roughness of tlie former.

Two memorable events in the annals of China happened

in the years 1771 and 1772, when a nation of the Tartars

left their settlements under the Russian government, on the

banks of the Wolga and Yaik, near the Caspian Sea, and,

in a vast body of many thousand families, passed through

the country of tlie Ilaasack, when, after a march of eight

mouths, in which they surmounted innumerable difliculties

and dangers, they arrived in the plains that lie on the fron-

tiers of Carapan, and ofliered themselves as subjects to the

Emperor Kien-long, who was then in the thirty-sixth year

of his reigtv He rec»ved them graciously, furnished them

with provisions, clothes^ and money, and allotted to each

family a portion of land fur agriculture. The following

year, a second emigration of several thousand Tartar fa-

milies took place, who also quitted their settlements under

the Russian government, and submitted to the Chinese

sceptre. The emperor caused the history of these migra-

tions to be engraved upon stone, in four different lan-

guages.

The English opened their first commercial intercourse

with China in the year 16S4, puisuant to a licence granted

by King Charles I. They long had many obstacles to

encounter, in consequence of the superior influence of tlie

Dutch and Portuguese; but, at present, they are the most

favoured nation; although, through the prejudices and

jealousies of the principal nuindarins, the object of Lord

Macartney's splendid embassy was rendered abortive.

Kien-long, the late emperor, ascended the throne in

1736, and died February 11, 1799- He was succeeded

by Ka-king, the present emperor, who, immediately on his

accession, degraded and imprisoned Hoo-choong-taung,

the prime minister of his predecessor. This minister was

in power at the time of the embassy, and was supposed

to be very hostile to the object of it ; his disgrace, there-

fore, excited a hope, that such another attempt might

prove successful ; but the failure of the late Russian em-

bassy has proved, that no advantages are to be derived by

negoci^tions with China.
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HINDOOSTAN.
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JVtfffK- awrf Ihundaries.

INDOOSTAN, or India within the Ganges, ap-
lo have receive<J its name from the river Indui, to

which has been added the Persian termination itau, signi-
fying a countr)f. In formt r times it was called Uie empire
of the Great Mogul, because it was then subject to the
successors of Tamerlane ; but such is the instability of
imnian greatness, that the present mogul, a lineal de-
scendant of that emperor, is merely a nominal prince, of
little or no importance in the politics of the country. The
boundaries of Hindoostan are, Tibet on the north; the bay
of Bengal on the cast; the Indian Ocean on the south-
and Persia on the west.

'

DiviBiom.] Various arrangements have been adopted
by geographers in their divisions of this extensive region;
but the most simple and perspicuous is that of Major
Rennell; who divides Hindoostan into four parts, viz the
provinces on the river Ganges,-Uiose on the river Indus
-the central provii,ces,-and the southern provinces
The provmces on the Ganges are those of Bengal, Ba-

liar, Allahabad, Oude and Agra, with part of Delhi, and
Agimtre.

Those on the river Indus comprise Lahor, Cassimere,
tabul, Candahar, Moultan, and Sindi.
The central provinces are those of Guzcrat, Beraf,

Orissa, Sircars, and Dowlatabad.
And the eastern provinces comprehend Madura, Tan-

jore, the Carnatic, the Deccan, Golconda, Mysore, and
the coasts of Malabar and Coromandel.

British Pomssiom.] The British possessions in Hin-
doostan are computed at about two hundred and thirteen
thousand square miles; their population at between twelve
and foiu-teen millions of inhabitants; and the revenues
arisuig from them at about tl.ree millions and a half ster-
ing. They consist of three distinct governments; viz.

I iat of Calcutta, or Bengal, on the Ganges; that of Ma-
dras on the coast of Coromandel; and that of Bombay,
'". .\ 1 °^ Cambaya; to which are added the districts
ceded by T^ppoo Saib, in 1792; and the territory appro-
pnatei by the East-India Company after the taking of Se-
ringapatam, *

Climate, Seasom, Soil, Ssc.-] Notwithstanding the ^r^«t
extent of this country, the climate and seasons are gwi^
rally very regular; as the winds Wow six months from the
south, and SIX from the north, wUh little ^nation. The

0- VOL.1.

months of April and May, and the beginning «f June
are so sultry, that the reflection from th.- ground is apt to
blister the face of a European; and ilie col
hotter at noon than the hottest day in England. A breeze
or small gale of wind, howcvir, blows every d-y, which ii
a great relief to the inhabitants. From Si.rnt to Agra
and beyond, ,t seldom rains, excepting from the middle of
June to the n.iddic of Septen.btr. During that season.
It generally rains every day, and sometimes for a week to-
gether, withoirt intermission; by which means the land is
enriched, and the surface of the ground, which previ-
ously resembled the barren sands of Arabia, is soon co-
vered with verdure. When the rainy season is over the
sky resumes its former serenity, and scarcely a cloud is to
be seen during the remainder of the year. A refreshing
dew, however, descends every night, which tends equally
to fertilize the earth, and to cool the air.

The soil is, in many parts, so excellent, as to consist of
black vegetable mould, to the depth of six feet. Rice is
the principal grain; and, on the dr>' landy lands of th«
coast of Coromandel, great industry is displayed in wa-
tering It. Maize and the sugar-cane are also favourite
products. The cultivation of cotton also is widely dif-
fiised; and this plant particularly thrives on the dry coast
of Coromandel. There is a considerable diversity in the
modes of agriculture, as weU as in the products, through
scwwde a country; but, in general, the implements are
of the most simple description. The fertility of the land
however, amply compensates for any defect in practice or
industry. The harvest is divided into two periods, the
former being in September and October, and the latter in
March and April.

^Rirer*.] The principal river in Hindoostan is the Ganges
which receives such a number of important tributary
streams, that its magnitude exceeds what might have been
expected from the comparative length of its course; which
may, however, be estimated at about fourteen hundred
British miles. Its source is still a curious object of io-
yestigation; for there cannot be much reliance placed on
Its d^ineation in the Chinese map of Tibet, published by

f^"o
"**' ^"?"^*^* *'" P^"^^" considers the source of

t..e ,T3Tiges 35 still unexplored ; and says, that the Chinese
missionaries only discovered that of the Gagra, a Ian»
mer running paraUel with the Ganges on the east, and
joirang that noble stream above Chupra. The researches

A.'»ytii*w/ fiv ,/AWkl
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of the JMuit Tieffenthaler ict-m to evince, that the Ga-

fra ipringi from a lake culled Latiken, to the weit of tlic

lake of Maiisoror, whence one nource of the Gungeii iit

luppoied to How. He hui« luiil down (he latitude of the

noted Gangoutra, or Cow'n Mouth, in latitude thirty-three

dcgreca, being n celebrnted cataract, where the GungeN in

Mid to pass through a vnNt cuvern in ii mountain, and falU

into a large baiiin, which it hat worn in tlie rock. At

Hurdwar, about two hundred and eighty miles to the

Nouth of the Cow's Mouth, the GungeN is said to enter

the wide plains of Hindoostan; and pursue a south-east

direction by the ancient city of Canoge, once the capital

of a kingdom, by Alluhubad, Uenares, Patna, &c. till,

dividing into many grand and capacious mouths, it fornix

an extensive delta at its cgrexs into the gulf of Hengitl.

Being navigable throughout, and thus afibrdinp; ilie ncuiis

of commercial intercourse, it has obtained i!i< ttdoi;itioii

of the inhabitants of its banks, from the innn -lerablo bc-

letits it continually bestows upon th< in; and it lia»i been

i\orshipped as a divinity since the pn i. i' '.'hen, according

to tradition, Madam Durgu plunged into it, and di8U|>-

paared. They relate, that this woman was their legisla-

tor; that, when she became superannuated, she descended

to the bottom of the Ganges, and that she still resides

there.

To the superstitious belief attached to this story many
poor creatures have fallen victims. It is believed, that

every one who is drowned in the Ganges is destined to

enjoy, with this fair personage, eternal happiness, and

that it is by her contrivance and interposition that acci-

dents of this kind happen. When a ninn, therefore, is in

danger of drowning, instead of endeavpjytrjli| M extricate

him, the by-standers wish him every kind of pleagui%, re-

commend themselves to his favour, and even, if neces-

sary, forward the catastrophe, or, Tift least, are afraid of

incurring the displeasure of their fair divinity by asiibting

him to reach the shore. It is seldoqi, Jiowev«r, that

they have occasion to extend so far their inhuman zeal

towards any of their countrymen ; for a native, who hap-

pens to fall into the water, persuading himself that he is

going to enjoy eternal happiness, has no desire to escape

from it.

'ITie Ilinduob Oalhe ;', least once a day; and nun, wo-
men, and c^ i '^n, ;-o

' i the wate; '.. gethcr, without the

smallest idca oi i.iaecency. They leave their shoes on the

bank, and sprinkle themselves as they enter the river:

when they are up to the middle in water, they take off the

piece of cloth which goes round their loins, and wash it,

perform the ablations directed by their religion, put on
their apron again, and come out. Some Uramins often

come to bathe, bringing with them a small brass vessel, of

tile shape of a censer, in which are some grains, about the

size of a pea: these they throw, one at a time, into tlie

IfART I

low tone of voice, a prayer or two.river, uttering, in

They then sprinkle themselves slightly on the back, lou< h

their temples with the first joint of their thumb, wash their

apron, and retire.

Besides the ceremonies observed in bathing, the Hindoos

make offerings to the Ganges, of oil, co('(ta, and flowerit,

which they expose on its banks, to be washed away by tlu*

stream. When (hey have q friend at sea, and wish (o offer

vows for his return, they light in the evening some small

lumps, filled with cocon-oil, and placing them in eartli.

erii dishes, which they adorn with garlands, they commit

(hem to the stream. If the dish sink speedily, it is a bud

omen for the object of their vows; but, if they can observe

their lump shining at a distance, they indulge the most

pleasing hopes ; uiid, if it go so fur as to be at length out of

^i';ht, without being extinguished, it is considered as a suiv

token thttt their friend will return in safety.

" This Madam Durga, who has deified the Ganges,"

says a modern writer, " is held in great veneration : her

festival is celebrated every yeur, in the month of October,

and, while it lasts, nothing is known but rejoicing ; the na-

tives visit each other, and, on three successive evenings, as-

semble together for the adoration of their divinity. Her
statue is placed in a small uichc of clay, which is gilt, and

adorned w ith Howers, pieces of tinsel, and other similar or-

naments. The statue itself is dressed in the most magni-

ficent attire they can procure, is about a foot high, and the

niche, with its appendages, about three feet six inches

All the opulent Hindoos celebrate a festival of this kind in

their own houses, and are ambitious of displaying the great-

est luxury, lighting up their apartments in the most splen

did manner. There is one of these celebrations, at least,

in every quarter of the town; so that all the inhabitants

have an opportunity of paying their devotions. The room
is furnished with seats for the guests, and the statue is .

placed on a small stage, concealed by a curtain. The
curtain being drawn up by the servants, a concert begins,

in which the principal instrument is a sort of bag-pipe.

The reed of this not being flexible, and the performer be-

ing wholly ignorant how to modulate its tone, nothing can

be less musical than the sound it produces, unless it be

the tunes that are played upon it : the most vile and dis-

cordant ( larionet is melocfty itself, compared with this in-

strument, which would literally split the cars of any

other audience. In the midst of this concert the panto-

mime is introduced, in which the personages of the scene,

uncouthly d.-essed, and insupportably disgusting, from the

rancid odour of the oil of cocoa, exhibit some ridiculous

tricks, calculated to amuse the honest Indians, who laugh

heartily, and give themselves up to the most extravagant

joy. For two days every kind of respect and adoration is

paid to Uic idol : but, on the tliird, appearances alter :—

they abuse it, call it a prostitute, and load it with execra-
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lioni : 4liu done, tlicy tnko it iifton (heir vliouidcru, aiul

inrry it to tlif boiik«ortlii! (ilaiij{i'ii, followrd by the lujrrid

tliri of the buK-pipc; whtrt', reitcrutiiig tiirir nir»«'H, ilioy

throw it into thu vvali-r, Hiiiidit the iiiont friglitful (?rieii and
howling, and leave it to it* fute.

" It ix not c«»y to di»n:<iver the drift of tliia rerrniony.

The Dramins say, in confidence, (hat (he fentivu) of Mudani
Durna wan instituted to perpetuate and honour her me-
mory, to retain the people in n devotion, which had for ito

object to give a character of uucrednes* to the Gangea, and
thus enforce the precept, which enjoined the aalutary prac-
tices of frequent ablution and bathing : but this lady not
being the auprcme deity, it was proper to conclude the

ceremony with acts of insult, which would convince the

people, that lirumuh alone was entitled to the unmixed and
never-ceasing adoiation of mankind."

The noblest tributary stream of the Ganges is llie Hur-
ran)|)ooter. The cours< of this river, and its junction
with the Ganges, were first ascertained by Major Itenneli

in \^(\5. It runs four hundred inilos through the British
territory; and, for the last sixty miles bt ton; its junction
with the Ganges, its breadth is from four to five miles. It

unites with the Ganges below Lurkipour, where the
mingled streams form u body of runuuig fifsh water, re-

seinblinga gulf of the sea, interspersed with islands, some
of which rival in size and fertility the Isle of Wight. In
the mouths of the Ganges, and the IJurrampooter, the sud-
den influx of the tide will rise instantaneously to the height
of from five to twelve feet.

The course of the Burrampooter is supposed to be
nearly equal in length to that of the Ganges. The sources
of these great rivers are stated to be very near, yet they se-
parate to the distance of more than a thousand miles, and
afterwards join in their termination.

The other principal tributary streams which swell the
Ganges, are the Gagra, the Jumna or Yumena, and the
•Scan. The Gagra, after pursuing a long course from the
mountains of Tibet, passes tlirough the province of Oude;
•and its comparative course is about seven hundred miles.'

The Jumna rises from the mountains of Sirinagur, pur-
suing nearka parallel course to the Ganges on the west, as
the Gagra does on the east ; but its comparative course does
not exceed five hundred miles. The Soan is said to spring
from the same lake or source with the Nerbudda, (which
flows in an opposite direction to the Gulf of Cambay,) and
joins the Ganges at a short distance below its union with
the Gagra.

The Indus, and its confluent streams, are next in im-
portance to the Ganges. The source of this river, like
that of the Ganges, remains unknown; though it seems
tn rise from the fRstcrn side of the Bclur Tag, or Cloudy
Mountains of Little Bucharia; its comparative course
may be about a thousand British miles, when it forms a

I A.
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delta, in the province of Sindi,e,.t.r..H5, b, «sveraimout:.",
(he Indian Ocean.

'I he (ributary rivers of the Indus chiefly join it in the
"H.rth, rn half of its course, where (hey form the Panjab
or the country of live Hivers. From (he west run into
the Indus the Kameh, with its (ributary .trean... and the
Con.ul: from the east (he Behut, the Chun.b, the H.uve.
the hetl.ge, and the I iyphasii.

The (Jodaveri, which rise, at Trimbnck Nassor, in the
western Gauts, from several sources, about seventy miles
«<• Hio ..orth-,-ast of Bombay, was little known in Europe
till recent tunes. About ninety miles above its egress into
the sea, it receives the Buin Goiiga, which pervades s.-
voral vast forests, in a singular wild country, inhabited by
uncivilized pc.plc, in the centre of Hindoostan. The
Bain Oonga was first discovered to Europeans by the late
tolonel Camac; its course is about four hundred miles
while that of the Godaveri is about seven hundred 'Dii,
last river, like another Nile or tJiHiges. fertilizes the coun-
try

;
and, from the benelits which it confers, is esteemed

sacred.

The next in consequence, in the central division of Hin-
doostan, IS the Nerbudda, which may be called a solitary
stream, as it receives few contributions. It course is al-
most due west, and about equal to that of the Godaveri.
The Deccan, or most southern part of Ilindooitan

IS bounded and enriched by the Kistna, which rises at
Bahsur, not far to the south of Poonah, and forms a
delta near Masulipatam, after a comparative course of
about five hundred miles. This river rivals any Indian
stream in the fertility diffused by its inundations: while
the richest diamond-mines in the world are found in the
neighbouring hills to the north.

To the south of the Kistna is the Caveri, another large
and sacred stream, which passes by Scringapatam, the
capital of Mysore, and forms a wider delta than any other
southern river, when it enters the sea, after a course of
about three hundred miles.

Lakes.] The lakes of Hindoostan are few in number
Rennel mentions that of Colair, which, during the inun-
dations, is about forty or fifty miles in extent, and is a
considerable piece of water in all seasons; it is situated
about mid-way between the Godaveri and Kistna, in the
new soil gradually formed by the inundations of these ri-
vers, about twelve miles to the north of Masulipatam.
That of Chilka bounds the British Sircars on the north
and is a kind of salt creek, communicating with the'
sea

:
the lake of Pullicat is of a similar kind. One or

two lakes are to be found in the vicinity of the Ganges
and the Indus; and the country of Cassimire is supposed
to have been originally a large lake, as reported in the
native traditions

: indeed, a considerable expanse of water
still remains in the northern part of this country, called
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(he lake of Ouller, and is about fifty-three miles in cir-

cumference.

Mountains.'] The mountains chiefly celebrated by tin;

Hindoos may be said to be only visible from their coun-

try, being the northern chain of the Tibetian Alps, co-

vered with perpetual snow : for which cause they arc called

Hinmiala, from a word denoting snow. But there a])-

pears much confusion, even in tiie most recent delinea-

tions of the Indian ranges of mountains, and tiieir exact

denominations. The eastern ridge, called, by Ptolemy,

Scpyrus, may now be called Tipera. Those on the iouth

of Asam may be styled the Garro mountains, being in-

liabited by a people of that name. The ridges to the

south of Nipai and Bootan are far inferior in height to

the Ilimmala.

The mountains to the west of the Indus, on the Per-

sian frontier, may be taken for the Besius and Parvetius

of Ptolemy; but the modern names are not accurately

known.

The Gauts rise abruptly on each side, but particularly

on the west, forming, as it were, enormous walls, support-

mg a high terrace in the middle, and pass through a great

part of the Mahratta territories, to the north of Mysore.

Opposite to Paiiiany, on the western coast, there is a

break or interruption of mountains, about sixteen miles

in breadth, chiefly occupied by a forest : exclusive of this

gap, the mountains of Sukhien extend from Cape Co-

morin to Surat, at the distance of from forty to seventy

miles from the shore.

Forests.] In this extensive portion of Asia, a great part

of which remains in primitive wildness, there are many
large forests, particularly near the mouth of the Ganges,

and in the wide unexplored regions on the west of the

Circars. Tliese forests surpass, in exuberance of vege-

tation, .iny idea which Europeans can form: creeping

plants, of prodigious size and length, extended from tree

to tree, form an impenetrable gloom, and a barrier, ay, it

were,' sacred to the first mysteries of nature.

The most prominent feature in the Indian landscapes

is the multitude of lofty trees, of the palm kind : all these

rise, with a simple trunk, to a considerable height, ter-

minated by a tuft of large leaves, and wholly destitute of

branches, except while they are in fruit. The coasts of

Malabar and Coromandel abound with cocoa-nut trees,

the fruit of which supplies an agreeable nutriment, and

the fibrous covering of the nut is manufactured into elas-

tic cables. The areca-palm is also cultivated throughout

India, for its nuts; which, mixed with the leaves of the

betel-pepper, and a little quick-lime, are in general re-

quest for chewing, as tobacco is used in Europe. The
smaller fan-palm is distinguished for its broad fan-shaped

leaves, which are used for writing on, and for thatching;

its wood is used for rafters ; and the palm-toddy, the com-

[PART I

mon distilled spirit of the country, is made from its juice.

This, although a large tree, is far inferior to the great

fan-palm, which abounds on tic lower mountains of the

Carnatic ; each leaf of this vast tree is capable of cover-

ing ten or a dozen men, and two or three of them are

sufficient to roof a cottage. Otlier fruit-bearing trees arc

so 'numerous, that they are little known, even by name,

to Europeans. The pillaw is a tree of equal singularity

and use : from its trunk and largest branches are pro-

duced large filjrotis bags, sonietinu!s of the weight of

twenty-five pounds, which are filled with nuts, like the

chcsnut, and resembling the almond in flavour. The
mango is reckoned the most exquisite of the Indian fruits,

and is found in considerable abundance, both wild and

cultivated, through the whole peninsula.

Animals.] The cattle of Hindoostan are numerous,

and often of a large size, with a hunch on the shoulders.

The sheep are covered with hair, instead of wool, ex-

cept in the most northern parts. Antelopes, of various

beautiful kinds, abound, particularly that called the Nyl-

Ghau. Apes and monkeys are numerous in various parts

of Hindoostan; and the ouraiig-outang is said to be found

in the vast forests on the west of the Circars. The dogs

are generally of the cur ki-id, with sharp erect ears, and

pointed noses : the smallest size is that kept by the Pa-

riars, or degraded poor, who are rendered doubly mise-

rable by the fanatical prejudices of the system of the

Bramins. The other animals are wild boars, tigers, bears,

wolves, foxes, jackalls, and hyenas.

Elephants are common in all parts of India, and are

trained to every sort of employment, even to hunting the

tiger. It is customary to fasten on the back of this huge

animal a pavilion, large enough to hold five or six per-

sons, who ascei'd to it by a ladder, which is afterwards

suspended from the crupper. When a tiger is to be

hunted, the persons, who engage in the amusement, get

into this pavilion, and have several well-trained dogs, that

beat the country before them. Tiie elephant follows the

dogs till he gets scent of the tiger, which he does, gene'

rally, at a great distance. Immediately he raises his trunk

into the air, like vhe mast of a ship, and seems anxious

to keep it from being laid hold of by his enemy. On
this signal the hunters prepare to fire.

In the mean time, the dogs press upon the tiger, which,

on perceiving 'the elephant, stands immoveable, with his

mouth open and his claws extended, roaring dreadfully,

and attentively watching every motion of the elephant.

The latter approaches within the length of his trunk,

which he still keeps erect, and out of danger : the two ani-

mals, for a moment, look at each other and this is the

time when the hunters ivsually fire. The shot makes the

tiger start, on which the elephant seizes him, and, dexterous-

ly lifting him up with his trunk, and letting him fall again,
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ciiislies liiiii to death, by treading upon liim, and forces liiii

tntiiiils tliioiiffli tlie wounds. Whenever a tiger makes hi.s

ii|)j)eiirun«e iiciir any place tiiat is inhabited, lie is hunted
in this manner.

T!ic birds which abdrnd in India are of all the vari-

eties known in other countries. Among the fish are dol-
phins, botenas, and albicores. The fornjer has not the
faintest resemblance to the descriptions of diat fish, as
given l)y onr painters

: it is as straight a fish as any that
swims, and has a bright golden colour, appearing through
a beautiful azure that is mixed with it. The fish is no
sooner out of its element, than its colour begins to fade.
There are many sorts of shell-fish on the coast of India,
particularly oysters, which are little inferior to those caught
on the coast of England.

The inhabitants of India are annoyed by swarms of in-

sects and reptiles, such as musquitos, bugs, scorpions,
snakes, and particularly seipcnts.

Travellers, who are not sufficient naturalists to class the
latter, usually distinguish three principal sorts : First the
inmute-serpenl, which is a small black sort, with yellow
nngs, found frequently in pasture-land. The corrosive
matter contamed in the vesicles of this reptile is so sharp
and violent, that it causes almost instantaneous death The
general opinion of the vulgar is, that a person may live
just as many minutes after being bit, as the animal has
rings round its body; and hence it is called the mimte-
serpent

I'he second description of serpent is that caUed by the
1 crtuguese capelfa, from a wonl in their language, signi-
fying a cloak. It has a membrane on each side of the
^ead, which, whenever the animal is irritated, rises up
and forms a kind of head-dress, that gives it a very beau-
tiful appearance. This serpent is extremely venomous

:

but alkah cures its bite. The third species is the house-
serpent, which IS neither dangerous nor irritable. It even
glides into the cradles of infants, without occasionin.r the
least accident. Yet an emotion of horror is naturally ex-
cited on finding it in a human dwelling. As soon, there-
fore, as one of these reptiles is discovered, care is taken
to destroy it; or, if it is to be caught, an enchanter is sent
tor.

This man arrives loaded with baskets, containing vari-
ous kinds of snakes and serpents. His legs are furnished
With a Jscnption of rings, which hang loosely on the
ancle. These nngs are cut in two, breadthwise, and the
two parts hollowed, so that, at each motion of the jug-
glers foot, the t>vo sides strike against each other, and
produce a shrill noise, resembling the sound of a brass

-!"- '''""» ^^'•'"^^- «'ith a hammer. Another instrument
s also employed, called a drone bag-pipe; the noise of
jvhich IS so great, that the serpent, stunned and overcome
uy It, IS easily taken,

ti- vol. I.
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The enchanter begins by making the serpents m the
baskets dance; but he does not expose them till he hasplayed some time to stupify them a little; yet, in spite of
tl"« precaution, as soon as the baskets are opene.l, the c-
pellcs, m particular, seem incline.l to be angry; and, on

posture.
1 he man keeps near them, and strikes occasi-

onally with his foot to stupify them. When the right effect
|s produced a giddiness takes place, the eye loses its

eXbL'I'l
'"'""'' ''^ •''"""P*"'»' '" •^«'»»- "self,

exiiibits the appearance of dancin.r.

The serpent that is to be caught, attracted by the noise.
IS sure to leave its retreat, and, on the sight of its fellow-
creatures. It readily joins them, follows their example, and
soon partakes of their supineness. The conjuror then
puts a basket over its head, and, shutting it up, carries iton with the rest.

Mhwrah.] The diamond is found in beds of torrents,
or in yellow ferruginous earth, under rocks of quarts, or
sand-stone. The principal diamond-mines are those near
Visiapourand Golconda, both near streams that flow into
the Kistna, in the southern division of Hindoostan; Gol-
conda being in the territory of the Nizam, while Visia-
pour belongs to the Mahrattas.

Jntirjuilies.] The ancient monuments of Hindoostan
are very numerous, and of various descriptions, exclusive
ot the tombs and other edifices of the Mahometan con-
querors But the most remarkable are those in the island
of hiephanta, near Bombay; which have been thus de-
scribed by the Rev. T Smith, in his Wonders of Nature
and Art :

—

" The elephanta cave may be justly ranked amon<v the
most interesting antiquities of India; for it has i.ot^only
excited the attention of every curious traveller, but inge-
nuity has been literally tortured, and conjecture almost
exhaiisted, by the reiterated attempts of the learned to
discover the era of its excavation, the purpose for which
It was originally designed, and the true meaning of those
Jiieroglyph.c figures, which are still to be seen sculptured
on the walls.

"This cave presents itself about half way up the as-
cent of the rocky hill, from whose bosom it is excavated-
and the principal entrance is from the north. The massy
roof IS supported by four rows of column.';, regularly dis-
posed, but of an order in architecture diftereiU from anym modern use. Each pillar stands upon a square pedes-
tal, and IS finely fluted; but, instead of being cylindrical
gradually bulges out towards the centre. The capital ij
also fluted, and has the appearance of a cushion pre.-.scd

flat by the enormous weight of the superincumbent moun-
tain. Above these columns there runs a stone ridge, re-
sembling a beam, cut out of llie rock, and richly adorned
with carved work

j
and along the sides of the cavern are

li
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ranged forty or fifty colossal statues, which, as well as the

pillars, are shaped in the solid rock. Some of these

figures wear rich diadems ; others have on their heads a

sort of pyramidal helmet ; and others display only bushy

ringlets of curled or flowing hair. Many of them have

four or six hands, in which they grasp the weapons of war

and the trophies of peace, the symbols of justice and the

ensigns of religion. Some of their countenances are ex-

tremely terrific, and some are marked with an air of deep

dejection, while others are distinguished by a placid and

serene benignity.

" At the upper end of the cave, amidst a profusion of

sculpture, appears an enormous bust, with three heads,

which is supposed to represent the great triple deity of

India, Brahma, Veeshnu, and Seeva. The middle face,

which is presented full, and expresses a dignified compo-

sure, is upwards of five feet in length, and nearly four in

width. The face on the right was probably designed to

represent the amiable attribute of the preserver Veeshnu,

as the irice is illumined with smiles, and gazes, enaraouied,

on a bunch of flowers, which its left-hand holds up to

view : the right-hand holds a fruit, resembling a pomegra-

nate, and on one of the wrists appears a ring, like that

worn by the modern Hindoos. But the head on the left

is certainly designed to express the dreadful attributes of

the destroyer Mahadeo ; for the features appear distorted

by contempt and fury ; serpents supply the place of hair

;

the tongue is violently thrust out between the teeth; the

representation of a human skull is conspicuous on the

covering of the head ; and the right-hand grasps a hooded

snake, which appears to be about a foot in thickness.

Each side of diis niche is supported by a gigantic figure,

leaning on a dwarf.

" To the right of the grand bust, stands a large figure,

which most travellers have denominated an Amazon, from

tile circumstance of its having no right breast, while the

left is remarkably large and globular. This statue has four

arms ; the foremost rigiit-hand rests upon the head of a

bull ; the otlier grasps a hooded snake ; and in the inner

left hand is a circular shield, which the figure turns to-

ward itself: the head is riciily ornamented. On the right

stands a male figure, bearing a pronged instrument, some-
vhat like a trident; on the left is a female, holding a scep-

tre ; and near the principal is a beautiful youth, sitting on
an elephant. Above these are two curious figures, the one
having four heads, and die other four arms ; and at the

top of the niche appears a groupe of small statues, sup-

ported by clouds.

" In a niche, on the left of the great bust, is a male
figure, having four arms, and measuring nearly seventeen

feet ill height; and further to the left stands a female,

about fifteen feet higii, whose countenance is peculiarly

soft and gentle. In the back-ground appear one figure

with four heads, supported by biras ; another with four

arms, seated on tlie shoulders of a man; and several

smaller ones in attendance.

" On each side of these curious groupes is a small

dark room, which, in ancient times, was probably sacred

to the unpolluted Bramins; but is now occupied by

bats, spiders, snakes, and scorpions. Captain Ham'ltoii

informs us, that, upon his entrance into the cave of Ele-

phanta, he discharged a pistol, on purpose to drive away

those dangerous creatures ; and that, at the sound, a huge

serpent, fifteen feet long and two feet thick, issued from

a dark recess, which compelled him and his companions

to make a precipitate retreat.

" To tlie left of the last described groupe is another, in

which a male appears leading a female toward a majestic

figure, seated in the corner of the niche, and wearing a head-

dress, somewhat similar to that of a European judge on the

bench: the countenance and attitude of the female are

highly expressive of modesty and timid reluctance ; but

a male seems to follow, and urge her forward.

" In another niche, about fifty feet nearer the entrance,

a very singular figure arrests the attention of every spec-

tator. Its features are distorted, its mouth is wide open,

and its whole aspect inexpressibly terrible. This statue,

the limbs of which are carved in a gigantic style, has eight

arms, but only six of them are now perfect. The two up-

permost of those that remain are widely extended, and sup-

port a sort of canopy, upon which are sculptured various

figures, in attitudes of adoration. One of the right hands

grasps a sabre, and the other sustains, by the thigh, an in-

fant, whom the furious monster seems about to destroy.

Of the two left-hands, the uppermost holds a bell, which

is constantly used in the religious ceremonies of the Hin-

doos, and the lower one supports what M. Niebuhr thinks

a basin, to catch the blood of the infant ; but what Mr.

Hunter aftinns, at the time of his visit, actually contained

the mutilated figure of a child, widi its face averted from

the gigantic figure, and exceedingly bent : so that the head,

which is now broken off, must have hung back very low,

and have exhibited a horrid spectacle. Each arm of the

great statue is decorated with bracelets, and on one of

them is a chain of human skulls, which evidently shadow

forth the destroying deity of India. Above and below

this figure are several smaller statues, all of which have the

sensations of distress and horror strongly depicted upon

their countenances.

" On the opposite side of the cave are the figures of a

man and woman, sitting, as the people of Hindoostan do

at present, with an attendant on each side : at the feet of

the male is tlie figure of a bull couchant; and in each cor-

ner of the niche stands a gigantic guard. Opposite is a

correspondent niche; but the situation is dark, and the

figures are greatly mutilated.
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" A niche, filled with defaced sculptures, is observed on
each side the entrance. On one side is a male, which
appears to have had eight arms; but these are now broken
off; in the back part is a figure with four arms, supported
by birds; and another with four heads, whimsically ele-
vated. In the opposite niche is a large figure, in a sitting

posture, together with a horse in the back-ground, capari-
soned according to the present mode of the country.
" At the west end of this grand cavern is a dark recess,

twenty feet square, but destitute of any external ornament'
except the altar in the centre, and eight figures which
guard the four doors that lead into it. These figures,

which are of the enormous height of thirteen feet and a
half, are all finely sculptured in alto relievo, and appear
as if starting from the wall to which tliey are attached.
They have all rich collars round their necks, and their
heads are decorated like those of the other statues. Such
are the formidable guardians of a recess which was devoted
to the most sacred mysteries of the Hindoo religion; but
our pity and abhorrence are at once excited by the indeli-
cate emblem, called the Lingam, under which they repre-
sented, in this pagoda, the power of the first creative ener..

gy, by whose operations all nature is produced.
« Exclusive of the interesting objects that have already

been described, there are compartments on both sides, se-
parated from the great cavern by fragments of rock 'and
loose earth, which may probably have fallen from the roof.
That on the right is very spacious, and contains several
pieces of sculpture; the most conspicuous of which has a
human body, but ti,e head of an elephant; and is supposed
to represent Gan6sa, the first-born of Seeva, and the Hin-
doo god of Wisdom.

" The opposite compartment contains several figures

:

and a deep cavity in the rock is filled with excellent water,
which, being always sheltered from the sun, is deservedly
esteemed by those persons whom curiosity leads hither
through a scorching atmosphere. J. Goldingham, Esq.
observes, in his account of the elephanta cave, that a tra-
ditional account of the extent of this cavity, and the com-
munication of its waters, by subterraneous passages, with
others very distant, was given him by a native of the island

;

which would make a considerable figure in the hands of
a poet."

Natural Curiosities.] The most striking object of this
description is the great Banian tree of India, which grows
on an island in the river Nerbudda, and is supposed to
be the most stupendous production of nature in the vege-
table world. The following account of it, given by a
writer of great respectability, cannot fail of provino- ac-
ceptable :

°

" This tree, called Cuheer Burr, in honour of a famous
saint, was formerly much larger than it is at present; for
liigh floods have, at diff'erent times, carried away the banks
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of the island where it grows, and along with them such
parts of the tree as had extended their roots thus far- yet
what still remains is about two thousand feet in circum-
ference, measuring round the principal stems; but the
lianging branches, the roots of which have not reached the
ground, cover a much larger extent. The chief trunks ol
tins single tree amount to three hundred and fifty, all su-
perior in size to the generality of our English oaks and
elms; the smallest stems, forming into stronger sup-
porters, are more than three thousand; and from each of
these new branches hanging roots are proceeding, which
in time will form trunks, and become parents to a future
progeny.

" The Cubeer Burr is famed throughout Hindoostan for
Its prodigious extent, antiquity, and beauty. Seven thou-
sand persons, it is said, may easily repose under its shade;
and there is great reason to believe that this is the amazing
tree which Arrian describes, when speaking of the Gym-
nosophists, m his book of Indian Affairs.

" English gentlemen, when on hunting or shooting
parties, are accustomed to form extensive encampments,
and to spend several weeks, under this delightful pavilion
of foliage, which is generally filled with green wood-
pigeons, doves, peacocks, and a variety of feathered song-
sters, together with monkeys, bats, &c. This tree not
only affords shelter, but sustenance, to all its inhabitants
being loaded with small figs, of a rich scarlet colour, on
which they regale with great delight.

" Milton's description of this tree, in the ninth book of
Ins Paradise Lost, is equally elegant and accurate :

" So counscll'd lie, and both together went
Into the thickest of the wood ; «liere soon they chose
The fig-tree} not that kind for fruit rcnown'd.
But such as at this day, to Indians known,
In Malabar or Deccan spreads lier arms,
Branching so broad and long, that in the gronnd
The bended twigs take root, and daughters grow
About the mother-tice, a pillar^l shade.
High over-areli'd, and erlioing walks between

:

There oft the Indian herdsman, shunning heat,
Shelters in cool, and tends his pasturing herds
At loop-holes cut through thickest shade."

About two miles westward of Gocauk is a view of one
of the finest cataracts in Asia; for, after gaining the sum-
mit of a steep winding hill, the Gutpurba river appears
perpendicularly rolling from the upper to the lower coun-
try. This river, in the rainy season, is said to be a hun-
dred and sixty-nine yards broad, and the perpendicular fall
of tlie water is one hundred and seventy-four feet two
inches. " The river," says Mr. Moor," « comes, as far as
we could see, from the westward, with a considerable de-
clivity, and rushes with such impetuosity over the edge of
the precipice, that the curve of the descending torrent is

so great as to carry itself quite clear of day iuterniption^,
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and, somewhat more than midway, there appears to be a
shelving ledge, formed by the fall of a rocky fragment,
1 tyond which the river pours, and where a person, except
from his apprehensions, might sit or walk in safety.

" The cavern, or basin, into which the river falls, is

very capacious, with ragged sides, formed entirely of
roct, and of greater height than the water-fall, owing to
the declivity of the river's bed above the cataract; which

- declivity seems to have been caused by the incessant ac-
tion of such a vast body of water npon its rocky bed.
The Mdes of the river, in that part we have caHed a basin,
IS a continued rock for several hundred yards, and pon-
derous fragments are seen lying beneath, which have been
rent from the solid side by some cause equally lasting and
violent; and that the rocky precipice, over which the
liver rolls, is continually wearing away, very clearly ap-
pears, for in it may be seen deep large holes, spirally and
circularly formed by the friction of eddies: the edge of
the precipice, also, exhibits, in some places, the incom-
plete remains of these friction-formed holes, whence the
rock has fallen.

" It is indeed terrific," continues our author, « to look
from the edge of the precipice into the cavern below,
which we accomplisjied by laying on our bellies, and
creeping until the eye just peeped over; but the strongest
head could bear such a sight but a very few seconds.
We had no opportunity of examining the depth of water
below, but could see that, throughout the extent of the
cavern, from such a violent concussion, it was always in
a state of ebullition. When at the bottom, the spray is
felt to a considerable distance, and the noise may be
heard sevend miles."

Mr. Moor concludes his observations in these words:
" Although we «aw the cataract at a very unfavourable
lime, being the dryest part of a drv season, it was still

sufficiently grand to convey to our minds a very exalted
idea of its wonderful sublimity in the monsoon, when the
nver is at its plenitude; and we will venture to recom-
mend It to any traveller, visiting these parts between the
months of July and December, to make a point of seeing
this cataract, as the most magnificent spectacle afforded
to a contemplative eye, throughout the whole peninsula
of India."

Cities, Sfc] Calcutta, the chief city of Bengal, and the
residence of the governor-general of India, is seated on
the river Hoogly, the most westerly branch of the Ganges
at the distance of about a hundred miles from the s°ea'
and the river is navigable up to the town.

Within these few years, Calcutta has been greatly im-
proved, both in Its appearance and in the salubrity of its
air; for the strerts have been pv.^perly drained, and the
ponds filled up, by which means a vast quantity of stag-
nant water and iioxic". exhalations have been removed.

GEOGRAPHY. fp^„ ,,

The best account of this city is given by M. dc Grand-
pr6, who visited Bengal a few years ago. Many „n-
piovenients, whicn at the time of his arrival were only i„

contemplation, are now completed, particularly the splon-
did palace of the governor, which was erected during Uie
administration of the Marquis Wellesley.

" In this metropolis of the English empire in Asia,"
says our author, « the magnificence of the edifices, thn
luxury Which has converted the banks of the river into

delightful gardens, and the costliness and elegance of
their decorations, all denote the opulence and power of
the comjuerors of India and the masters, of the Ganges.

" The windings of the river conceal, in some degree,
the town of Calcutta, which we do not perceive till we
are within a short distance of it. Fort-William, the
finest fortress that exists out of Europe, presents it-

self immediately to the sight, which it astonishes by its

grandeur and the splendour of the buildings that are seen
above its ramparts. The houses which form the first

front of the tower to the end of the glacis, are so manv
magnificent palaces, some of them having a peristyle o(

twenty-four pillars. All these structures, disposed in an
irregular line through a space of more than a league,
form an inconceivably striking prospect, and give to^tlie'

town a most noble and majestic appearance.
" Calcutta is the only European settlement of any im-

portance on this bank of the Ganges: the other nations
have fixed upon the left side, while the English alone have
preferred the right. AVhatever were the causes of this

I)reference, the situation is ill-chosen. The ground is

not sufficiently raised above the level of the river, and
frequently, in the high tides, the esplanade, which sepa-
rates the citadel from the town, if not totally inundated,
IS at least covered with water in different parts, so as to'

be impassable.

" The air of Calcutta is by no means healthv, its posi-
tion, between the river and a large lake in its rear, su?)-
jectmg It to the influence of unwholesome exhalations-
but the Europeaa inhabitants remedy this defect by livin<r

ni the country. There is, however, one inconvenience
that cannot be remedied, which is the situation of its

port. This stands exactly at the turn of two points,
which augment the violence of the current in every state
of the tide. The bar is frequently here of sufficient
strength to drive the vessels from their moorings. The
currents being extremely violent, particularly in July and
August, the time of the melting of the snow on the noun-
tains in the interior parts of the country, the first ef-

fect of the flood-tide at these periods is, not only to stop
the course of the river, but to surmount it with so much
force as to require a rapid course of its own. Bengal
lies so low, that when the sea, increased by these tor-
rents, rushes in \hu manner into the bed of the river, its
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Yiolence is irresistible, n.e ebb-cunent, ineetin-r a sin.i-
ar obstacle, has. at first, a tendency to raise itsllf; but
the flood, ben,g .mpellcl with a superior force, «ains the
ascendancy, and passes over it. From this sho.dc n'sul.s
a very heavy and foaming surge, which the tide pushes
before It with a prodigious rapidity, to the in.n.inent dan-
ger of every boat that is not prudently kept out of its
May.

" As we enter the town, a very extensive square opens
before us, wUh a arge piece of water i„ the middle for
he pubhcuse. ^ll>e pond has a grass-plot round it and
the jvhole ,s mclosod by a wall, breast-high, with a r ilin.onteop.

Ihe^desofthisinclosurearencarlyfiv:
hundred yards n, length. The square itself is con.posed
of magmhcent houses, which render Calcutta not only
the bndsomest town m Asia, but one of the finest in the
world. One s.de of the square consists of a ran^e of
u,ldn.gs, occupied by persons in civil employments under

.1- Company, such as writers in the public offices. Pa
t e sKle towards the river is taken up by ,he old for

"1." was the first citadel built by the En.Jish aft r their
establishment in Ben-^al It is •,., i„Hiff

"
I .. .

='" " 's >»" iiiditferent square, w thextremely s.nall bastions, that can n.ount at n.ost but one
g«", though the sides are pierced for two. T e L "

vithoMt a <l.tch, and is no lon-^er used for . f, .-.if T
thp nmivirtc ....„ • " "'^" 'O"^ " 'O'tilication:
ti.erampartsa.c converted n.to gardens, and, on the hason. and nuhe n,side of the fort, houses ha e bee b [for persons in the service of ihn ,„.

the officers of »h . ,

g°^«''"nent, particularly

st T. cf"T ""' ^^'-'—-t "-eirbusi!

e s 1^ ";'"''''''=='''^ -- - >»"ch reduced from

I of J
^' ""'' -'S"-"y constructed, that

:.. CaW "V"f ''r;'"
"' "'^ """^^ establishment

•Vont of the n T "''"''"
'""S*^ °f pi"""-* i"ont, of the Done order, and beautiful in their nronor-

;

t e eonnce and architrave, ornamented .iU3 I

Greek n,t.
^ ""-t'-guese mission; another, of the

licle •, «.
" '^^"'' "" ^""enian convcn-

loi::'""":i'
^--«''"-1"-> and a great number

Cal^Uta'' wf!!""'1 ;'?''^'"' ''-^-''-«' -lative to

-rv of ;!

•^.'-''^.^''-•^
!« - intelligent officer, in theI vice oj Ins Britannic majesty:

6
l^"'-0Pean part of the town lies next the ^3rt,

1 A,

I

and the houses are hero much more ele-ant than at M
'

I ''-s, the garden-houses excepted. rfl^lf^U
very ev dent : at Fori ^^ r ,

"'" "
. at 1 orl ht. George they are only used a.ftux>s or warehouses, the gentlemen i.Lriably .',ir' otl'tir garden-houses in the evenii...- whereof r 1

;-;.r the nierchants have their ;^r::L^:^r:;
dwelling-houses, and, of course bntl. ,,« l .

t:';,:'
;:,"»"'','''

"t"""' '""• »' •'» -cover tlie bucks underneath, ii(,thin<r can Invp . .,
n>otly or beggarly appearance': and ^sTfZ^XZcase at Madras both in .he x-ort and in tLe B k Lw

1 he great body of the native, or Black-town, stre^h
fa. her up, along the river-side, and is of consid r wl e"ent; abreast of this, the groves of masts tl.rlse. [.nse, bearing the flags of various nations, but' S;f'e English, give one some idea of the commerce t^must be carried on in this metropolis of India

riiough tl^ie town itself is the residence of a <.reat

count
y, for some miles, ,s checquered, as at Madras>vuh handsome seats, which, froii the' fertility of soi'

those of Madras in verdure and folia<re

is 'L^^I ^""""'"''l
•'"'""' "' Goveniment-house, as its called, IS situated on the western side of the esplanade

and IS a most beautiful fabric. Over the four colos Iarches that lead to it there are placed sphinxes, and va-nous figures and emblems, that have a very good effect.
1 he Kmg s and Company's arms are emblazoned over thejstern and eastern gates. With respect to the interio,
f he building. It IS the opinion of those who have seen

•t, that no adequate idea can be convejed by words: the
eye,yiot the ear, must be the medium of communica-

A most distressing event occurred ;n this city, in the
year 17o6, which is too remarkable to be omitted. The
Indian subah, or viceroy, having quarrelled with the Com-
pany, and invested Calcutta with a large body of black
troops, the governor, and some of the principal persons
of the place retreated, with their chief eflFects, on board
l.e ships m the river; and those who remained for some
.ours bravely defended the place; but, their ammunition
'eing expended, they surrendered upon terms. Tlie su-
bah, a capricious, unfeeling ty.ant, instead of observin-r
the capitulation, forced Mr. Holwel, the governor's chief
assistant and a hundred and forty-five British subjects
nilo a subterraneous prison, culled the Blnrk Hole, a nluce
about eighteen feet square, and shut up from almost all
communication of free air. Their miseries during the
n.ght were inexpressible; and, before morning, no moce
thai, twenty-thice were found alive, the rest having died
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uf suffocation, which was generally attended with a hor-

rible phrenzy. Among those saved was Mr. Ilolwel him-

self, who has written a most affecting account of the ca-

tastrophe. The nabob returned to his capital, after plun-

dering the place, imagining he had routed the English out

of his dominions ; but the seasonable arrival of Admiral

Watson and Colonel Clive put them once more in pos-

session of Calcutta ; and the war was concluded by the

battle of Plassey, gained by the colonel, and the death

of the tyrant, Surajah Dowla, in whose place Mliir Jaf-

fier, one of his generals, who had previously signed a

secret treaty with Clive to desert his master, and amply

reward the English, was advanced to the subahship. In

remembrance of this act of barbarity, the English erected

a monument, between the old fort and the right wing of the

building occupied by the civil officers of the Company,

on the very spot where the deed was committed. It is a

pyramid, truncated at the top, and standing upon a square

pedestal, having a design in sculpture on each of its sides,

and an inscription in the English and Moorish languages.

It is surrounded with an iron railing, to prevent access to

it, and exhibits a mournful appearance, well adapted to

the event which it is designed to commemorate.

Agra is one of the largest cities, and its castle the

best fortification in India. The houses are so situated, as

to command an agreeable prospect of the river ; and the

buildings of the great men are of stone, and elegantly

constructed. The grand mosque is a magnificent edifice

of marble and red free-stone, with high minarets, and

gUded domes. The great number of mosques, caravan-

seras, squares, baths, and reservoirs, intermixed with gar-

dens, trees, and flowers, render this place extremely plea-

sant. The palace is an elegant structure, situated, in

the form of a crescent, on the banks of the river, and

surrounded with beautiful gardens and fine canals.

Delhi, the former capital of India, and the principal

place belonging to the present mogul, is chiefly noted for

its palace, which is adorned -with the usual magnificence

of the East. Its stables formerly contained twelve thou-

sand horses, brought from Arabia, Persia, and Tartary

;

and five hundred elephants. Here are also a spacious

mosque, and a magnificent caravansera, situated in a
lartre square, and surrounded by arches, supporting open
galleries, whpre the Persian, Usbec, and other foreign,

merchants reside, and have warehouses for their effects.

OuJEiN, in the province of Agimere, is about six

miles in circumference, surrounded by a strong wall, with

round towers; it has four mosques, and several Hindoo
temples. The fort of Gwallior, to the eastward of Ou-
jein, is worthy of notice. The insulated rock, on which
it. stands, is about four miles in length, h«t nnrrow ; the

sides are almost perpendicular, front two to three hundred
feet above the surrounding plain. Tliis fortress was taken
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small number of Britinbby surprise, in 1779» by a

troops.

LAHonE, situated in one of the largest and finest pro-

vinces in Asia, exiiibits a variety of mosques, caravanse-

ras, baths, pagodas, palaces, &c. It is, at present, the

capital of the Seiks, and was the residence of the fimt

Mahometan conquerors, before they advanced to the more

central parts. 'Die Seiks at length found means to free

themselves from the chains of despotism ; and, during the

calamities of the Mogul empire, their number increased

considerably, by the refugees from different nations. They

have In this city a temple, with an altar, on which stands

their code of laws, and next to it a sceptre and a dagger.

Cassimere, the capital of one of the most pleasant

provinces in India, was held in the highest estimation by

the ancient emperors of Hindoostan, who frequently re-

tired thither, when public affairs would admit of their

absence, to enjoy a delightful retirement from the trou-

blesome ceremonies of state. The houses of this city are

in general two or three stories high, and built of brick

and mortar, with a large intermixture of timber. On a

standing roof of wood is laid a covering of fine eartb,

which shelters the building from the great quantity of

snow that falls in the winter -season, and also communi-

cates a refreshing coolness in summer, when the tops of

the houses, which are planted with a variety of flowers,

exhibit, at a distance, a spacious view of a beautifully che-

quered parterre.

"The wealth and fame of the city and province of Cas-

simere," says a modem writer, " have been caused by the

manufacture of shawls, which they hold unrivalled, and

almost without participation. The wool of the shawl is

not produced in the country, but brought from the districts

of Tibet, lying at the distance of a 'month's journey to

the north-east. It is originally of a dark grey colour, and

is bleached in Cassimere by a certain preparation of rice-

flour. The yarn of this wool is stained with such colours

as are judged the best suited for sale, and, after being

woven, the piece is once washed. The border, which

usually displays a variety of figures and colours, is at-

tached to the shawls after fabrication ; but in so nice a

manner, that the junction is not discernible. The texture

of the shawl resembles that of the shaloon of Euiope,

to which it has probably communicated the name. The

price, at the loom, of an ordinary shawl, is eight rupees

;

and, in proportion to the quality, it advances from fifteen

to twenty. But the value of this commodity may be

largely enhanced by the introduction of flowered work;

and, as the sum of a hundred rupees is occasionally given

for a shawl to the weaver, half of the amount may be

fairly ascribed to the ornaments. The shawls usually

consist of three sizes, two of which, the long and the

small square one, are in commoD use in India ; the other,
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long and very narrow, with a large mixture of black co-
lour in it, is worn as a girdle by the people of northern
Asia."

]
Amedabad, the chief city in the province of Guzcrat

» situated in a delightful plain, watered by the river Sam-
bremctty; and is surrounded by a wall of brick and stone
flanked with round towers, forty feet high, and has twelve'
gates. The town, including its suburbs, is about four
miles in length, and ia so intermixed with gardens and
groves, that It has a most pleasing and rural aspect at a
distance. One of the adjacent villages is distinguished
l.y the tombs and monuments of the ancient kin-s of
Guzerat. "

Camda YA, situated at the bottom of a gulf of the same
name, is about six miles in circumference, and has very
extensive suburbs; the streets are spacious, and the
houses well bu.lt with brick. The English and Dutch
have factories here, though great part of the trade is re
moved to Siirat; on which account the city is but thinly
inhabited. It is surrounded by a brick wall, and has a
stately castle for the nabob.

BoMDAY belongs to the English East-India Company
and has a harbour capable of containing a thousand ships
at anchor 1 he town is about a mile long, and indifferently
bmit; and the climate was fatal to English constitutions
till experience taught them preservatives against its un-
whoksomeness. The best water is preserved in tanks
t;hich receive it in the rainy seasons. The fort is a resu-
lar quadrangle, and well built of stone
Madras or Fort St. George, is the capital of

the British dominions in this part of India, and is distant
eastward from London, about four thousand eight hun-
dred miles. No paiiis have been spared by the Company
in rendering the fort ifiipregiiable to any force that can be
brought against it by the natives. It protects two towns,
called from the complexion of their several inhabitants,
the White and the Black. The White Town is fortified
and contains an English corporation of a mayor and
alderman.

^^ «
Madras properly so called," says a respectable writer

IS a very large town, surrounded by a ditch, and a sort
of wall, falling m some places into ruins, but sufficient to
resist a surprise, or a sudden attack of cavalry, which is
no small advantage; for, in war, the light cavalry of the
natives are the most audacious free-booters in the world
burning and plundering indiscriminately every place that
falls in their way. Madras is thus protected from their
attacks; and, in case of a siege, every thing of value is
removed into the citadel.

"The fortress is separated from the town bv m pspla-
"ade, outs.de the gates: it stands on the sea-shore, and
presents SIX fronts towards the land. The fort, haviuR
been built at several times, is of a very irregular construe!
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t.on; not m regard to tne polygon, but in the plan of the

That towards the north-east is on the Italian model oSordi Its opposite, on the south-west, i, according Zthe plan of the Chevalier De Ville
'^•^«™'"g to

Pleie'^reut
".''" ""

"f"'''"'
^'"^ ''^''' •"«! •» com-plete repair

:
the covered way is palisaded, and carefullyprovided with traverses; the barriers and ^alisado s

"
«well-closed, and kept in good condition

;

'he dpotsTfarms are spacious; and the citadel, with a good gConrnight hold out against a European army of thir'ty t ou.and men for twenty days after the trenches were openedAs this fortress is mtended, in case of siege, for t^ie retreat of all the servants of il,„ n •

filUri Ml!
^^^""^y *** '"« Company, it is necessarily

filled with houses, which gives it a dark and unpleasant
appearance. On this account, the English do not r de.nit; even the goveriK^r lives in the country; and hlr sof the English follow his example. They'Wpair hemormng to the fort, for the transaction of' business, and.emam there till three o'clock in the afternoon, when they
return and the place seems deserted. Even the theatre
IS in the country; so that the ground, to a considerable
distance, presents to the view a multitude of gardens
spread over an extent so great, as to prevent persons!who reside at the opposite extremities, from visiting each
other, unless on horseback, or in carriages; the palan-
quins in many instances would be insufficient for the
purpose. "

Mith that of Pondicherry, ami is m like manner strength-
ened, on the south side, by a river, that washes the extre-
mity of the glacis. Overthisriver is a handsome bridge
o backs. The west side is protected by an inundation,
which the fort can at any time command, by means of a
sluice, situated at the beginning of the glacis, and defended
by the covered way. The northern side, as at Pondicherir
IS the only side open to an attack.

" The Black Town is what is properly called Madras;
and even the Indians still give it the name of Madras-
Patnam. This addition of patnam is applicable only to
capital towns, though some of very inferior rank still re-
tain It; which IS owing to such places having declined
from their ancient splendor, .or to the name having been
applied by the Indians at a time when they were accus-
tomed to behold nothing superior. The Black Town ex-
hibits only a spectacle of filth and dirt; none of the streets
are paved, or even covered with sand, but have a soil of
black earth, which, mixing with the water, forms large
collections of mud, that engender infection, and allows a
free passage only to carriages.

" The black population of Madras is very considerable.
There are several pagodas in the town, some mosques, an
Armenian church, and a Portuguese one, in which the
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service is performed by Capuchin monks, subject U, tlic

ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the bisliop of St. Thomas, a

small vilhige at tlie distance of a league southward of Fort

St. George."

Seringapatam is situated in an isle, surrounclcd by the

river Caveri, wliich is even here about five feet deep, and
runs over a rocky channel. The length of this isle is about
four miles, and tlie breadtli about a mile and a half; tiie

western side, being allotted to the fortress, distinguished

by regular out-works, niiignificent palaces, and lofty

mosques; for Tippoo and his father were Mahometans.
The environs were decorated with noble gardens; and,
among odier means of defence, was w hat is called the
/toiind hedge, consisting of every thorny tree, or caustic

plant, of the climate, planted to the breadtli of from thirtv

to fifty ffct.

Cochin, on the coast of Malabar, is constructed on
a good plan, but the buildings are very indifferent. The
governor resides in an edifice scarcely better than a barn,
and all the houses are proportionably mean. Its situation,

however, for commerce, is admirable ; as it stands on a
fine river, capable of admitting very large vessels. The
water, at the flood, is never less than twenty feet deej),

and the harbour is sufficiently extensive for any ships,

however numerous, that might trade to it. A number of
small rivers and canals run into it, which facilitate the
inland communication to a great distance up die country,
and would give extraordinary activity to commerce. Its

position, at the extremity of tlie peninsula, renders it

easy of aj.ipioach in all seasons, and diminishes the danger
to which navigation is exposed, by the monsoon, from
the soudi-west

: nothing but a fine day is necessary to
enable vessels to get out, and even to reach Cape Como-
rin, from which there is a passage' to any part of India.

Lara, Government, S)X.'] The government of the an-
cient mogul emperors was formerly despotic in the highest
degree; and such is that of the different native princes, to
whom part of the country is still subject. The British
government of Bengal and its dependencies was first vested
m a governor-general, and a supreme council, consisting
of a president and eleven counsellors: but, in 1773, an
act of parliament was passed, by which a governor-trene-
ral and four counsellors were appointed, ^vith whom was
vested die whole civil and military government of the
jiresidency of Fort William; and the management and
government of all die territorial acquisitions and revenues
in the kingdom of Bengal, Baliar, and Orissa, so long
as the company should remain possessed of them. The
governor-general and council, so appointed, are invested
with die power of superintending and controlling the
government and nuni;.-c.nLnt of tlie presidencies of^Ma-
dras, Bombay, and Bencoolen. The governor-general
and council to pay obedience to die court of directors.
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and to correspond with them. Tlie governor-general and
counsellors are likewise <'nipowered to establish a court
of judicature at Fort William, to consist of a chitf ju^
tice and three other judges, to be named from time to
time by his Majesty ; they are to exercise all criminal,

admiralty, and ecclesiastical jurisdiction; to be a ,court

of record, and a court of oyer and terminer for the toHn
of Calcutta, and the factory at Fort William and its li-

mits, and the factories subordinate dicreto.

The people of Hindoostan are governed by written

laws; and their courts of justice are directed by prece-
dents. The Midioinelan institutes prevail only in the

great towns, and their vicinity. The empire is hereditary,

and the emperor is heir only to his own officers. All
lands are transferred in die hereditary line, and continui'

ill that state even down to the sub-tenants, while the lord

can pay his taxes, and the latter Uieir rent, both of wliicli

are immutably fixed in the public books of each district

The imperial demesne lands are diose of the great rajali

families, which fell to Tamerlane and his successors.

Certain portions of them are called jaghire lands, and are

bestowed by the crown on the great lords or oniiahs, and

nj>on their death they revert to the emperor; but the rights

of the sub-tenants, even of those lands, are indefeasible.

MiUtari/ Forcei] A military force is always maintained

in Bengal
; but, in point of numbers, varies according to

the occurrence of events. Our soldiers are aided by tlie

Sepoy.s, a native militia, who have a train of useless fol-

lowers, so that the effective men seldom constitute nioiu

than a fourth of the nominal army. A force of twenty

thousand European soldiers might engage and defeat a

hundred diousand of Uie natives.

Literature.'] Much honour is due to die late Sir Vi\\.

liam Jones, one of the three judges in the supreme court,

for the institution of the AsiaUc Society at Calcutta ; and

the late governor-general, the Marquis of Wellesley, is

entitled to the highest commendation, for having founded a

university in die same city, for the cultivation of science,

and the improvement of die human faculties, in a region

of the highest splendour and luxury.

Population.'] The population of diis extensive region

IS calculated to amount to sixty millions, of which the

British possessions are now supposed to contain a quarter,

especially as the numerous recent conflicts must have

consulerably reduced the population in many other parts

of Hindoostan.

Language:] The languages and dialects spoken in In-

dia are various. The language spoken at the court of

Delhi is the Persian ; what is deemed the learned lan-

guage IS the Arabic; but not any is so generally under-

stood as the Persian, though much corrupted. The Hin-

doo language is a kind of mixture of Persian and Arabic

words, thoush the accent and dialect differ in Uie seveia
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part» whore it is used: tlie pui-est is said to be ipoken in
(lie province of Agra.

The Moors and Malabars have different characters.
The Moorish language is derived from the IVrsiun of
which it has taken tlie alphabet. Tliis language is much
used in every part of Asia, China excepted. The soldiers
and snilors all speak it.

'Hie Malabar language is that of the country; it has its
particular characters. The study of it is by no means dis-
agreeable; and it has literary works numerous enough to
aflord any one, who is desirous of instructing himself suf-
ficient opportunities.

'

Manufactures, Commerce, gfc] The manufactures of
Hindoostan have been long and justly celebrated: particu-
hirly those of muslins, silks, and the shawls of Cassimere
already mentioned. The natives are very industrious in
ail the handicraft trades which they understand; and in
weaving and embroidering, they are said to do as much
work mth their feet as with their hands. Painting and
tculpture are but very imperfectly understood; and the
brightness of the tints, observable in their painted muslins
and cahcoes, is owing to nature rather than art. They
export, m addition to their manufactures, many of the
productions of their country; as diamonds, spices, drugs
aroinatics, rice, sugar, raw silks, and many other articles of
luxury.

i Mr. Grose observes, that though the Banians, who are
professed merchants, have been represented, by some au-

r dli
'"''""^;'''''[ -' -f P-P'e, difficult to deal

with this IS so far from being true, that they are, in ge-
neral, the fairest dealers in the world; and that those'of
^..rat, especially, are famous for their simplicity and the
..nkness of their transactions. As an instance' of this

essary, than for the commander, or supercargo, to brin^.samples on shore, together with his invoice; nd
e merchants resorting to him, will, if the assortment

"It them immediately strike a bargain for the whole

upon the Items of the invoice. " J„ this manner "
savsour author, " many a cargo, from five to thirty thousaiSpound, and upwards, have been sold in ha/ali Z:'

Z' e
'"' " "°'^'' '"'^ "" "•"«""* ^'nediately

l^d, e therm specie or by barter, according as the buyerand seller have agreed, with at least as much probit/as
eve. practised by Europeans ot the most established

v!r our
"•

^
"'' /'"" ^"'^"^ ''"^'^ »» ««^vantage

reason hr'T'^' '"* " '' ""^'' « "^ »« -e cannot

iX uirt ," f '

*'•'

"

' "'j'"^'"s -°'-- ->d

'rari.... iv i

' " "'^" anairs. It a

w t "orf"'
:.^'''' ''^' '-« '•'-' their goods are

hTlv ? °"^'"'" ' P^^^''^" ^' *•'-'•• undervaluing
J"«. they will not shew the least indecent heat of temper!
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bulsutrrrhim to exhaust his resentment without ,n»er
rnption, and then ralndy return to tl.c same point

Jiei,S>on. ^r.J 'Fhe r.ligion of the Hindoos, supposed" he the same with that of ,1.. ancient (iymnosophist,

only to the pund.ts, or learned men, among them. Thesebooks are supposed to have been the work not of the^upreme God himself, but of an i„fe,„. deity, namt^Jirmha. Ihey mform us, that P.rahma. the supremegod havmg created the world by the word of his moulformed a female deity, named Bawaiiey. who, in an enth.:
s.asm of joy and praise, brought forth three eggs, fromwhich were produced three male deities, mtnedBHmZ
Fee^knu and See.a. Brimha was endowed wi^r ^epower of creating all terrestrial objects, Veeshnu with thof chenshmg them, and Seeva with that of restrainingand correcting them. Thus Brimha became the c"torof niaii; and, in this character, he foni.ed the four su

ni S'Ti 'n\1 '" ^•"" '"'^' ^''^ ^^--- ^-

7 ' f ^ .'"'"' *'""' '"" ""«' »'"-' ^ic*' fromh « belly and thighs, and the Soodera from his feet
Jience, say they, these four different casts derive th.
different offices assigned them ; the Bramins to teach, the
Chehteree to defend and govern, the Bice to enrich bycommerce, and the Soodera to labour, serve, and obeyBrahma himself endowed mankind with passions, and uilderstandmg to regulate them; while Brimha, having cre-ated the inferior beings, proceeded to write the Vedas, and
delivered them to be read and explained by the Brami.r

Were it possible to obtain a sight of their sacred books
>ve might probably be enabled to remove the veil which
envelopes their numerous mysteries; but the following
anecdote, related by the Abbe Raynal, will show how

"The Ze" mV° 'T/" ^"^'^ ^ communication:

makP 1 T' '^""^ ^^^'' '"»'' ^" '»cli«ario„ tomake hmiself acquainted with the principles of all the
religious sects throughout his dominions, having discarded
the prepossess,o.« of a Mahometan education, and formedhe resolution ofjudging for himself. It was easy for him
to learn the nature of those systems that are formed uponhe plan of making proselytes; but he found himself L-appointed in his design, when he came to treat with theHindoos, who will not admit any person to a participation
of their „ teries. Neither the authority nor promises ofAkbar could prevail with the Bramins to disclose the te-
nets of their religion; he was, therefore, obliged to hav»
recourse to artifice. The stratagem he made use of was
to cause a boy, of the name of Feizi, to be committed to
the care of these priests, as a poor orphan of the sacer
dotal line, mI.o alone could be initiated into the sacred
rites of tlieir theology.

1
^Feizi, having received proper instructions for the part
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he was tu act, was conveyed privateiy to Ucnureti, and re-

ceived into the house of u learned Draniin, who educated

him with tlic same care as if he had been liis own son.

After tiic youth had spent ten yejirs in study, ALhar wax

desirous of recalling him; hut he was xtruek with the

charms of his preceptor's daughter, and the old Draniin,

instead of restraining the growing passion of the lovers,

declared his assent to their union. The young man, di-

vided between love and gratitude, resolved to coiieeal the

fraud no longer, and, falling at the feet of tiie Uraniin,

discovered the imposture, and asked pardon for his otlVnce.

llic priest, without reproaching him in the least, .seized

a poniard which hung a( his girdle, and was about to plunge

it in his breast; but Feizi arrested his hand, and declared

himself ready to do any thing to expiate his treachery.

The Braniin, bursting into tears, promised to pardon iiim,

on condition that he should swear never to translate the

sacred volumes, nor disclose to any person the symbol of

'he Dramin creed. Feizi readily promised all that liis pre-

ceptor required—and the sacred books of the Hindoos

have never been translated."

The iirst and most noble tribe among the Hmdoos are

Bramins, who alone cau ofliciate in the priesthood, like

the Levites among the Jews. They are not, however, ex-

cluded from government, trade, or agriculture, though thev

are strictly prohibited from all menial offices. They must

be regularly admitted into the presence of their prince,

whenever they please, and every one who meets them on

the road must give way for them. They alone are allowed

to read the Feda, or sacred books, and to them is com-
mitted the instruction of the people; but they are not

permitted to assume the sovereignty.

There are several orders of Bramins. Those who mix

in society are said to be of depraved morals ; nor is this

to be wondered at, since they are exempt from the civil

jurisdiction, and are also taught, by their religion, that the

water of the Ganges will effectually wash away all their

crimes. The others, who live secluded from the world,

are either weak-minded men, or entliusiasts, who abandon

themselves, without reserve, to indolence and superstition

;

and their religion, which was anciently of the allegorical

and moral kind, has degenerated into extravagant and ob-

scene superstitions, owing to their having realized those

fictions, which were originally intended as mere symbols

of more important matters.

The Chehteree, or second cast, are those next in rank

to the Bramins, and from whom the Hindoo sovereigns

are invariably chosen.

The Bice, or Banians, who constitute the third cast,

are those people whose office or profession is trade and

merehandise. They have no peculiar religion, unless it

be, that two of the eight general precepts given by their

legislator, Brahma, to the Hindoo nation, are supposed

IHHKT I.

more immediately to relate to them, namely, those which
enjoin veracity in words and dealings, and avoiding all

practices of circumvention in buying and selling. They
are the great factors by whom most of the trade of India

is carried on; and are nut inferior to the Jews aiul Arnie-

nians, either in point of skill or experience, in whatever

relates to commerce. The chief agents of the East-India

Company are of this nation. They also act as bankeri

and can give bills of exchange for most cities in India.

As they believe in a transmigration of souls, they eat no

living creature, nor kill even noxious auimahs, but endea-

Vdur to release them when in the hands of others.

The Soodera, or fourth class, is the most numerous of

all, and comprehends all the labourers and artisans of

Hindoostau. These last are divided into as many classes

as dierc are followers of difterent arts; all the children

being invariably brought up to the profession of their

forefathers.

The temples or pagoilas of the Hindoos are stupendous,

but disgustful, stone buildings, erected in every capital,

and under the direction of the Bramins. To this, how-

ever, there are some exceptions; " for in proportion,"

says Dr. Robertson, the philosophical historian of India,

" to the progress of the different countries in opulence

and refinement, the structure of their temples graduallv

impioved. From plain buildings, tiiey became highly or-

namented fabrics, and some of them, both by their extent

and magnificence, are monuments of the power and taste of

the people by whom they were erected."

The pagoda of Seringham, superior in sanctity to

that of Chillambrum, surpasses it as much in grandeur;

and, fortunately, we can convey a more perfect idea of it,

by adopting the words of an elegant and accurate histo-

rian. " This pagoda is situated about a mile from the

western extremity of the island of Seringham, formed bv

the division of tiie great river Caveri into two chamicls.

It is composed of seven square enclosures, one within the

other, the walls of which are twenty-five feet high, and

four thick. These enclosures are three hundred aiitl lifiy

feet distant from one another, and each has four large

gates, with a square tower, which are placed, one in the

middle of each side of the enclosure, and opposite to the

four cardinal points. The outer wall is near four miles

in circumference, and its gateway to the south is orna-

mented with pillars, several of which arc single stones,

thirty-tlnee feet long, and nearly five in diameter; and those

which form the roof are still larger : in the inmost inclo-

sures are the chapels. Here, as in all the other great

pagodas of India, the Bramins live in a subordination

which knows no resistance, and slumber in a voluptuous-

ness which knows no wants."

There are several sects among the Hindoos; but their

differences consist <-ather in external forms than religious
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opiiiionit. They all believe in the immortality ..I' tin

1
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loiil, a Kute of hiturt- nwardft unri pimishiiicnts, luul

transmigration. The virtues of clnuity and hospituli'ty are
inculcated in the strongest manner, and exist Bniong t'hnn
both m theory and practice. " Hospitality," they say, "

is

commended to be exerciied even towards'an enemy, when
he Cometh ijito thine house; and good men extend their
chanty even to liie vilest animals; for the tree doth not
withdraw Its shade even firom the wood-cutter, nor doth the
moon withhold her light from the chaudalah." These pure
doefrmes, however, arc intermixed with many vile super-
^titions; and, besides their inferior deities, they have a
vast number of demi-gods, or deified heroes, who are sup-
posed to inhabit the air, the earth, and the waters; so that
tvery mountain, river, wood, &c. is supposed to be under
the protection of one of these tutelar deities.
The Hindoos pray thrice every day, at morning, noon,

and evening, turning their faces toward the east They
use many ablutions, and always wash before meals. Truits
flowers, mcense, and money, are usually „(1Vrcd in sacri-
hce to their idols

; but, for the dead, they ofier a particular
sort of cake, called pu„da. They all seem to worship fire •

or, at least they pay an extraordinary veneration to it!
Bishop Wilkins informs us, that they are enjoined to light
up a fire at certain times, which must be produced by the
fricMon of two pieces of wood, of a particular kind; and
the hre Uius produced is made use of for consuming their
sacrifices, burning their dead, and other solemn purposes.
They believe all religions to be equally acceptable to the
Supreme Being, and insist, that if the Author of the uni-
verse preferred one to another, it would have been impos-
sible for any other to have prevailed, than that which he
approved, tvery religion, therefore, they imagine to be
adapted to the country where it is established; and they
condude that all, .„ their original purity, are equally ac-

The religion of the Hindoos particularly enforces the
observance of hospitality

; and, on that account, theyco.,-
sider a person on a journey as a sacred object. A travel-
ler IS not only received with kindness, but his wants on the
road are anticipated. Chauderies, which are places i^arly
JTmiartocaravanseras, are built, in which he may enter
freely, lodge dress his provisions, if he have any, and de-
pa t without paying any thing. The hospitality would
certainly be greater, ,f the poor traveller could find also
something to eat; but a gratuitous asylum, in a country
« l.ere the chief want is shelter from the inclemency of the
climate, is, at least, a considerable accommodation.

Ihese chauderies are sometimes very spacious; they are
attended by a man, whose business it is to sweep „nd keepem clean. A traveller arrives, and, witln^ut ceremony,
takes possession of the house. Another comes ; the first
"'akes room for him; and the new comer, without saying

I A.

;i word, fixe* hiin»,.|f wherever he pleases. Tl... same rul«
.s observed till the cimudery is full. When the heat has
subsided, they proceed to the mxt halting-pjace. In th«
evening, each lies down to sleep, without order or .lis.inc
t"'»; but, ,f a European be present, they leave him a little
•orner to himself. Imiepend.ntly of the chauderies in
•>' near the villages, there are others at regular distance,
''" the rouds in the country, far from any other habitation.

I.e traveller, parched by an arden, .un, or assailed by a
>*tc.rm, ,n the midst of an immense plain, m.,! deprived of
every other resource, U.us finds an asylum from the iniu-
ries of the weather and cUmate. If water should not be
abundant in the neighbou.nood, they arc careful to di^
lurge pomls, in which men and animals may bathe, and
quench their thirst.

The erection of these chauderies is not only a principle
01 religion, but is even a mode of atonement for sins. The
rich arc ail anxious to have then, built, wherever ihev sup-
pose them to be necessary. A placeman, who has'made
»" 111 use of his authority, and acquired great riches by
'I ":it ineans, expects, by building such establishment., to
obtain forgiveness. To do good to travellers is to render
•misef agreeable to ,he Deity; and a man like this,
oaded with crimes, will die in tranquillity, persuaded that
he shall enjoy eternal felicity in the bosom of Brahma, if
he liave erected two or three chauderies.
There is a religious order among the Hindoos, called

l-aquirs
: these are a kiiul of mendicant friars, who make

vows of poverty and celibacy, and seem insensible both
to pleasure and pain. To obtain the favour of Brahma
they suffer most dreadful tortures; and the austcrties some
of them undergo are incredible to those that have not beeu
eye-witnesses of them; some stand for years upon one
foot, with their arms tied to the beam of a house, or branch
of a tree, by which means their arms settle in that posture,
and ever af^ter become useless; some sit in the sun, with
their faces.lookmg upwards, till they are incapable of al-
tering the position of their heads; the people, in all these
causes, thinking it an act of piety to cherish and support

The ordeal trials of melted lead, or boiling oil, as prac
used m India, are considered, by the Hindoos, iis a stand-
ing miracle. The ceitmony is performed with great so-
Jemnity. The party, who has appealed to this trial for his
innocence, whether on suspicion of murder, theft, conju-
ga mhdehty in the women, or even in denying a debt, is
publicly brought to (he side of a fire, on which is placed
a vessel of boiling .ater or oil, but most commonly melted
lead. Ihe prince or magistrates of the country being
present, nis hand is previously clean washed, and a leaf
of a particular tree, with the accusation written upon it,
IS girt round his waist; and then, on a solemn invocation
of the deity by theBramin, the person plunges in his hand,
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coops up the boiling fluid, tiiul, if he drawR it out un-

hurt, he i» absolved ; othtrwi<(o, he roceive-s tin- puniMJi.

mciit pre»<ribpd by th<! laws for the crime with wliirh he \n

charged. And no fimily believed is thin method of purga-

tion on that coast, that Mr. (irosc observes, even some of

the Indian Christians and Moors have voluntarily submit-

ted their cause to its decision.

Manners, Customs, ^r.] The complexion of the Hin-

doos is black; their hair is long; their persons are straight,

and well-formed ; their countenances open and pleasant;

•nd their walk, as well as their whole deportment, it ex-

tremely graceful.

The dress of the men is % white vest of silk, muslin, or

cotton, girt with a sash. The sleeves are very long; and

\\\t upper part of the garment is contrived to fit, so that

ihe wearer's shape may be seen. Under this is another,

fomewhat shorter. Their breeches descend so low, as to

cover tlieir legs ; they wear slippers, peaked like women's
shoes, into which they put their bare feet. Theii l^air is

tied up in a roll, over which they wear a small turbai

The dress of the women is a piece of white calico, r>#d

about the waist, which reaches to their knees, and the rest

is thrown across their shoulders, covering the breasts and
part of the back. Their hair, like that of the men, is

tied up in a roll, and adorned with jewels, or toys in imi-

tation of them. They have pendants in their ears, and
several strings of beads round their necks. They wear
rings on their fingers, and bracelets on their wrists and
ancles.

The Moors, or Mahometans, in India, wear turbans of
rich muslin, and their garments reach down to their feet.

Their sashes are tastefully embroidered, the ends being

decorated with gold and silver tissue. In their sashes they

usually stick their daggers, and they wear embroidered
slippers.

The Hindoos are, in general, very sober, and abstain

from all animal food ; the Bramins, in particular, never
cat any thing that has had animal life : currees of veget-
ables are their common diet, the chief ingredients of
which are turmeric, spices, and the pulp of the cocoa-nut.
They esteem miJk the purest food, and venerate the cow
almost as a divinity.

In nmnners, the inhaljitants of Hindoostan resemble
the other natives of Southern Asia. They are effeminate,
luxurious, and taught to affect a grave deportment. This
initiates them early into the arts of dissimulation; so that
they can caress tliose whom they hate, and even behave
with the utmost affability and kindness to such as they
intend to murder.

Their common salutation is, by lifting one or both hands
to the head, according to the quality of the person sa-

luted; but they never salute with the left-hand singly.

T^t salutation of a prince is, by bo«ing the body very
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low, putting the hand to the ground, then to the breast

and afterwards raising it to the head; this is repeated

twiet> ; and some full on their faces before a sovereign.

On visiting among friends, the master of the houK
never rises to receive his visitor, but requests him to nit

down by him on the carpet (for their fl<»ors are spreiid

with rich carpets); and betel and areka are offered him to

chew, which, as in the neighbouring countries, tliey have

almost continually in their mouths. I'hey sit and chew
together, but talk very little. They sometimes play it

cards, but are never out of temper v»hen they h)se, Thej
are remarkably fond of smoking : the poor roll up a leof

of tobacco, about four or five inches long, and, lighting

it at one end, smoke the other till it is about half ex-

hausted, and tlien throw it away.

Dancing-giris are generally engaged at public entertain-

ments, to entertain the company with a variety of danc's,

and perform plays by torch-light in the open air, wliicL

tliey execute willi great judgment. They embellish their

necks with carcanets, their arms with bracelets, and their

ancles with small gold or silver chains. In their noses

they wear jewels ; and some of them form black circle*

round the whites of their eyes.

The dance of these women is a cadenced movement,

performed to the sound of a drum, which a black beats

with his fingers, and which he accompanies with a song,

that, to ears of the least delicacy, would seem baibarous.

The mode of beating time is with a small bell, or cymbal,

M'hich the dancing-master holds in his hand. This bell, or

cymbal, he beats against the edge of another, of the same

kind, which produces a brisk vibrating sound, that animatei

the dancers, and gives precision to their movements. They
display, however, no elegant attitudes, but are full of ges-

ticulation ; and the motion of their arms seems to occupj

their whole care and attention. Sometimes, during the

dance, they play with Moorish poniards, an exercise in

which they appear to be very expert. " One of them, who
was considered as eminently dexterous," says M. Graiid-

pr6, " was sent for, one evening, to the house of the Mala-

bar chief, to dance in my presence. Seemingly, some one

had given her a hint; for she took infinite pleasure in

frightening me with her poniards, the points of which she

•presented to me suddenly, turning quickly round every

time she passed near me, but stopping with great precision

within a finger's breadth of my breast. This movement
was directed and timed by a stroke of the small cymbal,

which the dancing-master struck unawares at my ear, and

which never failed to make me start, to the great amuse-

ment of the crowd, which this exhibitiou generally drawk

together."

M. Thevenot givss an account of some extraordinary

feats of agility perfcrmed by a girl of thirteen or fourteen

years ui age, who diverted tlie company for th« space
i
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of two hours and upwards; and, amongst her other perw
formances, this appeared, to our author, to be extremely
difficult :

She sat down upon the ground, holding in her
mouth a long sharp sword, and, with her right-hand, she
took hold of her left foot, brought it up to her breast
then to her left side, and, without letting go her hold'
she put her head underneath her right arm, and, at the'

same time, brought her foot down along the small of hei
back, then quite under her, and this four or five times
witiiout resting, being always in apparent danger of
cutting her arm or her leg with the edge of the sword
Then with her left-hand and right-foot she performed tlie

1 A.
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same.

Tiie girl, having rested a little, a hole, two feet deep,
was dug in the ground, and filled with water, into which'
they threw a little clasp, which she was to fetch out
without touching it with her hands. To this end, she
placed her feet on the sides of the hole, turning herself
backwards till she rested upon her hands in the same place
where her feet had stood. Then, bending her arms, she
let down her head into the water to search for the clasp
which she missed the first time; but, making a second
attempt, and resting only on her left hand, she raised her-
self up again with the clasp at her nose.

After this, a man set the girl upon his head, and ran
full speed with her a considerable way, the girl not totter-
ing in the least. Then, setting her down, he took a large
round earthen pitcher, and put it upon his head, with the
mouth upwards; and, the girl having got on the top of
tlie pitcher, he carried her about as before. This he did
twice more, having once put the pitcher with the mouth
downwards, and the other time with the mouth sideways.
The man then took a basin, and placed it, bottom up-
vards, upon hi« head, with the pitcher upon it, and the
girl upon that, carrying her about with equal ease and se-
curity In the next place, he fixed in the basin a wooden
truncheon about a foot high, and as thick as one's arm
upon winch he caused the girl to stand upright, and ran
about with her, as he had done before. Sometimes she
stood upon one fool, holding the other in her hand, and
sometimes sat down upon the top of the truncheon. Then
the man put into the basin four wooden pins, about four
-nches high, placed in a square form, with a board upon
each of them, the breadth of two fingers, and upon tliese
four other pms, with boards upon them, making, as it
were, two stages above the basin. Then, the girl stand-
ing on the top of these little boards, th.; man carried her
about with the same swiftness ; and, though the wind was
I'lgb, she did not appear in the least afraid of falling.

! he manner of drinking among the Hindoos is remark-
able. Ihey religiously avoid touching the vessel which
contains the liquor with their lips, but pou. it into their
•-•ouths, holding tlie vessel at a distance: their idea is
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that they would be polluted by drinking any stagnant li-qu d. They will dnnk from a pump, or any running^tream
but not out of a pool. ^ aucwn.

The most usual method of travelling is in a palanquin
which IS a kind of couch, covered witlfan arched canopy'and furnished with cushions, a quilt, and pillows, ^'t'

«pnght, or loll at his ease. It is commonly carried bvfour men, two before and two behind, by means of poleJthe ends of which a^e placed on their shoulders'
^

'

Ihere are m this country several other methods of carnage one of which is the hackree, drawn by oxen, some'of which W.11 go as fast as horses on a full trot. The^eoxen, which are generally white and very large, are k.ptas s eek and clean as possible; and, as a conl'ast to ttwhiteness of their skins, their horns are painted wiUi ashming b a„.k and bells are commonly huifg about thei
ecks. Ihe hackrees are open on three sides, covered onthe top, and made to hold two people, sitting ross-le.ged

with a pillow at their backs, to recline upon : and, i.^oSer
to concea the ladies who may travel in then, they have
either folding blinds, or painted cloth, falling down 1open sides. Each hackree has its driver; but'in Bengal
he most eminent of the Hindoo merchants ride on horse-
back, or ma chaise, richly ornamented, and the reinsadorned with silver or gold studs. The beasts commonly
used for draught and carriage are oxen, which are very
swift of foot and will carry a man twenty or thirty miles
a day

;

and there are caravans of them, which sometimes
amount to eight thousand.

I TJ' i^"'"',
'" "'"•^«"«'»" '^'^ of t^vo kinds, those builtby the Moguls, and those by the original Indians. Thehouses of the former are all in the Persian taste ; mi ,h«rt

they seem to imitate the Persians in every thing ; like them'
they have elegant gardens, with pavilions, fountains, cas-'
cades, &c.

As the Hindoo inhabitants, throughout the country, are
twenty or thirty to one of the others, most of the princi-
pal towns consist of the habitations of the former, which
are, .'or the most part, very mean : in front of these houses
are sheds, on pillars, under which the natives expose their
goods to sale, and entertain their friends or acquaintance •

there are no windows opening to the streets; and even the
palaces of their princes have not any external eleganc*
Hie apartments in the houses of the wealthy are orna-
mented chiefly with looking-glasses, which are purchased
of Europeans, and many of their ceilings are inlaid with
mother-of-pearl and ivoiy. Tlie private rooms are always
in the back part of the housRs, for the bracr security of
the women.

The marriages of the Hindoos are conducted with the
utmost splendor and extravagance; the little bride ana
bridegroom, who are frequently only three or four yeais

;^-*
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old, are, for several nights, carried through the streets,

richly dressed, and adorned with the finest jewels their pa-
rents can procure, preceded by flags, music, and a mul-
titude of lights. The astrologer having fixed, on a fortu-

nate hour, they are taken to the house, where the father

of the bride lives, and, being seated opposite to each
other, with a tabl»> between, they join their hands across
It, and the priest covers both their heads with a kind of
hood, which remains spread over them about a quarter of
an hour, while he prays for their happiness, and gives
them the nuptial benediction ; after which their heads are
uncovered, and all the company are sprinkled with rose-
water and perfumes. The evening concludes with a mag-
nificent entertainment, and sometimes the festival lasts

several days.

The Hindoo women treat their husbands with extraor-
dinary respect and tenderness : their conduct is, in general,

blameless, and very few are ever known to violate the mar-
riage-bed. They are entirely in the power of their hus-
bands, to whom they bring no other fortune besides their

clothes, and perhaps two or three fdmale-slaves. They
begin to bear children at twelve years of age, and some-
times younger; for Mr. Grose says, he has seen them
pregnant in their tenth year; but they seldom have any
after they are thirty years old, and frequently, before that
time, they lose their bloom, and all that plumpness and
delicacy, for which they :.; 3 justly remarkable.

With respect to the funerals of the Hindoos, some of
them bury the body, and others bum it. Mr. Grose
saw both these ceremonies performed at Bombay. The
first he mentions, was one who buried his wife, a young
woman of about twenty years of age. Those who accom-
panied the husband dug a pit, in the form of a well, on
one side of which was a niche for the corpse to be placed
in a sitting posture, with room sufficient for a plate of raw
rice, and a jar of water, by her side. The pit was no
sooner ready, than she was put into it, with all her clothes
and jewels, exactly as she wore them when alive; but she
uas no sooner placed, than her husband, who stood by,
jumped into the grave, and very composedly took off all
her jewels, and brought them up with him; after which
the pit was filled up.

The ceremony of burning is performed in the follow-
ing manner: Having washed and dressed the corpse, the
relations and friends carry it on a bier to a small dis-
tance from the town. This is usually done the next day;
but, jf a person die in the morning, hu body is always
burnt the same evening; for, in these hot countries, a
corpse will not keep long. The funeral-pUe is usually
prepared near some river or pond; and, if he be a person
of wealth, grent quantities of fragrant wood are mixed
with the fuel. Mr. Grose was present at burning the
corpse of a youth of about eighteen years of age, the son

]

[part I,

was prepared on the
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of a Banian. The funeral ile

beach, the father assisting at bare-headed, and dressed

in such coarse tattered garments as are usually worn on
such mournful occasions. As soon as the corpse is placed
on the pile, and some prayers muttered by the attending

Bramin, fire is set to it at one of the corners, when it

soon blazes up, and consumes the body to ashes, without
any noisome smell. What particularly excited our author's

attention was the behaviour of the father, who, accord-

ing to the Hindoo custom, of its being always the next

and dearest relation that sets fire to the pile, walked tlirice

round it, with a' sort of desperate haste, and then, with

his face averted, thrust his hand behind him, and set fire

to it ; after which, he roiled himself in the sand, and smote
upon his aged breast, with the appearance of extreme
agony.

The Bramins are represented, by ancient travellers, as

having been accustomed to terminate their own lives on
funeral-piles, lighted up by diemselves ; but to what re-

finement on cruelty this custom was extended to helpless

females, has not appeared. This horrid practice, however,
is now nearly abolished in India, and is chiefly confined to

the cast of the Bramins. When an individual of this cast

dies, one of his wives is bound to exhibit this dreadful

proof of her affection. This lamentable sacrifice is not

imposed upon them by law, for they may refuse to make it;

but in that case they lose their character, are held in disho-

nour, and are deprived of their cast; a misfortune so iii.

tolerable, that they prefer to it the alternative of being burnt

alive. Nature, however, revolts in some of these widows,
and, it is probable, if left to themselves, that they would
never consent to so cruel a sacrifice ; but the old women
and priests are incessantly importuning them, and repre-

senting, that after death the most exquisite happiness will

be their lot ; and, as they are commonly young, it is no
difficult matter to triumph over their weakness and irre-

solution.

The manner in which this sacrifice is performed, varies

in different places. As practised in Bengal, it is horrible.

The funeral-pile of the husband is erected near a wall, with
just space enough between for a single person to pass,

that the widow may walk, as is the custom, three times

round it. A hole is made in the wall, at the height of the

pile, in which a beam, upwards of twenty feet long, is

placed, with a rope fastened to the end of it, and hanging
to the ground, for the purpose of making it oscillate.

^

When the widow has performed her ambulations, and
taken off her jewels, which she distributes among her com-
panions, she ascends the pile, and lies down, embracing
the corpse of her husband. The beam is then put into

motion, and falls upon her 30 heavily as to break her

loins, or deprive her, at least, of the power of moving,
The Dile is then se^ on fire, and the music striking up,
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contribute,, with the shoi.ts of the people, to drown ti.e
noise of her groans, and she is thus, in the full sen«e of
rhe expression, burnt alive.

'n.e following account of the burning of a Hindoo wo-man, on the funeral-p,le of her deceased husband, is taL^,from the voyages of Stavorinus, who was an eye"wi Lss o
the ceremony.-" We found the body of t'he d irsed
l>n.g upon a couch, covered with a piece of white cotto'i
a« streH.d wuh betcl-.eaves. The wo.nan, who w 1'
e the v.ct.n,, sat upon the couch, with her f ce turned tdat of the deceased. She was richly adorned, and held aTIT - "''''"''""' ""'^ "''''='• '^''^ ^'«veaway the ti.es from (he body. She seemed like one burieH

... the n.ost profound meditation, yet betrayed no ig':?

.ernately, till the pile was five^Si' ^t".
^^ ^°«« '^l-

^vHoiewas .e„ sZ... :^zJ:%x;^::^
''iwhite cotton sheet, which had been washed in the oLefwas then spread over the pile, and the whole vvaTrefdvtor the reception of the victim. ^

"
J'"

"
'f^^^.

«'^« "«^v admonished by a priest that i.was time to bedn the ritp« «!, l ^ ' " '^

plicte favour. f,„ u„„, 'r";
'""I

.
!>«»;* her to „p.

o.n..f.,..„,o„':Xe^::x-;-»;w.
«™ment,. Her head «.„ covered wi.l, , • 7 '^'

- a c,„,h „a. .ied „„„d he, b^dy" ;j.l7'
'*

put some parched rice.
^ P"^**'**

"She then took a farewell of her friend* .nW
ducted, by two f)f h^r ft..« i i •

'"^""*' '>«« was con-

^'le placed a liff IA„ fU ,
^ *"^ ^^"^ ^untl,

'0.. cJ, ers o the "- ;

'"?"» '"""P »^ ^^^^'^ of the

"S'u-si enex o thf ,'

'J" 'u'.''"^^^''
^°-" «" 'he

both her ar^s a niece
''\''''^'^ «»- '^-braced with

' ,y^ , ,

™'' '^ P"'ce of white cotton w«« spreid -^v ,-

*4o„rhai"::t:cti;::r;:fr

1 7\.

791 79
jewels came with a burning torch, and set the straw onhre, and, m a moment, the whole was in « T mf
"oise of the drnms, ai,d the shol?f ,h

'' ^^"^

s"ch. that the shreks of 1 I
«f '^e spectators, were

-red any, cIiJ:^^l^:t;r ^'-' ' "^^

vew:Xb:di;:^:!:ri^^-^'-"^-ra

" leagues custdnce, resolved to rf>l<>h.-»< l-
obsequies by burning herself alive. 1„ ai„ trftpresented to her, that die news was uncerrin ^ Lwas capable of making her cha„„P .t

"[*" "
'
"othing

taken. We saw her !r!Z tl IcTofT t ''^'

with such extraordinary gaiety and confiden ^ t""&
persuaded she had stuDiin

'=''"<i*'ence, that I was

the head of the re^f^ r\
'"'"' "'"^ ^P'"""" ^t

gors a,„«, 3„d ,^.g^^ ^^^^ j^^^j with a pjfus
' ;

jewels and bracelets. A trooo ofmZ
P'^°^"'"on of

dren, followed, and clofed the^Le s"r"s\":r^^
V10U31 he, herself in .he rivl;h:ri m^tt^ot^husband without any defilement. The funeralXwa;made of apricot-wood, mixed with branches of sandal Idcinnamon. She beheld it afar off with coHtemnt U
preached it with apparent composure she eok'lee'o;her friends and relations, and distributed her orn melamongst them. I kept myself near her, on ho eSalong with two English merchants. Judging, peip'by my countenance, that I was sorry for Li.?'
me, she threw me one of her bracdet wh^^ Vllktcaught hold of When she was seatec ^n the op o t epile, the attendants set fire to it, and .he poured on herhead . vesse of fragrant oil, which the L immedLelyseized on

: thus she was stifled in a .r
• .

"'^^'^^^'J'

observed to alter her countenar-.
ants threw in several cruses of r
filled the air with frightful crie«

consumed, her ashes were thro-.v, « J.e river
"

History.} Zinghis Khan, who invaded Hindoostan iuhe yerr ,22,, and compelled the emperor to fors k h!apital IS said to have given the name of Mogul to IncirLong before Tamerlane, descended in 'the female liefrom that conqueror, Mahometan princes had made conquests, and e^ablished themselves in India. Aft r „ a"revolutions, Tamerlane entered India, at the end of the>car i3y», and rendered himself sovereign of anenmirewhich extended from Smyrna to the bank: of the GangTIhe ^story of the successors of Tamerlane, who reig'ed

years, has been variously reprcse.ited
; but all writer.

',
'. ithout being

^ of *he assist-

Je the fire, and
•le was entirely
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Hgree, that they were magnificent and despotic princes;

that they committed their provinces to rapacious go-

vernors, or to their own sons, by which their empire was

often miserably torn in pieces. At length, the famous

Aurengzebe, in the year 1667, though the youngest among

many sons of the reigning emperor, after defeating all his

brethren, ascended the throne, and may be considered as

the real founder of Hie empire. After his decease the em-

pire was disputed by several of his descendants, most of

whom had the imperial sway but a short time, till Shah

Jehan was put in tranquil possession. He was succeeded,

in 1719, by a prince of the Mogul race, who assumed the

name of Mahommed Shah : but having pursued measures

obnoxious to his principal general, that officer invited

Nadir Shah, otherwise Kouli Khan, the Persian monarch,

to invade Hindoostan. The invasion of Nadir Shah may

be considered as putting a period to the greatness of the

Mogul empire in the house of Tamerlane. Nadir, how-

ever, when he had sufficiently enriched himself, reinstated

Mahommed Shah ; but a general defection of the provinces

ensued. This circumstance was followed by an invasion

from Achmet Abdallah, treasurer to Nadir Shah, who

being assassinated in 1747, Achmet put himself at the head

of a powerful army, marched against Delhi, and being op-

posed by the Mogul's eldest son, Abmed Shah, a war

was carried on with various success, and Mahommed Shah

died before its termination. His son Achmet then as-

cended the imperial throne, and reigned about seven

years.

About this time the Mogul empire may be said to have

been virtually dissolved ; for the Portuguese formed some

settlements in India, which were followed by those of the

Dutch. The French power began to predominate in

1749, but closed in 1761, with the loss of their principal

settlement, Pondicherry. The English, as merchants,

had long held small settlements in Hindoostan, but the ex-

pedition into Tanjore, in 1749, was the first enterprise

against a native prince. Other contests followed, con-

cerning Arcot, in the Carnatic. In 1756, the fort of Cal-

cutta, the principal settlement of the English in the pro-

vince of Bengal, was taken by the nabob, and many of our

tountrymen were barbarously sufiered to perish in a con-

fined prison, called the Black-hole, as already related.

The battle of Plassey, fought in June, 1757, laid the

foundation of the subsequent power of the English in

India. Lord Clive, governor of Bengal, in 1765, ob-

tained a grant from the nominal Mogul of Bengal, Bahar,

and Orissa, on condition of paying him an annual tribute.

In 1 767, the English were engr.ged in a war with Hyder

Ally, a niiiitary adventurer ; wiio had dethroned iht lineal

sovereign of Mysore, and usurped the supreme authority,

under the title of regent.

Hyder Ally, dying in 1783, was succeeded by his son,

[part I.

Tippoo Sultan, who, of all the native princes in India,

proved the most formidable to the British government,

and the most hostile to its authority. The peace of Man.

galore, in 1784, had, it was supposed, secured hig fidelity

by very feeble ties ; and the splendid embassy which he

shortly afterwards dispatched to France, afforded reason

to apprehend that some plan was concerted between the old

government of tliat country and the tyrant of Mysore, for

the annoyance of Great Britain in its Indian possessions;

but this plan was happily defeated.

The increasing power of Tippoo was not less formida-

ble to the Dutch than to the English ; and the vicinity of

Cochin, their most flourishing settlement on the continent

of India, to the territories of that aspiring monarch, made

them entertain the greatest apprehensions for its safety.

From the vicinity of Cranganore and Acottah to his bouii-

dary, and their situation within the territory of an acknow-

ledged tributary to Mysore, (the rajah of Cochin,) the pos-

session of them was a most desirable object with Tippoo,

In the month of June, 1789, he marched a formidable

force towards Cranganore, with a professed intention of

making himself master of it. Unable to retain the posses-

sion of the forts themselves, and fearing for a settlement

of superior value, the Dutch readily entered into a nego-

ciation with the rajah of Travancore for the purchase of

them. That politic people easily saw, that, by placing

them in his hands, they erected a most powerful barrier, no

less than the whole force of Great Britain, (who \\ss

bound by treaty to assist him,) against the encroachmenb

of their ambitious neighbour upon their settlement of Co-

chin. The imprudence of the rajah, in entering upoi

such a purchase while the title was disputed, drew down

upon him the heaviest censures from the government at

Madras ; and he was repeatedly cautioned not to proceed

in the negociation. Such, however, were the ardour and

temerity of the rajah in making this acquisition, that he

not only concluded tlie purchase with the Dutch, but

even treated with the rajah of Cochin, without the privily

of Tippoo, though he was the acknowledged tributary of

that prince, for some adjacent territory.

Tippoo could not remain an indifferent spectator ef I

these transactions. He insisted on the claim which Ik

retained over these forts, in consequence of their beiug

conquered by his father, and on the ground of a subse-

quent conipromifie. He asserted, that, according to the

feudal laws, no transfer of them could take place without
[

his consent, as sovereign of Mysore ; and, on the 29tli 1

"

December, he made a direct attack, with a considerabk

force, upon the lines of Travancore. On receiving a re-

1

monstrance from the British government of Fort bt

George, however, he desisted, and remained perfectl;|

quiet for nearly three months, though still asserting lii>

claims to the fmidal sovereignty of the forts.
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On the l8t of March, 1790, the rajah's troops made an
offensive attack upon Tippoo, wlio had continued quiet
within his lines from the auth of December. An engaoe-
ment took place

;
and the British governnu-nt conceiv'Ld

themselves bound to take an active part. No period ap-
peared more favourable to humble Tippoo, if that were
the object of tiie British administration. Willi all the
other powers of India we were not only at peace, but
treaties of alliance existed between Great Britain and the
two most powerful states of India, the Aizani and the
Mahrattas; and both declared themselves in j)erfect readi-
ness to assist in crushing the rising jmwer of Mysore
Three campaigns accordingly ensued: The lirst com-

menced m June, 179O, and concluded with that year It
was confined below the Ghauts. The second campaign
contained the capture of Bangalore, which fixed the seat
of war in the enemy's c.untry, an.i concluded with the
retreat of Lord Cornwallis from Suringapatam, towards
the end of May, 1791. The third commenced about that
time, and terminated in March, 1 792.
The following brief account of the progress and termi-

nation of tins war is taken from a narrative drawn up bv
Major Dnom, from journals and other authentic docu-
ments.

The narrative commences with unfavourable circum-
stances: the retreat of the. ^vo armies under General
Abercrombie and Lord Cornwallis; tn. loss of cannon in
both; an epidemic distemper among the cattle; and a
dreadfu scarcity of grain. " These evils, however," says
oar author, "vanished by degrees, the junction of L
Mahrattas afforded a supply of necessaries; and arrange-
ments were made for obtaining in future the most ample
and regular provisions of bullocks and grain, and for re-
placing the battering-guns. On the return of the army
to the vicimty of Bangalore, the operations began, which
were to secure the communication with the Carnatic, and
reduce the power of the enemy in those parts. The Bri-
Ush force was immediately and successfully employed to
reduce Oussour, Rayacotta, and the other hill-forts com-
manding the Policode pass. Tlie next object M-as the
forts to the north-east of Bangalore, which interrupted the
communication with the Nizam's army, and with the Car-
natic, by that route. These being soon reduced, Nundy-
'Iroog, built on the summit of a mountain, about one thou-
»and seven hundred feet in height, a place of greater mag-
mtude and strength, was attacked, and, after being l.esieged
h^om September 22, was carried by assault on the 18th of
October, in spite of obstacles which might have been
deemed msurmountable.

DlZVllT' ''J

**"'1^"^"'«"« "«''« *«-• tl-at purpose, sup-
P'>es of al kinds now came in from the Carnatic. Pona-gra was taken at the end of October, and Kitsdagheri at-tacked on the 7th of November: tliis was almost the onK-
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enterprise that was not completely successful; the lower
fort and pettah were taken, but the upper fort maintained

defence and the attack was relinquished. It seems,
tlut t could only have been carried by a coup^e-mai,
which unluckily failed. On the second of the saCmonth
another instance of iH-success happened to us : the reliefo Coimbetore having been prevented, that garrison wasob^ed to capitulate toKummeer-nd-deen Khtn, on termwinch lippoo did not afterwards ftilfil.

" Savendroog or the Rock of Death, bore witness, inthe month o December, to the ardour and perseverance
of the British troops. This fortress, standing in the way
between Bangalore and Seringapatam, is a vast mountain
of rock, and is reckoned to rise above half a mile in per-
pendicular height, from a base of eight or ten miles in cir-
cumference. Embraced by walls on every side, and de-
fended by cross-walls and barriers, wherever it was deemed
accessible, this huge mountain had the further advantage
of being divided above by a chasm, which separates theupper part into two hills, which, having epch their de-
fences, form two citadels, capable of being maintained,
...dependent of the lower works, and affording a secure
retreat which should encourage the garrison to hold out
to the last extremity. It i« „ot less famed for its noxious
atmosphere, occasioned by the surrounding hills and woods,
than for Its wonderful size and strength. Hence it derives
Its formidable name.

"The sultan is said to have flattered himself, that be
fore this place, half the Europeans would die of sickness
and the other half be killed in the attack; he was, how-
ever mistaken. The garrison trusted more to the strength
of the place than to their own exertions, and, on the 21st
of December, only the eleventh day of the siege, this for-
tress, hitherto deemed impregnable, was taken by assaultm less than an hour, in open day, without the loss of a
.nan, only one private soldier having been wounded.

"Outredroog, and other forts, fell successively after
this brilliant success. The forces of the allies were not
equally fortunate during the same interval. The army of
the Nizam, after a long siege of Gurram-condah, drew off
to join our forces, and only left the place blockaded. To
make amends for this failure, the Mahiatta army, under
Purseram Bhow, assisted by our engineers, took Hooly
Onore, Bankapoor, Simoga, and other places. By the
latter end of January, 1792, the whole allied forces, ex-
cepting the Bombay army, was assembled in the vicinity
of Hooleadrooar.

" We now come to the operations against Seringapatam.
On the 1st of February, 1792, the allies began then- march,
and by two o'clock on the 5th they encamped across the
valley of Milgotah, only six miles from the position of
iippoo, before Seringapatam. It could not well be ex-
pected by the sultan, that he should receive so early an
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attack as Lord Comwallis destined for him. His camp
was strongly situated, and fortified by a bound-hedge and

several redoubts. Nevertheless, after causing his position

to be reconnoitred in the morning of the sixdi, the com-
mander-in-chief issued orders for the attack that very

evening. The army was to march at night in three divi-

sions, and without cannon. The plan of attack was indeed

bold beyond the expectation of our army; but, like a dis-

covery in science, which excites admiration when dis-

closed, it had only to be known, to meet w ith general ap-

plause.

" The result of this operation was, that Tippoo was

driven from his camp into Seringapatam, all his redoubts

taken, and a lodgment established on the island, in a strong

position, where Lieutenant Stuart remained posted. All

possible preparations were made, from this time, for tak-

ing the capital by assault : and they w ere such as probably

would have been crowned with full success. On the I6tli

of February, ihe Bombay army, under General Aber-

crombie, after overcoming various obstacles, joined the

main army, and remained posted to the north-west of the

city.

"On the 19th, it was stationed on the south side of the

Caveri, in a situation that seemed to give the sultan much
uneasiness. However, after attacking the advanced post of

this army, on the night of the 21st, Tippoo made no fur-

ther effort; and, on the 24th, when the preparations for

the general assault were in great forwardness, it was an-

nounced, that preliminaries of peace were settled. The
conferences for this purpose had begun on the 15th; but

the operations on both sides continued till the 24th. After

the cessation of arms, the conduct of Tippoo was so equi-

vocal and suspicious, as to make it necessary, on the part

of the British, to renew the preparations for the siege.

Overawed, at length, by the firmness and decision of Lord
Cornwallis, and probably alarmed by the discontent of

his own people, the sultan reluctantly submitted to the

terms proposed ; and on the 19th of March the copies of

the delinitive treaty were delivered, by his sons, to Lord
Cornwallis andtW agents of the allied princes.

" The substance of the treaty was, that Tippoo was to

cede one half of his dominions to the allied powers; that

he was to pay three crores and thirty lacks of rupees ; that

all prisoners were to be restored ; and that two of the sul-

tan's eldest sons were to become hostages for tlie perform-

ance of the treaty."

The victories which had forced the sultan to sign this

treaty served, for a short time, to suppress his ambition

;

but he still retained the same hatred of the British go-

vernment, and resolved to revenge himself, whenever he
should have an opportunity of resuming his arms. The
war which took place between England and France, in

consequence of the French revoludon, seemed to present
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such an opportunity, and Tippoo willingly listened to the

suggestions of French emissaries, that, by entering into

an alliance with that republic, he might receive from it

such aid and support, as should not only enable him to

regain the territory he had lost, but entirely to expel the

English from Asia, and share their territories with the

French.

In the month of February, 1 798, a proclamation was

issued, by the governor-general of the isle of France, im-

porting that an embassy had arrived at that place, with

letters from Tippoo Sultan, addressed not only to the

governor of that island, but to the executive directory of

France, proposing to conclude an offensive and defensive

alliance with the French; and to conmience against the

Brilish power in India a war of aggression, for which he

declared himself to be fully prepared. The proclamation

concluded, by offering encouragement to the subjects of

France to enter into the service of the sultan, on terms to

be fixed with his ambassadors. The circumstances at-

tending this proclamation, on enquiry, established the fact,

that Tippoo had actually concluded an alliance with the

French ; and it also appeared, that he had dispatched an

embassy to Zemaun Shah, the sultan of the .A. bdalli, tiie

object of which could be no other than to encourage tiiat

prince in the prosecution of his long-intended invasion of

Hindoostan. The French expedition to Egypt, likewise,

in the same year, appeared to have for its ultimate object

the execution of a plan of invasion of the British settle-

ments in India.

In consequence of these transactions, Lord Morning-

ton, then governor-general of Bengal, addressed a letter to

Tippoo Sultan, in which he expressed his surprise and

concern at the intercourse he maintained, and the alliance

he had formed, with the French
;
proposing to send to him

Major Doveton, who might more fully explain the sole

means which appeared effectual for removing all distrust

and suspicion, and establishing peace and good under-

standing on the most durable foundation. His lordship,

at the same time, expecting but little satisfaction from the

negociation he had thus offered to open, determined

promptly to assemble the armies on the coast of Coromau.

del and Malabar; and directed, all his attention to

strengthen and improve the defensive alliance coacluded

with the Nizam and the Paishwa of the Mahrattas. He also

gave orders to the government of Fort St. George, to com-

plete the equipment of dieir battering-train, and to advance

it, with all practicable dispatch, to the most eligible station

on the frontier of the Carnatic, with a view of proceeding

towards Seringapatam, if such a movement should become

necessary.

No other answer was received from Tippoo than vagui

professions of a wish to maintain peace and amity. The

sultan, however, declined receiving Major Doveton, al*
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ledging that no means more effectual could be devised timn
the treaties and engagements already entered into, to give
stability to the foundations of friendship and harmony^ or
to promote the welfare and advantage of all parties.

As it was now sufficiently obvious, that the sultan only
wished to gain time and increase his strength, Lord Morn-
ington determined to avail himself of the superiority of
his force, and commence hostilities immediatelv Ac
cordingly, on the 3d of February, 1 799, he directed Lieu-
tenant-General Harris to enter the territory of the Mysore
with the army assembled under his command: and, on the
same day, issued orders to Lieulenant-General Stuart to
be prepared to co-operate from Malabar; and signified to
Rear-Adnnral Rainier, and to the several allies of the com-
pany, that he now considered the British government in
India to be at war with Tippoo.
The army of Bombay, under the command of Lieute-

aant-General Stuart, arrived at the head of the Poodi-
chernun-ghaut on the 25th of February, and took post at
Seedapoor and Seedasere on the 2d of March. The anny
of Madras, under Lieutenant-General Harris, entered the
territory of Mysore on the 5th of March, and commenced
Its operations by the f-eduction of several forts upon the
frontier. On the 6th of March, Tippoo passed his own
frontier, and attacked a detachment of the army of Bom-
bay, under Lieutenant-Gener^l Stuart, the total strength of
whose entire army did not amount to six thousand effec
tive men. The attack of the enemy was sustained by
a body not exceeding two thousand men, and the sultan's
army was final y defeated and dispersed before General
htuart could collect the whole of his divided force
Inconsequence of this signal defeat, Tippoo retreated

^'uuT^^' f ^"""P"^'""' '«nd remained there until the
nth of March, without makh.g any attempt to molest the
amiy He then returned to Seringapatam, whence, in a
tew days, he moved to meet Lieutenant-General Harris
and the army of Madras, between which and the forces of
lippoo an engagement took place on the 27Ui of March
in which the sultan was completely defeated, and driven
from every post whi^h he attempted to maintain. Gene-
ral Harris then proceeded on his march, without the least
interruption, till, on the SOth, he crossed the Caveri, withm whole army, and, on the 5th of April, encamped within
"0 miles of Seringapatam, which he resolved to besiege
immediately.

"i-«ege

arm?h"r 't ^^ ^^"^' '''' "'"^ of Bombay joined the
a my before Seringapatam. A large body of the enemy's
cavalry had attended them closely during their march fromp .

— -•"'^'-v ""'"ig iiieirii]
reriapatam, but without producing anv effect. On the
"^ghtof the 20th, General Harris received a letter from
^'Ppoo Sultan, expressive of a desire to open a negocia-"on for peace To this overture the genial repli:d by
transmitting a draft of preliminaries, founded on instruc-

tions with which he had been furnished by the Governor
general; and which were, in substance, that" Tippoi?.
should deliver all Frenchmen, or natives of the island of
Mauritius or Bourbon, or of any other countries now sub-
ject to France, as also all Europeans, natives or subjects
of countries at war with Great Britain, to be treated as
prisoners of war; that he should renounce all connection
vvith the French nation; that he should cede one half of
the dominions, of which he was in possession before the
war, to the allies; that he should pay two crores of ru-
pees (above two million steriing); and that he should send
as hostages, four of his sons, and four of his principal
officers, together with half the required treasure, within
forty-eight hours, to the camp of the allies.-To these
propositions the sultan replied, that they were weighty
and could not be brought toa conclusion without the in
tervention of ambassadors. General Harris, considering
this as evidently intended to gain time, refused to admit
any ambassadors, unless accompanied by the hostages and
specie reqiured. ^

The batteries began to batter in breach on the 30th of
April ,^and, by tlie 3d of May, the walls were so much de-
sb-oyed, that an arrangement was made for assaulting the
place on U,e following day, when the breach was reported
practicable. The .oops, intend..! to be employed^were
stationed in the trenches early in the morning of the 4th
that no extraordinary movement might lead the enemy to
expect the assault, which it was determined to make in
the heat of the day, as the time best calculated to insure -^iT
success, since the troops of the sultan would then be

'

least prepared to oppose the attack. Accordingly, at one
o clock the troops began to move from the trenches
crossed the rocky bed of the Caveri, and mounted to the
assault, m spite of every obstacle which the difficulty of
the passage and the resistance of the enemy could oppose.
Iheir impetuous attack was completely successful. Re-
sistance, however, continued to be made from the palace
of lippoo, for some time after all firing had ceased from
the works. Two of his sons were there, who, on assur-
ance of safety, surrendered to the British troops; and
guards were placed for the protection of the family, most
of whom were in the palace. It was soon after reported,
that T .ppoo Sultan had fallen ; and that many of his chiefs
were slain. Measures were immediately adopted to stop
the confusion, at firct unavoidable in a city strongly gar-
risoned, crowded with inhabitants, with their property in
rums from the fire of a numerous artillery, and taken by
assault. ^

The princes having been removed to the British camp
search w^s made for the body of the sultan; which, after
much difficulty, was found in one of the gates, under a
heap of slam. He had been shot through the head, and
bayonetted in three parts of his body, as he attempted
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to escape. The corpse was next day recognised by the

family, and interred with the honours due to Im rank.

Tippoo Sultan was, when he fell, about fifty years of

age. He was about five feet nine inches high ; his face

was round, with large full eyes; and his countenance full

of fire and animation. In his disposition, he was naturally

cruel, passionate, and revengeful. It is probable, that his

abilities have been over-rated, and that he was neither so

wise a statesman, nor so able a general, as he has been re-

presented. Though he possessed a considerable share of

prudence, as not, in general, wanting ei'her promptitude

[PAKT I.

or judgment, he at last fi II a victim to ill-conceitcd

schemes, dictated by his anibilion and thirst of revenge.

The death of this restless and ambitions prin<;e has

g on a security to the British possessions of Hindoostaii,

W!iich they never could have liad during his life. 111,

territories have been divided between the Uritish, the Ni
zam, and the Paishwa of the Mahrattas, except certain

districts of Mysore, which have been assigned to a descend-

nit of the ancient IJajalis of Mysore, who is to pay an

annual subsidy to the British government of seven lacks of

pagodas, or seventy thousand pounds sterling.

CHAPTER JV:

INDIA BEYOND THE GANGES.

T Situation, Boundaries, S(c.

HIS peninsula, comprising the wide and various re-

gions between Hindoostan and China, is situated between

one and thirty degrees of north latitude, and between

ninety-two and a hundred and nine degrees of east longi-

tude. Its length is about two thousand miles ; its breadth

one thousand ; and it is computed to contain a surface of

741,500 square miles. It is bounded by Tibet and China

on the north ; by China and the Chinese Sea, on the east

;

by the same sea and the Straits of Malacca, on the south

;

and by Hindoostan and the Bay of Bengal, on the west.

Divisions.'] India beyond the Ganges is divided into

the Birman empire, comprising Ava, Pegu, and Aracan;

the kingdoms of Siam, Cochin-China, Achein, and Ton-
quin; ai' 1 the countries of Malacca, Laos, Cambodia, and

Chiamjt
,

; which, for the sake of perspicuity, we shall

describe under different sections.

SECTIO^' L

THE BIRMAN EMPIRE.

Climate, Soil, and Productions.'] The climate of Jva
is extremely salubrious ; the seasons are regular ; and the

extremes of heat and cold seldom experienced ; at least,

the duration of the intense heat, which immediately pre-

cedes the commencement of the rainy season, is very short.

The soil is remarkably fertile, and produces as luxuriant

crops of rice as are to be found in the finest parts of

Bengal. Sugar-canes, tobacco of a superior quality, in-

digo, cotton, and different tiopical fruits, in perfection,

me all iudigeuoas products of this fertile country. Ava

produces likewise the best teak-timber, or Indian oak,

which, for ship-l)uLlding, in warm climates, is superior to

European oak. It abounds in mines of gold, silver, rubies,

and sapphires; it also affords amethysts, garnets, ver)

beautiful chrysolites, jasper, loadstone, and marble.

Of citiudrnpeds, there are elks, elephants, and most

others, both domestic and wild, that are common in tJie

southern kingdoms of Asia.

Pegu, being situated between the tropics, is flooded,

when the sun is vertical ; but the slime left by the waters

fertilizes the low lands. The higher ground is parched

with intense heat, after the rains have ceased; and the

natives are obliged to water tiieir fields by the communi-

cation of small channels from cisterns and reservoirs.

The hills of Pegu are clothed with fine wood, and

the bamboos are of great utility to the natives. The

country abounds with oranges, lemons, citrons, figs, pome-

granates, bananas, durians, mangoes, goyvas, cocoa-nuts,

tamarinds, pine-apples, &c.

The inhabitants use a great quantity of rice, and some

wheat : they have plenty of garden-stuff", which is a tliief

part of their food. They have also pulse of various kinds,

good poultry, and a variety of fish. In some of the royal

parks are ponds of clear water, where tortoises, of a mid-

dle size, are kept and fed, the shells of which are a mix-

ture of several colours.

This country produces rubies, small diamonds, and other

precious stones, iron, tin, and lead, salt-petre, wood-oil,

oil of eardi, elephants' teeth, sugars, ixc. The iron is ex-

cellent in its quality, and little inferior to steel. It is the

opinion of many geographers, that the Golden Chersonesw

of the ancients was the southern part of Pegu.
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There are but few Iiorses or slieep, but the people

i

plough with oxen and buffaloes. Deer are exceedingly
numerous

;
but though these animals are very fleshy, they

me not fat. Not any place abounds more in elephants
tiian this and the adjacent countries : they compute the
.strength of their armies by Uie number and size of these
animals.

Tlie soil of Jraean is very fertile, and produces all

kinds of fruit, with various sorts of gram. The climate
is healthful and pleasant in summer, but otherwise in

winter
;
the inhabitants being subject to agues from the

great ruins that fall during that season, which continues
from October to April.

Cities.] The present capital of the Lirman empire is

Ummrrapooha, which, by its spires, turrets, and lofty
obelisks, indicates its being the seat of royalty. It is situ-

ated between a lake on the south-east, and a large river on
the north-west. Tlie number and singularity of the boats
that are generally moored in the lake, and the surrounding
amphitheatre of lofty hills, conspire to render the scene
picturesque and interesting. The fort is an exact square,
^Mth public granaries and store-rooms, and there is a gilded
temple at each corner. In the centre of this fort stands
the royal palace, with a wide court in front, beyond which
IS tlie Lotoo, or hall of council, supported by seventy-
seven pillars, disposed in eleven rows.
Of the ancient capital, Ava, the following description

IS given by Major Symes:

—

"The walls of this city are now mouldering into decay,
.vy clings to the sides, and bushes, suffered to grow at
the bottom, undermine the foundation, and have already
caused large chasms in the different f^ces of the fort, ^be
nwterials of the houses, consisting chiefly of wood, had,
on the first order for remoying, been transported into the

^

newcityofUmmerapoora: but the ground, unless where
It IS covered with bushes or rank grass, still retains traces
of former buildings and streets. The lines of the royal

;

palace, of the Lotoo, or grand council-hall, the apart-
ments of the women, and the spot on which the piasath,
onmpenal spire, had stood, were pointed out to us by
oiir guide. Clumps of bamboos, a few plantein-trees, and
lall thorns, occupy the greater part of the area of this
lately flourishing capital. We observed two dwelling-
houses of brick and mortar, the roofs of which had fallen
m; these, our guide said, had belonged to Colais, or fo-
reigners. On entering one, we found it inhabited only by
bats, which flew in our faces, whilst our sense of smelling
was offended by their filth, and by the noisome mildew
that hung upon the walls. Numerous temples, on which
lieUirmans never by sacrilegious hands, were dilapidating

l>y time. It is iir.possible to draw a more striking picture
ot desolation and ruin."

Pegu, formerly the capital of the country eo called.
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IS also in a ruinous slate. It was rased, in 1757, by Alloin-
pra; but the temples were spared, and :the vast pyramid
of Shomodoo has alone been reverenced, and kept in re-
pair. The present monarch, to conciliate the native P,-
guese, has permitted them to erect a new town within the
spot on which their ancient city stood. It occupies about
half Its extent, and is the residence of the governor It
IS dec«rale.l with that extraordinary edifice, th. Shomodoo
situa ed on a double terrace. The building .s composed'
of bnck and mortar, octagonal at the base, and spiral atthe top, without any cavity or aperture. Rangoon, though
of recent foundation, is one of the chief ports of the Bir
...an empire; and towards the mouth of the river Pe«J
stands Sinan, a place of considerable commerce, when in
possession of the Portuguese. Martaban was a sea-p„rtmuch ij^sorted to, till the harbour was clogged up, by ordei'
ot the I3irman monarch
Aracan is a large and well-fortified city, situated in a

valley, and fifteen miles in circumference. It is enclosed
by very high stone walls, and surrounded by a rid-e of
steep craggy mountains, so artificially formed, as to render
It almost impregnable; beside which, there is a castle
within, strongly fortified. The city is well watered by a
fine nver, that passes through it in different streams, and
at Isngth forms two channels, which empty themselves
into the Bay of Bengal. The environs are very extensive,
and the adjoining countries extremely pleasant. The viU
lages, mountains, &c. are beautifully diversified ^vith fields
of different kinds of grain, intermixed with pieces ofwater
and numerous flocks of cattle.

'

Government.-] The Birman monarch, like the other
oriental sovereigns, is despotic; and the prevailing cha.
racteristic of the court is pride. There are no hereditary
dignities or employments in the Birman govermnent. All
honours and oflSces, on the demise of the possessor, re-
vert to the crown. The titles the monarch assumes in his
public acts are, "Lord of earth and air; the monarch of
extensive countries; the proprietor of all kinds of pre-
cious stones; the king who performs the ten duties incum-
bent on all kings; the master of the white, red, and mot-

'

tied elephants; whose praises are repeated far as the in.
flueuce of the sun and moon extends."
But though the form of government is despotic, the mo-

narch consults a council of ancient nobles. The tsdloe
or chain, is the badge of nobility, the number of strings
or divisions denoting the rank of the person, being threq.
SIX, nine, or twelve, while the emperor alone wears twenty,
four.

Tlie royal establishment is arranged with great preci-
sior:; princes bear the Utle of Praw, which is similar to
that of Augustus with the Romans, and denotes sacredncss
and supremacy. The elder son of the monarch is styled
Engy Teekien. Next in rank to the princes are tlie Won-
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gees, or pnucipai niiniatere of state, the name signifying

" Bearer of the great burden." These are three or four

in nnniber, who form the ruling council of the nation

issue mandates to the viceroys of the several provinces,

and, in fact, govern the empire, under tlie control of
the monarch, whose will is absolute. There are inferior

ministers and secretaries, who have their respective depart-

ments ; so that the concerns of government are conducted
with great order and precision.

Revenuet.] The revenues of the Birman empire arise

from one-tenth of all produce, and of foreign goods im-

ported; but the amount cannot be satisfactorily ascer-

tained. Yet, as grants are usually made in lands or of-

fices, and as money is not issued from the royal treasury

but on urgent occasions, it is reasonable to conalude, that

the monarch is immensely rich.

Military/ and Naval Force.] Every man in the Birman
empire is liable to military service, but the regular anny
is very inconsiderable. During war, the viceroys raise

one recruit from every two, three, or four houses, which
otherwise pay a fine of about forty pounds sterling. The
family of the soldier are detained as hostages ; and, in case

of cowardice or desertion, suffer death. The infantry are

not regularly clothed, but are armed with muskets and
sabres; while the cavalry carry spears, about seven or

eight feet in length. The royal magazines are said to con-

tain about twenty thousand miserable firelocks. But the

war-boats form the chief military establishment, consisting

of about five hundred, formed out of the solid trunk of the

teak-tree, the length from eighty to a hundred feet, but
the breadth rarely exceeding eight. The prow is solid,

with a flat surface, on which a piece of ordnance is

mounted ; the rowers are provided with swords and lances,

and the soldiers are armed with muskets ; and each boat
is usually manned by about eighty or ninety men. ITie
attack is impetuous, and chiefly conducted by grappling;

but, the vessels lying low in the water, the greatest dan-
ger is that of being run down, by a larger boat striking the

broad-side.

On the declaration of war, the heralds proclaim their

sovereign's will with flaming torclK ^ in their hands ; and
the governors of provinces ar' jliged to raise such a
number of troops as the sta' ants, in addition to the

accustomed military estabik^nment. Upon these occa-

sions, a troop of perhaps several hundreds of elephants are

seen in full march, the king seated on his throne upon the

back of one of the whitest, attended by all his nobles,

with trumpets, and other military music, sounding as they

march to the field of battle.

Laws.'] The laws of the Birman empire are founded on
their leading piincipies of religion, and form i. system of

jurisprudence well adapted to the promotion of moral
rectitude.

GEOGRAPHY. [..ar,. i.

If a mitn be imprisoned for debt, and cannot, or wi||

not, pay his creditor, the latter may dispose of him as ,

slave; and this privilege, granted to creditors, stimulate!

the connugn people to industry.

In fact, their system of laws adapts punishments to

every species of crime, and subjoins precedents and de.

cisions, to direct the inexpciieiiccd in all doubtful um,
tliflicult cases. The laws may be said to inform the prince

and the magistrate of their respective duties, in manly and
energetic language.

Language and Literature.] The Birman alphabet re-

presents thirty-three simple sounds, and is written from
left to right, like the European. Major Symcs, who vi.

sited the country in the year 1795, says, the Birman books
are more neatly executed than those of the Hindoos, and
that in every kioul, or monastery, there is a library. He
expresses surprise at the number contained in the royal

library, and also at observing the books to be regularly

classed, and the contents of each chest written, in gold

letters, on the lid. The librarian very politely, he auds,

opened two of the chests, and shewed him some very

beautiful writing on their leaves of iron, the margins of

which were ornamented with flowers of gold, neatly ex*.

cuted. The major was informed, that the books were

upon various subjects ; and that divinity, history, music,

medicine, painting, and romance, had their separate trea-

tises. The volumes were disposed under distinct heads,

regularly numbered. He concludes this part of his ac-

count with remarking, that " if all the other chests were as

well filled as those which were submitted to his inspec-

tion, it is not improbable, that his Birman majesty may

possess a more numerous library than any potentate from

the banks of the Danube to the borders of China."

Manufactures and Commerce,] The Birmans are very

expert in gilding, and other ornamental manufactures.

Their edifices and boats are constructed with taste and

elegance; and at one of their villages is a manufacture of

marble idols, the materials being remarkably fine, and

almost transparent.

A very considerable trade is carried on between the

capital of Ava and Unan, the nearest province of China,

consisting chiefly in cotton, with amber, ivory, pre-

cious stones, and beetle-nuts ; the returns being raw and

wrought silks, velvets, gold-leaf, preserves, paper, and

some utensils of hardware. Some thousands of boats

are employed every year in transporting rice from the

lower provinces, to supply Unanratoora and the northern

districts. European broad-cloths, and hardware, coarse

Bengal muslins, Ciiina-ware and glass, are imported by

foreigners. The Birmans, like the Chinese, have no coin;

but the;; currency consists of silver in bullion, and lead.

Commerce derives most essential service from the two

noble rivers, Burampooter and the Ganges ; which, when
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they ap|.r«iul, .h.- nen, divide into luch a multitude of
rhannWi. nrid rrcr.vo nuvh « ..ui.,t,^r of .mvig:u,Ie stie«i„H
(l.»t .. tnu-t ..( oM.nlry, nearly ..q„al to (Jrrat Mrituin in
extent. f.yoy», by their mrnnn, ,hc fine.t inland naviKxtion
that can hr nnnKmcd. "

7e<.J)f«.«.J
The Bimmn, nre not votarion ,>f Brahn.a.

hut of Boodh, who rofornn-d many doctrim.s inrulcatcd
l.y the former, and severely rensnred the sacrifice of rat
tie. or even .leprivniR any creafiue of life. The Rirniaii,
believe ni transmigration, after wl.i.h the rn.lically had
n. he sentenred to h.stin^ pnniihment, while ,he good
wNI enj-.y eter,.al happine,„. Mercy they deem the prin-
cipal attrd)ute of the deity.

The talapoinH, or prieHt., recommend charity and hu-
man.ty, a, the greatest of virtue, ; a„d, indeed, these nun
do hon..,.r to human nature, if the accounts given of then.
I... correct. AVhen the mnMer of a vessel happena to be
»h.pure,.ked on the coast, and, by this calan.ity, becomes
the slave of the sovereign, the talapoins humanelv inter-
re<lr for h.m, and take him under their care and protec-
....n. In ,he,r ten.jde, these men .upply „ distressed
strarrgor with every tlung he wants: and, as they are phv-
..cans us well as priests, they tenderly take care of sick
persons, and, after their recovery, give them letters of re-
cnnnendation to some othei convent on the road

he actions of these men are influenced by real charity
nn benevolence. They never make any enquiries abou'- -,er; .t .s sufficient that he is a human being, a„d
l.=>t they can relieve hi, necessities. All religions are by

.l.en, deemed good, which inculcate the moral dutiesa k1
social virtues They think that persecution, and a modes
'• worship which are contrary to humanity or uniTrrsu
P 'I- hropy are obnoxious to Providence! and tha t

,'

-ntghty lights not in being adored in various cere, o-
»" K but that all modes of adoration should be consistentwith the most refined benevolence.

<^on^'«te»t

C'<^(on,s Manner,, S,c.] The Birmans are generally ro-

; .

H.ui .tingnished by rem. .ably broad a'nd flatlr .
Ir, s. Ihey are so fond of this formation, that, when ,

;
'^

born, they bind a plate of lead on the foi" h d

Mu I et cct. Iheir noses are exceedinglv red and

trtt:^'"'^^^"^*^^*-^----"-^.".c;:;
The men arc of an olive complexion, but the women

-.uichtaircr. Both are thinly clad and the 7^!K^s among them wear neither shoes nor stockingh let their ha.r grow long, which they tie on the too

J
ihurheads with a riband, in the form of a p™Td"htn women of fashion •-—

! .

P^r-'mid.

wear i fr« i, r
" ^ " ""'"""^ ^o pay visits, ihev

' i d d r i' u
'°""" •'' ""''' ""^- "'hich is a scarf

' '« said to have been the invention of a Birman

I A.

«.i.:r» .he .X. Their han:i::;;;H;:^sr;aXt;
w..h.st.edandornamen.edwith knots. H^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^:i;;t:;rX'"''*"^^^-—"'.eopleisgli

witl'lh:!';ir;h'""
;•'

•'"

f\Tr •' "'"^-^'y -"t™sted

re J 1^,, 7""" '" """'"-'-. f-m whom theyare separated only by , narrow ridge of n.ountuins \o,-Hh^»..nd.ng the sn.al. extent of this barrier, ,| ll',' jJ^^ftcrcncebaueenthe nations could scarcely ./gea^rh hey been si.uate.1 at the opposite ext.e.ui.ies'of heKlobe. The Birmans are lively, inquisitiu., irra,. ibi

' -y. which prompts most oriental nations to i-uinu,-.hen wome,. withiii the walls of „ harem, „n.l su.. undthem with guards, seems ,o have scarcelv any infl
".

over he minds of this more liberal people. The iveand daughters of the Birmans are not'coLeahxlLm t"s.g t of me,,, but are suffered to have as free intercru ewith each other, as the rules of European society adm t

a, he r;;"'"'
'''--^' ^-e just cause of complain

sex ! tI 7 " '"^^^''-'^ ''^""'•^-" '—- thesexes The evidence of a woman is not equally vali«lwith that of a man, nor is a female pennltted'to /nte
court of justice, but must give her testimony on the out-,s.de I he custom of selling ^-omen to .strangers is notheld to bo disgraceful; so that a foreigner, during his , ay

modated with a temporary companion : hence most of the
foreigners who trade here take a female, and, from theccount of travellers, they are, in generd, ve'ry faitif

.

o their foreign master,, and often essentially useful i„ran^acting their business; but, when a foreigner leavth country, he is not permitted to take his temporaiy wiJew. him
;
to prevent which, every .ship, previous 7o departure, IS searched by officers of the customs; and iftheir vigilance should be eluded, means would be used todiscover the ship in which the woman had embarked sol.nt It could never again put into a Birman port, . L.

t

b-g liable to a confiscation of property, aid s b]
" I

I km'!; "^ " ^'"'^ '^"^ ""'^ imprisonment. Femab

-.tted to be taken from the country. Men are at libe.tyt" emigrate, but women are detained, as their departurewould injure the common-wealth, by contractS^! hesources of population. °

The houses of the Birmans are small, and built withbranches of palm-trees, or cones, raised .'ipon^ 1covered with leaves of the cocoa-tree; but the'bett r orthave more spacious buildings. All the houses are withouchimn.es, or any convenience for firi..g, so that they dr«

«

I their victuals without doors, in earthen pots.

^
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ITie Birmans -^re fond of poetry and music, and among

their instruments is one called Heem, resembling the an-

cient pipe of Pan, formed of several reeds, neatly joined

together, and sounded by a common moutli-piece, so as

to produce a plaintive melody. Their principal diversions

are fiahing and hunting, the celebration of festivals, and
acting comedies, by torch-light, from evening to moniing.

The treatment of the sick, in some parts of the empire,

is so absurd and inhuman, as almost to exceed credibility.

When a patient is considered incurable, he is immediately

taken to the bank of some river, where he is left to be

drowned, or to be devoured by beasts and birds of prey.

This barbarous custom, however, is chiefly confined to the

people of Aracan.

llie Birman funerals are solemnized with great parade,

and external demonstrations of grief. The bodies of the

rich are burnt ; but those of the poor are either deposited

in the earth, or cast into the river. Persons of rank are

embalmed after their decease, and honey is the principal

ingredient used to preserve the body from corruption.

History.'] It appears that the Birmans, a brave and
warlike race, formerly subject to the king of Pegu, be-

came afterwards masters of Ava, and caused a revolution

in the former country, r! cut the middle of the sixteenth

century, when tliey took Martaban. The Portuguese con-
tinued to influence these countries till they were expelled
by the Dutch, who obtained settlements in various parts

of the Birman territory; while the English had factories

at Sirian, and even at Ava.

The Birmans continued to exercise their sovereignty

over Pegu till about the year 1740, when a civil war broke
out, during which the British factory at Sirian was de-

stroyed. By some European aids, the Peguese, in 1750
and 1751, gained several victories over the Birmans; and,

in 1752, Ava was besieged and taken; the last of a long
line of Birman kings being reduced to captivity ; but two
of his sons escaped to Siam.

When Binga Delia, king of Pegu, had completed the

conquest of Ava, he returned to his own country, leaving

his brother, Apporaza, to govern the late capital of the

Birman kingdom. All wore the aspect of tranquil sub-
mission, when there suddenly arose one of those men, who
are destined, by means almost invisible, to break the

strongest rod of power, and to change the fate of em-
pires. Alompra, a Birman of obscure birth, was the chief

of a small village, and was continued in this petty ofKce
by the victors. With one hundred devoted followers he
attacked a band of fifty Peguese, whom he put to the

sword, and afterwards defeated a small force sent against

him; and, about the autumn of 1753, took possession of
Ava, while the Peguese government seems to ha*e been
lost by mere infatuation. After repeated defeats, Binga
Delia himself advanced against Alompra, and the war was

[part I.

conducted by fleets, on the great river Irrawady, as well

as by land ; that of the Peguese being utterly defeated in

close combat by that of the Birmans. Alompra, pro.

ceeding in his conquests, founded the town now called

Rangoon, which signifies " victory achieved ;" and, soon

after, chastised the people of Cassy, who had revolted

from the Birman authority. In 1756, he blockaded Si-

rian, which yielded to his arms; and, after having de-

prived the capital of any foreign aid by water, he advanced

against the city of Pegu, situated on an extensive plain,

and then surrounded with no mean fortifications, while the

stupendous pagoda of Shomodoo served as a citadel. Tiiij

capital was invested in January, 1757, and, in about three

months, was taken by the Birmans. Alompra then pro-

ceeded to subdue the countries to the eastward, as far su

the ancient boundary between Pegu and Siam. Tavoy

has been since added to the Birman possessions in this

quarter.

Alompra next detennincd to chastise the Siamese, for

the encouragement they had given to his rebellious sub-

jects, and ordered a fleet to sail to Merghi, a sea-port,

which was easily taken, and was followed by the conquest

of the large and populous city of Tanaserim.

The conqueror next advanced against the capital of

Siam ; but, two days after the siege had commenced, lie

was seized with a fatal disease, which saved the Siamese

from destruction. He died within two days' march of

Martaban, about the 13th of May, 1760, regretted by his

people, who venerated him as their deliverer, and as >

great and victorious monarch. This founder of the Bir-

man empire had not completed his fiftieth year : his per-

son, strong and well-proportioned, exceeded the middle

size ; and, though his features were coarse, his complexion

dark, and his countenance saturnine, there was a dignity

in his deportment, that became his high station.

He was succeeded by his son Namdogee, who sujv

pressed several insurrections, and died in 1764, leaving

an iiif;int son, Momien, whose uncle, Shembuen, second

son of tlie great Alompra, assumed the regency, and af-

terwards the crown.

Shembuen, to divert the national attention, declared war

against Siam, and, in 1760, two armies entered that coun-

try, from the north and south, and, being united, defeated

the Siamese, about seven days' journey from their capital

The Siamese monarch privately withdrew, after a blockade

of two months, and the city capitulated ; a governor being

appointed, who swore allegiance to the Birman sovereign-

ty, and engaged to pay an annual tribute.

Alarmed at the progress of these conquests, the Chinese

advanced an army from tlie province of Yunsn but thev

were completely defeated by the Birmans. Policy spared

the captives, who were invited to marry Birman wives, tlie

Hindoo prejudices being hero, unknown. Shembuen r«-
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built ancient Ava, the metropolis of the empire, which
liad fallen to ruin during the late commotions. Tlie Si-
amese, though vanquished, remained unsubdued; and there
is an inveterate enmity betwixt the nations, which will
prevent either servitude or alliance. A Siamese prince
assumed the monarchy, and, in 1771, defeated the Bir-
mans. Shembuen afterwards turned his arms to the west
and forced the rajah of Cachar to pay homage to his power!
He died at Ava in 1776, and was succeeded by his son,
Chenguza, whose tyrannical conduct occasioned a conspi-
racy, at the head of which was Shembuen Minderagee, the
present monarch, younger brother of the deceased Shem-
buen. Chenguza Mas slain in 1782.
The southern conquests of the Biimans had already

extended as far as Merghi; and the northern provinces
formerly belonging to Siam, had been reduced to subjec'
tion and tribute. Minderagee determined to pass the
mountains of Anoupec, and subdue Arracan, the rajah
being of a supine character, and his subjects unwarlike
though they had never been reduced to pay homage to
any foreign power. This project was formed in 1783
and was speedily effected.

'

After this conquest, the Birman arms were again turned
against Siam, and, in 1785, a fleet was sent to subdue the
Isle of Junkseylon, which carries on a considerable trade
in ivory and tin, and is the only remaining mart of Siamese
trade on tins coast. Meeting with a repulse, the Birman
monarch left his capital, at the head of thirty thousand
men with a train of twenty field-pieces ; but was defeated
by tiie king of Siam, who, in his turn, failed in an inva-
s.on of the viceroyalty of Martaban, whi, h comprehends
all the Birman possessions of the south. In 1793 a
treaty was ratified between the Birmans Pnd Siamese, by
winch the latter ceded the weste.., maritime towns, as far
soulh as Merghi. But, with this exception, and that of
some northern provinces, ti,e Siamese monarchy retains a
considerable portion of its ancient fame.

89

SECTION 11.

SIAM.

Extent and Boundaries.} The length of the kingdom
ot Siam IS about ten degrees, or nearly seven hundred
British miles

;
but of this about one half is not more than

seventy miles in medial breadth. It is bounded by Pegu
and Laos, on the north; by Cambodia and Cochin-China
on the east; by Malacca and the Bay of Siam, on the'
somh

; and by the ocean, on the west.
Climate, Soil, .^c .] The winter here is dry, and the sum-

mer wet. Were it not that the sun draws clouds and rain
••nd the wmd blows from one pole, when the sun is de-
clmed towards the other, the torrid zone could not be in-

«>• VOL.1
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habitea Tim,, in Siam, that luminary bemg to the south
of he line dunn^ „,„ie., the north winds blow conti-n.m ly and cool the air. On the contrary, i„ the summer
while It IS to the north of the line, and vertical to llbiamese, the south winds prevail, and thus either cause
incessant rams or, at least, dispose the weather to b.humid. The land seems to be fonned by the mud d^scendmg from the mountains; to which mud, J Z
overflowings of the river, the soil owes its fertility- for
III the higher parts, not reached by the inundation, all is
dried and burnt up by the sun, soon after the cessaUon ofthe rains. •

J'^getables.-] Those trees ,n Siam are the most profit,
able which produce cotton, oil, and varnish, to which
rnay be added the bamboo, as it grows to a 'prodigious«e and is of great utility. L. the forests is produced
imber for sh.p-building, house-building, &c. Cinnamon-
^ees 3re natives of Siam, but not so good as those of

chors. There is, likewise, a wood as light as fir, and of
the same colour, but more adapted for carvin-
The grain principally used in Siam is rice ; but wheat

.8 sometrtiies sown upon the land that the inundation does

hrough the fields. The natives rear pulse and roots in
heir gardens; and they have radishes, garlic, and pota-
toes; but no parsnips, carrots, onions, or turnips; nor
have they any of the esculent herbs that are used in
Ciurope.

In tilling their land, the Siamese employ both oxen and
buffaloes These they guide by a cord run through the
gristle of the nose, of the animals, with a knot on each
side, that it may not slip: it 1, . passes through a hole or
ring at the head of the machine used for ploughing. No-
thing can be more simple than this plough: it consists of
three pieces of wood

; one is a long beam, which .erves
for the draught-tree or pole; another is crooked, serving
for the handle; the third is a strong short piece, fastened
underneath at Uie end of the handle; and it i. this which
bears the share. ITie whole is fixed together by leathern
thongs.

Of flowers, here are tuberoses, jessamins, gilly-flowers.
tncolets, amaranthuses, &c.; and among the fruits may
be enumerated oranges, lemons, citrons, pomegranates,
tamarinds, bananas, ananas, mangoes, &c.

Jnirnals.] The quadrupeds here are tigers, horses,
oxen, buffaloes, shsep, and goats; and there arc some
hares, but not any rabbits. There is great plenty of deer.The elephants of Siam are of distinguished sagacity; and
those ol a white colour are treated with a degree of ve
neratioH; as the Siamese, according to thdr ideas of trans-
inigraUon, believe that the souls of such are royal
The birds are peacocks, doves, pigeons, partridges,
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snipes, parrots, sparrows, and various others. A bird,

called the nooktho, is a very remarkable one ; it is larger

than an ostrich, and has a bill near three feet long.

The sea yields fine lobsters, delicate turtles, and small

oysters, besides a variety of fish that Europeans are unac-

quainted with. Here are fine river-fish, particularly eels.

Tlie insects are white ants, gnats, palmer-worms, 8ic.

The river Meiuam is, at distant intervals, infested with

small poisonous serpents; and the trees on its banks are

illuminated with swarms of fire-Hies, which emit and con-

ceal their light as uniformly as if it proceeded from a

machine of the most exact contrivance.

Minerals.'] This country is said to have been formerly

rich in mimrals ; and this appears correct from the great

number of statues, and other cast works, that are found

here, many of which are of gold. M. Vincent, a French

physician, discovered a mine of very good steel, and another

of crystal ; also a mine of antimony, and another ofemery

;

exclusive of a quarry of white marble, and a rich gold

mine. The latter he concealed from the natives. They
had plenty of thi, which is rendered hard, as well as white,

by being mixed with kedmia, a mineral reduced easily to

powder: and this white tin is called tutenage. There is

a mountain, near the city of Louvo, which produces load-

stones : and there is another, near Jonsalam, on the Ma-
lacca coast.

Rivers^ The principal rivers are the Meinam, or mo-
ther of waters, which discharges itself into the gulf of

Siam ; the Mecon, that passes through Laos and Cambo-
dia, and tlie Tenaserim, which falls into the Bay of

Bengal.

Cities'] Yuthia, or Siam, the capital of the kingdom, is

lituated on an isle, formed by tlie river Meinam ; and, as

it is intersected by several navigable canals, the conve-

nience to the inhabitants i*. very great. The walls are

thick and high. T!ie only public edifices worthy of no-

tice, are the temples, the pyramids, and the royal palace;

but even these are g»eatly inferior to those of the Birmans.

Bankok, which is about eighteen leagues to the south of

Siam, and twelve miles from the .^ea, is the only place

towards the coast that is fortified with walls, batteries, and
brass cannon. The Dutch have a factory at Ligor, which
stands at the east s'de of the peninsula of Malacca, but

belongs to Siam.

Government^ The government of Siam is despotic, and
the sovereign, as among tlie Birmans, is revered with ho-

nours almost approaching to adoration. His minislcrs,

when in council, never presume to address him, but upon
tiicir knees. He has two bodies of horsc-giiards, who are

natives of Laos and Meen; and a thiid, composed of fo-

reigners. These guards attend his nuijesty on all his ex-

cursions; but thi\v are never sidVcied to enter the jinlace-

gates The king, when lie goes abroad, either rides iipfui
i
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an elephant, most superbly caparisoned, or is carried in a
grand chair. Once a year, he passes through the city

with a numerous train of elephants, and bands of music!
The populace, during tlie procession, fall prostrate at hi,

approach, and rise, after he has passed, to gaze athiili.

No officer, or other person, must ever presume to ap.

proach the king in his royal apartment, without a previous
order; nor must the great officers visit each other pri.

vately
; the visit must be on some public occasion ; and

they must always speak loud, so as to be heard; for, if

they speak in a low tone of voice, they are suspected of

some disloyal design.

Nobility, in Siam, does not depend on dignity of birth,

or extent of possessions, but exclusively on the favour of

the prince. He sometimes ennobles persons of the mean-
est extraction, provided they have performed any particu-

lar services. To these he gives, as a mark of distinction,

either a golden or silver bousette, to hold their betel. The
king has many lords, who are peculiarly attached to his

person
: these always live within the palace. Otliers are

employed without, to govern affairs, alid preserve good
order among the people. The rank of each nobleman is

distinguished, when he appears abroad, by the richness of

his sword, as well as other marks of honour.

Ambassadors are considered in a very inferior light at

the Siamese court, being deemed only the special mes-

sengers of the princes whom they represent. Those who
come from the neighbouring sovereigns, that are dependent
on, or connected with, the king of Siam, are obhged to

prostrate themselves before him, and advance towards him

on their hands and knees. Ambassadors from Asiatic

mcnarchs are treated with some degree of greater respect.

European ambassadors are exempted from many of the

ceremonials which the others are obliged to observe.

-LrtRW.] The laws of Siam are represented by all tra-

vellers as extremely severe; death or mutilation being pu-

nishments sometimes inflicted for tiivial offences, though

some are rational and equitable.

That for robbery is the being obliged to pay double the

value of the efit'ects stolen, or the suffering corporal pu-

nishment, in case the delinquent have no effects to com-

pensate.

He who wrongfully keeps jjossession of another man's

estate, is considered as a thief or robber; so that, when
ejected by law, he is not only obliged to restore the inhe-

ritance to its right owner, Btit also to pay, exclusively, the

full value of such estate; half of whirl) goes to the in-

jured party, and the other half to the judge who tries the

cause.

Those convicted of treason or murder arc trampled to

death by elephants. Omissions, in a general execution of

orders, are punished by cutting the head with a svvoni,

called pricking the head, as if to punish the memory.
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Tlie bastinado is sometimes exercised in a very rieorous

I

manner. Almost the smallest appearance of guilt confinus
the cnme

;
and to be accused is nearly sufficient to render

a Hiuii culpable.

iievemie.] The revenues of the king arise from culti-
vated lands, exports and imports, vessels, gardens, fruits,
fines, confisca .ons, &c. The sovereign claims six months'
labour from all h.s male subjects; if he be at war, they
.re enroled as soldiers; but, in time of peace, they are
employed m agnculture mining, building, fi.shing, rowing,
f^c. They are divided into bands, each of which is unde
the direction of a proper officer, who frequently supplies
their necessities by lending them money, or pajing Li
ere .tors; but this often turns out to hLJLlZ:
as all who are insolvent become his slaves

'

,f7 «-/ Navjy.] The latest travellei's that have vi-
sited his country estimate the army that might be occa-
sionally raised at sixty thousand, with not less than three
or four thousand elephants. J3uring a war, the officers
nder the king raise one recruit from every two, three, o

four houses which otherwise pay a fine of about for^
pounds sterling.

"

The Siamese navy consists of about half a dozen ca-
pital ships, the crews of which are foreigners: there arehowever, exclusive of these, about sixty gallies of war.they are small, with only one man to an oar, who Jobliged to row standing, the oar being so short Ztnot held perpendicularly, it would not' touch the t'te

r:"^:i ;:eX::^sr-r^--^
His roval biln„« I

-^ *""' '" ^'^ commerce.

Language and Literature 1 In iU\

'«o languages sDokenTe- " """"'^^ "'^'•^ ^^^
p' .iges spoken, the Siar.ese and the Rail Ti,

of six months hv .
devoting the service

nese.
'"'^ '" decr-skms with the Jap:,

mculcate many tenets^ equally absurd and

I A.

pa«
:
but they tolerate the fi.e exercise of all2r

The principles of the Siamese morals are reduced to've n ,,,p,,,^p^^^ ^,,^^ ,^

nothin.'Ts e

t: tj: rr'\^
^"' ''''" ^^ -" - -^^ -
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«no keeps the precept inviolate, must live solelv ubo.fi^ut which they consider only as part of a tZX^has ife, and which does not suffer by having 1^2pL.cked trom it; but, in eating the frui^ the kL m
lie destruction ot any thing in nature; they believe thntto break a branch of a tree is like bre king the aruotl'•nnocent man, and offends the soul of the Tree • b .

;;--'
the soul has been dislodged from y :;' ^:^there is no crime in feeding upon the latter Tl T

iiniinro " «,. UU-.
F'^cept, ctrink iio intoxjcatin"-
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to the top of their ears, which are particularlv hrJBoth men and women dye their teeth bfack.
' '

'

winrtr. A high conical cap covers the headThe women do not use the shirt, but a ,arf and he n^"ticoat ,s of painted calico. From the M I
' n .

'
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niture consists of lacquered tables, cabinets with drawers,

copper and earthen vessels, china-ware, ,&c. Besides

which, every family has a chest of working-tools.

Rice and fish are their chief articles of food ; but they

also eat li/ards, rats, and several kinds of insects. The
val'je of about a penny sterling will procure a poor man
his daily pound of rice, with sonic dried fish, and arrack.

The buftaloes yield rich milk, but butter, in this climate,

would soon melt and become rancid, and cheese is un-
known. Little animal-food is used here, mutton and beef
being extremely bad. The higher orders have a favourite

dish, called balachaun, made of small fish, reduced to a

mash; and luxuries are introduced at stated festivals.

Tlie Siamese have veij clear ideas, and are extremely
engaging in conversation, 'iliey are naturally kind and
complaisant, though rather haughty when too much sub-

mission is shewn them. They abhor drunkenness; and
a sincere aftection subsists between men and their wives,

who teach tlieir offspring to be temperate, modest, obliging,

and affectionate. They are partial to the customs of their

ancestors, and little admire the curiosities of foreign coun-
tries.

Great subordination is observed here. Servants and
slaves, when in the presence of tlieir superiors, must either

kneel, or sit on tlieir heels, with their heads inclined, and
their hands raised to their foreheads. When persons of

inferior rank pass their superiors in the street, they bow
the body, join their hands, and raise them to their heads.

In visits, an inferior prostrates himself, and never speaks

till he is addressed by the person to whom he makes the

visit. The visited offers his place to the visitant, and pre-

sents him witii fruit, betel, &,c. The right-hand is looked
upon as more honourable than the loft ; and tiiat part of
a room opposite the door is always offered to a visitor. If

there be many guests present, they are all seated accord-

ing to their respective ranks.

The fair sex, in this country, are not uiidei much re-

straint, and are, in general, married at a very early age.

The espousals are concluded by female negociators, and,

as wealth is carefully concealed, for fear of extortion from
the prince or magistrate, a magician is consulted respect-

ing the propriety of the marriage. If his opinion be fa-

vourable, the lover makes three formal visits to his mis-

tiess. On the third visit, the relations of the parties

meet, when the bride's portion is paid, and the marriage

is considered as fully completed, without further cere-

mony. But, a few days afterwards, the new-married cou-

ple are sprinkled with water, appropriated for that pur-

pose, and prayers are offered to heaven for their felicity.

The wedding is then celebrated with feasting, dancing,

and music, at the house of llie brides father. Although
the men are permitted to marry several wives, very few,

except tlie higher classes, have more thun one ; and this
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is done rather for grandeur, than from motives of either

convenience or regard. Amongst the ordinary class, wo-

men work for their husbands, and maintain them durin"

the whole time tluy are in the service of the prinre,

which is about six months in the year. They till the

land, buy and sell goods, and do other necessary busi-

ness. Divorce is here tolerated, on condition that the

husband restores to his wife the portion she brought him,

In this case, the children are divided equally between the

disunited parties, who are at liberty to marry again as

soon as they please.

The method of travelling in Siam, is riding on the biif-

falo, the ox, and the elephant. Every person has an un-

limited privilege to hunt and take a wild ;l(;uhant, but he

nuist not kill him. The female is employea hi commoii
uses, and the male is trained for war. Persons of rank

lido ill chairs, or sedans, which are square, with flat seats

placed on biers, and carried on mens' shoulders. To
some there are eight men, to others four. The Euro-

peaus have the privilege of riding in palanquins, or ca-

nopied coaciies, carried on mens' shoulders. Uinbrcl-

las are not allowed, but to such natives as have the

royal saticiioii. The Siamese amusements consist of the-

atrical entertainments, taken from their mythology, inter-

spersed witii pantomime and danchig. Thcj have, also,

ox-raros, boat-races, tumbling, wrestling, rope-dancing,

and exhibitions of fire-works: and, as the men are ex-

tremely indolent, they are much addicted to games of

chance.

The funeralTceremonies of the Siamese resemble, in

many instances, those of the Chinese. Their dead are

f' .posited in lacquered coffins, which are placed upon a

table, till every necessary preparation is made for the fu-

neral. In the meantime, they light up tapers, and bum

perfumes. The talapoins, or priests, assemble, and sing

stanzas, for which they are well requited by the relatioiu

of the deceased. The corpse, in proper time, is taken

into the fields to be burnt. The pile is made near some

temple, in a square spot of ground, fenced with bamboo.

The body is decorated with gilt and stained papers, re-

presentative of birds, flowers, fruits. Sec. which are for

the use of the deceased in the other world, where siicli

emblems are supposed to be animated and realized. Va-

rious instruments of solemn music attend the procession

to the ftmeral-pile, and the mourners are all dressed in

white.

When they arrive at the place of interment, the body

is taken out of the coffin, and laid on the pile ; then the

priests sing, and a fire-work is played off. About noon

(for it is in the inorning the dead are thus carried) the pile

is kindled, and the ashes of the deceased arc afterwards

deposited in some part of the temple. The jioorer sort

do not burn the bodies of their deceased relations, btit
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oither privately inter them, or else expose them on a scaf-

fold in an open field, where they are 'devoured by birds of

«en)blc, and siiig

prey

History.] By Loiibere's account, the first king of Siani
began to reign in the year 1300 of their epoch, or about
7,56 years after the Christian era. In 1568, the Pegu mo-
narch declared war, on account of two white elephants,

which the Siamese ntaaed to surrender; and, after prodi-
gious slaughter on both sides, Siam became tributary to
Pegu; but, about the year 1620, Rajah Hapi delivered his
crown from this servitude. In 1680, Phalcon, a Greek
adventurer, being favoured by the king of Siam, opened
an intercourse with France, in the view of supporting his
ambitious designs; but they were punished, by his deca-
pitation, in 1689, and the French connection, in conse-
quence, ceased. ITie latter events of Siamese history are
limilar to, and coeval with, those of the Birman Empire.
Turpin asserts, that the first king began to reign about

1444 years before Christ, and that he had forty successors
before the epoch of the Portuguese discovery, in 1546
many of whom were precipitated from their thrones, oti
account of their despotism. He says, that all these kin^g
were of different families; and it is, therefore, probable,
that he has confounded monarchs with dynasties.
The war of the white elephant, so called because it

arose from the refusal of the king of Siam to yield one
of these animals to the Birman monarch, ended in the
subjugation of Siam; but the time when this happened is
not known. Repeated cruelties sully the page of Siamese
histoiy; and one of the monarchs made the following in-
genious apology for his own despotism.

" A Sancrit, proud of his dignity, supposed that he had
a right to instruct the sovereign in his duty, and dared to
represent to him, that all the nation murmured in secret
at his extreme severity. The prince heard him, without
appearing offended at his indiscreet zeal; but, some days
after, sent to the house of his monitor an ape, an animal
detested by the Siamese, with orders to let him have abun-
dance of food, without any restraint or punishment. The
Sancrit was obliged to suff'er all the caprices of this new
guest who overturned the furniture, broke the vessels of
porcelain, and bit all the domestics. At last, losing all
patience, he warmly supplicated the monarch to be deli-
vered from his domestic enemy. "What," replied the
king, " you caniiot suffer for two days the tricks of a little
ammal; and you wish that I should endure all my life the
insolence of a people, a thousand times more wicked
than all the apes of all our forests. Learn, that, if I
punish the bad, I also know how to reward merit and
virtue.

One of the most remarkable events, after the French
had evacuated Siam, is the war against the kingdom of
tambodia, which was obliged, on this occasion, to seek
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the protccuon of Cochin-China. The Siamese army
having advanced too far into the country, Mas destroyed
by famme, and even their fleet had little success, thouirh
.t destroyed the town of Ponteamas, with two hundred
tons of elephants' teeth.

In 1760, a remarkable revolution happened in Siam.
preceded by violent civil wars between two rival princes
According to Forbin, in 1754, the Birmans, or people of
the kmgdom of Ava, had already languished five years
under the Pegu domination, and had beiield the death of
their king, tlieir queen, and the greater part of their
princes. The remembrance of their past misfortunes,
and the acute sense of their humiliating servitude, made
them incessantly sigh for a deliverer. They did not seek
him among men softened by the luxurv of the court, and
who, proud of their tiUes, computed their talents by their
ambuion. They threw their eyes on one of their com-
patriots, named Manlong, a gardener by profession, who,
though condemned to abject and painful functions, had
the courage and firmness of a hero : they begged him to
accept the sceptre, and to deliver them from the yoke of
their tyrants. « Yes," .eplied this extraordinary man. " I
consent to be your king; but the first step must be, to
prove that you are worthy to have a chief like me, 1
command you to cut off the heads of aU the little subaltern
tymita, whom the Peguans have sent to oppress you,"
Jiey amiwered, that, if this were the only sacrifice, he
Should mstant y be obeyed: and, after the massacre, Man-
long was proclaimed king. He began by forming a strong
cavalry and a body of fusileers, who had orders to fire
upon all fugitives of their own army; a discipline which,
being rigorously observed, rendered the Bimans almost
invincible. About 1 759, they took, and completely ruined,
the city and port of Siriam. Having advanced to Marta-
van and Tavail, the new monarch heard of the riches of
Siam, and conceived the design of its conquest. He then
dispatched thirty ships to pillage the cities of Merghi
and Tanasenm; and was persuaded, that he should easily
subdue the whole kingdom of Siam.
Upon the first tidings of this irruption, the Siamese

monarch sent to the bishop of Tabraca, to request the
assistance of tlie Christians ; who, though only amounting
to one hundred, behaved with great bravery. The Birman
sovereign was only at a distance of three days' march from
the capital, when he was attacked with an abscess, whi<h
proved mortal. Nevertheless, the suburbs of the Dutch
quarter were ravaged and burnt; and the surrounding
country exposed to the greatest cruelties. The death of
Manlonff, however. d(>]iv(>roH th^ :.„i . ^k_— - — vapUaij tijc youngest
of his son«, having assumed tlie sceptre, found himself
under the necessity of returning to his own kingdom, in
order to stifle any revolt.

The king of Siam was forced, soon after, lo abdicate the2A
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throne, hav-jng rashly pronounced a sentence of deati)

against the favourite of his brother. He became a Tala-

Roin, or priest, in May, 1762, and his csample was fol-

lowed by many nobles. Siam remained in a state of se-

curity, upon the report that the liirnian prince had been
dethroned upon his return to Avm; and that his elder bro-

flier, who had succeeded, had no wish to make conquests,

Tlie pacific monarch, however, having died suddenly, and
a pretence of war being afforded by tlie aasistance leut by
the Siamese to a rebel Birman governor, on tlie 10th ofJa-
nuary, 1 7G5, in the dusk of the evening, a confused ooise of
a multitude, who filled the air with lamentations, was sud-
denly heard along the river of Merghi. This tumult occa-
sioned a conjecture, that tlie enemy were about to appear.
In fact, the Birmans were only tlnee or four leagues from
the town, and a pilot had perceived ten ,of their vessels.

Yet, the reports being various, a momentary calm suc-

ceeded. But, about four o'clock in the AOorning, the

sound of cannon anuouuced tlie arrival .of .the e^eniy.

Their conduct, though cruel, was jno.t ,sp .tktrocious as in

the war of 1 7,60.

. After the capture of Merghi, a Birman general con-
ducted the greater past of their army to the city of Tana-
Berim, which was reduced to ashes; but the yictorjow*
army, more intent on pillage than a\ixious to establish a
conquest, devoured the spoil in debauchery ; and, >v|ien it

was exhausted, they proceeded in search of a supply. The
general, flattered with his first success, promised himself
easy triumphs, and marqhed against Yuthia, persuaded
that tlie conquest of die capital would give a powerful
example of submission to the other cities. The provinces
on the north-west of the royal city were ravaged, the in-

habitants only saving themselves by their disjiersion into

forests. The fire, which devoured the towns and villages,

tlirew terror into the capital, and tlie Siamese, threatened
with destruction, reunited their forces. They tried the
fate of a battle, and, fought with unusual ardour; but their

sanguinaiy defeat left tlieir country in the power of tlie

conqueror. The fields, ravaged by the consuming flames,

presented nothing but ashes ; and famine became then
more terrible than war. Tiie Birmans built, at the coa-
fiuence of two rivers, a fortified station, which they called

Michong. The Siamese, on their part, attempted to

fortify the capital, and eageriy invoked the assistanca of
two English vessels, whicli happened to arrive. The
captain of one of them consented to defend the capital,

on condition of being supplied with cannon and ainmu-
iiition ; but the jealous Siamese insisted, that he should

first lodge his merclumdise in the public magazine. He
consented ; and, after some conference with the ministtrs,

prepared to justify the confidrncc which had been placed
in his courage. He ordered descents, which were all

dest»urtivc to tiie enemy : their forts were destroyed, bo-
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fore Uiey wer« completed; and eveiy d^y was marked by
their defeat or their flight. But this dastardly court, gn
the demand of the captain for more ammunition, became
afi-aid that he wpuld, with hjs ajngle ship, conquer tliis

ancient monarchy. The BugUshman, disgif^tfd with the

ref-usal, withdrew, after sejring Jiix.Chjnesje vetisels, whose
officers received from bin) orders upon the king of Siam,
to the amount of the merchandi^ wljich had been lodged
in the public treasury. Uppij this retreat, tjip Bjrmaus,
finding no opposition, spread universal desplatiop; and
even the temples were (destroyed by fire. The supersti-

tious monarch and his ministers placed all tjiejr confidence

in their magicians. Even the officers ancj the soldiers, in-

stead of military e.xercise, were solely occupied in the studj

of charms, supposed to renider the wearers invisible. A
Siamese prince, who had been banished to Ceylon, found

means to raise a little army, and return to the assistance

of his country
: but the distrapted co^^rt of Siam actuaJlv

sent forces to oppose this deliverer. This imprudence so

much irritated tlie Siamese, that many of them joined tlie

Birmans, who, on the 7th of September, 176Q, advanced
withm a quarter of a mile of the city, and, seizing on a

high tower, raised a battery of cannon, which rendered

them masters of die river. The danger becoming urgent,

six thousand C^^inese were charged with the defence of

the Dutch factory, and pf an adj^cent temple. After

some skirmishes, the Birmans uiade an assault, and seized

on five considerable temples, which they changed into

fortresses^ opening a heavy cannonade. But, in an as-

sault, on the 8th of December, they were obliged to re-

tire. Hie Siamese officers, however, iii their eagerness

to secure the magazines of grain, as a future resource,

produced an immediate famine. Tlie streets and squares

were filled with dead bodies; apd a contagious disorder

completed the horrid scene. During six months, the dead

bodies in the streets were devoured by dogs, and even tin

walls began to be deserted, t}ie centinels descending, by

means of long cords, in expectation of finding more

mercy from the enemy than their own officers, or, at least,

a speedy death, more agreeable than the horrors of a lin-

gering dissolution. The Dutch factory was in vain de-

fended by the Portuguese and the Chinese ; and, after a

siege of eight days, it was taken and reduced to ashes.

The whole Christian quarter of the city shared a similar

fate
; and the virgins were obliged to marry the first young

men that presented themselves, the Birmans always reve-

rencing the matrimonial tie.

After an ineffectual negociation, in which the Birmans

insisted upon an unconditional surrender, the city was

taken by assault, on the 28th of April, 1767. The wealth

of the palace and temples was consumed, and the golden

idols melted, by which the avaricious designs of the vic-

tors were frustrated. Scenes of violation and crucltv fol-
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lowed their OUppppiptmoot. Ti^e grei^t flffi^o« of the
ku.gcJo„. were Jo«de^ wi.^ ,ir^as„:,nd ,cowle«,„^ ^ the
galhes: the king was wass^M »Hhe,g«te-9f Uis.pplace

pamed, ampiig other ^aptiv^s, with ,<he r^niftinL ,,ri„^
i...d prH.qe«|v-8 of ^be royjil Wo^jd of Sipip. ,

*''"'^'^

The .Jjis^iq„arie, and^ChnsliH^a fl,^, .b.^ei^: ^ ^^port of K^nqoa IP gpc|.m,q,hi„p., Op t|^,A6i oPJlune

M.chong, a short Uifle after ,n? co.jstruct^p
After the mvaders had thus evacuated their conquest

lheS.an,ese.ssued fron. tl.cir forests; and their fir.JSi
was d.rected aga.nst their god.,:,whon, th^ accused of

|

..,.g Idle and neghgent of their dut|es,7 thus aba^
do.,uag them to a destructive enen.y. SevcfraJ pf the 2
U.CS, winch remau.ed were known by die naUves to col
n,n gold and sdver placed there by superstitious perso^

iu certainty of finding them, shofld they revLZworld. Havmg thus restored some degree of m Id. tothcT countn^ they proceeded to elect a deader; and theu.,a.umous choice iell upon Phaia-Thae, «„ offi er of '-Ikaowledged ab.luy. Tl\ new pviuce displayed eonsLel

'

able cemeucy and talents; and, in theyear .768 t,tpressed a rebellH,n, which was instigated against hh„ s2

1
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SECTION in

COCHIN-CHINA
Situatim, ^Extent, and Boundaries 1 Corhi„ ou

'

1. i. bounded b,U,e kSlTf T **' '""' """»'

Tlie kingdom is divided into twelve provinces all I
• '

"pon Ae sea-coast, and succeeding eachotS *'''f
'"south. ,The breadth 'of the cou.n,l h.

*''" ''"'^^'

'

tioi. to its len<.th. Few' of h
^ ^^ " "° P'^P"'-"

mountains. The inui.d-.fi/,i»
j"^^ ; ''

'"'"<^'» *^" f'-om the

;-i.Hnndw,f;'S:2''z/i;t°"t":

hy cold uortherly >vind*. which cUBtingu^h thi, co^^try Ly

daMj^ns ^ve tl^, same ^ffeqt here f^ the overflowing of them.m Hgypt, «pd render t^e pou^ partictZfy fruit!

^/TfT^ The jvincipal object of cultivation is rice

^ wh^ch ttiere pre .two ^i^jl., ^^e req^r^ng a wet the^theT , dry, soiJ. 5,,^ beside, ,thi,, ,ilk, c^n pepl^cjnww, coffee, .beetle, and tv.b^c'o, ar; also cuiUvaS'
*fl«,Wne ip^if,,d ^o g.;ow spon^awously upon tfae moun-

Th^re .-e also yams, swe.t potatoes, greens, melons, Zi
Animah.} The quadrupeds of this country are horses.- e., asses, elephants, tige.., goats, and monk^s. The,pehcan was seen here by .so.ne person belonging tohe ,mh,ssy; a^d Mr. Pennant, the ennnent nlrdr tobserves, that the edible b|rds' „e,ts, esteemed aWyni Chm,, are cinefly found J„ t,.is country. They reforn.ed by. .pec:es of swallow, from some unk.ow.' vi

couss„bsU,nce. Duck,, and poultry in general abl^He..^
,the harbour ,f^4,,;4^^;:^J^

_¥inerah.-] Besides the gold that is found in the riversth^re are several mines of the richest ,^re, and, from S
StV' '^1 ' '•^*^^^'^' ^'^ ^^' '"^ ett"cted by the stpiple aption^pf fi.e. The natives form it";^^ng9ts,pf about four

,ounces, and makel^e^^^;
ments.wtth .t to foreign „,e^^),ants. It is also used aslornament to the.r dress and furniture, and so.n^^es a- emb,lhshment to their sMords and scabbard Prio

.

o the troubles m Cochin-China, not ouly gold-dust bualso wax. honey, and ivory, were bought down Zn the.^Puntams, and^,c|,ang,fl,>^ th the loliander^ Scl^Tcotton, nce^ apd non. ,Silye^,niines were forn;:^^so rare,, or the «rt_of refining was so little understood

i't^he^ ™'"^'^' ''^"^VoH andbart: d :gold, to theadvantage of,Mi.e importers; but, lalely either^v mmes ofsHver^h^e be,n,erplored or n m ^tZ_^o^e of punfying ,t has ^been discovered; for it is nowthe cjtel^^diun. of e,^hange for foreign good! Z
.^rn^eup,forthat,p,.pose,mbarsofa4.:'^^^

Has a gradual slope to^h.;::t's ^ ''^rTS T
'

ron m.ght, with mo.e propriety, be Called fharJ'of U»s very capacious, has good holding ground • -mH r
•nay ancho, securely fVc::.. eve^; wih

d' S'^^commences about three or four m H,«.

sea-f>r.v^e

isv "'•'"'• "'•"'"
'""s, and i.t.t;s

i'l
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weather, shipa may be no placed bn to take advantage of

both. The sea ia smooth throughout the harbour, and

there is a convenient place for ships to be hove-down or

refitted. The distance betwixt this and China is very

short : a passage, with a fair monsoon, may be made in four

or five days. If, therefore, the impediments and restric-

tions, which impede a free intercourse with China, could

be removed, a settlement at Cochin-China would be of

great advantage to England ; because, independent of this

new channel for the consumption of its own manufac-

tures, it would secure to the British settlements of Hin-

tloostan an important demand for their productions.

Mahufactures, Arts, Sciences, ^c] The Cochin-Chi-

nese, though little assisted by the fostering hand of science,

have brought some of the arts to a considerable degree of

perfection. Prompted by necessity, they have shewn

themselves sufficiently dexterous in making experiments

on substances, of which the result promised to contribute

either to their wants or their comfort. The few articles

manufactured among them are such as would not disgrace

a more enlightened nation. Their earthen utensils are

neatly made. They understand the cultivating of land

;

and in the art of refining sugar they seem to excel Euro-

peans. Their method is this :—After the gross syrup has

buci) drained off, and it becomes granulated and solid, it is

placed in layers, of abqut one inch in thickness, and ten

inches in diameter; under layers of equal dimensions of the

herbaceous part of the plantain-tree; the aqueous juices,

which exude from this, filter through the sugar, carrying

along with it all the feculcncies which have been boiled up
with it, and leaving the sugar pure and crystallized. In

this state it is light, and as porous as a honey-comb ; and,

when dissolved, leaves no impurities at the bottom. This

is supposed to be an improvement on the mode practised

elsewhere, which consists in pouring the sugar, when gra-

nulated, into vertical conical vessels, and placing a layer of

wet earth upon the upper surface of the sugar.

The art of smelting ore scientifically is not known in

Cochin-China; but the inhabitants have found out the

means of making good iron, and of manufacturing of it af-

terwards into match-locks, spears, and other articles.

Painting and sculpture are entirely unkndwn in this

country ; but the science of harmony has not been unsuc-

cessfully cultivated. Their instruments of music are rude,

but their general principles and intentions are the same as

in Europe. In performing, they keep excellent time, and

measure the bars by a regular movement.

Commerce.
"l
The principal trade of the Cochin-Chinese

is with the Portuguese at Macao, who supply them with

goods, of an inferior quality, from the Canton market ; and
who, in their dealings, experience many exactions from the

executive govemment. Formerly they had an extensive

intercourse with several commercial nations, and were ac-

GEOGRAPHY. [parti.

customed to barter British manufactures for their valuable

productions, in which the precious metals were included.

But the devastations caused by intestine broils lias turned

the current of commerce ; and now, except a few Chinese

junks, nothing but their own galleys, and sometimes a few

Portuguese vessels, are seen in their harbours. Other cir-

cumstances h;.vef hastened the destruction ofthe commerce

of the country
; permission to trade was only to be ob-

tained by purchase ; high duties were levied on goods for

sale, and presents demanded by those in power; and, to

complete the whole, perfidy has been sometimes practised

to cut off both ship and cargo.

Government, ^c] As in most of the oriental countries,

the king of Cochin-China is despotic, and aspires to ho-

nours almost divine. Though the country has been much

depopulated by a protracted civil war, thirty thousand

men, exercised daily, were said to be in garrison at Hue-

foo, the capital of the kingdom, about forty miles to the

northward of Turon. Their generals have much reliance

on the havoc made by their war-elephants, which are like-

wise occasionally exercised, and are obedient to command.

Figures of soldiers are placed in ranks before these animals,

which they assail most furiously, grasping them with their

trunks, throwing some into the air, and trampling others

under foot.

The constitution is entirely military, but the chief em-

ployments are entrusted to leiinuchs, on the supposition

that, having no children, they will be less avaricious ; the

soldiers are clothed with satin, and the officers with velv -t,

interwoven with gold or silver. There are military schools,

where children sire educated at the expence of the public

treasury. Emulation is excited by recompences, and by

shame ; robes of silk, and other decorations, being assigned

to those who excel ; while linen garments degrade those

who do not profit by the lessons and examples.

Religion.] The religion of this country is paganism, and

the natives are given up to all the idolatry and supersti-

tion that prevail in most of the adjacent nations.

Laws.] The laws of this country are exceedingly rigid

in cases of treason and rebellion, which crimes are not only

punished with the most dreadful tortures, but very severe

penalties are likewise inflicted on all the relations of the

traitors. Other offences, that are in any degree heinous,

are punished with death, or the loss of a limb.

They have a capitation-tax, amounting to about twelve

shillings sterling, upon each male, from the age of eighteen

to that of sixty, and each subject is also obliged to labour

for the sovereign during eight months of the year. Pro-

perty is little respected, the king commonly seizing upon

estates at the death of the possessors, and leaving nothmg

to the children, except the money and moveables.

Customs, Manners, Sfc] The natives of Cochin-Chim,

who inhabit the mountains, are said to be a rude and bar-
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barous people, wiU. coarse features and black complexion
but the .-..lour of the Jowianders is less dark; nndSre'
the overthrow of the ancient government, th y were coT
sidered a r.v.l, affable, and harmless race.
The exienor dress of these people is hardly sufficient toducnnunute the sexes; both wear a loose r«l. witUon,

«leeyes uh.ch cover their hands ; but persons of raTkparticu ar y the ladiei nut «., .1

J^'"""" »' rank,
y y uii. laaies, put on three gowns, of different
colours one over the other; the unde^^ost touches theground, the next is somewhat shorter, and the uppelo
the shortest of all Small collars are put round'th3of the robe, and th.s is sufficiently full to fold over th
breast. I hey use no linen, but wear, next the ski vest
ai.d trowsers of sdk or cotton. To complete their dr
every lady p„„ on a girdle, from which hangs a silk ba,having hree partitions, to contain tobacco, ar a-«ut'nndbeele-leaf; and the gentlemen have an orn me talnban thrown over the shoulder, like a belt, havl
fixed to It a snia 1 case or ni..-=„ e .1.

°

beetle A f,^.v „f M ' '
^"' ^^"' areca-nut and

j
beetle. A few of the women appear in hats, but never

'

«Uh caps; and some of the men wear turban^
J,n,okmg .s a custom very prevalent in both sexes ofthe Cochm-Chmese, but the women smoke less than themen. 1 hey have no wine, but indulge freely in tic 1of «p.ruuous hquors, as well as in that of tobacco andre very fond of chewing the areca-nut and b le-Ieafkneaded mto a sort of paste, with lime and water 'itmen are extremely indolent, the smoking of tobacco be 1

their ch.efemploy„.ent; but the women are remarkaS
|n -tr.ous both in domestic affairs and in cultivSt^
and. I„ towns, they often act as agents and broker: fore.gn merchants, and are said to act with fidelity Conbn.age .s not here accounted dishonourable. The low"dm of the people transfer their wives and daughters onrpoderate terms, without the least scruple, JZ alaffairs of gallantry with perfect indifference.
Ihe fol owmg particulars, extracted from the account

1 :ir "" '•"; •*"' ^"^ "^^'^ representa on
of^Jje entertamments and amusements peculiar to these

frnl'^' 'r
'^ °^J"™" ^''' «" entertainment to a partymm the slups. The table was spread with about a hu^

s vouv ^
«1-- Pieces, served up with various kind

a d H ,T ,

^" ''^'''' '"''^ «f^^-«^ ««'•- fowls

neat "tin" Tl"T ''''''' ""'' '-'^« ^^^ «-

'

.ues : '""'' '°"^' "'' "^'^ P'-^d before

k if ; Tl P"'-^"P'"^-<1»"'« supplied the want of

wer 1h . '' ?' *''"^ "P"''"*' •" f«™ "f shovelsHere m de of porcelain. After dinner, an ard^-nt soi

ouDd m cups, and 'ho host, by way of exaLlp fill ^

07
I A.

that none was left in the bottom. He after^vards walkeds or distance with the party, and took them to Jof tl eatre, where a comedy was represented. The „rh,

Clown, and they were tolerably well suDuort-d V .
only the theatre, but all the adjoh .in^ tre ^we Iwd:wuh spectators, who were more in^uisitiv^ to ^Le aUstrangers than to see the actors.

^

"On the return of the party from the entertainment a

tldt.ly lady, who was on the way from her house shoul Icome up with them. Approaching with won r^dT r'pns^ slje apoJogued, in the language of nature, forZbeity she had taken. She gazed at them with uncom.on attention
;
and, shortly after, testifying her thaubfortheir pohteness, retired, exulting in the gratificatio ofardent cur.os.ty. The attention of the party was a eldn. their turn by a singular ii^.tanceof o'rieL ag 1 ! 1'

number of Cochm-Chinese young men were collect t^gether, playmg at shuttlecock. They had no battledo ^neither did they use the hand at all; but, after rum ing ahor distance, met the descending shuttlecock, and str.fckU with U,e foot, so forcibly, as to drive it up'high tthe

"But sportive games are not the only instances inwhich Jese active and ingenious people L tlTC Zothers do their hands. The lower orders, and my Jfother ran s, are accustomed to go bare-fo;ted. ByLfhe muscles of the toes have free motion, and ac/uire a'ong contractile power, so as to render the foot a. u e!
I auxiliary to the hand, in the exercise of sevei^l nlchamcal .ados, but more particularly i„ that of C-
1 he boats m common use among them, consist of fiveplanks only, united together by ribs or timbers. The

L

tnne to a flame, and are then brought to the desired dP

^
er m a line, the edges are joined, and fixed by woodenpms, and stitched with flexible threads of bamboo Theseams are afterwards paid with paste, made by mixin"water with quick-lime from sea-shells. Other borirfmadewuh ker-work, the interstices of which ar:^^^^^^^^^

and?; ,

coniposition as is used for the former-and thjs lutmg, as it may be styled, renders them wate^tght. They are remarked for withstanding the violence of

:::^:di:::^^'"-'^^"''-'''^---"^'^'^^^

wJ'r •W ""'''!''' ^''^"^^ *" '^' '^^^^ <^f the di.trict

IX y'
^f'- /'-' "bove method, but on a larger s^L

iger anVeT T'
''"' '"'' "°' "^^ «nlikel:f J

f„ri /?" '^"T'f
""'• ^'^"'P'"'^' of various de-signs, panned m vivid colours.

2B
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SECTION jr.

MALACCA.

Extent, Ihundnn'et, iic] Malacca \» «bout five hun-
dred nnd sixty liiiliiih inileH in length, iind about one hun-
dred inui tifty ill breadth, a territory .sufficiently ample for

a powerful nio'iarchy, had its native produetiuns corres-

ponded with its extent. It is bounded, on the north, by
the river Itindung, which runs by Ligore to the east, and
by a small range of hills, dividing it from the kingdom of

Siain, and contains five provinces, receiving their denomi-
nations from their respective capitals. On the eastern

coast, ore those of Patnni and Pahang, followed by the

most soutlurn kingdom of Jolior. On the western roast

are those of keidah and Peiruh, followed by anotlier pro-

vince, called the Malay coast, and of which the capital

is Malacca.

Products.'] The inland part of the peninsula appears

full of extensive forests ; nor do the ancient or n\odeni

maps indicate any towns or villages in these parts. The
indolence of the iniiabitants have prevented the country

from being explored; but it produces pepper and other

spices, with jiome precious gums and woods, among which,
perhaps, the teak may be found. The chief mineral is tin,

and the produce t)f gold is very modern and temporary.

It has lately been observed rolling down in small par-

ticles, with a stream that issues from a mountain towards
tlie north-east.

There is a variety of culinary vegetables and fruits, par-

ticularly the mangostan, which is very delicious, and pines,

of most exquisite flavour. Sheep and oxen are scarce

here; but swine, fowl, and fish, are plentiful. The wild

animals of the country are elephants, tigers, wolves, &c.
Chief Citi/.] The city of Malacca is said to have been

founded upwards of two hundred years before the arrival

of the Portuguese, in liW; and, in the year 1511, Al-
phonso Albuquerque subdued it, after a most vigorous

defence. He plundered it of immense treasures, vast ma-
gazines, and whatever could contribute to the elegancies

and pleasures of life, and then put the prince to death.

The king of Siam, enraged at this cruelty, took the city

by stoini, assisted by other princes, equally incensed

against the murderer. But the Portuguese retook it, and
built churches, monasteries, a castle, and a college for the

Jesuits. In the year 1606, the Dutch, in conjunction with

tlie king of Johor, began to be very troublesome to the

Portuguese, and, after a series of hostilities for the space
of thirty-five years, deprived them of it in 1641, by the

following means :— Finding that considerable disputes had
subsisted between the king of Johor aiul the Portuguese
inhabitants, the Dutch formed a dcsisn of reducing tlie

place. Accordingly, they fitted out a formidable squa-

dron of ships at Batavia, and entered into an alliance with

[I'AIIT 1

the king of Johor, who attacked the city '>y land, while

the Dutch invested it by sea: but the invaders, fiiidina

theri! was no possibility of reducing it, and litariiig llnit llie

governor was a very sordid man, the Dutch, by letters

secretly conveyed to him, oft'ered him a coiisideral)le pre-

miuin, if he v^ould facilitate the surrender of the furt.

The bribe was accepted ; the Dutch soon entered the

place; and, to save the payment of the premium, caused

the governor to be assassinated.

Malacca is an extensive and populous city, surrounded

with a stone wall and bastions. Many of the streets are

spacious, and shaded with trees on both sides. The
houses stand pretty close to each other, and are built

chiefly of bamboos, though nonie of them are of stoue,

The governor's house is commodious, situated in the fort,

and garrisoned by two hundred Europeans. The harbour

is one of the best and safest in tiiat part of the globe, and

receives vessels from most part of the Indies. When pes.

sessed by the Portuguese, the city was remarkably opu-

lent, being the principal mart for precious stones and

gold ; and, before the Dutch made Hatavia the chief place

of their commerce, it had all tlie rich conmioditiis uf

Pegu, Coioinandel, and other countries; but, at present,

its commerce is very trifling.

Customn, Manners, ^c] The Malays are generally well

made, though rather below the middle stature; their limbs

are w ell shaped, but small, and particularly slender at the

wrist and ancles. Their complexion is tawny, their ejij

large, their noses seem rather flattened by art than nature;

and their hair is long, black, and shining. The greater

part of the meu go naked, except having a piece of cloth

round the waist. The women of Malacca, of the higher

orders, wear a loose garment.

It has been observed by a modern writer, that, " while

nature has done every thing in favour of the Malays, in

their pristine state, society has done them every possible

injury; for such has been the influence of an arbitrary

government, that the natives of the most happy country

on the globe have become remarkably ferocious in their

manners. The feudal system, which was first concerted

among the woods and rocks of the north, has reached the

serene regions of the equator. The Malays are governed

by despotic princes. This scene of arbitrary domain oc

casioiied a general ferocity of manners. In vain did boun-

teous heaven bestow her rich blessings on the Malavs:

these celestial gifts served only to make the people ungrate-

ful and discontented. Masters let out their servants, or

rather those of their dependants, to the highest bidders,

heedless of the loss which husbandry would suffer in tlie

want of labourers.

" When the Portuguese tmik possession of the chief

city of the peninsula, the inhabitants, ill brooking a sub-

mission to their, new masters, either retired into the inland

AZEM—TONf;
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parlv or dispcMH thcmw^lvc* alonp; the eogot. Haviiij^
|o!it the spirit of romniorrc, il„.y i.nbil)e(! that of f»„.
qiirif, ami Hiilxiiicd n lar^e arcliiprlajfo on tlu-ir cim»^
wliilr Ihf Portuguese render.d Malacca tlif ino.it consU
diruhle market in India. I.o.mI to a!l commerce, they fell

into every cxcesj* of fiercencNt and barbarity, and coin-
niittcd nmrder, when harm was least expected This fe-
ro< ity is so well known to luiropean companies who have
«elllemeiit» in the Indies, that they have univernally agreed
in |.H.hil)itin.j; masters of th.-ir vessels, who may put into
Mula< ca, fru.n taking on board any seamen of that nation
except in the greatest distress ; and not, on any account,'
to exceed two or three. The Malays, who are not slaves'
always go armed : they would think themselves disgraced'
if tli.'y went abroad without their poniards ; and it is re-'

markablc, that they excel in the fabrication of these de-
structive weapons. ,-

SECTION V.

AZEM-TOVQUm—LAOS—C4MBODIA—AND SIAMPA.

AZEM.
This country is bounded by part of Independent Tar-

fary, on the north
; by China, on the east ; by Tipra

on the south; and by llindoostan, on the west. In thJ
rcign of Aurengzebe, it was conquered by the Moguls
who discovered it by navigating the river Lacquia, which
has Its source ,„ the lake Chiamay, and discharges itself
into the Ganges.

iksides being luxuriantly fertile, this country is rich in
mines, which produce the most valuable and useful me-
tals, as gold, silver, steel, iron, lead, &c. There is plenty
of the most delicious animal-food, but dog's flesh is
deemed the greatest dainty. They make no wine, though
they have excellent grapes, which, when dried, are used
in making brandy. The lakes of this country are of a
Mime quality, and the scum, which rises to their sur-
face, IS converted into salt. Another kind of salt is ex-
tracted from the leaves of what is called Adam's fig-tree-

white
" '"'*''''"' ^^'"^^ ''^"''''" "'^''" ''"'* "•Imi^ably

No taxes are paid to government, the king contenting
hmisel with the sole possession of the valuable mine^
which his country contains. Nor are those mines worked
l-y the natives, but by slaves, which he purchases of his
neighbours. To every subject is allotted a house, a large
piece of ground contiguous, and an elephant to carry his
wives, of whom he is permitted to have four. Previous
to marriage, the Azemians inform the women minutely of
what they expect them to do. The females, being thus
precisely instructed in their duty, .eldon. disoblige their

husbands. The inhabitants, towards the north, hove eood
'•""'1''''^ "! '"" "•""« «lio dwell southerly ore rather
»««rthy All have very large boles bored m their ear.,
Iron, which .lescend heavy pendants of gold and silver.
I h.7 wear their hair long, have a c!,p upon their head,,
mid go naked, except abtnit their middles. They adorn
ll.«.r arms with bracelet., which are buried will, themwhen they die. Their gold is current in ingots; but th«T
have pieces of silver coin, each two shillings in value

I he residence of the king is in the metropolis, named
f>hergong, or Kirgan. The city of Azoo is the royal bu-
rial-place. When any king is buried i» the grand temple.
his favourite idol is buried with him. This always bcin« of
(jold or silver, the vaults are filled with immense treasure,.
Ihe pe,.ple imagine ihat the righteous have, in the other
world, plenty of what they desire; but that the wicked suffer
allthe miseries of hu.ige, and thirst. l-Vom this opinion.
and.not entertaining any very high idea of the morality or
piety of their monarchs, they bury with then, all kinds of
eatal>les, great riches, several of their wives, officers, elc-
phants slaves, &c. lest they should fare worse in the other
world than they did in this.

TONQUIN.
This kingdom, as well as others adjacent, formerlf

constituted a part of the Chinese empire; but the Chinese
governor of the southern peninsula, containing Tonquin.
to the norUiward, Cambodia and Siampa, to the south-
ward, and Cochin-China, seized an opportunity, and erect-
ed the standard of independence, at the time of the Moirul
invasion of China from Tartary. He and his posterity
had their residence at Tonquin. In course of time, the
lonquinese governor erected also his government into a
kingdom: but both acknowledged a nominal vassalage to
the Chinese empire, and did homage at the Court of PekinAn observant voyager relates, that, in the gulf of Tonquin
and the adjacent Chinese sea, the typhous are tremendous.
They are preceded," he says, "by very fine weather, a

presaging cloud appears in the north-east, black near the
horizon, edged with copper-colour on the upper part
fading into a glaring white. It often exhibits a ghastly
appearance, twelve hours before the typhon bursts •

its
rage lasts many hours, from the north-east, attended with
dreadful claps of thunder, large and frequent flashes of
lightmng, and excessive rains. Then it sinks into a dead
calm; after which it begins again, with redoubled rage,
from the south-west, and continues an equal lenmh of
time."

Cachao, the -apital, is situated near the centre r.f il,a
country, and is said to be built after the Chinese mamit*.

Ihc bua'.s palace is a large edifice, and has a fine arse-
nal. Ihe English have a very flourishing factory on the
north side of the city.
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The Kov«>riiinent of Tonquiii in |>nrtirul«r. riu- Ton.

qiimeiK', an before oluervetl, liuii levoluul from die Chiiiew,
Mhuli wHN nllen<l.y| l.y » civil war. A coinpromiw; at

length took place, between the rhief of the revolt hikI the

j-cpre»eiitative of the ancient kiiins, by which the former
wa» to have all the executive powerN of the government,
umler the title of chonah, while the bna, or real king,

should retain the roy.d titles, mid be allowed some ineon-
•klerable civil prcrogiitive.H, widiin his palace, from which
neither he nor any of his family can atir, without permis-
•ion of the clionah.

The Tonquine.se are active and ingenious ; friends to

science, and courteous to foreigiwrs, especially to com-
niercinl men. Their grandees are proud; their soldiers

insolent; and the lower classes much addicted to pilfer-

ing, Hlthongh they are severely punished, when detected.
They are excellent nu-chanics, and fair traders, but arc
greatly oppressed by their king and his nobles.

The name of Confucius is held in the highest respect
at Tonquin

; but the natives pay adoration to images, to

the horse, and the elephant. Their temples and pagodas
are often no larger (ban may be necessary to accommodate
the idol. Around those buildings are the cells of the priests,

tliat attend to offer up the prayers of the devotees. The
petition being delivered in writing, it is read aloud by the
priest, before the idol, while the petitioner lies prostrate
on the ground, in the attitude of the most humble sup-
plication. The rich, however, seldom come to the pa-
goda, but perform their devotions in a part of their own
houses, where one of their domestics officiates instead
of the prisst. When the petition has been read, it is

burnt ni a pan of incense, and the poor neighbours and
dependants are called in, to partake of the entertainment
which the master has provided for them; the practice of
this hospitality being considered necessary to the procuring
an auspicious regard to the prayers which have been of-
fered.

They never undertake any thing of consequence without
consulting an astrologer, and have their lucky and unlucky
days. Every hour in the twenty-four is distinguished by
the name of some animal ; and the beast which marks
the hour of a man's birth is always avoided by him.

Polygamy is allowed in Tonquin; and the husband may
clami a divorce on the most trifling occasion; but he must
restore the effects which the wife possessed at the time of
marriage. The same indulgence is not allowed to the wo-
man. A female, convicted of adultery, is thrown to an
elepiiant, bred for the purpose, who, taking her up with
his trunk, tosses her in the air, and, when she falls, tramples
her under his feet, and crushes her to pieces. A man may
sell hh wives and chiidreu, which, in times of scarcity,
the poor make no scruple of doing.

The funerals resemble those of the Chinese, in respect
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to the procession and mourning ; but here they burn the

corpse, and deposit the ashes in uu urn. Over lin- toml,,

of the rich they erect a lofty wooden tower, and the priin
ascending to the top of it, pronounces u fuiicml-onilion, io

praise of the deceased. 'I'his licing coik luiled, he coni«^

down, and sets the structure on fire, while the people, who
atU'ud the ceremony, are entertained, on tlie spot, will,

u feast provided for the occasion.

When a king dies, the royol corpse lies in state sixtj.

five days, during which his table continues to be served

as when he was alive, the meat being distriliuled, every

evening, among the priests and poor people. A splendid

procession then commences, towards the burying-phicf of

his ancestors, which, though but two days' journey dij-

tant, is seldom performed, on these oi (-asioiis, in less tlmn

seventeen. The great officers are obliged to mourn three

years, the gentry six months, and the common people

three; and no public diversions are permitted for three

years after the funeral.

LAOS.

Few particulars are known respecting this state ; as it

is surrounded with forests and deserts, and difficult of ac-

cess by water; but, by the newly-discovered river of Aiiiiii,

the passage from Siam may probably be expedited. The
soil is represented as fertile in rice; and Laos furnishes

the merchants of Cambodia with the best benzoin aud

lacca. Exquisite musk is also brouglit from Laos, wiih

some sold and rubies ; and the rivers produce the fresh-

water mya, which yields pearls. The chief towns are

Landjam and Tsiamaja. Sandepora is likewise added, in

modern maps.

Du Halde has published a route from China to Siam,

by land, in which some account is given of Laos. He
describes the capital, called Mohang, to be of cossider-

able extent, but only enclosed with a palisade.

The most recent account of this country seems to be

that given by M. Turpin. He says, the name Laos im-

plies a thousand elephants, and was derived from the great

abundance of these animals. The climate is so tempe-

rate, and the air so salubrious, that men sometimes live

to the age of a hundred years, in full health and vigour.

The flat part of the country nearly resembles Siam ; but tiie

eastern bank of the river is more fertile than the western.

The ivory is beautiful ; but the horn of the rhinoceros

is preferred, and is preserved with superstitious attention,

as it is thought to insure the happiness of the possessor.

The fields supply food to numerous swarms of bees, and

the wax and honey are excellent. Mines of tin, iron,

and lead, are found in' the mountains ; but gold and silver

are only sought in the sands of the rivers, and explored

with small nets of iron.

The people of Laos, in their persouul appearance, resem-
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ble Chp noinhern Chinese. They jiro aaij to be celcbnUed

arancG!, reseui*

for Ihe RHiiliidr of their conduct, mid fidelily »., their
proiiiine; and, if a truveller be r.,»ib.d, the nearest town
or village is obliged to indemnify him for the damage *«»-
tallied. On the other hand, ihey are imlolenf and luxu-
rioii.i, und iiddicted to the study of niairic.

The military force is aoid to consist of five hundred
llioiiHimd men; und it has been observed, that a mnnerous
army might be raided of men who liave lived a century.
The people pass t.'ie bfmnds of orifwtitl sobrwi , eating
.Inily four repasts of ric.>, fish, j»»d the »t»'* of the l>»iffulo.

Maniax.s are easily contracted and dkmiveA; and the'

rich keep numerous concubines. A funenki ih rather a
fwliviil

;
and a Mnn of money is deposited in the fnnb,

which the i)iiests take care to circulate, after a Oior't
pi'riod.

I

The commerce of this country was form, riy confined to
Siain; and, after the irruption of the Birmaiis, it passed
to Pegu, and has since b.Htn transferred to Cambodia
The Laosians boast, that th.'y taught the Siamese the art
of wiitiiiK on the leaves of the palm-tree. 'J'he language
and characters are said to be the same ; but a J.a°osian
cannot pronounce the letters L and II.

Their ancient worship is said tr. have been vei v pure
and directed solely to one God, the Creator of all, who was
only to be pleased by the exercise of virtue, and not by
sacrifices or ceremonies; but the commerce with China
corrupted this purity of faith. They believe in regular
renovations of the universe; and that our earth has at-
tained the age of eighteen thousand years. Some of their
<:eren,onies are like those of Tibet, and may have passed
from the Nestorian Christians. They even sell dispensa-
tions and pardons to the rich, while the poor are con-
demned to perpetual misery.

CAMBODIA.

Tliis country, which is also called Cambogc, is inclosed
by mountains, on the east and west, and fertilized by a
grand river, the Maykaung, or Makoii, erroneously called
the Japanese river. It is said, that this river begins to
inundate the country in June. Near its mouth, it is fxill
of low isles and sand-banks, so that the navigation is iin-
peded, and there is no port nor town. The country is
thinly peopled, and the capital, called Cambodia, consists
only of one street, with a single temple. TI.e most pecu-
har product is the substance styled gamboge, or rather
Umboge gum, yielding a fine yellow tint. Ivory also
abounds, with several precious woods; and the country is
fertile in „ce and animal food. There arc many Japanese
settlers, with Chinese and Malays; the latter of whom can
scarcely be distinguished from the natives, who are of a
aark yellow complexion, with long black hair

9. VOL I.
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The mountain, produce fine rock-crystal, amethv.ts,
jac ntl.,, rubies, and topazes. Silk and ivory are common-
and an ox, we,,hmg five hundre.l p,.und., doe. not co«abov three shiilmgs, while a hundred and forty pound"of nee may be had for the value of four pence.

llie Can,lK,dians are very expert in making while orp.ml.d dinmies; and they have excellent carpets, beside,
a sort for the common people, which they call baiicales
not mdike th. plaids worn by the Highlanders of Scot'
laiirt Ihey i/k^vvise weave, and work with the needleneb hangings, coverings for the low chairs used by womenof quality, .nd for their palanquin, or litters; some of•M are adorned with ivory and tortoise-shell, as crt>
I so their chess-lHmr.ls, and other playing-tables. They
also make beads, little idols, bracelets, necklaces, and othJ^
toys, of a very transparent crystal, which is found in their
mountains.

'i'he coasts, which extend about a hundred and forty
l.«agues only contain about five or six ports, where vessel,can anchor with safety. The most celebrated one i. op.
|.osite to Siam, and carries on a considerable trade in la^
quer and elephants' teeth. There are many small island,
between Cambodia and Siam, which render the naviga-
^on dangerous^ The natives are mingle.l with Japanese,
Malays, and Portuguese, the latter being a degenerate
race, partly lapsed into idolatry; and the modesty of thewomen is far from being equal to their beauty. Thfe
^Uulch were viewed with jealousy; and other nations have
been disgusted from forming any lasting settlement in that
country. Their religious creed partakes of the Maho-
metan voluptuousness; and the first class of priests has
usurped the precedence over the monarch, who, in other
respects, is despotic. He seizes on the property of his
subjects; and the right of inheritance is violated by his
caprice.

SIAMPA.
This small maritime tract is situate to the south-east of

Cambodia, from which it is separated by a ridge ofmoun-
tains. Mr. Pennant says, the people of this country are
caled Loyes; and are large, muscular, and well-made
with a reddish complexion, nose rather flat, and lone
black hair. The king resides at Feneri, the capital, and
IS tributary to Cochin-China. Tluir junks are well-built
and are much employed in fishing. Turpin adds, that the'
people of Siampa are mild and affable, especially towards
strangers, and live in a sievere subordination. The creed
of Mahomet is here mingled with that of Confucius- but
the pretended follo^,ers of the Koran devour nnrk and
lend their concubines to strangers. The Chinese arrive
annually with tea, porcelain, silk, and other articles, which
they exchange for odoriferous woods and gold. The chief
productions of the country are cotton and indieo
2C

'
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CHAPTER V.

PERSIA.

PSiliiatioii, Extent, and Boundaries.

F.RSIA is situatod between forty-five and sixty-seven

degrees of east longitiule, and between twenty-five and
forty-live degrees of north latitude. Its greatest h>ngth,

from east to west, is about one thousand two hundred and
eighty miles; and its greatest breadth, from north to south,

is about one thousand one hundred and forty miles. It

is bounded by Circassia, the Caspian Sea, and UsbecTar-

tary, on the north; by India, on the east; by the Indian

Ocean, and the Gulfs of Persia and Ormus, on the soutli-

and by Arabia and Turkey, on the west.

Divisions.] The following are the provinces into which

Persia is divided ; together with tlieir ancient names and

principal towns :

Provinces. Ancient Names. ChiefTowns.

Farsistan

Irac Agemi
Persis, or Persia Propria
Media

Shirauz

Ispahan

Taurus
Suster

Ferabad

Herat
Keshd
I?ost

Schaniakie

Zareng
Kidge

Kerinan

Aderbeitzan

Khusistan
Media Atropatena

Susiana. .........
Mazanderan M argiana ....
Khorasan ........ . Margiana niul Aria

GelaGhilan

Sablestan Bactriana .....
Schhirvan .......... Albania. .....
Segestan Arachosia ....
Mekran Gcdrosia ....
Laristan ...... .....
Kerman Caraniania

Climate and Soil.] Those parts of the country which
border upon Caucasus and Daghistau„ and the mountains
near the Caspian Sea, are cold, as lying in the neighbour-
hood of those mountains, which are commonly covered
with snow. The air, in the midland provinces, is serene,

pure, and exhilirating ; but, in the southern parts, it is

hot; and sometimes comniunicatcs noxious blasts to the
interior.

^
The soil, in some parts, appears to be barren ; and

Chardin supposes, that not above one-tenth part was cuU
tiyated, even in ' 3 time. He adds, that the mountains
are extremely arid, being mostly rocks, without wood or
plants. They are, however, interspersed with valleys,

sometimes sandy and stony, sometimes of a hard dry clay

;

both unproductive, if not well watered. Hence the chief
industry of the Persian farmer is employed in watering his

knds. The fertile climate of Shirauz, in the province of
Farsistan, is one of the most agreeable in the world, the
extremes of heat and cold bring seldom felt. During the
spring, the uucorjisuonly homitifu! tlowcis, of which^thcy
have a great variety, of the brightest hues and fragrancy,
perfume the natucal mildness of the air. The beauties

of nature are here depicted in tlieir fullest extent, and th

natural historian and botanist meet with ample scope for

their favoiiritv. investigations; so that the inhabitauls of

Shirauz confidently assert !lie pre-eniiuence of dieir own

city to any other in the world. In summer, the thermo-

meter seldom rises above seventy-three degrees in the day-

time, and at night generally sinks to sixty-two. Tlieir

autuimi is the w orst season of the year, the rains then begin-

ning to fall, and the air being reckoned unhealthy.

Rivers and Lakes.] The noble streams of the Eu-

plirates and the Tigris can scarcely, at any period, be con-

sidered as strictly Persian, though Ctesiphon, the capital

of the Parthian monarchy, and Seleucia, stood 011 tlie

latter river. The river of Ahwaz rises in the mountains

of Elw end, and pursues a southern course, till one branch

enters the Tigris, above its junction with the E'iphrate>,

while the main stream flows into the estuary of these

united rivers. This seems to be the GyuHes of Herodo-

tus, now called the Zeiiukh, and, by the Turks. Kara-Sou,

or the black liver. The coiuse of this slreaiii, one of liic

most considerable in Persia, little exceeds four hundred

British miles.
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I'ERSIA.] ^ g
From the range of mountains on llie north-east, several

rivern, of sliort course, fall into the IVrsiaii Gulf, „ne of
the most considerable being tl»e Divrud, which joins the
mouth of that gulf. The rivers of Mekran are of more
considerable course, as the Krenk and Mekshid, which
when united, form the river Mend, so called from a town
by wliicli it passes. The Haur and the Araba are of tri-

vial consequence.

To the west, the river of Tedjen, the ancient Ochus,
flows into the Caspian

; which also receives i„any small
streams from the mountains of Mazanderan. D'Anville
assigns a very considerable course to the river of Kizil
Ozen, which he derives from the mountain of Elwend
not far to the north of Haniadan; so that, by a very wind-
ing course to the Caspian, its length doubles what is as-
signed ni more recent maps. This river is the Mardus
of antiquity, rising on the confines of Turkey, and falling
into tile sea below Langorod.

Farther to the north, the large river Aras, the ancient
Araxes, fails nito the Kur, both>ising in the Caucasian
mountains, and pursuing a course of extreme rapidity
0( the rivers in the central part of Persia, the most

iinpoilant is that which passes between Shirauz and Ista-
ker, called the Bundamir. This celebrated river flows
into a salt lake, called Baktegt,, and which also receives
a considerable stream from the north-east, called the Ku-
ren. Between these two rivers a branch of the mountains
of Elwend extends south-east; on the western side of
which stand the ruins of Persepolis.

Among the lakes of Persia, the most considerable is
the Ana Palus of antiquity. This large lake is in the
ucstern part of the province of Segestan, and is called,
11. llie French maps, the lake of Zer^, from a village of
that name near Us western extremity; but, in the En.rlish
the sea of Durra, from another village, situated on a river
at the distance of twenty miles from the lake ; the length

'

>> thirty leagues, by a day's journey in breadth; and Uie
water is fresh, and abounds with fish.

On the north-west appears tr.e lake of Urmia, so called
from a town near its southern extremity. This lake is re
presented as about fifty miles in length, by about half the
tireadth, and is considerably impregnated with salt. The
akeof Erivan, about one hundred and twenty miles to
the north, is about twenty-five leagues in circumference
with a small isle in the middle: it abounds in carp and
trout, and is the Lychnites of Ptolemy.
Mountains.] From the accurate description of Gmeiin

"appears, that the Caucasian ridge of mountains extends
to the west of Ghilan, and south of Mazanderan, till it
•expires m Corasan, on the south-east of the Ci,spian «ea

lilt- southernmost chain, of great height, is described, by
' .

Inmklin as running parallel with the Persia., Gulf,
"ortli-wesl and south ea.st, at about the distance of fifty miles.

I A.
lOV)

A third range of mountains, of very great height, see.ns
to continue, m the same direction with this last, to the
.outhof the lake of Urmia, where .t is conuect'd wit.me Caucasian ridge.

A parallel ridge, on the west, called, by the Turks
AKigha

1 ag, ,s supposed to be the Zagros of the ancients,
which separated Assyria from Media. This western chai,seems to extend to the lake of Van, for Mount Ararat i
represented as standing solitary, in the midst of a wide
pl^tn, and, trom proximity, might rather be classed withthe range of Caucasus.

on the noith of Farsistan, and one part of it, which »ivesnse to the ruer of Ispahan, is called Koh Zerdeh, or heyellow mountaiii.
'

A low range called Meder. by D'Anville, passes north-
east through the heart of Kerman; while that country isd vided from Me ran by a range in the same direction,
called, by D'Anville, Kofez. Some other nameless range
cross Mekran m the same direction; that nearest Illn-
doostan being called, by Rocliette, the Lakhee Moun-
tains.

Farther to the north, the mountains of Wulli extend
from the neighbourhood of Sliatzan, across to the lake of
Vachind, and may thus be considered as forming one range
with that on the north of Mekran, called Gebelabad, byLa Rochette. Ih.s range, however, expires in the great
desert to the south of Zarang.

Fegetab/es] Rice, wheat,%nd bariey, are almost the
only kinds of grain growing in Persia. Their seasons are
not the same m the north as in the south; for, when thev
are sowing in one part of .ne country, they are reaping
•n another; and, m some places, not more than three
months elapse between seed-time and harvest. Their
kitchen-gardens are well stocked with most of the roots
and herb, kr.cv.ii in Europe. They have not less than
twenty sorts of melons; some of which are said to weigh
eight or ten pounds. At the tables of persons of quo-
I'ty, they have them all the year, having a method of
preserving them under ground. Cucumbers are much
eaten by the common people. One sort has scarcely any
seeds in it, and is eaten without paring or dressing, and
not reckoned unwholesome. Of grapes they have several
kinds, and some of these so large, that a single grape is
a mouthful. The celebrated wine of Shirauz is made of
a small black grape, without stones. Cherries here are
but indifferent; but apples, pears, peaches, quince,, apri-
cots, nectarines, and green-gages, are all very good, and
1.1 great plenty. The dates and pomegranates are also
very delicious.

On the mountainous ridges are found the cypress the
cedar, and several other kinds of pines; while the lov^er
hills and rocks are adorned with lime-trees, oaks, acacias
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and chesmits; the sumach, whose astringent wood is so
essential to tlie arts of dying and tanning, grows here in
vust abundance

; and the manna ash-trcc is not less com-
mon. Tlie cotton-tree is common all over Persia; and
the.y have another small tree, which yields a kind of silken
down, used for quilting and stuffing of pillows. Poplars,
of unusual size and beauty, and the weeping-willow, border
the course of the streams, and the marshy tracts abound
with a peculiar kind of rush, that forms the material of
the fine Persian matting. The ornamental shrubs and
herbaceous plants of this country are but little known

;

four of them, however, from their abundance and beauty,
give an air of elegance to the country, superior to thatm any other region; these are the jessamin, and the blue
and scarlet anemone, in the thickets ; and the tulip and
ranunculus, in the pastures.

The Persian poppies are in great esteem, from the
quantity and strength of the juice which they yield. They
grow four feet higli, in some places, and have white leaves.
The juice is extracted from them, when they are ripe, by
making little incisions in the head of the poppy. It is
said to have such an effect on those who collect it, that
they lo()k as if they had been buried and taken up again,
and their limbs tremble as if they liad the palsy. The'
iiquor thus drawn from them, in a little time, grows thick,
and is made up into pills, which we call opium. The
Persian bakers strew poppy-seed upon their bread, which
inclines those who eat it to sleep, and is not reckoned un-
wholesome after their meals. The common people eat
the seed almost at any time. Saffron gro plentifi lly in
Persia

;
and assa-foetida, which to us is the most offensive

of all smells, is to the natives a refreshing perfume.
Animals.-] As ther^ is but little cover in the southern

part of Persia, wild beasts are not numerous. In the
woody parts there are lions, tigers, leopards, wild hogs,
and jackalls; but the latter are so tame, that, Mr. Han-
way says, whenever he encamped, they would run over
his bed in the night, and, being fond of leather, he was
afraid they would run away with his accoutrements ; and
they made such a barking and howling in the woods, that
he could not rest for them.

Here are hor.ses, mules, asses, oxen, buffaloes, and ca-
mels; but the latter, as beasts of burden, much excel
all the rest, whether we consider the weight they carry
the dispatch they make, or the expence of keeping them!
Of these camels there are several kinds : some have two
bunches upon their backs, and others but one; and there
is a third sort, engendered between a dromedary, which
Js a camel with two bunches, and a female with one,
which are most esteemed, for they seldom tire, and will
carry a prodigious weigh;. Those which travel between
the Persian Gulf and Ispahan are of a smaller size, but
Uiey are almost as serviceable as the other, being swifter
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of foot, and Mill gallop like a horse, whereas the other
seldom go beyond a foot-pace. These swift camels are
kept by the king and his nobles, to convey their women
from place to place, and carry their baggage. They are
usually adorned with embroidered cloths, and silver be)!,
about their necks. A string of six or seven of them are
tied together when they travel, and governed by one man
Neither bridle nor halter is used to hold them in, nor
whips to drive them; but they are governed by the driver's
voice, who usually sings to them as they travel. It jj ,„

vain to beat them, if they tire ; they never go the better
for it. When they are to take up their burden, the driver
touches their knees, on which they lie down on tlieir be|.

lies, till they are loaded, groaning, however, and givin-.

signs of uneasiness, under a sense of the fatigue wiiidi
they are about to undergo. In travelling, they graze on
the road-side, on weeds and thistles, with their^burdens
on their backs, and are sometimes fed with balls of barley-

meal and chaft^ made into a paste.

Oxen, asses, and mules, are also used indiff'erently for

carrying passengers or burdens ; and the land being plough-
ed by buffaloes or oxen, these beasts are seldom killed

for food. The asses of Persia are much larger and swifter

than those of Europe, and will perform a journey very
well. The horses have fine foreheads, and are well-pro-
portioned, light, and sprightly; but only used for the sad-

die. Though they are beautiful creatures to look on, they

are neither so swift as the Arr bi.a horses, nor so hardy
as the Tartars; and the king has always a stud of the

Arabian breed.

The sheep at Shirauz are of a superior flavour, owing
to the excellence of the pasturage in that neighbourhood,
and are remarkable for the fineness of their fleece. They
have broad flat tails, as in Tartary and some other places,
so large, that, Mr. Franklin says, he has seen some that

weighed more than thirty pounds ; but those which are

sold in the markets do not weigh above six or seven pounds.
They are remarkable, also, in some parts of Persia, for

having several horns. " I have seen some," says Char-
din, "with six or seven horns, some standing straight out

of their foreheads ; so that, when the rams engage, there

IS usually a great deal of blood spilt in the battle." The
flesh of the Persian goats is very good ; and their wool
or hair is so fine, that great quantities 'of it are exported.

Tame and wild fowl in Persia are alir jst as numerous
as in Europe. Turkies have been imported into Ispa-

han, but do not thrive there. Pigeons they take the ut-

most care to increase, on account of their dung, witli

which they raise tlieir melons. Their dove-cots are very

large, of a round form, and handsomelv built of brick;

and of these, it is said, there are not less than three thou-

sand in the city of Ispahan alone. Chardin observes, that

the partridges are the largest and most excellent he ever
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. The boolbul, or oriental nightingnlc, enlivens the
spring with its varied song. As to eagles, hawks, falcons,

am) otlicr birds of prey, there is no country where they
have more, or wliere they are better instructed to take the
prey, tlian in Persia.

River-fish is scarce, and seldom eaten; but the Caspian
Sea and the Persian Gulf furnish plenty of sea-fish, of al-
most every kind.

The interior of Persia is not much infested with insects
unless it bo with swarms of locusts, which sometimes vi-
iit it: these fly in such numbers, as to look like a cloud,
and darken the sky; and, wherever they alight, they de-'
stroy the fruits of the earth ; but Providence has so or-
dained it, that there are certain birds, which, generally
visiting the country about the same time, eat up the lo-
custs, and so prevent the entire I'ain of the crops.

Minerals.-] The mineralogy of this extensive country
seems neither various nor important, though the numerous
niountanis probably abound with unexplored treasures.
Tiie lead-mines of Kerman and Yezd produce the usual
mixture of silver. In the northern provinces there are
several mnies of iron, but the metal is harsh and brittle.
Copper IS chiefly found in the mountains of Mazanderan
and near Casbin; but it is brittle, and requipes to be mixed
with that of Japan or Sweden.
There are two mines of turquoises ; one at Nishapour

inCorasan, and another about four days' journey to the
south of the Caspian, m the mountain called Feruzkoh
Pearls abound in the Persian Gulf, especially near the
isles of Bahrm, on the Arabian side.

Chardin adds, that sulphur and nitre are found in the
mountan. of Demavend, which he places on the south of
Hjrcania, or Mazanderan. Sometimes whole deserts are
covered with sulphur, and others with salt, which, near^
tashan, is remarkably pure.

Medicinal Springs, Everlasting Fire, S^c] The most
celebrated mineral-waters are thos. of Baringe, about half
a league from Tauris; and those of Seid Kent, about six
leagues from the same city. These waters are sulphureous,
and some of them boiling hot, whilst other? are remark-
ably cold.

About ten miles from Assur, at the foot of a high moun-
tain on the north of Gambroon, there are several springs,
both hot and cold, which are much resorted to, for the
cure of rheumatic pains and cutaneous distempers • but
they are only ireed for bathing, as the water, taken inter-
nally, operates as a powerful emetic. No person resides
near these baths

; but a few she-is have been erected h. the
neighbourhood, for the aec.;.n,odati.u of mvalids, wi,o
take care to furnish themselves with all other convcnit .. cs.
"n the first Cireassian mountain, lying on the south of

he river Tereck, there is a well, about forty tuthoms deep,
Tom which a stream of boiling water falls into a stone
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basin, and atterwaras rushes down a precipice, new thirty
fathoms, m^ the Tereck, in sdflicient quantities to turn
he wheel of a mill. Near this hill are seven springs of
the same k,ml of water, and one which appears impreg
nated with alum, being so extremely acid and astringent
that It cannot be held long in the mouth. At a small
distance are several pits, dug in the earth, containing salt
of the utmost purity and brightness, which dissolves in
stantaneously in the mouth, and leaves a very pungent
sensation. Even in cold weather, the warmth of these
wells produce the verdure and flowers of spring near
their borders.

The phenomenon called the everlasting Jire, to which
a sect of Indians and Persians, called Gaurs, pay relicrjou,
worship, has been thus described by an intelligent writer

" It IS situated about (en miles from the city of Bakum the province of Shirvan, on a dry rocky spot of "round!
Here are several ancient temples, built with stone, and
supposed to have been all dedicated to fire ; and, among
the others; there is a little temple, in which the Gaurs
now worship. Near the altar is a large hollow cane, from
the end of which issues a blue flame, in colour and gen.
tieness resembling a lamp, but seemingly more pure. The
Indians affirm, that this flame has continued ever since the
flood; and they believe that, if it were resisted or sup,
pressed in that place, it would break out and rise in some
other.

''At a short distance from this temple is a low cliff" of
a rock, in which there is a horizontal gap, two feet from
the ground, near six feet long, and about three feet broad,
out of which issues a constant flame, of the colour and
nature already described. When the wind blows, it some-
times rises to the height of eight feet, but is much lower
m calm weather.

" The earth round this place, for more than two miles,
has this extraordinary property, that, by taking up two or
three inches of the surface, and applying a live coal to
it, the part so uncovered immediately takes fire, ahiiost
before the coal touches the earth. The flame makes the
soil hot, but does not consume it, nor affect M'hat is near
it with any degree of heat. .

" If a cane, or tube of paper, be set about t^vo inches
in the ground, closed with earth below, and the top of it

touched with a live coal, a flame will immediately issue

)nt, without consuming the tube, provided the edges be
covered with clay. Three or four of these lighted "canes
will boil water in a pot, and are sometimes used to cook
victuals. The flame may be extinguished in the same
manner as that of spirits of wine. It smells sulphureous,
like iiaptha, but is not very offensive."

Antiquities.'] The principal remains of antiquity in Per-
sia, arc the famous ruins of Persepolis, a city which was
the residence of the ancient kings of Persia, and was
2D
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scarcely inferior to any city in the world in splendour and
magnificence. The place is now called CUiilmanar, or
tlic forty pillars. It is situated about fifty miles north-east
of Shirauz, at the north-cast end of that spacious plain,
where Persepolis once stood, and is generally supposed
to be a part of the palace of Darius, who was conquered
by Alexander the Great. It stands on a rising ground

;

and the adjoining mountains encircle it, in fomi of an
amphitheatre. The ascent to the pillars is by a grand
flight of steps, of blue stone, a hundred and four in num-
ber, thirty feet in length, and twenty inches broad; so that
a horse may easily go up or down them. Mr. Herbert
says, it was built upon a mountain of dark-coloured mar-
ble, and the steps hewn out of the solid rock ; but those
who Imve viewed it more accurately since, observe, tliat

the steps are composed of large stones, fifteen or sixteen
feet long, and of such a thickness, that six or seven steps
are cut out of one stone ; the whole being so artificially
jomed, that they appear to be but one piece.

The stair-case divides as you ascend, one flight wind-
mg to the right, and the other to the left, liaving a wall
on each side, and a balustrade on the other. Afterwards
both flights, or branches, turn again, and end at a square
landmg-place, whence you go into a portico of white
marble, twenty feet wide. On it are carved, in bas-relief
two beasts, as large as elephants, but their bodies like
horses, with the feet and tails of oxen. Ten feet farther
stand two fluted columns, of whitish stone, about six feet
high, besides their capitals and bases, and as thick as
three men can fathom round. A little farther stand two
pilasters, embellished with two sphinxes, of an immense
me, ornamented with a profusion of bead-work. On the
sides above are inscriptions, of an ancient character, which
no one yet has been able to decipher. Beyond this portal
IS another flight of ^teps, leading to the grand !,all of co-
lumns^; on Its sides are a variety of figures, i« bas-relief,
a kind of triumph, consisting of a great train of people,m distinct companies, some carrying banners, others of-
ferings; after all is a car, drawn by several horses, with
a little altar on it, from which fire seems to ascend At
the head of the stair-case is another bas-relief, repiesent-
mg a hoii, seizing a bull, cut with great exactness; and
close to this are other inscriptions, in ancient characters
.>i.the top of the second stair-case is a square place,
which has been surrounded with columns, to whirh the
name of the forty pillars has been given. Although many
ages have elapsed since the foundation cf this buildin.'
fifteen of th.. c.hnnns yet remain entire; they are from
seventy to c.^iay feet in height, and are masterly pieces
of n>aso„r>

,
d.eir pedestals are curiously wrought, and

appear l..Ulc injured by the hand of time; the shafts are
ttuten

, . u.,0 top, and the capitals are adorned with a
protuoiij ! of Irieze-work.
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From this hall we proceed eastward, till we arrive at
die remains of a large square building, the entrance to
which is through a door of granite. Most of the doors
and windows of this apartment are still standing; they are
of black marble, and polished like a mirror: on the sides
of the entrance are bas-reliefs of two figures, representing
a man stabbing a goal

: over another door is the represent
tation of two men, at ftill length ; behind stands a do.
mestic, holding a spread umbrella. At the south entrance
of this room are two large pillars, on which are cut four

figures, dressed in long garments, holding in their hands
spears, ten feet in length. Vast numbers of broken pij.

lars, shafts, and capitals, are scattered over a considerable

extent of ground, some of them of enormous dimensions.

Indeed, every part of these ruins indicate their former
grandeur, and, whilst viewing them, the mind becomes
impressed with an awful solemnity.

There are the remains of other buildings, reaching up
the sides of the mountain, equally magnificent and beau-

tiful, with human figures cut on t!ie \\alls, carrying bows
and arrows, and spears in their hands, all of thein with

caps, in the form of turrets, which was tlie mode of head-

dress among die ancient Medes. Sir John Chardin and
M. Le Brun have given it as their opinion, Uiat this was
the burial-place of the ancient kings of Persia. The
modern natives call this place the Assembly of King Gem-
sheed, and say, that prince used to visit it, with the''noble3

and great men of his court, in order to enjoy a delightful

view of the adjacent country. In another place, nearly

adjoining, a stone stair-case leads into a magnificent court,

of a quadrangular form; several pedestals of pillars, and

the remains of two grand portals, all of granite, are still

visible, and the cornices of the portals are perfect. On
many of the broken pieces of the pillars are ancient in-

scriptions. In several parts of this palace are stone aque-

ducts, cut under ground, eighty feet deep, and forlv broad,

to carry ofi' the water that descends from the mo'untains.

The materials of which the ruins consst, are chiefly

hard blue stone
; but the doors and windows of the apart-

ments are all of black marble, highly polished. One of

the principal things, worthy admiration, is the immense
strength of the foundation. The whole of the palace

takes m a circumference of fourteen hundred square yards,

The front is six hundred paces from north to south', and

three hundred and ninety from east to « est. The height of

the foundation, in front, is, in several parts, from forty to

fifty feet, and consists of two immense stones, laid together.
It IS much to be feared, that, in the course of a few cen-

turies, earthquakes may destroy the columns and remain-
ing apartments; but, whatever may be their fate, the fuun-

dation must endure, until the rock on which it is built shall

be destroyed.

Cities, Towns. Sec.'] Isj^ahax, the capital of Persia is
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Situated ill a delightful plain, and almosf snrroiindod by
niounlaiii.s. 'I'i.e .streets are gonoraiiy narrow and crooked
ami citlior exceedingly dirty or dusty, not being paved!
Tliere are, liowever, some <iiie squares in the towii°particu-
iarly the Meydan, or Royal Square, into xvhicli open two of
the palace-gates. On the sides of this square, which is one-
third of a mile in length, and more than half as broad are
buildings, much like those of Exeter Change, in London
a covered way, with shops on both sides, where every p-,r'
ticular trade has a quarter assigned; and there is a second
story, «lieie mechanics have their working shops. There
seoms to be little difference between these Exchan<ves and
ours, except that those of Ispahan have no windows, but
large openings, at proper distances, to let in the li-rht and

1 A.
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people ride through them, as along the streets. In the
miildie of the square there is a market for horses and cat-
tle; and all manner of goods and eatables are exposed for
sale. On that side of the square next the palace there
IS a handsome basin of water, shaded with trees- and
some brass guns, taken from the Portuguese at o'rmus
serve to make a show. At the south end of the square is
a great mosque, and another on the east side, over against
the principal gate of the palace. Several streets are
arched over, which makes them dark, and this seems to
be peculiar to the Persian towns; as is also, that their
houses are at some distance from their shops. It is a
common thing for a tradesman to go half a mile in a morn
ingto die bazar, or market-place, where his shop is; and
at mght he locks up his valuable goods in chests and
counters, and the rest are left packed up in the open
square; and seldom i.s any thing lost, so careful are the
«atch appointed to guard the market-place, and so little
IS theft practised in this part of the world.
Foreign merchants lodge their goods in the public oil

ravanseras, of which there are not less than fifteen hun-
•I'edin the city of Ispahan. Tnese are large buildir
erecte by charitable persons, for the use of strangers, fch

tliat
... the last every one finds his own bedding and cook-

arTtwnT''
'".""'"'' *'"^^ '"^" '"'^^''^^ '•""'^J- There

ar U,o things, however, that render a caravansera prefer-
able to an iim

:
one is, that a person is not subject to ex-

t "on, but buys his provision at the best hand; and the
i.er, that let the merchant take up ever so ma v room
s not isuirbed in them, and pays but a trifle for wart

2 cff... houses m the principal parts of the town,

"'0"Sl' tliey have no prmtcd newspapers. In «ucl. place

are amusements peculiar to the country, as the harangue,
of poets, priests, and historians, who hold forth, and geta crowd about them. ^

.bo^e'tir'""-!
"'"' ''" °""'"" '''•"'Si-S to it, takes upabove three miles m compass. Over the two gates, whichcome up to the royal square, is a gallery, whe^e the' sophor king, used to sit, and see martial exercises performedon horsebac

. No part of the palace, where'the court
resides, reaches this square; but, having entered the prin-
cipal ga e, there is a hall, or court-room, on the left-hand
where the viz.er and other judges administer justice on
certain days; and, on the right, are rooms, whe.e offend-
ers are allowed to take sanctuary. From hence to the
hall, where the king usually gives audience, is a hand-some covered walk. It is a long room, beautiftilly paint-
ed, and supported by forty pilhirs, divided into three
paits, one step higher than the other, on which the great
oflicers stand, according to their rank. On the third as-
cent IS the royal throne, raised about a, foot and a halffrom the floor, and about eight feet square, on which is
spread a rich carpet. Here the king sits, cross-legged
upon solemn occasions.

'

"Many fanciful things," says a respectable traveller
have been related respecting the harem, or women's'

apartments, which travellers have never been admitted to
see: some particulars, however, have been learned from
the eunuchs and women, who frequent those apartments
and furnish the ladies with toys. From these we under.!
stand, that the women's quarter of i1,e palace is the most
magnificent, and the best furnished of the whole the
prince spending the greater part of his time here 'it is
said, also, that the economy of this inward palace is much
the same with the outer; and that the women have their
several posts and employments here, as the men have in
the other; that there are stewards, secretaries, treasurers
guards, &c. all of the fair sex; whose cabals frequently
embarrass and frustrate the best-concerted designs of the
ministers without.

" In the harem there are three ranks of women; urst
princesses born there; secondly, those by whom the kin-.'
has any children, or who are his mistresses; and, thirdK°
those whom he has never taken to his embraces, and many
of whom he scarcely knows.

" In the royal harem are several distinct buildinos,
M hich have no communication with each other. When a'kmg dies, those ladies, with whom he has conversed as
wives, are shut up in a quarter bv themselves, whence
they are not permitted to stir out as loi.sr as tlwy live, un-
less It be the mother of the succeeding prince; vNho'has
generally great influence in affairs, and almost a soverei-n
authority within the limits of the harem.

°

" The guards of the harem are composed of three dif-
ferent bodies. 1. The white eunuchs, vho -uaid the
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outer gate, i nese never come witliin sight of the women.
2. The black eunuchs. These are generally from the coast

of Malabar. Their station is in the second court; and the

oldest and most deformed of these are selected to attend

the ladies, and carry messages; the rest are employed
either in the gardens, kitchens, or other places, remote
from the women's apartments. 3. The innermost guard
is composed of women, commanded by some antiquated

matron, who receives orders from the prince himself, and
conveys his majesty's commands, by the eunuchs who at-

tend, to the guards without.

" The ladies of one apartment are not suffered to visit

those of another, without permission. This is to prevent

quarrels among rival mistresses. Those who delight the

king most with their singing, their dancing, or their wit,

«re sure to excite envy ; and the king is not a little trou-

bled, sometimes, with their contrivances to betray and sup-

plant each other. When he is provoked, he will order one

to be confined, another to be beaten, and a third, perhaps,

to be degraded to the rank of a common slave. It is re-

ported, also, that the greatest part of the royal infants are

put to death as soon as born, to prevent their being too

numerous. The king's mother has the direction of these

matters ; and her orders are executed without the least re-

morse. She is, as it were, the governess of all her son's

mistresses and favourites : their fortune, and that of their

children, seems to be entirely in her hands ; and it is not

easy for them, without her, to preserve the king's affection.

The king is npvcr formally married to any of his mis-

tresses; but takes which of the ladies he pleases to his

bed, without any ceremony. Those he is intimate with

are but a small number. The others, indeed, sing, dance,

and play before him, and contribute to his pleasures in

another manner; but, from the distractions he meets with

in a variety of consorts, he frequently fixes upon some
one, who may p, )perly enough be styled the queen of the

ha^em.

"The ladies of the harem never visit out of the palace,

but receive the visits of their female relations : and it is

observed, in general, throughout Persia, that those of the

greatest quality of that sex stir the least from home,
scarcely ever going abroad, but on some extraordinary

occasion. But, when they do go, their visits usually last

•even or eight hours. They take with them their female

•laves and eunuchs; and the husband usually sends a go-

vernante and eunuch of his own, to observe their con-

duct.

"As the ladies follow the king to his other palaces, or to

camp, in time of war, they always travel in the night. A
troop of rnvairy usually marches a hundred paces before

them, and another troop in the rear, uttering a cry, by which
every male, more than seven years of age, understands he

is to retire to a certain distance. The eunuchs, with their

[paut I.

batons, also on horseback, march between the guards and

the women; and, if any man is found in the way or

within the limits prohibited, he is put to death. If they

march through a city, the men, in the streets through whith

they pass, and those adjoining, are all obliged to leave

their houses, and fiy to some other part of the town, as

those of the villages are, for a league together, on the

right and left of the road through which they are to march'

and a detachment of dragoons is usually sent, linlf a day

before, to drive them away. Muskets are fired, at short

intervals, to give notice of their approach, and all who

hear the report retire as fast as they can."

There are upwards of a hundred and fifty Mahometan

niosqiujs in Ispahan, covered with domes or cupolas

which, appearing through the trees, that are planted al-

most all over the town, afford an agreeable prospect : but

the common buildings are so low, as scarcely to be dis.

cernable by one who takes a view of the town from with-

out.

As no Christian is admitted within their mosques, it is

not easy to meet with a particular description of them.

Those who have seen the great mosque of Ispahan, in

disguise, tell us, there is a gate leading to it, covereii

with silver plates. Through this there is a quadni'i^ie,

with a piazza on each side, where the priests Ldge who

belong to the mosque. In the centre is a large basin of

water, w here the people wash themselves before they enter

the temple. In this square, opposite the great gate, are

three large doors, which open into it. The whole build-

ing consists of five aisles, beautified with gold and azure.

In the middle is the cupola, supported by four square pil-

lars. The aisles on the sides are lower than the middle

one, and borne up by thick columns of free-stone. Two

great windows, towards the top of the middle aisle, give

light to the whole mosque. On the left, towards the

middle, stands a kind of pulpit, with stone steps to go

up to it. There are no seats or pews, as in Christian

churches, or any kind of imagery or pictures; but the

floor is carpeted, and all persons put off their shoes on

entering. The walls within are lined with white polished

marble, to the height of fifteen feet. The building wtt-

1

out is of stone, but painted with varnish-colours ; and on I

the cupola is a tower, where the priests go up to summon

the people to their devotion.

There are here a number of hummums, or bagnios ; some I

of these are square buildings, but most of them round,

built with white polished stone, and covered with painted

tiles. The interior is divided into several recesses or cham-

bers, some for pleasure, and others for sweating; and the

floor.", are laid with black and white marble.

But what is particularly admired by foreigners, is the I

Charbag. This is a walk, about a hundred yards wide,

and a mile long, extending from the city to the river. Od
|
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each si(k< are planlcd tloubic rows of trees; 'and, in the

I A.

iDHldle, runs a canal, not continued on a level ; but at the
.iistance of every furlong, the water falls iiito n larce
basin, fornung a cascade. The sides, bu Ji of the canal
and basnis, are lined with hewn stone, broad euou-h' for
several persons to walk a-breast. On each side of this
walk are the royal gardens, and those of the grandees
uith pleasure-houses at a small distance; and the whole'
together, forms as agreeable a prospect as can be con-
ceived.

This capital is said formerly to have contained a popu-
lation of SIX hundred and fifty thousand souls; but it was
often depopulated by Kouli Khan, during his wars; and
when Mr. Hanway was there, in 1744, not above five
thousand of its houses were inhabited.

Shirauz lies about two hundred and twenty-five miles
to the south of Ispahan. It is situated in a fertile vallev
which IS twenty-six miles long, and twelve broad, and is
surouiided on all sides by mountains.
The city has six gates, each guarded bya hundred men

and four ofHcers, who every morning and evening attend
at the citadel, to pay their compliments to the khan, or kinir
or, m his absence, to the beglerbeg, or person next in'
rank. It is the duty of these guards to prevent all per-
sons leaving the city Mithout a pass; and, if any person
obnoxious to government, escapes, the officer's head an'
»«ers for it. The gates are shut at sun-set, and opened
at snn-rise, before which time no one can go out or
come in.

6 "'> or

At the upper end of the city stands the citadel, built of
"int b„c s, a scpiare of eighty yards circumference.

Hanked with round to^vcrs, and encompassed with a d.J
ossc, of the same breadth and depth as that of the citv

1
's the royal residence, and serves, occasionally, :,/a

'late prison. Opposite to the citadel, in a large hand-
some square, ts a gallery, where the khan's music, con-
.^g of trumpets, kettle-drums, and other instruments,
play regularly at sun-nse and sun-set. One side of this-

"'Wing, situated at the upper end of a large garden towluch you are conducted through an avenue, planted on
:

each side vu h a species of the sycamore-tree. The room

bo t'" T? 'T'
^""^ ^" °P"^ f--^"^' the inside,

I

7"' °."'^-'l'»d
»'P the wall, lined with white marble and

!

^ceiling and other parts ornamented with a bea t^ dold enamelled work, in imitation of lapis lazuli. There

I

out, there are three handsome fountains, with stone ba-
-, ons antly playing. In the great square, before thetad IS the park of artillery, consisting of several pieces

1 """'«'"°"". '" ^"^ ""'""^''- ^°'' «f tl'e guns
(« 'ch are Spamsh and Portuguese, exceptingtwo English

509
twenty-pounders) are so dreadfullv honey-combed thatti.ey would certainly burst on the fi'rst discharge '

I ho great market is a covered street, aboiU a quarterof a mile long, built entirely „f brick and rn,L
thniginthestylleof,hePiaLs,m^v::'c :S^^^;
posed to sale. I here are also separate bazars, in Shiran/

^rS::fr':'"^"'""''^^^^'^-^-Hds:;;;;:

One quarter of the town is allotted to the Jews, whopay a heavy tax to government, and are obliged to m^keconsiderable presents. These people are more odious tothe Persians than those of any other religion; and eve ^opportunity IS t.jken to oppress, and extort money f 11

b at nH T ?"'' '" '^' '''''' "^^'"g accustomed tobeat and insult them with impunity. The Indians have acm-avansera allowed them in another quarter of th dtyfor which they are also under contributions
^'

Mr.Franklm, who got admission, in disguise, into theprincipal mosque, has given the following 'description of't. a IS of a square form: in the centre is a stone «?-

prayer. On the four sides of the building are arched
apartments, allotted for devotion; some of the L^tofwhich are covered with china-tiles, others with a blue andvvh e enamelled work. A^'i.hin these recesses, on the
vails on each side, are various sentences engraved fromthe Koran; and at the upper end of the square is a lairedome, with a cupola at the top. It is lin'ed througho'u

^v th white marble, ornamented wiU. curious blue and gold
artificiat lapis lazuli, and has three silver lamps suspe.fd dfrom the centre of the dome. Here priests are constantlyemp oyed in reading the Koran. This mosque has detached
apartments, with places for ablutions and other religious
ceremonies; and, at a little distance, on the outside area range of handsome buildings, inhabited by mullahs 'der
vises, and other religious men."

'

In the centre of the city is a large building, called by
the Persians, Shah Cherauz, or the King Catp, and isconsidered as a place of great sanctity, being the mausoleum of the mother of one of their Imaums,'or head of

date of Its fou..Jation cannot be ascertained. Tlie tombof the celebrated poet Ilafiz, about two miles from Shi-
rauz, IS of fine while marble. On the top and sides are
select pieces from the poet's own works, most beautifullv
cut in Persian characters. During the sj.ing and summeV
season, the inhabitants visit this spot, and amu..^ them-
selves with smoking, playing at chtss, and other games
reading also the M-orks of Ilafiz, whom they esteenlmore
han any of their poets, and whom they venerate almost
to adoration. A most elegant copy of his works is kept
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uj)oii the tomb, for llio iiis])ection of ull vvlio go tht-io.

'I'lie priiuipul youlli of the city usseinble hen;, and shew
evt'iy posoiblc niiiik of iL-s|M(t for tlicir favourite poet,

making plentiful libations of the delicious wine of Sliiruuz

to his nu'iiiory.

Not far from this tomb is a ningnificent building, called

111 tt Tun, or Seven Bodies, erected in commemoration
of seven dervises, who came from ii great distance to re-

niile in I'ersia, and took up their abode on this spot, and
there continued till tluy all died, each burjing the other

successively, until the last was buried by the neighbours.

This hall is lined one-third of tlie height with white Tauris
marble, and the ceiling is ornamented with blue and gold
•Mianul, It has some tolerable paintings, executed in the

Persian style.

'Che tomb of Sadi, another of their famous poets, who
tloujjshed ;>boul six ctiuturies ago, is also in being, though
out of repair. It is situated at the foot of the mountains
that border the valley of Shirauz. It is a large square
building, at the upper end of which arc two alcoves, or
recesses in the wall. That on the right is the tomb of
Sadi, just in the state it was in when he \\as buried: it is

budt of stone, ten feet long, and two and a half broad. On
tile sides are engraved many sentences in the oKl Nuskhi
character, relating to the poet and his works. On the
tomb is placed, for the inspection of all who visit if, a
nianuscript copy of his works, most elegantly transcribed.

This place the people of Shirauz visit occasionally, as they
do the tomb of llaliz.

With respect to the present state of this city, we have
the following account, in a quarto volume, recently pub-
lished by Major Waring :

"Shirauz, I am apt to believe, will disappoint those
who have imagined it a populous and noble city. It is

worih seeing, but not worth going to see. The town is

by no means so large as is report( tl : it is surrounded b\

a wall, tenable against cavalry, and has six gate-ways.
M uiy of the streets are so narrow, that an ass, loaded with
Wood, stops your way, if you are on horseback ; and the

houses are generally mean and dirty, lint we now see
Shirauz to great disadvantage, the late king having de-
stroyed an excellent stone wall, with very strong basiions,

which was deemed, by the Persians, almost impregnable,
find several of the best houses in tin place; in his time, it

was surrounded by a broad and ileep ditch, which he tilled

up, on destroying the fort.

"Travellers, who visited Persia I' ^ before the ravages
of time could have entirely defaced . o marks of sumptu-
ous editices, speak neidier of the txtensive ruins nor
splendid monmnenc of Shirauz. Olearius, who \\us in

. fJ-ssa in the year i-,-; :, says, that it did not contain more
Uwn ten thon nd houses; but that its ruins extended two
miles. Herbert, wh'. accompanied Sir Thonuis Sherley

CiKOGllAPIlV. [parti.

into Persia, in the year iGCJj, remarks, that the circiuu-

ference wa» eight or nine miles; that there were lifter,

mos(|ues, one of whi< h iiad i wo pillars, as high as S|.

Paul's. Dr. Fryer speaks of n, as containing sonic tin,.

maikets. Thevenot informs m, that its circumferenic j,

two hours' walk; and 'I'uvernicr calls it a mean, diriy

place, which was once surrounded by a wall of mud, then
f^dlendown.

" I should suppose the tov^n to be about five n)ile»
ji,

circumference, as it took me a little more than an hour tu

walk my horse round it. They have here a glass-hous,..

and a foundry, both worth seeing. The bottoms, which
they blow, of glass, have a curious appearance to a

stranger; they are ornamented in the inside with repre-

scntations of trees, flowers, &c. and sometimes with siii;,||

medallions. When the glass is just blown, they fix thoni

in the bottom with small pincers; and so neatly ai tlic

pieces joined together, as to escape observation. Some
of the artiliccrs are ingenious able men; but their qiia-

litications are actually misfortunes, as they are compelled
to work. for the principal people in the city, without the

smallest hope of being recompensed for their labour, or

being repaid for the expences they have incurred. This
was really tin; situation of a ^ery able gunsmith, who made
pistols nearly equal to those in Europe.
'The Vakeel's bazar is a most noble work; it is built

of brick, arched, and covered in, like Exeter-Change. It

probably extends half a mile, and is, I should suppose,
fifty f.et wide. They have a story, that Kureem Kkm,
ndmg through it, soon a.-er the work was completed, saw
a nail driven into the wall, and, detecting the ofl'ender,

causril his head to be struck off."

There are places in this city distinguished by the mime
of Zoo?- K/iuiia, the house of strength, to which the Per-

sians resort for the sake of exercising themselves. These
houses consist of one room, with a floor sunk about t^o

feet below the surface of liie earth; am' the light and air

aie admitted to the apartment by means of several small

apertures, perforated in the dome In the centie, is a

large square terrace, or platform of earth, well beaten

down, smootli, and even; and on each side are small al-

coves, raised about two fe(»t above the platform, where

the musi' ians and spectators are seatf-d. When all the

competi' ,rs are assemble. 1, which is on every Friday morii-

ing, al
. iiy-break, they immediately strip themselves to the

waist, on which each man puis on a pair of thick woollen

drawers, and takes in hi hand two v^ooden clubs. Hit
a foot and a half in length, and cut in the shape of a pear;

these they rest on each shoulder, and, the music striking

up, they move them backward and forward with great

agility, stamjmig with their feet at the same time, and

stiaini ig every nerve, till they produce a very profuse

pf rsp j-ation. After continuing this exercise about half an



' A S
„our, (!..; .n:.,tor „f ,1... I.oi.s., u|,„ U always one of ll.em
and ... <li.sl...g.uslR.,l by tl.e ..j,,„.||a.ion of pc/.homi or
,vre,tkT ...akc» a signal, o„ „hie|, ,1,,,^ „,| ,,,,., „,v '

.

''"" '''"'^''' '""'. J""ii"K I cU in a circle, bogia to ,„ou.
til.'.- '-'l vi.ry bnsklv, in tin,.. „itl. tl... nu..i,., whi,b is
|.ll.he.Mnepln.v,ngalu..|ytnnc.. Having continn.-d tins
.r n ron...lerable tnn.-. H-y cnnnence vvivstling; bntI-- .In, trml

,,. skill begins, tlu> nm.tcr of tluLnsJ
a.l.lrcs..s .1,0 con.pany i,. a set .,H...d., i„ „|,i,l, ,,, ,,„,
1 ;•

.-'"l"l"t"s, that, as ,|„.y a,v all n,c-t in goo.l fdlow-
,„,.,... onuht they to .(..part; a„.l ,|.at, in the contest
.lu, .... ahon. en., nng n,t., ,1..,. should have .,., ...alico
or ,ll-«.ll n. ,he.r hearts, .t being onl^ ,,.. hononrable e.nn-
'''7- -'' 7' '-f

f
--,,!,, i„,vhieh, l,..y are goi.,g to

ex. rt .l,...nselve., a„.l „ot a co..,. ..tions b,awl : 1.;. there
1.10 .

;...l.o... then, to proceed in ,oo.i h.nnonr a. .1 con-
CO..I, I -speech .slo„,Ily applan,|..d, and the. restli.,.,
c,w.,. I he .nas.er ol .he hon.e is aKvay.s the ehaf-Ijn "n.l, ben.g aecnsto.ned to the exer. ise, is „. .

nUy the eonqne.-o.-, by th,-o.i„, ..ach of ,he on,'...,
"'" " ""-/»- -"cessively. Tl... sp. .,ators ea.h
as,,.neq...atothree-pe.,eeK.,gnsl.,L.h,chthe'nfM „ .,1, a p,,,c oft, .bacco, and coffee
Dkuben,, the capital of Shirva.., i.s a ci.y of .rent

ant.qu.ty. and the only place now .sta,.ding on ,. ,0.

a""ieh..oa.,.e.t:;.di..:t2\:;:;rv'"''r'^

cimdcl, that mount, foity pieces of cnnnnn ^r
'

-iivuld into .l„ee parts e-,ch .nrrl .

'"' '"^ ''
pjiis, tatli part liaving its d st^nrtvvpll.

Ifie upper town, nhich is b-.lf o „ -.
"'sunctwail;

bastions.
'""'"' '^"^ ^y »*'«"' «ix flanking

^to..c,s f..on, 'n f,
'"' "' ''"°' ='™-^ - «»•-- dow.,

'" 'I'i3 year that ,ho 1?„.2. .

"" ''y ^«'™^''^ " ^vas

I A.
iJl

'" ""s voar that tho P, •
7--" >" '""'neiiy. it was

-I>e;.a:';d>;^iC^;^-^^^^^^^^^
•^"^ us, that, ,hongh »;«.., o7Z: ,

'"^""'"'"-^' ^'"».

'
"' o..e .ide bv the hills 7 ''' ''''' '"Pl'°''«d

I

'^e greatest part i^ IS.""""""
^^"^ ^^"^^ "-'"

^ "nd

^l/'^'"^«</«m«m/ Co.«;«.;ce.J The Per.ian, equal, HIcy do ..ut excee.l, all the ...anntactnr.rs in the worl ^ .J«.lk. «..oll..,., n,oha.r, ca.p.t.s, „..d leather. In the fabrl^cU.on ... tinse art.cle., they nnite fanev, taste, and e|<^Kn..ce w.th nchness andneatnesn; „,.d ve they ar Ino-nt o, pa.n,...,; „,,, ,.,;, ,,,,^. „^^; J
-, «"«

'•3 e...g ...eels that of Knrope. Tl.e.r .Iver ,n..l gohl iace
;;';'. th.. ads arc adn.i..able f..r p.e.rving ,!.'.'

J'I c.r e.nbr.n.leries and ho. se-furniture are tun to be

"

I^d; nor are they ignorant of the pottery an.l wi ,ow'gass„.anuK=tures. On tl.e other hand, Lr ca;:!:
...0 very n.d.fl.rent artists, whi< h is said to be ..wini to tl.e-rcuy of t.n.ber in Persia. Their jewellers and^n» h.s re dun.sy work.nen; a..d they arc igno.a't oflockn.ak,ng, and the n.anufactnre of looking-dasses

he connnerce of the Pers.ans, who have Tittle or no

Or n,sat Go„,b...on, . ,s the .nost Incative they ha,!-
'>"t the perpe.nal wa,s they have b..en engaged in Jrunud .h...r connnerce. As the n.ann.act.^es a... .

'^
Oh.lan are ..st.e.ned the best in Persia, Resched, on ,hCasp,an, .s one of the first c.mne.dal towns in .his pa.'o» Asia, an, snpplies the bordering p.ovinces with l.\.-ropean merchandise,

"nn i^i-

IMigio..] The Persians are Mahnn.etans, of ,|.e sectof Ah; A. whtch nason d.e Tnrks. .ho fol ow the "c-s.s.onof Omarand Abu Bek.-, call then, heretics. Tl h-l.g.o., .s
., possible, in sotnc things, more fa,.,astic-1~1 .anthatof.|.eT„rks;j;.,^i,.,,anv,^n^^

" '? """Slfd w.,h some B.amin superstitions, 'a c,
.'

panson ,nay be n.ade between the IJ.an.ins and ,he P .sia.Gaurs, v»l.op..etend to be the dis.:ipl..s and successorsof the ancent Magi, the followers of Zoroast. r. Bo

Z

-. are .. to l.av. held, originally, pure and simpl^ulias of a sup.en.e Uen.g: but the L.d.an JJ,a,nn,s andPersees accuse the Gaurs, who still worship the lireI'avmg sensuahsed those ideas, and of introdLing a, 'elPnnc.plo into ,he governn.ent of the world.

seen'' ri7"'f.""\'''^
^^^^'-'^ -^ ^'- Ro.nans

'•'' "'"'' ""- '"-'gi'l^ounng countries. Even to this dav-niy sects are found, that evidently have Ch.- stia itvS^.o groun.i-work of their .oligio... Son.e of then, e 11 d

S.O..S to God, and p.oless the ...o.al du.i.-s. The Sabean
C..^anshave,m,he.rreIigio.,,a„.i.tureofJu^
..nd Malunnetautsn.; and a.e numerous towards the Per-

n,aII.T |;f"'^"^«^-"V'^«
f-t during the month of Ra-

g ;.S...: t: '^';'" ^^«'-"--Me«r,) with

^ata. ..^rj'"'°"^'^r'i-d«H.ght,they
"ch .s called se/ire, and fiom that time, un-
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til tlK- lU'xt evpiiinjr i,t Min-sct, tl«7 nfillicr cat nor diink
am Ihinjr. If, in ,|„; cm so of the duy, tlie smoke of ii |>i|»o,

or 111. smnllost (lr<)|> of Miit.r, shotiM uiuh lluir lip., ||„.

fnst u ti.-.iiud l)i,>kiii, iiihI of lui avail. I'lom stin-.sf t until
the iioxt nu.min^' ih, y in.- allowed to rt-frctli tl.cnistlvcs.

This fust, mIhii til. nioiith Mamazaii falls in the niid.lK;

of smnnur, is fMi.im-ly seven', e.specially to tiiosi.. who
art- obliged, hy their oeeupntions, to go about during the
day-lime

;
and is rendered still nu)re so, as there are also se-

veral nights, during its e.)ntinuaiue, wliieh lluy are enjoined
f<> spend in prayer. The Persians panic ularly obseive
two

;
the one being that on which their pr.)phet Ali died,

from a woumi which he received from the hands of .-ui

assassin three days before; which night is th.' twenty-first
of Hamazan, the day of which is called, by tho natives,
the Day of Murder. 'I'he otiier is the nit'lit of the twenty-
third, iH which ihey aftirm that the Koran was brought
down from Heaven, by the hands of the angel (iabri.l,
and deliver. .1 to their pr.)p]iet Mahomet; for which rea-
son it is denominated the Night .)f Power.

MUilarif Fora:] The Persian army consisted formerly
of cavalry, and it is now tiiought to exceed that of the
Turks. Since the beginning of the last century, however,
their kings have raised bodies of infantry. The regular
troops of both brought into the field, even under Kouli
Khan, did not exceed sixty thousand; but, according to
*Jie modern histories of Persia, they are easily recruited,
in case of a defeat. The Persians have few fortified
towns; nor had they any ships of war, until Kouli Khan
built some armed vessels; but, since his death, we hear
no more of their fleet.

Revenues.'] The king claims one-third of the cattle, corn,
and fruits, of his subjects, and likewise a third of silk and
cotton. No rank or condition exempts the natives of this

country from severe taxations and services. The gover-
nors of provinces have particular lands assigned to "them,
for maintaining their retinues and troops; and the crown
lands defray the expences of the court, the king's house-
hold, and the great officers of state. The water that is let

into fields and gardens is subject to a tax ; and foreigners,
who arc not Mahometans, pay each a ducat a head.

Government, Laxcs, cV-] The government of Persia is

monarchical, and, in every branch of it, completely des-
potic.

The usual title of the king is shah, which is equivalent
to that of emperor, in Europe. They add, also, to the
king's titles, those of sultan and chain, which is that of
the Tartar sovereign. To acts of state, the Persian mo-
narch does not siAscribe his name ; but oftentimes, in his
patents, enumerates the several kingdoms or provinces
under his dominion. His subjects address him as the most
renowned of all men; the source of power, majesty, and
glory; equal to the sun; Substitute of Heaven; Object

of all men's vows; IIc-mI of the most excellent religion
I rinee of the faithl'ul; Shadow of the Almighty; l."(,||„.^

of victory; Lord of the revolutions of the world; |)i^
pose r of thrones and crowns. With Ihc-se, or sur'h lit,.

titles, petitions are given to the thr.me ; but, when tli. y
speak K. the king, th.-y usually style him, 'I'he Lieuleu.nii
of CJocI, or the " IMiic-.^ through wh..m (io.| .lisp,.,,,,,

his grace and favour to men." Tiiose of the bloo.l ,„p|
are styled mizzi,, which signifies the Son of a Primx.
The second jx.st in the government is that of the </«„„
Acy, whose oflice may be compared to that of oi,r |„fj

chief justice, and sometimes to that of our lord chanr.|.
lor i but the administration of justice is committed

k,

a divan, or council, which .l.-cid. s on all causes, ti\il

and militury, except when the king in person sits in j,„|„.

meiit. The Divan J{ey, or J.oi.l, can comman.i any
cause to be- reniaved to his tribunal, from any coint in ii„;

kiiigihun. In the third rank, come the generals; and luji

the secretary of state, who registers the public acts, nii(i

has the care of the records. He a|)points also a deputy, iu

every provinre of the empire, w ho transmits ali alfaiis i,f

consequence, to be laid before the niinistiy. 'J'l,e j;isi

great officer is the mirah, or l.)rd of the w ater, who mi|), i-

mten.is the aqueducts, luery province has its miialj; lui,

in so dry n country, it is necessary all should have an ecjual

share of w ater.

In every province of Persia there is a governor, who is

often as despotic as a sovereign prince. Military caiisis

are always tried by these governors, who, though tliryai

accountable for all their actions, and have often their tars

cut oft", their noses slit, their backs beaten, or their feel ba,-

tinadoed, till the nails come off, seldom abstain from arls

of violence and oppression.

The civil and canon laws of the Persiins are blended

together. Mahomet contrived this, in imitation .)f the

Jewish law, especially tiie book of I.cviticus, where tlip

civil law and religious ceremonies are mingled iogetlitr.

According to the principle of the Mahometans, the ;;amc

person bears the spiritual and temporal sword, and is boll:

high-priest and king ; he commands in war, and a.linini-

sters justice, explains the articles of faith, and regulates the

ecclesiastical discipline, as the patriarchs did among ilic

Jews. Justice is administered in Persia in a very siini-

mary manner, the sentence being always put into execu-

tion on the spot. Theft is generally punished with tlie

loss of the nose and ears ; and highway-robbery, by rip

ping up the belly of the criminal, in which situation lie

IS exposed upon a gibbet, in one of the most public parts

of the city, and there left until he expires in torment. Tlie

otlier punishments, in this country, otc so varied and rriic!,

that humanity shudders at them.

Language and literature.] The Turkish language is

the most common in Persia, and prevails on the southciu
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pnrl.1 of llir Cn-tpiiii), ns well an in lUow |>ioviiiccs uhich
were fornicil) c(>iii|iifi,d I.) (Iio 'I'mks. Tin. |,iii.. I»t.,,ic

i, |,(it littli' kiiuwii, (xn |)l ill iIk' soiitln hi |i:iiIs, on i||«>

cDiisl of till' IV'ixiim (jiilr, mill (lii> coiiliius of Aiiiliiii,

iiiid |iiirli*'iil;iilv at Ispiiliiiii. I jlcrury clianii'ti'r.H use ilii

Ariliic, ill wliiili is di po^iif d ilic -;i(iiUst part of ilmt

kliONiInlni ,
for wliidi till! I'lrsiiiiis were once (li.stiii^'iii',li((|.

Till' I*' T'-i^mH write, like tlir llil.rcws, from llic ri^hl

(0 ilir left; nil' neat in tin ir sciils ninl inuicrials for wiit-

iii;:, mill woiuirrfiilly (ixpcdilioiis in the art. Tin; niiinlM r

of |iiM.(ilf i'm|ilovr<l on tin ir niaiiiiscripis is iiicicdibl,.,

Thuo \H a nianiiMciipt at Oxford, ((nilaininR ilir lives

„|' ;i liiiiid.ed and tliirly-tive of the (iiiest I'ersian pods,
I'dilini and Sadi were among the most tclehrattd. The
liimier cmnprised the history of Persia in a series of epi,-

imciiis, whieh employed him nearly liiirty years, and wliii h

have I) en styled " a ghuioiis nionimient of easlerii ^renins

ami learning." Sadi was a native of Shiraiu, who ll,,n-

ii>liiil ill the thirteenth eeiiturv, and wrote many elegant

|ii(C(s, holh in prose and in verse. Shemsoddin was one
„( the most eminent lyric poets that Asia has prodiieed;

iiii'l Naklisli. b wrote, in IVrsian, a hook railed the " Tales
iif ,1 Parrot," not unlike the Decameron of Hoec ace.

.laiiii was a most animated and elegant poet, who llonrished

ill ihe middle of the lifteenth ••entury, and whose beanti-
li,! coiiiiiositions, on a great variety of subjects, are pre-
mwi at Oxford, in twenty-two volumes, [fariri com-
paswl, ill a rich and flowery style, a moral work, in fifty

(liMCitalions, on the vicissitudes of fortune, and the va-
rious conditions of human life, interspersed with a num-
ber of a^'|•eeable adventures, and several pieces of poetry.
Of the sprightly and voluptuous bard of Shiraiiz, the

name iiiiil character are sulHciently known to Orientalists.
Tlic lliiglish read(!r, however, may be gratified by hearing
ihal the poet Ilafiz, here introduced to his notice, conei-
li.tttd the favour of an oflfended emperor, by the delicacy
"I' lii'i «it, and the elegance of his verses; that the most
rowerfiil monarehs of the cast sought, in vain, to draw
limi from the enjoyment of literary retirement, and to
purchase tlic praises of his muse, by all the honours and
>|ilc;iu!or of a court ; and that his works were not only the
a'lN'iration of the jovial and the gav, but the manual of
"iv?lir piety to the superstitious

; and the oracle which
'letemiinod the councils of the wise, and prognosticated
llie .Oite of armies and of states.

At |)iescn:. however, learning is at a low ebb amon-^
ilie I ersians. Their boasted skill in astronomy is now re-
'iiiccd to a mere smattering in Uiat science, and termi-
»:it^s m judicial astrology. 'J'he learned professi,;n in
greatest esteem among them, is that of n.rdicine; which
"^ i't peri>etual variance with astrology, because every dose
">"stbe ni the lucky hour fixed bv the astrologer; which
«ttm defeats the end of the prescriptions.
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( Kslo,,,,, M,n,„en, Ar.l The Persian,,, of both ^exe.
I...ve, ni general, good featiues. and a (oleiably fair com'
|. .M...., slightly tinged will, olive; but iIiom. in' ,|ie south
'.i-MtShna„., and the provinces towards India, are of,:
'-nk brown. I hey are generally corpulent; ui.h black
'i'lr, high forehead, arp.iline nos... »„|| ,|ieeks, and u
l="K.'

.
Iim, the form of the .ountenance being frecp.en.ly

111. A I crsiaii beauty is most esteemed when of „,i,|.

10.

'II'' stature, with long bhu k hair, black eyes and ey,.
I'nnvs, long ••ye-lashcs, fair complexion, with very little
"'I, Miiall nose, nioiilh, aii.l chin, white l,.,.th, long neck
Muall fe.t ami hands, shuder .shape, and skin exli, melJ
s.n..otli. The Amahs, in the neighbourhood of Shiran/
an. tall aii.l w.ll-shape.l, an.l celebrated for ih, i, biLdil
ai.d sparkling ,.yes. This, however, is, in a great niea-
sure, owing to art; for tiny rub their eye-brows ami ..ye.
Ii.ls vMth the black flour of antinioiiv, which adds un iii-
comparable brilliancy to their natural lustre. The nunm- strong and robust, aii.l imlined to martial ..xer, ises
I'i't they ,no parti, ularly subject to .lison-hrs of the eyes'
1 hey generally shave the h, ad; but the beard is sacred.'
and attended with great care.

Ill their dispositions, tli<- Persians arc quick, fiery, and
very sensible of affronts; but they are not vindictive. They
are of n sedentary turn, and delight i,, sitting still, and
ninsing.

'I'he better order of people, in Persia, are divi.led into
two classes, the military and olHcers of state, and the mer-
cliants. I'he former, who receive a certain annual sum,
winch they are accuston • d to expend, are very liberal
and seldom think of amassing any wealth for their poste'
rity. The merchants, however, are always intent upon
gain; it is the only subject which occupies their thoughts-
and suci, IS the ascendancy their penurious habits liave
gained over them, that they cannot forego an opportunity
of the slightest advantage, though attended with disgrace
and infamy. They have, in general, raised themselvx^s to
opulence, from a very small beginning; and the consc-
quence is, that their penury has proportioned itself to their
property. The military men are rapacious, and guilty of
excessive meanness in their pursuit after money : but it

must be confessed they are pleasing and entertaining com-
Jianions; though not the least reliance is to be i)laced on
their words <.r i)rotestations. It is necessary to be guarded
against their insidious ofiers; an.l, to be so, it is necessaiT
to distrust all their declarations. They conceive it their
(hity to please; and, to effect this, they forget all senli-
ments of honour and good faith. They have but a faini
notion of gratitude; for they cannot conceive that any one
would perform an act of generosity without some sinister
motive.

'' The Persian dress," says Major Waring, "
is admi

rably calculated either for a cold or hot climate. Their
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limbs arc uncier no restiaint, and tlieir clollics may be put
oil or thrown off in live minutes. Tlic Pti.sians are gene-
rally too poor to be rasliionabic ; their dress, therefore,

seldom varies, except in the colour of the lobes. The
Qajjars, however, preside over fasiiion ; and every thing
which is snppos. (1 to be neat or elegant, is called a ll

Qnjjar. Their clothes may be easily described. The
Zeer Janms are very light trowsers, made of silk; those
worn in the hot weather, sometimes of flax ; the shirt conies
over the trowsers, and then the Urkbaliq, which is made
of chintz, or fine shawls. The outside robe is made of va-
rious kind of cloths, some of which arc very magniiicent
and expensive

; the cap is made of the skin of the sheep
of TartP.ry, which is very line, and beautifully black. 'I'he

merchants are prohibited from wearing cither scarlet or
crimson cloths, and also from using silver or gold buttons
to their robes. The wearing of silks is interdicted by the
Mah(jmetaii law, but they evade this, by mixing a very
little cotton with them.

Although the Persians bathe frequently, they are a very
dirty people. They rarely change their garments, and
seldom before it is dangerous to come near them. " The
Persian who accompanied me," says Major W. " slept in

his clothes until we reached Kazroon, although it was the
hottest season of the year; and I believe then was only in-

duced to change his dress at my recommendation. It is

thought nothing in Persia to wear a shirt a month, or a
pair of trowsers half a year.

" A Persian soldier, armed cap-d-pic, is, of all figures,

the most ridiculous. It is really laughable to sec how
they encumber themselves with weapons : their horses
groan under the weight of their arms. These consist of a
j)air of pistols in their holsters, a single one slung round
their Avaist, a carbine, or a long Turkish gun, a sword, a
dagger, and an uncommonly long spear; for all their fire-

arms they have separate ram-rods, tied about dieir persons,
powder-horns for loading, others for priming, and a variety
of cartouch-boxes, filled with different sized cartridges.
If they are advancing, they may be heard a long way off.

I should really suppose that their saddle and arms would
weigh about eighty pounds, an enormous addition to the
horse's burthen. Yet they consider themselves as light-
armed troops, ridiculing the Tmkish cavalry, who, they
say, can take care of little else than their big boots and
cap. T!,e arms of the Persians are very good, particu-
larly their swords, which are highly prized by the Turks."
The Persians are fond of riding, and very expensive in

their equipage.. They wear at all times a dagger in their
sash, and linen trowsers, I'he collars of their shirts and
clothes are open; so that their dress, upon the whole, is
far bef'tr adapf»d for the purpose both of )it?hh and acti-
vity, than the long flowing robes of the Turks. Men of
rank and quality wear very magnificent turbans; many of

,
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Ihcni cost twenty-five pounds, and few under nine or ton
They have a maxim to keej) their heads very warm, so that
they never pull off their caps or their turbans,' out of
respccf, even to the king. Some girls wear a stiffened
cap upon their heads, turned iij) before, like a huntincr.
cap, with a heron's feather in it. Neither men nor wonii°i
wear gloves, but their fingers are lull of rings, as liiejr

arms are of bracelets. They wear necklaces of gold,' or
pearl, hanging down on the bosom, with a locket full of
p<'rfuine.

\Vlien the women leave the house, they put on a cloak
which descends from the head to their feet, and their faces
are concealed with oriental scrupulosity. The veil wlii,|,
th(7 wear is souKtimes worked like a net, or else two holes
are made in (he cloak for their eyes. It is curious (o see

in

a number of trs'l and elegant formed figures, walkiu-v
the streets, and presenting nothing to your view but a pair
of sparkling black eyes, which seem to enjoy the curiosiiv
they excite. The veil aj)pears to be essential to tlieii vir-

tue; for, as long as they can conceal their face, they care
not how much they expose the rest of their person.

In one point of dress, the Persians differ remarkably
from the Turks; for, in Turkey, any person, who is not a
descendant of the prophet, wearing the least green upon
his garments, would, most probably, be stoned: whereas
in Persia, green is the general and favourite colour, even
to their shoes.

The houses of persons of quality are generally built
in the middle of a fine garden, and make little or no ap-
pearancc m the streets. Nothing appears but a dead
wall, with a great gate in the middle, and perhaps a
screen, or wall, within the gate, to prevent persons look-
ing in.

Their houses have but one floor, laid out as fellows;
in the front of the house stands the verandah, being a
little piazza, open lefore, where they sit and transact
their common aftbirs; beyond this is a large hall, eighteen
or twenty feet high, used at great entertainments, "or on
any solemn occasions. On the farther side of the house
is another verandah, with a fountain of water before it; be-

yond which runs a walk of fine trees, as there does also

from the street to the house. At each corner of the hall

IS a parlour, or lodging-room, for it serves both purposes
occasionally. Between these parlours, on the sides, tlicr«

are doors out of the hall into an open square space, as

large as the rooms are at the corners. In some palaces
there is a handsome basin, and a fountain jilaviiig, in llic

middle of the hall, which contributes still more to its

coolness. The walls of the houses are of considorabL;
thickness, and the roof of the great hall is arched, and live

or si\ leet higher than the otiier rooms about it. The
loofs of the buildings, ou every side of the hall, are flat,

With a balustrade round them ; and there is a pair of stairs
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,i|) to the top, where llie family walk in the cool of the

dav; soinetinics tiiey cnry up a mattress, aiid lie there all

iiiglit. 'I'he kitchens, and other offices, aie at a distance, on
tlie rigiit and left, and ail the rooms, except the hall, stand
(lelaclicd from each other, having no passage from one to

aiiotlicr, except from the hall. There are some few
cliimiicys, but, in general, instead of a chimney, the rooms
have a round aperture, about four or five feet diameter,

and a foot and a half deep, in the middle of the room, in

v,|iicii a charcoal fire is made, and the place covered with

a thick board, or table, about a foot high, so close, that no
smoke can get out; and over this table is thrown a large
carpet, under which they put their legs in cold weather,
and sit round, there being a passage for the smoke, by
pipes iiiuior the floor. Their furniture consists only of
nnpets spread on the floor, with cushions and pillows to
Jciiiioii; and at night a mattress is brought to sleep on,
and a quilt or two m cover them, but very seldom any
sheets. The Persians lie in their under garments. Ser-
vants lie about iu any passage, on mats, and take up but
little room. The floors are either paved or made up of a
iiard cement, on which they put a coarse cloth, and over
that a carpet. The sides of the rooms arc lined, about
liiiee feet high, with fine tiles, not unlike the Dutch tiles,

and the rest of the wall painted, or hiuig with pictures!
The houses of the inferior people are built on the same
plan, as much like those described as they can afford.

Tl'.e Persians eat t\\ice or thrice a day, dining about
noon, but the chief repast is the supper, as with the an-
cient Greeks and Romans. The most usual dish is

boiled lice, variously prepared, and their manner of eating
i< dhgusting to European delicacy ; for as they esteem it

an abo.nniation to cut either bread, or any kind of food,
after it is dressed, their meat, which is generally nu.tton
nr fowls, is so prepared, that they divide it with their
lingers. The meal is enlarged ^vith pot-herbs, n.ots and
flints, cakes, hard eggs, and sweetmeats. They speak little,
and the repast never exceeds an hour.

In their conversation, the Persians aim much at elegance,
and are perpetually repeating passages from the works of
tlicnniost favourite poets, a practice universally prevalent
fioin the highest to the lov,cst ; because those who have
iiot the advantages of reading or writing, or the other benc-
tn, arising from education, are always ready, by the help
of a retentive memory, to bear their part in conversation.
lii'T also dehght much in jokes and quaint expressions,
m<l are fond of playing upon each other, which they sonie-
linies do with great elegance and irony.

When a person makes an entertainment, it is ii>ua!lv a
^^ippor; notwithstanding which, the guests generally come
nt'nno or ten in the morning, and spend the whole day.
'liey discourse, they smoke, cat sweetmeats, and pass
^"ny the time in various amusements. Women are occa-
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Monaliy introduced, who sing, dance, and play, to divert
the company. They have no wine. Their usual beverage
IS sherbet and water, cooled, in summer-time, with ice
ihe officers of the army will indulge with wine; and other
persons drmk, under a pretence of doing it for their health •

but the chief of what is here made is drank by the Chris-
tians, or sent to the neighbouring countries. If a Persian
receive a visit from a superior, he acts differently from the
J^nghsh custom of ,>lacing him on the right-hand, it being
a mark of respect, in Persia, to place the visitor on -ne
left-hand.

The following is a well-authenticated account of a Per
sian supper

:

" When supper was brought in, a servant, with a bot
tie of water, and a napkin over his shoulder, went round
o all the company, and poured water on each person's
lands The room of entertainment was supplied with
light by one large candle or lamp, which burnt in the court-
yard and a single wax-light on the floor of the room
which was frequently snuffed with scissars into a small
eup of water. A large salver and plate were set before
each person, with mincei meat, fruits, spices, and com-
hts; and China basins, filled with sherbet, both sweet and
sou.-

;
also cakes, sprinkled with the seeds of poppies As

soon as the several dishes were served up, they all began
without ceremony, and devoured the food with expedi-
tion. After supper, warm water was brought for each to
wash m; and, when the conversation began, it was ob-
served, that, when the oldest man in the room began to
speak, though he appeared poor, every person regarded
lum with the greatest attention."

On occasions of congratulation or condolence, the Per-
sians visit each other with great attention, which is a tri-
bute of duly ah,'.,ys expected from persons of inferior
condition, especially if they are dependant. The .^uests
are ushered into a large room, and served with coft^e and
tobacco: after some time, the master of the house enters
and his Visitors, rising to receive him, continue stand-'
"ig, till he has i,assed through the whole company, and
paid his respects to each; he then fakes his seat, and, by
signs, permits them to be also seated. If any visitor ar-
rive after this ceremt.ny is over, he creeps softly in, and
remains .standing with his feet close together, and his hands
folded, till the master invites him, by a sign, to sit down.
W hen the superior is the visitor, the ceremony is different:
the host, in that case, goes to meet him at the threshold'
and does not alteinj)! to sit down, till he has seated his
visitor on his left-hand.

Jealousy, which generally prevails in warm climates, is
'lot unknown to the Persia:is; but, as these people be-
lieve that women were onl^ created for their pleasuie, and
for the continuance of the species, and that there is no
manner of occasion for them in the management of tlie
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affairs of the world, or in business of any kind whatever,
tlicy suffer them to pass their lives in indolence and lux-
ury. Accordingly, they are seen, almost all the day, loll-

ing on carpets, with their little slaves rubbing and chafing
them, which is the connnon nniusement in the cast.
Sometimes they take opium, or smoke the Persian to-
bacco, which is so mild, that it may be taken several hours
without creating the head-ache.

The Persians are not much addicted to gaming: indeed,
many of them consider all games of chance to be unlaw-
ful; but there are those who play at cards, di(!e, tables,
chess, and other games not in use among I'Auopeans. The
kmg, and persons of rank, occasionally divert themselves
with the figljis of wild beasts, as in India; and the conmion
people are anu.sed, at times, with tumblers, rope-dancers,
and jugglers. They have, also, martial and rural ann.se-
ments, of which hunting, coursing, and hawking, fonn a
considerable part.

They have horse-races at Shirauz. The horses start, at
least, at the distance of fifteen miles, and pursue a direct
course to the post. No care is taken to level the ground;
and, as it very often happens that more than twenty horses
start togctiier, accidents frequently occur. Purses of gold
are given to tiie owners of the first, second, and third
horses.

'

When the sovereign and his nobles take the diversion
of hunting, the country-people, for ten or fifteen leagues
round, are ordered to drive all the wild beasts, and game,
into a certain place, surrouuded witii strong nets, or
fences

;
and, when thus inclosed, every one o'f the com-

pany shoots at which he pleases. They usually wait
however, till th. men of the greatest rank come up, and
discharge an arrow, after which every one shoots as fast
as he can, there being a strange medley of deer, antelopes
wild hogs, wolves, foxes, and hares, all driven in a croxvd
together. But they know nothing of hounds, and hunting
by scent; mdeed, their country seems too dry fur this kind
of sport, even had they proper dogs. They frequently
however, tram up panthers and leopards to hunt the game
or rather to surprise it: for these animals creep from one'
cover to another, till they can jump upon their prey.

.

Both snigmg and dancing are considered, in Persi-i as
disgraceful. People of rank will not suffer their children
to learn either the one or the other; but they are left al-
most entirely, to females of loose character. It is reck-
oned an indecency, in people of reputation, to sing, and a
man, who should attempt it in companv, would render
liiniself contemptible.

There are no general posts in Persia; but, when any
person has letters to send, he dispatches a shater, or run-
ning footman, who ..vil! travel a thousand .niies in dgiiteeu
or twenty days, an.l not require more than two shillinns
a-dayforhis trouble. These persons carry with then^a
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bottle of water, and a little bag of provisions, and tlij

serves them for thirty or forty hours. They generally leave
the high-road, and cross the country the nearest ua
There are families, which make this their only en.plol
nunt, and breed their children up to it, practisin-. them
to run from their infancy. 'J'he king, and all the nobijitv
iiave several of these shaters in their retinue; but, before
a man can be admitted into the royal service, he ni'ust -nv
sufficient proof of his ability, for he must run from "the
great gate of the palace to a place a league and a j,ajf
from the city, twelve times in one day, and, each time
brmg an arrow, which is delivered to him by those m1,J
stand at the end of the race, to shew he has i un the wliole
course.

When the parents of a young man wish him to eiiier
miu the conjugal state, they look out amongst their nc-
quaintance for a suitable match; they then go to the house
where the female lives, whom liiey intend to demand.

|f
the father of the woman approve, he immediately orders
sweetmeats to be brought in, which is considered as a di-

rect sign of compliance. After this, the usual present,
on the i)art of the bridegroom, are made, which, if tl„!

person be in middling circumstances, generally consist of
two complete suits of apparel, of the best sort, a ring, a
looking-glass, and a small sum in ready-money, wliiih'is
to provide for the wife in case of a divorce. A qiianliiy

of household goods is also purchased, consisting of car.

pels, mats, bedding, utensils for dressing victmils, Jcc.

The contract is witnessed by the cadi, or magistrate.' On
the wedding-night the bride is brought forth, covered from
head to foot with a veil of red silk, or painted nuisli,,; a

liorse is then presenteti for her to mount, wliicli is sent

expressly by the bridegioom; and, when she is mounted,
a large lookiug-ghiss is held before her, by one of the

bride-maids, all the way to the house of her husband, as an

admonition, that it is the last time she will look into the

glass as a virgin. A numerous procession follows; und
the rejoicings upon this occasion generally continue ei;dit

or ten days. Men marry .:ithcr for life, or for any (iekr-

mined time, in Persia, as well as through allTartaiy; anil

all travellers or merchants, who intend to stay s-mie time

111 any city, commonly apply to the cadi, or judge, for a

wife during the time of iluir residence. The cadi, for a

stated gratuitv, produces a number of girls, whom lie de-

elarcs to be healthy; and he becomes surely for tluir

honesty.

The ceremony of circumcision is generally performed
within forty days from the birth of the child. \\"i&. per-

sons of rank this ceremony is unc()nmionl_. splendid. ]\Ir.

Iranklm tells us, he «as an eye-witness of the nioicings

made at Shiran;*, in honour of the king of Persia's son,

who was circumcised on the 27th of April, 1787.
"On the COlh," says our author, "the bazars, or co
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veicd market-places, were splendi<11v illuminated, particu

larly tlic grand ba^ar, which was a iorncd tlnougliout with

iiislrcs of partj-colonrcd lamps, suspended from llie roof.

Tlie shops of the merchants, on .>ach side, were deco-
rated with silver paper, rich hanginj,s. -kc; and the walls,

to a considerable height, were covered willi tapestry, look-
ing-glasses, and paintings of the ancie it kings of Persia

and India, in the dresses of their reS|,)ective conntrics.

Bands of nnisic and danciig-wonien w ere also constantly

pciforniing, throughout the different bazars, on scaffold-

ings erected for that purpose ; and the whole was a scene

of festivity for seven days and as many nights.

"Among several ingenious things observable on this

occasion, the sight presented at the arsenal was most wor-
thy of attention. In the centre of this building, the ar-

mourers had suspended a brass mortar, of eight hundred
pounds weight, by some hidden means, as nothing ap-
peared to support it, except a number of coloured bot-

tles, sticking to it, which seemed to keep it buoyant in the
atmosphere. This was said to be effecied by means of a
wire passed from the roof of the arsenil to the mouth of
the mortar; but, not being visible to the spectators, it

produced a very agreeable eflfect. The decorations 'on
this occasion cost the shop-keepers and tradesmen very
considerable sums

; as, besides the illuminations, they were
obliged to make a handsome present to theii sovereisn,
«ho gave a grand entertainment in the citadel : and UiJ
whole was concluded by a magnificent display of fire-

works."

When a Peisian of rank is declared, by his physicians,
to be in extreme danger, a priest is sumiioncd, who ex-
horts him to repentance and confession, and, at the ap-
l^oacli of the last agonies, he reads some chapters from
tlie Koran, and pronounces a few prayer? : the neighbours
and passengers are informed, by lamps or fires -nad^e m the
terrace of the dying man's house, that their prayers are
required for a departing sold. The mo nent lie expires,
the event is proclaimed by the loud cries and lamentations'
of his friends, who beat their breasts, rond their clothes,
and tear their hair, at the same time making the most
tender addresses to the dead corpse.

The magistrate is then informed of the death, who ap-
points proper persons, of the same sex as the deceased, to
prepare the body for interment, -vhich is performed 'by
frequent ablutions

; the operators taking the garments of
the dead as a fee for their trouble.

The body being perfectly cleaned, the mouth, nose, and
other passages, are stopped with cotton, and then it is
wrapped m a sheet of the same, on which are written cer-
tain passages of the Koran, relatin^^ fo t!:c mortality of the
body, and liie immortality of the soul : i.he body is after-
wards carried to the grave, with great parade, if it be a
person of distinction: the face is uncovered, and turned to
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the city of Mecca, and that side of the grave left hollow^.
from an opinion that, after inteiment, the body is reani-
mated, and undergoes a strict examination of angels, whose
report is to determine its future destiny.

The relatives mourn only forty clays; and, during the first
fen, they visit the grave daily, carrying sweetmeats, fruits,
and other provisions, which they leave for the use of the
angels, who are supposed to attend the corpse. The re-
latives rend tfie air with renewed lamentations, and ex-
postulate with the deceased on his premature departure

;

whilst the acquaintance employ themselves in offering con-
solation, and endeavouring to moderate their grief, by re-
minding them of the virtues of the friend they have lost
and the certainty of his enjoying infinite happiness in the
regions of departed souls.

These visits are repeated on certain festivals, such as
the amiiversary of the birth-day of the deceased; and the
ceremony, in some cases, is continued for several years.
The mourning for a relation or a friend is denoted by a
total negligence of dress, without any regard to the co-
lour; during forty days they do not shave, and refuse to
change their clothes. Widows generally extend the term
of mourning; and though they are not prohibited from
marrying again, it seldom happens that they take a second
husband.

History.'] The Persian empire was founded by Cyrus
about five hundrec; and fifty-six years before Christ, and
ended m the person of Darius, who was conquered by
Alexander the Great. Alexander's empire was divided
among his great general officers, whose descendants, in
less than thre( centuries, were conquered by the Romans.
The latter, however, never fully subdued Persia, and the
natives had princes of their own, from Arsaces, called Ar-
sacides, who more than once defeated the Roman legions.
The successors of those princes survived thcRoman em-
pire Itself, but were subdued by the famous Tamerlane,
whose posterity were supplanted by a doctor of law, the
ancestor of the Soplii family, and who pretended to be
descended from Mahomet. His successors, from him
sometimes called Sophis, proved, in general, to be a dis-
grace to humanity, by their cruelty, ignorance, and indo-
leiicc

;
which brought them into such disrepute with their

subjects, that Hussein, a prince of the Sophi race, who
succeeded in \6<H, was murdered by Mahmud, son and
successor of the famous Miriweis, as Malimnd himself
was by Esref, one of his general ofncers, who usurped the
thnme. Prince Thamas, the rei)resentative of the Sophi
family, had escaped from the lebels, and, assemuiing an
army, took into his service Nadir Shah, who def. ..ted^nd
killed Esref, and re-annexed to the Persian monarchy all

the places dismembered from it liy the 7\irks and Tartars,

during their late rebellions. At last, the secret ambition
of Nadir broke out, and, after assuming the name of Tliu-

2 G
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niii.s Kotili KI1..11, pr, tin.liii^ ilmi l.i., snvi.TH wcir i.oi si.C
rK-iciilly r.-wimli <l, lu- nlxllcd against lii.s soviT.-ijrii, niad«>
Kim a |.ii,soiur, ami, it is .sui)im..s.!(J, put hi-n to d.-iitli.

TluH ii.smp.i- aftfiwmds ascMul.'.! il.,- tliioiu-, iiiulcr tlio

till.- ..r Nadir Shah. I!,. ,„„di, „„ ..xpi-dilioi. into Hin-
doi..stan, and .aiiiod olV an ania/inij hooty, in mom y, pi.--

dous .slom-s, and oilui vaiiiahl.!.; I.nt, it has lu-.n uv
niaik.'d that, \w butu^ht |)a,k an imonsuk-iabie part of
his pinndii, losing givat part of il, npon his ivtnrn, by
llif Main alius and aciident.s. lie next .•oncpicrid IJ.slxf

'I'aitary; Ixil was not so snccessCid ajjainst tiu- Dagliistan
'laitais, whose toiinliy he found to lie inaiitssililf. JK,
van.|uislu-(i llu- 'I'nrks in s.v.ial rn-af..nuiUs, hnt was iiii-

Mi- to tak.' l<agdad. 'I'lu- Kirat principle of liis ^^owru-
ni( lit was, to strike teiu.r into all his sni.joets, hv liie most
<ruel execntions. His ••ondml heca-jie so intoK-rahie,
and parlifuhnly his attempt to than{,'e ihe re!ii;ion of l»,i-
si;i lo that of Omar, and stran-ljn^ ihe ehiif'^priests who
resisted, liiat he was considered insane, ;.ud he was assassi-
nated in his own tent, by his ehief ollieers, in the year 17-17.

J'lom Ihe death of Nadir till the settlement of Kerim
Mian, the whole empire was in arms, and rent by com-
niotions; ditlerent parlies, in ditlerent provinees, strnjifjiinj;

for p.iwer, and eaeh entleavourinj; to render iiiinself inde-
pendent of the other, torrents of blood were shed, and the
most shocking; crimes were connnitted with impunity.

Kerim Khan Znnd was a most favourite olliccr of Na-
dir Shah, and, at the time of lii.'< death, was in the south-
ern provinces

; Shii anz and other places Jiad declared for
Iiiui

;
and \w found means, at last, after various encoun-

ters, with doubtful succ( ss, completely to subdue all his
rivals; and, finally, to establish himself as ruler of all

IVrsia. He was in power about thirty years; tin- latter

part of which ho governed under the appellation of \i\-

kcel, or regent, for he never would receive the title of

[rART I.

Sliah
:
he nnule Sliiianz the chief city of liis residence

gratitude for tlu' a.ssislanec he had rtceive.l from its i,,],!,"

I»!lants, and those of the southern pri)vinces. He ,lie,|

;"

tin; year 177!), in the eighliuth year «.f his age, regrttu'J
by all his subjects, who e.sti'oined and honoured him as i)„,

glory of Persia. His chaiacter is des.rvcdiv celehiatd
«or the public buildings which he erected, and the ex,,.|'
lent police which he maintained, so that, during i,i, „||,4
r.ign, th. r.- was not in Shirauz a single riot productive J
bloodsh.'.!: besides these merits, liis; aversion to srvn,.
pnmshmenls, hii, liberality and kindmss to the p„or hj'

toleration of dillerent religions, his partiality for KiJ
pcans, and his emouragement of trade, together witli hi,
givat military abilities and persor counig, rendered

liin,

not <.nly beloved by his* own subjects, but highly resp,, y
by fouign p<.wers.

After Ihe .iecease of Kerim Khai!, his relation Ziko,
sciml the throiu-; but his cruelties rendered him so udioi,,'

Ihat he was soon murdered by the soldiers, wlio bestoHcd
Ihe sovereignty on I'uttah, the son of Kerim. He w,is
soon afterwards, ilcposed by his uncle Sjulick ; who, inhis
lurn, was taken prisoner and put to death by Ali Miirad
another kinsnuin of Kerim Khan.

'

On the <l,ath of the coiupuMor, who was killed by a
fall from his horse, Jaallar Khan assumed the crown, but
being defeated by Akau, the latter retained i)„ss,'sM,j,i

of the provinces of Mazanderan and (Jliilan, toKciJOT
with the cities of Ispahan andTauris; while Jaailar Khan
held the city of Shirauz, and some of the neigliLouring

provinces.

In 17!)'2, Akau Mahomed Khan assembled an ariiij,

and marched against Jaafter, who was slain at Slmauz, in

an insurrection
; after which Akaii became sole soveiei}.ii ni

Persia, except that part of the west included in the (Lni
mum of tlie Afghan sovereign ofCabrel and Candaliai,

CHAPTER VI.

ARABIA.
Situation, Extent, and liouniiuries.

hi

^l^UABIA IS situated between twelve and thirty-two
degrees of north latitude, and between thirty-five and sixty

degrees of east longitude ; and is about fourteen hundred
miles ill length, and twelve hundred and sixty in breadth.
It is bomuled by Asiatic Turkey, on the north; by the
luiphnites. the Persian Gulf, and the l?av of Ormus. ou
the east; by the Indian Ocean, on the south; and by the
Isthmus of Suez and the Red Sea, on the west.

Divisions.] IJy the ancients, Arabia was simply divided

into three parts: yJntNa Petrera, or the Stony, a small

province on the north of the Red Sea, between i':gypt ;ind

Palestine, so c;jl!e(i fron its granitic rocks and mountains;

Jrabia Desertu, ( r the Desert, was the eastern part, so iar

as known to the ancients; and Jrahia Felix, or tho

H-appy, comprised tlie south-west, on the shores of the

Red Sea. llie inodciii divisions and subdivisions are as

follow

:
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CfliuaU; Soi/,Sfc.'] As a considerable part oflliiscotm-
liy lies nnder the torrid zone, and the tropic of Cancer
passes over Arabia Felix, the air is extremely sidtry, and
the country is .subject to hot pestilential winds, like those
on Ihe op-ositc shores of Persia, which often prove fatal

to liayellcrs. The soil, in some parts, is nothing more
than immense sands, which, when agitated by the winds,
roll like the troubled ocean, and sometimes form mountains,
by which whole caravans have been buried or lost. In
these deserts, the caravans, having no tracts, are guided,
as at sea, by a compass, or by the stars, for they travel
ihielly by night. " Here," says Mr. Shaw, " arc no pa^-
(iiics ( L.lhed with flocks, nor valleys standing thick with
("Hi; here are no vineyards or olivi-yards ; but the whole
IS a lonesome desolate wilderness, no otherways diversi-
ht'i llian by |,lains cov. red with sand, i.nd mountains that
:iiv "lade up of naked rocks and precipices. Neiilier is
lliis country ever, unless sometimes at the equinoxes, re-
fiislied with rain; and the inlenseness of the cohl m the
iiiglit IS almost equal to that of the heat in the day-time
1 Mt the sonthe-n part of Arabia, deservedly called the
liappy, IS blessed with an excellent soil, and, i„ general,
i>i v( ly fertile."

Sco.s, Riicrs,S)c.] Some writers are of opinion, that the
Hcd Sea received its appellation from a kind of refulgence
ptculiar to its waters, b.-ing tinged with a red mineral
carlii, as also from its having red sands on its shores.
Manners have declaied, that, through the turbulence of
the waters, occasioned by the Hux and reflux of the sea,
tlie sami has been so agitated, as to appear of a rc<l co-
i""r, of tiie slrongest dye. I'he agitation prevented its
xabM.ii,,. to the bottom, which, of course, it must have
'lone n, st.ll water. There are few rivers in this coimtrv,

except ih.; Euphrates, which forms u boundary on the
north-east.

Muu„l,ii>t.s.] The principal mountains of Arabia are
Smai and iloreb, lying to the east of the lied Sea, and
those called Gabcl-cl-Ared, to the southward. What ic

called the IJesert of Sinai is a beautiful plain, near nine
miles long, and above three in breadth; it lies open to the
north-east, but, tv) the southward, is closed by some of the
lower eminences of Mount Sinui; and other parts of that
nuumtam make such encroachments upon (he plain, as u>
<livide it into two parts. From Sinai may be seen Mount
Iloreb, when.. Moses kept the flocks of Jethro, his fa-
ther-in-law, when he saw the burning-bush. On those
mountains are many chapels and cells, occupied by the
Greek and Latin monks, who, like their brethren at Je-
nisalcm, pretend to shew the very spot where every mira-
cle or transaction, recorded in scripture, hapjiened.

Near this spot is erected the convent of St. Catherine,
which belongs to the Gre( ks, and which the monks hold
in great veneration. 'J^liis convent is built on a descent.
'J'he walls and the arches, with the church, are the only
ancient buildings. The latter is of cwarse red granite.
The walls are six fed thick, 1 -it some parts of tJiem arcm a ruinous state. The siru. lure, upon the whole, is ir-

regular, and composed of unbiiriit brick.

Vegvtabks.-] As Arabia partakes of the joint advantages
of hot and temperaf climates, it produces the plants com-
mon to each. Some of the most beautiful Howeiing plants
are the ipomoea pancraticum, or sta-daf^odil, a flower
of the finest «hite, and hibiscus, with a flo«.r of the
biigiitcst red, and singularly huge. Among the uco-
nomical plants of Anibia are orache, which is used
instead of soap; a particular kind of rush, wove into fme
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The sandy plains of Arabia are almost destitute of trees

.

only a few palms, scattered here and there, relievo the'
eye ... those extensive tracts. The hills, however, in some
places, are covcre.l with wood, ^„d many of the trees are
of a species unknown in Europe. The Arabs cultivate
many of our fruits, which arrive at great perfection. They
have several varieties of lemons and oranges; and many
kmds of grapes, though they do not make them into win/
^cveral valuable fruit-trees have been likewise introduced
from India, which are now naturalized in Arabia
An Arabian tree, famous from the most remote anti-

quity, and yet little known, is that which produces the
balsam of Mecca. This tree has no external beauty and
Mhat IS most singular, its value is not known amon-r ,hc'
inhabitants of Yemen : they only burn its wood as a per-
fume. The Arabs, however, in the remote parts of the
province of Iledja., collect the balsam, and bring it to
Mecca, whence it is distributed over the Ottoman empire.

Ihe Alhnma Lausonia inermis, of Linnaeus, the leaves
of winch are so famous as a cosmetic, throughout the
east, IS a native of Arabia. With this the women stain
then hands and feet, or at least their nails, and think that
It increases their beauty.

Of tlie sensitive plant, there are several species in Ara-
bia. One of them drops its branches whenever any per-
son approaches, and seems as if it .aluted those who
courted Its shade. This mute hospitality has so endeared
the tree to the Arabs, that it is reckoned criminal to in-
jure or cut It down. Another species preserves camels'
milk from becoming sour, for several days; and the smoke
of Its wood destroys a worm, which fixes itself in the
flesh of the human neck, and produces epileptic fits.

Animals.-] The most useful quadrupeds in Arabia are ca
mels and dromedaries, which are admirabjv adapted bv Pro
vidence for traversing the dry and parched deserts «V this
countr,- But, of all the animals, it is well known thai
the Arabians put the greatest value on their horses Of
t.iesc they have two great branches, the Kadtschi, whose
descent is unknown, and the Kochlani, of which a writ
ten genealogy has been kept for a great number of years.

Ihe Kadtschi are not in higher estimatio . than ourcommon European horses, and are used as beasts of bur-
den; but the Kochlani are kept exclusively for riding, and
are highly esteen>ed. They are certainly animals of .^reat
nieta. and perseverance; and they are amazingly swift
Mhich constitutes their chief value «ith the Arabs'

Ihese Kochlani are bred chiefly by the Bedouins, set-
tled on the confines of Basra, Merdin, and Syria, in
which countries the grandees will not rnndo.,.,.„H .y ^d
horses of any other race. The utmost care is taken toKeep the blood pure and uncontaminated ; and the legiti-
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niacy of the progeny must be ascertained before swn
witnesses, who would think it the most heinous crimcT
prevaricate in respect to the descent of a horse.
The tender attachment which the Arabs feel towarrf

these annuals is strikinglj illustrated in the followin.r .,

"'

dote, extracted from the llev. T. Smith's Naturalises C

'

bluet :

—

"

" The whole stock of a poor Arab of the desert cnn
sisted of a beautiful mare; this the French consul at ,S-.i!|
offered to purchase, with an intention of'sendin-r h,r*,„
Louis XIV. The Arab, pressed by want, heritatcd
long time, but at length consented, on condition of rr
ceivnig a very considerable sum of money, ^^l,icl, |„named The consul wrote to Trance, for permission lo
close the bargain, and, having obtained it, sent the i„
formation immediately to the Arab. The man, so i,„li"put as to possess only a miserable rag, a covering for l,i,

body, arrived with his magnificent courser; he dismeu.itcl
and, looking first at the gold and then stedfastiy at \i
mare, heaved a deep sigh. ' To whom is it,' he ,Mlaj,,,
ed, ' that I am going to yield thee up.? To Eiir,)p,.a„si
who will lie thee up close, who will beat thee, nho will
render thee miserable! Return with me, my beaulv nn
jewel! and rejoice the hearts of my children.' As l,e

pronounced the last words, he sprang upon her back, and
was out of sight almost in a moment."

There are two breeds of asses in Arabia: the one small
and sluggish

;
the other large and spirited, and consequent-

ly highly valued.

Arabia contains abundance of domestic animals; as
oxen, buffaloes, sheep, and goats; as well as those of the
wild and savage, kind; of which there arc the rock-.goat,

the jackall, the hyiena, the jerboa, and the panther, uitli

woives, foxes, and wild boais ; but the most common
carnivorous animal is a species of wild dog, somcNviiatre-
senibliiig the fox, v\hich the natives call El Vavi.

With respect to birds, tame fowls arc plentiful in the

fertile districts, and all sorts of poultry are bred in a!nm-
danco. The pintado is not domestic, (hough very niimc
rous in the woods. The pheasant is a native of Arabia,
and abounds in the forest of Yemen. There arc several

species of pigeons
; and grey partridges are found in the

plains.

The aridity of the country is unfavourable for aquatic
birds; however, there are plovers and some storks. Towis
that live on fish are pretty numerous on the coasts of the

Red Sei
;
among the rest are pelicans, whose eggs are

as large as those of a goose. The ostrich is sometimes
seen in Arabia. Eagles, falcons, sparrow-hawks, and
the Egyptian vulture, are among die rapacious birds of

tins country. The last is extremely serviceable, by clear-

ing the country of the carcases, which would soon become
noisome and infectious in such a \varm climate.
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Anion;? tlic reptiles in a little sleiulur serpent, eiillerl the I

ballaii, s|)()tte(l with black and white, which is niiiaikahly

121

liuiionous, the bite being tieenied fatal, by i\u; natives; but

from an account of an oflieer belon<,'iiif,' to the East-India

Company, who visited this country in ITfK), it ajipeais to

bvtbren cnied by an Knglisii practitioner. He says, that

one of the Arabs, who attended them on a journey, was
liltcii by a snake, which caused his leg to swell prodi-

giously; and, as the poison seemed to be rapidly inouiit-

insr upwards, and the poor fellow was in great agony,

thf Arabs were apprehensive it would be attended with
laUi!coiiser|uences; but, luckily, one of the party, having
practised physic in India, had the i.rescnce of mind to

licat ail iron ramrod, (having no proper surgical instru-

niciit,) and burnt the wounded part, quite to the bone,
ttliicli prevented the direful effects of the poison, and, iii

a siioit time, with the assistance of medicine, ei'tected a
perfect cure.

Miiicrais.] Arabia contains mines of lead and iron, but
ihe metal is brittle. There are also a variety of precious
ftuiics, as agates, cornelians, onyxes, and what is calletl

the sardonyx. Niebiihr also observed pentagonal pillars

ofbasaltes, with bluish alabaster, selcnite, and various
spars. Ill n district of the province of Yemen there is a
warm spring of mineral water.

Miqitilie^.] The principal antiquities in this country
are the ruins of the city of Palmyra, situated in the wilds
of Arabia Petraea. It is approached through a narrow
plain, lined, as it were, with the remains of antiquity

;

and, opening all at once, tlie eye is presented with the
most striking objects that are to be found in the world.
The Temple of the Sun lies in ruins ; but the access to
11 IS through a vast number of beautiful Corinthian co-
iuniiis, of white marble. Superb arches, amazing co-
I imns, a colonade, extending four thousand feet in len-rth,
terminated by a noble mausoleum, temples, fine porticos,'
|)eiblvi(,s, nitercolumniations, and entablatures, all of
lluni 111 the highest style, and finished with the most beau-
I'lni materials, appear on all hands, but so dispersed and
rt'yonitcd, that it is impossible, from them, to form an
idea ol tlie whole, when perfect.

" Notiiing but ocular proof," says a respectable writer
could convince any man that so superb a city, formerly

ten miles m circumference, could exist in the midst of what
now are tracts of barren uninhabitable sands. Nothin-r
lowever, is more certain, than that Palmyra was former-
'V the capital of a great kingdom; that it was the pride
as well as the emporium, of the eastern world, and that
'ts merchants dealt with the Romans, and the western na-
li""s, for the merchandise and luxuries of India and
Arabia. Its present altered situation, therefore, can be
accounted for only by natural causes, which have turned
Uie most fertile tracts into barren deserts. The Asiatics

11. VOL T

think that Palmyra, as well as Balbt. , owes its origin
to Solomon; and in this iht-y receive some crnmtenanre
from sacred history. In profane history, it is not n.. u-
tioned before the time of Mure Antony; and its most su-
perb buildings are thought to be of the lower empire
about the time of Callienus: Odenathus, (he last king of
Palmyra, was highly caressed by that cniperor, and even
declared Augustus. His widow, Zenobia, reigned, in
great ghny, for some time; and Longinus, the relcbrated
critic, was her secretary. Unwilling to submit to the
Roman tyranny, she declared war against tlw emperor
Aur.'lian, who took her prisoner, led her in triunij)!, to
Rome, and slew her principal nobility, and, among others,
the excellent Longinus. He afterwards destroyed her
city, and massacred its inhabitants. None of the Palmy-
reiie inscri|)lions reach above the Christian era, though
there can be no doubt but the city itsdf is of much
higher anti(juity. The emperor Justinian made some ef-
forts to restore it to its ancient splentiour, but without ef-
fect, for it dwindled, by degrees, to its present wretched
state. .

Cities and rotois.} " Arabia," stiys a modern geogra-
pher, " has been compared to a cloak of frize, laced with
gold, the skirts alone presenting cities, and other murks of
civilization, while Uie great mass of the country is pos-
sessed by wandering tribes. The most celebrated cities
are Mecca and Medina; but, being sacred ground, the
infidels are not permitted to approach; and we are obliged
to trust to the inaccuracy and exaggeration of oriental
writers.

" Mkcca was known to the Greeks under the name of
Macoraba, and has not, in the most flourishing period,
exceeded the size and populousness of Marseilles. Some
latent motive, perhaps, of superstition, must have im-
pelled the founders in the choice of a most unpromising
situation. They erected their habitations of mud or stone"
111 a plain, about two miles long and one mile broad, at
the foot of three barren mountains : the soil is a rock

;

the water, even of the holy well of Zemzcm, is brackish,'
and the pastures are remote from the city. The fame and
spirit of the Koreishites, who reigned" in Mecca, were
conspicuous among the Arabian tribes; but their ungrate-
ful soil refused the labours of agriculture, and their posi-
tion was favourable to the enterprises of trade. By the
sea-port of Gedda, at the distance only of forty miles,
they maintained an easy correspondence with Abyssinia.
The treasures of Africa were conveyed over the peninsula
to Gerrhaor Kutif, in the province of Bahrein, a city
built, as it is said, of rock-salt, by the C!i:ii(!r:iii exiles':

and from thence, with the native pearls of the Persian
Gulf, they were floated on rafts to the mouth of the Eu-
phrates. Mecca is placed almost at an equal distance, a
month's journey, between Yemen on the right, and Syria

2H <= ' }
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the mmiiuir, station of lur caravans. In the markfls of
Saana and Merab, in (In; linrbonrs of Oman uml Adi ii

tin: camels of tlic Korcislutcs were lailen nitli u prccions
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: ;i snpply of corn and manufactnros
was pnrciinsed in tlio fairs of IJostra and Damascus; the

lucrative exchange diffused plenty and riches, in the streets

of Mecca
; and the noblest of her sons united the love of

arms with the profession of merchandise."

The government of this holy city is vested in a sheref,

who is a temporal prince; and his revenue is increased by
the dmmtions of Mahometan sovereigns.

At Mecca, the birth-place of Mahomet, is a mosque,
the most inagniticent of any in the Turkish dominions

;

its roof being elevated in the form of a dome, and covered
with gold, with two beautiful towers at (lie end, of ex-
traordinary height and architecture, which make a delight-
fid appearance, and are conspicuous at a considerable dis-

tance. The moMjiie has a.hundred gates, with a window
over each, and the whole building within is decorated with
the finest gildings and tapestry. The number of pilgrims,
who aiinualiy visit this place, is almost iiun dible.

A nil reliant of Mecca made an observation on those
saints, vthich, Niebuhr says, he was surprised to hear
from the lips of a Mahometan. " The vulgar," said he
*< must always have a visible object of fear and honour.
Thus, at Mecca, oaths are addressed to Mahomet, instead
of God: and, at Mocha, I would not trust a man who
took the Supreme to witness the truth of m hat he was as-
ecrting; but I might the more safely depend on him who
would swear by Sclioedeli, whose mosque and tomb are
before his eyes."

At Medina, about fifty miles from the Red Sea, the
way to which Mahomet fled when he was driven out of
Mecca, and the place where he was buried, is a stately

mosque, supported by four hundred pillars, and furnished
with three hundred silver lamps, which are continually burn-
ing. It is called the " Most Holy," by the Turks, be-
cause- it contains the coffin of their prophet, covered with
a cloth of gold, over a canopy of silver tissue, which, by
order of the grand signior, is annually renewed. Over
the foot of the coffin is a rich golden crescent, curiously
M rought, and adorned with precious stones. Thither tlie

pilgrims resort, as to Mecca, but not in such numbers.
Mocha, in the province of Yemen, is a large and po-

pulous city and sea-port, situated at the entrance of the
Red Sea. The inhabitants are mostly Mahometans, but
there are also great numbers of Jews, who reside in the
suburbs. The city, which is surrounded by a wall, has
four gates, and several towers, some of them mounted
with cannon, and garrisoned by soldiers. The streets are
spacious, and the houses, built of brick or stone, consisting
of two stories, with terraces on the tops. The shops are
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judiciously built for trade, and stored with all sorts „f ,.„

"lodities. ll.^re arrives, aimually, the great ship ^l
soiiri, .sent by the ^r,.a,u| si^„ior, laden wiih the riclust
merchaiuhse, and carrying back «pi,:es, silks, calicoes ml
other valuable articles: caravans als() ariivi , every

vi.a'
from Turkey and Egypt. The port of Mocha is foraaj
by two slips ol land, on each point of which is a forlrcs*
ut a distance of about thr.c miles from each other.

'

Ai)i;n is a considerable cilv, situated between the Per
sian Gulf and tli. Red Sea. The Arabs say, Aden u ,',

call, ,1 from its founder, the son of Saba, ayd gramison uf
Abraham. It is surrounded by inountuiiis, the sumniitsof
Mhich are fortified with cannon, and from winch an aims.
d.ict conveys water into a capacious rescrvoii

, about half a
mile trom tlie city. Here are many handsome |,„iisi.,

with terraces on their tops, and the place is well secure i

by its ii( vautageoiis situation and fortifications.

Sana is situated at the foot of Momit Isikkum, on
which arc; still some ruins of a castle, which the Arabs
suppose to have been erected by Shem, the son of Noal:
The city-wJls are built of brick, and have seven gate-
Here arc a number of mosques, and several palaces. Ex.
cept in one palace, near the citadel, no glass windows ar,"

seen in this place; the houses, in general, have only shut-

ters, which are opened or closed according to the state of
the weather.

The Jews carry on a considerable trade here, and are

the chief artisans. At <.ne time they had fourteen sjna-

gogues at Sana, but one of them, who had been comptrol-
lerof the customs, falliiig into disgrace, drew a degree of

persecution on his bretinen. The Banians are not vw
numerous. They pay three hundred crowns a month fw
permission to live in the city, and, if they leave no imme-
diate heirs, the whole of their property devolves to the

imaum.

GovprnmentJi Arabia is divided among numerous Imaiimj
and Sheiks, an idea of whose government may be drawn
from that of Yemen, which is thus described by Nicbulir.

"The title of Imaum, implying Vicar of Mahomet, is eccle-

siastic
;
and, among the Turks, implies a common priest,

while the Mulla presides in a court of justice. But,

among the Persians and Arabs, Uie title Imaum is of supe-

rior dignity, as the twelve Imaumt:, or genuine successors

of the prophet, in Persia; while, in Arabia, the word is

considered as synonymous with Caiiph and Emir El

Mumenin, or Prince of the Faithful. The inferior go-

vernments are conducted by Sheiks, a term merely imply-

ing old or venerable men."

The throne of Yemen is hereditary; and the Imaum, or

Emir, is completely independent, acknowledging no supe-

rior in spiritual or temporal aff::irs. He possesses the

prerogative of peace and war; but cannot be called des-

potic, as he cannot deprive even a Jew or a Pagan of life,
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hut tfiecaiise'miistbc tried l;'>forc the supreme liibunal of

Saiiii, coiiMl.tliiiK of several vM'in, while )n- is only presi-

dent. Will II an emir shews a .iexpotic disposition, If is

commonly deliironed. The next in rank are the I'ukis, a

title so lax, as seemingly only to denote gentlemen. 'J'he

govrrnors of distriet.s at.' culled Dolas; or, if superior in

Ijirlli, ^Valis. I'lie J)ola, in v.me degree, corresponds
«ilii the Tiirkiiili Pa( lia. The chief magistrate of u small
town, without a garrison, is called Sheik; as a sup. rior

govtiMor IS sometimes called Emir, and, in little villages,

Hakim. In each district there is also a Cadi; who, like'

IJiose in 'i'urk<v, arc judges of ecclesiastic and civil af-

fairs; but, in iVrabia, the prince himself is the liigh-

piiest. His army, in peace, is computed at four thousand
iliiitry and one tliousand cavalry

; the soldier', being, as
ml in the < ast, without uniforms. I'here is no navy,

and the vessels, in general, are very rudely constructed.
Manufactures, Commerce, c^.] The manufactures of

Anhia are of small importance, though the people are na-
liirall. ingenious and industrious. In all Arabia there are
neither windmills nor watermills. Some muskets aie
made in die country, but they are nine matchlocks, of
mean execution. At iVIocha there is om; glass-house'
aiul there aiv, i» Yemen, some coarse linen manufac-
tures.

The Arabian intercourse with Hindoostan has greatly
declined since the discovery of the Portuguese, wlio^se su'-

I'fiior M I. .1 maritime force eclipsed the small vessels
cil the Aial)H. I'lom Yemen are exported coffee, aloes,
irnnli, frankincense, senna, ivory, and gold, from Abys-
Miiia. The Eurojiean imports are iron, steel, tin, and
lead.

language ami Literature.-] The language commonly
s|.»ken IS the Arabic, which is likewise spoken, with some
variation of dialect, over great pari of the East. The
pure old grammatical Arabic, which is said to be a dialect
ot the Hebrew, is taught in their schools, as Greek and
Latin are amongst Europeans, and used by Mahometans
I'lthoir worship; for, ns the Koran was written in this
lansuagc, Uiey will not suffer it to be read in any other-
they believe it to have been the language of j.aradise, and
think no man can be a master of it widiout a miracle, as it
coiisists of several millions of words.
Though it cannot be supposed that literature has made

any very considerable progress in a country where manners
'"_t so simple, and emulation so rare, the Arabs are -reat
aciniirers of poetry. Their early history records many in-
stances of die estimation in which they held this art, even
fe ore the days of Mahomet; and their modem poets «till

Jjt'ltivate this science, and are rewarded for excellence

The best poets arc .nmong the Bedouins of Dsjof. A
"" °* ^''t <^«"nfy was, some years since, imprisoned at

I A.
liA

Sana, who, observing a bird on the roof of a house, recol-
I. cted the opinion of those pious Mussul.iu ii, who think
H mei,ton.,.,s to deliver a bird ».o,n a cage. He deemed
himselfequally entitled to liberty us the bird, and .xp.cssed
this idea in a poem, which his guards learned by I,. ,rt,and
«hich, becoming generally known, at |c„gih ^ea. i.ed the
inonarcirs ears, who was so charmed with it, that he set
the composer at liberty, though he had been guilty of va-
rious acts of robbery.

Education is not wholly neglected, and many of the
common pc.>ple can read and write, while those of r.mk
employ preceptors to teach their diildren and youn^
«.m..s. Near every m, .e : onimonly a sci .of,
the masters, as well as tb, childr. ,. ui ,„o poor, being sup-
ported by l.gacies. In the lar;. towns there are many
other schools, to which people o« die middling class send
their sons, who are taught to read, write, and cast ac-
counts. The girls are iiistrucled apart, by women.

In the chief cities ar, ullegcs for astronomy, astro-
iogy, philosophy, aii(i medicine.

Customs, Mau„er,,:^r.] The Arabians are (,f a middle
stature thin, and of a swarthy complexion, widi black hair
and ,|ack eyes. Their dress is loose, long, and broad'
they wrap it round diem, and gird it with a sash : at night,
a. .ngst the common people, it serves them for a bed and
coNcrlet. Their upper garment is generally wove in one
piece: It ha. ,, cap for the head, is tight about the neck,
and enlarges owards the bottom. 'Hiis dress is only worn
in cold and rainy weather; and under it and the garb that
^^raps entirelv over the whole, some of them wear a long
close-bodied «a tcoat, without sleeves. Their sash, or
girdle, is of worsted, and in it they stick their ponia'rds,
mk-horns, or badges of their rank. Their head-dress con-
sists of several bonnets, either of cotton or woollen, round
which IS wrapped a large piece of muslin, with fringes of
silk, and sometimes gf.ld, hanging behind. The w^omen
^vear akind of short waistcoat and drawer.«, but sometimes
they have only a piece of cloth wrapped loiind their loins.
When they go out, they cover themselves with the same
kind of garb as is worn by the men, so that there is very
little to be seen of their faces. Some of the men go al-

most naked, in hot weather; others wear drawers and slip,

pers, but no stockings. The women, in some parts, wear
large veils, w iih rings, bracelets, and necklaces of false

pearls, and sometimes, in addition to ear-rings, have a nose-
ring. Theij- nails are stained red, and the feet and hands
of a yellowish brown, with the herb called henna; the
eye-lashes are darkened with antimony, and every art is

exerted to render die eyi-biows large and black.

The Arabs are moderate iu Uieir food, the common people
having only a repast of bad bread, made from donra, a kind
of millet, mixed with camels milk, oil, or grease. Meat
is little used, even by the rich, who deem it unhealthy in a
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Their favourite beverage is water or coffee,

124

hot climate

which they prepare like the Turks, by burning it in an
open pan, and then bruising it in a stone or wooden mor-
tar, which gives it a superior llavour to the common mode
of grinding in a mill. In Yemen, however, it is rarely

used, as it is supposed to heat the blood; but of the shells

or husks of the coffee they prepare a liquor, in the manner
of tea. The most distinguished Arabs use porcelain, from
China, while the connnon people have earthen-ware.
Spirituous liquors, though forbidden, are not unknown;
and they sometimes smoke a i)lant, resembling hemp, which
produces intoxication; tobacco is also smoked, either in
the Turkish or Persian manner.

The Arabs retain several of the customs and manners
mentioned in sacred and profane history. Upon nieetiug
each other, they still use the primitive salutation of " Peace
be unto you." Before the Mahometan conquest, the ex-
pression was, " God prolong your life." The inferiors,
out of respect and deference, kiss the feet, knees, or gar-
ments, of their superiors; whilst the children and other
kindred pay the same respect to their relations. The pos-
ture they observe in giving one anotiier the salute, is lay-
ing the right-hand upon the breast; wliile others, who
are, perhaps, more intimately acquainted, or of equal age
and dignity, kiss the hand, head, or slioulder, of each
other. At the feast of their Bayrani, and other great so-
lemnities, the wife compliments tlie husband by kLsiii" his
hand.

"^

The vivacity of the Arabians makes them fond of com-
pany, notwithstanding their disposition to thoughtfulnesc.
They frequent public coffee-houses and markets, and, when
the villages lie at too great a distance, the coimtry people
meet m the open fields, some to buy or sell, and others
to converse, or amuse themselves as s:pectators of tlie busy
scene.

The Arabs are not quarrelsome, but, when any dispute
happens to arise among them, they make a great deal of
noise. They are, however, soon appeased, and a recon-
ciliation IS at all times instantly effected, if an indifferent
person call upon the disputants to think of God and his
prophet. The inhabitants of the east, in general, strive to
master their anger. A boatman, in a passion, complained
to the governor of the city of a merchant, who would not
pay a freight due for the carriage of his goods. The go-
vernor always put off hearing him till some other time. At
length he came and told his case coolly, and the governor
immediately did him justice, saying, / refused to hear ,,im
before, because yon were intoxicated zdih am^er, the most
(hngerons of nil intoxications.

The Bedouins, or Arabs of the Desert, are meagre,
small, and of a tawny complexion; but it has been ob-
served, that the sheiks and their attendants are taller, and
Biore coi pulcut, than the common class. This difiercncc

GEOGRAPHY. lpaut

must be attributed to their food, with which the former
are supplied more abundantly than the latter.

The inferior classes of these Arabs live in a state of
habitual famine; for the usual quantity of food consumed
by each individual does not exceed six ounces a day. ^
few dates, soaked in melted butter, with a liiilc milk or
curds, constitute their common food ; to \diicli they some-
times add a small quantity of coarse floiu-, or a little ball

of rice. Meat is reserved for grand festivals; and they

never kill a kid, but for a marriage or a funeral. Ii, times

of dearth, the poorer class do not disdain the most wretched
kinds of food; but greedily devour locusts, lizards, rats

and serpents, broiled on a few briars.

The j)rincipal sheik in every tribe defrays the expeiices

of all who arrive at or quit his camp. Adjoining to his

tent is a largo pavilion, in which are held frequent assem-

l)Iies of the Bedouin chiefs, to determine on encanipnienlj

and removals, on peace and war, on the disputes with the

Turkish governors, and the quarrels and litigations of iiijdi.

viduals.

The poverty of the lower class is proportionate to that

of their chiefs. All the wealth of a ftnnily consists of a

few camels, some goats, and poultry, a mare, and her bii-

die and saddle, a tent, a lance, sixteen feet long, a crooked

sabre, a rusty musket, a pipe, a portable mill, a leathern

bucket, a small coffee-roaster, a pot for cooking, some
clothes, a woollen mantle, and some glass or silver mm,
with which the ;vonien decorate their legs and arms. If

none of these be wanting, their furniture is complete.

Thus confined to the mere necessaries of life, the Be-

douins have as little industry as their wants are few. All

their arts consist in weaving their clumsy tents, and in

making mats and butter; their whole commerce is con-

fined to the exchanging camels, horses, kids, and milk, for

arms, clothing, rice, or corn, and money, which they hide

in the earth; they have not a single idea of any science;

and nothing is so uncommon, ev^n among the sheiks, as to

know how to read.

They are extremely fond, however, of reciting tales and

histories, in the manner of the Arabian Ni<;hts' Entertain-

ments.— In ihe evening they seat themselves at the threshold

of their tents, with pipes in their mouths, and their legs

crossed, and there sit in silent meditation, till one of them

suddenly breaks forth with, " Once upon a time" and

continues to recite the adventures of some young sheik and

female Bedouin : he relates in what maimer the youth got

a secret glimpse of his mistress, and became deeply ena-

moured; he minutely describes the lovely fair; boasts her

black eyes, as large and soft as those of the gnzcllc;

her arched eye-brows, resembling two boMS of ebony;

and her waist, strait and supple as h lance ; he expatiates on

her steps, light as those of the young filley, her eye-lashes

blackened with antimony, her lips painted blue, and fce
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nails tinged with the golden-coloured henna. He recounts

the sufferings of the young lover, so vvasted with desire,

tiiat his body no longer yields any shadow. And, at

lengtli, after detailing his attempts to see his mistress, the

obstacles of tlie parents, tiie invasion of tiie enemy, and
Ihe captivity of the young lovers, he terminates his tale by
ristoring them, united and hapj)y, to the paternal tent.

The freedom enjoyed by the Bedouins extends even to

tluir religion; for, althougii some of them, fnxn policy,

piistrve the appearance of Mahometanisni, their observ-

ance of its ceremonies is so relaxed, and tiieir devf)tion has

,0 little fervour, that they are generally considered as infi-

dels, who have neither law nor proi)iiets. They even
make no difficulty of asserting, that the religion of Maho-
met was not intended for them. " For," say they, " how
must we make ablutions who have no water.? How can
«e bestow alms who are not rich .? Why should m c fast

in the Ramadan, since the whole year with us is one con-
tiiiual fast.? And what necessity is there for us to make a

I

pilgrimage to Mecca, if God be present every where.'"
In short, every individual acts and thinks as he pleases.
To this account we shall subjoin some additional obser-

vations on the maimers and customs of the Arabs, for
wliicli we are indebted to the travels of ilie Abbe Poiret,

' tinougli some parts of Arabia.

" How .shall I describe," says our author, " the confused
i and contradictory ideas which arose in my mind, on the

(list view of these Arab hordes ! I had approached within
a short distance of thirty tents, and was preparing to «o
up to them, when I was informed '.hat the plague had just
made its appearance among them The spot wliere I then
stood was on the brink of a cool and limpid rivulet; bushes
of laurel, myrtle, and roses, formed around me an agree-* shade; and the landscape, bounded by verdant hills
was animated with nun,erous herds, grazing at a distance!
Whilst contemplating the beauties of this scene, about
a dozen of the Arabs advanced suddenly towards me; and
1 must confess, that their ferocious countenances excited
an emotion of fear in my breast, that instantly dispelled
all those Ideas with which I had been so agreeably enter-

:

tamed; but my companions assured me there was no dan-
ger. As soon as they were near enough, I saluted them,

.

after the oriental manner, and bade my interpreters request
them to keep at a certain distance, on account of the con-
fsg'on. With this they readily complied, and squatted
Jlown m a circle round us. They then asked, if 1 would
'a^e any imlk, and, on my answering in the affirmative,

^

'«o of them set out, and returned soon after, with each

j

^toin full of u. 1 drank some of it, and, notwithstand-
I

ng then- fierce air, was sensible they gave me a kind re-

I

)

ion I therefore expressed my gratitude by signs, and,^Mbued among them a small quantity of powder and

I

"ot, «liich they requested.

VOL. I.

" Forgetting the picture which had boon .hawn to me

11.

of their manners, I now endeavoured to persuade myself
tliat the nearer a man approaches to nature, the better he
ought to be. 1 perceived, in these men, the patnarchs of
antiquity, devoted entirely to the care of their flocks, and
lee from those numerous wants which have been created
by luxury. I beheld men, to whom I was indebted for
their hospitality; and, if I did not find in them the afl-ectcd
politeness of a European, I observed, at leaat, that rustic
sincerity, which ought to reside in tiic man of nakire.
"When 1 prepared to resume mv jouriiev, they accom-

panied me near half a mile; and, at parting, they wishedme peace and happiness. Being informed of the meaning
ot these expressions, 1 repeated them very affectionately
and congratulated myself, that the first Arabic words I had
pronounced served to express my gratitude."
Though half savage in appearance, the Arabs have cer-

tain signs, m all their tribes, to express friendship and re-
spect. 1 he most usual mode of salutation is, to put the
right-hand on the breast, and to incline the head: in this
posture nvo Arabs, on meeting, wish each other a good
day, and enquire respecting the health and saf.;ty of their
relations, flocks, &c. If they are particularly acquainted
they embrace reciprocally, and kiss each other's face and
shoulders. When they accost any person of high rank
they kiss their hand in the most respectful manner, and
sometimes kiss his clothes, placing one knee upon the
earth.

In conversation, their gestures are graceful and expres-
sive, their accent strong and sharp, and their voice parti-
cularly loud and sonorous. This custom of speaking loud
may be easily accounted for, when we recollect that they
have been habituated from their infancy to live in the open
air, and to speak to one another at a great distance.
When they are unemployed, they usually sit squattiii*

on the ground, with their fusee upright between their
knees; for they never lay aside their arms, except when in
their tents; and a fusee is considered as the most valuable
inheritance that a father can leave to his son. In this
manner they pass whole days, and consider themselves
peculiarly happy, when they can thus abandon themselvei
to idleness.

Notwitlistanding this aptitude to indolence, however,
the Arabs are possessed of quick and violent passions'
which often induce them to carry the desire of vengeance
for injuries to its highest excess. Some tribes, in parti-
cular, are so extremely irritable, and jealous of their ho-
nour, that, if one chief says to another, with a serious aii

"Thy bonnet is dirty;" or, '-The wrong side of thy tur-
ban is out," nothing but blood can wash away the ueproach;
and not only the offender, but all the males of his family,'
must expect to be sacrificed on such an account.

Mr. Niebuhr relates a tragical instance of this viiidic-

2 I
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tivc spirit, which happened in the vicinity of Barra, about

twelve yours before he commenced liis travels in Arabia.—
" A man of eminence liad jviven his daughter in marriage

to an Arab of another tribe. Shortly after tlic.celel)ration

of the nuptials, a sheik of an inferior tribe asked him, in

a coffee-house, whether he were father to the handsome
yoimg wife of such an one, whom he named. The father,

supposing his daughter's honour ruined, immediately

quitted tiie company to .slab her! At his return from the

perpetration of tiiis unnatural deed, he M-ho had so indis-

creetly put tlie question was gone. The exasperated Arab
instantly went in search of him, and killed several of his

relations, without sparing either his servants or cattle.

Hereupon the offender offeied a great sum to the governor

to rid him of so furious an adversary ; but both the threats

and persuasions of the governor proved ineffectual with

the man who had been offended, till, at length; it was
agreed, tliat the ofl'ender should give him his daughter in

marriage, together with a handsome portion: and, even

after this agreement, the first aggressor durst never appear

before his son-in-law."

The thirst for vengeance, likewise, discovers itself in

the peculiar manner in which nuirder is prosecuted in se-

veral districts of Arabia : for here the relations of the de-

ceased are at liberty either to accept a pecuniary compen-
ation, or to require the nuirderer to surrender himself to

justice, or to wreak their vengeance upon his whole fa-

mily. In some places, indeed, it is deemed milawful to

accept money as an atonement for murder, which, by the

laws of Arabian honour, can only be expiated by blood.

They think little of delivering an assassin into the hands of
justice; for this, they say, would be to deliver a family

from an unworthy member, who merited no such favour at

their hands. For these reasons, they rather revenge them-

selves upon the family of the nuirderer, and seek an op-
portunity of slaying its chief, whom they regard as being

properly the person guilty of the crime, because it must
have resulted from his negligence with respect to the con-

duct of those under his inspection. In the mean time,

the Judges secure the assassin, till he has paid a heavy

fine; and, from this time, the two families are in conti-

nual apprehension ; for no reconciliation can be effected

:

and there have been instances of such quarrels being occa-
sionally renewed for upwards of forty years.

" An Arab of distinction," says Mr. Niebuhr, " who
otten visited us at Loheya, always wore both his poniard
and a small lance; because, he told us, a man of his fa-

mily had been nmrdered, and he was compelled to avenge
the nmrder upon a man of the inimical family, who was
then aelualiy in the ciiy, and carried just such another
lance. He acknowledged to us, that the fear of meeting
his enemy, and fighting with him, often disturbed his re-

pose."
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Marriage, among the Arabs, is simply a bargain
con.

cliuled between the parents of the woman and the man
M'ho intends to espouse her. In order to obtain lur

|,

has no occasion to win her affections, or merit her prefer
eiiee

; for, if he presents a couple of fine cows, he is sur

of a favourable reception. The parents take the cow,
and deliver over their daughter to the suitor, who ma^
keep her as long as he pleases, and afterwards dismiss her

without any formality.

The grinding of corn, churning of butter, preparing
the

courcousan, &c. all belong to the women, but tliisisHie

easiest part of their employments; for, while their hus.

bands pass the greatest i)art of their time in indolence, tluy

are obliged to till and sow the earth, to cut wood, and

frequently to carry both their tent and kilchen-furnitiiienn

their shoulders.

The following observations of Poiret, respecting the

education of the Arabs, may, probably, be deemed amus-

ing:—" 1 was nuich surprised," says this gentleman, "to

find a public school in one of their cloiiares; and myaslo.

nishment increased on finding it under the direction uf a

person who was blind. This Arab had collected in his

tent about a dozen children, of both sexes, whom ht

taught to read and write. I remarked, that the couiitc-

nances of the pupils bore no marks of weariness or dis-

gust, which are too common in European seminaries; but.

on the contrary, labour appeared to them like anuisemint,

Their only book was the koran, which the master knew bv

heart, and, on that account, he was able to follow hij

scholars, and to point out their errors. They chaunleii

their lessons with good humour, ad in a variety of tones;

but, though this music was not very engaging, I saw will:

pleasure, 'hat among these savage hordes, the infancy of

man is not abandoned to merciless tyrants, who often de-

stroy the expanding flowers of genius.

"Those who were most advanced, taught the yonnger

pupils to write, under the direction of the master. In-

stead of paper, they had pieces of board, covered over

M'ith a kind of varnish, and a bit of reed, cut in a very

rude manner, supplied the place of a pen; yet diey wrote

tolerably well, and with great expedition. When they

had thoroughly learned their task, they washed tiieir ta-

blets, and received a fresh sentence from the koran.

" As soon as the usual time of their studies was expired,

each of the children embraced the master, and retired,

with many acknowledgments of his kind attention."

The children of the Arabs are almost entirely aban-

doned to nature : they are seldom caressed, and never

beaten. Left to themselves, they engage in exercises

suited to their age, gradually become inured to every

species of hardness, and acquire the vigour and agility of

their fathers. Familiar with every animal, they caress the

sheep, play with the goat, and closely pursue the heifer,
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yihidi runs from them. Tim most ardent heat does not
ovcrpowtr llicm ; and neither dampness nor cold seem to

affect tlu'ir constitutions. When scarcely able to walk,

ihey accompany their parents to watch their Hocks, mount
on the buck of the tierce.st hull, and learn to manage the

most iiiitriictable courser, without either spurs or bridle.

One of the first prejudices instilled into the breast of
an Arahiiin child is an inveterate hatred against all Chris-

tians and this becomes so strengthened by age, that there

are lew individuals, who would not consider the assassi-

iKition of a Christian as a meritorious action. " I have
btcii," says Poiret, " greatly harassed by the children,

who llockol round me, as I approached the tents; and I

h;is even obliged to put up with the grossest insults; for,

it I hail attempted to chastise any of them, their fathers'

Mdiild infallibly have taken their part, and have revenged
an iiijiiiy (lone by a dog to a servant of Mahomet."

" I have many times," adds the same writer, " seen
some of the women, who had never met a Christian, shud-
der when I appeared, and run from me, as if 1 had been
a monster. By means of some little present, however, 1

alwiijs r(;iulered them more tractable ; anil, when they be-
taiiic a little familiarised, they appeared utterly astonished
at tiiiding me like another man. They particularly exa-
mined my gloves, which were green, supposing that to be
ilieculonr of my skin; and, when I pulled them oft', they
«ere hi the utmost amazement. Every attempt to explain
tbeinitihty was in vain; for as these people are acquainted
only with the absolute necessaries of life, they laugh at
all snperriuities."

The Arabs profess the faith of Mahomet; but they in-
termix it with many of dieir own superstitious ceremonies,
and seem to be utterly ignorant of its real spirit. They
areloierably strict in the observance of the enjoined fasts,
prayers, &c.; but few of them abstain wholly from the
tempting juice of the grape.

Those who are distinguished by the appellation of pa-
pas, usnally preside at marriages, funerals, 8cc.; and have
chaplcts of large Leads, which they employ, like the Ro-
man catholics, to count the number of their prayers ; and
every lime they drop a bead from their fingers they ex-
claim, "How great is God! There is but one God, and
Mahomet is his prophet." They pronounce these words
«_ith a strong emphasis, as if struck with an awfid sense
ot the majesty of tiie Deity; but their manners too often
'urnia stnkmg contrast with such ideas.
During the Ramadan, which continues one moon, they

;|Mani from food, water, and smoking, till after sun-set.
Ihey also suffer their hair and beards to crrow, and even

I

iilcct to appear covered with filth and dirt".

On the succeeding festival of the Beiram, they dress
tfemsclves m their best apparel, shave their beards, an.l
"evote several days to diversions, feasting, and reciprocal

visits. The return of the new year is, also, a grand fes-
tival, ushered in with entertainments, and consecrated to
ph^asure and hilarity.

Upon these occasions, the Arabs indulge themselves in
a variety of extravagant follies, which have some resem-
blance to a carnival. The most popular an.usement con-
sists m spreading the skinof alion, or camel, over the shoul
ders of fourmen, who are concealed uiuler a large carpet
This supposed animal is led along by a chain, while seve.'
ral persons play on a tabor and flute; and others perform
very grotesque dances. In this state they enter every house
to which they can find admittance, followed by a concourse
of children, who bear in their hands the figures of a lioa
and a camel.

'I'he Arabs are, at present, unacquainted with any other
physician than nature, or with any other remedies than
those presented by ignorance an.! superstition ; although this
nation formerly gave birth to so many able men, who have
been accounted the fathers of medicine. The European
physicians, however, who sometimes visit them, are well
leceived; and this character is the only one that can se-
cure the life of a Christian.

It is a singular fact that these men, who are often in-
sensible of a real indisposition, generally imagine them-
selves unwell, when they see a physician. Eager to re-
ceive assistance, and fearing to miss the opportunity tlie-
examine their health so scrupulously, that there are few
of them who do not express a wish for some physic, if it
be only by way of a prcNentafive. They have so much
confidence in phlebotomy, that they consider it as a uni-
versal remedy

;
and, for want u( a surgeon, they often bleed

themselves, in the following maimer :

The person, who is chosen to perft)rm the operation
begins with binding a bandage round the neck of his pa-
tient till he is almost strangled ; and, when the veins of the
forehead appear swelled, he makes four or five incisions
with a razor, and assists the effusion of the blood, by roll-
mg a cylindrical piece of wood over the incisions. When
the operation is finished, he washes the wounds, applies
to them a little argillaceous earth, softened in water, and
binds them up with a handkerchief. When an Arab is
dangerously ill, he walks about as long as he can move;
and, when his strength is utterly exhausted, he stretches
himself on the earth, without taking off his clothes. Should
he perceive his approaching dissolution, he turns his face
toward the east, anti calmly recommends his spirit into
the hands of Mahomet.
When an Arab of distinction dies, his body is carefully

washed, and wrapped in a winding sheet, of white cloth,
which has been blessed by the principal iman at M( cca
it IS then placed upon a kind of litter, and carried to the
place of sepulture by the friends and relations of the de-
ceased. While the men are employed in digging the
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giavc, the women sil down in a circle round the corpse,

asking il various questions, and beseeching it to return

«nd take up its abode among them. " Wliy," say they,

" hast tlioii forsaken us ? Did we not prepare tliy cour-

cousan well ? Ah>s ! shall thy children behold thee no
more? Ah! return again, and nothing shall be wanting
to thee

: but thou hearest no more, nor any longer canst
iclurn an answer to our words." These lamentations are
extremely affecting ; but a stranger is disgusted on seeing
the mourners, a moment after, throw aside all appearance
of grief, and talk or laugh togetlier with the utmost in-

dift'erence.

>\'hrn the grave ifi finished, the body is deposited in it,

on its side, with the face turned towards the east; and a
kind of arch is formed over it with brambles, to prevent
the earth from touching it. The grave is then filled up,
and a quantity of large stones laid over it, to prevent sa-
vage animals fiom digging up the body; a kind of funeral

flag is erected in the middle of these stones, and thus the
ceremony concludes.

The nearest relatives and friends of the deceased go, at

certain limes, to visit the tomb, and partly uncover tiie

body, iu order to convince themselves, that the person
- has not returned to life ; and, when they discover any sign

of putrefaction, they renew their Mailings and lamenta-
tions.

JJistoii/.] llie history of this country in some measure
difters from that of all others ; for, as the slavery and sub-
jiclion of other nations make a great part of their his-
tory, that of the Arabs is entirely composed of their con-
quests, or indei)endence. 'Ihey are supposed to have de-
scended from Ishmael, of whose posterity it was foretold,

that they should be invincible, " have their hands against
every man, and every man's hand against their's." They
are, at present, and have remained from the remotest ages,
during the various conquests of the Greeks, Romans, and
Tartars, a convincing proof of the divine truth of this

prediction. Towards the north, and tlie sea-coasts of
Arabia, the inhabitants are, indeed, kipt in awe by the
Turks

;
but the wandering tribes, in the southern and in-

land parts, acknowledge themselves the subjects of no fo-
reign i)ower, and do not fail to hartss and annoy all stran-
gers ^^ho come into their country. The conquests of tlie

Arabs make as wonderful a part of their history, as the
mdependence and freedom which they have ever continued
to enjoy. These, as well as their religion, began with
one man, whose character forms a very singular phenome-
non in the histoiy of mankind. This was the famous Ma-
homet, a native of Mecca, a city of that division of Ara-
bia, which, from the luxuriancy of its soil and the happy
teiijperature of its climate, has ever been esteemed the
most deliglitful region of the world, and distinguished by
the epithet of Arabia the Happy.

GEOGRAPHY.
f,,„„,

Mahomet was born in tne year 369, in the reign of Ju^
tinian II. emperor of Constantinople. Though descended
of mean parentage, indigent, and illiterate, he was endued
with a subtile genius, and possessed a degree of entcrprjs

and ambition far beyond his station. In the early
par'

of his life he had been employed by his uncle, Abutelcb
as a factoi', and Iiad occasion, in this capacity, to travel

into Syria, Palestine, and Egypt. He vas afterwards

taken into tlie service of a rich merchant, upon mIiosc

death he married his widow, Khadija, and, by her means
came to be possessed of considerable properly and of a

numerous family. During his peregrinations into ligyp)

and the east, he had observed the vast variety of religjuus

sects, « hose hatred against each other was strong aiid in.

veterate, while, at the same time, there were many panj.

culars in which the greater part of tiiem were agreed. He
carefully took advantage of these; by means of wliicli, and

by addressing himself to the love of power, riches, anj

pleasure, passions universal among men, he expected to

raise a new system of religion, more general Uian anv

which had hitherto been established. In this design lie

was assisted by Sergius, a monk, whose libertine dispoi

tioii had caused him to forsake his cloister, and engage in

the service of Khadija, widi whom he remained as a do-

mestic, when Mahomet was taken to her bed. This monk

M as perfectly well qualified, by his great learning, for

supplying the defects which his master laboured under,

and which, in all probability, must have obstrucleii tlie

execution of his design. It was necessary, however, that

the religion they proposed to establish should have a divine

sanction; and, for this purpose, Mahomet turned a cala-

mily, with which he was afflicted, to his advantage. Being

often subject to epileptic fits, he gave out, that these (iti

were trances, into which he was miraculously thrown bj

the Almighty, whose will he was instructed to publisii to

the world. By this strange stoiy, and by leading a retired

and austeie life, lie easily acquired a character for superior

sanctity among his acquaintance and neighbours. And,

when he thought himself sufficiently fortified by the num-

ber and enthusiasm of his followers, lie boldly declared

Jiimself a prophet sent by God, not only to teach his will,

but to compel raankhid to obey it.

Mahomet did not lay the foundation of his system so

narrow, as only to comprehend the natives of his own

country. He proposed that the system he established

should extend over all the neighbouring nations, to whose

doctrines and prejudices he had taken care to adapt it.

Many of the inhabitants of the eastern countries were at

this time much addicted to the heresy of Alius, who denied

that .Jisus Christ was co-equal with God the Father

Egypt and Arabia were filled with Jews, who had fled into

these corners of the world from the persecutions of ihe

emperor Adrian, who threatened the total extinction of
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that people. The oHier iiiliabitaiits of these countries

I A.
icy

wcrepasniis. These, liowever, liad Ihlh attachment to

tlu'ir (liciiyed and derided idolatry; and, like men whose
religious principle is weak, had given themselves over to

pleasure and sensnality, or to the acquisition of riches, to

be tlie better able to indulge in sensual gratifications, which,

together with the doctrine of predestination, composed the

sole principles of their religion and [)hilosophy. The
system of Mahomet was exactly snited to these three kinds

of men. To gi atify the two former, he declared that there

was one God, who created the world, and governed all

things in it; that he had sent various prophets into the

uoikl, to teach his will to mankind, among whom Moses
and Jesus Christ were the most eminent: but the en-
deavours of these had proved ineff'ectual, and God had
therefore, "ow sent his last and greatest propliet, with J
commission more ample than what Most\< or Christ had
Leen entrusted ,vith. He had commanded him not only to
publish his laws, but to subdue those who were unwilling
to obey them

;
and, for this end, to establish a kingdom

upon earth, wliich should propagate the divine hnv through-
out the world

;
that God had denounced utter ruin mid

destmction against those who should refuse to submit to

him; but, to his faithful followers, he had promised the
spoils and possession of all the earth, as a reward in this

life, and had provided for them hereafter a paradise of
all sensual enjoyments; that the pleasures of such as died
in propagating the faith would be peculiarly transcendent.
Tliese, together with the prohibition of drinking strong
liquors, and the doctrine of predestination, were the capit
tal articles of Mahomet's creed. They were no sooner
published, than a great number of his countrymen em-
braced them with implicit faith. The apostate monk tran-
scribed them, and composed a book, called the Koran, or
Alkorau, by way of eminence, as we say the Bib!e, which
nienns the book. The person of Mahomet, however, was
familiar to the inhabitants of Mecca; so that the greater

part of them were sufficiently convmcea of the deceit
Ihe more enlightened and leading nu-n entered into a de*
Sign to cut hnn off; but Mahon.et, getting not.ce of their
intention, fled from his native city to Medina. 'I'he fame
of his miracles and doctrine was, according to custom
greater at a distance; and the inhabitants of Modiin ,c'
ceived him with open arms. From this flight, which han-
pened in the G22d year of Christ, the fifty-fourth year of
Mahomet's age, and the tenth of his ministry, his followers,
the Mahometans, compute d.eir time; and the era is called
HI Arabic, Hegira, or the flight.

'

By the assistance of the inhabitants of Medina, and of
others whom his insinuation and address daily attached tohnn, Mahomet brought over all his countrymen to an ac-
quiescence in his doctrines. The speedy propagation of
his system among the Arabians was a new argument in its
behalf among the inhabitants of Egypt and the east, who
were previously disposed to it. Arians, Jews, and Gen-
tiles, all forsook the.r ancient faith, and became Maho-
metans^ In a word, the contagion spread over Arabia
hyiia, hgypt, and Persia; and Mahomet, from a deceitful
hypocrite, became a powerful monarch. He was i.roclaim-
ed king, at Medina, in the year G27; and, after subduing
great part of Arabia and Syria, died in G.32, leavin.r two
branches of his race, both esteemed divine amonc^their
subjects. These were the caliphs of Persia a°nd of
*-ppt; under the last of which Arabia was iHcIuded
Ihe former of these turned their arms to the east, and
made conquest of many countries. The caliphs of E^ypt
and Arabia directed their ravages towards Europe, and
under the name of Saracens, or Moors, reduced the great'
er part of Spain, France, Italy, and Uie islands in the Me-
diterranean.

In this manner did the successors of that impostor spread
their religion and conquests over the greatest part of Asia
Africa, and Europe; and they still give law to a consider'
able portion of mankind.

CHAPTER VII.

Ti
TARTARY.

^HIS extensive region, formerly known bv the name
of Sc.vthia, was once the scat of an empire mo're powerful
than that of Greece or Rome ; but its inhabitants have .unk
into degeneracy, and some of those provinces, where learn-
ing and the arts flourished, are now the scenes of complete
baibarity. The country is, at present, divided into Chi-
nese rarlary-Tibet-Independent Tartary-and Asiatic

11. VOI I

Russia
;
each of which, for the sake of perspicuity, will

be described under a distinct section

SECTION I.

CHINESE TARTARY.
Situation, Extent, and Boundaries.] Chinese Tartary,

which lias frequently sent forth its hordes to overrun the
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arts and civili/ntion of Eiirbpc, is siluate belwi-on seventy-

two and one lunuired and forty-five degrees of cast lon-

gitude, and between eighty-five and fifty-tluee degrees

of north lalitnde; being about three tliousand niiies in

breadth, and one thonsand and eighty in lengtli. It is

bounded, on the north, by Asiatic Russia; on llie east, by
the Sea of Japan, and the Channel of 'J'artary; on the

south, by China and Tibet; and, on tlie west, by Inde-

pendent Tartary.

Division.'] 'i'he only division of this country arises from
the different tilbes by which it is inhabited : of these, the

principal are the Mandsluns, in the east; the Monguls, in

the middle; and the Kalniucs, in the west. The country
of tlie Mandshur 'J-artars, uiio arc more innnctliately

under the authority of Cliina, lias been divided into tiiree

great governments, Chiii-yaiig, Kiriii-oiila, and Tsfitchicar:

uhitli take their names from those of their chief towns.
The Russians call the latter Daouria; from the Tajoiiri,

vho iiiliabit a great part of this district. To these may be
added llie peninsula of Korea, whicli has been for eeveral

centuries under tiie dominion of the Chinese.

Iwe of the Coitntri/.] A great part of this extensive

country is a vast elevated j)lain, supported, like a table, by
(he mountains of 'i'ibet on the south, and t'.ie Altaian on
the north, i'his elevated level is intersected by several

chains of mountains, and by the vast deserts of Cobi and
Shamo, which have been supposed to be the same, the
former being the Tartarian, and the latter tlie Chinese,
name. To the west of this great country are the jnoun-
tains of IJelur Tag, the Imaus of the ancients, whicli se-

parate the Cliinese empire from Balk and great Bucharia,
and the Kalniucs, subject to China, from the Kiiguscs of
Independent Tartary.

Soil ami ytgricu/liire.'] The soil of so extensive a coun-
try must be various; but it is most generally composed of
black sand. 'Jliough the ^Mandshiiis are, in general,
•verse from agriculture, the l:;nd does not appear wholly in

^n uncultivated state; and, from the accounts of some
travellers, the industry of those who exert themselves in

this useful employ is rewarded by a tolerable harvest of
grain. *

Hirers, Lakes, Sfci] The Amur is among the largest
nvers, pursuing an easterly course of about eighteen liun-
dred and fifty British miles. It is the grand receptacle
of the Mandshur streams, among which tlie most consi-
derable is the Soiigari, which itself receives the large river
Noiiiii. The Hi, which falls into tlie lake of Balkash, is

noted in Tartaric history. The lakes of Balkash, or Ten-
gis, and Zaizaii, arc of great extent, each about a hundred
and fifty miles in length. Next is the Koko Nor, by some
calkd {JohoNur, or the Blue Lake, which gives name to
a tiibe of the Monguls.

tegetables.il Little information has yet been obtained

EOGRAPHV. f,,„,;
of the vegetable jtroductions of that part of Asia, iiicludin

the extensive territories of Chinese Tartary. Neidicr
^

riety nor abundance can be expected in tlie^e climate,
the products of which are represented, by ilie few (ra'

vellers who have visited them, as similar to those of th'
most northern parts of Germany, intermixed with nonie
species that are found in Siberia.

Minerals.] The mineralogy of central Asia has been
little explored. Gold is found both in the eastern and
western regions ; and the former are also said to produce
tin. As Russian Daouria exhibits so many valuable sub-

stances, it is reasonable to conclude, that they equally
abound in the Chinese territory, if similar skill and inJu,.

try were exerted in their detection. The mineral waters
and uncommon api>carauccs of nature, have been Jiitlc

investigated.

Animah.] Among the various animals of this counlrv

the most remarkable are the wild horses and wild usscs

whicli are very numerous. The horses and cattle are in

great plenty, anil sold at low prices. The Ims grtmiem,
of Linna;us, or grunting ox, which inhabits Tartary, \m
a tail of uncommon beauty, full and flowing, of a glosjv

and silky texture. These tails are a considerable article

of exportation from Tibet : the Indians fasten small Lun-

dies of the hair to a handle, wliich they use for fly-flaps

the Chinese dye tufts of it with a beautiful scarlet, to de-

corate their caps; and the Turks employ it as ornamenu
to their (tandards.

I'opulation.} Of the population of these regions it is

difficult to form ly precise idea. As the "nmnerou!
tribes sulyect to Russia are found, under splendid appc).

lations, to present but a slender number of individuals,

not exceeding tv. o or three millions, it may, perhaps, be

reasonable to infer, that amidst the wide deserts and bar-

ren mountains of central Asia there do not inhabit above

six millions.

Cities, C/iiefTotals, &:c.] Chin-Yang, the capital oi

the whole country of the Mandshur Tartars, stands on an

eminence, and is nearly nine miles in circumference. It

contains a palace for the emperor, magazines of arms, and

store-houses. Kiriii, tne chief town" of the department

of lliat name, is the residence of a Mandshur general,

w ho is invested with all the powers of a viceroy : he lias

the inspection of the troops, and authority over all the

mandarins. Ningouto, which is considered as the cradle

of the present imperial family, is surrounded by a wooden

wall, composed of i»lain stakes, driven into the eiirlii,

which touch each ether, and are twenty feet high. With-

out this palisade there is another, of the same kind, which

is three miles in circumference, and has four gates, cor

responding to the four cardinal points.

The Monguls, properly so called," have no towns; hut

in the country of Little Bucharia, possessed by ihel^.
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nines who "»ie •iubjucti^d by the Chinese in I759, is i\w

city of Cnshgiir, formerly ihe capital of a knigdoni, nearly

,orros|)()mlin-,', in its limits, with Little Uucharia, and
whicli still retains some trade.

Govcnimeiit and Laws.] The Mandsluir Tartars are

governed by viccroyN, appointed by the emperor of Chi-
na. The wandering tribea of Monguls are governed by
lliaiis, or parti(;uhn princes, who are independent of each
otiicr, but all subject to the authority of the Chinese em-
peror. When the Mandshurs subdued China, they con-
ferred certain titles on the most powerful of the Mongul
prinees, and assigned them revenues, but far inferior "to
those of the JNlandslun lonis at Pekin. The emperor
settled liie limits of their respective territories, and gave
them la«», according to which they are at present go-
verned. 'I'hesc tributary khans have not the power of
comlenumig their subjects to death, nor of depriving them
of their possessions

:
the cases of death and contis'cation

are reserved for the supreme tribunal, established at Pe-
kin, for the aflairs of the Monguls, to which every indi-
vidual may apjjcal from the sei.tence of his prince, m ho
is obliged to appear in person whenever lie is cited.'

.^rrni/.] It is probable that this part of the Chinese
empire might muster a very numerous army ; but, amidst
modern tactics and weapons, little need be ai>preliended
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from a new deluge of Mongul barbarians. Besides, their
interests are now so various and discordant, that, while
the empires of Russia and China exist, they can only be
regarded as connected with the policy of these powerful
states.

Trade.] The principal trade of the Mandshur country
consists in ginseng and pearls, found in the rivers which
fall into the Amur. Excellent horses may also be classed
among the exports. Cashgar was formerly celebrated for
musk and gold. Korea also produces gold, silver, iron,
beautiful yellow varnish, and white paper, ginseng, furs'
and fossil-salt. The other towns are rather stations for
merchants than seats of commerce.
Iteligm.] The religion most prevalent among the Tar-

^rs IS that of Schamanism, or belief in one Supreme
Ood, the Creator of all things, who loves all his creatures •

«i.o knows every thing, and is al!-t«owerful ; but who pays
noattenuon to the particular actions of men, bein/too
great lor them to be able to oflend him, or to do any U,in.r
t lat can be meritorious in his sight. The professors ol"
Ihis taiti, also maintain, that the Supreme lieing has di-
vided the government of the world, and the destiny of
men, among a number of subaltern divinities, under iiis
command and control, but uho, nevertheless, generally
act according to their own fancies; am!, therefore, .„„„-
Kind cannot dispense with using all the means in their
power for obtaining their favour They likewise suppose,
^at, 'or tht most part, these inferior deities detest and

'"""'*'' P.7'"^;'""'*^'' villany. fraud, ana cruelty. Womenare considered as very inferior to men, and 'are thol
to Lave be.m create.l only for their sensual pleasure o
l'-.|'Ie the worhl, and to look after household ftii.,aud in consequence of these principles, they arc trea edwith much severity and contempt. ' ' ' "

"*"'^^

Languaire.] TU. language of the Mandshurs is veryP^.s these Tartars being particularly nice with rLpe'I
<' the too freciuent recurrence of the same sounds. It

«" said, likewise, to be very expressive, and has ....e

',n.ly tlu age, colour, or ,,ual,ties of a dog, whether he'njvc long or short hair, large ears, or hangi'.g lips,
',,

V uch, aud many other cases, he has a disthict name Ilike manner, a horse has a variety of names, signifying
•"a -.gie word, whether he be restive, easii; frith.e 5'

-"; -Latpacehe goes, Sec This langua^, is\ri .e
.'

... characters which represent sounds aiKhiot' things
hose o die Chinese. M. Langles, a member of the
1-rench Institute, has compiled a dictionary of the Mand-
shur language, which he pronounces to be the most
learned and perfect of the Tartar tongue.., though no
w..tten t

1 the seventeenth century, when 'the l^.Z
appointed some literati to design letters after those of the

Customs Mauners, ^r.] In such a vast extent of conn-
try there will, of course, be a considerable variety in the
persons of the inhabitants, as well as in their manners
4lid customs. M. J3uffon has described them, generally
as having even in their youth, large wrinkled foreheads,'
"ith thick and short noses, and very small eyes, sunk
deep ,1. the head; their cheek-bones are high, and the
lower part of their face is very narrow ; their chin is Ion.,
and prominent, and their upper jaw falls in; their teeth
a.e ong, and distuxt from each other; the eye-brows are
t nek, and cover a part of Uieir eyes; the face is flat, the
skm IS tawny, and tl-.e hair is black; their bodies are of a
middle stature, but strong and robust.

In speaking of the difierent tribes, we find, from the
most authentic accounts, that die Kalmucs, who live in
the lUMghbourhood of the Caspian Sea, between Muscovy
and Oreat Tartary, are robust men, but extremely u-lv
and deformed. Their faces are so flat, that their eyes
whicli are very small, are situated f.ur or live inches asun-
der. Their noses are so low, that, instead of nostrils
two holes are only to be .seen. Their knees bend out-
wards, and their legs inward. After the Kahnucs, the
Tartars of Daghestan hold the next rank in deformity.
Ihe Little Tartars, or those of Nogai, who live ne.-.r the
Black Sea, are not so ugly as the Kalmucs, though they
resenible them in their general figure. Lastly, the Mon-
gul Tartars, who conquered China, and were tlie nio.st

polished, though their features are less disagreeable, yet.
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like all the other tribes, they have small eyc», large Hat
faces, thin blark or red beards, short sunk noses, and a

tuwny complexion.

The Chinese have so strong a resemblance to tlie Tar-
tars, that it is uncertain whetiier they are not of the same
race

:
the most remarkable (hflerence arises from a total

disparity in their dispositions, manners, and customs. Tlie
Tartars are fierce, warlike, and fond of hunting : they
love ftitigue and independence, are liartly and brutally

gross. Hut the manners of the Chinpse are the reverse:
tliey are effeminate, peaceable, indolent, superstitious, sub-
missive, and very ceremonious.

The innnense plains of Tartary have, in all ages, been
njiabited by wandering tribes of hunters and shepherds,
whose inilolence refuses to cultivate the earth, and whose
restless enterprising spirit disdains the confmement of a
sedentary life. In general, they are a wandering sort of
peo|)le

; ir their peregrinations, they set out in the spring,
in large companies of several thousands, preceded by
their flocks and herds. When they come to an inviting
spot, they remain there till they have consumed its pro-
duce. They have but little money, except what they ob-
tain froiJi their neighbours, the Russians, Persians, or
Turks, in exchange for cattle : with this they purchase
apparel for their women. They have few mechanics, ex-
cept those who make arms. They avoid all labour, as the
greatest slavery ; their only employment is tending their
flocks, or hunting, and managing their horses. If they
are angry with a person, they wish he may live in one fixed
place, and work like a Russian. They are hospitable,
particularly to strangers, who confidentially put themselves
under their protection. They are naturally of an easy and
cheerful temper, and seldom depressed by care and me-
lancholy

; and are so much delighted with their own coun-
try, that they conceive it impossible to traverse their plains
without envying them their possession. " You have tra-
velled a great way," said one of these Tartars to the JBa-
ron de Tott; " but did you ever before see a country like
ours f"

'

A strong resemblance exists between some of the Tar-
tars and some of the more northerly nations of North
America, particularly in their treatment of the aged, and
of those vCho are seized with disorders that are reckoned
incurable: they make a hut for the patient near some
river, ni which they leave him, with a small quantity of
provisions, and seldom think of visiting him again. On
such occasions, they suppose tliey are doing their parents
a kindness, by sending them to a better world. Among
other tribes, however, filial aflfection, and a respect to the
memory of their deceased parents, have ever been distin-
guishing traits. When Darius, king of Persia, invaded
them with all his forces, instead of giving him battle, they
retired, by degrees, till, at length, the Persian monarch

GKOGRAPIIY.
f,,„,

sent an ambassad.., lO demand wlierc 'they proposed
t

conclude' their retrwat, and when they inteniled to b(»'
fighting? To which they replied, "Since lluy had „„,„"'
or cultivate<l tields, for the defence of which they n|,„u|j

maintain a warfare, he had only to proceed with his h,
tile army to the place of their fathers' monuments,

\v|,|,'

he should understand the manner in which they hail be

'

accustomed to engage an enemy."

The houses of the Tartars are no more than small tent,
of an oval form. The palaces of the rich consist of
wooden huts, of such a size that they may be conveiiicml^
fixed on large waggons, and drawn by a team of twemj
or thirty oxen, 'i'hey cover their habitations with felt, the
parts of which they join so nicely, as to keep out' tlie

piercing blasts of the north wind; for the same purpose
they take great care to place the door of the tents, which
is, in general, very small, facing the south. Tlui flocks

and herds, after grazing all the day in the adjacent pasture
retire, on the approach of night, within the protection of
the camp.

The necessity of preventing the most mischievous con-
fusion, in such a perpetual concourse of men and auimais,

has gradually introduced regulations among them, asein.'

bling some that are known among more civilised people.

Each proprietor has his own mark, which is burnt into

the thighs of the horses, oxen, and dromedaries, and

painted with colours on the wool of the sheep. Tiielat-

ter are kept, in all seasons, near the owner's habilalion;

but the other animals, united in herds, are, towards the

spring, driven to the plains.

At the approach of winter it is necessary to seek these

herds, and drive them to their sheds. Accordingly, a

Tartar provides himself with about six pounds of liie flour

of roasted millet, which is sufficient to last him thirty

days, and then mounts his horse, which is remarkable for

its swiftness, nor stops till the sun goes down, wlu-n he

clogs the animal, leaves him to graze, sups on tlie flow,

goes to sleep, awakes, and continues his route. He neg-

lects not, however, to observe, as he rides, the mark ol

the herds he happens to see: these discoveries he com.

municates to the diff"erent Tartars he meets, who have ihe

same pursuits, and, in his turn, receives such indications

as may help to forward the object of his journey.

The Tartars are remarkably expert at pitching and re

moving their tents, to which they have been accustomed

by their constant incursions upon the neighbouring na-

tions : on this account they have neither house nor tixed

residence
; the camp includes their families, their friends,

their companions, and their property : in their most dis-

tant marches they are still surrounded by all tlie objecU

that are valuable, familiar, and dear to their eyes.

The dress of the Tartars consists of a large shirt and

drawers ; their habits are commonly made of calico, or some
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olliti light Stuff, which tiiey ii: e witli uluep-siiiii ; and
,„ni.liine» Wwy wt-ar ,iitii,. j^aimcnts of the suint- mnte I

rials.

lUii is the roloiir in il,,. |,igl,est rsleeni with the Tar- I

la,,,; itiiil ahhoiigh their cliiefs and gnnidees are but nieaniv
clutliiil in other re^peets, tlicy seldom fail l„ have a ,s. ar-

let robe for occasions of slate. Tiny wonl.i rather I.e

dlliout a shirt than a s.arlet e..at; an<i tin women of qna-
iily do not think ihem.selve.s v\<ll-dre.sHed, if the scarK I

j;an«tnt is wanting. Those who an; able to get tj,,,,,,

Mi'ar coals of stuff or silk, above which they throw a fnr-

, ,.iit of sheep-skins
; ami, in lime of war, lli'ev cover tlieir

li.afl and body with iron net-work, the links of which ar<-

- , jos. ,
that it is proof against any kind of weapons ex-

(cpt (ire-arms

As the Tartars neither sow «or reap, nor make hay for
their cattle, so they live without bread, or any sort of ve-
getable, except their millet; and, in the winter, their cat-
lie fare as other wild beasts. Their own food is flesh
nspetially that of horses

; they cat also mutton, fish, wild
(ohI, and venison, but are not fond of beef or veal. 'I'h.^y
have plenty of milk, butter, and cheese; but mare's milk is
the most esteemed by them, and from it they make a slronjr
spirit, of which they are very fond.

The pastoral life, compared with the labours of agncul
luic and manufactures, is undoubtedly a life of indolence
aiKl as the most honourable shej.herds of the Tartar race
-levolve on their captives the domestic management of the
cattle, their own leisure i, seldom disturbed by any servile
Jiities. Th.s leisure is usually spent in the exercise of
tl-e diace. The plains of Tartary are filled with a stron<.
and serviceable breed of horses, which are easily trained
for the purposes of war and hunting. The Tartars of every
age have Uen celebrated as bold and .skilful riders- and
constant practice has seated them so firmly on horseback,
tliat they have been supposed, by strangers, to perform the
ordinary duties of civil life, to eat, to drink, and even to
sleep, xvithout dismounting from their steeds. They excel
'lithe dexterous management of the lance; the lona Tartar
Low IS drawn with a nervous arm, and the weight^ arrow
;^

'hrected to its object with unerring aim, and almo
-sistible force. The vigour and patience, both of men

I horses are continually exercised by the fatigues of the
hace; and the plentiful .supply of game conlibutes to

sub istence, and even luxury, of a Tartar camp. But

ttoT r

,

'": ''T'
'"•*-" "'^^ ^""^"^^ ^"

^^« '-^'" -
'onof lie innid and innoxious animals : they boldly en-
counter t e wild boar, excite the courage of iL bea a. dprovoke the fury of the tiger, as he sluir'bers in the th'i. l
» eie there is danger, they conceive there may be ..lorvjn

.^ mode of h.inling, which opens the faifestVe.d J;je exertions of valour, is considered as the school of war.i'^ general hunting-matches, the pride and deliohi of the
'•^' VOL. 1

"

I A.

I

'I'artur princes, compose an instrnclive exorcise for their
"u".erous cavalry. A circle is drawn, of several mil..« i„
nrn.mfe.ence t., encompass th.. game of an extensive
•'•strict, and the troops, that form the circle, regulnrlv nd
v..nce towards a ...mmon centre, vvher,- the animals," sur-
.."""rf <"' "v-y snle are exposed to the darts of the
...ters In this march, which fre.p.c.lv continues many

days, the cavalry are obliged to climb.be hills, to ford the
'•'V..S, and to wind .inongh the valleys, without inte.

-

'•"l»<.ng the pr..scribc.,l order of their g.a.lual progressUpon every .xp.-diiion, th,. 'I'artars have no regard either
<• "Ti. J,'.s or boats; they no sooner come to a riv. r .1, „,
H..,p,mgemwith their ho..es, slide from their bucks,
".Kl hold fast by the manes till they get over. And d.en
nrounting again, they procee.l. By frecpiently engaging" these hunting pai.ws, di.y acquire the habit of direct^
•"g then eye and their steps to a remote object; of p.v-snv.ng their intervals; of suspending or acederating their
,>nce aceording to the motion of the troops on their right

d left; and of watching and rep.uting the signals of
then leaders, who study, .,, this p,,.ctical school, Uie most
.".po. taut lesson of military art, vi. the prompt and aC
curate judgment of ground, of distance, and of lime To
n..l.loy against a human enemy the same patience and va-
our;

;
- -- «k'Il an,l discipline, is the only alteration

vhich IS required in real war; and the an.nsements of theehace serve as a prelude to the conquest of an empire.
As the lartars have no need of more than their own

families to guard their cattle, which are the whole of their
nches, they have no desire to burden themselves with use-
CSS ino.iths; and, on that account, none, except the
KhaiLs, are allowed to have slaves. But the Mahometan
lartars frequently make war upon their neighbours, for
the ,,urpose of procuring slaves, whom they may sell.
Ihis practice prevails so much among the Circassian,
IJaghestan, and Nogay Tartars, that, when they cannot
meet with grown people, they steal children to sell; and
•f they camiot get any other, they make no scruple of
selling their own, especially their daughters.
Among the articles of their domestic economy, we sha'l

present the reader with the following fact, taken from the
Memoirs of the Baron de Tott :-« I approached," says he
a group of Tartars, assembled round a dead horse, which

they had just skinned. A young man, about eighteen,who was naked, h,.,d the hide of the animal thrown over
las shoulders. A woman, who performed the office of
taylor with great dexterity, began by cutting the back of
this new dress, following with her scissars the round of
the neck the fall of (he shoulders, the semicircle which
formed the sleeve, and the side of the habit, which vas
intended to reach below the knee. She proceeded in the
same manner with the other parts, till the cutting out was
fimshed; the miui then, who had served as a mould,
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noiulu<l oil lii^ liiinix, «liilr tlir scvtriil pitres wtTo
»lil(li<(l (nmilui, M» tliut, ill It.i.M iliaii two hours, In- hail ii

mnnl blown Imy tout, wliirh only wiinltil to !«• iiiiiiuil \,y

(oiiliiiiinl wcuiiii^."

riic i('N|)f(l paid \,\ cliililidi to ilicii fallirrs, who art-

ri.iiNidiitd UH kiii]{s ollliiii t'liiiiili.s, is viiy ^^lnt;hllt lht>

|uiy lilth- utteiitioii to their iiiothii.H, itiihss they art* iiiKUr

Mitlif puKiciihir ohli^alioii to (htiii. They iiiii.st iiioiun

for u father iiiaiiy ihiys, and, diuiii); that liiiie, alislaiii

from all noiIo of ijhu.tiire. Notliiii({ imist Im- span-d to

it'iulcr his fiiiicral hoiioiiralilc; and liny must pay iIk ir

devotions at his toinl) at least oiiee a year, to reeul to mind
the obligations wliieli they owe him.

It is the eustoin, among some of the Tartar nations, to

Inirn their dead, and inter their ashes on an emiueiiee,

upon which they ruiiie ii heap of stones, and plaee on it

lillle banners; but the greater part of the I'agan Tartars

bury their friends, and with each his best horse and niove-

ableii, for his use in the other world. Oihers), however,

throw their d( ad into open (ields, to be devoured by the

dogs, of s>hi( h many run wild, and some are kept expressly

for this purpose. If the bodies are thus devoured bv aiiv

nuiulxr exceeding six, tiiey think honouial)ly ol the de-

ceased; otherwise, he is a disgrace to his relalioiis.

Hintiin/.] 'J'he ditl'eienl tribes, who at presi ni inhabit

this extensive .legiou, were formerly coin|)iehi ntled under

the general name of Mouguls, a warlike anil formidable

nation, whose sovereign, .lenghis Khan, about the lljji-

tccntli century, subjugated the greater part of the north

of Asia, seized on China on ihe one hand, and invadid

llindoostan on the other. Tiie Tartars retained posses-

sion of China about a hundred years, but were expelled in

l.'i()8. The fugitives took difl'erent routes; some \rent

towards the Kastern Sea, and established themselves be-

tween China and the river Sagulian : the rest returned to

their former country, where, intermixing with the Mon-
guls that remained, they soon resumed their ancient man-
ner of living. Those who settled tctwards the east, having

foiuiil the country almost a desert, and w ithoiit inhabitants,

retained the customs which they had brought from China,

and became known by the name of Mandshur, or Eastern

Tartars. In 1(J44, these Tartars re-emered China, and
established a sovereign of their own race on the throne;

as we have aheady noticed in the history of China.

SECTIOyi II.

TIBET.

8ititfttio>i, hhtcttt, (Did Ihundurkx.'] This country is

situate between seventy-five and a hundred and one de-

grees of east longitude, and between twenty-seven and

thirty-live degrees of north latitude, e.xtending iifteen hun-

(JECCJIlAPIiY. [rAHT,

dr»d miles in length, and five hundred in u. . dlh; andu
suppose (i to contain a surface of about tlir<e h .,i „|,|

eighty-live thousand sipnue miles. It is bounded, ,,,1 il,,

north and north-west, l>y the great desert of Cobi
in

Tartary; <mi the east, by China; 011 the south, liy iji,. ,1^.

man empiri'; and, on the sonlh-west aiitl west, b) llj,,.

looslaii.

lihisiims.] 'ribet is divided into tliree parts, lJ|,p„

Middle, and Lower. Upper Tibet chieJly comprint.,
||J

province of Nagari, full of horiible rocks, and luoniuaiii

covered with eternal snow. Middle Tibet contains
il,,

provinces of Siiang, Ou, and Kiaiig; and the proviim,,,,!

Lower Tibet are Takbo, C<4(igbo, and Kahaiig.

Many of these pK.vinces are again subdivided: Cm in.

sl;mce, Nagari is .-onsidered as a kingdom of ihiir ,|,.

paiiments, Saiigkar, Poumiig, and Tamo. Shaiig i,, „„

the west, bounded by Nipal. The province of Ou con.

tains Lassa, the capital of Tibet. Kiang is to the ii,iii)|.

east of (Ju; and is inhabited by mingled Tibetans, an,:

Mongiils in tents. Kaliang is, in the south-east, boidtiim,

on the Hirmans, and is tlivided into twelve departnuiilH.

C/iiiiiiU; Soi/, l'ru,liice.] The cliniale of 'J'ibet ti n-

liemely cold, in consetpieiice of which the inhabitants an

obliged to seek refuge in sheltered valleys, or aiiiidM ili,

warmest aspects of the rocks. In the tempeialuic ol'il,,

seasons, however, a remarkable uniformity prevails, as

wtll as in their periodical duration ami return. In Hodiaii,

almost every part of the mountains and iiills, whith is

coaletl with the smallest quantity of soil, is cleared ami

iiiia|»ted to otiltivation; but, in Tibet Proper, the iiaHiifol

the soil prevents the progress of agriculture. Wheal, I;;;;.

ley, and rice, are raised in Bootaii.

J'lire of the Couiiln/.] Tibet, at first view, appears om

of the least favoured countries under lieavrn, aiul, in a

great measure, incapable of culture. It exhibits only mcliv

hills, without any visibh vegetation; or extensive and luiil

plains, promising as little as they produce. Hootan, how-

ever, or the most southern part, has its mountains covhtiI

with verdure, and exhibits several forests of large mid

lofty trees.

lihers.] The chief river of Tibet is the .Sanipoo, or

Bunampootar, which, rising in the western region, from

the same lofty mountams that gave source to the Ganges,

proceeds, in an east and south-east direction, for about llie

space of a thousand English miles, to the confnies of Tibtt

and Asain, where it bends to the soutl>-wcst, and flows

into the estuary of the Ganges, after a farther course ol

about four hundred British miles.

The Moan Ho and Kian Ku of the Chinese also derive

their oiigiii I'loin the eastern boundaries of Tibet. Of ihi

other rivers little is know n, but the great .fapanese river of

Cambodia, or Maykaung of Laos: that of Nou Kia, sup-

po.sed to pass near Martaban into the Gulf of Pegu; au^ I
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til. ImittOflv "« lliii liMt <•<)• iitry, an! an hj-licvwl to dirivt)

iliiii Miiims I'riiiii ihc iii< .ninins dl "lili,!, uliirli niiiy |„;

juIkI Ihc AI|t.M nl Asiii. Nor imist il \n r..iK<i(i.ii, ilmt

uiiotluT liU){«! riwr, «ulltil the Sadj...., or (iiij^ni, wliitli,

illir II (oiir.if (i» iil>oii( M\ liiiiiilrcii iniks, niiil iiciirlj im-

Kill.l i.ii iIh' riiHl with iliat ol' ||i<- (iiiiig.x, join., it i,u«r

lliii|irii, hI.ho (IrrivcN iiw Npriii); iVoiii tlu' lolly wtNterii

iiHiiiiiliiins (if 'I'ilit^t.

hikes.] riiixi' Myuw Mgions contain many lukt-N, the

iiiniHoiisiiliiubli; lu'iiiK rc'iiHsfuliil nndii tin- iianit: o»

IVrkiri, iiliout civilly Itrilish miles in ItuMij,, mill Iwenly-
ll\r III l)i(ii(llli. 'J'lic (.;iiin('.s«' Lania.s iiavu ulxo litpicud
iiiiiny iilhir lakes in ihe iiortliiin parls of (he country;
while ihrrc really ixistls one very ningular, wiiicli yields

ilic iiiiia! or « rude Ijorax, ^

,l/uHH/(//«.i.J Ol' llu! course and extent of tlic vast ranges
„l TilKliim mountains, llaic is no ac<:nrate geoj-rapliical

il.limaliun. 'I'hose in the wt.st and south seem to Lend in

llu lurni i.r u crescent, from llic sonrc. s of the (ian^esto
lilt lioiitiers of Asam, in a north-w.st and south-east direc-
tion. To llif noith of Sam|.oo a paiall.l and Net iiiolnr

1% sfcnn to extend, the norihun extremiii, s id.omidinH
«iili liiige iVoAi. lakes. The chief elevation appears to
lie rtiitial, to tint south of the ' T( rkiri.

/1-W/.V.] iJootan, llie .southern province of 'I'ihet,

aUMiiids NMlh forests, containing nniny iinropean trees,'

llioii-li llie oak he wanting. ; and several peculiar to Asia!
.\i|Kil, ih.; adjoinin},' province to the west, presents simi-
liii loaiuies. 'I'he hi^h snowy mountains, which .ontain
till' sources of tiie (Janges, ate, prohahly, harrtn of veire-
Ijiliidi.

"

.hima/s.] In Uootan few wild animals are observable,
tx(c|)t monkeys; but Tibet abonnds with game of ••uious
'l'H",.lions. The horses, though very spiiited, are of a
Jinall size; and the cattle are also diminutive. 'I'he sheep
alio are connnonly small, with black heads and legs' the
H^ohort, and the n.utton exc.Jlent. It is a peculiarity

•J

tile country, that th.. latter food is generally eaten raw
" leiulned m the frosty air, however, it is not disagree.
able.

"

The goats arc numerous, and celebrated for prod.rcing
i|""el.air, which is inanufactiixed into shawls, and which
li« iKiieath the exterior coarse coat. Nor must the sin-
gular Ijreed of cattle be forgotten, called Yak, bytheTar-
'ars, covered with thick long hair; the tail being pecn-
"orl^ flowing and glossy, ami an artichi of luxury in the
cast, wliere It is use.l to drive away the Hies, and some-
" m*' dried for ornaments. These cattle do not low ; but,
""e" uneasy, n.ake a kind of grunting sound, vvhence the
urced is called the gruiitiiii; ux.

'i'l'e musk-deer delights in intense cold. This valuable
ammal has two long curved tusks, proceeding downwards
irom the upper jaw, which seem intended to di<r roots

I ,\

\:}j

\m usual food. T|.« hgurc „f the body son.ewhai lesein-
l>hs the hog, while the hair upproaches the .,nills of the
poll npine. The musk, v^hidi is only found in the male,
IS lornied m a little tumour at tiie navel; uml is the ge.
••"ine and ..uthenlic article nu styled, being . ommonly
black, and divided by thin cuticles.

MinnvL.] 'Ihere are ,,oine gold-mines in the northern
pints of Tibet, which are the reserve.l properly of tlu
Imim, and rented out to those v* ho work tlu in. The gold
IS not found in .ne, but alv^ays in a pure metallic slate,
iin.1 only re.piiies to be separated fioni the spar, lli.il, or
slom, to whi.h it adheres. Wlun Mr. Hastings wa.
goveriK.i. .general of Hengal, he had a lump sent to him
at Calcutta, about the si/e of u bnlio«k's kidney, v»|iich
was a hard Hint, covered with solid gold; he caused it to
lie sawn asunder, and it was foun.l thiough<nit streaked
with the purest metal, (neat .piantilies of gold are als(,

''•'"i«l ill one of tlu piiiuipid livers, as well as in most
of the small brooks and torrents that flow down the moun-
tains. It is used by the natives as a medium of com-
merce, and v.ry ciiisiderable .piantilies are occasionally
exported to oilier connlries; yet ii is a singular fad, that
none of it is coined into money. There is a lead-mine,
two days' journey from Teslioo Luinboo; and there are
strong indications of copper.

The most peculiar product of 'iibet, however, is tin. al,

or crude borax
; c.mceriiing which Mr. Sanders gives the'

following inf.,rinati.)ii;

^•The lake, fr.nii vnIucIi lineal and rock-salt are col-
lected, is about (iit,.eii .lays' j<,urnc'y from Teshoo Luinboo.
It is encompassed <jn all si.les by rocky hills, without any
brooks or rivulets near at liand; but its waters are sup-
plied by springs, which, being saltish t.. the taste, are
not used by the natives. The lineal is deposited or forme.l
in the bed of the lake ; and ih.)se who go to coiled il

•iig it up in large masses, which they afterwards break
into small pieces, for the convenience of cariiage, ex-
posing it to the uir to ilry. Although tiii.;al IkPs been
collected from thjs lake for a great length of lime, the
rjuaiitily is not perceptibly diminished; and, as Hie ca-
vities made by digging il soon wear out, or fill up, it is

an oiiinioii with the people, that the fornu.tion of fresh
tmcal is going on. Th."y have never yet :seeii it in dry
ground, .,r high .situations; but it is found in the shal-
lowest depths, and the borders of the lake; which, d..,.p-

eiiing gradually from the edges towards the centre, contain
too much water to admit of their searching foi the ii,i,::ii

conveniently; but from liie deepest parts lliey biing rock-
salt, which is not U) be found in shaliov. s, or near the
bank. Tile outers of Hie lake rise and fall verv little,

being supjilied by a constant and un . ryjng ,,ource. nti !i.r

augmented by the iiiHux of any current, nor diminished
by any stream running from it. The lake, i was awured.
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Is nl UnM twonfv niilos in circiinilVreiico; ami, stpiidiiijj; in

II vrry l)li'uk .sitiiiitioii, is tvozi'ii lor :i gitsil pnil o( tlu; yviu

'riu- pt'oj>ic cniplovi^d ill collccliii}; tlicsir .snlts luo obliged

to desist from lliiir liilioiii' xit I'liil) us Oclolur, on iic-

ciViiit of tlir ivi'. 'l"iiuiil is iisiii in 'I'ilu'l iui Mokiciiii);,

tiiiH to promote (lie iii.sioii of gold imd .silver. Uoek-.siilt

j,s iiniver.siillv used for all doiiie.stic piir|>u5e.s in 'I'ibit,

nootnn, imd Nipiil."

Nalura/ ('iiriositics.\ 'I'o tin; iiorlli of 'ra.s.sisiidoii is a

.singular roek, piojeeting over n eoUNidor.iule fall of water,

and tii)nniiig, in front, .six or .svM'n luiiulred angular senii-

pillui'.s, of a great eirciimfereiu-e, and .some lumdred feet

Jiigli. Among (he moinilain.s of Hootan \n a waterfall,

ealled Miiuapee/.o, which issues in a collected body, but

descends from so great a perpendicular heigiil, that, before

it is received in the thick shade below, it is nearly dissi-

pated, and ai»peai\s like the sl<>am rising from l)oiliiig water.

Citit's, Kdificca, ^Sc.] Laliassa, the capital of Tibei, is

situate in a spacious plain; the hon.ses are not nmnerou.s,

but ihev are bnilt of stone, and are large and lofty.

The residence of 'I'eeshoo I.ama is, in fad, a large mo-
nastery, consisting of lliree or four hundred houses, inha-

bited by gylongs, a kind of priests; liesidcs temples, mau-
soleums, and the palace of the sovereign pcnUitV, with (he

resideiices of the various subordinate oHiceis, both eccle-

siastical and civil, belonging to the court. It is inclu<hMl

Mlliin the hollow face of a high rock, and has a soiilhern

aspect, lis biiildini's are all of stone, none less than two
slorie.s lii!;h, flat roofed, and crowned with a parapet, rising

considi lably above the rest. The palace of the Dalai

Lama, the .soveirign of 'I'ibel, is about seven miles distant

from the city.

" A Tibet village," says Mr. Turner, " by no nu'ans

makes a handsome figure. The peasan 's house is of a

mean constnietion, and rescml)les a brick-kiln, in shape

and si/1-, more exactly than any thing to which I can com-
pare it. It is bnilt of rough stones, heaped on each other

witiiout cement, and. on account of the strong winds that

perpetuaHy prevail hore, it has never more than tliree or

four small apertures, to admit light. The roof is a dat

terrace, surrounded with a parapet-wall, two or three fi 1

1

high : oil this an; commonly placed piles of loose stoues,

intended to support a small tlag, or the branch of a tree

;

or else as a fasiening for a long line, with scraps of pa-

per, or while rags, strung upon it, like the tail of a kite:

tliis, being siietclied from one house to another, is a charm
against evil genii, as infallible in its efficacy as Iiorse-shoes

nailed upon a lliieshold, or as straws thrown across the path

of a reputed witch."

Goirninuiit, Religion.'] The government of Tibet is

intimately connected with its religion; both the civil and

s|)iritual authority being in the hands of the lamas, of

whom the chief, called the Dalai Lama, or grand lama,

[I'AItT 1

is not only submitted to and Hdorcd by the Tibeiians
bui

i.s also the great object of veneration among the varion

tribes of 'I'arlars, who roam through the vast (racloft,,,,

tiiienl which strctche.^ from the bunks of the Volm
i,,

Korea, on the .seu of ,lnpan. lie is not only ||h: sov,

reign pontiff, the vicegerent of the Deity on eartli; |„||

as superstition is ever the strongest where it is iiiii..,t
u,'

moved from its object, the most remote Tartars iilisulm,,

ly regard him as the d( ity hini.self. They believe liim i„

be immortal, uiid endowed widi all knowledge and viitur

i'lvery yvm they come up, from tliflerent jjarts, to woiHliin

and make rich olferings at liis »'. ine : • ven the einiHrcr

of China, who is a Mandshur Tartar, uckuowledges
him

ill his religious capacit}, and actually entertains, alagicn

e\pens<>, in the palace of P<;kin, an inferior lama, drpuUil

as his nuncio, fioin Tibet. The opinion of those who iuii,..

puled the most orthodox among die Tibetiuns is, ihatwlan

the grand lama seems Iodic, either of old age or iiifiimn,

his soul, in fact, only <i!iits a crazy habitation to look i;,i

another younger, or better, and it is discovered ngaiii in

the body of some child, by «crtain tokens, kiiowi h

to the lamas, or priests, in which order he always »\)\wm>.

In 177I-, the grand lama was an infant, which hiul Imn

discoviied, .some time before, by the Tee.slioo l.aina, wlm

in authority and .sanctity of character, is next to the "land

lama; and, during his minority, acts as chief. In tlicvni

178.'), tlK- Teeshoo Ijama was, in likt manner, an iiifani,

under the guardianship of a regent; a>id Mr. Tiiiiui, in

his account of his embassy, lias given a curious iiiid in.

teresling relation of u visit w hich he was permitted to iiiaL

lo him. "Teeshoo Lama,'' he tells us, "was, at llial linn,

eighteen moiUlis old. He was placed, in great feiiii, ii|Hin

his niusnnd. On the left side stood his father and jii i-

ther, and, on the other, the officer particularly appoiiilul

to wait upon his person. The nnisniid is a fabric of sill

cushions, piled one upon the other, until the seat is ilt-

vated to the height of four feet from the floor ; a |)im

of embroidered silk covers the top, and tlie sides also w
decorated with pieces of silk, of vaiions colours, sus-

pended fnnn the upper edge, and hanging down. 'Ilioii^jli

the little creature," sa\s our author, " was unable tospeal

a word, he made the most expressive signs, and coiidiicUil

himself with astonishing dignity and decorum. His com

plixion was of that line which, in England, we sliouki

term ladier brown, but not without colour. His fciitmei

were good, he had small black eyes, and an aniniated cv

pression of countenance : altogether, I thought liiiii m
of die handsomest children 1 had ever seen."

There are, in this country, several monasteries, coit-

laining a great iinmber of gylongs, or monks ; who are

enjoined sobriety, to fo-'^go the society of woiiieii, and

confine themseives to the austere practices of the cloister.

On the establishment of the monastery of Tces'"H) Loom-
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Im won- reckoned no less than tlircc JliouHana .spvcn liiui-

(Ircil of tlust! KylonKs. TImu! „,,. j„so ,„„„,, u,,,,,,,.,.),,,^

foiilniiiiiig iinneos, or ninis; iind (Id; .strictcsl laws exist to

pit vent any woman from rvcn accitl.ntally pas.iiiifr a ni^rht

witliiri tilt" limits of a moiiastcrv, or a man uilliin those of

i\ ininiifry.

"Tlif n^iigion of Tihut," nays Mr. Turntr, " Mcnw to

be the ftihismatical oHs|»rin>< of that of ihi' Jlindnos, de-

riving its origin from one of the followers of that faith,

a disciple of Hoo<lh, who firsi hroached the doctrine
wliicli now prevails over the wide exlc.nt of 'J'urtary. It

is rcporlcd to have received its earliest admission into that

part (if Tibet horderhig upon India, whirh, from lu^nce,

bfcunie die seat of the sovereign lamas; to have traversed
ovtr Manilshm- 'I arlarj, and to have been ultimately dis-

Mir.inaled over China and Japan. 'I'houi^h it differs from
ihf Hindoo in many of its outward forms, yet ii still hears
a vtry close atHnity to tin; religion of Hrahma, in many
iiii|)urtant particulars.

" The same places of pr.pular esteem, ..r relifrious rt:

M\,im M\ua\\y respected in Tibet and in Hen^'al : Praag,
Ciisiii, Durg.-eden, Saiijror, and Juggernaut, "ar<; objects
ol (ievoat pilgrimage

;
and I have seen loads of the .sacred

water, taken from th.- (ianges, travi^llinjr over the momi-
laiin, upon the shoulders of m.^n, whom «-uthusiasls have
d((im(i it worth their while to iiire, at a considerable cx-
ptiicc, for so pious a purpose.

"/is far as 1 am able to judge respeciing their ritual
m- cenrnonial, however, it diff.'rs mal.-rially from that of
the liindoos. The 'I'ibetians assend.l., in chapels, and
iL.itc together, in prodigious munhers, to perform their
religious .•service, which they chant in alternate r.^citatixe
anil chorus, accompanied by an extensive band of Joud
and powerful instruments; so that, whenev.-r I heard these
congrcgation,s, they forcibly called to my recollection a Ito-
niaii Catholic mass.

Ma,wf„ct„resandVommerre.] The principal nunmfac-
lures of Tibet an; shawls and woollen cloths. The .x-
ports, which go chietly to China and IJengal, consist of
gold-dust, diamonds, pearls, coral, musk, rock-salt tin-
ea!, uoollen cloths, and lamb-skins; in return for which
arc imported, from China, silks, satins, gold and silver
brocades, tea, tobacco, and furs, of various kinds- and
t'oni Bengal, the productions of that touiitry, and a va-
iHty ot English comniodilies and maiiufactuies.
Limguage mid Literature.] The language of Tibet is

nc same as that spoken on the western fioiitic-rs of China
'l)e literature is chiefly of the religious kind; the books
being .someiunes printed with blocks uf wood, on narrow
>l'p.' of ,,aper, fabricated from the fibrous root of a small
^"<ub. 1„ tins practice the Tibetians resemble the Chi-
nese; while the Hindoos engrave their works, with a steel
'^'} "8, upon the recent leaves of the palm-tree, afibrd-
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ing a fibrous substance, which neems mdesiructible by
vermin. The printed and formal h-tt.rs are .ailed the
//(•//.'//; while those of business and coirespoudeuce art-
slyle.1 umin. T\u- 'J'ib.aianN appear t<, hav»; made consi-
derable progress in civili/.ation; but the sciences coiitinuu
ni a slate of imperfection.

Customs, M,u„wrs, i^c.J The 'I'ibetians are of shorter
stature than their southern neighbours, aii<l of a less lo-
I'Nstmake; their comphxions. al.so, are fairer, and som«
of them have even a ruddiness in their countenances, whi<h
IS unknown in the other climates of the east. Mr. Hoyh-
observes, that they aiv of a mild and clie.rful tem|)er, and
that tli<. higher ranks are polite and entertaining in coiivor-
satioii, m whi.h, however, diey never mix any flattery or
/ulsouie compliments.

'I'he common pe.iph; are generally .I.essed in coarse
woollen stuffs, of their own manufactui.., lined with su< h
skins as Ihey can procur.t; but th.. higher orders w.;ar Eu-
rop<,an .loth, or China silk, line.] with th.. finest Siberian
birs. 'J"h.. Dalai Lama is usually clothed in a iiappe.l kind
of r.'d woull.n stuft; with a yellow rap, and a s.,rt of tiara,
res.;nibling a bishop's riiitn;.

Th.'ir . hi.-f food is the milk of their cattle, prepar.^d in-
to cli...s.; or butter, or inix<;d with th.: flour <,f a .:oars.;
barl.-y, whi.h is the only grain their st.-ril.' soil |,n..luc<:s.
'I'hey hav.; no want, howevr, of animal foo:!, and an; well
fnriiish.,-.l with ri.:e and wh. at from the a.Jja.:.iit ( ..imtries.

i'olygamy, at least in our ac.:e|)tatioii of the wf)rd, is

iH,l practis.-d in 'I'ib.t; but it .exists in a maimer more re-
pugnant to I'lurop.an ideas. !t .;oiisisls in a plurality
of husbaii.ls, whi.h is firmly establish.;d by law; aii.l do
gie.s .>f con.sanguiuity are not consid.ired as any obstacle
to the marriage. A woman, for example, may marry all
the brothers of one family, and her <:hildien arc .livided
among them. Notwithstanding such brothers having one
wife 111 common, tiuy generally live in great harmouy"\vith
h.r, though little disscntions will s.mietimes arise.

The 'I'ibetians expose their dead b(jdi.;s within mailed
ar.;as, whi. 1. ar.. I.ft open at the t..|., and have passages
at the bottom, to admit birds, .logs, and beasts of prey

:

iio other funeral-rites are p.^formed, but such as tend to
facilitate the .iestruction .,f the body by the voracious ani-
mals, which s.em invited to d.vour it. S<.me bo.lies are
conveye.1, by the fri.,nds of the .leceased, to th.. summit
of some neighbourmo hill, where they are disjointed and
mangled, that they may become a more easy prey to car-
...vorous birds. The bodies of the sovereign lamas are,
iDwevcr, deposited m shrines, which are ever considered
as sacred: thos.; of the inferior priests are burnt, and their
ashes preservo.1 in little hollow images of metal.

History.
] The temporal government of Tibet has not

been always m the possession of the lamas: as it appe;.,s
that, m the year Ifi'H, the country was governed b> a se
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cular so\t:rcigii, naniea Tsang-pa-han, who was a zealous
J.iotcctor of tlie Christian religion, ami seemed greatly
inclined to embrace it. The Tartar history of the same
I)enod corroborates this circumstance; for it relates, that
tins prince despised the lamas, and sought everv oppor-
tunity to destroy their religion. The Dalai Lama, being
I'lSlily mccnsed at not receiving the homage of Tsang-pa-
lian, formed a league with the Tartars of Kokonor, mIio,
under a prince, named Kouchi, entered Tibet, at the head
of a i)o\verful army, attacked Tsang-pa-han, defeatfcl him,
and took him prisoner, and, some time after, caused him
to be put to death. To this Tartar prince the Dalai Lama
was indebted for his sovereignty over all Tibet ; for, far
from appropriating to himself the fruits of his victory,
Kouchi declared himself a vassal of the supreme chief of
his religion, and satisfied with receiving from him the title

of khan, Mhich he had never befoie enjoyed. This prince,
to continue his protection to the Dalai Lama, and secure
to him the undisturbed possession of his new acquisitions,
lixcd his residence in the neighbourhood of Lassa. His
sons had no great inclination to return to a country which
thtir father had al)iindoned, but followed his example, and
remained in Tibet.

In 164'2, the Dalai Lama sent ambassadors to Tsongte,
father to the first emperor of the j)iesent dynasty of the
Maudshm- Tartars, threw himself under his protection, and
paid him tribute. Ten years after, the Dalai Lama himself
went to Pekin, and did homage to the emperor; he was
loaded with honours, received a golden seal and magnifi-
cent presents from the emperor, and was continued in his
title of Dalai Lama.

In 1693, the emperor Kanghi, being desirous of ho-
nouring the typa, or minister of the Dalai Lama, declared
hnn a prince, and granted him a golden seal. I'his mi-
nister, however, was far from being faithful to the inte-
rests of the emperor; he, on the contrary, secretly be-
trayed them to the ambitious views of Kaldan, the chief
of the Eluts, who was the declared enemy of the Mand-
shur Tartars. He even endeavoured to persuade the
grand lama not to go to Pekin, when called thithei by
tlie emperor; and, x\heii the Dalai Lama died, I e con-
cealed his death. At length, however, all these intrigues
were discovered, in 170j and the chiof of the Tartars
of Kokonor caused this perfidious minister to be put to
death, Kanghi, informed of the crimes which he had
committed, approved of the punishment inflicted on him,
and sent some of the grandees of his court to Tibet, to
govern that country in conjunction with the Tartar prince,
on whom he lavished many rich presents. He afterwards
appointed a new Dalai Lama, who was the sixth who had
borne that title.

In 1714, Tchongkar, chief of the Eluts, made an ir-

Fuptioii into Tibet, and carried away a great quantity of
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goid, silver, precious stones, silks, and other valuable
things. The Tartar prince, who endeavoured to^resist tht
invaders, was killed in b-.iltle, many of the lamas weiepw
to the sword, aiul the monastery at JPootala was reduced to

ashes. The Dalai Lama made application to the court of
China for succ-oins, and the emperor immediately scut a
powerful army to his assistance, which drove the Hints
out of the country, le-established the Dalai Lama in his

authority, and reinstated the other lamas in their pagoda,
or monasteries.

In 170'2, the inoimtaineers of Nipaul invaded and ra-

vaged Tibet, plundering the monasteries of their treasures

and robbing the mausolea of their lamas. The emperor
of China, however, as soon as he had received informa.

tion of this attack, sent an army to protect and avenge the

lama. The Mipalese were defeated, and could only ob-

tahi peace on condition of becoming tributary to China
and making a full restitution of all the plunder tiiey had

carried off. The Ciiinese, at the same time, established

military posts on the frontiers of Tibet, vyIucIi prevent all

communication between that country and Bengal, as the

Chinese guard them with their accustomed jealougy and

caution, and the approach of strangers, ev i of the native.

of Bengal and Hindoostan, is strictly prohibited.

SECTIO]^ 111.

INDEPENDENT TARTARY.
Situation, Extent, and Boundaries.'] Independent Tar-

tary is situate between thirty-one and fifty-two degrees of

north latitude, and between fifty-five and seventy degrees of

east longitude
; being about fifteen hundred miles in length,

and eight hundred and fifty in breadth ; and it is eoinpiLl
to contain a surface of five hundred thousand scpiare miles.

It is bounded by Asiatic Russia, on the north; by the

mountains of Belur, on the east ; by Persia and Hiii-

doostan, on die south ; and by the Caspian Sea uiul the

llialian Mountains, on the west.

Divisions.] Independent Tartary consists of extensive

tracts, inhabited by the Kirguisian Tartars; the country

ot Kharisni, and Great Bucharia, inhabited by the Is-

bec Tartars. Great Bucharia is divided into the proviiiccB

of Fergana, Sogd, Vash, Kottan, Balk, Gaur, ami Kliilan.

Cluimic, Soil, Sc] The climate is moderate, the heal,

even of die southern provinces, being tempered by the

high mountains, cai)ped with perpetual snow. The lace

of the country presents a great variety ; but, though there

are numerous rivers, hills, and mountains, there seems to

be a deficiency of wood. Near the rivers, the soil is so

exuberant, that the grass sometimes exceeds the height of

a man
;
and, in some parts, industry is shewn in the cul

tivation of rice and other grain.
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Rivers, Lakes, Ac] The chief rivers of Independent
Taitary are the Amu and the Sirr. Tlie former is the an-
cient Oxiis, and, near its source, is called the Harrat
The An.a rises in the mountains of Belur, more than two
hundred British miles north-east from Badakshan. The
whole course of this noble rrver surpasses that of the Ti
giis, being, probably, not less than nine hundred miles.
It abounds witb fish, of various sorts.

Besides numerous tributary streams, three remarkable
rivers join the Amu; the Sogd, or river of Samarcand-
the Morgab; and the Kizil Daria, or Red River the'
longest and most considerable stream, and of which a
branch seems to flow, apart, into the Aral.
Thr Sin, or river of Sl.ash, also rises in the mountains

ot Belur, and falls into the eastern side of the sea of Aral
after a course of about five hundred and fifty miles. The'
course of the Sirr is chiefly through the desert of Burzuk •

and It IS doubtful if it be joined by the Sarasu, a large
river from the north; so imperfect is the geography of
these regions.

"^

The most considerable lake is the Sea of Aral If this
lake ever joined the Caspian, it was probably only by a
strait a* between them are plains of great elevation, aiid
according to some, even mountains; but there may have'
been a strait m the .hrection of a salt-lake to the north
east of Port Iscander The lake Tengis Palkati is near
a hundred and forty British miles in length, by half that
breadth being the largest lake in Asia, after the seas of
.^ral and iia.kal. The lakes in the country of ,he Ki.-
guses arc of less importance.

Mountains.] The mountains of Belur exhibit a orand

I

Alpine chain, perpetually covered with snow. The chief
-

branches proceed towards the west; for on the east is the
high centrul plan, of Asia, full of deserts. The chain of
Belur, tl^ ancient Imaus, proceeds nearly north and

I

south, and IS continued by the mountains of Alak, on the
"orjo L,,, j,,,,,^,,^ ^^.^.^^^ ^^^ great'Bogdo
the highest monntai'i in central Asia

\

Minerals.] lu the south-east of Independent Tartary
he n,oun,aM.s contain gold, silver, and a peculiar pro-
"ction, called the l>a,aj,, or pale rose-coloured ruby •

a L
"str h d expired under long oppression, Fergana pro--d.lammomc, vitriol, ir^

I

'aphtha and bitumen, and a stone that takes fire and

U Aiivlle s Orushna, there was a cavern, whence a vapou

1 ai; '• '" '"^ "'^'^' ^^^'"^^' ^-^' ^^^' ^-- -'id
I Ml ainmonmc was procured.

Im'HV':^
Samarcand, «J.e capital of Great Bucha-

|«h.ch, at the distance of above a hundred miles, afte

I A.

Ill, , .
' I'uo.ico uiiuugn a consK

able lake, and is supposed to join the Oxus, orArnu
VVe have not any recent account of this once-celebrated

apital; but It seems greatly to have declined since the
.e of lamerlane. At the beginning of the last cen-

«.y, Samarcand was fortified with ramparts of turf thehouses being mostly constructed of hardened clay, though^me were of stone, from quarries in the neighbourhood.
i he khan of great Bucharia commonly encamped in the
adjacent meadows, the castle being almost ruinous. Thench vale of Sogd produced such abundance of exquisite
grapes, melons, pears, and apples, that they were sent toPersia, and even to Hindoostan.
Bokhara, when resorted to by the English agents, in

1741, was represented as an extensive and populous townanding on a rising ground, with a slendel- wall of eail
the houses in general, were constructed of clay, but then^sques of bnck. The inhabitants manufactu'redLap
nd calico and the chief products were cotton, rice, anS

cattle. They received rhubarb and musk from the Kal-mncs; and, from Badakshan, lapis lazuli, and other pre-nous stones. There was gold and copper coin; and, afterNadir Shah took this city, the Persian and Indian silvebecame common. The inhabitants were civilized, but
perfidious In the tenth century, it was distinguished bythe manufacture of fine linen.

^
ZouF, which is also called Gaur, from the province of

^vhIch u IS the capital, is now subject to the kingdom of
C^ndahar; and Bamian, in the same province, musthav,
sliared the same fate. The latter city was remarkable fo^
..umerous images, and other monuments, carved in the
adjacent mountains. Anderab is the chief city of Tok-i-
restan; near a pass through the mountains of Hindoo Koh
strictly guarded by the khan of Balk. In the neighbour-
hood of this city were rich quarries of lapis lazuli.
Badaksiian is situate on the river Amu, or Harrat

and m the last century, belonged to the khan of Samar^
cand; and, being secluded in a branch of the Belur Alps
was used as a state-prison for rivals or insurgents. Badak-
shan was small, but well-built and populous; and its in-
habitants were enriched by the gold, silver, and rubies,
found ,n the neighbourhood, and the grains of gold and
s'lver abounding in the torrents, which descend from the
mountains, when the snow melts in the beginning of sum-
mer. Several caravans, for Little Bucharia and China
pass by this city; but others prefer the route by Little'
libet, on the eastern side of the mountains.

Jtitiquitics.] These consist of the ruins f.f edifice,
erected by Zinghis Khan, Tamerlane, and their succes^
sors. Remains of ditches and ramparts are frequently me

^

with, which either surrounded small towns, now quite
demolished, or were designed for the defence of camps
forts, or castles, the vestiges of which are often to be
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(lisfovercd. Mniiy of them are »till in tultriible preserva-

tion. Ill the nncultiviited tracts, occupiini by the Kir-

{•uses, iiie ninny relics of opulent cities. Some gold and

silver coins linve lik«!wise been found, with several niaiiu-

soii|)ts, neatly written, whicii have been carried to Peters-

liiirjj. In 17'20, there was found in Kalniuc Tartary a

Mibtenaneou.^ house of stone, .some urns, lamps, and ear-

riiijjs, an i-queslrian statue, an iinape of an oriental prince,

with a diadem on his head, two women seated on thrones,

and a roil of manuscripts, which was sent by Peter the

(.Sreat to the Academy of Inscriptions at Paris, and proved

to be in the languajve of Tiliet.

Hc/iction.] The religion of almost all the Tartars of

tlitse countries is the Mahometan, according to the tenets

of the sect of the Suiinis.

I earning.] The reader may be surprised to find this ar-

ticle in an account of the Tartars; yet nothing is more
certain, than that, under Zinghis Khaii and Tamerlane, and
their early descendants, Astiacan, and the neighbouring

countries, were the seats of learning and |)oliteness, as well

as of empire and magnificence. Modern luxury falls

.^liort of that exhibited by those princes; and some re-

mains of tiieir taste in architecture are still extant, but in

spots so desolate, that they are almost inaccessible. The
encoiirageujeut of learning w as the first care of the prince,

and it was generally cultivated by his principal grandees.

They wrote in the Persian and Arabic tongues. The name
of I'hig Ueig, tiic grandson of the great Tamerlane, is

well known to astronomers; and Abulgazi, the khan of

Kharisiii, wrote the history of his country. Samarcand

was a celebrated university for eastern science; and, even

ill the last century, was still a flourishing .school for Ma-
hometan literature.

Gmrnimciil.] Kach horde of these Tartars has its par-

ticular kliaii, except the middle, which has what they call

a siilliin, who was subordinate to the khan of the lesser

horde, ;ind whose election was confirmed by the Russian

governnicnt.

Their laws are few, but founded on the Koran and the

usages of their ancestors. Starchans, or elders, are set over

the ulusses, and the khan's decision is the last appeal. A
mnrderer, for two years after the coinmission of the crime,

is at the mercy of the lelations of the person slain; who,

if they can lay hold of him in that tinu-, may put him to

death ; if he escapes, and is inclined to return home, he

may purchase that permission, by paying a hundred horses,

a slave, and two camels, to the family of the deceased. In

lieu of horses, he may give sheep, five sheep being equi-

valent to one horse. He that kills a woman, an infant, or

a slave, pays half the foregoing fine, as, also, any one

that makes a woman miscarry ; but, in all these cases, the

relations and fiiends of the culprit endeavour to make as

good a baigain as ihey can with the injured party, who
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generally remits a part of the penalty. Maiming a man
is reckoned as half-nuirder. For a thumb cut off, dig ^^j,

niinal pays a luin<ired .sheep; the little finger is valued
at

twenty. The loss of the ears is such an abomination
that

H man M'ithout tiiein, thougli he should have lost tlu.,n
;„

the most iniun ent manner, would not be endured. Who.
ever commits v robbery on his countrymen, re-stores uim

times the value. None are allowed to take an oatli in their

own cause; and, if the accused can get no hiotlier or

friend to swear for him, ho is proceeded against as

guilty.

Trade.] The Kirgnses trade with the Russians, and

exchange their horses, cattle, and sheep, for inanufjiclurcs

principally clothing and furniture. Arms, of eveiy jtimi

are refused them by the Russians; and, therefore, they

procure them, by barter, from Great Bucharia, and ii,,.

southern parts of the country.

Castom.s, Mamiers, Sfc.] The Kirguscs, who inlmbii tlir

northern part of this country, live in tents, and lead a

Mandering life. They consist of three hordes, called Iju

great, lesser, and middle horde, each of which has ih

particu'ir khan. Tiiey reside also in portable huts, wliidi

they remove, from time to lime, to different pliices in

search of pasturage for their flocks and herds. Tliey have

horses, camels, cattle, sheep, and goats ; and, it is asserted

that some individuals, in the middle horde, have ten tlioii-

sand horses, three hundred camels, three or four thousand

cattle, twenty thousand sheep, and more than two thousand

goats. They have flat noses, small eyes, a sharp, but not

a fierce look, and a frank and prepossessing air. The de-

coration of their horses employs them almost as imicli

as that of their persons; they have generally elegant

saddles, handsome housings, and ornamented bridles. Tluv

are great eaters ; and men, women, and children, all

smoke, and take snuff, the latter of which they keep in

little horns fastened to their girdles. The wealthv and

indigent live perfectly in the same manner, and me distin-

guished only by the train that accompanies them in iluir

cavalcades, and the number of huts that surround tkit

quarters.

They take as many wives as they can steal or pay for:

" and many," says Tooke, " keep concubines, who art

treated, in every respect, like wives, their children also being

reputed legitimate. The moderate price for a mairiage-

able girl, to be taken as a first wife, is about fifty horses,

twenty cows, a hundred .sheep, or a few camels, or else,

a slave, with u cuirass, or coat of mail- The poorer sort

find wives at a cheaper ra'.<^, and Uie rich })!iy much dearer.

The second wife of a married man costs much more than
j

the first, and the third and following si!./ •«'. Common

people, of course, arc obliged to be cant. nied with one

wife, and think themselvi s very well off if they can
j

that one, as they arc often under the necessity of stealing
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io were fcckoned no less tliaii three thoiisaiia soven luui-

dred of these gyloiigs. There are also injiiiy mmii.rries,

coiitniiiing aiiiiees, or iiuii.i ; and the .slricle.st laws exist to

prtveiit any woman from evjii accidentally passing a night

within the limits of a monastery, or a man within those of

a nunnery,

" The religion of Tibet," says Mr. Tnrner, « seems to

be the schismalical offspring of that of the Hindoos, de-

riving its origin from one of the folhjwcrs of that faith,

a disciple of Boodli, who first broached the doctrine

wliich now prevails over the wide extent of 'J'artary. u
i« ft'porlcd to have received its earliest admission into that

part of Tibet bordering upon India, which, from hence,
became the seat of the sovereign lamas; to have traversed

om Mandshnr Tartary, and to have been ultimately di.s-

swuinated over China and Japan. 'I'hongh it differs from
Ihc Hindoo in many of its outward forms, yet it still bears
a vtiy close affmity to the religion of JJruhina, in many
iiiiportunt particulars.

" The same plac<;s of pt.pular esteem, or religions re-

s.til, are equally respected in Tibet and in Bengal : Praag,
Cashi, Uurgeedcn, Sangor, and .Inggcniant, are objects
of devout pilgrimage; and I have seen loads of the sacred
water, taken from the Ganges, travc^lling over the moun-
tains, upon the shoulders of men, whom »nthnsiasis have
dw/ned it worth their while to hire, at a considerable ex-
)ii nee, for so pious a jtiupose.

"As far as 1 am able to judge respiting their ritual
or rerHnonial, however, it differs materially from that of
the Hindoos. The 'J'ibetians assemble in chapels, and
unite together, in prodigious nnmb.-rs, to perform their
itligious service, which they chant in alternate recitative
and chorus, accompanied by an extensive band of loud
mi powerful instruments; so that, whenever I heard these
tongregations, they forcibly called to my recollection a Ro-
man Catholic mass.

Maimfactures ami Commerce] The principal man.ifac-
ttircs of Tibet are shawls and woollen cloths. 'J'he ex-
ports, which go chielly to China and Bengal, consist of
gold-dust, diamonds, pearls, coral, nuisk, rock-salt, lin-
eal, woollen cloths, and lamb-skins; in return for which
|.re imported, from China, silks, satins, gold and silver
l)rocades, tea, tobacco, and furs, of various kinds; and
from Bengal, the productions of that country, and a va-
iiety of ]< iighsh commodities and manufactures.
Language and Literature.] The language of Tibet is

ne same as that spoken on the western frontiers of China
IKehlerature IS chiefly of the religious kind; the books
'^emg sometimes printed with blocks of wood, on narrow
^>P» of paper, fabricated from the fibrous root of a small
""ri'b. Jn tins practice the Tibetians resemble the Chi-
"tse; while the Hindoos engrave their works, with a steel
>'} "s, upo;: the recent leaves of the palm-tree, afford-
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ing a fibrous substance, which «eerns indestructible l>y

vermin. The printed and formal letters are called tlit;

m-lieu; while those of business and coirespon(|,.uee are
slyled umin. The 'J'ibetians ap|„ ar to have made consi-
derable progress in civilization; but the sciences continue
in a state of imperfection.

Cmtomn, Manners, ^c] The Tibetians are of shorter
stature than their southern neighbours, and of a less ro-
bust make; their complexions, also, are fairer, and some
of them have even a ruddiness in their countenances, which
IS unknown in the other climates of the east. Mr. Boyle
obs..rves, that they are of a mild and cheerful temper, and
that the higher ranks are |jolite and entertaining in conver-
sittion, in which, however, they never mix any flattery or
fulsome c(mipliments.

The common people are generally dressed in coarse
woollen stuffs, of their own manufactuK^ lined with such
skins as they can procure; but the higher orders wear Eu-
ropean cloth, or China silk, lined with the flnest Siberian
furs. 'J'he Dalai Lama is usually clothed in a napped kind
of n;d woollen stiift; with a y.llow cap, and a sort of liaia,

resembling a bishop's mitre.

'I'heir chief food is the milk of their cattle, pn pared in-
to che.se r,r butter, or mixed with the flour of a coarse
barley, which is the only grain their sterile soil j>roduces.
'I'hey have no want, however, of animal fool, and are well
furnished with rice and wheat from the adjacent (Countries.

Polygamy, at least in our acceptation of the word, is

not practised in Tibet; but it exists in a manner more re-
pugnant to JMiiopean ideas. It consists in a plurality
of husbands, which is firmly established by law; and de-
grees of consanguinity are not considered as any obstacle
to the marriage. A woman, for example, may many all
the brothers of one family, and her children are divided
among them. Notwithstanding such brothers haviiiL' one
wife in common, they generally live in great harmonj with
'"'''', ''"'"?'' ''"'*-" <'''*'"="t'ons will sometimes arise.

'l"he 'I'ibctians expose their dead bodies within vvallcd
areas, which are left open at the top, and have passages
at the bottom, to admit birds, dogs, and beasts of prey

:

"o other funeral-rites are j)erforme(l, but such as teiul to
facilitate the destruction of the body by the voracious ani-
mals, xvhich seem invited to devour it. Some bodies are
conveyed, by the friends of the dec, ased, to the summit
of some neighbouring hill, ^vhere they are disjointed and
mangled, that they may beccmie a more easy prey to car-
nivorous buds. The bodies of the sovereign lamas are, .

however, deposited in shrines, which are ever considered
as sacred: tii„,e o.' the inferior priests ar<* burnt, and their
ashes preserv(Hl in little hollow images of metal.

Hhtorif.-] The temporal government of Tibet has not
been always m the j,ossession of the lamas: as it appeals
that, in the year Ifi'M, th. country was Rovemcd by a se
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t ulur sovereign, named Tsaug-pa-iiaii, who was a zealous
protector of the Christian religion,, and seemed greatly
Jnclined to embrace it. The Tartar history of the same
period corroborates this circumstance; for it relates, that
tiiis prince despised the lamas, and sought every oppor-
tunity to destroy their religion. The Dalai Lama, being
liiglily inceiiatd at not receiving the homage of Tsang-pa-
iian, formed a league with the Tartars of Kokonor, wlio,
under a prince, named Kouchi, entered Tibet, at the head
of a powerful army, attacked Tsang-pa-han, defeated him,
and took him prisoner, and, some time after, t aused him
to be put to death. To this Tartar prince the Dalai Lama
was indebted for his sovereignty over all Tibet; for, far
from appropriating to himself the fruits of his victory,
Kouchi declared himself a vassal of the sui)reine chief of
his religion, and satisfied with receiving from him the title

of khan, whicii he had never before enjoyed. This prince,
to continue his protection to the Dalai Lama, and secure
to him the undisturbed possession of his new acquisitions,
fixed his residence in the neighbourhood of Lassa. His
sons had no great inclination to return to a country which
their father had abandoned, but followed his exami)le, and
lemained in Tibet.

In 1642, the Dalai Lama sent ambassadors to Tsongte,
father to the first emperor of the present dynasty of the
Mandshur Tartars, threw himself under his protection, and
paid hnn tribute. Ten years after, the Dalai Lama himself
weut to Pekiii, and did homage to the emperor; he was
loaded with honours, received a golden seal and magnlfc-
cent presents from the emperor, and was confirmed in his
title of Dalai Lama.

In 1693, the emperor Kanglii, being desirous of ho-
nouring the typa, or minister of the Dalai Lama, declared
him a prince, and granted him a golden seal. This mi-
nister, however, was far from being faithful to the inte-
rests of the emperor ; he, on the contrary, secretly be-
trayed them to the ambitious views of Kaldaii, the chief
of the Eluts, who was the declared enemy of the Mand-
siuir Tartars. He even endeavoured to persuade the
grand lama not to go to Pekin, when called thither by
tile emperor

; and, when the Dalai Lama died, he con-
cealed his death. At length, however, all these intrigues
were discovered, in 1705 and the chief of the Tartars
of Kokonor caused this perfidious minister to be put to
death. Kanghi, informed of the crimes which he had
committed, approved of the punishment inflicted on him,
and sent some of the grandees of his court to Tibet, to
govern that country in conjunction with the Tartar prince,
on whom he lavished many rich presents. He afterwards
appointed a new Dalai Lama, who was the sixth who had
borne that title.

In 1714, Tchongkar, chief of the Eluts. made an ir-

ruption into Tibet, and carried away a great quantity of
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gold, silver, precious stones, silks, and other valuabi,.

things. The Tartar prince, who endeavoured to re^st the
invaders, was killed in buttle, many of ihe lamas were put
to tiie sword, and the monastery at Pootaia was reduced

lo

ashes. The Dalai Lania made application to the court df

China for succours, and the emperor imnieiliately sent u

I)owriful army to his assistance, which drove the Kiuu
out of the country, re-established the Dalai Lama in his

authority, and reinstated the other lamas in their pixrodaj

or monasteries.

In I70'2, the monntaiiieeis of Nipaul invaded and n.
vageil Tibet, plundering the monasteries of their treasiire>

and robbing tiie mausolea of their lamas. The enipirw
of China, however, as soon as he had received informa-

tioii of this attack, sent an army to protect and aveiigttht
lama. 'J'he Nipalese were defeated, and could onlvoli.

taiu peace on eondition of becoming tributary to China

and making a full restitution of all the plunder thcv had

carried off. 'I'lie Chinese, at the same time, established

military posts on the frontiers of Tibet, whicli prevent all

communication between that country and Bengal, as the

Chinese guard them with their accustomed jealousy and

caution, and the approach of strangers, even of the natives

of Bengal and Hindoostan, is strictly prohibited.

SECTION 111.

INDEPENDENT TARTARY.
Situation, Extent, and Boundaries.'] Independent Tar-

tary is situate between thirty-one and fifty-two degrees of

north latitude, and between fifty-five and seventy degrees of

east longitude
; being about fifteen hundred miles in^ngtji,

and eight hundred and fifty in breadth ; and it is conipuui
to contain a surface of five hundred thousand square niiiev.

It is bounded by Asiatic Russia, on the north; by the

mountains of Belur, on the east ; by Persia and Hiii-

doostan, on the south ; and by the Caspian Sea and the

Uralian Mountains, on the west.

Divisions.] Independent Tartary consists of extensive

tracts, inhabited by the Kirguisian Tartars; the country

of Kharism, and Great Bucliaria, inhabited by the Us-

bee Tartars. Great Bucharia is divided into the provinces
of Fergana, Sogd, Vash, Kottan, Balk, Gaur, and Kliilaii,

Climate, Soil, Ac] The climate is moderate, the heat,

even of the southern provinces, being tempered by the

high mountains, capped with perpetual snow. The face

of the country presents a great variety ; but, though there

are numerous rivers, hills, and mountains, there seems to

be a dehciency of wood. Near the rivers, the soil is so

exuberant, that the grass sometimes exceeds the height of

a man
;
and, in some parts, industry is shewn in the cul

tivatiou of rice and other grain.
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Rivers, Lakes, Sfc] The chief rivers of rntlependent
Taitary arc the Amu and (he Sirr. The former is tlie an-
cicnt Oxiis, and, near its source, is called the Harral.
The Amu rises in the mountains of Bclur, more than two
Imndrtd British miles north-east from Badakshan. The
mIioIc course of this noble rrvcr surpasses that of the Ti-
gris, being, probably, not less than nine hundred miles.
It aboiiiids witb fish, of various sorts.

Besides lunnerous tributary streams, three remarkable
rivers join the Amu; the Sogd, or river of Sauiarcand-
the Morgab; and the Kizil Dari;,, or Red River, thJ
longest and most considerable stream, and of which a
branch seems to flow, apaa, into the Aral.
The Sin, or river of Shash, also rises in the mountains

of Belur, and falls jnto the eastern side of the sea of Aral,
after a course of about five hundred and fifty miles. The'
fnurse of the Sirr is chiefly through tlie desert of Burzuk •

and it is doubtful if it be joined by the Sarasu, a lar-e'
river from the north; so imperfect is the geography of
thase regions.

The most considerable lake is the Sea of Aral. If this
lake ever joined the Caspian, it was probably only by a
.trait, as between them are plains of great elevation, and
according to some, even mountains; but there may have
been a strait m the direction of a salt-lake to the north-
east of Port Iscander. The lake Tengis Palkati is near
a hundred and forty British miles in length, by half that

!

breadth, bemg the largest lake in Asia, after the seas of
Aral and Baikal. The lakes in the country of the Kir-

i guses are of less importance.

I

Mountaius.] The mountains of Belur exhibit a grand

I

Alpine Cham, perpetually covered with snow. The chief

[

branches proceed towards the west; for on the east is the

j

high central plan, of Asia, full of deserts. The chain of
Behir, the ancient Imaus, proceeds nearly north and
«mth, and IS continued by the mountains of Alak, on the

I

north of Little Bucharia, which joins the great Bogdo,
ilie highest mountam in central Asia.

\
Minerals.] In the south-east of Independent Tartary

.he mountams contain gold, silver, and a peculiar pro-
action, called the /,«/«y, or pale rose-coloured ruby ; also
apis laadi. In the tenth century, before the native in-
ustijhad expired under long oppression, Fergana pro--dsa,

„ o„,, vitriol, iron, copper, gold, 'and tor-

aphtha and bitumen, and a stone that takes fire and

JJAnvillesOmslma, there ^..as a cavern, whence a vapour
farosc, which, m the night, seemed fiery, and from which
|4ai ammoniac was procured.

j
C'ttes, Ssc] Samarcand, the capital of Great Bucha-

l"a, IS suuate on llie southern bank of the river Sogd,
«hicli, at the distance of above a hundred miles, after

I A.

M'ashmg the walls of Bokhara, passes through a consider-
able lake, and is supposed to join the Oxus, or Amu.

VVe have not any recent account of this once-celebrated
capital; but It seems greatly to have declined since the-me of lameWane. At the bo.inning of the last cen-
iny, Samarcand was fortified with ramparts of turf the
houses being mostly constructed of hardened clay, thoueh.omo were of stone, from cjuarries in the neighbourhood.
1
he khan ot great Bucharia commonK encamped in the

adjacent meadows, the castle being almost ruinous. The
rich vale of Sogd produced such abundance of exquisite
gTapes, melons, pears, and apples, that they were sent to
1 ersia, and even to Hindoostan.
Bokhara, when resorted to by the English agents, i„

1 741, was represented as an extensive and populous town,
standing on a rising ground, with a slender wall of earth-
the houses, in general, were constructed of clay, but themosques of brick The inhabitants manufactured soap
and calico and the chief products were cotton, .ice, anS
cattle. Ihey received rhubarb and musk from the Kal
"lucs; and, from Badakshan, lapis lazuli, and other pre-
cious stones. There was gold and copper coin; and, after
Nadir Shah took this city, the Persian and Indian silverbecame common. The inhabitants were civilized, but
perfidious In the tenth century, it was distinguished by
the manufacture of fine linen.

ZouF, which is also called Gaur, from the province of
^vhIch It IS the capital, is now subject to the kingdom of
Candahar; and Bamian, in the same province, must have
shared the same fate. The latter city was remarkable for
numerous images, and other monuments, carved in the
adjacent mountains. Anderab is the chief city of Toka-
lestaii; near a pass through the mountains of Hindoo Koh
strictly guarded by the khan of Balk. In the neighbour'
hood of this city were rich quarries of lapis lazuli.
Badakshan is situate on the river Amu, or Harrat

and in the last century, belonged to the khan of Samar'
cand; and, being secluded in a branch of the Belur Alps
was used as a state-prison for rivals or insurgents. Badak-
shan was small, but well-built and populous; and its in-
habitants were enriched by the gold, silver, and rubies,
tound in the neighbourhood, and the grains of gold and
silver abounding in the torrents, which descend from the
mountains, when the snow melts in the beginning of sum-
iner. Several caravans, for Little Bucharia and China
pass by this city; but others prefer the route by Little
libet, on the eastern side of the mountains.

Antiquities.-] These consist of the ruins of edifices
erected by Zinghis Khan, Tamerlane, and their succes^
sors. Remains of ditches and ramparts are frequently met
with, which either surrounded small towns, now quite
demolished, or were designed for the defence of campa,
forts, or castles, the vestiges of which are often to be
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dincuvcred. Mnny of them are ktill in toleiuble preserva-

tion. Ill tliL- uncultivated tracts, occupied by the Kir-

gusef), ni'o many rclicH of opulent cities. Boiiie gold niid

silver coiiiN liuve likewise been found, witii suvrral manu-

scripts, neatly written, which have been curried to Peters-

burg. Ill 17-0, there was found in Kulmiie Tartary a

subterraneous house of stone, some urns, lumps, and ear-

rings, an equestrian statue, an image of an oriental prince,

« itii a dindein on liis head, two women seated on thrones,

and a roll of manuscripts, which was sent by Peter the

Great to the Academy of Inscriptions at Paris, and proved

to be in the language of Tibet.

lletigion.'] The religion of almost all the Tartars of

these countries is the Mahometan, according to the tenets

of the sect of the Sunnis.

Learning.^ The reader may be surprised to find this ar-

ticle ill an account of the Tartars; yet nothing is more

certain, than that, under Zinghis Khun and Tamerlane, and

their early descendants, Astracan, and the neighbouring

countries,were the seats of learning and politeness, as well

as of empire and magnificence. Modern luxury falls

short of that exhibited by those princes; and some re-

mains of their taste in architecture are still extant, but in

spots so desolate, that they are almost inaccessible. The

encouragement of learning Mas the first care of the prince,

and it was generally cultivated by his principal grandees.

They wrote in the Persian and Arabic tongues. The name

of I'lug Beig, the grandson of the great Tamerlane, is

well known to astronomers; and Abulgazi, the khan of

Kharism, wrote the history of his country. Samarcand

was a celebrated university for eastern science ; and, even

in the last century, was still a flourishing school for Ma-

hometan literature.

Ciovcnimeiii.'] Each horde of these Tartars has its par-

ticular klian, except the middle, which has what they call

a sultan, who was subordinate to the khan of the lesser

horde, and whose election was confirmed by the Kussian

government.

Their laws are few, but founded on the Koran and the

usages of their ancestors. Starchans, or elders, are set over

the ulusses, and the khan's decision is the last appeal. A
nuirderer, for two years after the commission of the crime,

is at the mercy of the relations of the person slain ; who,

if they can lay hold of him in that time, may put him to

death ; if he escapes, and is inclined to return home, he

may purchase tliat permission, by paying a hundred horses,

a slave, and two camels, to the family of the deceased. In

lieu of horses, he may give sheep, five sheep being equi-

valent In one horse. He that kills a woman, an infant, or

a slave, pays half the foregoing fine, as, also, any one

that makes a woman miscarry ; but, in all these cases, the

relations iii"' '' ends of the culprit endeavour to make as

good a bargain as they can with the injured party, who
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generally remits a part of the penalty. Maiming a mm
is reckoned as half-murder. For n thumb cut oft', tliecri.

minal pays a hundred sheep; the little finger is valued at

twenty. The loss of the ears is such an abomination thit

H man without them, though he should have lost them in

the most innocent manner, would not be endured. Who.

ever commits a robbery on his countrymen, restores nine

times the value. None are allowed to take an oath in ihcir

own cause ; and, if the accused can get no brotlicr oi

friend to swear for him, he is proceeded against as

guilty.

Tratk.] The Kirguses trade with the Russians, and

exchange their horses, cattle, and sheep, for manufacture)

principally clothing and furniture. Arms, of every kind

are refused them by the Russians; and, therefore, thn

procure them, by barter, from Great Bucharia, and tlie

southern parts of the country.

Customs, Manners, &(•.] The Kirguses, who inhabit tk

iioithern part of this country, live in tents, and lead a

wandering life. They consist of three hordes, called llu

great, lesser, and middle horde, each of whicli has lU

particular khan. Tiiey reside also in portable huts, wliidi

they remove, from time to lime, to diff"ereiit pliuts in

search of pasturage for their flocks and herds. Tiiey have

horses, camels, cattle, sheep, and goats ; and, it is asserttd,

that some individuals, in the mitldle horde, have ten tlimi-

sand horses, three hundred camels, three or four tiioiisand

cattle, tw enty thousand sheep, and more than two thousand

goats. They have flat noses, small eyes, a sharp, but n«l

a fierce look, and a frank and prepossessing air. The dt-

coration of their horses employs them almost as niucli

as that of their persons; they have generally elegani

saddles, handsome housings, and ornamented bridles, Hiry

are great eaters ; and men, women, and children, all

smoke, and take snuff, the latter of which they keep in

little horns fastened to their girdles. The wealthy and

indigent live perfectly in the same manner, and are disiin-

guished only by the train that accompanies them in tlifir

cavalcades, and the number of huts that surround tlieir

quarters. >

Tliey take as many wives as they can steal or pay for;

" and many," says Tooke, " keep concubines, who are

treated, in every respect, like wives, their children also being

reputed legitimate. The moderate price for a mariiaje- ,

able girl, to be taken as a first wife, is about fifty horses,

twenty cows, a hundred sheep, or a few camels, or elsf.

a slave, with a cuirass, or coat of mail. The poorer soit

|

find wives at a cheaper rate, and the rich pay much dearer

The second wife of a married man costs much more than
|

the first, and the third and following still more. Common

people, of course, are obliged to be contented with one

wife, and think themselves very well off if they can gel

tliat one, as they are often under the necessity of stcaimj
|
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ii, I (timi MJiiii- of the ni'igli^oiinnfr nationn. Tim KmI- I

imir woiiH'ii iif tlie iiioKt sought after by the Kirguscs,

fuMifivinn 'hilt iiiitiiK' hits cikIowciI ihciii witli .sin)?iiliii

ailvaiiliixt'S niul that they preserve the iiuirkH of youth

longer timn the woin< n of other niiiionH; inHoniiich thiit

ihf rich are very williu(,' to nuiny them, if tluy can he

prevailed on to tiitihriiee iMiihoiiieliiiiiNui : on the eonlrarv,

they hold the IVroiftii women in so htth> esliination, that

tliey (jive sueh us they take in marriafre to their slaves.

The eniiouonls eonsist in a puhlic dcrlaiatioii of the a«ree

iiieiit made hetween the contracting parties, ami then a

priest iT|)eat» n prayer. Tht; evening hefor<-, a woman is

stilt fur to .shave oft" part of the bride's hair, and, on ihc

ilay of marriage, she is carried in a carpet to tin; hride-

jjrooni's tent, and the wedding c<;lebrat(;d in a hut built

on pnrpose by the bride's father.

Previous to consuininatiun, also, the girl is carried about

oil a carpet to her >:onipanions, to take leavi? of them, in

which tl-reinony she is attended by several others, singing

all till! way. The rejoicings iisuaiiy conliniio for .several

days, (luring whicli nothing is thought of but eating and
Hrinkiiig, (lancing, singing, chatting, wrestling, hor.se-racing,

ami shooting at a mark. At the two last-mentioned diver-

sKiiis, considerable bets are made, and the new-married
couple give prizes to the conquerors, of apparel, trinkets,

and soiiietiines liorses. On lireaking up the festivities,

the gueiits make presents of cattle and other things to tlie

married pair. Such as have more than one wife, give
each a separate joint, or tent, where she brings up her
children after her own inclinations, llie more children
lluy have, the happier they esteem tiicmselves, and are the
more honoured by their husbands; whilst such as prove
barren an; so little thought of, that the husband often
makes them the servants of those who increa.se his family.
The Usbec Tartars, v^lio inhabit the southern part of

this coiintiy, re.semble the other Tartarian tribes, except
that they are in general more spirited and industrious.
They arc addicted to predatory warfare, and frequently
make sudden incursions into the Persian provinces, on
whicli occasions the vromeii bear arms, and accompany
Iheir husbands to the field. Many of these Tartars reside
"1 tents m the summer, but take up their abode in the
towns and villages in winter. Those of Balk are the
mcst civilized, and carry on a considerable trade with
Persia and Hindoostan. The native Bucharians are of a
fairer complexion thar. the Usbecs, and of a more peace-
able disposition.

Hhtor//.] Usbec Tartary was once the seat of a more
powerful empire than that of Home or Greece. It was
""t only the native country, but the favourite residence, of
^'nghis Kl,an and Tamerlane, who enriched it with the
polls of India, and the eastern world.
The former, about the year 120(), made himself master
''^' VOL. I.

I A. .4,

of thosr regions which form, at liii^ day, the Asiatic p;iit

of the Hussiaii empire ; mid his son, lUtoii Siigin, con-
quered southern Hiissia, and peopled it with 'I'artnr co-
lonies, which are now confounded or blended wiUi ihu
Russians. It was not until the lime of Ivan 1 1 1., who as-

cended the Itussian throne in 1 4^0, that the Hnssiaiu
were able to ijnow oil' the galliii;; yoke of the Tartars.
Ivan repeatedly defealtd them, viibijued tiu kingdom of
Kusaii, and other provinces, and made his name respected
hrough all the iieit'lilMiuriiig eoimtiies.

When the vast doiiiinioiis of Zinghis Khan fell iniy
pieces, under his successors, in the sixteenth .century, the
Moiigul and 'I'artar hordes, who had formed (me empire,
again separated, and have sin< e continued distinct.

SUCTION ly.

ASIATIC RUSSIA.

Siluntion, E.tlent, and Ihimduric^.] The Uussiafi do-
minions in Asia are situate between thirty-seven and one
hundred and ninety degrees of east longitude, and between
tifty and seventy-eight degrees of north latitude, extending
about live thousand three hundred miles in length, and one
thousand eight hundred in bieadth, and containing a sur-
face of three millions six hundred and fifty thousand square
miles. Its boundaries are the Asiatic Ocean, on the north

;

th(! seas of Kamtschatka and Ochotsk, on the east ; Chines*
iMid Independent Tartary, Persia, and Turkey, on the
Noiitli; and Russia in I'.urope, on the west.

Climate and Seasons.] " In Asiatic Russia," says a mo-
dern geographer, " the climate extends from the vine at
the bottom of Caucasus, to the solitary lichen on the rocks
of iht Arctic Ocean. Through the greater pait of Si-
beria, the general climate may more justly be regarded as
frigid than temperate; being, in three quarters of the
country, on a level with that of Norway and Lapland, un-
tempered by the gales of the Atlantic. To the south of
the sea of Baikal the climate parallels that of Berlin and
the North of Germany, so tha* the finest and most fertile

regions in middle Asia belong to the Chinese. The chains
of high mountains, which form the southern boundary of
these provinces, also contribute to increase the cold ; and
the sea of Baikal is commonly entirely frozen from De-
cember till May. The finest climate m these eastern
j>arts seems to be that of the province aroifnd Nershinsk.
The change of the seasons is very rapid ; the long winter
is almost instantaneously succeeded by a warn> spriu", aiid

the quickness and luxuriance of the vegetation exceed de-
scription."

Face of the Couiitri/, Soil, and Agriculture.] The
northern and eastern parts of this region present vast
marshy plains, covered with almost jierpetual snow, and
S N
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'•^'^ I'NIVKUSAI,
luivtitliil l.\ (sH.iiiiniix liven., win, li, iintlcr iiuimnch of ic,.,

|>tn»Uf ihi'ii (livniv >vuy »(• tlio .Ai.lic Ownw. I'.v.ii tlx'

. .iiIimI |Miiis ul StlMiiii mtiii .I.MlKllr (.( Ii. .n, v. K.liilioii

iMiiig ili,(.k.'.l l.v tl.oHtivcro colli of MO . xi,ii.,ivi u ...iili-

hi'iil. 'ro\v.ml,^ lli(< hoiilli III,,,. HI, uixl foMNH. Til,-
Mihiiiiii. Niiius iu„„i„i (i„. „,, „( |»,„|,„| „,„ „m,,,.„|,|,
»(.uliunl,-.| xMili ,.„|iu„l,,l lull!., iiiul ^111,1,11,. lu,.;, ,i,

iIm' M.iilii. III.' ,i^,.,, 1,;,^,, ,„ ,|„„,-,| ||„. M/v of 111,- Diiniil,,.

'""I llx' !{iiiii.'. iiiul i|„ y ar.' iiiivi^ulil.', mIiIi siif,-iy, f,.i

it f;.l,iil < \Uiil.

M.niN |.iiiis ol Slid ii.i ill,' loiuliy in, ii|iMlitf of imiifiil-
"I"

. 'ml III ill,' suiilli.ii, 1111,1 uf.iU'iii lli.slli,•tM^ll,^ itoil IS

l.liiiiik.il.lN I.ml,. liiM.||i,i|iiiil,s liilll.y yi,|,|» moiv lliui,

l"-lv. I, .1.1, mill oiil,-. Iwiilly fi.l.l. Uiuk-wli.'ill. ill III,'

I'l.l, k llj.'.lll Ill.Mll.l, IN ||||| lo ,1,1, i„|„ >,,„||,, |„„_ j„,„,„ |„

ill,' |...i.ri's| spoiN, II Mills iVo;„ hx.lv,' |„ Hfi,»,.|, fo|,|.

IN. l.i'U.' ,.| \Miii,r NxluKi, most of i|„. „^„i,| |.;,„o|„.,i„

HiiiiiN lliiiM' III soiilliiiii Silu'iiii. 'I'lu' Im'sI liiiilmih
.<!-' mills oil III,' Imiik^ of ili,' ll,„|, ,„' .|„ik, in lit,' MUKluin
ilisUi.i^ «,.i.i,,l l.y il„. V,.iiwi, mill in ill,' niinniliiin.s of
I lilOllll.l.

/»«l.V>, i,lkv!i, Si.\ I'll,' llli.'f liM'ls of llii.s I'oinihy III,.'

,
ill.' Ol.v, ill,' Imm'si II, ill,' l{ii..,s,in, ,',n|,i,,', ,1,,. |,.„j,||, „f
it> fuiii,, l.iiiii; ,ni.' iluMisiiiiil nin, liiiiulnil inil,.snni,l lit,-

\«iiiss,i, «|iu|, Inis u ,'„iii.s, of iiliont omlliinisiiiiil »,.v.',i

Inimli..] mi,l lilty inikv. M.,.|, i,,,„i„„i,. i„ ,|„. [,-,„^,,„

Oi.'.oi. riu' ..ili.'i |.riii, i|.;,| ,iv,,s in. lli,' |,|„1,, „i,i,.|,

falls int.. ilu' (M.y. Ill,' |.,i,i,, ,h,' ,\ngo,i,. wlmli falls im,,
ill,' N ,'ni.s.s,i ; the Aijvnn, ||„. iM.iiii.liny of th,' UiiNsim,
iiiiil (.'liiiifs,' h'liitoiy; ilu'S,'lin^a, ii-ui ill,' Viiik.

^

III ill,' soiillit'in |iiirts ..f Siliriia. ncin ilic i-oiifiius .,f

Chinfso 'riiitiny. is lli,- lak,' ..f llaikal. iln,-,- limuiivU ami
fifty iniKvs l.Mij.. ami uluuit fifty Invail. It i.s ,-m'oni|)t,M,',|

on all sulfs l)y liiol, im.inilaiiis, ami, in one piiit, it throws
lip an intlaiiniial.lo ,siil(.l'iii,'on.s li,pii,|, ^huli t|„> ,„.ij.|,.

I'oniins,' p, asaiiis litnn in tluii lainps. Its wain, at a ilis-

tanwi-. app.'.iis ..f a ,s,'u-i«i,-,'n lolonr, hut is ptif.cily fu-sli.

and so i U'iii iluii obji'iis may I.,' plainly s,',n at tlu' ,1,'ptli

of »,-v,i-!il fatlionis, 'IV lu'ijvlil.oniiiiiv nutii-s , all it tlu-

//o/« / ,(Av. and tluy iiuasjiii,', ihal, wlun storms liapp,'n

on it, tluy wM lu' pi,'s,'ivo,l fi.iin all ,laiis;,'i by loinpli-

nunting it «ith tin- till," of S,«a. >\li,n it is fio/,n ,)v»>r,

piopi, iiavol upon it in tlu- road to (.'hina, lint llicv must
lu- \ti> sliaip slio.l. in ;>rd,-i- t.> tn-iid safoly on tin- i,-,-,

«liuliis ,-\i<(-,inii;ly snuiotli. Notwitlislanding tlu- i,-,- is

sonu'tnms tw.. ,lls tlii.k, tluiv aiv sonu-optn plai'os in it,

tv> wliiili t,inp,-stiions winds will oft,-n diivo tlic niifoilu-

imte jmssi-ngfis, wh... in that cast.nuist im-vita!ily perish.

This lak,- I'ontiiins soxt's-ul sm.i!! island.;, and tlu- bordt-rs

art- fit«*pu'iit,-d by sabli-s and ii\,-t-vats.

The Allin is aimthor famous lake in Sibi-ria, »aid to bt-

iiuuty miU-s long, ami tifiy bmad. with a roiky bottom;
though soiiu- -t-Pgiaphors assert, that it is only ,-ighlct-ii

<Ji:<)r;i{AiMiv. ^,,,,

niilfs long, ami iilioiil iwrivi' mil, » I..,,,,,! Tht-m' did,.,,,,,

utli'iihitioiiN, howi'vi-r, niiiy br iKt'oimlcd fo- by < (.iisi.l,,.

iii(j, lliiil Ihc wairr of this hik.'. us will hn .f ||„. „,,.,,

win, h rim in iIikmikIi tlu- inlju, ,111 pla,','^, ,„ily ri.-it'N in ii,,

niidillc of Munmri', when llir snow.s ,in llm nioinitaiiiH m,
null, il by llit; huh.

About 1,11 niilo from Nikiisi likiiia it u K'liunkiil.j,. „||.

pliiii Ink,', Hilimlt'd Ih'Iwc'ii Iwo Iiiiil moimlains. || i,;,,,

obloiijj basin, ,.v, rgrowii with bin Ii,'n, about bun liundml
and Iwiiily ff,t loiiK, and ihn-,' liiiiiilri'd and b.riy l.ioiul.

lis aspiM-t is frit!lilfiil, and iis siiiul. ,miy Iw simli m ||„

disliin,',^ of tin,-,- mill's. It has no pir, iplibl,^ „„j|i„|,

and m-v, r fi,','/.i-s. A visibl,^ thiik viipoin lisi's |, n^

snrbi,,-; y, I ill,' wattr is .so c-lt-ar, thai ils tlcpih nnj-lii |„.

ili.si-.'rmil. if it wi-n- not for lli.- blaik an I ^1,1,,, ^,,,1

whiih foims its lioid,-r. Soim- all,-iiipls Iniv,' bi'in ma,!,

to dis,n,'r il„- origin of lb.' .snlplnn
; but ilu-.s,. hau- ,i||

piovcl flllill,-ss.

Iroiii till' lop ,,f ||„ iiti^libomin^ iiionniainN issms ;,

Nulphnii.ms spiinj;, wlii, h riiii.s down into th,- Jak,', a,i,j

d,'pos,-N a .s,'ilim,'iil, ri'MinbliiiK a wliil,' and iln, k |iiil|,,

'I'lu- I'ontinnation of this slnam forms llir ninaikalil,

livi-r, ,.ill,',l III,- W'liiti'-Watir Hivir, whi.tli, as ii p„„.,.„|,

funn lIu' Ink,', is about »\\ fiit di-ip, and l)i'tw,',n fmiiimi

and iwinty-.i^hi f,',.t broad. In this ihaiiml llir «ai,'i k,
ill," appiaiaiu',' of thin cinds. but in som,- plaics ih, .sm.

ta,',' hai a Imo miiiii, liki- that mn upon limy waltis; uml

iill ill,- mallir wliirli ihc wati-r thposits is ,-vi,li'iiilv mivnl

with limy paitiih's.

I'poii on,' of till' Indi'iskoi inomilains is a lai|«, liiU,

will, h may b,' jiislly , la.s,s,'d uiiuiii); th, woiuhiR of iiiiliiu.

Dr. I'allas .disirvcs, that it i.s apparcnlly ulioiit ten mlL
m ,innnif,-r,'n,',-, lias many bnyn, and ivsiinblrs an v\k\\-

SIM- plain, j-liiuring with sno\'., aiid ,ii<-ompass,'(l wiili

li>i>;hts, whii'li ,s,',-ni lo b,- abov,- tin- l,'v,'I of lli,' riv,'r.laik.

Ill,' water is so sutuialcd with Niilt, that hr^c cubir giiiiiis

an- idiisfantly f.inninj; upon the shore, whin not pii-viiil-

,'d liy w,t wiallur. and its borderii .si-i-ni l,> be litciiillv

sowi-d with .salt, liuhcd, from the constant I'vapDrulion

ot the like, the sm rounding eurlli is eovered with a ciusi

>'l salt, whit h is of ii pure white, and, when broken, ex-

hibits an I'Mraordinaiy eiystalli/tttion, in irregular hoiliis;

and, mithrneath this crust, lie.i a loose grey salt, wliiilitlie

C'ossacks gather in little waggons, and wash with salt

walt-r on the spin, (ill it loses ils grey colour,

Mouiitiiins.\ Tlu- mountains of Asiutio Russia are the

I laliaii ihain, wliieli divides it from Russia in Europe;

iL mountains of Caucasus; iho.ie of Altai, called, by tlif

Cliitu-se, the lioldoii Hidgo; and those of Is'eisliinsk, or

Htissian Daonria.

.Iniinc/s.] These are camels, dionicdnries reiu-di-eis,

bisons, bears, wolvi-s, and all other lund and nnipliihiou-i

aiiiinak that an common in the iiortluirn pints ' f laii(i|ie
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Tilt' l"»™'" "" "' It K'""' ''"' '"•III" «iiililli-, aiul viry

hiirilyi l>i''. "'' '''*-'y '"" ^''''' ''" ''"7 ""• ''Vf <'r hIh yemn

1)1(1, liny "'' K''"'''""y ^'''y ''l"<>iiiiil''. Nnii Antrii-iiii

there is • l'i**l> < nil' il, l>y (In- Kiisiiuim, hiitm, of h ^icy co.

Iiiiii', uiiil Niiiiii'liiiiiK liui;-: lliaii u xwiiii: In- lias a Ixosid

tail, iiiiil''!' vv'liit'li liiiiiL^.s a Ita^, (lint iiiiiy ciiiiliiiii u (|iiiU't or

iiidi't'; lif *»ii'lt'H in'iii llu! fil^r of II river, niiil, on Mrt in^ ii

aIiiiiiI 1)1 t>y ol Niii.ill IinIii's, NprcailN liin \viii){s, and iliiviN

ihi'lll III " ^IlitlliiW, wlurr lie pnlN dm inuiiy oi' llir>ii UH lie

laii into liin lia^, itnil linn ^oiiif; mkIuhi', lie cuIn iIhiii, or

lairii'd Uiiin lo )>ih youni,'.

'lilt: (ohhIh of Silnriu uif wtl! Hlocktil with a vaiicly ol'

aiiiiiml'i, Hi'iin of wliicli arc not to In- found in otiirr comi-

liivH. 'riii-Nf NUpfdy till! iiiliahitantN with «:lotlii;it; and, at

till' Hiiiiie ti , ftiriiiMli tlii'in willi coinnioiiilirN for an ad-

vaiilaj^fiiii.s Iriulc. Silii-ria may lie considfii'd as the na-

liu' eiiiiiiliy of lilack foxi's, saltlt's, and iiiiiiiii's, liic Hkin.i

iilwliicli ail' ?iii|it'rior lo iIionc of any |iail of llic world.

Mildls (iml Mliii'ni/s.'\ Silii lia conlains niim-N of ^old,

mKh, i'o|i|)ur, iron, load, juNpcr, and lapis la/nli. Asiatii'

KiMsia iilso proiliK I's niilpliur, iiliun, .sul a oniat', vitriol,

ami iiiitt', ill a[iini<lani'.)',

Snliintl I'loid^itii's,] Among liusi' may he «nniii<'-

jaliii lilt' exIfiiMivi- dt'strt levi'ls, called Slcpps, wliicli

ixliiid several litinilred milcN, witii no appfarance of a

iiKiiiiilaiii, iiiid scarcily of a liill. 'I'liey conlaiii, in s<inie

|ihui'H, Hiilt-iuke.s, and, in others, piudiielive traclH, capable

iiri'iillivutiiiii.

On till' liDidiis of ilie river Soli is an aiipliailo.s upriiij.';,

(Ill llii' Htocp declivity of a mountain, overnm willi hircli

iKi'N, whose soil is a fat and lilack earth. 'i'hi!i spring

IdiMis a Kservoir, aiioiit a yard wide, which is not only

nmsliiiilly full, wilhoiit any af^italion, litil also over(low«,

and forms a lillie hi'ook Tin water n<ver fiei:ze.s, evi'll

iiitlic most rigorous season; and wiieii il is covctred with

MiiiH, (he liituininoiis tapours soon make an openiiij;,

iliiiiii|;li iIk water possesses no extraordinary degivt! of

warnilli. 'i'lie surface of lliis well i.s covered with a black

asplialtos, wliicli has llie appearance and coimiHlt-ucy of

thick lar, and, as often as il is taktin AY, will gather again

in a few (lays. The nei^hlioiiring peasants use this iritu-

niiiioiis waler as a rcnedy for all infections, and ulcerous

r(ini|)laiiils of the montii aii<l tliroal.

Oil tiie hanks of the river Jmjuven, is a steep woody
mmiiitiiin: hut on* three of the hi; iiest parts are several

l)a;c rtililish spots, which are cor.stanlly burning. On
the caslerii side, this mountain seeiv.s to be about a huii-

dicd lallioms in perpendicular heif^hl. Il has burnt on
tins .suiti only for the last three years, and that vsilii less

violence llian in liie middle hei<;hl, the whole soulherii .si«le

•win;,' Imint out, for ihe sublerraneons fires have existed

iilniosi tudve years. A IJaskirian gave Dr, pul'-j the

lollowing account of this singular phenomcn'-.i r
" About

I A. 14?)

eh Vf n or twelve years aj^o, a lull piiii -treir, 'hat stood at

till lioiloni of the middle part of the iHoniitain, nun lired

by linhlning, wliicli consumed the very roots of the nc,
and ;;iadnally pi netraled the body of tin; mountain.

Since that lime it has burnt inwardly, without any iiiterrup-

liipii; ImiI ill such a maimer that the fire has <;eased at tijp

boiioiii, and yet is far from having reailnd tiie top. 'I'he

trees and bushes, which formerly covered the Hoiitiieiu .side,

were all consumed to a « iiiisiderabli; extent, and the (in

also <ommiiiiieated to an adjacent b|>oI, on the western

side; but that is now extinguished, and the place is over-

grown with a variety of plants."

'I'he stone, of wliieli this mountain consists, especially

in the spots which are burnt out, im partly a reddish slate,

and jiartiy a soft stone, ilivided into thin layers, between
which there si'ems to have been some other matter, now
reduced to ashes. In many places is found a yellow ochre

iioii-sloiic; and, at the boltoin of the eastern part, is a

great ipiantily (;f red friable maible. 'I'he burning spots

are full of large ilefts, wiieiice a hot vapour rises <:onti-

niially. During stormy and gloomy nights, red thin

(lames rise lo a consiih'rable height, l>at tin ii; is no snl-

phuieoiis smell; llie exhalation <:ommuiiicating no other

sensatioii than a siiDocating heal, like that which issues

from a hot glowing oven after the itmbers have been

cleared oiil. It is said, that no snow ever lies on this

mountain, that the soil is always clotiied with verdure, and

that many of the plants which grow tiprui it may be Hccn

il! flower tliKuigh the vr lioh^ winter.

/I)itii/iiilies.] At Kasimof, about a hundred and thirty

miles from Moscow, are soi.ie handsome remaiiiB of Tar-

tarian buildings, whi<;li ought to be preservetl for the ad-

miration of posterity. On an elevated spot in thu nciglv-

bouiliood stands a high circular tower of a ruined temple,

(uinipoded of hciwn fie(v.st(me, which appears to have been

taken out <if a quarry, at eight miles distance. Here, al-

.so, were a triumphal arch, with golhic ornaments and

Arabic inscrii»lions, an oblong srpiare-bnilt mansion, and

a mausoleum, near the common burial-ground. But the

liiiimj)hal arch has been demolished and converted into a

lime-kiln; and the mansion, supposed to have been the re-

sidence of a Tartarian prince, ha.s likewise been levelled

with the ground.

The mausoleum of the khans is an oblong square-sided

building, composed of free-stone, and ornamented round

the top with a (ornice. 'I'he western end cuntain.s a small

closet, which seems to have Ijeeii designed for private de-

votion, accortling to the custom of the Mahometans ; and

the other part has a vault, with several tomb-stones. The
length of the liiiilding, from east to west, is rather more
than forty-seven linglish feet, the breadth, from north to

south, about twenty-six, and the height near sixteen feet.

The great vault is about twenty-one feet wide, seventeen
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broad, and twelve feet liigli. Tlie northern wall has two
windows, and the eastern wall l)ut one, which seem to

have been formerly grated with iron-bars. On the ground,

within the wails, are eight hillocks, about seven feet long,

and covered with stones. At the head of each was
erected a tomb-stone, five or six feet high, shaped oft' at

the top in an obtuse angle, and ornaiTw-ntcd with flowers,

stars, and /\rabic inscriptions: but only two of those

stones are now standing.

On the eastern side of the village Bnlixaria, are iiuiny

curious pieces of antiquity: the most remarkable of \\hirii

is a tower, about eighty-four feet high, built with hewn
free-stone, and in tolerable preservation. It has a wind-

ing stair-case, consisting of seventy-two steps, each step

twelve inches and three quarters high. 'I'he entrance is

on the south, and has a strong iron hinge remainh)g, on

which the door formerly hung.

At some distance, towards the south-west, stands a

small square building, of free-stone, the vaulted roof of

which is fallen in on one side. The entrance is in the

west t>ont, and on each side is a false window. This

place is supposed to have been wholly devoted to pur-

poses of devotion.

On the southern side of the village are some vestiges of

a more extensive edifice, which the peas-ants call " the

town-house." The square division of rooms appear, from
their foundations, tp have been entrances from without,

but not to have had any communication with the central

apartments, and, also, not to have been higher than the

second slory. There arc three small rooms in the eastern

front, two larger ones in the southern, and an oblong one

in the western. In the northern corner is an oblonw

foundation, which touches the principal building only at

itfi angle, and the northern front, where the entrance is,

exhibits no appearance of side-rooms.

At the distance of about seven hundred feet is another

ancient and strong built edifice, of remarkable architec-

ture. Its northern part is built on a foundation of lime-

stone, V ith large Tartarian bricks ; its entrance is on the

east; and in the side-walls are several apertures to admit

the light. It is divided, by a cross wall, into a square anti-

chamber, and an oblsng saloon, the latter of which com-
mtniicates with the principal part of the building. Its

greatest space is divided into four closets, between which
is a broad passage, built in the form of a cross, and lighted

by a small window on each side, and an octagonal sky-

light in the roof. The corner closets are exactly square,

and have their doors in the angle, leading into the cross

passage. A ». the southern end of this building is an ad-

dition of thre.- -^"ms, the smallest of which has no en-

trance nor opening, ex "-^ a bread; into the south-eastern

corner of the centre building. Under this is a vault and
a subterraneous passage from the •"•ithcrn wall ; but, as a

GEOGRAPHY. [pa„t ,,

I)art of the vault is broken in, a descent is rendered
iui.

practicable.

The district of the Beltirs, between the mountains and

the low grounds of tlve Abakan, is covered with several old

tombs and monuments, of an extraordinary size and an.

pearance. Among these graves, which are surrounded

w ith a square wall of granite rock, and paved witJiln lite

a flat earth hillock, are many stones, ornamented witji

human faces, roughly sculptured; and these, as well as

other stone images on the stepps of the Jenisei, have been

evidently erected long before the time of the Kirguese.

About a mile and a half above the habitation of tlie

Beltir chief, stood two narrow stones, seven feet lijirli fljj

on both sides, and truncated; but these now lie along upon

the ground. On the upper end of each is a rough repre-

sentation of a human face ; and on one of them arc the

figure of a dromedary, and a ghastly image of a child.

On the right edge of the stone, which the Beltirs call

Kusi Ta.ich, or man-stone, is carved a man on horsebaii

with a lance before him ; and a little higher is represented

a bent bow and arrow. The figures on the opposite edge

are rendered nndistinguishable by the ravages of time; but

on the top may be discerned a lance, with a triple flag,

and, below these, are some square lines, and the represen-

tation of a boat.

At a considerable distance from these stones, on the

west side of a large tomb, stands a piece of granite rock,

about the height of a man, and edged in such a manner at

the top, that its point and carved side turn eastward to the

tomb. Near the point of this granite is a large female

face, much more relieved than those on the other stone?,

but considerably worn and decayed by time ; and, on the

same side, are some square lines and carved figures,

This piece of rock is known among the heathen Tartars

of the district, by the name of " the big woman," and n

frequently invoked for success in sable-hunting.

About a mile and a half higher up the Abakan is a mo-

nument, which Ur. Pallas pronounces the finest of all

Siberian antiquities. This is a tomb, four fathoms lii^di,

and a hundred and fifty paces in circumference, raised

upon an eminence, so as to be seen at a great distance. Four

other tunudi, lying on the north-west and south-west, forma

triangle with the great one ; in the opening of which, three

square-sided sand-stones are so placed, that their fiat sides

face the north and south, each stone standing about font

feet from the other. On the edge of one of these is a

very long but distinguishable face, which the Tartars call

" th« little woman :" and the flat side of the stone is orna-

mented with Kimtc drawings, A very large stone, stii'-'-fi-

ing on the west of the largest tumulus, has many figures

on the south-side, which seem to be either Tartarian

hieroglyphics or inscriptions.

It has been observed, that alt the monuments about the
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Abakan are similar in their external appearance, and ieem

to have been tombs of the same nation

licli the lit-ltirs

muments iibont the

The only differ

ence is, that some have the ground flat within the square

walls, and others raised ; but this may probably be a mere

distinction of rank. The granite-stones, which border

these graves lie along, with one edge upon the ground,

none being placed upright, excepting those at the north-

east, soutii-east, and south-west angles ; in some of the

graves, the space within the walls is divided into two or

three parts, by rows of stones, one of which is generally

larger and more elevated than the rest.

Professor Pallas tells us, that he ordered one of these

tumuli to be opened; but no regular coffin was found,

only a mixture of decayed bones of several bodies, which
liad been placed with the legs towards each other. These
relics were found at the depth of four feet and a half, to-

gether with some broken pieces of earthen vessels, seve-

ral large basins, and a bead, of a greenish enamelled sub-

stance.

Cities, Chief Towns, Jfc] Astracan, situate on an
island, formed by the river Volga, near its entrance into

the Caspian Sea, is a large and populous city, containing

about seventy thousand inhabitants. It is about a league

in circumference, and surrounded by a wall. It contains

twenty-five Russian churches, and two convents, and is

tiie seat of a Greek bishop. The Armenians, Lutherans,

Roman Catholics, and even the Hindoos, have also their

places of worship.

Orenburg, the capital of the government of Ufa, was
built in 1738, by order of the empress Anne, at the con-
flux of the Or and Ural ; but, that situation being found
inconvenient, the inhabitants were removed, and the town
built lower down on the Ural, in 1740. It is now a place
of considerable trade.

Tomsk, the chief town of the province of that name,
in the government of Tobolsk, is a place of considerable
trade, and contains about two thousand houses, and eight
thousand inhabitants. Yakutsk, which gives name to a
province in the government of Irkutsk, stands on the river
Lena

;
it contains about five or six hundred wooden houses,

and is defended by a wooden fort.

Tobolsk, the capital of Siberia, is situate at the con-
tinence of the Irtish and the Tobol. It consists of two
towns, called the upper and the lower town, and contains
about fifteen thousand inhabitants. It has a tolerably
5tr«ng fortress. To this city are sent the Russian state-
prisoners, who are banished into Siberia.

Bolchetskoiostrog, which has the title of capital of
Kamschatka, and is the residence of the governor, con-
tarns about five liuiidrcd houses, pretty regularly built.

Irkutsk, the capital of the government of that name,
"tuate on the Angara, near the lake Baikal, contains se-
veral churches, and other edifices, of stone, and about
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twelve thousand inhabitants ; it is also a place of consi-

derable commerce, the curavans, which trade between Rus-
sia and China, passing through it.

Religion.} The Grecian system of th^ Christian faith,

which is embraced by the Russians, has made an incon-

siderable progress in their Asiatic possessions. Many of
the Tartar tribes, in the soutli-west, are Mahometans)
and others follow the superstition of Dalai Lama : but the
more eastern Tartars are generally addicted to a systent
chiefly founded on the self-existence of matter, a spiritual

world, and the general restitution of all things. They
even believe that the gods themselves arose from the ge*
neral mass of matter and spirit. Their epochs of destruc-

tion and restitution somewhat resemble those of the Hin-
doos. While common souls immediately receive their final

decree, the virtuous become wandering spirits, who are
purified by transmigration, so as also to become gods.
Between men and gods are the spirits of the air, who di

rect sublunary affairs, and all the trifles so important to
man, but beneath the most remote attention of the gods.
The infernal regions chiefly contain those who have of-

fended the priesthood. This system is intimately con-
nected with that of tlie Dalai Lama, and is so widely dif-

fused, that some have asserted it to be the most prevalent
system of the globe.

The archiepiscopal see of Tobolsk is the metropolitan
of Asiatic Russia in the north, and that of Astracan in
the south. There is another see, that of Irkutsk and Ner-
shink, and perhaps a few others of recent foundation.

PopulationJi The population of Siberia cannot be com-
puted at above three millions and a half ; so that Europe
can, in future, have little to apprehend from the Tartaric
swarms. Small Russian colonies have been established in

several of the distant provinces and isles. The political

importance and relations of tliis part of the Russian em-
pire relate principally to China and Japan.

Language and Literature.} The language of all these

original nations are radically different; and, among tlie

Tunguses, Monguls, and Tartars, there are some slight
'

traces of literature : and not a few manuscripts in their se-

veral languages. The history of the Tartars, by Abulgasi,
is a favourable specimen of Tartaric composition. The
late emperor of China ordered many of the best Chinese
works to be translated into the Mandshur language, which,
having an alphabet, may be more easily acquired than the

original. In the Mongul language there are also many
books, written in the various countries to which their

wide conquests extended.

Manufactures and Commerce.} At Astracan there are

manufactures of leather and isinglass ; and a considerable'

trade is carried on in salt, produced, in great quantities,

from the salt-lakes and marshes in the vicinity of the Cas-
pian Sea; as also in fish, prcN:ured from the same soa.

2
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'I'lie piiiuipul tiatte of Siberia 13 111 .sables, nnd olhcr furs,

whicli are purchased with avidity by the Chinese; who, in

return, bring tea, silk', and other commodities.

The Tartar citizens of Kazan, Grcnberg, and other go-
vernments, carry on comnrerce, exercise sevxn.l trades,

and have ionre manufactories. Their manner of dealing

is chiefly by way of barter; coin is very rarely .seen among
tiicm, and bills of exchange never. They are not, in ge-

neral, very enterprising ; but, as they extend (heir connec-
tions by partners and clerks, many of them carry on a

great deal of business, which their parsimonious way of
life renders very lucrative. At Kazan, they make a trade

of preparing what is called, in England, Morocco leather.

The villages of these people comprehend from ten to one
hundred farms. Most of them also contain tanners, shoe-

makers, tailors, dyers, smiths, and carpenters.

Cmloms, Manners, ^-c] The inhabitants of Asiatic

Russia are composed of many different nations, principally

Tartar tribes, some of w hom now live in fixed houses and
villages, and pay tribnte like other subjects. Formerly
they were not admitted into the Russian armies, but of late

years they have been found to make excellent soldiers.

Other Russian Tartars retain their ancient habits, and live

a wandering life. Both sides of the Volga are inhabited

by Tciierinises and Morduars, a peaceable and industrious

people. The Bashkirs are likewise fixed inhabitants of

the tract that reaches from Kazan to the frorttiers of Si-

beria. The wandering Kalmncs occupy the rest of the

tract to Astracan and the frontiers of tlie Usbecs ; and, in

cortsideration of certain presents, which they recei\-ed

from the sovereigns of Russia, they serve in their armies

without pay, but are apt to plunder equally friends and
foes.

The character of the Tartars of Kazan may serve for

that df all the Mahometan Tartars. Few of them are

tall ; but tiiey arc generally straight and ivell-made, have

small faces, with fresh complexions, and a sprightly and
agreeable air. Tiiey are haughty, and jealous of their ho-

nour, but of very moderate cai)acity. They are sober

and frugal, dexterous at meclianical trades, and fond of

neatness. Tiie Tartarian women are of a wholesome com-
plexion, rather than handsome, and of a good constitu-

tion : from their earliest infancy they are accustomed to

hibom-, retirement, and submission. The Tartars of Ka-
zan take great care of the education of their children.

Their youth are tauglit to read and write, and are in-

stiucted in the Arabic tongue, :!;id the principles of their

religion. Even the smallest village has its chapel, priest,

and schoohnaster; though some of these priests and tcacii-

ers are n<!t WM\^ sKillrd in (he Arabic laiiguage. The best

Tartarian academies in the Russian empire are those of

Kazan, Tobolsk, nnd Astracan, wiiich are uhHer the direc-
'

lion of lire gagouns, or high-priests. It is not uncotJnnon

[part I.

to find small collections of historical anecdotes, in manu-

script, in the huts of the peasants; and their merchants

besides what those little libraries contain, are pretty ex-

tcusively acquainted with the history of their own people

and that of the circumjacent states. Such as choose to

make a jjrogress in theology, errtcr themselves into (he

schools of Bucharia, which are more complete than the

others.

Of the Kalmuc Tartars, Mr. Tookc says, " They are

for the most part, raw-boned and stout ; their visage is so

flat, that the skull of a Kaltnuc may easily be known

from that of any other man. The eyes too are smaller

and the comers of them flatter, than among the Europeans'

They have thick lips, a small nose, and a short chin; and

their beard is scanty, and appears late. Their teeth are

even and white, their complexion a reddish brown, and

their knees always starrd outwards, IHre a bow, which pro.

ceeds from their manner of sitting on their ankles, and

their being almost constantly on horseback. The women
are of the sinne sirape and make with the men, only that

their complexion is very deal-, and of a wholesome white

and red. According to some travellers, one might be led

to suppose, that all the faces of the Kalmncs are deformed

and friglnfHl ; but this is not the case. There are, among

both sexes, many romid and pleasant faces, some whose

features are so regular, that they would not want admirers

in any European city; though it seems a characteristic of

this people, that the corners of their eyes and eye-bro\»s

have a slairt direction, and the bridges of then- noses are

short and flat. Full-grown men have a strong and large

beard, but tliey leave only a whisker turned up on their

irpper lip, and a tuft upon the under one. Old persons,

and especially priests, leave a whisker, and let the hair

grow over the corners of the mouth, on the lower lip,

undferrieath the chin, and about the neck. The rest of (he

face is kept clear, by plucking it, and cutting it with scis-

sars and rough knives."

The Kalmncs are remarkable for their hospitality, can-

dour, and a certain gaiety w hich never leaves them ; but

they are charged with indolence, want of cleanliness, and

knavery. A love of idleness, indeed, is common to all

natiohs who lead an unlimited, careless, and pastoral life;

but their filthlness may be ascribed, as iti the lower classes

of the French, more to their education and volatility than

to sloth ; for the Kalmuc women perform their domestic

ofticris W'ith ^reat industry. As to their mental faculties,

their knowledge is cSrtaiiily much limited; but tiiey have a

good natural Understanding, which might be easily culti-

vated and improved, if their way of lining and natural

spiiglifliiicss were not insuperable obstacles. Though ge-

nerally choleric, they live in toleriiblfe harmony among

themselves, and are very sociable, wishing to share evCiy

thing that can be enjbyell, attd n^ver keeping any thing to
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themselves aloite. Wlien eating, drinking, or smoking to-

bacco, every orw; present must be a partaker; and if, for

example, there should be but one tobacco-pipe, they must

all use it by turns. If one be presented with tobacco,

fruit, or other eatables, he will divide it with his friends,

or those who are next him ; or, if a family have made a

provision of milk, to make brandy of, they will call in their

neighbours to help to consume this blessing.

The dress of the common people seldom consists of

imj thing but slieep and other skins, and felts, which they

throw over them in the rain, by way of cloak. The better

class of men wear an upper garment, like tlrat worn by

the Poles, except the sleeves, which are close and narrow,

and an under-garment, buttonetl all the way down, and
bound close to the body.

The women would be st-arcely distiirguished from the

men, if it were not for their iiead-dress, and, in this, mar-
ried women differ from the maidens. The heads of the

men are conmionly dipt close, leaving only a lontr tuft of
hair behind, in the centre of the crown, which diose of
distinction generally braid into two or three tresses : the

tribe of Torgouts wear, both summer and winter, a small

I

round cap, bordered M'ith fur: that of the Sjungorians
commonly wear a summer-hat, covered with felt, just like

those of the Chinese, except its being smaller, and having
a flatter brim. All wear, upon the crown, a large spread-
ing fringe, which hangs down under the cap. A Kalmuc's
cars, like those of the Tartars, stand at a distance from
his head, and the cap comes down to the root of the ears.

Tlie hair of their boys i« shorn from their infancy ; but
girls run about, like furies, with beviildercd locks. At the
age of ten or twelve, however, when a Kalmuc lady is

marriageable, her hair is platted in as many tresses as she
pleases, and wound round the head. When a girl is mar-
ried, these tresses are undone, and the hair is braided into
two large ones only, which hang down in tails over both
Moulders. The ordinary class of women, whilst at work,
put theirs into a linen bag. The caps of wives and maidens
arc partly the same, except thftt the lower class wear them
only when they go out, or are well-dressed. It is a round
flat cap, bordered with fur, and covers only the upper
part of the head. Women of distinction wear higher
caps, of a richer silk stuff, with a broad brim, turned up
before and behind, and lined with black velvet. They seem
fond 6f spreadhig, on the tops of theh- caps, a broad
timge, that hangs down on all sides. Ear-rings are uni-
versally Worn by the Women.
The dwellings of the Kalnuics are like those huts, m.tde

of felts, common in all Asiatic regions, and well known
m luissia; they are cMcAjotnts. The skeleton of these
fflt huts consists first of w-attlcd hurdles, formed, thirty
jnches thick, by seven or eight different pieces, seven feet
long tmi) five broad, placed one irpon nnother, and fas-

1 A. ,„
tened togcUier, in a Kind ot pannel, witn willow rods; se-

yeral of these punnels are set up in u circular form, and
joined at the ends with hair ropes, or bands, forming the

circumference of the tent. The door is made in the same
maimer, but not so thick, and ornamented with u border

:

ropes serve instead of hinges, by tying the piece that
forms the door to the hurdle next it. Three long willow
poles are then set up, with a ring on Ihe top, made of
wicker, to form the roof; tlirougli which rmg th« ends of
a great number of poles are put, the other end fi.Mcd in

tlie hurdles below, and fastened with strings. This being
neatly executed, the whole is painted red. The skeleton,

now completed, is covered with felts, or a cloth made of
wool, united without weaving, large enough to cover it, and
fastened on with cords wound round it. in winter, all is

closed
; but, in summer, the sides are left open, by throw-

ing aside the covering. In very cold weather, they lay

over the whole tent an additional covering of felts and
mats, binding them on as before. The part within the
nng at the top is left open for a chimney ; but, us a shel-
ter from the wind and ram, some cross circular pieces
arc fixed over it, on which they occasionally throw a felt,

on rile windward side, and, when the fire is burnt out
within, they cover riie whole apcrUire, to keep the hut
warm.

Domestic labour falls exclusively upon the women ; the
men taking no other pains than to build and repa'ir their
tents, the rest of their time being spent in hunting, at-

tending their flocks, or in idleness or amusement. It is

the ^^ omen's business to milk the cattle, marcs, and ewes,
and prepare the hides, to do the needle-work, and every
other domestic occupation. They also knead, will, then
hands, camel, horse, and cow dung; make flat cakes of the
composition, and dry them in the Mind for fuel. When
rile master of a house means to go abroad, it is the duty
of his wife to saddle his horse, and bring him to the door.
In short, the women have so much to do, thnt they ;ue
seldom seen idle.

They have commonly more horses than horned cattle,
and mares' milk is what they like best, for, I)eii.g made
sour, it contains such a spirit, that, if a ])erson drhik two
or three of their large bowls full, it will almost intoxicate
him. The cr ws and mares will not give any niilk, unless
riie calf or colt be present: on this account, colts ami
calves arc kept almost the whole day about the tents, staked
down to a particular spot of ground with long rojjes, and
are sufiercd to suck only ;it night. Their motliers vill

feed, naturally, not far from riiein ; of course, they have
them always at hand. They milk (he mares evi rv hour,
and each yields about the seventh part of a gallon, or a
moderate bottle full of milk; but the cows arc milked only
twice or three times a-day. Before milking, the mother
is led to its young one; and, as soon as it begins to suck^
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some one pushes it away, and the milk flows freely; with

the cows, it is suflicient to shew them their calves, and,

shouhl they die in the birth or afterwards, they will stiifl;'

tlie skins, and tie tliem up among the rest, in order to

shew them to the cows in milking-time ; but the mares are

not so simple, and they are under a necessity of acting

cautiously with these, lest it should make them stubborn,

and refuse their milk entirely.

Fresh mares' milk is much more fluid than the milk of

cows, but, on account of a little alkaline taste, is not so

pleasant; yet, if they turn it with cleanliness, it has a more
delicate vinous flavour. It yields hardly any cream ; of

course, it is not fit for butter, but it is richer in fermenting

particles. In winter, when tluy have but little mares'

milk, they content themselves with cows' milk, which is

much less spirituous, and, when turned sour, has a more
disagreeable taste. In order to turn the milk, they pour
it gradually into large vessels, which, iti winter-time, are

set near the fire, either above or under ground. As they

distil a spirit from this sour milk, they sometimes turn it

with a little of this spirit, if they have any, or can borrow

it from their neighbours, and sometimes with a little of

the sour milk which they find in the stomachs of the lambs

they kill. Milk designed for distillation they do not take

any cream from, but beat it about now and then with a

stick, as tliey do in making butter ; or, as the milk is col-

lected in summer in leathern bottles, they shake it well

twice a day ; and this will turn it.

They make a kind of cheese from ewes' milk, ^vhich

they eat, in winter, with butter. Indeed, this is tlie only

use they make of ewes' milk, deeming it unfit for distilla-

tion. To make butter from cows' milk, they boil it well,

turn it sour in the course of one day, heat it with a butter-

stafl^, and pour it into a bowl, when the oil of the butter

will swim on the surface, which tliey skim off, and keep

in leathern vessels.

The Kalmucs are never at a loss for meat in the sum-

mer, as they can procure it in abundance, either by hunt-

ing, or from such of their cattle as die a natural or acci-

dental death ; but they rarely slaughter their own cattle.

Badgers, marmots, and rats, are their peculiar dainties.

Tliey account the beaver, also, to be wholesome food, un-

less it be too fat. Besides these animals, they eat wild

horses, wild goats, wild boars, and all sorts of birds, even

the largest bird of prey; yet they abhor the flesh of wolves,

saying it is bitter. When they have plenty of meat, ii)

sunnuer, they will cut it into narrow slices, dry it in tiie

sun, or, in rainy weather, over a smoking fire, within their

tents, and lay it up for winter and travelling provisions.

" Even tlie chiefs and first people among them," says Mr.
Tooke, " will feed upon cattle that have died of distem-

per and age, and, let the flesh stink ever so much, they

will eat It without disgust. For this reason, in every horde,
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the flesh-market has the appearance of a lay-stall of car

rion. Bread and groats they purchase fiom the Kussiariji'

for, as they eat but little, they seldom cultivate any land

or sow any corn. There are certain roots, also, which

they eat, as the knots of the sage-tree, which they call

hodmoH. After drying it, and reducing it to powder, they

boil it into a pulp with milk. They cat, also, the chich-

ling-vetch, which they boil with their meat; and also the

roots of a sort of sun-flower. Instead of tea, which they

boil in the Mongolian fashion, with milk and butter, the

common people gather, on the deserts, a kind of small

liquorice, which they boil with salt and milk; they are

great lovers of mead and brandy; and both sexes smoke

tobacco at an enormous rate.

Besides the profession of arms and the care of their

flocks, it is the department of the men to assist in ma-

nufacturing their felts. Having sheered their sheep m
spring and summer, with sharp knives, they spread the

wool out on an old felt, or mat, on which it is well-beaten

by ten or twelve persons sitting round it,' till all the dust

is out. It is then equally spread upon a felt, the exact

size of the one that is to be made, and, in spots wiiere

they want to vary it in colour, they place, over the first

layer of wool, died wool of those colours. This done,

they carefully roll up the whole together, and tie it tight

with hair-cords, then all the people present sit down iu

two rows, opposite to each other, take the rolled felt

between them, and raise it to their knees, throwing it from

their knees again on the ground with all their strength,

and continuing this for some hours. This miites the wool

into a body ; and, when they think it is suflUciently matted,

they unroll it, and repair, with the hand, any defecti that

appear in it.

The principal arms of the Kalmucs are lances, arrows,

and bows ; the latter are made of different kinds of wood,

but chiefly of the plane-tree. They have a variety of

arrows, some short, made wholly with wood, with a knob

at the end; with these they kill small animals andbird«;

others are light, with small points ; and some, intended for

war, have a strong iron point. All these arrows are winged

with feathers, taken from the tail of the eagle, as tlie wing-

featliers are apt to carry the arrow out of its direction.

They arc contained in certain divisions in a quiver, and

hung on the right side of the saddle ; the bow, in a scab-

bard on die left side. The more opulent Kalmucs have

fire-arms. Such as are well-armed wear breast-harness,

like those of the oriental nations, consisting of net-work,

made of iron and steel rings, which they get in barter for

their horses. Ilieir full armour consists of a round hel-

met, with ail iron net-work, that hangs down round the

neck upon the shoulders, but only as low as the eye-browi

on the face; a coat of mail, with sleeves to the wtist,

covering the back of the band, witli a slip fastened be-
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tween the tingers; aitd two aim-linnio»scs, i-\u>iuliiig from

the elbow to the wrist, and Imckleil on the outskle of the

arm.

The iron-woi k used for tlieir arms ii made among iliem-

bt-lves. There are also a kind of petty jewellers among

(hem, wl«> make ornaments for the women, and embellish

tea-pots with silver figures of animals and hoo])s. Tlieir

tools are very simple. Their bellows consists of a leather

tog, with a pipe, fixed between two boards, which they

extend and press together.

Many of the Kalmucs betroth their children, not only

iiilheircailiest infancy, but even before they are bom : this

bctiotliing is, hov.ever, conditional, that such a one has a

boy, and such a one a girl. The young couple are united

at fourteen years of age, or later. Prior to the wedding,

the bridegroom agrees with the girl's father, as to the por-

tion he is to have with her, which consists in a certain

number of horses and cattle ; and the father of the young

man, in return, presents the bride with u new white felt

tent, some household furniture, bed-clothes, and orna-

mented feet-pillows, covered with cotton or silk, and

laced. The gellung, or priest, is consulted, with respect

to the day of marriage, and he searches, by astronomical

calculations, for a propitious one. T'he new tent is then

erected; the bride, with her parents and relations, goes to

the bridegroom, who, with the gellung, accompanies them

to the tent, where he reads some few prayers, and orders

the bride's tresses to be undone, and braided, in the man-
ner of married women, into two tails. He next takes the

caps of the married couple, retires with tlieiil without the

tent, smokes them with frankincense, and offers a prayer.

He then returns to the couple, blesses them, gives the caps

to some of the persons present, to put them on the bride

and bridegroom's head, and the ceremony concludes with

a feaat.

At tlie nuptials of princes, great entertainments are

giveu. A large banquet is prepared, and those who carry

the eatables to table, which are served up in large wooden
vessels, are preceded by a herald, or carver, on horseback,

splendidly dressed, having over his shoulders a long tippet

of fine white linen, and his cap trimnml with black fur.

Ou the wedding-day, all the priests read prayers, and the

day is concluded with a variety of amusements.

The customary diversions of this people consist in

horse-racing, in which the girls bear a part; shooting with

the bow for wagers; wrestling, in which they strip them-
selves to their trowsers; hearing the maidens sing; panto-
mime dances, and music, perforrtied by the girls, who play
on the lute, the kit, a kind of hurdy-gurdy, and the pipe.
I he subjects of their songs are tlie fabulous stories of gi-

gantic chivalry, heroic tales, and amorous ditties; but their

melody is harsh and dismal. The Kalmncs also play at

eliess, cards, 8lc.
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When a Kulmuc dies, the gellung is made aoqualnted

with the moment in which the spirit of the deteased de-

parted; and ho ordains the niumiurin which, and to whai
district, tlie corpse is to be carried. There arc six dif-

ferent modes of burial ; one is to lay the corpse, naked,
in the open field, with the head towards the cast, and
the body in a sleeping positiony supporting the head with
the right arm. At the head, on both sides, and also at the
feet, they stick poles into the ground, on the top of which
are fastened square pieces of stuff, Mrittcn over with Ton-
gusian prayers, wliich resemble flags, and are culled

prayci-thigs. The second mode is to carry the corpse to

some adjacent wood, dressed in the dress of the country.

In both the above cases the body is left to be devoured
by wild beasts, by which process, they suppose, the soul

continues its transmigration. The third way is to throw
the body into the water; this they do with children; the

fourth, to bury it ; the fifth, to cover it with a heap of
stones ; and the sixth, to burn it. In the first five modes,
in which they bury the common people, and lower order

of priests, they stick one flag as near the body as they

can, burying with them the weapons of the deceased, and
some few presents. Besides these prayers of the dead, a
kind of mass is read by the priest for the deceased, by
order of the parents, agrreably to the hour in which h«

died. Tliese masses continue forty-nine days; at the ex-

piration of which, three prayer-fiags are given to the pa-

rents by the gellung, m hich they also stick near the corpse,

and then leave it, without any further notice. Some, how-
ever, will continue the masses longer. From the hour of
departure, they judge whether the deceased were a good
or a wicked man; and, if the body remain unmolested

by beasts of prey, they consider it as an ill omen.

Burning the dead is only practised for priests, princes,

and a few persons of superior sanctity. The ashes of

such bodies are carefully collected, mixed with frankin-

cense, and sent to the Dalai Lama, at Tibet, who sends

word back into which paradise the new-born soul is ar-

rived through the fire, without being metaniorpiioscd into

an animal. In order to burn them, a vaulted oven is built,

with holes, in one of which the body, full dressed, is laid

upon a bench with three feet. The fire blazes out of the

oven, and is fed with the fat of the body till it is entirely

consumed.

The Nagai Tartars, of which there are many tribes, are

represented as the remHiiuler of the Mongolian race, and

a powerful nation, but so reduced by the vicissitudes of

war during a centuiy past, as scarcely to deserve that

appellation.

These people are low of stature, but rather corpulent

;

they have olive complexions, large faces, small eyes, and

tolerable features. Tlie dress of the men is composed of

sheep-skins, with the wool outwards; their caps are of

•IV
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various sliapet; buf those worn in genorul are small and
round

: they are made of lanib-sVitis, and so constructed

ns to cover the head only as far as the ears. The younger

women wear Circassian caps ; and those who are married

adopt the custom of wearing the veil.

There are some tribes among these people wlio live in

valleys, eight or ten fathoms deep, wliich intersect the

plains from north to south, and which are more than

ninety miles long, though but half a quarter of a league

wide. Muddy rivulets run through the middle of them,

on the borders of which are tents, intended to give shel-

ter, during wmtcr, to their numerous flocks and herds. A
Tartarian tent, in many parts, resembles a large kind of

hen-coop. The paling is in a circular form, and over this

a door opens at the top. A felt of camel-hair envelopes

the whole; and a piece of this felt is thrown over the hole

in the centre, which serves to give vent to the smoke.

These Tartars, according to the custom generally pre-

valent in Asiatic Russia, purchase their wives. A dower,

with the wealthy, consists of twenty or thirty marcs, two

stallions, fully equipped, a complete suit of armour, and a

musket and sabre, which are presented to the wife's fa-

ttier on the day of marriage.

In their marriages they are not very delicate. Little

or no difference is made betw ecn the child of a concubine

or slave and that of the wife ; but, among the heads of

tribes, the wife's son is always preferred to the succession.

After a wife has arrived at the age of forty years, she is

employed in menial duties, and must attend the young

wives, who succeed to her place.

These Tartars are a wandering people. They set out on

their peregrinations in the spring, in great numbers, pre-

ceded by their flocks and herds. They have little money,

except what they get from their neighbours, the Russians,

Persians, or Turks, in exchange for cattle : with this they

purchase cloths, silks, stuff's, and other articles of apparel,

for their women. They have few mechanics, and avoid

all labour as the greatest slavery. If they are angry with

a person, they wish he may live in one place, and work

like a Russian.

The pleasures of hawking, hunting, and coursing, are

their chief delight : and their chiefs frequently form hunt-

ing parties, attended by numbers of tnirzns, or noblemen.

They depart for the chace with arms and baggage ; and the

amusement lasts several days. Camps are formed every

night. A body of troops follow the serasker, or com-

mander-in-chief of the army : and sometimes these parties

of pleasure serve as pretexts for more serious expeditions.

Hospitality is a virtue !)y no means unknown to these

j>eopIe, On the arrival of a stranger at any town or vil-

lage, it is customary for the inhabitants to stand at their

doors, as if desirous of inviting him to enter. Having
made choice of his temporary residence, the inhabitants

GEOGRAPHY.
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go into their houses, and the stranger is shewn into an

apartment, into which the wife and daughter of the hw
enter, both with their faces uncovered; the first carrying

a basin and a pitcher, and the second a napkin, for the pur'

pose of washing. They then set before him their bfv

cheer, with an assurance of his being heartily welconif

According to their own declaration, they consider the exw-

cise of hospitality as a benefit, and, therefore, if any on

should constantly enjoy that advantage, he would makt

others jealous; but they do not permit of any means wliid,

might determine the choice of travellers. Their eastr.

ncss to come to their doors is only to prove that the;

houses are inhabited. Their uniformity preserves an

equality, and no one has a chance of procuring a guest su.

perior to another. They are of opinion, that it is equally

their duty and pleasure to assist a stranger in distress- anil

that, exercising hospitality, and following the dictates of Im.

manity, they fulfil the law of Mahomet, according to iht

sum and substance of the koran.

There is a tribe of the Nagais, called Kendure Tartar,.

When Professor Pallas first visited these parts, he found

this tribe in their felt tents, or huts, similar to those al.

ready described; but, in his second visit, he observed thai

they had varied their form. The mode in which they were

first constructed, was similar to that adopted by the Nagai

tribes in general; but they seem to have derived the latter

from some other nation, probably the Kalmucs, wIiom

habitations are constructed with more art, and bettw

adapted to the purposes of accommodation, being lo

made as to be disjoined and altered at pleasure. Each

opulent Tartar family, belonging to those wandering tribes,

has generally two tents, one for the accommodation of

visitors, and the other set apart for their females; bf-

sides which, in proportion to the number of the familv,

they generally have one or more covered two-v\ heeled cha-

riots, for the use of their wives and daughters. These car-

riages are painted of diversified colours ; and on the frout

is commonly fixed a chest, covered with tapestry, for con-

veying their best apparel from place to place. They have

also two-wheeled carts, which are loaded with liieir tent)

and baggage. The moveables of each family piocetd on

their journey, and in regular order. The hut is placed on

the axletree of the carriage, in which the mistress of the

family always goes before the caravan. The flocks and

herds are conducted by servants on horseback, and each

species of cattle moves in a separate drove. VMien the

tents are pitched, on the spot fixed for a tempoiary abode,

a coveriet is raised on a long moveable pole, to the wind-

ward of the aperture that lets out the smoke, in order to

promote its ascent from the tent.

The dress of the women and girls of this nation is

peculiar to themselves, as will appear from the following

description :
" The girls wear a sort of red cap, made of
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the rind of trtics, iu the form of a bee-hive, and adorned

with pieces of tin. Corals and small pieces of coin are

bun" round tliis head-dress. The gown is composed of

diversilied silk-stuft", with long narrow blccves, and is or-

namented, from the breast to the waist, with tassels of tin

01 silver, buttons, little bells, and rings. A strap or cord

is worn over the left shoulder, to which is attached a tin

case, containing amulets, and frequently a large shell.

The women are very awkward ligures : in summer, they

dress in an upper gown, of an uniform colour, wear long

white cloth on the head, and over it a fur-cap. In the

pcifoiutcd light nostiil is a ring, ornamented with corals,

pearls, or precious stones.

'I'hc Samoiedes were made tributary to the Russian cm-

|)ire so early as 1525; whereas the other nations of Sibe-

ria were not conquered till the seventeenth century. 'I'hey

inhabit all the northern districts of Russia and Siberia,

as far as to the Jenisea; but, within this district, they arc

divided into many tribes, difl'erent even in their dialects.

The persons of the Samoiedes are thus described by

Mr. Tooke :
" The men are about five feet high. Tkey

stem all of a heap, have short legs, a large head, Hat nose

and face, large mouth and ears, small black eyes, pendant

lips, and little feet, little or no beard, and black coarse

hair. The women are shorter than the men, and have a

more slender shape. It may be said of these people, on
the whole, that a pretty female amongst them is as extra-

ordinary as a fine man. Their breasts are small and flat,

and their maturity very early ; many of them being mothers

at twelve years of age, and sometimes at eleven; but they

are not very prolific, and after thirty years of age seldom

bear children*

" Some of the men shave their heads partially, some
wholly, and some not at all. Some wear but one whisker

on one side, and others on both sides, llie women's
dress is singular : they always go bare-headed and bare-

faced; tlieir hair is braided into two tresses, which hang
down behind, and are never opened. In their ears they

wear short pendants of beads. The breast and back-
pieces of their garments are made of the furs of young
rein-deer, and the rest of pieces of cloth, sewed together

;

the whole bordered with fur, and made to lap over before,

and there tied with a girdle. Instead of a breast-pin, they
have a large iron ring, un which both ends of the girdle
are tied. They also wear breeches, of dyed rein-deer
skins. Ill t' 3 dress the Sanioiede women remain day and
"light, but ihe men sleep without any clothes; and, but
for these biceches, would be quite naked."

During three parts of the year they live iu caves, and
make siiijterraneous passages, for the purpose of visiting

each other. Their light they derive from lamps, fed by
foetid fish-oil.

The tents, in which they live the three summer-months,

i A. lAl

in form resemble a bee-hive, and ar« covered with the

skins of the game they kill.

Each Samoiedc keeps his own rein-deer, and he and
his family generally watch them themselves. These ani

mala are chiefly employed to transport their tents and ef

fects, on sledges, which measure about eight feet in length

and about four in breadth, and turn up before, in the

manner of a skait. The rein-deer have a pleasing appear-
ance in harness, holding their heads so high, that theii

horns almost touch their backs. The wild rein-deer fur-

nishes the Samoiede with every necessary he wants, viz.

food, roofs, spades, which they make of the horn, clothes,

and sinews for thread, &c. When they live near the sea,

they have suflicient subsistence from the sea-bears that

come on shore, dead whales, thrown up by the waves, and
other animals, which they eat indiscriminately. Dogs,
cats, ermines, squirrels, and snakes; in short, whatever

they can kill, or find dead : nothing conies amiss to them.
They sometimes fish in the gulf aud lakes, with small nets,

and ropes made of willow. In autumn they hunt ice-

foxes, which are not only caught by the men in traps,

and sometimes pursued, but even dug out of their holes,

by the women, and killed. There are wealthy Sainoiede»,

who, for the sake of fishing, will lake up their summer-
abode on tlie river Oby, and leave the care of their flocks

to their children and shepherds; yet, when the time of

hunting approaches, will return to their old way of living.

These people are very dexterous at catching what is called

the sea-dog. It is done by crawling upon the ice after

the animal, wjth a large hook and line, throwing the hook
to a convenient distance, when the animal, in endeavour-

ing to avoid the snare laid for it, generally fixes himself

in it. The creature, however, though thus liooked, jumps
sometimes into the sea, with such force and violence, as

to drag the man into the sea after him. From the sea-

dog is extracted an oil, and the flesh is eaten by the na-

tives.

The Samoiede women are generally treated with great

severity. They have every domestic and laborious busi-

ness to perform, and. are quite slaves to their husbands.

In their huts, a staff is erected behind the lire, the

limits of which the wife dares not pass, for they deem
the fire sacred, and think a woman going round it would
profane it. To do her domestic work, if she wants to

go from one side of tiie hut to the other, she must go
round about; for the Samoiedes superstitiously believe

that, if a woman were at liberty to go about the whole
tent, a wolf would certainly devour a rein-deer the same
night.

When a Samoiede wishes to take a wife, he looks for

one equal to himself in rank and property. Having ap
pointed a person, from among his friends, to transact

the business, the negociator waits upon the father of tlie
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nuiaoii, and uiiquiivs whothcr the yoiiiij; man can liavt-

her. If til.- futluT uicc|)t iIm; propo.^ial, tlic ncgocialor
iclllcs the price to be paid, wliieh gt iicially consists of n
variety of clothes, household Me<«Nsaiies, rein-doer, and
otiier matters purchased from the Itusiians. An soon »k

this is paid, it is settled when tlie bride shall be ready to

gi> c her hand. On the day appointed, the bridegroom
aaits on his bride, with a number of strange women, to

fetch her, and, after some forma, the inarriuge-rites are

])erfurnied.

\\'hen these people assemble upon any joyous occasion,

they divert themselves uitli fighting, and nnming over cer-

tain limits. They also dance with their wives, by couples,

in circles, throwing themselves into a variety of attitudes,

nnd making a number of grimaces, all to nuisitoal measure;
and often, for want of music, will keep time by snort-

ing, and other nasal sounds, in which the women beaf a

chorus.

When an individual of this nation dies, they dress the

body in as many of its new clothes as they can put on,

laying w hat is left about the corpse, and put the head into

» boiler, from an opinion that, after the head is decayed,

tlic soul will there remain: they then wrap the body in the

cover of a tentj of rein-deer skins, bind it round with

ropes, and drag it out, not at tlie door, but from under

the covering of the tent, which they raise for the purpose

;

for they think, if it be taken through tlie door, the de-

ceased will return, and soon fetch away some other of the

family. When brought to the place of interment, if in

summer, they dig a very shallow pit, not above eighteen

nches deep, cover the corpse with wild bushes, and then

:hrow the ground upon it. In winter, they erect a hut,

wth timber and bushes, place the deceased in it, give him
an axe, knife, bow and arrows, tobacco, a pipe, spoon,

and cups, ami then leave him. The rein-deer that drew
the corpse are killed, and put, with all their furniture, into

the grave. Opulent persons kill, also, all those rein-deer

with whicii the deceased used to hunt ; and the whole, in

winter, arc covered with straw; in summer, witli moss and

straw.

During the interment, they send for a magician, who
has recourse to the drum, and puts on a particular kind of

rol»e, ornamented with figures, on iron plates. His busi-

ness is, to persuade the spirit of the dead not to molest

tlsose lie has left behind him, nor to fetch them away,
but to leave his lucky hunting days to his relations. At
these timc!<, a rein-deer is sacrificed, and dressed on the

spot ; but neither the wife nor husband of the deceased is

at liberty to eat out ot the common boiler without bsing

first punfi^-.i, by washing and smoking themselves with
castor. Should a Samoiede pass the grave of a near re-

lative, even ten years afterwards, he must sacrifice a rein-

deer, in memory of the deceased, and eat it with his at-

[<'A«T I.

tendunls, having ihp head and liorni upon the or..

1 lie name ol llie deceased is ao more to hv mentioned
but by allusion or circumlocution: he that would p,^
noimcu Ihi! name, would become a declared enemy of ,1,^

leliitions; bui the same name may bo revived in the iewni
or third geneiation.

Mourning for the dead consists in not tying up tliti,

l\ir-boots, nor girding their bodies with willows,
letiii,,,

the hair go dishevelled for some time, and afterwards
lirai.l.

ing it, for life, into three tresses, lotting the tliird hai,,,

on one side over the ear.
"

'I'he Ostiac Tartars arc, in general, of a middle stature

nut very strong, and particularly thin and lean. Theit
faces are disagreeable, pale, and flat, without any cliarac.

teristic form. The ruddy and light-coloured hair, thai

hangs about the head of the men, renders them still'more

ugly. They are timorous, superstitious, and simple, but

otherwise have a tolerable share of good-nature. Thci
are, from their youth, laborious, being obliged to put „,,

with a troublesome and bad way of living ; but, as jooii

a* they find themselves a little above indigence, they arc

slothful, especially the men; and, in their whole domestic

management, very filthy and disgustful.

To strangers the Ostiacs are vei-y hospitable, and do

not know how to pay sufficient honour and respect to their

gueatB. If they have any rein-deer, they will kill one im-

mediately, and set before their friend the tongue, brains,

and breast, boiled in their way, which they consider as

the greatest delicacies. After the meal, they will mike
their guest such a present as tliey can aflford, without ex-

pecting any return.

The dress of both sexes consists chiefly of the skins of

animals, and furs, which they prepare themselves. The
more opulent wear shirts; but the common people wear

their leathern coats next tjieir skin. The mens' dreis is

first a narrow under fur, with sleeves, which scarcely reach

half-way to the loins, having a hole above to put the head

through, close behind and before. This is commoidj

made with the skin of a reiu-deer fawn, which drops iu

spring, and is put on, instead of a shirt, with the hair in-

wards. The most usual upper fur, or gannent, which is

worn also in summer, when the weather is cold, consists

of a rein-deer skin, sewed together, and worn witli the

hair inwards. It is almost like the former, except that

behind tlie opening, through which the head passes, hangs

a hood, which is occasionally tlirown over the head. They

generally border the hood and seams of the garment with

dog's-skin, and it is often worn, in summer, without the

v.nder fur. In winter, they w ear a fur over both, asu also

a cap, made of loug-haired rein-deer skin. In summer-

time, those who wish to appear finer than ordinary, make

themselves a garment of several pieces of cleth, of va-

rious colours, without lining, and bordered with a white
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Jog'* ski"; o"" '^* *"''" "^ ioo-foxcs. 'Hie common bicerlics

of the ineii ure made oftlyod lein-dter skins, rut to sit

close on llicin, but do not reach tin; knees. On their legs

they «''"' *'''"''' st<"''''"g'*> niadc of the fawn of the rein-

deer, and over these hoots, made of the foot-skin of the

janie animal : the parts between the hoof ure fastened to-

«ellier for the sole of their boots, l)eing more solid, and

lending to prevent them from slipping on the snow.

Tlie women wear, next the skin, a kind of bed-gown,

made of fur, and open all the way before : it is not very

widej yet sullicieiitly so to hip over and tie together. This

is the only garment they wear: they take cure to keep it

flose before, but arc not permitted to wear a girdle. In

Slimmer they go bare-footed, but in winter, at home, they

wear stockings, like the men ; their hair is braided into

two tresses, behind, which hang down the back, and are

tied together by a string. Added to this, the more opulent

fiisteii on the hair, behind, two long strips of cloth, which

reach to the joint of the knee, and are decorated with

b;ass and copper-plates, representing little horses, rein-

deer, lish, and other figures. Those that have not much

hair, wind a piece of cloth about their heads, which crosses

behind, and hangs dow n the back in two long strips. Both

men and women wear long pendants in their «;ars, of co-

loured beads, strung on a wire or string; and several men
wear rings in their ears. As soon as any one enters their

tent, whether straugers or relations, the women cover their

heads with a linen veil, and will not be unveiled, even

before their own mother.

Among the women, it is reckoned an ornament to mark

the back of the hands, and the fore-part of the arm, with va-

rious bluish figures and points; for this purpose, they draw

the figure they mean to mark upon their skin with soot,

and prick it with needles till it bleeds; in so doing, the

puncture given with the needle leaves a blue speck, and the

iigure, being so pricked all over, remains on the skin. Men
only prick on their hands that sign by which they are re-

gistered in the tax-book, and which is considered, by other

tribes unskilled in writing, as their signature in law.

Whilst the other wandering tribes may be properly

tilled shepherds, the Ostiacs may be called a nation of

fishermen; for fishing, during the whole sunmier, and in

part of the winter, is their chief occupation. Hunting'

and bird-catching are occasional employments. Such be-*

mg the life of an Ostiac, it is naturally unsettled; of

course, in summer-time, they move their habitations to

places most adapted for fishing ; but have settled habita-

tions in winter, to which they annually return.

A sunnncr-tcnt, among these people, is made without

much trouble ; the birch-bark, which covers it, is carried

with them in boats, made of hollow trees, enlarged with

boards fastened on them, as are also the poles with which
they form their tents ; these poles are set close together,

13. VOL, >

'n fornj of pyramid.-*, and covered with the baik. In tlitsc

boats they go, with their wives and children, and all iliat

belong to them.

For their winter-abodes, they select elevated and dry

spots, on the banks of the neighbouring rivers. Here
they build, with young timber, regular scjuare huts, sinii-

Inr to a Hussian house, but low, sometimes half under

ground, and without a roof, instead of which, they cover

the top M ith turf and leaves, leaving only a square air-

hole, which they cover, in winter, with a transparent piece

of ice. On each side of this house is an open passage,

fenced in, where they keep their superfluous fins and ne-

cessaries. Such huts are inhabited by more than one fa-

mily; and the place, within the walls, is divided into tis

many apartments as there are families. Though narrow

and confined, the mother nuist put up with one room, for

the children and the whole family, who do their work be-

fore H small fire. Those mothers who have infants have

a cradle, made of birch-bark, before their house, and fill

it with any bruised rotten wood they can find, which serves

the infant as a bed. The cradle is covered with a piece

of fur, fastened to it by strings. The beds of such us

arc grown up ure made, on the bare giound, with rein-deer

furs and hay ; except in such rooms where there ure benches

to lie on.

" It is almost impossible," says a respectable author,

" to describe the e:;treme filthincss of this nation. Wash-

ing of hands is unknown among them, except when the

women open a fish, or take it out of the boiler, at which

time they wash off the filth, and dry their hands in the

furs. Men and animals eat out of the same vessel,

which is never cleaned. As their hair swarms with ver-

min, the most filthy of all their actions is that of the wo-

men, at their leisure, picking such vermin from their

husbands' heads, and killing them, with all possible calm-

ness, between their teeth. But the rich Ostiacs, from

Jmitation, are become so cleanly, as to make a kind of

soap, because what the Russians use is too scarce and

dear, and not strong enough to clean their hands. This
' soap is made by putting a good quantity of sharp ashes

into a kettle of water, and pouring, by degrees, fish-fat

into the lye, which they boil together till it settles and

becomes soap. They then take it out in pieces, tie it up

in rags, and, when they wash their hands, squeeze it like

a sponge. One reason of the filthiness of the common
Ostiacs is, that the women have too much domestic busi-

ness on their hands, and arc considered, by their husbands,

ralher as slaves than consorts. The wife erects the tent,

pulls it down, dresses the victuals, dries and mends her

husband's clothes, and serves him in every thing ; and,

when the husband returns from hunting or fishing, she

must clean and dress the fish. The men take nothing 'on

themselves but the business of fishing and hunting." •

2 Q
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During U»c stinimrr-Mrafinn tin y liavi> sncli nn abiiiulaiirc

of fish, tliitt they eut luithiiig else, ami liicy sehloni think
of boiling or roasting them, but cut off the flesh, as it

• omes fresh out of the water, sauce it with its blooH,
which flows plentifully from about the tail, when pricked
with a needle ; and take one long slice after another into

their mouths, cutting the bits very skilfully below their

hps. In winter they are fond of raw frozen fish, and are
imitated in this by the neighbouring Russians, who cat it

•o as a preservative against the scurvy. Fresh fish is only
boiled for guests, and what they leave the family eats

;

•nd, on such occasions, they plunge their filthy hands
mto the kettle, up to their elbows. In winter they make
a soup, or fish-broth, and put flour in it, and eat it with
large spoons. Eating with a knife is held ominous of nn-

auccessful fishing.

In autumn, when the first snow fulls, they hunt elks

and rein-deer; and he that kills nmkcs a feast for his

friends. The kidneys, lights, and other soft parts, are

eaten raw
; part of the flesh is boiled, and the rest smoked.

In winter, the Ostiacs travel in their snow-shoes far into

the deserts and forests, and do not return for some months,
drawing their food with them on small sledges. Their
hunting weapons are all sorts of arrows, some with a fork-

like point, others with bone points, and others clubbed at

the end, to kill small animals. If they kill large animals
in any great number, they flay them, bury the flesh iti the

deep snow, in a spot which they can find again, and fetch

it, at some other time, with rein-<leer or dogs. Tliey

will eat the flesh of bears, foxes, squirrels, and dead car-

cases, without disgust. When an Ostiac is exposed to

severe cold, pain, and hunger, he has recourse to tobacco,

which does biui great service: so that they are very fond

of 8mokin<r ami taking snufl^.

The dances of the Ostiacs are entirely national ; and

their ridiculous attitudes may be aptly compared to a bur-

lesque pantomime. They divert themselves thus at their

entertainments, and particularly when they have obtained

a quantity of brandy, by barter, from the Russians. The
men only dance, the women are merely spectators ; and

it requires no small adroitness, strength, and agility, for

they always dance till they are in a perspiration. In these

dances they represent the proceedings of their ancestors,

in chace of a variety of animals and birds, and even

in fishing. Sometimes they imitate the conduct and

walk of the most singular animals and birds, and satirise

the gait of their neighbours, all in musical cadence, which

the player varies, according to the different imitations.

They represent the chace of the sable, the manners of the

crsne and eli, anu the night and preying of the mouse-

bawk, the manner of the Russian women washing them-

selves, and other entertaining subjects. The most diffi-

cult representation is that of the crane ; when the dancer

(JEOCJR.MMIV. [PART,,

squats down, hides himself in a fur, the collar of «liii||

lie fastens round a long stick, which at top reseuiljli'K ihf

head of a crane, and thus squatting, and almost bent dnu.

ble, he dances, and imitates, with the stick, all the ^kv

tions of a crane. At the representation of llie oik, ih,

music imitates the several actions of the animal, wulkinci

trotting, and galloping; and the dancer makes all thf

grimaces of that animal, when he is throwing about hij

eyes in search of the huntsman. Their most favounls

dunces arc satiric representations, and they are fond of

ridiculing particidar persons, in cxtemporuneous aune«,

.With respect to marriage, those Ostiacs, who adlmc

still to paganism, take as many wives as they can afford.

It is legal among them to marry their brother's widow

their step-mother, or step-daughter, and other rilatjons.

They are fond of marrying sisters of other families, and

believe that men's marrying with a wife's sister briiigs good

luck ; and, by doing this, they |)ay the father only half tht

price first paid ; but they hold it sinful and disgraceful lo

marry relations of the same name
; yet they attend only to

the male line. If a woman have married into another fa.

mily, and borne a daughter, the brother of the niollier

or his children, may legally nuirry that daughter. In

short, all marriages are legal, if only the father of the

bride and bridegroom are of different families. Their

marriage forms and ceremonies are similar lo those of the

Sumoiedes.

Previous to their subjugation by the Russians, the Os-

tiacs had princes among them, whose dignity was lieredi-

tary. Some of their posterity are still in being, but not

much respected; living, in the manner of the commoa

people, by their labour. If any dispute happens among the

people, it is generally settled by arbitration ; but, if the

cause is brought before any Russian court of judicature,

it is adjusted by the evidence of the parties, and the fol-

lowing oath is usually administered. A wooden idol being

brought, the defendant is reminded of the danger of taking

a false oath, and constrained to cut off the idol's nose,

with an axe or knife, and injure it otherways ; during this,

he must repeat, after the interpreter, the following words;

" If I do not speak the truth in this cause, let my nose be

cut off in the same manner ; let me be hewn in pieces bj

an axe ; let the beasts of the forests tear me ; and every

misfort\me come upon me !" By the same oath the wit-

nesses are sworn ; and, out of superstitious fear, w ill rather

confess they are in the wrong, than expose themselves to

the punishment of their gods. If they are .to swear alle-

giance to a new sovereign, they aie assembled in little

circles, an axe is placed in the middle, with which a bear,

or benr-skin, has been cut in pieces ; and csch pcr^^'U is

presented with a bit of bread, on the point of a knife;

during this he is to take the oath of allegiance, as follows:

" If I do not remain faithful to the emperor, to t'le end e!
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ray life; if ^ «volt, or <\o not pay my tribute; or, if I

leave my country, or do any (.tlicr net of perfidy, let nie

Iwlorn by the beur, or choked with tiuM bread 1 cat; let

the axe cut ofT my bead, or let me be killed by thin knife!"

'I'liii (lone, they kneel down about a bear's tikin, and lay

IidM of it with their teeth, biting it ; and many, to shew

their zeal, w ill Icnr out the haira with their teeth. Similar

ubiigalions, on oath, are customary, with a bcar'a skin,

amoiifj most of the tribes in Siberia.

The blindest idolatry is still the reigning religion of

mail) of (lie Ostiacs. Those who, among their magicians,

|iriil'i'9> |iaguiiisni, have their idols at home; which are

cluiinily-carved puppets, with a human face, clothed with

ragu, aud put in the best corner of the tent. Before each

idol lliey place a small wooden box, in which the wor-

iliipptr presents his god with little presents, and keeps

jlways for liim a horn full of snuff. They industriously

iniear llie idol's mouth with (isli-fat, and render him every

honour, in their way. Some Ostiacs have deified pieces

(if logwood, little boxes, and other things they have bought

from the Russians. Such things they decorate in the best

manner they can, with rings and ribands, and worship

ihem, as others do their wooden puppets. It is truly

hmgliabic to see the effects of a Russian traveller taking

out, at night, when they are all asleep, the tobacco from

the horn, and leaving the horn in its place ; the simple

Ostiac, ill such a case, supposes that the idol has taken

ail the snuff, is surprised at it, and thinks that he must
lertaiiily have been hunting. It can scarcely be credited,

ihat Kuch a people could be so blind and ridiculous, as to

knock down the idol from its place, and break it in pieces,

I)) various methods, when they are in trouble, and the god
will not succour them ; though they held the idol in the

greatest veneration before. They also deify, in a certain

manner, their deceased relations ; making wooden imagesi

to represent some dead person they respected, and set, at

their remembrance-meals, their portion before them. Wo-
men, that loved their husbands, will take these puppets to

bed at night, dress them, and never omit placing some
victuals before them, when they take their own meals.
Particular spots of ground are set apart for the purpose

of sepulture. A corpse is never kept long; but he who
Hies ill the morning is commonly interred at noon. Their
graves are made, generally, only two feet deep; because,
111 most places, the frozen ground is too hard to be dug
into deeper. The deceased is dressed in his best clothes,

according to the season of the year, is put on a bench,
and all things near him which he used ; for instance, his

knife, axe, tobacco-horn, &c. except his flint and fire-

steel, whicli are only given to the dead carved in wood,
'i he relations and neighbours of the deceased assem-
ble in his jourt, and deplore him with great howling.
The women sit togetlier, with thcii faces veiled, and the
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men stand Inmniting over the body. Instead of a coffin,

they bring a little boat, whose fore and hind parts are cut

off, put the deceased, with all his tilings, into it, and carry

him to his grave. Men are borne by men, and women
are carried by women only, to the place of interment,

which is usually on some eminence. In the latter case,

the corpse is followed by some men to dig the grave, and
is interred widi shrieks of woe. The corpse of a man it

followed by three of the best rein-deer he possessed,

dressed and harnessed to sledges, and led on by men. As
soon as the body is interred, and covered with earth, they
put a cord round the hind legs of the deer, which two
men pull, whilst four others run them through the bodies,

on all sides, with pointed poles. At the funerals of the rich,

they kill many :>iore rtiu-dcer, putting slings about their

necks and feet, and beatinjt llitm about the back with poles,
till they drop down dead. These animals, sacrificed to

the deceased, remain on the grave; their housings are

laid on a kind of scaffold, made over it with bushes, and
the sledges are placed slanting up against it. Near the
grave they dress a funerul-meal ; and, when those who at-

tend are satisfied, they carry the remainder home, and di-

vide it among the neighbours, in remembrance of their

deceased friend.

The Jakuti, one of the most considerable of alt the

pagan nations in Siberia, comprising, in ten tribes, thirty

or forty thousand persons, are wholly subject and tributary

to Russia. They have an idea of a Supreme Being ; but
the image they form of him is of hideous aspect : it has

a big head, and large eyes of coral. They place it in a

tree, and cover it with furs. Once a year they assemble

together, and sacrifice horses, &c. to this image, sticking

up the horses' heads all round the tree. Then, sitting

down in a circle, they drink of a liquor, which they call

cttmises, and get intoxicated with it. They also throw
somo of the liquor into the air, and into a fire which they

light on the occasion. This ceremony is performed in the

spring, and is their new year's offering.

T'leir usual food is horse-fiesh, which they devour with

equal avidity, whether fresh or putrid. They are parti-

cularly fond of the use of tobacco, which they procure
from the Russians.

Their habitations resemble those of the Samoiedes, ex-

cepting that their summer-huts arc in the form of a sugar-

loaf, covered with the bark of trees, and curiously wrought
with horse-hair. The dead are generally left on the spot

where they expire, and the survivors seek a new habi

tation.

The Bratski Tartars inhabit the viclnitv of the Lake
Baikal; and many of them attain to a considerable know-
ledge ill mechanics and agriculture. Venison and horse-

flesh constitute the chief part of their food; but the lat-

ter, in general, has the preference. They breed great
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numbers of Iiorses, as well as other cattle, by which means
many of them obtain considerable property.

The Brabinski, who inhabit the vast desert of Barba,

live still farther to die west\t'ard. In die summer, they

remove to die banks of the rivers. Their winter habita-

tions, like diose in general of these northern climes, are

low in the earth, and the roofs, which are raised about

two or three feet, are covered with rushes or die skins of

animals. As the dreary desert of Barba is void of foun-

tains or rivers, the common drink of the inhabitants is

melted snow. They also drink mares' milk, in common
wiUi the Tartars in general.

The Tungusi consist of various tribes, spread through

different parts of Siberia, and are of the old Scythian race.

They are divided into three classes, viz. the Koniii Tun-
gusi, or those who use horses ; the Oleni Tungusi, or those

who use rein-deer; and the Sabatschi Tungusi, or those

who make use of dogs. They are of middle stature, and

tolerably good countenance. Their sigiit and hearing are

remarkably good; but their organs of smelling and feefing

are rather defective.

Both sexes of the Sabatschi Tungusi, who take up their

residence between die Lena and the Penchinska Ocesui,

gn naked in summer-time, except having a small piece of

skin round their waists. In winter, they are clodied with

deer-skins. Tliey believe in a superintending Providence,

but reverence idols of their own construction. They hang
their dead upon the branches of trees, and burn the bones
as soon as the flesh rots off, or is devoured by animals.

These people are acquainted with almost every tree

and stone widiiii die circuit of their usual perambulations,

and they can describe a course of some hundred miles by
the configuration of Uie trees and stones they meet with,

and can enable others to take the same route by such de-

scriptions. They also discover the tracks of the game by
the compression of die grass or moss. They learn foreign

languages with ease, are alert on horseback, good hunters,

and dexterous at the bow.

The Tschutski are thus described by Captain Cook

:

"They were robust and well-proportioned ; not any women
or children of either sex were observed, nor any aged

persons, except one man, whose head was bald ; and he

was the only one who bore no arms : the others seeniod to

be select men, and rather under dian above the middle

ajfc. The elderly man had a black mark across his face,

which was not perceived in any others. All of them had
dieir ears perforated, and some of them had glass-beads

hanging to dieni. These were the only fixed ornaments

sccti about them, for they wore none to their lips. The
dress of these people consisted of a cap and frock, a

pair of breeches, boots, and a pair of gloves, all made of

the skins of deer, dogs, seals, and other animals, extremely

well dressed, some with die hair or fur on, and others

[PARTr,

widiont it. The caps were made to*fit the head very close

and, besides these caps, which most of them wore sonif

hoods were obtained from them, made of dogs' skin and

large cnougli to cover tiie head and shoulders. Tiicirhair

was apparently black ; but Uieir heads were either sliavcd

or their hair cut close off, and none of them wore an»

beards."

Those peoj)le have their winter and summer habitations

the former are like a vault, the floor of which is sunk bo.

low the surface of the earth. One of them, examined by

Caj)taiu Cook's people, was of an oval figure, about twenir

feet in length, and twelve in height; the framing, con.

sistiiig of wood and the ribs of whales, judiciously
dis-

posed, and bound together with smaller materials of |)ip

same kind. Over this framing, a covering of strong coarse

grass was laid, and that again was covered with earth' so

that, on the outside if the house, it had the appearance

of a little hillock, supported by a stone wall, of the lieigln

of three or four feet, which was built round the two

sides and one end. At the other end of the habitation tiie

earth was raised sloping, to walk up to the entrance, wHcli

was by a hole in the top of the roof, over that end. llic

floor was boatded ; and under it was a sort of cellar, in

which was seen nodnng but water. At tlie end of each

house was n vaulted room, which was supposed to be >

store-room, over which stood a kind of sentry-box or

tower.

Their summer huts were of a tolerable size, and bro!i4t

to a kind of point at die top. Slight poles and bones,

covered widi the skins of sea-animals, composed tlic

framing. The inside of one being examined, there was a

fire-place just within the door, where a few wooden ves-

sels were deposited, all very dirty. Their bed-places were

close to the side, and occupied about one half of the cir-

cuit: some degree of privacy seemed to be observed;

for there were several partitions made with skins. Tlie

bed and bedding consisted of <leer-skins, and most of tlicm

were dry and clean.

Their arrows are pointed either with stone or bone, but

very few of them are barbed. Their spears are of iron

and steel, and embellished with carvings and inlaying vi

brass, and of a white metal. A leathern quiver, slung over

the left shoulder, serves to contain arrows : and some of

these quivers are exceedingly beautiful.

The Kamschadales resemble the other inhabitants of

Siberia in most instances, excepting that their visages are

somewhat shorter, their mouths larger, and their cheeks

fuller. Their hair is dark, their eyes are hollow, and the

reiuarkuble swartliiiiess of their complexion is altributeato

die power of the sun reflecting from die snow ; to obviate

die effects of which, those who are obliged to be in the

woods, cover Uieir faces with a kind of netting; for this

refraction injures not only the complexion, but the e\'-
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jight. They are uniformly below llic middle stature; a

ciicumst;iiic(! wliicli has been attributed to tlieir entering

into liie conjugal state at tlie early age of thirteen or four-

teen voars.

ill llieir disposition the Kamschadalcs are timid and pu-
fcillaiiiinous, and, from an innate kind of stupidity, tliey seem
to despise life. They never attaek an enemy openly, un-

IcM constrained, but steal privately to their habitations

and there exercise the most horrid barbarities, cutting them
in pieces, and even tearing out tlieir entrails, w ith savage

triumph. When they hear of the approach of a foe, they

retire to some mountain, and fortify it as strongly as possi-

ble; if it appear that the enemy is likely to get the better,

diey murder their wives and children, and then encounter
tlieir assailants with the utmost "ury ; and, when overpower-
ed, sell tlieir lives as dearly us possible. They are, in ge-
neral, exceeding slovenly, neglecting to wash themselves,

comb their hair, or cut their nails. They eat out of bowls
and troughs, with their dogs, nor do they even wash them
afterwards.

The dress of the Kamschadalcs consists of the skins of
various animals, with the fur outwards. They wear, in

general, two garments, the sleeves of the outer reaching
down to their knees. They have boots of dog or deer-
skin, with the hair innermost ; also a fur-cap, or hood
which serves to cover the head in bad weather. The
dress of the men and women is nearly the same. The
coat, or rather waistcoat, of the latter sits close to their
bodies, and is decorated with slips of red, blue, and yel-
low cloth, and sometimes riband or woollen list. A kind
of petticoat is joined to this waistcoat, that comes half
way down the leg. The women let their hair grow much
longer than the men.

There are, however, distinctions in their classes, and
particularly thoee of the women, some of which are gay
and pleasing. There is the common dress, composed of
ordiimry materials; the holiday dress, rather more deco-
rated

;
and the grandest dress, consisting of a loose robe

of white nankeen, gathered close round tiie neck, and
fastened with a silk collar. A short jacket, without sleeves,
IS worn over this, consisting of different coloured nan-
keens

:
and they have petticoats, made of a slight Chinese

"Ik. Tlieir shifts, which are also made of silk, have
sleeves descending to the wrists; and their heads are
bound with coloured silk handkerchiefs, which entirely
conceal the hair of the married women; but the unmar-
ried ones place the handkerchief under the hair, permitting
It to flow loosely down the shoulders.
Their habitations are of three kinds; the first adapted

fo the wmter, the second to the summer, aixl the third of
Kussian introduction, and inhabited cliiefly by the opulent.
ll'e winter-habitations, cMad jourts, are underground,
to the depth of about six feet. They are covered with
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grass or earth, and sometimes with skins of the animals
they have killed in the field, which, being undressed, emit
a most nauseous stench. Some of the huts, indeed, arc
covered with mats, and also lined with them. There is a
cavity in tl»e centre, which serves the purposes of chim
ney, window, and entrance. They pass in and out by
means of a pole, with notches just deep enough to rest
the toe upon. They have platforms, made of boards,
raised about six inches from the ground, which they use as
seats, and on which they repose, after strewing them with
mats or skins. Near one corner is the fire-place ; and the
opposite side is set apart for the reception of provisions
and culinary utensils. It is to be observed, that several
families live together in one jourt.

Their summer-habitations, called halagam, are built on
the surface of the earth, and constructed with more regu-
larity than the jourts. They are raised on pillars about
thirteen feet high from the surface, with beams thrown
across them, on which is fixed a floor, with a roof rising
from each side to a centrical point. It is found necessaiy
to raise the summer-habitations to this height, to secure
the inhabitants from the danger of wild beasts. The ba-
lagans have two doors, opposite to each other, and they
ascend to them by the same kind of poles as they use in
the jourts. The lower part, which is entirely open, is set
apart for the purpose of drying fish, roots, vegetables, 8cc.

The log-houses, introduced by the Russians, are here
called isbas. They are raised upon long timbers, piled ho-
rizontally

; the ends are let into each other, and seem filled

up with moss. The roof slopes like that of a European
cottage, and is thatched with coarse grass or rushes. There
are three separate apartments in them. The first runs the
whole width and height of the habitation, and is appro-
priated to the reception of the more bulky articles, such
as sledges, harness, and domestic utensils. The next is

the middle and most commodious apartment, furnished
with benches, for the purposes of eating and repose. The
last is the kitchen, half of which is taken up by the fire-

place, and so contrived in point of situation, as to con-
vey heat to that and the middle apartment at the same
time. In each apartment are two small windows. The
beams and boards are smoothed, as well as possible, with a
hatchet, and these, from the effects of the smoke, become
very black and shining.

A town is called, by the natives, an ostrog, and consists
of the three several habitations described; but the bala-
gans are most numerous. European voyagers observe,
Uiatthey never met, in the course of their travels in this
country, with any kind of habitation detached from a town
or ostrog.

" The mtrriage-ceremonies of the Kamschadalcs," says
an intelligent writer, "are as singular as many (,ther of
their customs. When a man fixes his atteiition upon a
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temale, he binds himself to the service of the parents for

1 liii.itcd time, at the expiration of which he either ob-

tains their consent to marry her, or a requital for his ser-

vices upon dismission. If he obtain consent, they pro-

ceed to the nuptial-ceremonies, which consist in the bride-

groom's stripping the bride of her clothes, which are pur-

posely bound so fast with straps, girdles, and other liga-

ments, as to render it a very difHcult task to accomplish

his design. The bride is assisted against his efforts by the

interposition of several women, notwithstanding which, he

persists in his purpose, till her exclamations bring them all

upon him, and he is subjected to "ery rough treatment,

and exhibits several tokens of their indignation. At length

the bride, moved with pity for his situation, and the wo-

men abating of their fury, the man gains his point, and,

retiring to a short distance, is called back, in a plaintive

tone, by the bride, who confesses his conquest over her.

Here ends the ceremony ; and the happy pair, the ensuing

day, proceed to the habitation of the husband. In the

course of a week they pay a visit to the parents of the

w ife, the relations of both parties are assembled, and the

marriage is celebrated with great festivity. Some men
marry three wives, who generally live together in an ami-

cable manner. When the women go abroad, they veil their

faces ; and, if they meet a man. and cannot get out of the

way, they turn their backs to him till he has passed by."

When one of the natives seeks the friendship of another,

he invites him to his hut, which is made very hot for his

reception, and he no sooner enters, than both strip them-

selves naked. The master of the hut then sets before

his guest great plenty of his best provisions : and, while

he is eating, throws water upon red-hot stones, till the heat

of the place becomes insupportable. The visitor strives

to bear it, and to eat up all the provisions, while the mas-

ter of the hut endeavours to oblige him to complain of the

heat, and to desist from eating. He eats nothing himself,

but is allowed even to leave the hut, though the visitor is

not suffered to stir, till he confesses he is overcome. They
usually eat so much at these feasts, that for two or three

days they can scarcely move, or bear the sight of victuals.

At length the visitor, being unable to eat any more, pur-

chases his dismission with presents of clothes, dogs, or

whatever the master of the hut likes, and, in return, re-

ceives others of no value. But, if the man, who has ob-

tained this advantage over his friend, does not soon return

the visit, the guest pays him another, and then it is his

turn to make him such presents as he is able.

The law of retaliation is strictly observed ' in Kam-
schatka. If a man takes away the life of another, the re-

lations of the deceased avenge themselves upon the mur-

derer. Theft is punished by depriving the thief of his

fingers.

Some of the Kamschadales have a shocking custom,
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not only of neglecting the burial of their dead, it giving

their carcases to the dogs, absurdly alledging, tiiat, as the

deceased are thus devoured by dogs, they will ensure to

themselves a pleasant carriage in sledges draw>i by fine

dogs ill the other world. This horrid practice, however,

does not now prevail universally, some having the huma-

nity at least to leave the dead in their hut, and go in quest

of a new habitation. They always throw away the clothtj

of the deceased, from a persuasion, that whoever should

wear them would soon meet with a similar fate.

Their entertainments and amusements are various. Some-

times one village entertains another, either upon account

of a wedding, or their having had particular success in

hunting and fishing. The master of the hut endeavours

to make his guests sick with eating, and sometimes gives

them a liquor, made of a large mushroom, prepared with

the juice of a willow, which intoxicates them in so strange

a manner, that they commit a thousand extravagancies;

and, if the dose be too large, it sometimes proves fatal.

The mirth of the women consists in jesting and singing,

At first they begin to sing very low, giving a gentle mo-

tion to their hands ; but, by degrees, they raise tlieir

voice, and increase their motion, till they are out of breathi

Their only musical instrument is the flute, upon which

they play very indifferently. A stranger no sooner comes

to Kamschatka, than they give him a new name, and, at

their entertainments, mimic all his actions. They have

also professed buffoons ; but their wit is highly indecent.

Their dances are very singular, the principal aim in these

j>erforniaiices being to represent the clumsy gestures of

the bear, which the inhabitants of this country have fre-

quent opportunities of observing in various situatious.

" The Kamschadale dances, ' says M. de la Perouse,

" can only be compared to those of the convulsiomaires,

at the famous tomb of St. Medard ; the dancers having

occasion for nothing but arms and shoulders, and scarcely

for any legs at all. The Kamschadale females, by their

convulsions and contracted motions, inspire the spectators

with a painful sensation, which is still more strongly ex-

cited by the mournful cry that is drawn from the pit of their

stomachs, and which serves as the only music to direct

their movements. Their fatigue is such during this exer-

cise, that they are covered with perspiration, and he

stretched out upon the floor, without the power of rising,

The abundant exhalations that emanate from their bodies

perfume the w hole apartment with a smell of oil and tish,

to which European noses are too little accustomed to find

out its fragrance. As the dances of all these nations have

ever been imitative, and, in fact, nothing but a sort of pan-

tomime, I asked what two of the women, who had just

taken such violent exercise, had meant to express. I was

told they had represented a bear-hunt. The woman, whu

rolled on the ground, acted the animal; and the other, who
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kept turning loiiiid her, tlie hunter; but, if the bears could

speak, 'Mil see such a pmitoniinie, they would certainly

complain of being no awkwardly imitated," .

One of the principal diversions of the natives is that of

bcar-iiunting, which is followed about sun-set. Having

found out the track of the animals, and fixed upon a con-

venient spot for concealment, the huntsmen put their fire-

locks in a_ proper direction. They afterwards kneel, or lie

down, as circumstances may require, and, having their

bear-spcars in readiness, wait the arrival of their game.

On tiie discharge of the piece, the enraged animal makes im-

mediately towards the place whence the sound and smoke

issue, and furiously attacks his adversaries. If he should

not happen to fall, and they have not sufficient time to

reload their pieces, they immediately prepare to receive

liim upon tiieir spears, their safety depending, in a great

measure, on their givii.-g him a mortal stab as he advances

towards them. Should he parry the thrust, and break in

upon his opponents, the conflict becomes dreadful; and it

is seldom that the loss of a single life will satisfy the beast's

revenge.

The Kanischadalcs always travel in sledges. The length

of the body of the sledge is about four feet and a half,

ami the breadth twelve or fourteen inches. It is made in

the form of a crescent, of light tough wood, fastened to-

gether with wicker-work; and those of the priirjpal peo-
ple are elegantly stained with red and blue, the seat beii:g

covered wuh furs or bear-skins. It has four legs, about
two feet in height, resting on two long flat pieces of wood,
of the breadth of five or six inches, which extend a foot

buvond the body of the sledge at each end. These run
up before, somewhat like a skait, and are shod with the
bone of some sea-animal. The carriage is ornamented at
tlie fore-part with tassels of coloured cloth and leather
thongs. It has a cross-bar, to which the harness is joined;
and links of iron, or small bells, are suspended from it,

which, by the jingling, are snipposed to encourage the
di)gs. Tliey seldom carry more than one person at a time
wl.o sits sideways, with his feet on the sledge, having his

baggage and provisions in a bundle behind him. Tlie usual
number of dogs employed in drawing this carriage is four,
thougii sometimes they use five. The reins, being fas-

leiied to the collar, instead of the head, have no great
cominaud, and are, therefore, usually hung upon the sledge,
'lie driver depending principally upon the obedience of
tlie animals to his voice. Great care and attention are con-
sequently used in training up the leader, which frequently
becomes very valuable, on accoinit of his steadiness and
'lociiity

;
the sum of forty rubles, or ten pounds, being

110 unusmi price for one of them. The rider has also a
crooked stick, answering the purpose both of whip and
jcins, with which, by striking in the snow, he can regu-
late the speed of the dogs, or even stop them at pleasure.

1 A. I5y

When they are inattentive to tlieir duty, he often chas-
tises them, by throwing it at them. The dexterity exhi-
bited in picking this stick up again is very remarkable
and is the most diflicult and necessary manoeuvre in tht

exercise of their profession ; for, if a driver should hap,
pen to lose his stick, the dogs immediately discover it'

and unless their leader be both steady and resolute, they
will instantly set off full speed, and never stop till their

strength is exhausted, or till the carriage is overturned and
dashed to pieces. .

In the winter-season the dogs are fed on the offals of
dried and stinking fish ; and even this miserable food is

withheld from them a day before they set out on a jour-
ney, and they are not permitted to eat a morsel of any
thing till they arrive at the end of it. They are frequently

kept fasting two entire days, in which time they will per-
form a journey of great extent. During the preparation
for the journey, and the lashing of the baggage upon the

sledges, these animals make a horrid howling ; but, when
they are yoked and ready for travelling, they set up a
cheerful yelp. . .

The dressing of the skins of seals, beavers, dogs, &c.
constitutes part of the employment of the Kamschadale.
The mode is, first to wet and spread thetn out; then, with
stones fixed in wood, to scrape off all the fat ; they then
rub them with caviare, roll them together, and tread on
them ; afterwards they scrape them again, and repeat die

first part of their process, till the skin is thoroughly

cleaned and rendered soft. In the summer the men are

occupied in collecting the necessaries of life, and laying

up a store for the ensuing winter's provisioi-.. The wo-
men are employed in making shoes, sewing clothes, dying

skins, and making glue of the dried skins of fishes, and
particularly of the whale.

Though many of these people adopt the Russian man-
ners, despise the custom of their country, and have been
instructed in the Christian religion by the Russian mis-
sionaries, they have, in general, a very imperfect idea of
the Supreme Being, and think he can neither dispense hap-
piness nor misery. They belie- e that the woods and burn-
ing mountains are inhabited by evil spirits, to which, from
motives of fear, they make considerable offerings, and
some of them have idols in their huts ; while others re-

verence some particular animals, from which they appre-
hend danger.

The Cossacks, who have lately made so considerable a
figure in military history, are distinguished into three

tribes, known by the places where they made their thsi

settlements ; though all of them speak the same language,

profess the same religion, and live under the same form
of government. They were originally Polish peasants,

who, being formed into a militia, were posted in the

Ukraine, to oppose the incursions of the Tartars ; but
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finding themselves oppressed by their own lords, tliey

turned their arms against theni. In the tirst engagement
they were defeated, and several of them tied to the banks

of the Don or Tanais, at that time entirely uninhabited,

where they established a colony. In 16,'J7, they were
joined by a considerable number of their countrymen,

and soon after attacked and reduced the town of Asoph

;

but, on the approach of the Turkish army, were obliged

to abandon tiiat place, having first reduced it to ashes.

Their next step was to put themselves under the pro-

tection of the Russians, and they built a town, which they

called Circasky, on an island in the Don. Their settle-

ment extended itself with surprising rapidity : thirty-nine

towns, situated on both sides the river, from Rybna to

Asoph, being built and peopled by them in a few years.

They enjoy their own laws and customs, being exempt
from tribute ; neither do they furnish recruits, but, when
summoned by the emperor of Russia, they appear in arms

at their own expense. Though their country is fruitful

they sow very little corn, subsisting chiefly on fish, flesh,

and fruits ; and their wealth consists in cattle, horses, ca-

mels, and dromedaries. They surpass the Russians in

the neatness of their dress and houses, profess the Greek
religion, and delight in war.

The internal government of the Cossacks is military

and democratic. The captains and oflicers of the nations

choose a chief, termed Hetman, who always resides at

Circaska, and holds his authority during life ; but he must
first be confirmed by the emperor. His power extends

over the other towns of the nation, each of which is

formed into a commonwealth, governed by its own het-

man, who is chosen every year, and is accountable to the

chief hetman at Circaska.

The Asiatic Cossacks are composed of part of the Don
Cossacks, the Grebin Cossacks, and some other tribes,

who, retiring from those who inhabited the south borders

of Siberia, settled upon the Wolga, and are dependent
upon Russia.

The Cossacks are usually mounted on a very little, but

well-bred horse, which can walk at the rate of five miles

an hour with ease, or, in his speed, dispute the race with

the swiftest. With a short whip on his wrist, armed with

a lance, a pistol in his girdle, and a sword, the horseman
never fears a competitor in a single combat ; but irresist-

ably attacks every opposing squadron in the field.

Those who have not seen the achievements of the

Cossacks may, perhaps, hesitate to credit their supe-

riority in cavalry attacks; but what body, armed with

sabres, can resist a lance, projecting six feet beyond the

horses' heads, sustained by the firmest wrist, and impelled

with the activity of the race-horse ? The Cossack is not

first armed with a lance when he proceeds to war, or when
lie attains to manhood

j
it is the toy of his infancy, and
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the constant exercise of his youth : so tirnt he wields it

although from fourteen to eighteen feet in length, with ihe

address and freedom that the best swordsman in Eiuopc

would use his weapon.

Their manner and way of living are perfectly free and

unconstrained. Young people are continually uinusiiiff

themselves with a variety of sports, and the old are not a

little addicted to drinking and idleness. The female $cj

are not at a loss to give themselves pleasure and delight

as much in intrigue as in dress, llie latter no ways dill'ers

from that worn by the Russians, except in tiie high col-

lars of their shirts, and the form of their caps, which

stand up straight in the front, are round and flat at tnp,

and commonly very richly embroidered. That worn by

the men is the connnon Cossack dress. There are amoiiir

them some people of knowledge and good manners, and,

about the river Jaik, are practised in politeness and clean-

liness, which arise fiom their intercourse wiUi foreign

merchants. They were formerly very uncivilised, and had

some very cruel customs. A creditor was authorised lo

seize his debtor, tie a rope about his left-arm, and lead

him about publicly, or treat him as ill and contemptuous-

ly as he pleased, till his debt was paid, either by friends

or by alms. But, as the right-arm is used among Popish

Cossacks to make the sign of the cross, should the creditor

tie his debtor's right-arm by mistake, he incurs a punish-

ment for so doing, and loses all claim to the debt. When

a wife has given her husband oflence, he is at liberty to

dispose of her by sale, at any of their public meetings,

and the price paid is often but a trifle.

On all solemnities, both of church and state, the peo-

ple assemble about the court-house, and are treated with

bread, fish, and brandy.

Within the hall, the regalia being removed, the tables

are spread wath all sorts of strong liquors, dried fish, roe,

or caviare, and bread, when the sovereign's health is

drank by tlie hetman and starchins, officers of state.

Their courtship and nuptials deserve to be noticed,

From the very day of a solemn betrothing, which is done

with many ridiculous circumstances, to the day of mar-

riage, which is seldom sooner than twenty weeks, all the

young maidens of the bride's acquaintance assemble every

evening at her house, and divert themselves with singing

and dancing. Durhig this time the bridegroom is autho-

rised to take a husband's liberties w ith his bride, but witli

some SLcrecy. Before the wedding, the bjidegroom pre-

sents her with a complete feinale-dress ; and she, in re-

turn, presents him with a cap, boots, and shirt. Wiieii

the nuptial-ceremony is over, tiie bride returns tu her

house from the church in an open waggon. Beliind her

sit her mother and the bride-maid, their fingers full of

rings, and holding out on each side a piece o^" linen, to

hide the bride's face from the spectators. Before tlic
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waii,'!)!)
'.valks tlic biidrgroom, witli his father and rola-

,|,ji„.
IJrhiiul liiKi several, among whom is one ciiriying,

(t the end of a long pole, like a Hag, ^ piece of stnlf,

,,ii|,i.(| with several colours, sueh as is worn Uy the Cir-

cassian wonitn, by way of petticoat; and it is istrange

lliat till' women of this district do not wear it likewise.

Tlie Miiptiids are next celebrated w ith dancing and singing

pt'll

aii.l mostly in the streets. Tartarian dances are freqnent

at Midi festivals; and there are many yonng people who
lieiioiiii the varied and innnnierable motions of the body

willi f^real strength and wonderful agility.

They have among themselves shoe-makers, smiths, car-

tiiters, Sec. ; and never suffer strangers of these denonii-

iiations to settle among them. Some of the Cossack wo-

men make eamblets, of different goodness and value : the

most common sort is very durable and cheap; and they

iiianiifactiire some of so superfine a quality, as not only

to rival the eamblets of Brussels, but w ould excel them,

were it not for the defect connnon to all their drapery and

stuff, that of being made in very small and narrow i)ieces.

The Tartarian name of tliese stuffs is armak, and seems
to have been invented by the Kirguses, whose women ma-
iiiifactiirc a coarse kind of camblet.

Breeding of cattle is one of the principal occupations

of the Cossacks. Their horses live, both summer and
winter, on the heaths, and never fare better, till when
taken up to hard labour. The dry ground gives them a

tine hard hoof, and renders shoeing unnecessary. On
account of their bleeding of cattlp, many of the Cossacks
have enclosures, or cattle-yards, on those parts of the
heaths where there is the best pasture. Such Tartars as
keep great flocks of sheep wander about with tents, made
«r felts; but the Russians erect wicker^huts, where they
gather their sheep at night, and plaster these huts with
mud. They drive large herds of cattle from the Jaik to
tlie Volga, and transport great quantities of hides and
laijnw to tliose towns, where there are a great number of
tanneries and soap-manufactories.

Another favourite branch of employ is hunting foxes,
wolves, heavers, and wild boars. The season for this is

the first three winter-months, when they are tracked in the
siiow: and they follow this business closely, especially
"hen they have had an unsuccessful fishery. But the
thief employment of the Cossacks, about th'e river Jaik,
'« fishing, ^^llerein Uiey are regulated by many customary
laws. They fish but four times a year in that river, and
ttnly three of these seasons they consider of any import-
Mco. The first principal time is in January, when they
fish aith hook: the .se,-ond is in May, and continues till

'iiie; the third, and least considerable, is the autumnal
season, m October, and they finish in the beginning of
Ueceniber, widi nets, which they set under the ice.

°

Ihe brave Don Cossack, wh» arrived in London, in
14. vol.. I,

the spring of ISl.'i, attended by Captain Bock, a Cossack
officer, was in the fifty-fourth year of his age; his name was
A^xanderWittischendst; and he had been allowed to retire

from the service nearly fifteen years, with a pension, the
reward of his courage and good conduct. When he heard
of the invasion of his country by the French, he quilled
his retirement, and voluntarily inrollcd himself and his two
sons in defence of native independc nee. He was dressed
in the Cossack costume, with a large j)istol stuck on his

left side, a mnsket slung behind him, and a pike, upwards
of ten feet long, shoil with sharj) iron.

His stature was about six feet ; his make robust and man-
ly; his features better, and his countenance, though ruugli
and soldier-like, more expressive and gentle than the ideas
that have generally i)een formed respecting liis nation.
His long and grey beard was very formidable, adding
much to the power of his eyes, which, though ligiu in

colour, beamed forth above this grisley edge with "much
fire and fierceness. His hair, less grey than his beard,
fiowing unconfined and unadorned, was combed back over
his neck, about the length of six inches, but on the fore-
head it was cut short. His dress consisted of a blue
jacket and loose trowsers, of coarse cloth, with shoes very
broad and round at the toes, as if designed to allow free
action to his feet, on which he stood remarkably straight
and firm. His hand was uncommonly broad in its spited,
though his fingers were not long, and he managed his arms,
consisting of a- pistol, a musket, a sabre, and a long pike,
with wonderful address and ease, and carried them with-
out the least appearance of being encumbered by their
weight, or inconvenienced by the length of his pike and
musket.

This gallant veteran was sent over expressly for the
purpose of gratifying British curiosity with a sight of one
of those warriors who had done so much towards the de-
liverance of Europe.

On Wednesday, April the 14th, 1813, ho appeared at
the Royal Exchange, attended by the Lord Mayor, the
city officers, &c, 'l"hc crowd assembled to view this brave
stranger was immense; and the huzzas were cordial and
continued: he afterwards went up to the Mansion-House;
and, in the evening, was introduced to their Royal High-
nesses the Dukes of Sussex and Kent, at the Freemaso°is'
Tavern, at a meeting of the ISIasonic Charily : and, o«
the 18th of the same month, he appeared in Hyde Park,
mounted on a charger, belonging to Colonel Herries, with
his pike, and equipped in his perfect military attire : he
was received with very great marks of respect, by thou
sands of spectators.

Since the conclusion of peace, the British public have
been gratified by a s -ht of the Hetmaii of the Cossacks,
the victorious general Count Platoff, who actea a nio.si

prominent part in all the late Russian campaigns. It is

as
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alinu.it needless to add tliut lie lias been received with cii-

tluisiasiii wlieievcr he lias made his appearance.

The following anecdotes of this ( elehiatcd warrior are

too iiiteix'sting to be passed over in silence:

After the battle of Zeclicrk, the French general sent a

message to Geiural PlatoiV, to request an armistice, in

order that they might bury their dead. 'J'o this request

Platoff answered, that, as the weather was so cold, there

M'as no probability of any iiicoiivcnieiicc arising from their

being above ground, and (hat he should give himself no

uneasiness about their interment ; but hinted to them, to

keep all such frivolous messengers in tlieir camp, unless

they wished to increase the number of tiieir dead.

Ill the field of Preuss Eylau, when tin; cuirassiers had

made tiieir desperate charge on the Russian centre, and

passed through an interval, the Cossacks instantly bore

down on them, speared them, unhorsed them, and, in a

few moments, live hundred and thirty Cossacks re-ap-

peared in the field, equipped in the spoil of the slain. So

again, after the battle of Eylau, when Buonaparte brought

forward an immense mass of cavalry, to overwhelm the

Russian rear-guards, commanded by Prince Bragration and

by Platoff, the Hetman of the Cossacks, the latter, before

they passed the bridges of the river which flowed behind

them, and to which they had to descend, saw the impend-

ing danger, and began to pre^s back in confusion. Pla-

toft' checked, but found the disorder increasing : he im-

mediately sprang from his horse, ex^claiming to the Cos-

sacks, " Let those that are base enougli abandon their

Hetman." The corrected lines paused. He gradually

moved ; with a waving hand kept back those who trespas-

sed; sent liis orders with calmness; reached the towji in

order; halted at the bridge until every man had passed;

destroyed it, and, still on foot, proceeded- on the other

side of the town, struggling ankle-deep through the heavy

sand ; nor could the most tremendous cannonade, and the

incessant lire of the French battalions crowning the op-

posite heights, and who commenced their volleys as they

formed successively, accelerate his pace, or induce him

to mount his horse, until the object was attained, and su-

perior duty called him to the direction of other o'/cra-

tions. His mien, his venerable and soldier-like ipear-

ance, liis solemn dignity of manner, combine ith the

awful incidents of the scene to render this on. ^t the most

imposing and interesting sights that could be witnessed.

After the close of the campaigns of 1806-7, the King

of Prussia was so grateful for his services, that he felt

anxious for some further distinction for him, he having

already received both the red and black Eagle; in fact,

he had exhausted all the honours for military achievements.

On this occasion, the late amiable Queen of Prussia most

graciously discovered the compliment that would be most

gratifying to him, and presented him, with her own hand,

[PAIIT I.

with a beautiful heron's plume. Platoft" received ii \,i,|,

enliuisiasm, and with the most grateful emotion; but mm.

plicated, on his knee, permission that his wife niiyla ^^,.,,|.

it on solemn occasions, " as he should conleiiipjatt
jt

w ith suitable veneration, w hen borne by one w ho was inoif

worthy than himself of the honour."

At the treaty of Tilsit, when the rrench genciai.s
!,eiii

to request leave to present dieir compliments to jjiin i,,

person, he sent answer, that " there might be peare I,i.

tween his sovereign and Buonaparte, but no civiliiics bi.

tween him and them ;" and immediately gave orders
f,,,

his sentinels not to admit any Frenchman within his lilies,

At the commencement of the late war, Platoff, in con.

sequence of an insult ollered him by the Corsican tjiam

issued a proclamation, in w Inch he promised any man who

brought him the body of Buonaparte, dead or alive, the

sum of twenty thousand rubles, and, as a further rewaid

his daughter, the fair Miss Platoft', in marriage. Unfor.!

tunately, however, she did not obtain a husband ; alijioiinli

she had as near a chance of a wedded life as any person;

if it be true that, as the Cossacks entered a house in pur-

suit of Buonaparte, he jumped out of a window, and by

that means evaded his vigilant pursuers.

Hislori/.] The Russians, though they had inatle some

incursions into the interior parts of Asia as early as the

middle of the fifteenth century, under the reign of John

Basilides, had no fixed establishment there till ntarlj the

middle of the sixteenth, when Trogonoff, a Russian mer-

chant of Archangel, having found means to open a trade

for furs with Siberia, the czar then on the throne, Ivan

Vassilievitch II., to whom he disclosed the nature of his

connexions, promised him proiection; and, in 15o8, as-

sumed the title of Lord of Siberia. Soon after, Yermac,

a chief of the Don Cossacks, being compelled, by the

progress of the Russian conquests, to submit, or seek

some distant |)lace of refuge, retired, with a number of

his followers, into Siberia, where, having defeated the Tar-

tar khan of Siberia, he seized his capital, and made it his

residence ; but, finding liimself too weak to preserve his

conquests, he applied to Russia for succours and protec-

tion, and sent a deputation to do homage to the czar, as

his sovereign. In the course of two or three years after,

almost all the Cossacks were killed in repeated battles,

and Yermac himself was drowned in attempting to Itap

into a boat. The Russians, however, after many conflicts,

secured to themselves the possession of this extensive coun-

try ; and, by the middle of the seventeenth century, liad

advanced to the river Amur, where they built some forts,

which occasioned hostilities between them and the Chinese,

who destroyed the Russian forts. These disputes were

terminated by the treaty of Nershinsk, concluded m 1689,

by which the Argoon was made the boundary of the Rus-

sian and Chinese territories. The limits of the former wei*
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lonifwlmt enlarged in 17^27. Knmsclialkii was rcdiictci

uihIi'I till! poNvtT of llif Kiixsiaiis iili'nit llic year 171 1.

Ill llic lalf Will llic Don CossiuLn iiikU'iihI llit'iiisilvcs

pnrticiilail.v <()us|iic:iioiis; uiul tin; following letter from

(Miicnil I'ii'ld-MiUHlial l»riiice KiiUhdO', of SiiioJcnsko,

to his ciiiiiioiico Ainbiosiiis, tlio nii'tro|)(,litaii of Noxogo-

r(i(l and St. Petershuigh, dated Jnniuiry the 4tli, 1813,

will iitlonl a proof of tlic veiieriilioii wliicli tliey eiiter-

tuiii for tluir religion; and the very high esliiualion in

wliicli tlioir valour was deservedly held by the Uiissian

coinnianiler

:

" ])t .slow your benediction on tliis present, offered by

our warriors to the Giver of Victory. The brave Don
Cossacks restore to (Jod the treasure plundered from his

temples. They have entrusted nie with the duty of tians-

iiiitting to your eminence this silver, once the ornament

(if die images of the saints—afterwards the prey of bar-

harous robbers—and, at length, wrested from their gripe

In lliu brave J^on Cossacks. The leader of this corps of

Cossacks, Count Mutwei Iwanowitsch Platoft", all his

brave warriors, and myself, wish that this plate, which in

wiight amounts to forty puds, shall be made hito images

1 A.
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of the four evangelists, a)id n(h)rn the church of the mo-
dier of CJod of Kasaii, in St. l>i leisbmgh. All the He-
cessary e\ptnses of casting these lioiy images we take ou
our uccoimt. Your eminence will have the goodness tc

order that able artilieers may be employed to fulfil tlit

pious wibih of our warriors, by easting these images of the
Holy Evangelists, which they otfer in dieir zeid for the
temple of (iod. As soon as you shall inform me what the
expense will be, I will remit you the money. Ft appears
to me, that these images would be appropriately placed
close to the door of the sanctuary, and before the great
CDmmunion-table, that they may strike the eye of tlic de-
vout, when they enter the temple. On the pedestal of
each of the images must be engraven the following inscrip-
tion

:
" The zealous otfering .)f the corps of Don Cos-

sacks." 1 Fasten to erect in die icmple of God this monu-
ment of battle and victory, and, while you erect it, say,
with thankfulness to Providence, " The enemies of Rus-
sia aro no more

: the vengeance of God has overtaken them
on the soil of Russia ; and the road they have gone has
been strewed with their bones, to the utter confusion of
their frantic and proud ambition."

CHAPTER VIII.

JAPAN.

T Situation, Extent, und Boundaries.

HE Jhpanese empire ina , in some degree, be com-
pared with the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Irehimi

; as forming a grand insular power, near the east-
ern extremity of Asia, similar to that of the British Isles
iniir llie western extremity of Europe.
This empire extends from the thirtieth to the forty-first

(Itgree of north latitude
; and, according to the most recent

maps, from the thirty-lirst to the one hundred and forty-
second degree of east longitude from Greenwich. Be-
wdcs many smaller isles, it presents two considerable ones
111 tile soiitli-wesvt, that of Kiufin and that of Sikokf. But
l>.v far die most important island is that of Nipon, to the
iioilh-east of the former. The geography of Ka;mpfer
lias been corrected by reccL; voyagers, according to which
ilie leiigtii of Kiufin, from north to south, is about a lum-
died and forty British miles, the greatest breadth about
iiini'ty. Sikokf is about ninety British miles in length by
l';ilt' the breadth.

The grand isle of Nipon is in length, from south to
"orth-past, not less than seven hundred and fifty British

miles; but is so narrow in proportion, that the medial
breadth cannot be assumed above eighty, though in two
projecting parts it may doul)le that num?.>er. These itflands

are divided into provinces and districts.

To the north of Nipon is another large isle, that of
Jesso, which, having received some Japanese colonies, is

generally regarded as subject to Japan ; l)ut, being inha-

bited by a savage people, it is rather considered as u fo-

reign conquest than as a part of this civilized empire.

Climate, Soil, ^c.'] The heat, during the summer-
momhs, is extremely violent, and would be insupportable,

were not the air cooled by the sea-breezes ; and the win-
ter is equally severe, particularly when die wind blows
from the north to north-east. Thunberg observes, that

the greatest degree of heat at Nagasaki was ninety-eight

degrees in the mondi of August; and the severest cold in

January thirty-five degrees; but the season he spent thor.e

was nnusually mild. The weather is changeable through-

out the year; and there are heavy falls of rain, especially in

the rainy months, which begin about Midsummer. Thun-
der is \f\y frequent; and tempests, hurricanes, and earth
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qiiakcii, arc vinitatioiis to vliirh tlie 11111111)1101111 iini no iiuich

ar.u,it..mi>(l, (lint thvy pay lilllo iilt.iilioii to tlicin, imlc,.
th«7 happen to lay villages uiiii louiii* In minx. 'I'luv

tlitn liavc iwouMc to ••xtiaordliiury acts of Mouihlp ; anil

soinilinit.!! ivcn procciil to otYvr liuninn vicilni-, t(. pn.pi-
tiatf tlieir ileitlt-a.

TI»o soil of Jaj)an h naturally sl«rll; Init, In ronmv
qiience of the Inllnito pain^ that aif taken to hnpi.ivc it,

nnti tlu! advantagt-M of its « liniati , it is it ndoiid .sulHcii inly

ffi tile, and piodiuis ahnndant ciopst.

/ ririt,i/)/i-s.] Anions the \fgtiul»lc pro.ln* lions ofJajjan
art- licr, wheal, bailey, and heaiis. V\ ilh the liarley tluy
letd tatlle; tho tinLMvhfut they convcit into takes; and of
two kinds of heans, tliey grind one into meal, lo hoi! for
eating, and with the other make a sort of preserve for de-
stits. 'J'hey Iiuvo also many other upccics of grain. Thi v
have various Howers and herhs; and their tea is esteemed
particularly excellent. A great number of camphire-lrees
grow near the hot-springs, which rescnd)le hunels, and
bear ptnple or black berries. 'I'he cedars of this country
are excellent, and many other trees, as |)lantaiiis, &c. some
of which, when cut asnmler, exhibit admirable fignies of
biids, beasts, landscapes, &c. Of these are nnule many
curious pieces of furniture, which, when polished, have a
fine ertect.

No country presents .stronger proofs of agricultural .skill

and industry, and yet neither rewards nor encomagements
are necessary. Husbandmen arc considered as the most
useful class of citizens, and they are treated accordingly.
They neither groan under oppressions, nor do they labour
for others. The taxes indeed are heavy, but they are paid
in kind; and the farmer is at full liberty to cultivate the
soil in that manner which he conceives will be most advan-
tageous to him.

Jiiimah.] Among the qnadrnjieds of this country the
principal are I)nftaloes, elej)!iants, oxen, horses, and deer,
together with many wild beasts, that yield very valuable'
furs. The horses, though small, are nncommonlv swift,
and extremely beautiful. Neither sheep nor go'ats are
foimd in this extensive country, the latter being deemed
mischievous to cultivation, while the abundance of cotton
and siik recompense the want of wool. Swine are also
deemed pernicious to agriculture ; and the few that appear
were probably introduced by the Chinese. There are but
few cows; nor do the natives either use their flesh or
nnlk, but employ them only in ploughing and drawing
carts. A few dogs are kept from motives of superstition"
and cats are favourites of the women; but foxes, which'
inhabit some parts of the country, are considered as in-
carnate demons. Hens and ducks are domesticated, chiefly
on account of their eggs. The ducks Uie renu.rkable foi
their size, shape, and beauty, as are the nightingales for
their melody.

OEOGHAIMIY.
f,,„,

Near the river Miacoi were seen a great number of p».
li.aus, which built their nests in piiie-lrti.^, all aloi.. It
road. ' •

There is here a species of «hilc ant, which, tliou-h
pleasing to the eye, is very mischievous; for ^Uy w„l
with then little snouts, every thing they con.e near.exr.p,'
metal and stone, and gradually damage all kinds of g„o,|,
If not prev.nted fr..m appr,.a<hing them, by strewinK Hie
adj.Kent place with salt, win. h these little insects ahho,
'1 he beetles make an agreeable kind of Inunmiiig „ui,,
wind, gradiudly rises lo a pretty high note. IJut ihenigl,,!
fly exceeds all the other in.sects for its beauty. 'J|„ |„„j^
is about three inches long, louiul, and fmrly sh.ipd {
has four wings; two close lo the body, which makes a ,„»
l>iillKmt appearance, by means of the lustre of the h\w
and gold ^treaks with which they are tinge.l ; and tuo above
these, whose transparency not only admits of the other,
being seen llnough them, but even adds to their liiil^

Innicy. .Sea and livcr-lish arc found in Jaj)an, in vm
abundance and variety,

Mhicioh, .S,.] Cold is found in several parts of Japan
but, that it may not lose its value by being too pleiiiit„|

It IS prohibited to ,lig more: than a certain quantity; ami
none can be .-xported, either in bullion or in coin.' Tim
richest gold-mine is situated in the largest of the Ni|„m
isla.uls, near Sado. The next most valuable is in Smuii^.a.

Considerable .piantities of this precious metal arc also

extracted from cupreous i)yritcs, dissolved by brimstoiio,

Silver seems to be less plentiful than it was formerly ; and
It IS more esteemed, according to the comparative value,

tlian gold, which is so much more abundant.
invent, Lakes, ,?,c.] 'I'ho rivers of Nipon have not licui

delineated with much care. Among tl>, few named are the

Nogafaand the Jedogawa, which passes bv Osaka, wlicre

It IS crowned with several bridges of cedar, fro... ihiic

hundred to three hundred and sixty feet in Iciigtii. Tlie

river Ojingawa is one of the largest and most dai.gerons

111 the country, though not subject, like die others, to

swell during the rainy season. Tusigawa is also a large

and rapid river, as is that called Sakgawa. The largest

river, however, seems lo be the Jodo, which flows in a

south-west direction from the central lake of Oitz. Tiiis

lake emits two rivers, one towards JNJiaco, the other towards

Osaka. It is said to be fifty Japanese leagues in length,

each about an hour's journey on horseback; and the

breadth is very considerable.

MuinUaiiis, Votcanoes, Whirlpools, StC."] The principal

mountain in Japan is that of Tusi, covered witii snow al-

most throughout the year. Many of the n.ounlaiiis a.e

overgrown with wood, and some are richly cultivated.

Japan is remarkable for its volcanic mountains : parti-

cularly near Tirando, there is a small rocky island, that has

been burning and trembling for many centuries; and at a
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imall (lislaiicc from tlio ronst ia unolher, wliii h Imi thrown

I A.
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out lava, aii.l other conibiislibh! inullir, nt dimreiit iiilei-

YdU, lor «iv (Till uK«'!(. On tlio Niinnnit olu inountiiiii, in

ihi' proviiici' ol'l'i-^o, n |)iT|)ituiil llunic (dutiniiiill)' iivsnrs.

Soiiiiliiiii^ a Wiiik »niok.c, accunipiniicd l>v a very disa-

grital'l'' Kliiicli, i» oI)str\rd to i,-.snc from the top „f ,»

faimmt niDimluiii, « allid l\ri. This nioinitain is said to

be nearly ns liiKh as the piko of 'I\ nrriff ; nnd its top is

piriiitaaliy covtrrd with snow. Unscu is » Iiukc, tlion;;li

iiotvtTV hij;!!, nioinitnin, mar 'J'iniabra; its topis ron-

slaiitly hurt!, and of u wiiitish colonr, from the; sulphur

,i|mM il; and its smoke may be discerned at the dislance

of sevtral miles. The eartii is, iu several phiees, biirninf;

lidt, and i» so loono and spongy, that, except on a few
spots, wiiere trees grow, one eaniiot walk over it, Mithont

bfliii; in eoiitiniial fear from the craekliiii; hollow noise

pirceived under foot. Its sulpinneous snull is so strou"

ijiat, for the space of many miles round, there is not°u
liinl to he seen ; and, m hen it rains, the watiT is said to

biihble np, and the whole mountain to appear as if lioilin-r.

On the coast of Japan there are iwo remarkable ai^d

(l;iii;jcrous whirlpools. One, near Simabnra, is, at iiigh-

Hutir, even with the surface of the sea; but the tide no
i

sooner begins to ebb, than, after some violent turnings, it

lud.lenly sinks to the depth of fifteen fathoms, swallow-
i;ii; up, with great force, the shij)s, boats, and whatever
cunics within its reach, dashing them to pieces against the
rocks at the bott(jm, where they sometimes remain under
water, and at others are thrown out again, at several miles
dislance. The other, which lies near the coast of the
province of Kijnokuni, rushes with a loud boisterous noise
about a small rocky island, which, by the violence of the
motion, is kept in a perpetual trembling. (Uit, though
this lias a very formidable ai)i)carance, it is esteemed less
(laiigerons than tiic other ; for, its noise being heard at a
considerable distance, it may easily i)e avoided.

Cities and Toiais.] Jeudo, the capital of the Japanese
tnipire, and the residence of the kubo, or emperor, is
Htuated on a bay in the south-cast side of the island' of
Nipon. It is in the form of a crescent, and intersected
"' almost every street, by canals of water, shaded on each'
side wall rows of trees. These canals not only serve as
ornaments to the city, but are of great utility i„ case of
'irc, as they both aflbrd a ready supply, and stop the pro-
gress of the co.iHagralion. The city is not surrounded by
"alls, but has a strong castle to defend it. The river Ton-
^ supplies the castle-ditch, and, being divided into live
streams, lias a bridge over each. The principal of these
"nrfges is tiie si.i.danl from which all the roads, posts
and distances, in the empire are taken. As the city of JeddJ
'* ^ery large, so it is also proportionally populous, on ac-
count of the vast number of strangers that flock to it from
»» parts of the country. Towards the streets there are
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always fillifr wo. k-shops or ordinary sale-shop,. The for
nter are generally s.reeiied f„„„ the view of passengers it,

lli«' street by a vluih, so that the artisans cannot be s.en-
l>«.l the sale-shop. exhibit patterns of their resnectivj
commodities.

'I'lu- imperial |.aluco is a most noble building, com-
prising many streets, courts, pavilions, gnard-houses, gates
< 'nw-bridges, gardens, canals, &c. It is surroun.led by
three Wgl, walls, and as many deep ditches, with large in.
tervnis betwe.n ..aeh; and the water is convyed from one
<ht. h lo another by subterranean pipes, so that they are al-
ways equally full. 'I'l.eso walls have eight or nine stately
gate., opposite to .aeh other, ah I between every two gates
llun^ IS brst a level pi.^e ofgf ,md,and then an ascent by
steps into .ertam outworks, with another area beyond tlieni
wh.re a thousand men may be drawn up on any emergencyi
so that the avenues to the imperial apartments are suHi-
c.ently secure.l. In the space between the first and second
w-ill live the princes, chief nobility, and governors of the
provinces, m stately ediliees, according to their rank and
o hce

;
nnd the ornaments and fnriiituro within arc answer-

able to their external appearance, it being esteemed a mark
of respect to the monarch to strive to excel one another in
the riches and splendor of their houses and furniture He-
tweeii the second and third wall live the emperor's relations
and principal counsellors, each in separate apartments oi
rather palaces, extremely grand and beautiful. In 'the
centre of all, witiiin the third enclosure, are the imperial
apartments, consisting of a great number of spacious halls
chambers, and offices, for the emperor, his wives, and at'
tendants, all of them richly furnished. These apartments
are three rows of buildings, nine stories high, formed on
the top like pyramids, and crowned with large gilded dol-
phms. The ceilings of the halls and chambers are i,lated
with gold and silver, curiously wrought, and enriched with
a variety of precious stones. The hangings are of the
richest sdk, flowered with silver and gold, pearl, and other
embellishments. 1„ the hall of audience, where the em-
peror receives ambassadors, there is a throne of massy
gold, set with large gems. The roof, w hid. is very lofty
IS also plated with gold, richly enamelled with curious
figures and landscapes, and suj)ported by stately gilded
columns. The gardens behind the apartments :,re laid
out m an elegant taste, and are most agreeably diversified
with terraces, canals, fish-ponds, water-works, and other
ornaments. Nor must we omit to mention the noble the
atic in the area before this inner court, where plays are
[requently acted for the diversion of the imperial family
U,)on the whole, this amazing palace, which is five or six
miles m circumference, looks like a populous and opulent
city wuhin Itself, inhabited by princes and nobles, and by
the eldest sons of all the great men of the empire, w ho are
educated there, and kept as pledges of their fathers' fidelity.ST '
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The temples at Jcdilo are very ntimcioiis and splendid,

paiticulaily that of Amida, one of llieir principal deities,

Mliicli is almost covered with gold. The statue of that

deity is on horseback, placed on a magnificent altar, co-
vered with plates of the same metal ; and the housings of
the horse are also embroidered and enriched with pearls,

diamonds, and other gems. Nothing can be more frightful

however, t!ian the ligure under which he is represented

;

and, indeed, many idols of the Japanese are formed in the

most monstrous shapes imaginable.

As fires arc very frequent, the utmost vigilance is used
to lessen or prevent the danger. One watch is kept in

Jcddo to announce the hour, and another expressly for

the prevention of fires.

This city is under the direction of two governors, who
rule alternately for the space of one year. Under these

arc inferior officers, who have the direction of particular

districts or wards; and subordinate to these are the olto-

van, who have each the care of a particular street.

Mi A CO, the ancient metropolis of the empire, is situ-

ated on a pleasant and extensive plain, on the southern
coast of the island of Japan, being surrounded at some
distance by mountains, which give a pleasing and romantic
prospect to the whole, particularly as the circumjacent
country, between the city and the mountains, and the

mountains themselves, are covered with temples, sei)ul-

chres, and monasteries, and embellished with a variety of
orchards, gardens, groves, cascades, and purling streams.

This fertile jJain is watered by three considerable rivers,

whi<;h unite their streams in the centre of the city, where
a magnificent stone-bridge facilitates the communication
between the upper and the lower town. Here are esta-

'ilishcd many beautiful manufactures in velvets and silks,

wove will- gold and silver, and in most kiiiils of metals.

Here the coin is struck and stamped, and the celebrated

Japanese copper is smelted, refined, and manufactured.

The emperor having discontinued his residence here,

the city of Miaco has greatly declined ; so that, according

to the best authorities, it does not, at present, contain

above a hundred thousand persons. The universities, col-

leges, monasteries, and temples, are vejy magnificent; but
the private houses are but two stories high, built of wood,
and covered with clay, or thatched. Neatness, however,
is united with simplicity; and every trade or calling has
its particular district.

The palace of the Dairi is situated on the north part

of the upper town: it contains a small garrison, is six

hundred yards in length, has a tower in the centre, and is

surrounded by two ditches, the one dry, the other full of
water, and abounding widi the most delicious fish. So
extensive is this palace, that it might be deemed a city of
iiself. It is enclosed by magnificent walls, flunked with

stately towers, and surrounded with a double ditch. It
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contains twelve capital streets, in the centre of which ar

the royal apartments, superbly gilt, elggantly fiiinished

and adorned with gardens, orchards, pavilions, terraces

groves, &c.

Of all the religious structures, which arc niur.eiouj

here, that of Daibud is not only the largest, but the most

remarkable. This temple stands on ninety-six pillars and

has several lofty, but narrow, entrances. The body of ihc

pile consists, as it were, of two stories, which ran im,
each other, and consequently have a double roof, the up.

permost of which is supported by painted pillars, aboui

six feet in diameter.

The image of the idol Daibud, which stands in il,,;

middle of the temple, is calculated to strike the spectator

with terror. This image is in a sitting posture, and raised

about two yards from the ground, with its legs placed be.

foie it, in the Indian manner. The cars are pendulous

the hair short and curling, the shoulders naked, the body

covered with a wrapper, the right arm elevated, and ilie

left laid edgeways against the belly. So enormous is the

magnitude of this symbolical representation of the great-

ness of the deity, that six men may sit on the palm of

its hand.

The emperor, who cannot personally visit this temple,

annually sends an ambassador in his stead ; and all liis

subjects, of every rank and condition, are bound to take a

pilgrimage hither at least once in their lives ; though mam,
from a principle of devoticm, go frequently.

OsAKCA is deemed the chief sea-port in the empire,

It is nearly fifteen miles in circumference, contains mam
elegant houses, and some j)alaces, belonging to liie no-

bility. The river Jegodawa washes the town, and, by

means of different canals cut from it, refreshes all tlic

principal streets. The citadel is of considerable extent,

and tolerably strong. Across the river are many fnie

bridges of cedar, which preserve a conununicatioii willi

the different parts of the town.

Two officers conmiand here : one has the superintend-

ance of the castle, and the emperor's treasures, stores, and

customs ; the other presides over the garrison. L.it llie

city itself has a governor of its own, who has the regula-

tion of all civil affiiirs. The houses are covered with a

kind of yellow earth, which gives the roofs an elegant

appearance. The mode of announcing the hour of tlie

night, by the watchmen, is very singular : an hour after sun-

set, they beat a drum ; the succeeding hour is signified by

striking on a brazen bowl; and the hour subsequent to

that by ringing a bell : the next hour, they begin again

with the drum, proceed to the bowl and bell, and so con-

tinue the whole night, using the throe instrument!! altei-

nately. In all other parts of the enipiie, however, tl.e

hour is told by beating with two vvooden cylinders Egainst

each other.
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Cangoxima, rcmaikablo for bciiiiv the spot on mIiIcIi

the Portuguese first landed, ij a sea-port. It Ilea in tliir-

fy-oiie degrees foity-two miniites nortli latitude, and one
Imiulrcd and thnty-tlnee degrees sixteen minutes cast lon-

gitude. A strong castle is built on a rock in the harbour,

mid a light-house on another very high rock in the harbour!

A good garrison is kept here, and many stately temples
adorn the city.

Nagasaki, the nearest city to the Dutch factory, is

one of the five towns called Imperial ; and, on accomil
of its foreign commerce, is one of the most bustling in the
empire. It belongs separately to the secular emperor ; he
appoints a governor in his name, who is annually changed;
but, after the expiration of a year, generally returns tJ
ills post; so that, in fact, there are two governors, one
in office, and the other out. The town is surrounded, on
llic land side, by high mountains, that slope off gradually
lowards the harbour, which is generally full of shipj)ing.

The island of Dezima, which the Dutch rent for a fac-
tory, may be considered merely as a street belonging to
Nagasaki. It has a communication with it by a bridge,
and, at low water, is only separated from it by a ditch!

lioails, Sfc] The roads in Japan are broad, and fur-
nished with ditches to carry off the water. They are ge-
nerally kept in good repair; but before the Dutch make
their annual journey to the capital, they are fresh strewed
with sand, and every species of filth is removed. In hot
m\ dusty weather they are also watered. Their sides are
heqnently planted with hedges, of various kinds : anion-
the rest, Thunberg fcnind the tea-shrub, very commonly
used for this purpose.

Jlile-posts are set up, which not only indicate the dis •

tancc, but also point cut the road ; and, in fact, not any
Ihnig is omitted that can contribute to the security and ac-
commodation of the traveller, which might be expected
among a people far advanced in civilization. The roads
of Japan, however, when once made, cost little to keep
them in a perfect state of repair. No wheel-carriages,
for pleasure, are known in this empire; and travellers
either go on foot or on horseback, unless they are of high
rank, when they are carried in cangos, or norimons.

Tlie caiigo is a square kind of close box, approachin-^
tlic shape of a sedan-chair, but destitute of its elegance
or convenience.

The norimons arc made of thin boards and bamboo
canes, m form of an oblong square, m ith windo^^s before
and on each side. Over the roof runs a long edged pole,
'v winch the chair is supported on the bearers' shoulders!
Ins so large, that a person may sit or lie in it at his ease,
and IS richly adorned. The number of porters are in
P'oportion to the rank of the person, and they alternately
"'I'evc each other. They generally sin
'^% \vliicli regulates their pace.
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Travellers on foot wear out their shoes in this country

very fast, and as easily replace them. They are made of
plaited rice-straw, an.l are sold, at a very low rate, in
every village, even the most inconsiderable. Hence shoe-
making forms the employment of numerous hands. Even
the horses are shod with straw, instead of iron. They are
tied above the hoof with strings of the same materials;
and, in slippery roads, are extremely convenient, though
they cannot be very durable.

Language and LileraUtre.-] The Japanese language is
written, like the Chinese, in straight lines, upwards and
downwards, but the letters are quite different, and the
language, on the whole, so dissimilar, that those two
neighbouring natioiu cannot understand each other with-
out an interpreter. The Chinese language, however, is
much read and written at Japan, and is used by the learned
in particular. Thunberg, with great difficulty, made some
progress in the current tongue of this country, and even
formed a vocabulary of some of its most usual colloquial
terms.

Ill literature, the Japanese yield to few of the oriental
nations. They consider house-keeping, or domestic eco-
nomy, as an indispensable science; and, next to this, every
Japanese is versed in the history of his country. Astro-
nomy is cultivated, but has not arrived at much perfection.
They survey with tolerable accuracy; and their maps are
as exact as their imperfect instruments will permit. The
art of printing is ancient, but they use blocks, not move-
able types, and only impress one side of the jKiper.

Itedgion.] The religion of Japan is Polytheism, united
with the acknowledgment of a Supreme Creator. There
are t\vo principal sects. The first acknowledge a Su-
preme Beii.g, far above the worship of man, wnence they
adore the inferior deities, as mediators. They believe
that the souls of the virtuous have a place assigned to
them immediately under heaven ; while those of the wicked
wander in the air, till they expiate their offences. They
abstain from aiiiinal-food, detest bloodshed, and will not
touch a dead body.

Although the professors of this religion believe that
their gods know all things, and that, therefore, it is un-
necessary to pray to them, they have both temples and
stated lioljdays. Their temples consist of several differ-

ent apartments and galleries, with windows and doors in

front, which can be taken away and replaced at pleasure,

according to the custom of the country. The floors are
covered w ith straw-mats, and the roofs project so hr on
every side, as to overhang; ;tn ekvatcd path, in which
people walk round the temple. In these temples no vi

sible idol is exhibited, nor any image designed to rcpio-
sent the Supreme Invisible Being: though they some-
limes keej) a small image in a box, lepiesciiting some in

feiior divinity, to whom the temple is consecrated. In the
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centre of the building is freqiicnlly placed a huge mirror,

made of cast metal, well polislicd, which is intended to

remind those that come to worship, that, as their personal

blemishes are faithfully pourtrayed in the mirror, so the

secret blemishes of their hearts lie open to the penetrating

eyes of the gods.

The priests are either secular or n\onastic ; the latter

alone are entrusted with the mysteries. There are like-

wise several orders of monks and niuis, as in the Roman
Catholic system ; though the festivals and modes of wor-

ship are very cheerfid, for they regard the gods as beings

who solely delight iu dispensing happiness. Besides the

first day of the year, and three or four other grand festi-

vals, the first day of the month is always observed as a

holyday.

The doctrine of their philosophers and moralists par-

takes of the Epicurean, though it acknowledges, that the

p-urest source of pleasure is a virtuous life. This sect

does not allow inferior gods, temples, nor religious cere-

monies.

Some Jesuit missionaries arrived iu Japan in tlie year

1549, and their successors continued to diffuse their doc-

trine till Kiss, when, among other persecutions, thirty-

seven thousand Christians were massacred ; and, in I3f)(),

upwards of twenty thousand are said to have perished.

The pride and avarice of the Portuguese, together with

the vaiu ambition of the Jesuits, who endeavoured to in-

troduce tliemselves into tlie governing councils of the na-

tion, first conspired to render odious the religion Mhi(

h

they professed, and afterw ards to produce this melancholy

catastrophe; tlie existence of the Christian faith being,

through such perversion, found incompatible with that of a

state otherwise universally tolerant. Since that memorable
epoch, Christianity has been held in the greatest detesta-

tion ; and the cross, with its other symbols, are annually

trampled under foot.

This ceremony is performed for the purpose of im-

printing on every one an abhorrence of the Christian doc-

trine, and of die Portuguese, who attempted to propagiite

it, and at the same time to discover whether any remains

of it are left among the Japanese. The trampling is per-

formed in such places as were formerly most frequented

by the Christians.— In the town of Nagasaki it continues

four days : after w hich the images, which are made of

copper, and are about twelve inches in length, are carried

to the adjacent places, and laid by till the following year.

£very one, except the governor and his train, even the

smallest child, is obliged to be present at this ceremony
;

and overseers are appointed to superintend the due observ=

ance of tliis horrid custom. Adults walk over the imases,

from one side to the other, and children in arms are put

with their feet upon Uieni.

Government.] llic government is, at present, vested in
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the kubo, or secular emperor, who is sole monarch of il,.

coiintry; but, till near the end of the seventeeiilh cciitiiry

the dairis, or spiritual monarchs, held the supreme autlj
rity, being appointed by the high ecclesiastical court, ac-

cording to the laws of succession. Yet, occasioiiallv,
tiiij

appointment has been changed ; which lias involved
tlie

country in many civil wars. The ecclesiastical <li"iiities

were of six orders; some belonging to particular offices

others merely honorary. The secular prince is accnstoniwl

to confer, with the consent of the dairi, two honorary

ranks, equivalent to our noblemen and kniglits. The ec-

clesiastical court is chiefly occupied with literary pursuits

the dairi residing at Miaco, where bis court reaiaiiis

though not in its former splendour.

'I'he senators and ministers of state appear at court every

day, and dispatch all public aflairs, by the emperor's di-

lections. These are maintained at a considerable expense

and receive great honour from the inferior nobles. Tlidr

authority and power depend upon the emperor's pleasure-

and, though all the aflaii« of the kingdom pass tlirougli

their liaiuls, yet they never venture to propose any advice

but such as they know will be agreeable to th»,soverei"n

Every governor of a province is responsible for liis ad-

ministration, his family remaining at the emperor's court

as hostages ; and he is obliged to make an annual appear-

ance in person, the journey being performed with great

pomp, and accompanied with valuable presents. The

emperor derives his principal revenue from his own estate,

consisting of five inferior provinces and some dctarlied

towns. Each prince enjoys the revenues of his govern-

ment, with which he supjxirts his court and military force,

repairs the roads, and dt iVays the civil expenses. The

jirinces of the first dignity are styled Daimio, those of in-

ferior rank Siomio. They are generally hereditarv; but

the Siomios are not only obliged to leave their families at

the capital, but to reside ti;'.?re themselves during half the

year.

The emperor never pays more than one visit to any of

his nobles, of which three years' notice is given; and

during the whole of this time preparations are constantly

making, with great care and expense: every diiiig i>

adorned with his arms, and never after used, but pre-

served widi great devotion, in remembrance that the em-

peror once condescended to eat in that house.

Laics.'] The laws of Japan are rigidly, though impar-

tially, administered: the parlies tliemselves appear, and

the cause is determined without delay. When a gentleman,

or soldiei, is condemned to die, he is allowid to destroy

himself; whereas citizens, merchants, and meaner persons,

sutfer by the common executioner. Almost every crime,

however small, is punished with death, fines being consi-

dered as a partiality to the rich; but the sentence ofdcatli

must be signed by the privy-council at Jeddo If nuinlu
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be jjcrpetratcd in a town* not only the murjiirnr hnnself,

Lilt sonietinies his relatione, dependents, and neiglibours,

are involved in the calamity, accordingly as they have been

more or less accomplices in the crime, or have neglected

the means of preventing its perpetration.

Dealing in contraband goods is death without mercy;

and tlic punishment extends to every individual concerned

III the tiallic, botli buyer and seller. The general mode

of executing the sentence of the law is by decapitation

with a scimitar, in prison; thougit crucifixion, and other

paiuful modes of death, are sometimes exhibited in public,

by way of terror.

Tlieft and gaming are esteemed no less crimes than

murder. Parents and relations are made answerable for

the crimes of those whose moral education they ought to

have superiirteuded. The police is excellent, tiiere not

ouIy being a chief magistrate of each town, but a com-

missary of each street, elected by the inhabitants, to watch

over property and tranquillity. Two inhabitants, in their

turn, nightly patrole the street; the one to announce the

hour, the other expressly for tlie prevention of fire.

Tie best proof that the laws arc salutary is, that few

Climes are committed, and few punishments are inflicted.

A brief code is posted up in ever, town and village, in

lai;ge letters, on a spot surrounded with rails.

Population.] The population of the Japanese empire,

like that of other Asiatic states, can only be estimated

from conjecture; but it is generally admitt^^d, that the

number of inhabitants is surprising. Jeddo and Miaco are

equal in size to any cities in the world ; tlie former, wliich

Id tlie capital, is said to be sixty-three J3ritish miles in

circumference. Many of the villages are three-quarters

of a mile in length ; and some so long, that it requires

several hours to walk through them ; and Jjiese large vil-

lages frequently occur in very short distances. Kaempfer

says, that the number of people daily travelling ou the

highway is inconceivable, and that the great roads are

sometimes more crowded than the most frequented slieets

of European capitals. Some estimate may be formed, by

supposing the population of Japan to equal that of China,

in proportion to its extent ; and the former country being

about one-tentli part the size of the latter, the population

will be about thirty millions.

Jrmj/, Navy, ^c] The Japanese are naturally good

soldiers, die character of the people being singularly brave

and resolute ; but, as they inhabit nothing but islands, they

are seldom at war; they, nevertheless, keep a large stand-

ing army. Varenius, the geographer, has, from the best

•authorities estimated the re'^ula'" fo^r^.s ?*mmt&!ned b" ihf^

princes and governors at three hundred and sixty-eight

tliousaud infantry, and thirty-^ight thousand cavalry ; while

the kubo, or emperor, maintains a hundred thousand foot,

and twenty thousand horie, thus coRstituting in the whple
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a force of four hundred and sixty-eight thousand nifantry,

and fifty-eight thousand cavalry.

The military weapons of Japan consist of bows, arrows,

scimitars, halberts, and guns. Their bows arc very large,

and their arrows long. Firelocks are not in common use

in the army ; they arc chiefly possessed by persons of con-

sequence, and are alwn y» displayed in their apartments on
an elevated stand. They have a few cannon at Nagasaki,

and at the imperial palace at Jeddo. These seem to have

been formerly taken from the Portuguese, and are only

used in saluting. The scimitar is the chief weapon, and
is constantly worn by every person above the rank of a

pea.sant. This weapon is about a yard in length, some-

what inclining to a curve, and has a broad back. The
blade is of admirable temper, and the oldest are al-

ways most valued. They are far preferable to the to-

ledos, and will cut a large nail without turning the edge.

According to the Japaii'^se accounts, they will cleave a

man asunder from head to foot. The hilt is furnished with

a round and substantial guard, without any bow, and is

full six inches long. The scabbard is thick and rather flat,

and sometimes covfsred with the finest shagreen, lacquered.

The navy, like that of the other oriental powers, is al-

most unworthy of notice. The Japanese vessels are open

at the stern, so that they cannot bear a boisterous sea. Cap-

tain King observes, that those which he saw off their coast

could not have endured the violence of the storm, when

the sea ran as high as the oldest mariner on-board ever

remembered to have seen it. They had only one mast, on

which was hoisted a quadrangular sail, extended aloft by

a yard, the braces of which worked forwards. Three

pieces of black cloth came ha)f \Yay down the sail, at an

equal distance from each other.

M. de la Perousc, being oiTthe coast of Japan, in 1787,

discovered two Japanese vessels, one of which is thus de-

scribed by that intelligent navigator

:

" This vessel, which was about a hundred tons burthen,

had a single high mast in the middle, aiid which a])peared

to be only a parcti of small masts united by copper hooks

and mouldings. The sail of it was linen, the breadths of

which were not sewed, but laced lengthwise. This sail

appeared very large, and two jibs, with a spritsail, com-

po.sed the remainder of her suit. A small gallery, of three

feet in breadth, projected from both sides of this vessel,

mid extended along her gunwale from the stern to about

two-thirds of her length. She had beams upon her stem,

which projected, and were painted green. The boat,

placed athwart her bows, e\ceeded the breadth of the ves-

.".el by seven or eight fee;, which had, in odier respects, a

common sheer, a flat poop, with two small windows, very

little carved work, and did not resenible the Chinese junks

in any thing but the manner uf fastening the rudder with

cords. Iler side-gallery was only raised two or three ""'et

au

m
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above her water-liiie, and the extremities of the boat must
touch the water in rolling. Every thing made me think

that these vessels were not destined to go any distance

from the coasts, and they could not be safe in a iiigh sea

during a squall of wind : it is probable, the Japanese have
vessels for the wiater, better calculated to brave the bad
weather. We passed so near to this vessel, that we ob-
served even the countenances of individuals. They had a
small Japanese white flag, on which were words, written

vertically. The name of the vessel was on a kind of drum,
placed at the side of the ensign-staif."

The Japanese pleasure-boats, which arc intended only
for the navigation of lakes, rivers, &i-. are finely gilt,

carved, and otherwise adorned with the mtst curious and
superb embellishments.

Revenues.'] The revenues of this empire are minutely
stated by Varenius, according to princes and provinces

;

the sum total being two thousand eight hundred and thirty-

four tons of gold, in the Flemish mode of computation

;

and taking the ton at only ten thousand pounds sterling,

tlie amount would be twenty-eight millions three hundred
and forty thousand pounds sterling, besides the provinces
and cities which are immediately subject to the emperor.
These revenues are not, however, to be considered as na-
tional, being only yielded in coin to the various princes.
The emperor, however, besides the large revenues of his

provinces, has a considerable treasure in gold and silver,

disposed in chests, containing a thousand taels, each being
nearly equal in value to a Dutch rix-dollar, or about four
shillings and four pence English. •

Manufactures.'] Some of the manufactures are carried
to the highest degree of perfection in Japan. They work
extremely well in iron and copper ; their silk and cotton
manufactures equal, if not excel, the productions of otlier

oriental countries.

Lackering in wood, especially their ancient workman-
ship, surpasses every attempt at imitation by other nations.
They make use of 'he finest firs and cedars, and cover
them with a varnish, prepared from the rhus vernix, which
grows every where in abundance. This varnish oozes out
from the tree, on its being wounded, and at first is about
the consistence of cream, but afterwards grows thicker.

It is of such a transparent nature, that, when it is laid,

pure and unmixed, on boxes and other pieces of furniture,

every vein of the wood may clearly be seen through. This
lacquered work is also embellished with gold and silver

tlowers and figures. Old works of this kind, in good pre-
servation, fetch a very high price, as it seems they neither
emboss nor colour so well now as in former ages. The
porcelain is hero deemed equal, it not superior, tc that
of China. Their swords dbplay incomparable skill, and
paper is fabricated here from the bark of a species of
mulberry.
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As the intercourse of the Japasese with foreigners
i

extremely limited, the greatest part of their comnjerct
must be among themselves. 'Their inland trade, however
is very flourishing, and in every respect free and uncon'
trolled. The harbours are covered with coasting

'vessels

and boats, and the high roads are crowded with traveilerj

transporting their wares from one place to another.
Larire

fairs are also held in different places, to which there is j

great concourse of people. The trade with China is the

most important, consisting of raw silk, sugar, turpentine

drugs, &c. ; while the exports are copper in bars, lackered

ware, &c.

Both the Dutch company and individuals are prohibitf-i

from exporting from hence Japanese coin, maps, charts

and books, at least such as are relative to the country aj
all sorts of arms, particularly their scimitars.

Customs, Manners, ^c] The inhabitants of Japan are

stout, and very active, although their strength is not equal

to that of the northern inhabitants of Europe. The men
are of the middling stature, and, in general, not very cor.

pulent. They are of a yellowish complexion, sometime!

bordering on brown, and sometimes on white. The
lower class of people are san-burnt, and consequently

brown
; but ladies of distinction, who seldom go out in

the air without being covered, are perfectly white. Their

eyes have not that rotundity, which those of other nations

exhibit; but are oblong, small, and sunk deep in the head

in consequence of which, these people have almost the

appearance of being pink-eyed. In other respects, their

eyes are dark brown, or rather black ; and the eye-lids form,

in the great ang!-^ of the eye, a deep furrow, which makes

the Japanese Ijok as if they were sharp-sighted, and dis-

criminates them from other nations. Their eye-brows

are also placed somewhat higher. Their heads are in

general, large, and their necks short ; while their hair is

black, thick, and shining, from the use they make of

oils. Their noses, though flat, are yet rather thick and

short.

The character of this people must of course display

great diversity ; but their virtues far preponderate over their

vices; and even their pride is useful, as it prevents them

from stooping to the mean tricks of the maritime Chinese,

Nothing imported by the Europeans escapes their cu-

riosity. They srek information concerning every article;

and their questions are generally repeated till they become

troublesome. Physicians are regarded with great respect,

on account of their supposed learning, and they are con-

sidted as oracles.

Frugality is said to have its peculiar abode in Japau;

it is a virtue admired, as well in the emperor's palace as

in the meanest cottage. It makes those who possess but

little contented, and it prevents the abundance of the

rich from overflowing in voluptuousness. Heace scarcity
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and famine are unknown; and, though the state is ex-

ceedingly populous, yet there is scarcely a necessitous

person to be seen.

lliough a plurality of vives is allowed, yet one only

is
acknowledged, the olliers being merely considered as

concubines. Marriages are conducted by the parents or

relations ; and the wife is under the absolute disposal of

her husband, the laws allowing no claim whatever, in

case slie incurs iiis displeasure. Hence, though the women

are not confined, examples of infidelity rarely occur. In

case of separation, the wife is condemned to the ignominy

of having her head always shaved. The marriage-cere-

mony is performed before an altar, on an elevated situation

near the town, by the bride lighting a torch, from which

the bridegroom kindles another.

The dress of the Japanese is perfectly national and

uniform. From the monarch to the most obscure subject,

it has not undergone variation, from caprice, fashion, or

any other cause, for the space of two thousand live hun-

dred years.

It consists universally of long and wide gowns, of dif-

ferent lengths, accoriling to sex or situation, and of dif-

ferent degrees of fineness, according to the cinuinistances

of the wearer. The men seldom wear more than two or

three of them at once ; but the women have often thirty

or forty, all so thin, as not to weigh more, collectively,

tlian four or live pounds. These gowns are fastened round

the body by a belt.

Men of high rank, besides these long gowns, have a

short half-gown, worn over the other, and made of a

thin gauzy stuff. This is tied with strings at the iop and

bottom, and is sometimes green, but more frequently

black. Their breeches are manufactured of a species of

hemp, and are left open on the sides to two-thirds of their

length. They depend to the ankles ; and at the back part

of them is a thin triangular piece of board, covered with

the same stuff, which sticks up just above the band.

These breeches are sometimes striped with brown, or green,

but more commonly they are black. Drawers are seldom

used but on journeys, and by soldiers, who wear short or

(ucked-up gowns, that they may run with the greater speed.

The complimentary dress is worn above the connnon gown.
It consists of two pieces, made of one and the same kind

of stuff. Tiie undermost piece is the above-described

breeches, made of a blue stuff, painted with while flowers,

fhe uppermost piece is a frock, like the half-gown, thrown

back over the shoulders.

Stockings are unnecessary, because the night-gowns

descend to the ankles; however, colton-siuf!" spatterdashes

are sometimes used. The Japanese never enter their

Ileuses with their shoes on, but always leave them at the

A)or.

The mode in which this people dress their hair is pc-
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culiar to themselves. The men shave the whole of the

head, down to the nape of the neck, leaving, however,

some on the temples, which, being greased and turned

back, is tied with that remaining behind at the top of the

head, with several rounds of white string, made of paper.

This is strictly attended to, and the head shaved daily.

Priests, physicians, and youths before the age of maturity,

are the only persons who are exempted from this custom.

The former shave their heads all over; and boys suffer

their hair to grow, till such time as their beards begin to

appear.

No females have their hair cut off, except such as have

separated from their husbands. They besmear their hair

with oil and mucilaginous substances, and put it close up
to the head, on all sides, in a neat and simple manner, or

else spread it out on the sides like wings. After this, the

ends are fastened together round a knob, at the crown of

the head. Single women and maid-servants are frequently

distinguished from the married by these wings. Just be-

fore the knob, a broad comb of lackered wood, or tortoise-

shell is stuck. 'I'hey also sometimes wear other ornaments

of tortoise-shell or flowers.

Neither hats nor caps are used by the Japanese, except

on journeys, when they wear a conical hat, made of a spe-

cies of grass, and tied on with a string. Some few women,

also, when travelling, wear a sort of cap, interlaced with

gold ; but a paraso' fs their usual protection from the solar

beams, or the rain.

The houses in Japan are generally constructed of wood
and plaster, and white-washed on the outside, so as to re-

semble stone. They have no partition-walls, but only

sliding frames, which are made of lackered wood, and co-

vered with thick painted paper. The roofs are covered

with thick tiles, and occasionally with the bark of trees or

chips of woods. The floors are always spread with mats.

The ceilings and walls are usually papered with various

colours, and sometimes highly embellished with gold and

silver. The room which serves as a kitchen has no other

fire-place than a square aperture, which is frequently in

the middle of the room, and lined with a few stones. The
smoke ascends through a hole in the roof. 'l"he windows

are foi'uied of a semi-transparent paper, wiiicli renders the

houses rather gloomy and dull. Nor is the general style of

architecture, in tliis country, either elegant or convenient.

The furniture is as simple as the style of building. Here

are neither sofas, beds, tables, nor chairs. To the great-

est part of those conveniences tho .lapanese are perfect

strangers. Tiieir soft floor mats serve tiiem at once for

chairs und beds. A small table, about twelve inches square,

and four in heigiit, is set down before each person in com-

pany, at every meal. A soft mattrass, stuffed with cot-

ton, is frequently spread upon the mats, when the hour

of rest approaches.
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Fans uc univeratlly used by both sexes; and on tliQsc

tliey have often their route marked, when they go a jour-
ney. Though they have not mirrors to decorate the walls
of their apartments, at the toilette the ladies use plates of
copper and zink, highly polished, which answer the same
purpose.

The food of the Japanese comprises not only such
articles as are wholesome and nutritive, but take in al-

most tlie whole animal and vegetable kingdoms. The
meat that is served up in every dish is cut into small
pieces, well boiled and stewed, and mixed with agreeable
sauces.

Women do not eat with the men, but by themselves.
Rice supplies the place of bread, and is boiled with every
kind of provisions. Miso-soup, boiled with fish and
onions, is the customary food of the common people. Fish
nd fowls are very plentiful, and eaten in abundance.
The beverage of this people consists entirely of tea

and sakki. Wines and distilled liquors they'can scarcely be
prevailed on to taste. Sakki is a kind of fermented liquor,

prepared from rice. It is tolerably bright, and not a little

resembles wine, though its taste is somewhat singular, and
not very palatable. When fresh, it is of a whitish colour,
but, from lying in wooden casks, it becomes brown. This
liquor is vended in every tavern, and is used to promote
nilarity, as well as at meals. Tea is iu such universal use,

that no person of any rank undertakes a journey, vvithou*^

a servant to carry his tea-equipage. The tea^hrub is in-

digenous here, and is met with most frequency on the
borders and margins of cultivated lands, or on such moun-
tains and downs as arc incapable of being cultivated to
better advantage.

The year is measured in Japan by lunations, so tliat

some have twelve, and others thirteen months; conse-
quently, the termination and commencement of the year
are not on the same day, nor always in the same month.i
Day and night, taken together, are divided into twelve'
hours only; and the whole year through they regulate
themselves by the rising and setting of the sun. The hour
of six they reckon at sun-rise, and the same at sun-set, so
that noon and midnight are always at nine. Time is mea-
sured by burning matches, twisted like ropes, and divided
by knots.

Though gravity forms the general character of this na-
tion, they have, nevertheless, their pleasures, their sports,
and festivities. Some of these are connected with their
religion; others may, in many respects, be compared to
European plays or interludes.

Of those which have a relation to their relicious belief,
the lantern-festival, or feast of lamps, is one of the most
remarkable. It is celebrated towards the end of August,
and lasts for three days. The Japanese call it Bang; and
It was originally instituted in memory and honour of tli,e
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dead, who, they believe, return anpually to their kindreJ
and friends, on the first afternoon of these games, wh
they remain till the second night, on which they are ml
sent away. *

To welcome them on their arrival, they hang a numbc
of lamps roqnd Ae tombs, on bamboo-stakes; and.wj,
the souls of the deceased are to take their leave, iliey fj"

bricate a small vessel of straw, filled with lights, whid,
they carry, at midnight, in procession, with music and loud
cries, and launch it on the waves, where it is left to b
consumed or swallowed up.

'

Dr. Thunberg had an opportunity of seeing plays acted
sevet-al times, both in Nagasaki and afterwards on his

journey to the imperial court at Osaka. The actors are

always dressed in a very f,rotesque manner, so (hit a

stranger would be apt to imagine, they exhibited them.
selves to frighten, rather than to entertain, the audience
Their gestures are equally uncouth and extravagant

and
the plots are of a piece with the acting. In short the

dramatic performances of Japan can, in no respect, be
put in competition with those of Europe. But thevliave
the same effect, and answer the same purpose every where
to amuse the idle and frivolous, and to fill ti.e pockets of

the players.

Among the games played by the Japanese, is one cal.

led siobuts, or the game of the goose. In playing this

they make use of a thick checkered paper, with different

figures delineated on each square. A die being thrown,

each person marks his chance on the representations in the

square.

Cards are by no means a favourite diversion iu this coun-

try, and, indeed, they are prohibited, though sometimes

used in secret. They are fifty in number, formed of thick

stiff paper, two inches long, and one or more wide, black

on one side, and dissimilarly marked on the other. Thev

lay them in different heaps, with the stake at top, and then

turn up a card to see who has won.
When the Japanese wish to show the Dutch extraor-

dinary respect, they entertain them with a band of female-

dancers. These are generally young damsels, who twist

and twine their bodies m a variety of forms. Their steps

are regulated by music, and they are all provided with a

vast number of gowns, which they strip off one after the

other, till a dozen er more are left hanging from their

girdle.

The usual holidays in Japan are the first day of every

month, when they rise early in the morning, dress them-

selves in their best attire, and pay their respects to their

friends aiid superiors, wishing them joy of tlie Hew month,

This custom has been universally observed from very re-

mote ages. The full of the moon, or the fifteenth day,

IS another holiday, on which people resort to the temples

in greater numbers than on the first. The third festifll
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IS of les"' consequence, and falls on the twenty-eiglitli, or

the day before the new moon.

Besides tliese monthly festivals, they celebrate five

more; tlie first and principal of which is New Year's

]);iY, The country, at this time, is given up to pastime

and festivity ; and, indeed, the whole of the first month

is set apart for pleasure, throughout the whole empire.

The second annual festival falls on the third day of the

third month ; the third, on the fifth day of the fifth month;

the fourth, on the seventh day of the seventii month ; and

the fifth, o" the ninth day of the ninth month. All these,

maiiing uneven numbers, are reckoned unlucky days, and

business is undertaken on them, but they are spent

ill mirth and mutual congratulations. It is a maxim among

the Japanese, that the gods take delight in seeing mankind

joyful and happy ; and, in this respect, they honour their

benignity and other amiable attributes.

The Japanese either burn their dead or bury them in

<e earth. The former seems to have been the most an-

:ient practice, though it is now less prevalent than the

other, except for persons of distinction. The ashes are

carefully collected, and, after some time, are buried iu the

earth.

Both men and women follow the corpse in norimons,

together with the family of the deceased, and a numerous

train of priests. After one of the priests has sung the

eulogy of the dead, he thrice waves a burning torch over

the corpse, and the pile is then set on fire by the relations,

who also throw upon it clothes, arms, victuals, money,

sweet herbs, flowers, and other things, which they sup-

pose will be of use to the deceased in the other world.

When a prince or grandee dies, there are commonly ten

or twenty youths of his household, and such as were

his greatest favourites, who put themselves to a volun-

tary death, at the place where his body is burned ; and

their ashes are generally deposited in u magnificent se-

pulchre.

Histort/.] The early records of Japan are so perplexed

with incoherent relations, and involved in ambiguity, that

tiiey merit little attention. Their historians, also, inst>>ad

of adverting to the political and moral character of their

monarchs, have confined themselves to tedious and unin-

teresting details of their descent, names, births, succes-

sion, &c.; to recapitulate which would conduce neither to

profit nor entertainment. We shall, therefore, reduce the

1 A. 17.3

wnole, as abstracted from their own chronicles, to a very

narrow compass.

The monarchs of Japan appear to have been famous for

longevity ; and three of them in particular lived from the

age of a hundred and thirty-seven to a hundred and forty-

nine years. Sin-mu, tlie founder of tiie Japanese mo-
narchy, began his reign six hundred and six»y years before

Christ. In the seventieth year of his reign he instituted

a form of government, established laws, civilized the

people, taught them chronology, and other arts and

sciences, divided time into years, and years into months

and days, secured the crown to his posterity, and, having

reigned seventy-nine years, died in the one hundred and
forty-ninth year of his age.

Some of their monarchs have signalized themselves by

their military exploits ; one was ranked upon that account

as more than mortal, and might be considered as the Mars
of the Japanese, as was his mother the Belloua of her

country.

Another monarch, named Taycho, though of mean ex -

traction, displayed singular resolution in the total subjec-

tion of the petty princes, by which he quelled that spirit of

rebellion which was formerly prevalent in the empire. He
expelled the Portuguese from Japan, prohibited their ever

after trading with his subjects, and began the first perse-

cutions against the Christians, of which there were once

great numbers, in diflPerent parts of the empire. The cause

of this was said to be the opposition of the priests, in not

allowing them a plurality of wives, and the persuasion of

the Dutch, who told ihem, that the emperor would bo-

come a slave to the pope*.

This persecution was carried on with such horrid cruel-

ty, that, in the space of four years, no less than twenty

thousand five Innidred and seventy persons were cruelly

massacred. In the two succeeding years, however, after

the places of worship had been shut, and the public pro-

fession of Christianity prohibited, the Jesuits, by their

private endeavours, made twelve thousand proselytes; and,

when any of tliese were detected, they not only absolutely

refused to abjure the Christian faith, but readily submitted

to death, and suffered maityrdom with astonishing con-

stancy. Indeed, the persecution continued forty years,

reckoning from its commencement, in the reign of Tay-

cho, with unremitting cruelty, before Christianity could

be totally exterminated.

15 VOL I. 2X
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CHAPTER IX.

X. H K gioiipe properly distinguished by this nppcllatioii

consisls of Ceylon, Horneo, Maciissar, the Philippines,

the Mohictas, the Suiida Islands, Nicobar, and Anda-
man

; each of which demands a separate description.

ORIENTAL ISLANDS.

SECTION I.

CEYLON.

Situation, Extent, ^c] This island is situate between
five degrees thirty minutes/ and ten" degrees sixteen mi-
nutes of north latitude, and between seventy-nine degrees

forty minutes, and eighty-two degrees forty-five minutes
of east longitude ; at the distance of about one hundred
and ninety miles from the continent of India. It is gene-
rally supposed to be about two hundred and sixty miles in

length, one hundred and fifty in breadth, and nearly nine
hundred mi!es in circumference.

CUmate, Soil, Sic] Ceylon is one of the most pleasant
and fertile islands in the Indies; and the air is much more
temperate than could be expected, from its vicinity to the
Line. Being exposed on all sides to the sea-breezes, the
climate is cooler than that of Hindoostan, and far more
wholesome than Batavia. The mountainous parts are
woody, but the plains are exceeding fertile; springs,

meandering streams, and rivers, water the whole ; but the
latter, in general, are so rocky, as not to be navigable.

The variation of the seasons, and the winds which occa-
sion the monsoons, are much the same as on the coast of
India. The northern corner ot the island is the most un-
productive, on account of its deficiency with respect to

rivers, rivulets, &c. ; but the other parts are amazingly
fertile, being plentifully supplied with water, and enjoying
perio<lical rains, which always proceed from the south-
\vard, but are prevented from reaching the northern dis-

trict by a lofty chain of mountains.

Vegetable Pivdncfions.] Ceylon produces all the fruits

that are known in India, either on the continent or in the
islands; hence it is called the " Garden of the East," and
" Paradise of tiie Indies." Grapes, in particular, are

found in perfection during rine months in the year. The
mangoes here resemble nectarines, and are, when ripe,

either red, white, or green : they are delicious, when pre-
served, and make an admirable pickle. It also produces
ginger, pepper, sugar, mulberries, palms, cardainums,

cotton, and areka-trces; tigs, originally planted by du
Portuguese, long-pepper, melons, various sorts of man.

goes, onions, garlic, 8lc.

The fine spice we call ciimamon is the bark of a iret

growing plentifully in Ceylon, and the best sort is brouglil

from thence. By an account given in the Philosophical

Transactions, there appear to be several species of iIk

cinnamon-tree, though some are not easily dislingiiislin)

from each other. That which yields the best cinnamon

has leaves like those of the lemon-tree, bears while frj.

grant blossoms, and a yellowish fruit, not unlike an acorn

which has neither the smell nor taste of the bark, but jicldj

when boiled, an oily juice that hardens to the consistence

of tallow, and is not only used by the Ceylonese, both in.

ternally and externally, for several disorders, but also for

candles.

The young leaves of this tree are led, and, if rubbed

between the hands, yield an odour more like that of cIovm

than that of cinnamon. These, by distillation, afford an

oil, of a bitterish taste, resembling oil of cloves, to wiiicli

a little oil of cinnamon has been added.

The inhabitants of this island extract from the root of

the cinnamon-tree, by incision, a liquor that smells like

camphor, and gradually coagulates into white grains. Tliij

species of camphor is also obtained by distillation from

the bark of the root, dried, bruised, and immersed in

water. The physicians of Ceylon use this distilled liquor

with success, administering a spoonful of it, at proper in-

tervals, as a sudorific, in malignant fevers.

The cinnamon-tree must grow a certain nimiber of yeirj

before the bark is fit to be taken off; but the best sort

ripens two or three years sooner than the other trees, which

is owing to the difference of the soil they grow in. Those,

for instance, where the soil is a fine white sand, will be

ready in five years' time, whereas those that stand in a wet

soil must have seven or eight years before they are ripe

enough. Those trees, likewise, that grow in the shade are

later on that accbunt; and, for the same reason, the bark

of such trees has not that agreeable taste which is ob-

served in those that grow in a white sandy soil, where,

with a littic wet, they stand exposed to the sun.

The bark is rather of a bitterish taste, somewhat as-

tringent, and smells like camphor; for, by the heat of the

sun the camphor is rendered so thin and volatile, that it

rises up, and mixes with the juices of th« tree, where it
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undergoei a small fermentation ; and then, rising Htill higher I

between tlie substance of the wood and the thin inner mem-
brane of the baric, it is at last so effectually diffused through

the blanches and leaves, that the least trace of it is not to

be perceived. Mean time the thin glutir:ou! membrane

between the baric and the substance of the wood attracts

the purest and most agreeable particles of tlie juice, leav-

ing the thick and gross ones, which are pushed forwards,

and serve to nourish the branches, leaves, and fruit.

To confirm the truth of what has btt n Maid, our author

observes, that, if the bark hv Iresh taken off, the juice

itinaining in the tree has a bitterish taste, not iniiikc that

of cloves; but, on the contrary, if the inner membrane of

the bark be tasted when just taken off, it will be fourui

most exquisitely sweet, whereas the outer part of the bark

(lifi'ers very little in taste from that of the common trees,

which shows tiiat all its sweetness is owing to the inner

niembruue. When the bark is laid in the sun, in order to

lie dried and convolvi x\ this oily sweetness of the inner

membrane diffuses itself through the outer part of it, and
impregnates it so strongly, as to make it a conmiodity

wliich is justly admired for its aromatic taste and fragrancy.

The betel, so much chewed in Asia, grows on a small

shrub ; the leaves resemble those of ivy, and are naturally

of a green colour ; but the natives whiten them by artifi-

ciul means, without impairing their virtues; the flavour

IS very pleasant, and the scent aromatic. In preparing

tlie quid or pill for chewing, they take a piece of chalky

caith, or a kind of lime, about as big as a pea, which
they mix with a fourth part of the areka-nut, wrap the

whole in three betel-leaves, and chew it when they think

proper. Till a person is accustomed to this chewing, it

occasions a dizziness and stupefaction, like tobacco ; but,

«hen grown familiar, it is much more agreeable.

Ceylon likewise produces the root-tree, whose branches
liang to the ground, and take fresh root; and the talipot-

tree, wiiich is as high as the mast of a ship, but without
ail)- branches or leaves, except at the summit. The top
is, tlierefore, cut off, and used as an umbrella, or soldier's

tent; it is very strong and light, and will fold like a fan.

Here are several species of grain, that are converted either

into bread or oil; the most singular of which is the tanna,
celebrated, not only for its goodness, but for yielding a
lliousand-foid.

Aiiimah.] In the island of Ceylon are vast numbers of
buffaloes, elephants, monkeys, bears, tigers, and jackalls.
Tiie island is particularly famous for its elephants, on ac-
count of their prodigious bulk, and tire beauty of their
ivory

;
and tiiey are so numerous, as to do incrediWe dan?age

to the husbandmen, by breaking their trees, and eating or
trampling down their corn. Hence the country people
are obliged 4o watch those fields that lie near the woods
every night, and they are not secure of their com even

when it is placed in their yards, it is with great difficulty

that, with lighted torches, and making a great noise, they

can frighten them away. The tiger* and beam are far less

troublesome ; for they do no damage to the corn, and lel-

doni attack people without provocation.

The Ceyloncse not only make use of fire to drive away
the wild beasts, but also to take deer, elks, 8tc. with which
their woods abound. Two men go into a wood in the

night-time, one of whom carries on his head an earthen
vessel, in which a fire is made of sticks and 4 kind of
rosin ; and in one hand he bus n staff, to which eight mu-
sical bells are fastened. The other man gois behind, with
a spear in his hand ; and, whilst the deer stands gazing
at the light, and listening to the sound of the bt^ls, ttie

spearman advances, and rrins him "irough the body.
They have another method of killing deer, or other game,
which is practised by those who are masters of a gun.
lliey make a frame, large enough to screen their body,

which they cover witli boughs of trees, and, advancing
behind lliis frame, they easily get near enough to fire at

their murk, the birds or deer having no suspicion of danger,
as seeing nothing but the green branches.

Besides elephants, tigers, and other quadrupeds, thera

is a sort of bear in Ceylon, called the ant-bear, from his

eating certain ants, called waia, of which there are great

numbers in that island. In order to deceive them, the
bear lies down near the little nests they build, as if he
were dead, lolling out his tongue as far as he can, upon
which multitudes of ants presently fix themselves,, and the

bear draws in his tongue and swallow s them ; and then put-

ting out his tongue again, he soon catches more, continuing

so to do till he has satisfied his hunger. The nests or ha-

bitations of these ants are very curiously formed, according
to the accounts of travellers, being built in little hills, and
consisting of vaults and arches of the finest clay, and so

strong as not to be easily demolished.

This island abounds with a variety of fowl, particularly

wild peacocks, and green parrots, which are very nume-
rous. A species of the latter, called the macaw, is of the

size and colour of a black-bird; and 'speaks very plain,

when taught, as. does also another species, which is of a
very beautifid gold colour.

One of the finest birds of the country is of the size of a
' sparrow, and as white as snow, except its head, which is

black, with a plume of feathers standing erect; and the

tail is a foot long. There are others of a deep yellow,

but in every other respect like the former: neither of them
have any musical notes.

Sea and river-fish are found here in great variety and
abundance.

Among the insects of this country the most remarkable

are the ants, which throw up large hills, four or five feet

in height and two or three in diameter : these they arch
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in an ndmiraltle manner, and fill them with all kimJa of

grain, for (heir winter subsistence.

Of thc«c insects a most interesting description has l>e>*n

given by Mr. Henry Smcathnian, in the PhiU)NO|>hiciil

'rrunsactidus for 1781. According to this account, the

works of these little creatures surpass those of (lie bees,

wasps, and other animals, as much as those of the niost

polished European nations excel those of uncultivated

savages; and even with respect to man, his greatest works,

the boasted pyramids, fall, comparatively, far short, even

in size alone, of the structures raised by these industrious

insects. The labourers among them employed in this

service are not a quarter of an inch in length ; but the

structures which they erect rise to ten or twelve feet above

the surface of the earth. Supposing, therefore, the height

of a man to be si.x feet, our author calculates, that the

buildings of these insects, relatively to their size utid that

of a man, may be considered as raised to nearly five times

the height of the greatest Egyptian pyramid. And it may
be added, that, with respect to the interior construction,

and the various members and dispositions of the parts of

the building, they certainly appear to exceed every work
of human construction.

The most curious parts of these structures are the royal

apartments, nurseries, magazines of provision, arched cham-
bers, and galleries, with their various communications

;

the ranges of Gothic-shaped arches, projected, and not

formed oy mere excavation, some of which are two or

three feet high, but which diminish rapidly, like the arches

of aisles in perspective; the various roads, sloping stair-

cases, and bridges, consisting of one immense arch, and

constructed to shorten the distance betvteen the several

parts of the building, which would otherwise communi-
cate only by winding passages.

The economy of these insects appears to have been

very minutely observed by an ingenious author, who in-

forms us, that there are three distinct ranks or orders

among them, constituting a well-regulated community.

These are, first, the labourers, or working insects ; next,

the soldiers, or fighting class, which do no kind of labour,

and are much larger than the former; and, lastly, the

winged or perfect insects, which may be called the nohi-

(iVy of the state ; for they neither labour nor fight, beiri'^

scarcely capable even of self-defence. These only are

capable of being elected kings or queens; and Providence

has so ordered it, that they emigrate within a few weeks
after their elevation to the sovereignty, and either establish

new kingdoms, or perish within a day or two.

The first order, the working insects, are most numerous,
being in the proportion of a hundred to one of the sol-

diers. In this state, they are only about a quarter of arx

inch long, and so extremely small, that twenty-five of
tUem will scarcely weigh one grain. .
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The second class, or loldicri, have a very different fonn
from the labourers, and have been, by some authors juo.

poied to be the males, and the former ncutern; hiu'ihev

are, in reality, the same insi els as the foregoing, only th»i

have undergone a change of form, and approaclitd m
denree nearer to the perfect state. They are about hiii

an inch long, and equal in bulk to fifteen of the lubourcn

The third order, or the insect in its perfec I stul.', va,j„

its form still more than ever. The head, throat, and bt||,

dirt'er almost entirely from the same parts in the labourers

and soldiers ; and, besides this, ihe animal is now fiiriiishwi

with four large transparent wings, with which it is, it the

time of emigration, to wing its way in quest of a atw set.

tiement. These are equal in bulk to two soldiers, anil

about thirty labourers; and, by means of the wings, ..ni,

which they are furnished, they roam about for a few Imuri

at the end of which time they lose their win^s, and be-

come the prey of innumerable birds and reptiles : vjiil^

scarcely one pair out of many millions of this unhappy

race get into a place of safety, and lay the foundation ota

new community.

The few fortunate pairs who survive this annual destruc-

tion are casually found by some of the labourers, and are

elected kings and queens of new states. By these indui.

trious creature* the king and queen elect are ininu diaiely

protected and enclosed in a chamber of clay, where the

business of propagation soon commences. Their volun-

tary subjects then busy themselves in constructing uur-

series, or apartments, entirely composed of wooden nia-

teriah, and seemingly joined together with gums. Liio

tiR-sc they afterwards carry the eggs produced from the

queen; and here the young are attended, after they are

hatched, until they arc able to shift for themselves,

From the many singular accounts given of the police of

these insects, we shall mention one respecting the different

functions of the labourers and soldiers, or the civil and

military establishments in this community, on an attempt

to explore their nests.

On making a breach in any part of the structure with

a hoe or pick-axc, a soldier immediately appears, and

walks about the breach, as if to see whether the euemv

be gone, or to examine whence the attack proceeds. In

a short time he is followed by two or three others, and

soon afterwards by a numerous body, who rush out as

fast as the breach will permit, their numbers increasing as

long as aiiv one continues to batter the building. Duriu);

this time they are in the most violent bustle and agitation;

while some of them are employed in beating with their

forceps upon the building, so as to make a noise tliat mav

be heard at three or four feet distance. On ceasing to

disturb them, the soldiers retire, and are succeeded by the

labourers, who hasten in various directions^ towards ih«

breach, each with a burden of mortar in his mouth, ready



leiril-rred. Though tlicrc arc millioui of Uum, they

ii.m stujt nm embarrass ia,h ulli.r
; und a wali f?n«rf'iii/ly

11,(1 that Jills up the chnsm, A hMu t uttrndg every six

hundred or tlioiiiand of the iBbourers, hc-ctningly an a di-

riitor of till' work*; for he never (oucheit tlic mortar

iiili.r to lift 01 carry it. One, in pmticulnr, place* him-

silt close to the wall which they arc repairing, and fre-

,|,i,.iilly inakiN ihf noise aljove mentioned, whiili is «,on-

ttaiilly anitMcred by a ioud hiss from all the labouf«rs

within the dome ;
and, at every such jtignal, thev evideiirtv

riilinibic their pace, and work an fast again.

The work behig completed, a renewal of the „ „k
coimUntly produces the .same effects. The soldiers .ij^am

iiKJi out, and then retreat, and ari; folitAved by the la-

Imiiierj, loaded with mortar, and as active and diligent nn

Wore "TliUN," says our author, " the pleasure of seeing
iliiin come out to fight, or to work, .dternately, may be
obtained, us often as curiosity excites, or time permits;
,111(1 it will certainly Uv found, that the one order never at-

umjits to fight, nor the other to work, let the emergency
1)1 (ver so great. The obstinacy of the soldiers is vei

,

remarkable: they fight to the last extremity, disputing
ivery inch of ground so effectually, as often to drive
i».iy the negroes, who are without shoes, and make Eu-
ropeans bleed plentifully through their stockings."

Serpents and leeches are very numerous in Ceylon, and
very dangerous, as the natives go bare-legged; but, as
much as possible to prevent them from biting, they rub
their legs and feet with a composition of ashes, salt, and
Iciiion-jtiice.

Minerals.] Though Ceylon abounds with mines of gold.
Sliver, and other metals, none arc permitted to be wcnked
but those of iron: and such as produce precious stones
arc all monopolized by the sovereign, '["he ,at'.s.eye,
"iiichhasa variety of fine colours, and requires no pu'
li'iung, is the favourite gem; though their rubies, sapphires,
topazes, hyacinths, turquoises, ike. are some of the finest
111 the universe. The mountains likewise produce crystal
binrwitone, saltpetre, 8cc.

'

Pearl-Fishen/.] Ceylon i.s celebrated for its pearl-fish-
'fv, vthich commonly begins, on the north-west shore,
»liu.it the middle of Tebrnary, and continues about two
'iiuiilhs; the village of Condalchy is then crowded with a
mixture of thousands of people, of difterent colours,
•omitries, casts, and occupations, with numerous tents
""I I'lits, and bazars and shops; while the sea presents
many boats, hastening to the banks, or returning with the
^spected riches. The divers are chiefly C:inislians or Mos-
l™i', uho desc. nd five or ten fathom:,, and remain under
>«tcr about two minutes, ea-^h bringing up about a hun-
ted oysters n. his net. .These precious pearls are formed

iik<; the coats of an onion, around a grain of sand, which
*«iv« as a nucleus, the animaJs covering it with glutinous

1 A.
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mutter, Jo prevent disagreeable friction; and even those
formed in the shell seem produced by similar exertion to
cover son.- rough part; but these arc darker and bluer
than genuine ,^»rls. 'l\w yellow or gold-coloured pearl
IS most esteemfid by the natives; and some are of a bright
redlust/c; but the dull grey, or blackish hue, are Riost
valuable.

Antiquitieii.] On tbe west and south .oasts of Ceylou
fliere are several curious antiquities, i,i which an iiitor-
Psting account has been comrr»uaicute.l to the public
trough tf»e medium of the Asiatic Mesearche*. The snb-
'««ce of that accoimt we take the liberty to lay before

our rearJers :

"In th# vicinity of Biligam, about ten miles north of
Matura, IS «, figure of the Coutta Rajah, sculptured on a
lud.- block of -^ramte, about thirty feet high. Opposite
to this stone, ai.H about twenty feet distant, is anc.lher of
nearly the same >ize; and the intervening ground is worked
away to a hollow, on which it is necessary to be phncd
to have a full view of this figure, «hich is cut out of thJ
stone m reliev..; but the whole is sunk in a hollow, scooped
out, so that It is thus defended from injury on the sides
I he figure is about fomt....u fett high, with a full round
Visage, long nose, and mild aspect; but it has no beard,
nor any of the usual marks of the Hindoo casts. The
liead-diess is high, and seems decorated with jewels ; the
iirms are ornamented with bracelets; a belt .seems girded
high above the waisi; «,„| a .j,,^, j^ distinctlv seen on the
l«ft fi finger of the left hand. The neck is encircled by a
collar; ornamental drops .seem to depend from the ears;
and the lower drapery is fringed with a sort of tassels.

" On the spot," says our author, "
I was told that this

was the figure of an ancient prince, called Coulta liajah,
from a cutaneous disorder he had been troubled with -and
that his statue was placed here, in memoiv of his being
the first who had taught the inhabitants the use of the
cocoa-nut, which now constitutes a principal part (jf their
food. At Matiira the tradition was told much to the same
purpose, but with more amj)lification of circumstances.
They described him as the son of a foreign prince, who,
labouring under a sort of leprosy, was landed on the coast,'
and left to shift for himself; when he was cured by the
aid of a holy recluse residing in these woods, ami by the
milk of the cocoa-tree

: returning home to his native land,
he recounted his wonderful cure, and was sent bnck with
rich presents, to reward the holy man, whom they found
no more. In memory of these events the statue was set up.
Whatever degree of credit may be due to this story, the
name of the Coutta Kajah seemed to be familiar to all ranks,
and is certainly connected with some historical event."

Being desirous of seeing a Cingalese temple, at a ^lace
called Villigaam, our author was conducted, by a.winding
road, to a small cinijience, enclosed at tlie top by a low
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stone-wali, aurmounted by a kind of balustrade, in the

midst of thick surrounding groves. " At the gatt," says

he, " to which we ascended by some steps, the priests re-

ceived and conducted me to the door of the temple : they

were bare-headed, and their hair cut close ; and their gar-

inent consisted of a cloth of a dusky snuff colour, which

folded round the body, and descended to the feet : their

dark complexions and inanimate features exhibited no

symptom of superior intelligence, or of keen genius ; but

rather indicated a kind of apathy or indifference. The
building had no external decorations : a close gallery ran

round the body of it, to which only one door opened, that

rendered it so close, for want of fresh air, with the strong

fumes of several burning lamps, and the aromatic odour

of yellow flowers, profusely scattered on a raised terrace

before the idol, that it almost overcame me, on entering

the interior apartment.

" On our being introduced, a curtain, which enclosed

the shrine, was drawn back, and a gigantic figure of Bood-
hoo was displayed, reclining on his side, with one hand sup-

porting his head, and the other lying negligently on his

body : the habit was very simple, of a saffron colour, co-

vering him from the neck to the heels; and the only orna-

ment was a kind of belt across the body. This statue was
about eigfliteen feet long, and well proportioned; the coun-

tenance was mild and full ; and the top of the head painted

to represent the hair in several small black curls.

" In a corner of the room was a smaller figure, repre-

sented sitting cioss-le^ged on a coiled snake, the expanded

head of which shaded him : from the same habit aud turn

of feature, it was easy to perceive that Boodhoo was also

here represented. A female figure, the natural size, and

arrayed in the same garb, was represented standing in an-

other corner, and holding a lamp in her extended hand.

In a third corner stood a male figure, said to represent

Veeshnu; and, in the fourth, Ramy Steamy, of a dark blue

colour, aud distinguished by his peculiar attributes of se-

veral hands, and correspondent Hindoo ornaments.

" The gallery, which ran round the inner apartment, was
entirely covered with paintings, in compartments rudely

finished, each apparently containing the history of some
e :

*. in the life of Boodhc . One of these paintings

seemed to represent the birth of the divine infant, and
others represented his youthful amusements and adventures.

In one, a youth held earnest conversation with a nymph,
among deep shades and woods, while a monkey, con-

cealed by the branches of a tree, seemed to listen with

mischievous intent : in another piece, die god appeared as

a youth, slily stealino; coin from a cheat tnwK.'-d which an

aged man approached with cautious steps, holding a large

key in his hand : in other compartments processions ap-

peared ; feasts seemed prepared ; food was distributed to

the poor of various nations ; and the different habits and

[part 1;

manners of men in active life, were strikingly pourtrayeH

The style- or costume of thes^pamtiugs was entirely
dif.

ferent from that of the Hindoos on the peninsula, and evi

dently belonged to a different people, though they un-

doubtedly exhibited those of the Cingalese and the wor

shippers of Boodhoo."

About a mile from Matura is another temple of Bood-

hoo, embosomed in the deep recesses of a wood and

decorated in front with a profusion of flowerinff
trees

and shrubs, among which a clump of bamboos, of a

bright yellow colour, with small stripes of green branch-

ing from below the joints, appears most conspicuoui,

Within is an image of Boodhoo, and several other figures

illuminated by lamps aud enclosed by curtains, as in ihe

former temple, and, in like manner, the terrace, or raised

altar, is strewed with flowers, and the walls are adorned

with paintings.

About four nwles from Matura is a Cingalese temple, of

a circular shape, about a hundred and sixty feet in circuai-

ference, and twelve feet high ; forming a terrace, from the

centre of which there rises a bell-shaped spire, crowned

with a smaller cone, on a square pedestal, the height of

the whole being about thirty feet. A parapet runs round

this terrac, to which a door and staircase leads up; and

in one corner stands a small thatched hut, which seems

designed for the lodging of some of the priests, No

figures, inscriptions, nor any thing else remarkable, ap-

pears on the outside, except a single granite pillar, four

feet high, placed on end, and seemingly intended to re.

ceive a lamp at night. This structure is said to be solid;

it has no doors, windows, nor any other opening; but it

is said that one of the teeth of the sacred elephant is

buried under it.

After'taking a short v. v of this place, our author was

conducted to the sea-beatli of Dewunder-head, by a gra-

dual descent along an avenue in the woods, where lie

found several remains of ancient buildings, resembling

the Carnatic temples. " Close to the beach," says he,

" we find the first building, probably designed for the use

of devotees, immediately before or after ablution in ihe

sea, which is not above forty yards distant : the descent

over the bank is not difiicult, though the coast below is

lined with masses of granite washed by the waves. It

consists of a colonade of sixteen granite pillars, about nine

feet high, the four centre ones of which only are regu-

larly formed with bases, capitals, &c. On the north side

are two pillars, ornamented with sculpture, and forming

an exact square with two central ones of the colonade, in

the middle of which is a square opening ofabout two feet

and a half, faced with stone, but neurly filled up vvilli

earth : this seems to have been the situation of the interior

but of the roof and tlie object of worship no ves-recess

;

tige remains
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" Proceediug thence, by an easy ascent, we cross the

ruins of a wall, probably the enclosure of tlie grand tem-

ple, marked by several pillars and upright stones ; but no

sculptures are visible till we reach the Cingalese temple,

in the front of which stands the inner portal of a Hindoo

temple, consisting of two upright stones, supporting a

cross one, all carved on one side, with ornaments similar

to those of the interior parts of the pagodas on the coast.

The centre of the cross-stone is occupied by a fierce fan-

tastic liead, the sides by ii running border of foliage, and

the basement supported by figures, in a correspondent

style.

"To the. left of the Cingalese buildings are some more

ruins, evidently the remains of other temples. The steps

loading up to the raised floors are decorated with heads of

elephants, carved out of stones, placed on either side;

—

ail ornament frequently seen in Hindoo temples, as the

entrances of Egyptian buildings were usually ornamented

with figures of the sphinx.

« Near this is a deep well, across the mouth of which

is placed a flat granite-stone, with a perforation of six

inches square through its centre, between the prints of

i feet, raised on the stone : the figure occupying the

rest of the stone is scooped out to the depth of two feet.

This wel' was probably enclosed within some of the build-

ings now no longer existing ; but its use does not appear.

The cross-stone is too heavy to be easily moved, and oc-

cupies too much room, to admit of water being drawn
from it for any common use: the figures carved on it in-

dicate some connection with the iuigain, and may conse-

quently give us an idea of the object of worship.

" On narrowly examining these remains, little doubt re-

mained in my mind diat this was the site of an ancient

Hindoo temple, on the ruins of which the Cingalese build-

ing was raised, at a much later period."

The head man of die village, being questioned respect-

j

ing these ruins, confessed that he could give no account

I

of their origin ; but proposed to conduct our author to

another old temple, about three-quarters of a mile distant.

Here tiiey found a small square pagoda, built of hewn
stone, flat roofed, with one door, and having no spire, pil-

lars, nor arches: it had no sculpture, except some mould-
ings about the door, and the pediment-cornices ; nor did

any image, altar, or hieroglyphic decoration appear, to

sliow the object of worship : from its exact similarity, how-
( ver, to some of the small stone pagodas in the Carnatic,
there can be little doubt of its origin.

At Deogamme our author met with another temple of
Boodlmo, wiiich was erected on u flat space, cut out of the
side of a swelling eminence, and had nothing remarkable in

die stjle of building, being a square house, with a tiled
slupiug roof, and a covered gallery runniug round it; so that
die double story of sloping roofs gives it the air of those
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edifices which may be frequently seen in Chinese paintings.

In the interior apartment the image of Boodhoo was seen
reclining, in the same attitude as at Biligam, illuminated
by lamps, and strongly perfumed with flowers. The walls
were covered with paintings, representing the history of
the deity, and several connnodious houses were built near
it, for the residence of the priests.

Having received intimation of an ancient inscription on
a rock in this neighbourhood, our author proceeded in

quest of the place, attended only by one peasant, who un-
dertook to show him the way; and, after walking smartly
for an hour and a half through the woods, he came to a
huge block of stone in the channel of the river, about fifty

yards from the banks, and surrounded by water, but no-
thing like an inscription appeared on it. After some time,
however, some of the villagers conducted our author back
to a field, where he found another large block of the same
kind of stone, but of a black colour, which it had proba-
bly received from its long exposure to the weather. The
higher part of it was about fourteen feet high ; and, on a
low projection of about twenty feet from this, the villagers

pointed out some vestiges of characters, rudely carved, and
of unequal sizes. " They were so corroded," says our au-
thor, " by time and the eflfects of the air, that I should have
found considerable difficulty in making them out, had it

not been suggested that some lime-water traced on the hol-

low characters, would render them legible on the dark
•ground of the stone : by tracir<» them in this manner, 1

was enabled to sketch out the appearance of the whole
with tolerable exactness. But of the causes of engraving
it here, or of the history of the place, I could get no ac-

count from the natives, except some incoherent traditions

of its being formerly struck by lightning, whence it is

called Pelniicallu, or split-stone."

At Calanee, about six miles north-east of Columbo, are

two temples of Boodhoo, which were visited by Mr.
Harington, on the 7th of February, 1797. "Tiie nnagcs,"
says our author, " are of stone, representing a man in a sit-

ting posture; the right leg supporting the left; the right

arm and breast uncovered ; and the left side and the waist

covered with a folding vest, the end of which hangs down
before. The complexion is fair ; but no conclusion can
be drawn from this, as two images in the two templer at

this place differ considerably in these respects, one having
a fair round face, the other darker and more oval. Both
appear to have long pendant ear-rings, and their heads are

crowned with a sort of tiara, somewhat resembling five

fingers joined to each other.

" lu one of the temples three images of the above de-

scription were enclosed in a glass-case,, which the offici-

ating priest readily opened, to satisfy my curiosity, and al-

lowed me to approach as near as I wished, without even
desiring me to take ofi" my shoes, as is usually required in
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other parts of India. Before the glass-case, wliich extend-

ed the wiiole length o* the temple, stood a wooden table;

on whicii are daily pirsented oblations of flowers, fruit, or

money. Troni the siirroimding representations of devo-

tees, the lotos appears to be the favourite flower of the

gwl ; and I also observed the kei/osa and gool-ackcen, two

of the most fragrant flowers in India. Images of Boodhoo,

and some other deities, are painted on the walls and roof

of this temple ; but chiefly Boodhoo, sitting or sleeping,

and his devotees bearing each a uagisur flower ; with six-

teen sketciies, said to represent the sixteen templ*^;, or mo-
numents, of this description, on the island of Ceylon.

" The idol temple I am now describing, is called a vee-

har, or college, and consists of one small apartment, of an
oblong square, composed of connnon brick and mortar
materials, wi'Ji a tiled roof. It is said to have been built

lime out of mind, but, from its structure, cannot be very

ancient. Isaw nothing peculiar in its exterior, and have

notliing further to remark on its interior, but that it con-

tained a lamp, said to be kept perpetually burning, and a

curtain, that is occasionally drawn across the middle of the

apartment."

On each side of the entrance, enclosed in recesses, are

two large statues, the door-keepers of the god ; and several

«thcrs are sculptured round, bearing a club, and crowned

with a high tiara. In the passage, which leads from the

above-mentioned temple to a second of tlie same construc-

tion, are two gigantic figures, cut in alto relievo, and said

to represent two attendants of the local deity.

The second temple contains a single figure of Bood-
hoo, in a sitting posture, and somewhat larger tlian tliose

already noticed. A large elephant's tooth, presented by

the king of Candia, is fixed in the ground, near this image,

and a small elephant, of brass, forms the ornament of a

lam{)-stand.

Both the above structures stand on an eminence, sur-

rounded by trees, and by a low wall, which also encloses

a third building, called Daghope Ualnimce. Tliis build-

ing is a solid mass of earth and brick-Mork, about sixty

feet high, and shaped somewhat like a dome, with a cu-

l)ola above. The inside is a mound of earth, and is said

to contain twenty images of Boodhoo, buried below it.

At the foot of the eminence is the house of the priests,

who have been appointed to officiate at the ceremonies

performed at this place daily at noon, and annually at a

great festival, when numbers of pilgrims are said to as-

semble here.

The temple at Oogulbodda is an oblong square build-

ing, with a versi'.d:!, .-upportcd !>y square brick-pillars,

and covered with leaves of the cocoa-nut tree. At a small

distance, on the east side, is a triple-roofed building, con-

structed in form of a pigeon-house, in whicli the precepts

of Boodhoo are read to his votaries, at festivals and other

times of asseut'/ige.

[part I

The Teehar, besides two lar,rt

inj.
figures of door-"» :'cners, and various historical and

thological paintings, contains a colossal statue of Bood.

hoo, composed of ,'arth and cement, in a sitting i)ost«rf

or rather reclining jn his lotos throne ; his luad resting on

a pillow, and srpported by the right-aiin, while llie Itfi

is extended <•-• f',e thigh of the same side. He lias tlit

same tiara, jar-rings, and curled hair, as the oIIkt iraa»e!

already ''.escribed; and, with no unpleasing aspect
i$

p«'.-.ied of an azure brown complexion. Before this figure

stands the principal altar, covered with a variety of brajs

figures, flowers. Sic.

At the north end of the temple is another figure of Bood-

hoo, in a sitting posture ; having, on each side, two tigers

and two alligators ; and, over the liead, a fabulous animal

called kimis, with three large teeth in front, and two on

each side of the mouth. But it seems that these onianienlal

figures have no connection with the character or history ot

Boodhoo; but should have been placed on the outside of

the temple, had there been room. Two figures on eack

side of this image, with chowries in their hands, are said

to be Veeshnu, in attendance upon Boodhoo :
" but I have

some doubt," says our autuor, " of the accuracy of this

information, as, at the south end of the temple, where

there is a third image of Boodhoo, in a standing posture

there is likewise a statue evidently of Veeshnu, of black

hue, and crowned with a high tiara, which l)ears no em-

blem of attendance." There are several other iniagei of

Boodhoo in this temple, but they have no peculiar cha-

rac'terislic.

Towns^ The town of Cand.y, in the centre of the

island, is of small size and consequence, and only di».

tinguished by a palisade and a few temples. It was taken

by the Portuguese in 1590; but no recent traveller appears

to have visited it.

Coi.umho, the chief town of the Portuguese, Dutcli,

and English possessions, is a respectable place, and mil

fortified ; the residence of the governor is elegant, Tlie

name of Columbo seems indigenous, as well as that ol

Nigonibo, a fortress a few miles to the iioitli of this ca-

pital.

On the east of this city is the highest mountain in t'ev-

lou, called Adam's Peak, from a tradition of the natives,

tliat Adam was created and buried here. It is steep and

<^''''oSy» ''"'^ of a conical figure. On ti>e suiiunit there is»

smooth stone, bearing the impression of a large lumiau

foot, which the natives aflirm to have been made by Adam.

This occasions them to pay a great adoration to it; and,

at the commencement of every year, vast niultitiides clam-

ber up to it, notwithstanding the ascent is so difficult, thai

iron-spikes and chains have been fixed to the rock, in order

to facilitate their climbing. In another part of the moun-

tain there is a lake, whicli the natives, w ilh equal gravitv,
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aver to have been made by the tear? which Eve coutirmed

shedding, on account x>f the death of Abel, for odo hun-

dred years successively.

TBiNCOMAtE has a noble harbou ;,, which opens at

the mouth of the Muwil Ganga, the Ganges of Ptolemy's

large map of Taprobana ; and is defended by a strong

fortress. This harbour is of great consequence to the

Englisii, because there is not any on the eastern coast of
Hindoostan ; and it has been suggested that, in case of a
revolution, to which all human affairs are subject, this

island might afford an extensive asylum, where the British

name and commerce might be perpetuated.

Matura, on the southern side of Ceylon, was a

Dutch factory, near the most southern promontory called

Dondra, where excellent kinds of cinnamon were collect-

ed; and varieties of precious stones abound in the vicinity.

Not far to the west of Matura is Gallee, near a point so

called, a handsome town, strongly fortified, on the project-

ing angle of a rock.

Manufactures.'] There are but few manufactures carried

on in this island; but the natives seem not unskilled in the
common works in gold and iron. The Dutch sliips used
to sail from Gallee, laden with cinnamon, pepper, and other
spices: iior must pearls and precious stones be forgotten

ainong the articles of export. The Columbo-.,'ood, a hit-

ler in recent use, receives its name from the capital ; but
iu native country or district seems still unknown.

Religion.] Tlie religion of Ceylon is the ancient wor-
ship of Boodh, whose images appear with short and crisped
hair, because it is fabled that he cut it with a golden sword,
which produced that effect. The worsliip of Boodh is'

supposed to have originated in Ceylon; and thence to have
spread to ancient Hindoostan, to exterior India, Tibet, and
even to China and Japan. Such are the traditions iu Slam,
Pegu, &c. which suppose that Boodh, probably a deified
|)hilo8opher, flourished about five hundred and forty years
before the Christian era: and as the Boodhis, in general,
shew a prodigious superiority of good sense to tiie vision-
ary Brahmins, their accounts deserve more ciadit than the
Idle dreams and chronology of the Pundits. Others, how-
cver„suppose that the worship of Boodh originated in ex-
terior India.

Government, Sfc] The island of Ceylon was formerly
divided aito nine monarchies; but, at present, it is under
tlie dominion of one king, whose court is kept in the cen-
tre of the island, at a place called Digligy-Neur. The
paiace is but meanly built, though the gates are large,
'lately, and finely carved; and the window-frames made
•* ebony, and inlaid Mill, silver. His elephants, troops,
and spies, are numerous, and his concubines many. He
assumes great dignity, and demands much respect, which
« subjects readily pay him, as they imagine that all their

t'"gs are immediately upon their demise turned into gods.
'C- VOL. I.

1 A.
l»l

He expects that Christians should salute him kneeling and
uncovered, but requires nothing more of them. His re-
venue consists in the gifts and offerings of his subjects.
His palaces are built upon almost inaccessible places, for
the greater security. No bridges are permitted to be
erected over rivers or streams, or good roads to be made,
to render the country as impassible as possible. None'
are allowed to approach his palace without a passport
stamped on clay.

'

Military.] The troops are hereditary, and carry, as
weapons, swords, guns, pikes, bows, arrows, &c. They
are subtle, but not courageous; and will not engage an
enemy, but] by surprise, and when there is some manifest
advantage in their own favour. It is so difficult to pene-
trate into the inland parts, and all the passes are so well
guarded, that even the Dutch themselves are unacquainted
with great part of the island.

Penal Laws.] All the male Ciiigulays arc allowed to
command those who are within' hearing to assist them
upon any emergency in the apprehension of delinquents.
Criminals are frequently impaled alive, or have stakes
driven through their bodies. Some are hung upon trees,
and many are worried by dogs, which are so accustomed
to this horrid butchery, tliat, on the days appointed for the
death of criminals, they, by certain tokens, run to the
place of execution. But the most remarkable crimiuaJ
punishment is by the king himself, who rides an elephant,
trained up on purpose, while the beast tramples the un-
happy wretch to death, and tears him limb from limb.
There are other modes of punishing, by fines and impri.

sonment, at the discretion of the judges. When the fine
IS decreed, the officers seize the culprit, wherever they meet
him, strip him naked, (his clothes going as part of pay-
ment,) and. oblige him to carry a large stone, the weight
b^ing daily increased by the addition of otliers that are
smaller, till the money is either paid, or the debt remitted.
A creditor will sometimes go to the house of his debtor,

and very gravely affirm, that, if he does not discharge the
debt he owes him immediately, he will destroy himself
This so greatly terrifies the other, that he instantly mus-
ters all the money he can, even sells his wife and children,
not to be deficient, and pays the sum demanded, 'lliis is

owing to a law, which specifies, if any man destroys liim-
self on account of a debt not being discharged, the debtor
shall immediately pay the money to the surviving relations,

or forfeit his own life, unless he be able to redeem it by
the payment of a very large sum to the king.

Women must not be beaten without permiHsjon finm
tiie king; but they may be made to carry heavy baskets of
sand upon their heads, as long as the punisher pleases,

which is much more dreadful to them than the severest
flagellation. The circumstances of tlie children depwid
upon tliose of the mother; for, if the mother is a free

2Z
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woman, they arc fte&i but, if she be a slave, thpy are

•Iways vasscls.

Customs, Manners, ^c] The inhabitants of Ceylon arci

composed of Dutch, Portuguese, Moors, Malubars,. and

a mongrel breed of all four; but the natives, who reside

\u the interior, are called Ciugulays, or Cinglasses. Thesu^

are of two classes, the Cingulays, properly so called, who
are rather a civilized people ; and the Vaddans, who live

ill the woods, and are quite wild. The first are well-

made, have regular featuresj are very active, ingenious,

hardy, and temperate ; but they are crafty and treacherous.

Old people let their beards grow long, and wear a cap,

like a mitre ; but the people in general wear a waistcoat,

either of blue or white calicp, and another piece of calico

about the middle, tied round with a sash. The higher

orders wear ornamentul weapons, such as a hanger, M'ith

an enamelled hilt, and a scabbard finely embossed. The
women grease their hair with oil of cocoa-nuts, and comb
it down behiml. They wear a fiowered waistcoat, and ca-

lico apron, and adorn themselves with ear-rings, brocelets,

necklaces, rings on their toes and fingers, and a girdle of

silver wire.

The Vaddans live without civil government, ' are excel-

lent archers, and their principal business is to kill and dry

venison. When they have expended or spoiled their ar-

rows, and want new ones, they go towards the house of n

smith in the night, and hang up a quantity of venison, with

a leaf fashioned into the form and size of the arrow's point

tl»ey want, by way of pattern: if the smith makes the

arrows as they would have them, and leaves them in Her

of the venison, they reward him with more deer's flesh;

but, if he neglects them, they are sure to do him a mis-

chief. To preserve flesh against a time of scarcity, they

rub the inside of a hollow tree with a quantity of honey,

filling it with flesh, and closing up the aperture with clay,

which preserves it as eflvectually as if it were salted.

The habitations of the Cmgulays, or more crvilized

natives of Ceylon, consist of low houses, built with sticks

or canes, daubed over with clay, and covered with thatch.

Cane bedsteads and stools, and a few China plates, brazen

and earthen vessels, for dressing food or to serve as lamps,

are the whole of their furniture. The men undress them-

selves, and sleep between two mats; the women and

children lie upon the floor on a single mat, but keep their

elo'hes on. But what is the most extraordinary in so

warm a climate, tlioy keep a fire burning all night.

At their meals, they use spoons and ladles, but neither

knives nor forks. The husband sits down to meals alone,

GEOGRAPHY. [vaxt t.

their mouths. They are, in general, so addicted to the

use of both betel and tobacco, that they even smoke snd

chew in the night-time; and, when they are perfectly intot

icated, sing till titey fall asleep.

Previous to the niarriage-cei'emony, the man acmh a

friend to purchase the woman's clothes, which sheftedj

sells for a 8ti|>ulated sum. In the evening he carries then

to her, and in the morning appoints the day of niarriagf

on which he provides an entertainment, of two coursei, ki

the friends of both parties. The feast is held at the bride's

house, when the ymuig couple eat out of the same disli

tie their thumbs together, sleep together that nigjit ji^j'

on the ensuing morning, depart for the bridegroom's habi!

tation. They are permitted to part from each other when.

ever they please; but, if there are any children, the nun

is obliged to maintain the boys, and the woman the girl,

They are so fond of availing themselves of this law, thai

some have been known to change a dozen times before

they have entirely suited their inclinations.

Inferiors salute their superiors by bowing their hodies

and extending their arms, with the palms of tlieii hands

upward; but persons of rank only extend one hmiil, Tlie

salutation of tlie women is by clapping their liaads toge-

ther, and then carrying them closed to their foreheads,

The begging class of Cingulays are mountebanks:

the nien beat a drum, the women dance, and both ei-

hibit a variety of whimsical tricks. They ate prohibited

by law from touching the waters in wells or f.piings, and

must use none but what is procured from rivers or ditches.

If a n'>blcman or gentleman commit high treason, he is

put to death, and his wives and daughters are delivered

to some of these beggars, which is looked upon in so

disgraceful a light, that they frequently destroy tliemselves,

to avoid any cotmection with persons esteemed so despi-

cable.

the wife bejemg obliged to wait upnn vhh tl!?c sstmost

obsequiousness ; and \yhon he has done, she presimies to

sit down with her children. Like son'^e other Asiatics,

they do not toitfh their drinking vessels with their lips,

but bold them at a distance, and pour the liquor into

SECTION II.

BO UN EG.

Jixlvnt nnd lioundaries.] Prior to the discover)' of

New Holland, Borneo was considered as the largest islauti

in the world. It is about seven hundred miles in length,

and four hundred and eighty in breadth; it is bounded in

the Philippine Islands on the north ;'by Macassar, on the

east; by Java, on the south; and >jy Sumatra, on the west

Climate.] Considering the situation of the country, tlie

air is tolerable, particularly in those parts next tlie coast,

which are refreshed every morning by cooling liteezes froiT]

the sea. These parts, however, are very unhealthy, as

they lay on a flat for many hlmdred miles, and are annu-

ally overflowed. When the waters retire, a inljddy slime

i? left en the surface of the earth, which the sun shirting
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„jK!ii with perpendiciillir rajm, occasions Aick fogg, that

afterwards turn to rain, with cold chiliiiig winds. Great
numbers offrogs and other vermin are also left on tin;

iiuid, which, being destroyed by tlic heat of the suu, pro-

duce an itilol«r«ble stench, f; •

The dry season begins in AprilJ and continues till Sep-
ember, during which time the wind is easterly between
ihetoutii coasts of Borneo and the island of Java; but

t'rom September to April, the windsare westerly, attended

b^ violeiit storms of rain, thunder, and lightning, Tliese

storms are so continual, especiaUy on the south c :)ast,

that it is thought very extraordinary to have two hours

fair weather in the course of twenty-four.

Minerak] In the rivers, particularly that of Succada-

nca, arc foiuid excellent diamonds; and great quantities of
gold-dust iire gathered from tlu; sands. The loadstone is

found here ; and there are also mines of iron and tin, which

are said to bo ixcellent in their qualities.

Vegctiililes.] Tiiis island produces nuisk, aloes, pepper,
cinnamon, and other spices ; also various kinds of fruits,

and excellent timber, with cotton-shrubs, canes, and rat-

tans ; and an abundance of licc.

Mmats.] The quadrupeds of Borneo are oxen, buffa-

IneJ, horses, deer, and goats; besides which there are se-

veral sorU of wild beasts, as elephants, bears, tigers, mon-
keys, baboons, &c. Among the birds may be enumerated
various kinds of parrots and paroquets, one of which is

called luree, and is admired for its beauty. Edible birds'

nests are liere in abundance. During the time q{ the
western mon?oons, the sky is frequently darkened with
bats, which fly in prodigious numbers. They are called,
by some,Ji/ing-cats, and in colour, shape, and smell, rJ
scmble a fox, though not so large; but their wings, when
extended, are not less than six feel from the tip of the one
to that of the other.

Cities, Town), 4fc.] The city of Borneo, on the north,
Passeer on the ^ast, Succadanea on the west, and Banjar
Masseen on the south, are the principal places of trade
on this island. The last of these is the most considerable,
on account of the river Banjar, which is so commodious'
as to admit ships of the greatest burthen. This river
runs, from north to smitli, above half through the island,
and towards its mouth is nearly two miles broad. Its
banks are planted with thick groves of evergreens; and
one branch of it is called the China River, from the Chi-
nese junks constantly passing it.

The towns and factories to whith ,ive Europeans trade
are built on floats of timber on the riv.r; each to«ii con-
'"t" of one ioijg street; and, to secure,them from being
carried away by the stream, posts are driven into the
?round near the shore, to which they are fastened with
cables made of rattans. Each house consists only of one
Boor, divided into diflferent apartments, according to the

J83

I

number of the family
: the sidea of the building, are made of

split bamboo, and the roof is covered with leave, of trees-
the walls arc nmde high, for the benefit 6f the air, and
from their tops hang coverings, that reach within five feet
of the lo^s, and are made in a sloping foiw, to keep off
the scorching heat of the lun. Tte floats wo made of
large Jogs of wood; and the. houses are so hglit in their
construction, that a considerable part of the ijoat is seen
above the surface of the water. hk , .,.

,

Government.] The interior df this island is diviiled into
several petty kingdoms, each of which i(^ governed by a
rajah or king. I'he native, pay great homage to these
princes, and it is difficult for a stranger to get access to
them. I he only means to effect this is by complimenting
them with some valuable present; for avarice is their dar-
ling passion

;
and the s'ranger will he treated with respect

in proportion to the pre*unt he makes.
The mountaineers live independent of any of tliese

kings; they are divided into different dans, under their
lespcptive chiefs, and are subject to a.government peculiar
to themselves. They are- seldom seen, as they, live in
woods apd forests, where they ar'e so secure, that it would
be eUfiicult to attack them; and they are so. savage, that
an attempt would, in all probability, -be attemied with the
most fatal consequences. Their arms are a dagger, ami
a trunk, about seven feet long, through which they shoot
poisoned darts, made of brass, and barbed on each sid*.
'I heir dress consists only of a piece of oloth wrapped
round the waist, and a Mgi about their heads.

Commence.] The Dutch possess the pirncipal^parts on
the coast of this island^ and are masters of the best ports
and most valuable articles in traffic : but there are many
creeks about the island, where others have free commerce
without molestation. As this country produces a great
vanety of articles, whose value is more estimable to other
uations than to the Dutch, numbers of foreigners resort
here for those commodities that are best adaj)ted to the
trade of their own nation. The Chinese and Japanese
come here for spices; the Malayans for gold; and those
from India in search of diamonds. As the Dutch reckon
the pepper, cloves, and oinnatiion, of Borneo inferior to
those of the other spice-islands, so they suffer them to
be sold without interruption. The natires are supplied
by the Dutcl. with the manufactures of Indiay in exchange
for which tbry receive gold, diamonds, and other valuable
commodities.

Pepper, gcid, precious stones, and gum, caHed dra-
gon's blood, which is said to be finer here thai> in any
other part of Uie worid, are the principal articles pur-
chased .'>v the English merchants.

Thft F,tr(.pea>i imports consist of guns, pistols, gun-
powder, sheet-lead, iron and steel bars, nails of different
sizes, hangers, knives, and oth* cutlery-wares, boots, made
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lilt-'

of red leather, .s|iectacle8, looking-glasses, clock-work^

calaroaocoes, and various sorts of linens.

Customs, Manners, Sfc.'] The natives of Borneo may be

divided into two classes, diffenng as well in their persons

and dress, as in their customs and religion. Those who

inhabit the sea-coast are Mahometans, and called Ban-

jareens, from the town of Banjar, to which most nations

resort, to purchase the various commodities of tlie coun-

try. They are rather low in, stature, and of a swarthy

complexion, but, on the whole, very proportionably made.

The common people have no other covering than a small

piece of linen fastened round the waist; but the better

sort wear a kiud of waistcoat, made of silk, or European

cloth, over which they throw a loose garment, that reaches

to the knees. They also wear a pair of drawers, but

Lave neither shirt, shoes, nor stockings. Their hair is tied

up in a roll, and covered with a piece of muslin or calico

;

and, when they go abroad, they always carry a dagger

with them.

. The women are smaller than the men, and their features

much more delicate; their complexion is also much

liiKr ; and, contrary to the mode of most Indian women,

they walk very upright, and step with a graceful air.

They are very constant after marriage, though apt to be-

stow favours with great freedonk when single ; but, how-

ever indiscreet they may have been in this point, no per-

son is permitted to reproach them for faults committed

previous to their marriage.

Pagans, as well as Mahometans, allow a plurality of

wives and coucubittes. They generally attain to longe-

vity, which is attributed to their frequent use of the wa-

ter; for both men and women bathe in the rivers once in

the day ; from which practice they are very expert in swim-

ming.

Rice constitute!! the principal article of their food ; but

with it they eat venison, fish, and fowl. PersoDS of rank

are served in vessels made of gold or silver ; but the poorer

sort use dishes made of earth or brass. They all sit

cross-legged at their meals, upon mats or carpets. Both

sexes chew betel and areka, and are very fond of smoking

tobacco, with which tliey often mix opium, made into pills,

after being boiled in water, till it comes to a consistency.

The whole company usually smoke out of the same pipe

:

the master begins, and, after having smoked two or three

whiffs, he gives icio the person nearest him, from whom
it passes round till it comes to the ma.ster again.

Their principal diversions are dancing and comedies,

which are performed after the oriental mode. Their rural

jip/jrts are shootin"' at a luarlt uiid liuntin*'; '^l hev truvel

cliiefly in the night, on accouat of the coolness of the air

at that time: the coaArtna people usually go in covered

boats; but the bette: .>><:. vravel by land, on elephants and

horse«.
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Their mode of salutation consists iu lifting the hands to

the head, and bending tlie body. When they appear be-

fore their superiors, they raise their hands above the forp.

head ; and, if before a prince, they prostrate themselves

on the ground, and retire backwards on their knees.

The Banjareens, in burying their dead, always placr

the head to the north, and throw into the grave sevcnl

kinds of provisions, from a superstitious notion that tliey

may be useful in the other world. They fix the place of

interment out of the reach of the annual inundation ; and

the mourners, as in Japan and China, are dressed in white.

and carry lighted torches in their hands.

Those who inhabit the interior of the island are taller,

and much more robust, than the Banjareens. Thej arc

called Byajos, and are pagans in their religion. Their

complexion is more swarthy than the inhabitants of the

coast ; and their time is chiefly employed in hunting and

attending their cattle. They go almost naked, having

only a small piece of linen fastened round the waist;

they paint their bodies, and smear them with foetid oil

Some of them are very fond of having large ears, to ob-

tain which they make holes in the soft parts of thein when

young: to these holes are fastened weights, about tiie

breadth of a crown-piece, which continually pressing on

the ears, expand them to an immoderate length. Tbe

better sort pull out their fore-teeth, and place artificial

ones in their stead, made of gold : but their greatest orna-

ment consists in a number of tigers' teeth, which are strung

together, and worn about the ntck.

As they suppose most of their distempers to arise from

the malice of some evil datmon, when a person is sicii,

instead of applying to medicine, they make an entertain-

ment, of various kinds of provisions, which they hold

under some conspicuous tree in a field : these provisiout,

which con^st of rice, fowls, fish, Sic, they offer forlbe

itlief of the person afflicted; and, if he recover, they re-

peat the offering, by way of returning thanks for the bless-

ing received ; but, if the patient die, they express their

resentment against the spirit, by whom he is supposed to

have been aitiicted. They know nothing of astrononij;

and, when an eclipse happens, they think the worid !<

going to be destroyed. They likewise know little of arith-

metic ; and their only method of calculating is by parallel

lines and moveable buttons on a board. To the use uf

physic they are also entire strangers.

SECTION III.

MACASSAR.

Extent and Division.} This island, which lies under

tlie equator, is divided from Borneo by the Straits of Ma-

cassar; as :t is by the ocean from the Molucca Islands,
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OH the east; and tlid Philippines, ou the north.

ASIA.
' - — Its ex-

tent, from north to south, is upM-ards of three hundred
milet; and, in the broadest par% it 19 near two hundred
and forty. It is divJded into si.\ provinces, the principal

of which are, Macsissar, on tlie south, and the Celebes,
on the north-west. But, as all the otlier provinces are
subject to these two, the island is sometimes called by
the name of one, and sometimes by that of the other.

Climate and Productions.'] As the climate is both hot
and moist, It is consequently unhealthy, except at the
time of the northern monsoons. The western part of
the country lies low and flat, but the southern part is very
high. In the rive.'s is found gold-dust, which is washed
down in the sands, from the neighbouring hills, by the
great torrents of water that sometimes fall after excessive
rains. Here is great plenty of various kinds of vegetables
all excellent in their qualities ; the rice in particular is said
to be much superior to that cultivated in any other part of
the Indies.

Cities] The chief city, Macassar, is situated on the
banks of a river of the same name, near the south-west
corner of the island; Here the Dutch have a very stronnr
fort, mounted with a great number of cannon, and tlie

garrison consists of about eight hundred men.
In general, the Streets of the city are very long and

spacious, and planted on each side with trees. The mosques
and houses of people of quality are built with stone, but
those of the conmion class are of wood, and elevated upon
pillars, the tops of them being covered with palm or co-
coa-leaves. Here are large markets, for the sale of pro-
visions and other commodities The markets are open
every mormng and evening, befo.e the rising and setting
of the sun. The provisions are brought to market and
>o!d by women only ; for if a man were to be seen in that
character, he would be treated with tlie greatest contempt.
llie inhabitants of this city were formerly estimated at
one hundred and sixty thousand men, able to bear arms-
but, since the Dutch deprived them of their traJe, great
numbers have forsaken it : and the other towns and villages
which were proportionably populous, have been greatly
'tfiserted, for the same reason.

Janipandam, the principal place on this island, exclusive
"t the city of Macassar, is situated about fifteen miles to
ihe south of Macassar River. This was the first place
«f any importance taken by the Dutch, who have a good
fortliere, and there is as commodious an harbour as anv
'0 be met with in the Indian seas.

Goxemment.] These islanders were the last enslaved bv
»>e Uutch, who could not eflfect a conquest till after a von-2^i expensue war, in which were employed almost
il the forces they had, at that time, in India. The Dutch
»"t joined the natives to oppose the Portuguese, who
•wde an attempt to subdue this island ; but the latter bein<.

"5. vol. I. .

"

I8,j

soon co.«iuered, the Dutch immediately took sole posses-
sion of It.

"^

Assemblies are held at particular times on affairs that
concern the general interest, and the result of their deter-
minations becomes a law to each state. When any con-
test arises, it is decided by the governor of the Dutch co-
lony, who presides at this diet. He holds a watchful eve

'

over these different sovereigns, and keeps them in perfect
equality with each other, to prevent any one from aggnm-
dizing himself to the prejudice of the company. The
Dutch have disarmed them all, under pretence of hinder-
ing them from injuring each other; but, in reality, with a
view only to keep them in a state of subjection.

Laws.-] These people are so little addicted to infamous
practices, or litigious disputes, that they have neither at-
torneys or baihffs. If any difference arise, the parties
apply personally to,the judge, whcf determines the matter
with expedition and equity. In some matters of a crimi-
nal nature they are permitted to do justice to themselves.
If a man detect another in the commission of adultery,
murder, or robbery, he has a right to execute justice him-
self; by taking the life of the culprit.

Commerce.] The only foreigners permitted to trade with
this island are the Chinese, who bring hither tobacco, gold-
wire, china, and unwrought silks; in return for which'they
take opium, spirituous liquors, gum, and linens. The^ get
but little gold from hence, but great quantities of rice, wax,
slaves, and tripam, a species of mushroom, which the'
rounder and blacker, the more excellent it is esteemed.
,rhe customs bring in upwards of eighty thousand livrcs
to the company; but they obtain a much lai-ger profit from
their trade, and the tenth part of the territory, which they
hold in full right of sovereignty.

Customs, Manners, ^c] The natives are of a short sta-
ture, and of a light olive complexion: they are so fond of
having flat noses, that they practise methods in their in-
fancy to obtain that distinguished form, with as much la-
bour and attention as the Chinese women endeavour to ac-
quire small feet. Neither men nor women wear any co-
vering on their heads ; but their hair, which is of a fine
shining black, is ingeniously tied up, and from it hang curls
that lay gracefully on the neck and shoulders. The men
ornament their hair with jewels, but the women do not:
the latter only wear a gold chain round their necks. Both
sexes, however, dye their nails red, and their teeth either
black or red, both of which tliey consider as very material
ornaments. Tlie lower class of people wear a loose gar-
ment made of cotton, wiiich reaches below the knees, but
none use either shoes or stockings. The wrmsm have a
garment, maae of muslin, with straig'it s.eeves, that button
at the wrists, besides which they wear a kind of drawers,
made of cotton, that are fastened round the waist and reacii
to the ankles. The garments of the better sort are maae
3A
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of, Kurlet oloth, or brocaded silk, with large buttona of

solid gold. They have likewii>e a very haitdsotne sash,

nude of silk, and richly embroidered.

'3?heir houses, which arc small, but very neat, are chiefly

built of ebony, and other wood, of variegated colours.

They are elevated on pillars, on account of the rainy sea-

son, which continues from November till March. They
have but little furniture, except the necessary utensils for

dressing their provisions; but what they have is always

kept exceeding clean ; and to prevent the house being made

fillliy, they have vessels to spit in, when they chew betel or

smoke tobacco.

The diet of the conmiou people consists principally of

rice, herbs, roots, and iish, and their usual beverage is wa-

ter or tea ; the better sort eat flesh and poultry, the former

being generally beef or kid, which are both exceeding fine,

and they drink tea, coffiee, and chocolate, the latter of Mhich

they get from the Plulippine Islands: they also use palm-

wine, arrack, and other spirituous liquors. They have but

two meals a day, one in the morning and the other about

sun-set, the latter of which is die principal : in the inter-

mediate space they refresh themselves by chewing betel

and areka, or smoking tobacco, inter^nixed with opium.

They sit cross-legged on the floor at their meals, and have

very low tables for their provisions, which arc set on them

in plates or dishes, made of wood ; but they use neither

knives, forks, nor spoons.

Both sexes are rendered active by a custom practised

during their infancy. Every day their nurses rub them with

oil, or water just warm; and these unctions encourage na-

ture to exert herself with the most extensive freedom.

Male infants are taken from the breast when a year old,

tiieir parents having an opinion that if they sucked lor.ger

it would greatly prejudice their understandings. When
they are five or six years old, children of any distinction

are entrusted to the care of some relation or friend, that

their courage may not be weakened by the caresses of their

mothers, and a habit of leciprocal tenderness. They do
not return to their parents till they arrive at the age of fif-

teen or sixteen, when tlie law allows them to marry ; but

this is a liberty they seldom use till they are thoroughly

versed in tiie exercise of arms.

In general the men are very robust, and naturally so

courageous, diat they are esteemed the best soldiers in

India; for which reason they are frequently hired into the

service of other princes. But they often degrade their

courage by acting as freebooters, attacking vessels with

incredible desperation, and often with lances, or ar-

rows, poisoned with the juice of a tree or shrub, called

npluis.

They formerly lay under the imputation of cannibalism,

and being so steeled against the feelings of humanity, that

they refused alimentary assistance to Captain Cartaret's
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crew, in 1768, though employed on a voyage of diit».

very, and reduced to the utmost distress.

The husband, on marriage, receives no other portion

with his wife than the presents she received before the ce-

remony, which, as soon as the priest has performed, th(

new-married couple are confined in an apartment by then),

selves for three successive days, having only a servant tn

bring them such necessaries as they may have occasiuii

for ; during which time their friends are entertained, and

great rejoicings made at the house of the bride's failiM.

At the expiration of the three days, the parties are set at

liberty, and receive the congratulations of their friends

after which the bridegroom conducts the wife home, and

each apply themselves to business; he to his accustomed

profession, and she to the duties of housewifery.

Fimeral-ccienmnies are performed here with great de.

cency ; to secure which, tlie meanest persons make pro-

vision while in health, by assigning a certain sum to de-

fray the incidental expenses. As soon as a person is dead,

the body is washed, and, being clodied in a white robe,

is placed in a room, hung with white, which is scented

with the strongest perfumes- Here it generally continues

for three days, and, on the fourtli, it is carried on a pa-

lanquin to the grave, preceded by the friends »nd rela-

tions, and followed by the priests, who have attendants

that carry incense and perfumus, which are burnt all the

way from the house to the grave. The body is interred

without a coflin, there being only a plank at the buttoin

of the grave for it' to lie on, and another to cover it; and,

when this last is placed, the earth is thrown in, and the

grave filled up. If the person be of distinguislied qua-

lily, a handsome tomb is immediately placed over the

grave, adorned with flowers; and the relations burn in-

cense, and' other perfumes, for forty days successively.

SECTION ir.

THE PHILIPPINE ISLES.

This large groupe was discovered by Magellan, in 1521,

who called them the Archipelago of St. Lazarus: they

were afterwards denominated the Philippines, in honour

of Philip II. of Spain, but they are sometimes called

the Manillas.

The principal of these islands is Manilla, which is si-

tuate in fifteen degrees of north latitude, and is nearly four

hundred miles in length, and above one hundred and eighty

in breadth.

The city of Manilla, built upon the shore ofthebaj

which bears its name, and which is more than twenty-five

leagues in circumference, lies at the mouth of a river that

is navigable as far as the lake from which it derivej its

source, and is delightfully situated. AN the necessaries
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of life ar* to be procured there in the greate§t abiindancfl,

and at an exceikut market; but European manufactures
b«araii excesnive price.

The p«pulation of thia city is estimated at thirty thou-

MDd persons, among which there are not more than a thou-
sand or twelve hundred Spaniards ; tlie rest are Mulattoes
Chinese, or Indians, who cultivate all the arts, and are
cmploj'ed in every species of industry.

The neighbourhood of Manilla is peculiarly pleasant; a
beautiful river flows by it, branching into different chan-
nels, the two principal of which lead to the famous lake
of Bahia, which is seven leagues within the country, bor-
dered by more than a hundred Indian villages, situate in

the midst of a higljy fertile territory.

The Spaniards, in general, quit their town-houses after

tlie Easter holidays, in order to pass the summer, m hich is

intensely hot, in the country. There has been no attempt
made to embellish a country, which has no need of the
ajsistance of art. A neat house, built on the water's edge
with very convenient bpths, without avenues or gardens,
but shaded by a few frrat-trees, constitutes the dwelling of
the most opulent citi^(>ns.

Some streams, in which gold-dust is found, and the
adjacent situation of the Spice-Islands, without doubt,
were tlie temptations which led to the settlement of the'

Philippip.s; but the produce has not been adequate to
the hopes which were entertained of it. The enthusi-
asm of religion succeeded to the motives of avarice;
peat numbers of religions, of every order, were sent
thither, to preach up the Komish tenets, and so abun-

,

(lant was the harvest, that the different islands soon con-
tained eight or nine hundred catholics. Had this zeal been

I

enlightened, the conquests of the Spaniards could not
have been more firmly established, than by the adoption
of this system, and the settlement would have been pro-

\
ductive of great utility to them ; but, while making them

I

nominal Christians, they forgot to render them citizens.
The people were divided into parishes, and subjected to
ihemost absurd practices; every sin and every fault is still

punished with whipping; the non-attendance at prayers or
Imafsisnoted down, and the punishment is inflicted on

tlie men or women, by order of Uie curate, at the church-
door. The holidays, the religious societies, and particu-
lar devotions, consume much of their time, and, as in hot
climates the imaginations and feelings are more active than
in those of moderate temperature, masked penitents are
seen, m passion-week, dragging chains in the streets, their
«aistand legs surrounded with a girdle of thorns, receiv-

I

"ig, at every station, in front of the church-doors, or Ijp-
iwe the oratories, several strokes of discipline, and sub-
mttmg to the most rigorous penances.
The most unenlightened society cannot conceive a more

"I'surd system of government than that which has directed
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thew cohmiM for upwards of t*'o centuric*. The port of
Manilla, which should be open to oil natiotm, has, within
a tew years, been shut against Europeans, and only open
to some Moors, Americans, and I'ortuguese of Goa The
governor » entrusted with the most despotic power. The
judges of the courts, who o.ight to moderate it, are desti-
tute of power, when opposed to the will of the represen-
lative of the Spanish government; he can, in reality, if not
of right, receive or confiscate the merchandise of strangerswhom the hopes of advantage had drawn to Manilla andwho would not rmi the risk of coming there, but from the
expectation of very great profit, which is, in fact, atteirfed
with the most ruinous consequences to the consumers.

I here IS not the smallest particle of liberty here; monks
and inquisitors direct the consciences of the people; spies
overlook all temporal concerns, and the governor connives
at the most atrocious actions. A conversation, or a walk
Hito the interior of the island, are within the pale of his
jurisdiction and authority; in a word, this, though the
finest and most delightful country in the world, is certainly
the last that a man, who loves liberty, would ^vish to in-
habit.

The most galling distinctions are established and main-
tained with the most rigorous severity. I'he number of
horses harnessed to carriages is fixed for every rank of
persons; those who have the greatest number take prece-
dence; and the single caprice of a great officer may de-
lain in a line behind his carriage all those who have the
misfortune to be travelling the same road. So many vices
in this governmem, and so many vexations resulting from
It, have not yet entnely destroyed the advantages of the
climate; the peasants still display an air of happiness,
which IS not generally to be observed in our European
villagers: their houses, shaded by fruit-trees, which grow
without cultivation, are peculiarly neat. The tax which
every head of a family pays is very moderate; it is limited
to five reals and a half, including in it the rights of the
church, which the nation gathers; all the bishops, canons
«nd priests, are paid by government; but they have esta-
blished voluntary perquisites, which amply compensate the
smallness of their stipends.

The passion of this people for smoking tobacco is so ex-
cessive, that there is hardly a moment in the day, in which
a man or woman is without a segar in the mouth; even
children, in their eariiest infancy, contract the habit. The
tobacco m the island of Manilla is the best in Asia; every
one cultivates it round his house for his own consumption
and the few foreign vessels, which had permission to land
at Mauilla, transported it into every part of India. But of
late years, a prohibitory law has been proclaimed; the 'to-
bacco of every individual has been forced from him, and
the cultivation of it confined to particular districts, where
It is raised for the benefit of government.
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In consequence of nvich oppressions, M. de la'Perouie

reinnrks, that, at the time of his visit, insurrections Ihreat-

ene«l every part of the island ; troops were eniployed to

suppress them. An army of custom-house ofticers was kept

on foot to prevent smuggling, and to compel the con-

sumers to apply for it to the national officer; several had

been massacred, but the tribunals inflicted 8|>ee«ly ven-

geance for tiieir deaths, passing judgment and sentence

nn theindiam with much fewer formalities than other ci-

ti:»n». M. de la Perouse was of opinion, that an entniy,

having a design uf conquest, would lind, the moment they

set foot on the island, and brought with them weapons,

an army of Indians rcadv to enlist nnder their orders. The

bay of Manilla is open to every kind of vessel, and can

only be defended by shipping, so that; in an expedition

against thi^ eonr^ry, therfe must be a decided superiority

of I al foico. J lie fortifications of the places, though

regular, and kept in good repair, could only retard a few

days the capture, which has no chance of relief from

Europe, or elsewhere. Besides, the garrison is fai from

numerous ; in time of peace, it is limited to a single re-

giment of infantry, consisting of two battalions, each com-

posed of a company of grenadiers, and eight companies

of fusiliers, forming together thirteen hundred effective

men This i« a Mexican regiment; all the soldiers are the

colour of Mulattoes, and, in point of skill and valour,

they are said to be not inferior to European troops. These

are besides two companies of artillery, commanded by

a lieutenant-colonel, and each of them composed of eighty

men, whose ofticers are a captain, heu:enant, ensign, and

supernumerary; three companies of dragoons, forming a

squadron of one hundred and fifty horse, commanded by

the oldest captain of the three; also a battalion of twelve

hundred militia, in fcrnier times raised and paid by a very

rich Chinese of half-blood, named Tuasson, who was

ennobled. All the soldiers of this corps are Chinese of

half-blood: they p»"rform the same duty in the place as

the regular troop*, and, during the time of their service,

receive the same pay ; but they would be but a weak aid

in time of war. If occasion required, eight thousand

militia could be raised in a very short time, divided into

provincial battalions and commanded either by Creole

or European officers. Each battalion lias a company ol

grenadiers, extremely well disciplined, and all' ed, by

the Spaniards 'themselves, to be in no respect inferior to

European troops.

M. de la Perouse declares, that the picture which might

be drawn of Manilla, in a few years time, woul le very

different from that of its present state, if the Spanish go-

vernment would adopt a' better 'onstitution for the Phi-

lippines. The land is equal to raising of the most

valuable produ tions. Nit" hundred thousand individuals,

of i)oth sexes, in the island of Luconia, might be encou-
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raged to cultivate it : the clunate will allow tha pnittte.
<,i

ten crops of silk in a year, whils that of China iii,ui,

produces two. In addition to these consideration*, i» ^j
be observed, that cotton, indigo, sngar-canes, ,iid coff«,

grow without the trouble of cultivation, under the fa*

steps of the inhabitants, who despise them. Every cir.

cumttance proniisi'v that their apices would not be it all

inferior to those of the Molincas; an alisolute liberty of

commerce for all nations would ensure a sale that would

encourage the oidtivation of ttiem all ; » moderate duty on

all articles exported would be sufficient, in a very few yesn,

to defray all the ex|)'inses of government; the liberty of it;.

ligion,with a few privileges granted to the Chinese, would

soon draw into this idand an hundred thousand inhabit-

ants, from the eastern provinces of their empire, which

the tyranny of the mandarins drives away from it.

The Spanish sovereignty in the Philippines, from num

circumstances we have detailed, evidently appears to b«

little more than nominal. Tliey have a few presideiiciei

in the land of Mindanao, but their limits are not more ex-

tensive than those of Oran and Ceutn, on the coast of

Africa.

Cavite, situate about three lea'gues to the soudi-wMt

of Manilla, was formerly a very considerable place; butat

the Philippines, as in Europe, the large towns, in a great

measure, drain the small ones. M. de la Pcrouse found

only the commandant of the arsenal, a contador, Ho

lieutenants of the i)ort, the commandant of the place,

about one hundred and fifty men in the garrison, and a

proportionate numlier of officers attached to the corpi,

AH the otlier inhabitants are Mulattoes, or Indians em-

ployed at the arsci il, and, with their families, which are

very numerous, foi n a population of about four thouwad

persons, divided between the city and the suburb Sainl

Roche. There are only two parishes here, and three con-

vents of men, each occiipiied by two ecclesiasticsl althoujb

thirty might be conveniently accommodated there. Tie

Jesuits formerly possessed a very handsome house here

which the commercial company, afterwards establishea

by the Spanish government, has taken into its ow^ ham)!,

The whole place seems little else than a heap of iiiujlle

old stone-houst's are either abandoned or occupied by In-

dians, .vho never repair them, and Cavite, once the second

town of the Philippin. s, is reduced to a paltry village

Next in ize and '• portance to Manilla is Miiidmm,

a beautiful and feriiK island. It is governed by a sultan,

suboKiiiate to whom ire several petty governors, who rule

over various districts. The monarch, w en he goes abroad,

is carried in a palanquin, and has a strong guard to atteno

him, who are armed with lances, swords, and bayomi!

The chief trade of this island is to Manilla and Borneo:

and the Dutch^come from the Moluccas to purchase cf

them rice, tobacco, bee9-\wix, &c.
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Mtrnkoao, the capital, u Mtuated on the joulh si.Je of

llic iiiaiiiJ, ill >it* ildgrccs tw< iity uiiuutoa noiih Jatitiide,

Slid * hundreil and t\\ enty-tlirce «legrce» fifteen luiiiiilos

rut longitude. It ia watered by a simill river, ihul will

not adroit ships of any considerable bnrden ; and those

tinit do come up to the city are greatly in danger of having

iheif bottonii destroyed by worms, which abound in that

liver, unless they are well sheathed. The city is square,

bmag about a mile each way. The houses are built upon
woodtii piiUrs, near twenty feet high, with ladders to as-

cend dieni, according to the usual fashion of building in

the Philippines: they consist but of one Hoor, but arc di-

vided, by partitions, into many apartments. The sultan's

palace is supported by one hundred and fifty pillars, ami
u much higher than any other house in the city, having
iron cannon in the hall, and a broad fixed staircase to as-

cend it.

The ilher Philippine islaiMis are Phiiippina, St. John,
Bohol, Layta, Paragon, Mindora, Tandaya, Sebu, Panay,
BHglas, or Isle of Negroes, Xolo, a«(i Masbate; but as
all these islands partake in general of the advantages, and
are lubject to the same oppressions as we have stated
under the head of the principal island, Manilla, it would
be superfluous to enumerate ihem. We shall only ob-
sene, that among this groupe is the small isle of Maetan,
where the renowned navigator Magellan was slain. M. de
la Perousc, ' ho visited several villages in the vicinity of
the city of Manilla, speaks of the iidiabitants as affable,
hospitable, and honest; and remarks, that, though the
Spaniards mention, and even treat, them vxiih contempt,
he foand that the.vices, which they impute to the Indians,
ought in justice to be attributed to the government they
hav. established among them; it being well known, that
the avidity for gold, atid the spirit of conquest, with which
Ihe Portuguese and Spaniards were animated during two
centuries, caused adventurers from luose nations to''over-
mn the different seas and islands of the two hemispheres,
trom the sole hope of meeting with that valuable metal:
and It appears evident, from the weakness of the Spanish
government, that ,t does not possess power sufficient to
protect the commcce arising from the fertility of the soil
or conduce, m any essential degree, to the iirterest of the
iiiliabitants of these islands.

1 A.
1B(I

SECTION r.

THE MOLUCCAS
These islands are called Moluccas, from the word mo-

liic, 3!g!i!fy;ng heuU, ami referring to their situation at the
liead •, nitrance of the Archipelago of St. Lazarus,
llie) are denominated Spice-Islands, from their abound-
ing in spices, particularly nutmegs and cloves. They lie
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between five degrees of north, and seven drgreei of south
latitude, and extend from one hundred and t\v< nty-one
to one hundred and thirty ilegrees of east longitude.

'i'he principal of these are the Uanda Isles, all of v< hicli

produce nutmegs; and Ternate, Amboyna, (Jilolo, Bouro,
and the Maldive Islands, which mostly produce cloves.

BANDA ISLES.

The Banda Islands, or those which produce the nut-
megs, lie near each other. Banda, the priiu ipnT of them,
is about twenty miles long and ten broad. Besides the'

large forests of nutmeg and clove-trees, which grow spon-
taneously, and require no cultivation, the soil is fertile in
a variety of delicious fruits. The island is in the shape
of a crescent, and the concavity of it forms nn excellent
bay, near which stands the principal town. Several
brooks, which flow from a small mountain, water the
whole country, and render it very pleasant.

The island of Banda is divided into three districts : (he
religions are Mahometanism and Paganism, The natives
liave ships of some force, containing a few camion in

each
;
and ubo bucklers, back and breast plates, as defen-

sive, and carbines, darts, lances, scimitars, Stc,, as offensive
weapons. The men are very indolent, and oblige the
women not only to do all the domestic drudgery, but to
cultivate the land. They have three harvests in the year,
but make fruit a principal part of their tiiel.

The Dutch have a fort at the western part of the island,
erected upon the lop of a mountain, and ascended to by
three hundred and twcnty-fonr stone steps. At the foot
of the mountain stands a negro town, the principal fac-
tory of the Dutch being at Nera, which is well fortified,

as are all the landing-places in the island ; and the whole
are under the direction and superintcndance of a governor
and council. The impoitj into this and the other Banda
Islands are gold-chains and coins, enamelled and da-
masked sword-blades, guns. China-ware, broad-cloths,
velvets, damasks, flannels, &c. The ex[»orts are spices
and fruits.

TERNATE.

Ternate, though inf< i ior in size to some of the other
Moluccas, is deemed the principal, both by the Dutch
and natives, as the Dutch make it the head seat of thei

government, and the chief sultan of these islands, the
place of his residence.

This island produces an abundance of cloves, admir-
abl< almonds, delicious fruita, a few poa'**-, and some
poultry; but not rice, or any other giain; for the exces-
Hve h«'at, which is requisite to ripen spices, and meli-
orate fruit, parches the earth, so as to render it incapa-
ble of bearing wheat, barley, or rice; for here the sun is

3B
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iWU in'rilV hi* •filriidor nnd power, n<t hid hifluenr« is

so gresi, that his r«}'i p^iwlrate through the pores of the

'MrAr, onU'wurm the soil to r consider«ble depth beneath

tAe surface.

As « substitute for bread, the natives use the pith of a

tree called sago, whose salubrious qualities are well known

in Europe. This excellent tree i» not oi'.ly of utility with

respect to its medicinal virtues, and for yielding them

bread, but it affords them, likewise, drink, clothing, and

shelter ; for, by incision, a liquor is drawn from it, that

exceeds most wines : the leaves, being a kind of cotton,

the smaller are converted into garments, and the larger

used to thatch their houses.

Most of the houses on this island are built of cane; some

few of the better sort, indeed, are of timber. With re-

spect to their furniture, a mat serves them instead of a

bed, chair, and table; for they eat, drink, sit, and sleep, on

it. This, and a pot to dress their victuals, a hatchet to

cut their wood, and a calabash to hold tlu^ir water, make

the whole catalogue of their household utensils : their win-

dews are not glazed, nor are their doors secured by locks.

They wear silk or calico, and all persons make their own
garments, the king and grandees excepted. Their fuel

consists of odoriferous woods, and even their smiths use

nothing in their forges but almond-shells. The king re-

sides at Malaya, a little town, fortified with a mud-wall

;

but the suburbs, in which the Dutch factory have a fine

garden, are pretty large, and well inhabited by blacks.

The palace is but a trivial building; but the gardens be-

buging to it are very pleasant, and contain an aviary, filled

with a great variety of beautiful birds.

The chief quadrupeds are goats, deer, and hogs. Many
of the birds are of distinguished beauty, particularly the

king-fisher, clothed in scarlet and mazarine blue, and

called, by the natives, the goddess. Tcrnate also produces

parrots, which are handsomer, and speak more distinctly,

than those of the West-Indies ; but the most remarkable

of the feathered race in this island is the bird of Paradise,

which is justly deemed the most beautiful bird in the

universe. The head is like that of a swallow, but the

bill considerably longer ; the body is small, but the plu-

mage displays such admirable colours, as are inconceivably

pleasing to the eye.

The Boa serpent is sometimes found here of the length

of thirty feet, and, by its power of suction and constric-

tion, is said to be capable of devouring small deer.

Tlie sultan of Ternate has great power, which extends

to a part of Papua, whence he receives a tnliute of gold,

amber, and birds of Paradise. Captain Forrest, in the

account of his voyage from Balnmbangan to New Guinea

and the Moluccas, states the number of the militia, fur-

nished by the respective territories of the sultan of Ter-

nate, as amonnting to ninety thousand seven hundred men;
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nor was the naval force incouiderabie. The Uigeu ^,|

thr proas, or small ships, arc about the burden of Icbiqi^

on each side are singular frames, like wiugt, on wliicb tlit

rowers are placed, yet these vessels move with greit vcJq.

city through a smooth sea.

I'here is a volcano on this island, wlitch caiti out

,

sulphureous fire, three months ih the year, and sometihti

iloes great mischief. There is an account of its dretdJul

devastations, in a letter from a merchant at Batavia, from

which it appears, that, during his residence in that citi

more than a hundred shocks of earthquakes were felt, iook

of M liich were so violent, that they seemed to thieaten tht

destruction of the whole island. The burning mouotiia

after a dreadful explosion, threw out hot stones, cinden

and lava, in abundance ; and, some time after, tlie earth vu

never still for three hours ; the mountain seemed all on

fire, and the most dreadful storm of thunder and ]m\h.

ning fell in every part of the island, which threw the in.

habitants into such a consternation, that they ran from oae

part to another for shelter, but none was to be found : die

sea was so dreadfully boisterous, that destruction there

seemed inevitable; and, on the land, the earth opened iind

trembled under them, as if the whole island were goiug to

be annihilated ; but, at length, a calm was restored, aod

the inhabitants were delivered from their dreadful appre-

hensions.

AMBOYNA.
The island of Amboyna was discovered by the Portu-

guese, about the year 1515, but not taken poiseasioDof

till 1564. It was conquered by the Dutch about 1607,

This isle is about sixty British miles in length; and, on the

west side, there is a large bay, which divides it into two

branches, or peninsulas. On the aastern side there is an.

other bay, with an harbour, where the Portugiiese erecled

their chief fortress, called Victoria.

The face of this island is beautiful and woody; moun-

tains and verdant vales being interspersed with hamfcti,

and enriched by cultivation. The clove-tree grows to ihe

height of about forty or fifty feet, with spreading branches

and long pointed leaves. In deep sheltered vales some

trees will produce (liirty pounds annually, the chief crop

being from November to February. The soil is, in gene-

ral, very fertile, producing fruit of various kinds, and ve-

getables in general .in great abundance; but the air is un-

wholesome.

The town of Amboyna, the capital of the island, stands

near the south-west extremity, and is neatly built: the

houses, on account of the frequent earthquakes, seldom

exceed one floor ; but the state-huuse is an edifice of tno

stories. It contains, at present, above fifty Protealant

churches ; and many of the natives, who have been sent

over to Holland for education, oflkiate as clergymco and
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miJliomffie*, by wfrnh mfan* prosfilytefl are exceeding

Wlwn Amboyna was leiied by the Engliiili, it wun

fouwi, with '» Hi-I'^ndencied, to contain forty-five thou-

mnd twohimdml uiiH lifty-twu personi, of which twenty-

iev«n thoussird fight hundred and thirteen were l»ro-

(mUhUs, tlie re»t Muhometani, except a few Chint-je and

I A. m

sOT«ge».

GILOLO.
The island of Gilolo is of considerable extent, bot of

an iiTfgular form. The length is about two hundred and

thirty Brilish miles, the breadth seldom above forty. The
ihores are low

: the interior rines to high peaks, perhaps

of jranite, and it seems doubtful whether banks of corni

can, an conceived, ever constitute a lasting isle, though

they may form low and pesishable ones, or enlarge those

already fixed on the Usual basis. Gilolo is said to have

been once governed by one soverdgn; but the sultans

of Ternatc and Tidore seem now to share this large isle

betwixt them, the former possessing the northern part,

with Mortay, Bakian, Motir, and some Celebesian isles,

aiid part of Papua; while the sultan of Tidore holds the

TOUtliern part, with Mycol and some other isles. One of

the chief towns is Tartanay, situated on u small pronion-

toiy of the eastern quarter, faced with precipices, so as

to be only accessible by ladders. This isle abounds with

oxen, buffaloes, goats, deer, and wild hogs ; but the sheep

are few. Il produces aUo the beautiful ciowned pigeon

mentioned by Dampier. These birds strike hard with

their wings, on which there is a kind of horn appendage.

The bread-fruit is frequent in Gilolo, with the sago-

tr«e; and there are probably cloves and nutmegs. The
natives arc industrious, particularly in weaving; but their

eiertions are suppressed by Batavian jealousy.

BOURO.
Bouro, situate in two degrees thirty minutes south la-

titude, and one hundred and tweHty-five degrees thirty

minutes east longitude, is about seventy-five miles in

length, and thirty in breadth. The Dutch have a strong

fort here, though the island is perfectly secure, from the

singularity of its coast, which rises in a high ridge, and
encompasses the whole, as with a wall. It contains some
prodigious high mountains, but is very fertile, producing
cloves, nutmegs, cocoa-trees, bananas, piany, green ebony,
beans, peas, potatoes, tobacco, Indism wheat, lime-trees,

herbs, flowers, 8(.c. Among the beasts are the civet-cat,

and a singular kind of roe-buck, whose flesh is very de-
licate, and the curious hog called babirousa. The na-
tives are black, and go entirely naked till they are twelve
jears of age, at which period they tie a piece of cloth

round their, waists, and never wear any other garments.
^ey are Mahometaiifl and Pegaus, bot, upon the whole.

have very littJe sense of idigVtn. Wlwn ft i«l«UoH die*,
tliey seem very sad till the corpse it inUrred, and.^hen
they appear merry to an excess; but do not forge* to-
make a sepulchre of stone and clay, to cover the gtayo,*f
the deftjnct. The next day after the women are deliyered
of children in this ialand, they go about th<!ir ordinary
work, while the men indulge themselves in bed, and pun
tend to be very ill. Instead of a cradle, they put Ih^
infants in a kind of ncUwork hammock, which they bang
upon a peg, whenever they are too busy to dandle it ia
tlM^ir arms.

THE MALDIVE ISLANDS.
Situation and Kttent.^ The Maldives were the first

islands discovered by the European navigators on their ar-
rival in th«; Indies. They form, as it were, an oblong eiv-

cloiure of small, low, regular isles, around a clear space
of sea, with very shallow water between each. They are
situated about five hundred miles from Ceylon, and reach
from one degree south, to seven degrees of north latitude.

They extend about six hundred miles in Icngtii, and are
upwards of one hundred in the broadest part.

Climate and Soil.'] As these islands lie so near the
equinoctial on both sides, they are, of course, exceeding sul-
try. The nights, however, are tolerably cool, and produce
heavy dews, that are refreshing to the trees and vegetables.

The winter commences in April, and continues till Octo-
ber, during which there arc heavy rains and strong wester-
ly winds ; but no frost. The summer begins in October
and continues six months, during which time the winds are
easterly, and, as no rain falls, the heat is exf sssive.

Vegetables:] The Maldive Islands are generally fertile,

and, in particular, produce great quantities of millet, and
another grain much like it, of both which they have two
harvests every year. They have also several kinds of roots

that strve for food, particularly a sort of bread-fruit, which
grows wild, and in great abundance. The woods produce
excellent fruits, as cocoas, citrons, pomegranates, and In-
dian figs.

Animals.'] The only animals for food are sheep and
buffaloes, except a few cows or bulls that belong to the

king, and are imported from the continent; but these are

only killed on particular festivals.

Domestic poultry is scarce, but they aie wfII supplied

with wild fowl, which are caught in the woods, and
sold at very low prices. They have also plenty of wild

pigeons, ducks, rails, and birds resembling sparrow-hawks.

The sea produces most kinds of fish, great quantities

of which are exported from hessce to Sumntra. Ameng
the fish is one called a cowrie, the shells of which are

used in many parts of the Indies instead of coin ; and
these are the same as those known in England by the

name of blackmoors' teeth
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There is a very dangerous sort of snake, that frequents

the borders of the sea. The inhabitants are also greatly

pestered with rats, dormice, emmets, and other sorts of

vermin, which are very destructive tO fruit, and other pe-

rishable commodities; for whicli reason they build their

granaries on piles in the sea, at some distance from the

shore.

Government and Dignili/ of the Monarch.] The go-

vernment here is absolute monarchy, as every thing depends

on the king's pleasure. His residence is situated in the

centre of the other islands, and is about five miles in cir-

cumference. Th« king has here a magnificent palace, in

which his beds are hung, like hammocks, between two \nl-

lars, ornamented with gold ; and, when he lies down, he

is rocked to sleep by his attendants. His usual dress con-

sists of a coat, made of fine white cloth or cotton, with

white and blue edgings, fastened with buttons of solid

gold : under this is a piece of embroidered tapestry, that

reaches down to his heels, and is fastened with a large

silk-girdle, fringed, and a great gold-chain before, with a

lock, formed of the most precious and valuable stones.

He wears a scarlet cap on his head, which is a colour so

esteemed, that no other person dare presume to use it.

This cap is laced with gold, and on the top of it is a

large gold-button, with a precious stone. The grandees

and soldiers wear long hair, but the king's head is shaved

once a week. He goes bare-legged, but wears sandals of

gilt copper, which must noi be worn by any other per-

son, except those of the royal family.

When he goes abroad, his dignity is particularly distin-

guished by a white umbrella,wliich no other persons, except

strangers, are permitted to use. He has three pages near

his person, one of whom carries his fan, another his swor<l

and buckler, and a third a box of betel and areka, which

he almost constantly chews.

When the queen goes abroad, all the women, in their

respective districts, meet her with flowers, fruits, &c. She

is attended by a great number of female-slaves, some of

whom go before, to give notice to the men to keep out of

the way ; and four ladies carry a veil, of white silk, over

her head, that reaches to the ground. She and her ladies

frequently bathe in the sea, for the convenience of which

they have a place on the shore, close to the water, which is

enclosed, and the top of it covered with while cotton.

Tlie principal part of the nobility and g<;ntry live in

the north parts of this island, for the convenience of being

near the court: and so much is this division esteemed,

that, when the king banislics a criminal, he is thought

to be sufliriently piinislied by biing sent to the soutii.

The 'dhg's guards consist of about six hundred, who
are coniman'cd by his grandees; and he has consider-

able magazines of armour, cannon, and several sorts of

amniuniUon. His revenue consists chiefly of a number

[part I,

of islands, appropriated to the crown, with certain taxes

on the various productions of others ; in the money
paiil

to purchase titles and oflices, and for licenses to wear tine

clothes. All the ambergris found in this country \a also

the property of the king ; and so narrowly is it watched

that whoever is detected in converting it to his own use, is

punished with the loss of his right-hand.

Each province has a governor, who is both a priest and

a doctor of the law. He not only presides over the infe.

rior priests, and is vested with the management of all re-

ligious afliairs, but he is likewise entrusted with the adnii-

nistration of justice, both in civil and criminal cases.

These governors are, in fact, so many judges, and make

four circuits every year, throughout their respective juris-

dictions.

Penal Laws.'] The punishments for crimes are various:

if a man be murdered, the wife cannot prosecute the

criminal ; but if the deceased have left any children, the

judge obliges him to maintain them till they are of a»e

when they may either prosecute or pardon the murderer,

The stealing of any thing valuable is punished with iIk

loss of a hand; and for trifling offences they arc banished

to the southern islands. An adulteress is punished bv

having her hair cut oft", and those guilty of perjury pay a

pecuniary fine. Notwithstanding the law makes homicide

death, yet a criminal is never condemned to dio unless it

is expressly ordered by the king: in which case he sends

his own soldiers to execute the sentence.

Manufactures and Commerce.] The natives are natu-

rally ingenious, and apply themselves with great indus-

try to various manufactures, particularly the making of

silk and cotton ; and they are cautious and shrewd in

trading. The principal exports consist of cocoa-nuts,

cowries, and tort«ise-shell ; the last of which is exceed-

ing beautiful, and not to be met with in any other place,

except the Philippine Islands. The articles imported

are iron, steel, spices, china, rice, &c. all of which aie

engrossed by the king, who sells them to his subjects at

his own price.

These islands are happily situatt'd for producing mutual

commerce to the respective inhabitants : for though tlio

thirteen provinces are in the same climate, and all of them

very fertile, yet they produce such diflercnt connnodilics,

that the people in one cannot live without what is fouu

in another. The inhabitants have likewise so divided them-

selves, as greatly to enhance this connnercial advant:ige;

for all the weavers live in one island, the goldsiuitlis in an-

other, &c. In order, however, to make the conimuuication

easy, these artificers have small boats, built liiuli on bolli

sides, in which they work, sleep, and eat, while siilingfrom

one island to another to expose their goods to sale; and

sometimes they are out a considerable time before they

return tc tlicir fixed habitations.
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Coin.} Tlie current coin is silver, and of one sort only,

called loiriiis, each of wliich is about the value of eight

pence. It is about two inches in length, and folded, the

iJiig's name being .set upon ilie folds in Arabic charac-

ters. Tlicy somelimos use the shells of cowries instead

of small cltauge, twelve hundred of which make a lorrin;

but, in their own markets, they frequently barter one thing

fx another. Their gold and silver are all imported from

alroad, and are current here by weight, as in many other

part, of the Indies.

Customs, Manners, SfC.} The natives are very robust, of

an olive complexion, and tolerably well-featured. The

women are fuirer than the men, and, in general, agreeable

in disposition.

Tlie dress of the common people is only a piece of

cotto)i fastened round their waist, except on festivals, when

ikv wear cotton or silk jerkins, with waistcoats, the sleeves

of whicii reach only to trie elbows. The better sort tie a

pkce of cloth between their legs and round their waist,

next to uLicli they have a piece of blue or red cotton cloth,

thai reaches to the knees. Within a girdle, on the left side,

tiiey keep their money and betel, and on the right side a

liiifc. Tliey set a great value on this instrument, from its

king tlieir only weapon ; for none but the king's ofliccrs

and soldiers arc permitted to wear any other.

Tlie women wear a coat of cotton or silk, that reaches

from the waist to the ankles, over which they have a long

lube of taft'ety or line cotton, that extends from the shcul-

(luistothe feet, and is fastened round the neck by two gilt

tultoiis. Their hair b black, which is esteemed a great

ornament; and, to obtain this, they keep their daughters'

heads sliaved till they are eight or nine years of age, leav-

ing only a little hair on the forehead, to distinguish them
from the boys. They wash their heads and hair in ^vater,

to make it thick and long, and let it hang loose, that the

air may dry it ; after which they perfume it with an odori--

ferous oil. When this is done, they stroke all their hair

backwards from the forehead, and tie it behind iu a knot,

and die whole is ornamented with a variety of flowers.

The habitations of the common people are built of co-

coa-wood, and covered with leaves, sewed one within ano-

ther. But the better sort have their houses built of stone,

which is taken from under the flats and rocks in the fol-

lowing manner : Among other trees in this island is one
called candou, which is very soft, and, when dry fnd sav ed
into planks, much lighter than' cork. The native^*, who
are excellent swimmers, dive under water, and, having fix-

ed upon a stone tit for their purpose, they fasten a sti ong
rope to It

: after this they take a plank of the candou-wood,
which, having a hole bored in it, is put on the rope, and
forced down quite to the stone : they then run a number
of otherboards, till the light wood rises up to the top, drag-

ging the 8tO)ie along with it. By this contrivance the na-
|
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lives got up the cannon and anchors of a Frenoli ship that

was cast away here in the beginning of the last centiffy;''

The Maldivians are in general very polite, particularly

those on the Island of Ma'o, which is the principal of the
groupe; but they nr&very libidinous, and fornication is not
considered as a crime; m ithei must any person ofier insult

to a woman that has been guilty of misconduct previous
to marriage. Every man is permitted to have three wives
if he can maintain them.

In their diet, they are very abstemious; their principal
food consisting of roots, made into meal, and baked. They
sit cross-legged at tlieir meals, in the same manner as in

other oriental countries. The floor on which they sit is

covered with a fine mat ; and banana-leaves supply (he
want of a table-cloth. Their dishes are chiefly of china,

all vessels of gold and silver being prohibited : they are

made round, with a cover, over w hich is a piece of silk, to

keep out the ants. They take up their victuals with tlieir

fingers, and in so careful a manner as not to let any fall;

and if they have occasion to spit, they rise from the table

and walk out. They do not drink till they liave finished

tlieir meal, for they consider that as a mark of rudeness ; and
ihey are very cautious of eating in the presence of strangers.

Though they profess the religion of Mahomet, they re-

tain many Pagir.i customs; for when crossed at sea, they
pray to the king of the winds ; and in every island there is a
place where those who have escaped danger make offerings

to him, of little vessels, made for the purpose, into which
they put fragrant woods, flowers, and other perfumes,

and then tuni the vessel adrift to the mercy of the waves.

.Such are the superstitions notions they have of this airy

king, that they dare not i pit to the windward, for fear of
oftieiiding him : and all their vessels, being devoted to him,

are kept extremely clean.

Their mosques are neat buildings, made of stone, and

well cemented : each of them is situated in the centre of

a square, and round them they bury their dead. The
mosque has three doors, each ascended by a flight of steps.

The walls within are waiiiscotted, and the ceiling Is of

wood, beautifully variegated. The floor is of polished

stone, covered with mats and tapestry, and the ceiling and

wainscotting are firmly joined, without either nails or pegs.

Each mosque has its priest, who, besides the public du-

ties of his office, teaches the children to read and write

the Maldivian language. lie also iHstruct.*: them in Ara-

bic, and is rewarded for these services by the jiareuts.

Those who are very religious go to the mosque five

times a day ; and, before they enter it, they wash their

feet, hands, ears, eyes, and mouth ; nor will they neglect

doing this o« any occasion whatever. Tliose who do not

choose to go i the mosque, may say thei. prayers at

home ; but if they are known to omit doing one or the

other, they are treated with the greatest coutempt.

3C
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ITiey keep their sabbath on the Friday, wliich is ccle-

brnttd with great festivity, and the same is observed on

the day of eiery new moon. They have likewise several

other festivals'^n the course of the year.

When two persons design to enter into the conjugal

state, the man gives information of his design to the go-

vernor, who asks hnn, if he is willing to have the womftn

proposed : on his answering in the affirmative, the parents

are interrogated, as to their consent : if they approve of

it, the woman is brought forward, and the parties ar»>

married in the presence of their friends and relations. A
woman cannot part from her husband without his consent,

tliougli a man may divorce his M;ife.

On the death of any one, the corpse is washed by a

person of the same sex, of which there are several in eacli

island appointed for tluit purpose. After this is douf, it

is wrapped up in cotton, with the right hand placed on llio

ear, amd the left on the thigh. It is then laid on the rigiit

sidf in a coflin of candou-wood, and carried to die place

of interment by six relations or friends, and followed by

the neigiibours, who attend without being invited. The

grave is covered with a large piece of silk or cotton, \\liich,

after the iuternKiit, becomes the property of tlkc priest.

The corpse is laid in die grave with the face towards Ma-

homet's tomb; and, after it is deposited, the grave is filled

up with white sand, sprinkled with water. In the procrs-

•ion, botli to and from the grave, die relations scatter shells

for the benefit of the poor, and give pieces of gold and

silver to the priest, in proportion to the circunislances of

tiie deceased. The priest sings coniiniially during the ce-

remony ; and, when die wDole is over, the relations invite

the company to a feast. They inclose their graves with

wooden rails; for they consider it as a sin for any person

to walk o^er them ; and they pay such respect to die bones

of the dead, that no person dare touch lliein, not even llie

priests diemselves. They make little differmce in their

habiis on these occasions; the mourners ouly go bare-

headed to the grave, and continue so for a few days after

the interment.

If a person die at sea, the body, after being wa.ihed, is

put into a coffin, widi a written paper, mentioning his reli-

gion, and requesting those who may meet with the corpse

to give it decent intennent. They then sing over it, and,

after having completed dieir ceremonies, they place it on

a plaiikof candou-wood, and commit it to thewavesi.

SECTION Fl.

SUNDA ISLANDS.

The Suiida chain comprises Java, Timor, and Suma-

tra, with some other islands of inferior note.
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JAVA.

This island is situate between one hundred and two and

one hundred and diirteen degrees of east longitude, and

between five and eight degrees of south latjtiulc; biini»

about seven hundred miles in length, and two hundred in

breadth. It is bounded, on the nordi, by the Jsliiml of

Borneo; on the east, by die Straits of Bally; on tin

soudi, by die India|i Ocean ; and, on the west, by the

Stiaits of Snnda.

Anhnal and I'cgetahh Productions.'] Tlie island of Java

produces goats, sheep, hogs, buffaloes, and horses. The

horse, which is said to have been met widi here, when

the country was first discovered, is a small animal, being

seldom above diirteen hands high. The horned cattle of

this country arc different from Uiose of Europe; tlietli-h

is extremely lean, but of a very fine grain. Uodi tlie Chi-

nese and the natives feed on the buffalo; but die Dutch

will neither taste die flesh or die milk, from an idiii iha!

tliey are productive of fevers. The sheep have long pen.

dulous ears, and their flesh is tough and ill-tasted.

I'ormerly this island produced no kind of spices \m

pepper, and the quantity which the Dutch briiiE; aiiiiuaih

iVoiii thence is very considerable; but the quaiuily n^n

in tlie country is very small, as the people there give ihe

preference to Cayenne pijiper. The inh.ibitants are \m

fond of nutmegs and cloves, but they bear too )iit;li a |iiin

to be much in use, as the trees which produce jliiiinn

all become Dutch property.

Cities, $:c.] The most distinguished city in this island;-

Uatavia ; of which the follow iiig account has been givui

by Sir George Staunton, secretary to Earl Macartni'\'i

embassy to the emperor of China:

" The city of Batavia, situated amidst swamps and stag-

nated pools, independent of climate and iiiatteiilion t;

cleiiiiliiiess, is, perhaps, one of the most uiiwlioiesoii.f

places in the universe. The morning sea-breeze nslieisin

noxious vapours, and the meridian sun deletciiouj nia-

maia. The wan and languid appearance of the jicople,

and die obituary of die public hospitals, which reroiiikii

nearly a hundred thousand deaths widiin the lust tvtcnty

years, are melancholy proofs of die assertion.

" The acknowledged unheahhiness of Batavia, nolwiih-

standing Uie inducement of a rapid acquisition of foitnnt',

discoura Tcs Europeans from going tiiillur, if, by any \w-

sible means, diey can remain comfortably at home, lliis

accounts for th-' reposlerous unhtness with which ofiiccs

and professions are filled and personated. There were l«o

men m the place, originally barbers; die one acted as cler-

gyman, the other as physician. The season uliitii c>;i:-

tributes most to heaidi, or radier which retards the prf

gress of death, is from March to Koveniber. The sea-

I

breeze commences about ten o'clock in die nioiiiing, '^i

remains till about four in the afternoon; a calm then sue-
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feeds till about eight, wlien llie land-bicezc sets in, and,

cxu'lit ii <tw intervening calms, is stationary till tlay-brtak;

(lom wliicli time till about ten oVlock tlirre is scaicrly a

Lit'iilli of Nviml. During the Lion's stay in Batavia road,

(lie ilitriiioiiiiter >\:is from eighty-six to I'ighty-eight de-

grees; but, ill the town, it was two degrees higluT.

"Tlic fortifications of IJatavia, which, at first view,

sfcin to imply great strength, would not, in luiiopc, b(;

coiisiiliit'd as formidable: and it .should ! observed,

Ihal one of the counsellors of the Indies, who hat! ex-

ii!d his military talents to guard the settlement from ex-

ternal attacks, declared, that their chief dependence was
upon tlie havoc which the climate and noxious air of the

atiiio«|)licre were likely to make upon tlie enemy's force*.

"Till' troops oil the establishment were twelve iiuii'.Irid

Euii'peaiis, of whom eleven hundred were infantry, the

rest arlillery. There were, b"sidcs, three hundred volun-

tors of the town, not discip, .iied, formed into two com-
liiiiiies. The irregulars consisted of enrolled natives of

Java, wiio were never embodied, and of Chinese, in all

ury iimiierous. Add to this, every prison, who becomes
a stiller at Batavia, is coiiipcllcd to take up arnis in its

ilffence.

"The castle is constnicfcd of coral-rock, and the town-
wall partly of dense lava, from the nioinitains in the cen-

tre of ihe island, not unlike that of Vesuvius. There is

no stone of any sort discovered for miles behind the citv

of Java. The marble ;;nd granite, used here in various

cililices, are conveyed thilher from China, in vessels called

junks: lliose sail from the ports of il;c provinces of Can-
Icm and Fokieii, and are mostly laden with tea, silks, and
porcelain."

The citadel, where the governor has his palace, coni-

j

mands the town and suburbs, which are inhabited by na-

1

lues of almost every nation in the world; the Chinese
rrsiiling in this island are computed at one hundred thou-
mt out twenty tiiousand of that nation were barba-

j

roiislv massacred, without even the sniallest oflf'ence being
proved upon them, in 1 740. The massacre was too un-
provoked and detestable to be defended even by the

I

Dutch, niio, when the governor arrived in Europe, sent
liira back to be tried at Batavia : but he never has been
liiard of since.

-\boiit eigiity miles east of Balavia is Cher, bon, a ,,1acc

j

of considerable extent, and where the Putcli have a fac-
I'liv. The country is very fertile, and produces most

I

liiids of provisions, particularly rice. The inhabitants
i'le I'lkler tlie dominion of four great lords, called sultansi,

!

oiicof whoni is particidarly aKached to the Dutch, and,
tor that reason, is distinguished fnim the rest by the name

I

«t the coiiipany's sultan.

Near Chcrebon are a splendid tomb and mosque,
"liked amongst the uiost lua^nilkcnt antiouities of tlie

I A.
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east. Thnnberg mentions several volcanoes, one of which
had overwhelmed with ashes a great number of coffee
|)lantations.

Bantam, which was once the metropolis of a great
kingdom, is the principal place of commerce at the west-
ern part of this island. It st«nds in a plain, at the foot of
a mountain, whence issues a river that divides itself into
three streams, one of which runs through tlie town, and
the others surround it. It is twelve miles In circumfer-
ence

; and, before it was reduced by the treachery of the
Dutch, (who first joined the natives against their king, and
tlien stripped the latter of all regal power,) was very po-
pulous, well fortified, and contained several elegant build-

iijgs and palaces. At this time it is a ruinous place, in-

habited only by the poorest people.

Customs, Manners, &:c.] " The Dutch settlers in this

l)lace, acquiring wealth and influence under the company,
neglect their former hal)its of industry and temperance,
and loo often sacrifice health, and sometimes life, to in-

dolence anil voluptuousness; convivial |)leasures, in parti-

cular, are carried to excess. In many respectable houses,
li*h and flesh are served with tea and coffee for breakfast;

very soon after this, claret, madeira, gin, Dutch small
beer, and I'jiglish porter, are placed in the portico of the

great hail; and pipes and tobacco are served to every
guest, with which they are occupied, with little interruption,

till near the hour of dinner, which is one o'clock.

"Just before dinner, each guest is served with a bum-
per of Madeira wine, as a w better or bracer: two men-
slaves attend for this purpose. Afterwards enter three fe-

i.iale slaves: one holds a silver jar, containing water, to

wash with; a second, an empty silver basin, with a cover,

to receive the water after having used it; and a third has
towels to wipe the hands with. Other female slaves wait

at taJ. 'e, which is covered w ith a variety of dishes ; but,

w ith stomachs so cloyed, little is received into them except
liqueurs. A band of musicians, all slaves, play at a small

distance during the repast. Coffee immediately succeeds

dinner; and soon after they retire to bed, consisting only

of a mattress, bolster, pillow, and a chintz counterpane,

but no sheets; and the night-dress, consisting of a muslin

cap and a long loose gow n, is put on. If he be a bache-

lor, a female slave attends to fan him during his sleep.

About six, they rise and dress, drink tea, take an airing

in their carriage, and form parties to spend the evening.

"The morning-meetings are seldom attended by the

ladies. Most of these are descended from Dutch settlers,

and their education has by no means been neglected. The
features and contour of their faces are European, but their

complexion and characttr Javanese. Thfc tint of the rose

IS an alien to the cheek, while pale languor overspreadt

the countenance. When at home, they are mostly clothed,

like their slaves, in a red check^jred gown of cottoo, dt-
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seenaing to the nnklcs, with long wide sleeves. The co-

lour of their hair is mostly black, worn in plaits or tresses,

fostened with a silver bodkin on the top of the head, like

the peasants of Switzerland ; they wear no head-dress, and

their liflir is occasionally polished with the oil of the cocoa-

nut, and decorated with chaplets of flowers,

" Diseases of the teeth, which prevail in the northern

parts of Europe, are strangers to the native Javanese, who
principally subsist on vegetable food ; but so capricious is

mankind with regard to taste, that w hat would appear

disgusting, if not disgraceful, to a European, black teeth,

is with them considered as the standard of beauty : accord-

ingly, they sedulously piint their teeth all black, of the

deepest hue, the two anterior ones in the middle excepted,

and these they cover with gold-leaf; the operation is re-

peated as often as is necessary to keep them in that state,

and they compare those to monkeVs, who preserve them

in their natural colour.

"When abroad on morning-visits, out on airings in

their carriages, or engaged in pnrlies on evenings, ihey

dress splendidly, in gold and silver-spiuiglod muslin robes,

with their hair adorned w ith a profusion of jewels. Tliey

are not solicitous to mould the shape fioni fancied ele-

gance, at the expense of ease, neither are they guided by

any standard of fashion.

"Every native lady takes abroad with her a female slave,

handsomely dressed, who, on her mistress being seated,

sits before her on the floor, iiolding in her hand a goivi or

silver box, containing a pungent masticatory. It is com-
pounded of areca-nut, cardamom-s<;ed», pepper, tobacco,

and slacked lime, rolled within a betel-leaf, and is in ge-

neral use among the ladies.

" If, when at public assemblies, the ladies feel them-

selves incommoded by heat, whether occasioned by their

dress or not, they withdraw, and change their costly robes

for a loose attire. The younger gentlemen follow the ex-

ample, and substitute white jackets, often with diamond

buttons, for their heavy formal vestments,

" The members of the government have alw ays com-
bined their personal gratification with the eastern policy

of striking vulgar minds viith reverential awe, by assuming

external and exclusive distinctions. They alone, for in-

stance, are privileged to wear abroad crimson velvet; to

Ihem only one of the city-gates is opened ; their carriages

have distinguished heraldic ornaments, and others, meet-

ing them, must stop and pay them homage, llicy cer-

tainly do succeed in maintaining absolute power, not only

over the natives of the country, but likewise over the slaves

imported into iti and the Chinese attracted tlnther ia the

hope of gain.

"The native Javanese were formerly governed by as

many petty kings as there were large towns, but their

umber has beeu diminished. At present, the sultan of
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Matarain rules to the east, and the king of Bantam to il.

w est, w hile nearly the whole coast and effective power

in the hands of the Dutch.

" The Mahometan princes, being all despots, do

ride in the hearts of their subjects. Accordintr to Dutfi,

accounts, tiie tyrannic sway of tiie emperor is siipnorini

by prodigious armies throughout liis territories and In

very considerable female guard about his person.
'Jlie<

heroines are trained to a domestic, as well as to u miliiat,

life, among whom many, from mental accomplishmenis

are the companions as well as attendants of his Inipei J

Majesty.

" Tiie island of Celebes, to tlic eastward o Boriipo

and some other eastern islands, supply Java \\,m slaves

and though a change of masters may not have generally

aggravated their condition, yet some vnong tiiem, wlio

before they were made captives, liven m a state of indf.

peiuience, have been known to tiike ofl'ence on the slifltt.

est occasions, and to avenge themselves by assassination,

Under this apprehension it is, that female slaves are pre.

fcrrcd in Batavia, for every use to which tiicy car. k

applied ; and their number, of course, exceeds that o(

the males. The method of wreaking their revenire is

this: in order to possess tlicniselves of artificial coura»e

they swallow a more than ordinary dose of opium, wliidi

soon renders them frantic and desperate. In this state

they not only slab the objects of their hatred, hut, in
j

their frenzy, sally forth, and assail, in the same manner,

every person they meet, till self-preservation renders it

duty to destroy them. Indeed such is the moral tiirpiluJe
I

of mankind, that instances are not more frctjiient amon»

the slaves than among the free natives of the cuuntrv,

who, without prudence to guide them in the ordinarj af-

fairs of life, or fortitude to bear them up against its com-

mon accidents—from the anguish of losing their friend',

or their money, or property—madly adopt the same re-

medy, and produce tiie like dreadful effects.

" The Javanese appear, however, to have the higkst

veneration for such of their ancestors as have paid llir

debt of nature. A cemetery is appropriated for their re-

mains, and they sjiare no expense in erecting moniinieiitj

to their memory. The head of every family, net a pau-

per, has a separate vault ; and when a Chinese of respect-

ability dies, the melancholy event is announced tu the
|

surviving relatives. The body of the deceased is washed

and perfumed ; and, after puttin? on its best apparel, it is

seated in a chair, brfore whi. u iiw tvives, children, andre-

lations, prostrate themselves, mi weep bitterly. A table,

spread with fruit and v&rio" ; -jishes, with a desert, !s feii

before the corpse, and wax-figures are placed on cacli

side, as its attendants. On the third day, the corpse i)

put into a coflin, and placed in one of the best apaiimcnis

hung round, on this occasion, with white linen, the cnkm
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;f iheir nioiiming. An altar is raised in llie middle of the

room; and they place the portrait of the deceased upon it,

and burn incense near it. The sons, dressed in coarse'

white linen, stand near the coffin, and manifest every

token of sorrow, while the mother and female relatives are

lioard to bewail behind a curtain.

"On the day of interment the whole family assembles,

ami llie corpse is conveyed to the grave with great pomp
and solemnity. In the lirst procession arc persons bear-

ing images of men and women, relatives of the family,

images of varioi'S animals, wax-tapers, &c. Next follow'

the priests, accompanied with instruments of music; and
llien the corpse, borne upon a bier, attended by the' sons
of the deceased, clothed in white, and inclining upon
crutches, as if unable, from sorrDw, to support themselves
erect. The female relatives are carried in chairs, en-
circled with white silk, to conceal them from view

;'

but
their lamentations are uttered aloud ; and other wo'men,
trained to mimic sorrow, are hired to howl, shriek, and

,

jroaa, as is the custom in some parts of Europe."

TIMOR.
Timor extends almost north-east and south-west, and is

siiiiated between one hundred and twentv-four and one
liuiidrcd and twenty-eight der-ees of east longitude. It is

upwards of two hundred miles in length, aid more than
tltv m breadth, and is divided into several principalities or
liiigdoms. It has not any navigable rivers or harbours-
.ut there are several bays, where ships may ride, at some
soasons of the year, with the greatest safety, as the shore
li good, and free from either rocks or shoals. The Dutch
ml Portuguese have factories on this island; but that of
llie latter IS the most considerable.

'Hie island is very fertile, and produces a variety of va-
liuble articles, particularly cocoa-nuts, which grow here in
great abuiKlancc. There are also several sorts of trees that
»•» e excellent limber for ship-building; and in*some parts

[

otlhe island are sandal-wood and cotton-trees.
The Malaya.i and a corruption of the Portuguese are

'li= most sei.cral languages used by the inhabitants of this
!

'^IM but the natives have a language of their own.
Ihe fort belonging to the Dutch here is called Concor-

jMUualedon a rock near the sea, between two an.l
"ve nnles from the sonth-nast point of the island. But

I

'Replace where the principal trade is carried on is Po.ta

[

jV'va, situated at the east end of the island, and where the

I

-•J.ese governor usually resides. This town, ^vi,h
ot Concordia, belonging to the Dutch, were so.ne

-^
ago attacked by n pirate, .ho piu.:iered and de

[«"Oed several of the buildings:

.>. SUMATRA.
^J«r.,o„, £,,,„,, ,„^ ^^„,^^^^,,.^,^ This island is si-

""^'1 « .l.e Indian Ocean, between ninety-three and one
1

*'• VOt._ 1VOL. 1.
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hundred and four aegrecs of east longitude, and five de^
grecs thirty mmutes of north latitude. It is bounded, on
the north, by Malacca; on the east, by Borneo; on tha
souUi-east by Java; and, on the west, by ,he Indian
Uccan It IS long and narrow, extending in a direct line
from the north-west to the soutlr^ast, and is about seven
hundred and fifty miles in length, and one hundred and
jeventy-five in breadth. It i« the first of the islands that
form the Great Archipelago of the East, the entrance of
which IS, as It were, blocked up by this island and Java,
"hull form a barrier, separating the Indian from the Chi-
nese Ocean, with this exception, that, in the centre, be-
tween the two islands, there is an opening, which appears
as li purposely designed to admit a free passage, for the
advantage of commerce. This opening is called the Straits
of Sunda, the south part of Mhich is the north of Java
and the north point is the south of Sumatra. These two'
are about six leagues asunder, between which ships pass
directly to Batavia or China, without touchi,,.. at the
Indies -

Face of the Co,n,fr>/, Soif, S,r.] A chain of mountains
rnns through the ^^ hole island. Mount Ophir, immedi-
ately under the ciumoctial line, is thirteen thousand ei-rht
hundred and forty-two feet above the sea, only yieldh.o
about two thousand feet to Mount Blanc. This seenu
almost the only Asiatic mountain which has been accu-
rately measured; and it is not improbable, that the north-
ern mountains of Tibet, and even those of Caucasns,would
be found greatly to exceed the highest Alps, the moun-
tains being probably on as great a scale as the rivers and
otlier features of that immense continent. The soil of
this island is generally a stifi' reddish clay, covered with a
ayerot black mould, the source of perpetual verdure-
but three-quarters of the isle, esjiccially towards the so.ith'
present an impervious forest. On the west, between the'
mountains and the sea, there are large swamps; but even
here the face of the country is remarkably broken and un-
even I'here seem to be many mines of gold, thouoh
mostly neglected; and the copper is mingled with that
metal. 'I here are excdlent ores of iron and steel; and
tm IS one of the chief exports, being principally found near
I alimbang, on the eastern shore.

Juima/ and rcgcM Frorhuiiom.] The hoises of
Smnatra are small, but welVmad," and hardy : the cows and
i^lieop are also dnnim.tiv,-, the latter probably from Ben-
gali. I<ere are also found the elephant, • inoceros, I.ippo-
I'otanuis, i.gcr, bear, otter, porcupine, deer, wild ho.-
t''v"t-cat, and ,,,x>y varieties :.f the monkey. The buf-
1^.10 IS employed in domestic Lbour. Among birds, the
Sumatran pheasant is of distinguished beauty. O* the ve-
getable productions, the most abnud.mt article is pepper
winch ,s produced by a crcc;,ing ,>iant, resembling a vine!
1 he white pepper is procured by stri,-.j,i„g the outer husk
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from the ripe grains. Camphor is another remarkable pro-

duct, being found in the tree in a concrete crystallization

:

camphor-oil is the product of another kind of tree. Benzoin

is the gum or resin of another tree ; and cassia, a coarse

kind of cinnamon, is found in the central parts of the

country. Rattans are exported to Europe as walking-

canes. There arc three kinds of cotton, the annual, the

perennial or shrub, and the silk-cotton, which is to be met

with in every village. This is, to appearance, one of the

njost beautiful raw materials the hand of nature has pre-

sented. Its fineness, gloss, and dehcate softness, render

it, to the sight and touch, nmch superior to the Inbour

of the silk-worm ; but, owing to the shortness and brillle-

ness of the staple, it is esteemed unfit for the reel and

loom, and is only used for the purpose of stuffing j)iIlows

and mattresses. It grows in pods, from four to six inches

long, which burst open when ripe. The seeds resemble

the black pepper, but are without taste. The tree is re-

markable, from the branches growing out perfectly straight

and horizontal, and being always three, forming equal

angles at the same height. The diminutive siioots like-

wise grow flat, and the several gradations of branches ob-

serve the same regularity to the top. Coffee-trees are

universally planted, but the fruit is not excellent. The

ebony-tree abounds in the forests; and the banian-tree

spreads, as usual, to a vast extent, as it drops roots and

fibres from certain parts of the boughs.

•Language, *r.] Besides the Malay, several languages

are spoken on this island, which seem, however, to have

a manifest affinity among themselves. The Rajang and

Batta arc the chief internal languages, written in cliarac-

ters totally distinct ; a singular circumstance, and which

seems to overturn the ideas concerning the supposed diffi-

culty in the invention of alpluibets.

Cities, ^r.] Acuen, the capital of the kingdom of that

name, wliich comprehends the whole northern part of the

island, is situate on a plain, about t:ve miles frotii the sra,

one thousand miles south-cast of Fori St. George, in In-

dia, and about four hundred and fifty nil s north-west of

the city of Malacca. The harbour, \'\liich is capable of

containing any number of the largest vessels, is com-

manded by a spati(uis fortress, encompassed by a ditch,

well fortified, according to the Indian manner, and mounted

with cannon. There are seven gatc-^ belonging to the

city, besides which there are other redoubts and fortifica-

tions in the adjacent marshes.

Achen contains about eight thousand houses, which are

b lilt on posts, two feet above the ground, on account of

the great rains that sometimes inundate tlie city. The

floors and sides are made of split bamboos; and they are

covered with reeds, cocoa, or palmetto-leaves. They are

chiefly divided by palisades, except in two or three parti-

cular streets, set apart for trade, and one that is particu-

'

jt [part I.

larly inhabited by the Chinese. The Europeans live
as

near each other as they can, in a kuig street near tlic river.

Bencoolen, a settlement belonging to the lingjiil,

but chiefly inhabited by people of other nations, is situ.

ated in one hundred and three degrees of east loiigitudf

and three degrees ten minutes uf south latitude. Th

adjacent country is n»ountainous and woody ; and, in som,;

part.s, are volcanoes. The air is very unwholesome, anj

the mountains are generally covered with thick clouds,
iliat

burst in storms of thunder and rain. The soil is a fmile

clay, and the chief produce is grass; but, near the sea,
it

is all a morass. The natives build their houses on hamlioo.

pillars; but the English build their's with timber, not only

from their being in want of stone, but on account of eanh.

quakes, which very frequently happen in this part of the

island.

Sii.LABAR is an English settlement, situated about (If.

teen miles from Bencoolen, v\here they constantly keep a

detachment from Marlborough Fort. The town is toler.

ably large, and before it is a convenient harbour; but it

has not any building that demands particular attention,

PttiAMAN is situated nearly opposite to Padang, about

one hundred miles north-west of Indrapour. It is vuv

populous, and plentifully supplied witli most kinds of

provisions. The natives carry on a considerai)le trailc in

gold with the inhabitants of Manimcabo. The Duitii

had a factory here for some years, but were, at lingih,

driven from it by the king of Achen.

Barros, one of the most considerable places on tlie

west coast, belonging to the king of Achen, is situated on

a fine river, nearly in the centre between Ticow and

Achen. The Dutch and English, as also the inhabitant!

of the coast, buy up the camphor here, in <>rder to cm

It to Surat and the Straits t)f Suiula.

Customs, Manners, ^r .] Of the inhabitants of .Simain,

no account had been given by any EngiisliniiK. till ilie

vear 1778, when Mr. Charles Miller, son of llie ia;t lio-

tauical gardener, published an account of tfie niamurs ui

a particular district, in the sixty-eiglilh volunie ot vi<-

Philosopliical Transactions. 'I hese were the Batta-, a

people who rt side in the interior parts of the countrv, m\

''i^'er from all the other inhabitants in language, maiiikr<,

and customs. They are described as eatmg the pwwn

whom tiiey take m war, and hanging up their skiilK, «

trophies, in their houses. Our author observes, howivn,

that human flesh is generally eaten by them in tenom,

and not as common food, though they piefer ittoalloJur,

and speak with peculiar rapture of the palms of tlit biuidi

and sole? of the f^ ^t.

In 1785, Mr. Marsden, who had been secretary to tie

president and council of Fort Marlborough, piihiislml a

very interesting history of Sumatra, in which lie clividts llie

iuliabitauU into Malays, Acheucse, Battas, Lampoons, ai)d
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Rejaiigs; but takes the latter as liis standard of ilescrip-

lion, with respect to tlieir persons, inaiiiiers, cuslonis, &c.
Thev are rather below the middle stature, nnd of a pro-
porlioiiiiljle bulk

; their lind)s, in (rciieral, are slight, and
parluiilail.V small at the wrists and ankles; and, upon the

whule, lliej are gracefully formed. Their hair is strong,

ami of a glossy black; but the men are beardless, great

pains being taken to render them so when boys, by rubbing

thfir cliins with a kind of quick lime. Their complexion
is i.roperly yellow, wantinjjf the red tinge that constitutes

, copper or tawney colour, 'J'he females are, in general,

very ordinary, and many of them really disgusting ; yet

among duni are some, whose appearance is strikingly

beautiful. Some of the mountains rs are observed to have
swelled necks or goitres, but they attempt no remedy for

lliese wens, which are consistent with (he highest health.

The customs of the Sumatraus perniit their having as
many wives as they can purchase, or can aflord to main-
tain; but it is extiemely rare that an instance o.curs of
their having more than one; for the dictates of frugality are
more powerful with them than the irrcgidar calls of appe-
tite, and make them decline an indidgeuce, from which
tiieir law does not restrain them, 'i'heir rites of marriage
consist simply in joining the hands of the parlies, and
pronoiineing them man and wife, wilhonlmuch ceremony,
except an entertainment, which is given n]K)n the occasion
bv the father of the bride. Motheis carry their children.

Dot nil the arm, but straddling (m the hip, and usually
supported by a cloth, wlii. h ties in a knot im the opposite

j

(liouider. The Sumalran chilH.tu are not contined by anv
I
snaiLing or bandage; and, being sutte. d to r(dl about die

I

lluor, ihiy soon learn to walk and shift for themselves.
\Wien cradles are used, they are commonly suspended from

I
llie roofs (if die huts.

Tiiese islanders are so extravagamly fond of cock-

j

figliling, that a fat! er on his deaih-bid luis ben known to
dtvire his son to take the first opportunity of matching a
od for a sum equal to his «liole pn.p, ,ty, under a binid
ciimiction of its being iiivuliierabie. W hen a cock is kili-

h(l, or ovtrcoiiie, his antagonist must have sufflciiiii spirit
lift to peck at him three limes, on his bt;ing held up to l.iin

fni that purpose, or it becomes u dnnMi battle; and souie-

I

turns an expnieiictd cocker wiil place the luad of his
vaM<]iNshd bird in such an imeonih .situation as to tcrrifv
iIk' oiher, and render him unable to give this proof of

I viflory,

Tlie Achenese differ considerably in their persons from
th rest of i|,e Sumatrans, being taller, stouter, and of a
diiUr complexion. They appear not to hi- u g.uMine

jpwiplc; hut are supposed to be a mixture of IJattiLs, Ma-
k', and Moors, from the western parts of India, in
tlicir (hspositmiis they are more active and industrious than
lliur neighbours

i Uiey possess more peuetralion and ba-a- \

1 A. m
city; and, as merchants, they deal upon a more liberal and
extensive foundation. They are justly famed for their skill
11- navigation; and employ a vaiieiy of vessels, ac-ording
to the voyages they undertake, and the purposes for which
they design them. The river is generally covered with
fashing sampans or canoes, which go out to sea with the
mormng-breeze, and return in the afternoon full laden.
Having no convenient coins, they usually make their pay-
ments m gold-dust, and for that purpose are all provided
with scales or small steelyards. They carry their -old
about them, in pieces of bladder; and often purchase to so
small an amount, as to make use of grains or seeds for
weights.

'J he religion of these people is Mahometanism ; and,
having a great number of mosques and priests, its forms
and ceremonies are observed with the utmost strictness.
They have ever been remarkable fordiesev. rity with \<huh
lliey punish crimes, and there is no commutation adniilK d,
as IS established in the southern countries. There is great
reason, however, to suppose, that the indig, nt alone smart
under the rod of justice, the nobles being secured from
retribution by the number of their d< pendants. Petty
theft is punished «Jiher by suspending die ci imiiial from a
free, with a heavy weight titd to his feet, or by the am-
putation of a linger, a hand, or leg, according to the na-
ture of the theft. House-breaking and robbery on the
highway are usually punished by drowning, and afterward*
exposing the ortuider's body on a stake; but, if the rob-
bery be commitied on an iman or priest, the criminal is

burnt alive. W hen a man is convicted of adultery, he is
delivered up to the friends and relations of the injured bus-
band, who take him to a large plain, and, fornimg them-
selvt-s into . circle, place him in the middle; a largo wea-
pon, called gadooOoiig, is then delivered to him by one of
his family

; and, if he can force his way through those
«ho surround him, he is not liable to farther persecution;
')iit it more commonly happens, that he is soon cut to
pi<ces; and, in that case, his relations bury him as they
would a dead buffalo, refusing to admit the corpse into
lluir house, or to perform any funentl-rites.

The sovereignly of Achen is hereditary ; and the king
ustuilly employs a guaid of one hundred Sepoys about his
pal: ce. " The grand council of the nation," says Mr.
Muisden, " consists v.f the king, four oohobulliiiigs, eight
of a lower degree, who sit on his right-hand, an.! sixteen
aijomaiigs, who sit on his k-fi. At the ting's feet sits a
w cmitn, to whom he communR-ates his commands ; which
she iiiparts to an eunuch, ;tnd he to an officer, who pro-
riaiitis them aloud to ifac assembly. 1 here are also pre-
sent two oth»r officers, one of whom has the government
of tile uiaiket, and the other the superintendence of exe-
cutions.

All mattm lelative to commerce, and the customs of
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llie port, come Miidcr llie jurisdiction of a sfiiihniulai; who

pevfonns tlir cc^remoiiy of giving tlic liccnci; for trade, by

lifting a (^oldcn-haftrd dafrgcr over llic lietui of llie incr-

chant; witlioiit wliich no person must prcNUine tolandliis

goods. Pre.s( nts, tlie value of wliicli are litconie prclfy

regnhnly ascertained, arc tlieii sent to tlu* king and his of-

ficers. If llie stranger be an and)assador, the royal ele-

phants are sent to carry hin) and his letters to the mo-

narch's presence-, whicli is done with a great deal of cere-

nioJiy. After this interview, lie is conducted to a separate

building, where he is entertained witli the delicacies of the

country ; and in the evening he returns, surrounded by a

prodigious number of lightb.

SECTION VIL

NICOBAR ISLANDS.

Extent, Productions, ^c] The Nicobar Islands are

three in luunber; the largest of whidi is called Carnicohar,

and is about fifteen miles in circumference. They produce

cocoa and areka-trecs, with yams and sweet potatoes ; and

the edible birds' nests, so highly estce-'APd in China, are

here found in abundance. The only quadrupeds are swine

and hogs. The principal traffic is in cocoa-nuts, of which

one hundred arc bartered for a yard of blue doth.

Customs, Manners, ^c] Of the inliabitants of the Ni-

cobar Isla'ids, but little authentic information has been

given to Europeans. We are enabled, however, to lay be-

fore our readers some interesting particulars, which have

been communicated to the Asiatic Society by Mr. G. Ha-

milton and liieutcnant Culebrokc.

" The natives of Carnicobar are low in stature, and of

a copper complexion, v itli a cast of the Malay features,

but very well made, and remarkably strong and active.

The men cut their hair short, and wear nothing but. a

narrow strip of cloth about the waist. The women have

their heads shaved quite bare, and wear no other cover-

ing than a short petticoat, made of dry grass, which

reaches about half-way down the thigh, and bears some

resemblance to the thatching of a house. Such of them

as have received presents of cloth-petlicoats from the

ships, commonly tie them round immediately under their

arms. The ears of both sexes arc pierced when young

;

and, by inserting plugs of wood, or appending heavy

shells, they contrive to render them extremely wide.

'Iliey are naturally disposed to gaiety and feasting, and

are very fond of sitting at table with Europeans, of whose
vhv.fh they \\\\\ cat most voraciously. They do not appear

to be very partial to wine, but will drink bcmpcrs of ar-

rack, till they are completely inebriated. When a feast

is held at any of their villages, every person that choo.^es

gOQs uninvited, for they are uttt-r strangers to ceremony.

OEOGrwM'IIY. • [fAm.

I At these feasts they devour immrnse quantities ,if p„f[

and this they cat almost raw, giving it only a hasty i'ii||

over a quick lire. Their hogs are extremely fat, Lciiicr

fed upon cocoa-nuts and sea-water; indeed, all tln-ird,,.

mestic animals are fed u|)on the same. They havp, als„

abundance of small fish, which they strike very dcxtoroiis.

ly \\\l\i lances ; wading into the sea about kncc-dccp, anj

frequently killing a very small ilsh at the distance of im

or twelve yards. They roast a fowl by running a |)icci. of

wood through its body, and holding it over a brisk fire iiii.

til the feathers are burnt oflF, when they deem it ready fur

eating, widiout any other preparation. Their usual btw.

rage is cocoa-milk, or a liquor called soura, which oozt,

from the cocoa-tree after cutting off the young sprouts w

flowers. This they suffer to ferm<;nt before it is used, and

then drink it by ' .v.ang it slowly through a sinall straw

which is villi to add considerably to its intoxicating qualiu,

"/iftcr a repast, the young men and women usuallydiHi

themselves out with leaves, and begin dancing, wliilt il,(

old people sit m a circle round them, drhiking soiiru and

smoking tobacco. The dancers, while perforiiiiiic, jin;

some of their tunes, which are tolerably harnionioiis, and

to which they keep very good time. Of musical iiistitiimiiii

they have only one kind, and that the simplest that can Le

imagined. It is a hollow bamboo, about two feet and a

half long, and three inches in diameter, along the outside

of which there is stretched from end to end a single string,

made of the threads of split cane, and the place under llie

string is hollowed out to prevent it from touching, This

iustrmncnt, which is played upon in the same inaiiiiaas

a guitar, produces but few notes ; the performer, however,

generally contrives to make it sound harmoniously, and

sometimes acctunpanies it with his voice.

" The liabitatii>ns of the Carnicobarians are gcmrallf

built upon the beach, in villages of fifteen or twenty hoiisn

each, and each li&use contains a family of about twcnly

persons. These dwellings are raised upon wooden pil-

lars, about ten feet from the ground : they are of a circular

shape, and, being covered with thatch, bear a striking re-

semblance to bee-hives, particularly as they have no win-

dow s ; the entrance i.i through a trap-door, where the fa-

mily mount by a ludtli r, whicli is drawn up at night. This

mode of building is intended to secure the houses from

snakes, rats, &c. and for that purpose the pillars are bound

round with a smooth kind of leaf, that prevents animals

from crawling up thein ; and, besides this, each pillar lias

a broad flat piece of wood near the top of it, the prnject-

ing of which effectually stops the progress of sucii 'oraiiii

as may by chance have passed the leaf. The flonnn;

consists of thin strips of bamboo, laid at such distances as

to leave free admission for light and air; and the interior

of each house is neatly finished, and decorated with nsi

ing lances, nets, Sic.
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« The most remarkable qualities in tlie n ^position of

litis people are, thtir total neglect of ronipliinent, and their

aversion to dishonesty. A Carnicobarian travelling to a

ilijtant village, upon business or amnseincnt, passes ihrougli

inniiT towns, in his way, without speaking to any one : if

|,e is hungry or tired, he goes into the nearest house, where
lie helps himself to what he wants, and sits till he is rested,

without taking the least notice of any of the family, unless

lie has business or news to communicate. Theft or rob-

bery is so very rare amongst them, that a man, going out

of iiis house, never takes away his ladder, nor shuts the

door, but leaves it open for any body to enter that pleases,

without the least apprehension of any thing being stolen.

"Their language has a sound entirely different from
most others, their words being pronounced with a kind of
stop, or catch in the throat, at every syllable. Uy frequent
intercourse with strangers, however, they have acquired, in

general, the barbarous Portuguese, so conmion over India.
" It is said that the Carnicobarians have no idea of God,

alihough they belie»e m the existence of the devil, and'

worship him from sentiments of fear. In every village a
liigh pole is erected, with long strings of rattans hanging
from it, which is supposed to keep the malevolent spirit

at a distance. When they see any signs of an approach-
nig storm, they imagine that the devil intends them a visit,

I upon which many superstitious ceremonies are performed!
The people of every village march round their own boun-
daries, and fix up, at different distances, small sticks, split

at the top, into which they put a piece of cocoa-nut and
the leaf of a certain plant. But whether this is designed
as a peace-offering to the devil, or a charm to keep^hinj
away, cannot be easily ascertained.

" When a man dies, all his live-stock, hatchets, fishing-
lances, &c. are buried with him, and his death is niourne'd
bv the whole village; a custom which, however singular
m Its nature, prevents all disputes about the property of
tk deceased among his relations. It is also customary
fonhe wife to suffer the .imputation of a joint from one
cf her fingers, or to have a deep notch cut in one of the
pillars of her house.

" I was once present," says Mr. Hamilton, « at the fu-
neralof an old woman. When we went into the house
which had belonged to the deceased, we found it full of
her female relations; some of whom were employed in
wrapping „p the corpse in leaves and cloth, and others
tearing to pieces all the cloth which had belonged to her. 1 n
an adjacent house, the men of the village, with a great
many otliers from the neighbouring towns, were sittin.r,

•innking mra, and smoking tobacco. In the mean tim"*
Iwo jtout young fellows were busy digging a grave in the
"nd near the house. When the women had none with the
corpse, they set up a most hideous howl, upon which the
Pwple began to assembl* round the grave, and four men

17' voi. I.
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went up into the liouse to bring down the body in rfrinjr
this they were much interrupted by a yoimg man, .son of the
deceased, who endeavoured with all his might to prevent
them; but, findhig it in vain, he clung round the I Jy
and was carried to the grave along with it : there, after "a
violent struggle, he was turned away, and condtuted back
to the house. The corpse being now put into the ^rave
all the hve-stock which had been th.. property of the de-
ceased, consisting of about half a dozen hogs and as
many fowls, was Hung in above it ; a man then approached
with a bunch of leaves, fastened to the end of a pole
which he swept two or three times gentiv along the corpse'
and then the grave was filled up. During the ceremony'
the women continued to utter the most horrible cries inia'
ginable. A few days afterward.^, a kind of monument
was erected over the grave, with a pole upon it, from
which some strips of cloth, of different coloms, were
suspended.

" There seems to subsist among those islanders a per-
fect equality. A few persons, from their age, have a little
more respect paid to them; but there is no appearance of
authority one over another: their society seems bound ra-
ther by mutual obligations; the simplest and best of all
ties."

As the natives of Xancowry and Comarty have the
same customs, manners, &c. as the rest of the Nicoba-
reaiis, we shall only state, in addition, an extraoidinaiy
ceremony which they annually perform in honour of the
dead.

" On the anniversary of this festival," says Mr. Cole-
brooke, « their houses are decorated with garlands of fruits,
flowers, and branches of trees. The people of each vil-
age assemble, dressed in their best attire, at the principal
iiouse in the place, where they .spend the day in a convi-
vial manner; the men, sitting apart from the women, smoke
tobacco, and intoxicate themselves, while the latter ajre
nursing their children, or employing themselves in preparn-
tion for the mournfid business of the night. At a certain
hour of the afternoon, announced by striking the goum-,
the women set up the most dismal howls and lamentatious,
which they continue, without intermission, until sun-set,
when the whole party get up, and walk in procession to
the burying ground. When arrived at the place, they fonn
a circle round one of the graves, when a stake, planted
exactly over the head of a corpse, is pulled up. The
woman who is nearest of kin to the deceased then step.,
out from the crowd, digs up the skull, and takes it u|p
with her hands. At siglit of the bones her strength seenw
to fail her- s!k> shrieks and sobs alternately, and tears of
anguish fall abundantly on the mouldering object of her
pious care. She clears it from the earth, scrapes off the
festering flesh, and laves it plentifully with the milk of
fresh cocoa-nuts

; after wliich she rubs it over with au iii-

3 E
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fumiou of safTroii, and wrnps it rnrrfiillv in u piece of iww

cloth, k is til' npOHl tl ll ilif^iiiii in tl^ itlIf ciii'th, unil CO

vrird up, the Ntuke is rrplniiti(i, and Iiiiiik \«ith tlie vti-

rioiii lruppiii){<< and iiiipltiiii'iitii In longing to tlic dcrciiNi <!

.

and llie whoif iii^ht i»i Npciit in koiii^ from griix! to grave,

and rfpcuting tlicHi! diiinml iind ilis);u!4tfiil rilux.

" Oil till' nixt nioiniii); llic ctninony is com Imliil l>v

nil offtrinf; of scvi-ral fiit stwini', wlu-ii llic Hiuriticf iiiadc

to till! diud utl'ords uii uniplo fiiist lo the liviii;;. 'I'lu-

|MM>plf biNiiu-nr tliiinstlvis witli tin- lilood of llif s|aii}.'li-

tert'd liogi ; and soinr, iiioic voiai ioux llimi the nst, eat

tlic llesh raw. 'I'hiy have various whjs, however, of drens-

in(^ their meat, hiil aluiiys eat it williout salt. A kind of

pa.Hte, made of the mrllori, serves them for linail, and

they al\vu}'H finish their repast w itii copiuus potations of

suitra.

" The Nirobareans," eontinnes onr author, " are ho^

pitahic and lioiiest, aiul are r«'inarkal)le for ii strict oli-

scrvance of truth, and for u most pimclual adlicreiicc lo

their engagements. Such crimes as robhery and murder

nre unknown in liiese islands; but the people do not want

spirit to revenge tliiir injuries, and \ull fi^ht resolnti ly, if

attacked or unjustly dealt with. Their only vice seems la

be inebrietv , but even in their cups they are coiiuiionly

jovial and gouil-humonred. Sometimes, however, it hap-

pens at their feasts, that the nrn of ditVereiit villages fall

out, and then the quarn I is sure to become general. In

these cases they terminate their diUerences in a |)itched

brittle, where the only weapons used are long sticks, of a

hard and knotty wood: with these they dnd* one another

most heartily, until, no longer able to withstand each

other's fury, they mutually put an end to the combat.

rinse islanders are so sensible of the scanty popula-

tion of their coimtry, that thry endeavour to increase it by

inviting, und even seilncing, some Malabars, or I5engalese,

to remain amoiiijst tin m, and of these there are in al-

most every village some to be found, who may be easily

distinguished from the natives, by their figure, features, and

complexion. They are usually enconrage<l to stay l)y

grants of land, with plantations of arecas and eocoa-trees;

and, al'tera ceitain mniiber of vears, they are permitted

lo make choice of a female companion.

" They entertain a very high opinion of such as are able

to read and write; and firmly believe that all Europeans,

by this sole cpialiticati >ii, are able to control the winds,

direct the appearance of the planets, and |)erforin all the

supposed wonders of divination.

" The diflferent changes of the moon arc productive of

great festivity among the Nicobareans, for on thesi; occa-

sions thi-ir !)!!ts are f;!ncifidly decorated wish branches of

palm and festoons of plantain-leaves; and the day is en-

tirely devoted to singing, dancnig, and drinking.

-" The idea of years, mouthis, and days, is totally un-

known to them, as they reckon by moons only, of wli

Ih > iber fouitceii, thui is, veveii ut i^acb nio

lilrli

ll'OOII.
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the fair hi asoii, or the «ommeiicement of the inirilHujt

monsoon, they sail in large caiioi . to Carnicobar,
coll.

t(i by liiem Chtiinpii/ooii. The object of this liu|,. y,,,

age is trade; and for fowls, hogs, aiica, and coum, ilig

produce of iheir own island, tin y reci ive in exclian^i, la.

noes, spears, umbergiis, loiloi^ediell, &c.

" I'ew dincMses aie known among ihein, except a swdlin.

of the legs, known, in the wist of India, by ilie niiuii nf

the Coi/iiii leir, friun the place wheie it gentially |M(\ai|,,

This eiiihniial disease seems to result ehii lly from i||.

chosen and badly-prepared diet, or bad < hoice of lialm,

lions, and an eMiemely indolent life, 'i'lie siiialj |),)\ ^

sits them occasionally, but not of the ronthient kind; iimi

ihey inr sonuliines attacked by levers and eholies. \\\w

a person falls sick, lie is immeiliutt-ly removed lo tlie ||,,i,.

of a priest, or conjnri r, who invaiiiibiy orders l|ii> paiiiin

to be laid in a supine postiiri for some time, and I'miImi,

with some oily snbstaiiee, is to be repeateilis iipplu,!
i,,

the U|)per part of his body : llii' use of internal iciiuilin

seems lo In either iinknown or utterly disregarded."

Their superstition, in many parlii'ulars, is very iiinaik.

able; one insljiiice of which we shall lay. before (uir rral-

ers. —Some of the nativ '. having begun to fabriealeiarilidi

pots, died soon aflerwar.l ; and the cause being attribuiidi,,

this new employment, it has never been resuiiied; forilicy

prefer going fifteen or twenty leagues to piirdiasenuliar.

tides, rather than expose themselves to an iiiiderliikiiii'

which they firmly believe to be attended with the must la.

tal consequences.

SECTION VIII.

ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

Tlxtctit, Product'oiis, &c.^ The island called the Great

Andaman is about one hundred and forty miles in length,

but not more than twenty in the greatest breadth; iiiiMil-

ed by deep Iiays, and intersected by virst creeks and iiilcis,

one of which passes quite through the island, and is iiuti-

gable for small vessels. The soil is chiefly a black mould,

and the forests, which are pretty extensive, contain suiiie

valuable trees, as ebony and the bn ad-fniit. 'llie only

quadrupeds are wild hogs, monkeys, and rats; but the

sea yields an abundance of excellent lish, particularly

oysters.

Customs, Manners, ^r.] The Andaman Islands arc in-

habited by a race of men the least civilized in the world,

and npproachiiig nearer to a state of nature than any |)t;nple

we read of. Their complexion is extrenu-ly dark, ilmf

stature generally low, and their aspect remarkably nncouih.

Their limbs are ill-proportioned, their bellies pnmiimnt,

and their noses flat. Thej have also wool'y heads, iu
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»liic li rti|)t'«t llioy (liir< r fntin nil llir vaiioim inhcn iiilin-

(liiiii;! tli« roiiiiiicnt <»*' Ania or imisiuiids. DdiIi s-m, j,ro

fllllltlr
ll'l'l'''. •"''•'Pt oil «<'IIIC 0<M«Ni(lMH, w||«;ll I M wo-

1,1(11 wi'i" » ""' "^ <'ii'!i<' nHiiid tlirir wuist; mid < veil

llih i* iii'i'*"'''' iKii'lv (ill ((iiitiiniiit,

ll iH jtiiul lliul iIk' men arc rcinnrkalily vrdtty und re

,,iij,, fill; and I'rcqiicnlly rxpicsM llnir uvcmioii in xlryiipcrH

III
I liiiid mid llirtatt iiiiij; loiic, cxliiliiiiiiir nKmy si^ni ,,(

ikliamr, aiidi-x|>rfNsiiij,'lli»-ir i'oiili'iii|it liy lli nuM uidi-

cciit Kitliirf.t. Al other liiiuK iIk y !i|)|niir (|iii<'t und do-

cil,', willi lln' m«>'<t iiitidioiiN ininit. Tlu-y will even MYwi

1
t(i I'litir into ff I'ririidly ( <iii('triiu:e, nnd ruci-ivc, willi »

;

iliiitt of luiiiiility, iiiiy iirtii Ics tliut may lit- prtiiunU'd to

(! m; Imt o" " suddili tiny will iillcr u liidcoUM slioiil,

juJ irriii 111 roimly diHthurj^f tlinr ai row s al the uii»us|u'<t-

ii.;
Msilant. <)i» ll Hppcuraiio: of h vessel, they fre-

(|iiiiiil\ III' II" :i"il'i
!

iiiioii;; (he Ireed, and m-ild one of

ll ir KUim to alliiH- II, ( shiiiinci?, oti shore; and, if ilie

I

iTiH hii|H)fii I" liiiid withoiii iiriiw, they imiiH!diately rush

I (lilt I'liiin their lurkiiio-|>laees mid allmk iIikiii. In ihesi

Jl,illlli^lll1 lliey iiK Mild '.» ilis|dii\ ;^n ul resolution, and

liauMdiiiiiinieH hem ktiowH to |iltiii({e into the wuti'i, and

(Iwliarjic llifii aiTous wliilc in the act of swimniiiij».

'llnir mode of lite y|>|uais digiadiiii; to hiiiiiaii nature,

for, lite brutes, their time iii ehielly spent in quest of

food, iinil. as their lands arc toi.illy uncultivated, they

jiilisisl entirely upon what they ran pick up or kill, [n

I
ik inorniiig they daub theii woolly heads willi Kil-ochrc,

and rub their skins with mini, to prew nt tin* annoyance
I of insect!. The women l)i,,i tli,- greatest part of the

driiycry, in collecling food; repairiiiu to the re«fs, at the

naos of the tide, to pick up shell-lish: while the men
areliiinling in the woo<ls, or wading in the water to shoot

I

li«li wilii tiieir bow» und arrows. In their exciu.Mons

llir(iii|;li tlic woods, a wild hog sometimes rewards their

lulls, mid artords them a more siihstantial repast. 'I'hey

usually broil their meat on small hamhoos, adjusted in

[

form of a gridiron, but use no salt, iiur any other seur

I
soiling. f

Upon some occasion's they display a considerable share

of vivacily in conversation, und are remarkably fond of
smjiiig and danciuf;. Their language is rather smooth
tliaii outtural ; and their melodies, which are in the nature

of recitative and chorus, are not unph^asing. They usually

dance in a ring, each alternately slapping and kicking his

own posteriors. Their salutation is performed by lifting

j

up one leg, and striking with their hand upon the lower

I

part of the thigh.

Their huts may be considered as tlie rudest attempt to

«0f
procure shcld r from the weather. 'I'hree or four Micks
are fined in t|„ irnxuid, and fastened t(^^!elher at top in
form of a <-..ue

; over vUii.h a sort of tluii h is formed
«ilh brunches and leaves of trees; an opeiiiiiK '« '<•''' •>»

one si.h', jnsl l,,.ge emmgh to ere. p into, and the ((round
beneulh is slrewed with drie.l leaves, that supply the want
of beds. In these wretched hovels ure freepiently ,uiid

the skulls <if wild hogs, suspended from the r<iof^.

'I hey use rails, made of bamboos, to tr;in«port thetn.
selves across ih, ir harbours, or from one isluud lo another

;

and ihey have uK.. a few canoes, hollow, d out of the trunks
ot trees, by means of tire and instruments of stone, hut
lht(y have no inm in use uinong them, except such utensds
as they have procured from the Iuiroj)eaii inMriiierx who
have lately visited their isiunds, or from the wre( > of ves-

sels formerly stranded on their coasts. Their bows ar«
lemaikabiy long, and id' a peculiai lorm ; their arrows Hre
headed vviih (i.,h.b(ines, <h tiie tusks of wild hogs; nnd
Ihey also use a kind of shield. Of their implements for

lishiii.;, und othi r purposes, we cannot give u p:oiicular

descri|)liou. It appears, however, that haud-iuu, (,f dif-

fer. Ill si/.s, are ns. d in catching the small liy ; und a kind
id' wii kei -basket serves to deposit whatever articles of food
they can pick up.

With respect to ilie origin of these people, nothing satis-

factory has ever been laid before the public. A story has,

indeed, been related of < rew of Afiiiaii slaves, of both
sexes, having b.eu cast away at the Auilamaus ; and that,

having murdered their masters and f. I low-pussengi^rs, they

spread themselves over, aiui peop d the country. Hut
this story does not appear to have been w<ll authenticated.

Some authors have «c( used them of being cannibals ; but

this charge bus never been fully pi,ivi, although, from
their cruel disposition, great voiacity, und cunning modes
of lying in ambush, there is reason to suspect, that, in at-

tacking strangers, they are frefjiiently impelled by hunger;

as they invariably out to death the unfoitunate victims who
fall into their hands, and the bodies of some wh<mi they

have killed have b.en foiuul mangled and torn. I', would,

indeed, be difticult lo acoiinl for their iinrtmitting hos-

tility to strangers without believing them to be raen-eateis,

unless the above-mentioned story of their origin be true;

in which case they might probably retain some tradition of

having once been in a state of slavery, and might therefore

wage perpetual war with those whom they suspected of

wishing to enslave them again.

A British settlement has been recently formed on the

Greater Andaman, and some convicts have been tent thi-

ther from Bengal.
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CHAPTER X.

SECTION I.

FORMOSA.

FORMOSA, AMAN, and the ISLANDS belonging to ASIATIC TURKEY.

The houses are, in general, very small, and are built

of clay, covered with thatch. The streets are long and

spacious, and the buildings on each side have awnings, that

join in such a manner as to cover the street; but these ore

only used during the hot months, to keep off the exces-

sive heat of the sun. Some of the streets are neiirly three

miles in length, and between thirty and forty feet broad.

These streets are chiefly occupied by dealers, whose shopj

are furnished with all kinds of goods, ranged and displayed

to the greatest advantage. The shops appear very bril.

liant, and many people walk in the streets mcrdy tu gr^.

tify themselves with the sight of so great a variety of il;e I

richest commodities.

The city is not defended either by walls or fortifies- i

tions ; but it has a good garrison of horse and foot, cod-
|

sisting of ten thousand men, who are principally Tartars.

These are commaivded by a lieutenant-general, two major-

generals, and a number of inferior officers, who are at I

liberty to relinquish their situation, after having served

three years, or sooner, if occasion should requi;e.

The harbour is tolerably good, and sheltered from ilic I

winds; but the entrance to it is dangerous for ships of I

burthen, the bottom of it beii>g rocky, and the water not
j

above ten feet deep at the highest tides.

Aa the coasts about this island are very high and rocky, I

and have neither havens nor sea-ports, it ie almost impos.
j

sible to effect an invasion. Taywan is the only bay in I

whole island where ships of any bulk can approach, andl

this is situated at the mouth of a river so mrrow, and de-

j

fended by such high rocks and forts on each side, that no
j

enemy could possibly enter it without being repulsed,

Government.'] The government of each town or bo-J

sough is confined to itself. Three or four of the mostl

ancient, who are known to be men of integrity, areap-j

pointed as judges over the rest, wlio determine all differ-l

ences ; and he who refuses to submit to the decision isl

banished ; nor can he either return, or be admitted intol

any other town; sc that he is obliged to finish hiidajij

w ithout ever again participating of the enjoyments of i

ciety. The inhabitants of this island pay an annual irij

buie to the Chinese, which consists of certain quantiued

of grain, the tails and skins of stags, and other produ?^

___ Situation, Extent, and Climate.

A HIS beautiful island is situated nearly opposite to the

province of Fo-kien, in China, and is computed to be two

hundred and sixteen miles in length, from north to south,

and about seventy miles in the broadest part. Its longi-

tude from Pekin is from three degrees twenty minutes to

five degrees forty minutes east, so that, when the sun is

almost vertical over it, the climate is rather hot; but this

is far from being disagreeable, as the heat is greatly mi-

tigated by the situation of the island, which is so elevated

as to receive the most agreeable advantages from the cool-

ing breezes of the sea.

Fegetables."] That part of the island possessed by the

Chinese produces great quantities of different kinds of

grain, especially rice ; and its fertility is increased by the

numerous rivers with which it is watered. As great a

variety of fruits are to be found upon it as in any other

part of the Indies, particularly oranges, cocoas, bana-

nas, ananas, guavas, 8(c. Also jeveral kinds of those

produced in Europe, as peaches, apricots, figs, grapes,

and chesnuts. Tliey have likewise a sort of melon, which

is of an oblong form, and much larger than those of Eu-

rope: it contains a white or red pulp, and is full of a

fine juice, very grateful to the taste.

Animah!\ There are but few w ild beasts on this island,

and those seldom seen, as they chiefly inhabit the inte-

rior parts, which are very mountuinou!!, and seldom re-

sorttd to by the inhabitants. They have some horses,

oxen, sheep, goats, and hogs. They have but few birds,

the principal of which is the pheasant; but the rivers

produce great plenty of various kinds of fish.

Chief City.] The capital city, which is in the posses-

sion of the Chinese, is called Taywan. It is large and

populous, afnd carries on so extensive a trade, that it is

little inferior to some of the most opulent in China. It is

plentifully supplied with all kinds of provisions, either of

its oVvn product, or commodities brought from other coun-

tries, as rice, cotton, sugar, wine, tobacco, and dried veni-

son; the latter of which is gieatly admired by the Chinese,

and considered as the most delicious food. They have like-

wise all kinds of fruits, medicinal herbs, roots, gums. Sec.

vith plenty of lioeo, silk, and cotton, of various sorts.

tions of the country.

Population, Language, #rc.] M. de la Perouse,who wai

off this island in 1787, relates, that the easternoiost par
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of Formosa is inliabiterl by natives, wlio do not acknow-

M?e llie sovereignly of the Chinese, and tiiat tlie western

p;irt is extremely populous, because the Chinese, op-
pressed and iiarassed in tiieir native country, are always

ready to emigrate. Fioni the information the French na-

vijaiors receive-!, it appears, that the settlers who have
j-jiie over to this island, since its conquest by the Chinese,
ji-.mint to tive hundre(i thousand, and that the chief "town

lonlains fifty thousand inhabitants; and, as these are la-

lioriuus and iiidiistnous, their numbers are not of any dis-

adiaiilage to ihe conquerors. M. de la Perouse thought,

ibi tlie conquest of I'ormosa ^^•()uld be of more consc-
,iMice to Brilain than to any nation in Europe, on account
of the vast consumption of tea in that island, which has,
ill a manner, rciidtied them tributary to China; but, with
rfsjiect to Trance, he did not consider 'it as an object of
aiiv great importance. It is remarked, that the language
of the natives of this island is not only destitute olf the
idlest resemblance to that of the Europeans, but even
that kind of pantomimic language, which is deemed uni-
icrsal, is by no means better understood by them; and a
ino;ioii of the head, wiiich, amongst Europeans, denotes
l!;e affirmative, has, among them, a signification diametri-
cally o|)posite.

Customs, Mauners, 6c.] The natives of this island are,
ii: general, of a low stature, have large mouths, and are
>erv swarthy in complexion. They have a very high fore-
bd, Slid are altogether greatly disproportioned ; "for die
y.v IS very short, the neck small, and the arms and Ic-s
remarkably long.

°

Their dress consists only of a rough piece of cloth, tied
ml the waist, and reaching to the knees; but they adorn
iliiir bodies with the figures of trees, flowers, animals, c\c
indoiug winch they undergo such violent pain, that only
asiMll part of the operation can be uerformed at on'e
lime; so that it will take some months before the whole is
'ompleted. 'Jliese embellishments are onlv permitted to
siich as have distinguished themselves either by feats of
Mivily or courage. The better sort avoid the punishment
;'l obtaining these ornaments, by using the hair of animals
ii^miixcd with silk, and embroidered with gold and sil-
ver. Ihey have all liberty to ornament their arms aiul
eavVch they do with the greatest profusion. On their
l«l' they wear a kind of coronet, the top of which is
";™""^'te.i by a plume, made of the feathers of cocks or
|te.u.ts. In short, the whole of their ornaments, will,
';:ea«k«ar(i„c.ss of llicir shape, form together a verv whim-
5IM1 appearance.

As the climate of the northern part is less temperate
-."line «Mu!ierii, the inhabitants are btlter clothed, their
to« consisting of the skins of beasts, particularly sta^s,

;;•;!'
tl-)- kill i„ hunting. This garment is very uncomh

""^f^rm, being shaped like a vestment worn by priests,

I A.
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and without sleeves. They wear a kind of bonnet on their
heads, made of the leaves of bananas, and adorned with
coronets, placed one above another, in the form of a py-
ramid

:
the whole is fastened with locks of hair of different

colours, and the top of it is terminated by a plume of
feathers.

In the northern part, the houses are built after the man-
ner of the Chinese; but those of the south are mean cot-
tages, made of earth and bamboo, covered with straw
and so c ose together, that they are only separated by J
very slight partition. Their customs in both parts are the
same. Ihey have neither chairs, tables, benchec, or beds
Instead of tne latter, they use the leaves of trees, which
they spread on the floor, and lay themselves down without
any sort of covering, 'ihey dress their victuals in a kind
of chmmey, or stove, pluced in the centre of the room
and are hlthy m their nmnner of eating. They have neil
ther dishes, spoons, or knives; so that when the provision
IS dressed, it is laid on a piece of wood, or mat, and they
pull It to pieces with their fingers. 'J'hey do not take
much pains ,n dressing their meat, for the less J. is ctoue
the better they like it; and some of them admire it most
when U IS so raw, as barely to have felt the eflects of th*.
fire.

Their food chiefly cmsists of boiled rice, which they
eat instead of bread; and the flesh of sheep and goats, and
game, which they sometimes catch in the woods, by slioot-
nig Uiem, or running them down: the latter is the most
common method; for their agility is so great, that they
vMli even outrun the swiftest horse.

Their weapons are boMs and arrows, which they use
Mill, such dexterity, that they will kill a pheasant flyin<r at
an amazing distance.

In their marriages, little ceremony is observed. When
a man hxes on any object that be wishes to be his wife he
goes several days together with music, which he plays 'for
soim.tnne before the door; but he is not permitted to
enter the house. If the object of his affections approve
of liim, she comes out, and they agree upon terms, which
being made known to their parents, the marriage-feast is
prepared, and the friends of c«ch party are invited. The
feast consummates the marriage, after which, instead of
the wife going home will, her husband, he continues in
Ins fathei-in-law's house, and provides as well for him as
for himself, during the remanirier of his life.

Their manner of treating the dead before intemient is
veiy singi,h,r. When a person dies, they lay him on a
kind of scaflold, made of bamboo, which they place over
a slow fire for mne <by., after which il.cy wrap the corpsem a mat, and lay it on a higher scaflold, covered with a
pavilion, made of shreds of silk, cloth, kc. Here it re-
mains for two years, at the expiration of which thev di-
a large hole a, the ground, and bury it. Each of thes^
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ceremonies is accompanied Mitli feasting, music, danc-

ing, 8c c.

Hiatori/.] About the beginning of the last century, this

island was in the possession of the Japanese, but they

were supplanted by the superior policy of the Dutch, who,
naving found means to introduce themselves, erected a small
town and a castle, which they called Zealand, situated on
so advantageous a spot, that it was impossible for r.ny ship

to enter it, of whatever force, without being repulsed. The
Japanese, either offended at the great progress the Dutch
had made, or not tinding the advantages they expected,

soon quitted the island, and left the Dutch in sole posses-

sion of it, after which the latter erected other fortifications

opposite to their new fort, and raised such other defences,

as made them complete masters of the island. ., But the

Dutch, with all their policy, continued on the island but a

few jears; for one of the Chinese generals, (a man of an
enterprising genius,) being defeated by the I'arlars, who
were then at war with the Chinese, fixed his views on For-
mosa, formed a resolution of ejecting the Dutch, and estab-

lishing a new kingdom on the island.

This he effected, and, having afterwards acknowledged
submission to the emperor, the island has ever since been
subject to the government of China. In 1782, Formosa
was visited by a tremendous hurricane, and the sea rose to

such a height as to pass over a great part of the island; but
the Chinese emperor caused the damages to be repaired at

his own expense.

[PART]

SECTION II.

AN IAN, ou HAINAN.

This ^sland, great part of which also belongs to the

Chinese, is of considerable extent, ?nd some' of the towns
are very populous. On the southern part of the island is

a fine port, the bay of which is nearly twenty feet deep.
There is also another very convenient port on the northern

part, the entrance to which is defended by two small forts,

though the depth of water docs not exceed twelve feet.

Here the barks frequently come from Canton with vaiious

commodities, in exchange for which they take several kinds

of minerals, the natural produce of the country ; for in some
parts of the island there are gold and silver mines, also

mines that produce the lajiis lazuli, which the natives of
Canton use in painting the blue porcelain. Between the

two forts that defend the entrance of the northern fort is

a large plain, ou which are several handsome Chinese se-

pulchres.

, The isles of Leoo-keoo, between Formosa and Japan,
constitute a little civilized kingdom, tributary to China.
These isles are said to be thirty-six in number, but very

iticousiderable, except the chief, which is properly called

Leoo-keoo; by the Chinese accounts, the length of ii

about one hundred and twentv-five British milps „ i

twice the extent winch is assigned in recent maps. Tl

isles were discovered by the Chinese in the seveiitii

tiiry; but it was not till the fourteenth that ihev bcram

tributary to China. Tlie emperor Kiang-hi, about A h
]7'20, ordered a temple to be erected to Confucius

iiiili

chief island, with a literary college. The language is s I

'

to differ from that of China or Japan ; but the civiiizaijoi,

seems to have proceeded from the latter country, as the

Japanese characters are commonly used. The peonlea

mild, affable, gay, and temperate; and the chief product

are sulphur, copper, and tin, with shells, and mother^if

pearl.

SECTION in.

ISLANDS BELONGING TO ASIATIC TURKEY,

The principal islands in the Archipelago
coiisidereii

as belonging to Asiatic Turkey are Mytilene, Scio, Sa-

mos, Cos, and Rhodes.

The Asiatic Islands belonging to the Turks are jca|.

tered about this Archipelago, so called from the Gad
words archos and pclagos, the first signifying chief, andik

latter a sea, this being the chief sea in these parts. Tliroiri

the oppression of the Ottoman government, they niaiiiiain

but little of their former opulence and importaiicr, W't

shall describe them in order as follows

:

MYTILENE.

Mytilene, the ancient Lesbos, is about sixty miles from

Tenedos, and nearly eight from ihc continent of Asia. It

is about forty miles in length, but its greatest breadth doei

not exceed twenty-four.

This island once contained several cities, renowned for

their fertility and opulence ; but scarcely are the remains

of many of them to be seen at present, some having been

destroyed by earthquakes, and others having fallen a prej

to the oppression of the Romans.

Mytilene, the metropolis, was not more famed fur the

fertility of the circumjacent country, and the uncomiiicii

magnificence of its buildings, than for the number of con-

siderable personages to whom it gave birth. Among these

were Pittacus, one of tlie seven Grecian sages ; Akiw,

the lyric poet; Sajjpho, the celebrated poetrcss; Tcipaii-

der, the musician; Hellanicus, the historian; Calliaus, die

critic; and many other eminent characters. Indeed, My-

tilene was deemed so much the seat of the Muses, and

the centre tf politeness, that Aristotle resided in it two

years, for the express purpose of enjoying the clcgai:t

conversation of its inhabitants.

The city, after having revolted from the Athenians, was

greatly injured by the Pclopoiinesian war. It was siibbi-
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qiientlj- destroyed by the Romans; and, at its siege, the
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famous Julius Caesar made his first canipaisii, and greatly

signalized his courage. Being afterwards rebuilt, Pompey
restored it to its ancient francliises. TJie emperor Trajan

adorned it with many elegant structures, and, from his

o«n namr, called it Trajanopolis. This island is very

fertile, and was celebrated by the ancients for producing,

ill great abundance, all the necessaries and delicacies of

life, The wine, in particular, is excellent, and as much
celebrated by physicians for its salubrity, as admired bv
liie voluptuous for its admirable flavour.

Lesbos is, at present, but thinly peopled, and scarcely

any tiling to be seen but the fragments of its former mag
nificence

veralliarbours

the ancient capital, which is situated on the east side of
the island, has an excellent port, and is defended by a

strong castle.

The trade of this island consists principally of vine,

grain, fruit, cheese, butter, pitch, &c.; and the inhabit-

ants are computed at about twenty thousand. I'lic houses
are low and meanly buih, and the people poor. Ma.ra.
zines are here kept, to furnish tlie I'urkish galleys wkh
stores, which are employed by the Porte to cruize against

the pirates that infest some of these islands. The go-
jernorisacadi; but the troop.; on the island are co-ji-

nianiiid by an aga of the Janisaries.

the Turks, who likewise permit them openly to profess
their religion.

The citadel was erected by the Genoese, in order to
defend the entrance of the harbour. It is guarded by a
Turkish garrison. The esplanade, or space between the
citadel and first houses of the town, was formed by the
Venetians, who, for that purpose, demolished all the
l»«>iises in. the vicinity of the castle. On the esplanade,
which presents a most pleasing appearance, there is a fine
fountain, i,, (he Turkish style. The whole forms a very
beautiful view. Part of the citadel appears to the left of
this picturesque scene. About two leagues from the city,

'
, . . ° " '7 "' '""S- •» 'lie niidst of the mountains, is a convent, very consider-

:
yet there remain some small villages, and se- able for its vast revenues

^"!':.}T'":^^^T": ^"'" ?" "'^ """ -*'
.

'' *« '» ^^ «»>««'ved, that Sdo was one of the seven
cities that contended for the honour of having given birth
to Homer, and their coin formerly was .stamped with hie
image.

The whole island contains thirty villages, three liiindrcd
churches, and about sixty tliousand inhabitants. In time
of jieace, it is governed by a each; but, in war, a bashaw
is sent from Constantinople to take ujjoii him the supreme
conunand.

SCIO.

Scio, the ancient Chios, is about thirty-six British miles
I ill length, out only about thirteen in medial breadth. This
island is mountainous and rocky, yet the plains produce

I

corn, wine, oil, honey, fruits, and gums; though the ferti-

lity is much impeded by a scarcity of water. The eouri-

j

tn is fertile and populous, and the inhabitants opulent.
The «ine is celebrated by Horace, and retains its ancient
fame. The men are well-made, the women handsome, and
hoih sexes so much inclined to mirth, that they think all

iliclime lost which is not employed in singing, dancing,

I

revelling, or gallantry.

A considerable commerce is carried ou here; but the
liarbouris bad, and indeed dangerous

; yet the ships going

I

to and coming from Constantinople rendezvous at this
place; and a Turkish squadron is kept here to protect the

I

'""ciiant-sliips, and annoy the pirates.

^

Scio, the capital, is a hamisome city. The houses are
(egant, and have spacious terraces, and windows glazed

SAMOS.
Samos is about thirty miles in length, and ten in

breadth, and is the see of an archbishop. It was foriiieily
a commonwealth, and is naturally so fertile, that, when
Greece was at the summit of her glory, it was deemed of
as much importance as-any of the islands of the Archipe-
lago. The trade at i)iesciit consists of .several sorts of
w ines, a superior kind of onions and garlic, fin« earthen-
ware, raw silk, oil, honey, saffron, fruits, drugs, minerals,
tmeiy, ochre, black dye, Sec. Notwithstanding the na-
tural richness of this ishiiul, the natives are so much op-
jiressed by the Turks, and plundered by the pirates, who
infest the coast, that they are in general mistiably poor.
The inhabitants are about twelve thousand, priiieij)ally

Creeks. The capitation-tax which they pay amounts to
about six thousand four hundred crowns, and the customs
are formed at ten thousand more. The governor, who is

an aga of the Janisaries, collects about as much again for
himself, and makes himself likewise heir to every Greek
who dies without male issue ; taking money, house, goods,
and every thing but the garden, which is' left to the pos-
session of the daughters.

I'hc chief tow n, Samos, is now reduced to a mean vil-v.iih red nn,l „,.«o„ I 'p, ,r .
""'"•;"; s'"^'^" inc cniet town, Samos, is now reduced to a mean vil

h.ii(l greatly embellished it, but lost it the year following.
isnvo miles in circumference, and environed by several

tatihil gardc-ns. The inhabitants are chiefly of the

I "i
Church, or Roman Catholics, and have several

I li'urches and monasteries, which remain unmolested by

ly plunder it: but it still exliihits some noble fn.gniciiis

of Us ancient splendour, and particularly some vestiges of
the temple of Juno,

This island is celebrated in history for having given birth

to the philosopher Pythagoras. The city of Samos \\as
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formerly very inngniricent, as.wc mny' judge from its

ruins.

COS.
Cos is about twenty-four miles in length, by three or

four ill breadth ; but has bceu little visited by modern tra-

vellers. Pliny styles it a most noble isle ; and from it was
first derived the name and substance of the whetstone. It

is now covered v^illl groves of lemon-trees, and there is

an oriental plane-tree, of vast size. The chief trade is in

oranges and lemons.

Cos, the capital, is sjjacious, well built, and strongly

fortified
: it is situated on the eastern coast, and was for-

merly famous for a superb tempi*- of Esculapius, as the
island itself was for the birth of the celebrated Hippo-
crates, whose house is still shewn in the town of Ha-
rangues.

RHODES.
Rhodes is about thirty-six miles in length, by fifteen

in breadth. This island has been long htmed in his-

tor), under various names, and its inhabitants very early
were deemed a maritime people. When attacked by the
Greeks, the Rhodians called in the Romans to their as-

sistance; who, according to their usual custom, drove
away the enemy, and repaid tlieniselves for their trouble,
by seizing the country and the property of the natives

;

after which it underwent various revolutions. It was taken
by the Venetians in 1124. The Turks conquered it in

\'1S3, but were driven out of it by the knights of St.
John of Jerusalem, in 1308; however, Soliman the Mag-
nificent attacked it with an army of two hundred thousand
men, and three hundred ships, and took it, January 1st,

1323, after the Rhodians had lost upwards of ninety-three
thousand of their inen, and the Turks a much greater
nmnber. After this misfortune, most of the Rhodians
quitted their country; so that the island became very much
depopulated

:
but tiie Turks showed so great a respect to

the knights of Rhodes, that they suffered them to keep
their houses, effects, coats of arms, statues, inscriptions,
&c. and granted very considerable privileges to such as
would come and settle there, which drew back some of
the Rhodians, and many of the Giceks; so that Rhodes,
at present, is as populous and flourishing is Turkish ty-

ranny will permit any place to be in the Ottoman territo-

ries. The metropolis of Rhodes is called by the same
name, and was ilways esteemed, a place of considerable
strength. At \nesent, though its former splendour is

much decayed, it is a handsome city, and a good sca-poit;
the situation, at the side of a hill, is delightful; it is about
three niiles in <.i„.„mferenee, fortified by a triple wail and
castle, though they are but in bad repair; the streets are
wide and well-paved, particularly that of St. John, which
lit paved with beautiful marble. The houses are built in
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the Italian taste, and the markets well supplied with a||

kinds of provisions. It has two harbours, a large one for

uliips of all nations, and a smaller for the Turkish galjei

only, a squadron of which are always kept here to cruize

against the Maltese ships. This port is shut up even
night with a chain, and near it is a fine piazza, adornri

with stately trees, at the extremity of which are the arse.

nal and ilock. The church of St. John is converted inio

a mosque. Many other churches, the palace forinerlj be
longing to the grand master, the housca of the knights, J;c,

are still magnificent fabrics.

This city was formerly celebrated for the learniii" and

politeness of its inhabitants, and the numerous acadeniifs

for various arts and sciences, which were kept open atllit

public expense; but, at present, literature meets here «iih

the same treatment that it does in most other parts of tlie

Turkish dominions.

Here was erected the celebrated Colossus, one of the

wonders of the woild, to the honour of Ajjollo, or tlie

sun. This prodigious statue was made of brass, aboiii

one hundred and twenty-three feet in height, and pinpor-

tionably large in every part. It stood astride over the ha-

ven, so that ships could sail in and out between its le"s,

In one hand it held a light-house, and in the other a scep-

tre
; and its head represented a golden sun. The distance

between the two feet was one hundred yards ; and two men

could scarcely, with extended arms, embrace its tliiimh,

After having stood sixty-six years, it was overturned by an

earthquake; and though the Rhodians collected, fronithe

various Grecian states, a prodigious sum to defray the ex.

penses of repairing it, yet the money was embezzled, and

the image was suffered to lay on the ground for the space

of eight hundred and ninety-four years, when the Saracens

took the city, and sold it as old brass to a Jew, wiio loaded

nine hundred camels with it; the whole weight being

720,000 lb. avoirdupois. This wonderful work was made

by Clares, a native of Rhodes, w ho was twelve years in

completing it. Just on the spot where the feet stood, a

castle on one side, and a tower on the other, were erected,

and are standing at present.

The modern Christian inhabitants of this island are very

poor, and are not suffered to live within the walls of the

city. The principal manufactures are soap, tapestry, and

camblets ; but the city is a mart for all the commodities

and j)roductions of the Levant
;
yet Rhodes is kept merely

in opposition to the Christians, as it does not remit any

thing to the grand-signor, the Turkish bashaw being allow-

ed the w hole of its revenues, for his ow n maintenance, and

that of the galleys and the garrison.

Along the southern shore of Asia Minor there are some

small isles, but they are of no moment, when compared

>» ith the large and celebrated island of
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4U5TKAI.ASIA.] ASIA.
CYPRUS,

frtg

»|,icl) is alwut one hundred and sixty Brilish miles in

length, and about seventy m its greatest breadth. It was

long possessed by the Ptolemies of Egypt, till it fell un-

dtr ilie Roman power
; when it remained a portion of the

Byzantine empire, till it was usurped by a Greek prince

;

kHo «as expelled by Richard L of England. This mo^
I
narch bestowed the kingdom of Cyprus on the bouse of
I,iisigrian, as a compensation for the loss of the throne of

!
Jerusalem. In the fifteenth century the heiress of the

house of Lusignan resigned this isle to the Venetians ; but

i„1570, it was conquered by the Turks, who still con-
tinue in possession of it.

'Die soil produces all kinds of grain, wines, oil, sugar,

cotton, honey, saffron, wood, metals, minerals, plants,

drugs, flow.is, &c. It was formerly populous and opu'
lent, but, at present, is but poor and thinly inhabited,
Hhicli is chiefly owmg to the tyranny of the Turkish go!
vcriiment, and the swarms of locusts, with which it is

infeiited. The wool and cotton manufactures are the best
ill tiie east, but the silk is very indifferent. The inhabit-
ants were formerly deemed the most lewd and debauched
people ill the universe; and, according to the nicst authen.
lie accounts, their inclinations arc as depraved as ever;
but the Turkish government obliges them to act with an
outward appearance of decency. The present inhabitants
are chiefly Greeks, who dress after the Italian fashion, but
retain their own religion and customs. The people of this

I island were converted to Christianity by St. Paul and St.
I Barnabas, the latter of whom was a native of Cyprus, It
gave birth to the poet Asclepiades, Xenophon, Zeno,

Mpollonius, Epiphanius, and several other great meri.

I

Cvpnis has no considerable rivers, but some famous moun-
laiiis, particularly Olympus, on which, at the distance of
every league, there is a Greek monastery, and a fountain,

said to be erected by the Empress Helena, the mother of
Constantine the Great.

The principal places in Cyprus, at present, are the
followmg

:
Famagusta, or Arsinoe, is an elegant cif-, and

good sea-port, pleasantly situated, and defended by two
forts: ,t,s enclosed, on two sides, by a ditch and double
wall, well fortified, and, on the other two, by the sea. The
Turks are sensible of the importance of this place and
contrary to their usual custom, keep the fortific^ions in'
excellent repair. The Greeks and other Christians are
permuted to keep shops here in the day-time, but are not
allowed to sleep in tlie city, which is, however, a bishop's
see, subject to the metropolitan of Nicosia.
Tlwugh the above is the most important place, yet Ni-

cosia ,. deemed the metropolis of Cyprus. This city,
which is delightfully situated in the centre of the island
was formerly the seat of the Cyprian monarch,. It wai
then nme miles in circuit, but is now dwindled to three.
It IS, liowever, still a beautiful town, of a circular form
surrounded by walls, defended by a deep ditch, and welU
fortified. It formerly contained forty thousand houses, and
several noble palaces; but ijiany of the first, and all Uie
latter, are fallen to decay, or have been pulled down.
Cerenes, the ancient Ceiaunia, is almost in ruins, though

formerly a strong and populous place. People depart from
hence to tlie continent as the nearest port. The Palace
of Peace, a maguilicent edifice, formerly belonging to the
knights, is near the city; and at about nine miles distance
there is a Greek monastery; the monks of which Iwvc cells
along the sea-coast, where they deposit the fish which they
are employe<l to catch for the use of the brotherhood.

Paphos, now called Baffa, is situated on the western
coast of the island. St. Paul in this city converted its go-
vemor, Sergius, and struck the necromancer Barjesus with
blmdness. Though much decayed from its former glory-
it IS still a bishop's see, and a good sea-port town.

CHAPTER XL

AUSTRALASIA.

lPl,/f^'^^^^^^^'
""""^'"g to the statement of Mr.

Morton, comprises the following countries:

iJisI
?"!"'''""' ''"'^ '«"d of New Holland, with

ean .: !;
.""^ ''^ '""'^^^"^ '" "'« ''^j-«"t Indian

an in
7^ '^''"''^''•^^ »"^ ''^t^^"' twenty

111 • Tt'" *''' '^''^ '"'^'"^'"S Particularly all
I'nelarge islands that follow:

^8' VOL.1.

2. Papua, or New Guinea.

3. New Britain and New Ireland, with theSoIomoR Isles.

4. New Caledonia, and the New Hebrides.

5. New Zealand.

6. The large island called Van Diemen's Land, recently
discovered to be separated from New Holland by a strait,

or rather channel, called Bass's Strait.

3G



tM UNIVERSAL GEOGUAPIIY
, SECTION I.

NEW HOLLAND.
Extent, Soil, Riven, Climate, cSc] New lloIlaMd has

generally been considered as the largest island in the

world. Some persons, however, hove disputed, whether
the name of island can be properly applied to a couMry
of such vast extent, or wht'her it ought not rather to be
denominated a continent.

Its length, from east to west, is about forty-three de-

grees of longitude, in the medial latitude of twenty-five de-

grees, which is about two thousand seven humlred Hritish

miles; and the breadth, from north to south, extends from
eleven to thirty-nine degrees, being twenty-eight de;^rees,

or one thousand nine hundred and sixty miles.

The soil immediately around Sydney Cove is sandy, with
here and there a stratum of clay ; but the produce rfoes not
ieem to be very luxuriant. The principal difficulty hi-

therto experienced in clearing the ground arises from the
size of the trees, which is said to be so enormous, that

twelve men have been employed for live days in grubbing
up a single one.

From the first discovery of this continent the extreme
scarcity of fresh water has been mentioned by every na-
vigator. None had been fortunate enough to enter the

nioulh of any navigable river, such as might be expected
in a country of equal extent. The settlers about Port
Jackson found enough for the ordinary purposes of life;

but Captain Tench informs us, that wlien he left the

country, towards the end of 1788, there had been no dis-

covery of a stream large enough to turn a mill. Since
that time, however. Governor Phillip has been more suc-
cessful, as appears by a letter of his to Lord Sydney, dated
February 1.'3, 1790.

After having visited Broken Bay several times, with
boats, a river was found, which has since been traced, and
all those brandies explored wliich afforded any ili'pth of
water. This river, distinguished by the name of ilawkes-
bury, is from three hundred to ciglit hundred k-H wide,
and appears navigable for the largest merchant-ships as
far up as Richmond Hill; but ihtre it becomes very shal-
low, and divides into two branches; on which account,
Richmond Hill is called the head of the river. As after
heavy rains, however, the water sometimes rises thirty feet
above its level, it would not be safe for ships to go up so
far; but, fifteen or twenty miles below it, they would lie

in fie.h water, and be perfectly safe. The couutry about
Broken Bay is, at first, high and rocky; but, up the river,
It becomes more level, the banks being covered with tim-
ber, and the soil a light rich mould, supposed to he very
capable of cultivation. The other branches of this river
are shallow, but probably run many miles up into the
eoiuitry.

t'AHT r.

Richmond Hill is the most southerly of a large raiizc ,f
hills, which run to the north, and probably joiinhu nfl,
tains nearly parallel to the coast, from fifty to sixty [^
inland, 'i he soil of this hill is good, and lies reinurkaij

well for cultivation. 'l"he prospect from the to|)
j, ^'^J,

extensive, the whole circumjacent couutry forniiiic » I. i

covered wjth tunber.

Between Richmond Hill and a l)reak in the mouniain,
that separates Lausdown and Caniarthen Hills, tlicreV
tiat of six or seven miles; in which the Ma\vkisbiirv|,„
I)eeu supposed to continue its course, though the rive

cannot be seen, on account of the timber with whidi tlif

gromid is every where covered, where the soil is gnod

Six miles to the south of Port Jackson is a small imr
and twenty to the west is one more considerublc, wliidj

probably runs into the Hawkesbury. As far as tii'is rivtr

has been explored, the breadth is computed at from tlmt

to four hundred feet. It is called the !\iepe,m, and, lile

the Hawkesbury, sometimes rises thirty feet above itskel.

A party who crossed this river attempted to reach tlie

mountahis, but found it impossiiile, probably for want of

provisions. After the first day's journey, they met «itlia

succession of deep ravines, the sides of whicii were frf.

queutly so inaccessible, that in five days they could w
proceed farther than fifteen miles. When they turmd

j

back, they supposed themselves to be twelve miles fiuni

the foot of the mountains.

The climate of New Holland does not appear to bt

disagreeable
; for the heat is never excessive in suiiinifr,

nor is the cold intolerable in winter. Storms of tliiimkr I

and lightning frequently occur ; but these are comiiioii
[

to all warm countries : ainl it has been supposed iliat,

were the country properly cleared and inhiibiied, iliese

would, in a great measure, cease. A shock of an larili-
j

quake has likewise iieen felt ; but these natural caliiinilie!

are incidental to some of the finest countries in the wo

It is not yet known whether there are any volcaiiots.

Minerals.] Metals of various kinds appear to abound

in the vicinity of Sydney Cove; but the want of some

scientific person to describe and arrange these iialuial pro-

ductions was sensibly felt among the first settlers. A con.

vict, who had formerly worked in a lead-mine, positivtlj

affirmed that the ground which he had been clearing con-

tained a large quantity of that ore; and copper was sup-

posed to lie under some rocks, which were blown up ia

sinking a cellar. Stone has been found in this neighbour-

hood, of three different kinds : one equal to that of Port-

laud, a second sort similar to sand-stone, and a thud con-

taining a luixture of iron. Good clay for bricks is aho

produced near Sydney Cove ; and from a piece of fiiicr i

clay, imported to England, the ingenious Mr.Wedgewood

caused a medallion to be modelled, representing Hope

encouraging Art and Labour, under tlie infiuence of I'eace,
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^t iiifimt selllenient. The following btaiiiiftil li,,,.,, in

I

allusion to this medallion, 'were written Ly Dr. Darwin,

and entitled

THE VISIT OF IIOPK TO SYDNEY COVE.

VliiTC Svdnfy Cove licr liiciil honKtn (twclls,

Courts lur ynung iiavicH, and ilif /iturm rrpels,

Hinli oil u ri"'!!, iiiiiid the tronliliil itir

Hoi'B sliind aiililime, anil wavM Iior (fnldrn liairj

Calni'il with liiT rosy »iiilU" tlic toiwiin deep,

Ami Willi iviivt iicci-ntj cliaim'd the wiiuU to ilf>«p|

To Till li Willi plain slie ntrctrli'd lur siiowy h,inA;

Hifli w«viiiK wood, and nen rnriiTli'd strand.

» Iliai nir," «hp cried, " ye risinj; realms! record

» Tline'.i opi'iiini? srcnei, nnd 'Irntli'n unerring word—
" Tlifir sliull biciid strceti ilicir stdtcly wall* exttod,

"The circus widen, ninl the crescent bend;

"lliore r.i>M from cities o'er the cnlturd land,

" Shall 111 i«lit canals and solid ro.ids expand—
" Tluit Ilic proail urtli, Colossus like, bestride

" Von glillerinK streams, and bound tlic chafnig tide
}

" Embclliah'd villus crown the landscape scene,

" Farms wave with gold, and orchards blush between.—
"There shall tall spires and dome-capt towers ascend,
" And piers and i|iiays their massy structures blend

}

"While with each breeze approachini- veiscls ylide,

" And norllieni trrasnies dance on every tide !"

Here reas'd ihe nymph—tnmultiinns echo's roar,

Anii Jov's loud voice was lieard finin shore to shore—
Iler giaeel'iil steps descriidiii)» press'd the plain.

And l'EACf,and Art, and Lauuur, join'd her train.

I't^elahh.] The most beatitifiil new genus of plants

liitlu'ilo foinid in New llolliind lias been destined, by Lin-
QiTiis, to transmit to succeeding ages the name of Sir Jo-

j

seph liaiiks, who lirst discovered it in his voyage round
llie world, It is, in fact, one of the finest genera with

we are aci|uaiiiU.d. It seems there are four spe-
cies of Haiiksia, sjieciiuens and seeds of which have been
sent over to I'jigland ; but we shall merely notice the
hiinhia semita, which is the most magnificent of the
geims. The trunk is thick and rugged :* the leaves are al-

teraate, standing thick about the ends of the branches,
narrow, obtuse, and strongly serrated ; tlieir colour is a
bright giecn on the upper surface, but beneath they are
opaque mid whitish, with a strong rib running through
llieir middle. A large cylindrical spike of flowers t^r-

[

niiiiates each branch; but most of these flowers are abor-
tive, a few only in each spike yielding ripe seed. The
capsules are covered with thick down.
The peppermint-tree (so called from the near resem-

blance between the essential oil drawn from its leaves and
iliat obtained from the peppermint which grows in Eng-
laiui) generally grows to the height of a hundred feet,
and IS above thirty feet in circumference. The bark is

perfectly smooUi, like that of poplar.
The red gum-tree is very large and loftv, generally ex-

ceeding tlie size of an English oak; but the wood is so

extremely brittle, and contain! such a quantity of rcsinoui
gum, that it is of liiilu use, except for fuel. Uu making
nuisions in the tr.nik of (his tree, very considerable q.ian-
tities of red resinous juice may be obtained, sometimes
even mure tl sixty gallons from a single tree. This
juice, when properly drie.l, becomes an astiingcut gum
resin of a red colour, nearly resembling that known in
the shops by the name of kino, and for all medical pur.
posts quite as efKcacious.

The yellow resin-tree is about the size of an English
walnut-tree. Its trunk grows pretty straight for about
fourteen or fifteen feet; after which it branthes out into
long grassy leaves. From the centre of these leaves
arises a single stem, eighteen or twenty feet in height,
nearly resembling a sugar-cane, and terminating in a spiral
spike, somewhat like an ear of wheat, 'j'his stem, being
very strong and light, is used by the natives for making
spears and fiz-gigs, which are commonly pointed with
bone.

But the most valuable part of this plant seems to be
Its resin, the properties of which are not inferior to those
of the most fragrant balsams. This resin, which exudes
spontaneously from the trunk, and is frequently dug out
of the soil at the root of the tree, is at first a yellow fluid,

but, when inspissated in the sun, it acquires a solid form!
When thrown upon hot coals, it emits a scent nearly re-
sembling that of a mixture of benzoin and balsam of tolu.
It is perfectly soluble in spirits of wine, but not in water,
nor even in essential oil of turpentine, unless it be digested
in a strong heat. With respect to its medicinal qualities,
it has been found in many cases to be a good pectoral
and very balsamic.

The fea-tree of New Holland is a small shrub, thickly
set with branches. The bark is f.ill of longitudinal fis-

siires: and the leaves are about three-quarters of an inch
in length, inarked with longitudinal libs, and full of re-
sinous spots, which contain, an aromatic essential oil.

Animals.'] The kangaroo, which appears to be of the
opossum kind, is the largest animal hitherto seen in New
Holland, and its conformation is peculiarly singular. This
quadruped has a small head, neck, and shoulders; the body
gradually increasing in thickness towards the rump The
head is oblong, formed like that of a fan, and tapering
from the eyes to the nose : the end of the nose is naked,
and the upper lip divided. The nostrils are wide and
open, but the aperture of the mouth is small.

1 his animal commonly lurks among the grass, and seems
to feed entirely upon vegetables. It goes on its hind legs,
making use of the foic feet only for digging, or bimging
its food to its mouth. It is very timid, shy, and inofleus'ive

;

and flies from man by amazing leaps, springing over
bushes seven or eight feet high, and going progressively
from rock to rock. It always carries its tail at right
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angles Willi its lioHy, when in nioticn; •ml, ulien it nlighis,

oflcii looks bock. Ill (lie ntcoinil of Goviriior l»liilli|)*»

Voviigr, we aif told, tlint iIk'm; aniiiiiil.i are soiDftiines

ecu ffidiiijj ill lii>i<N oC nboiit tl.irly or forty, mid thut

one i» uImii)s oUerveil to be appiirtiitly on tliu wuttli iit u
liisliiiict' from the irst.

"It has been reported," says Mr. White, "by some
convicts, who were (jiit one day with a large Newfound-
land dog, that the latter seized a very large kangaroo, but
could not preserve its hold. 'Jhey observed, that the uiii.

mill ertetled its escape by the defensive use it made of its

tail, with which it struck its assailant in a most tremeii-
dons manner. 'J'lie blows, indeed, w ere applie«l with such
force and efficacy, that the dog was bruised in many places
(ill the blood Howed. It was remarked, that the kangaroo
di<l not seem to make ony use of its teeth or fore-feet, but
fairly beat off the dog with its tail, and escaped before the
convicts could get up to secure it."

'I'he kangaroo may now be considered as, in some mea-
sure, naturalized in England ; several of the species hav-
ing been kept for some years in the royal domains at Rich-
mond

;
which, during their residence there, have produced

yonng ones, and seem likely to succeed very well in this

country; though, by confinement and alteration of food,
they may probably lose niiiny of their natural habits, and
exhibit less of that boimding vivacity, by which they are
•o peculiarly distinguished in New Holland.
The kaiigaroiMat is so called from the colour of its

hair and the resemblance of its visage to that of the rat;
but the general shape of its body is very similar to that of
the kangaroo, both in respect to the shortness of the fore-
legs, and the peculiar construction of the hind ones.
The spotted opossum of New Holland is in leng-h, from

tlie nose to the end of the tail, about twenty-five inches,
of w hich the tail takes up about nine or ten. The general
colour of the animal is black, inclining to brown beneath;
the neck and body spotted with irregular roundish patches
of white: the ears arc pretty large, and stand erect; the
visage IS pointed, and the muzzle furnished with long
slender hairs; the fore, as well as hind legs, from the knees
downward, are almost naked, and ash-colouicd. On the
fore-feet are five claws, and on the hinder ones four and a
thumb w ilhout a claw ; the tail, for about an inch and a
half below the root, is covered with hairs of the same
lengtli as those on the body; but from thence to the
end. It is furnished with long ones, like those of tlie

squirrel.

The countenance of this animal is somewhat like that
of a fox

;
but, in manners, it approaches more nearly to

the squirrel. When inclined to sleep, or to remain inac=
tive, it generally coils itself up in a round form; but, when
eatmg, or on the watch, it sits almost erect, throwing its

tajl behind it. When irritated, it sits sUll more erect on

t'AlT I,

its hind legs, or throwi itMlf upon its b«ck, iitteriuj ,|
and shrill cry.

The vulpine opossum is, in it* general «|,npf, ^^
what like the common fox, but coiiHidernbly |p„' n*'

upper purls of the body are of a grisly colour, "ar„„!
Iroin a mixture of white and dusky hairs, with a ruloi
yellow tinge, the head and shoulders partaking nio,/!]
this lust colour. The liaii round the eyes is blacli,), ,, i

above the nostrils arc several Wack whiskers, aboiufr
inches in length. All the under parts of the body J^
a tawny buff colour, deepest on the throat, uhorr i|i,

hairs are rust-coloured toward the bottom. The le„, ,,much shorter in proportion than those of a fox.

The flying opossum of New Holland is a ben»lifu|,p,
cies, and clothed with fur of the most exquisite k^t
appearing on the upper part of the body, at first ,ighi of
a glossy black; but, oil a nicer inspection, it i, found' ,„

be mixed with g,vy: the under parts are while, a„,| „„
each hip is a tan-coloured spot, about the size of a ihil.

Inig; at this part the fur is thinnest, but at the rooufilij
tail it is so rich and close, that the hide cannot be f.li

through it. 'I'he formation of tjie feet is nearly si„ulario
that of the vulpine opossum. 'J'he fur is conliiiucd lo

the claws, and on each side of the body is a broad flap or

membrane, as in the flying squirrel, which is united lotlu
fore aiul hind legs.

The wha tapoa roo is about the size of a racoon, of,
dark grey colour on the back, becoming rather lighieron
the sides, and terminating on the belly in a rich brown
The coat is of two kinds, a long hair, and a kind of f.ir

but It appears that even the long hair, at the roots, i, „f

the fur kind. The head is short, the ears broad, and (lie

eyes rather prominent.

The tapoa-tafa has much the appearance of a marliii.

cat, but IS hardly so long in the body, in proportion lo

as size. I he hair resembles that of a rat, both in texture

and colour; but towards the insertion of the tail, it is of

a lighter brown, forming a broad ring round it. The liead

IS flat in front, and broad across, particularly between tlie

eyes and ears; the nose is peaked, and projects bejoiid

the teeth, which makes the upper jaw appear considerably
longer than the under one: the nose is furnished «ilh

whiskers, which begin near the muzzle, by small short

hairs, but gradually become longer as they approach llie

eyes.

The spotted martin is about the size of a large polecnt,

and measures eighteen inches from the tip of the nose to

the insertion of the tail; the tail itself being nearly of liie

same length. The general colour of the fur is blnck,

m.'sriicd all over w ith irregular blotches of while : itie tail

has an elegant appearance, and tapers gradually to a point.

'I Ins animal is most commonly found in the iieigliboiir-

hood of Port Jackson.
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•|k ()n« of ^''* """"'"I i"* rather lenn ihnn two fii-i

|,, K. I.^lii, ,111(1 uboiit two fcrt hIx iiiihpH ill lt>nt;ll). '\'[\v

|i,,i.l 11 fiiiiiii'*! lil"*' lliiit of n fo\; il)i. cMrt hic Nlmrt

midmit; »"<• tl'fl niiiz/.l.- .n rnrninlicd with Mliiftkcru,

fniin alfiil ""< '" '^*" "•<•><"< in It imtli. 'I'hi- ^ciirriil lo-

|„i,i 1)1 (lie upper |.nrt,H Ih ii pii|i> hrowii, nrovviii)5 lii;lit<r

i,i«ard« ihr I" llv ; the innir port of the fort'-li-gi iitul thf

l,ii,-|pflrl III' iliP liiiiiltr-oiu's nr« whilo, sis urc iiIho t\w (cct.

11),. i:iil it of u iiKxItriile hiiKtIi, riitln>r busliy, Imt in u

I,.-,
(Ii ;;ri I' than lluit of the fox.

.\ I'liiiiilcof tli'n xprcit'H wnn Mi'iit ovrr ns n prosont to

Mr. Ntp<^" ''oin (Juvcrnor Philip. It ii suid to posMiss

much of the mannt r» of the domentic ihg, but m of n

„rv ^ivijf nutiire, iiml not liktly to rhinij^e in thin psirii-

f,,lar. it laps like othi r ilogi; bnt, instead of harkiii;; ,„

frmvliiig, when irrilat<'d, it treets llin hair)! of ilit whole
|>,ilv liki' hristirs, and seems prif. etiy finions. It is very

(jjir ufltT its prey, and seeuis particidurlj fond ofralvhils

onhiikciu, raw, but will not pat dressed meat, rrom
It, liircciKss and nihility, it has the advautago of other

aiiiiiialit nnich snpeiior in size; for a very large fox-<l()<'

|;iing pat to it, in a moment it si izcd him by the loins,

jiiJ Hoiilil have put a period to his existence, hud not

soiiii' iHie l)e(n at liuiid. W iih the utmost fa( ilitv it ean

li;i|i over iIk; hack of an ass, and was onc(; very mar
«i)rnin{;onc to death, having fastened on it so tirmlv,

lliiil the creature w as not able to disengage himself with-

out nssistaare: it has, likewise, liceji known to run down
botli cleiT and .sheep. \
The New Holland cas.sow.;ry difRirs materially from the

fumiiioa uprcies, ami is a mucli larger bird; standing

liighiTon its legs, and having a longer neck. The bill is

not very different from that of the common cassowarv, but
llie horny appenchige, or helmet, on the top of the liead, in

tliis species, is totally wantiiig; the whole of the head and
nitk 1.1M covered with feathers, except the throai and
fore-parfof the neck about half way, which are not so well
fralhertffas the rest; wliereas in the connnon species the
head aal neck are bare and carunculated, like those of a
liirkpy.

The plumage consists of a mixture of brown and grey,
and the feathers are somewhat curled or bent at the ends
ill the natural state : the wings are so short as to be use-
less for flight, and could scarcely be distinguished from the
rest of the plumage, were it not for their standing out a
little. The long spines which are seen in the w ings of the
common sort arc in this not observable, nor is there any
appearance i>f a tail.

The dack-billed platypus is a new and extraordinary ge-
nii?, {jiseovcrcd in New il.>liaud. Sir Joseph Banks had
111 Ins possession two specimens, which were sent over 1)y
(iovernor Hunter- and only a few others have as vet ar-
nied in Rngland.

i8. voi« \.

I A.
21.1

'I he IrnRih of this rMriou§ annual from the tip of the
l.-eak to liicfutl of the f.il i, tliiit.rn inches, nf ulmhthe
btak occnpii.s one inch mid ti half. The liiad in rutiitsi

Kinall, and the u.outli heari h » near a rrnrmblanc! lo the
beak of hdiiic biuad-bili. (I ducks, that it i.s not without mi
mile exaiiiiii.ition that wc can persuade onrxelves of its

beini;; the real snout of a <|iiadrnped. 'I'lic body ii d. pres-
•vd, and ii* hoiih wli.it like iKut of an oiler in miniature :

it is covered with u tl.nk soft I'lir, of u uioderali ly dark
brown above, and whitish lit iiealli. 'I'he legs are veiy short

and t( rmiiiale in a broad web, which on the fore feel ex-
leiidii to a considi lable distance beyond the claws: on the

fore feet are five claws, slraiglit, strong, and sharp pointed

;

and on tli<' hind feitarn six curved ones; thu interior of
whidi is s(ated •nneh higln r than the n st, and resembltis

a strong sharp .spr.r,

'ITie speciinens of this animal hiUu rlo sent to Rngland,
have been deprived of ihi ir inleslii;,s, imd f.i \\„: most
part ill priserve<l. Mr. Ilonu, however, examined one
belonging to Sir .Icmph IJank.s, which had been kept in

spirits, and was tolerably perfect, lie discovered, that al-

though 'he beak, when iiirsorily examined, hud such a

striking icseniblance to that of the duck, as ta induce a

supposition llial it was calculat( d for the very same pur-

poses; yet, when all its paits wire carefully reviewed, it

evidently diU'ereU in a variety of circumstances. 'I'his, it

appears, is not the animal's month, but is merely an ap-

pendage projecting beyond it.

From the general form of tiiis animal, we are led tw

suppose, that it burrows in the banks of rivers, or under-

ground, and that its food consists of aquatic plants aiul

animals. l)til the slrueturi; of it is such as not to enable

it to take firm hold of its prey: when the two marginal

lips are brought together, the animal may have a con-

siderable j)owcr of suction, and in i!;is manner it proba-

bly draws food into its mouth.

The Pennantian parrot is a very beautiful bird, fre-

quently seen in the vicinity of Port Jackson, and corre-

sponding in most particulars w ith the creature of the same
name described by Mr. Latham, in the supplement to his

" General Synopsis of Hirds." 'i'he general colour of the

plumage is scarlet; the bill of a bluish horn-colour; and

the chin and the base of the under mandible covered with

rich blue feathers. The back is black, vaiicgated with

crimson : the wings are blue, the middle part nmch paler

than the rest; the tail is black, ( xcept the extremities of

the feathers, wliidi are of a pale hoary blue. The com-
mon length of this bird is about sixteen inches.

"^riie wattled bee-eater is about the size of a missel-

thrush, but much larger in proportion. The phi aage,

for the most part, is brown, the feathers long and pointed,

and each feather marked with a streak of white down the

middle. From the gape of the liill, a broad slJtuk of

3 11
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silvery white passes nnuer the eye; and beneath tliis, on
each side of the throat, hangs a pindulous watth-, about

half an inch long, and of an oranjirp.colour. The tail is

wedge-shaped, like that of a magpie, and the feathers

tipped with white.

The white-fronted heron of New Holland is little more
than half the size of the conunon species. The general

colour of the plumage is a bluish ash, ineliniiig to lead-

colour. The top of the head is black, and u little crested.

The forehead, chin, and throat, are white, passing down-
wards, and terminating in a point on the middle of the

neck before. On the lower part of the neck, the feathers

are long and loose, and of a cinnamon-colour; all the

under ports of the body also incline to this colour, but

are much paler.

The laced lizard of New Holland is a very elegant spe-

cies, about forty intt.es in length from the nose to the end
of the tail. The general sTinpe is sltiuier, and the ground-
colour of the skin on the upper part is a bluish black, cu-

riously marked with yellow; in some parts this colour is

prettily mottled, like some kinds of lacc-«ork ; in others,

striped in various directions, 'ihe under parts are yellow,

crossed with single biirs of black on the throat, and with

double clouded ones on the b« lly. This beautiful lizard is

commonly found in the vicinity of Port Jackson, wUvtc it

is considered as perfectly harniKss.

The ribboned lizard is a vety elegant species, about six

inches and a half in length, and distinguished by a num-
ber of parallel stripes, disposed longitudinally throughout
the whole icpper part of the body ; and the renuiiiuler is

of a pale ferruginous colour. In some varieties a tinge of
tlijs colour is also visible on the b,u:k : the lower part of
the body is of a yellowish while; the tail is perfectly

round, of a considerable length, and gradually tapers to

the extremity.

The white-jointed spider of New Holland, unless seen
in the utmost state of perfection, cannot easily be distin-

guished. This species is particularly remarkable for the
lucid surface of its throat and legs, the latter of which arc

furnished with several long moveable spnies, that may be
either elevated or depressed at pleasure. The eyes are

eight in Uiimber, and are arranged in the same order as

those of the great American spider. The genera! colour
is a pale brown. 'I'he orilice at the top of each fang is

rendered visible by a magnifying glass of two inches focus;
so that this spider is evidently of the nundier of those
which poison tht ir prey before they destroy it.

Several other sorts of spiders and scolopendras are
foHnd in New Holland ; but the most remarkable insects

•cen by Captain Cook were the green ants. These little

animals form their habitations by bendin-^ down the leaves

of trees, and ghuung the ends of them together, so as to
form a sort of ourse. Though the leaves here alluded to

GEOGRAPHY.
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are as broad as a man's hand, thry perfonn this feat I

mais. strength, thousands of them holding down tlicKai

wliile multitudes of others apply the glutinous
inijit'*'

Captain Cook's people aseerlainj'd this curious fact
|!

s<unetinies disturbing them at their work; in which

'

the leaf always sprung up with an elasticity which tin,

could not have supposed such minute insects were caiialj

of overcoming. Por this curiosity, however, the Lurl
peans smarti-d pretty severely ; as tlu)nsands of their lii

enemies instantly revenged thenm-lvcs, by their
stiii"s,iijr

the interruption they had met with.

Another species of ants binrov/ in the root of a plmi

which grows on the bark of trees like niisletop, and ii

commonly as big as a large turnip. When tiiis i's cut, n

appears intersected with innumerable winding
pas5ii»'f.

lilled with these little annuals; uotwithsUuidiiig «yi
the vegetation of the plant sulVers no injury. Those J
about the size of the small jid ant: they do not give k
by their slings, but produce an intolcralile itdiiiii;

crawling about upon the skin.

Another sort, which do not molest in any maiiiiir rf.

senible the white ants of the liasl-ludies. Thry comml
nests, three or four times as big as a man's head, on li

branches of trees; the outsides being coni|)osd (;f smm

vegetable matter along with a glutinous siiLsliiiici'. On I

breaking the outer crusts of these hives, iinnuiicrablecilli

ai)pear, swarming with inhabitants, in a great variuv ii

wiiuling directions, all communicaliug wiiii each oilur

and with several other lusts upon the same tree. Tb
have also another house, built on the giouiid, "ciiciallv

at the root of a tree: this is formed like an irrtgiiyj

sided cone, sometimes more than :ix feet high, aiid luailv

as much in diameter. The outside of these liiibitatioiis)

is of well-tempered clay, about two inches thick; aiij|

within are the ceils, which have no opening outward,

Out of these is their sunnner ami' the other their uiiiter

dwelling, conmiunicating with each other by a large ave-

nue, leading to the groinid, and by a subterraneous p-
sage. It must also be observed, that the groiiml- tructiiris

aie proof against rain., which those on the branches are

not.

Cuslovis, Moiinen, Sec] There are but few iudividii

among the natives of New Holland, who tan he m\\«
\

be tall, and still fev\er who are wtll made. Their arms

legs, and thighs, are, for the most part, reinarkaltiv sraail

and thin, w hich is probably owing to the poorness of llitir

living
; as the fineness of the climate and their couslaiit

exercise might otherwise have reiulered iheiii moie luuscii-

lar. Their conjplrNion does not seem to be uitit'onii ; f*

some of them, even when cleansed from smoke and filili,

are neaily as black as the negroes of Africa, while ollitrs

exhibit oidy a copper or Malay colour, 'i'heir heads are

generally covered with black liair ; some indeed have been
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sfrti willi hair of a reddish cant, but, ln.ing iiiuKroinpn-

iiiod by any variety of complc-xioii, this might b« lalhrr

tk effect of sonio outward njiplictation, than lU ;iatiiial

appcaraiite. 'i'hcy have n-markably Hat iio.scs, sunk i-yos,

lliiik Jips and wido mouths ; but their teeth arc perfectly

Mliilcaiid regular, and (he features of some of them are

very agreeable. Many o( them, however, have promi-

iifiitjaws; and Mr. Collins tells us of one iiutn, who, but

for the faculty of speech, nii-rht have passed for an ourang-

oiilang. " He was remarkably hairy; iiis arms appeared

of an r 'Common leugtli; and in his whole manner he

seemed to have more of the brute, and less of the human
species, about him than any of ids countrymen." The
same gciitleiiiaii makes mention of a female dwarf, who,
when '

'

inches. None of her limbs seemed disjuoportioued, nor
were the features of her face unpleasant; but the other
iialives appeared to make lier an object of incriiineiit.

ijulh sexes fr((|iieiitly rub their bodies over with (isli-

oii, ill order to difeiid tliemselves from the eft'ects of the

air liiid the bites of musqueloes ; but the oil, together « iih

ilit perspiration from their bodies, produces, in iiot wea-
l!nr, a most disagreealde odour

; and some of them may
III seen witli the entrails of fish frying in the solar nivs

.
upon their heads, till the oil literally runs down their faces.

'Iliiirliair is usually daubed «iih yellow gum, which serves
lo fibleii their favourite oriiaiiK'iils, such as the front-teeth

of the kangaroo, the jaw-bones of huge fish, pieces of
mi, lealiirrs, lininan te(th, and ttit tails of their d(,;;s.

The natives inhabiting the southern shoiv of l5o»anv ifay

I

divide their hair into small parcels, each of which is mat-
led together with gum, and formed into lengths, sonuv
»liat like the thrums of a m(ip. 0„ certain occasions

I

lliey ornament their bodies with red and «hite clay, iisin-
llie former when preparing for combat, and the latter for
llieanmsement of dancing. The fashion of these orna-
niciils depends upon each person's taste and ingenuit". fr.

Seiieral their arms, thighs, and legs, are marked 'with
"avedliiies; but some of (hem add a large white circle
round each eye, and draw a line over every rib ; so that

«I5
has been hmrourously termed, by English mariners, "the
sprif-sail yard."

Many of the females have their noses perforated in tin,
niariner, and are likewise subjected to a mutilation of the
brst two joints of d„: li(i|„ fi„j,,,r „„ ,|„. h.ft-hand The
"pcratu.n is perforn.e.l at an early age, a.ul i, usually done
l>y some slight ligature, which is tied round the joint till
•lie <:irculalion of the blood is .lestroyed, and the faurvr
niort.besaml.irops off. 'Ihis was formerly supposed t„
have constituted some part of their marriage-ceremonies-
luit the European settlers were convinced of their mistake'
"1 Ihis particular, by sc-ing great numbers of mutilated
children; and, after some tiu.e, they learned, (hat these
joints of the lath. r,„g,T were suppose.l t-. be in the way
It'll. >• ill.. ....<! '

I I • /• * > .. • '

. None of iier limbs xecmir .1......-V.V.,,. i _ i .
n """'"*< r uit naiiii. it

also seems to be <:oiLsidered a murk of honour.
IJ..tw<n.n the ag. s of eight and sixlet n, the boys receive

eertam rpialilications, by losing one of the front teeth.
l his curious ceremony occurred twice durin-r the rtsidciu c
of j)avid Collins, Esq. in New Holland, and, at the su-
cond operation, he was enabled to altiiid during the whole
of the time. From that gentleman's interesting account
we have taken the liberty to extract the particulars of the
ceremony

:

" On the 2.5t!i of January, 179.5," says Mr. Collins, " we
found that the natives «ere assembling for the purpose of
{•erh.riniug this ceremony. Several youths, well known
axiong us, never having submitted to the operation, were
"ow to be made men. Pe-mul-wy, a wood native, and
several strangers, came in; but the piincipals in the opera-
tion not being arrived, the intermediate nights were to be
passed in dancing. Among them we observed one niau
painted white to the middle, his beard and eye-brows ex-
cepted

;
and others were distinguished by large white cir-

cles round the eyes, which rendered them as terrific as cap
well be imagined. In the evening of the '2d of I'cbruary
the rest of the party arrived, among whom were the ope-
rators, who appeared to have been impatiently expected by
the other natives. Thry were painted Jiftcr the ni.inner of
(lie country, were mostly pn^vuled with shields, and all

:::n::rstj^-
-"—

' '^i^^=^-:^r-i^:t"I'on the breast, back, and arms, which have been cut
«ith broken pieces of shell, and kept open till the flesh
Ii3' grown ,ip between the sides of the incision and formed
a large seam. This singular operation is i)erformed at an
wrlvage, and, until they a.lvauce in years, the scars look
^rgeand full; but on some of the ohi men they are scarce-

I
» perceptible.

Oil some occasions, ilie men thrust a bone or reed
Jrongli the cartilage of the nose, which, together witli
"'«r black bushy beards, tends to give them a very gro-
'"q'le appearance, 'll.e bone commonly used for this
purpose IS the smaU bone iti the kg of the kangaroo, and

selected for this extraordinary exhibition was at the head of
larmCovc, where a s))ace had been prepared, by clearing
It of grass, stumps, &c.: it was of an oval figure, the di^
niensions of it twenty-seven feet by eighteen, and was call-
ed Yoo-Iahng.

" When we arrived at the spot, we found the party from
the north shore armed, and standing at one end of it ; at
the other we saw a party, consisting of the boys who xvcre
to be given up for the purpose of losing each a tooth,
and their several friends who accompanied them. They
then began the ceremony. The armed party advanced
fjom their end of the ground with a song, or rather shout,

If '
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peculiar to tliis occasion, clattering their shields and spears,

and raising a dust with their feet, tliat nearly obscured

tlie objects around 'hem. On reaching the farther end of

the yoo-lahiig, where the children were placed, one of the

party stepped from llie crowd, and, seizing his victim, re-

turned with him to his party, who received him with a

loud sliout, placing liim in the midst, wlieie he seemed

defended, by a grove of spears, from any attempts that his

friends niiglit make to rescue him.

" In tliis manner tlie whole were taken out, to the num-
ber of tifteeii ; wlun they were seated at the upper end of

the yoo-Iaiuig, each holding dosMi his head, Jus hands

clasped, and his legs crossed under him. In this position,

awkward and painful as it must have been, we understood

tliey were to remain all night; and (hat, until the ceremony

was concluded, they were neither to look up, nor take any

refreshment.

"The carrahdis now began some of their mystical rites.

One of them suddenly fell upon the ground ; and, throw-

ing himself into a variety of attitudes, accompanied with

every gesticulation that could be extorted by pain, ap-

peared to be at length delivered of a bone, wiiich was to

be used in tiie ensuing ceremony. During this apparently

painful process, he w as enciicled by a crowd of natives,

who danced around him, and sang vociferously ; while one
or more beat him upon the back, until the bone was pro-

duced, and he appeared to be freed from his pain. He had
no sooner risen from the ground, exhausted, drooping, and
bathed in sweat, than another threw himself down with

similar gesticulations, who went through the same cere-

monies, and ended also with the production of a bone,

with which he had taken care to provide himself, and to

conceal it in his girdle.

"It being now perfectly dark, we quitted the place, with
an invitation to return early in the morning, and a promise
of much entertainment from the ensuing ceremony. We
left the boys sitting silent, and in the position before de-
scribed, in which we were told they were to remain until

morninn:.

" On repairing to the place soon after day-light, we
found the natives sleeping in small detuched parties; and
it was not until the sun had risen that any of them be^an
to stir. We observed, that the people from the north
s\iore slept by themselves, and the boys, thougli we heard
they were not to be moved, were also lying by themselves
at some distance from the yoo-lalmg. Towards this, soon
after sun-rise, the carrahdis and their party advanced in

quick movement, one after the other, shouting as they en-
tered, and running twice or thrice round it. The bnys
were then brought to the yoo-lahng, holding down their

heads, and clasping their hands. On tlu-ir being seated in

this manner, the ceremonies commenced, the principal

performers in which appeared to be about twenty in num-
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ber, and all of the tribe oi Cam-mer-ray. Tiie exhib
t'

now performed were numerous and various; but all !

them in their tendency pointed toward the boys, and U
some allusion to the principal act of the day, ^vhic|

to be the concluding scene of it.

'"

" In the first part of the ceremony, the bovt remained
sitting at the head of the yoo-lahng, while those wlm«„e
to be the operators paraded several times round

it,niniiii|!

upon their hands and feet, and imitating the dogs of I
country. Their dress was also adapted to this purpoj' I

for the wooden sword stuck in the hinder part of tin. „

die, which they wore round their waist, did imt,
„jij,

they were crawling on all fours, look much unliLu'thcJl
of a dog curled over his ba^k. Every time tlay ^Yis>4

the place wiiere the boys were seated, they tinew in,
11,5

j

sand and dust on them with their hands and fwt. Durin.
I

this ceremony, the boys sat perfectly still and silent, ntvi'l

once moving from the position in which they were placeJ

nor seeming in the least to notice the ridiculous
appear! I

anceof the carrahdis and their associates. We unde,.

stood that, by this ceremony, power over the cioj «aJ
given to them, and that it endowed them with «|,'aievf,|

good or beneficial qualities that animal might possess,

"Two stout natives now appeared, one carrying on 1,

shoulders a kangaroo, made of grass, and theolLr car-l

ryiiig a load of brush-wood. Various other natives m\
seated at some distance, singing, and beating time to ilJ

steps of the two loaded men, who seemed almost uiiauJ

to move under the weight of the binden wliitii tlicv cir-

ried on their shoulders. Halting every now ami tlien, anil

limping, they at last deposited their load at the fcela'fil;e|

young men, and retired from the yoo-lahng, as if escfs.!

sively fatigued by what they had done. By this otl'aiiiroff

the artificial kangaroo, was implied the power that «!j

now given them of killing that animal; and the brnsh.\vq«i|

might probably be intended to rejiresent its haunt.

" At the contusion of this scene, the boys were lei

seated at the yoo-lalmg for about half an hour, during wliicl

time the actors went down into an adjacent valley, wlieit

they fitted themselves with long tails made of grass, Hliidil

they fastened to the hinder part of their girdles, instead c(j

the wooden swords, which were now Kiicl aside. KeinJ

equipped, they put themselves in motion as a herd ofj

kangaroos, jiow jumping along, then lying down aiijj

scratching themselves, as those animals do, when baskiiJ

in the sun. One man beat time to them with a cliibuiil

a shield, while two others, armed, attended them all tliel

way, pretending to steal upon them unobsen'ed, and spcuj

them. This was ernblematical of one of their future ts]

erciscs, the hunting of the kangaroo.
" On the arrival of this curious party at the yoo-Ialiii!,!

they passed by the boys, as the herd of kangarcos, anil

then, divesting themselves of their artificial tails, wili
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rtait caught up a boy, and, placing him on his ihoulders

carried him off in triumph toward the last scene of this

titraordinary exhibition.

"After walking a short distance, the boys were Itt

down from the shoulders of the men, and placed in a
cluster, standing with their heads inclined on their breasts

,nd their hands clasped together. Some of the party
(iijappeared for about ten minutes, to arrange the figure

of ihe next scene, about which they appeared to observe

, greater degree of mystery than in either of the preceding
ceremonies. Being, at length, desired to come forward,
«e saw, on the left, the boys, and those who attended'

Iheni: fronting these were two men, one seated on the
itiimpofa tree, bearing another man on his shoulders, both

I

wiih their crms extended ; behind these were a number of

I

bodies lying with their faces towards the ground, as close
to each other as they could lie, and at the foot of another
(tump of a tree, on which were placed two other men in
lie same position as the preceding.

"As the boys and their attendants approached the first

of these figuies, the men who formed it began to move

I

Ihemselves from ^.Ide to side, lolling out their tongues, and
htaiingas«ide with thei. eyes as they could open them
After this mumniery had continued a few minutes, the men
leparatfd for them to pass, and the boys were led over the
Wies lying on the ground. These immediately be-an to
move, writhing, as if i„ agony, and uttering a mournful
Mund, like d.stant thunder. Having passed over these
bodies, the boys were placed before the second figures
«lio -.vent through the same series of grimaces as those
»owere seated on the former stump; after which the

pilule moved forward.

"At
3

little distance, the whole party halted; the boys
l«re seated by each other, while opposite to them were
drawn up, in a half-circle, the other party, now anned

hilh spears and shields. In the centre of this party stood
the native, who had throughout taken the principal part in
the usmess. He held his shield in one hand, and a club
.n the other, with which he gave them, as it were, the

llime for their exercise. Striking the shield with the club
hteveiy third stroke the whole party poised and presented
lUieirspears at h.m, pointing them inwards, and touching the
Icei-tre of his shield. This concluded the ceremonies pre-
vious to the operation

;
and it appeared significant of an

l«erc.seMhich was to form the principal business of their
|l»es,viz.tlieuseofthe.-)ear.

IJZ'ir '""T""^"'"'- P-paratio„s for striking

Ij ,
*'*"''' ^^^ fi"t subject they took out was a boy

I a out ten years of age; and he was immediately seated
l«n he shoulders of another native, who m on the gn,ss.
I he one was now produced, which bad been pretended

I g. tnis, i».„5r ,nade very sharp and fine at one

«IT
end wa, used for lancing the gum; and, but for son,,
such precaution, it would have been impossible to have
got out the tooth without breaking the jaw-bone. A
throwmg.st.ck was now to be cut, about eight or ten
inches from the end; and to effect this much ceremony
was used. The stick was laid upon a tree, and three at-
tempt, to hit it were made before it was struck. Thewood bemg very hard, and the instrument a bad toma-
bawk, It took several blow^to divide it; but three feintswere constantly made before each blow. When the gumwas properly prepared, the operation began : the smallest
end of the «t.ck was applied as high up on the tooth a.
the gum would admit, while the operator stood read,
with a large stone, apparently to drive the tooth down
the throat of his patient. Here their attention to thenumber three was again manifest; for no stroke was ac
tually struck, until the operator had thrice attempted to
hit the throw.ng-st.ck. They were full ten minutes about
h.s first operation, the tooth being, unfortunately for the
boy, fixed very firm in the gum. It was, "however, at
last, forced out, and the sufferer was taken away to a littl.
distance, where the gum was closed by his friends, who
also equipped him in the style he was to appear in f«r
some days. A girdle was tied round his waist, i„ which
was stuck a wooden sword; his head was wound round
with a ligature, in which were stuck some sKps of the
grass-gum tree

; the left hand was placed over the mouth,
which was to be kept shut; he was on no account to
speak, and for that day he was not to eat.

"In like manner were all the others treated, except
one, a pretty boy, about eight or nine years of age, who.
after suffering his gum to be lanced, could not endure
the pain of more than one 1>low with the stone, and, break-
ing .ronl them, made his escape.

"During the whole of the operation, the assistanU
made the most hideous noise in the ears of the patient*
sufficient to distract their attention, and to drown any
cnes they could possibly have uttered; but they made it
a point of honour to bear the pain without a min-mur.
"Some other peculiarities, however, were observed.

TTie blood that issued from the lacerated gum was not
wiped away, but suffered to run down the breast, and
fall upon the head of the man on whose shoulders the pa-
tient sat, and whose name was added to his. I saw them
several days afterwards, with the blood dried Upon their
breasts. They were also termed Ke-bar-ra, a name which
has reference m its c.mstruction to the singahr in^truzT.eoi
used on this occasion, ke-hah, in (heir language, signifying
a rock or stone.

" Ben-nil-long's sister, and Da-ring-ha, Cole-be's wife,
hearing me express a great desire to be possessed of soma
of the teeth, procured three of them for me, one of which
was that of Nan-bar-ray, Colo-be's relatioo. I found that
91
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they had fastened them to pieces of small line, and were
wearing them round their necks. They were given to

me widi much secrecy and great dread of being observed,

and with an injunction that I should never let it be known
that they had made me such a present, as the Cam-mer-ray
tribe, to whom they were to be given, would not fail to

punish them for it; and they added, that they should tell

them the teeth were lost. Nan-bar-ray's tooth Da-ring-ha

wished me to give to Mr.White, the principal surgeon of
the settlement, with whom tUc boy had lived from his

being brought into it, in the year 1789, to Mr. White's

departure; thus gratefully remembering, after a lapse of
some years, the attention which that gentleman had shown
to her relative.

" Having remained with them while the operation was
performed on three or four of the boys, I went into the

town, and returned after sun-set, when 1 found the whole
equipped and seated on the trunk of a tree. It was then
that 1 received the three teeth, and was conjured by the

women to leave the place, as they did not know what
might ensue. In fact, I observed the natives arming them-
selves ; much confusion and hurry was visible among tliem

;

the savage appeared to be predominating; perhaps, the

blood they had drawn, and which was still wet on the

heads and breasts of many of them, began to make them
fierce; and, when I was on the point of retiring, the sig-

nal was given, which animated the boys to the first exer-

cise of the spirit \\liich the business of the day had in-

fused into them, and they rushed into the town, every

where, as they passed along, setting the grass on fire, and
driving before them men, women, and children, who were
glad to get out of their way. They were now received
into the class of men, being privileged to wield the spear
and club, and to oppose their persons in combat. They
might now also seize such females as they chose for wives.

" All this, however, must be understood to import that,

by having submitted to the operation, having endured the
pain of it without a murmur, and having lost a front tooth,

they received a qualification which they were to exercise

whenever their years and tlieir strength should be equal
to it." .

The sight of the New Hollanders is peculiarly fine

;

•nd, indeed, their existence sometimes depends upon the
accuracy of it, for a short-sighted person would be utterly

incapable of defending himself from their spears, which
are thrown with equal force and velocity. There are also
but few personal deformities among them. Some few
have been met wilh who were lame, and assisted them-
selves with sticks, but the lameness of such persons might
probably have been occasioned by wounds, or accidents
from fire, the latter of which frequently happen, through
tl»e carelessness of the women. Children are said to be
frequeully injured by fire, whilst the mother lies fest
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asleep by their side; and one mstance is recorded of a j
little girl, who had two of its toes burnt off, and iK,

sinews of one leg contracted, by falling into a fire, om f

her mother's arms, while they were both asleep.

The natives on the sea-coast subsist principally
unoii

fish, which the men usually catch with fiz-gigs, and il

women with hooks and lines. The fiz, which is niadi
«(

the wattle, and has a joint in it, fastened by gum, is fm,.

fifteen to twenty feet in length, and armed with fo,„

barbed prongs, the barb being a piece of bone, secured

by gum. The lines used by the females are made of the

bark of a small tree; and their hooks are made of mother.

of-pearl oysters, which are rubbed on a stone until tiiev aj.

sume the proper shape.

Whilst employed in fishing, the women usually begmlj

the time with a song, and they may be frequently seen in

their canoes, chewing muscles or cockles, which tluy spit

into the water, as a bait. At other times they are busili

engaged in procuring a collection of the large worms und

grubs wfrich inhabit the trunk of the dwarf gum-tree;

these insects, when divested of antenna:, legs, &c. ilie,

devour with surprising avidity, and appear to find a pecai.

liar relish in them.

Those natives, however, who reside in the interior uf

the country, and on tlie banks of rivers, are obliged to

seek a different subsistence, and to exert greater abilities

in procuring it ; as appears from the fatigue and hazard

which they frequently undergo in climbing die tallest trees

after the opossum, flying squirrels, and other aiiiniais.

Their traps for catching birds or beasts are wide enough

at the entrance to admit an ordinary-sized man, but taper

away gradually to the end, and terminate in a small wick-

ered grate. The earth is thrown up on each side, and

the whole constructed of weeds, rushes, and brambles, so

well secured, that an animal, once within it, cannot pos-

sibly liberate himself. It is supposed, that the prey ij

hunted and driven into these toils, and that, being foned

to the grated end, it is there dispatched with spears. Bj

the sides of lagoons the natives frequently excavate holts,

and cover them over with grass, in such a manner, that a

bird or beast stepping on it must inevitably fall in, and,

from its great depth, be unable to escape.

Marriage-ceremonies are unknown among the natives of

New Holland, and even the prelude to cohal)itation is an

act of violence of the most brutal nature. The women

are generally selected from a tr^-e w ith whom the men

desirous of taking wives are at enmity. Secrecy is neces-

sarily observed, and the destined victim is stolen upuii in

the absence of her protectors. Having been first stupe-

fied with blows, iutlicted with clubs or wooden swords on

the head, back, and shoulders, she is dragged throngli llie

woods |by one arm, with a degree of violence, wliich

oue might suppose would either break or dislocate it;
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ravisher being only anxious to convey his prize in

jafetj to Ills own party. 'J'his savage act of violence is

jo coiMlaiitly practised, that t-ven the children make it a

I
game or exercise of amusement; and the relations of the

injured females never attempt to resent the outrage, but

onl) rtuliate by a similar method, when they find a con-

Ivfuiciil opportunity. The women, thus ba.barously forced

Ifwiii ihcir natural relations, become the wives of their ra-

jvislicrs, a) 2 incorporated into the same tribe, and butsel-

Idniii quit them for otliers. On the banks of the Hawkes-

|l)iiry, ami inland, all the men are said to have two wives •

|aad, indeed, there seems to be many instances of poly-

jp) tliroiigliout the country. It seldom happens, how
levtr, that there are cliildien by both wives.

The women do not appear to pri<le themselves upon
|tf,e virtue of chastity ; as a loaf of bread, a shirt, or a blan-

|lit,\till induce them to give up all claim to it, when either

joiikse temptations is held out by an European: yet the

Isaiiie girls, >vho are thus easily led astray, are anxious to

jcoiutal the rewards of their guilty compliance; and some
jof llitin appear extremr ly reserved, when seen naked by

lllie Englisii settlers, although, among their own people,

llkv are perfectly indifferent about thiir Hpi)earauce.

During the time of parturition, these people suffer

liiciie but females to be present ; nor xloes the sufferer re-

jct'ive any actual assistance. Their infants, when first born,

Jsre of a reddish hue, but this soon gives place to the dark
complexion of the parents; a (.himge which is, no doubt,
lissisted by the smoke and dirt in which, from the first

Ininment of their existfiice, these children are nurtured. A
JKN-Lorii babe is carried about for a few days on a piece
jofsoft hark; but as soon as it has acquired a little strength,

lit is removed to the nunher's shoulders, where it sits with
liuliilielegs across her neck, and, taught by necessity,

Jioon catches hold of her hair, to preserve itself fiom fail-

JiDg. Parents begin early to decorate their children after
Itlie custom of the country. As soon as the hair of the

Jbdcan be taken hold of, fish-bones and the teeth of va-
riouj animals are fastened to it with gum: their little limbs
jare also ornamented with white clay; and the females suf-
Ifer the mutilation of the little finger before they have
[quitted their seat on the mother's shouhlers.

In^boutfive or six weeks the child receives a name,
iHkh is generally taken from some bird, beast, or fish'
land IS given without any ceremony. At an early age, the'
Iftmaleswear a sort of girdle, made of the hair of the
jopossum, from the middle of which hang some small un-
Jeven hnes, from ' v »c five inches lon^. innH^ nf th» —nce , ar — -'•" •••••it
Imatcrials.

Among the juvenile exercises of this people, the most
jiniportantone seems to be that of managing the spear, to
IJhich the boys are accustomed from their earliest mfancy^
pejfbegm bjr throwing reeds at each other, aad are soon

fiig

very expert both in the offensive and dcfciinve use of their
little weapons. Another favourite amusement is that of
throwing up a ball, and passing it from one to another.
They also provide themselves with small sticks, and range
themselves in a row, when the one at the upper .nd rolls a
ball along the front of his companions, each of whom
endeavours to strike it as it passes.

When admitted into the class of men, by the ceremony
of losing one of their front-teeth, the youths of New Hot
land quickly asuume an air of^unsequence, and embrace
every opportunity of availing themselves of their new pri-
vileges, and bringing all their faculties into action. The
procuring of subsistence appears to be but a secondary
business with them ; the dexterous management of their
weapons, agility in either attack or defence, and an intre.
pid contempt of pain, seeming to hold the first rank in
their employments. It is with pam we add, that the un-
happy females frequently bear on their heads traces of the
superiority of the males, which the latter liberally bestow
almost as soon as they find strength in their arms to im-
prmt the mark. Some of these unfortunate beings have
more scars upon, their heads, cut in every direction, than
can be easily counted; and their condition altogether is so
wretched, that a humane European, on seeing a female
child borne on its mother's shoulders, can scarcely forbear
iKeathing a wish for its death. The women, however, are
said to mingle in all the contests of their brutal tyrants,
and indeed it has been generally found, in tracing tlie

causes of their quarrels, that the women were at tliAead
of them. One of these contests, which was opened by a
female, is thus described by Mr. Collins :—
" We had been told for some days of the natives making

great preparations for a fight, and heard that they had
chosen a clear spot near the town for their purpose. The
contending parties consisted of most of our Sydney ac-
quaintance, and some natives from the southern shore of
Botany Bay. We repaired to the spot an hour before sun-
set, and found them seated opposite each other on a level
piece of ground between two hills. As a prelude to the
business, we observed our friends, after having waited
some time, stand up, and each man, stooping down, take
water in the hollow of his hand, which he drank. An
elderly woman, with a cloak of opossum-skins on her
shoulders, and provided with a club, then advanced from
the opposite side, and, uttering much abusive language,
ran up to Colc-be, who was on the right, and gave him
what I should have considered a severe blow on the head^
which, with seeniiug contempt, he held out to her for
that purpose. She went through the same ceremony with
the rest, who made no resistance, until she came up to
a very fine boy, who stood on the left. He, not admiiing
the blows that his companions received, struggled witli

her, and, had he not been very active, I believe she would
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have stabbed him with his own spear, which she wrested

from him. The men now advanced, and cave us many
q^portunities of witnessing tiie strength anci dexterity widi

which they threw their spears, and the tjuickness of sight

which was requisite to guard against them. Tiie contest

lasted until dark, when throwing tlie spear couUI no longer

be accounted fair, and they beat each other with chd)s,

until they left off by mutual consent. In this part of the

contest many *sovere wounds were given, and much blood

was drawn from the heads of*feach party ; but nothing ma-
terial happened while they had. light enough to guard

against the spear."

The wo-mer-ra, or throwing-stick, used by the New
Hollanders, is about three feet long, with a hook bt one
end, and a shell at tlie other. Tills is held, with tlic spear,

in the right hand, the fingers of whrcli are placed two
above the throwing-stick, and two between it and the

spear. After considering tiie distance from the object to

be thrown at, the spear is distliargcd with astonishing force,

the throwing-stick remaining in the hand.

Of these instruments there are two sorts; the one call-

ed wo-mer-ra is armed with the siiell of a clamin, which

the natives use for the same purposes as an European em-
ploys a knife; the other has no shell, but is rounded at

the end 3nd serves to dig the yams and fern-roots out of

the earth. Tliere are also several kinds of spears, some
of which are only pointed, some have one or more barbs,

shaped out of the solid piece of wood of which the spear

is made; and odieis are armed with pieces of l)roken oys-

ter-shell for four or five inches above the point. Of shields

tliere are biU two sorts; the one called e-lee-mong, which

ii cut from the bark of the gum-tree; and llie ar-rah-gong,

which is formed of solid wood, and liardeiied by fire.

'i'liere are several varieties of clubs, some of which are of
very large dimensions; and there is miolher instruinent,

called the ta-war-rang; it is about three feet in lengtli,

and has three sides, in one of which is the handle, hol-

lowed by fire; the other sides are rudely carved with

waved lines, and the instrument is principally used in

dancing; being struck upon, for that purpose, with a club.

The mo-go, or stone-hatchet, is sometimes used as a

weapon of hostility, though generally applied to more
peaceful purposes. The stone is found in the shallows

near the head of Hawkesbury River; and a handle being

fixed round the top of it willi gum, the under part is

rubbed to an edge, fine enough to divide tiie bark of such
trees as tiie canoes and hunters' huts are constructed with,

and even the shields, which are cut from the body of the
tree itself.

'J'he mode of retaliating an injury among these people
is extremely singular, as will appear from the following
anecdote, related by Mr. Collins:—" A native, of the

wuue of Bur-ro-wan-nje, had, some time before, been

[part f.

beaten by two natives of the tribe of Gwe-a, at (he I, j

of Botany Bay. One of these being fixed on, hew
in return, to be beaten by Bur-ro-waii-nie; and, for il'

purpose, a large party attended, over nigiit, ali|,e|,c,|j

of tiic stream, near tlie settlement, to tlance; at \\\u\

exercise tiiey continued from nine till past twelve o'cio l

The man, wlio was to be beaten, danced with tiie ic J

mitil liity ceased, and then laid himself down amon-Tilici,

to sleep. Early in the morning, whilst he was yet oiiihe

ground, and appaientiy asleep, at tlie foot o^ a tree Cole.

be and Bui-io-wan-nie, armed eacii widi a spear and

club, rushed upon him fioni among some trees. Cnlf.U

made a push at liini with liis spear, but ilid not toiicli

him, wliile Bui-ro-waii-nie struck iiini, willi his club to
severe blows on the hinder part of his head. Tlie noise

tiiey made, if he was asleep, awaked him, and, when Ik

was struck, he was on his legs. He was perfectly 115.

armed, ai.d iiniig his head in silence, while Cole-be
aiiij

his companion talked (o liiir.. No more blows were

given, and J}en-nil-iong,\\ho was present, wiped the blood

from the wounds with some grass. As a proof that Dup.
{

ro-wan-nie was satisfied with the redress he had laivcn m
saw him afterwards walking in the town wilii die objat

of his rcseiilment, who, on being asked, said, IJur-ro,

wan-nic was good ; and, during the wliolu of die dav

wherever he was seen, there also was tiiis poor witicji

widi his breast and back covered with dried blood ; for, ac-

cording to tiie constant practice of his countrymen, lieliaij

not washed it off. In the evening I saw iiiiii widi a lija.
|

ture fastened very tight round his head, whicii certainly re.

quired someUiing to alleviate the pain it must have en-

1

duied."

A man, who has shed the blood of his felleu-creatiire,

is compelled to expose his person to tiie spears of i.llHlio I

choose to tiirow- at liiin, and upon such occasions tbeliei
|

of fiiendsiiip and consanguinity are considered as of no

avail. On tlie demise of a person, also, tiie friends of ilie
j

deceased are pnnislied, as if tlie death had Ijteii occasion.

ed by tlieir neglect; and tliis singular custom is joimtiiiici
|

carried fartlier tlian can be reconcilable widi any seiitiiiiN'

of humanity.

In cases of assassination, the injury may he revenged I

either on the murderer or any of his relations; and it some-
j

times happens that the most innocent objects become \k

victims of blind resentment; as will appear from tiiefol.

lowing circumstance:—One t?f the natives having been

killed by a man named Wat-te-wal, the widow .was obliged,

by the custom of her country, to avenge her husband's (bill.

Accordingly, meeting wiUi a little girl, who was di.itaiiilj
j

related to the murderer, she took her into a retired [hn,
|

and beat her so barbarously with a club and a pointed stone,

that her head was cut in six or seven places, and in the

course of a few days she expired. Tliis lilll« vicliium
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pMtly I)eloved in ihe adjnccnt town, on account of her
pe,ceable and quiet deportment, aud had frequently re-
quested that the very widow who now murdered her might
be fd at the officer's hut where she herself resided. The
natives, to whom this circumstance was mentioned, ex-
pressed little or no concern at it, and the child's death
was not avenged, being considered as an expiatory sa-

I A.
ft;

critice.

Another instance is related by Mr. Collins, to show
what may follow where a native dies a natural death
« Bone-da, a fine youth, who lived at my house for seve-
ral months, died of a cold, which had settled ia his face
and terminated in the mortification of his upper and lower
jawi. We were told that some blood must be spilt on
this occasion; but six weeks elapsed before we heard of
inythmg having happened in consequence of his decease
After that time, however, we heard, that a large party of
natives, belonging to different tribes, being assembled at
Rose Bay, had spent a mght in dancing and feasting; and
that, early m the morning, two of the relatives of Bone-da
Kized upon a lad, named Tar-ra-bil-long, and with a club
«ch gave him a wound on hi, head, which laid the skull

,

bare The sister of Bone-da also had her share in the
bloodyme.andpushedattheunoffendingboywithadoo-ull
orshort spear He was brouglit into the town, and placed
^Ihehcpital; and though the surgeon pronounced, from
Jenature of his wounds, that his recovery was rather
doubtful, he was seen walking about the day following
On being interrogated ab.ut the business, he said, he did
otweep nor ciy out hke a boy, but like a man namedM,.vhe„ they struck him; and that the persons whoy treated him m this manner were no longer his enem es

b" would eat, drmk, or sit with him a« friends.
' '

T ree or four days .fter this, a grey-headed man, ap-

e^a, came in with a severe wound in the back part of
.head, given Inm on account of the boy's decease nei

Jer
youth nor old age appearing to be 'exempted from

I

these sanguinary customs." .

i"-" irom

I

'" '"^ '^°"'"t8 hitherto seen among thfse peonle the
l».n. of honour has been rigidly obse'ed ; nroneee
h''y.ngtotakea„ unfair advantage of his adversar^

clu! I
''• ^'*' "°'««h«'»nding this honourable

« duct, ^hen opposed to each other in the field, they
'

? I ^v tr Y.'"'"*^^
'"' ^^''"^^^ '"^^ -''^f 'of oneS Corn '", '^!' '"^ "''''^''

»''« ''"^^»'"' '^^

i^ lay.i Jh . ..T."
*' '^'''^'' °"^ '"Sht, while

wound^ d,d not prove mortal; and, on hi, recovery, he
demande,! satisfaction. A day being appointed, lie broUt
Tilth lum a large party of natives from the southern sho«of Botany Bay; and the yoo-lahng, formerly used for theceremony of tooth^rawing, was the place of rendezvous.
At night, they all amused themselves with dancing; the

waited whilst the other concluded their dance. Car-ru^y
seemed apprehensive of the event not proving favourable
to him; for, perceiving an officer there with a musket, heuenuously urged him, if any thing should happen to him,

ond A '^ '^"'''"^ ^""^ '^""""«= "-« ^oJl also, sji
conded this request, and observed, that some of tlie oppo.
site party had resoKed to kill Car-ru-ey. Some oUier fire-
arms bemg brought forward, the strangers appeared ex-

tenlnVT^'
""'•' '""""^ ^'" '^'y ^'" "•"•-•ly in-

tended for the security of the spectators.
About ten o'clock in the forenoon, Car-ru-ey and tole-be appeared seated at one end of the yoo-lahn« eachamied wnh a spear and throwing-stick, and provided with

a^beld. Here they sat for some time; but, on one of
their opponents getting up, they arose and stood upon
heir guard. Some of the spears, which were thrown at
them, they picked up, and threw carelessly back to their
adversanes, and others they returned with extraordinary
Violence. The affair wa, over before two o'clock, anZ
what was veiy remarkable, no person was wounded.
These people have great difficulty in procuring fire, and

are, therefore, seldom seen without it. The process of
procuring it is attended with great labour, and i, per-
formed by fixing the pointed end of a cylindiical piece .,fwood into a hollow made in a plan,, the operator twiriing
the round piece swiftly between his hands, sliding themup and down till fatigued; he is then relieved by one of
h.8 companions who are seated m a circle, and assist in
turn, until fire be procuied.

Such of the natives as live on the sea-coast, beiW
compelled to subsist principally upon fish, are very sul^
ject to a disorder which is called tijee-ball, and nearly re-
sernbles the itch. In the year 1791, this di.tempcr raged
with such violence, that there was not a single native, mL,
woman, nor child, that approached the English settlement
but wks covered with if.

'

In 1789, they were afflicted with a disorder which ra-red
ahiong them with all the virulence of the small-pox. The
numbers that it ,«^ept off, by their own accounts^ w-re
almost incredible. « At that time." savs Mr. Collins " s
•iative was hvirig with us: and, on our taking him down'
to the harbour to look for his former companions, thosewho witnessed his expressions and agony can never forget
either. He looked anxiously around him in the ditfeient
coves we visited: Not a vestige on the sand was to be
found of human foot

j the excavations in the rocks were
81k
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fillfd with the putrid bodies of those who had fallen vic-

tims to the disorder ; not a living person was any where to

be met with. It seemed as if, fljing from the coiitpgion,

bey had left the dead to bury the dead. He lifted up

his hands and eyes in silent agony for some time ; at last,

he exclaimed, ' All dead ! All dead !' and then hung his

head in mournful silence, which he preserved during the

remainder of our excursion. SontC; days after, he learned

that tlie few of his companions who survived had fled

up the harbour, to avoid the raging pestilence ; and when
some of them were brought into the town, covered with

eruptions, he fell a victim to his own humanity." That

this dreadful scourge was the small-pox, there can scarcely

be any doubt, as the persons seized with it were affected

exactly like Europeans who have that disorder, and many
that recovered bore evident marks of it on their faces.

As a proof of the sad depopulation occasioned by this

disorder, Bcn-nil-long informed Mr. Collins, that his

friend Cole-be's tribe being reduced^ by its effects, to three

persons, they were under the necessity of uniting with

ftome other tribe, not only for their personal protection, but

to prevent the extinction of their tribe. It is a remarkable

fact, however, that, notwithstanding the town of Sydney

was at this time filled with children, many of whom visited

the sick uatives, not one of them caught the disorder.

The quickness with which these people recover from

wounds is really surprising, and some of them have even

been known to get the better, in a short time, of a frac-

tured skull. That their skulls should often be fractured

is no subject of astonishment, when we consider that their

clubs seem to be applied solely to the head. Women,
who are struck with this formidable weapon, always fall to

tl-e ground ; but this seldom happens to the men, though

the blows are, in general, more severe. Whenever they

feel a violent pain, they have recourse to a tight ligature,

which stops the circulation of the blood, and eases the

part immediately affected.

No traces of religion can be discovered among the

natives of New Holland j for it is certain that they do not

worship either sun, moon, or stars; that, however neces-

sary fire may be tc them, it is not an object of adoration

;

and that they have no veneration for any particular beast,

bird, or fish. Nor does it appear that any object, either

substantial or imaginary, impels them to the commission

of good actions, or deters them from the perpetration of

crimes. They have, indeed, some dark notions of a fu-

ture state ; but these are in no sense connected with reli-

gion, having no influence whatever on their lives and man-
n«is, ^Vlleu interrogated as to what becomes of them
after their decease, some replied, that they went beyond
Ujc great water; but the major part intimated that they

ascended to the clouds. " Conversing with Btn-nil-long,"

•ays Mr. Collins, "after his rtiurn from England, where

GEOGRAPHY.
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he had obtained some knowledge of our mnnnrrs and

tonis, I wished to learn what were his ideas of the i,|

whence his countrymen came, and led liini to tlii> ml,:,

by observing, that all tlie white men in tlic leithn

came from England. I then asked him, wlitre (lie |j|, l

men came from? He hesitated.—Did tliry conie fr

any island? His answer was, that he knew ot none ib,.

came from the clouds; and, when tliey died, they
riiuriiKl

thither. He wished to make me understand, tint tin

ascended in the shape of little children, first lioverini!
ii

the tops and branches of trees ; and mentioned someiliin;

about their eating, in that state, their favourite loud Utij^

fishes.

The young natives who reside in the English settlenifnn

of Port Jackson are very fond of going to church on Sun.

days, although they know not for what purpose a congre.

gation is then assembled. They will frequently; take j

book, and imitate the clergynmn's gestures and maimer

secretly exulting in their talents of mimicry, for whitb

they expect tlie applause of many of the auditors.

It has been observed, that, in order to exalt these people

at all above the brute creation, it is indispensably nec(^

«ary to prove, that they knew the distinction Lctweej

right and wrong, as well as between the good and bail

qualities of food; because, although their senses miglii

inform them of these latter qualities, the kiiowled'e ol

right and wrong could only proceed from reason. Itmusi

certainly be acknowledged, that they had no distincliun in

terms for these qualities, the same words implying uliii

was good and bad, and right and wrong. But in ilie use

of these terms, instances have frequently occurred to de-

scribe the sensations of the mind, as well as of the smu:

thus, when any European has been punished or reproved

for mal-treating them, they have invariably expressed tlieir

approbation, by saying that it was bood-yer-re, orrigbl;

but when interrogated respecting the practice of cinni-

balism, they always expressed great horror at the mention,

and said it was wee-ree. Midnight assassinations, lliougli

too frequently practised, they condemned in the same

manner, but applauded acts of kindness and gcnerosilj.

These few examples may suffice to establish the asstrlion,

that they are naturally capable of distinguishing between

good and evil : but this knowledge certainly never ex-

tended beyond the affairs of human life, not leading ilitm

to suppose that the practice of either virtue or vice hud

any relation to their future happiness.

Though destitute of all notions of religion, these people

have many superstitious fancies and practices; and Mr.

Collins observes, that the car-rah-dys may be propni)

styled their high-priests of superstition; for they not only

act a principal part in the tooth-drawing scene, which bai

been already described , but their assistance is usually im-

plored by tlie tick aud dying ; and Governor Phillip cut
I
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Jay met wilh a prrson of tliia description, wlio, with much
nrsliculatioii uiul mumiiuiy, prcfciidcd to cxlriut the hiirb.s

I
of i«o spears IVoiti Coh'-he's side, which nevi r hud been

IJttlica'; or, if they had, required nither the aid of a

j
kiiil't lliaii any incantations to extract iheni; C'(de-he, liow-

,.,er, was satisfied witli the ear-rali-dy's efforts to serve

I liim, ami tliought himself perfectly rclit^vcd.

;V remarkable instance of their suptrstition occurred

among Jonie of the colonists belonging to u boat that was

lyiiiffwiml-boinid in the lower part of a harbour. These

nien liatl procured some shcll-fish, and during the ni"ht

viTC preparing to roast then), upon wiiieh one of the na-

lives shook liis head, nud exclaimed, that the wind for

which ihcy were waiting would not rise, if tliey roasted

tlielish. This assertion was treated with contempt; but

I on ihe ttiiul actually proving contrary, the Jiuropctms, in

uirltiri), gave an instance of superstition, by abusing the

I native, aiiu accusing him as the author of their detention.

iliiolher curious instance is related of a female native,

Mho resided at the clergyman's house in the settlement,

lilt paid occasional visits to the lower part of the liarbour.

Ifoiii o;ic of these excursions she returned extremely ill

;

m\, on being interrogated respecting the cause, she said,

j
liial llie women of Caui-mer-ray had w atered a path which

j
they knew she must pass ; and that, when she first com-
plained of indisposition, they told her, exultingly, what they

'ad done. Not recovering, though bled by the principal

I surgi'on, she underwent a curious and superstitious opera-

I

lion, in which the operator suffers more than the patient.

J

Phe was seated on the ground, with one of the lines worn
I by the men passed round her forehead once, taking care

I

to fix the knot in the centre of her fou-head; the re-

jmainderof the line was taken by another girl, who sat at

I

a small distance, and with the end of it fretted her lips

I until they bled copiously, the patient supposing all the

j
lime that tiie blood came from her own head, and passed

j
along die line until it ran into the girl's mouth, whence

I

it was discharged into a small vessel, half tilled with water,
jniis singular operation is termed the lie-an-iii/, and isper-
|forind exclusively by females.

These people hold an opinion, that, by sleeping at the

j

grave of a deceased person any one may be freed from all

I futnre apprehensions respecting apparitions; as the spirit

j

of the deceased will visit the sleeper, seize him by the

j
lliroat, and take out his bowels, which, however, will be
carefully replaced. They acknowledge, that very few

1 persons choose to encounter the darkness of the night, the
solemnity of the tomb, and the visitation of the spirit of
the deceased; but llicy afJirm, that all who are so hardy
immediately become car-rah-dys, and that all who exercise
tiiat profession have gone through this awful ceremony.
Ihey are much afraid of thunder and lightning, but inia-
giuethat, by breathing hard and chanting some particular

I A.
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sentenccn, they can diiptl it. To the .shooting of a star*

liny attnch a considerable (h^ree of importance; and Mr.
Collins nuntions a giil, who, on an occasion of this kind,
iippearcd greatly agitated, and predicl.it that some e\ii
would befall all the white men and their hubitations.

The disposal of the dead in this couuliy vaiies accord-
iug to the age of the deceased; for thi- yoni^g people are
c(msigned to the grave, and those who have passed the
prime of life are burnt. Mr. Collins having atlendtd on
both occasions, we shall jjresent our readers with an ex-
tract from that gentleman's interesting des( ription of the
death and interment of a native, named Ba-loo-der-r/.

Trom being one day in apparently perfect health, he was
brought in on the morrow extremely ill, and attendid by
Ikn-nil-long, whom we found singing over him, and using
those means which superstition pointed out for the reco-
veryof his friend's health. I3a-loo-dcr-ry lay extended on
the ground^ apparently in great pain, while Ben-nil-long
applied his mouth to those parts of the body which he
thought were affected, breathing strongly on them, and
appearing to treat his patient with much frieiulship and at-

tention. Next morning he was visited by a car-rah-dy,

who threw himself into various contortions, a|>plied his

mouth to different parts of tlie patient's body, and, at
length, after appearing to labour mucli, spit out a piece
of a bone, about an inch and a half long, which he had
previously procured. Here the farce ended, and Ba-loo-
der-ry's friends took the car-rah-dy with thenr, and enter-

tained him with such fare as they had to give. The jiick

man was at this time in the English hospital ; but his

friends, thinking he might be better w ith them, placed him
in a canoe, and prepared to take him to the north shore;
but, whilst they were carrying him over he expired. This
was immediately announced by a violent clamour amonc
the women and children, and Ben-nil-long coming into

the town soon afterward, it was agreed between him and
the governor that the corpse should be interred in the go-
vernor's garden.

" In the afternoon it was brought over in a canoe, and
deposited in a hut at the bottom of the garden, several

natives attending, and the women and children lamenting
and howling most dismally. The body was wrapped up
in the jacket he usually wore, and some pieces of blan-

ketting were tied round it with bines. The men were all

armed, and, without any provocation, two of them had
a contest with clubs, whilst a few blows passed betweeu
some of the women. Spears were also thrown, but evi-

dently as part of a mere ceremony, and not with an inten-

tion of doing injury to any one. At the request of Ben-
nil-long, a blanket was laid over the corpse, and Cole-bc
sat by it all night.

" They remained tolerably silent till about oue o'clock

in the morning, when the women began to cry, and con-
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tinued for some time. At day'light, Ben-nil-long brotiglit

^
his canoe to the place, and, cutting it to a proper lengtli,

caused tJie body to be placed in it, with a spear, a fiz-gig,

a throwing>stick, and a line, which the deceased had worn

round his waist. Some time was taken up in adjusting all

this business, during which the men were silent, but the

women and children uttered the most dismal lamentations.

Tlie father stood alone and unemployed, a silent observer

of all that was doing about his deceased son, and a per-

fect picture of unaffected sorrow.

" Every thing being ready, the men and boys all assisted

in lifting the canoe from the ground, and placing it on

the heads of two natives, named Collins and Yow-war-re.

Some of the assistants had tufts of grass in their hands,

M'hich they waved backwards and forwards under the ca-

noe, while it was lifting from the ground, as if they were

exorcising some evil spirit. As soon as it was fixed on

the heads of the bearers, they set off, preceded by Ben-

nil-long and Wat-te-wal, towards the point of the cove

where Ben-nil-lung's hut stood. Mau-go-ran, the father,

attended them, armed with his spear and throwing-stick,

•while Ben-nil-long and Wat-te-wal had nothing in their

hands but tufts of grRss, which they waved about, some-

times turning and facing the corpse, at others waving their

tufts among the bushes. When they fronted the corpse,

which was carried head-foremost, the bearers made a mo-
lion with their heads from side to side, as if endeavouring

to avoid the people who fronted them. After proceeding

thus to some distance, Wat-te-wal turned aside from the

path, and went up to a bush, into which he seemed to

look very narrowly, as if searching for something, and

waving about the tufts of grass he held in eiilier hand

;

but his search proving fruitless, the attendants all turned

back, and went on in a quicker pace than before. On
drawing near the spot where the women and children were

sitting with the other men, the father threw two spears

towards them, but they fell short, as he evidently intended.

Here Ben-nil-long took his infant child in his arms, and
held it up to the corpse, tlie bearers turning away their

heads to avoid it. The reputed brother of the deceased,

a very fine boy of about five years of age, was then called

for, but he came forward very reluctantly, and was pre-

sented in the same manner as the other child. After this,

they proceeded to tlie governor's garden. :'
.

" At the grave some delay look place, for, unfortunately,

it was found to be too short; but, after some time, it

being completed according to their wishes, one of the

natives levelled the bottom with his hands and feet, and
strewed some grass upon it, after which he stretelied him-

self at his length in it, first on his back, and then on his

right side. Ben-nil-long having earnestly requested that

8ome drums might be ordered to attend, two or tlree

nvchcs were beat whilst the grave was preparing; Bea-
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nil-long highly approving, and pointing first to i|)e ^
ceased and then to the sky, as if tlu-re was some conn

tion between tlieni at that momriit. When ihcgravp,^

ready, five or six men got in with the corpse; but, bfjn,

still ratliiT too short, the ends of the canoe were cut
'^

doing which the bines were hiosencd, and tlie cnrm
being exposed to view, appeared to be in a pntrcw

nt

state. At length, however, every thing was adjnstrd

and the grave was filled in by the natives and some of th

colonists.

" On laying the body in the grave, particular care wj,

taken to place it in such a position that the sun niiiht I14

on it as he passed, Ben-nil-long and Cole-be takini'
thtir

observations for that purpose, and cutting down even

shrub that could be supposed to obstruct the view,
'flif

deceased was placed on his right side, with his head to-

wards the north-west.

"The native Yow-war-re appeared to have mtichtodi)

in this ceremony. When the grave w;is covered in, am)

laid up round, he collected several brandies of siirulj)

and placed them in a half-circle on the south side of die

grave, extending them from the foot to tlie head. H«

also laid grass and boughs on the top of it, and crowned

the whole with a large log of wood, on which, having pre.

viously strewed it with grass, he laid himself at his lenoili

for some minutes, with his face towards the sky. Eieti

rite being performed, the party retired, sonic of the men

first speaking to the women in a menacing tone, and ttll.

ing a girl who was present not to eat any fish or meat ll

day. Cole-be and Wat-te-wal were painted red and «li,..

over the breast and shoulders, and, on this occasion, were

distinguished by the title of Moo-bi/, and we understood

that, while so distinguished, they were to be very sparing

in their meals.

" Tliey enjoined us on no account to menflon tte name

of the deceased, a custom they rigidly attended to tliem-

selves, whenever any one died : and, in pursuance of lliii

custom, Nan-bi^r-ry, one of whose names was Ba-loo.

der-ry, actually relinquished tliat, and adopted anotlier

name."

On the death of Ben-nil-Iong's wife, her husband ^^

solved to burn her corpse, and requested Governor Pliil-

lip, the judge-advocate, and die principal surgeon of llie

settlement, to attend him on that solemn occasion. He

was also accompanied by Collins, Ca-ru-ey, Car-rang-sf

rang, his sister, and one or two other females.

A spot having been chosen for the construction of tlit i

funeral-pile, and the ground having been excavated to

the depth of three or four inches, the part turned up wai 1

covered with a layer of small sticks and light brushwood;

larger pieces were then placed on each side of thesf, and

so on till the pile rose to the height of thret ieet, ihi

ends and sides being formed of large dry wood, wliile *Ji(
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middle coiwisttHl of siimll twig* and branches thrown to-

I A.

lid adopted aiiotlier

gflher. Some grass was now strewed over the pile, and
ihe dociascd, covered with nn old blanket, was placed on
it, nidi the litud towards the north. A basket, with a
IJshiiig apparntus and some other small articles, was also

plami luar llie body, and some large logs of wood being
luifl over it, tin- pile was kindled by one of the attendants.

The fuel being thoroughly dry, it was quickly enveloped
Midi Humes, and the widower pointed out to his English
triiiids a black smoke, which arose from the centre of the
,,ik, and signified that the corpse was already consuming.
On tlie following day. Hen-nil-long invited some of the

,

European gentlemen to see him rake the ashes of his wife
togdlici

;
und they accompanied him to the sjiot, unat-

liiided by any of the natives. He preceded them 'in so-
\mi\ silence, speaking to no one until he had performed
Ihe last duties of a husband. Having, with the end of his
»|iear, raked the calcined bones and ashes together in a
li,ap, he laid his weapon on the ground, and formed, with
apiocc of bark, a tumulus that might have done credit to

j

al-uropean grave-digger, carefully laying the earth round
imoolhing every little inequality, and paying a scrupulous
allention to the exactness of its shape and proportion. On
each side of tlic tumulus he placed a log of wood and

I covered tl-e top of it with the piece of bark with which he
id so well constructed it. He then turned to his English

fnendj, asking, "if it was good?" and appeared highly

I

gratified with their approbation.

"Hi. deportment," says Mr. Collins, "on this occasion
wamlenin and manly; an expressive silence marked his
conduct throughout the scene; whilst we attended him as

liihtly,and with close observation. He did not suffer
any thing to divert him from the business he had in hand

iMdid he seem in the least desirous to have it quicklv
.patched, but paid this last rite with an attention that

r ^TZ '" '"" '""''"S* ^^ « "nan, as it seemed the re-
i«itof an heart-felt affection for the object of it, of whose
F"OD nothing now remained but a piece or two of cal-
ci„e one. When his melancholy work was ended, he
|lood for a few mmutes with hi.s hands folded over hisVmm, and his eye fixed upon his labours, in the attitude

a man in profound thought. Perhaps, in that small
Ijoteryal of time many ideas presented themselves to his

rr"°"u "'! '"•"^^ ^'^ J"»* ^«'"P^'^»«^ the last ser-

ine could render to a woman who, no doubt, had been

I 1 ^ T '** ''''°"' ''« "'''« "rtainlv attached-
one w .0 had left him a living pledge of some moment^

, ..!.., nad Mi,ct,, and on which his eyes were fixed h«s>
2;n;t... traced the fonn of her who'm he mfght 'f^^!

Kr.' ^''''"''' ^^''"' «"'"'"? f-m the grave of
l^'eceased companion, he directed all his thoughts to

Ml
the preservation of the little one .he had left him, and
when he quilted the spot, his anxiety might be directed to
the child, under an idea that he might one day sec liis B*.
rang-a-roo revive in his little motherless Dil-boong "

A few months after U.e celebration of Jia-rang-a-mo's
funeral, Cole-be's wife fell „ victim to a consumption,
brought on by suckling a little girl, who was at her breastwhen she breathed her last. 'I'his circumstance led to the
discovery of a curious but dreadful custom, which obUiin.
among tlie natives of New Holland. The mother died in
he town, and, when she was taken out for interm..nt, her
body was carri,.,! to the door of every house she ha.l
been accustonie.l to enter during the latter part of her ill-
ness, the bearers observing the same cercmomes as were
».^ed at the funeral of lJa-loo-der-,y. When, the corpse
was deposited in the grave, the father himself placed the
I'v.ng child in it, and threw upon it a large stone, as a sig-
•ml for the grave to be filled up by the natives. Tl.is ex-
traordinary business was performed so suddenly, that the
linglish gentlemen who were present had not time suffi,
cient to prevent it; and, on their speaking about it to
t.oIe-be, he endeavoured to justify the inhuman act, by
asserting, that as no woman could be found to nurse the
child. It must have suffered a worse death, had it not bee«
mterred with its mother.

The language of this people is very grateful to the ear
being, m many instances, both expressive and sonorous-
but with the exception of one or two instances, it has no'
analogy with any other known language. The dialect
spoken near the settlement of Sydney is not only entirel,
difterent from that left us by Captain Cook of the peoph
with whom he had some interdoursc near Endeavour Rive
but also from that spoken by those natives who live at Por,
Stephens and on the banks of the Hawkesbury. A sensi-
ble difference may be perceived on hearing the same word
sounded by two people; and, in fact, they have some
times been observed to .liffer from themselves, substitutinff
the letter h for ;,, and g for c, and vice versa. In their
alphabet they have neither $ nor v; and some of their let-
ters would require a new character, to ascertain Uiem pre-
cisely. '

From the various circumstances that have been related
111 the preceding pages, a tolerable idea may be formed ol
the general character and disposition of the natives of^ew Holland. They are revengeful, jealous, cunning,
and courageous. Their midnight assassinations cannot he
justly attributed to want dflravciy, but rather residt
from the diabolical spirit of revenge, which d.us cxr.ect.
to make surer of its object than when fairly opposed mai
to man in (he field.

The unshaken fortitude with which they endure pain
and the cheerfulness with which they always accept a chal
lenge are indubitable proofs of their not wanting coura. ,
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Tliry dlNclHiin nil idrn of lupcriority (hat is nut |i<'ritiiiiul,

s will uppour fioiii (lir followiii); circiiiiutume : IttMi'iiiU

loiig hull II shichl, iiiude of tin, uiiil covnt'l willi Iciilhcr,

Itrcicntcti to him by Ciovi'inoi l'liilli|i ; but, on his tukin){

It with hitn down the Imibonr, the piHipIc oi the iiitrlh

^liorc (liKti'iiit ininirdiatcly Nt-i/ed und dc.sti())i'd it, diiniin;;

it uiil'iiir Tor iiiiy individual to cuvtr hiiiiscit' with ii ^uurd

(o nnpvrior to the Nliicld.t of lii.s oppoiu'ii!!).

'I'h«7 HIT vvidontly Hntnptildc of I'lirndnhip, nnd riipa-

LIc of ftH'ling iM)rrow; but tlii,i latlrr Ninsiilion tiny snc

nut ill tlu! Imbit <)f oiicuiiiHgiiij; fur uiiy cuiisidi'iiiblr linif.

while tlu; fiiiiernl ccicnioniiN win- piTforiniiig foi Itii-luu-

dur-ry, ttars were seen to otrcaiii down the salili; « luck (d'

the utilicted father ; but in u lilrie tiine these wtie dried up,

and tliv old niau'u connteiisiiiee indieiited nolliin<<; but the

Japso of many ycar» wliieli had passed over his head.

As they never think of iimkiuj; provision fur the inui-

Tow, except at a wluile-feasd, they generally eat as loii;^ mh

they have any thing left, and, when satiated, slieteh lluni-

BuUes out in the sun, where they sleep till hunger or »un>e

other cause rouses theiii again into a<:lii>n. 'I'lu le is, Isi

fact, a great degree of iiiduleiue in their dispusitiuns, and

(his is frequently indulged at the expense uf the weiiLei

«ex; for whilst the men are enjoying a traiupiil siundur,

Uie women are often eoinpelled to sit in their cunucs,- ex-

posed to (lie burning heat of the solar rays, eliantinn iheir

usual song, and inviting the fish beneath them to take llie

proflered bait; knowing that, unless they prueure a siifll-

cieut meal for their tyrants, they will have but a i lulc re-

ception on their landing.

It is probable they might have been honest previously

to their being visited by Europeans; but from the colonists

they frequently pilfer such tilings as they cannot otherwise

obtain. And it is a remarkable fact, that they have often

stolen articles, of which they coidil not possibly know the

use. Mr. White, once being among a crowd of natives

in the lower part of the harbour, had his pocket picked of

a small case of instruments ; but the thief, being observed,

was immediately pursued, and compelled to restore his

prize. It is worthy of observation, that at this time the

English settlers were little acquainted with the natives, and,

therefore, tlie depredator could not have known the con-

tents of the case. Most probably, he considered it as a

personal ornament ; and M r. Collins is of opinion that,

could he have been watched to his retreat, he would have

been seen to lay the case on his head, the place to which

at first every thing given tlicse people was usually con-

is^ned.

'ill!. " Jilent for mimicry is very wreat; and it is a fa-

touri^v.' .'iversioii even with the children to imitate the pe-

csiU'tri; i. iu ^ny one's gait, which they will generally per-

foiiii with complete success.

That they are not strangi^rs to tlie practice of false-
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h(M>d is millicicntly nhvioun from the words truth ami fjL

hood lieing fuiiml in their langu;;gi' ; but, iiulepciHi,!,!
,,(

this, iliiy have very often afl'orded proofs uf In inn 4(14,^,

in the arts uf lying and evasion. TIiun, vIui. Jie („{

nisls appear to thsbelieve any of their talis, ijny
„,||

iusihl with nuuli eariiestiiesN on the tiuih ol (|„j, ^^^

lions; liul, when speaking of other iialivr», i||,.y ^,1

strive as anxiously to make it appear llmt they iwvt. lyh

li*'.s.

Their knowledge of astronomy is confined to tin- uam,.,

of the sun and nuioii, u few stars, the milky wuy, jn,,

the magellanic clouds. Of the rotundity «f i|ie wnl,

they have Hot the smallest eoiieeption, but iiiiauiiu-
il,,,,

the Nuii retuiiis over their hi ads duriiia; lliu nij^ln („ ii^^

quarter whenic he begins hii courtte in the ' M)rniiij<,

Willi II spec t to govcrnuii nt, tlie natives ,lh)«i 1>„||

Jackson, IJrokeii Hay, and IJolany Bay, appear to |i(,

in tlial Htute which must have been comuioii tit u|| „\n

previous to their imitiiig in society ami ackii(ml((l;;iii„

some le^iilaily euustiliil. .| iiulioiily. 'I'heyure di.itril.titui

iiilo fiiiiiilies, the head or senior of which e\u( tn cumiili.

ance from the rest. I'lacli family, als(j, lias u pailirular

place {)( reside nee, from which its distinguishing iianw it

(It lived.

Ill the early intercourse between the natives and ik

l''.n;i!i:,!i culuiiists, the latter, on meeting viilli fainiliis in

wlioiii tliey were unknown, were always ace osltil bv lie

person who appeared to be the senior of the party; whilst

the women, youths, anil children, stood at a (listiiiirc,

'I'he word which in their language slgiiilies father, mumii-

variably applied to their old men ; and, when lliiy prr-

eeived the authority which the English governor lulil,

and the obedience he exacted, they aiidiessed liiiii In tin

distinguishing appellation of be-uiinti, or father, liifii

conferring this title solely on him, notwillistaiiding tlin

perceived the authority of masters over their servants, af-

fords an indisputable proof that those oftluir cuiiiUrj'nitii

w ho enjoyed that distinction also held the autliurity of a

chief.

When any of these happened to come into tlie sclili'-

nient, they were pointed out to the Europeans uilii an

eajji'rncss of manner that plainly intimatod lliey were coii-

.i<''".;< .iL iv rsoiis of c ;:<'.quencc. 'I'here is, howevti,

..i.viiii acceptation of the word bc-anna among tlie na-

tives ; for it is frequently applied to men \^ho have nut aiiv

children of their own. This singular ciicuuistaiice iiavuig

induced the gentlemen of the colony to make some tii-

quiries, they were informed, that in case a father slioiiH

die, the nearest of kin, or some deputed friend-, ttu"!''

take the care of his children; and, for this reason, llie

children styled them he-ainia, though in the life-time uf

their natural parent. "Here," says Mr. Collins, "iftli«

reader pauses for a moment to consider tlie difference be^
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l«iiii llie |{i'«H'r»l < '>"'I"<1 of our bnplUiiiiil xpontor* (lo

„|,„«' (IhIh'» 'III' «;n»i<>iii iKHfd niiM ii M Ht'iiililiiiii (') iiihI

,|„ liiiiimitt' |irii<.lirt< of tlirtc lUH ivili/til pfuplc, will not

ill,
((iiiipaiittm iitniue IiIn cIh-i k wilh ,v>nii tliiii;^ Ijki'

,|unii, at mriiix lh«- rMliKJilrnnl (.'lirii*linn no (liiliiiin'd

in ilif nice of liumniiity by the untutored «avugf>, who hat

liiilirrlii Ihi'M iIhi olijtrl of his pity imd cohliinpl !>

Till- iiimi' K''"'!"""" iuforuMi m, llmt the diittiuf;uisliiuK

p;inn' (if rncli tribt- or futuily in Nrw llulland in formi-d

In aiWiiiK tli<' nioiHtiyllabIc g,ii to llic imm(^ (d" their plmc

,1 ir»l<li'licc. 'rim-i, llir nouthini coiml i)f JJotiiuy Itiiy in

(illid (i«pa, and llic people v\ho iuliubit it nic known by

tilt iiaiiu* of (jwi'H-nid; uiid ihoir- who livp on thi; noiib-

I

ninii'iri' of l'oit.liu;k.«i<)U ure culled i)uiii-nin-r:iv-<{iil, thni

p,il (.1 thi! haiboiu- briun «listiugi.iiliiil by the nuuiit of

Cilin-iiK'r-riiy. "OfthiN hiNt tribe," suys Mr. Collins,

"welifurd IJcii-nil-louji; iuid oth<>r nalivrn npt'iik (bcfort-

Mckiiiw tlifiii oiMHtdvih) ill of II vciy powerful proplr,

hIio niiild ulilipr ihrin to atlnid whitrivcr and whrnovcr
llMvdiircUMJ. Wf iifttiward!' found ilnni to be by fur

lll.eiminl niuiurouH tribe within our knowlrd^^e. h «„
li;i|ipciiiii tiMit ihcy wen- uUo the inoxt robuMt und nniit-

(iik ami that uimoii|<; ilicm «, ,,, stvrral of tliUNe extru-

|(ji(liiMn iii'iiioiiaLM'M « iilU d (';u-iah-il\,s.

"Totliolrihf u( Cain-nur-ruy hIno btloiiKM the cxclu-
|>iveaii(lt'xtiuordiniuy |)rivili -.e of cMiciin^ a tooth from
jllifiminkm of other tnlns uiliabitiu<r the sea-roiiKt, or
jol all such a» are within their iuitbority. 'J'he exerciKe of
jiLii|.mil();,. places these p. „,)|,. in a particular point of
Iihh; amlthere can be no d(nibt n( their .lecichd supe-
IriorilyoviT all the tribes with whom we are acquaint.d.
liMaiiy roiitesls, or decisions of honour, have been de-
|la)((limlil the arrival of these people; aiul, when (hey
Iwiiio, it was impossible not to oLmmvo the sujk riority
|jii.lii,lluLnte which their numb.rs and their muscidar ap-
|p«iiancc gave liuni over the other tribes."

'lliise me all the traces of g<,vcrnni.:ut or .sid)ordinalion
lU could ever be discovered among the iNcw Holhnuhxs.

Illieiliferci.ce paid to the tribe of Cam-nu r-ravmay have
Ibn dirived entirely from their superior streiifrth and
|ii«ml.erj; bat Mr. Collins seems of opinion, that this su-
Ipuionty was maintained for a length (.f time prior to the
jl'iiutlingof the European settlement; and that the privi-
I'ge of exacting a tooth fnnn the youn- nun of other
|liitenui-l have been of long standing, and coeval with the
cWieuce which was paid to th^n,: " h.nce," says he

I 'tir superiority partakes something of the nature of an
pMl'onty, which has the sanction of custom to plead for its
Icuniiuuaiice,"

ll '» almost impossible to conceive any thing more rude
I'^^'liie habitations of these people. 'Ihe hut of the
«omlman IS constructed of the bark of a single tree, bent

I '"e middle, and placed on its two ends on the ground

nffordina sheltrr to imly one miscrnbln tfnnnt. IJuf, on the
<oust, the huts are made of «,i-veial pier, s of bnik, about
eleven feet in leiiKih, and from four to ,i\ in birmlth, «ct
up HO as to f(.rni an aente nnnlo, Munewlmt res«4nbling
cards M't up by children. 'I'he lire is ajwuvs inach' at thn
month of the but, rather widiin than Milhoiit; und the
interior, in xeiierul, is the iiMstieNt place ihut cun Ihi inn.
Kined. Hesid. s these bark Hutu, the natives fn.puntly
make use of natiuul excavations in the rocks, always
takm;< (hi! precHution to chcMise uncli as lie out of the
ipueh of wind and rain. At the iiK.iiths of some of ihesu
excavations the soil abounds with shells and other manure,
which have proved a valuable resource to the l•:n^lish

( olonists, the shells b< inpt easily convr rtefl into lime, and
the other parts gervnig for the improvement of (lie

gardens.

In the above-fnenti.med bnts and caves the nntivrs Jiu

down iudiscrimiiiat. I\, uien, w.mien, and children toj^e-

ther, and appear to possess under thi in nini h the same
nijoynieiils as are foinui by the wild bi-ast in his den,—
shelter fr.,m the woathei.an.i (if not distiubcd by external
enemies) the c.iril.it of sleep.

We have already tdwerved that itMdni^hi murders are noi
uiifieqiunit in this country; and it may be adih d, that the
extreme soundness wiili which the natives sleep inviten
jealousy, or revenge for other injuries, to arm the iiaiid of
the assassin. One instance of this kind, related by Mr.
Cfillins, is too rrmaikable to pass tnmoticed.

Yel-lo-way, a native who seemed to be endowed with
more uibanity than the rest of our friends, having pos-
sessed himself of Noo-roo-ing, the wife of Wat-tc-wal, he
was one night murdered in his sleep by the latter, who
could not brook the decided preference given by Noo-
roo-ing to his rival. 'Ibis murder Wat-te-wal afterwards
atoned for in his own person, his life being taken by Cole-
be, one of ^'el-lo-w dy's friends, who stoh' upon him in
the inght, and murdered him while asleep. Jt is parti-
cularly worthy of observation, that Cole-be found an in-

faiit lying in Wat-te-wal's arms, whom he carefully re
moved before he thrust the fatal spear into the falbcr'a

heart.

Conscious of the danger they ran in the night, from the
prevalence of tliesc assassinations, the natives earnestly

requested the gentlemen of the colony to give them pup-
pics of their spaniel and terrier breeds; und it appears
that now not a family is without one or more of these little

watch-dogs, which they consider as invaluable guardians.

Historical Aaouut of the English Colony in New
Holland.

For a series of years, those unhappy beings who had
forfeited a right to enjoy the blessings of society in their

own country, and yet whose crimes did not merit capital
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punyiment, were transportea to the British plantations in

America. But, after the unfortunate contest between the

American coIiMiists and the motlier-country,' which termi-

nated in the independence of the former, it became ne-

cessary for British convicts, not sentenced to die, to be

employed in some way that might make them sensible of

the crimes they had committed, and, at the same time, free

the community from the dread of their future depredations.

Banishment to the coast of Africa was generally found to

be a harsher sentence than death itself, and the hulks on

the Thames were but ill adapted to. improve the aban-

doned, or prevent a repetition of crime. Penitentiary

houses were found equally inefficacious to answer, at once,

the purposes of punishment and reformation. Govern-

ment, th<;refore, projected the scheme of establishing a

colony of convicts on the coast of New Holland; and

preparations were made for carrymg it into immediate ex-

ecution.

Captain Phillip, of the navy, was appointed commodore

of the voyage, and governor of the new colony; and the

fleet began to rendezvous about the middle of March,

1787. It consisted of the Sirius frigate. Captain John

Hunter; the Supply, armed tender, Lieutenant H. L.Ball;

the Golden Grave, Fishbm-n, and Borrowdale, store-ships;

and the Scarborough, Lady Penrhyn, Friendship, Char-

lotte, Prince of Wales, and Alexander, transports.

As this was a voyage of uncommon length, and its ob-

ject was not of a temporary nature, a considerable time

was necessary to equip and provide the ships, and to make

such arrangements as might prevent miscarriage or avoid-

able danger. Besitles riie usual complement of sailors, a

party of two hundred and tMcive marines, including offi-

cers, were distributed in the different vessels, to keep the

convicts in awe ; and these marines had twenty^ight wives

and seventeen children allowed to accompany them. Hie

whole number of convicts amounted to eight hundred and

twenty-eight, of whom five hundred and lifty-eight were

males.

Governor Phillip, having.hoisted his flag on-board the

Sirius, 9S connnodore, gave tlie signal to weigh on the

13th of May, 1787, and was accompanied to some distance

by the Hytena frigate, to carry back dispatches, if ne-

cessary.

The wind having wafted them along at a great rate, on

the eoih the Hyaena returned, and brought interiigeucc,

that the convicts in the Scarborough had formed a plan

for getting possession of that siiip, which the officers had

timely detected and prevented. This, however, was the

only attempt of the kind made during the voyage ; for,

when the convicts found themselves at a distance from

their native shores, they gave up all thotights of liberty,

and yielded to their fate.

On their arrival at TeuerifFe, the crew and convicts were
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indulged with every article of food that could tend to pro,

mote health, and remove disease ; and the judicious
plans

of Captain Cook were invariably observed (inriug
the

voyage, and, in general, with the best effects. It caiiuot

indeed, be said, that the mortality was so small, in pro.

portion to the numbers, as under that able navigator'
for

numbers of the convicts were advanced in years, and

their constitutions had been previously broken by dissi.

pated habits, or the effects of a long confinement.

They spent a week at this place, during which time ili?

governor of the Canaries paid the most polite attention to

the English officers, and exerted himself to render their

visit agreeable. But finding vegetables less plentiful ilian

they expected, they weighed anchor on the lOlh of June,

and in eight days they came in sight of the Cape Vcrd

Islands, whence the fleet steered for St. Jago. Unfavour-

able winds, however, were likely to prevent their getting

into the harbour; and, that no time might be lost, the

governor altered his plan, and proceeded directly to Riu

de Janeiro.

They had already suff'ered some inconvenience from

heat, attended by heavy rains : but, before they reached the

equator, contrary to what might reasonably have beea

looked for, the temperature became more moderate, and

the crews happily contiimed in tolerable health.

On the whole, the weather was very propitious, and

they made such progress that, on the 5th of August, ihej

carae to an anchor off the harbour of Rio de Janeiro.

As soon as the viceroy was informed of the nature of

Governor Phillip's commission, he gave orders lliat mi-

litary honours should be paid him; and the officeis, in

general, were indulged with permission to visit ail parti

of tho city, and even to make excursions into the couHtry,

without the prying vigilance of guards.

Provisions of every kind are so excessively cheap litre,

that the men were liberally victualled at less than four

pence a head per day, including meat, rice, vegetables, and

firing. Wine was not plentiful at that season ; but a con-

siderable quantity of rum was laid in ; and such seeds and

plants were procured as appeared adapted to the climate of

New Holland. And, lest bread should become scarce,

one hundred sacks of cassada were purchased as a subsli-

tute. This root is very generally used for bread in llie

tropical climates,' and proves wholesome and nutritions.

In its crude state it is highly poisonous; but by wasliinj,

pressure, and evaporation, becomes not only innocent but

salubrious.

Though no time was lost in expediting the necessary

business, a month elapsed before they were ready for

sailing. At length, on the4th of September, they weighed

anchor, and, passing the foit at the mouth of the harbour,

interchanged a salute of twenty-one guns.

Having again set forward on their destined voyage, tll^J
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»ere favoured with such propitious weather, tliat their

progress totlie Ci'oe of Good Hope was unproductive of

anv events worthy of being recorded.

It was the 13th of October when they arrived in Table

Bay, at the Cape. Mere they took in tiieir final refresh-

ments, and supplied themselves with such necessaries as

were to be procured. Table Bay is a very unsafe station,

particularly ill the winter-months; and, at that season of

lilt year, False Bay, on the south-cast side of the Cape,

ij generally preferred, as being more secure.

Ill the space of a month, no less than five hundiid ani-

mals, ef different kinds, were procured and put on board

the fleet, and an equal stock of other necessaries was laid

in, but at a high price. The countrv, indeed, had re-

cently suffered from a dearth ; and this naturally increased

the difficully of obtaining an adequate supply at any

!
price.

On the 12th of November, they again set sail; but,

owing to contrary winds, they found themselves no farther

anvanced than eighty leagues on the 25th of that month.

.\t this time Governor Phillip went on board the Supply,
ill hopes of reaching Botany Bay before the rest of the

fleet arrived, and of gaining time to explore the country,

that a debarkation might take place without delay. Major
Ross, the commandant of marines, went on board the Scar-
borough, and with that ship, the Alexander, and Friendship,
reputed the best sailers, had orders to proceed, and to leave
the rest of the convoy under the care of Captain Hunter.
From the date of this arrangement to January 3, 1788,

the weatiier was very favourable, and the winds wafted
lliem on v.ith little impediment. The Supply, indeed,
linnet out but an indifferent sailer to what had been ex-
pected; however, she performed this voyage of seven
thousand miles in fifty-one days.

The governor having landed at Botany Bay, on the 18th,
«n interview with the natives took place. They were all

armed; but, seeing Governor Phillip approach alone, and
wiliiout weapons, they returned his confidence, by laying
down iheir arms. Amity was soon established, which
jliappy effect was owing to the personal address of the
governor. Hie orders, indeed, enjoined the utmost atten-
tion to conciliate the affection of the natives; and his
own humane conduct rendered it delightful for all persons
to obey him.

He now proceeded to examine the bay ; but it was
found, in every respect, less eligible than had been re-
|Presentcd, both in itself; and in the surrounding country,
:«hich y,as low .-ind swampy. He iht-n reconnoitred Puint
piitheiland, but to this part of Uie harbour shijis could

^iwt approach, nor was the soil more tempting than be-
liore.

While engaged in this necessary business, the whole
l«cct arrived. The Supply had not so much outsailed the
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other ships, as to give the governor the time he expected.
The last division arrived only two days later than himself.

Finding Botany Bay unfit for the intended settlement,
he resolved to examine Port Jackson, which lay about
three leagues to the northward; and here all difficulties
were found to be at an end. The port was deep and se-
cure

;
and, after exploring the different coves, he fixed on

one which had the finest spring of water, and in which
ships could anchor close to the shore. This he named
Sydney Cove, in honour of the noble lord of that title,

who was then in admiiiistratliiii.

Soon after the boats arrived at Port Jackson, another
party of the natives made their appearance. They were
armed with lances, and, at first, shewed an hostile dispo-
sition; but, by gentle means, they were prevailed on to
lay aside their suspicions, and to accept some presents.
One of them, who appeared to hold the authority of a
chief, shewed very singular marks of confidence in the
strangers, and, at the same time, much resolution. He
singly attended the governor, went to a part of the beach
where the men were boiling their meat, examined the con-
tents of the pot, and, seeing iiimself separated from his
friends, advanced to a party of marines, and, by his ges-
tures, seemed to threaten revenge, if any advantage should
be taken of his defenceless situation.

In examining a different part of tlie harbour, the Eu-
ropeans fell in with about twenty of the natives, who, fear-

less and unarmed, approached to view the boats, and af-

terwards joined them at dinner.

Having sufficiently explored Port Jackson, and found
it replete with conveniences, the governor determined to
hesitate no longer, and immediately issued his orders for
the whole fleet to proceed to this place.

That Botany Bay should be highly extolled by Captain
Cook, may be easily accounted for. He had no views of
a permanent residence, and consequently did not scruti-

nize its advantages. The land has certainly a picturesque
effect, and the ample harvest of botanical curiosities it

furnished, might entitle it to the commendation of the sci-

entific; but something more than beauty of appearance
and philosophical riches were to be regarded, in a place
where a permanent settlement was to be established.

The debarkation being completed at Sydney Cove, the
ground was immediately cleared for an encampment, and
store-houses and other temporary buildings were begun.
The labour attending this was very considerable; for the
whole coast was covered with wood ; and, though on this

spot the trees were less liiick, and not much encumbered
with underwood, yet their magnitude was such, as to ren-
der the felling, and removal of them afterwards, a very
arduous task, liad the convicts been more active workmen
than they really were.

In the evening of the 26th, the British colours wera
3M
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displayed on shore, under whicli h's majesty's health was

drank with much glee. 'I'lie bustle of business succeeded,

and, till the end of the first week in February, all was hurry

and exertion.

The materials and frame-work of a temporary residence

for the governor had been brought from England ; and this

was speedily erected. Hospital-tents were also fitted up

with all the speed that the exigency of circumstances began

lo demand. During the passage from the Cape, the fleet

had been tolerably healthy; but, soon after lauding, the

dysentery prevailed, and the scurvy broke out with its

most virulent syniploms. In the former complaint, how-

ever, ,1 red gum, produced in the country, was foiHid very

efficacious.

February commenced w illi a violent storm of thunder

and rain, during which the lightning shivered a tree, under

which was a sheep-pen, and five of these animals were

destroyed by its cfltcls.

Some part of the shores of the noble harbour of Port

Jackson presented a proniismg soil fv.r cultivation; but,

intent solely on providing the best and vtarliost aceonuuo-

dations for the colonists, the governor used i'll possible

expedition in fixing the sealement at the head of Sydney

Cove, where landing the stores was easy, and carriage un-

necessary

By assiduous application, they made such rapid pro-

gress, that by the 7tli of FeLruary, a spot being previ-

ously cleared, and the whole colony assembled, the go-

vernor began U> assume his powers. To give all due so-

leuinity to the proceedings, the military were drawn up

underarms; the convicts stationed apart, and the princi-

pal officers surrounded the governor. ^Ir. Collins, tJic

judge-advocate, then read the royal commission, by which

Arthur Phillip was constituted captain-general and go-

vernor in chief of the territory, from latitude ten degrees

thirty-seven minutes south, to forty-three degrees thirty-

nine minutes along the coast, and of all the interior coun-

try as far as one hundred and thirty-five degrees of east

longitude irom Greenwich, including the adjacent islands

in the Pacific, within the above latitudes. The act of

parliament establishing the courts of judicature were n(;;\t

read; and lastly, the patents under the great seal, em{'«)\vcr-

ing the persons named tt) act, whenever it should be found

requisite. !Major Ross of the marines was appoint'Hl lieu-

tenant-governor ; and a triple discharge of nuiskctry cou-

r. eluded this preliminary ceremony.

Governor Phillip then advanced, and, addressing the

military, thanked them for their commendable conduct

hitherto; and tiien, turning to the convicts, explained to

them the nature of (heir present situation and future pros-

pects. He represented that, by the lenity of the laws,

tlieir lives had been preserved, and that on their subse-

quent behaviour it would depend to gain a re-establish-
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ment of the rights and advantages of civil society,
'fo

proper conduct and conunendable exertion, he told ihtm

they had every indn<;enieut; and, on the other liniul he

reminded them, that in such a small coinniuiiity
tlieir

crimes could not escape detection nor punisiuncnt.
All

that nu!rcy could do for them had already l)e<ii (.xncri.

enced, and against future offences the laws would be on.

forced with rigour. But, while his duty <>l)ligc(| Jiim (,j

hold out the terrors of punishment, he should deem it hii

felicity to grant every encouragement to the nieritorioin

As a bar against jirolligacy of manners, he strongly re.

conmiended matrimony, and promised every countenance

to such as should enter into that state, and evipcc a rea-

diness to confornr to the laws of morality and lelicion.

He concluded with expressing an earnest desire to pro.

mote the happiness of the colony over wliicli lie waj

placed, and to render the settlement both honourable and

useful to the mother-country.

This harangue was received with universal applause;

and it had, at least in some measure, the desired effect

for, in a few days, fourteen marriages took place among

the convicts.

The company being dispersed, the governor proceeded

to review the troops ; after which he gave a dinner to the

officers ; and the first evening of his entry upon the office!

of his government was spent in festivity, amidst reiterated

wishes for its prosperity.

As February advanced, the rains began to fall with

augmented violence, and the necessity for procuring slielitt

became very urgent. To die carpenters, all the convict!

of that profession were added, and one hundred more of

them as labourers, to expedite their temporary buildings;

yet it was some months before they were finished, or the

governor could leave his first house, which was neither

impervious to wind nor rain.

Captain Cook having discovered an island, in latit.ide

twenty-nine degrees south, longitude one hundred and

sixty-eight degrees te.i minutes east; which he named Nor-

folk Island, and spoke of in terms of high coinmcndation,

a party was sent out in the Sup;)ly, about the middle of

February, lo settle there. 'Fo be superiiUendant of tliij

subordinate colony, the governor appointed Lieutenant

King, of the Sirius, an officer of approved merit and Me-

lity. As the island was uninhabited, this gentleman had

only six marines, under a subaltern officer, a midshipman,

a surgeon, two men who understood the cultivation and

dressing of flax, and nine male and six female convicts,

Due regulations were established for the conduct of this

enterprise; and every precaution was taken to renderliiis

small colony equally happy and secure.

'Flic governor had not been long established at Sydney

Cove before he found that many individuals midcr his

care were so lost to all sense of right and - rong, and sc



rcjTardlcss even of life itsplf, that tliry rould not be re-

and •• rong, and sf

strained lioin odenccs nganist tlieir coinilrymen, or kept

from exposing lliunisiclves to tin; natives. Lenient mea-

sures imviiij; repeatedly proved ineflFeclnid. a criniinal court

„as (•Diiveiied, in wliieli six of llie ronvicts were con-

dciniiwl to (lie. One of the most daring was executed tlie

same d:iy, anotlier was pardoned, and llie remainder were

biiiiislied 10 a sn)all island within the hay, where they were

lo|)t on hr<!ad and water. 'Jhese peoi)le had ht'en con-

licled of fn'quently ro!>bin;; di«- stores, notwithstanding

they lind a liberal allowance of provisions.

On tlie second of March, the governor set ont in tlie

long-boat and cutter, to examine tlie coast. Tie pro-

ceeded lirst to Broken Hay, about eight miles to the north-

ward of Port Jackson, llert; he fell in with a few of the

natives, who ajjpeared friendly; and, passing a bar, sailed

upan extensive branch of water, which terminated in a

iargt lagoon. The land in the upper part of thrs branch

was low and swampy.

Crossing the bay, he sailed up the south-west branch,

which lie also found very extensive, and sufficiently deei)

forsliijis of any burthen; but the incessant rains prevented

liiin from taking an accurate survey. The land here seemed
to possess more elevation than at Port Jackson, and was
well wooded. Large trees appeared on the very sunnnils

of the mountains, inaccessible to man. A third braiu h
preseiitdl a very (ine piece of water, which the governor
iiamcd Pitt Water, in honour of the then premier. This
was found deep and very extensive. Some situations in

ihe vicinity appeared admirably adapted for agricultural

improvements.

In exploring a part of Broken Bay, the boat found
some diflicalty in landing, which being observed by two
of the natives, an old man and a youth, they appeared
sicitoas to render the strangers any assistance, and ran
and fetched some fire to warm thtin. As it rained hard,
tlicoldman beckoned two of the officers to a cave, which
'e entered himself, and invited them to follow; but his
motives being suspected, tiiough prol)al)ly without reason,

I

tiiey declined his invitation. He afterwards, however,
liowedliis friendly intention; and in a short time, when

llie gov >rnor came to the same s|)ot, he entertained him

I

Mitli a dance and a song. Several j.rescnts were given to
tins sociable savage, which he received with apparent .salis-

[

faction; but lie soon found means to steal a sj)adc, and was

j

Miight ill the fact. 'J'he governoi', thinking it necessary
10 evince his displeasure, pushed him away in seeming
anger, and pointed to the spade as tlie cause. This nt
once rieslrovod their harmony. Tlie old man instantly
seized a sjiear, and, advancing lo the governor, seemed

I

"eteBiuiied to strike; but seeing his threats occasioned no
»iaim, he desisted from the attempt. His courage, how-
ler was eminently conspicuous- for when he meditated

1 ^-
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the assault, tlie governor was n(jt alone. Next day the old
man repeated his visit, in company with several of his

countrymen
; but, to convince hint of his fault, he was

little noticed, while his companions were presented with
various articles.

Having thus gained some partial knowledge of the
country and inhabitants, the governor returned to the set-

tlement by sea, though it was his intention to have pro-
ceed((l by land, had not the incessant rains rendered this

unpleasant.

On the Ifjdi of March, Lieutenant Ball, in the Supply,
arrived from N<nfolk Island, which the detachment had
reached on the 2<)th of February; but were five days be-
fore they could fiiul a proper landing-place for the stores
and provisions. 'J'his island being completely environed
by rocks, it i.s dilliciilt even for a man to get on shore.

However, at length they found a proper station, and the

•lommandant wrote a very favourable account of his new
territory.

In his passage to Norf<dk Island, Lieutenant Ball dis-

covered an uninhabited island, in latitude thirty-one de-
grees thirty-six minutes south, which he named after Lord
Howe. On examination, the shores were found to abound
m turtle, but to furnish no good anchorage. Part of this

ULwU (liuovi'ied island lises to a great height, and may be
seen at a considerable distance.

'I o facilitate the cultivation from Norfolk Island, a far-

ther detachment was sent out from Port Jackson, con-
sisting of an officer and eight marines, twelve male, and
ten female convicts. JJut from this digression we must
return to the settlement at Sydney Cove.

During the month of March, some of the transports

were unloaded and discharged ; and the rest w ere conse-
quently detained, tia the store-houses were completed to

receive the cargoes.

On the 1.5th of April, the governor set out on another
excursion into the country, attended by several officers

and a party of marines. They landed at Shell Cove, near
the northern entrance of the harbour, and, after some
time, arrived at a large lake, where they observcfl a black
swan, which, though proverbially rare in odicr countries,

is not uncommon here. It is a very beautiful species: the

wings ar<! edged with while, and the bill is tinged with red.

So many swamps and bogs impeded their progress in

this quarter, that it was fliree days before they got to tlrni

ground. Almost all the morasses are occasioned by die

ovirffowing of the springs; and noUiing more fully evinces

the improvements that civilization and agriculture intro-

diict
,

ihaii the coiiteiiipiation of such scenes, where hu-
man labour and ingenuity have never been exerted to re-

claim the soil. In process of time, it is highly probable
that corn may wave, and cattle feed, on those very spoti

which at first were almost impassible.

81
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' Behind tnese low inarsliy grounas, they came to rocks

and barren tracts. The hills, however, were covered witli

flowering shrubs ; and, at the distance of iifleen miles from

the sea-coast, they had a cliarniing view of the mountains

in the iuterio(. The various ri'lgcs obtained the appella-

tions of Carmarthen, Landsdown, and Richmond Hills.

It appeared probable that a considerable stream flowed

between those mountains; but the stock of provisions

being spent, it was deemed advisable to return without fur-

ther examination.

The governor made another tour of the country soon

after, landing in a different part of the harbour. At first

they had open country ; but in a short time arrived at thick-

ets, which rendered their passage, in that direction, im-

practicable. They were now obliged to keep close to tlie

banks of a small creek, by which means they passed the

cover, and for the three succeeding days pursued u west-

ward course. The country was delightfully fine, for the

most part cliampaign, or rising into gentle eminences,

which had a very beautiful and picturesque appearance.

The trees seemed to grow at considerable intervals, and

were entirely free from underwood.

On the 5lh day they reached the top of an ascent, from

which they had a prospect of Carmarthen and Landsdown

Hills. This landscape was so beautiful, that the gover-

nor called it Be41evue. Being still, as thfy conjectured,

about thirty miles from the mountains, which they pur-

posed to reach, and being furnished with no more than siN

days provisions, it was again found necessary to return.

Prepossessed with a belief, that the knowledge of the

co'intry would well repay tliem for further attempts at ex-

ploring it, another expedition was projected, in which it

was determined, if possible, to reach Landsdown Hills,

where tliey thought it probable they iniglit fall in with a

nver of such magnitude as would facilitate their conmiu-

nication with the inland parts ; but the indifferent health

of the governor, who had been injured by sleeping on the

damp ground, delayed the prosecution of the journey.

The country last explored appeared so well calculated

for cultivation, that it was resolved to send a detachment

to settle there as soon as circumstances would permit.

But though the soil was naturally so fertile, it was mat-

ter of astonishment how the natives could procure sub-

sistence, as they were ignorant of the means of deriving

^ny advantages from local situations, however propitious.

Yet the appearance of temporary huts proved, beyond a

doubt, that these parts were frequented by the natives.

Near one of the huts the bones of a kangaroo were dis-

covered, .nnd .1 piece of a root, resembling that of the

fern-tree, was picked up, which seemed to have been re-

cently chewed. None of the inhabitants, however, were
seen in these excursions ; they either fled at the approach
of the strangers, or concealed themselves.

[part I.

It was seldom found that the Europeans could proceed

a quarter of a mile without seeing trees that had been on

fire. As violent thunder-storms are not uiifiKjut'iit, some

of these might have been fired by the lightning ; but it i<

certain that the natives never are at the trouble of extin-

guishing a fire they have once kindled, so that it either

communicates its flames to the tree, or accidentally aoes

out.

On his return from this expedition. Governor Phillip

had the mortification to find, that five ewes and a kmib

had been killed very near the camp, in the middle of the

day. This accident was conjectured to have been occa-

sioned by the dogs of the natives ; but the real cause wa!

never known. The loss, however, was serious, as it could

not be easily replaced.

In the beginning of May, three of the transports whidi

had been cleared sailed for China ; and the Supply was

sent out to Lord Howe's Island for turtle, in hopes of

checking the scurvy, which had now made a rapid progress

among the colonists.

By this time, with great labour and assiduity, eight or

ten acres had been cleared, and sown with barley and

wheat. Such was the first agricultural attempt, in a coun-

try where, we are now told, volunteer settlers are likely

to make a competent fortune, in a few years, by the tillaoe

of the ground alone.

On the 25th of May, the Supply returned, but had

failed of procuring any turtle. She had met with rough

weather, and had sustained some damage, but not of great

impoitance.

About this time one of the convicts, who had strayed

to some distance in search of vegetables, returned dan-

gerously wounded, and reported that one of iiis associates,

who had gone out on the same errand, had been wounded

in the head, and carried ctf. A shirt and hat, both pierced

wit!', spears, were afterwaras found in one of the Imtii of

the natives ; but no further im^'lligence could be procured,

It is highly probable that tne convicts had been the oriji-

nal aggressors, though this was strenuously dtnied by the

person who made his escape.

On the 30th of May, two men, employed in collecting

rushes foi thatching, were found dead. One of them had

four spears in his body ; but the other exhibited no exter-

nal marks of violence. These victims of their own indis-

cretion had been seen with a canoe, which they had taken

fiom one of the fishing stations. Such misfortunes were

feelingly lamented by the governor, as they frustrated his

humane plan of conciliating the affections of tli^ natives,

and establishing a friendly intercourse with ihern.

The tools of the deceased rush-cutters being carried

away, the governor thought they might lead to some dis-

covery, and, therefore, went out with a small party, iti«l

lauded at the spot where. tlie men had been killed; but
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after traversing llic country for twenty miles, he arrived

at Dotany Bay, williout even procuring a sight of any of

ilic
natives, litre, however, his party perceived about

nvciitv canoes enj^aged in fishing; and when the fires

Hire made, and preparations set about for encamping

(liirinjj
thoniglit, it was supposed that some of the people

\ioiild liave joined them, but none appeared. Next

morning, though fifty canoes were drawn up on the beach,

not an individual was to be seen.

The governor had now resolved to return ; but, as he

MS proceeding along the sea-coast, he fell in with a nu-

merous party of the inhabitants, near the mouth of a

cave, and was within a few yards of them before they were

perceived. The natives were armed, and one of them ad-

j

\3iicing seemed to warn the English to retire; but when

Governor Phillip stepped forward to meet him alone and

wilhout weajytons, be assumed a friendly confidence.

In a few minutes they were surrounded by more than

two hundred men ; but no signs of treachery were per-

ceived, nor any wish to take advantage of the superiority

of numbers. The moment friendship was offered, they

laid down their weapons, and joined the party in the most

amicable manner. Numbers of women and children were

afterwards brought down by tlie men, and accepted such

presents as were given them.

Among these people nothing was observed that could

point tiiem out as being concerned in the murder of the

rush-cutters ; and the governor had a fresh proof of the

propriety of his conduct in treating them with a certain

degree of confidence ; for, had he hesitated a moment in

shewing a friendly disposition, a rencounter must have
ensued, and the consequences might have been fatal.

An old man, seeing the English purposed to advance,

made signs that he would go before them. Having as-

cended a hill, he called out, holding up both his hands,

j

the usual expression of amity, to signify to his countrymen
in the next cove that friends were coming. The governor,

howeve", did not descend to that cove, where he saw about
forty men assembled. The cause of such numbers being

I

collected was unknown ; for it was calculated that they

constituted a very considerable portion of the inhabitants

of a great extent of coast.

In crossing the \nll3, on their way to Port Jackson,
smoke was seen on the top of Landsdown Hills, a proof

i
that the country was inhabited so far back, which was
calculated to be fifty miles from tlie sea.

On a farther investigation of the fate of the rush-cut-
ters, there' appeared reason to suppose, that one of the
natives had been murdered, and several wounded, before
the fatal catastrophe took place. The governor, therefore,

offered emancipation to any convict who should discover
tlie aggreisors; but nothing farther transpired.

His majesty's birth-day was kept with thie festivity, and
«0. VOL, I.

I A. Q3;t

all the convicts were indulged with a remission from la-

bour. At sun-rise the ships of war fired a royal nalute,

and at noon the marines, being drawn up, saluted witli

three voUics. At sun-set the same honours were repealed

by the ships, ami bonfires threw a lustre on the night.

That every person might participate in the general jov,

the four convicts, w ho had been banished to a small island

in tlie centie of the harbour, received a free pardon ; and
it is probable there was not a heavy li(!art among them in

this distant part of his majesty's dominions.

On the 22d of June, a slight shock of an earthquake

was felt, which lasted only two or three seconds. The
governor, at first, took it for the report of guns fired at a

great distance ; but the real cause was soon discovered.

Two days after, a convict, who had been guilty of a

robbery, absconded ; but soon after returned, as he found
it impossible to subsist in the woods. He said, that one
of the natives gave him a fish, and made signs for him to

go away ; that afterwards he fell in with a party of the

natives, who would have roasted him ; but that he fortu-

nately made his escape. He even pretended to have seen

a human body lying on the fire ; but little credit could be
given to such authority.

With more semblance of truth, he reported that the

inhabitants were in great distress for food, and that he had
seen four of them apparently perishing of hunger, who
made signs for something to eat. This man was tried for

his offence, pleaded guilty, and suffered with another cri-

minal.

An account of the state of the colonists' health being

delivered in, on the last day of Jime, by the surgeon, it

was found that eight marines and eighty-one convicts and
children had died from the time of embarkation; that

thirty-six of the military were under medical treatment, and
sixty-six of the convicts. He farther stated, that fifty-two

convicts were unfit for labour, from old age or infirmities.

Many of the sick, however, were in a conv-'lescent state.

When they first landed, the chief care of the governor
was to erect temporary accommodations on the spot that

presented itself as freest from impediments. No regula-

rity could be expected; but the idea of convenience,

united to order, was soon at liberty to expand; and, by
degrees, large spaces were opened, lines marked, and it

plan drawn out for future operations. The lines of streets

and public buildings were now traced, in such a situation

as to admit of a free circulation of air, the convenience

of water, and other comforts which are requisite in a per-

manent settlement.

The first huts were of perishable materials, being chiefly

constructed of the soft wood of the cabbage-palm, 01

even of posts, wattled and plastered. But barracks and
huts were afterwards formed of more durable materials. '

When matters were settled in the immediate vicinity of

3N
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Sydney Cove, ihe governor sent u small cletaclinient to

cultivate the ground at the upper end of Port Jackson,

Mhich in one of his excursions lie had found so well

adapted fur that purpose, and which has since obtained

the appellation of Rose-Hill.

After various unimportant transactions, though uni-

formly beneficial to the interest of the infant colony, the

.
natives, who had always been treated with the greatest in-

dulgence, as far as the authority of the governor could

prevail, but whose entire confidence it was found impos-

sible ti> gain, made an attempt to wrest by force what cer-

tainly (lid not belong to them. On the 9th of July, a

Ashing party of the English having drawn die seine, the

natives violently seized the greatest part of the Hsh, while

u more numerous body of them stood with their spears

ready poised. The cockswain very prudently permitted

them to satisfy themselves, and thus hostilities were pre-

vented. Orders had been given to allow the natives a

• share of whatever might be caught when they were pre-

sent; and, till this time, they had been apparently well

latisiied with what ha<i been voluntarily given tbeni. It

was how considered that hard necessity, and the resent-

ment they felt for the encroachments made on their fishing

stations, might probably drive them to this desperate act

;

and, therefore, no notice was taken of the aggression;

luit a stronger force in future was always sent with the

boat, which tended to prevent a repetition of the injury.

About the middle of July, the governor went out with

a small party to examine the land between Port Jackson

and Broken Bay. In this quarter, many hundreds of

acres were free from trees, and in a state favourable to cul-

tivation. Proceeding as far as Pitt Water, he saw sevaal

of the natives, but none of them joined him. When the

party, however, returned to tlie boats, they found about

sixty men, women, and children, assembled there. In this

society some hours were spent in a peaceful and amicable

manner ; but, though tlie natives did not appear uneasy in

the company of the English, they always manifested satis-

faction when they were about to leave them.

Soon after his return from this excursion, Governor

Phillip set out again to explore the coast towards Botany

Bay. In this journey, few of the inhabitants were seen,

but many proofs were observed of the distresses they la-

boured under from a scarcity of food. In the summer-

season tliey shewed a dainty tast^ in fish, rejecting some

tiinds with dij^dain ; but now a young whale, which had

been driven on the coast, had been greedily devoured by

them. They barely scorched the outside of their fish be»

fore they ate it ; and they prepared the fern-root in a si-

milar manner.

.. The first day of the year 1789 was marked as a holiday,

by a suspension of all kinds of labour, and by hoisting the

royal colours a( the fort. But it was much to be lamented,

[PAKT I.

that of all the numbers at that time in the colony,
thtt*

were only two hundred and fifty employed for the public

in cultivation ; many were engaged in carrying on the pub.

lie works, such as stores, wharfs, houses, 8tc.; a very con-

siderable number were precluded by age or infirmities from

working in the public grounds ; and the civil establishmeu

the military, women, and children, filled up the catalor.e

of those unassisting in cultivation. The idleness of the

convicts was, also, justly complained of; and someof thto

remained so firndy attached to those nefarious practice)

for which they had been banished their native countrf

that exemplary punishments became indispensably oecei-

suiy, and the most fatal consequences frequentlj resulted

from their going among the natives, in direct opposition

to the governor's orders.

About the middle of February, Sydney Cove was, for the

first time, left without a ship ; a circumstance which for.

cibly drew the attention of the principal settlers to the pe-

culiarity of the!) situation. The Sirius was gone to tiu

Cape of Good Hope for supplies, the arrival of which

was very precarious ; and the Supply, having sailed to look

after a dangerous roef in an unk:<own sea, was liable to

draw upon herself the very calamity which she was seek.

ing to instruct others to avoid. Should any misfortime

have happened of so serious a nature as to render the pre-

servation of this little vessel necessary to the salvation of

the colony, how deeply must every one have been con-

cerned in her welfiire. We cannot, therefore, be surprised

on hearing, that reflection on the bare possibility of mis-

carriage rendered every person anxious during her absence

from the infant settlement. Towards the end of this month,

two of the barracks, which had been nearly twelve month!

in hand, were completed ; a brick house was also begun, on

the east side, for the commissary, and preparations were

made for laying the foundation of a guard-house.

The month of March was ushered in by some unfortu-

nate accidents. Sixteen of the convicts, chiefly brick-

makers, quitted their employment, and, having armed theo)-

selves with stakes, set off towards Botany Bay, in order

to revenge, upon such natives as they should meet, 'a

treatment which one of their companions had received at

the end of the last month- However, they fell in widi a

larger party than they expected, and were soon repulsed,

one of their number being killed and six others woumied.

This unfortunate affair being mentioned in the settlement,

the governor sent out an armed party, who found tlie body

of the man that had been killed lying naked in the road

to Botany Bay : they also found a boy who was dreadfully

wounded, and had been stripped by the natives. The

party, after burying the deceased convict, returned with

the boy ; and the other wounded people were, in tiie meaii

time, carried to the hospital. A severe punishment was

afterwards inflicted on the misguided men, who had fl»-
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grantly broken through every order and restriction ; and, at

the same time, two armed parties were sent out in different

directions, in order to convince the natives that their late

act of violence had not intimidated or alarmed the settlers.

About this time also six persons suffered death, for having

repeatedly broken into and robbed the public stores.

In the beginning of April, th.- people who were eni-

ploved ill or about the harbour, reported that they daily

(limovered, in the excavations of the rocks, and upon the

beadi, great numbers of the dead bodies of the natives.

The cause of this mortality was unknown, until a family

was broiigiit to the settlement, and the disorder appeared

lobe tbe siniili-pox.

'Hie Sup|.ly had returned safely from Norfolk Island,

ami, oil the (jtli of April, the Sirius ariivcd from the Cape
of Good Hope, with a quantity of flour for the settle-

ment, nnd a twelve-month's provisions for her ship's com-
pany: this supply proved extremely welcome, and the re-

turn of the vessel seemed to diffuse new life throughout

(lery part of the colony. As the Hour brought by the

Sirius had been packed in bags at the Cape, the coopers
were immediately employed in setting up and preparing

casks for its reception on shore; and this, with the erec-

tion of a new hut for the smiths' work, formed the princi-

pal labour of the convicts during this month.
Shortly after the settlement was established at Rose

Hill, the governor went out with some people in a direc-

[

tioii due south, and caused a visible path to be made;
ihat if any person, who had strayed beyond his own marks
for returning, should cross upon this path, he might have

I

a chance of reaching this settlement. A little time be-

I

fore this measure was adopted, two soldiers, who had gone
ntit in search of the sweet-tea plant, were reported to be

I

missing, and though parties were immediately sent out in
different directions, all search proved ineffectual.

The anniversary of his majesty's birth-day was observed
with every possible distinction; for the first time the artil-
lery belonging to the colony were discharged, the marines
(ired three vollies, which were followed by a discharge of
l"cnty.one guns from each of the ships of war in the

[

cove; and the governor entertained the officers at dinner
mbw new house, of which he had recently taken posses-

I
Jion.

lu the ensuing month, Governor Phillip paid a visit to
the settlement at Rose HUl, where the convicts were
found residing in very good huts, and apparenUy under
excellent regulations. A barrack for the soldiers was

I

trected in a small redoubt, in whicli also stood the provi-\m store; and some ground had been opened on the
other side of the stream of water which ran into the creek
where a small house had been erected for the use of the

I

wperintendant.

The commission of burglaries, robberies, and other

996

offences, in the settlements of Sydney and Rose Hill, liad
now become so frequent, that it appeared indispensably
necessary to form some plan which might effectually put
a stop to these growing evils. Various measures having
proved ineffectual, one of the convicts presented to the
judge-advocate a proposal for establishing a night-watch,
U. be chosen from among the convicts, with authorityitw
secure all persons of that description who should Ik; found
at a distance from their huts after a certain hoMr. Thia
proposal being laid before the governor, and the plm pro^
perly digested, the first foundation of a police in New
Holland was laid on the 8th of Atigust. The following
outlines of the plan may probably be acceptable to the
reader.

I'he settlement was divided into four districts, over each
of which were placed one principal and two subordinate
watchmen. These, being selected from among such of
the convicts as had borne a good character since their
landing, were authorised to patrole at all hours of the
night

;
to visit such places as might be deemed requisite for

the discovery of any trespass or misdemeanor ; and to secure
all persons that might appear to be concerned therein. They
were exhorted to use their utmost exertions to trace out
off"enders, on receiving accounts of any depredation ; and,
in addition to their night duty, they were to take cogni-
zance of such convicts as practised gaming, or either sold
or bartered their clothes of provisions, and report such
persons for punishment. All the occurrences of the night
were to be faithfully reported to the judge-advocate, and
the military were enjoined to assist the watch in any case
ofemergency. The persons appointed for watchmen were
each furnished with a short staff", to distinguish them during
the night, and to denote their office in l^ie colony; and
they were instructed not to receive any stipulated remune-
ration from any individual for the conviction of offenders,
but to expect that negligence or misconduct in the dis-

charge of their duty would be punished with exemplary
seventy. The men promised fidelity and diligence, and
entered with a confidence of success upon the office which
they had voluntarily offered Ux undertake.

The institution of the night-watch was soon found to be
of great utility, as the commission of crimes evidently be-
came less frequent, and many incorrigible offenders were
brought to justice, who might otherwise have escaped with
impunity. The detestation in which the patroles were
held by their fellow-convicts, afforded a sufficient proof of
their assiduity in searching for offences ; and it might have
been justly asserted, that many streets in the British me-
tropolis were neither so well watched nor so securely
guarded as the rising town of Sydney.

Governor Phillip having frequently expressed a wish to
have one or two of the natives within the sotllement, that,
by becoming acquainted with their language, a more ami.
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c»ble intercourse might be upeiicd, a fntat wa» repcatc<lly

sent down the harbour, but without success. At length,

the master and the first lieutenant of the Sirius fortunately

secured two natives, both men, and brought them safely

to the settlement. Through the medium of some children,

to whom they were well known, they were assured that no

injury was intended to their persons. But the measures

^hich were takeu to keep them in a state of security, were

•0 disagreeable to the elder of the two, that he privately

resolved to attempt an escape ; and the negligence of his

fkttendants having given him the desired opportunity, he

ied into his native woods, carrying with him the fettei

which had been rivetted to his ankle. His companion in-

tended to have joined him in his flight, but the delay of a

few moments frustrated his design, and he was secured

in the very juncture of bidding adieu to his captivity.
,

In tbe month of December the harvest was got in;

when it appeared that the cultivated land at Rose Hill had

produced upwardsof two hundred bushels of wheat, thirty-

five bushels of barley, and a small quantity of pats and

Indian corn ; the whole of which was intended to be re-

served for seed. The spot of ground at Sydney, which

was commonly called the governor's farm, had been sown

only with barley, and produced about twenty-five bushels.

A mpre complete knowledge of the interior of New
Holland was anxiously desired by the English colonists;

but the different employments in which all hands had been

necessarily engaged had hitherto precluded the possibility

of making any material researches. Governor Phillip had,

indeed, penetrated as far as Richmond Hill, between fifty

and sixty miles inland; but, beyond that distance, the

country was totally unknown and unexplored.

Lieutenant Dawes, with a small party, set out in the

course of this month, (December,) with a design to reach

the western mountains from the banks of the fresh-water

river, first discovered by Captain Tench, and supposed to

be a branch of the Hawkesbury. But the adventurers re-

turned from their excursion on the ninth day, having met

with nothing, after quitting the river, but ravines that were

nearly inaccessible ;
yet, potwithstanding the toil and dan-

ger of travelhng through such a country, they had, by com-

putation, proceeded within eleven miles of the moini-

tains.

Early in the year 1 790, a number of convicts were sent

to Norfolk Island ; and, in the beginning of March, the

governor directed his attention, in a particular manner, to

the regulation of the people who were left at Sydney, and

to the preservation of the stock in the colony. For these

purprsses he visited the different hnta and gardens which

were now become vacant, distributing them to such con-

victs as were either in miserable liovels, or destitute of any

shelter at all. By this arrangement, indeed, the sons of in-

dolence found themselves provided for by the labour of
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the industrious ; but they were ut the same ttnif ajsured,

that unless they kept in due cultivation the gardens whicli

were now bestowed upon them, tliey wc^uld be turned oui

from the comforts of a snug hut, to live under a rock or a

tree. That they might have time for this purpose, the af.

temoon of Wednesday, and the whole of Saturday in cverr

week, was given to them. Similar regulations were madf

at Rose Hill : tlie garden-grounds were enlarged; those

convicts who were in bad huts were removed to better

ones, and every measure was taken which seemed likely to

stimulate them to industry.

The colony had for some time been distressed liva

scarcity of provisions ; and when the Supply returned from

Norfolk Island, a general consternation was diffiised by

the sad account of the loss of the Sirius, which hap-

pened in the following manner :—Captain Hunter uaj

extremely fortunate in having a short passage to Norfolk

Island; and the soldiers, and a considerable part of tlie

convicts, were directly landed in Cascade Bay. Bad wea.

tlier, however, immediately ensued, and, continuing for

fieveral days, the provisions could not be sent on shore-, so

high was the surf occasioned by it. This delay, together

with a knowledge that the provisions on the island were

very inadequate to the additional numbers that were now

to be victucUed, rendered the captain particularly anxioui

for the landing of the provisions. The bad weather had

separated the Sirius from the Supply ; but, meeting wilh

»

favourable slant of wind. Captain Hunter gained the island

from which he had been driven, and stood for ihe soiilli

end of Sydney Bay, where he found the Supply; and, on

its being signified by signal from the shore, that the land-

ing might be effected with any boat, he brought to tlit

windward part of the bay, with the ship's head off the

shore, got out the boats, and loaded them with provi-

sions.

When flie boats had put off, it being perceived that the

snip settled very much to leeward, the tacks were got on

board, and every sail set that was possible to get her free i

from the shore : but it appeared that she could not weather
]

the reef off the south-west end of the bay, the wind hav-

ing unfortunately shifted two points. Tlie ship was then

thrown in stays, which she missed, being with great diffi-

culty wore clear of the breakers, and brought to the wind

on the other tack, when every smI was again set. Findinj

that she still drifted fast upon the shore, another attempt

was made to stay her; but, being out of trim, itdidnsi

succeed. All the sheets and halliards were then ordered

to be let fly, and an anchor to be cut away; but, before il

rearlipd the ornund, she struck with violence on the reel,
[

very soon bulged, and was irrecoverably lost. Her oft-

cers and people, however, were all fortunately saved, bemj i

dragged on shore, through the surf, on a grating.

This sad catastrophe was no sooner announced at Sydney,
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ttito » geiwial melancholy prevailed in the settlement, and

ill tb« officers, civil and military, were assembled to deter-

mioe on what measures must now be adopted. Accord-

i^ly, after mature deliberation, it was declared indispen-

jably necessary to reduce still lower what was already too

low: the weekly ration was to be no more than two pounds

and a half of flour, two pounds of pork, one pint of peas,

and one pound of rice, for each person. This allowance

was to be issued to all descriptions of people in the co-

lony, except children under eighteen months of age, who
were only to have one pound of salt meat. Every pos-

sible exertion was to be made in fishing for the public

benefit; every effort was to be used to prevent the nefa-

rious practice of robbing gardens ; and every measure was

to be put in practice that could save any of the salt pro-

visions in store.

Tlie inevitable conaequences of a dearth soon ensued

;

labour was almost suspended for want of energy to pro-

ceed, and the hardships of the people were strongly

marked on their dejected countenances. But, on tlw 3d
of June, every countenance was suddenly cheered, and every

heart enlivened, by the arrival of a vessel, which proved to

b« the Lady JuliaHa transport from London. The news
brought by this ship) however, was of a very distressing

nature. It appeared that she had sailed in July, (ten months
from the lime of her arrival,) with two hundred and twenty-

iwo female convicts on board; and that in the month of
September following his majesty's ship Guardian, com-
manded by Lieutenant Riou, also sailed from England,
having on board, with what was in (he Lady Juliana, two
jeais' provisions for the settlement; a supply of clothing

for the marines, a large quantity of sails and cordage

;

jeveral chests of medicines; fifteen casks of wine; a
quautity of bedding and blankets for the hospital; and an
ample lupply of unmade clothing for the convicts ; with a
large assortment of tools and agricultural implements. A
quantity of live-stock was also taken on board at the Cape
of Good Hope, and a garden completed, which had been
prepared under the direction of Sir Joseph Banks, and
contained nearly a hundred and fifty fruit-trees. But, on
tiie 23d of December, this richly-freighted vessel unfor-
tunately struck against an island of ice, and received so
much injury, that the greatest part of her cargo was
obliged to be thrown overboard, to prevent her from im
mediately sinking. The stock, consisting of horses, cows,
•heep, goats, and deer, was all killed ; the L.autifiil gar-
den destroyed; and the vessel herself siived oijy by the
interposition of Providence and the prudent conduct of
'he commander.

When the female ionvicts were disembarked, and the
stores landed, it ^peared that twenty casks of flour were
utterly spoiled, lliis was a serious loss to the colony,
when only four pounds of flour could be allowed to each
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man for seven days. In a short time, however, they were
effectually relieved frou> their distress by the safe arrival of
the Justinian store-ship from England; when all things

seemed getting into their former train : the full ration was
ordered to be issued, and the drum for labour was tU beat,

as usual, at one o'clock in the afternoon.

In the course of a few days arrived the Surprise, tlio

Neptune, and Scarborough, transports, laden with con-
victs

; but it was a sensible mortification to the gentlemen
of the colony, that most of the prisoners in these ships
were in a pitiable situation, many of them labouring under
the complicated diseases of the scurvy and dysentery, and
others yielding to the sad effects of a violent fever. Se-
veral of these unfortunate beings died in the boats, as they
were rowing on shore, and even those who did not require
medical assistance appeared extremely emaciated. 'Ae
sick, however, were landed with all possible expedition

;

and wine and other necessaries were distributed among
those who appeared to stand in need of such comforts.

Shortly after the landing of the convicts, the governor
laid down the lines of a regular town at Rose Hill. The
principal street w as to be about sixty-eight yards wide, and
to extend one mile, commencing near the landing-place,

and running in a westerly direction to the foot of an emi-
nence, on which his excellency designed to erect a small

house for his own residence whenever he should visit the

settlement. On each side of this street were to be erected

a number of huts, capable of containing ten persons each,
at the distance of twenty yards from each other; and a

certain proportion of ground for gardens was to be al-

lotted in the rear. Meanwhile the labouring convicts at

Sydney were emplo3red in erecting a new brick store-

house, discharging the transports, and forming a road from
the town to the brick-kilns.

During the general consternation occasioned by the late

scarcity of provisions, Ben-nil-long (the native whom we
have already mentioned as secured at government-house)
found means to make his escape ; and since that time no-

thing worthy of notice had occurred among the other na-

tives. In the beginning of September, however, the ami-

cable intercourse which the governor had always laboured

to open with these people w as purchased by a circum-

stance whieh seemed at first to threaten the colony with a

very serious loss.

One morning, on hearing that Ben-nil-long had been
seen at Broken Bay, and had sent him, as a present, a
piece of a whale which was then lying on the be^ich. Go-
vernor Phillip immediately went down in a bo.3t, and
landed at the place w here the w hale was lying ; and here

he not only saw Ben-nil-long, but Cole-be also, who had

escaped from govenunent-house soon after his aapture. It

appeared that the few months Ben-nil-long had been away
had so altered his person, that tfce governor, untiJ joined

.SO
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hj Mr. Colfini mm! Lieutmnht WtitcrhouBC, did not per-

fectly recollect his features. Several articles of wearing-

apparel were now given to the savages, and Ben-nil-lung

requested the governor to return in two days with more

clothes, and also with some hatchets or tomahawks.

The cove was nearly filled with natives, drawn together

by the attraction of a whale-feast ; and it being observed,

during the conference, that twenty or tiiirty of these people

were drawing themselves into a circle round the governor

and his imarmcd companions, it was proposed to retire

gradually to the boat, where some of the Europeans laid

on their oars, to be ready in case of accident. At this

juncture, Ben-nil-long, who had already presented seve-

ral natives by name, pointed out one, whom the governor

stepped forward to meet, and, in token of friendship,

h«ld out both his hands towards him. 'The savage, not

understanding this civility, but supposing that he designed

to seize him as a prisoner, immediately fixed a spear on

his throwing stick, and darted it at the governor with such

force, that it entered a little above his collar-bone, and

the barb of it came through on the other side. Several

other spears were thrown, but happily without eflFect. The
spear was then broken by Mr. Waterhouse ; and whilst the

governor was leading down to the boat, his attendants

landed with their arms, but of four muskets which they

took on shore, one only could be discharged. Extraordi-

nary exertions were now made to reach the settlement,

which was five miles distant ; but in the course of two

hours the governor was safely conveyed to his house, and

the spear extracted without shewing any alarming symp-

tom. On the tenth day, indeed, his excellency was so far

recovered as to repeat his visit to the cove ; but he now
took the precaution of being attended by several officers

well armed. Ben-nil-long asserted, that he had severely

beaten the aggressor ; and added, that his throwing the

spear at the governor was entirely the effect of his fear,

and done from the impulse of self-preservation. These

assurances were graciously received by the governor ; and

a considerable quantity of fish was distributed among the

natives, in order to convince them that no animosity was

retained on account of the late accident.

In the beginning of October, Beii-nil-long and three of

his companions paid a visit to the settlement ; and the

welcome reception they met with inspired them with such

confidence, that their visit was soon repeated, and, after a

little time, Ben-nil-long intreated the governor to build

him a hut at the eastern extremity of Sydney Gove.

This request was cheerfully granted, and an effectual

opening was coHsequcfit'y iviiiue to the long desired in-

tercourse between the datives and the gentlemen of the

colony.

_ Early in July, I79l> the c<Jonists heard, with great

satisfaction, that the Sngluh government bad reaolved on

sending out ronviets at two cmharlcations in every vetr

at which time provisions were also to bo sent, that thr

settlement might not again be reduced to the nieianchoii

situation from which it had been lately relieved. It m,
also reported that a cargo of grain might be expected

from Bengal, and a transport, with live-stock, from the

north-west coast of America.

About the same time, the convicts, whose tenni of

transportation had expired, were collected, and infonntd

that such of them as wished to become free settifri ahould

receive every encouragement; that those who did not

were to work for their provisions, stipulating that their

labours should be continued for twelve or eighteen momlii

certain ; and that such as preferred returning to Engiud

were at liberty to follow their inclinations whenever they

cotdd procure a passage, but that they were not to exptct

any assistance on the part of government to that end.

The wish, however, for returning to their native countn

appeared to be the prevailing idea, as very few gave in

their names as settlers, and none were found willing to li-

bour for a stipulated time.

In the month of September, a public seal wai re-

ceived from England, to be affixed to all inatrumenti

diawn in his majesty's name ; and also a commission uodet

the great seal, empowering the governor for the time being,

to remit, either absolutely or conditionally, the term for

which convicts should have been, or might be hereafter,

transported. In determining the device for the seal of tk

colony, attention had been evidently paid to its local and

peculiar circumstances. On one side were his majesty'i

arms, with the royal titles in the. margin ; on the revene,

a group of convicts landing at Botany Bay, and received

by Industry, who (surrounded by a bale of merchandise, i

bee-hive, a shovel, and a pick-axe) appears releasing them

from their fetters, and pointing to a town, rising on the

summit of a hill, and oxen ploughing the adjacent land,

The month of April, iu 1792, commenced with a dread-

ful sick-list, and with death, making rapid strides among

the convicts ; and, notwithstanding every possible exer-

tion, the mortality was not much decreased till the begin-

ning of June. The public works at Sydney and Paramatta,

and the new town at Rose Hill, went on but slowly.

At Sydney, however, the workmen finished a tank, capable

of containing seven thousand nine hundred and ninety gal-

lons of water, with a well in the centre fifteen feet deep.

Brick huts were erecting for the convicts, in room of the

miserable hovels which had been put up at their first

landing, and many of which were found to interfere with

the new streets now laying out. At Paramatta, a founda-

tion for an hospital was laid, a house erected for the masted-

carpenter, and rOofe prepared for the different; huts which

:were building in various directions.

In September it was determined to begin the ne^bu-
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mdj in the vicinity uf Sydiwy Town. For the private

lAldicri there were to be five buildiiigx, each one liiiiKired

re«( by twenty-four in front, and connected by u slight

wail. At each cud were to ba two apartments fo« officers,

Kventy-iive feet by eightecji, each apartment containing

four rponiJ, witli a paiaagu of sixteen feet. Kitchens,

and otluT convenient ofliccs, were to be ercct«d in tlic

rcif, «ud a coniiderable portion of garden-ground laid out

at the back.

Towards the cm! of November, Governor Philhp, in

constqueiice of ill health, signified a determination of re-

turning to England, and, on tlie 10th of December, he

went on bdiird liie Atlantic, and relinquisiied a charge in

ihi; cwcution of which he had munifestcd u zeal and per-

severance that must ever reflect the highest honour npon
his name. Indeed, we cannot aikluco a more convincing

proof of the love and respect which this gentleman's con-

iluct had ensured, than by stating that two of the natives

Ben-niUonn and Yem-mcr-ra-wan-nie, voluntarily deter-

mined tu accompany him to England.

The government of the colony now devolved upon
IVancis Grose, Esq. the lieutenant-governor. This gentle-

man had no sooner assumed the government, than he
iuued out the following order, for regulating the mode of
carrying on the duty at Parraniatta

:

" Ail orders given by the captain who commands at

I

Parramatta, respecting the convicts stationed there, are to

be obeyed; and all complaints or reports that would be
made to the lieutenant-governor w hen present, are, in his

absence, to be communicated to Captain Foveaux, or
such other captain as may be doing duty with the detach-

I ment."

By this order the military was substituted for the civil

I

officer. Formerly, all complaints had been laid before
the civii magistrate, who, in the governor's absence, pu-
nished such .slight oflFcnces as required immediate cogni-
zance; and all orders and directions respecting the con-

I

victs went through his hands.

The military power had hitherto been considered as ne-

I

cessary only for the protection of the stores, and the dis-

I

charge of such duties as belonged immediately to their

I
profession, without having the smallest share in the civil

hovemment of the colony; but, as it was provided by his
mjjesty's commission, that, in case of tlie death or absence
both of the governor and lieutenant-governor of the terri-
lory, the officer jiext in rank on service in the colony
should e.xercise the functions of a governor until further
msiructions should he received from England, Mr. Grose

1 A va

'•^•'t proper to publi.sh the above order, placing the

I

captain commanding the detachment at Parramatta, in the
direction of the civil duties of that settlement.

Simiiar regulations took place at Sydney, where it was
Wficred, that the captain of the day should report to the

comniunding officer, all convict pris^iie^lb sutiog tii« an.
thor and cause of their confinement. And, Bftcr a f^w
days, this order was enforced by anpther, which dire«ted
that all enquiries by the civil magistrate ahouJd, iit future'
be dispensed with, until Uie lieutcnant-govemoc had given
directions on the subject; and the convicta wew not
upon any account to be punished wiUiout his especial
order.

Early in. the month of July, 1793, the Rev. Mr. John.
son, having long lamented the want of a proper place for
the performance of divine worship, began one under his
own direction, and chose the situation for it at the back
of the huts on the east side of Sydney Cove. The front
was seventy-three feet by fifteen ; and, at right angles with
the centre projected another building, forty feet by fifteen.
The edifice was constructed of strong posts, watUos, and
plaister, and the roof was to be thatched. This building
was soon completed, and divine service was performed m
It for the first time on the 25lh of August. Upontliisocca-
sion the worUiy clergyman lamented diat U.c urgency of
public works had prevented any undertaking of the kind
before, and had thus dirown it upon him: he declared
that his only motive in coming forward upon the busi-
ii.-'s.s, was that of establishing a place where public wor-
ship might be performed without tlie congregation being
exposed to the inclemency of tlie weaUier ; and he added,
that although the uncertainty of a place where ihey might
attend had hitherto prevented many from assembling for the
purposes of devotion, he now lio|.ed the attendance woulo
be lull whenever he preached there.

'J'he town of Sydney ha<l increased considerably by the
ensuing Christmas; about a hundred and sixty huts, and
five barracks having been added since the departure of
Governor Phillip. Some of these huts were tolerably
large, and, to each of thein, upwards of fourteen hundred
bricks were allowed for a chimney and floor.

Among the various conveniences now enjoyed in the
colony, wo must notice the introduction of pasgage-boato,
which, for the benefit of settlers and others, were allowetl
to go iMJtween Sydney and l»arramatta. These were tht
property of convicts, whose terms of transportation had
expired. Each person availing himself of these conve
nicnces was charged one shilling for his passage; luggage
was paid for at the rate of one shilling per hundred weight,
and the entire boat might be hired for the sum of six shil-
lings.

It soon appeared that the permission given to officers td
hold lands had proved of very considerable benefit to the
colony. They were liberal in their employments of people
to cultivate those lands ; and they had exerted themselves
so arduously, that it appeared nine hundred and eighty-
two acres had been cleared by them since the permission
had been granted. Mr. Alt, havii^ taken a survey in



April, 1794, reported tlt«t (hero lia<l been ilcured, since

Governor Phillip's departure, two thouNnml iiiiie hundred

and sixty-two acres an<l one quarter; which, added to

seventeen hundre«l and tlirce acres and n half that were

cleared at that time, made a total of four thousand six

hundred and sixty-five acres and three quarters of cleared

ground. U must also be observed, that, in the short pe-

riod of lifteen months, the oftieers, civil and military,

had cleared more than half the quantity of ground that

had been cleared by the government and the settlers from

the establi»h«nent of the colony to the date of Governor

Phillip's departure.

On the CJ.Oth of October, the Surprise transport arrived

from Kngland, having on board sixty female and twenty-

three male convicts, some stores and provisions, and three

settlers for the colony. By this vessel advice was brought

that Governor Hunter, with two ships. Intended to be em-

ployed in procuring cattle for the colony, might be ex-

pected to arrive in about three months. It was also

stated, that the two natives in England were in good

health, but they had made very little improvement in the

English language.

On the 15tli of December, the lieutenant-governor and

his family went on board the D^duhis, to retmn to Eng-

land, and with him embarked Mr. White, the principal

surgeon of the colony ; the Rev, Mr. Bain, the chaplain

;

Mr. Laing, assistant-surgeon of the settlement ; three sol-

diers, two women, and nine men. Tlie master of the

transport had permission to ship twelve men and two wo-

men, whose term of transportation had expired.

Previous to the lieutenant-governor's departure, such

convicts as were confined in the cells, or who were under

orders for punishment, were set at liberty ; several small

portions of land were granted to such soldiers as had made

application for them ; and some leases of town lots were

given.

The direction of the colony, during the absence of the

governor and lieutenant-governor, devolving upon the of-

ficer highest in rank then in the colony. Captain William

Paterson took the oaths prescribed by his majesty's letters

patent for the person who should so assume the govern-

ment of the settlement. But as this oflicer was in ex-

pectation of the early arrival of Governor Hunter, he

made no alteration in the mode of carrying on the various

duties of the settlement now entrusted to his care.

'I'he new governor arrived on the 7th of September,

1795 ; but he did not assume the exercise of his authority

until the 11th, when his majesty's commission was pub-

licly rend by t\v.\ judge advorafe, all descriptions of per-

sons being present. Mis excellency, in a very appropri-

ate speech, dtclured the expectations he had from every

one's conduct, delicately touching on that of some per-

sons who had been lately transported for seditions pr^c-
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ticcs, and strongly urging the necessity of a geneml uni^

imity in support of his majesty's governn»ent. He «|,

afterwards sworn in by the judge-advocate, and recwTed

a complimentary address from the civil and military pfi.

ccrs of the settlement.

Tlie governor, knowing the importance of being tlio.

rouglily acquainted with the state of the colony, ordered

a general muster to be taken by the cominiHsary ; appoiii.

ing different days at Sydney, Parramatta, and the Hawkei-

bury, that correct accounts might be easily obtained of ihe

nuud)er and tlistributioii of all persons in those districu,

the military excepted ; and, at the same time, he declared

his intention of going in person to inspect the state of the

different farms. He exhorted all persons holding lihdtin

cultivatioti to plant with Indian corn as much of themu

might not at that time be under any other grain; urginj

them not to let the proper season pass by, as the grsinrt.

commended to their attention formed an essential article,

Early in the ensuing month the report of this muster

was laid before the governor ; and, after mature deiiben.

tion, his excellency deemed it advisable to make some r^

gulations in the assistance afforded by government to set-

tlers, and others holding grants of land. The officers oc-

cupying lands were permitted to retain the men allowed bj

lieutenant-governor Gr»se; viz. ten for the busineis «(

agriculture, and three for domestic purposes. Although

thisnumber far exceeded whathad in England been thought

necessary, the governor was unwilling to reduce it, whilst

he saw the ground planting with Indian corn, and knew

that a wheat-harvest was approaching. He felt it his dutj,

however, to explain that a reduction must take place, u

government could not be expected much longer to main-

tain and clothe those men who tilled the ground, and at

the same time pay for the produce of their labours, par-

ticularly when every public work was likely to stand still

for want of labourers. To the settlers who arrived in tlie

Surprise he allowed five male convicts; to the superin-

tendants, constables, and store-keepers, four; to nettleri

frivn free people, two ; and to •settlers from prisoners,

one.

The attention of the natives in the vicinity of the set-

tlement was now principally engrossed by Ben-nil-!«ng,

who had returned from England with Governor Hunter,

On his first landing, he behaved with a polished famili-

arity towards his sisters and other relations ; but to his a^

quaintance he appeared remarkably distant and consequeii-

1

tial. He declared, in an authoritative tone, that he should

no longer suffer them to fight and murder each odier, ai

they hnd done : but that he should introduce peace among
|

them, and teach them to love one another. He also de-

sired that, when they visited him at Government-home,
j

they vvoujd endeavour to be more cleaply in their persom,

and less coarse inl their manners; and he appeared highlj
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,,jln(fC(»'nrf!i'e imk-Irrary of liN sifter, who, henring of liis

iftifnl, rtii'C in'S'ifl' •"•«'« ^'••tn Hotany U;ir, willi a little

ii^llfW on fi^r bf.ck, timt ihe li-ft all her Imbiliiiifiit?" be-

hind li*r.

H,.iniil-loii<,' hud cci tuinly been very observmit of tlio

Kiijlish inaniiors; mid it was obvioiiK, on his return, tlint

heM MO dfMrp 10 iviioiiiire the habits nnd comforts of

,!,( fiwIirLMf lifi* w hi<'h ho iiad so readily adopted. I f

e

romlilctf*' liimwif with great propriety at table, parti-

culartv ill tlic obscrnin(?c of those little attention* whirh

Iff clHi'fly practised in the company of females; and al-

ihoiigli he frcqutntly laid his clothes aside when about to

villi Ills cmmtrynieii, his dress appeared to be un object

of no Wisll concern to him.

Immcdiitely on his arrival he enquired after his wife,

rnd found her living with another n-an, named Carniey

;

biit,imliispro<luciMg a rose-coloured jacket and petticoat,

and a bonnet of the same colour, she deserted her para-

mour. In a few days, however, she returned to Camicy;

and Bfn-nil-lonpf, after giving his rival a sound beating,

dcclired his intention of looking out for another wife.

Some imperfect accounts having been received of the ex-

iilence of Wnie cattle which were lost in 1788, two of the

coinicts resolved to ascertain the truth of these reports, and

endeavour to discover the place of their retreat. On their

rriitrn from their first excursion, they affirmed they had

seen tlwni ; and a subsequent report proved so satisfac-

107, lh»t the governor resolved to go in person to that

part of the country where they were said to have been
found. Accordingly, he set off from Parramatta, attended

bj> small party; and, after travelling two days, and cross-

ing ihe river N"epean, he actually fell in with a fine herd
of cattle, about forty in nuniher, grazing in a pleasant and
ferlile pasturage. The day being far advanced, he deter-

mined to pass the night in the neighbourhood, hoping, in

ilie morning, to be gratified witli a sight of the whole
liwd. A supposition was now started of their being cat-
tle produced from what bad been formerly brought from
llie Cape of Good Hope. The governor was anxious to
ascHtain tlie truth of this suggestion, and accordingly he
desired liii attendants, next morning, to endeavour to get
near enough to kill a calf. This they found to be im-
practicable; for, whilst they were lying in wait for the
Hhole herd to pass, they were furiously attacked by one
of the bulls. This animal, however, was fortunately
killtd, and completely answered the desired purpose ; for
lie had all the marks of the Cape cattle when full grown,
such as wide spreading horns, a moderate rising between

[ "-'vrti, aiiu -J. snCJTt HliH taU.

After a little reflection, the question how these cattle
•ffajed lo this part of the country ajjpeared easy of golu-
"on. The few that were Ipst in . 1 788 might travel with-
fituilennption, io uyteatem direction, until th*>y reached
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tho bnnkn of the Nepean, anH, hy fording tImt rivrr, l!»e» »

w«Hild come at once mto a ft-rtil« and irrigtiom cuuntty»

from which thpy could hate no ini'ileinent to rrmovo..
It was a cir««mstance equally imjKyrtant and gr«tifying to

have ill (he woods of New Hoihmd u thriving herd of wild

cattle. Some pro|K)sal(i were made for bringing them
into the settlement; but it was ri>nmd<'r#Hl that, if these

should be sacrificed on any temporary emergency, the be-

nefit would be but small to the colony; whereas, if per-
mitted lo remain luidistiirbt d for a few yeara longer, diey

might prove sufiicient for the inhabitants of the country,

and, perhaps, not only for- their ow n conwimption, biit

also for exportation. (jd

On th^ £Oth of Juno, 1790, the governor, with n few
attendants, undertook a second excursion to this part of
the country, and he saw the cattle ranging as before, though

not exactly in the same spot; and he had the satisfaction

to observe that thoir numbers had increased, as nmety-foar

were at this time counted.

The frequent commission of the most danng Crimea^

together with the turbulent and dissipated behavioui of
the convicts, having recently railed aloud for redress, the

governor resolved, in the month of Btptember, to enforce

the most rigid diicipline, and to construct a capacious

l(jg-prison at each ' of the towmi ' of Sydney and Par-
ramatta. It being inditrpensably necessary that tlu-iw

should be erected as speedily as possible, he called npon
every settler, officer, and hou.sekecper, to furnish a certain

number of logs for this purpiose; and he had, in a very

short time, the pleasure of teeing materials brought iu

much faster than the carpenters could put them togetlier

In the course of the ensuing month, Pcn-nil-long, who
had returned to all his native habits, claimed the protec-

tion of the governor from several of his countrymen, who,,

he affirmed^ had, under the false preteucc of punishing

him fur murder, laid ah ambu.sh in the brick-fields near

the town of Sydney, with a view to kill him. Governor

Hunter accordingly *ent him to the placey with some of

tho military, where he explained to his countrymen, that

he was not guilty of the crime laid to his charge; and
that the soldiers were sent with him, as a proof that the

governor w ould not suflFer him to be ill-treated on any false

pretence; but that he was resolved to drive every native

from Sydney who should presume to attempt it. 'Iliis

threat had the desired eflfect, and the fears of Ben-niMong
soon subsided.

In the month of January, 1797, the goivemor resolved

to visit that part of the settlement which was situated on
the banks of the Hawkesbury. Accordingly he set off,

with a party of officers, to Broken Bay, when he sailed

up the river till he arrived at some farms, which, had been
recently evacuated, in consequence of the depredationa

that the owners had been exposed to from leveral partiei

.

SP
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«f natives. Tlie ground in the vicinity was now car jfully

examined, to see if it would admit such a number of

settlers as might be sufficient for the purposes of mutus!

assistance and protection ; but it was found inadequate to

that end.

The governor and his attendants now proceeded up the

river to Richmond Hill, on the summit of which a large

t>moke was made at noon, and at the same time a similar

smoke was made on Prospect Hill, to ascertain the rela-

tive situation of the two hills. This bearing, which wa'^

thirty-five degrees south-east by compass, gave, with the

latitude observed in each, a distance of eighteen miles

between the hills in a direct line.

Towards the end of the month, the governor made an

excursion to Botany Bay, in order to explore George's

River as far as practicable, and to examine the soil upon

its banks, which he found to be of good quality, and

considerable extent. This river, which was observed to

run in a westerly direction about twenty-five mibs from

Botany Bay, was highly picturesque, and many of its

branches were navigable for small craft for at least twenty

miles up ; and some of its creeks reached within a short

distance of Prospect Hill.

The convicts and other people belonging to the crown

were employed during the month of March in a variety of

works, at different places. At Sydney, a gang was em-

ployed in making bricks, where also the log-prison and a

large granary were erecting. All the public brick edifices

were likewise undergoing a repair, such as the barracks,

officers' dwellings, store-houses, &c. At Toongabbe, up-

M'ards of a hundred men were employed in agriculture

;

and at Parramatta a considerable number of stone-masons

and carpenters w«re engaged in preparing materials for a

windmill.

£ariy in the month of June, Governor Hunter paid a

visit to the settlement at Parramatta, for the purpose of

examining that part of the country which he intended to

cultivate on the public account, and to observe how the

convicts, who had been recently sent thither, were pro-

vided for.

The ground proposed to be cleared on the public ac-

count was not more than two miles and a half from Parra-

matta, and most charmingly iituated with respect to fresh

M ater, having a chain of excellent ponds in its vicinity.

The deputy-surveyor having accompanied the governor, a

spot was marked out for the erection of the necessary

buildings ; and the whole received the name of Portland

Place, in honour of his grace the Duke of Portland.

Towards the latter end of this month,, the new prison

was completed at Sydney, and enclosed with a strong and

high fence. This building was eighty feet in length : tlie

sides and ends were constructed of strong logs, a double

row of which formed each partition. The floor and the
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roof were of the same solid materials, over which was

coat of stitf clay, eight inches deep, and the roof, besid«

was thatched. The whole was divided into twenty-iJ

cells, and in the prison-yard was a distinct brick buildmn

for debtors, fenced off from the felons' side by a strou°

and high puling.

The beginsing of December was marked by a circum.

stance which gave rise to much conversation in the tonM

of Sydney, and excited much commotion.amon" the na-

tives. Two of these people. Cole-be and Ye-ra-ni-be

having had some misunderstanding, met and attacked each

other in the town. For some time they fought withum

gaining any advantage; but, on closing on each other wiili

their clubs, Ye-ra-ni-be's shield fell from his hand and

while stooping to take it up, his antagonist struck him m
the head, and treacherously repeated the blow, whilst lie

was in that defenceless situation.

Conscious that this behaviour would ensure him tne

appellation of coward, and that the most serious codm.

quences might result from the death of his opponent

Cole-be thought proper to abscond for some time. Mean-

while Ye-ra-ni-be was constantly attended by some of hij

male and female acquaintance, particularly by Jilj two

friends, Collins and Mo-roo-bra. One night, when a dis-

mal song of lamentation had been sung over him, hji

male friends suddenly started up, and, seizing their wea-

pons, rushed out, fully determined on revenge. At thev

knew pretty well where to meet with Cole be, they gave

him a severe beating, but would not kill him until the fate

of their friend should be decided.

Six days after the affray between Cole-be and Ye-ran-

ni-be, the latter died, and his body was interred next dav

by the side of the public road, below the military bat-

racks.

Cole-be, finding that he must either submit to the trial

usual on such occasions, or remain in continual dread of as-

sassination, resolved, at length, to come forviard, that the

business might be settled one way or the other. Having

intimated this lesolution, he repaired, on a certain day,

to the place of rendezvous, and it is highly probable that

he would have expiated his offence with his life, had it

not been for the interposition of the military, before whose

barracks the affair took place; for, although extremely

active in the use of the shield, he was soon overpowered

by his enraged assailants, and, sinking beneath their spears,

was on the point of receiving his death-wound, when his

friends, the soldiers, lifted him from the ground, and car-

ried him into the barracks.

Ben-nil-long, the particular friend of Cole-be, was pre-

sent on this occasion, but it was supposed that he did not

intend to take any part in it ; but, when the soldiers rushed

in to save the life of his friend, his conduct became utterly

inexplicable ; for, on a sudden, he chose to be in a rage
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^jth somell ing, and threw a spear at one of the soldiers

I
with such tremendous force, that it immediately passed

idrougli Ills back, and came out at his belly, close to the

„;,vel. He was then dragged away, boiling \,ith rage, and

It
became necessary to confine him during the night, both

1

,0
prevent the mischief with which he threatened the

white people, and to save hitn from the resentment of the

It «as a singular fact that this man, instead of evincing

I

the least gratitude for the numerous attentions he had re-

ceived, had now become a most insolent and troublesome

Hvage. As it -vas sometimes utterly impossible to avoid

reprimanding him for his ill behaviour, he had been known

I to walk about armed, and he iiad even the audacity to

declare that it was for the express purpose of spearing the

jjoveiiior, whenever an opportunity should offer. His

I
last outrage had rendered him altogether detestable to the

I
colonists; and as the natives, who had received many

I
comforts in the settlement, were now afraid of appearing,

lunder the idea that all mig|)t be punished for the crime

lof an individual, it was supposed that Ben-nil-long would

I
ioon receive that punishment which he had long de-

I sened.

Notwithstanding the severe trial which Cole-be had

I

ken exposed to for the death of Ye-ra-ni-be, the friends

I
of the latter appeared to consider themselves still bound

I to prosecute their revenge: and in the month of January,

"98, Mo-roo-bra, and some other natives, meeting with

I
Coie-be, made an attack upon him, with a determination

j
to take away his life. Cole-be, not yet recovered of the

I

wounds he had lately received, was unable to make much
resistance, and, after receiving several blows on the head,

jhe fell down apparently lifeless; but Mo-roo-bra, as

I ihey were quitting him, perceived him attempt to rise, and
I immediately returned to finish his butchery. This unge-

j
neroiis behaviour so exasperated another native, that he

J

snatciied up a spear, and threw it with all his force at

j
Jlo-roo-bra. The wound inflicted, by this weapon soon
proved mortal ; and the native who threw it was compelled

j
to submit to the usual trial; in which, notwithstanding his

I

gallantry and agility, he was speared twice through the
high, once through the leg, and once in his right-hand.

In the month of July, a young woman, nearly related
to Ben-nil-long, who had resided from her infancy among
tlie gentlemen of the colony, was inhumanly murdered by
some of her countrymen; and, about the same time, a na-
tive of the Botany Bay district ran a spear through the body
of a lad, named Nan-bar-rey. 'I'hes* circumstances oc-

j

-'"''"°'' ""ith violence on the part of the friends and re-
lations of the sufferers, among whom were Cole-be and

I

^^i-i'Wong. The former happening to meet the man
«lio had wounded Nan-bar-rey, revenged his treatment of
liim so severely, that he died of his wounds the next
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morning. In consequence of this, Ben-nil-long was at-

tacked by twojmen; and, after he had defended himself

for some time with equal address and agility, one of th«

savages slipped behind, and threw a spear into his side

with such force, that it penetrated seven inches into tlie

cavity of his body, and, from its direction, was supposed
to have wounded his intestines. However, by the care

and attention of his European friends, he was soon re-

covered ; and, on liearing that a body of tlie southern na-
tives had offered battle to those of Sydney, for the purpose
of revenging the death of the young man who had slaiu

Nan-bar-rey, he appeared and fought as tlie friend of
Cole-be.

The beginning of the new year, 1799, was marked by a
drou<^ht and suffocating heat, which proved highly detri-

mental .o cultivation : and the month of March was ushered
in by an accident, which, though not so ruinous as the
drought to the colony at large, proved very destructive to
the settlers in the vicinity of the Hawkesbury. That river,,

in the course of a few hours, rose to the height cf fifty

feet above its common level, and with such force as to
bear down every thing before it. The government store-

house was swept away, with all the provisions that it

contained ; hogs, poultry, and the domestic effects of the

people, were hurried away by the torrent; 'and many of
the inhabitants were taken from the ridges of their houses,

by a few boats, just in time to save their lives : for moat
of the dwellings were completely inundated, and the whole
country appeared like an extensive lake.

This was a very serious calamity, and rendered particu*

larly distressing by the settlers being unprepared for any
thing of the kind. No cause had appeared, either at or
near the settlement, to indicate an approaching overflow

of the river. It is highly probable, however, that a heavy
fall of rain had taken place in the interior of the country,

among the mountains ; and that, in consequence of the

long drought, it had, not been any where absorbed, but

had run down the sides of the hills, filling all the branches

of the river ; which, from its serpentine form, could not

give vent so fast as the waters rushed in. It was gene-

rally expected, however, that this inundation would event-

ually prove beneficial to the grounds it had overflpwed,

and that the luxuriance of their subsequent productions

would amply repay the losses which the sufferers had sus-

tained.

In the evening of the 4th of June, which had been ob-

served as his majesty's birth-day with every demonstration

of loyalty and cheerfulness, the weather became extremely

tempestuous, and continued for three days blowing a vio-

lent gale from the southward, attc.Kled with a deluge of
rain, which occasioned some considerable damages to the

new buildings erected by government, and, in particular,

the new mill at Sydney was so much injured, that it be-
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came necessary to pull it down, and to lay the fuunJation

a second time.

For some time tlie gale subsided, but, about the middle

of the month, it returned from "the southward with in-

creased violence, and attended by another deluge of rain.

'ITie south side of the church-tower was entirely destroyed,

though the clock fortunately escaped; the new Govern-

ment-house "at Parramatta received some material injury;

arid, in «hort, the ravages of the storm were so great,

that the settleni ;nt was thrown back nearly twelve months

in several public works, which were just on the eve of

being completed. To add to the distress of the go-

vernor and his friends at this juncture, some very serious

inconveniences were likely to result from an unproductive

harvest, from an exhausted store in the important articles

of clothes and bedding, and from the immoral and indo-

lent habits of »he greater part of the colonists. Some
great exertions, however, were immediately made to re-

medy the misfortunes occasioned by the tempestuous wea-

ther, and it was hoped that most of them would be sur-

mounted by the end of the year

In the month of July, a general muster was made of

all the inhabitants in the settlement; and the governor

liims'^elf collected from the settlers an account of their re-

spective farms and cultivated lands. This he did with a

view of transmitting the exact state of the colony to the

British government ; and from the result of his laborious

investigation it appeared, that there were two thousand

five hundred and forty-four acres and a half in wheat, and

nine hundred and seven acres for maize, in the district of

the Hawkesbury ; five hundred and thirty-eight acres in

wheat, and three hundred and sixty-five acres and a half

for maize, in the Sydney districts ; and one thousand two
hundred and fifty-nine acres and a half in wheat, and six

lunidred and sixty-three acres and a half for maize, in the

district of Parramatta : making a grand total of four thou-

sand three hundred and forty-two acres and a half in wheat,

and one tliousand nine hundred and thirty-six acres for

maize, hi the three principal districts of the settlements.

At the Hawkesbury flie greatest quantity of land culti-

vated by any individual, who had from a convict become
a settler, were fifty-one acres, of which forty-six were sown
with wheat. A man, who had been Ipft in the care of some
ground which a Mr. Hogan had purchased in 1796, had,

at this time, two hundred, and an agent of the commissary

had nearly three hundred acres in wheat. There were but

few sheep in this district, and only about two hundred and

forty goats. Hogs, however, were very numerous, there

being nearly two thousand renmiiUDg after all the slaughter

which had recently taken place among them. The ferti-

lity of the district had induced about a hundred and eighty

persons to become landholders ; and it is probable that,

when they shall have learned to place their dwelling-houses

[part I,

and barns at a proper distance from the river, to seem

them from tiie effects of a sudden inundation, their exer-

tions will be amply remunerated.

The settlers in Parramatta had less ground in cultivation

and were fewer in number, than those in the vicinage n(

the Hawkesbury. Among the individuals who liaddcvoten

their principal attention to the rearing of stock, we can-

not omit meiitioiiiiig a man of the name of Elliot ulio

having resolutely withstood every temptation to sell them'

had, at this time, no less than a hundred and sixteen

all derived from one ewe, Mi icli had been given to liimbv

Governor Phillip in the year 1792. We have also to add

that George Barrington, whose uniform good conduct had

induced the governor to put him in a respectable office

was now possessed of fifty-five goats, tiiirteen sheep and

two mares, and had nearly twenty acres of land in ciilii.

vation. The number of settlers in this district was one

hundred and four.

The quantity of ground under cultivation in the neioji.

bourhood of Sydney was considerably less than in either

of the other districts ; a circumstance which seems to have

been owing to tiie inferiority of the soil near the coast to

that of the interior. The number of settlers, at the tine

alluded to, was only seventy-one, and the greatest portion

of land cultivated by any individual did not exceed thirty-

three acres. With respect to the live-stock, there were

about thirty-eigiit sheep, two hundred and ninety goats,

and three hundred and sixty hogs. It is necessary tooh-

serve, however, that the farms and stock of the civil and

military officers were not included in this statement.

In the beginning of April, the governor made an excur-

sion from Prospect Hill to a settlement which lie had es-

tablished on the banks of George's River. Having pre-

viously examined the country between Parramatta and thiii

river, he now traced it in another direction, and had tk

pleasure of finding it equally favourable to cultivation with

what had been before observed. The settlers appeared to

be doing extremely well, and had not suffered any moles-

tation from the natives. From thence he went down the

river to Jiotany Bay, and then proceded by land to Sydney,

between which places the ground was covered with a pro-

fusion of flowering heath.

On the 24th of September his excellency resolved to

make another excursion in quest of the wild cattle. i\c-

cordingly, having quitted Parramatta, and crossed the Ke-

pean, he and his party traversed a new tract of country,

which was not only beautiful to the eye, but adniirably

adapted for cultivation.

Oil tlieir arrival at the Cow-pasture plains, they fell in

with about twenty head of cattlcj which were so extreme-

ly fierce, that had it not been for their dogs, the Euro-

peans would probably have been attacked. These dogs

having been set at the cattle by some of tlic party, the ani.

mals were dismayei iit the i

I

a
bull-calf, about six mont

do"?,
bellowed so loudly

I

«as deemed expedient to

ihe party crossed the river

mountainous country, but
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mals were disinayei ;it the appearance, and made oflF; but

a
bull-calf, about six months old, being detained by tlie

!
dogj,

bellowed so loudly for the herd to return, that it

,uj deeined expedient to shoot him through the head.

This «as accordingly done, and the whole party regaled

tlieiiiselvcs upon veal, which was at this time a rare dish

I
ji, Xcw Holland. On quitting the Cow-pasture plains,

the parly crossed the river again, higher up than they had

I fiirnifrly done, and proceeded for about four miles over a

nioiiiitaiiious country, but well calculated either for culti-

I

valioii or pasturage. They then crossed a tract of level

]
foiiiitry, remarkably well watered, and clothed with the

I
most luxuriant grass.

Ill the beginning of November, the wheat-crops, which

I
were nearly ready for the reaper, wore a most promising

appearaiicc, particularly in the district of the Ilawkesbury,

I

idicre the stalks were literally bowed down by the finest

cars of com that weie, perhaps, ever beheld in the most

fertile countries. But no crop could ever be relied on till

after harvest. About the middle of the month there came
oiia violent storm of thunder and lightning, attended with

a shower of hail from the south-east, which beat all tlie

fruit off the trees, and utterly destroyed many in the vici-

nity of Sydney, tliough it was not felt more than two miles

frum that place. A heavy storm of wind and rain also

took place at tiie Ilawkesbury, which beat down much of

I the wheat, and destroyed one end of the public store.

I These destructive storms, having subsided for a few days,

J

recommenced on the 20th, and continued almost incessant-

ly till the 25th; when, to increase the public distress, my-
riads ofyoung caterpillars were found destroying the youn"

I maize,

About ten o'clock of the night preceding Christmas-day,

J

the log-prison at Parramatta was wilfully set on fire, and

I

utterly consumed. The prisoners were with difficulty res-

I

cued from the flames, and many of them, in spite of every

I exertion, were most miserably scorched. This building

I

was a hundred feet in length, and had been constructed

I with much labour and expense. This, however, was not
I the first time that such a circumstance had occurred in the
settlement; the gaol at Sydney havhig been destroyed in
tlie same infamous manner by a set of wretches, who must

I

surely have been lost to every sense of feeling and com-
I moil humanity.

About the middle of January, 1800, some of the set-

J

tiers at the Hawkesbury resolved to revenge the murders of

j

hvo of their associates, and accordingly fixed on three
r unoffeiiding young natives, who resided among them. Hav-
ing niformed them that they thought they could find the
gm belonging to the white men, they were dispatched
for that purpose, and in a short time brought tliem in.
rhe inhuman settlers now began their work of vengeance.
Iney drove the poor boys into a barn, wliere they tied
"'
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their hands behind their backs, and then stabbed them in

several places, until two of them sunk lifeless under their

hands. The third, making his escape, jumped into the
river; and although he could only use his feet in swinimiijg,

yet, under this disadvantage, and with the murderers of his

companions repeatedly firing at him, he actually leachec

the opposite bank, and soon joined his countrymen.
The governor was no sooner apprised of this infamous

murder, tlian he sent to the place, where the two unfortu-
nate boys were found dreadfully mangled and buried in a
garden. The guilty settlers were immediately taken into

custody
; and the subsequent evidence brought before the

cuiirt having fully established the perpetration of their

Clime, they were pronounced " giti/ti/ of kilting two na-
tives;" but, as. some doubts were entertained respecting the
fight in which natives were to be held, the court applied
to the governor for such information as he could furnish

upon the subject. Accordingly, his excellency sent them
the orders which from time to time had been given respect-
ing these people, and a copy of an article in his majesty's

instructions, which, in strong and direct terms, places them
under the protection of the British government, and enjoini
that, if any of them should be wantonly destroyed, or un-
necessarily molested in the exercise of their several occu-
pations, the offender or offenders should be brought to

punishment, according to the degree and nature of their

offence. Notwithstanding this communication, however,,
the couft were still divided in their sentiments respecting
the nature of the offence; and, instead of passing sentence
of death, a special reference was made to his majesty's

minister, and the monsters, who had so wantonly cmbrued
their hands in innocent blood, were admitted to bail! It

was natural to suppose that the other natives would be
highly incensed at seeing the prisoners return to their farm*
without receiving any sort of punishment ; and indeed some
of them loudly threatened to burn the crops, as soon as

an opportunity should offer. « Fire," as Mr. Collins

justly observes, " in the hai'ids of a body of irritated and
hostile natives, might, with little trouble to them, ruin the

prospect of an abundant harvest ; and the present circum-
stance proved that they were not ignorant of having this

power in their liands ; though, as it fortunately happened,

they did not put their threats in execution."

It having been for some time observed that a number
of idle and suspicious persons were strolling about the

town of Sydney, at imi)roper hours of the night, and much
property liaving been recently utolen, the centinels on duty

were enjoined not to suffer any persons to pass their posts

after ten o'clock at night, unless thej could give the coun-
ter-sign ; in which case the centinel was to detain them
until the relief came round, and then> if the corporal should

not be perfectly satisfied with the account they might give

of themselves, tliey were to be taken to the guard-house

30,
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iMtil liberated by proper aiillunlty. The putrolc of con-

stables were also directed to be particularly strict in tlieir

rounds, and »o apprehend' all suspicious persons whom they

might meet with during the night.

In the month of March, some accounts of an alarming

nature were received from the districts of George's River

and the* Hawkcsbury. Tiie weather had, unfortunately

for the maize, been extremely bad for three weeks, the

wind blowing a heavy gale, accompanief) with torrents of

rain, which soon swelled the rivers beyond their banks, Ly-

ing all the adjacent lands completely under water. By this

unexpected accident the prospect of an abundant maize-

harvest was utterly destroyed, and every other work was

of necessity suspended, to prepare the ground a second

time for wheat. To expedite this important business, all

descriptions of people were required to give their assist-

ance ; and all idle persons, wlio were wandering about the

colony, were ordered to be apprehended, and, if found

unwilling to work at a reasonable hire, they were to be

compelled to labour for the public.

About the beginning of May, several officer^ were in-

duced to suspect that some jjcrson, who had recently ar-

rived from Ireland, liad not left behind them those princi-

ples which had occasioned their transportation, but were

carrying on seditious correspondences, and holding imlaw-

ful meetings. This being reported to the governor, he held

a council with four military gentlemen and the several ma-

gistrates of the district ; and, after mature deliberation, it

was resolved to make a general search among the persons

suspected, in all parts of tlie colony at one hour, and to

secure all their papers. This plan seems to have been the

best that could have been devised, and it was accordingly

put in execution on the 1 5tli of the month ; but Jiothing

was found which could furnish the smallest proof of the

supposed sedition.

Next day, a convict, who had endeavoured to propagate

a report that a great number of pikes had been fabricated,

and privately sunk in a certain part of the harbour, was

examined before some of the magistrates ; when he de-

clared that he knew nothing of what he had asserted, as he

was intoxicated at the time. Notwithstanding this pre-

varication, the magistrates ordered him to be severely pu-

nished, as he must certainly have had some mischievous

design in attempting to spread such a report among Uie

convicts.

In the course of a few days, an information was laid

against one Harold, a Popish priest, who was said to have

been concerned in some seditious cnnvers.'stinns ; but, from

the secrecy with which, it is probable, the business might

have been conducted, the magistrates could not discover

any thing by which he could be criminated. The gover-

i.'jr, however, deemed it necessary, in consequence of his

conjec'urc!! to e.Ntract tlip ds of the late rts against

['AIIT I.

illegal assemblies and seditious roricspondeurc,
ai,j

publish them in the form of a pruclnmation, tlmi ,„,,,.

migtit plead ignorance of the existence of su( li luv\^, '|'|

proclamation was accordingly published in the usual man.

ner, and it was also read in church after the pcifuiinaiw

of divine service on a Sunday morning.

About this time it appeared, that some proposals hi

been made, and a correspondence entered into between

the secretary of the Bengal government and a genilcniaii

who had been employed as the private agent of theoflicers

of the settlement, relative to the transportation of ludiji,

criminals to New Holland. It was proposed by ihc go,

vernment of Bengiil to victual and maintain timir coiivicii

for one year after their landing, after which they were lo

be supported by the settlement. Such a description of I

people might certainly have proved very useful to the co.

lony, and, in all probability, would be more nianagealle

than the convicts from England or Ireland : but no step

could be taken in this matter until the approbation of lik

majesty's ministers could be obtained.

In order to check, as far as possible, that eiicounu'e.

ment which had been too long given by settlers and otlierj

to the vagrants who infested the diiferent districts, tlieoo.

vernor thought proper to order tjiat, when any one wislu

to travel from one place to another, he w as to apply to a I

magistrate for a pass, in which the business lie was goiiij

on was to be specilicd ; and all persons found without

such written permission were to be apprehended, ami

obliged to answer for their wilful disobedience. Ahout

the same time, a proclamation was read in the church, pre-

paratory to issuing a process of outlawry against the nu-

merous liDuse-breakers, sheep-stealers, and other public

depredators, who still continued their nefarious practices,

notwithstanding all the recent eflforts of goveriinient. Tb
|

various orders, also, which liad been issued respecting a

due observance of the Sabbath, had been so little re-

garded, that, on the 25th of August, it was judged necci-

sary to give out a new order, pointing out the duties of
]

the superintendants, overseers, and constables, in tliis

particular instance ; and warning them, tiiat a furtiier iieg

lect on their part would occasion their immediate dismii-

sion from their respective situations,

About this time, information was received of the death

of a young man, named Wilson, who, whilst a convict, and

after the period of his transportation had elapsed, pre-

ferred the life of a vagabond to that of au industrious man.

He had spent the greatest part of his time in tlie woods,

and was sometimes suspected of luiviii^ excited tlie natives

to commit depredations on the settlers- In consequence,

however, of a proclamation from i'.ie governor, lie sur-

rendered himself, and, on promising to amend his con-

duct, he was allowed to accompany such parties as made

occasional excursions into tlie woods and, at other time!,
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(u slioot kangaroos and birds, the latter of which formed
bis principal sii:ysistence.

Sensible that the wood natives were much less acute

than those who reside upon tlie sea-coast, he presumed
upon their mental imbecility, and had sufficient influence

to persuade them that he had once been a black man, and
even persuaded a credulous old woman to acknowledge

liim as her son. His superior powers, for some time
commanded respect, mingled with a kind of awe ; but, on
iiis appropriating a young female to his own accommo-
dation against her will, her friends took an opportunity of
ihrusling a spear through his body; thus convincing him
wiien it \m too late, that however deficient these poor

j

javagcs might be in reasoning faculties, they were suscep-
tible of injuries, and knew perfectly well how to take a
complete revenge.

_
In the beginning of Septembei-, fresh rumours were cir-

culated, that the prisoners, lately sent from Ireland for
their seditious practices, had formed a plan for possessing

I

themselves of the colony; that their arms were in grca'
jfonvardncss, and their plan of attack nearly arranged.

J

Hereupon a committee of officers was appointed, who, in

the course of their investigations, saw occasion to ini'pri-

I

son Harold, the Romish priest. This man was no sooner

j
apprehended than he confessed that the late reports were

Ifounded on facts; and, at the same time, he offered to dis-
Icover several hinidreds of pikes, which had been fabri-
jcaled and concealed since his arrival in the colony. In
Ithe course of his confession, he implicated several of his
Icouiitrjmen, and these having accused several others, the
Icommittee adjudged them all to be deserving of punish- I

Harold, however, was never able to fulfil his promise
W discovering the pikes. At first he affirmed they were
hed ni the ground belonging to a certain settler; but
fcfterthe most strict search had been made in every part
Jif

It, nothing like a pike could be found. He then said
Jeywere sunk in the lower part of the harbour, but even
(here all lesearch proved equally fruitless. He then tam-
tered with an Irishman to make a few, which he might
Mucein support of his assertion; but the man, having
Nn transported for dealing in pikes, declared he would
lot involve himself a second time. At length, he prevailed

Jn
a man to fabricate a single pike out of an old hinge of

Ibam^ioor; but this bore too evidently the marks of im-
Ntion to allow any credit to his tale. There was certainly
lesign to alarm the government, and this man, by pre-

PdUlir that hp a!oP» hv -ir'sio ,>f !.:- •"' I

J

&»tl, "e
"" > J 'irtueot his oincc, could coinepe tacts, might probably hope to render himself of

y>rae miportance in the colony.

f Inconsequence of thes*^ alarms, it was deemed expe-
pnt to increase the armed force of the colony, and ac-
F-i'Dgly a certain mimber of the most respectable ioha-
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bitants formed themselves into two volunteer associations
of fifty men each, and received the appellation of the'
bydneyand Parramatta Loyal Associated Corps." Each

was commanded by a captain, with two lieutenants, and a
proportionate number of non-commissioned officers. The
whole were properly supplied with arms and ammunition,
and their alarm-post was fixed at the front of Government-
house.

It having been previously reported, that coal had been
discovered upon the banks of George's River, the go-
vernor now visited the place in person, and, on minute
examination, he found many indications of the existence
of that useful fossil, of which a vein was afterwards dis-
covered on the west side of Garden Island Cove.
Towards the end of the month, the governor, having

determined to return to England, and having left the di-
rection of the colony in the hands of the lieutenant-go-
vernor of Norfolk Island, who happened to be on The
spot, embarked, with several other gentlemen, in his ma-
jesty's ship Buffalo.

The governor's embarkation afforded a striking proof of
the general respect and veneration which he had ensured
himself among the decent and rational members of the
colony, by his humane and lenient administration. The
road to the wharf was completely lined on each side with
troops, and he was accompai.'ed thither by all the officers
of the civil and military departn:ents, and by a great con-
course of the inhabitants, who exi.ibited every possible
mark of attachment to his person, and regret for his de-
parture.

-At this period there were four thousand six hundred and
sixty-five acres of wheat, two thousand nine hundred and
thirty acres of maize, and eighty-two acres of barley, in
cultivation, besides a considerable quantity of garden-
grouiid, occupied by potatoes, vines, &c. It appears,
however, from the most respectable authority, that the
poverty of the settlers, and the exorbitant wages de-
manded for labour, caused much land to be unemployed
this year. Some of the inferior farmers, also, were almost
ruined by the prices which they were compelled to pay
for such necessaries as they required from those who had
been long in the habit of monopolizing every article
brought to (he settlement for sale.

As it was utterly impossible to put a stop to this infa-
mous practice without the positive interference of the
British government, several representations were made to
his majesty's ministers; and, at length, they appeared to
have gained some attention, as, in several of the last ar-
rivals from England, a variety of articles, consisting of
agricultural implements, stores, and clothing, had been
consigned to the governor, to be retailed for the use of
the colonists; and it was understood that this system was,
m future, to be adopted in all the vessels laden with con-
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victs or stores to New Holland. With respect to tlie live-

stock in the colony, there were, at Governor Hunter's de-

parture, sixty horses, a hundred and forty-three mares,

three hundred and thirty-two bulls and oxen, seven hun-

ched and twelve cows, four thousand and seventeen hogs,

six thousand one hundred and twenty-four sheep, and two

thousand one hundred and eiglity-tvvo goats.

By subsequent dispatches it appears, that the quantity

of salt provisions remaining in store in the beginning of

the year 1801 was so inconsiderable, that the governor

deemed it necessary to send his majesty's ship the Por-

poise to Otaheitee, for the purpose of salting pork for the

colony; and, as it was indispensably necessary to send thi-

ther a quantity of salt for this purpose, he fortunately

was enabled to buy about iifteeu tons from the master of

a whaler, which happened to put in from one of the Cape

de Verd Islands.

On this voyage the Porpoise sailed in the month of

May, and her commander, Lieutenant Scott, was fur-

nished with a letter from the governor to the king of Ota-

heitee, i:itrealing him to protect and assist Mr. Scott in

the execution of the business entrusted to his care; and

ur"incf him to extend his favour to such of the English

missionaries as were still on the island. It was particu-

larly pointed out to him, that such conduct would cer-

tainly conciliate the esteem of his Britannic mujesty. Mr.

Scott was also provided with a quantity of such articles as

were likely to excite the admiration of the people he might

have to deal with; and, for a present to his Otaheitean

majesty, he took a handsome mantle, and some other ar-

ticles of dress, decorated with red feathers, together with

six muskets and a quantity of ammunition.

Meanwhile, accounts being received of the union be-

tween Great Britain and Ireland, that event was cele-

brated, on his majesty's birth-day, with every demonstration

of loyalty and cheerfulness; and tlie governor embraced

that opportunity of liberating several of the seditious

Irishmen who had been in continement. On this day,

also, the new union flag was, for the first time, displayed

in New Holland.

About this time some great encouragements were held

forth to promote the growth of wool, fit for the purpose

of manufacturing ; as it appeared that three hundred and

six yards of blanketing had beer: made from what had

been produced in the year 1800, from the flocks belong-

ing to government and to individuals. It is also particu-

larly worthy of notice, that four hundred and seventy-two

yards of flax had been manufactured into linen in the short

space of five months.

Having thus given a brief account of the foundation

and gradual increase of the British colony in New Hol-

land, we shall dismiss the subject by observing, that, on

the SOth of June, 1801, there were in the settlement live
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thousand five hundred and fortyjieven persons of all df.

scriptions, including seven hundred and scvcnty-six cliil-

dren. And at Norfolk Island the whole number of per-

sons was nine hundred and sixty-one ; making a grand

total of six thousand five hundred and eight persons.

SECTION II.

PAPUA, OR NEW GUINEA.

This country was discovered, in 1528, by Alvaro de

Saavedra, a Spanish captain, who called it New Guinea,

as being opposite on the globe to Guinea in Africa. Rog.

gewein, a Dutchman, coasted the north part in 1722; and

the navigator who next touched here was Captain Carteret;

but he had only a distant intercourse with the inhabitants.

Captain Cook made the coast of this island in Septcni.

bcr, 1770, in latitude six degret s twelve minutes wnlli,

and longitude one hundred and thirty degrees cast. And

to him we are indebted for the following account of the

country and its inhabitants.

" When we arrived on the coast of New Gui:iea,oiiilie

30th August, we made many attempts to get near eiiougli

to go on sliore, but without success ; and having now lost

six days of fair wind, at a time when we knew the soulli-cast

monsoon to be nearly at an end, wc began to be impatient

of farther delay, and determined to run the ship in as near

to the shore as possible, and then land with the pinnace,

while she kept plying off" and on, to examine the produce

of the country and the disposition of the inliabitanli,

Being within about three or four miles off, and in three

fathoms water, we brought to. The pinnace being hoisted

out, I set off from the ship with the boat's crew, accom-

panied by Mr. Banks, who also took his servants, and

Dr. Solander, being in all twelve persons, well armed;

we rowed directly towards the shore, but the water was

«

shallow, that we could not reach it by about two hundred

yards ; we waded, however, the rest of the way, having

left two of the seamen to take care of the boat. Hitherto

we had seen no signs of inhabitants at this place; %
therefore, thought it necessary to proceed with caution,

lest we should fall into an ambuscade, and our retreat to

the boat be cut off. We walked along the skirts of the

wood ; and, at the distance of about two huuJred yards

from the place where we landed, we came to a grove of

cocoa-nut trees, which stood upon the banks of a lil'

brook of brackish water. The trees were of a sn

growth, but well hung with fruit ; and near them was >

shed or hut, which had been covered with their ieavei,

though most of them were now fallen oft : about the bat

lay a great number of the shells of the fruit, some of

which appeared to be just fresh from the tree. We IcokeJ

at the fruit very wishfully, but not thinking it safe t«ci

"
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I
n were obliged lo leave it, without tasting a single nut.

I At a little distance from this place wc found plantains and

1
bread-fruit tree, but it had nothing upon it; and having

I

now advanced about a quarter of a mile from the boat,

three savages rushed out of the wood with a hideous shout,

jtabuuttlie distance of a hundred yards; and, as they ran

limaids us, the foremost threw something out of his hand,

which Hew on one side of hun, and burnt exactly like

pinpowder, but made no report; the other two instantly

I threw tlnir lances at us ; and, as lio time was now to be

lost we discharged our pieces, which were loaded with

I small shot. It is probable that they did not feel the shot;

for, though they halted a moment, they did not retreat

;

I
and a third dart was thrown at us.

"As we thought their farther approach might be pre-

I
yented with less risk of life than it would cost to defend

ourselves against their attack, if they should come nearer,

we loaded our pieces with ball, and fired a second time

:

by tliis discharge it is probable that some of them were

wounded
;
yet we had the satisfaction to see that they all

ran away with great agility. As I was not disposed for-

Icibly to invade this country, either to gratify our appetites

I or our curiosity, and perceived that nothing was tu be

[done upon friendly terms, we improved this interval, in

Iwhicli the destruction of the natives was no longer neces-

jiary to our own defence, and with all expedition returned

I
towards our boat. As we were advancing along the shore,

I
wc perceived that the two men on board made signals that

jmore savages were comhigdown; and, before we got into

[the water, we saw several of them coming round a point,

lat the distance of about five hundred yards : it is probable

jihatthey had met with the three who first attacked us;

Iforas soon as they saw us they halted, and seemed to wait

Itill their main body should come up. We entered tlie

hvater, and waded towards the boat ; and they remained at

Itheir station, without giving us any interruption. As soon
las we were aboard, we rowed abreast of them, and their

Inumber then appeared lo be between sixty and a hundred.

jWe now took a view of them at our leisure : they made
Imuch the same appearance as the New Hollanders, being

Inearly of the same stature, but having their hair more
jbushy: like them, also, they were all naked; but we
jthought the colour of their skin was not quite so dark

;

jthis, however, might, perhaps, be merely the effect of
Itheir not being quite so dirty. All this while they were
jjhoutiiig defiance, and letting off their fires by four or five

lat a time. What these fires weie, or for what purpose
pntended, we could not imagnjs : those who discharged
hem had in their hands a short piece of stick, possibly a
hollow cane, which they swung sideways from them, and
hve immediately saw fir* and smoke, exactly resembling
jlliose of a musket, and of no longer duration.

" This wonderful phenomen«« wa< observed from tlie
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ship ; and the deception was so great, that the people on

board thought they had fire-arms ; and, in tlie boat, if we
had not been so near that we must have heard the re

port, we should have thought thcv had been firing volleys

After we had looked at them attentively some time, with-

out taking any notice of their flashing and vociferation, wc
fired some muskets over their heads: upon hearing the

balls rattle among' the trees, they walked leisurely away,

and we returned to the ship. Upon examining the wea-

pons they had thrown at us, we found them to be light

darts, about four feet long, very ill made of a reed or

bamboo-cane, and pointed with hard wood, in which there

were many barbs. They were discharged with great force

,

for though we were at sixty yards distance, they went be-

yond us ; but in what manner we could not exactly see

:

possibly they might be shot with a bow ; but we were in

general of opinion, that they were thrown with a stick, ia

the manner practised by the New Hollanders.

" The land here, like that in every other part of the

coast, is very low, but covered with a luxuriance of wood
and herbage that can scarcely be conceived. We saw the

cocoa-nut tree, the bread-fruit, and the plantain-tree, all

flourishing in a state of the liighest perfection; though

the cocoa-nuts were green, and the bread-fruit not in

season ; besides most of the trees, shrubs, and plants, that

are common to the South Sea Islands, New Zealand, and

New Holland.

" Soon after our return to the ship, we hoisted in the

boat, and made sail to the westv.ard, being resolved to

spend no more time upon this coast, to the great satisfac-

tion of a very considerable majority of the ship's com-

pany. But I am sorry to say, that I was strongly urged

by some of the officers to send a party of men ashore, and

cut down the cocoa-nut trees, for the sake of the fruit.

This I peremptorily refused, as equally unjust and cruel.

The natives had attacked us merely for landing upon their

coast, when we attempted to take nothing away ; and it

was, therefore, morally certain, that they would have made
a vigorous effort to defend their property, if it had been

invaded ; in which case, many of them must have fallen a

sacrifice to our attempt, and, perhaps, also some of our

own people. I should have regretted the necessity of

such a measure, if I had been in want of the necessaries

of life ; and certainly it would have been highly criminal,

when nothing was to be obtained but two or three hundred

of green cocoa-nuts, which would, at most, have procured

us a mere transient gratification. I might indeed have

proceeded farther along the coast, to the northward and

westward, in search of a place where the ship might hare

lain so near the shore as to cover the people with her guns

when they landed ; but this would have obviated only part of

the mischief; and, though it might have secured us, it would

probably; in the tery act, lure been fatal to tha nativet.
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' A* llic two countries lie very near cnch otlisr, and the-

|

intermediate spate is full of isluutis, it is i'<'iw(Miiil)le to

suppose tliat they were botli peopled from one eoinnion

stoek : yet no intercourse appears to have been kept up

lietwei 11 tlicm; for if there had, the cocoa-nuts, bread-finit,

plantains, and other fruits of New (iiiinca, which aie

cqujilly necessary for the supjiort of life, would certainly

have been transplanted to New Holland, where no traces

of them are to be found. The Author of the " Ilistoire

des Navigationes aux Terres Auslrales," in Kis account of

,La Maire's voyage, has given a vocabulary of the language

tliat is spoken in an island near New Britain ; and we tind,

by comparing (hat vocabulary with the words which they

learut in New Holland, that the lajignages arc not the same.

If, therefore, it should appear that the language of New
Britain and New Guinea are the same, there will be rea-

son to suppose, that New Britain and New Guiueu were

jieopled from a common stock, but that the inhabitants of

New Holland hud a diHerent origi.i.

A moue iQceut account of this island is that of Captain

Fowist, wlio visited it in 177.'5- The design of the voyage

he undertook, in the Tartar galley, was to forward what

the Homnuabic East-India Company had recoiiuuended,

to settle at Balainbangan, an island situated near the pro-

uwutoiy of Borneo, in consequence of intelligence re-

ceived, that cinnamon, cloves, nutmegs, pepper, and clove-

bark, might be introduced into lialambangaii with facility.

'*When we arrived on the; coast of New Gnincu," says

this writer, "on the '-27th of January, some of the natives,

in their boats, brought us abundance of excellent lish, also

turtle,, which the Mahometans I had on board would not

cat. They also ))rought us limes, and small lemons. We
stood on tiiwards Dory Harbour, and, off the mouth of

the bay, a '/Oat with two Papua men came on board, and

after having conversed with our linguist at a distance, and

being satisfied we were friends, they hastened on shore, as

I suppose, to tell their couutrynicn; for, in a short t' ne,

many of the Papua men came on board, and were per-

fectly easy and familiar. As soon as the ship was at an-

chor, T fired some swivel-guns; the groMU people did not

regard this, or seem fi ighteued, but the boys and girls ran

into the woods.

" One night a Papua boat came near the shore, and

alarmed the large tenement opposite to which we lay ; the

strangers being in search of their wives and children, who
had taken to the woods from a neighbouring village when
we were there. In the boat were about twenty persons.

Tuan Hadjee, a Mahometan of rank, who accompanied

me on this voyage, wanted me to fire upon them, which I

would by no means do : in the morning the mistake svas

cleared up, and they went away satisfied. Soon af^er, a

boat came off with fifteen Papua men : some of them

.^pok* a little of tl> ^"^ 'avan languase. Others set off

ill catii

in their canoes to fetcli provisions. Tliry wcru lliojc in

whom I had advanced cloth. They lt;fl tlic'r wives ami

children under the care of some of the f)ld men.

boat was generally » small fox-Iookinp; dog,

"We lost out of our shed a china jur; hi., on niv

complaining to a Pa|)iia man about the lluft, it was nm
day put in its place, 'i'wo bouts.brougiit some siigo ij^,^

tains, tk.c. for their families: they w<!ie uuwiUiiiK i^dj,.

pose of any of them, 'lliey also l)rought soiiii; birds of

Paradise, which I purchased from tlu-m.

" Some of our people found u nutmeg-tree, not ahun.

dred yanls from our shed-l.ouse. We cut it down, but llie

fruit was iKit ripe; it was just such a tre(! as 1 (tmvi and

cut <lown at an adjacent island ; and the people of IW
said there were many such trees about the coiiufry;

at

the same lime they did not seem to know that the imtmeg

was an object of consequence, and regarded it no mott

than any wild kind of fruit that is of no gtiieial use'

whereas, on the plantain, the cocoa-nut, the |iiiie-a|i|ile,

and bread-fruit of two sorts, they sat a proper value. Tk;

allowed that to the eastward many Hutmegs were galiicrtd;

but I could not learn what was done with tlieni, or lo

whom they were sold. 1 was, therefore, inclined to go

f.ntlier clown the coast; but Tuan Hadjee olijcctid toil,

as he did likewise to making any inland excursion, lo visit

a people called the Hnraforas.

" The Papua people did not secn» willing tliatwe slioiJJ

have any intercourse with the llarafora.s, wli.), it setnieil,

were kept under by the Papuas. When I asked am uf

the men of Dory why they had no kalavaiisas, whitli ;u.

tides they were continually bringing from the llareforas,

I learnt, after many interrogatories, Uiat llic Ilarafirjs

supplied them with these articles, and that liie I'apiii

people do not give gouds for these necessariis cv( rv time

they receive them ; but that an ax or choppuig-kiiift' given

once to a Harafora man renders his lands or bis labour

subject to an eternal tax of something or other foritsiue;

such is the value of iron : and a little way farllitr east, I

was told, they often use stone-axes, having no iron at all.

If a Harafora man loses the instrument so advanced to

him, he is still subject to a tax ; but if he breaks it, or

wears it to the back, the Papua man is obliged to give

him a new one, or the tax ceases. The Papua men g^

nerally build their houses on trees, to which diey ascend,

with great agility, by a long notched stick, and often pull

their ladder after them, to prevent the intrusion of fol-

lowers. I was, however, glad to find, before we sailed,

that the people of Dory were convinced we meant lliem

no liarm, and that we did not intend to entiaj) llieni, or

cany them off, as is sometimes done by the Mahonielaui

of the Moluccas, wjio, 1 was told by Tuan Hadjee, lit

out vessels with no other dssign.

" The promoutory of Dory, the sea-coast of wliicli ex-
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Kndsaliout fourteen leagHe«, is of a middling height; the

1 A.
851

:oast of wliicli «•

irnmnds every where ascend gradually. It may he .said,

likeMahiy countries in general, to he covered willi wood:

but it differs in one respect ; tlicie being no nnder«()od,

itisviiy ca.sy travelling under the shade of the lofty trees,

riie country ahounds with .small fresh-water rivulets, and
I there is good grass, but ni no large tracts. It is very tem-

perate, IJt'iiig so near the mountains of i\rsak, vihere the

,|,)ii(l.» seem always to settle ; so that it is by far the best

I country liitlierto visited on the voyage.

"Of vegetable productions in this coimtry, arc the plan-

I

tjin, Ihe rocoa-nut, the pine-apple, the bread-fruit of two
I kinds, urui the nutmeg, which last, as before observed,

I tk natives hold not in any estimation. The (/uadrujieds

|areli(igs, dogs, and wild cats. I saw no domestic ones.

I
Dory afforded us neither fowl nor goat. A little wild hog,

Iwhich I got there occasionally, was all the refreshment I

Icould procure, excej)t fish, greens, and fruit.

"The birds of Paradise, whirii so nuicli excite the

Icuriosityof speculatisis, are founil in New Guinea. They
Iwre dtnoniiiiated "Birds of th<! Sun." By some they
Iwprc called " the Birds of God." To an island, called

iLiiilv, on this coast, the birds of Paradise come at certain

Jrcasoiis in flocks, and, settling on trees, are caught with
Ibinl-liine, after which their bodies arc dried with the fea-

jtbs on, as they arc seen in Europe It appears fiulher,

Jliat the account of these birds having no legs, being con-
llanlly on the wing, and living on the air, which gave rise

fcotlio custom of culling oflF their legs when offend to
ale, is without foundation. The natives kill them as soon
s taken. They have formidable bills, and defend theni-
Itlies vitii great resolution. But what they subsist on
L not been yet discovered. There me si.x distinct spe-
lies of lliese birds, and thoy have afforded great scope
l)rllie speculation of naturalists. There are various kinds
If fish on the coast, and particularly the albacore; and
liillesheie are in great plenty, so that the natives neglect
Ipiciilture.

I

"Hie Papua men wear their hair bushed out so much
fciind their heads, that its circumference measured about
'lite feet, and, where least, two feet and a half. In this
It) stuck their comb, consisting of four or five long di-
Nmg teeth, with which they combed their frizzling
Icks, III a direction perpendicular from the head, as with
Idesign to make it more bulky. They sometimes adorned
Jeif hair «ith feathers. The women had only their left

f pierced,, m which tliey wore small brass rings. The
fir of the women was bushed out also, but not quite so
jwui as tiiat of the men. The mon, in generaJ, wore a
liii stuff, that comes from the cocoa-nut tree, and re-
Imbts a coarse kind of cloth, tied forward round the
i'liie, and up behind, between the thigbs. The womea
p, in general^ coarse bhck Surat baftaa round their

n»id«lle, not as a pclticoa., o.it tucxeo up bthin.l like the
«"en, so that the body and thighs were almost naked.
1 he boys and girls go entirely so.

" 'I'hc people to the eastward of Dory bore the nose,
and wear ear-rings. They are fond of glass and china
beads of all colours: both sexes wear them about 'he
wrists, but the women only at the left ear.

"As to the disposition of these people, I have the
greatest reason to think it was fierce and hostile; although
they are reputed to deal honestly with the Chinese, who
trade with them, and advance them goods for several
months before the returns are made.

" Near the place where we anchored stands one of their
great houses, which is built on posts, fixed several yards
below high-water mark, so that the tenement is always
above water, a long stage, supjiorted by posts, going from
It to the land, just at high-water mark. The tenement
contains many families, who live in cabins on each side of
a wide common hall, that goes through the middle; it has
two door.s, one opening to the stage towards the land, the
other in a large stage towards the sea, supported likewise
by posts, in rather deeper water than tlK^se that support
the tenement. On this stage the canoes are hauled up,
and from this the boats are ready for a launch at any time
of the tide, if the Ffaraforas attack from the land; if they
attack by sea, they fake to the woods. The married people,
unmarried women, and ciiildren, live in these large tene-
ments, w hich have tw o doors ; the one to the long narrow
stage that leads to the land, the other to the broad stage
which is over the sea, and on which they keep their boats
having outriggers on each side. A few yards from this sea-
stage, if so it may be called, are built, in still deeper
water, and on stronger posts, houses where only bachelors
live. At Dory are^ two large tenements of this kind, about
four hundred yards from each other, twelve or six on a
side.

"The cabins in these tenements are miserably furnished;

a mat or two, a fire-place, an earthen pot, with perhaps
a china plate or basin, and some sago-tlour, constitute

tlie whole apparatus. As they cook in each cabin, asd
have no chimney, the smoke issues at every part of the
roof; so that, at a distance, the whole roof seeins to smoke.
The natives have a method of stuffing tlie intestines of the
turtle with the yolk of its eggs. So filled, they roll it up in

'

a spiral form, and roast, or rather dry it, over a slow fire

:

it proves then a long sausage. They have a specie* of
green, about an inch and a half long, and a quarter of
ail inch broad: it breaks short, being thick, and has a
salt taste when eaten raw. It becomes very palatable wltlt

oil and vinegar, and proves very good when boiled. .

" In one of the houses I visited, I saw tlie womea
sometimes making mats, at other times forming piece* o£
clay into earthen pots ; with a pebble in one hand to yut
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into It, whilst ihc) licltl in the olhci hand ulso a pebble,

with which tlicy kiiockcil, to cnlaiRc uiul giiioolli it. The

pot, so formcil, they buiiit with dry grass, or light brush-

wood I have ofteti obscrvtil the women, with an axe, or

chopping-kuitV, iixiug potts for the stages, while the men

were sauntering about idle. Early in a morning, I have

seen the men setting mit in their boats, with two or three

fox-lookiij'^ dogi, for certain places to hunt the wild hog,

which tliey call heii. A dog they call ««/'. Among small

islands, the wild liogs oft*:n swim in a string from one

island to another, the hog behind leaning his snout on

those before, so that the sportsmen kill them with ease.

"The I'apua men are exceeding good archers, and

•ome of their arrows are six feet long. 'I'he bow is ge-

nerally of bamboo, and the string of split rattan.

" They purchase their iron tools, choppiug-knives, axes,

blue and red baftas, china-beads, plates, basins, &c. from

the Chinese. They also trade in slaves, ambergris, tor-

toise-shells, small pearls, birds of Paradise, and many

other kinds of dead birds, which the Papua men have a

parlicnlaj method of drying. At Krude and the islands

adjacent, though iron is ahnost unknown, great quantities

of tortoise-sliell may be procured, and, indeed, escry

where on tliis coast; but it requires time to collect it,

and the merchant must advance the commodities of barter,

Tlie Chinese cheat, but are seldom cheated by, the Pa-

puans. There were slaves offered me for sale, which I

might have had very cheap ; but, being crowded on board,

1 did 111.', choose to purchase them. If I had, several

would have expected the same indulgence. The slaves

had die gristle between die nostrils pierced with a piece

of tortoise-shell, and were natives of New Guinea, at

Boine distance to the east of Dory.

" In one of tlie cabins I entered, two of the women

were humming a tune, on which I took out a German

flute, and played; they were exceedingly attentive, all work

stopping instantly as I began. I then asked one of the

women to sing ; she complied, and the air she sung was

melodious, and of a species much superior to Malay

airs in general, which dwell long on a few notes, with

little variety of ri^e or fall. I observed that the children

did not snatch, or seem too eager to receive, but waited

patiently, and modestly accepted what I offered, lifting

their hands to their heads. ^

'* Tlieir courtship and marriage-ceremonies are attended

with very little formality. The bachelors, if courting,

come freely to the common hall, and sit down by their

sweethearts. The parents or friends of the women call

nut at a distance Well are you agreed? If they agree

before witnesses, they kill a cock, which is procured with

difficulty, and then it is a marriage. Their funeral-ce-

remonies are as concise. We found on the island, close
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rock. On it was laid the wooden figrire of a chikl, about

eiglit yi'ars oUI, repr«!»ented completely clotlied. A riij

skull was put into the upiicr part, on which cars wcte

cut in wood."

SECTION III.

NEW IHUrAlN.

I'o the north of New Guinea is New Britain, wliicliiju.

tuale in four degrees of south latitude, and one iuindrcd and

tifty-two degrees niiieleen minutes of cast longiiude fiom

(ireeiiwich. It was siipjiosed to be p;irt of an itiinginafY

continent till Captain Dampier found it to be uii island,

and sailed through a strait which divides it fiuin JJ^^

Guinea. Captain Carteret, in his voyage roiiuil ijic world,

in 1707, found it was of much less extent than it was till

then imagined to be, by sailing through auolhtr strait ij

the north, which separates it from a long island, towludi

he gave the name of New Ireland. There are many liigli

hills in New Hritain, and it abounds with huge and stately

trees. To the eastward of New Ikiluiir, and in bolii

the above straits, are many islands, most of wliicli are

said to be extremely fertile, and to abound wiUi planlaiiis

and cocoa-nut trees.

M. Bougainville represents the natives of this island as

entirely black, with frizzled woolly hair; and, in their

persons, they were tall, active, and robust. The hair uf

these savages was painted red, and some white; some

were adorned with feathers, car-rings made of 'lie seed of

some herb, or circular plates depending from their necks;

others had the nose pierced, and rings run through it; but

the general ornament was a bracelet made of the iialf of

a shell. The French couhl onlj procure from the natives

a few yams. No European had ever yet any friendly in-

tercouse with the inhabitants of this island.

New Ireland

by Dampier,

i the Solomon Islands were supposed,

sailed round its northern coast, tu be 8

part of Ner Britain. That navigator called the most

southern point of it Cape St. George, which, together

w ith Cape Orford, in New Britain, were thought to be

the two points that formed a deep bay, which he called

St. George'.s Bay. But Captain Carteret, who sailed

round it in 1767, found it to terminate in a narrow chan-

nel, to which he gave the name of St. George's Cliannel

This island is a long narrow slip of land, lying north-west

and south-east, in extent about eighty leagues. The liar-

by the beach, a Papua burial-place, rudely built of coral | bour, called by Captaia Cavteret English Cove, lies in

SECTION IF.

N^W IRELAND.
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Imitude fivf Jtgrtics ioiilli, loiigiliuU; one liiiii.ircti mul

(lflv-»(viii (It '^jricN nineteen niiiiiitcx east. 'JIutc is tiii-

ulhrr harlioiir, iiboiil four li'agiic.M to tlie westwuril, whitli

lie
ii.inMMK'ailtii't Miiilioiir.

Till' (ifw of till! Swiillow, who at llmt time wore, in

|.('iionil,|)''i'i>tli:ii!,'willi sickiicM, (ihtaiiifd relief from noiihi

ciifoa-niiU loiiiiil ii|)oii this isjuiuj, us they did also from

soiiii' rotk-oyslers uiid cuckleo, which tiiey procurwl from

ill,.
locLs at low water.

Till' upper part of the tree whieli bears the cocoa-nut

iuallwl llic cabbage, litis is a white, crisp, juicy, sub-

(taiicci it tastes somewhat like u chesnut ; but, when
lidijid, is sii|)(!rior to tlie best parsnip, and is, perhaps,

the most powerfid antiscorbutic in the world. For every

(iiie of tiicse cabbages wliich were obtaim^d, tliey were
loiccd to cut down a tree, which was done with groat re-

gret; bat tills deprcdaticn on the parent stock was un-

avoidable. Tliese almost expirmg navigators iikewisJ; re-

ceived -(rcat refreshment from tlic fruit of a tall tree, llmt

I

loseniblcs a plum, and particularly that which, in the West-
Indies, is called the Jamaica plum.

«

The shore about this place is rocky, and the country
I iiicii and mountainous, but covcr-d with trees of various

kinds, sonic of which are of an enormous growth. Among
oiliers, the nulmog-trec wa.i found in great plenty. Captain
Carteret gatliored a few of the nuts, but they were not

I
npc. Tlicy did not appear to be the best sort, but he

I'inipalos that to their growing wild, and being too much
1 in the shade of taller trees. The w«Jods abound with

I

pigeons, doves, rooks, parrots, and a large bird, with a
bliiek piiiniage, which makes a noise somewhat like the

I

barking of a dog.

The only quadrupeds seen on this island by the crew of
At) Swallow were two of a small size, which were sup-
posed to be dogs; they were very wild, and n.n with creat
smflness. Here were seen centipedes, scorpions, and a

I

few serpents of different kinds.

The coun'.ry appeared mountainous, the soil light, yet
I producing several kinds of line timber-trees. The pepper-
iree is said to be common. Here was found a very extra-

j ordinary insect, about three inches Ion-; almost every part
lof Its body was of such a texture as to appear like a leaf
even when closely viewed. Each of its wings forms one
half of a leaf; and, when the two are closed together it

hppears like an entire leaf. The under side of its body
resembles a leaf of a moi« dead colour than the upper

I

one. It has six legs, of which the upper joints are like-
I wise similar to nnwe rS l«».,™ c=v—»' !- i

I ,

' r— Br?^. uevcsHi siiocks or an
I earthquake were felt here, which lasted about two minutes,
and were very distinctly noticed on board, as well as on

luiore.

Captain Carteret was in so enfeebled a state of bcdy,
pitobe prevented from attending circumstantially to a
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description of the country. However, in Ku^lisli Cove
lie tooTc poMtssion of it f„r his IJrilanuic Majesty, and
naded upon u high tn-e a piece of hoard, faced with lead,
on which was engraved an English union, with the name
of the ship and her c.mmiander, the name of the eov...
and the time of her coming in and going out of it. M. d.'
IJoiigainville touched here about « year after, and gave it
the name of l>ort I'rassin. lie found part of Ca|)taiu Ca.-
leret's inscription, whic li ecined to have been taken down
and defaced by the uativ<!.s.

Captain Carteret f<iimd tl,«! natives of New Irelan.l very
hostile, having huiccs headed with flint. Their faces were
.strenke.i with white, ana their hair daubed with powder
of the same colour. 'J'hey are black, and said to be woolly
headed, but without the tlii,:k lips or flat nose of the iie-

gro. Some of the canoes of New Ireland were ninety
feet 111 length, formed out of a single tree. Bougainville
also visited this country, and observed here the pepper-
plant, while among the numerous birds was the great
crowned pigeon.

A more ample description is unnecessary, as these
countries are far from being cf)mpletely discovered. The
same observation must be extended to what arc called the
Solomon Islands, which appear to have been discovered
by Mendana, who sailed from Lima to the westward in
157.5.

Tlie Solomon Islands, as laid down in Mr. Arrowsniith'f
chart of the Pacific, may be considered as a large groupc,
extending from Lord Anson's Isle, or the Bouka of Bou.!
gainville, in the north-west of the isle called Egmont, by
Carteret, in the south-east. Some of the islands toward*
the centre seem of considerable size, particularly in length.
If ;' ese be the Solomon isles of the Spaniards, it is uk-

sorted that they are rich in gold. Some of the natives

were of a copper colour, others of a deep black, wiih a
wrapper of linen around the waist, while the neck was
ornamented with little beads of gold. ITie canoes were
small, two being commonly fastened together. In baskets
of palm-leaves they carry a kind of bread, made of roots.

^

Section v.

new caledonia.

This island was called New Caledonia, by Captain
Cook, in consequence of his having discovered it in 1 774,
after many fruitless endeavours to learn from the natives
the Indian name. It is iirobafale that it was not known by
one general name, as it has been represented as the larg<;st

island that has been discovered in tlie Southern Pacific
Ocean, New Zealand and New Holland excepted ; ex
tending from nineteen degrees 'thirty-seven minutes ti?

twenty-two degrees thirty minutes of south latitude; and
3S
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Iroiii one huiiilitil and liixly-tlircc degrees thirt>-sevi'n ini-

iiiilog to one tinuiircd and «ixty-»cvon degrees fourteen

nnnutes of « HSt longitude. lt» length is computed to bo

cighly-«€vcn leagues, in tlic direetion of nortli-wc»t and

-SoijilMnst; but i(!i breadth, in any part, does not exceed

ten.

The discovery of tliis island by Captaiu Cook i» thua

related :

—

" We had hardly got to an anchor before we were siir-

ronndcd by a great number of tiic nalivei), in sixteen or

eighteen canoes, most of wlwrn were witliout any sort of

weapons. At first they were shy of coming near the

ship; but in a short time we prevailed on the people in

our boat to get close enough to rcccivo some present*.

These we lowered down to them by a rope, to which, in

return, they tied two iish, that stunk. iiUolerabiy, as did

those they gave us in the morning. These mutual ex-

changes bringing on a kind of confidence, two ventured

on board the ship; and, presently after, she was filled

with thcni, and we had the company of several at dinner

in the cabii!. Our peas-soup, salt beef, and pork, they

had no curiosity to taste; but they ate of »om« yams,

which we liappuned to have yet left, calling them otibee.

This name is not uulike oofee, as they are called at most

of the islands, except MallicoUo. We found these people

spoke a language new to us. The men, like all the

nations we had lately seen, were naked, except such a

wrapper as is used at Msdlicollo. They were curiou* in

examining every part of the ship, which they viewed

with unconijuon attention. They had not llie least know-

Iclpe of &oats, hogs, dogs, or cats. They seemed fond

of large spike-nails and pieces of red cloth, or indeed any

other colour ; but red was their favourite.

" 1 w ent on shore with two armed boats, having witli us

one of the natives, who had attached himself to mc. We
landed on a sandy beach, before a vast number of people;

nmuy of them had not a stick in their hands ; consequently

we were, received with great courtesy, and with the sur-

prise natural for people to express at seeing men and tilings

BO new to tlieni. A chief appeared, who had been, seen

in one of tlie canoes in the morning. His name, we

learut, was Teabooma; wo had not been on shore above

ten minutes before he called for silence. Being uistantly

obeyed by every individual present, he made a short

speech; and soon after another chief,. having Called for

silence, made a speech also. It was pleasing to see witli

what attention they were heacd. Their speeches were

composed of sbnit .. rt(e<sces; !a earh of which two or

three old men answered by nodding their heads, and giving

a grunt, significant, as 1 tliought, of approbation. It was

jnipo.'isible for us to know tlie purport of these speeches

;

but we had reason to tliink they were favourably to. us, on.

whose account they doubtless were madc.^1 kept my
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i-yes fixed on the people all the time, and saw imtliin.
i,

induce mc to think otherwise. We heard the crowing
„(

cock), but saw none. Some roots were baking om (j,,

in an earthen jar, which would have held nix or i iglit g,|.

Ions, nor did wo doubt its being their own niaimfactnf,

I found tlmt we were to expect nothing fronuliesc peoplf^

but the privilege of visiting their country undistiirbd;
f,,

it was ea.sy to sec they had little else than good nature tu

bestow. (

" Next morning we wore visited by hundreds of the m.

lives, some coming in canoes, and others swimming
ui)

so that before ten o'clock our decks, and all other pan,

of the ship, were quite full. My friend brouglu mp,

few roots ; but all the others came without eatabli s. Soim

few had with them their arn»s, such as club* and darb,

which they exchanged for nails, pieces of cloth, kc.

"Tlie watering party, and a guard, luuler the com.

mand of an officer, were sent on shore; and soon sften

party of ua went to take a view of the country. As soon

as we landed, we made known our intentions, by signi,i,i
j

the natives, and two,of them, undertaking to be our guide,,

conducted us up the hills by a good path. In our roiit I

we met several people, most of whom turned hatL wiA

us ; so that, at last, our train was nunierons. Some «
|

met who wanted us to return; but we paid no regard ii

their signs, nor did they seem uneasy when we pnicecdiJ

At length we reached the summit of one of the hills, from i

which we saw the sea in two places, between some ad

vanced hilb, on the opposite or south-west side of dit

land. This was an useful discovery, as it enabled lu lo
|

judge of the breadth of the land, which, in this piirt,(l

not exceed ten leagues.

" The plain or flat land, which lies along the shore, ap-

1

pcared from the hiJls to great advantage ; the windiuj

streams which ran through it, the plantations, the lillle

straggling villages, the variety in the woods, and llie slioali
|

on the coast, so variegating the scene, diat the whole

might iifiord a picture for romance. If it were not for I

tliose fertile spots on the plains, and some few oulliesiilti

of the mountains, the whole country might be called a

dreary waste. The mountains, and other liigli places a;e,

for the most part, incapable of cultivation, consisiinj

chiefly of rocks, many of which are full of niuiidicks, TI18

little soil that is upon them is scorched and burnt up «iili
I

the sun; it is, nevertheless, coated with coarse grass, an

other plants, and, in some places, with trees and sliriik

The country, in general, bore great resemblance to some

|

nnifs of Npw Holland, umler the same narallel of liililU'

several of its natural productions seeming to be the same,

mid the wootls being without underwood, as in that coii* I

try. The reef on the coast, and several other siniilariucs,

|

were obviou!^ to every one who had seen both countnts

,
We observed all the north-east coast to be covertdwiiii

'I
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Having .ode .he«e observatio" a„To r ruide, no"' T' f^ °T
'' °-. P-P'<^ -"ted to bny, and h.

,
•" r._.u._ . '. ."" ""-^ g"''^" n^i was uuwiJIing to part with, he walked off, and was fol-

Jowed by the man who wanted them.
choosing to gor farther, we descended tlie mountains by a
road different from that by which we ascended.
"They set fire to the grass, &c. which overrun the sur-

face. Recruitnig the land by Jetting it lie fallow is ob-
served by all the nations in this sea. But they seem to
have no notion of manuring their ground, or of renovating
it, by adduig to It a better soil : at least, I have no where
seen it done.

«Afi3h being struck by one of the natives near the
watering-place, my clerk.purchased it, and sent it to me
after my return on board. It was of a new species, some-
llimg like a sun-fish, with a large, long, ugly head. Having
no suspicion of Its being of a poisonous nature, 'we or-
dered it to be dressed for supper; but, very luckily, the
operation of drawmg and describing took up so much
time, tliat it was too late, so tiiat only the liver and roe
redressed, of which the two Mr. Forsters and myself
tasted. About three o'clock in the morning, we found
ourselves seized with an extraordinary weakness and numb-
ness all over our limbs. 1 had' almost lost the sense of
feeling; nor could I distinguish between liglit and heavy
bodies, of such as I had strength to move; a quart pot
full of water, and a feather, being the same in my hand'
«e each of us took an emetic, and after that, a sweat
which gave us much relief. In the morning one of the
pigs brought from the other islands, which had eaten the
entrails, was found dead. When the natives came en
board, and saw the fish hang up, they gave us to under-
stand it was not wholesome food, and expressed the ut-
most abhorrence of it; though no one was observed to
do this uiien the fish was to be sold, or after it was purl
chased.

'^

"Next day I received a message from the oflBcer ac-
quainting „,e that Teabooma, the chief, was come with a
preseut, consisting of a few yams and sugar-canes. In re-
turn I sent hira, amongst other articles, a dog and bitch
bot joung, but nearly full grown. The dog was red and'
lute; but the bitch was all red, or the colour of an

,^«glish fox. I mention this, because they may prove
JeorigmaU of their species in that country. When

I

'He officer returned 0,1 board in the evening, he informed
t
™ that ,|,e chief came,.attenikd by about twenty me«, so

I

Jat
It looked like a vkit of ceremony., It was some time

b^>ore he would believe the dog and bitch were iiitended
[<" fmi; but, as soon as he was convinced, he seemed
:

'ost man excess oljoy, and seiu tfeem away immediately,
m, order not to. be. too much crowded, our people

^rewa hue ou the grou.Kl, and.gave the others ta under-
- d tliey wfere not to come within it. This restriction

I

-^ey observed; and one of them sooa aftet turned it to

.,
,

-• On seeing this, ke
sat down on the sand, made a circle round him, as he had
seen our people do, and signified that the other was not to
come wnhin it, which was accordingly observed.
"As Teabooma, the chief, had not been seen since he

got the dogs, and I wanted to lay a foundation for .tockinir
the country with hogs also, I took a young boar and sow
with me in the boat, and went up to the mangrove creek
to look for my friend, in order to give them to hi«; but
not finding him, I offered them to a grave old man,, think-
ing lie was a proper person to entrust tlieai will.; but he
shook lus head; and he, and all present, made. sig»s to
take them mto the boat again. When they saw I did not
comply, they seemed to consult with one another what
was to be done; and then our guide told me. to cariy them
to the areekee or chief. Accordingly I ordered them to be
taken up, and we were conducted by him. to a.hou.e
wherein were seated, in a circle, eight or ten middle-aged'
persons. I and my pigs being introduced, with great
courtesy they desiied me to sit down. In the mean time
two men, having left the company, soon returned with six
yams, which were presented to me. I then took leave
and went on board.

'

" I observed some cultivated land, regularly laid ont,
p anted with taro or eddy-root, yams, sugar-canes, and
p antains. The taro plantations were watered by little
nils, continually supplied from 'he main channel at the
foot of the mountains, whence t'lese streams were con-
ducted. They have two method,., of planting these roots

;

some are m square or oblong patches, whicli Me per'
fectly horizontal, and sink below the common level of
the adjacent land; so that tliey can le^ as much water on
them as they think necessary. Others, are planted in ridges
about three or foup feet broad, and two to two and a half
high. On tlie middle or top of the ridge is a narrow gat-
ter, along which is conveyed, as above described, a little
mU, that waters the roots planted oi» each side of the
ndge. The taro or eddy-root is very wholesome food, and
the tops make good greens, and are eaten as such by the
natives. On these plantations, men^ women, and children^,
were employed. •'

" On a large tree, whicl* stood close to the shore near
the waterii^-place,. I had an inscription cut, setting fortli
tlie ship's name, date. Sic. as a testimony of o«r being the

-' !..s..jr
, cS i nau uOAc ax-ajr-oiners.

at which we had touched, where the eeremony was- neces-
sary. We then took leave of onr friends^ and retumedi
on board, when I ordered all the boat* to be hoisted in,,

m order to be ready to put to se».

" The French ships under tlw coMisand ol AdmmL
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D'Eiitrecasteaux, on leaving Cape Dicincn, in New Hol-
land, in 1792, directed their course to New Caledonia,

in order to explore the south-west coast of that island.

On their approach to it, the weather was remarkably tem-

pestuous, 80 that it became necessary to use the utmost

caution to keep the two ships at a little distance from each

other, but near enough to acquaint one another of tlie

danger into which they might fall on this coast, lined with

dioals, all; of them unknown to navigators.

" During the night," says the writer of this narrative,

" the currents had carried us nearer to the reefs we thought

Me had weathered. We were standing in for the land,

whtin the day fortunately broke, and shewed us all the

danger of our situation. Smrrounded by shoals, there re^-

mained but very little room to ply in. AVe in vain attempt-

ed to tack, each effort served only to bring us nearer the

reef. We saw the ship drifting on the rocks, where th*

ictt, ready to swallow us up, rose to a prodigious height.

Already each of us was casting his eye on the object

which he might seize hold of, in order to escape from an
almost inevitable death : in short, destruction stared us in

the face, when, by a fortunate, though unexpected, event,

an attempt to tack succeeded, and it was with inexpressi-

ble joy that we saw the ship standing away from this dan-
gerous coast.

" Next day we stood in for the land, hoping to discern

some inlet that might permit us to anchor under the shel-

ter of a barrier, against which the sea was breaking in a

tremendous manner; a considerable column of smoke,
which rose near the foot of a hill, not far from the sea-side,

uidicated that this part of the island was inhabited. Pass-
ing to the north-west, some hills were observed almost
destitute of vegetables, rising, in the form of an amphi-
theatre, to an enormous degree in perpendicular height,

the direction of which was co.istantly to the north-west.

The cold that is felt at these heights, no doubt subjects

the inhabitants to the necessity of warming themselves.

Wc perceived several large fires, which they kindled while
we stood off from th6 laud in the night.

" The ensuing morning affoided us a more pleasing pros-
pect than the preceding day; we saw some trees rising

from the bottom of the gullies, with which the hills were
surrounded. We found, from a iire lighted on the coast,

that these barren shores were not entirely destitute of in-

habitants, and we soon perceived some of them. We had
also a view of some mountains, covered with trees to their

very summit
; anasix fires, which we perceived in the vici-

nity of the coast, announced a great concourse of savages

;

they were probably attracted by the sigiit of our ships,

which contrary winds kept almost in the same place. We
perceived near the heach a groupe of twelve of the natives,

whose looks were tinned towards ns, and who seemed to

behbld with astouishment our ships at so short a distance

[•AllT 1,

from their island. Three iw^ives formed another erouc

and kept very near two fires, which they had just kiiitil
'

A good glass convinced us that they were entialy nahd
They did not appear tempted to put a canoe into the

\^i.

ler in order to approach us ; besides the reefs opposed
t

them a barrier Mhich they would have bncn u„fl(,]j

clear, so as to reach our uliips. We made but a slow pro.

gress in our suney of the coast, on which we liad setn

several fires lighted, probably by the same natives
wIk,

had kindled the others. The word survei/ is not here

nor m several parts of this narrative, to be understood
in

a literal sense. To survey a coast, according to my iueaj

is to take a geometrical plan of it, in which every plice

is assigned its true signification. In my applicatiotiofihe

word .sMn-'py, I am. justified by the authority of Captain

Cook and other circumnavigators.

" In the direction of the kinds of New Caledonia, tie

discovered several islands, surrounded by reefs, conntclcd

with each other by sand-banks and shoals. During tlie

time we were endeavouring to explore the coast tl;e

winds had set us so far to leeward, that we lost sight of I

the northern extremity of New Caledonia, which we found

to be in the latitude of twenty-nine degrees fifty-ci"htiiii.

nutes south, and longitude one hundred and sixty-one de-

grees ten minutes east.

" This island presents a chain of mountains, which oc-

cupy, from south-east to north-east, an ininieusc extent,

Captain Cook, who discovered it, saw only its north-<ssi
j

side. It was important to navigation to explore its soutli.

east coast, as it is extremely dangerous at all times but

much more so with the south-east winds, which had singii.

larly thwarted iis in the 'survey of it. The small number

of fires which we perceived on this land, and its apparent

sterility, iuclini? nin to think that it is thinly inhabited,

A\ e saw not a canoe, although it is easy to navigate here
I

under the r(!efs, where the Sea is very smooth. Whenm
quitted this coast, we congratulated ourselves on haiin;

j

terniiiiatrd a dangerous and fatiguing navigation, in order

to enter into an open sea, where \ve could prosecute our

voyage with much more facility, and much less danger."

This island was again visited by Admiral D'Entrccas-

,

teaux, in the year 1793. The account of the countr)-, and

the incidents that occurred during the stay of the French

navigators; is thus related :—" On our departure from tte

island of Tanna, we discovered, to the south-west, the bigt

mountains of New Caledonia. Although we were neir

the coast, we did not perceive Observatory Island, w'liicli

left us for some time uncertain whether we were oppo-

site to the place where Captain Cook had csn anchor is

1774; but our observations 3t noon proved that we were

very near, and it was not long before we discerned, lb«

island, though it is extremely low; we then stood ontoreaoli

the anchorage. A double canoe got under sail to come off
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to us: she was manned by eleven natives, who conducted

1 A.
tbi

her in such a manner as to give us no high idea of their

knowledge in the art of navigation. They addressed their

discourse to us, and held up some pieces of white cloth

whifl; they waved about, still keepihg at the distance of
upwards of two hundred meters from our ship. In a

sliort time they returned towards the coast. Next day,

four canoes were under sail, and coming towards our
sliips: tlie people in them betrayed some fears when they
got near us. One of the savages, who conducted them
coining on board, was followed by almost all tlie others!

We were surprised that they set more value on our cloil.s

tlian on nails or hatchets, which they called tognee. Yet
llie) were acquainted with iron, which they designated by
the name of pittou; but the very hard stones which they
employ render the use of it much less necessary to them
tlian to many other islanders of the South Sea. We
ibewedthem some cocoa-nuts and yams, desiring them to
bring us some; but, so far from going to fetch us any,
Itey wished to purchase ours, and offered us in exchange
tlieir darts and clubs, letting us know that they were very
iiungry, at the same time putting their hand on their belly,
which was extremely lank. They expressed some fear on
swing the hogs that we had on board ; which made us
presume that they did not possess this quadruped, although
Captain Cook left with one of their chiefs a male and a fe-
male; but, as soon as they saw our poultry, they imitated
tiie crowing of the cock sufficiently well to leave us no
doubt of their having some in their island.

"None of the women who were in these canoes would
consent to come into our ship; and, when we wished to
maiethem a present, the men undertook to carry the ar-
desto them. We weighed, in order to warp towards
Observatory Island, and were immediately surrounded by

kanoes, conducted by the natives, who came on board, and
'sold us a variety of their articles. Some of them had
brought a small number of cocoa-nuts and sugar-canes
rtichthey persisted in not parting with, although we
oflered a great prica for them. The inhabitants had no
longer any occasion for their canoes to come and see us
most of them leaping into the water, loaded with the u^
fides which they wished to sell us.

"When we went on shore, we were surrounded by a
|great number of inhabitants, who had just come out of
I

be middle of the woods, through which we penetrated at
querent times without going for from the sea-shore. It

I^M
not long before we came to a few insulated huts,

[>ree or four hundred yards distant from each other, «ntl
'WM by a small number of cocoa-nut trees. We ob-

l^f near some of these dwellings, small heaps of earth,
IWaiKl covered towards the middle with a very open

ce-work. The savages call them nhouet, and gave us
l'° -xJerstand that this was a burial-place. They in-

^OL. 1.

clined their head on one side, supporting it with the Imnd
they then shut their eyes, to express the repose enjoyed
by the remauis of the persons here deposited.

" On our return to the landing-place we found upwards
of seven hundred natives. They asked us for cloth and
iron m exchange for their goods, and some of them vorv
soon proved that they were most audacious thieves'
Among their different tricks, I shall mention one which
was played me by two of these sharpers. Tlie one of-
fered to sell me a small bag, fHled with oval stones, which
He earned at his girdle. He immediately untiad the ba-r
and pretended to give it to me with one hand, while w ith
the other he received the value we had agreed on. At the
same instant anotlier savage, who was placed behind me,
set up a loud cry, in order to make me turn my head to-
wards him. Immediately the knave ran away with his
bag and my property, endeavouring to hide himself in the
crowd. We did not wish to punish him, although ^^e
were armed with muskets. Yet it was to be feared, that
this act of lenity would be considered by these people
only as a mark of weakness, and render them still more in-
soleut. What happened shortly afterwards seemed to con-
firm this idea. Several of them were so audacious as to
throw stones at an officer, who was not above two hun-
dred yards distance from us. StiU we did not wish to
break with them; for Cook's narrative had prepossessed us
so strongly in their favour, that we yet required further
evidence to destroy the good opinion which we entertained
of the mildness of their disposition; but we had soon in-
contestible proofs of their ferociousness. One of ihem
having in his hand a bone newly broiled, and devouring
the remains of the flesh wliich was still upon it, advanced
towards one of the officers, and invited him to partake of
his meal. The latter, supposing that the savage was of-
fering him a piece of some quadruped, accepted the bone,
which was then covered only with tendinous parts; and,
having shewn it to me, I conceived that it had belonged
to a youth of fourteen or fifteen years of age. The na-
tives who surrounded us pointed out or, a child the situ-
ation of these bones : they made no scruple to avow, that
the flesh which had covered them had served as a meal,
and they gave us to understand, that they considered
it as a very choice dish. This discovery threw us into
the greatest uneasiness respecting the fate of our people,
who were still in the woods. However, we had. some
time after, the pleasure to see ourselves all assembled in
the same place, and we had no longer the smallest fear
that any of us r-hould fall a viciinj lo the barbarity of these
savages. When we came on board, few of the persons
belonging to the expedition, who had remained in the
ship, would believe the account which we gave diem of
the barbarous propensity of these islanders; for they could
not be persuaded that these people, of whom Captain
ST
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Cook had drawn so flaltcmg a picture, were «li'gra<li:d by

such a liorrible vice; but it wa.s not tliflicult to «u>nviii(e

tiio most incredulous. 1 Iiad brought with ini; the bone,

whicli our surgeon recognized to be that of a girl. I pre-

sented it to tlie two natives wlioiu we had on board; and

immediately one of tiie.se niitfiropop/iagi seiii^^d it wilii

avidity, and tore with his teeth the ligaments ami cartilages

which yet remained : I then gave it to his countryman, who

still found something to gnaw. '

" The different signs which were awkwardly made to

thciu, iO obtain a confession that they ate their fellow-

creatures, were the cause of a great misunderstanding.

Immediately an extreme consternation was depicted in their

features ; they no doubt conceived that we also were aii-

t/iropopfiagi; and, supposing that their last hour was come,

hey wept bitterly. We were net able to remove their

iippreheiisioos completely, although we did every thing in

our power to dispel this idea. One of thein- got out at a

port-hole, and clung to the fore-chains, ready to drop into

die water; the other jumped overboard, and swum to one

of the boats that was lying the farthest a-stern: however,

they soon recovered from tiieii' fright, and came again

into tiic ship.

" On thefoUowing day, wc landed early in the morning

en the nearest part of llic coast, where we fountl some

savages, who Mere already taking their meal. They in-

vited us to pajtake with them some meat newly broiled,

which ve perceived to be huniaii tlesli. The skin that was

on it still preserved its form entire, and) in several parts,

even its colour. They signillcd to us, that thi\y had cut

off diis joint from the middle of the arm, and gave us (o

understand, by vei-y expressive signs, that, after having

pierced with their darts the individual whose remains we
saw in tiieir hands, they bad disoatched him with their

clubs. They no doubt wish i make us comprehend

that' they are only their enemiet "ui fact, how could it be

possible that w« should have fo ' so many inhabitants in

this country, if hunger was thei. .ole induccmeuc to de-

vour each other ?

> " We proceeded towards tlie south-south-east, and for

a little way passed over a rather low tract of country, in

which we saw several planUitious of yams and sweet pota-

toes» The heat was excessive, and we had not yet found

any water. At length we saw a very limpid stream. We
stopped at this place, and the natives came and sat down

by us. We gave them some biscuit, whicli they readily

ate, thougii it was worm-eatea ; but tiiey would not taste

our cheese. They preferred water to brandy or wine, of

which they drank in a w!iiit:sieal iiiunucr. Stooping i'lcsr

head to witJiiu seven or eight decimeters of the surface of

the weter, with their haud they threw some seven or eight

timeii successively towards tlieir face, at each time opening

iLcu mcuth wide to receive what readied it ; thus they

[PAttT f.

soon quenclieid tlieir thirst. It may be easily coiiceivtil

that tiie most dexterous of these drinkers could not fjji

to wet a great part of their body. Aa they disturbed our

water, we begged them to drink a little lower down, »\lucl,

tliey immediately did.

" Some of them came up to the most robust uf us ;iad

felt the muscular parts of our arras and thighs, exclaiiiiiinr

Kajxireck! with an air of admiration, and even soiiitiliiii-

more, which was not very pleasant to our feeliugs; they

however, gave us no cause of complaint.

" In these places I remarked a variety of plauu le-

longhig to the same genera as those of a great number of

othri.5 wliah 1 liad before collected in New Holland

although the distance that separates the two countries is

very considt rablc.

" At a third of the way up the mountain, we saw, wiili

surprise, little walls, raised one abuive another by the natives

to prevent the soil from falling down in the lands which iliey

cultivate. I have found this custom very general anion"

the inhabitants of the mountains of Asia Minor.

" When wc had got half way up the niountaiu, the na-

tives who followed us begged us not to proceed farther,

informing us, that tlic inhabitants on the other side of that

chain would eat us. We continued, however, to aicciid

as far as the siuiunit; being well armed, we iiud iiuthiu»

to fear from those cannibals. Doubtless those who ac-

companied us were at war witli the others, for they woiild

follow us no farther. The mountains over which we clam

bered rise in the form of an amphitheatre, and are a con-

tinuation of the great chain that runs the wliole length «t

the island. Their perpendicular height is about two thou-

sand four hundred feet above the level of the .sea, We

saw them rise gradually towards the cast-south-east, and

extend as far as a very high mountain, about twciitv-four

feet distant from our anchorage. Wc found the principal

comjionent parts of these masses to be quartz, mica, a

steatite more or less hard, green schorl, granite, speculai

iron-ore. Sic.
'

" VV e were extremely surprised at the rapidity with nhicli

one of tlic natives ascended the cocoa-nut tree; holding

the trunk of the tree with his hands, he ran up all its leiigtii

with almost as much ease as if he had been on a horizon-

tal plane. I had never had an opportunity of renisrliins

such agility among the other islanders whons wc before

visited.

" The children of these savages watched the moment

w hen we had emptied the cocoa-nuts of their juice, to ask

them of us, finding still means to make something of tlieni.

They lore with tlieir teeth ihc iibroiis husk of thw ^m?

fruits, the nuX of \¥hich was not yet formed ; and tli«}' tliffl

ate the teiuler part which it enclosed, and which was much

too^ sour for us to be able to relish.

" Ottour arrival an board, and night coming on. all our
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bo.tMvereaIonK«de: yet two of theoffiocw w«rf. still o,.
,hore, With tw„ of the ,!.ip's company

; but the y ,o„„ „r.
rited on the b.ach, followcl by a ^.t-at ,„any „f ihc. inha
bjtanti. 'I he adiniral's burg« wn,, i„„n,.(|iatHy «.-nt for
,|,em, and brought then, on board. Tl.oy h.forn.ed „,
tothemngas who had o.^,.„,bled ro„nd thrm to the
.unjbcrof Hpward« of three hundred, ha.l, ou ,,eeing that
,lllhcboat»lmd left the .shore, behaved towards .hem with
Ae greate,. effrontery 0„e „f t,.„„ ,,,i ^„,^,^^,^,

,„ oflicer b,s snbre, the latter attempted to pursue him •

„. .he other „„t,ves m^tantly lifted np their clubs to defend'
,heth,ef. Indeed, all our ship-mate.s were robbed in the
™o,!.mHa,.t manner. However, when our barge nr
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vented .ho o<.er «avage.s from procee.iiug li .s,i|| ^Z^^
exce.e,, requited t,, take a pa,«age in her. Thoy brou^h
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" ^ "' '"'
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t

'""' '" "^ ^''''*
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I"' """
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'" ^"'^
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^^
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"' "'^ '
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'^°"™^"^-
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"'

[-• One of the most -dacio^tIT ,
''''\''
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I A.

Ihe different movements of the snvn.^o i
• T

noticed from on board the Recherche thZL 7^ ^^'"

two guns to be fired at them, X^.i ^t;:
^^'-^^"^^

-m-diately ,nto the woods; but shortlv art! T ."""
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"*"? f ""^'''
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^ ,^'
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'/^^"'^
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\
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''^'^

T"'^^
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i^'T " "' 1"^*^

it i" still more. I saw, however o' ^^ '", ^'-7

ready had his stomach well filled bul wl.
'

"^
'"!

'^"

ate in our presence a hunp o ly 1 t:rr 'fS'
;.;a mineral of a greenish colour,) as bt I

' ^TWe afterwards saw a number of otLr !
".''•^•'"'•

the same sort of earth
: i s ves t^ ^e^lT r"'""^

"'

ong n. want of food; for thoy a.,plv themX 1
tthe^tureof their lands, winch a;c: besides:^^^ ^"Ihe mhabitants of New CiIpH^.,;™ . ^ .

"

lo..g ;n .l,eir.,„„„ch a„d m.mL iJZul 7""
«6.«d ,K., „„,,, „„„„ ,„^ ,,:;»"J ri::,:an expedient, when pressed by |,u„g„.

" " '" *"*•
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" Three women, having come and joined the other sa-

vages who surrounded us, gave us no very favourable idea

of their music : they sang a trio, keeping very good time

;

but the harshness and discordance of their voices excited

in us very disagreeable sensations.

^' The gardener sowed in the woods different sorts of

seeds brought from Euiope; he had some remaining,

which lie gave to a savage, under a promise that he would

sow them.

" In an excursion into die country, we met with seve-

xal luits, all separated from each other, and in which we
were surprised to find no inhabitants. Farther on we
found a heap of ashes {

probably one cf the dwellings

had been recently burnt by the fire which these savages

kindle in them to drive away the muskitoes. Two tombs,

which were very near it, had received no damage. I saw

there two human bones, each suspended by a string to a

long stick, fixed in the ground; the one was a tibi^, and

the other a thigh-bone.

" A few fires, burning very near tne top of the neigh-

bouring mountain, .apprised us that it was a place of re-

treat for some inhabitants. When we reached the land-

ing-place, we found a great number of savages, who had

assembled tliere since our departure. They informed us,

that several of the inhabitants had been wounded in the

contest which they Jiad had with us the day before, and

that one of them had already died in consequence of his

wounds. A boat belonging to the Esperance, which was
' lying at some distance to the eastward, had been attacked

a few hours before our return by another party of savages,

who had thought that they were sufficiently strong to make
themselves masters of it; but, fortunately, their attempt

had not succeeded.

" Having formed a plan, with several persons belonging

to both sliips, to go and visit the back of the mountains,

which were situated to the south of our anchorage, we as-

sembled on the beach early one morning, to the number
of twenty-eight. We had agreed all to go armed, in order

to be able reciprocally to assist each other, in case the sa-

vages should venture to attack us. We walked for a long

time in paths well beaten, and were accompanied by a

few of the inhabitants.

" The inhabitants of these mountains appeared to us to

live in the greatest misery; they were all extremely meagre.
They sleep in the open air, without being tormented by
the muskitoes; for these insects are driven from the

heights by the east-south-east winds, which blow here con-
stantly. The same winds so materially obstruct the

growth of trees, that they are to be met with only under
the form of shrubs; the trees on the lower grounds grow
very tall.

" On surveying from the summit of these mountains an
immense extent of reefs, which bar all approach to this

[part
1

tOlliS

land, we discovered another channel, not far distmt

westward of that by which we had reached the ancliuroo

where our ships tiien lay. To the south our view

tended over a fine valley, surrounded by large
plauiation

of cocoa-palms, whence we saw the smoke risin" in

.

lumns from- the fires lighted by the savagcjs. Vast tnci

of ground, which appeared cultivated in ihe lowest spoij

announced a great population.

" In returning towards our ships, we passed i!irouj;li a

little hamlet, the inhabitants of which canie out imaniied

from tlieir huts. They let us examine the inside ; and one

of them made no difliculty in selling us the iiumaii bono

which were suspended above one of their tonif)s. Wlicn

we reached the sea-side, we found a groupi- of natives

who followed us, asking for something to lat; but, our

provisions being expended, 1 regaled them vith pieces of

green and very soft steatite, which I had brcight from tin

summit 6f the mountains : of this some ate 'oraciously.

" When I came on board, I found we lad received a

visit from several of the natives, who swm off to tin;

ship. They took care to assure us, that tey were notci

the number of those who had couimittei acts of hosii.

lity against us, and they told us that theJiad eaten two

of those thieves, one of whom receiver a ball tlirnusli

the thigh, and the other through the bdy, in the aflan

that had happened between them and H. We had not

till now been able to lean the use of ai instrument called

nbouet ; these savages informed us, tht it served to cui

off the limbs of their enemies, whic< they share al'itr

battle. One of them demonstrated |ts use on a man

belonging to our ship, who lay dflfn on his back at

the other's request. He first repesented a battle, ia

which he signified to us that the jpemy fell under tlie

stroke of his dart, and tlie blows -f his club, which lie

wielded with violence ; he then pcibrmed a sort of Pyr-

rhic dance, holding in his hand tlfs instrument of mur-

der ; and he shewed us tiiat they fcegan by opening ilic

belly of the vanquished with tlu, nbouet, and that tiiej

threw away the intestines, having .«ken them out bymeaiu

of another instrument, wiiich S formed of two human

ulna, tapered, weil polished, i^d fixed in a mat of vei)

substantial tresses of bat's hiir. He then shewed us,

that the legs and arms were tJeen ofl" at the joints, and

distributed, as well as the othif parts, to each of the com-

batants, who carried them ttiiis family. It is difficult to

depict the ferocious avidity (jtith which he expressed to

us, that the flesh of this uilortunate victim was devoured

by them, after they had Ipiled it on the coals. Tliis

cannibal let us know, at t^ same lime, that the Jiesh of

the arms and legs was cu'nnto thick slices, and that thesa

people considered the m*t musculous parts a very agree-

able dish. It was theiijfeasy for us to explain why tliey

frequently felt our arni and legs, manifesting a violcu!

-g.-g^?aWfjy';.:y ;
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I

lunging; tlicy then uttered a faint whistling, which they

produced by closing their teeth, and. applying to them

the tip of the tongue ; afterwards, opening their mouth,

ihfv smacked their lips several times in succession.

"A party of us set oflF from the ship, to the number of

twenty-eiglit, all M'ell armed, with an intention of cross-

incT over avcrv lofty mountain, situated to the south-south-

cast, in order to descend afterwards, if the weather proved

hvoiirable, into a fine valley, whiclj we had already per-

ceived very far behind this mountain

" We proceeded till a heavy shower obliged us to seek

J dielter in the cavities of the rocks, where we remained

for some time. We invited the savages who accompanied

m to partake of our repast ; but we were very much sur-

prised to see that these cannibals would not eat the salt

pork which we offered them.

"I found on my arrival on board a chief, who had

(lined at the gun-room table. He had come in a canoe

I

with his wife, whom he would not suflfer to ascend the

j

(dip's side, notwithstanding the reiterated entreaties that

lad been made him.

"On landing on another excursion, we followed the

leach, advancing towards the west, and penetrating oc-

[

easioDally into the 'voods ; we saw the inhabitants aban-

don their huts on our approach, and leave behind them a

net, which they had spread out to dry. It appears that

this implement for fishing, which is commonly twenty-

four feet long, by four wide, is very scarce among these

people. They shewed us very few during the time we
were in their island, and none of them would part with a

net foi any price. The women are principally engaged in

catching the shell fish. We saw several of them wade
into the sea up to the middle, and gather great quantities,

which they found by means of a pointed stick that they

I

thrust into the sand.

"We had not hitherto met with any tombs of these

I

savages, except near their huts ; but we now saw one
which was far distant from any habitiylioh, on the side of
the road that we followed. It differed from the others in

I

being built of stone from its foundation to the middle of

I
its height.

"We had just caught two sea-adders, which we broiled

I

on tiie coals and ate ; but we found their flesh very tough,

I

and by no means well-flavoured.

"We had not proceeded far from our ships, when

j

fresh traces of devastation made us again lament the fate
of these unfortunate inhabitants, whom revenge often

I

'lurries to the most horrible excesses. They had destroyed
a!i the principal habitations, and topped all the cocoa-nut

I

Tees sun-ounding it.

As the day was far spent, we proceeded towards the
with, in search of a convenient spot where we might
pass the night, and we soon fixed upon an eminence -the

22. VOL.,.
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difficult access to which secured us from the danger of

any surprise on the part of the savages. We lighted a

fire; for on these heights it was piercing cold, and of this

we were the more sensible, as we had experienced in Jie

plain very intense heat during the day. We supped, and
then went to sleep, two of us watching alternately, and
keeping a good look-out, for it was to be feared ihat the

light of our fire might attract some of the islanders to-

wards us. Near the foot of the mountains we perceived

the light of several torches, with which some savages were

advancing eastward, and approaching our retreat. In un

instant every one of us was on foot, to observe their mo-
tions ; and we prepared to give them a warm reception,

in case they should think proper to come and attack us;

but, after crossing several hills, they went down towards

the sea-side, marching to the eastward, and going farther

from us. Probably these cannibals were proceeding to

undertake some expedition against their enemies, whom
they generally attack by night. As we did not seem to be

the object of their search, we went to sleep again, relyin"'

on the vigilance of our sentries.

" The next morning, at day-break, we ascended towards

the south-east, an . soon reached the brow of the moun-
tain, when we discovered, on the sea-shore, the great

opening of the channel wl'' h runs through the plain that

we proposed to visit.

" We had now only a few hills to cross, in order to ar-

rive at the plain ; when several of our party, being afraid

that, should we proceed any farther, we might run short

of provisions, and, perhaps, meet some numerous band of

savages, left us, in order to return the same day on board

of our ships. By tliis desertion our number was reduced

to fifteen, but, nevertheless, we continued our journey.

" At length, we entered the plain, and presently the

melancholy spectacle of a habitation entirely destroyed,

and several cocoa-palms cut short off at the root, con-

vinced us anew of the barbarity of the inhabitants.

" All our provisions being now expended, we felt the

necessity of returning on board, and reached the ship

about the middle of the day. Alongside I observed a

double canoe, carrying two sails, constructed in the same

manner as those of the inhabitants of New Caledonia ; but

the natives who were in her spoke the language of the in-

habitants of the Friendly Islands. They were eight in

number, seven men and a woman, all very muscular.

They told us that the island from which they came was

situated to the eastward, a d.iy's sail from our anchorage,

and was called Aouiea. It was undoubtedly the Island

of Beaupr^ they meant, which had been discovered by our

engineer in our passage from the New Hebrides to this

island. These islanders, wlio were entirely naked, were

acquainted with the use of iron, and appeared much more

intelligent than the savages of New Caledonia.

3U
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" I vras not a little surprised to see one of the planks of

t|leir canoe paid with a coat of varnish. It appeared to

have belonged to some European ship, and of this I had

n^ dcAibt, when I discovered that white lead had formed a

principal ingredient in the composition of the varnish.

This plank undoubtedly came from a ship belonging to

some civilized nation, which had been lost on their coasts.

I requested these savages to relate to us what they knew

oil this subject; they innnediately set sail to the west-

ward, promising to return next day, and bring us back

the information required, but did not keep their word,

and we had not afterwards an opportunity of seeing them.

" We were informed, on our return, that on the day

wc. left the ship to make the excursion which we had

fiaished, some savages had attempted to carry off the

hatchets of our wood-cutters, and had attacked them with

stoi>es»,but that two musket-sbots bad been sufficient to

disperse them.

" In a short time we reached a hut, whence came out a

native, holding in his hand a mask, which he agreed to sell

for two joiners' chissels. This mask was cut out of a

cocoa-nut tree, but better carved than the different figures

which we had seen at other places, on the planks at the

entrance of their dwellings. He repeatedly covered his

face with it, and looked through the holes which he had

perforated in the upper part. It had no appearance at the

eyes, but only at the mouth. These people are, probably,

in the habit of making use of masks of this sort, that they

may not be recognised by their enemies, when they under-

take any hostilities against them.

"In a hut, which we entered, I observed a fire, and two

children, who were regaling themselves with spiders, of a

new species, which 1 have very frequently remarked iu the

woods, M'here th.y spin threads so strong tliat we were

gften exceedingly incommoded by tliem in our excursions.

The children first killed them, by shutting them up in a

large eai then vessel, which they were heating over a good

fire ; tiien they broiled them on the embers, and ate them.

They swallowed, at least, a inindred of them. We found

on the same island several other inhabitants searching ea-

gerly for this sort of food.

" I perceived some of the inhabitants falling upon our

fishermen, in order to take from them their net, with the

fish which they had just caught. We were obliged to

fire at least twenty muskets before we could succeed in

dispersing them entirely. They stood firm on the beach

during all tliis time, repelling the attack with their slings,

and severely wounded the gunner of the Esp(;rance in the

arm with a stone ; they then took to their heels, and in a

few moments they again returned to the charge: iiowever,

when they saw two of their party brought to the ground

by musket-shots, and wounded so as not to be able to

orawl into the woods but with much difficulty, the panic

any
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became general; they fled, and not one of them

longer thought of attacking us.

" llie voracity of which die Caledonians hud affordKl

us proof, prevented the admiral from giving them the |,(

and she goat wliich he had intended for them. Duulj).

less they devoured the two hogs and the two dogs, of wliiii.

Captain Cook made a present to one of their chiefs, before

they sufiered them to multiply. Scarcely did tluy iuk

the smallest attention to dieir fowls : I saw only tliree hens

and a cock during our stay in die island.

" We did- not observe in their possession any of tlie

articles given to them by Captain Cook. Perhaps, these

riches have ocijioned the unhappiness of the inhahit-

ants of this coast, by exciting their neighbours to cuine

and plunder them.

" I remarked, with astonishment, that the authority of

the chiefs had always seemed nugatory, in the dift'erem

skirmishes we had had with these savages; but I was not

less surprised to see them exercise a considcrahle sliare

of power, when their personal interests were at stake'

for they generally seized upon the articles which ihtii

subjects had received from us.

" The natives of this island are a strong, robust, ac-

tive, and well-made people ; some of them measuring sis

feet four inches. Their complexion is similar to that ot

the people of the New Hebrides, New Holland, and

New Guinea ; but they do not, like those of New Hol-

land, cover dicmselves with charcoal-dust: some were

remarked who had blackened part of their breast, Lv

wearing on it broad stripes, disposed obliquely. The;

have thick lips, flat noses, and full cheeks, uiid, iu some

degree, the features and look of a negro. Two thiii")

contributed to die forming of such an idea ; first, their

rough mop-heads, and, secondly, their besmeariug their

faces with black pigment. Their hair and beards are ge-

nerally black, and the former is very much frizzled ; so

that, at first sight, it appears like diat of a negro, only

that it is coarser, stronger, and rather longer. Some, who

wear it long, tie it up on the crown of the head; others

suffer oidy a large lock to grow on each side, which

tJiey tie up in clubs ; many were observed, who, wishing

to appear with very long hair, had fastened to it two or

llnee bniids made of grass, and covered with the hair of

the bat, which reached down to the middle of the back.

" Some of these savages had tubercles behind the ears,

in the shape of a sweet-bread, and as large as a man's

fist. They made it grow by means of a caustic, whicli,

no doubt, had for some time occasioned a considerable

degree of irritation, tlie inferior lobe of their ears being

down to their shoulders. Some had introduced in it leaves

of trees, and others a piece of wood, to enlarge it still

more. Several had die same lobe cut into shreds; it

liad probably been torn in battle, or in their excursions
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through the fnrpstn. A mfm was seen by Captain Cook',1

pfople, Ijotli ashore and alongside tlic Nhip^, ;h white as u

L^ir(i|)t;iiii. 'lliey were given to iindcrstiind, that his

tfliittiii ss did not proceed from hereditary descent, but

from chance or some diiiease.

" We sa-.v coarse garments amongst th^nj, made of a

sort of niatling, but they seemed never to Mettr them, ex-

cept when out in their canbes and unemployed. Some
liad a Jiiiid of concave, cylimhical, bhick cap, whidh ap-

peared to be a atrcat ornament among them, and, we
thought, was oidy M orn by njrii of note, or warriors. A
large dieet of strong paper, when they got one froni us,

\m generally applied to this use.

" 'Hie women's dress is a siiort petticoat, made of the

filaments of the plantain-tree, laid over a cord, to which
ihcy are fastened, and tied round the waist. The petti-

coat is made at least six or eight inches thick, but no longer

than necessary for the use designed. 'I1ie outer filaments

arc dvcd black; and, as an additional ornament, the most

I

of tliem have a few pearl oyster-shells fixed on the right

iiJe. The general ornaments of both sexes are ear-ringg

! of tortoise-shell, necklaces, or amulets made both of lar<»e

(hells and stones, and bracelets, made of large shells,

which they wear aboVe the" elbow. Their necklaces are

mats of plaited hair, and they conimbnly suspend to them,
by a siring, a small piece of bone, rudsly carved. Tlieir

bracelets are cut out of shells, oi' of quartz and other
hard stones. They have piinctures, or mdrks on the skin,

on sevcial parts of the body ; but nohe ar6 black,"as at tii^

eastern islands.

" With respect to the origin of this nation, they seem to
be a race between the people of the New Hebrides and
.Veiv Holland

;
their language, in some re.spehts, being a

mixture of both.

" Their (Tffensive weapons are clubs, spears, darts, and
,

slings for throwing stones. The clubs are about two feet
and a half long, variously formed ; some like a scythe, others

I

lite a pick-axe
; some have a head like a hawk, and others

I

have round heads
; but all are neatly made. Many of their

I

darts and spears are not less neat, and ornamented with
carvnig, Tlie slings are simple, but they take some pains

I

to form the stones they use into a proper shape, which
I IS something like an egg, supposing both ends to be like

!

the small one. They use a becket, in throwing the dart,
michis much used in striking fish, &c. lu this they

I

seemed vyry dexterous; nbr, indeed, have they any other
1

method of catching large Mi; for I neither saw hooks nor
lines among them.

" The ingenious method these people have invented

I

for accelerating the velocity of their darts is admirable.
for this purpose they use a very elastic piece of cord,

I' a!' msLM
made of cocoa-nut bass and the hair of the bat. They
fix one of the extremities to the end of the fore-finger,
wlide the other, which is terminated by a sort of round
button, embraces the dart on which it is disposed, in such
a manner, that it Hies off the weapon as soon as it i,

"

thrown. Tliese warlike people pay the greatest attention
to the manut'actui'e of their weapons, which they polish
remarkably well.

" Their houses aKe mostly circular, like a bee-hive.
The

( trance is by a small door, or long square hole, big
enough to admit a man bent double. The side-^^ alls arc
about four feet and a half high; but the roof is lofty, and
I)eak.id to a point at the top; above which is a post, which
IS generally ornamented cither with carving or shells, oi
both. The framing k of small spars, reeds, &c.; and both
the sides and roof are thick and closely covered with thatch,
made of coarse long grass. In the inside of the house are
posts, to which cross-spars are fastened, and platforms
made, for the conveniericy of laying any thing on. Tlie
fioor is laid with dry grass, and mats arc sp.'ad for the
principal inhabitants to sleep or sit on, lu most of them
we found two fire-places, and commonly a fire burning

;

nnd, as there was no vent for the smoke, but by the door'
the whole house was both smoky and hot, insomuch that
we, who were not used to such an atmosphere, could

'

hardly endure it a moment. This may be the reason why
we found these people so chilly when in the open air, and
without exercise. We frequently saw them make little

fires, and hustle round them, with no other view tlian to
warm themselves. Smoke within doors may be a neces-
sary evil, as it prevents the musquitoes from coming in,
which are numerous here. In some respects their Iiabl-

tations are neat; for, besides the ornaments at the top,
I saw some with carved door-posts. Upon the whole,'
their houses are better calculated for a cold than a hot cli-

mate.

"They have no great variety of household utensils;
earthen jars being the only article worth notice. Each
family has, at least, one of them, in which they bake
their roots, arid perhaps their fish, &c. The fire by
which they cook their victuals is on the outside of
each house, in the open air. There are three or five

pointed stones fixed in the ground, their pointed ends be-
ing about six inches above the surface. Thos^of three
stones are only for one jar; those of five stones, for two.
The jars do not stand on their bottoms, but lie inclined
on their sides. The use of these stones is obviously to
keep the jars from resting on the fire, in order that it ms"
burn the better. They have a basket, which they fill with
tubercles, which reseinble those of the roots of a species
of sun-fiower.

m
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NICW ZKALAND.
New Zealand was fitnt tliic-oveml by Tasnmn, in die

year Ui4'2. lie Iravrrscd tlu- fiistrrn coast, and iititi-red

the strail wliirli diviiKi the two islands, niiitt! calli-d Cook's
Strait

; but, bring aUacked by the natives soon aftfr ho
ennie to anchor in the plaoe, to whicli he gave the name
of Murderer's Hay, he never went on »li«rc. 'I'asnian

gnve the country the name of Staaten Land, or thi; Land
t)f the States, in homwir of tlie States-fJeneral ; but it has
gince b(-en dislinguittlied by tlie name of New Zealand.
As the whole of this country, except that part of the coast
seen by Tasman, has, till the voyage in the Endeavour,
undertaken l)y our renowned navigator. Cook, in 17(jy,
remained totally unknown, it was supposed to be part of
a southern continent

: but it was found by him to consist

of two large islands, divided from each other by a strait,

which is about four or five leagues broad.

Silii(ilio,i, Climate, Soi/, .<,<•.] New Zealand is situ-

ated between thirty-four and forty-eight degrees of south
latitude, and between one hundred and sixty-six and one
hundred and eighty degrees of east longitude.

The rliniafe is temperate and tolerably salubrious, and
the weatlicr in general is good, but sometimes windy, and
attended with heavy rains, which, however, are never ex-
cessive nor of long continuance. Troin various observa-
tions, it app?ars, that the winds from the south-east are
generally moderate, but attended with cloudy weather, or
rain. The south-westerly winds blow very strong, and are
also attended with rain, but they seldom last Imig. The
north-west winds are the most prevailing, and are almost
constanlly attended with fine weather.

Tlic land in the vicinity of Queen Charlotte's Sound is

exceedingly mountainous, rising abruptly from the sea into
large hills, with bainted tops. At considerable distances
there are some valleys, each terminating toward tlie sea
in a small cove, with a pebbly or sandy beach ; and behind
this are small flats, where the natives generally erect their

huts. The biuses of the mountains, toward the shore, are
composed of a brittle sand-stone, which is naturally of a
yellowish cast, but acquires a bluish tinge when washed
by the sea. In some places it runs in horizontal, and at

others in oblique, strata, being frequently divided by veins
of coarse quartz, which generally follow the direction of
the other, though they sometimes intersect it. The soil

which covers this is also of a yellowish cast, somewhat
like marl

;
and its qiiality is bast indicated by the luxuriant

growth of its productions.

regetabks.'] The noble trees which crown the moun-
tains of New ZcaLind are chiefly of two sorts : one of
them is of the size of our largest firs, and grows much
after the same manner, but the leaves and small berries on
their points liave a nearer resemblance to those of the

GEOGRAPHY.
f„,„,

yew. The other tree it *omcwhnt like a maple, and f

quenlly grows to a •rry great sise, but it only aerv.dtj,

iMiropcans for fuel, as the wood was found too lun („

masts, yards, &c.

On the small flat spots Ik hind the beaelu,s, tlicrr. u
greater variety of trees, among which are two that bej

plums, about the size of prunes ; tlu; one yellow, calVd
kanacia; and the other black, called makuo, Init ni.iil,„

of them have a v,.|y iigreeal)le flavour. Those of th,

first sort grow on snudl trees near the sea ; Iiut the other,

are gathered from larger trees, that stand farther witliii, t;:c

woods. On some of the eminences which jut out iii(„t|,,.

sea, there is a tree, bearing flowers almost like those of

myrtle
; and a species of Pliiladelj)hus, the leaves of wlmi,

have a very pleasant snudl, and are said to make an oicel-

lent substitute for tea.

Among a variety of edible plants, which grow pjenti.

fully in almost evciy cove, we nuist mention wild cckrv

and a sort of scurvy-grass, with jagged leaves, and sniall

clusters of white flowers. A species of long pepper i,

found in great plenty, but it has little of the aromatic Ha-

vour that makes spices valuable. The flax-plant, of which

the natives nuike their garments, grows every where near

the sea, and, in some places, a considerable way up ik

hills, in tufts or bmrches, with aedgc-like leaves, beariii"

yellowish flowers, which are succeeded by a long roundish

pod, filled with very thin black seeds. Here are also

above twenty difl'erent sorts of ferns, entirely peculiar to

the place; with several different kinds of mosses; besides

a great variety of other plants, whose characters and usfs

are not yet accurately known.

Jnhiials.] The birds, as well as the vegetable productions,

are almost entirely i)eculiar to the country; and Kllliough

it is very diflicult to follow them, on account of the great

quantity of underwood and climbing plants, which render

travelling extremely fatiguing, yet a person, by remaining

in one place, may shoot as many in a day as will serve sis

or eight others. The principal sorts are large brown par-

rots, with greyish heads, green parroquets, with red fore-

heads
; and large wood-pigeons, brown above, with while

bellies, and the bill and feet red.

} lere also are two sorts of cuckoos, one as large as our

common sort, of a brown colour, variegated with black;

the other not larger than a sparrow, of a bright green hue

above, and beautifully varied with waves of green, brown,

white, and golden colours below. A goose-beak, about

flic size of a thrush, of a blown colour, with a reddish tail,

is very frequently seen here ; as is also a small greenish

bird, whose notes are so varied and melodious, that an at-

tentive auditor might suppose himself suwounded by a hun-

dred different sorts of birds at once. Robins and king's-

fishers are sometimes seen, about the size of flie English

ones, but tlieir plumage is somewhat different.
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Thf rnckn alioiit tlic Nhoro arc nmch frrqiirnfed by mm-
|,iM and rfd-bill.i; and crrstcd nIiokh, of u lead-, oloiir,

„,th the upper pnit of u m Ivpt-bliuk, tinsnl uii|, grec,.,'

oiiil llio « iii^^ prctlily Hpotti'd. 'I'lmre (ire, ulso, nboul lli J

slinie, lome liliie lieruiiH, a lew itoo-gidls, sinull pinguiiis,

ami Dome sand-larks.

Among thf li.ili ottered to sale by the natives, \y,„- Iiuffe

tnnifiTH'clHi aiorl of sen-brenm, of a nilver colour, with

;, |,|u( k spot on the nt<k
; and a fish somewhat like a bream,

l,ut 30 large an to weif;h mx or seven |)«)unds. 'J'he prind^
,ial (ish can-;ht by the Europeans were mullet.^ eleplmnl-
liih,iole», (loiniders, u wort of small salmon, skate, and a

rurioin lish of a reddish colour, with u little beard.'wiiieh

•MS called lh« tiight-railkei, fi,im the greatjst number
being caught iti the nijrht. Among the sh. ||-lish, which
alwund on the rocks, there an- periwinkles, limp.ts, wilks,
jra^ars, oysters, cockles, and muscles, the latter of which'
Hill sometimes measure above a foot in length.

It is very remarkable, that in this extensive country there
jrc no quadrupeds, excepling a few rats, and a sort of fox-
dog, the latter of which seems to bo, in some measure
d.mrsticatcd by the natives. The insects most worihy of
,„M,c lire t«o sorts of drKgon-flies, small grasshoppers
ineral sorts of spiders, and great numbers of scorpion'
^le,, «illi whose chirping tlie woods frequently ivsouiid
ilieonly reptiles are two or three sorts of lizards, one of
uliich is said to be of a monstrous size.

ilmvuh.] New Zealand does not afford any mineral
worihy of attemion, except a green jasper, or serpent-
ilonc, of which the natives fabricate their tools and i,er-
•onal ornaments; and it aj.pears that they hold some s,,-
pcrsimous notions respecting the method of its generation

[

It ti .utfitiently obvious, however, wherever it inay be
i
found, that It is disposed in the earth either in thin layers
ordetschcd pieces, like our flints; for the edges of t'hose
FC" which have not been cut arc covered with a whitish

I

mist, like these. A piece of this sort has been seen
abonl eighteen inches long, a foot broad, and nearly two

i
liKbei thick; which yet appeared to be only the fragment
t'l a larger piece.

hm^uage.] The language of the New Zealanders,
|>lHch nearly resembles that of the Otaheiteans, cannot
I'e properly called harsh or disagreeable ; for although the

[

])ion.,mciatiou is frequently guttural, it is certain that what-

I

e^er qualities are requisite in any other language to make
« musical, obtain to a considerable degree here. It is also
snHiciently comprehensive, though in some respects deli-

I

y,yi compared with the languages of Europe, which
:

'"'euisir perfeclion to long improvement.
The language of the northern and southern parts of

^>e«, Zealand differ, chiefly in the pronunciation, as the
'
me bnghsh word n pronounced gate in Middlesex, and

I ^Zl
'" "''"''"'

= ""•* *» "•« "outhern and northern woHs
VOi.l,

r A. ^
«.ro not ^.,itten down by il„. .nme person, one might pos-
"ibly u... ,„.„,• Itlteis to piMlu,. tlu! same v. u.d than the
ollii-r.

It limy hI,o be obsnvcd, ihi.t it ,. the gcniii, of tlie
languag.., .specially in the .southern part-, lo put mma
iirlicl.. before a noun, as we do the or «; i|„ aiiicles wwd
l«« •<• wore R<n..rnlly l,f „r l:n; it i, aU„ coninMiU here u.
:"l'l 'l'« won! 'ma after uii.^Mjr w,u(l, as an it.ralion, e»-
|>« < lidly if It IS an mmytr to » (jucntioii , .^s «,. ^y ye., ,,,.
'/(w/, cat,!,,,/,/; this sowteliineg l.-d the ufitrus in'lu the
formation of words of ;,„ .uoimr^w hnf-th. jmlgin.r by
tlic ear only, without being ^ble to 7*1.. • ach M.im.rii.to
Its sigiii|;cafi(>n.

Gncrnimrnt, lielhjti^n, i<t.\ TluM som.- form of govern-
ment prevuilM in this country is evKlnit from the < ...i„t and
luformaiix, of Toogee, oue .>f the natives who rewskd at
Norlolk Island, hs we have l„ fore obs, rved. He informed
the Knropeauvisilois, that Ka-h. i-mwi.awe, the |d ice of
bis residence, and the northern i^laiul of New Zealand
IS divule.l int.. eight disirl.ts, govern. d by their respective
chiels, and olhcis who are suboidinate to them. The
largest of these districts is T'Sotuliiekrv. the inhabitants
"f which are in a constant slate of wa.l.re with other
tubes. 111 \\ hich tluy are somi.tinies joined l.y the people
of three neighbouring districts, though the whole of them
are oft. tier united against T' S.nuluckcy, the boun.ls of
will, h large .listiict Governor King conceived to be from
Cajitam Cook's Mount Egniont to Cape Uuiiav ny. Ihey
are not, however, without long intervals of peace, at
which times they visit, and carry on a traffic for flax 'and
the green talc-stone, of which latter they make axes and
ornaments. As a furth.-r proof of the eiisfence of a go-
vernmciit, il appcacs, from Governor King's account, that
J oogee's rcsifh lice was on the north side of the IJay of
Islands, in the distiict called by him Ho-do-do, which he
said contained about a thousand (ijrhliug men, and was
subject to seven ciiitfs one of whom, Tce-koo-roa, was
the principal chiefs son. Governor King oh.servcs, that
according to the information of Toogee, the inferior classes
were perfectly subordinate to llitir superiors; and such he
supposed to be the case, by the great deference paid by
1 oogee himself to Hoodoo.
Of the religion of these people, it cannot be supposed

that much could be learnt; they acknowledge the influence
of superior beings, one of whom is supreme, and the rest
subordinate

; and give nearly the same account of the ori-
gin of the world, and the production of mankind, as the
natives of Otaheite: I'upia, however, seemed to have a
much more extensive knowledge of these subjects than
any of the people here; and, whenever he was disposed
to instruct them,

,
which he sometimes did in a long

discourse, he was sure of a numerous audience, who
listened, in profound silence, with such reverenoe and
3 X
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attention, that we could not but wish tliein a better

teiicher.

What homage they pay to the deities they acknowledge

could not be learnt, but no place of public worship was

seen, like the niorais of the South-Sta Isltinds
; yet, near

a plantation of sweet potatoes, was a small area, of a

square figure, surrounded with stones, in the n)iddle of

which one of the sharpened stakes, which they use as a

spade, was set up, and upon it was hung a basket of

fern-roots : upon enquiry, the natives said, it was an of-

fering to the gods, by which the owner hoped to render

them propitious, and obtain a plentiful crop.

The New Zealanders believe that, the third day after the

interment, the heart separates itself from the corpse, and

that this separation is announced by a general breeze of

wind, which gives warning of its approach, by an inferior

Eatooa, or divinity, that hovers over the grave, and who
certainly carries it to the clouds. In this chart, Toogee
has marked an imaginary road, which goes the Icnglliways

of Ea-hei-mo-mawe, from Cook's Strait to the North
Cape, which Toogee calls Tevey-inga. They believe,

that while the soul is received by the god Eatooa, an evil

spirit is also in readiness to carry it to Terry-inga, whence
it is precipitated into the sea.

Whatever their principles of religion may be, its instruc-

tions appear to be very strongly inculcated into them from

their very infancy. Of this there was a remarkable in-

stance, in the youth who was first destined to accompany
Taweiharooa, in Captain Cook's second voyage. He re-

frained "om eating the greatest part of tlie day, on ac-

count of his hair being cut, though every method was
tried to induce him to break his resolution ; and he was

tempted with t!ie offer of such victuals as he was known
to esteem the most. He said, if he ate any thing that

day, the Eatooa would kill him. However, towards even-

ing, the cravings of nature got the better of the precepts

of his religion, and he ate, though but sparingly. It had

often been conjectured, before this, that they had some
.superstitious notions about their hair, quantities of it having

been frequently observed tied to the branches of trees, near

some of their habitalionii; but what theie notions are

could not be learned.

Customs, Manners, ^c] The inhabitants of New Zea-
land do not exceed the conmion stature of Europeans

;

and, for the most part, their limbs are not so well made.
This, however, may probably be the effect of sitting on
their hams, and of being contined, by the hilly nature of
the country, from using tliat exercise which contributes to

render the body straight and well-proportioned. Tlieir

complexions vary from a deep black to an olive tin^e.

Their faces, in general, are round, with full lips, remark-
ably broad teeth, and large eyes. Their noses are not flat,

but they become rather thick ^toward the point. In the

[part I.

young, the countenance is generally open and iiiycnuous.

but in many of the elder men it is markrd *Mti) a picii^'
sullenness or reserve. Their hair is l)lti<:k, stiaiuhi^

m,j

strong, generally cut short on the lii.ul part, XMihllie'
rest

tied on the crown of the head : in some individuals, lio«.

ever, it is of a brown colour, and seems naturally mhii
to curl. The women are, for the most part, snialkr than

the nien; but they have few peculiar graces, either iiifom,

or features, to distinguish them.

Their ordinary dress consists of an oblong garment

about five feet long and four broad, which is made froni

the flax-plant already mentioned. They bring two corners

of this garment over the shoulders, and fasten it on the

breast with the other part that covers the body. Some-

times they ornament it with large feathers, or with pieces

of dog-skin, which seem to be wrought into the cioili

when it is made. Over this garment, some of the iiativei

wear mats, m hich reach from the shoulders almost lo t!ie

heels; but, in general, the ouier covering consists of a

quantity of the flax-plant, badly dressed, which, btiu^.

thrown about the shoulders, falls down, on all sides, as low

as the middle of the thighs.

Their heads are commonly decorated with feathers, or

combs of bone and wood ; and in the ears, both of mtn

and women, are hung bits of cloth, beads, or small pieces

of jasper. They generally wear long beards, but seeniiu

be fond of having them shaved. Some of them are stain.

ed in the face with curious figures, of a black, or deep

blue colour; but the women, who are thus marked, have

the puncture only on their lips, or a small spot on their

chin. Both sexes besmear their heads and faces with a

red paint, made of grease and martial ochre ; and the fe-

malos sometimes wear necklaces of shark's teeth, or hunclies

of long beads, which appear to be made from the leg-

bones of small birds, A few, also, have little triangular

aprons, fastened round tlie waist with two or three cords,

and adorned with feathers, bits of pearl-shells, 8cc.

It appears that they subsist principally by fishinj,

making use either of nets, or of wooden fish-hooks, poinltd

with bone; but these last are so oddly made, tliat a

stranger is at a loss to discover how they can answer siith

a purpose. When they dare not venture to sea, they sup-

ply the want of other fish with muscles, sea-ears, &c,,and

sometimes they contrive to kill a few penguins, shags, and

rails, which help to vary their diet. Mr. Andeison informs

us, that they are equally filthy in their persons and in

their method of feeding. " Ihey used to devour, with

the greatest eagerness," says he, " large quantities of

stinking train-oil, and blubber of seals, which we were

melting at the tent, and had kept nearly two months; and,

on board the ships, they were not satisfied with eniptving

the lamps, but actually swallowed the cotton and fragrant

wick, with equal voracity. It is worthy of notice, that

-'•*• jusrspt'**'-
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though tlie iuhabitanti of Van Dienien's Land appear to
have but a scanty subsistence, lliey would not even taste

our bread; whereas these people devoured it <rreediiv

„|,en both mouldy and rotten. This, however, niust not
be imputed to any defect in tiieir sensations; for I have
observed them throw away things which we eat, widi evi-
(lent disgust, after only smelling to them.

As they are totally ignorant of the art of boiiinc, they
always bake their iish in a large hole, which is dug in the
earth for that purpose, and servos instead of an oven. In
the same manner they dress the root and part of the stalk
of tlie large fern-tree, which, on being split open, yield
a ilue gelatmous substance, like boiled sago-powder, but
somewhat firmer. A smaller fern-root, which seems to be
ilieir substitute for bread, is beaten with a stick till it be-
comes pretty soft, when they chew it sufficiently, and spit
out the fibrous parts, the other having a mealy and very
agieciible taste.

They shew as much ingenuity, both with respect to
liiveution and execution, as any uncivilized nation under
snmiar circumstances; for, although wholly destitute of
mclal tools, they fabricate their clothing, w:i' like weapons
amifislimg in)plements, with a tolerable d<:gree of „eat-
iiiss. Thtir chief mechanical tool is formed exactly after
theniann-rof an English adze, and is made of the green
Jumper. Their substitute for a knife is a shell, or a bit of
thiil; and, in boring holes, they supply the want of an
anger by fixnig a shark's tooth in the end of a small piece
of wood. They have also a small saw, made of some
hsl.es jagged teeth, and fixed on the convex edge of a
piece of wood, nicely carved : but this is said to be only
used for cutting up the bodies of the unfortunate prisoners
who-^ they take in battle.

Th. warlike weapons of these people are spears, pa-
toos, and halberts, or, sometimes, stones. The first of
tliese are made of hard wood, pointed, and of different
Icngdis, from five to twenty or even thirty feet. The short
ones are used for throwing, as darts. The patoo is of an
elhplical shape, about eighteen inches long, with a handle
made of wood, green jasper, or the bone of some marine
annnal, and seems to be their principal dependance in
baltle. The halbert, or long clnl), is about five or six
te loug, tapermg at one end, with a carved head, and at
Ihe other broad or Hat, with sharp edges.
Their cordage for fishing-lines is equal, in strength and

fvenuess to that made by Europeans; and their nets are
not at all mtenor. But tiiey partuularly excel in carvino-
"iHch .s found upon the most trifling thn^s; and, in par-
"cuiar, the heads of tiieir canoes are s,.„,etimes orna,
"'tilled with it in such a manner, as not onlv shows much
'"gemuty of design, but also uft'ords a striking example
" llieir great labour and.patience in execution. Their

£67
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other, and fastened wiU, strong withe,, which aI.,o bind aong narrow p.ece on U.e outside of the sea.ns, to prevent
heir leakmg bon.e of these vessels are nearly fifty feetong, and of sufficient breadth to sad withot't an outngger; but the smaller sort generally have o.ie^ and the

natrves sometnnes fasten two together, by rafters, to form
^i.at .s called a double canoe. These boats will carryfrom five to thirty men; and have frequently a large head,
curiously carved and painted, with a figure, resembling aman whose features are distorted by rage. Their padcfles
are long and narrow, and with these, when they keep pro-per tmie, the canoe is pushed along pretty swiftly. Thesad IS made of a mat of a triangular shape, having t
broadest part above; but this is seldom used.
^o people have a quicker sense of injuries, and none

are more ready to resent them, than die natives of NewZealand
;
but this may be rather regarded as tlie effect ofa v ndrctive disposition, than of personal courage; for they

1 ?h r 1
""^ «PP<^'^»"n"y of being insolent, whenfey think themselves secure from punishment. They

also appear to be naturally mistrustful and dishonest; for
tJ'ey were, at first, extremely loth to enter the European
vessels; and they not only pilfer every thing they can lay
heir hands on, but also take every possible advantage in'
ading, and seem to exult when U.ey think they have

tricked the persons with whom they are dealing. This
conduct, however, might, m some measure, be expectedm a country where there is but little subordinatio.^ andfew laws to punish transgressions; for no man's authority
appears to extend beyond his own family; and when they
have occasion to unite for mutual defence, or other pur-
poses the command is vested in those who are most emi-
nent for their prudence and bravery.

Their public contentions are almost perpetual- for it
appears, from the number of their weapons and their dex-
terity in using them, that war is d.eir principal profession.
1-rom my own observations," says Captain Cook, "and

from the information of od.eis, it appears that the New
Zealanders must live under perpetual apprehensions of
being destroyed by each other; d.ere being few of their
tribes that have not, as they U.ink, sustained wrongs from
some other tribe, which they are continually upon the
watch to revenge

; and, ,,erhaps, the desire of a good meal
may be no small incitement. I am told that many years
will sometimes elapse before a favourable opportunity
happens, and that the son never loses sight of an injury
that has been done to his father. Their method of exe-
cuting their horrible designs is by stealing upon the ad-

Y'v party in the night
; wIku, if they find then, unguarded,

they kill every one indiscriminately, not even sparing the
women and children. When die massacre is completed,
they either feast themselves on the spot, or carry off as.. «« c,„.,™„,, ., „.„. _, „,„„ .„,

I ..;:;r:L'ir:: .:;•::;:: :,::r:::
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home, with acts of brutality too shocking to be described.

If they are discovered before they can acconinlish their

sanguinary, purpose, they generally steal off again; and
are sometimes purnieii and attacked by the other party in

their turn.

" Their perpetual state of war, and destructive method
of conducting it, operate so strongly in producing habitual

circumspection, that one hardly ever linds a New Zea-
lander off his guard, either by night or by day. Indeed,

no other nieii can have such powerful motives to be vigi-

lant, as the preservation both of body and soul depends
upon it ; for, according to their system of belief, the soid

of the man whose Hesh is devoured by an enemy, is doomed
to a perpetual fire ; while the soul of the man, whose body
has been rescued from tiiose who killed him, as well as

the souls of all who die a natural death, ascend to I'le ha-

bitations of the gods. I asked, whether they ate the flesh

of such of their friends as had been killed in war, and
whose bodies were saved from falling into the enemy's
hands? But they answered in the negative, expressing

some abhorrence at the very idea."

AVhen preparing for battle, they join in a war-song, to

which they all keep tiie most exact time, and soon raise

their passion to a degree of frenzy, attended with the

most horrid distortions of their features, which, to a

stranger, makes them appear rather Hke demons than
men, and might almost chill the boldest with emotions of
terror. To this succeeds a circumstance, equally horrid

and disgraceful to human nature, which is that of cutting

in pieces the !)odies of their enemies, and, after dres.s-

ing them on fne, devouring the flesh, with a peculiar satis-

faction.

It might be naturally supposed, that people capable of
such brutal cruelty must be destitute of every humane
feeling, even for their friends; and yet it is a remarkable
fact that they lament the loss of dieir relatives with a vio-
Kmicc of expression which seems to argue the most ten-
der remembrance of them. Both sexes, upon the death
of their fiiends, bewail ihem with the most doleful cries;

at the same time cutting their cheeks and foreheads with
shells or pieces of flint, until the blood flows plenti-

fully, and mixes with their tears. They also carve little

images out of their green stoue, and nang them about
their necks, as memorials of those for whom they had an
afteelion.

The New Zealanders seem to be perfectly satisfied with

the little knowKdge they possess, without expressing the

least desire to improve or augment it. Neither are they

remarkably curious in their observations or their enquiries.

New objects do not strike them with such a degree of

surprise as might be naturally expected; nor are there

siaiiy things capable of even fixii.g their attentio.i for a

B unient.
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Polygamy is allowed amongst these people; and it

not uncommon for a man to have two or three wives. Th
women are marriageable at a very early age; and it an

pears that those who are single can with great difiicuh •

procure a subsistence, and are, in a great measure, w\\nu.
tected, though they frequently stand in need of a ver-

powerful protection.

Their children are initiated, at a very early age, i'.to all

the practices and customs of their fathers; so t' at a bny

or girl of nine or ten years old is able to -crforin all the

motions, and to imitate the h...rid gestures, by which tlie

more aged inspire their enemies with terror, ki-cpiii" the

strictest time in their war-song. They likewise siivr, (,„

certain occasions, the traditions of their ancestors, their

military exploits, and other subjects, of which they areim-

moderately fond.

SFXTION VII.

VAN DIEMEN'S LAND.
This country, which the Dutch navigator, Tasiiwii,

called Van Diemen's Land, in honour of the Dutch "o!

vernor-general in the East-Indies, is the last great l\\.

sion of Australasia. It has been discovered to be an

island, in the form of an oblong square, about a hundred

and sixty miles in length, by half that breaddi; being di-

vided from New Holland by a channel, which, in madeni

maps, is culled Bass's Strait.

For the following particulars we are indebted to Cap.

tain Furneaux, who accompanied Captain Cook in his se-

cond voyage round the world

:

" Directing our course for Van Diemen's Land, on llie

1st of March, 1773, we proceeded on till the Qth, when,

being in the latitude of forty-three degrees thirty-seven mi.

nutes south, we saw the land, about eight or nine leagues

distance. The morning of the 10th being calm, the ship

four miles from the land, sent the great cutter on shnre,

Midi the second lieutenant, to find if there was any liar-

hour or good bay. They landed, but with nmcli diffi-

culty, and saw several places where the Indians liail been,

and one they lately had left, where they had a lire, willi :i

great number of pearl scallop-shells round it. The sni

seems to be very rich; the country well clothed \\\'h

wood, particularly on the lee-side of the hills; picntvit

water, which falls from the rocks in beautiful cascade-,

for two 01 three hundred feet perpendicular into the sea;

but they did not see the least sign of any place to anrluir

in with safety. Hoisted in the boat, and made sail for Fa-

derick Henry Bay. Fiom noon to three P. M. mnnii;;

along shore, at which time we were abreast of the wts!-

ernmost point of a very deep bay, called, by Tasniiin

Stormy Bay. From the west to the east point of lliis la;
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(Ihw are srvnal snuill i.sli.iuls and b'ack rocks, M-liirfi we
callwl llic I'lyars. IJcing abreast of a fine bay, and hav-
ing lillleuiiul, wo raine to anchor. We first took this

liji to bf iliat «hi(:li'ra.sinau(allt.d Frederick Henry Bav
Imt aflerwarils found that his is laid down five leagues to'

tin' iiuillivvaid of tliis.

"At (Iu3-I.reak tlie next morning, I sent the master in-

,]mv. to s..uii(i tiie bay, and to find out a watering-place;

at liglil hv returiH d, having found a most exctntnt har-
buiir, clear ground from side to side. We weighed and
turned iij) into the bay, and anchored in sevcn^fatiumis

met, to li'.'.: westward, the north point of the bav, whicii

«e supposed to be Tasman's Head, and the easUrnmost
point, wliich we nanipij Penguin Island, from acuri(jus one
«e caught there

; the wattiing-place, about one mile from
llie shore on each side ; ISIaria's Island, which is about
live or six leagues olF, shut in with both points; so that
we were (jiiite land-locked, in a most spacious harbour.
"Ue found the country very pleasant; the soil black

and rid., though thin; the sides of the hills covered with
liirge trees, and very thick, growing to a great liei-rht be
fore the- branch off. They are, all «f them, of tife ever-
green kind, diflerent from any I ever saw. Tl.e land-
birds we saw were a bird like a raven; some of the crow
kind, black -vuh the tips of the featliers of the tail and
mngs white, their bill long and very sharp; some paro-
quets; and several kinds of small birds. The sea-fowl
were .lucks, teal, and the sheldrake. I forgot to meniion
alarge white bird, that one of the gentlemen shot, about
the sue of a large kite, of the eagle kind. i\s for beasts
we saw but one, which was an opomau; but we observed
the dung ol some, which we judged to be of the deer
kind. The hsh m tiie bay are scarce; those we cau-ht
wore mostly sharks, dog-fish, and a fi.l, called by The
seamen, nurses, like the dog-fish, only full of small white
spots; and some small fish, not unlike sprats. The li

,

goons, which are brackish, abound will, trout; and several
other sorts of fish, of which we caught a few with lines
but, being much encumbered with stumps of trees, we
could not haul the seine.

" Wliile we lay here, we saw several smokes and larae
hies about eight or ten miles in-shore to the northwani,

^

-" 'l';l not see any of the natives, though they frequenllv
ome into this bay, as there were several wigwLs or hutJ.

I

ev seem to be quite ignorant of every sort of metal.
il'« boughs of which their huts are made, are eitherWen 0, p„, „.d ^^^ ,^„^^,^^^^^ ^^..

,^ ^^^^^^^^
.

^ ^ ^.^^^^^^
""

.,
the largest end stuck in the ground, and the smaller

ja tyneetuig m a point at the top, and covered with fern

2^ ark so poorly done, that they will hardly keep out a

u h7 :T'-
'" "'^ ""^'"^ '' 'he fire-pla e, sur-

"^'' Lells, winch are their cbi.f -ood, thoug„ we could not
•*'^' vol.. I,

I A.
2()3

find any of them. They lie on the ground, on dried grassround .!>e fire, and have no settled place of habitation, but'
^vander about n. ,mall parties, from place to place i«-arch of food, and are acuated by no od.er motive, 'w""ever found more than three or four hu.s i„ a place, capa-Me of containing three or four persons each only; and^^m .s ren.arkable, we never .saw the least marks' 'eitle;of canoe or boat, and it is generally thought they h ve"one, bemg altogether, from what we coulu jud-e, a e y.gnorant and wretched set of jx-ople, though natiJos of acountry capable of producing every necessary of life, „na dnnate , lie finest in the world. We fom.d nJt the

jeass,-^iis ot any minerals or metals.
« InVding to coast it up along shore, till we should

fall -U with the land seen by Captain Cook, and discoverwhether Van Diemen's Land joined v.ith kew H J-passed Maria's Islands, so named by Tasman; ley
^ppoare.1 to be the same as the n.ain land. Having

, assedSchouten's Islands, we hauled in for the main la ., andtood a ongshore, at the disUmce of twoorthree le gue.

sailed, lie land hereabouts is much pleasanter, low
-.d even; but no signs of a harbour or bay where I ship'
nnglit anchor with safety. The weather being bad, andblowing hard, we could not send a boat on shore to have
iiny intercourse with the inhabitants."
Van Diemen's Land was visited by Captain Cook, in

us last voyage, m 1777, and, in his passage from Ke.gue-
ens Land to New Zealand, where he had instruction,
from the Board of Admiralty to ship provisions neces-
sary for the prosecution of his voyage. The particulars
are thus related

:

" On the morning of the 24th of January, we discovered
tiie coast of Van Diemen's Land. Th'ere are several
islands and high rocks lying scattered along this part of
tlie coast, the southernmost of which is the Mewstone It
i^ a round elevated rock, uve or six leagues distant from
llie south-west cape.

"-About a league to the eastward of Swilly is another
elevated rock, that is not taken notice of by Captain Fur-
"eaux. I called it the Eddystone, from its very -reat re.
semblance to that light-house. Nature seems to have left
these two rocks here for the same purpose that the Eddy,
stone light-house was built by man, vi,. to give navigators
notice of the dangers around them. For they are the
conspicuous summits of a ledge of rocks under water, ou
which the sea, in many places, breaks very high. Their
surface is white with the dung of sea-fowls: so that they
may be seen at some distance, even in the night. On tha
north-east side of Storm Bay, which lies between the
South Cape and Tasman's Head, there are some coves or
creeks, that seemed to be sheltered from tbe sea.windsi
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and 1 am of opinion, that, were this coast examined, there

i»ould loe found some good harbours.

"A breeze springing up at soutli-east, put it in my
power to carry into execution the design I had, upon due

consideration, formed, of carrying the ships into Adventure

Bay, where I might expect to get a fresh supply of wood,

and of grass for the cattle, of both which articles we
iihould, as I now found, have been in great want, if I had

Waited till our arrival in New Zealand. We therefore

stood for the bay, and anchored. Wood and water we
found in plenty, and in convenient situations. Next
morning I sent Lieutenant King to the east side of tiie

bay, with two parties, one to cut wood, and the ot^r to

cut grass, under the protection of the marines, whom I

judged it prudent to land as a guard ; for although, as yet,

none of the natives liad appeared, there could be no doubt

that some were in our neighbourhood, as we had seen

columns of smoke, from the time of our approaching the

coast ; and some now was observed at no great distance

up in the woods.

" We were agreeably surprised, at the place where we
were cutting wood, with a visit from some of tlie natives,

eight men and a boy. They apjjroached us from the

woods, without betraying any marks of fear, or rather with

the greatest confidence imaginable : for none of them had
any weapons, except one, who held in his hand a slick,

about two feet long, and pointed at one end,

" The natives received every present we made them,

without the least appearance of satisfaction. When some
bread was given, as soon as they understood that it was to

be eaten, they either returned it, or threw it a« ay, without

even tasting it. They also refused some elephant-fish,

both raw and dressed, which we offered to them. But
upon giving some birds to them, they did not return

these, and easily made us comprehend that they were fond

of such food. I had brought two pigs ashore, with a

view to leave them in the woods. The instant these came
within their reach, they seized them, as a dog would have

done, by the ears, and were for carrying them off immedi-

ately, with no other intention, as we could perceive, but

to kill them,

" Being desirous of knowing the use of the stick which
one ofour visitors carried in his hand, I made signs to them
to shew me, and so far succeeded, that one of them set

up a piece of wood as a mark, and threw at it, at the dis-

tance of about twenty yards. But we had little reason to

commend his dexterity ; for, after repeated trials, he was slill

very wide from the object. Omai, who was returning to his

native country, to shew them how superior our weapons .vere

to theirs, then fired his musiet at it, which alarmed them
•o much, that, notwithstandmg all we could do or say,

they ran immediately into the woods. One of them was
ae frightened, that he let drop an axe aud two knives that
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had been given to him. From us, however, they went t

the place where some of the Discovery's people were em
ployed in taking water into their boat. The officer of

that party, not knowing that they had paid us so fiieiuH,

a visit, nor what their intent might be, fired a niuiikel m
the air, which sent them off with the greatest precipiij.

tion.

" Thus ended our first interview with the natives. Im.

mediately after their final retreat, judging that tlitir fciirj

would prevent their remaining near enough to observe

what was passing, I ordered the two pigs, being a bdar

and sow, to be carried about a mile within the woods at

the head of the bay, I saw them left there, at the head

of a fresh-water brook. A young bull and a cow and

some sheep and goats, were also, at first, intended to have

been left by me, as an additional present to Van Dicmeii's

Land. But I soon laid aside all thought of this, fn

persuasion that the natives, incapable of entering

my views of improving their country, would destroy tlieiri.

If ever they should meet with the pigs, I have no doiibl

this will be their fate. But as that race of aniniais soon

becomes wild, and is fond of the thickest cover of ilie

woods, there is great probability of llitir being preserved.

An open place must have been chosen for (he acconinio.

dntion of the other cattle ; and, in such a situation, iliev

could not possibly have remained concealed inaiiv

days.

" We had observed se-eral of the natives saiintcrin»

along the shore, which proved that, though their constir-

nation had made them leave ns so abruptly the day be-

fore, they were convinced that .ve intended lliein no

mischief, and were desirous of renewing the interrouw.

It was natural that I should wish to be present on tlie

occasion.

" We had not been long landed before about twenty of

them, men and boys, joined us, without expressing ite

least sign of fear or distrust. There was one of tills com-

pany conspicuously deformed ; and who was not more di*-

tinguishable by the hump upon his back, than by the (iioi-

lery of his gestures, and the seeming humour of liis

speeches, which he was very fond of exhibiting, as we sup-

posed, for our entertainment; but, unfortunately, «e

could not understand him, the language spoken here be-

ing wholly unintelligible to ns. It appeared to me to be

different from that spoken by the inhabitants of tlie

more northern parts of this ountry, whom I met witli

in my first voyage; which is not extraordinary, since

those we now saw, and those we then visited, differ in

|

many other respects. Nor did they seem to be such I

miserable wretches as the natives whom Dampier nun-

tions to have seen on the western coast.

" Some of our present groupe wore, loose round theii I

necks, three or four fold* of small cord, made of lli« fm
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of some animal; and others of tlieni had a narrow slip of
ihe kangaroo skin tied round their ankles. 1 gave to each
oflliem a string of beads, and a medal, which I thought
ihcv received with some satisfaction. They seemed to "set

110 value on iron, or on iron tools. They were even ig-

noriint of the use of fish-hooks, if we might judge from
their manner of looking at some of ours, which we shewed
to llieni.

" We cannot, however, suppose it to be possible, that

a people who inhabit a sea-coast, and who seem to derive

no part of their sustenance from the productions of the
ground, should not be acquainted with some mode of
catching tish, though we did not happen to see any of
tlieni Ihiis employed ; noi* observe any canoe or vessel in
wliicli they could go upon the water.

" Many heaps of nmscle-shells we saw in different

parts near the shore, and about some deserted habitations
near the head of the bay. These were little sheds or ho-
vels, built with sticks, and covered with bark. We could
also perceive evident signs of their sometimes taking up
their abode in the trunks of large trees, which had been
hollowed out by fire, most probably for this very pur-
pose, In or near all these habitations, and wherever
Ihtre was a heap of shells, ther€ remained the marks of
lire, an indubitable proof that they do not eat their food raw.
" From Lieutenant King [ learnt, that I had but just

left the shore when several women and children made
their appearance, and werj introduced to him by some of
the men who attended them. He gave presents to all of
them, of such trifies as he had about him. I'hese females

J
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wore a kangaroo skm, m the same shape as it came from
the ammalfed over the shoulders and round U.e waist
But its only use seemed to be to support their children"
when earned on their backs; as they were, in all other re'
spects, as naked as the men, and their bodies marked
vv.th scars m the same manner. But in this they differed
from the men, that though their hair was of the san.e t«
lour and texture, some ofUiem had their heads completeU
shorn or shaven; in others, this operation had been per-
formed only on one side, while the rest of them hud all
the upper part of tlie head shorn close, leaving a circle
of hair all around.

"The land is, for the most part, of a good height, di.
versified wuh hills and valleys, and every where of a
greemsh hue. It is well wooded, and, if one may jud^e
from appearances, and from what we met with in Adveu
ture Bay, ,s not ill supplied with water. We four.d
plenty of it in three or four places in this bay. Fire-« «od
IS to be got with great ease in several places.
"The only wind to which this bay is exposed is the

north-east. But as this wind blows from Maria's Islands
It can bring no very great sea along with it; and, there-
fore, upon the whole, this may be accounted a very safe
road Ihe bottom is clean, good holding-ground; and
the depth of water from twelve to five and four fathoms.

CaptamFurneaux's sketch of Van piemen's Land,
pub ished with the narrative of my last voyage, appears tome to be without any material error, except with regard
to Maria s Islands, which have a different situation fioa
what is there represented." »

CHAPTER XIL

According to the best and latest authorities, the
followmg appear to be the principal divisions of the wide
expanse of Polynesia :

1. The Pelew Isles.

2. The Ladrones, a chain extendi-g m a northerly di-
rmton, the small islands in the Pacific seeming to becMv the summits of ranges of mountains.

J.^^

The Carolines, a long range, extending from east to

4. The Sandwich Isles.
'

5. The Marquesas.
6. The So(.!ety Isles, so named in honour of tlie Roval

aociety; and "'

POLYNESIA.

7. The Friendly Isles.

There are, also, several tsles scattered in different di-
rections, which it would be difficult "to class with any
groupe, and indeed none of them seem to merit a particular
description.

SECTION I. .

THE PELEW ISLANDS.

Discoverj/,S^c.'] Various conjectures have been fonned re-

specting the first discovery ofthese islands byEuropeans; but
the only account on which we can safely rely wa» compiled
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by Mr. Kcate, from documents furnished by Captain Henry
Wilson, of the Antelope, a packet belonging to tlie K.ist-

India company, which was wrecked ii|)on one of. these

islands in August 1783. And, as by that accident a

people have been brought to light, whose amiable manners

and virtuous qualities evince no small progress in social

refinement, and whose humane behaviour to our distressed

countrymen is justly entitled to the warmest gratitude, we
shall take the liberty of laying before our readers a brief

account of the above-mentioned shipwreck, and the sub-

sequent intercourse between the Euroj)ean nKirin( rs and
the natives, which we flatter ourselves will be found par-

ticularly interesting.

The Antelope was fitted out in England by the court of

East-India directors in the smnmer of 1782, as was then

generally understood, for a secret expedition. I5ut what-
ever may have been her destination, as she was proceed-
ing homeward from Macao in squally weather, on the 10th

of August, 1783, the man on watch suddenly ealled out
breakers ! and the sound of the word had scarcely reached
the officer on deck, before the ship struck, and in less

than an honr she bulged, and tilled with water up lo the

lower deck hatchways.

During this scene of horror and dismay, the seamen
intreated their commander to give them some directions

and assured him th.it his orders should be obeyed with the

utmost a'acrity. Accordingly, Captain Wilson desired

them to secure the gunpowder aiul small arms, and to get
on deck the bread, and such other provisions as were
liable to be spoiled by the water. He also directed that

the mizen mast, with the main and fore-fop masts should
be cut away, and the fore and main yards lowered, to

prevent the vessel from oversetting.

The boats were now hoisted out, and loaded whh provi-

sions, small arms, and ammunition; and two men were
put into each, with directions to keep th nn under the
lee of the ship, and to be rrady to receive their compa-
nions, in case the vessel should part by the violence of the
wind and waves, as it then blew a very strong "ale.

Every thing being at length done which prudence could
dictate in so distressful a situation, the officers and people
assembled on the quarter deck, (that part being hightut
out of the water, and best siieltered from the rain and sea
by the quarter-boards,) and waited for day-light, in hopes
of seeing land ; for as yet they had not been able to discern
any. During this dreadful interval, the anxiety and horror
of which may be easier imagined than described, Captain
Wilson endeavoured to revive the drooping spirits of his

crew, by reminding them, that shipwreck was a misfortune
to which navigators were always liable; and that akhough
theirs was rendered peculiarly trying by its happening in

an unknown sea, yet he wislied to remind them, that this

consideration should onlv rouse them to greater activity.

[PAiiT
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in en<leavouring to extricate themselves : and, above
all

he wished to impress on their minds, diat Mheneverini'

fortunes such as thtirs liad happened, they had general]

been rendered nuich more drtadfid tiian they would othtr-

wise have been, by die despair of the crew, and by i||,i,

disagreement among themselves. To prevent such a cii.

cunistauce, he most earnestly requested llieui not to lusu

any spirituous liquor, on any account whatever; ami |w

had the satisfaction to find his salutary advice readii*

adopted.

As the crew, however, were almost worn out Lyilie

excessive lal)our they had undergone, two glasses of wmc
and some biscuit were given lo every num al.oard; and

they waited for day-break with the utmost anxiitv
in

hopes of discovering land. Meanwhile they endtuvuHrd]

to support each others spirits as nuicli as jxjssible, and U
the captain's direction, put on as many clotht s as possibli

to carry wlUi them, in the event of getting si.fe IVom i|ie

wreck. We have also the pleasure to add, to tlie liononr

of diis crew, that the utmost cordiality prevailed amon"st

them. None attempted, in the hour of confusion to

touch his neighbour's property, nor to make free with \\y

had been iiitei dieted.

'i'lie dawn discovered to their view a small island, atilie

distance of about three or four leagues to the southw.inl'

and as the day-light increased, thty saw more it^laiKb lo

the eastward.

They now began to feel apprehensions on Mcronnt of

the natives, to \\ hose dispositions they were uliersirimons,

However, after manning the boats, and loading tlimiiu

the best manner they were able, for the general good,

they were dispatched to the island, order the direction of

Mr. Benger, the chief-mate, who was earnestly reqneslirl

to establish, if possible, a friendly intercourse «ilh tlie na-

tives, if he found any ; and carefully to avoid all disaine-

meut with tluni, unless reduced to it b\ the most umnt

necessity. As soon as the boats were gone, those «lio

were left in the ship began to get the booms over-Loiird,

and to make a raft for their security, if the ship slii;iild"o

to jiieces, which was hourly expected. At the same time,

they were under the most painful apprehensiojis for liie

siifety of the boats, on which all depended, not only wiili

respect to the natives, but also with regard to the wealiier,

as it still continued to blow extremely hard.

In the afternoon, however, they were relieved from tlitir

fears on this head, by the return of the boats, with tlie

welcome news of their having landed the stores in saftly,

and left five men to take care of them ; and that there was

no appearance of inhabitants being on the island where tlicy

landed ; that they had found a secure harbour, well sinl-

tered from the weather, and also some fresh water. 'I'lm

f;iv(,nrableac<;ount revived them, and they proceeded in

«;'ij;ij)leting the raft with fresh vigour, having been allowed
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another glass of wine, with biscuit. A very distressing ac-
cident, however, happened this day; the mhen-inast being
fnuiid near the ship's stern, and part of the rigging entangled
with tlie niizen-ciiains, one of the quarter-nrasters was
employed to clear it, and, while he was thus employed,
unluckily slipped overboard. The boats were immediately
sent to his assistance, but without effect.

Having finished the raft, they loaded it, together ivilh

the jolly-boat and pinnace, with as many stores and provi-
sions as they could bear, consistently with the safety of
iliose who were to be carried off; and, as the day "was
advancing, the captain summoned all the people aboard.
Indeed, so busily were they employed in bringing as much
as possible with them, that it required some pains to get
Ikni all collected. The stoutest of the hands were put
on board the pinnace, which took the raft in tow, and
moved slowly on, till they had cleared the reef; while the
jolly-boat, which was of little service to the raft, proceeded
along to the shore, and joined their companions that had
been left in the morning. They found a tent ready for
Iheir reception, and a spot of ground cleared for the stores
The situation of those aboard the pinnace and the raft

(ill they cleared the reef, was extremely alarming; for the
mWmg of the sea was so violent, that they repeatedJv
lost sight of each other, and those on the raft were obli-ed
to lie themselves to the planks with ropes, to prevent
their being washed off; whilst the horror of the scene was
increased by the screams of the Chinese mariners, who
were not accustomed to the perils of the ocean. -

When they had fairly cleared the reef, the/ got into
deep smooth water, in the channel running between the
reef and the islands; but, on approaching the land, they
found a very strong current, which drove them conside."
ably to leeward. They soon found that they could not resist
-'s .mpetaosity and therefore, having brought the raft to
grapnel, all the hands got aboard the pinnace, to relieve

•he rowers; while Captain Wilson was returning in the
jolly-boat, to assist those aboard the pinnace. The ni.ht
was by this time dark, and the captain, overhearing th^n,
»' a disance, hailed them. Those aboard the phmace
verjoyed at the near prospect of relief, returned the h.l-'

IT " "Tf\ ? """'""•' *''^' C^P^''"' Wilson imme-
ately concluded they were natives. He was the readier to™ this Idea, as he had just learned from those on shore,

er T"r.
"^'^"'"^^'"•-^' "-y had reason to con^

'"de there had been natives on that spot very lately; he^^-reue^e, to the shore with L ntnfost pred,!:!

triva? ;'r '•
'"""' '"^ ""^ -on relieved by

Zrf ? '•^,P'""«<^«. v^'-en all the company shook
. ogether with great cordiality; prepared a hoinely

I 1' ^7 ''^'''"'
=• ""'''^'' "^y "- discharge of

J

.they nidled a tire in the cove, by whicluhev
""ed their clothes, and warmed themselves. The ni^ht
*3 vol I.

•
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proved very uncomfortable, as the weather was exceed-
ingly tempestuous; while the fear of the ship going to
pieces, before they could save other necessaries from the
wreck, considerably heightened their distress.
Next forenoon they attempted to bring off the raft, but

as the weather proved very stormy, they were obliged to'
leave It, carrying with them, however, the sails and the
remainder of the provisions. In the afternoon the wea-
ther was more moderate, and the boats were dispatched
to the ship to bring off what they could; while those
on s.ore were employed in brushing up the small arms

I he evening set in very squally, and as the boats did not
return from the shi,, till about ten o'clock, those on shora
began to be altn i.ied for their safety ; nor were they muci
easier, m hen, on their return, they learned that the vesse
vvas m such a simution as made it exceedingly probable*
she could not hold together till morning.
Next morning it blew exceedingly "trong, so tliat the

boats conid not go off to the wreck. The men, therefore
employed themselves in drying their provisions, and form^
ing better tents from the materials which they had broucht
from the ship the day before. About eight o'clock, Ae
people being employed as above, and in clearin- the
ground from the wood which was behind the tents Cap-
tam VVilson, with Thomas Rose, the linguist, being on tire
beach, saw two canoes, with men in them, coming round
the point into the bay. This gave such alarm, that the
people all ran to their arms: however, as there were but
few of the natives, Captain Wilson desired them to keep
out of sight, until they should perceive what reception
he met with, but to be prepared for the worst. They soon
perceived that the natives had seen the captain and his
companion, for they conversed together, and kept their
eyes stedfaslly fixed on that part of the shore where the
i-nglish were. The natives advanced very cautiously to-
wards them; and, when they came near enough to be
heard, Cjiptain Wilson directed the linguist to speak tothem in his own language, the Malay, which thev, at first
did not seem to understand; but they stopped ^heir ca^
noes, and soon after one of them asked, in the Malay
tongue, who the strangers ^^cre, and whether they were
friends or enemies.? Rose was directed to reply, that
hey were Englishmen, who had lost their ship on the reef
but had saved their lives, and were friends. On this they
seemed to confer together for a short time, and then
stepped out of the carioes into the water, and went toward
the shore. Captain Wilson instantly waded into the wa-
ter to meet them, and embracing them in the most friendly
n^anner, hd them to the sho.e, and presented them to his
othcers and unfortunate companions. The natives were
eight m number, two of whom, it was afterwards known.
Mere brothers to the rupack, or king, of the neighbouring
islands; and one was a Malay, who had been shipwrecked
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in a vessel belonging to a Chinese, resident on the island

of Ternatc, one of the same groupe of islanda : lie had
been kindly treated by the king, who, ht- said, was a good
man; and that his people also were very courtcons. He
told them, also, that a canoe, having been OHt a fishing, had
seen the ship's mast ; and that the king, being intbrnied

of it, sent off these two canoes, at fonr o'clock that morn-
ing, to see what was become of the peo|)le who had
belonged to her ; and they, knowing of tile harbour which
the Englishmen were in, hud come directly thitlur.

Being about breakfast-time. Captain Wilson, Thomas
Rose, and only a few others, breakfasted with them, to

prevent suspicion ; and, in the course of their short con-
vernation, a wish was hinted to be informed by what
means the Malay they had brought with tliem had reached
their islands. The Malay, who could indistinctly speak
a few sentences Uith in broken Dutch and English, gave
some farther account of himself; but, from his future

conduct and behaviour, there was great reason to suspect
his veracity. It was, however, peculiarly fortunate that

they found a person with whom their linguist could con-
verse.

From this first interview, as well as what happened af-

terwards, it was evident that the natives had never before
seen a white man, and were ignorant of the existence of
any such. The natural surprise at seeing them may,
therefore, be easily conceived.

The appearance of clothes was quite new to them. At
first, indeed, they were at a loss to de' ermine, whether
the man and his dress were not of the same substance.

Nothing afforded them greater surprise than the sight of
two dogs belonging to the ship, which immediatery on
their approach set up a lond bark, to the great delight of
the natives, who answered them in a shout almost as vio-
lent. In these animals they took great delight, as, ex-
cept a few grey rats, there are no quadrupeds on the
island.

They seemed very desirous that one of the English
should go with them in their canoes to their sovereign,
that he might see what sort of people they were. Every
one agreed tliat this step would be advisable; but, as
difficulties arose concerning who the person should be
that should venture himself, the captain requested his bro-
ther, Mr. Matthias Wilson, to undertake the office. This
proposal was readily acceded to ; and about noon one of
the canoes left the harbour, having Mr. Wilson with them.
The other canoe, with four persons, among whom was
Raa Kook, the elder of the king's brothers, and who was
also general of his armies, remained with tlie English,
until the canoe returned with Mr. Wilson.
The captain directed his brother to inform the king

who they were; to relate to him, as well as he coidd,
the nature of their misfortune ; and to solicit his friend- f
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ship and permission to build a vessel to carry them bact
to their own country. He also sent a jjresent by lijm

of a small remnant of blue broad cloth, a canislti of im
another of sugar-candy, and a jar of rusks. The Jajt

;,

'

tide was added at the particular request of the king',
t^^

brothers.

During the absence of Matthias Wilson, the Europeans
had an opportunity of gelling more intimately acquaiiittl

with Uaa Kook, whom they found a most amiable cliarac-

ter. Observing a piece of polished bone around liig «,),,

they took occasion to enquire into the meaning of it. }['

informed them, it was a mark of great distinction, coiifernd

only on the blood royal and principal officers of sta|.

and that he enjoyed it as being the king's brother, and cdij

maiidcr in chief of the forces both by sea and land. Itjj

Kook's friendship was cultivated with all imaginable ajsi.

daily
; and he, in return, shewed himself attached to llitm

by a most attentive politeness : he imitated them in all

their acti(jiis, and on every occasion evinced how lii.-han

opinion he had formed of them. The Malay, on lii°iir,t

arrival, had requested to be indulged with a jackut and

trowscis, which were readily granted ; and an uinfonn-com,

with trowsers, were at the same time given to Haa l\w\^

who put them on, but was soon wearied of tlicni, abk
found them cumbersome.

In the morning of the fourteenth, two canoes anivHl,

in which were Arra Kooker, the king's other broliier, anj

one of the king's sons. They hiformed Captain Wilson,

that his brodier was on his way back ; but that the canoe

in which he was could not make so much speed ag;iiiivi

the wind as theirs, which occasioned the delay. Tlie kin;,

J
by their means, offered the strangers a hearty wcicoiiit' to

his territories, and assured them of his friendship and pro

iection
; he also gave them free permission to build a ves-

sel, in any pi>it of the island which they might think pro.

per, and assured them, that he and his subjects would

afford them -very assistance in their power. Raa Kook

then took his nephew, and introduced him particularlv lo

the captain and his officers, and conducted him round ik

cove, explained every thing agreeable to the iiifornialMii

he himself had just received, and seemed much plcastJ

with his friend's astonishment. This young man was very

well made, but had a slit in his nose, probably the con-

sequence of a wound in I)attle, or a scrophulous taiiii,

which was common among the natives.

In the forenoon two boats were dispatched to the wreck.

They found a number of the natives, in about twenty

canoes, busied in examining the vessel : these Raa Kook

soon dispatched, and on this, as well as on every occasion,

did every thing in his power to convince the English of bis

friendship and protection.

Meanwhile the Europeans were highly entertained willi

Arra Kooker, who proved to be a most facetious entertain-
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ing man, possessing uncommon talents for mimickry and
humour, lie described, by many diverting signs, il.c

terror of Mutlluas Wilson, while ut I'elevv; wl.o, it seem.s,

had been under very greut i»|)|)relien.si(in. But they vv.-rt-

all revived with liis ii,)peariM.ce, and the account he gave
ihein of Ills embassy, to the following effect:

"On the approach of the canoe in which I went to the
island where the king lives, a vast concourse of the natives
lau out of tht'ir houses to see me come on si ore. The
ling's brother took mc by the hand, and led me up to the
toMii, vviicre a mat was spread for me, on a square pave-
ment, and I was directed to sit down on it. In a little

lime tlie king appeared, and, being pointed out to me by
his brother, I rose, and made my obeisance after the man-
lier of eastern nations, by lifting my hands to my head
ami beudnig my body forward

; but he did not seem to pay
any attention to it. I then offered him the presents which
111) brother had sent by me, and he received them in a
very gracious manner. His brother now talked a great
deal to luni, the purport of which, as I concaved, was to
acquaint hnn with our disaster, and the number of us-
after wli.ch the king ate some of the sugar-candv. seemed
10 reli.li It, and distributed a little of it to several of his
chiefs; and then directed all the things to be carried to
ills o,vn house This being done, he ordered refreshments
to be brought for nie.

"A great crowd of the natives had by this time sur-
rounded ine, who were curious and eager to examine my
cloliie, and person. But, as it began to be dark, the kin/
„. brother, myself, and several others, retired into a larjTe
ouse where supper was brought in, consisting of ya.ns

boiled whole, and others boiled and beaten to-^ether as
we sometimes do potatoes. There were, likewise, some
shell-lish, but I could not determine what they were
"I spent the next day in walking about the island] awd

observing its produce, which consisted chiefly of yams and
cocoa-nuts; the former they cultivate with great care, in
large plantations, which are all in swampy watery ground
such as the riee-fields in India. The cocoa-treel grow
very near the houses, as do also the betel-uuts, which they
chew as tobacco." •

•^

Matters proceeding in this favourable train, the captain
'"gges^d the propriety of staving the liquor casks on
bo rd the wreck, lest either the natives or marines, by iu-
<iulg'ng to excess, mignt be thrown ort their guard, and
g've occasion to misunderstandings. This advice was i„-
santly complied with; and nothing can give a higheru of the regular conduct of the crew, and the affection
'"ey hore their commander, than their readiness to m^ke

I" a short time after this, the English were informed,
'"at the k|ng was coming; and, in less than an hour, they

I A.
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saw a great n.m.ler of canoes turning the pomt which
formed the harbour. But the king stopped a. soon as ho
got within the bay, and directed one squa.lron of the c-
"oes whi.;h were all armed, to retire to the back of tha
•>*iand; thinking, probably, that ,. g,,:at a number of
urmed people would create an alarm among the strangers.
Me then advanced with the rest in great form, and with"UK

I. parade, as far as the tide would permit; and it wai
«'gi.|hed to Captain Wilson, by the kmg'» brother,, that
lie should then go and meet him.

i\ccor.iingly, two of his own people took him on their
sliouldcrs, and carried him through the water to the kin-',
canoe, wliuh he was requested to enter; and he and the
l^'ng. whose name was AbbaThulle, embraced each other
wall tlie utmost cordiality of friendship.

'I'he captain then related the nature of their misfortune
by means of the two Malays, and repeated his request to'
be permitted to build a vessel to cany them home; and
the king again, ni a very courteous manner, gave \m assent
to die request to build it, either where they were, or at
the island wh.re he resided, but recommended the latter-
«k ...g, that the island on which they had landed was un'
healthy, which was the reason it was not Inhabited; and
that he a,)p,elunded they would be ill, when another wind
began to blow, which he said would be in two moons,
i he captain informed him, that they had a person with
them whose business it-was to cure diseases; and that it
would be very inconvenient to them, if they removed far
tlier from the wreck of their vessel, because thev could
•lot then procure from her such things as they might want.
Without much trouble aud loss of time. To these reasons
the king assented; and, making signs that he wishe.l to

A.
.'

^.n 'n'''"'"
""' """"'"^ "" "''"'•' ^y '"« P^'Pl*^. and

Abba Ihulle, stepping into the water, followed him.
On his landing, he looked about him with a good deal

of apparent suspicion, which, however, was soon removed.
Kaa Kook made up to him, and a sail being sp-cad for
iiim according to the custom of the country, the chiefs
o» his company sat down, forming a square; and his other
attendants, to the amount of about three huiulred, enclosed
tliem in a circle, squatting down, at the same time, in such
a position, as that they could rise in an instant. Captain
Wilson offered the king some tea, which he did not seem
to relish, and then made him a present of a piece of cloth
and some ribbons, which pleased him very much. He
earned a hatchet of iron on his shoulder, which was so
adapted to it, that it appeared to give hmi no inconve-
nience.

Abba Thulle was introduced by Captain W ilson to the
officers and all his men; and upon being told that Mr.
Benger, the chief mate, was second in command, he
called him the kickaray rupack, supposing Captain Wil-
son to be the king of some country; but, when he was
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ninde to unrlerstnnd that lie boloiigrH to a nii;^lity sovereign,

and that he was only lii» captain, he leachlv got hoi I ot

the word raptuiii, hy wliich naiiic h?i roniHlniitly sahitii!

Iiim aflcTwiirds, and Mr. Uenger he callinl kickaray captain,

aj[ second ill coniniiuid.

'The king then enquired for Captain Wilson's badge of
•nprcniacy, which put him to a stand. Luckily, however,
Mr. Benger slipped his ring into his hand, which being
produced, and the manner of \m' ning it shown, pleased
Abba TIndle not a little, »,< U rairifd •.onic athnity to their

own mark of dignity

Raa Kook liaving examined every thing belonging to
the English very minutely, took much pains in pointing
them out to (he king; they went through the tents, in

vhich every thing sin<)rised tliem ; nor did the difference
between the Chinese and lliiglish escape their ohs.rvi'-.n.

Raa Kook, at the same time, gave his li >iher l<. under-
stand, that there were many diflerent nations tmd classes
of mankind on the earth, who were frequently at war
with one another, as he often was witii his iieiglibonring

i&laiiders.

But nothing seemed to strike AWia TImlle with more
astonishment than the lire-arms, with uhich Kaa Kook
endeavoured to make him acquninled. He expressed much
anxiety to see them used, wliicii Captain Wilson ordered
immediately to be done. He desired Mr. JJenger to cause
the sailors to go tlirongh their exercise, drawn up on tin-

sea-beach, being then low water, while he exi)lained their

motions to the king. The men went through various
evolutions, with great readiness, marching backwards and
forwards, and concluded with three vollies, in different
positions.

'Ihe astonishment of the natives on hearing the report
of Ihe muskets is not easily conceived; indeed, their
hooting and hallooing produced a noise little inferior to
It. Captain Wilson judged it expedicMit to be guilty of
a Hitle profusion of his powder on this occasion, in order
to impress the minds of the natives with a more enlar ,d
idea of the power of the J':nglish ; a design which was
fully answered by it. 13ut, still f;uther to shew them the
effects of their fire-arms, ]\lr. Bcngcr ordered one of the
live doves which they had to be let loose, at which he
fired, and immediately brought it down, with a leg and a
wmg broken. This surpassed every thing, in their esti-

mation
; indeed, tliey now seemed to be completely ab-

sorbed ill w idcr and amazement.
IJaa Kook was, by this time, pretty well acquainted

with such articles as the English had about them, which
he took great pains in pointing out to the king, his brother:
that which seeiiud principalK i.. attract their notice was
a grindstoiK, which they turned round v, ah great satisfic-

tion, obseiving the effect it had upon pieces of iron ; tiicy

also examined the cuts and the culiuarv utensils. But
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the dogs were the grentrst fund of entertainmrnt to t|,f

with whose barking tliey wcie no much «h lig|,(,-H^ (^
they kept a continual uproar w'lh them, and it^viis f„iu
necessary to confine them. The king examined tli,. l]„„\'^^^

as to provisions, and was presented with u piece of I
'

II* I'll. "illll

and a live goose, which had been saved.

Abba 'I'hulle was highly gratified with what lie |,;„|

seen, and proposed going away. This was notifad i!,

his attendants by a loud shriek from one of his „l}ir„j

which gave not a little alarm to the I'jiglish. it v,,,^),,]

stantancously obeyed. 'I'hey all rushed to their caiiof*

widi great alacrity, and the king, with the greater part of

the natives, took leave of them.

Raa Kook remained with the English all niglit, as (lid

the king's son and a few of their aflciid.ints. Cainuin

Wilson ordered two tents to be pitched, one for tin. niii,.

cijial people, and the other for the commonally.
||,

.ontimied hhnself with Raa Kook and his parly, iifU'rilc

guard was set for some hours. The natives in die nisiimt

tent, anxious to pay all attention to their visitors, prtinirul

to sing a song, according to their country mode.
Their method of tuning their voices for Uiis piiriwe

was attended -with sounds so very harsh and dissoiniiit

that the I'jiglish thought they were beginning tlitjr m'.
hoop, or giving a signal to the king and those witji In,,,

to attack them. Impressed wiUi this idea, evtry man

seized his musket, and ran to the tent where Captain

Wilson was, supposing him to be in llm most iainiimni

danger. Rut they were soon agreeably undeceived, and

attended to tiie song, which was conducted in ihe to|.

lowing manner :~A chief gave out the line, which aconi.

paiiy next him took up, and completed die verse. The

last line they repeated; and it was taken up by the neM

party, who also sung a verse. They continued their .son;

some time, and made signs for our jjcople to repay iIkin

in kind, which was done by a lad, named Cohbldlick, lo

dicir great satisfaction. 'I'hc maimer of this lad's sink-

ing "Wiis afterwards mentioned to the king, who, ii| i

hearing him, was so much pleased, that he never nut«iili

him afterwards without desiring him to sing, wliidi, of

course, was complied with.

We come now to mention a circiu, stance wiiirhprcsmts

these natives of Pelew in a 'I -lit that could not luivc \m\

preconceived; a circunnfruno which discovers sik h nice

feelings, as, on the (,ne hand, disp! lys human nature in a

very pleasing attire, in li.;r native dress; while, ,i ihe oilier,

it may |nit to the blush ii v individuals possessing llie

blessings of Christian li-ht asJ civilization. The V.n«U
had no other means for again revisiting thiir native homo?,

biit by constrr •ing a small schooner; and, for this purpose,

had onlv a few instruments saveil from the wreck, tliere

the\ .uefully concealed from the natives, who had sliown

a particular ichmeiit to iioii, and instrument* made of
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that mdnl. Accideiitly n clii, f had ob^crvo.! where, thry
Wf, and loqiifHtP,! a fml««, f,,,,,, C:.j)taiN W ,lson 'J |,e
captain «as loll, to p., ' will, 'it. but, f.aring worxr ,„„„.
qucnccs HI case la- nC,i,rd, tliouj-lit it best to |riv,. it As
ll„.yttcntoutof thf l.iit, Itiiu Kook ofwrvodit will," w.t
displeasure, look it from hi,,,, and returned it to Cpuiin

In a lew hours the Malay coming a.horo, told the cnn
Uii, lu had given groat offence by oflurii..,. a cuilas.s to In
iiifcHor officer, and neglecting the kin^. and hi, brothers
]„ order to make up ...uttei.. Captain Wilson thou.-lit it

b..,t 10 present each of the king's brothers with some doth
aiul ribnuds, which were very coolly received-thev seemed
tu be .mhappy. In the afternoon the king came rou.Rl from
the back part of the island, where he had spent the ni-hf
»iid Captain Wilson went out in the jolly-boat with"the'
linguist, to meet him. Now Abba 'I'hulle, vs ho had been
s,. happy and pleased the day before, appeared «uh a
gloomy reserve, and the poor iMiglislnnen trembled in -in
liupaling the eff-ects of his displeasure, which they thought
I,. «as mcduating. But the ,cal cause of the nneasiiut
«lucli evidently depressed then, all, was nothing more than'
astruggic 1.1 their own breasts, how they should ask a fa-
vour from strangers, almost wholly i., their own power, with-
out having the appearance of a command. This marks a
dehcacy of n.iiid, which ranks the natives of Pelew hi.rh
I/I refinement. • °

It appeared that a neighbouring nation had ininred them •

and, as they meant to attack them in battle in a few davs'
ih very justly foresaw the adva.itages which would a'rise'
from the presence of a few of the English sailor, with fire-arm At lc,.o,h „i,b „,„eb evident .-, nfusion, Abba
Tin lelniited it to Captain Wilso.n, who immediately as!
>ured him, he n.ight at any ,i„.e command hi. men, whowe entirely at his service. No sooner was this a„sw ^
-.. ed by the interpreter, than every countenance bri^h -
end lip, and cord.al.ty an.l happi, ss were restored, 'he
".gnnmediately dubbed .he capt.m a brother n.pack, in-
eatd him to send some of his people to the part of tl„

fn.i where he lived, to cany him whatever provisions
'1 7 needed, and concluded with assuring him! that ,1^
-n^^es were entirely at his service, to assi:; in«iing his vessel, or any thing else in their power
He immediately .tired to the opposite side of the island

Fo.m.ng to return next morning for the „,e„. N r wast.^H,appy settlement of this aff^air less n-^reeable t^ h
-.^..hthan.he.ive,. The A.ar of hav^Tl J:

pleasure of those, whose favour was so neces^ai fad
Jjsed t ea. not a little; and each strove to Xc'e

^

zeal bv wighin.T ,„ i . • <. ., „
"^'^ ""'

Allen'cr.t, fi"""
' <^^M'L'd"ion proposed.^length, five young men . ere chosen and propeSy L.ip-

leanwhiir
"'^' '' ^''^ ^""'™». thfthifd Ite.

^
eanwhile every preparaUon wa, m.d. to build a

r A.

«choo.,er, >n w«. .. .....y n.igl.t return to Chn.n; and ih,"."n.,y every person showed to lend his assistance in this
."MX'rtant busni.-ss, was an earnest of their future successMany lu^cessaries were recovered from the wreck, and
«i.-es wi re felhd to supply the rest.

On the o„|.^ ,bc live English warriors returned in safety
•ner acquitting themselves to the satisfaction of the king
•"- |..m.ng his enemies to flight, by the efl-ect „..d terr!;
' l"-.r .re-arn.s. J.'or this important service the isla..d
' Oroo.,..g where they then tesided, was give:, to the
•-"rIisIi by Al,ba 'I'hnlle.

^ "

On the^-nst of A«g.,st, Captain Wilson paid a visit to'Mew. Mr.Devis, Mr.Sh.,p, ,u.d||en.'yWiiso..,a;-
<' |l-ied the captai.. on this visit. The Engl.sh le-.t

l-ir jolly-hoat, attended by Raa Kook, and other na.
lives, 1.1 a canoe.

About one o'clock they reache.l Pelew, fired six mus-"k ts, and hxe,l their .:olours at the e.id of ihe causewaywhere th.,v landed. Raa Kook conducted them to a uZI
vvhere they waited the arrival of Abba Thiille. Me„..,i„,e'
be na ives thronged i..to the house, to have a view of the
iMj;l.sh, biii.g.ng along with them various refreshme. t!and sweetmeats. I., a little ti.ne the king's arrival wa.
announced, when, notwithstanding the multitude then nre-
sent, the greatest silence prevailed. Captain Wilson em-
braced the monarch, as at first meeting, and presentedhim with a few trnikets, which were very gracilusly re,

Abba Thnlle now proposed to conduct them to the
I'll. Wliwli iu iK>...* „ ^ n ...town which IS about a quarter of a mile f,om the land-

«ng-placc where they were. The Engl.sh, i., order toassume son,e little formality, carried their colours before
them, i hev passed through a wood, and then came to
a hne pav.,. ,t, or causeway. There are large broad
stones laid n. the middle, for the ease of walking, and
esser ones on the sides. This led them to the town, where
tiicy w-ere conducted to a large square pavement, .ur-onnded by houses. In the ce.itre stood a larger house
ll'an the rest, which was allotted to the English for their
acco,„„,odation. In it there was a number of women o2-- -nk, being wives to the rupacks, or princVi
oftceis of state, who received them very politely, and

al7parlo!k
""'"'' '"'"""""'' """^ '''''' ^""''' ^^ ^'"<='>

'"" a litilc time, the king, after a suitable apology to
Captain Wilson, retired to bathe; and a message was sen.from the queen, expressing a wish to b, favoured with
their company at her house. Tl.ither they all repaired
and we.e se.ted in a littL- «j.are bcfbre L houl Iappeared that this lady was die principal wue of Abba
1 huUe, and great attention was paid to her by all The
king resided almost constantly at her house. She appeared
at he window, and, by mean, of Raa Jxook, «aauned
4 A
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into the various peculiariticit in the appearance of the Eng-

lish, which struck her. Slic sent them u broiled piKcun,

which is the greatest rarity the island produces, and is held

In duch particular estimation, that it is unlawful for any

but rupacks and their wives to taste it.

After satisfying her curiosity, they were conducted by

the general to his house, where they met with a must gra-

cious reception, and had an opportunity uf observing the

benevolent heart of this worthy man in domestic life. In

his house they were treated with the greAest kindness, and
M'ith the most expressive tokens of real welcome; but what

particularly gratified them on this occasion, was the en-

dearing behaviour of Kaa Kook to his wife and children.

These last he fondled on his knees, and caressed with all

the genuine marks of parental affection. The night being

now pretty far advanced, ihey retired to their house, where
Ho pains had been spared to render their accommodation
comfortable. Their kind friend, the general, procured

plenty of mats for them to sleep ob, kindled fires to de-

fend them from the mosquetoes and damps, and ordered

ome of his own men to sleep at the other end, to protect

them from any of the natives, who might be led to disturb

them from motives of curiosity. Next morning they were

attended, as usual, by Rda Kook, and, after walking about

for some time, were ordered to attend the king to break-

fast, in the queen's house, where they had been the day

before.

They were received with a peculiar etiquette, which

was never afterwards practised. The house was all in one

apartment ; at one end of which hung a screen of mats,

which, when drawn up, discovered the king and queen

seated. They breakfasted on yams and fish, very agree-

ably. After breakfast, Mr. Sharp, the surgeon, accom-

panied by Mr. Devis, set out to visit a child of Arra Kook's,

which was sick. His house was about three miles distant.

This gave them an opportunity of examining the country,

which they had not before done. This visit was very ac-

ceptable, and the rupack thought he could not sufficiently

repay them. Mr. Sharp examined the child's body, which

was almost entirely covered with ulcers, but could not pre-

scribe any thing, having no medicines. He approved of

the mode of cure they had adopted, which was chiefly

fomentation. Arra Kook then loaded several servants with

provisions, &c. in baskets, to be sent to the boats, and

assured them, when they left the island, they should have

his whole roost of tame pigeons. This was the greatest

compliment he could possibly offer them; and sufficiently

shows the uncommon gratitude with which his bosom was

warmed. Indeed, our readers, on many occasions, must

bave anticipated the remark, that the finer feelings and

virtues which adorn humanity, shone in these natives in no

common degree. They returned to Captain Wilson, at

Pclew, the same eveiuDg.

['ARTr.

The request which had been previously liinlid liy tju

king, was now formally made to CHptiiin \\ t\mu, hv 4.

!iire (if a council of nipack!<, that lie would iilluti (||^,^

tun men to accompany thi-m to a second ('n)|H)(t'iiit'nt
;it

Artingall; which was readily complied witli. (. <i|ituiii \V,{.

sou mentioned, at the sumo time, that it would lie oli.

liging were the men detained as short time as pos.tiblu nu'

to hinder tfie progress of thtir srhoontr. To iliis Aliba

Thulle replied, " That it was not his wisil\ to detain iIkhj

longer than was absolutely necessary, but, after doing hm,

10 much service, he must at least kcxp tlieni a duv ur twn

to rejoice with him." The coimcd had met in the fuic.

noon on this business. Every rupuck, or chief, whs seaiiil

on a stone, that for the king being higher than tln' rest

and disputed from side to side as it happened, witiioiit anv

regular order of speakers. It appeared that every tliiii|>

was decided by a majority, so that their government buit

no small affinity to our own.

The remainder of the time the English spent at IV

lew was very agreeably employed. One day, wJun ji,

company with a great number of the natives, Mr. Devi)

who was an excellent draughtsman, took out his pincjl

and was busily employed in taking the likeness of a vto.

man, who had attracted his attention. The Indy no sooner

observed him, than she retired in great confusion ; but, on

the drawing being shown to the king, he inniiediatel^ or-

dered two women to come forward, and stand in a proper

position for Mr. Devis to take their likeness. The skctcliej

were soon finished, and presented to the king, who wai

highly entertained, and, calling die women, showed them

their portraits, with which they were much pleased. ALba

Thulle desired the artist to give him his pencil and paper,

on which he scratched a few figures, very rudely, but suffi-

ciently to show his conception of what had been done; !a

that, while he thus displayed his own inferiority to the art-

ist, he, at the same time, gave evident proofs of the stm

he had of it, and his wish to possess those qualification),

with which he was'so highly delighted.

Captain Wilson and his companions were carried to see

their method of building canoes, and observed some which

were just returned from a skirmish, in which they had

proved victorious. They had captured a canoe, which

was considered as great a trophy as a first-rute man of war

would be in Britain. On this occasion the English had

an opportunity of obser\ing their method of ceiebratiDg

such exploits, or keeping a day of festivity. There wa.4 a

great feast prepared for the warriors, previous to wliich

they danced, in the following manner :—they ornamented

themselves with plantain-leaves, nicely pared into stripes,

which, being of a yellowish colour, had a good effect on

their dark skins; then, forming themselves into circle-,

one within another, an elderly person began a song, or long

sentence, and, on his comiug to the end of it, lU the
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diificeri joinr'l in concert, (lancing along m the same
tinii ;

lli'i' » "«'w iuitcncc was pronounced and dunccd
,„,

„|mli<<)nliniied (ill ever); ouc Imd sung, and his verse

I A.

had In en (laiictd to

Tliiir niaiuicr of duncing does not consiit no much in

f:i|)tiiMjr, leiiping, or oiri.r Cents of iigilicy, as n certain

iMilioil of reclining their bodies, and )et preserving their

twlaiicp. During llie danro, a pleasant beverage was
liaiiiledalwnf.and, v^hen it wii:* tinished, an elegant supper
Has brought in.

Mr. Sharp carried Captain Wilson, one afternoo.,, to
,te his favourite, Arm Kook, who received them with
^irat joy, and entertained them very kindly, 'I'hey went
tlirough several plaiUations on their way, and were much
surpriwd to tiud the cotinlry so highly cultivated. They
oherved a tree, named, by the natives, ri'a'miilf, which
the English supposed to be a species of the bread-fruit.

Alter enjoying plentifully this good man's bounty, they
returned to Pclew, highly delighted with their agreeable

!

excursion. In the course of such observationji os they
liad an opportuuily of making, they found the employ-
ments of die men generally to be making darts, hewing
trees, and building canoes; while the women looked after
the jtsmj, wrought the niatu and ba^skcts, nursed their chil-
dron, and dressed the victuals.

On Thursday, the 4th of September, they left Pclew,
takd widi presents, and amidst the loud acclamations of
a vast number of the natives. They arrived safely at the
covo, about nine in the evening, and f.)imd all Uieir com-
panions in good health, and proceeding in their work with
the utmost alacrity. The captain immediately inform.d
tliemof the request the natives had made for ten men, and
every one was again anxious to be of the party. At len-'tli
ihey were deter.nined upon, and ordered to be in readiness
on a call from the king.

Soon after, his majesty paid them another visit at Oroo-
ong, and, after inspecting the progress they made in their

vessel, he returned with the desirod reinforcement of ten
Englishmen.

.l»lhe king had, «ome day, before, sent, information
toArtingallof his proposed attack, which is customary
Jere and, at the same time, terms of peace, he now or-

Nered a canoe, with four men in it, to proceed to tho

I

island, and enquire whether Umy were to submit or to
I

fight.

The inessengers soon returned, inforn.ing him that they
refused the offered terms. Immediately Abba Thulle or-
dered the conch to be sounded, and waved his stick in
'"o»>r, the signal for forming the line of battle. Mean-

|t">.e theenemy collected their canoes, but kept close by
the shore, .howing an evident disinclinaUon to come to

I battle.

Abba Thulle had dressed himself io the scarietcoat

•79
whn h Cn, fan. Wilson had given him, and kept one of the
Kngltshnun m In, canoe. The other nine were dispersed
Inough the Heet, ,n nu.e different canoes, urn.ed with n.us-
keis, enilass. s, bayonets, and pistols.

As the e.uniy appeared unwilling to advance, and their
prestnl situulx.n was very unfavouralde for the at,u<k the
k.ns ordered a party of ennoes to go round a neck of hi-h
'•""I. aixl he there coneeale.l. ile then or,ler,:d the r^c-
".a.nder to exchange a f. w dnrls in their present position
|.nd retnat with ^par, nt pr.ripitanev ; by these n.eans'
!'•• <x|.ecte<l to draw the enen.y from ll.eir shores, an.l the
co.n.eahd squadron could then get betw.xt them and the
land, and thus hem them in on all sides.

This stratagem took the eHecl as he wished. The cne.my rushed out to pursue the apparent fugitives, and the
can..escommg round U,e high lan.l, surroumied them op
all sides. Ihe mistake, however, was soon discovered
for those who fled now turned about, and, by means of
.he fire-arms, threw the enemy into the utmost confusion.
J he no.se «t the n.uskets, their friends dropping ,h,y k„ew
not how, and the triumphant shout which the natives of
I clew set ..p, totally discomfited them. They retreated
with prec.p.tation, rushed through the canoes that were
betw.xt them and the land, as there were but few of them
and by that n.eans all escaped but six canoes, and nine na-
tives, who were captured. The victory, however, was con-
sidered as very complete.

It is very seldom that any canoes are taken, and two or
three prisoners are gencally the greatest number, 'i'he
dead bodies are carefully carried off the field of battle
lest they should fall into the hand, of the conquerors to
expose them It is with pain we add, that the prisoner,
are invariably murdered. 1 his is the only trait of inhu-
manity that disgraces a people otherwise remarkable for
their mildness.

A little before this engagement, Mr. Sharp was requested
by Kaa Kook to go along with him to Pelew, to i..spect
h.s so., s foot, which was very dangero.isly hurt by a spear
which, ha/ing sunk deep into the flesh, was broke off i„'
attempting to pull it out; and the barb of the spear hav-mg got in among the small bones, could not be extracted
Meantime, his foot swelled amazingly, to the great di..'
tress of the young man. One of the natives, reputed amone
them as a man of skill, began to cut av^ay the flesh But
af^er mangling his foot in a terrible manner, he was obliged
to desist, as the effusion of blood became so great, that
he could not continue the operation. They had recourse
therefore, to their fomentation, of which Mr. SJiarp much
approved, and desired it to be continued till he naw him
which np f*nilld nr%t nr#.»«/v«n ..* *U_A *i .1 ^ . . . '- . .. _.i ,,...j„,^ at luai uBic, three ot the ablest
men being sick.

Mr. Sharp's account of his excursioo to see this jwtaa
man, some time after, is as follows:
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i!>imrdiatcly on Lis li,„ding, he went to his father's

hois,., Mho met hi:n with >isil.l,. disircss in l,is comite-
naiue. Mr. Sharp acquainted him, thai he was come
to see his sou, an.l had hroiisht such i.istnmu-i.l. with
hnn as would enable hin,, he hoped, .„ adn.iuisler re
lel. Me smiled ai>|.i<.!,atioi., and ooiiducti-d liiui to his
hou.P, where Abl.a Thulle and several of the nrii.eind
r-ople were assend,!.,!. After pavin. his resp.cs to
ti.em, Mr. Sharp was inforn.ed, that duriu- Ifaa Kook's
stay at ()mn!„„g, il... sweilins had subsided, bv meaus of
the h.UMntanon. aud thc.y h„d foreed the spear throuoh
»"s f„„t, as the <,nl_v ni, d.od of exlraetint; it. At this
lime the Mhole army was setting out ou a" third i-xpcdi
tH.n. wlneh the young ,uan iu-aring, <-„uld not bear the
thoughts of ben.gab.u.t from. Jj.., therefore, iusiste.l
upon being cariie,] to his eanoe, wlu.r, though he eonl.l
not stand on lu. leet to t^gh., he could raise hnnself sufli-
cently to throw a spear. M., tl^erefore, went along, a.ul
very coily ,„ ,he engagement fell a saeiif.e,. to his ina-Mn-
"""".V, a spear, rulering through his throat, oecasim.e.l
... immediate .!..:„h. Ms impo.silj,. to pass our in si-
lonrc the u.J.appy fate of this g;ll;„„ ,„„ti,. ^ spi,it
more trulj hnoie, history has not left on n.-or.l; nor n.ed
we hesitate to say, that ilure was more iral valour dis-
played in th.s action, Mhieh aeeidenl oulv has bronoht on
record, than iu many feats vhich have atiraeled the^admi-
ratio., ol ages. S.ieeess again erovviud the natives of IV-
ew, by the assistance of the Knglish, though the enemy
behaved with great resolution.

Soon aflvr, Ifaa Kook .1. .sire.I Mr. Sharp au.l the boat-
swain to aecomiinny him to the wa!er-sid,-, ^vhere two
canoes were wailing, into which they xN.ut, a.-eompanied
by about twenty rupaeks, uluun ihev had not formerly
ieen, as they belonged to another island, thoied. iricndlv
to Abba Thulle. Mr. Sluup k.u w not ululiu r they wer'e
going but snfVered hims. \{ ,o be con^lneted bv his friend
i i-.ey la.uled upon an island about four miles distant from
] elew, and proceeded to u small luiiidiabitod vijla.r,, ^here
there were four or five houses, surrounded b,- a neat na- c-
nient. ' '

After resting about an hour here, llu-v set forward to a
town about half a n„l,. distant, mLcc a great nuinv people
ot both sexes were assembled, au.l an enteitainuKnt pr.-
parul. Immediately after this the women retired • and
soon after, their attention was drawn to the scu.nd of dis-
tress at a little distance; the voices appeared to be p.iu-
cipnily those of women. Raa Kook immediatelv led Mr
Shirp trom the company to the place xvhencn"the „„isc
proceeded. Ihey found a great muhiiude of women at-
tendmg a dead corpse, which was iieativ wiapped in a
nmt, and supporte-^ by four men. Thev kept „,. a <on-
slam lamentation, and were just about to lay it down
when the strau-,ei3 joined them. The body was inimedi^

[PAHT
I,

ately .leposited in the grave, without any ceremony uU
the men who ha.i borne it on their .shouideis nrocol)

'

cover i, quickly wiih the dust. The womenL;';
c^(.^vn, and their cries became so much louder t|J?
appeared anxious to tear up the body again, 'wliich
been just interred. ' ""'ih

liaj

A heavy shower of rain obliged Mr. Sharp to Imv..,i
interesting scene, to seek shelter; but h, never ,'1

learn the cause of Raa Kook's behaviour on this occl!
as, notwithstanding the uncommon regard he h ,| f„ T'
late son, whose bo.ly they were convinced itu.'s iJ."
served the most profound silence on the .subject •'„„/?;
he appear particularly interested. '11,0 niost m
eonjecture they could form was, that he consider'

.1 i,

'

ow that dignity of mind, which he on all occasion, ^isi
to support, to appear concerned on an occasion .|,
generally produces those feelings that betray what the '

lewites consider as human weakness.
As the night proved very stormy, they could not ro,,.™

to Pdew, but spent the evening with Raa Kook h ,1

...orning, Ifaa Kook carried Mr. Sharp and the boa.Mv,;
o a little hut, contiguous to the place wh,.,e his ,„„ 1„Jbeen Inirud. Here th.-y found only an old „,.,.„

',

wlioni the general spoke for .some time. She tlui, „'„„

«'>.t, but soon retnriu-d, bringing with her two old c,„l
iK.ts, some red ochre, and a bundle of betel-nut, vitlul,"
leaves. He took the cocoa-nuts, and crossed them

«i,|,

the ochre, placing them one on each side by hi,,,, ^f,,,

whieh he s«emed to offer up a prayer. He ihen n,.,j
the betel-nut in the same manner, and sat innsin.n.vorn
n little, when he gave them to the wonia.,, «|,o e;.r,i,J

«l..m out,as Mr. Sharp supposed, to ih.- grave; he«i,M
to follow her; but as Raa Kook appeared under m,
"gitation, and not inclined to rise, he did not leave liin,

nor make any euipiiiies.
'

Mr. Sharp entertained his friends with the inspoctionof
h.s Match an.l surgical instruments, with which they Mere

g.eatly plea.sed, as well as Mill, the descripliou he »;»e

them of the mode of performing various operations.

'

Meanwhile tiieir countrymen, whom they had left at

Pelew, were in great distress about their abs.nee. Tl.ey

l.ad been witnesses to the funeral of another young niaii,

w ho had been slain in the same battle. As they were ac-

n.lentally straggling through the fields, about t«o niiks

Irom Pelew, they observed a great number of the native)

going towards a village, with Abba Thulle at their he,a(I,

riuy came to a large pavement, where the king was s. aled,

and a great coucoinse of peophi surrounded him. Those

who bore the corpse moved slowly on before the kin?,wli.

addressed them in a speech, p.obably recapitulating ths

qui'lifuutieiis of the deceased.

His oration was delivered with great solemnity; andtke

respectful silence of all the auditors added a considerahl*

-Ptt,
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degree of affecting gratulcur fo tlic scene. The borfy Was
llancanied totlu-gray,., atten.led by women only, and
ihithfrMr. Matthias VVils,,,, followed. He observed -m
aged woman g.tting out of the new-made grave, whom
he supposed to be tlic mother, or some near relation of the
Hecea«).l,vvlio hud been examining if every thing was pro-
perly prepared to her mind.

The last offices tiiey always commit to the women- as
theim-i. who arc nearly interest,,!, or relations, might' be
led to discover some exterior marks of grief, which they
ansnler as derogatory to the dignity of manhood. Im-
nic,liiil,ly on the body being deposited in the grave the
,voni.» set up lond lamentati'.;.,s, as in the case of Itaa
K(iok'» son, and Mr. Wilson 1,'ft them.
The graves were forme<l in tlu- same* manner as in Fn

rope; and some lm,l a flat stone laid hori/„„tally on the
.rave, to pr.vent any person from tramplmg upon it I.
appears, also, that th.-y have particular spots of ground set
apart for the piuposc of burying tlieir dead.
As it would exceed our limits U. relate all the various

lunis «l.ich took place during the contests between the
names otPelew and those of Artii.gall, wc shall merely
observe on this head, that Captain Wilson lent every ai,i
t.) his fri. u.ls and obtaim.d and .k-served their esteem
N,o„ nfUT ius return to <),<,„long, he found that the cook
b „u,behaved exceedingly, appropriating a great part
of the small portion of meat they were allowed to him-
.If and h,s assistant. A„,l as it was requisite, in their
I.i«.nt situation, that the strictest discipline should be I

mreised. Captain Wilson, by a court martial, ordered him
'

ap„™,,hmeu, called com.g, vhid. is i'nfl.eted by a tl.ni
Ha. piece of woo,l, something like a battledore
llie tenderness of Uaa Kook's disposition, ulio wa^

posent, appeared emmently on this occasion. When he-V
.
c man stripped to the waist, and hi. han.ls' ti

a."anjs atrec to keep them extended, he intreated C .
'-. VVi .on to pardon him, but, when he saw the pu„i .
n.em inflicted, and the man bearing it patiently,' he w,
.cone. ed. standing by and encouragingL all flieL?A Chinese was also p.Miished in the «ame maimer forwcHindmg one of his countrymen with a stone. But 1;e «P such a hideous cry, that Raa Kook was greatly en

::::::ri;:r^^'-------^-i^
On the 17th of October, Abba Thulle arrived with the

Ta ;::' t ''- ^-^^^^ •"^-- of ArtmgTin;

'X d t r ""•'"" '' ^'''''' "'-»' •'"•J been

^ Z AM t^'uV"' °^ ^^- Kook and the other

fond h7.Z'a A"'
""'"*"' "'^ ''m»yed exceedmgly

\ ZnJt T^ ^^ "'^°"»'' »" •'"« -ve. and ex-

t bli:^:'r"^ ''""g' -t'' "'-h attention. Hep'-bnoug t with hun, on this vuit, Ludee one of hts
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and other cu.iosit.es, with which they w.re 7,v.l vF-H^ The ki..g had also bro..ghtsm:,::'C
• jckle-bys. as he call..,l them, to ...serve ti... pro. e""f the vessel, and the manner of working. I /e seemed

Ahi^r their curiosity had been fully satisfied the .,r•a.n prepared an ente.tain.nent for them i.. the t m co

f

SIS oi wl.K I, ||„.y appeared very fond.A good deal o» co..ve.sation took place on .».; • •

between the king a..d Captain W.ls, n n
."'"'

Ab'^a Thulle a,.now,e,,U;tl!;u;:^n^^^^

:::7'''-''''"''---'''al"u.stain.is"S^^^^
•'"d at the same time r,ou,sted il,.,. .1

h""»wa,.

i-ve ten muskets with h^.,:;i.;^t.;X-^^
;^«-^.d, that he could .lot oblige h^^^^^
Iff''.

"" "'' '"' '"•'^•^^'" •-'"»='»-'' i" ^^r with sever 1

u c u.n homeward and so require defensive weaponsl^uae promised mn live, which greatly pleased him.'
"'

Abba Jlulle then e.iquired what quantity of nowder
'-y '-.i; but, observing that Captah, Wilson ^17'

llie subject.

'i'f.c captain then desired he would assure his nei^h

k"Kl usage tlu-y had received from the inhabitant, of Pe-V, were d..t..„.med to return very soo.,, in a m c^'urgcr ship, and with a gr..ater number of men, and"!a-nge any msult that n.ight be offered, eiti er by
'

peojWe of Arti,igall or any other island.
^

Abba Thulle then info.n.ed Imn, that he had come, at
tl s time, to get the guns f.om the wreck, which should
« her be placed at O. oolong or Pelew, L the En^I h

I", officers desired him to take them all to Pelew, except
one, which they might, perhaps, need in the schoon^
Accordingly, „ext day, the king ordered some of hipeople to go to the wrecL, i.i order to remove themlaving no tackle, they found it a very difficultTob, and*uere torced to send for assistance from their friends. TheEnghshmen speedily lodged them i„ the canoes, to the

I

""7";'^ f "^^ -»-- -ho could not conccve .t po^.ble to handle these heavy pieces with such appa2

The king lodged at the back of the island, carryingwith hm all hi. atteadant, tha die Ea,l.i, n^-^^H
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little ititernipled ns possible. He had not been long there,

whtu he sent for Captain Wilson, to give him ten large

fish, part of a quantity his ptoj)le had taken. Of these

he would only receive four, wliich would fully serve all

liis people for supper; and such is the nature of the

climate, that no tisli will keep fresh above five or six

hours. The king then ordered the reninining six to be

dressed for keeping, and sent to the cove in l!ic Uiorniiig.

Their nielliod of cleaning and dressing them is as follows

:

the iish i;. first well cleaned, washed, and all the scali's

ti.ken ofl"; then two slicks are placed lengthways of the

fish, in order to keep it straight, in the same manner as

Slicks are placed across salmon in this country, wh( n kip-

pering. It is then bound round with broad plantain-leaves,

and smoked over a slow fire. In this state it will be t al-

able for at least two days, lho\igh not very pleasant to

those unaccustomed to such a mode of preserviuij.

IS'ext morning the king went to the wreck, and returned

to the cove, and breakfasted on tea with Captain U ilsoii,

Uiree Artingall people being also of the party. Afier

breakfast, tlie strangers were led through the woiks, smd

their surj)rise was nothing inferior to any that had yet

been expressed. The guns particularly interesteil them,

as the means by which so nia;iy of their countrymen had

died, in a manner then incompiehensible.

In a few days ihey hud a farther oppoitunity of seeing

the: effects of the nmskets, by Mr. Denger's killing some
pi'^ons while on the wing ; they ran to the carcases, and

examined them very attentively, and, upon noticiiig the

wounds, observed, that it was with such holes as these

their countrymen died. On this occasion the I'elewites

seemed to extdt a little over their neighboms, on the ig-

no;:<nce which they showed of the use of iire-anns. The
people of Artingall, however, retained no animosity on
this account, but seemed perfectly haj)py and at ease.

The schooner being now nearly completed, a consulla-

tiqi: was lield, to fix on the safest method of launching

!ier, whien was agreed to be lay-ways. They had neither

pitch nor rosin to pay her with. This want necessity

taught them to supply, by burning coral-stone into lime;

then, sifting it thoroughly, they inixe<l it up with grease,

and found it an excelknt succedaneuni.

Sometime before this, Madan Blanchard, one of the

common sailors, about twenty years of age, who had ac-

companied the natives in their ditli rent expeditions, had

cjipressed a desire, to some of his comrades, to be left be-

hind. At first it was supposed he was not in earnest; but

when the captain was apprised of his renl nielination, he

endeavoured to dissuade him from such an unaccountable

step. Finding, however, that no argumenls could make
any impression on his mind, or shake his resolution, he

determined to make a merit of necessity; and, therefore,

when Abba ThuUe came dow n to Oroolong, to attend the
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launching of the vessel, he signifn d to his maji slv
iliaf

as a return for the hospitality with which the Eiii;lisli
l,;„|

bei n treated, they would leave him one of tlicir toti'.

rades, who was fully qualified to manage the j^reat "lui,

Mu\ other things that were to be pnisented to him at ilnj,

dejiarture. The idea was by no- means thrown awav ihe

king was gratified beyond measure.

All the crew were extrenn ly sorry to part wiili Bjinid,.

ard; and ihey lost no opportmiity to speak in liis |jilia||

to the natives. It is, indeed, very difiicult to coiijcciiii,.

what motives could urge hiui to fors;.ke .hat class of inan.

kind, among whom he had hitherto livwl, and be sipa-

rated from them, perhaps, f(n' ever.

What renderetl his resolution the more extraordinaiv

was, its being known that he had formed no parliculur

attaehmeiit on the island ; but man oftini displays i,':,\m^.

lar freaks, and, perhaps, his real motives will ever rcniai,:

unknown. He certainly was courageous in an eiiiiiuni

(l( gree, and no quality is more vahieil among die i!;in>t-.

Unfortunately, ho could neither read nor write; (|„-

should succeeding navigators fall in with him, lie iiiiil.t

have been able to furnish memoirs, w liieh wouici liave in.

terested every admirer of sim;)le nature; and evir\ hraii

of seusibiiily must feel an anxious desire to know ;!,;

fate of a man, who made himself a voluntary ncluse

from the rest of the world.

As Abba Thulle, Haa Kook, and the natives in "encia!

con.'ideriKl his remaining among them as a very great cma.

pliment, they were resolved to render him ha|)|iv;aiii

promised to make him a rupack, and to give liiiii l\iu

wives, together with a house and plantations.

^'Vc come now to contemplate a scene pcculiailv inter-

esting. On the appointed day the English proceeded, u

an early hour, to make ready for the launch : it iieiJ

scarcely be mentioned, that uncommon pains were laktii

to put every thing in the most favourable train for gelliii;

the vessel afloat. About seven o'clock, the king and Ins

attendants were desired to be present, and in a little time

the schooner was safely launched, to the general juv cf

every spectator, and, by Abba ThuUe's desire, was iiiiiihI

the Oroolong. Never was there a more afll'ectinglv Impi'v

scene. Every eye seemed to sparkle with a lustre ks-

rowed for the occasion. Every countenance beamed wiili

animating joy and heart-felt satisfaction; but few anion;

them could utter their feelings. Looks of cengratiilaiira

circulated around, while every one shook his toiindfi

hand with warmest fervor. Home, wives, parent?, iliil-

dren, friends—all— all seemed as within grasp, lint de-

scription is unequal lo this task. The behaviour of tluii
I

Pelew friends, however, must not be forgotten. In iIhi'
I

joy, which was also unbounded, real philantlir()|iy «si

|

to be seen. They saw, by this occurrence, those tiieiid!,

w horn they valued^ about to leave tl em ; those friends lij

j
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,lmtn they l.ad been so n.iuli benefited, and f<oni xvl,o„,

tliey liiul learned so niucli.—Hm tlicy saw (lieni happy -
Tlicykiiiw tlieir whole comfort depended upon the success
of this event, and, tlierelore, tlieir benevolent hearts par-
ticipated in ti.e general joy.

After a very happy breakfast, they proceeded to carrs
every thing aboard, witli all possible expedition, and in
tl,ei.florM..o.., the Hood-tide coming in, the ship was hauled
into llie hasm, a deep place of four or five fathoms wa
,e,

;
a.Kl, in the course of the day, they got on board all

the provisions and stores, such only excepted as were to
be given in presents to the king; and in the mornn... they
lo-ik on board then anchors, cables, and other necessaries'
milking bits, and iitting a rail across the stern of the'
vessel.

The weather and wind appearing favourable, the can-
taminfornied AbbaTliulle, that they purposed sailin- the
next day. Ihis very much distressed him; for he"had
sent word to the neighbouring rupacks, that the day fol
lowing that now mentioned by the captain was the day the
English meant to sail; m consequence of which they were
to come to Oroolong the next night, to furnish them with
provisions, an.l bid them farewell. This information only
^emed to strengthen the captain's resolution of «ettn,i
din the orcnoon, as the number of canoes, to be ex"
pccted would greatly incommode them.

< He therefore
apologized m the best manner he could to the kin., who
a|.p'-a|ed greatly disappointed. Abba 'I'lmlle then b....ed
.at d,e captain and officers would dine «i,h him audi...
o'l:n.o„slio.e. With this,hey cheerfully complied,

»iHl, after .imner, the king .signified his intention of in-
uMing the captam with the order of the nov,, and
i«aling lum a ruj.ack of the first rank. The captai'n expped his acknowledgments for the intended honour
« en the bone was drawn over his left hand, wiih ...eat
Jlennntv, by the chief n.inister and Una Kook, on wlneh
I e «hole assembly .est.tied their joy. 'J he king then*-.g the captain, told Imn, 'Mhat the 1^^^^^^^

*ed .gilt ever, day, and preserved as a testim^^^^^
the rank he held among them; that this mark of di-.-

"jniiist, on every occasion, be valiantly .kfaided, n^r
-rtered to be torn from his arm, but with the ioL of

Our readers may probably smile at this simple l,a.|..o of
'^->>; ut they may at the same time recollUtharthe
^^cta^^^^^^

ron he breast or a bone on the arm, ni themselves
''^^^•'luaily nisignilicant. All public honours hold out a
i;||J|^to,„e.it,a.ulm.hisligliton:, .houldtheybere-

1 A.
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be record,.!. 1 he king's object in this was to improve
the young man in the knowledge which he saw the English
possess n, an eminent degree, and to render him useful to
bis native country in future. Uaa Kook also solicited
pernms.on to accompany them; but tins request was re-
fused from motives of policy.

Arra Kook, who, from the first, seemed to have set
his heart on the Newfoundland dog, so warmly nnpor-
uued the captain for his favourite, that it was impossible
U> resist \m solicitations. But the general's intention v,as
far otherwise employed. He was already buildiim a ship

I"

H'tagination; and, to realize his design wished U.en. to
leave their launching-ways, saying he would go to work ia
the same place.

^
'i'he king had laughed at the insignificance of ArraKooks request of the dog; but the subject of ship,

building caught his most serious attrition.
'

It was of na^
t'<>'ud importance, and of course demanded the patronage
of a good prince. °

In the midst of their discourse, a battle on board the
ship, between two sailors, called for the presence of the
cairtam. 1 he damage proved no greater than a bloody
nose, which being settled, Mr. Wil.on again returned.
\\ hen the circumstance was explained to the kin.., he ob-
served that there were, no doubt, bad men in all conn,
tries.

Permission was now obtained to hoist an English pen.
'lant on a tree near the cove, with the following inscrip-
tion, on copper, to be placed on another tree adjacent:

THE HONOURABLE
ENGLISH EAST-INDIA COMPANY'S SHIP

THE ANTELOPE,
HENRY WILSON, COMMANDER,

WAS LOST UPON THE KEEF NOj.Tll OF
THIS ISLAM),

IN THE NIGHT
BETWEEN THE 9th AND IOtH OF AUGUST;

WHO HERE BUILT A VESSEL,
AND SAILED FROM HENCE

THE 12th OF NOVEMBER, 1783.

a f rther proof of Abba Thnlle's confidence, he pro-posed entinst.ng Captain Wilson with the care o his se--<i son. P|.n.e Lee lioo. whose affectin. storv wiU oo .
|

Captam Wilson explained the purport of this inscriptioti
to Abba Thulle, who was greatly pleased witli it; and
having explained it to his people, he assured the English,
that It should carefully be preserved in remembrance of
their visit.

The conversation this day was principally confined to
the approaching separation, " When von are crr,ne "

=aiu
the king, " 1 much dread that the Artingalls wi» redouble
their attempts against mr ; and, deprived of your aid I
shall probably feel the effects of that animosity they have
always had against my people, and, having no more U)«
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English to support me, I shall not be a match for

them, unless you leave the few muskets you promised
me.

The captain was willing to comply with this request im-
mediately; but most of the officers, who still had appre-
hensions, were extremely loth to give up the arms till the
last moment. That unlucky suspicion of being detained,
whicii had so ungenerously taken possession of them, had
been so rivetted in Uicir minds, that it was not easily dis-

lodged It is necessary, however, not to condemn our
countrymen too hastily. They had been accustomed to
see roguery so generally and so scientifically practised,
that distrust and suspicion are naturally instilled among
the first principles of education; and it was not easy for
them to conceive that the same species should be so very
ditlercnt, even at opposite quarters of tiic globe; but here
they saw the open undisguised actions of nature, know-
ing no deceit, and dreading none.

Abba Thulle was too quick-sighted not to observe
their distrust; and it is not easy to express the agitation

whicli laboured in his breast, on finding that doubts were
harboured of his sincerity. " Why," said he, " should
you distrust me? I never refused you my confidence. If
my intentions had been hostile, you would have known it

long ago, being entirely in my power. But, on the con-
trary, you have had my utmost assistance; and yet, at the
very last, you suspect me of bad designs

!"

The earnestness of his manner spoke his feelings more
than his words

; nor can we doubt that a little recoU^ction
brought the blush into the countenances of those wiioni
he addressed. Tiie man who had uniformly behaved with
such disinterested unsuspecting benevolence— tlie man
who had freely committed his own son to their care, to
be doubted within a few hours of their parting, was a
Btab, which the sensibility cf Abba Thulle could not sup-
port. The severity and truth of his reproach, and the no-
ble dignity with which he supported liimself, brought the
daring thought, which some had entertained, of murdering
hhn and his brothers, to view, and gave a most captivating
picture of the mild, yet forcible, triumph of virtue. They
found themse'-.vs guilty, and saw evidently, that virtue
will flourish in whatever soil she is implanted. Without
farther hesitation, they sent on board for all the arms that

could be spared; and, on the boats' return, presented him
with five muskets, five cutlasses, more than halfa barrel of
gunpowder, and flint and ball in proportion. Once more
harmony was restored, and the generous Abba Thulle for-

got, or seemed to forget, their unjust suspicions.

The king's second son, Lee Boo, arrived in the evening.
under the care of his elder brother, and was presented by
Abb.-! Thulle to the captain and the officers. He ad-
vanced in so easy and polite a manner, having much good
kumour and forcible expression iu iiis aspect, that every
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one was immediately prepossessed in his favour. A, \

was now growing dark, the officers went on board,
leavin

the captain behind, at the kin{,'j request. Next day M
Wilson informed them, that neither he, the king, nor t|

rupacks, enjoyed much rest, the affectionate father eni

ploying the moments in giving advice to his son, and in ,,..

commending him to the care of the captain ; not lio\i

ever, from the smallest fear that he would be ill-treatid

" I would wish you," said he, " to shew my son every thin,

that is useful, and make him an Englishman. The *ii°

things he will see may probably induce him to slip a\va»

from yon in search of less v?onfined gratifications; but i

beg that you will contrive to calm and subdue the rasliiicss

and impetuosity of his youth. I well know, from the dif.

ferent countries he must pass through, that he will be lia.

ble to dangers, and even to diseases, that we never heard

of, which may kill him; but I also know that death isilie

common lot; and whether he dies with you, or atPelew
jj

of no moment. I know you are a man of luimanitv
aiiij

am, therefore, confident, that if my son be sick, vou will

look on him with kindness. But should that happen

which your utmost care cannot prevent, let it not deter

you or your brother, or any of your countrymen, from re-

turning, for I diall rejoice at the sight."

The captain assured the king, that he might rest satisfied

of the care and affection with which his soi: would k
treated. Before Mr. Wilson came on board, he admo-

nished Blanchard (the man who had resolved to renounce

his country) as to his conduct .'uiong ilie natives, lie de-

sired hnn to be watchful of the arms and anniiuiiitioii ikl

would be left behind, that they might defend tliemsclvei

from their enemies. He begged him not to go naked, like

the natives, as it might lessen his importance with them as

an Englishman, and countenance an evident indecencv;

and that he might have no excuse from the want of clotliej,

all that could be spared was left him, in order that, if lie

accepted the king's off'er of wives, he might he eril

to dress them somewhat after his own custom. The cap-

tain did not forget to enforce on him the absolute news-

sity of continuing his religious duties, and to be particular

in keeping the christian sabbath. After this, he was re-

quested to ask any favour that might tend to his future com-

fort; on which he begged to have one of the ship's com-

passes, and the masts, sails, and oars, belonging to tlie

pinnace, which also was intended to be left behind.

Early on Wednesday morning, an English jack m
hoisted at the mast-head of the Oroolong, and a swiiel

fired, as a signal for sailing; which being explained to tlie

king, he ordered all the provisions on board which he lisil

brought for the voyage. A great number of canoes sur-

rounded the vessel, loaded with presents, so that it Mas

with difficidty they could avoid being overstocked. Wlieu

just ready for sea, a boat was sent on shore for the cip-
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Ijiii, who thwi took Blanchard and the men of iho boat i

I A.

into a temporary hut that had been erected, and, inakin"
llieni kneel, offered tip thanksgivings to that Divine Being
who iiad supported their fainting spirits througli so many
hazards and toils, and at last opened to them the door of de-
liverance. He repeated his advice to Blanchard, earnestly
begging him not to forget his religion.

About eight o'clock the captain went on board, attended
by Abba Thulle, Lee Boo, the rupacks, and Blanchard
It being doubtful, as the vessel was heavily laden with
provision, whether she would be able to get over the reef
it was resolved to land the two six-pounders, and leave the'
jolly-boat behind, as they hud nothing wherewith to
repair lier, and she was almost worn out. In her room
Abba Thulle was at great pains to procure them a pro-
per canoe.

Captain Wilson had recommended Mr. Sharp, the sur-
geon, to Lee Boo, as his suealic, or friend, and the youn<r
man stuck by him with the greatest attention, attendin"
iii^ to wl'- ver part of the ve.sel he moved, as his men!
tor on ah occasions. Blanchard now got into his pin
nace in order to take the vessel in tow, and parted tVom
Ins old ship-mates wuh as much composure as if conscious
that they should meet again after a short absence He
.hook hands with them with the same indifference as if
they were to sail down the Thames on a coasting voya-^e
-a striking contrast to what followed

!

° '
o

The vessel now proceeded towards Ihe reef, laden with
Abba Thulle, bounty, to a degree of superfluity, and
surrounded by great numbers of the natives in their canoes
jvho had every man brought his present for their good
nea

, iUeEr,gkes. What a luxurious sight to a feeling
eartl-There was no room for them, yet every one ex-
da,med,« Only this from me, only this from me;" and
.f refused, they repeated the.r requests with supplicating
countenances and tears in their eyes. Indeed, their .^ene.
rosity and affection were so urgent, that a few tiifles
romthe nearest of them were accepted ; while the others,"ne to bear the seeming neglect, paddled a-head, and
put their little presents into the pinnace

~

t^everal canoes went before the vessel to point out the
jafot track; and others were waiting at the reef to shew
-em he deepest .vater

; from all these precautions,Svhich
ere directed by the king, the reef was fortunately lea d

«HlK)ut any accident.
^«^'»it-u

The: ki.,; now cam« along-side, and gave Lee Boo his
neiub e.8,,g, ^hwh the youth received with great re-

with jrtr"ffi
"'' ''"'* *^'^" cordially shook hands

ZIX "^"'''1
r'"^

" ^«" «- '-PPy because you

2u^ T' ""^ ' ^' ^'P^y ^«""«« yo" -re so, but

!i Jl'"
''''^ "* your going away." Once more rc-

''««'nghis assurances of r.."^rd and good^svill, he left the
*''• VOL. I.
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vessel, and went i«t« h.s canoe. The native«, who ware m
return with the king, looked up to the vessel eagerly, with
the most expressive countenances, and half dissolved in
tears. This proof of delicate sensibility, and of unfeig.Hxi
affection, operated so strongly on the feelings ofairaboarrf
that It was with much difficulty they summoned resolutioa
enough to give three cheers at their final departure.
Kaa Kook remained, with a few of his attendants, to^ce them out of danger beyond the reef; but he was sodeep y dejected, that the vessel had gone a great way b«.

fore he thought of summoning his canoes to return. Ashe had been their first friend, the captain gave him a braceof pistols, and a cartouch-box with cartridges; and the mo-ment of separation being now come, he appeared so much
affected, that it was some time before he could speak
Pointing to his heart, he said it was there he felt the pain
of bidding them adieu. He endeavoured to converse
v.th Lee Boo his nephew; but, being unable to proceed,
he precipitately went into the boat, and giving them^
expressive glance, as if hi, mind was convulsed, he in-
Manlly dropped astern

; and thus terminated the connection
with the natives of Pelew, after a residence among them
from Sunday the 10th of August, 1783, to Wednesday the
It ii of November following.

Situation, Climate, Soil, and Productions.] ThePelcw
Islands are situated between five and nine degrees of north
iatitude, and between one hundred and thirty and one hun-
dred and thirty-six degrees of east longitude from Green-
vvich, and he m a north-east and south-west direction.
I'rom the description of the country it appears to be
mountainous, but some of the valleys are represented as
very beautiful, and affording"many delightful prospects;
and the climate is temperate and agreeable.

All that part of the countrv which Captain Wilson and
his crew had an opportunity of seeing, was covered with
trees of various kinds and sizes, some of nich must have
been extremely large, aa tlie natives fo.med tl.eir hunks
into canoes capable of carrying twenty-eight or thirty men
Among the timber-trees were noticed tlie ebony, and a
tree which on being pierced or other^vise wounded
yielded a white liquor, of the consistence of cream Here
was also a si>ecies of the manchineel-tree, tlie sap of.
which frequently blistered the skin of the Europeans who
were employed in felling it. This the natives reckons!
arac Ag their unlucky ti^ees, and advised the strangers not
to use it.

But the most curious tree noticed at Pelew was one, in
Its siEC and in.ti.:ner of hranrhino- „«t ..niJt- .i.. ,j.-^,

. . s! — •.!!".Ko iiie Cherry-
tree, but, ,n it« leaves, resembling the myrtle. Its chief
pecuharny was, that it had no bark, but only an outward
coat, of about the thickness of a cani, which was darker
than tlie mside, though equally close m texture. Its co-
lour was nearly that of mahogany, and the wood wa, s.

4 C
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eitrciaely hard, that few of tlie tooli belonging to the Eu-
ropeans could work it. Besides the above-meiitiuned

trees, the English found cabbagc-trecs, the wild bread-

fruit, oranges, lemons, and a tree whose fruit bore some
rcsenibhuice to an almond; but ^ams and cocoa-nuts, being

their princi|>al article» of sustenance, claimed their chief

attention.

No qu!>drupeds were foun'l in these islands except rats;

but, witi) respect to birds, there were great numbers of

common cocks and hens, which, though not domesticated,

kept running abrut near the houses and plantations; and

what appears extremely singular is, tiiat the natives had

^ never made any use of them till our people told them they

were excellent eating. Pigeons they accounted a great

delicacy ; but none except those of a certain dignity were

permitted to eat of them. The English left them two
geese, which were the only remains of their live-stock. It

seems, that no river was observed at Pelew; the supplies

of fresh water being obtained from small streams and

ponds, which are pretty numerous.

IHI
Jew parts of the globe are better supplied with fisii

of all kinds, particularly mullets, crabs, oysters, muscles,

8cc. ; but the fish most esteemed among the natives is the

shark, the greater part of which they reckon extremely

delicious. Several kinds of shell-fish they eat raw, in pre-

ference to dressed. They have no salt, and have but little

conception of seasoning to any thing they eat. U hen
they eat any tiling raw, however, they generally squeeze a

little or«uge or lemon Juice upon it.

Custoim, Manners, Govenimciit, ^c] The natives of

the Pelew Islands are in general stout, well made, and
athletic. Many of Uiem apjjeared to be uncommonly
•trong. Tiiey are in general ab-.)ut the middle size, and
universally of one tinge as to complexion, not wholly black,

but of a very deep copper-colour. The men have their

left ear bored, and the wonren both. I'hey wear a parti-

cular leaf, and at times an ornament of shell in the perfo-

rated ear. Their noses arc also ornamented by a flower

or sweet shrub, stuck through the cartilage between the

IKMtrils. This custom is not peculiar to Pelew, but is

found in many oriental nations, and probably proceeds
from their great desire for sweet scents"; and though at

first it appeared rather disagreeable from want of use, it

J» certainly a more pleasant and becoming refreshment to

the nose than the use of tobacco, either in substance or
in snuff.

Their tejth are dyed black; but the English could
never let xi the method by which it was done, nor farther

than th: it was accomplished by means of some herbs,
»ncn young, and that the operation was very painful.

The tatooing the body is also done in youth, though not
altogether in childhood.

.^ 'J Ht onlj? appearanc« of any thing like dress among
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these natives is in the female Mx, wlio generally wear i
piece of mat, or the husks of cocoa-nuts, dyed, about uJu
or ten inches deep, round their waist. Some of thco,

aprons are very neatly made, and ornamented with a kind

of beads. Abba 'I'hulle's daughter, Eria liess, mvc
Henry Wilson u present of a very neat one, to carry to hit

little sister.

From the most attentive observations and cnquiriei
(lit

English could make, they were able to collect that the in.

habitants of Pelew believed in one Supreme Being, and i

future state of rewards and punishments, but had few reli-

giuus rites or ceremonies.

It was ^-ery clear that they had some strong fixed ideai

of divination. When Lee Boo set out to sea, he ym, for

several days, uncommonly sick ; and he then told Mr,
Sharp, he was sure his father and fiicnds were very jorry

for him, for they knew what lie underwent. He wu
also prepossessed with the same notion when near his di>.

solution.

That they understo<»d the spirit existed after death, I^
Boo declared while he was in Uritain. For when CapUiu

Wilson informed him, that the intention of going «
church was to reform men's lives, and that they might go

to heaven ; he replied, that, at Pelew, bad men slay ob

earth, and good men grow very beautiful, and ascend inio

the sky.

One particular mode of divination was observed, and

considered to be peculiar to the king, as none of Win jub.

jects ever used it. There is h plant, not unlike tli« bu|.

rtiili. by splitting the leaves of which, and appi\iiig ijieni

to the middle finger, he judged of the success of any oc-

currence of moment. Before the first expedition to Ar-

iinfj;all, it was noticed that the answer was vciy favoura-

ble; but, when about to sail on the second, the orarle diij

not appear altogether so agreeable. AbUi 'I'hiiilf, there-

fore, would not .suffer his people to enter their tano«

until he had twisted his leaves in such a manner as lif

thought appeared more favourable.

As the general character of the natives of Pelrw mint

bi' now pretty well imprinted on the reader's mind, a very

few additional observations may suffice. Iliiniainivisllii

prominent feature in the picture. The English sww aisi

upon their territories, in a state the most helpless tliat can

well be conceived ; twenty-seven men, without even llie

common necessaries of life, entirely dependent on !!n:r

bounty; fed, supported, us.si.sled in their laboiii-, ;iiiJ

every thing done for them that was in their pow.r. 1/t

us only for a moment consider the hourly boMnty wiiuli

was poured in upon them, not of their useless provoml-r,

but, as the English had many occasions to observe, th> ir

best provisions were cheerfully given to the straugtrs,

while many, perhaps, were scanty enough at home, ('"ly

recollect the pariing scene. See the crowding canoes
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holding out presents, not the distant effects of complu-
,ancr, biU tlie warm cffnsions of philanthropy '—C.)ii'ld
MtcHlalio.., pride, or the hope of rttributioi.' influence
them? Hv no means; it was kindness, to men they never
{xpuctrd to see again.

Here it may not be unseasonable to make a few general
obsffvalions on the different characters of Abba TImlle
ml Kaa Kook, to whom our countrymen owed so n.any
obligiiliyiis.

^

^ever was a prince more formed to attract and retain
il,e jyve and adnnration of Ids subjects than Abba 'rindle-
|,Hi.|,|Harance was majestic, and he commanded with -u.
tl,.mlv; while his affability and easy access rendered him
jflnmvi ,Hi object of adoration to all his subjects. I„ his
fouiicik there was as much respect paid t„ his naked un
adorned person as to an European potentate, amidst all
Ins Irai.pings and pageantry, from the surroundin.. svco
phants. I lis nice honour and qi.ick feeling were very"dis
cemibleon many occasions

; never was there a reproof
nioiv.l.luate, and yet iiune poignant, than what he .r,ve
Ihchnglish, on occasion of tl.o atlair with the muskeis
He vva, fur from one of those harinh .ss brings who hm t'

«obo.(y because ihey have not a sense of injuries; while
lliewarn.,1. and sensiinl.ty of his heart won the love of
«11 around hnn. In, .iigni.y of n.uuner, and propriety of
conduct, taught them to approach him with respect He
posa'ssed a eontemplativ.- nun.l, an.l few objects came
vnlun Ins observa.iou withon, being al.entiv.-ly considered
lieprosperity of his subjects was the principal object of^--nun,. It was this that led him ,o part wuh his

.on I., Hoo, whom he tenderly loved for tins he was -.t

JonHd, ,,ains m examining everything about the English

I A.
2fi7

^^'lu be serviceable to lus people -in tine hisvroe ume was taken up in forming and executing ,hn.s

, J
he good of the nation .nd individuals. In d.TnLs.ic

,

fe he appeared to peculiar advan,.-.ge, and took a parti
"^arcai,eotallh.own,vlatio..;.h.uusbehavi "f-epheu, ,n an affair of son., importance, seemed tve n„ ,e greatest pain

; wh.le, as the husb iid and >

'"'
'";

'--t seemed awake to every finer feelin. wh .

I
aJ'Jrns liiununily. " "-"

Hi. bmiher. Raa Kook, was a prince of so universally
'"g»gn|. demeanour, and whose every action expes ed—". -truly valuable, that EngLmen^^^^^
I" ' ^"l;""ed !m„. He was so much a friend to thi%y^ that it may be stispected their acco^^,-'^

IK;!:::::;/'"'^
^'^-^ ^-^ ^- --> and S;

Hisuatmal temper was cheerful and „Iea.sanK .!•„.„,.

I
^j. i^al ninnick,^ aiut humour fbr which hi^ bZih^lm Kook was remarkable; at the same time he was

'^^^^^- As commander-ia-chie/, he was beloved by all

:

.e d.sp«nscd hi, orders c.Imlj ,„,! smoothly; but ^ouM""t t"I-|;.c neglect. No man better understood tlTe ,t-si.yo. strict discipline: so thai, while he encotg^
IS eriors to use all becoming freedom with hi. ',

e

ch< crtui obedience. I„ principles of honour he was b^o means inferior to his brother; and not only wished th^t
.^..g IS s ould hold him in an honourable S':

-tl-^s from Captain Wilson, in his hearii^^; .he f^.^;-'n.ly appeared, nor would he suffer it t^ be «Zwe was exceedingly delicate in receiving favours Lnsd-'

alter c.u s and etfects, many things about the English

«'':' "othing should betray any .lesiie for what he tSl!•uight not be proper to be given. * '

lli« .Iei.ortment in his family was remarkably pleasant

Uguc^pam, distress, and death, they appeared' LC«
Their native politeness was constantly observable; and

^ tlr..gh they possessed a degree of curiosity beyond any- the bouth ,,ea islanders, they never knowingly „,rudedyl.en It was inconvenient. In them it was ^videutSgood manners are the natural result of goo.1 sense.
Ihe attention paid by the men of PeJew to their wiy«

's very uncoinmon in most parts of the world; and give*a very amiable idea of their domestic lives
I heir marriages seemed to consist in a serioas solemn

iy faithtul to each other, and the utmost decency of beha-viour IS uniformly supported. A plurality of vfives is d
sUves to two, a rupack to three, and die king to fiveIhey name the children soon after they are horn, wkhouany ceremony One of Abba Thulle's wives bJre .mason while the English were there, which he «, Cap!tam, m honour of Captain Wilson. They are Jar fro^bemg naturally lascivious, and the tUmost decency u p.^served amo..g them. O.ie of the English, endeavouL
to show a marked atte.nion to a female, was .ep,U«ed uTf
m^inner taat prcventid any iarii.er attempts.

They are, in general, an active laborious set of peeole
possessing the greatest resolution in case* of da.Jr oa!
ttence under misfortm^s, aiul resignation at tlieu'deaUi.
Except « few n.ptck»^ ifaer. was but littls subortfina ,
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tioii of rank

; conspqnrntly tlicir employments were pretty

much the siime. Fencing their plantations, planting yams,
Jiiukiiig hatchets, buildiu^ iiouses and camien, menrling and
prejiaring iishing-tiickie, forming darts and warlike wea-
pons, with domestic utensils, and l)nrning cliinam, may be
anid to comprise the wiiole routine of tiicir avocations.

'I hose who had a partieidar turn for mechanical opera-

tions, or any uncommon pieces of work, they called tackle-

bys
:

it was to them the king often gave particular orders

to observe the building of the schooner. Idleness was
tolerated in none ; the women were as laborious as the men,
and the king and riipacks were as nmch employed as any.

Abba Thulle was the best maker of hatchets in the island
;

and generally laboured at them when disengaged from affairs

of state, 'i'liey had no idea of unemployed time, and theie-

fore it is, that, without the proper tools for finishing a fine

piece of work, practice had taught them, even with their

coarse implements, to execute what a British artist could
not have coneeive'd pra<nical>le. Their nrals, baskets, and
ornaments, are so curiously wrought, that, when their sim-
ple tools are considered, the ingenuity is more to be ad-

mired than much superior pro«luctions, executed under the

a^lvantages which are possessed by European mechanics.
That equality of station which appeared evidently anions

them, and ignorance of those luxuries which civilization

introduces, proved no inconsiderable sources of their hap-
piness. The one prevented that' ambition which is too
often destructive to society, and the other those cares which
are generally awakened by afilucnce. In all the connec-
tion which theEuglish had with them, robbery or rapine
was never named. Nature, it is true, allowed them little,

but that little they enjoyed with content. Hnman nature
here slione in most amiable colours. Men appeared as

brethren. Uninformed and unenlightened, they grasped at

nothing more than competency and health. Linked toge-
tlier as in one common cause, tliey mutually supported each
other. Courteous, affable, gentle, and humane, their little

state was cemented in bonds of perfect harmony.
The king was the chief person in the state, and all the

homage of royalty was accordingly paid to his person. He
was supreme in the greater part of the islands which came
within the observation of die English; but Artingall, Pc-
lew, -Emungs, and Emellegree, appeared to be independent,
though, from any thing that could be observed or heard,
their form of government was exactly similar.

lire general mode of niaking obeisance to the king, was
by putting their hands behind them, and bowing towards
the ground; and this custom prevailed, not only v, hen pass-

ing him in the streets and fields, but when they passed
the house in which they supposed him to be= His carriage

and demeanour was stately and dignified, and he support-

ed his station very becomingly. He devoted the forenoon
to public business, and decided every matter of state ni a

[paw t,

council of lupacks. Ilicy M«embled on a square paveinjut

in the open air; the king being placed in the centre, onj
stone of larger size than those of the rupacks. Tlicy

seemed to deliver their minds with freedom, as matter
occurred ; and the assembly was dissolved by the IJi,,

rising up.

The afternoon was devoted to receiving petitions
|,ear,

ing requests, and deciding controversies. These, it nw,
easily be su|)posed, seldom occurred; for as their proper-

ty was small and of little value, and as there were no law-

yers nor their emissaries to foment disputes, the pronof

barriers of right and wrong were easily defined. .'Wraiiglcj

and fighting seldom happened, for even a dispute btiwccH

children was checked by a severe frown, and their iuipi.

tuosity bridled. When any real injury was done hy any

one to his neiglibour, it was a pleasing sight to see lio\»

justice was administered. Their laws were the simple

dictates of conscience, as to right and w.-ong between man

and man. No artful eloquence, nor enticing woriii uf

wisdom, were used to mask vice under the cloak of virtiip.

None of these subterfuges could be employed, by wliicli

fraud and oppression could be screened. Oallw were un-

known, and the simple dictates of truth directed the jud;c;

nor were there any punishments of a corporal kind. To

be convicted of injuring a neighbour, was to them more

galling and disgraceful than any pillory yet invented by

European ingenuity.

Messages were transmitted to tlie king with great Kit-

mony. The messenger never was admitted into the pre-

sence, but delivered it tc an inferior rupack, who report-

ed the message to his majesty, and brought his answer,

The general was next in authority to the king, aiulacted

for him in his absence. He summoned the rupacks to at-

tend when needed, and had the chief command of all the

foVces; though, it was observed that, in actual engagemeiii,

when the king was present, he himself took the lead.

The general w as to succeed the iking in oase of his dcalli,

ami on his demise Arra Kook; when the sovereigntv

would again revert to Abba Thulle's eldest son, then lo

Lee Boo, a.d so on. The king had always an attendant,

who, though not so high in office as the general, was more

constantly about his person. He was tronsideied as (he

principal minister, and a man of judgment. He never

bore arms, nor went on military expeditious. It was re-

marked, that he had only one wife, and never invited anj

of the English to his house.

The rupacks were very numerous, and considered in tlie

same light as the nobiFity are in Britain. They were of

different orders. They all attended the king on couiniaud,

everj' one bringing with him a certain "..mber of dep?"-

dants, w ith their canors, spears, - .id darts.

Our readers may here trace a similitude to the feudal

system ; but as Uie knowledge the English acquired of thex
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(OTitcrs was very superficial, nothing conclusive can be as-
curtained. Tliese, and many other things, must he left

for time to develope. All that can be said farther at pre-
'

sent is, that, whatever was their precise mode of govern-
ment, it was admirably adapted for the people. * j- »

All the island appeared populous, but the number is

not easily conjectured. There were four thousand active
u«n in the expedition against their enemies; and, it was
ovideiit, many more were left at home, whose service was
not deemed necessary.

The method they took for building houses, was very in-
genious. 1 hey raised them three feet from the ground in
order to prevent damp. This space they filled up w'ith
wild stone, and overlaid it with thick planks, as a floor
The walls were built of wood, very closely interwoven with
bamboos ana palm-leaves, so that no cold or wet could
possibly come through. The roof was pointed in the same
manner as village-houses are in England. Their windows
comedown on a level with the floor, answering also the
pnrpose of doors; and have a sort of shutters, which are
ofCHSionally used. Their fires are kindled in the centre
of the room for all the house is in one room, the fire-place
being sunk lower than the floor.

Their canoes are made of the trunks.of large trees in
the same manner as those throughout the South Seas but
«.th Mirprising neatness. They ornament them with shells
,nd pamt them red. I'hey are of difl-erent sizes, but the
largest will not carry more than thirty people. The na'
lives row with great ability, insomuch that the canoes made"
on purpose for swift sailing seem scarcely to touch the
water, movmg with a velocity almost inconceivable - ,

1\m,AM^c^n^y\^^r^nisarc few in number, and very I

«n,ple riiey are the evident productions of necessity
well calculated to a.swer the ends intended, without much
ornament.

Their knives are made of shells, which they sharpen to
«c an e.Ige as fully answers all common purposes. Their
drinb,g cups are made of cocoa-shells, which they polish
with great art, ^ ^

Their articles for ornament were far from being nume-
us The king had a very fine tureen, somewhat in shape

of a bird, and finely ornamented with various devices, very

«
Jon. It held about Uurty-six English quarts.
The tortoise-shell they wrought into various little dishes

joons trays and other vessels. The sheU they have in'-
'f

'd» " of a very beautiful kind, but their mann

I

;;^v^gU the Eogl.hc«Ud never get an opportunity

I A.
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fH^toncal Account of Prince Lee Boo, a Native of the
Pelew Islands,

j

lT>is amiable young prince had chcerfuUy thrown him-
'"^' VOL, J.

-so t mto the ,,rotectio„ of a handful of men, concernimrMl.ose existence he had, but a few weeks befme,S u'

'as all, in order to obtain such knowledge among the Kuropeans as might probably enable him. on his return o

wt;ts;m:rd:j^^^^
desired he would dress as they did. He dii so ; but^^ew off his coat and jacket, as insupportabl'y cumb^!som. though he retained the trowsers, as decency requ.rec

1, and would never afterward, part^ith then
'
Athey began to advance into a colder climate, he soon Zsmned the coat and jacket.

»oon rc-

His notions of delicacy, from what haa been told himnd from what he observed among the English, gr^duaSl'
.creased so that he would not so much'as d^ nypart of his dress, unless when by himself. He vvashed-sel several times a day, and kept his clothes, anrefe^l'

tiling about his person, remarkably clean
^

On their arrival at Macao, the Portuguese governorpaui Captain Wilson and his crew every possible atte Z"d «en plenty of provisions, of all kiudi,, to the m onboard the ship; informing thein, at the same time, hatpeace was re-established iu Europe,
Captain Wilson, Lee lioo, and the ofilcers, had lod.-y appointed them on shore, except Mr. Benger wiro

ly fonvarded to the company's supercargoes at Canton in-forming them of their arHval and situation.
Mr M'Intyre, an old acquaintance of Captain Wilson's

paid them nncommon attention, and insisted on their loda!
".g m his house. He had a Portuguese gentleman in coZpany wrth Inm who invited them to his house, in theirway to Mr. M'Jntyre'., principally on Lee Boo's'accoun^hom he wished to introduce into his family. His house
vvas, therefore, the first iiuu which Lee Boo entered, and
h.9 surprise on this occasion cannot be easily described.Ihe rooms, the furniture, and ornaments, crowded somany new objects on his mind at once, that he was per-
fectly lost m amazement. It was remarkable, however
that, amidst all his confusion, his behaviour was perfectly'
easy and polite; and, as he observed that he excited thesame curiosity in other., that they did in him, he very no-
itely permuted them to examine his hands, described the
tatooing, and appeared lughly gratified with t'« attention
paid Iiim.

On their way to Mr. M'Intyre's, Lee Boo displayed his
native beneyoJence very remarkably. Observing the poor
Tartar women, with their children tied to Uieir backs, L-
trtrraiVhTr

''^™
"' *^ -^-^^ -^ °^'

4 D
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When they reached Mr. M'lntjrrc^ ir wnn lalf, lo that

tke table was covered for supper, und the room elegantly

ilKiminnteH. A new scene here burnt upon Leo Uoo's at-

tention, and the whoie aeenied to him an the effect of nia-

grc. A large mirror, at the upper end of the room, par-

ticularly attracted his notice. He saw his coin|>lete per-

aoH, and supposed it to be somebody behind, very like

himself. He looked, laughed, and l')oked' again, not

knowing what to think. Indeed, the mirror had a sur-<

pricing effect on more than Lee Boo. The Engiislinien

had seen every one his neighLour's face, during all ih. ir

distress, but no body had seen his own. The hollow-tved

long-visaged appearance thiy now made, to what they

fonnerly recollected, cast rather a melancholy impression

upon their minds.

The next day Lee Boo spent mostly in examining Mr.
M'Fntyre's house, in which he found abundance of new
objects to surprise him. The other gentlemen, in the

mean lime, went about purchasing such little conmiodi-

ties as they stood in need of, and every one bought some
little trinket for Lee Boo. Among the rest was a string

of large glass beads, which almost distracted the poor

prince with surprise and admiration. He conceived liim-

self possessed of greater treasures than all the IView
Islands could afford : he ran to Captain Wilson, enraj)-

tured with his property, and begged that a f-mall Chinese

vessel might be hired to transport them to Pt l(!w, and de-

sired his father might be informed, tlie Englees had car-

ried him to a fine courtry, from whence he would soon send

him some other presents; at the same time adding, that

if the persons Captain Wilson should employ faithfully

and expeditiously executed their trust, he would reward

thcni with two glass beads.

While at Macao, Lee Boo had frequent opportunities

of seeing people of different nations, but soon gave a de-

cided preference to the English, especially the ladies. It

has been already mentioned that there are no quadrupeds

at the Pelew Islands, and tliat the Newfoundland dog left

there was the first of the species they had seen. Thev
called him Sailor, which naine Lee Boo now applied to

every quadruped he saw. Horses were his great favour-

ites, he called them clow sailor, or great sailor. He would
often go to the stable, and atroke their mane and neck,

and soon ventured to mount them. He intreated Captain

Wilson to send a horse to his uncle, Raa Kook.

In a few days Captain Wilson received letters from
Canton ; the supercargoes desiring him to draw for what
money he needed, and ordering the men to be supplied

with every necessary in abundance. The kindness shew n

them on this occasion, by all ranks, at Macao and Can-
ton, all the officers and men acknowledged in the warmest
terms. Captain Wilson and his company embarked for

Whampoa, in the Walpole, Captain Churchill, leaving

[PABT

Mr. Benger to take care of the Oroolo»j», and dupon
of her.

In a few days they arrived at Canton, having been en-

tertained all the way by Lee Boo, whose aduiiiiui<iii of

and sensible remarks upon, every now object, aslonulifij

all who had an op|)()rUuiily of conversing with h<ui. Hr
was greatly surprised at the various <lishes (j| meat w In, |,

he saw successively set before him, alledging, ihui !• , |j,

ther, though a king, was happy to serve himself wiih ,

fe\y jams and cocoa-nuts; while here the genilcnien
Ii;„i

a great many dainties, and scirvants attending dieui while

they were eating. Obaerving a sailor in a state of iiu lirjeiy

he said he would not drink spirits, as they were not tit (w

a gentleman.

An instance of Lee Boo's strong attachment to those \u

knew may be here mentioned, which will serve to point

out this striking feature, not in his diaracter only, but m
all his countrymen. One day, while silling at a window

which looked towards ihe sea, he observed a boat aiakinj

towards shore, in which were Mr. Benger and Mi, M'hi.

tyre. His joy was so great, lint he did not lake lime to

tell Captain Wilson or any other in the room the caiiHeof

his emotion; but, springing from his seal. Hew lo tin shore

in a twinkling. Immediately on their landing, he siiook

hands with them so heartily, and with such warm e.xpres-

sions of friendship, as sensibly afl'ected them.

Lee Boo became a universal favourite wherever he an.

peared ; as his good-natured and pleasant behaviour made

him acceptable in every company. He one day sarprised

a company of gentlemen with his dexterity in ihrowinir

the dart. A party was formed to have a trial ol skill in

the factory-hall. They hung up a gauze cage, yiui a bird

painted in the middle. They stood at a consiilnablc dis-

tance, and with nmth difliculty hit even the cage. When

1 ,ce Boo's turn came, he took up his spear veiy carelesslv,

and, with the greatest ease, struck the little bird ihroiijh

the head. He had one day an opportunity of seeing some

blue glass, which greatly delighted him. It was a colour

lie had not before seen. The genlleuian, in whose house

it was, made him a present of two jars, of the same co-

lour, which greatly delighted him. "O! were it possi-

ble," he exclaimed, " that my friends at Pelew could sec

ihem!"

As the time was now near at hand when the coinpam's

ships would sail for England, Captain Wilson liiiil before

his people an account of the produce from the Oroolonc,

and other articles, which had been sold, and, giving to

every one an equitable share, he addressed the whole com-

pany nearly as follows :
" Centleuieu, the moment bciiij

now arrived, when every one may advantageously ibiluw

his own inclination, 1 cannot part with you without teati-

fying my approbation at the spirited, judicious, and manly,

conduct you have preserved amidst our trying diflicuities;
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and l)c assured ih«t, on my arrival in Englond I uill re
,,rt..nt urn .0 .l.« company «. aai,|..| ,„ ,|„i,. ,,„„„,„,„;
,,g„r(l, und I moke no doubt but tl.oy «,ll re«a,d your

! were it possi-

Pelew could see

If mutual adveriity be 8uppo«ed cap.^bl.. „f reconciii,..r
Ih. most mvetcrate enunie,, surdv the ,„Hi;ri.,a., of r,i,.,.<l.
,„us.r,vc-t a more fornbie ..ffect.ou. und .very one now
appeared to feel tii- w.igl.t of the r*-mork; f,,,. „ ,,,„|„,
roncrm was manifest u. every ooimteDan,,

. Thceondut

t

of Mr. Wilson IhuI b.
.
n so mild anti prudent, and his ex

ample ,o annnatm.ir, that tin v Mill wished him IW (her
coiimiamlrr. Jint it was not now a time fur choice Ne
cesiity and ica«on pointed out thtir course. i.,.e JJoo
andllu. captain came home in -he Morse, and tl ,ur
geon III the Lascclles; while oUiers embuiied in c , , . t
vcMols. .

' '«nt

The Mor,,o wa, commanded by Captain liiliot, with
«l,on, I/;e Boo mudc himself very happy. }l,, ';,,, .

enquiry concermng yuriou, objects which he nm b,.^an
„ow to he directed more to their utility than fo'nnl.M he evinced no small anxiety to obtain as much know'
odge a. possible, with regard to such articles as wouldLeu^ila. Pelew. His method of keeping bis

j"
was cxlrciiielv singular. He had a s„i„. „„ „l,„.
.:«lak„ot i.r every remarkable object he';i;;:i''r
pnn. on l.is memory Tlie.e knots he oxamine.l daii;
ad,

y recollecting the circumstances which occasionedJ- U.|iig.. St, I. bxed the transactions firmly on is

'77- ,^''%"*-- "f"- Mors, h„,„o..ro.i.sly .;
narked, when they saw him referrii... to his 1... n
*.. that he was reading his journal

'"^ ''^'"'P^'"

liarly m the voyage, he asked for a book that «i>h
,«'»-- l^e nnght learu the Ei,g,i.h aS^b^^'^^^
Y;-'7-"ci,onbeingtakentoseeasdJ^^^^^^^^

^t.Hele a, he appeared so conscious of his own defi

.--...at his hors:fv:;;tceidir'"''^'^^''''
Before the Morse sailed from St. Helena the 1 .« .1

arrived iherp .. , .k . i
'•

^ '*-"-"'•> iHe L,ascelles

™. >'' Sli».p. He ,va, escadingi, ha„„, .,i,h ,,

'

'« TilL "'' "" "'>'""' "'"«!> <"« l>» view

1 A.

;'»"•'.
I .:o:;et"':,:""""r",'?"

J'

J

."h::.!;:: „ ;'::;;dT:r;T""',''"''"''-
'>•»' «"•! i ....ed , „. ill'- " '•'""'' "•

foi every llii,,,, I,,, „' "!>"""' """' »»»• liuuj.

i-™d.,„ n, . di.,i„« ;:„::"' '- '"""*"-' —^ »«« i«

^-ptnin Wilson introduced J^.. U .

K..u„d» d„ee,„„, ,„d ,„'! r
," ; L;r

" ""
llie <aiue lime, ,l,c,ml Id,,, ,1

' "'"'' "'

"light communicate the small ,„>». i . .

'"^ P"*'^®

«'- .hat all precaution .r:;^:^"''--^-'^^'^'
II-' was sent to m academy at IJotherhilhe where h.>*«« ^. .y -ssiduous in learning to read a.u Hte J I

ce.s. he amused his b.nefactor's family by mimickm..^Hcli peculiarities as he observed in the boys ifHe snid that, when he r..,urned to P,.| ^ h Vould
"

an academy himself; and he imagined The .r^r ^

^rif^dd^^t'ci^ttT"''""'"^""''''^^'-'^'^'^
sion.

^' '=°"*^^^'^"'g " " tender expres-

orHieolda.idinfir..fme^ns';;Zke:i2!:^^r:
g.ve poor old man;" said he, "old man no abl to w^^k »

^t this time he appeared to be about twei.tv vears ofage, and of a middle si/.e. His exnressiv. . ,

treat s..n>ill.ili... i ,

expre.ssive countenance,ytat .tnsibil.
ty, and good humour, instantly prejudicedvery one m his favour. His eyes were so trikim exPressive, that, though he knew very little En I :h Zmeaning was easily understood. ° '

His quickness of manner and readiness of apprehensionwere astonishing. A young lady, with wl.on owaT"."ay m company, sat down to the harpsichord, mrdertodiscover how it affected him. To the music he na d i^^t

"

attention, but he was ,rea,ly interested to c e oj Lsounds were prodiu cd. He at the same time sun.aLl
1
m the Pelew style, but at was very harsh.

^ ^
.
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We have already observed, that he was naturally polite.

One day, at dinner, Mrs. Wilson desired him to help her

to some cherries, when Lee Boo very qiiickly proceeded

to take them up with his fingers. She pleasantly hinted

his error, when he immediately took up a spoon, his

countenance at the same time being suffused with a

blush.

Captain Wilson, one day, happening to rebuke his son

for some trifling neglect, in the presence of Lee Boo, the

generous prince was not happy till he had joined their

hands, which he did with the tears of sensibility streaming

from his eyes.

He was very fond of going to church, becaAse he un-

derstood it was a religious duty, the object and final end

being the same both at Pelew and in England. ';i

He preferred riding in a coach to every other convey-

ance, as it allowed people, he said, an opportunity of

talking together.

He was present at Lunardi's aerial ascension; and re-

marked, that it was a ridiculous mode of travelling, as it

could be done su much easier in a coach.

He narrowly examined all plants and fruit-trees, and

said he should take some seeds of each to Pelew. Indeed,

in all his pursuits, he never lost sight of what might prove

serviceable in his own country.

. Being shown a miniature of Mr. Keate, to whom he

•Ar-as introduced, he immediately recognised the face ; and,

as a proof that he understood the intention of the mimic

arts, he observed, " that when Misser Keate die, this

Misser Keate live." His own likeness was taken by a

daughter of that gentleman.

It is with extreme pain we add, that in the midst of

Lee Boo's innocent researches, he was taken ill of the

dreadful small-pox. Dr. Carmichael Smith immediately

attended him, and, in the first stage of the disorder, pre-

dicted the fatal consequences which ensued. He cheer-

fully took the medicines that were administered, and

willingly dispensed with the sight of Captain Wilson, when
he was told that he never had the disorder, and that it was

infectious. In the midst of his illness, hearing that Mrs.

Wilson was confined to her chamber, he cried—" What,

mother bad f—Lee Boo get up to see her :" which he ac-

tually did. ^

Viewing himself in a glass just before his death, he

turned his head away in disgust, at the appearance of his

face, which was sadly swelled and disfigured. Getting

worse, and sensible of his approaching fate, he fixed his

eyes attentively on Mr. Sharp, the surgeon of the Ante-

lope, and said:—^"Good friend, when you go to my
eouiury, tcii my falher lh«i Le Eoo lake much drink to

make the small-pox go away, but be die—that captain and

mother very kind—all English very good men—was much
•orry he could not tell Abba Thulle the great many fine

UNIVERSAL GEOGRAPHY. [part i.

things the English got." He then enumerated all th«

presents he had received, which he begged the surgeon to

distribute among his friends and the rupacks.

The dying discourse of this amiable prince so affected

Tom Rose, who. attended him, that he could not Jielp

sobbing most piteously, which Lee Boo observing, ajked

" Why he should cry so, because Lee Boo die f"

The dreadful moment of separation being at length ar-

rived, he told Mr. Sharp he was going away ; and yielded

his last breath without apprehension, and with, that native

innocence and simplicity which had marked his e^erv

action.

The family, the servants, and those who knew him

could not withhold the tears of affectionate regard, wheu

informed of the melancholy event.

The East-India Company ordered Lee Boo to be bu-

ried in Rotherhithe church-yard, with every possible mark

of respect. The pupils at the academy, and all who bew

him, attended the funeral; and the concourse was otiicr-

wise so great, that it might be supposed his good qualitiLS

hud been publicly proclaimed, instead of being privately'

communicated. A tomb, with the following inscription,

was, soon after, erected by the East-India Company;

j

To the Memory
Of Prince Lee Boo,

A Native of the Pelew, or Palos Islsindi

;

And Son to Abba Thulle, Bupack or King

Of the Island Cooiooraa ;*

Who departed this Life on the itjih of December, 179(,

Aged 20 Vcars,

.This Stone i> inscribed,

By the Honourable United East-India CompaDy,

As a Testimony of Esteem

For the Humun<; and Kind Treatment

Afforded by his Father to the Crew of their Ship,

The Antelope, Capt. Wilson,
Which was wrecked off that Island

In the Night of the gtb of August, 1783.

Stop, Reader stop! Let Nature claim a tear;

A Prince of mine, Lee Boo, lies buried here.

This amiable young prince, whose residence here was

ortly five months, conformed himself to the English diwi

in every instance, except his hair, which he continued to

wear after the fashion of his own country. His counte-

nance was so expressive, that it depicted the best qualitie!

of a virtuous mind. His eyes were lively and intelligent;

and his whole manner gentle and interesting. He had iht

natural politeness of a gentleman, without the drudgery of

stuJy, or the observairce of established forms nf cer^

mony. After his death, it was found that he had carefullj

saved all the seeds or stones of fruit he had eaten alter k
arrival, with a view to plant them at Pelew.

• Coorooraa is the proper name of the Jsland, of which Pelew i»

the capital town.
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lADROME ISLANDS.] A g

Since the publication of Captain Wilson's voyage, we
have received some further accounts of the Pelew Isla'nds,

tending to corroborate what has been already advanced!
Two armed ships, under the command of Captain M'Cluer,'
were, by order of the court of directors, fitted out at
Bombay, in 1790, for the jiurpose of surveying these
islands, and furnishing the natives with domestic animals,
and such other things as might add to the comforts of
life.

Tlie reception of the captain and his officers was highly
gratifying,- and the natives again vied with each other in
expressions of friendship to the Englees. Abba Thulle,
iiideed, appeared grieved at the relation of his son's death

,'

but, after a short pause, he exclaimed, " Weel, weel, wee!
atrecoy!" "Good, good, very good!" and observed, that
be never doubted the goodness of the English, but rested'
assured that they would cherish and take care of his son.'
He said, that he had counted upo>i a line one hundred
knots, or moons, and then, despairing of ever seein- his
son or Captam Wilson again, he had caused the lin°e to
be buried. On his receiving the presents, consisUng of
livdware, swords, grindstones, shovels, saws, &c. he ap
pcared lost in thought for upwards of an hour; but at
length, broke forth in expressions of gratitude to 'the
English rupacks, as he styled the Honourable Company
and declared, that his whole country, if it were possible'
to send It, would not be a sufficient return for Uie articles
before him.

MadanBlanchard was stated to have rendered himself
contemptible, after the departure of the Oroolong by
lii» idleness and dissipation, and to have fallen, with se
ve.I of Abba Thulle's family, in an engagement with the
people of Artingall.

It only remains to observe, that an English fort has
been erected upon one of the islands; and, although the
benevolent Abba Thulle has paid the debt of nature, the
most unintcupted harmony still subsists between the na-
tives and our countrymen.

ind, of which Peletii

SECTION 11.

THE LADRONE ISLANDS.
This appellation implies the Isles of Robbers, and was

g»en by that distinguished navigator Magellan, who first

I

!^°vered these islands in 1521, the natives shewing a great

o?thrde"si"„s
'"' '"'* ""'*' ''•''''"' '" '•'' '""'"''•'"

According to the Jesuit Gobien, who has published a
particular history of these isl=,nH« .h. i..!.,h;4- -P "-

,7
"' \ ^^'^ Spaniards, regarded ihemselves as the only2»mthe vvorld When they were visited by the Spa-

"7 '"'' ^"'^»'. «'ey inferred that these strangers were
l" i'rei,, who had lost the primitive Guamese language.

"''• VOL. 1.
* °

In colour, .pcech, manners, and government, they con
siderably resemble the Tagals, or people of the Philip-
pines, before the Spanish conquest. These isles were
then very populous, Guam, in forty leagues of circuit
having thirty thousand inhabitants.

'

In the reign of Philip IV. of Spain, these islands were
also called the Marians, in honour of his queen, Mary of
Austria. The Ladrones are computed to be twelve of
fourteen m number, but not above three or four a.e in-
habited. That now deemed the principal is Guam, where
a governor resides, and where there is a very strong gar-
nson kept. At this island the Manilla register-ship gene-
rally takes in fresh provisions and water, in her paswge
from Acapulco to the Philippines.

,
Guam is pleasantly situated, and affords a fine land,

scape, when viewed from the sea. Rice is produced
bu 11, small quantities, on account of the dryness of the
soil

;
but there are several kinds of excellent frujt, part*-

cnlarly pine-apples, melons, and oranges. They haw
also plenty of cocoas, yams, ana a fruit about the size of
an apple, which, when baked, is exceeding good, and k
used instead of bread.

' Though Guam is the largest of the Ladrones, Tinian.
for a considerable time after Anson's voyaee round the
world attracted more of the public attenUon. This arose
from the exaggerated accounts of the jourhalists of that
voyage, as it is very reasonable to conceive that mariners,
who have been long at sea, and suffered many disease,,
and a privation not only of the comforts bnt even the ue-
cessar.es of life, would be infinitely delighted with any
verdant land, and find beauties, at least in imagination,
where none existed. That this was the case is evident from
the observations of Byron, Wallis, and subsequent navU
gators. The ingenuity of these islanders in the constnio-
tion of their vessels, called flying proas, is universally ad-
mitted by navigators, who acknowledge them to be sin-
guiar specimens of naval architecture. It appears from
M. de la Perouse's narrative of his voyages, that some of
these islands are volcanic.

In these seas is the stupendous rock called Lot's Wife
rising in the form of a pyramid, and thus described b'
Mr. Meares, in his voyage: " The latitude was twenty-nine
degrees twenty minutes north, the longitude one hundred
and forty-two degrees twenty-three minutes east of Green-

,
with. The waves broke against its rugged front, with a
lu^r proportioned to the immense distance they had to
roll before they were interrupted by it. It rose almost
perpendicular to the height of near three hundred and
ii.ty feet. A small black rock appeared just above the
water, at about forty or fifty yards from the western edge.
Ihere was a cavern on its south-eastern side, into which
the waters rolled with an awful and tremendous noise. In
regarding tins stupend'ous rock, which stood alone ia aii4E
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iauueaa^ ocean, w« could aot Iwt consider it as aa object

which hwl be€n «bl« to resist oJie of those great couvul-

mom of aature diat cliaag« the very fbroi of those parts

of the globe which the3f are permitted to desolate."

The inhabitants of the Ladrone Islands are of a good
•toture, well-proportioned, and considerabJ_y fairer than

those of the Philippines. Their food consists entirely of
fish, roots, fruits, Stc; yet they are bo remarkably fat,

Uiat, to strangers, they appear swelled ; but this does not
seem to render them less nimble and active. They are

generally healthy, and instances of longevity are by no
nifiaus rare among them ; for they often live to the age of
a hundred years, in full possession of all their faculties.

The women wear their hair very long; but the men gene-
rally snave it close, excepting a single lock on the crown
of the head, after the Japanese manner. They are re-

markably ambitious of having black teetli and white hair;

and hence one of their principal occupations is to keep
their teeth black, by the help of certain herbs, and to

whiten tlieir hair, by sprinkling it with a particular liquid.

Their language is very agreeable to the ear, having a

soft and easy pronunciation. One of its chiefgraces con-
sists in the facility of traasposing words, and even all the

8yUabIe« of one word, and thus furnishing a variety of
double meanings, with which these people are greatly dc-
liglited. A poet is, with them, a character of the first

emineuce
; and they are said to have some fables in their

possession/which serve them for history.

When tlie Ladrone Islands were first discovered, the

natives were totally unacquainted with any country besides
theii- own, and, having no account of their own origin,

supposed that tlie author of their race was formed out of
a rock on the little island of Funa. Many things, looked
upon by us as absolutely necessary to our existence, were
Utterly unknown to theia. They had no aniraaU, but one
species = if birds, resembling turtle-doves ; and these they

pevor killed, but only tamed them, and taught them to

peak. They were evidently astonished at the sight of a
horse, which a Spanish captain left among them, in the

year 1673. But, what is most astonishing, they seem to

have been utterly unacqcainted witli fire, till Magellan,
provoked by their repeated thefu, burned one of their

villages. Wlien they saw their huts enveloped in flames,

they thought that the fire was a beast, which fed upon the

timber; and some of them, who came too near, being

burat, the rest stood at a considerable distance, fearing

lest they should be devoured, or poisoned by the breathings

of thftt terrible animal.

GEOGRAPHY, FABT t.

THE^CAROUNES. ' "

Tliis is tb< most extensive range of islands in the P»-
,

cific Ocean, and appears to have been first (riscovered
in

1686, by the Spaniards, who named it after their mo.
narch, Charles II. The isles are about thirty in number
and very populous, except three, which are luiiiihaUtcti!

The natives resemble those of the Pliilippines, and cliiejlv

live upon fish and cocoa-nuts; and it is probable
i||j,

their language only differs in a few particulars. Accord-

ing to the letters of the Jesuits, each isle was subject t"

its chief, but all respected a monarch, who resided
gt

Lamurcc.

They believe in certain celestial spirits, and think fc
descend to bathe in a sacred lake in Fallalo ; but there ate

neither temples nor idols, nor any appearance of worship,

The deaA are sometimes thrown into the sea, and atotlieti

interred, the grave being surrounded with a stone-wall, It

is said that those of Yap worship a kind of crocodile, and

have their magicians. Polygamy is allowed, and theTa-

mul, or chief, of the large isle of HogQleu had nine wives,

Criminals are banished from one isle to another.

They do not appear to have any instruments of music,

but their dances are accompanied with songs. Their onlv

weapons are lances, armed with bone. Even iu tiiis dis-

tant quarter of the globe negro slaves are not unknown;

and in one or two of the islands the breed is said to be

mingled, twenty-nine Spaniards having been left ounnc

of these islands, who are supposed to have married and

settled. The people of Ulea are reported to be more ci-

vilized than the rest, and appear much to resemble tiiost

of the Pelews.

The most considerable of the Carolines is Hogoleu,

about ninety miles in length by forty in breadth. Next is

Yap, in>the western extremity of this chain, but not above

a third part of that size. The Caroline Islands have been

little visited by itcent navigators ; but a few small groupes

have been discovered iu their eastern extremities, wbicli

may properly be classed in the same range.

SECTION jr.

THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.

Discovery, Sfc,'] The voyage of discovery undertaken bj

M. de la_ Perouse, who touched at these islands in May,

1787, has confirmed the honour of their discover) to the

Spattiacds; and has established the certainty, that the islanis

called in the Spanish charts Los Mujos, and Santa Mm
de la Gor/a,, laid down in the map of Lieutenant Robeiti

j

from eighteen degrees thirty minutes to tweutj-eiglit de-

grees north latitude, and from one hundred aud thirtv-ti«

to one hundred and forty-nine degrees west longitude, are

the Suudtsicfi Islands, ia honoiu' of tlie Earl of Saudwidi,

who was first Lord of the Admiralty at the time thepete
|

visited by Captain Cook. .
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«It appears certain," says U Voromc, " that these

iiibmb were discovered, for tlie first time, by Gactano in
1542. 'Ihis navigator sailed from port La Natividad,' on
the western coast of Mexico, in twenty degrees north la-
titude, steering to tlie westward; and after having run nine
hundred leagues on that point of the compass, (cons©-
quently without changing his latitude,) he fell in with a
groupe of islands, inhabited by savages, almost naked
TTiese islands were surrounded with coral, and stocked
with cocoa-nuts, and several other fruits, but possessed
neither gold nor silver: he called them the Islands of the
Kings, probably on account of the dav when the disco-
very was made; and he named that which he discovered
about hventy leagues farther west, the Island of Gardens
From this account it would be impossible for geographers
not to place the discoveries of Gaetano precisely in the
same spot where Captain Cook afterwards found the Sand-
vich Islands. But the Spanish editor adds, that these
islands are situated between nine and eleven degrees lati
ti.de, instead of between nineteen and twenty-one, as na-
vigafois must conclude from the track pursued by Gae-
tano.

"Was the omission of these ten degrees an error in the
figures, or a contrivance of the policy of the Spanish
court, which had a great interest, a ctntiiiy ago, in con-
ceahng the situ- ^^ of all the islands in this ocean> I
am inclined to beiieve, riiat it is an error in. the figures
for 1. would have been very lu,d nwnagoment to have puC
111 edtlmt Gaetano departed from twenty degrees latitude
a«i steered due west. Had it been their intention to have
concealed the true latitude, they might, with as little dif-
icdty, have ascribed his course to another point of the
compass,

"However this may be, everything coincic'es, except
the ten degrees, which must be added to the latitude given
liiem by Gaetano. The distance from the coas\ of Mex-
ICO, the people, their natural productions, the coast enuallvmmM with coral, and, lastly, the extent from north

I

10 south, ,s the same
: the bearing of the SaiHlwich Islands

;

l-eing nearly between nineteen and eleven degrees, as that
ot baetano is between nine and eleven degrees."
The discovery of these islands by U.e Spaniards, how-

ever, was of no essential service to the world, nor to those
"ho have traversed the Southern Ocean. Havin<r been

I

'"accurately laid down in their maps, it was believed, till
fl'e time of Perouse, that they had noexistence in reality
and It ,s not improbable that the Spaniards tliemselves'
JadJost the remembrance of them, otherwise they would
no havefa,l«, to avail themselves of the bay of Kara

Iu.« 1
"
""•'"^"^

F"*-' 1" tiic traffic wtiich they

itdri 7 r"f "" '^«'^^"* South America and their|"Ws m the East-Indies. It i, to Captain Cook we are

«9.9
whok of what U known .elating to the Sandwich Islnndt,.
and although the stock of information respecting them b«'been mcreased hy subsequent navigators, we only payZ"bute due to the talent and veracity of Cook' Z^fthe men of science who accompanied him, when we as-
«ert that every thing they have recorded relative to this
groupe has been confirmed by those who have since visitedhem Ignorance, as La Perouse observes, may discover.
by chance, a few islands; but it belongs to superior mind.
to leave unexplored nothing which pertains to them

Having left the Society Islands, and crossed the e«o«.
tor, Captam Cook fell in with two small islands, on neithar
of which he landed. On the 18th of February, 1788 he
discovered an island, not far distant from the two fpniier
called, by the naUves, Jlooi. On approaching the sh^e'
some of the inhabitants in their canoes made towards him
but could not be prevailed upon to come on board. Thiiv
showed, however, by exchanging several articW thai
they had some idea of barter. Proceeding along the coast
jn search of an anchoring-plgce, he passed several vil'
lages, and on the SOth stood in for land. Some of the
natives in their canoes ventured on board. " None of th«
inlabitants," says the captain, "we were ever conversant
with in any other country or island, were so astonished as
these people, upon entering our ship. Their eyes were
inceBsantly rolling from one object to another; and the
wildnesa of their looks and gestures fully indicated their
Ignorance with respect to every thing they beheld, aad
strongly proved to us, that they had never till the present
time been visited by Europeans, nor been acquainted with
any of our commodities, except iron. Of these they were
so Ignorant, that when some beads were shows them they
asked what they were, aud whether they were to be elteii

»
In the end, they rejected them, as of no use, and refused
a iooking.«Iass for the same reason. In their behavioui
they were naturally polite, or, at least, cautious of »ivine
offence; for though, at <irst, they attempted totake^awa,
every thing they could lay hands on, from the supposition
that their visitors would not reseut such behaviour

j yet
on being convinced of their mistake, they became' less
aetive in appropriating to themselves what did not bebuc
to them. ^*

The English vessels came to an anchorage m Wymoa
Bay, on the south-west side of the island, and the captain,
with twelve marines, went on shore. On his landing the'
natives prostrated themselves on their laces; a ceren^
which afterwards, when he made an excursion up th^
country, was every where repeated. In their commercUl
transactions, Uiey manifested little dBposition tn defrajidj
and they were very serviceable in assisting the mariners
to take in a supply of water. After contimung for
some days off and on Atooi, Captain Cook steered to the"•"ebted, if not for the oiiginJ dbc3 for"-t ''tZ """"" ^L"^ ""^ ^ ^*^'' ^"P''^ ^^^ •*««"«» ^ ^'ofigmai discovery, for dmost the I «st^vard, for O»eehcow, which lies rtotttfif^laagwsfron
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tkc former island. The reception he met with at this

•place was similar to that shown liini by tlie natives of

and he continued at it for some days, during theAtooi

:

course of which he made excursions into the country

Woahoo, Oreehoua, and a little uninhabited isle, called

Taiioora, were at this time discovered. But it was not

until the month of November of the same year, on the

return of Captain Cook from Beering's Straits, that other

islands were known to be connected with this groupe.

The first of these now touched at was Mowce. The
English reached it on the 26lh, and continued for four

days trading with the natives. Having been apprised of
the visit of the strangers to the neighbouring islands, they

showed no symptom of surprise when Captain Cook
appeareii off their coast, but readily camti on board, of-

fering their hogs, fish, potatoos, bread-fruit, &c. in ex-

change for nails and iron.

Owhyhee was discovered on the icvening of the 30th.

The English, Mitliout landing, received supplies from the

Indians, when the weather woitld permit ; and it was not
until the 17th of January, owing to very boisterous wea-
ther and the heavy surf which set in upon the shore, that

the Resolution and Discovery came to an anchorage, in

a bay on the west «ide of the island, called Karakakooa.

They continued here till the 4th of February, receiving

the most hospitable treatment, and presents of every thing

which the island afforded. The natives, and particularly

the priests, treated Captain Cook in the kindest manner,
and heaped upon him honours of every kind, which we
may probably have occasion to notice, in describing the

manners of the inhabitants.

The British vessels having unmoored, bore away for

Mowee ; but owing to heavy galea of wind which they
encountered upon the coast, and which carried away the

foremast of the Resolution, Captain Cook resolved to re-

turn to Karakakooa Bay, which he reached on the llth.

The reception now met with was very different from that

which the English experienced on their first arrival. Instead

of tlie crowds upon the beach, which formerly welcomed
them, canoes paddling, and young and old swimming to-

wards their vessels in every direction, tliey now found them-
selves in a bay, solitary and deserted. Of the causes of
this CKtraordinary appearance, various conjectures were
formed. Some were of opinion that 'here was at this time
somewhat veiy sugpicious in the behaviour of the natives

;

and that the taboo, or interdiction of the bay, on account
of the king's absence from the island, (a reason assigned

by one of them for the unusual appearances,) was an art-

ful contrivance to afford time for the king to consult in

what manner the strangers should be received. The sub-
'sequent behavitHii, however, of Tcreeoboo bceiued to in-

dicate that his friendly disposition towards the English had
suffered no abatement. Caution pn the part of the Eue- |
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lish might produce suspicion among the natives
; and

j

this state of things, when circumstances in themselvc
trilling are generally magnified according to the imprejsioi,

of the moment, the mind, once set upon the defensive

naturally forebodes and prepares itself for the worst.

an impartial review of the transactions which took dIqcj

from this period to the 1 4th of February, that memorable
day which concluded with the murder of Caj)tain Cool
we must confess it would be unjust to attribute to the na-

tives the guilt of preconcerted assassination. The mea-

sures which they adopted may be fairly called nieasurej

of defence ; and these the unusual caution of the Euglisli

and the slep'i taken to secure themselves from the sun!

posed hostile plans of their former friends, niaj easily at.

count for.

It is unnecessary to detail the circumstances attendin«

the murder of the illustrious Cook, as tiiey are generally

known to thofje who know any thing of that hen). Hh
death was an irreparable loss to science, and jiis disco-

veries will hand down his fame to posterity. " He had

"

says his biographer, " led his gallant crews twice round the

world
; reduced to a certainty the non-existence of a soutli-

em continent, about which the learned of all nations were

in doubt
; settled the boundaries and demonstrated the im.

practicability of a north-west passage from the iitlanlicto

tlie great Southern Ocean, for which our ablest geogra-

phers had contended, and in pursuit of which vast sumj

had been spent in vain, and many valuable mariners hid

perished. His death was doubtless premature, yethelived

to accomplish the great undertaking for which he seemed

particularly designed."

During the existence of hostilities, which were unhap-

pily protracted for several days after the death of Captain

Cook, a great number of the natives, and several of their

chiefs, were killed ; and the village of Kouraua, and with it

tlie dwelling of the priests, who had all along shown them-

selves sincerely attached to the English, were burnt tothe

ground. Directions had been given to the mariners to

destroy only a few straggling houses, wiiich afforded shelter

to the islanders in annoying the seamen when taking in

supplies of water. But, hi the execution of these orders,

resentment for repeated insults, as well as the death of their

beloved commander, hurried the party into unnecessarj sets

of devastation and cruelty.

In this unfortunate warfare, the natives displayed great

bravery. One trait of heroism we cannot forbear to no-

tice. A number of the islanders had made an attack up
the moral, where a party of the British, under Mr. King!

orders, were stationed, to protect the astronomical obser-

vatory. After a warm encounter they were beat off, awl

one of their number killed. A native, on perceiving hii

friend fall,'boldly turned back, amidst the fiie of the whole

Dartv, with a view of carrying off tlie dead body; bere^
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ceived a wound, which obliged him tp quit it and retreat.

A few miiiutej afterwmds, he returned; he received ano-

llier wound, and was agaiii under the necessity of retiring.

Faint witli the fatigue he had undergone, and with the loss

of blood which was still streaming from his wounds he
approached the third time. Mr. King, at this moment in-

formed of what had happened, immediately gave orders

to desist from firing. The islander was suffered to carrv

off Ae body of his friend
; and he was just able to accom-

plish it, when he fell down, and expired.

The' English had eight or ten men, besides their com-
mander, killed. The mangled remains of Captain Cook
wre sent on board tlie Resoliition, now under the command
of Captain Gierke, ai^d they were solemnly committed to
the deep.

By the 22d of February, a perfect reconciliation had
taken place. Many of the chiefs came on board^ and ex-
pressed their sincere grief for what had happened—others
sent presents

; and/when the vessels were unmooring and
preparing to depart, several of the natives took their leave
in a very affectionate manner. ^^'-. ; ^ '

About twenty leagues from Karakakooa Bay, ip the di-
rection of north-north-east. Captain Gierke passed a small
uninhabited island, called Tawrooa. He again touched at

[

Mowee, where the intelligence of what had taken place at

;

Oivhyhee had already reached. The natives, however, dis-
covered no symptom of resentment. Ranai, another of the
Sandwich groupe, was descried on the 25th, and the follow-
ing day, Morotoi. Captain Gierke landed on neither of
these, but shaped his course to Woahoo, which be reached

I
on the 27th. , ..^^-! .

Next day he bore away for Atooi, and in the aftfeVhoon
cast anchor m the old station. Sevefal canoes came to the
ships. It was evident, however, from the countenances
of the natives, as well as their subsequent conduct, that
Itiey could have dispensed with this second visit of the
Enghsh; and not without reason: for, notwithstanding all
the precautions which CaptSin Cook had taken to prevent
It, these friendly islanders were contaminated with the ve-

hereal disease, of which great numbers had alreadv died.
Ihe humane mind will not be surprised at the contemptuous
treatment the English now received from the natives ; and

pad not the former prudently exercised that forbearance
^'bich the fatal events at Owhyhee had shown to be neces-
sary, matters might here also have taken a very serious turn.
ihe people demanded a hatchet for every ton of water of
^^lllch the vessels stood in need, and imposed contributions
"Pon the English officers who came ashore: from the

I '""^l!
'Ration of aflFairs, these demands were necessarijv

i ;;';P«oJ.with. Had it not been for the fortunate arrival
P^^ the chief,, who had for some time been absent from
|^tooi«he„ the English landed, it is probable that the
"ecessary supplies of water and provisions would not have
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been procured. Th. king, hcwever. a«d some olh^r
chiefs, came on board, and apolo|;ized for the conduct pf
the people, who after this gave the English ..o further trou.
ble. Captain Gierke left Atooi iii the middle of March •

and, after searching in vain for an island named Modoo,'.
pappapa, which he had beep informed, lay to the south:

'

west, he bade a final adieu to these islands on the ITth o^:'
March, 1779. "

In May, 1795, the Sandwich Islands, were again vi-'^
sited by the unfortunate La Perouse, who seems t<i have

'

possessed the talents, as he was doomed to be heir to tl,e

'

fate of his illustrious archetype. He was only sixteen days
«pon these coasts, fourteen of which were, spent in ascoi-.

'

taming their identity with the islands visited by the Spa-''
mard, Gaetand, in 1542. It was certainly of importance
to geography, to remove from our maps six or seven islands
which have DO real existence; and the most patient labour,
accurate calculation, and nautjaa skill, were displayed
before he drew the conclusion. ' '\' '^ -^ '

Mowee was the only island o^ the cluster ihU navigator
'

touched at. It was one of -those upon which Captain !

Cook, during the four months he spent in these parts, had
'

not landed, and he coasted it, too, in a direction his'pre-
cursor had not taken. He had thus aa opportunity of de-'
scribing the whole of the southern coast, and of detect-
ing the inaccurate representation given of it in Cook',
chart; but to its correctness in those parts which Cook
hinwelf had an opportunity of surveying, he gives decided
testimony. <

,

In coasting, as we bate said, the south-east side of
Mowee, La Perouse observed, about eight leagues to the
westward, i small island; but he was at too great a dis-
tance to discover whether it was inhabited ; and he did not
deviate from his track in order to ascertain it.

Having doubled the southern point of Mowee, the
French vessels stood north-north-west, and found anchoragem twenty-three fathoms of water, about a mile from the
shore, very imperfectly sheltered from the winds, which
were constantly shifting. On this account they were next
morning imcler the necessity of removing a little farther
northward, and cast anchor in a very deep bay.; but it
proved little superior to their former station.

On the landing of the French, the Indians flocked
around their visitors, with hogs, potatoes, bananas, &c.
which they bartered for iron, the chief object of their
desire. They had acquired, since Captain Cook's Ume
considerable knowledge of exchange, which they evinced'
by never briugbg into the market a large quantity of any
of their commodities ai one time, and by tiieir demanding
a distmct price for every article. However they qiain-
tamed, m these dealings, the strictest honesty, and a high
degree c>( confidence in their visitors.

The intelligence respecting the north-west coast of
4 F
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AmriUa, whiiii ih« vo;^age8 of Cook had given to Europe,

quirkier attractcif the attentttrfi of tfte -mercantile world,

anil new emporium of « lucrative branch of commerce
cxdted tbe riv«I«hip of Spain, Britain, and America. Tlic

trade in furs was /ormerly confined to the British and the

Rivsians ; the great market for both, but especially for fhe

Utter, was China. It was an object worthy the considera-

tion of the British government, to endeavour to undersell

tkeir rivals; and to supply themaelves with the vast quantities

of teas, which they were annually obliged to order from

China, bjr giving in exchange this commodity, instead of

gold and silver. It became necessary, therefore, to pro-

cure from Nootka large supplies of that article, which
they formerly imported in very small quantities from Htid-

8on*s Bay and Canada.

A company of opulent merchants in London being in-

corporated by royal chartery'and invested with the exclu-

sive privilege of trading to Nootka, they fiUed out, in the

year 1785, two vessels of large burden, and placed thorn

under the command of Captains Portlock and Dixon. I'o

these gentlemen, and to others in the same trade, we are

indebted for a variety of facts, respecting the islands

now under consideration. Their geographical situation,

the friendly disposition of the natives, and the neces-

sary supplies with which they abound, render them an
indispeusible point of rendezvous to all vessels in their

passage through the Paci6c Ocean to the fur coast. Cap-
tain Vancouver, who sailed from Britain in 1790, besides

the settlement of the diiferences which had arisen with

Spain, respecting the right of possession to the nort<j-

west territory of America, had it also in charge from the

British government, to make a new examination and sur-

vey of the Sandwich Islands. For an enterprise of this

kind he was naturally well qualified; but he had also the

advantage of having formerly traversed the Southern
Ocean, in company with the illustrious Cook. As the

voyage of Vancouver was a professed voyage of discovery,

science had more to expect from the result of bis labours,

than the mere transient observations of a commercial en-
terprise; and the expectation was gratified.

Vancouver, in the course of tiiis voyage, made tliree

visits to the Sandwich Islands ; during the last of which,
the English commander had, by his affability atid kindness,

so far ingratiated himself into the esteem of the diiefs, that

Tamaabiiinnlia, fhe sovereign, offered to surrender the

island of Owbyhce to Vancouver, in the name of the king

of Britain, and the offer was accepted. The main object
of the Owhyheeans in'this cession seems to have been the

securing of the English as an ally against their enemies,

whether of the neighbouring isles, or of any other coun-
try. It appears that, since the eoimiieuceiuent of the

trade for furs on the American coast, various foreign ves.

•els had landed on these islands, by some of wliich the
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natives had been maltreated. And it would um
be necessary, now tkat the Sandwich Islands are d»ij

becoming of more consequence, that they should be unii

^

the protection of some maritime power, to secure the
from the mischiefs which may be introduced among thtj
by the conduct of different mercantile adventurers. '

Situation, Climate, Soil, Sfc] The Sandwich
Ijjnd,

lie at about an equal distance to the north, with the^
cicty Islands on the opposite side of the Equator. Tin
groupe stretches in a line from the south-east to the north.

west, between two hundred and two hundred and three

degrees of east longitude, and between nineteen aud
twenty-one degrees of north latitude. They consist of

twelve islands, called, by the natives, Owhyhee, Mmt
Woahoo, Atooi, Morotoi, Ranai, Oneeheou, Oreekoua
Tahourowa, Morotinnee, Modoopapapa, and Tahoora;;i\
of which are inliabited, except the last four.

OwHYiiEE is the most easterly, and, in point of 'xteot

and population, it is the inost considerable of the whole
Its circumference is about two hundred and ninety-threc

English miles; its greatest breadth, from the west side lo

the most easterly point, is twenty-four leagues; and its

extreme length, from north to south, twenty-eight and j

half. Its form is that of a triangle nearly equilateral, iht

angles of which are its nortliem, eastern, and southern

extremities.

Tlie whole island is divided by the natives into six dis

tricts, viz. Jmakooa aud Aheedco, which cdmprehend tht

country from the northern to the easte. i point; Kaooand

Apoona, stretching from the east to the south ; and Akm
and Koarra, which comprise all the territory on the west

side of the island.

Of the interior of the country, little is known. At

Owhyhec, as in other islands, where the want of cattle

supersedes the necessity of posture lands, and where the

inhabitants are impelled towards die ^ocean for a principal

means of subsistence, it is ouly near th» sea-coast that

we must look for the settlements of the natives ; and these

extend little farther than six or eight miles from the

shore.

The only circumstance known with certainty respectinj

the interior, is the existence of two vei^ high mountains,

one situated in the nortliem, and the other in the southern

part of the island.

That in the northern division is called Mourn Kaai,

and may be seen at the distance of forty leagues from the

iliore, rising into three peaks, which are perpetually co-

vered with snow : it is very steep, and the bottom of it

is clothed with wood. The altitude of its summit is about

eighteen thousand four hundred feet, aii elevation consi-

derably greater than the Peak of Tenerifie.

Mouna Saah is higher by two thousand three hundred

and eighty feet than that iituated to the southward of it
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.boui twenty «1«, c.H«i M^^ ^. „ <^„ ^^^^.^^
,„o«nl..n. The .ua.«„t of (i,e fatter, which i. fl.t „
J,o perpetu.lly mvoived in «aow. The inte«,e cold of
Ike ^oiphere, occa.ioned, no dopbt, by t|,e wind, blow-
ini from on tocse mountiiina i« .» ».».> .1 ..

1 A.

tility h« «rt,pjy tew.rdrd thdr U^mr. Cloth-nlanto ^l>on,to.. „e here ^«.iu„d .n .bu«f,n« S"vl df-ec-nut, ^ lettered .m.>ng ,he fl.M,, „,^ blTondthe,«, upon the hifehrrgr<H.„d«. the br«,d.f;«it flouril^with mteinir l,.„.ri„«.- 'ix:l ^ .

'^''»'«" nounshe*
.,fr,«cjr.i«,e mountain., i. J g;:r;h-:.~:; :r;rrr'''^''"«'

-••——*.
.hetughrf., who .tte.„pu.d .0 pcn^.r.te into the eoul

,
^n c.Sd rTT'. '^^ ^""^ °^ *'"^-«-' "«

«f.rMMoun.Ro.,withaviewto e«ploro it we«, Z ^ ?
*'*' '"S''*" P***^** «' P^'fection. «„d i.

«d t. d«i,t fro. .he enterprise, .fterti",;^ I itlT^r/l'!!:!
^""^ t •.''^-^°'« '»'™-- To.^ ..^

t/yitJiru BiouM Koa, with a view to explore it were .K»

""'™ '" "'« ^'Rhe-t pitch of perfcclion. «nd i.
obliged to de.i,t from the enterpriae, afterTi Z itlTI

'*"'2'''" P"'' **' ""^ ^''°'« "''""J- Toth^. ..^* fourteen n.ile« of the object of.Lirjou^eriS ^^ul^^r^n f'*^"
'»"= '^'""'^ ''"-s Ct

"

7- , -. ; \
—«^iii™e, alter liuvinc jrot

«,llua fourteen mdes of the object of their journey. l^J.
™y be .nod«>r rewon, added to thu«, already n.entioned
•fcjf tJie native wttUmeaU exteiKl «> ,lK>rt a distance from
the cout.

From the aspect of the country to the southwanJ, it is
.v,d«t that Mouh. Roa must, at some period, have been
volcano Ihe whole district of Kaoo exhibits a most
d.n«l aud dreary prospect. It is totally covered with
cideri, and, m many places, inteiiected with blackish
swak., winch seem touiurk the progwss of « lava from
tf,en.ount.m to the sea; and the southern promontory
spuearii like the mere drcM n( o .,^1 t? • .

^.ppear- like the mere dre« of a volrT P r'"""''*'^ »"'*'«»'ly populous; but
^f

mtrc uregs ot a volcano. For sixteen or the bav Tl.« .„;i
•

i

"' """' " "* ^^ '«"«(
eighteen mile, to the eastward of it. the ground, which Z Th/iw a^^ '?'"'^ '"""" »° '»"" ^f Kaoo.
„li. into deep fissures, i, cove^d with 1«L h« ' 7. ?.

"
.Z^^r° f""^''" "•« "^

' "

the Inland possesses, ha, contributed. This bay exl. ..bout a mile in depth. At the head o/it stl^

S

L^oi::
""'' "' '*" •"^'-"'•'' "P- *»•« -"^ thS

I'he district of KoaJra. whiih Pir»».J. *•

*o,. fo™. Wf i„„ .„ «„trb.r:j *°L,'ubound t on the north Tkn „ . ^ " """

tJ'e bay. The soil J. n„„.i„ .:_:,'" ^'^ '>''>"«d «"
] . . J £ .

"' ""* pound, which ii

H.lit mto deep fissures, u covered with loose burnt stones
tlut break under tlic feet.

'fhe district of Jpoom is by far the most beautiful part
of d>e ul«^. Toward, the northeast, the coast is raL
ow and flat, aixl, m the inland part, the acclivity i, g,"H aad t e country abends with bread-fruit and cocoa-

\mr. Lu the hill, ,0 the «M«h-we,t rise with more at
r«pln«. from the sea. The sides of these hills are co-

rltll T' ^*> »«'*"»«t-nding the natural
b..u.y which characterise, this district/the adjacenhm^ « thmly inhabited: for. owing to the heavy su^f

Iwl..ch «t. m upon the shore, of Apoona, the district ,
«.. coavenisntly situated for fishing; and th- natives
0. necessity, pilfer the dreary region of Kaoo, which

I better adapted for thi. purpose, as well as for thedmancm of plant«„s. Amidst the volcanic ruins of

C'Z """^ "T °' '""^'' '""' ^Wch the inhabitant
ft^uhj outm plantations to great advantage; and the.«gta»g seas abound with a variety of exle lent filOntb, account, the district of Kaoo contains mot vjl

k Tho^ parts of the district of Akona, which lie .0 d,e
«2"-west. »«, border on Kaoo, lie about an equal dtn^ from Mouoa Roa,aml^«, i„ their bleak aplannct

Itl
the ground rise, gradually for the .pace ofTOlj-tWO miles. TK««,V^UjL..-:-.

>yay,K qi

fc,,» .• »

—"" ""'"»-i seems to have been

InrK"" "'*' '"" '"™* •»-«' b"t> tovTrd:

Nuently to the depth of three or four feet, and its fbr-

kooa and Aheedoo" "''lil'T'"
*° ^ ""''"*' "'•' ^°'»-

«ected by narrow and deep chasms 11 J/ ,

""''

well cultivated. The coast of Ar!:*
It 's populous and

vated, and «.e int^rofth diStTm^t^^^^^^
^'^

nature than the country to the north-l;:;;:
" "'

MowEE IS next in size to Owhvhee frnm . k- i.
• •

also, the, afford no soundings. To the sZhJ^A ^T
eastern point the sea forms'an extens^Tar: tf.tveb may anchor. The «,tives told C.ptai." Coot tht

KtkZ:'''"^*'"^ " ^-^- -P-r tol'attf

m „ze, as La Perouse. who carefully examined -theseshores, could find no other anchorage than the above11^and thu was none of the best, the shores from the ett'era to the southern point form n^,,lv o .;„- ,^_. .

^"^^

t'Tupon this coast; p.rticularly'to th. J^ "^rri^'^Imost beautiful part of the ishnd. The tor ent, ru!h mcat^cts from the lofty summits of the JoZZ^Z
dncharge themsolv.. into the sea, watering in their course
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the habitations of the native*, which are to numerous,

that a space of three or four league* seem* to form only

one village. The houAC* are all situated by the sea-side,

-and the mountains run so close upon them, that the habit-

able skitt seems to be no more than half u league in brcadtli.

Most of the habitations are surrounded with banana-trees,

and the hills are covered with a charming verdure. Ap-
proaching the south point, the scene becomes less inte-

resting, the hills retire inwards, the population diminishes,

and the villages are very small ; and, towards the north-

west, the eye beholds nothing but a frightful shore, from
which lava formerly rolled, like the cascades that now
full ftom the precipices in the eastern part. In both di-

visions of the ishind, the mountains rise, almost perpen-

dicularly, to a very great height, and may be seen at the

distance of thirty leagues, exhibiting a variety of peaked
forms. Their sides, as well as the deep chasms which
divide them, arc prettily feathered with bananas and bread-

fruit trees; but their summits are perfectly bare, and of a

reddish brown hue.

Tlie ?oil of the countpy is wholly composed of lava and

other volcanic matter. The water is bad, and to be had
only from small wells, which do not afford to the inha-

bitants more than half a hogshead each day. Inland from
the bay, on the soutlt-west co^st, arc three or four vil-

lages, the houses of which are built of straw, not unlike

those of the lowest class of English peasants—the roofs

in the form of a pent-house. The door i<i placed at the

^able end, and admits of no entrance without stooping.

Ranai is situated to the south-west of the passage be-

tween Mowce and Morotoi, about nine miles distant from
toth. Towards the south, the country appears elevated

and craggy ; but the rest of the island has a better appear-

ance, and its population is considerable. Edible roots,

such as yams, taro, and potatoes, grow here in abundance

;

but plantains and bread-fruit trees are very scarce.

In the direction of w;est-north-vve$t from Mowee, and
distant from it about seven miles, lies MoROTOf, which
appears to be destitute of wood. Its south-western coast
is very low; but the land behind is considerably elevated!

On the south and west the coast contains several bays,

which afford shelter from the trade-winds.

Taiiooaowa is situated off the south-western part of
Mowee, from which it is distant about nine miles. It is

a small island, destitute of wood, of a sandy and sterile

soil.

Between this and Mowce stands the little isle of Moro-
tinnee, which has ao inhabitants.

WoAHOo lies about seven leagues, in a north-westerly

direction, from Morotoi. The Bay of Whyteete, on the

west Slue of the »!aiiu, affords very good auchoiagc, and
is, perhaps, the most secure of any of the Sandwich
Islar^ds. ^ The shores on this ^ide are populous and well I
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cultivated. The villages are numerous; and the lurrnunH

ing country is interspersed with pleasing valleys. A w(.||

formed c«u»«iy, about eight feet wide, lined by a diicii on

each side, runs northward from the village of Whytfetc

and opens an easy communication with the uumeroui
plj,,

tatious of tlie Indians. They arc linely laid out in umaH

enclosures, planted with taro, between which and tin.

mountains a spacious plain intervenes, aomcwhat
»imi.

lar ,to a large English common. The side* of the hill,

are rocky and barren, but the intermediate valleys are in.

habited, and well cultivated. By a large aqueduct from

the mountains, the enclosures can be inundated at plei

«ure, in order to hasten the growth of the taro. Thi

dykes are raised several feet above the ground, to serve js

roads in time of an imuidation. The soil is very good auj

the land richly cultivated. Though not so fertile as that of

Otahwtee or Tongataboo, where the luxuriant crops are

reaped with less labour, it is, upon the whole, a very de-

lightful island, and one of the most beautiful of ihe

Sandwich groupe.

Its eastern shores, like those of Ronai, consist of rocU

and high precipices. Its northern point is a remark-

able promontory, the top of which resembles a volcanlj

crater. Ihere is another nearly similar on the soullicm

part of the island. The coast to tl»e northward comisti

of detached hUIs, which ascend perpendicularly from the

sea, the sides of them are covered with wood, and tie ia.

termediate valleys are fertile and well cultivated.

Atooi, though only thirty miles in length, is, perhaps,

of more importance to Europeans than any other part of

this archipelago, as it is capable of affording to navi-

gators a more plentiful supply of provisions and fresh wi

terthan others of larger extent. Excepting the coast to

the north-east and north-west, a beautiful variegation of

hill and dale delights the eye in every direction. Agrid-

ture is here in the highest perfection, and the soil amply

remunerates the easy labours of the husbandman.

In the interior, the mountains are very high ; but their

descent towards the shore is gradual, and they are suscep-

tible of cultivation to their very summits. Towards ilie

bottom they are clothed with wood. The ground, from

the woody part to the sea, is covered with fine grass, about

two feet high, sometimes growing in tufts, and which might

be easily converted into line hay. The soil, in die low

grounds, is of a loose darkish brown; but, on thehigl:

grounds, it is more red, stiff, and clayey. Thevaliejs

produce taro larger than that of tlie other islands of the

Pacific ; the more elevated ground furnishes sweet pota-

toes, of from ten to fourteen pounds weight In thelo*

grounds, the plantations are legularly divided by deep

ditches, the leuces are formed witi considerable jieaint;*)

ai|d the roads through them are such as would not disgract

the skill of an European.
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In I valley to the nortli of the village of Wymoa, there

ij« piece of wicker-work, in the form of a pedestal 'about
iwfiity feet high, very curiously wrought. It is placed in

th« middle of a morai, which rcsembirs those 6f Otaheitee
miri other islands.

Wymoa Bay lies on the south-west side of the island.

Allhougli not fully sheltered from the trade-winds, it aflords,

otherwise, good anchorage.

About sixty-one miles from the north-east point of
Aiooi, Vancouver observed a small islet, uninhabited.
O.NnEHEOW is the most westerly of this archipelago,

if we except the small isle Tuhoora. It is about six
leagues west of Atooi. Its eastern coast rises abruptly
from the sea, and is pretty high : the other parts of the
islaud arc generally low. Its chief produce is yams, and

I

a sweet root, called tee. The only anchorage-place it'pos-
jcsscs is situated in twenty-one degrees fifty minutes norHi
latitude, and one hundred and ninety-nine degrees forty-
live minutes east longitude.

Oreeiioua and Tahoora are two smaU islands, iu
ihc neighbourhood of Oneeheow. The first of these is
wholly composed of one naked rock, to all appearance
destitute of soil, and without inhabitants. It lies close
upon Oneeheow, to the north. The other lies to the
south-east of it, at some small distance, and is also unin-
iiibiled.

The Sandwich Islands, though situated in the same la-
titude with some of those in the West-Indies, which are
visited by earthquakes and hurricanes, appear to be free
from these dreadful convulsions of nature. The winds
blow here generally from the points between the north-
east and south-east; and from these the villages of the
Indians, which in all the islands are commonly situated to
tne windward, are protected by the mountains, which
occupy a large portion of the interior country. The at

!

mosphere all around the coast is warm and serene, and
forms a complete contrast with that of the high land of
the interior, where clouds and rain alternately emtosom
the hills, above which are seen the high summits of Kaah
and Koa, perpetually enveloped in a mantle of snow. The
contrast in this respect is not greater than the sudden
traDsmonfrom heat to cold so frequently experienced at
Owhyhee, ,„ a difference of situation not more than ten or
iiveive miles.

So piercing is the atmosphere for fifteen or twenty miles
aroundMountRoa, that an English party, were totally de-
prived of sleepfor some nights, although onlytwelve miles
Astantfrora the bay, where the mean height of the thermo-
meter at noon was eighty-three degrees. In Wymoa Bay
It was commonly about sevcniy-six. At Owhyhee they
hare a regular ebb and flow of the tide every six hours ; butt Atooj^ and the other islands to the north-west, a regular
>KJe ,s barely discernible. The currents preserve no re-

"0- *0I,. I.
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gulnrity in their courses, setting «ometin.e« lo windward
mill u/\«vt ft*•«»>. A^ I ^ _ •

*
and sometimes to leeward, without appealing {o h' dU
rectcd in any measure by the winds.

Jnimals, Vegetables,
.^.J The Sandwich Islands .r«

not infested by any beast of prey. Their quadrupeds «r«
conhncd to Uiree sorts ; namely, hogs, dogs, ahd rats. Th«
dogs are of the same species, though not so numerous, at
those at Otaheitee. Their domestic qualities are here un-
known, and will probably remain so, as the islands con-
tain no objects of chnce : they seem to be kept merely
for the table; and, on this account, are turned out to feed
and herd with the hogs. The last of these are of a larger
breed than those of the Society Isles, and so numerous,
that Owhyhee alone afforded to Captain Cook's frigat.a
about one hundred and twenty puncheons, of five hundred
weight each, without seeming in the least exhausted.
Birds, though not in great variety, are seen in vast num-
bers, and some of them remarkably beautiful: among
these are four species, that seem to belong to the trocfcili,
or honey-suckers, of Linnscus. One of them, called by
the natives hoohoo, is of a glossy black, and a little largw
than a bullfinch; and a second, named ceecve, is of a bright
scarlet, with black wings, white on the edges; another w
variegated with brown, yellow, and red; the fourth is en-
tirely green, with a yellow tinge, and ia called akaiearooa.
Thrushes, parroquets, ravens, common water hens, and
large white pigeons, be&ides curlews, petrels, plovers, and
owls, are also inhabitants of this groupe.
The vegetable productions of the Sandwich Islands arc

much the same with others of the Pacific Ocean. Bread-
fruit trees are not found here in the same abundance as at
Otaheitee, but they yield a double produce; and the taro-
root is superior to any found iu the South Seas. Large
brown roots, the juice of which is an excellent succeda-
neum for sugar, and which the natives use as a common
article of food, are found at Oneeheow. These seem to
be indigenous to the Sandwich groupe. The sugar-canes
grow to an uncommon size. One of them was seen at
Atooi, which had fourteen feet eatable, and was eleven
inches and a quarter in circumference.

Buildings, Sfc] The houses or huts, in whicTi the Sand-
wich ishnders reside, are of various dimensions, from
forty-five feet long and eighteen feet broad to twenty^foup
feet long and two feet broad. They are thatched, on the
outside, with straw, and their appearance and shape differ
very little from that of English hay-stacks; but they are
not so high on the sides tr support of the roof. The
doors are necessarily low, and are placed cither in the
gable end or sides of the hut. In most of the islands,

some houses arc built for the accommodation of strangers
or travellers, whic»< are about fifty feet in length by thirty

in breadth. Some of the best habitations have a court-
yard before them, very neatly railed in, aud, around this,

4G
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tmati liabiuiidiit «to crci (nl fiir tlie servants. In ihit area
ibc family usually cat nixl ittt in tbc day-time.

The inside (if their abodes are kept remarkably clean,

and the floor is usually strewed with dried grn.-is, over which
is thrown a mat, on which the inmates both sit and sleep.

At one end in pliire*! a bene h, for lh»! purpost! of holding
the household utensils, which consist of gouid-shclls,

wooilen bowls, and trenihers of various siics. The shells

«re used as bottles for holding water, and us baskets to

contain various small articles.

In the sides of the rocks, in various places, are dug large

caves, which seem to be inhabited. These fastnesses

are meant as places of retreat, in case of invasion oi

otherwise. They nre defended in front by strong wicker-
work, and still more effectually secured witlan by a wall,

placed near the opening.

Huts of tills kind, built without any regularity, to the

number of one and sometimes two hundred, compose a

village. The houses arc placed close to each other, but

so disposed as to allow a winding path to extend through
the middle of the villoge. Loose detached walls, in

tended for shelter and defence, flunk them generally on the

side that Ucs next the sea.

Jrts, Manufactures, ^c] In the construction of theii

canoes, the inhabiunts of the Sandwich Islands di.spluy

mucli neatness and ingenuity. They are made of a single

tree, and are frpm twelve to forty or fifty feet long. Tlic

hollowing of the trees, and bringing eacli end to a proper
point, with rude unfashioned tools, must be a work of tiuit

and unremitting attention : tlicy are, in general, about an
inch thick, and heii,htcned with additional boards, neatly

fitted round the sides. The single cunocs are steadied by
an outrigger, and the double ones are held together by
semicircular poles, lirmiy lashed to each part of the ca-

noe: over these, and parallel with the canoe, is a l.ind of

platform, which serves to carry hogs, vegetables, or aiiv

thnig they want to convey from owj place to another, and,

9t the same time, is a convenient seat for the principal

persons of botli sexes, whilst the towtows, who paddle,

always sit in the body of the canoe. Their paddles are

about fbuf or five feet long, and bear some resemblance
to a baker's peel.

The natural ingenuity of these people is in nothing more
evident than in the manufacture of their cloth. Its excel-
lence is certainly adequate to the means and advantages
which they possess, and the ^lining or painting of it tloes

honour to the taste of the females, to whom this brunch is

entrusted. It is made of the morns papyrifera : the lirst

stage of the process is the same as at the Society Islamis.

That which they intend to paint is of a strong and thick
testsire, several folds being Lcatca and incorporated to-

gether; after which they cut it in breadths, two or three
feet wide, and then psiint it in a great variety of patterns,
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with such regularity and comprcheniivcnrji of dcijgn
a

evinces an extraorduiary portion of taste uud uigtuuj,

'

The exactness with which the most intrii ate patierH,

continued is really astojiishiiig, as they have no nnm
and the whole is performed with a piece of banibo(Ka!r
<lipptd ill paint ; the hand being supported by anod,,,'

piece of the saute sort of cane. They extract ihcif a
lours from the same sort of berries, and other veguialj

oiticlen, which are used at Otuheitec for this
PU'IWKC,

I lie operation of staining or pumting their clodi is dtuu.

minated kippane; which term is also used iii speskiu* of

Eurojiean writing. The young women, it is auid, woulii

frequently take the pen fnom the hand of tlu-ir linMijI,

visitors, telling them that they were better atquuiottd

with the use of it than tliemselves, and that our ptiuwere
inferior to theirs. They considered a sheet of papir,w|iit|,

had been written on, as a piece of cloth striped alter ihe

Knglish manner ; and it was with diflieulty they could uu.

derstand, tiiat our figures contained a nieuniiig, of wl:ith

their'swcre destitute.

Their mats, which are commonly the workniauship o|

the erces, are made of the leaves of plantains ; aud llicjf

as well as their cloths, are beautifully wrought in varioiu

patterns, aud stained with divers colours. Some of tjitin

have a ground of straw-colour, embellished witii ^rm
spots; others are of a pale green, spotted wiih squarn

or rhomboids of red ; and some are ornamented with dp.

gant stripes, eitlier in straight or waved lines of red and

brown. In this branch of manufacture, whether wc re-

gard the fineness, beauty, or strength, thef^e islaiideri

may be said to excel most civilized nations.

The neatness, as well as the strength, of ilieir thh

hooks, considering the niuterials of wiiich ihty arc madi;,

is amazing; and they answer their purpose better diiiii

those in use among Europeans. They are formed oflwuc,

or mother-of-pearl, shaped like a fish, and serve lor bolli

hook and bait. Those intended for catching the shark

are made of wood, larger l)y four inches than those com-

monly used for taking small fl.ili. Of the bark of tlie

cloth-tree they form the lines which they use for lishinj,

for making nets, and for some other purposes. The) are

of different degrees of fineness, and may l)e coutiiiiied tu

any length. Tiiey have also a sort made of the bark o^j

shrub named arecmtih ; and the finest is composed of

human hair: this last, however, is principally usediiillie

way of ornanieiit. They likewise make cordage of a

stronger kind, from coCoa-nut fibres, for Uie out-riggiuj

of their canoes.

The warlike weapons of these islanders are daggers,

which they call by the name of yaAoofl, spears, sliugs,aiid

clubs. Ike pahooa is made of a black heavy wood, that

resembles ebony : it is commonly from one to two fcelia

length, and ha» a string, passing thjoygh the handle, hi
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„hifh it u (luiptMidcd from tlia Mrm. The blade i* soriie.

„)„t roumli'd in tin- middle; (|i«> «idn, uri; iJiarp, and tor-

miiMte in a point. Tliis >r<.a|>on i« inlemled for 'clo«e pn-
0tumt»i »t"*, ill th.; Iimids of tliu nntive., it i» a very
,|,itruclivc one. 'l'ln ir ^ptnr* arc <.f t,io kindit, and are
lormd of liard wood, which, i» ii« appearance, i» .onie-
«hal iiko niahogariy. One lort i< from six to eight fuel

111
leiiglli, well i)oli»li«d, and increaiing gradiiall)- in thick-

iicij from the extremity till wi'liin the diatunce of »x or
„veii inchci from the point, which tapers suddenly, aud
luj five or «ix rows of barbs. It is probable, that 'these

ire lined in the way of javelins. ']'!,« other sort, with
«liich the warriors at Atooi and ()« hyhee nre chiefly armed
are from twelve to fifteen feet in length, «imI, instead of
king barbed, terinirate towards the |M,i„t, i„ the maimer
of the daggers. I'heir sling.i are the same with European
OHM, except in this respect, that the stone is lodged on

I

nialling, instead of leather. Their clubs, which nre formed
indifferently of several kinds of wood, are of various sizes.

I ind of rude workmanship.

The method nnivei.s,,l|y prnctised {o dress their victuals
u baking, which IS done in the following manner: a hole
ijdug m the ground, sufKcieiitly deep to answer tlit r
pcof an ..veil, at the bottom of which a number of hot
stones are lai.l: these being covere.l with leaves, whatever
they want dressed is laid on them; more leaves are then
laid on, and another layer of hot stones bem.' added the
oven II covered. If a hog is baked, the belly is filled
uh hot stones. Custom has rendered this mode of dress
insviduals so very familiar, tb=U they can tell the exact
Unie when any thing is sufficiently done; and it must be

1\wm\, that, 111 baking their taro or janis, iht-y far excel
u,; Ihey also dress the young tops of taro m as to be
an excellent substitute for greens, though their Knglish

|mi(ors never could boil them to their own satisfaction
'ihe inieiiuity of man naturally guides him, in every

chmale to the supply of his natural wants; and invention
l« not less displayed in the calabash of the Sandwich
llslands, than ,u die more elegant utensils of polished na-
Jlions. Ihe ground, it is true, every where furnishes the
Irawmatenals of earthen-ware; but, without the furnace
I ow siiall It be calcined .?-and where iron is not to be'IK It IS plain that ingenuity could not discover the pro-

iT\ .'"'!' '"'"''^'"-''' '"*•' e'ven to the South Seas
gourds of such euonnous magnitude, that some of them
fvili contain twelve gallons. I„ order to adapt them the

IS
'°

,

" '''^^'''^ P"'-P0»«'s, tl'e natives give them
Tiaerent shapes, by means of bandages, fastened around
_llie..i during their growth. Thus some of them. i„ ..h-
p'uioi a dish, serve to hold puddings, vegetables, and
Nted provisions; others, of a cylindrical form, contain
|t.eirfi,bing.tacklc; and otherH, resembling a long-necked
"'"•' '""""^ «*'«'•- They have the appearance of being

1 A.
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p.ij.led with . vriety of elegant dt^i^nr, by being «n,«l
with a heated iiiitrument.

The pans in whi,:h they muke their salt are forn«d of
e.rlh, I«.e.l with cky . they are commonly about slx or eight
»ect square, and two-thirds <.f a fool deep. 'Ihey are ele-
v-ted on a bank of .tones „ea. the Iiigh-w.ter mark,«hence the salt-water is eo.ducted to the bottom of them
>» trenches, out of which they are fdled, and i„ . ,ho.t
liuie the .un perform, the proce.. of evaporation. Tho
«lt obtamed at Karakakooa u the bc.t, ««d is •!«, pro-cured m great (Juantities.

'

III the art of .culpture these i.lander. have made co-.
siderabc proficiency. The bowl, out of which the eree»
drmk their yava are formed of wood, aiKl finely polished.
Iliesearo m general eight or ten inches in diameter, and
p.

.

ectly rouiHj. They are supporte.l by three or four
small human figures, represented in different attitude,
very neatly finished, and accurately proportiouod; eveu tl,,
anatomy of the muscles is well expressed.

Their knives are of different kinds. Tho.e used in
kiUiiig and dressing hogs are made of shark.' teeth. They
.een. to answer the purpose very well ; and are handled
by the natives wuh equal dexterity and dispatch.

Both sexes make use of fans and fly-flap,.;, of very
curiou. workmanship. The former are usually made of
cocoa-nut fibres, neatly woven ; the mounting is of a square
form, the handle frequently decorated with hair. The
haudle of the fly-flap i^ ornamented with an alternate
mixture of wood and bone; the upj.cr part, or, more
properly, the fan itself, is composed of the feathera of
the man-of-war bird.

Customs, Manners, ^c] The Sandwich islander, are in
their persons rather taller than Europeans. Their physi-
«)gnomy is not marked with any of that fierceness which
characterizes the savages of Maouna, and which we are
apt to aacribe to uncivilized tribes iu general. Their eyes,
on the contrary, are expressive of sweetness and. sensi!
bihty, in a greater degree than that of any other Indiana
of the Pacific Ocean, if we except those of the Pelew
Isles. Their complexion is somewhat darker than that of
the Otaheiteans. Their dark brown hair is wot inclined
uniformly to curl, like that of the African, nor is k^
like that of the American, uniformly straight, but varies,
in these respects, like our own. They walk in an up-
right graceful manner, are capable of undergoing much
futigue, and run with great agility. But, upon the whole,
they are not quite so handsome as the natives oi the So-
«:iety Islands. Like them, the erees of this groupe are
superior in pefsOij io the common people^ but the im-
moderate use of the yava frequently debijitates their chiefs,
covers Uiem with a white leprous scurf, and paralizes their
hmbs, producing, at the same time,, an uncouth rcdnesa
of tlie eyes, and a disability to raise the head erect. Th« .
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towtows, or <roniiiinii people, arc free from these cala-

mities, beiiij; pruliibitcil tlic use uf this peniicicnis drug

;

but they are fiubjact to scorbutic eruptions, whichmay
probably result from their liviitg too much upou salt pro-

visions, of wiiich tlicy are so fond. At Atooi, as at the

Friendly Islands, the yava is drank diluted with water ;>and

tlie chiefs of this island an; on this account a much finer

set of men than those of Owhyhee. The pernicious effects

of this root, liowever, are not so lasting as those af Bri-

tish spirits ; for whenever the use of it is left off, even after

very long habit, the powers of the body quickly revive,

and the skin resumes its pristine colour. The constant

se of R does not appear to shorten life, but it invariably

oecasioiis a premature and decrepit old age.

In the size and figure, as well as the colour, of both

sexes, tliere is a remarkable confonnily. The delicacy of

feature that usually distinguishes the feniale, is here scarcely

discernible ; and the limbs of tlio women are not so hand-

somely formed aa those of the Otalieitcian females. They

are far, Iw^'ever, from being ugly; and they i>osses8 a

lively open counttmance. Holh sexes enjoy a frank clieer-

ful dif?|)osition, equally remote from the sedate cast of the

inhabitants of Tongataboo, and the fickle levity of those

of Otaheitee. Husbands are here not the tyrants but the

protectors and hclpniates of their wives, ^laternal ten-

derness is lively auvl strong, nor does it exceed the anxious

care of the father for his cliildren. That same respect,

however, for the female character, which is obseived in

tome of the other islands, and wiiich is undoubtedly a

criterion of civilized nianners, is not common here ; and

in general tlic women live in a detached manner by them-

selves.

; ITie custoTii of tatooing or puncturing the body is also

common in the Ssudwicli Islauds, but the practice of

ornamenting the face in this manner is |)eculiar to them

and to New Zealand. Goutrary to the general custom of

the southern islands, they do not per^'orate or wear any

ornament in the ear. They adorn their neck, however,

with plaitings of small black cord, and sometimes with

strings of small shells, or of the dried flowers of tlie Indian

mallow. The men sometimes adorn their heads with the

feathers of the tropic bird, or of the cock, fastened round

tome neatly-polished sticks. Other ornaments for the

head are in utif, which vary according to the fiincy of the

wearer: and the <:ame is observed with regard to their

mode of wearing or plaiting the hair. They almost uni-

versally permit the beard to grow ; some, however, wear

it on the upper lip only, .while a few cut it off entirely.

The common dress of t!ic men of n\\ ranks consists of

I piece of tliick cloth, called the maro, about a foot in

breadth, which {)asBes between the legs, and is fastened

round the waist. Their mats, which are, for the most part^

about five feet (u length, and four iu breadth, arc thrown
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over their shoulders, and brought forward before. Thfsf

however, are rarely worn, except in time of war, for wlmn
IHirposc they appear to be better calculated than for com,

nM)n use, as they are of a thick heavy texture, and capable

of breaking the blow of a stone, or of any blunt wcaiwn

They generally go bare-footed, except when they
travel

over burnt stone8,'when they secure their fi Jl with a sandal

made of cords, twisted from cocoa-nut fibres.

iJesides their ordinary dress, there is another, wiiich
is

appropriated to their cliiefs, «nd worn only on cxtraordi.

nary occasions. It consists of a feathered cloak ami t,

or helmet, of uncommon magniftccuce. These cloaks

arc of different lengths, according to the rank of the person

who wears them ; some trailing on the groimd, and otherj

reaching no lower than the middle. Tli j cliiefs of luff.

rior rank have likewise a short cloak, which resembles the

former, and is made of the tail-feathers of the cock the

man-of-war bird, and the tropic bird, having a broad bor-

der of small red and yellow feathers, and also a collar of

the same. Others are composed of white feathers, will:

variegated borders. The cap, or helmet, has a str«n»

lining of wicker-work, sufficient to break the blow of anv

warlike weapon ; for which purpose it is evidently intended.

These feathered dresses seem to be very scarce, and to be

worn only by the male sex on some remarkable occasion,

In tlie common dress of the men, and that of the wo.

men, there is but little difference. The latter wear a piece

of cloth wrapped round the waist, which descends half

way down their thighs; and sometimes, during the cool of

the evening, they throw loose pieces of fine cloth over

their shoulders, like the females of Otaheitee. They have

another kind of dress, called the pan, which consists of the

thimiest and finest cloth, wrapped several times about the

middle, and reaching down to the leg; so tliat it has the

appearance of a full short petticoat.

The singulai' taste of these islanders with regard to or-

naments displays itself in various forms. Both men and

women vtcar below the knee, and sometimes upon the am,

a sort of belt, round which are hung rows of shells, (hit

mal*e a tinkling noise when they move. At times the men

wear a sort of mask, composed of a large gourd, having

holes cut in it for the eyes and the nose, the top of it bein;

stuck full of green twigs, and pieces of cloth depending

from the bottom of it in front.

The animal-food of the common people is chiefly i

The flesh of hogs and dogs, dressed after the nianmr of

the Society Isles, is reserved for the chiefs and people of

distinction. Fowls are sometimes used, but t!;ey are not
|

iielH in estimation,

tains, yams, taro, bread-fruit, sweet potatoes, and sugaf-

1

canes. They are fond of salt provisions, and the Stb

consider pickled pork as a great delicacy. They also sal!

|

their Ash, and preserve them in gourds and large sh«lli.
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At their meals thcv are remarkably cleanly; and their
mode of dressing both animal and vegetable food M,-
King informs us, is far superior to ours. The higher or-
tiers among them begin their meals with a draught of yava
or of the extract of pepp;,r-., oot. The wome°n, who eal
;,part from the men, are inter«licted from eating pork tur-
tle, and some species of the plantain.

'

These people are subject to very few diseases, except-
ing tliose brought on by their own imprudence. Sunh at
Imt, is the opinion of all modern travellers who have'vi
sited them, except La Perouse, who, in his comparison cf
these Indians with those of Ea.ster Island, represents tiiem
either from their being liable to many other maladies, or
from the effects of those we have mentioned, being niore
general and more fatal than other navigators seem lo be-
lieve, ai enfeebled and greatly emaciated. Uut his ac-'

,

quainlance with the Sandwich Islands was so transient'

j

andhisobsei-valions upon tlie whole founded on a call of
six or eight liours only, at one of the islands, that the par-
liculars wherein he difter. from his fellow-voyagers cannot

I

be slated as facts

la the division of thetr lime between resr and labour

j

(he natives of the Sandwich Islands, like other Indian tribes'
follow what appears to be the design of Nature- they
tome fortli from their cabin at sun-rise,—the tow-tow to
proiecute his labours in the field, and the eree to the ma-
nufacture of mats, or the construction of his canoe. They
retire to rest, after enjoying the cool of the evening an
hour or two after .un-set. None of the Europeans who

I haw visited them si-em to Iiave ascertained how much of

I

the day is spent in labour; but it is not diflicnit to asccr-
tain, although they had given us no other information re-
.jiectitig this people than their simple state with regard to
clolhing, and the natural fertility of their soil, that th.ir
labours must be eaay in proportion to Uie fewness of their
wjiiits,snd their abundant means of supplying them. I., this

Impcct, perhaps, they aro happier than more civili/ed na-
I nous, for It IS very problematical whether, if the improve-
Imeiitj such nations have made in science have increased
jiheir happiness, they have increased their leisure The
l**eatof tlie brow, with which the Indian earns his bread
l« the necessary aliment of health, and the manly discipline'
|o nature; while more polished nations, in the decrepitude
lof old age at the prime of life, are wasting their strength
I'o gratify an unnatural appetite, or to supply a factitious

It
18 the common practice among the inhabitants of the

|»«ndwich Islands, to eat their ^paU u-itl.ovt -'"o" f--
ili'entiy under the shade, and generally alone.' They'have
jcortam Ideas of delicacy in this matter, which are forei-^n
I'oturopeapsj and, at this season,, they enjoy none of the
pleasure, resulting from the conversation of friends. Their
I'nendly and convivial hours are not those of eating and
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drinking; and in a state of society like theirs, where a verv
limited share of knowledge gives them but few topics of
conversation, amusement mbst necessarily fill uj, the u-

The youth of both sexes are particularly fond of danr-'
"g; «nd, on certain occasions, they entertain themselves
«^Uh wrestling and boxing matches, performed after themanner of the natives of the Friendly Island,; to whom,'
however, they are greatly inferior in these respects. Thdi^
dances are generally introduced with a solemn kind of song,
.« N^hich the whole number join, at the same time slowly
nH'vmg their legs, and striking gently upon their breasts;
Uieiratutudos and manner being very easy and graceful!
After this has continued about the space of ten minutes,
t ay gradually quicken their motions and tune, and do not
des.st till completely tired. This part of the performance
s the counter-part of that of the inhabitants of New Zea-
and

;

and, as among those people, the peison whose action
3 the most violent, and who continue, this exercise the
ongest, ,s applauded by the spectators as the best dancer
I inust be remarked, that, in this da«ce. women onl^en-gage

;
and the dunces of the men resemble those of the

small parues at die Friendly Isles ; and which may, per-
haps, more properly, be termed the accompaniment of
songs, with correspondent motions of the whole body
liut as some boxing exhibitions are seen, of the samekimi
with those that occur ut the Friendly Isles, it is iwt im-
probable, that they have here likewise their grand dances
wherein both men and women are performers. Theii- music"
on these and other occasions, is of a rude kind; for the"
only instruments observed among them, are drums, (i( va>
nous sizes. Their songs, however, which they are said to-
sing 111 parts, and which they accompany with a gentle*
motion of their arms, have a very plea.sing effect.

liolh sexes are very expert in swimming; an art whirb
among these people, is deemed necessary, and constitutes
their favourite diversion. One particular method, in which
they sometimes amuse themselves, is worthy of notice :

,

Ihe auif that breaks on the coast round the bay extend*
about one hundred and fifty yards from the shore; and
within that space, the surges of the sea are dashed against
the bei-xh with great violence. Whenever tlie impetuo.Uly
of the surf IS augmented to its greatest height, they make
choice of that time for their amusement, which they per-
form in this manner .—about twenty or thirty of the na-
tives take each a long narrow board, rounded at both ends
and set out in company with each other »rom the shore'
They plunge under the first wave they meet, and, after
they have suffered it to roll over them, rise again beyond

'

it, and swim farther out to sea. They encounter the ae -,

cond wave in the same manner with the first, 'Ihe prin
'

cipal difficulty consists in seizing a favourable opportunity
of (living under it; for, if a person miss the proper mo
4 U
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ntrat,lic is caught by tnc surf, and force<i back with great

violcnca f anrf hit iitmost dexterity m required to prevent

hi* being dashed against the rocki. When, in cuusequcncc

of these repeated eflPorts, they have gained (he smooth wa-

ter beyond the surf, they recline tlieniselves at length upon

the boards, and prepare for tlieir return to shore. The surf

being composed of a number of waves, of which every

' third is observed to be considerably larger tlian the rest,

and to flow higher upon the shore, wliilc the others break

in the intermediate space; their first object is to place tlicm-

selves upon the top of the largest surge, whicii drives

them aloiig'with astonishhig rapidity towards the laud. If,

li^ ihistake, they happen to place themselves on one of

the smaller waves, whicii breaks before they gain the shore,

or find themselves unable to keep tlieir board in a proper

direction on the upper part of tlw swell, they remain ex-

posed to the fuiy of the next ; to avoid which they are

under the necessity of divjug again, and recovering the

place whence they set out.

Those who succeed in reaching the shore are still in a

dangerous situation; for, as the coast is skirted by a chain

of rocks, wi>h a small opening between them in several

places,, they are obliged to steer their plank through one

of thHe openings ; or, in case of ill success in that respect,

to quit it before they reach the rocks, and, diving under

the wave, make their way l»ack again as well as they are

able. This is considered as highly disgraceful, and is at-

tended with the loss of the plank, which is fre(iuently

dashed to pieces, at the Very instant tlie native quits it.

The auKizing courage and address with which they per-

form these dangerous achievements are almost incredibl*.

Tlie following accident evinces at how early a period they

are so far accustomed to the water, as to lose all appre-

hensions of its perils, and even set them at defiance.—

A canoe, in which were a woman and her children, hap-

pening to overset, one of tho children, an infant of about

four years old, appeared to be greatly delighted, swim-
ming about at its case, and playing a number of tricks,

till the canoe was brought to its former position. Among
the amusements of the children, there is one that is fre-

quently played at, and which shows a considerable share

of dexterity, 'They take a short stick, through one extre-

mity whereof runs a peg, sharpened at both ends, extend-

ing about an inch on each side ; then throwing up a ball,

formed of green leaves, nioulded together, and fastened

with twine, they catch it on one of the points of the peg

;

immediately after which, they throw it up ag-aiu from the

peg, then turn the stick round, and catch the ball on the

other point. Tluis, for some time, they continue catch-

ing it on each point of the peg alternately, without mis-

sing it. They are also equally expert at another diver-

sion of a similar nature, throwing up in the air, and
catching, in their turns, many of these balls; ajid the
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little children thus keep five balls in mou.. ttthctai),;

tunc.

The common method of showing respect to ihf,,.

chiefs is prostration ; awl a very high degree of deference

amounting to religious adoration, is expressed by tliiuwinv

over the shoulders a piece of red cloth, the same with

which they array their idols, and by presenting an ofi'i'rinjiQf

a hog. This ceremony was gone through the first titiic thai

Captain Cook landed at Owhyhee. Another very siriiii''f

piece of homage was offered to the captain at this place

Avhicli we will give in the language of Mr. King, wJkj ,,„

present. It seems requisite, however, in the first place

to give a brief d ascription of the morai at Karakakooa

H here the scene chiefly lay.

This morai consists of a square solid pile of stones

forty yards long, twenty broad, and fourteen feet hioh.

The top of it is flat, and it is surrounded with a wnoden

railing, whereon are displayed tho skulls of those iiiMivei

who have been sacrificed on the death of their chiefs, A

ruinous wooden building is situated in the centre of tlit

area, connected with the railing by a stone-wall, tlividniJ

the whole space into two parts. Five poles, about twenty

feet high, support an irregular kind of scaffold, on the side

next the country; and on that towards the sea are two

small housed, with a covered comniunicalion.—"Tothe
top of this pile," says our author, " we were conducted

by Koah, one of the priests. At our entrance, we saw

two large wooden images, with distorted features, having

a long piece of wood, of a conical form, inverted, pro.

ceeding from the top of their heads. Here Captain Cook

was received by a tall young man, having a long beard,

who presented him to the images, and chaunted a kind of

hymn, in which he was assisted by Koah. We were then

led to that side of the morai where the poles were erected;

at the foot of which twelve images were placed, and ranged

in the form of a semi-circle ; the middle figure having j

high table before it, on which we saw a putrid hog; and

under it some cocoa-nuts, plantains, potatoes, brnid-frait,

and piece? of sugar-cane. Captain Cook was conducted

under tiiis stand by Koah ; who, having taken down the

hog, held it towards him ; when, having again addressed

him in a long and vehement speech, he suffered it to fall

to the ground, and ascended the scaflold with liini, dioiijli

every moment in danger of falling.

" We now beheld, advancing in solenui procession,

and entering the top of the morai, ten men, beaiiiij

a live hog, and a piece of cloth of r^msiderable dimen-

sions. Advancing a few i)aces, they stopped, and pro

strated themselves; and Kaireeki.ea, the taW young man

already mentioned, approaching them, received the cloth,

and carried it to Koah, who wrapped it round llie com-

modore, and made him an offerinsr of the hoar. The com-

modore was no<v aloft, in a sittiation truly whimsical, being
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swathed in red cloth, and hardly hble to keep his hold on
lie rotten scaffolding. In this sitnalion ho was entertained

Willi the cimuMting of Koah and Kaireekeea^ sometime*
allcriiatcly, and sometimes in cohcert. After this service

«,s performed, Koah let the hog drop ; upon which he im-
mediately descended with Captain Cook. He then con-
(liicted him to the images just mentioned, to each ot which
he expressed himself in a sneering tone, and snapped his

fingers at them as he passed. He then presented him to
lliat ill ihe centre, which, from its being habited in red
clolh, appeared to be held in the highest estimation. Be-
fore this Koah fell prostrate, and requested of Captain
Cook to do tlie same, which lie readily submitted to, being
daerniiued to follow Koah's directions througljout the
whole of a ridiculous ceremony, in which his curiosity
and vanity were equally gratified. We were now conveyed
into the otiier division of the morai, where a space of
about twelve feet square was sunk three feet below the
level of the area. When we had descended into this
(he commodore was seated immediately between the two'
idols, one of his arms being supported by Koah and
•'e other by Mr. King. A second procession of natives
at this time arrived, with a baked hog, a pudding, some
cocoa-nuts, bread-fruit, and other vegetables. As they
drew near, Kaireekeea placed himself .bel\.re them and
presented the hog to the conmiodore in t\ : usual manner
chaunUiig as before, and his companions making regular

I

responses; but we observed their speeches and ivsponses
grew gradually shorter; and, towards the conclusion Kai-
reekcea's Hid not exceed three or four words, which ^v^s
answered by the word orow. This was a common ap-
pellation among the natives, sometimes applied to an in-
vmhlc being inhabiting heaven; at others used as a title
of iiigh rank m the island. At the conclusion of this of
fenng, the natives seated themselves opposite to us and
began to cut up the baked hog, to break the cocoa-nuts
and to peel the vegetables. Others were employed in
chewing the yava, and making the liquor, in the same
inanner as it is extracted at the Friendly Isles. Kairee-
keea then che«ed part of the kernel of a cocoa-nut, and

l«rappe.i it lu a piece of cloU,, with which he rubbed the
captains head, face, hands, arms, and shoulder^. The

I vava was afterwards handed round ; and, when we had all
jtasted ,t, Koah and Pareea pulled the flesh of the hog in
Pieces, an proceeded to put some of it in our mouL

I'^ir. King had no particular objection to being fed by Pa-
r^Mvho .as remarkably cleanly in his person; but Cap-

jian, took, to vvhom a piece was presented, could not

1^^" '
T'^.

''" P""'** ''"8 ^«;i"g strong in his recol-S ;"^/'';''^"'^.'"«». f---* "'o'ives of civility, had
I ved u for him, h.s reluctance was much increased.

1 sceremony being concluded, wo quitted t^,e morai,n J'^'nbutmg among the populace some pieces of iron
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^d other .rUcIrs, with which they were much delightrd.We were then conducted, in procession, »o the boats, th.men w.th wands attending, and pronouncing sentences asbefore We returned on board full of the idea of whatwe had seen, and pertectly satistied with the honest dispo-
sitions of our new friends."

*

That the religious system of these people has the same
'

ong.n with Uiat of the inhabitant, of the Society a^dInendly Islands .s clearly evident; for their morais and
vvhattas, their hymns and orations, their priests, oblations
and cerem,,mes, are all the same. The worship of birds'
jvhich obtains in different degrees ii. all the islands of the
1 acihc, is here chiefly appropriated to the raven. Two

'

of tliese vvhich to appearance had been tamed, were seenby Mr. Hanks. The Indians told him to be Cautious ofouching them as they were eatooas ; and though he couldimc bought al their whattas, or idols, for two or th«.e
nails a piece, these ravens they would not part with at

.aijy price. The crude notions respecting the Creatorw ich prevail in the Ot«I.eitea.i cr.ed, are not more deli^nue m that o Owhyhee. His residence must be limited
to a certain place

; and, after the arrival of Captain Cook
at these islands, the inhabitants conceived such a notion
of the superior power of the Euglish, that they were of
opinion the great Eatooa had his abode in Pri««r, thename they give to our island. They bestowed on the'commodore the name of oro«o, the comnK^n Ullc of their
ngh-pnest, « Inch implies a character somewhat sinular to
that ascribed by Roman Catholics to their pontiff, thesupposed vicegerent of the Almighty.
Although the same religious system is common to theSociety the Inendly, and the Sandwich tribes, it is only

at Owhyhee that its ministers are fom.cd into a regular
society, ajid reside in dwellings appropriated to their
order. The chief priesthood is hereditary. The family
.n whom It IS vested is commonly allied to the blood
royal; and the incumbent, as well as heir to the office re
ceives honours not inferior to those given to the monarch.

It IS doubtless owing to the more general influence and
snpenor power of the order, that the rites and cereoionies
ot this people are more numerous than in the islands above
•noutioned. So extensive k the field which occupies the
attention of the priest, that it seems impossible to draw
a hue of distinction between their religious and civil
usages.

Among their religious ceremonies may be classed the
prayers and offerings made by the priests b.fare their
meals. As they always drink ynva befbre ihcy b..m are-
past, while that is chewing, the superior in rank begins
a sort of hymn, in which he is soon after joined by one
or more of the company; the bodies of ,he others ar*
put in motion, and their hands are clapped together in
concert with the lingers. The yava being ready, cups of
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It »ie presbntcd to tlio.ie who do not join in tite hymn,

nnd are held in their hands till it is concluded; when, with

united voice, they make a loud response, and drink their

yaVa. The performers are then served with softie of it,

which tliey drink, after tlie same ceremony has been re-

peated. And if any person of a superior rank be present,

a cup IS presented fo him last of all ; who having chauntcd

for a short time, and hearing a response from others, he

pours a small quantity on the ground, and drinks the rest.

A piece of the flesh, which has-been dressed, is then cut

off, and, together with some of the vegetables, is placed

near the figure of tlie eatooa; ami, after another hynni

has been chauuted, the devotees btgin their ineal. A ce-

remony, in many respects rttsembling this, is also per-

formed by tlie chiefs, when they diink yava before their'

regular meals.

It does not seem to have been ascertained whether thte

taboo be a part of their religious or civil code : but it is

performed by the priesthood, and no command, either of

the king or the orono, can be more implicitly obeyed. It

is an interdiction, not only applied to places, but to per-

sons and things ; the wcrrd is also expressive of any thing

safcred, devoted, or eminent. If the natives be prohibited

from approaching a bay, the bay is said to be tahoo'd;

women, after assisting at a fnnernl, or touching a deaid

body, have their meat put into their mouths by others

;

and, so long as this is the case, the women are thus cha-

racterised; the iing, in virtue of his superior station, is

called eree^tdboo ; a human victim, tangata-taboo ; and,

at the Friendly Islands, Tonga, the place of residence of

the monarcb, is called Tonga-taboo.

It is natural to suppose, that the ceremony which takes

place at their funerals should form a part of their religious

code. If any notions of a future state of rewards and

punishments be entertained, •(and we have reason to con-

clude, that some imperfect ideas of this kind obtain here,)

and if any reliance he placed in the superior efficacy of

the intercessions of tliose devoted by their office to the

service of the Supreme Deity, the terrors of d^ath will

undoubtedly contirni tliese notions, and the prayers of the

mediator will not be unimp'lored. In the Sandwich Islands,

the intercessions of the priestlTood are prolonged till the

burial of the deceased. Their practice in this respect

wonld seem to be the consequence of some crude opi-

nion respecting an intermediate state, in which the soul,

after having left tlie body, resides for some time in the

precincts of the morar, before its destination is finally de-

termined.

On the defliise of a chief, a crowd of peojile collect

round his dwelling, and seat themselves in the area front-

ing the house. The priest, whose orations and prayers

are heard within, frequently comes to the door, with dis-

mal bowlings and contortions of liis face: a large mat is
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afterwards spread upon the area, upon which the peoplf

belonging to the house place themselves in three tqi,,!

rows : they arc habited in feathered ruffs, and thrir ihuul.

ders decorated with broad green leaves. Some boys air

placed around, waving the sticks which the priest uses in

laying on the taboo. The company seated on the niat

sing a melancholy tune, accompanied with gentle motidiK

of the arms and body. Their music, as well as their nui.

tions, quicken apace, and, at length, become very r .

pid, but gradually subside again into th<>ir former nici.

sure. An hour passes in this maniK'r, and more mats m
spread upon the area. The widow of the chief and

three or four elderly women, then advance from the hwx
with a ilow ami solemn pace ; and, seating theniseirc!

begin a piteous moannig, in which they arc joined bv

the people seated behind them. Night only puts a peiioii

to these lamentations; and the body is removed some iiouis

after. Next day, the bitter cries of the relatione are re-

newed, and the lower parts of their faces are painted

perfectly black. A human sacrifice takes place on i\in

occasion ; and the body of ttic person thus unhappily de-

voted is placed in the moral beside that of tlie chief. The

funeral-rites of the common people are not so long, no[

so pompously diversified as those of an eree.

Were it not for the luxuriance and plenty which prevail

in the Sandwich Islands, we should be apt to conciudr,

that this people have no great aversion to the eating of

human flesh; at least, there occurred, when Cook wn

upon their coasts, one or two circumstances, \\hicli ren-

der it probable, that the practice has not altogether ceased.

It is but just, however, to say, that these were but equi-

vocal proofs, and tiiey did not produce more than suspi-

cion in the minds of any of the travellers, who at that time

or since have visited them. Human sacrifice is certainly

a relic of that savage meal ; and among this tribe it ismi-

nifestly frequent. Every new war demands a fresh vicliin

to propitiate the d^ity, and ensure a victory ; and, at the

installation of a sovereign, or on the death of acliief,Tliii

dreadful offering is never dis^^ensed with. At^he ilentii of

Tereeoboo, ten of his people were thus devoted. After

being pitched upon by the priesthood, theunhnppy objwt

is assasshiated, while asleep, in the dead hour of tlic tiiglit.

n»ere is sometlnng in this deliberate process which ap-

pears more cruel than even the inhuman repast of the

New Zealander. It has all its horrors, without any of in

ch-eadful motives ; and if a human being can commit the

one, his humanity will not scruple, when want urges hini

on, to gratify his savage appetite with the other.

The Saiidwic^h Islands are the constant scene of cniw

wars. Their claims respecting territorial rii;lit are (he

continual source of discord, which never ends but with the

submission of the weaker party. On the demise of llm'

e/ee taboos, or kings, quarreli respecting the siiecesi'ifl"
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to the lliroiie are disputed with all the cruelties of civil

war. Tlieir broils are not limited by the boundaries of
their several islands; their fertile fields are frequently ra-

«gfH by tlie hands that cultivate tiieni, in the numerous
contests in which the petty chiefs of the districts are in-
voivtrf.

Woahoo and Owhyliee, from their magnitude as well as
their internal strength, generally hold the other islands
under tlieir subjection; and the endeavours of these to
throw off the yoke only increase the tribute levied by the
victors. When Vancouver visited Mowee, in I790, it

had recently been the theatre of a very' sanguinary war
between the chiefs of the two former islands, and every
where was seen nothing but the traces of devastation. This
contest had lasted longer, and been more obstinate, than
any these islande.s ever maintained, owing to the impru-
dence of the mercenary captains of merchant vsssels, who,
to secure plentiful supplies of fresh provisions, had given'
the natives European fire-arms and ammunition.

Tlie impolicy of this conduct was quickly visible; for
on the arrival of Vancouver, he could with difficulty re-
victual his ships; and, if a traffic of this nature becomes
common, these people will certainly give the Europeans
reason to repent of their conduct.

In the Sandwich, as well as most of the other islands
in this ocean, society appears much in the same state as
Europe under the ancient feudal despotism. The islands
are divided into districts, and each district has its chief
subject to no control but that of the king, who receives
the appellations of eree-taboo and eree-mowee ; the first
of these denoting his authority, and the other signifying
that m his presence all must prostrate themselves. Under
the chiefs are another class, who have the privilege of
possessing property, but enjoy no share of power. The
body of the people are the towtows, or servants, who
have neither rank nor property.

The information hitherto obtamed respecting the admi-
nistration ofjustice in civil or criminal matters affords only
room for conjecture. Quarrels among the common people
are generally referred to the judgment of the eree of the
particular district; but the disputes of the chiefs are only
settled by the sword. When, however, an inferior chief
lias offended one of superior rank, his punishment is im-
mediate, and most frequently dictated by the feelings of
the superior at the moment. The culprit very often com-
pounds for Ins offence with a part or the whole of his pro-
perty, ^

In a nation where the people .li» at the mercy of an
!"fniy sovereign and restless chiefs, it may be easilv

"P: ^scd, that the limits of right and wrong are neithe'r
accurately defined, nor subject to any other interruption
l>an that of caprice. But, whor« the wants of men are
'ew, and these plentifully supplied, property is of little
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I »alue; iind it is natural to think, that it will afford but
i
small scope for that fermenting self-interest which genders

m the bosom <>f civilized society a class of men that
rankle in its vitals and feed on mischief. All their plan-
tations, houses, hogs, and cloth, are left unguarded, with-
out fear or apprehension of plunderers. In the plain coun-
try, they separate their possessions by walls; and, in the
woods, where plantains grow, they use white flags to dis-
criminate jj.operty, in the same manner as they do bunches
of leaves at OtoUeite. These circuwistance«..tror.gly i„.
( icate, that, where property is concerned, the power of
the erees is not arbitrary, but so far limited as to afford
encouragement to the inferior orders to cultivate the soil
which they occupy distinctly from each other.

'

The chiefs possess an unlimited power over the people
hut they appear to exercise it with the greatest mildness.'
the people indeed are implicitly obedient; and, were it
otherwise, it is highly probable, that they would be sub-
ject to the same cruelty which the ercos univerally exer-
cise upon one another, even if a general revolt did not
take place. The mildness of their rulers will, in all pro-
bability, prevent an alternative of this kind, which would
no doubt, hasten the overthrow of their power.

'

The Sandwich islanders seem to be contented and
happy. Their affluence gives them a thoughtless cheer-
tulness, and an easy passage through life, The half-starved
inhabitant of New Zealand beholds in every stranger an
enemy come to dispossess him of the little he enjoys t but
an European finds at the Sandwich Islands nothing but
friendship and a welcome reception. With presents he
IS invited on shore; and, should he make an excursion up
the country, he is solicited, at the door of every hut to
come in and partake of a meal.

'

Gaming, a common source of dissolute amusement, is
not foreign to these climes. One of their games some-
what resembles the English mode of playing at drafts
Besides others, in which their invention seems to be pretty
fertile, they play at bowls, nearjy in the same manner as
l!.uropeans. They often entertain themselves with races
between boys and girls, on.which they lay wagers with
great spirit. A man was seen beating.his breast, and tear-
ing his hair, in the violence of rage, for having lost, at
one of these races, three hatchets, which he had purchased
with nearly half his property a very little time before.

It IS not fully ascertained in what manner mairiage
takes place among them. It is evidently connected with
no ceremony; but, prior to regular cohabitation, some sort
of compact seems to exist: whether polygamy be allowed
or whether it be mixed with concubinage, has not been
verified; but au individual man and woman, to whom the
children are subject, have the management of one house.

I

The following," says Mr. King, "is the only instance
I of any thing like jealousy which we have seen among
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them, and whicli shows thut, ainon<r married peuple uf

rank, not only fidelity, but even u degree of reserve, 18

required. At one of their boxing mutches, Onieah rose

two or three times fronk his place, and approacliing liis

wife with marks of displeaRure, commanded her, us we
supposed, to withdraw. Whether he thought her beauty

engaged too much of our attention, or whatever niiglit be

his motives, there certainly existed no real cause of jea-

lousy. She, however, continued in her place ; and, at the

Conclujiioti of the ecjlertiunment, joined our party, and

even solicited some trifling presents. She was informed,

that we had not any about us ; but that, if she would ac-

company us to the tent, she should be welcome to make
choice of what she liked. She was, accordingly, pro-

ceeding with us ; whicli being observed by Omcah, he

followed in a great rage, seized her by the hair, and, with

his fists, began to inflict severe corporal punishment.

Having been the innocent cause of this extraordinary

treatment, we were exceedingly concerned at it, though

we imderstood ii would be highly improper for us to in-

terfere between a Fiusband and wife of such superior rank.

Tlie natives, howe'ter, at length interposed; and, the next

day, we had the Mntisfaction of meeting them together,

perfectly satisfied v iih each other ; besides, what was ex-

tremely singular, the lady would not permit us to rally the

husband on his behaviour, which we had an inclination

to do, but plainly told us, that he had acted very pro-

perly."

SECTION V.

THE MARQUESA ISLANDS.

This groupe of islands was discovered in 1595, by

Mendana, a Spaniard, and received from him the general

appellation of Marquesas, in honour of Mendoza, Mar-
quis of Cande, then viceroy of Peru. He also gave the

respective islands which compose it the names of L(i

Magdalem, St. Pedro, La Dominica, and Santa Clirn-

tina.

Hood Island, not seen by Mendoza, but discovered by

Captain Cook in April, 1774, was so called from the name
of one of the crew of the Resolution, who first saw the

knd. The whole groupe of these islands occupies one

degree of latitude, and near half a degree of longitude.

Four contiguous islands have been discovered since the

time of Captain Cook. These are Treven's Island, Rioii's

Island, St. Martin's Island, and Robert's Island: in clear

weather they are visible from Hood Island, the most north-

ern of the Marquesas, and are now considered as belong-

ing to that groupe, though neither the Spanish navigator

Mendana, nor Captain Cook, had any knowledge of their

existence. They were seen by Lieutenant Hergest, of
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the DteduluN, in his passage to the northward, after leav

iiig Resoliilion Buy, and then supposed by him to luve

been new discoveries; though he appears to have been

mistaken, as they were discovered and lauded on by some
American traders.

Customs, Manners, ^c] The inhabitants of these islands

collectively are represented as the finest race of people

in the South Sea, and surpassing in symmetry of form

and features all the other nations; not one disproportioned

person was seen upon the island of Christina; butallwei*

robust and well-made.

Their complexion, naturally tawny, is rendered almoit

black by punctures over the whole body. The figures are

various, and seem to be directed more by fancy tiian cut.

tom; but the women, who are but little punctured, youths

and young children, who are not punctured, are of a litht

tawny colour. The men are, in general, tall, that is, about

five feet ten inches, or six feet; none were seen that were

corpulent, like the erees of Otaheite ; nor were any Ken

that could be called meagre. The women were inferior to

the men in stature, but well proportioned : their general

complexion was lighter than that of the men. Their faces

are not so good, nor arc their eyes so full and lively u
those of many other nations. ITieir hair is of many co.

lours, except red, of which none was seen. Some have

it long ; but the most general custom is to wear it short

except a bunch on each side of the crown, which they

tie in a i knot. They observe different modes in trimming

the beard, which is generally long. Some part it, and

tie it in two bunches under the chin ; others plait it; some

wear it loose, and otiters quite short.

Their habitations, which are in the valleys, and on the

sides of thy. hills near the plantations, resemble in form

those of Otaheite, but arc much meaner, and covered

with leaves of the bread-fruit tree. They are buill, in

general, on a square or oblong pavement of stone, raised

some height above the level of tlie ground. They have

also a pavement near dieir houses, for the purpose of sitt-

ing to eat, regale, and amuse ihemselves. The Europeanj,

by the help of glasses, could discern, along the uppermost

edge of the mountain, a row of stakes or pallisades, closely

connected to^rether, like a fortification, which seemed to

resemble the Hippahs of New Zealand.

The house appropriated^ by the chief, Tenai, for the

residence of the two English missionaries, who were in-

tended to have been left on the island, is described by

them as twenty feet in length, and six in width, ten feet

high in the back part, and four in.fronti At the corners,

four strong stakes are driven into the earth, on which are

laid horizontal pieces, and from these last to the grouKl

are bamboos, neatly ranged in perpendicular order, about

ttalf an inch distant from each other, and, without tbem,

long blinds, made with leaves, are hung, which renders the
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inside very close and warm. The door is noout i!iu iniiL-

rfjc, on the low side.

The furniture is represented as consisting of a large

lluoNiint, from end to end, several largo calabashes, some
lulling tackle, and a few spears. In one end llie chief kepi

Ills
oriiaments, which he shewed to his liluropcun guests

;

among others, he took out of the bamboo cases two bun-

dles of feathers, of the tail of the tropic bird, not less

tlian a hundred in each bunch, forming a very beautiful

and tlcgaiit oriwment, upon which he seemed to place a

great value.

Their clotliing is the same as at Otaheite, and made of

the same materials; but they have it not in such plenty,

nor is it so good.

The dress of tlie women is a piece of cloth, made of
llie mulberry-bark, wrapped two or three times round the
waist, and die ends tucked up between their thighs; above
this is a piece of cloth, nearly as large as a sheet, tied at

the upper corners
:
they lay the knot over one shoulder,

and the garment, hanging loose, reaches halfway down the

leg.

Tlieir principal head-dress is a sort of broad fillet, cu-
riously made of the fibres of the husk of the cocoa-nut.
In the front is fixed a mother-of-pearl shell, wrought
round to the size of a tea-saucer. Before that is an-
uther, smaller, of a very fine tortoise-shell, perforated in
curious figures. Before and in the centre of that, is

another round piece of mother-of-pearl, about the size
of a half-crown piece, and before this another piece of
perforated tortmse-shell, the size of a shilling. Besides
this decoration in front, soriie have it also on each side,
but in smaller pieces; and all have fixed to them the tail-

feathers of cocks or tropic birds, which, m hen the fillet is

tied on, stands upright, so that the whole together njakes
a very brilliant appearance. They wear round the neck a
kind of ruff or neck-lace, made of light wood, tlie out
and upper sides covered with small red peas, fixed on with
gum. They also wear small bunches of human hair, fas-
tencd to a string, and tied roinid the legs and arms. Some-
iimes, instead of hair, they wear short feathers; but all
tl)e above-mentioned ornaments are seldom seen on the
same person. Captain Cook saw only one chief com-
pletely dressed in this manner. Their common ornaments
are necklaces, and amulets made of shells. He did not
see any with ear-rings; and yet all of them had their ears
pierced.

They had a kind of fan to cool themselves in hot wea-
ther, formed of a tough bark, very firmly and curiously
pia'ted, and frequently whitened with shell-lime. Some
•««i large foathc.cd leaves of a kmd of palm, which an-
swered the purpose of an umbrella.
The chief 's house stood on a square platform, raised

will, stones, having a wall about six feet high on the

' ^'
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lowest side
;

in the inside was a kind of escutcheon in
memory of Ilonoo, the chief's father: it was curiously
wrought with small nods, laid upright, oblique, and ho-
ri/onful, and about eight feet in height, forming a side
of a pyramid. There wa.s a drum at each end, made like
those of the Otaheitcans. Ncai^ly adjoining, and upon the
same platform, was another, built on a small eminence,
leavmg a space in front, where were placed two rude figures'
o« men, carved in wood, nearly the size of life; behind
tliese, against the side of the house, were three other es-
cutcheons, wrought in the same manner as the above men-
tioned: that in the middle, which was the largest, had the
figure of a bird on the top ; and the reeds, which composed
the whole, being stained of different colours, produced a
beautiful and solemn effect. The house had no door nor
openmg of any kind; but as the officer's curiosity was ex-
cited, he opened a hole on the side of it, to see what it

contained, and beheld a coffin, fixed upon two stakes about
a yard from the ground. Just at this time the chief came
up, and, seeing he was not angry, the English officer
agam opened the hole, and pointed to the coffin

J Ke in-
stantly exclaimed Ilonoo, and repeated it several times,
by which the officer knew it was his father, and thought
the chief pleased to see him notice the honour he paid to
his memory. The coffin was cylindrical, and bound about
witli various coloured plaiting, made of the fibres of the
cocoa-nut. This sepidchre, the trees, and every thing
withm the platform, was considered sacred, and must not
be approached by the Momcn.

In the article of eating, these people are by no means
so cleanly as the Otahciteans. Pork and fowls were
dressed in an oven of hot stones, as at Otaheite ; but fruit
and roots they roast on the fire, and, after taking off the
rind or skin, put them into a platter, or trough of water,
out of which both men and hogs eat at the same time.
Captain Cook once saw them make a batter of fruit and
roots, diluted with water, in a vessel that was loaded with
dirt, and out of which the hogs had been hut that moment
eating, without giving it the least washing, or even wash-
ing their hands, which were equally dirty ; and, when iic

expressed dislike, he was laughed at.

The missionaries observe that, " With respect to their

manner of living, like most uncivilized nations, they have
no regular meals, but eat when they are hungry, though
not a great quantity at a time, as on their arrival it w^s
their season of scaicity. When they have a hog, they eat
of it five or six times a day; and when without animal
food, they use the roasted bread-fruit, mahie, puddings
made of other vegetables, ahee-niits, and a paste made of
a root resembling the yam ; and this they do often in the
coursii of the day. The women are not allowed to eat
liog's fiesh, and probably are under other prohibitions, as
at Otaheite, as they seem very harshly treated.
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The tame fowls tre cocks and liens ; and their only

quadrupeds are hogs and rats; but the woods are inha-

bited by small birds, whose plumage is exceedingly beau-

tiful, and their notes sweetly varied. The Europeans
left cats and she-goats, and were concerned that they had

no he-goats to give fhcni, as they were so fond of those

animals, that the chief took them wherever he went.

The trees, plants, and other productions of these isles,

as far as could be known to our people, were nearly the

same as at the Society Isles. There are plantains, yams,

and some other roots ; likewise bread-fruit and Cocoa-nuts.

Their canoes are made of wood and the bark of a soft

tree, which grows near the sea, and is very proper for the

purpose : their length is from sixteen to twenty feet, and
about sixteen inches broad. The head and stern are

formed out of two solid pieces of wood ; the former is

carved, and the latter ends in a point, which, projecting

horizontally, is decorated with a small carved figure, having
a faint resemblance to the human face. Some of the

canoes have a latteen-sail, but they are generally rowed
with paddles. Their weapons are clubs and spears, re-

sembling those of Otaheite, but somewhat larger. They
have also slings, with which they throw stones to a great

distance, but not with a good aim.

Their religious ceremonies' resemble those of the So-
ciety Islands. They have a morai in each district, where
the dead are buried beneath a pavement of large stones.

They have a great number of deities, under a variety of
appellations, but there does not seem to be any superiority

among them.
. They oflfer hogs in sacrifice, but never any

of the human race.

SECTION VI.

THE SOCIETY ISLES.

All the islands from a hundred and sixty degrees of west
longitude from Greenwich to the eastern extremity of Po-
lynesia may be included under the general name of the

> Society Islands ; a range which will thus even exceed the
Carolines in number. The principal of these are Ota-
heite, Huaheine, Ulietea, Bolabola, Otaha, Tubai, and
Mausia; but the first is by far the most considerable in
size, being about one hundred and twenty miles in cir-

cumference. They appear to have been first discovered
by Captain Wallis, in 1767; and the subsequent visits of
Captain Cook, Vancouver, and the English missionaries,

have successively afforded new and interesting particulars
concerning them.

General Jspect, Climate, and Productions.'] The ob-
jects which present themselves to view in the South Seas,
are both grand and sublime. Gliding along the immense
ocean, where natural appearances are widely different from

GEOGRAPHY f,,„

,

those in the northern hemisphere, the stranger is agreeahl

surprised with the appearance of islands, or jittie world'
amid the ocean. Thus stationed in his vessel, he behold!

the vast watery scene beginning to be diversified by risin

mountains, seen at a great distance, at first scarcely visibf

to the eye, but gradually assuming an elevation that ren

drrs them perceptible at the distance of sixty miles.

But, approaching nearer, instead of beholding
these

mountains barren artd naked, he is surjmsed with the vie

of heights almost inaccessible, lined with steep and
loft

hills, and crowned with a luxuriant vegetation. Flantal

yams, and a variety of other roots, which afford supporl
to the inhabitants, are found growing spontaneousiv

i,,

these elevated regions. Here also grow trees, of various

kinds, with which the mountains are clothed to the very

summits, presenting to the distant beholder the appear!

ance of a green lawn. The prospects from the tops of

these hills fill the mind with mingled sensations of ma.

jestic dread, uncommon pleasure, and inexpressible amaze,

ment.

" We hardly believed our ey«s," says M. de Bougdo.
ville, "when we saw apeak covered with woods up loiu

highest summit, which rises above the level of the moun.

tains in the interior parts of Otaheite. Its apparent size

seemed to be more than thirty toises in diameter, and grew

less in breadth as it rose higher. At a distance it miglit

have been taken for a pyramid of immense height, wludi

the hand of an able sculptor had adorned with garlands

and foliage." One of the mates of tlie Dolphin, with a

party of marines and seamen, penetrated into the interior

of this island ; and having ascended a mountain, wliidi

they supposed to be a mile high, they discovered raoun

tains before them so much higher, that, with respect to

them, they seemed to be in a valley. Towards the sea, the

view was enchanting, the sides of the hills we.e beauti-

fully clothed with wood, villages were pvery where inter-

spersed, and the intermediate valleys afforded a still more

beautiful prospect; for there the houses stood tliicker, and

the verdure was more luxuriant. Mr. Forster, with otliej

gentlemen, ascended to the summit of one of the highest

mountains in this island, whence they had a prospect of

the Island of Huaheine, and some others, lying at the

distance of forty leagues. The view of the fertile plain

below them, and of a river making innumerable meanders,
j

was delightful in the highest degree. The vegetation of
j

the upper part of the mountains was luxuriant, and the

woods consisted of many unknown trees and plants.

The rivers are both mimerous and large. Issuing from

the bowels, or flowing from the tops of the raountaips,

they arc augmented in their course by the descending rains,

and swell into such mighty torrents, that the rocks m
sometimes removed by their violence, and the stouteil

trees torn up by the roots. But, at other times, tiiese ri.
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vcri glide in siiigiilur beoiity from their Uhy sources,

mesndering through tho A-rtile valleys, amid the verdniit

iccntry of those hixuriniit plains, and, if possible, adding

to llieir fertility and beauty.

Nor are these islands devoid of lakes. Hetwccn the de-

clivities of one of the mountains, in tiie district of Bye-
nrde, is « lake of excellent fresh water, and around its

baiiki. are many dwellings, where the inhabitants enjoy
plenty of every thing, except the bread-fruit, for which
ihev substitute the mountain plantain. This lake issues

fyrtli with a pleasant flow into the valley, and greatly en-

riches the circumjacent scenery.

These islands, for the most part, are encircled with
bays and creeks, and some are favoured witli excellent

harbours, where vessels may safely rest. These render
commerce both practicable and easy ; and the time may
not be very distant, when in these harbours European ar-

tides shall be exchanged for the improved produce of
tiiese highly-favoured islands. '

Bread-fruit, cocoa-nuts, bananas, sweet potatoes, yams,

j

juniper, sugar-cane, the paper-mulberry, and several sorts'

of figs, are natural and almost spontaneous productions.
The mountain sloe-tree, the plantain-tree, the precious
sandal-trec, and many others, also flourish in all their
beautiful verdure. And if these arrive at such perfection
in their present state, what would they not under the fos-
tering hand of cultivation ? Nor can it be doubted, that
the fertile valleys which border the coasts might produce
sugar-cane in equal perfection to any in those places
where it proves such a profitable article. And how plea-
sant to humanity would it be to see these planted, culti-
valed, and manufactured by the natives, rather than by
those poor unhappy partners of human nature, who groan

i under the lash in the West-India Islands

!

The climate of these islands, considering their latitude,
is very temperate,^4o which the elevation of the greater
part of them ma^prpbably contribute.

Tlie seasons are variable; for in some islands the crop
IS lome mouths earlier than in others ; but in all they merit

I

the appellation offavorable. In this the kindness of the
Ruler of the universe is peculiarly obvious; because the

j

untutored state of the human mind in these regions is un-
(jualified to combat the hardships of unfavourable seasons,
or to provide against the direful consequences.
Besides the domesticated animals, which aid in feeding

the inhabitants, the winged tribe is very numerous. Nor
are these confined merely to the tame race, but widely
extended to many wild fowl, which the ingenuity of the

I

inhabitants, even in their uncultivated state, find means to
CQnvprt to substantial use. Hogs, dogs, and poultry, com-
pose their tame animals; and wild ducks, pigeons, parro-

jquet.., doves, woodpeckers, with a vast multitude unknown
jm the nortliern world, compose their wild race. The
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mountain, both sparkle with the bounty of their feathered
nihabitants, and resound with the melody of their songs-
nor IS it easy to describe the sensations of a contemplativj
iMiropenn, when he wanders amid such u profusion of „«-
turul pleasures.

Hut the sea also affords her tribute to the Otahcitean
table. All around the coasts of these different grouper of
islands^ multitudes of fine fish, unknown to Kuropeans
pluy m crowds; so that, when the land withholds lur
stores, the natives have recourse to the sea; and thus iht
year is crowned with plenty, and they pass their day., ii,

luxuriant indolence.

^rts, Manufactures, ^fc] The southern islander*, living
in a warm climate, possessing a luxurious country, anil
surrounded with countless blessings of life, have coiisc-
quently had but few calls of necessity to exert the powers
of ingenuity. The first of these, however, xvcrc of a me-
chanical nature. Favourable as the climate is, yet there
was not wanting some necessity to erect a dwelling, that
might prove a better shelter from the descending rains and
the blowing tempest, than either the shady tree or the
dark excavated rock. Hence the southern genius began
to display its strength in the mechanical art of building.

Fertile as the soil is, and numerous as the spontaneoi^s
productions are, yet the desire of having a greater quan-
tity of some provisions, or the desire of having them in a
season beyond the usual time of their spontaneous pro-
duction, would induce the ancient islander to invent the
means of cultivating and maturing these favourite plants :

hence originated the rude beginnings of the science of
agnculture. But as these incentives are both few and very
feeble, the progress of that science is singularly slow.
A desire of change of food, or the necessity arising from

the periodical suspension of vegetable production, natu-
rally induced the islander to betake himself to that animal
food which every where surrounded him : hence the in-
vention of the bow and the javelin succeeded to the ruder
sling and stone.

The agreeable variety or the convenient supply from this
quarter induced him to attempt another region, and to in
vent means to lay on the table the fish that swam arounc
him, as he amused himself with imitating that watery race
hence originated both the fishing-boat, the fishing-hook, and
line, together with those lamps and that oil which they
burn during the time of their fishing in the night-season

;

for these islanders have this custom, in common with the
Neapolitans and Maltese: they fish in the night, and re-

pose themselves in the day; and, also, like them, bum
torches of the cocoa-nut, while engaged in it. The insu-
lated situation of this people would likewise, at .i very
early period, suggest the advantage of visiting the inha-
bitants of the neighbouring islands; and these visits would
become more frequent, as avarice and the love of power
4K
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pruiuptud lo niuitiul toiitciuliiigs. Hence originuUtl the

destructive art of wnr : nor is it dif^cult to conceive, that

the more violent putitiuni of the huniun mind, being (intc

embroiled, wonid sudtlcniy force into the field of battle

all the former prcKluction.i of hoiiournble invention. 'I'he

various diiiap|)ointni«nttt in military enlcrpriiie.i would in-

duce to strengthen, eidarge, and polisdi, the canoe, and to

sharpen the javelin and the arrow ; repeated wut cesses
would lead to new atten)pls : the martial productions of
enemies would also soon be emploj-ed against ihemselven
by the opposite power.

By a similar process of the mind would the various
mechanical arts either originate, or advance in improve-
ment

; and their frequent intercourse w ith Kuropeans, as
well us the use of their mechanical instruments, will

greatly tend to accelerate the progress of these arts among
them

J though at present they are all in a very rude state.

Nor are the other arts in great perfection among these
islanders. Dr. Solander and Sir Joseph Banks, who at-

tended Captain Cook, were at a loss to find the existence
of the science of arithmetic among them. They could
not ascertain their method of dividing time. When iJicy

spoke of time, they used the term malama, which sig-

nifies the moon; and they reckon thirteen of these moons,
beginning again when they are expired. This fact, how-
ever, tends to prove, that they have some idea of the solar

year
; but these gentlemen could not discover how they

computed their months, to make thirteen equal to the

year
; as tliey 3aid, that these months consisted of twenty-

nine days, one day in which the moon was invisible being
included. Experience, however, shews, thdt they had a

knowledge of the prevailing weather which was to be ex-
pected, and also the fruits that would appear in different

seasons.

The inhabitants of the Society Isles display but little

ingenuity in the construction of their houses. The com-
mon people lodge in huts scarcely sufficient to shelter them
from the inclemency of the weather. Those of superior
rank dwell in more comfortable habitations. The common
dwellings are of an oblong form, round at both ends, and
the ridge is about eighteen feet long. A house of the
second order is about twelve feet in height, twenty in

breadth, and thirty in length. The houses of ;ti< hipliest

order are m proportion to the taste or wealth of ilieir

)\vners, and some are spacious and considero'l '.^innt.

Their houses resemble European sheds, or thatched
roofs, supported by rafters and posts. The floor is raised
with earlii, gently smoothed, and covered with thick matt-
ing. Some have their houses open all round, but they
are generally enclosed with strong mats, or branches inter-

woven in a dexterous manner. Partitions .nre not isi use,
yet more decency is observed than might be expected from
Uieir general conduct with strangers. Nor can it be denied

['*«T I.

that many of those acta of indelicacy which have tpmi,,h„i
their character, arc chargeable upon the Europeam I|en

,

it has become proverbial among them, that ling||,|,|,J

are ashamed of nothing.
"

But although they hove no partitions, there is an t,,

close*! space for the master and mistress of tin; h.uisp

which is formed with a thick mat, about three feet Lro,d'

bent in a semi-circular form, and placed edge-wajH,
wiili

the ends touching the side of the house. The rest of th,

family sleep upon any part of the floor, the unniarrini mn,
and women sleeping apart from each other. If the famili

in the southern region be large, they have little hula ad.

joiniug their houses, in which their servants sleep,
'ii,,

whole of their houshold furniture consists of some woodea
stools, a few baskets, of different sizes, in which they put

their combs, fish-hooks, u.id ! mis; two or three bowl», i„

which they make tli.:ir kuva, "j^nv. cocoa-nut shells, afew
gourds, and a buiulie o» doth. Some have also a lar»

chest, on which the must r and mistress sleep, ami some

employ a cyiini--hou8e, just snflicient for their length, but

not high vintugh for them to stand erect. They now htm
to experience the advantage of bedsteads, and the (ieniatid

for them greatly increases. Their pillow is a little woden
stool, neatly wrought out of one block ; and those >vho

are unprovided with one, use the stool on which they sit in

their canoes. They usually sit cross-legged on the ground, but

commonly have seats for the accommodation of strangers.

Greater ingenuity is displayed in constructing htirca-

noes, w hieh may be properly deemed the most perfect of

their mechanical productions. The double canoes are ca-

pable of carrying about fifty persons, and sail widi great

rapidity. They aie built of the bread-fruit tree, and the

workmanship is so extremely neat, that they bear the es-

.ernal appearance of one solid piece ; but, upon a closer

inspection, they are found to consist of a great number of

planks, exactly fitting each other, and, by means of a ledge

on the inside, are secured together with cocoa-line. Tlie

single canoes are formed with an out-rigger. Unacquainted

with^the method of warping a plank, they shape their ca-

noes w ith the hand.

Two kinds of canoes are used ; the one called ivahks,

and the other pahies: the former are used for long, and the

latter for short, voyages. These vessels are similar in shape,

but not p mi ilionate, being from sixty to seventy feet in

length, and not more than the thirtieth part in breadth,

Some are employed in going from one island to another,

and others in fishing.

The ivahahas are also used for war. These are the

longest
; and the head and stern are considerably above

the body. When going to sea, they are fastened together,

sine .>y side, at the dratance of a few feet, by strutig

wooden poles, which are laid across them, and joined to

each side. A platform of ten or twelve feet long is raised
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u|wM Ihc forc-poU, oil which dm fighting men »taiiil, whose
miuivo wenpoiii. uie iihiiKs and spears. Tin. i„wtr» are
placed binealh, to supply the phice of the wounded.
The rtshiiig canoes ntH from ten to thirty or forty feet

long. The travelling canoe, have u small house on board,
f„r the bclUr ui iommodalion of those of high«ir rant, who'
uccupv lliem both night and day.

'Hie cmioes tailed paliivH vary in siie, being from sixty

;()
levenly feet long, and sometimes very narrow. 'I'hc

natives employ these for fishing, and sometimes for long
,o)«gts. They are very useful iu landing, and also in
jjultiiig off from the shore in a surf; for, by their great
lengih uiid high stern, they can land dry, when the Kng-
i„h boats can scarcely land at all. In going fr,,,,, one
itiand to anolhrr, these islan<lers are sometimes u month,
aiid sometimes fourteen or twenty days ; and, if they could'
larr) sufficient provisions with them, they would stay much

I A.
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lunger.

The method of constructing these canoes is singulnrly
curious. The principal parts are separately formed, with-
out either saw, plane, chissel, or any iron tool. These
parts being prepared, the keels are fixed upon the blocks
and the planks are supported with props, till they are'
joined together with strong plaited strings, which are pas-
sed several times through holes, bored with a chi.s.sel or
bunc, such as they commonly use ; and, when fini.shcd, they
are sufficiently tight without caulking. These boats are
preserved with great care, in a kind of shed prepared for
llie purpose.

The only tools used in the construction of their canoes
are hatchets, of a smooth black stone, augers made of
sharks' teeth, and rasps composed of the rough skin of a
(ish fastened on flat pieces of wood. The same tools are
employed for all other kinds of work, and, except a chis-
el made ot the bone of a man's arm, and shells which
serve them for knives, they have no other instruments.
Their cordage is composed of the fibres of the cocoa-

""thusk, which, though not ten inches long, they plait
about the thickness of a quill, to whatever length may be
"quired, and roll it up into balls; and, by twisting these
i-'gelher, form their ropes of a considerable size. Their
"sh'ug lines are not inferior to those of Europe, either
'or ^irength or smootliues.. Their small hooks arc of
pearl-shell; but the large ones are only covered with it on
ibe back, and the points are generally of tortoise-shell. With
itie .arge ones they catch albicores and bonettoes, bv put-
ting them to a bamboo-rod, about twelve feet long, with a
Imeof the same length. They have also a number of small
snnes, some of which are of the most delicate texture.

ilie general employment of the woin.^n 1. not fat;~.,:„„
ami IS usnally performed in the house. The makhig of

I

olh IS entirely entrusted to their care; and this article is
"'e chief manufacture of Otaheite. The bark of the mul-

I berry, the breud-frmt, and a tree which bears loroe re-
semblance to the West-Indmn wild fig-tree, are employed
for this purpose. IVoin the first of ihc.c i. manufactured
the finest cloth, which i» seldom won. but by those of high
r"iik. The second sort is made from the bread-fruit tree:
the third of that tree which resembles the wild fig: and it
w a smgului fact that the last of these, though coarsest
« scarcer tlin.i the other two, because manufactured ia'
smaller qiiantiiies.

T'he mode of manufacturing these difTerent sorts of cloth
i» the same. The bark of the tree is stripped ofj', and
soaked m water for two or three days; then the inner bark
'» separated from the external coat by scraping it with a
shell; after which it is spread out upon plantuiu-leave..
placing two or three layers over one another, care beinc
taken to make it of an equal thickness in every part. In
this state It IS allowed to re.n..in until almost dry, when it
adher. s so strongly, ,hat it is taken from the ground with-
out breaking. This process being i.nished, it is laid on a
smooth board, and beaten with an instrument made for that
purpose of tiie compact heavy wood called ttoa. TJiis
instrument is about fourteen inches long, and seven in cir-
cumference, of a (,uadrangular shape; and each of the
four sides is marked with longitudinal grooves, o/ furrow,,
differing in this particular, that there i« a regular grmlation
"I Uie width and depth of ihe grooves on each of the sides
the coarser side not containing more than ten of these fur-
rows, and the finest side above fifty.

The progress of this manufacture is also gradual They
begin with that side of the mallet where the grooves are
deepest and widest, and proceed regularly, finishing with
that which has the greatest number. Bv this operation
the cloth IS extended, in a manner similar to gold formed
into leaves by the hammer: it is also marked with smoU
channels, icsembhng those which arc visible on paper but
rather deeper. They generally beat this very thin;' but
wheiHhey wish to make a little thicker, they unite two
or three pieces together, with a kind of glue prepared
from a root called rea.

This cloth is capable of being rendered very white by
. caching, and may also be died red, yellow, brow n, or
black. The first of these colours is exceedingly beautiful,
and equal, if not superior, to any in Europe. The red is
formed from a mixture of the jmces of two vegetables,
neither of which separately used produces the same efTact.

Tins people also excel the Europeans iu manufacturing
various kinds of matting. During the rainy season, they
wear the finest kind of it, and they use the coarse kind
to sleep on. They excel also in basket or wicker-work,
^vliieli both men and women frequently make of difteient
patterns.

Hiey make ropes and lines, of all sizes, of the bark
of a tree, and their nets for fishing are wrought of
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these lines; of tlie fibres of the cocoa-nut tbey make
thread, with which they fasten tlieir canoes : the sizes of
these are various, according to tlieir respective uses. Their
fishing-lines are made of a kind of nettle that grows in

the mountains, and are sufficiently strong for taking very
large fish ; in which art the inhabitants of this part of tiie

globe display great ingenuity.

In these islands the sphere of agriculture is very con-
tracted, yet, according to its extent, it is in tolerable per-
fection. In those parts where spontaneous productions
afford food for the inhabitants, agricultural exertions are
very feeble ; but, where the inhabitants live upon culti-

vated roots and nursed fruits, they are more vigorous. In
the management of yams and plantains, considerable in-
genuity is displayed: small holes are first dug for their re-
ception; and they afterwards root up the surrounding grass.
When they plant their vegetables, they observe such

exactness, that in all directions the rows present themselves
to the eye complete and regular. The bread-fruit and
the cocoa-nut are dispersed without any order, and when
arrived at a certain height, require no farther cultivation.

Similar is their culture of another large tree, producing a
roundish compressed nut, called eeefee, and of a smaller
one bearing an oval nut, with two or three triangular ker-
nels. There is another plant, called kappe, which is re-
gularly planted, and in large plots. The mawhaha, the
yams, and the jeejee, are usually interspersed among
other roots; the sugar-cane is planted in small si)ots, and
closely crowded. It often grows spontaneously, of a
size equal to any in the Indies ; and, if cultivated, it

would probably grow both longer and richer: but the
natives make little use of it, unless to chew while they
are travelling. So negligent are they, indeed, of this va-
luable plant, that, when it grows tall, they set it on fire

to clear the land. The mulberry, of which the cloth is

made, has a large space allowed for its growth, and is

kept verv dean. The paudahis is commonly planted in
rows, close together, at the sides of the fields. The cab-
bage-treo grows in the mountains, but to no great perfec-
tion, and the natives seldom use it.

In many parts they have also laid out their grounds with
some small degree of elegance; for the divisions are very
regular, und the fences strjng and well placed. Many of
the plantations, also, arc more beautiful and better ar-
ranged than could have been expected from the rude state
of the inhabitants.

Religio,,, Government, ^x.J The religious system of
the Society Isles abounds with mysterious singularities, of
which few persons, except the pries^ts, can be supposed
to have a competent knowledge. The idea of one supreme
Deity seems to be universally iield by the people, although
tliey believe in a plurality of deities, each of which is

supposed to be invested with ample powers

GEOGRAPHY. [p^nt t.

The prevalence ot '>oth good and evil in the
material

world lias induced the Otalieiteans to believe in the exi

ence of evil as well as good deitiet, and they deem it ad
visable to offer sacrifices to both. The good deities

supposed to delight in conferring happiness, and the evil

ones in performing injr'-ies. Hut, at the same time, the.

believe, that the good, as well as the bad, deities
inflici

punishments, and are the source of many misfortunes

Different islands, and different districts of the jam
island, have their respective gods, and, as may

nattirallv

be supposed, each of them esteem their own as tlie most
eminent. Relying on the protection, support, and favow
of their gods, they deem it no impiety to change one „r

more of these, if they happen to fail in the disrharoc
of

their duty. An instance of this nature occurred in fiara.

boo, where two divinities were dismis.sed, and Ora the

god of Bolabola, adopted. The victories of that people

occasioned this change, and they were also victorious after

the adoption of the new god.

Many of their notions of the supreme Deity are singn.

larly extravagant. Instead of considering the inferior .-ods

as dependant upon him, they suppose, that he is dependant

upon them. Nay, to such a height of extravagance is this

carried, that they suppose these have power to eat him

whilst they grant that he is possessed of power to re-create

himself. Few ideas can equal this in absurdity and self.

contradiction.

Ill a large building, called Tonrooa, the departed soulj

are said to assemble, for the purpose of recreating theni-

selves, and there the deity is supposed to enquire whether

or not they intend to destroy him ; and, if they express

such a resolution, the same remains unalterable. It is

supposed that this action is known not only to the spirits

themselves, but also to the inhabitants of this lower regioi;.

The universal opinion among mankind, that all hilnian

knowledge is derived from some great superior sonrce,

may have given rise to this extravagant notion. Convinced

that all excellence conies from the deity, it apjears to

them the surest method to attain it by consuming him al-

together
; and the knowlege which these lesser goris re-

ceive from the greater is dispersed among their votarios.

We are also informed, that when the moon is in its

wane, they are imagined to be devouring the deity; and

hi proportion to its increase they suppose that he is renew-

ing himself. If these men worshipped the iiiooii, this

extravagant notion might be accounted for; but, as this

IS not the case, the task is more difficult. It is probable,

however, that, in some former period, the " queen of

heaven" might be numbered among their deities; aiii)

from hence may have oiiginatcd this unaccouiilable idti,

It is also added, that both the superior and inferior gods

are exposed to this sad fate of occasional devouring.

This deluded people show the utmost veneration fcr
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(lieir deities. 'Their prayers, which arc usually delivered

,:, a chaunting tone, are frequently offered ; and they are
particiilariy fervent in expressions of gratitude: many
modern Ciiristians may blush, when they are informed, that

they will not begin a meal without first setting a po'ition

apar* for the deity, to whom they suppose such marks of
respect are always acceptable. The consequence of this

opinion is, that the places destined to receive the offerincrs

are stored with fruits and animals of all kinds. Nor are
human victims spared in the prodigality of superstitious

gratitude. To avert misfortunes, und to obtain blessin.rs

is the professed design of these offerings and sacrifices!

Tlie idea is not entertained that the deity must be con-
stantly conferring favo-'-s i4)on them ; for they are less

affected with this than they are with the attempts of some
malevolent being to injure them.

Temporal blessings are supposed to be the result of the

careful performance of religious duties. The powerful
influence of the divine spirit, they imagine, is universally

difli^used throughout all nature. Convinced of this, it is

not matter of surprise that many absurd notions obtain
concerning his operations. Sudden deaths or unfortunate
accidents are supposed to be effected under the innne-
(liate influence of some divinity. Nay, to such a degree
is this carried, that if a man hurt his toe by striking it

against a stone, the cause is instantly attributed to a god.
These islanders join in the general opinion respecting

the imniortahty of the soul; and also believe that it is

immaterial. The soul they imagine to be eaten by the de-
it)',and peculiarly acceptable to him; hence human sacri-
fices are accordingly offered up, that he may enjoy his fa-
vourite banquet. Believing in the immaterial nature of
the soul, they suppose that during the pangs of death it

keeps fluttering about the lips, and that at death it ascends
t» the upper regions, continues in that state for some time,
then takes its flight to a certain place appointed for the
reception of the souls of mortals, and enjoys there a kind
of eternal night.

But tliey suppose nhat other places are also prepared
for tlie reception or departed spirits. Thus they imagine,
lliat those who are drowned in the sea continue there, and
enjoy a delightful country, splendid habitations, and every
thing else which can contribute to their felicity. To such
a pitch, indeed, do they carry their ideas of immortality,
that, in their system, animals, trees, fruits, and stones,
are endowed with immorta? souls; and at death, or upon
consumption, or on being broken, they ascend to the deity,
and pass into their destined mansion.

'-upposmg that the souls both of good and bad men are
consumed by the deity, they e.xpect no permanent punish-
ment for crimes committed on the earth. The consuming
of souls by the deity they deem a necessary purification
previous to entering into the purer region. Their reli-
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gious system, in consequence of this idea, teaches, that a
refraining from carnal indulgence for a certain period be-
fore death; exempts from that consuming purification, and
qualifies for an immediate entrance into the mansions of
bliss.

It is scarcely needful to add, that the sublime concep-
tions of happiness unfolded by the Christian religion are
unknown in the religious system of these islanders. The
beneficial nature of immortality they suppose chiefly con-
sists in an exemption from annihilation, and the enjoyment
of those very passions which agitate the human breast,-
even m this world. They have imbibed this sentiment td
such a degree, as to suppose that the souls of enemies,
nieelmg i„ the next world, will revenge the injuries received'
in this, and that many severe battles will ensue: these
conflicts they own cannot be destructive, since the soul is
invulnerable; but to such a height of folly has the human
nund advanced in that untaught state, tliat they believe in
the reality of such intellectual battles.

Similar ideas are entertained concerning man and wife
meeting in a future state of existence; for it is firmly be-
lieved, that if the husband die lirst, the soul of the wife
will instantly recognize that of her husband upon her ar-
rival m the land of spirits. In a large and spacious build-
ing, where the gods assemble, they renew their former
acquaintance

;
and upon this the husband conducts her to

Ins own habitation, where they renew their former con-
nection, and are blessed with a numerous offspring of ini-
mortal c*'''''''fin.

The belief in .he existence of evil spirits also obtains.
Superstition and foolish dread are the same in every coun-
try. The ignorant and superstitious in Europe are startled
at the apprehension of ghosts or the solemn scenery of a
church-yard; so, in these islands, the inhabitants are af-
frighted in approaching a burial-ground during night.
The ignorant and superstitious also place implicit con-

fidence in dreams, as supposing them to be immediate
communications from the deity. They sometimes imagine,
that in these the spirits of their departed friends revisit
them, and communicate intelligence concerning things to
come. Thus one of them pretended, that the soul of his
father informed him, that the English would land in a few
days. He failed, however, in his prophetic attempt, for
they did not arrive at the time predicted.

Among these people, however, the same as among
every other nation where ignorance and superstition reigns,
dreams are held in great veneration. Their priests and
priestesses are considered as endowed with the spirit of
prophecy, and universally credited, and the same holds
true with respect to dreamers. It is very seldom, there-
fore, that any important undertaking is entered upon with-
out the concurrence either of dreams or of divine inspira-
tion.

4L
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The influence of the moon and the planets on the

events of human life, is supposed to be very great ; and
these islanders make it a point to regulate all their public

councils by the appearance of the moon. By its differ-

ent positions, when rising, they confidently determine that

fine of conduct which they ought to pursue. For instance,

if, on the first appearance of the moon after its change,

it lie horizontally, they deem it proper to engage in war,

and are confident of success ; but, if the contrary, they

are dissuaded from it with equal confidence.

There are some obscure traditions existing among them

with respect to the creation of the world, which are ex-

tremely curious. " Some goddess," say they, " had a

lump of earth, suspended in a cord, and giving it a swing

round, scat'ered about several pieces of land, which formed

Otaheite and the adjacent islands." These, they supposed,

were peopled by one of each sex, who originally dwelt

at Otaheite. This, however, only respects their own cre-

ation, because they admit of an universal creation, pre-

vious to their formation.

Their remotest traditions extend to two, called Tatuo-

ma and Tapippa, who are esteemed male and female

rocks, and supposed to support the material globe.

" These," say they, " begat Totorro, who was killed, and

divided into different parcels of land. Afterwards Olaia

and Oroo were produced, who being married, their first-

born was land; then they begat a race of g6ds. Otaia

being slain, Oroo married her son Temorrha, who, being

of the race of the gods, occasioned the creation of more

land for the animals to dwell on, and every kind of food

necessary for their sustenance. This ancient wife ex-

tended her authority so far over her husband as to com-

mand him to create a sky, which was to be supported

by a race of men called TeeJ'eerei.

" The spots," say they, " upon the moon, are the

groves of a certain tree, which once grew at Otaheite,

and, being accidentally destroyed, some doves carried its

seeds thither, where they were planted, and flourish in

continual verdure and fruitfulness."

Among a variety of religious and historical legend? pre-

valent among these people, there is a particular one re-

specting the eating of human flesh. On this they narrate,

that a long time ago there lived at Otaheite two men, who

were called Taheeai, a name given to eaters of human flesh.

These inhabited the mountains, whence they issued forth,

and murdered the natives, whom they afterwards devoured,

thereby preventing the population of the islands. Two
brothers, determined to deliver the country from such

enemies, formed and executed a plot, which proved suc-

cessful. These two magnanimous heroes lived farther up

the country upon higher ground than the Taheeai, and,

therefore, were so situated, that they could converse with

them without hazarding their own safety. Living upon '

[part I.

these friendly terms, they one day invited the Taheeai
partake of an cntertaiinneut, to which they readily r

sented, expecting to add liie two brothers to the other
visions. In this, however, they were greatly disappointel
for tiie brothers heated some stones in tlic fire, thrust th

'

into pieces of bread, called rnahee, and requested one f

the Taheeai to open his mouth, when one of these njc

was instantly dropped into it; and some water being pour d
into his nioulh, it made such a hissing noise in quenchino
the stone, that it killed hun. The other Taheeai was J
treated to do the same, but declined, perceiving tlie effe

which it had upon his companion. The brothers ho
ever, prevailed in persuading him, that the food was ex"
cellent, that these effects were only temporary, and tbai

his companion would soou recover. Hereupon the «
dulous Taheeai swallowed the morsel, and so perished

while the government of the island was conferred upon
the victorious brethren; and their fallen enemies «ere

buried amidst universal acclamations. Tradition farther

adds concerning these Taheeai, that they resided at Uha-

paeenoo, where there still remains a bread-fruit tree, Mhich

\yas once their property ; and that they had a woman, who
lived with them, possessed of two teeth of enormous' size

but she did not, like the men, feed upon human flesh!

After the death of these two men, she lived at Otaheite

and, upon her death, she was numbered with the gods,
j

Upon this singular narration the writer of Cook's Voy-

ages remarks, " It does not appear, that there is any

moral couched under this story, any more than undtrniost

of the old fables, which have been received as truths in

ignorant ages. However, it was not injudiciously intro-

duced, as serving to express the detestation entertained

here against cannibals : and yet it appears probable, from

some circumstances, that the natives of these isles for.

merly fed upon human flesh. Omai, one of the natives

being asked a few questions on this subject, resolutely de-

nied it, though, at the same time, he related a fact within

his own knowledge, which almost tended to establish sucii

a conjecture.

Thus far we have followed the accounts given by Cap-

tain Cook and former navigators respecting the religion of

the southern islanders ; but, as it appears advisable to

throw every possible light on a subject of so interestin^a

nature, we shall now lay before our readers an abridged

view of the account given by the writer of the missionary

voyage to Otaheite.

The information concerning this matter may be arranged

uudtr llie following divisions :—that which respects their

religious doctrines, that which respects their traditions,

and tliat which respects their religious duties.

Among the religious opinions maintained by the South-

ern islanders, the following are particularly worthy of no-

tice :

—
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The deities of the South Seas are very numerous. Each
family liiis a guardian spirit, to uhoni tliey pay divine ho-

uours. The name <.f tlieir great god is Eatooa. There

jte three deities, which are held supreme ; and, what is

peculiarly singular, these three are known by personal ap-

pellations, which have ;i strong resemblance to the three

persons in the Godhead revealed in holy writ— The Fa-

ther—God in the Son—and the Bird, the Spirit. The
Mork of a geographer is not to wander in the field of con-

jecture, or many things might be advanced concerning this

/esembiaiice.

to tliese supreme deities they offer prayers and suppli-

cations only in times of great calamity. In their estima-

tion tiiey are so dignified, that they suppose it deroga-

tory to attend to any matter of less importance than the

illnes!! of a chief, the calming of a boisterous storm, the

preventing invasion, or averting the calamities of war.

Among unenlightened people, the principles of hope and

fear strongly operate, as well as among every barbarous

tribe. Indeed, it is an incontrovertible fact, that in the

rude state of the human mind, pain and dread are more
poHerfiil motives to religious veneration and homage than

either gratitude or love. The house of the supreme dcitv

of Otaheite is at Oparre, where the chief resides. Thie
connection between religion and civil government has uni-

versally prevailed.

It is wortiiy of observation, that, in their daily adora-

tions, more respect is paid to the inferior than to the su-

perior gods. Each family pays their devout acknowledg-
ments to their domestic guardian, supposed to be one of
their departed friends, who, in consequence of his supe-
rior excellence, has been elevated to the rank of a god.
They also believe in the existence of a malignant deity,

who delights in injuring man, and is envious of his iiap-

piness. From the influence of this deity they believe that

their domestic deity can defend them ; and, therefore, they
daily make their supplications to him. They are also
tirnily persuaded, that this deity can both inflict and re-

move personal and domestic afliiction.

They believe in the immortality of the soul and the ex-
istence of a future state. In that state, however, they ad-
mit of no punishments ; but suppose, that men enjoy a
kind of rank and dignity, in proportion as they have acted
towarduhe deities, when in this world. The departed
souls of iheir ancestors they imagine to be raised to the
dignity of gods; and to them they oft"er their confi(!(?nt
prayers in the day of calamity. Such are their ideas of
reinmierative justice, that they look upon every unfortu-
»:"e -ifcident as the consequence of Sonit- criminal offence.
Actuated by this |)rinci|)lo, they send their peace-offering
10 the person oflended, and by every conciliating measure
seek reconciliation. The fear of death and veneration for
their priests have also approached to high eminence. I'er-

suaded of the virtue of the prayers of the priests, when
they are aflhcted with sickness, they send for them, and
will cheerfully give them any thing they ask to supplicate
the go<l in their behalf. Nature in this, as well as in every
other climate, shrinks from death, and grasps at life. But,
when all hope of life is gone, they will composedly take
leave ot their friends, recommending them to the guardian
spirit, and entreating them to be more obedient and du-
tiful than they have been.

When the spirit departg from the body, they have an
Idea of its being devoured by the Eatooa bird, which fre-
quents their burying-grounds and places of public wor-
ship. Departed souls, they imagine, are employed by
the deity to attend other human beings, and to inflict pu-
nishments, or remove sickness, as merit or circumstances
niay require.

These deluded mortals suppose, that the manner in
which the evil demon injures them is by entering into
them, singled along with their food, and so producing
madness or some other disease; but they are, at the same
time, fully confident, that their tutelar saint can pi event or
remove these diseases; and they rejoice in the belief that
their dread adversary can only exercise his power on this

earth.

The stars are deemed the children of the sun and moon,
and they suppose that they are begotten at the time of
the eclipse of the moon. By the external appearance of
the heavenly luminaries, they pretend to predict the ap-
proach of war, sickness, or other calamities.

The inhabitants of Otaheite have a tradition, that once
the great gods, in their anger, broke in pieces the whole
world; and that all the islands are but small parts of the
great land, and that their island is the chief.

i\nother tradition is narrated from the high-priest, who
is deemed the oracle of tradition in that country, as men-
tioned in the Missionary Voyage. " In the beginning,"
say they, " Tatie took Tiiroa, and begat Jv^e, fresh water;
Jtye, the sea; Jwa, the water-spout; Matai, the wind;
Jri/e, the sky; and Po, the night; then Mahammai, the
sun, in the shape of a man, begat Oeroa Tabooa; when
he w as born, all his brethren and sisters turned to earth

;

only a daughter was left, by name Tozaioo; she became the
wife of Oeroa Tabooa, by whom she conceived thirteen

children, who are the thirteen months, viz. Papeeree, Ou-
1100)10, Oaroromooa, Paroromoree, Moreeha, Ikaiha,
Taoa, Hooroiorerci, Hooreeama, Teayre, Tetai, ffaeaho,
and Weaha.

"Tau'iioo, now returned to earth; and Oeroa Tabooa
embraced a rock, called Poppo/iarra Harreliu, w liich con-
ceived a son, Teloobooamatuhatoo, after which the rock
returned to its original state, and the fathers of the montlis

died and went to dust. The son he left embraced tJie sand
of the sea, which conceived a son, of the name of Tee, and
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a danghtei, culled Oheera ; then lie also died uiid returned
to the earth : Tee took Oheera to wife, who produced a
daughter, Oheera. lieeiie Mooiioa, the mother, died, and
the father survived : iu her illness she entreated her hus-
band to cure her, and she wOuId lio the same for him,
when he fell sick, and thus they might live for ever; but
the husband refused, and preferred her daughter, whom,
on her decease, he took for his wife. The daughter bore
him three sons and three daughters : the sons, Ora, Vaiioo,
and Tiftory; thedmghtcrsjienaloomorroora, Henaroo, and
Nooayfl. The father and mother dying, the brothers said,

Let us take our sisters for wives, and become many. So
njen began to multiply upon the earth."

Such is the account given ia the Voyage of the Duff';
and it will readily occur, that there are several obscure al-

lusions to some parts of the Mosaic history.

We khall add another tradition from the same author.
"Tliey entertain," says he, " a high idea of the power
of spirits. In the beautiful and romantic view of Taloo
Harbour, the remarkable peaked mountain is said to
be but a part of the original one. Some spirits from
Ulietea had broken off the other half, and were trans-
porting it down the bay, in order to carry it away with '

them; but, being overtaken by the break of day, they
were obliged to drop it near the mouth of the harbour,
where it now sUnds conspicuous as a rock; for, like tlie

elves and fairies of our ancestors, these spirits are sup-
posed to walk and work by night."

The practice of moral duties in Otaheite has arrived at
small perfection. Relative duties are, in numerous in-
stances, grossly neglected, and mournful cruelty is exer-
cised towards tlieir infant offspring, in the destruction of
many of them; while those whom they think proper to
spare are indulged beyond what the good of society re-
quires. It will readily be admitted that, devoid of revela-
tion, proper morality is not to be expected : but, among
some people destitute of revelation, this approaches nearer
to pure morality than among others; and the morality of
the south islands is very deficient. It is, however, but
domg them justice to add, that, in respect of thoir wor-
ship, tliey reproach many who are called Christians. To
use the words of the author of the Missionary Voyage—
" You see no instances of an Otaheitean drawing near the
Eatooa with carelessness and inattention; he is all devo-
tion; he approaches the place of worship with reverential
awe, uncovers «hen he treads on sacred ground, and prays
with a fervour that would do honour to a better profession.
While this is calculated to raise the blush of shame on the
cheek of the formal Christian, it naturally excites our ar-
dent wish tliat these simple partners of cisr nature were
made acquainted with the sublime doctrines and precepts
of the gospel."

Priestly honours and employments are divided among
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two orders of men in the Soutliern Islands.
'ri,e

called the priests of the morai, and the other of the f"
tooa, or Supreme Deity. Tlie latter arc liououicd wijj
divine inspiration and tlic higher functions, and the forme'
perform the less dignified offices of religion. Tiicse off'
ciatc in all the prayers and oblations performed at ili

morai, and their prayers are uttered in a low <haiin(ii,'

tone, which was formerly deemed a sacred language; bi!
this mistake is now retlified, and it is fully umLstood
that the obscurity originates from the mode of aiticulaiiu„

As the sacerdotal and medical functions are here united

the priests have full employment; and, on all the more
remarkable occurrences of domestic life, at birtiis, deaths
festivals, and on all occasions of sickness, they are ainply

rewarded. Taking advantage of the credulity «f i\Jf
countrymen, they affect very extensive powers, and con-

sequently render themselves the objects of dread and ve-

neiation. To promote conception, or occasion abortidn

to inflict diseases, or remove them at pleasure, to render

food ptrnicious, and sometimes actually to occasion death

arc some of the powers which the Otaheitean priests ap.

propriate to themselves. Nor is this baneful power ev«
called in question by their deluded votaries. It is, how-

fiver, acknowledged, that this power does not extend to

Europeans; because the priests are ignorant of the names

of their gods and their grandfathers.

The following example of conjuration was shown to

some of the English missionaries, when on a visit to IV
marre :

—

A man presented himself in an old blue coat, turned

up with red, his head encircled with numerous feathers

so as entirely to conceal his countenance. Thus arrajed,

the conjuror ran up to the missionaries, making a squeak-

ing noise, and addressing them in a jargon quite unintel-

ligible, at ti.e same time acting in such a ridiculous man-

ner, that he appeared to be delirious. The Englishmen

not appearing at all frightened, the natives told tliem it

was the Etooa ete, or the little god, which had killed Jt-

veral of their countrymen. A dog, however, belonging ic

the missionaries, fell upon the priest, and obliged liim to

fiy. He returned in a short time with a large club, threat-

ening destruction to all around, and directing his vengeance

particularly against the dog. In the midst of tlie affrav,

one of the missionaries seized his arm, and, lifting up the

veil from his face, discovered a well-known character, who

had been obliged to leave Matavai for theft.

This person seems to have been one of those called Ta-

howra Etooa, who affect inspiration. Of these, some prfr

tend to belong to a particular deity, others to many: such

as Cioini iicquaiutancc w ith the three superior elooas are the

most consequential, and procure high reverence from the

part they presume to act ; indeed, they do it with so much

cunning and address, ihaV the Swedes, who were found
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Oil the island, ns well as llic manners vviio preteiled them,
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really bcliovfd tlie appeiirances sujjtrimtuial, uiid lliiu the

devil QCtuttlly was the agent. When lliey are called upon

10 coiiNiilt llii^ deity, they assume an odd fantastic dress,

nirichcd with red and hiack feathers; to which they say

ihe Etooa is so partial, that, on their approach to him thus,

he descends to the earth at their call, in one of the sacred

birds which frequent the morals, and feed on the sacrifices.

As soon as the bird liglrts on the marai, the Ktooa (juits

the bird, and enters the priest. He instantly begins to

jtretch and yawn, and rub his arms, legs, thighs, and
body, which begins to be inllated, as if the skin of the
abdomen would burst; his eyes are thrown into various

eoiitortions, sometimes staring wide, then half closed, then
sinking into stupor; while, at other times, the whole frame
it agitated, and appears to have undergone some surpris-

ing change. The speech now becomes low, the voice
squeaking and interrupted; then, on a sudden, raised to an
astonishing degree. He now speaks intelligibly, though
affecting not to know whart he says, nor the persons of
those around him; but his words arc regarded an oracular,
iiid whatever he asks for the deity, or himself, is never re-
fused, if it can possibly be procured. Of this the actor
affects to have no consciousness; but his colleague and
assistant takes care to minute the claims of the deity, and
receives them from the person on whose account he' was
so condescending as to appear.

When the deity quits the inspired Tahowra, he does it

with such convulsions and violence as leaves him motion-
less, and quite exhausted. This departure of the god is

also so dexterously managed, as to happen at the time the
sacred bird leaves the morai. On recovering his reason
the conjurer utters a loud shriek, and seems to awake from'
a profound sleep, as if unconscious of all that has hap-

;

pened.

The priests, who officiate for the lower orders, act in a
similarmanner, only varying according to circun.stances
and abilities. Women also arrive at sacerdotal honours
and officiate for the benefit of their own sex. To such a
height kas superstition arrived, that it is thought quite im-
possible for a child to come into the world without their
assistance. The opulent have generally several priests and
priestesses attending them when sick; and he who is
deemed sufficiently fortunate to perform the cure is amply
remunerated for his trouble.

The manner in which the priest approaches the house
of tlic afflicted ought also to be mentioned. He provides
himself with a young plantain, which he carries in his
hand; and,' previous to his entering the house, he offers
"P a prayer, fixes a leaf of the plantain in the thatch.
and throws the remainder upon the roof.
The sacrifices and oblations of the South Sea islanders

are both numerous and liberal. Before they partake of
»0' VOL, 1.

any feast, a certain portion is invariably devoted to the
god, and every part of the produce of the country is

offered in sacrifice to appease the offended deities. Human
victims are also offered upon extraordinary occasions, such
as the inauguration of a young king, the dangerous sick-
n«ss of a chief, the declaration of war, or any other emer-
gency.

The hiunan victim is selected in the following man-
ner :—A priest having announced the necessity of a human
sacrifice, the chief and his counsellors assemble to delibe-
rate upon the unfortunate victims. These are, in general,
p(Tsons guilty of great crimes, or strangers, who, having
been offenders in their own islands, have fled thither from
public punishment. The determination of the council is

kcj)t a profound secret; but, at midnight, the victim is

dragged from his place of repose, and generally dispatched
.with one blow of a stone on the nape of his neck, to
prevent any blemish in his body; for, according to their
sacrificial law, a bone of him must not be broken, nor the
corpse mangled. And if a man has been disfigured by
any accident, he is unclean for ever, and cannot be offered
m sacrifice. The mode of conducting a human sacrifice
has been already described.

If the chief and his counsellors declare that they can
find none in their district deserving death, or if they should
refuse to provide a himan sacrifice, in either case, they
may substitute a hog in his place. They also suppose, that
It greatly lessens the criminality and horror of the deed, that
none but notorious criminals can be taken. But it may
easily be conceived what a liberty is given to partiality,

private enmity, and revenge.

The sacred ground around the morai affords a safe
sanctuary to crimiii.ils of every description. Apprehen-
sive of any danger of being selected for victims, thev flee

thither, and are perfectly safe. The habitations of the
European missionaries are also deemed sacred, and afford
protection to the guilty.

The form of government in th« island of Otaheite is mo
narchical, and hereditary in one family; Temarre reigned,
although a child, when Captain Wallis visited the island,

and the queen his mother acted as regent. The king, her
husband, quarrelled with her about the saving of his life,

and, according to the custom," of the country, retired to
a private station, upon his sou being bom and declared
king.

The manner of investing a young sovereign with the
regal power is peculiarly interesting. On such an occa-
sion the people assemble at the great morai ; where the
red sash of royalty, composed of net-work, and bordered
with red and yellow 1-eathers, is deposited. The public
orator approaches, and, in a long speech, narrates the he-
reditary right to royal authority, and then invests with the
regal cincture. If the chief of a ueighboiiring island
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•hould be siibihied, or reduced under his power, he first

pays homage to the young king, who is carried upon men's
shoulders, and surrounded by all his chieftains. The ho-
mage of a neighbouring chief is accompanied with a sa-
crifice of human victims, conducted from his own domi-
nions in a canoe: From each of these the officiating priest
cuts out one eye, and presents it to the young king, upon
the leaf of a plnntain-tree. During the time of his pre-
senting this offering, he makes a long harangue, and the
bodies of the victims are afterwards interred in the moral.
The same ceremonies are performed by the chiefs of the
diflferent districts.

The king receives this present with his month open, as
if devouring the human eye. Convinced that superiority
of rank requires superiority of mental powers, they sup-
pose that by this the king acquires additional wisdom;
because the head is reputed the most socred part of the
body, and the eye the most sacred part of the head. Im-
pressed with these superstitious notions, they imagine, that
the eye is a proper representation of the wisdom of the
people being transferred to the monarch.
The religious system of the country tenches, that the tu-

telar deity presides upon such a solemn occasion, for the
express purpose of accepting the sacfifice ; and, by the
communication of the vital principle, strengthens and in-
vigorates the mind of the youug prince. The royal sash
IS afterwards deposited in the mwai, along with the dif-
ferent canoes which brought the victims from different

• districts.

This solemn imd horrid ceremony being ended, the king
nnd his nobles repair to a feast provided with all that the
country can afford. On such occasions they both eat and
drink pletitifully, and, in some instances, the public re-
joicings are extended to the length of two months.
The king and queen are always attended by a numerous

tram of domestics and favourites, who are deemed sacred,
live widiout famUies, and attend only on the royal pair

:

and It is a remarkable fact that the domestics of the king
are frequently selected from among the baser sort.

The usual mode of carrybg the king and queen is upon
men's shoulders, and it is customary for them to lean upon
the heads of their carriers. Their persons being deemed
sacred, every person in their presence must uncover to the
waist; and from this even the father and mother of the
royal pair are not exempted. Every spot on which they
tread becomes their own property ; they^ therefore, only
alight upon tiieir own ground, and walk but very seldom.
The king is absolute; yet, nevertheless, he lives in habits
of great familiarity with his subjects.

A variety of ranks obtains among these islanders. The
first rank is called Earee Rahie, which signifies a, king, or
supreme governor; tlie second is that of Earee, answering
to the title of baron; the third, that ofManna hoonies, cor-
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responding to that of vassal ; and the fourth, that of iIk
Toutou, including the lower orders of the people.
The first of these are held in the highest veneration h

all ranks of men, to a degree approaching adoration,
tl,'

second arc lords of one or more districts, which they d"^
vide by lot among their vassals, who cultivate the ponjo'
they hold under them, and all the vassals are so firmly a"
tached, that the cause of their lord bacomcs theirs and
they are ready to arm iu his defence; nay, in genera], thj
cause of one becomes the cause of all his district. But
although these vassals hold their lands of the baron

,ll

tlie servile work is perfonned by the lower orders of so.

ciety.

Both the king and barons are succeeded iu their
titles

and honours by their children ; and, what is very singular
they succeed to these dignities upon their birth, but ilieir

estates remaiii iu the possession of their parents, h the
time of war, each district furnishes a certain numbtr of
fighting men; and these are all subject to the direction of
the sovereign.

It may !.c naturally lupposed, that they have no written
code of laws

;
but the crimes which call for public inter.

ference are few in number. Nothing similar to inonej ij

used as the general medium of commerce; neither can any
permanent advantage be obtained by fraud or violence
But it is proper to add, that, in their uncultivated state,

the want of distributive justice is not so severely felt as Jn

more civilized countries.

During the minority of Uie king, his father acts as t^
gent, and has the distribution of justice vested in his

hands. Many of the barons exercise regal power in their

own districts, although subject to the crown. The younger
brothers of the king are ne,xt in dignity, and they have a

competency assigned them suitable to their rank.
The owners of small estates have a power of Itjin* i

prohibition upon them ; and tliis power, though sometimes
abused, is frequently employed to salutary purposes. The
principal objects of prohibition are hogs and other provi.

sions. In some seasons, when fish is scarce upon the reef

belonging to a particular person, he lays a prohibition

upon his portion, by erecting at the extremities thereof

two branches of a tree, with a white cloth suspended on

them. This being done, no person ventures to fish within

the prohibited boundaries; but, upon the restraint being

taken off, an offering of a hog or a fish is made ; the piiw

becomes free, and great rejoicings ensue.

When these prohibitions are removed from a whole dis-

trict, the chief makes a public entertainment, similar to

an European fair, and every person ennies home some-

thing, to shew that he has been there. Numerous pre-

sents are distnbutc-n on these uccasions, but it is seidom

that any whole article falls to the riiare of an individual;

for they are all rent in pieces, and fce who obtains lh«
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largest piece is esteemed the best man. Ue *lio first

catches a liog, carries him off; and if seyeral rticmbers of
n family carry off a canoe, it beCuimit their property.

The arlicles intended for distribution and for sport are

,11 brought into one large spot, and the seryants of the

cliief keep hold of the hogs, goats, and fowls, until the

lime appointed for the sport of letting them loose, to be
raiight by those of greatest strength and agility.

Ill the siiile of rank, birth liolds a particular eminence.

A rhief always retains his dignity; and although he should
lose his command, be expelled from his distiict, or have
Ills honours transferred to his child, still he continues
nobk and resj^ccted. But the road to eminence is open
odIt to the lower ranks in the improved state of society

;

110 mental endowments, therefore, nor any acquisitions
whatever, can raise a man above the rank of a gentleman,
in these uncultivated regions* It is alleviating, however, to'

add, that even the meanest ar« subjected to ao slavish de-
pendance.

Tlie lowest class in society resemble European cot-
lagers; and their principal employments are to cultivate
Iheiand, to build houses, to make cloth, and aid in any
laborious employment; but their service is voluntary.
They may change their chief at pleasure, and repair to
another district, but still they remain in a servile state.

Custom appears to operate more than the fear of pu-
nishment in support of authority. For even the chief
admits ail to be his companions ; and such freedoms are
used, that, in respect of external appearance, he can
scarcely be distinguished. The king himself often con-
verses uith the meanest of his subjects, and condescends
to visit them. His retinue receive no wages, and they may
leave his service Pt pleasure; some, however, remain in
his family during life.

' Experience proves, that, in the more simple state of
men, the selfish and more sordid passions are not so pre-
dominant. It is, therefore, an undeniable fact, that, in the
uncultivated parts of Europe, generosity and friendship
leign M ith more universal sway than in the more refined

!

circles; and human nature, displaying her usual efforts
appears all friendly and generous in the islands of the
South Seas. There the inhabitants are profuse in their

i

presents, and can scarcely refuse any thing that is solicited
!
trom them.

Almost under every government, indiget^ce exposes to
npglect and a certain degree of reproach ; but, among this
people, poverty never renders a man contemptible; and to
be afiiuent, and at the same titne avaricious, clothes a man

hnth universal infamy and disgrace; nay, should any in-
dividual refase to part with his provisions ir. time of
necessity, his neighbours would suddenly rise against
l"m, and destroy all his property. And such is the

htreiigth of generonity, or the force of custom, that they

"A.

W.1I even part with their clothes, rather than be deemed
avaricious.

This disposition in th«s southern mind operates strongly
iu respect of property. Tradition and rand-marks supply.1 ,

.".•' " »""-iimi us supply
the place of written records. Every man knows his own
property, and he who should presume to encroach upon
that of hw neighbour would be considered as the basest
of characters. When a man bequeaths his property to
another upon his death-bed, witnesses prove the legacy
•nd U is held sacred. The property is equally secure Ih
the absence as in the presence of the heir. The land-
marks set by their ancestors speak a language that no man
dare, to resist. The father points out to his sou the land-
marks; and should any dispute arise concerning their de
cay or removal, multitudes are ready to prove the fact
Similar is the case in all disputes, for the matter is referred
to a neutral person; and he who is declared iu thewrone
submits, ntid makes the offended an effering of a plantairj

Customs, Manners, Sfc] The inhabitants of the Soci«5tv
Ules are, in general, of a larger make than the Europeans
Nourished with plenty, and fostered in indolence, theUnman body appears more vigorous and larger. The males
are tall, robust, and well-proportioned; and some of them
arrive at the height of six feet. Unlike the original inha-
bitants of America, they have long beards, which they
wear ,n various forms. Their shoulders are broad, and
their complexion conveys the idea of strength rather than
beauty 7 heir features are so various, that it is very
difficult to fix upon any, general likeness which charac
tenses them. They possess what are deemed good ty**
and teeth, but the lat;..r are not so well set, nor so white
as among the Indian nations. Few of them, howeve-
have that unpleasant thickness of lips so common to th»
natives of other islands. The initiatory rite of the Ut
brews IS generally practised among them, from a motive a
cleanliness, and they upbraid those who do not adopt th»
custom. Contrary to the fashion of other countries, the
men wear their hair long, and the women cut theirs
short.

The women are less distinguished from the men by
their features, than by their general form, which is desti
tute of the strong firmness of the latter. Though the
features of some of them be very delicate, and a true in
dex of their sex, yet the rule is not so general as in most
other countries. Their shape is usually well proportioned,
and some of them are perfect models of a beautiful
figure; but the extraordinary smallness and delicacy of
their fingers forms the most striking distinction of tha
Otaheiteau females.

The women of the higher class are above the size o<
English ladies; but those of the inferior rank are below
the common standard, and some are uncommonly short
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The obvious causes of this diversity ore the circumstances
ill which the latter are placed. The imturul complexion
is a line clear olive colour, and lh« skin delicately smooth
and soft. Their faces are, in general, handsome, and
their eyes full of vivacity. Their teeth are remarkably
white ami regular, their hair usually black, and their breath,
in general, is perfectly sweet.

Their dress, like their persons, is widely different from
that of Europeans. During the dry weather they wear
cloth, and in the rainy season matting; but no shape is

preserved in the pieces, nor are they sewed together.

The women of superior rank wear three or four pieces
one, of a considerable length, they wrap several times
around the waist, and allow it to fall down to the middle
of the leg. Two or three other short pieces, with a hole
cut in each, are placed in one another; and their heads
coming through the holes, the long ends are suspended
before and behind, both sides being open; by which means
they have the free use of their arms. A piece of cloth,

of the manufacture of the country, is frequently tied round
tl>e head, in the manner of a turban ; and the women pUit
human hair, in a very curious manner, into long strings,

which, being folded into branches, are sometimes bound by
way of ornament upon their foreheads.

The men dress in a similar manner, diitenng only m
this particular, that one part of the garment, instead of
falling below the knees, is brought between the legs. This
dress is worn by all ranks, the only distinction consisting
in its quality. At noon, both sexes appear almost naked,
wearing only a piece of cloth round the middle of their
bodies. They shade their faces with a kind of bonnets,
constructed of cocoa-nut leaves, which they dexterously
weave in a few minutes. Both men and women wear ear-
rings on one side, made of shells, stones, berries, and
small pearls; the European beads, however, upon their
arrival, soon supplanted these. Boys and girls go quite
naked, the former to the age of five, and the latter to that
of seven or eight. The children soon acquire strength to
walk, and are not long in learning to swim.

> II the inhabitants have a singular custom of staining
their bodies, by indenting the flesh wfth a small instru-
ment, made of bone, cut into short teeth; and the inden-
tures are afterwards filled with a dark blue mixture, pre-
pared of an oily nut and water. This operation, which is
usually undergone about the age of twelve, is extended to
difterent parts of the body, and Uie consequent pain is

endured with singular resolution, because these marks are
deemed peculiarly honourable.

This country is stored with plenty for the food and com-
fort of man. Both animal and vegetable food loads the
tables of the natives. The vegetable chiefly consists of

[part I.

soil is not only qualified to produce the vegetables
of

England, but also to rear them in great perfection, il,/,

is reason to hope that the kitchen-garden will 8(ion
in

crease in its productions.

The animal-food of the natives is very plentiful. Ho
are there in abundance, and their number is greBilv t
creasing. The fowls common to this country load ih

table, and oven dogs arc highly relished. Hogs, fu^i,

and turtle, seem, however, to be considered as dainiiej

and are chiefly found on the tables of persons in the higher

ranks of life.

Their cookery consists chiefly in baking, the mode of

vyhich deserves particular notice. When the bread-fruit
i,

ripe, they make a large oven, and the chief summons
i||

his dependents to bring g certain quantity of bread-fruit

against an appointed day, to his house. They are next

sent to the hills, and every man brings a burden of wood
they then dig a hole, eight or nine feet deep, paving iii,,

the bottom, and building it round with large pebbles •

tkij

done, they fill the hole with wood, and set it on fire, and

when it is burnt, and the stones thoroughly cortiuncd

they spread the embers on the bottom of the pit with lon^

poles, and strew leaves at the bottom. Then liie oven u
thatched as quickly as possible with grass and leaves, and

the earth which was dug out cast over the whole. After

some days, it is fit for use, and, making an opening, tjiev

take it out as it is wauted : tliey use little else during iW

time it lasts.

The delight they have in this food has induced them to

contrive means to preserve it, so that it may be used

cold
: this is done by making it into balls, and rolling it up

in plantain-leaves. To such a perfection have they already

arrived in this, that they will preserve it for several weeks,

Their drink is generally confined to water, or the mill

of cocoa-nut. There is a kind of juice, however, called

the kava, of which their chiefs and more opulent people

drink ; and the natives have sometimes been known lo

drink English liquors, until they have been inebriated; but,

upon feeling its effects, they have carefully avoided repeat-

ing the same a second time.

The inhabitants of these islands begin their meals hIiIi

the ceremony of washing the mouth, and some of liiem

with an act of devotion: after this, they eat a handful of

bread-fruit and fish, dipped in salt-water alternately, until

the whole is consumed; they also take a sip of salt-water

between every morsel. This dish is succeeded, among the

chiefs, by a second course of plantains or apples, whict

are always peeled. After this, a soft fluid of paste is

prepared from the bread-fruit, which they drink out of

cocoa-nut shells, and this concludes their ineal. Having

thus refreshed themselves, iliey again wash their hands ami,
.

- --; '•^•7 "'--"J •--"=»^=> :>i tni;s rc.resnea tneniseives, iiiey agam wash their h;
plantains, cocoa-nuts, bread-fruit, yams, and some others, their mouths. Mr. Banks says, these people eat an asto-
llmt have been introduced by Europeans. And as the

| nishing quantity of food at a meal, for lie saw onaof them
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devour three fish, of tlie size of a small cnrp; four bren(U
fruit., ..^ large as ii common nifjon; thirteen pliuilains, se-

ven indies long, iind about half us large round ; to all whicli
be xlded a quart of paste, l,y way of ,|,ink. Ft is singu-
Ur, however, that they are capal)le of emkn-ing hunger to

a ^real degree; and, notwithslamliug their voraciouft .lispo-
silioii, they will voluntarily siiff.r want, rather than not
alToid plenty to a stranger. This fact aft'orris an in.lis-

pulable proof of the hospitality of their dispositions.
Although fond of society, they are quite averse to any

conversation durnig the lime of meals: and, indeed, they
are so rigid in the observance of this, that even brothers
jid sitters have separate baskets of provision, and gene-
rallv sit at the distance of some yards, with their hicks to
each other, when they eat, and do not exchange a single
«ord during the whole time. The middle-aged, xvlio oc-
cupy the superior ranks of life, usually go to sleep after
dinner; but tliose who are more advanced in life seldom
or never take that indulgence.

The horrible custom of human sacrifices is one of those
uncommon facts, for the belief of which the mind requires
the 5tr.mge,st evidence; therefore we shall accurately fol-
low the narration given by Captain Cook, who, in order
to obtain the strongest certainty, was present at one of the
melancholy solemnities.

Having obtained leave of the king of the island, he set
forward, with two other gentlemen, in a canoe, in which
«a» placed a half-starved dog, and two or three red feathers
tied np in a tuft. A priest also went along with them, who
was to assist in the solemnities. On their arrival at the
moral, or burying-ground, the sailors were ordered to re-
main in the boat, and the captain and his companions were
requested to uncover their heads. Several men and some
boys went along with them, but no women were present.
They found four priests with their assistants waitin..

and on their arrival the ceremonies commenced, m
dea body was in a small canoe that lay on the beach, front-
mg the moral. Two priests, with several of their attend-
a ts .at by the canoe, and the rest at the moral. The king
of .he island, with Captain Cook and his companion,
opped at the distance of tbi«.y paces from the priests
ndthc crowd of spectators were placed at a greater dis-

pproached with a young plantain branch, and laid it he-
re te k,ng, and another approached, bearing a smtll

'" t of red feathers, twisted on some fibres of the cocoa-'^, with which he touched one of his majestvW t,
d fterwards retired with it to his companions Oneof the priests at the mnmi no-- ».«-.„ .. i

« of .be ,«,..,„^ b,^ j„i^„_ |,^„j .^ 1^.;
.

I A.
.'/.'a

two bundles, in which wer.- the royal ensigns, and the nrk
of the deity The p.ayer being ended, the priests at the
moral, and their assistants, went ofl; carrying the two bun-
•lies, and placed themselves by the two priests who were
"pon the beach. Here prayers were renewed, and the
young pluntain-trces were taken off the dead body 'J'he
..aenh, e was then wrapped up in cocoa-leaves and small
•'ranches, taken out of the canoe, and laid upon the bench.
1 he priests surrounded the victim, some sitting, others
standing, and one or more of them repenting sentences for
about ten minutes. The body was next stripped of the
leaves an.l branches, and placed parallel with the sea-shore
1 hen one of the priests, standing at the feet of the victim
utlere,! n long prayer, in which he mn occasion-ally mined
>y others each of whom held a tuft of red feathers in his
band. During the progress of this part of the service
some hairs were pulled off the head of the intended sa-
cnhce, and the left eye taken out: these were wrappe.l „„
ni a green leaf, and presented to the king; but, instead of
touching them, he gave the bearer a tuft of red feathers.
which, together with the hair and the eye, were taken to
the priests. Not long after, the king sent another tuft of
feathers, in the course of the last ceremony, and on a king's-
fishersmaktnganoise, he turned to the captain, saying,
'That IS the Eatooa," or deity; and seemed to consid";
this as a favoura.ble omen.
The body was next carried a little way, and laid undet

a tree, near which were fixed three thin pieces of w^ood
nePtly carved. Some bundles of cloth were then placed'
on a part of the moral, and the tuft of red feathers laid ai
"le feet of the sacrifice, round which the priests stood.
1 he chief pnest spoke for about a quarter of an hour, with
different tones and gestures, appearing sometimes to ex-
postulate with the dead, at other times asking him questions,
and then making various demands. He then prayed about
halt an hour in a whining tone, in which he was joined
by two other persons; and one of them, during the course
of the prayer, plucked some hairs from the head of the
sacrifice, and placed them upon one of the bundles"; then
the high-priest prayed alone, holding in his hand the tuft
of f«.theis he received from the king. Having finished,
he gave them to another priest, who prayed in like manner,
and then all the lufts of feathers were placed upon the
bundles of cloth, ^^^,ich terminated tht ceremony at this
place.

The victim was next conducted to the most conspicuous
part of the morai, with the feathers and the two bundles of
cloth, the drums in the meantime beating slowly. The
bundles and the feathers v^-ere then laid against a pile of
stones, and the sacrifice at the foot of them^ while the
priests again encircled the body and r^cwed their prayers,
and their assistants dug a hole in the earth about two feet
deep into which they threw the victim, and covered it

4 N
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Mith earth and ttonea. While they were Hepoiiting the
body ill tli« grave, a boy iiqueaked aloud; upon wliic h the
taptnin wu.., ii,f„rni..<|, that it was Eatooa, or the g,„|.
1 h.-ii a liie was kindled, nn.l a half-sturvrd dog produced,
kdlcd l.y the twi.ting of itx neck, the hair ringed ort', the
entrniU taken out, thrown into the fire, and led to be con-
iunied; but the kiihieys, luail, and liver, wore baked on
heated .toms. The victim, having been nibbed widi the
hlood of the animal, mo«, with the liver, heart, and kidneys,
laid down before the priestH, who were .eated around the'
frtave, praying. They continued for lon.e time uttering
tjaculations over the dog, while two men at intervals
beat very hard nj)on two drums, and n boy screamed in a
loud shrill voice three times : this was intended to invite

.
the katooa to feast on the banquet they had prepared for
hiin.

When the priests had finished their prayer, the body of
Uic dog, with the heart, liver, and kidneys, were placed
on a scaffold, about six feet high, on which lay the remains
of two other dogs and of two pigs, that had been lately
ottered. The priests and their attendants uttering a loud
shout, the ceremony concluded for that day.

Early next morning, the captain and his companions
were conducted to the morai, where the priests and a great
multitude of people were assembled. The two bundles
of cloth were in the place they occupied the former night
the two drums were in the front of the moral, and the
priest stationed beyond them. The king placed himself
between the drums, and desired Captain Cook to .ta«d
by him.

The ceremony recommenced with bnnging a young plan-
tam-tree, and laying it at the king's feet. The priests then
prayed, holding in their hands several tuft, of red feathers,
wid a plume of ostrich-feathers. The prayer being ended,
the priests placed themselves between the Englishmen and
the moral

;
and one began to pray, and continued about half

an iiour. During this prayer, the red feathers were put
one by one upon the ark of the Eatooa. Then four pigs
were produced, one of which was instantly sacrificed, and
the^other three were taken to a neighbouring sty.

'^'- inaro, with which the Otaheiteans invest their

GEOGIIAPHY.

The

kings, was now taken out of a cloth, and spread on the
ground before the priests. It was a girdle of about fifteen
teet Jong and one foot and a quarter broad, and appears
to be put on m the same way as those islanders wrap the
piece of cloth round their middle. The ornaments of
this royal robe were yellow and red feathers, ranged in
two rows, in square compartments, so as to produce a
very pleasing effect. They had originally been fixed upon
a piece of cloth, manufactured in the island, and after-
wards sewed to fho im..«.- ^„a «f .u- _-„ j . . • . ^
tain WaJIis left flying on the shore upon his first arrival at
Matavai The priest pronounced a long prayer, relative

['AUT I.

to this part of the ceremony • and the bmlge „f f^ ,

was iigiiiii folded up and put into (he cloth.
' ''

The other bundle was next o|i«ned
; but the Rn-I l

gentlemen were not permitted („ approach suffi.icilyj,'
lo examine its mysterious cont.-nts. 'I'he inlelligniice ot
tuinrd iTKpecting it was, that it contained tlie Hi.i.m,^

"

a representation of him. This sacred repoMitory
n^'J'

rcscnil.les the ark of the God of Israel: its fig,„e
j, J'

culnr, niid one end considerably thicker than (he oihf

"^'^

The pig which had been slain was now cltaiued
aii.|

the entrails (aken out. It happened to have many of
ij'

convulsive motions which fiequendy appear in an «nira|
when killed, and this was considered as a very fuvourabl'
omen by the spectators. Having been exposed for some
time, the entrails were laid down before the Driest.

oJ whom closely inspected them, and for tl.i, ,,|,fp

genUy turned them with a stick. When suffuicntly „
amined, they were thrown into the fire

; whilst the sacrificed
pig, with the heart, liver, and kidneys, were put upon (he
scaffold, where the dog had been previously deposited ;

,»,{

all the feathers, except the ostrich-plume, being enclosed
in the ark, the whole solemnity closed.

Four canoes lay upon the beach, opposite to themorai
all the time of the solemnity, which were intended to carry
the things belonging to the Eatooa : and on t;)e fore m
of each was fixed a small platform, covered with palm-
leaves, jtied in mysterious knots.

'I'he unhappy victim on these occasions is unapprised
of his fate, and suddenly slain unawares. Some great chiel

fixes upon.the victim, and sends one of his trusty servant!

to slay the person. The presence of the king is also need-
ful on such an awful solemnity; it is called the "king',

-prayer ;" and the place where such sacrifices are performed
IS usually the burying-place of the Otaheitean monarchj,

Tins horrid practice of offering human sacrifices can

upon no principles whatever cease to be detestable; but

if possible, it is rendered still more abominable by th(

levity and indifference attending it. Instead of the mind
being impressed with solemn reverential awe, the mul-
titude remained unconcerned spectators; and even the

priests, when not direct!j(Jemployed, displayed the most
shocking insensibility. They conversed familiarly toge-

ther, and the only decorum observed was, to defend the

consecrated spot from the populace and the English

strangers.

It is proper, however, to mention, tnat they are open

and candid in answering any questions which are put to

them concerning their religious system. Being asked, what

was the design of this inhuman institution ? they replied,

that It was an ancient custom, and highly pleasing to their

god, who came and feasted upon the sacrifice, in conse-

quence of which he answered their prayers. When it was

objected, that he did not certainly feed on these, as he
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WW not leen Jo do lo, nor were the bodies of (he coiihe-

tnited animoli iceii consumed, an<l (hat (he interring pre-

vfnlfil hit feeding upon (hi- huniiin siuiificc, -(hey replied,

llial lie came in the night invisibly, nnd fed only on (he

jniil or iMim«(eriul pnr(, which, (hey say, remiiins Mbou(
llie piarc of sucritico un(il (he carcose is (otnlly WBs(ed by
jiuliefaclion.

It
» highly prolmhic, that hnmon sacrifices prevail in

all or most of the South Sea island.-., however separated

,|i,y may he
;
and although it appears that not more than

out of these are devoted at once, yet they occur so fre-

,|,ifntly, that (hey cer(ainly make great havock of (he hu-
man race; for Cap(ain Cook counted no less than forty-

uinc likiills of former vic(inis lying before the morai, and
iKHieof them had suffered any considerable decay.
But that of human sacrifices is not (he only horrid cus-

torn prevailing in (he southern isles. For, besides cu(ting
out the jaw-bones of (heir enemies slain in ba((Ie, and car-
rying Ihtm abou( as trophies of their victory, they in some
nieaiiiire sacrifice the whole of their bodies to the god of
the country. Whenever (hey have gained a vic(ory in bat-
tie, they collect all (he dead; and bringing diem (o the
morai, (hey dig a large hole, nnd, wi(h great form and ce-
lernony, bury them as so many offerings to (heir divini(ies

If any of (heir own chiefs fall in ba((le, their bodies
;ire brouglK (o (he morai, where the priests cut out their
bowels before the great altar, and (heir remains are after-
ward, interred, near a great pile of stones. The common
men, who lose their lives in battle, are interred in one
large hole, dug at (he foot of the pile. This is done (he
dav after (he ba((le, amidst a great concourse of people
Kiilimnch pomp and cerem(my, as a thank-offering to the'
Eatooa for their success.

There is another base custom, (hat prevails in a society
composed of a certain class. These having no concern
".the government, or any distinct property, associate for

I A.
887

heir uwn amusement, and (ha( of (he public. They travel
,

rom place to place, and from island to island, not unlike
'lie struiling players in England. These admit of no mar-
nage5, and „a married people can obtain admittance into
'lieiriociety. It is also a rule among them never to be
encum ered with children : and if any of the women hap-
peu to Le pregnant, they must either secretly murder their
««»pring, or endure (he shame of being expelled (he so-
ciey. It appears, however, (hat the circumstances of an

!

'"discriminate connection among these islanders is either
.n^understood or- greatly exaggerated; for those acts of

,

»dne«, which have so generally stained the character of

' r "f P '

"' '"'"'^^ *° ''' "'^"^^^ '« 'he brutal
1

lonclnct of Kuropean ssiilors.

I witttf
^'

'^^v^"
'"^ ^' performed among vhese peop.e

ut any rehg.ous formality, but various cerel.L
[

'"«• If a woman be a virgin, the father and mother

present an offering of a hog or a fowl, and piantaiiMree,
to (heir son-in-hiw, before (hey can (ouch any of his pro-'
visions

;
bu( if (he woman be a widow, or iepara(ed from

li(-r former husband, (his ceremony is dispensed wi(h. The
relations of tin- bride make a present of hogs, cloth, and
other articles, to the new-married pair. So long as (hey
ngree, (hey live ei(hcr on (he husband's or the wife's es(ate;
hiK, if (hey separa(e, each re(ains (heir own proper(y.
When a woman marries, she immedia(ely provides her-

self with a shark's (oo(h, fastened, wi(h (he gum of the
bread-fruit, upon an instrument, which leaves about a
quarter of an inch of the tooth bare, resembling a lancet,
for (he purpose of wounding (ho head. Some have (wo
or (hree (ee(h, and, when struck forcibly, they bring blood
in copious streams

; according to the love li.ey bear the
pnrty, and according to the violence of their grief, th«
strokes are repeated on the head. To such a degree has
this ridiculous practice be*n sometimes carried, that a
fever has ensued, and terminated in lunacy. If any acci-
dent happen to (he husband or his relations, and even if
his child fall down and hu,t itself, the shark's tooth is
immediately seized, and, through the use of this instrument
and (he violence of grief, the blood and tears of the
mourner soon mingle. The child succeeding to (he ho-
nours ot (he family, any insult -Tercd to him is more
deeply felt by the parents than .f done to themselves
And, shoujd the child die, (he house is imme.liately filled
with the relations, wounding (heir heads and making bitter
lamentations.

Grief is a strong and powerful emotion in the mind, and
generally most violent in the uncultivated state of human
nature. Ihus the inhabitants of the southern isles express
their grief by the most violent emotions, and it is from
the custom of bcatin- their faces upon these occasions that
originates the ma, If •,,l,i..h most of them have upon their
cheek-bones. The repeated blows inflicted by them upon
this part, rub off the skin, and cause some blood to flow
out

;
and, when the wound is green, it resembles a hollow

circle made by burning.

On some more calamitous occasions, they cut this part
of the face with an instrument. This, however, is priii-
cipally confined to the chiefs. When any person of qua- -

lity who was related to them dies, they burn their temples;
on the death of a mother, the mark is made upon the left
side; on the death of a father, it is made upon the lio-ht

side; and on the death of the high-priest, the first joint
of the little finger is amputated.

Parents, upon the death of their children, besioes otntr
tokens of grief, cut their hair short upon one oart of thrir
head, leaving the remainder long. This frequently forms
a square patch on the forehead, but is sometimes left in
Its usual state, and all the rest of Uie hair cut off. Some-
times a bunch is left over both ears, at other times over
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one only; and sometimes one half is clipped quite close,
and tlie other left to grow long. These signs of mourn
ing are often prolonged for two or three years.

The muinier of treating their women in child-bearing is

peculiarly pernicious. When a woman brings forth a
chj'd, a kind of hut is raised in the house, witii cloth and
matting

; heated stones are then placed, with sweet herbs
and grass spread over them ; water is afterwards poured
upon them; and the woman is closely shut up in tlio

steam, which rises till she be in a strong perspiration, and
cau endure the heal no longer. Hastening from this va-
pour-bath, she pl'iiigcs in the river ; and having washed
herself, she puts on her clothes, and takes the child to
the moral. This often brhigs on an ague : but such is the
strength of prejudice, that no arguments can persuade
them to abandon a practice so injurious to their health.

A temporary house is erected on tiie sacred ground adjoiu-
uig the moral ; where tho mother and the child remain for

a certain time, and die father usually make,^ an offering of
A young pig or a fowl, with a plantain-tree. The period
of seclusion for a male is two, and for a fenuJe three
vieeks; during which time the motlier touches no food,
but is fed by another: and, should any person inadver-
tently touch the child in this period of seclusion, ho must
undergo the same restrictions, until an offering of a young
pig or fowl be presented, which finishes the ceremony of
separation.

The child is then removed to another temporary house,
in which the father and the mother reside ; but, according
to the prejudices of the country, they may not touch the
child in the same clothes in which they take their victuals.
To remove this prohibition, a second offering nmst be made
by the father and uncles, a third by the mother and aunts,
a fourtl^ before the child returns to the house where the
father and uncles eat, and a fifth on the same account,
for the mother and aunts

If the child happen to .juth any thing previous to the
termuiation of these days of purification, it is deemed sa-
cred; and if any thing touch the child's head before the
offermg of purification, it uuist be instantly deposited in a
consecrated place ; but should it be a branch of a tree, the
tree must be cut down; and if, in its fall, it penetrate Uie
bark of another tree, UuU must also be cut down, because
reckoned unclean.

No small degree or respect is displayed towards a chief
when he travels. When a chief or stranger of superior
rank comes from another island, all those of his own rank
present their peace-offering. ^'Iieie are also large and
spacious houses erected for the reception of strangers; to
one of which tiie noble visitor is coiidiu.ted • the chiefs of
tl^^ district assemble round him, attended by'a priest, who
yffcrs up a long prayer, and having several young pluntain-
trccs, he places a bunch of red feathers on one of these,

['•ART
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and, with a pig or fowl, lays them at the stranger',
f.who takes the feathers, and fixes them in his ear, o, anio

his hair. The inferior priests repeat a similar offiTb?
and a feast is immediately provided with the usual

""'

sents. When one of the higher class visits any placc'T
is sure to find a numerous body of men waiting t»r»/

"

liim; the preparations are sumptuous, and he ma) ^erday have a repetition of feasts, without any
diminution

in respect of plenty or a welcome reception. Tlie fo
of example is also so powerful among the lower order'
that they frequently manifest their hospitality, wiien th.!
can very ill afford it.

The singular custom of exchanging names also obiai,,,

among these islanders. This often produces considerali
embarrassment to strangers, so that the persons with Mhoin
they were formerly acquainted may soon be, unknown

in

them. Tlie names of places and thi.igs continue,
unless

they happen to consist of syllables containing the king's

name; and, should this be the case, they are chaiigci

during his life-time, and upon his death the coniinou name
is resumed.

Another singularity among these islanders is disrespcci

for old age. The writer of the Voyage of the Duff in-

forms us, that a venerable priest, grandfather to the kin.

was scarcely noticed by those who visited Captain Wilson.

And on that occasion one of the aged seamen was Ire-

qucntly the object of their derision. The reverse, how-

ever, appears to be the case at Tongataboo: for there

the younger persons observe a respectful silence in tie

presence of the aged.

It is customary to preserve the bodies of the chiefs, and

even those of their children. This is done by taking out

the viscera, drying the body with a cloth, and aiiuiutingif,

both inu-rnally and externally, with perfumed oil, whicli'

operation is frequently repeated. The agent is coiise-

quently deemed unclean, and may not touch provisions

for the space of a month. The relations of the deceased

perform their part of the funeral-rite, by presenting tlie

corpse with a piece of cloth and some provisions. 'ITiev

indulge their superstition yet farther, by cctiug some of

the more tender and affectionate scenes of life anew be-

fore the corpse. The shark's tooth is frequently eiiiploytd,

and the garments of the dead stained with the Ho\un§

blood. During the continuance of any noxious smell,

they cover the body with garlands of flowers, and anoint h

with sweet-scented oil.

Upon the death of a king or chief, the corpse is car-

ried to every part where he had property, or where liis

particular friends reside ; the funeral-ceremonies are re-

{)eated
; and, after the regular tour, the body rests at the

place of his usual residence. These prescrvid bodies are

kept above ground, and are liable to be taken prisoners in

war. Nay, the person who seizes the body of a chief-

fiHion«; which eviii
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lain has a right to assume his name; consequently, in the

time of war, these are conveyed to the mountains: and it

is customary also to take Captain Cook's picture along
,fith them, because the loss of it would be equally afflict^

mil that of a chief; nay, the conqueror might, accord-

ing to their law of succession, lay claim to flje district

allotted hira.

Our readers may probably be gratified with the narra-

tive of the following ceremony. According to the editor

of Cook's Voyages, Mr. Banks being informed that he
could not be present unless he performed a particular

part, consented thereto, rather than not have his curiosity

giatified. Accordingly, Jie repaired in the evening to the

[

place where the body was deposited, and was there joined
by the relations of the deceased, and afterwards by some
other persons. The principal mourner had a very whim-
sical dress, although not altogether ungraceful.

Mr, Banks was constrained to change his European
dress, and had no other covering than a piece of cloth
bound round his waist. Hi« body, and the bodies of se-
veral olhers, were blacked over with charcoal and water,
aiid among the company were some females.

The funeral-procession then commenced, and the chief
mourner, on approaching the body, uttered some words,
which were judged to be a prayer; and he repeated these
words ai he came up to his own hoaw. They then went
on, by permission, towards the fort. It is usual for the
reit of the natives to shun these processions as much as
poiaible; and, tlierefore, they ran foto the wood imme-
diatdy upon the vkw of the fwieral.

From the fort, the mourners proceeded along the shore,

I

crossed the river, entered the woods, and passed several
Iwuies, from which the inhabitants fled, and not a native

I

was seen during the remainder of the procession. Those
who assisted at the ceremony bathed in the river, and tiwa

I

resttmed tlieir former dress.

The prediJectioB for music is very strong, and tlte
iKode of performi-i^ angular in the southern world. The

I
musicians perform on an instrument somewhat resem-
bling a flute; but the performer blows with his nostril,
in«lead of his mouth, and he is aoccwipanied by others
singing a certain time. The principles of his art are few,m these very imperfect.

There «re aUo a kind of itinerant musicians, who aflPord
eiilertaimnent to their countrymen by a rude concert of
drums aod flutes. The drummers sing to the music ; and

ht fas tiw cause of no small astonishment to the EngUsh
that they were the subject of their song. It is, therefore,

I

obvious, that these songs must have been extempore ef-
jmsioni; which evinces that, in some. the"ower isf r^sd-
hnvenlionis singularly strong, even amongAese untaught
natives. These songs consist of only two lines, and are
trequently sung for eveuiqg amusements between sunset

vol. I.
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and bed-time. During this period, they burn cand'ts
made of an oil-nut, fixing them one above another upon
a small stick that is run through the middle. Some ol
these candles will burn a long time, and afford a very to-
lerable light.

The drums used in musical entertainments are formed
of a circular piece of wood, hollow at one end only, which
18 covered with the skin of a shark, and beaten with the
hand, instead of a stick.

'

These islanders are for the most part dexterous wrest-
lers. In challenging each other to this combat, thev strike
the bend of the left arm, and, if left-handed, they reverse
the stroke. The bended arm receives the hand upon its

cavity, and emits a loud report. The man who accepts
the challenge throws both his arms forward to seize his
antagonist. Sometimes a few engage in these combats, and
sometimes 9 whole district. When the latter happens to
be the case, both men and women wrestle, and the females
are always honoured with wrestling first. The late visitors
of that part of the world inform us, that the queen excelled
m this amusement; and when the women of any district
are victorious, they immediately strike up a dance. The
queen usually determines the number of falls which shall
ascertain the victory, nor do the vanquished manifest the
least dissatisfaction. It is true, indeed, that, in conse-
quence of the warmth of the female temper, the women
usually bear their disappointment worse than the men, and
exhibit stronger signs of anger at being overcome. When
any one throws his antagonist, he walks round the specta-
tors, clapping bis hands, and the vanquished party retires
in silence.

Feasts of wrestling are sometimes peifoimed for public
entertainment. Captain Cook was entertained with one
of these, »pon a visit to a chief. He and his associates
were condwcted to a court-yard, near the house of the
chief, who wa« placed at the upper extremity of the area,
aod several of the princpal men on each wde, who ap!
peared to be the judges of the contest. Ten or twelve
combatant, entered the area; after the usual modes of
challenging, they engaged, and each endeavoured to throw
his antagonist by mere strength. Seizing each other by
the hand, or some other part of the body, artfully grap.
pling until one, either by having a greater hold or pos-
sessing stronger muscular force, threw the other on his
back.

One engagement succeeded another; but, if the com-
batants could not throw each other in the space of a mi-
nute, careful tlwt even these wrestlings should be attended
with no injury, tliey then parted, either by consent or by
the intei vciiiioii of friends. A HtaN, wiMi a large stick, of-
ficiated as master of the ceremonies, and severely beat
those who rashly pressed forward.

During rfjcse athletic sporH, another party of men per-
40 -
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formed a dance. But neillier party took the least notice
of each oilier, their whole attention being only engaged to
please and to conquer Equally careful to avoid injury,
this contest only continued about the space of a minute.
Jn this circunistanc'!, the Otahuitcans exceed both the
Roman and the Eurojiean wrestlers, who continue till the
body is injured, if the life be not taken away.
V The science of defence is greatly cidtivated among
them, a wound in battle conferring no honour, but lather
disgrace. From their earliest years they are practised in this
art. They frequently exercise at quarter-staff, and soon
become expert at defending the head and every other part
of the body.

Tiie sling constitutes one of the boyish sports of Eu-
rope, and those children in improvement manifest a strong
partiality for this amusement. Nor has the want of pro-
per materials for slings prevented the enjoyment of this

pleasure. Invention has enabled them to plait the fibres
of cocoa-nut husk. These slings have a loop for the hand
in one end, in order to keep the sling fast, when they dis-
charge the stone, and a broad place is constructed for the
reception of the stone. In charging the sling, they hold
It round their shoulders, keeping the stone fast with tlieir

left thumb, and, jumping, swing the sling three times
round their heads, holding the left hand grasped on the
wrist of the right; and thus they discharge the stone with

. a force sufficient to enter the bark of a tree at two hun-
dred yards distant, the stone flying at an equal distance
from the ground all the way.

Their bows are constructed of porow, and their arrows
of small bamboos; the bark of the roava affords them
bow-strings

; with these they contend, not at a mark, but
for the greatest distance. The bow is never honoured with
employment in war, but the sling appears in that destruc-
tive science. Since they have learned the use of fire-arms
from the Europeans, they have become excellent marks-
men. It is a singular fact, that, as in more cultivated na-
tions, the sportsman and the hunter have a dress peculiar
to that employment, so these islanders have a dress sacred
to the game, and never worn but on such au occasion:
The javelin succeeds to the sling and bow. It is f.om

eight to fourteen feet long, and pointed with palm-tree
wood, ^rhey hold the javelin in the right hand, and pitch
It over the fore-finger of the left hand, in which position
they will hurl ,t with great exactness against a mark set up
at the distance.of thirty or forty yards. As one district in
the highlands of Scotland was formerly accustomed to
contend against another in playing at the ball, so one dis-
trict of the southern world, in their present rude state,
often contend against each other in throwing the javelin.
Nor are the females exemnted nr Ipob ..n»»r .h-m «i,~ tp-« -- ---- .—Q*-. »ii.;i( ..iv men.
1 he only prize is, that the district in which the game is
plaved afford* aH entertainment. It is proper, however,

['ART I,

to remark, that the .vomeu and the men contend se
rutely

: the women comhat with women, and the men Jl
men.

Swimming is another exercise, of which they are e
treinely fond. Those wlio live in the vicinity of /
sea, <)r upon the brink of a riv«r, universally

inanifesi

'

partiality to swimming, The insulated situation of thej'

men invite to this enii)loyment, which they have
carried

almost to incredible perfection. The children learn
to

swim almost as soon as they learn to walk ; and. ther^f,,,,.

gradually arrive at perfection. Swimming in the surf is

amusement in high repute with both sexes, and the enter.

tainment is estimated in proportion to the largeness and
violence of the surf.

SECTION ni.

THE FRIENDLY ISLES.

This groupe extends chiefly from south-west to nortli.

east, including the Feejce Isles, those called thelsleiof
Navigators, and several detached isles in a more nonherlj
position. The name was imposed by Captain Cook in

testimony of the disposition of the people; but they had

been discovered by Tasman, in 1643, who called the chief

island, now styled by the native term Tongataboo, by tie

name of Amsterdam.

In the Missionary Voyage, 1797, there is an iriterestic

map of this island, which appears to be a plain country"

m an universal and surprising state of cultivation, thewlioie

island consisting of enclosures, with reed fences, about sii

feet high, intersected with innumerable roads. The whole

is such a picture of industry as to form a reproach to iia-

tions who call themselves civilized. The length of Ton.

gataboo is only about sixteen miles, by about eight at its

greatest breadth. On the north side there is a lagoon,

with several isles, constituting a tolerable harbour.

Soil, Climate, and Productions.'] The soil is everywhere

proliflc, and consists of a fine rich mould, upon an ave-

rage about f urteen or fifteen inches deep, free from stones,

except near the beach, where coral rocks appear above the

surface. Beneath this mould is a red loam, four or live

inches thick
; next is a very blue clay, in small quantities;

and in gome places has been found a black earth, wliicli

emits a very fragrant smell, resembling bergamot, but ii

soon evaporates, when exposed \sj the air. The air is

pure and wholesome, much sliarpei in winter than would

be imagined, particularly when the wind is from the south-

ward.

No other domestic animals were seen on this island, h

hogs, dogs, and fowls; the fbrmer of the same sort as «

j

the other isles in this sea : but the latter are far superior,

being as large as any in Europe, and their flesh equallj

(loves, lorieii,
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good, if not better. ]iut few dogs were seen, as tliey

were tx(;ccdius;ly desirous of those wliicli were on board the

ships. liats were in great abundance. Tliey have also a

species of tiie lizard, which they esteem a dainty food.

There are water-snakes, about thirty inches long, but they

are not venomous. Tiie land-birds are pigeons, turtle-

doves, lories, rails, wild ducks, resembling our widgeons,

parrots, parroquels, owls, bald couts, with a blue plu-

mage, a variety of small birds, and large bats in abmi-

(laiice, which the inhabitants say arc very good eating.

The missionaries relate, that the cattle left by Captain

Cook have been destroyed. The horse and mare were
gored by the bull, and put thcni in great terror; to pre-

vent any bad accident, they destroyed him, and also the

cow and three calves, which were all they had produced,
acept one young bull, which was sent to Fejee.

Captain Wilson, in his second visit to this island, left to I

tlie missionaries eight goats, three cats, and an English
dog, of which the islanders arc very fond.

This island abounds with the bread-fruit, cotton-trees,

cofoa-niit-trees, paper-mulberry, the bark of which fur-

iiislies materials for making cloths, plantains, bananas,
sliaddocks, yams, .sweet potatoes, and other roots ; sugar-

cane, nutmegs, which are not so aromatic as those of
Ceylon, and a fruit like a nectarine, called, by the natives

ni^liegea, and, at Otaheite, aheege: there is also a plant
called vacoiut, liie leaves of which serve for making mats.
The pepper-tree is also much esteemed, as from it is pro-
duced their intoxicating liquor, called kava. The inocar-
piisedulis produces a fruit, which the inhabitants eat
braised

:
its flavour is much like that of the chesnut. Mr.

Forster, die naturalist, told Captain Cook, that he not only
found the same plants here that are at Otaheite and the
neighbouring islands, but several others. The produce

\
and cultivation of Tongataboo is the same as at Eooa,
with this difference, that a part only of Eooa is cultivated

i

whereas the whole of Tongataboo is in a high state of
perfection.

Customs, Mamwrs, Ac] The men, in general, are of
the middle slature, though some measured six feet. They
are well proportioned, and, though muscular, they lead
Mich nidolent lives, that they are incapable of making great
etiorts: and when they made trial of strength with the
sailors, they always had the disadvantage. Their features
are various; nor are they characterised by any general
likeness, unless it be a fulness at the point of the nose,
ihe common complexion of the natives is mahogany, or
chesnnt-brown, and black hair. Some are of an olive-
colour; and some of the women are much fairer, which
nmy be the effect of being less exposed to the suu.

^

Ihe women, in general, are not so tall as the men •

>"eir bodies and limbs are well-proportioned; and what
parUcilarly distinguishes them is, the uncommon smnllness

'
^-

331
and delicacy of their fingers, which may be put in -om-
petition with any of the Europeans. Their hair, in gen-
ial, IS black. Different colours were found amongst th*
men, sometimes on the same head, caused by something
they put upon it, which stains it white, red, and blue.
Both sexes wear it short: but two exceptions to Uiis cus-
tom were seen, and most of them combed it upwards
Many of the boys had it cut very close, except a single
lock on the top of the head, and a small qiiantity on each
side. The men cut or shave their beards quite close; which
operation is performed with two shells. They have fine
eyes, and, in general, good teeth, to an advanced age.
The custom of tatooing, or puncturing I'.e skin, prevails:
the men are tatooed from the, middle of the thigh to above
the hips. On the tenderest part of the body are marked
configurated scars, which must be very painful, as well as
dangerous. The chiefs are exempted from this custom

;

the women have it only on their arms and fingers ; and there
but very slightly.

What particularly characterises these people is, that
most of them want the little finger on one, and sometimes
on both hands

;
nor did the difference of age or sex exempt

from this amputation, for the very children were observed
to have suffered that loss. 'J'hcv suppose that the little

finger will be accepted by the deity as a kind of propi-
tiatory sacrifice, sufficiently efficacious to procure their re-
covery. In cutting it off, they make use of a stone hatchet.
There is scarcely one person in ten who is not thus mu-
tilated

;
and they sometimes cut so close, as to incroach

upon that bone of the hand which joins the amputated
finger. It is also common for the lower class of people
to cut off a joint of their little finger, on account of the
sickness of the chiefs to whom they respectively belong.
They had also a round spot on each cheek-bone, which
appeared to have been burned, or blistered. On some it

appeared to have been recently made; on others, it was
covered with scurf, and the mark was slight, but the rea-
son of it was mysterious.

The lobes of the ears are perforated with two holes, in
which they wear cylindrical pieces of ivory, stuck through
both sides of the holes. Some use reeds, filled with a
yellow pigment. This seems to be a fine powder of tur-
ineric, with which the women rub themselves all over, in
the same manner as the European females use rouge upon
their cheeks.

The language of the natives of the Friendly Islands
bears a striking resemblance to those of New Zealand and
the Society Isles. The pronunciation, however, differs,
in many instances, from that of Otaheite and New Zea-
land

;
but a great number of words aie either very little

changed, or exactly the same ; so that the difference is

not greater than what is found betwixt the most northein
and western parts of England. The language, as spoken
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by the Friendty Islanders, is sufficiently copious to express
all their ideas ; and, being tolerably harmonious in com-
mon couversation, is easily adapted to music. They have
terms to signify numbers as far as a hundred thousand,
beyond which they cither would not or could not reckon.

'

With respect to disposition, the natives possess many
excellent qualities ; their bounty and liberality to strangers
M great, and their generosity to each other unequalled.
When they kill n hog, or make any mess for themselves,
they always send part to their friends, who return the fa-
vour as soon as circumstances permit ; this keeps up a
constant friendship among them, which is seldom inter-
rupted by quarrels.

Their honesty to one another seems unimpeachable

;

thougli there is no reason to think that the accounts of
their dishonesty to strangers are at all exaggerated; as,

in this instance, they have an universal and unconquerable
propensity to theft. Upon most occasions, the females
shewed a strong propensity to pilfering, in which they
were full as expert as the Otaheiteans. The murder of
children, and other horrid practices, which prevail among
the Otaheiteans, are unheard of '.ere.

The natives of these island* are much commended for
th«ir deanliness ; they bathe frequently in ponds, which
teem to serve no other purpose. Though the water in
most of them is nauseous, they prefer them to the sea,
imagining that salt-water hurts their skins. When they
bathe in the sea, they commonly have some cocoa-nut
•hells filled with fresh water poured over them, to wash
the salt-water off. The cocoa-nut oil has an admirable
effect on the skin, in rendering it smooth; for which they
hold it in such estimation, that they not only pour a great
quantity of it upon their heads and shonldcrs, but rub the
body over with it.

The dress of men and women is much the same, and
consists of a piece of cloth, or matting, about two yards
wide, and two and a half long, ao as to wrap in great
tbundance round the waist, to which it is confined by a
girdle or cord. In front it is dpuble, and hangs down,
like a petticoat, aa low as the middle of the leg. This is
the general dress; but large pieces of cloth and fine
matting are worn only by those of superior rank. The
inferior class are satasfied with 8U.all pieces, and often
wear nothing but a covering made of leaves of plants, or
a narrow piece of cloth, or matting, like a sasb. This
Jbey pass betww* the thighs, and wrap it round the waist

;

but the use of it is chiefly confined to the men. From
the waist upwards they are generally naked. They have
vano«8 drosses made for the purpose of their grand en-
tertainments; but the form is always the same; and the
nohest are adoMied, more or less, witfc red feathers. Botii
«sse« iKi«i«tinwa screen 4heir faces from the suit with little
BMiaett.

[PAKT I.

The sexes differ as little in their ornaments as ih
•

clothing. Of these tiie most common are necklj

*"^

made of various sweet-scented fiowers, which go unT'
tiie general imme of kabulla; they have also

brjceleu
of bone, shells, and beads of mother-of-pearl,

toitoi
shells, ac. which are worn by both sexes, loose upon ih
breast. The women wear on their fingers rings, nude ]
tortoise-shells, and pieces in their ears, about the size
of a small quill

; but ornaments for the ears are not co

'

nu)nly worn. They have also a curious apron, nwdeTf
the outside fibres of the cocoa-nut shells, and compos d
of a number of small pieces, in such a manner as to Jm
stars, half-moons, little squares, &c. : it is studded with
beads of shells, and covered with red feathers, so u t

have a pleasing effect
' '

They do not discover much taste or ingenuity in build
ing their houses; though the defect is rather in the de
sign than in the execution. Those of the lower people
are pour huts; those of the better are larger and more
comfortable.

' Their houses, properly speaking, are roofs

or sheds, thatched with the leaves of tlie palm-tree, and

supported by posts and rafters, disposed in a tolerably ju.

dicious manner. The floor is a little raised, covered will,

a strong thick matting, and kept very clean. A house of

a middling size is of the following dimensions, viz. aboui

twelve feet in height, twenty in breadth, and thirty in

length. Some of their habitations aie open all round
but the major part of them are inclosed on the weather^

side with strong mats, or with branches of the cocoa-nut

tree, plaited or interwoven with each other. The entrance

of their houses are so low, that a person cannot enter but

by stooping, and supporting himself by his hands. A
thick strong mat, of two or three feet broad, bent into

the form of a semicircle, and set upon its edge, with its

ends touching the side of the house, in shape resembling

the fender of a fire-hearth, encloses a space for the mai-

ler and mistress of the family to sleep in. The latter,

indeed, spends most of her time during the day within it.

The rest of the family sleep upon the Boor, wherever the;

please to lie down, the unmarried men and women apart

from each other. If the family be large, there are small

huts adjoining, to which the servants retire in the night;

so that privacy is as much observed here as can be ex-

pected. Tliey have mats made on purpose for sleeping

OH
; aud the clothes they M'ear in the day serve iia ihfif

covering in the night.

Most of their houses are built in tlie plantations, and

they have areas before them, generally planted round with

trees, or ornamental shrubs, whose fragrancy perfumes

the air.

Their wiiole fiM-niture consists of wooden stools, fthich

seiTe them for pillows ; baskets of different sizes, in which

they put their combs, fish-hooks, aud tools; two or three
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ttoodeii bowls, in which they make kava ; some cocoa-nut
shells, a few :)urds, ami a bundle or Iwo of cloth. Their
thief articles of animal food are hogs, fish, and fowls

;

but the common people frequently eat rats. Their hogs,'

IohIs, aud turtle, are dainties served for people of rank.'

Their food is, in general, dressed by baking; and they

make from diflerent fruits several dishes, which are very

good. 'I'hey sometimes boil their lish in the green Uaves
of the plantain-tree, which serve as a bag to hold both
fish and water: having tied them up, they wrap iheiii again
ill three or four other leaves, and place them upon stones
heated for that purpose : when they are sufJicieutly done,
Ihey not only eat the fish, but drink the liquor or soup,
A dish much in request among the chiefs is called /wti,

and is made in the following manner : They fust pour
cocoii-milk into a wooden bowl, then scrape out the ker-
nel with a shell; gee-root is bruised into the milk, and re-

mains (ill the latter has imbibed a delicious sweetness from
il; (he root is then taken out of the milk, and the kernel
mixed up with it, and this makes a rich dish.

ITiey are not cleanly either in their cooking or manner
of eating. Their usual drink at meals is water, or cocoa-
nut milk, kava being only their morning beverage. The
food that is served up to the chiefs is generally laid upon
plantain-leaves. The king, at his meals, is commonly
attended by three or foui of the natives, one of whom cuts
large pieces of fish, or the joint; another afterwards di-
vides it into mouthfuls ; an« the rest stand by with cocoa-
nuts, or whatever else he wafits. The women are not e.\-
cludedfrom taking their meals with the men; but there
are certain ranks that are not allowed either to cat or drink
together.

Their canoes, in point of neatness and workmanship
exceed every thing of the kind in the South Sea. They
are built of several pieces, sewed together with baiida.re
m so neat a manner, that on the outside it is difficult "to'
see the joints; all the fastenings are on the inside, and
pass through ridges, which are wrought on the edges
and ends of the several boards which compose the vessel
for that purpose. They are, hi general, of two kinds : the
single ones are from twenty to thirty feet long, and about
twenty or twenty-two inches broad in the middle- the
stern terminates in a point, and the head is something like
the point of a wedge. At each end is a kind of deck
for about one-third part of the whole length, and open in
the middle. In some, the middle of tJ.e deck is decorated
«ith a row of white shells, stuck on little pegs, wrought
out of the same piece which composes it. These single
canoes have all out-riggers, and are sometimes navi..ated
«ith sail,, but more generally with paddles, the blad°es of
which are short, and broadest in the middle. The two
vessels which compose the double canoes are each about
sixty or seventy feet long, and four or five broad in the
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middle; each end terminates nearly in a pwnt, so that the
body or hull differs a little in construction from the single
canoe, but it is put together exactly in the same maimer;
the single canoes having a rising i» the middle round the
opeivpart, in the form of a long trough, which is made of
boaxds closely fitted together, and well secured to the body
of the vessel. Two such vessels are fastened to, and parallel
with, each other, about six or seven feet asunder, by slroii-
cross-beams, secured by bandages to the upper part ,;f the
risings above mentioned; over these beams and other8,wliich
are supported by stanchions fixed on the bodies of the ca
noes, IS laid a boarded platform. All the parts which com-
pose the double canoe are made as strong and light as the
nature of the work will admit, and may be immersed in wa-
ter to the very platform, without being in danger of filling
^or IS It possible, under any circumstance, for them To
sink, so long as they hold together. Thus they are mt
only made vessels of burden, but fit for distant navigation-
they are rigged with one mast, with steps upon the plat-
form, and can be raised or taken d<,wn, and are navigated
with a atteeii-sail, or triangle ones, extended by a lon.^
yard, which is a little bent. The sail is made of mats - the
rope they make use of is laid exactly like ours; on the
platform is built a little shed or hut, which screens the
crew from the sun and weather, and serves for other pur-
poses. 1 1:«y also carry a moveable fire-hearth, which is a
square, but shallow, trough of wood, filled with stones,
llie way into the hold of the canoe is from off the plat-
form down into a iort of uncovered hatchway, in which
they bail out the water. Their cordage, in general, is ex-
cellent; and they have also contrived a very good tackle
consisting of a strong rope, with large stones at the end!
by means of which tliey come to an anchor.

Their weapons are clubs, spears, darts, bows, and ar-
rows. The former are of a great variety of shapes, and
many of them so heavy as not to be managed with one
hand but with difficulty. The most common form is quad-
rangular. Tlie far greater part are carved all over, in
many checkered patterns, with great ingenuity, and re-
quire great patience and a long time to work up, as a
sharp stone, sharks' teeUi, or piece of coral, are the only
tools made use of, excepting when they can procure iron
instruments. The whole surface of their plain clubs is
as highly polished as if finished by an European artist
w^th the best instruments. Their spears are sometimes
plain slmrp-pomted sticks, and sometimes barbed. Their
bows and arrows arc of a peculiar constiuction. The
former, which is about six feet long, is about the size of
a little hnger, and, when slack, forms a slid,. r,.,ve- the
convex part is channelled with a single d°eep groovL in
which the bow-string is lodged. Tlie arrow is made of
reed, „ear six feet long, and pointed with hard wood
V\ hen the bow is to be bent, instead of drawing it so ai
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lo iiicn'siitf tlie iiiilunil riiivf, llii'v tliaw il tlu' coiilrmv

way, niako it jxifertiy slraigiit, niitl thin t'omi the ciirvo

un (lie otIuT side.

Tiny have also liows and aiiows intoiiilcd for aimiso-

iiiotit and iihooting binlx, but not for the piirposo of war.

Thi-ir .stools are al)«)ut two fool long, witli four Nlrong logs

and oir( idar fool; tht' whole coni|>oscd of brown or black

wood, neatly pi)lit«lio<l, and sometimes inlaid. They iiko-

w iso inlay handles of (ly-tlaps ; and, with a shark's tooth,

shape bones into (ignres of men, birds, &c. 'J'heir nnniing

lines are as strong and even as our best eortl. The small

hooks consist entirely of poarl-shells; I)Ut the largi- ones

arc only covered with it on the back ; and the points of

both are, in gwieral, of tortoise-shell. With the largo

hooks they catch aH)icorcs and bonnetos, by putting thrm

to a bamboo-end, about twelve feet long, with a line of

the iiann! length. They have also ninnbcrs of small seines,

some of wliich are of the most delicate texture.

Conformable to the powers peculinr to their sex, the

men are assigned the most arduous and laborious employ-

ments. Architecture, boat-building, agriculture, and fish-

ing, are the principal objects of their care. As cultivated

WKils and fruits form their chief subsistence, they iind il

necessary to practise husbandry, which thi>y have brought

by their diligence to some degree of perfection. In plant-

ing yams and plantains, they dig small holes for their re-

ception, and afterwards root up the surrounding grass.

The manufacturers of cloth, who are females, take the

slender stalks or trunks of the mulberry, which they cul-

tivate for that purpose. From these they strip the bark,

and scrape out the outer rind with a muscle-shell. The
bark is then rolled up, to take np the convexity which it

had round the stalk, and macerated in water for some
time. After this it is laid across the trunk of a small

tree, squared, and beaten with a square wooden instru-

irent, about a foot long, full of coarse grooves ou all

sides, but siiinetimes with one that is plain. According

lo the size of the bark, a piece is soon produced ; but

ilic operation is often repeated by another hand, or it is

iVIdcd several times, and beaten longer, which is intended

railier to close than divide its texture. When this is suf-

("u iently effected, it is spread out to dry, the pieces being

ii-iin four to six or more feet in length, and half as broad.

These are given to another person, who joins the pieces,

l>y smearing part of them with the viscous juice of a berry,

c;ill<.d too, which serves as glue. Having been thus length-

ciu'd, they are laid over a large piece of wood, with a kind

of st::nip, made of a fibrous substance, pretty closely in-

lorwoven, placed beneath. They tear a bit of cloth, and

illp it in a juice pressed from the hnk of a tree called

'<(ihk'i, which they rub briskly ujion the piece that is

makiuq;. This at once leaves a dark brown colour, and a

dry g! Hs upon its surface, the st.inip ut the same time

(3i:()(;!{Ai>nv. fiARp
,

nuiking a slight iuqu'cssion, that iswors no otjici puiiioM

than lo nuiko tiie several pieces that are gla^ied tuuctlur

stick a little nutre firmly. In the mean lime, iluy piorctn

joining and staining by degrees, till they prodiirc a nicer

of clolh of such length and breadth as they want, pen,.

rally leaving u border, of a foot broad at the sides, m,,]

longer at the ends, unstained, Throughout the xrliolp
jf

any parts of the original pi( cos are too thin, or liiivc IkiIos

whi«'h is often the i:\nv, liioy glue a spare l)ii upon tlum

till thoy beconu- of an equal ihiokness. When ilieywimt

lo produce a black colour, ihoy mix the soot procurid

from an oily nut, called dodih-c, with the juice of ili,.

kokka, in different (|uanlilieA, according to the propu^ed

depth of the lingo. Souu- say, that llu' bl.ick sdii i,f

cloth, which is couiinoidy inosi gla/od, uuikos a cold

dress, tuit the other a w ai tiier one ; and, lo ol)taiii slrrmMli

in both, they are always careful to j<,in the sMiiiil pieces

lengthwise, which makes il impossible lo tear tim cloili in

any diredion but one. It is extraordinary iliat iIksc

people do not employ in any of their manufactures tlicfim

cotton which grows in such abundi'ucc.

The women frequently onlortaiucd Captain Cook with

songs, which were very agreeable. They aceoiii|)iiu}' tlio

music by snapping their fmgcrs, so as to keep liaie lo it,

Not only their voices, but iheir music, is very iiaiiiio-

nions, and liny have a considerable compass in their iiolcs.

Captain Cook saw but two musical instruments ainoii"

them. One was a large fiute, made of a piece of baaiboo,

which they sound with their noses, as at Otalieitii; but

these have four holes or stops, whereas those of OliJicitc

have only two. The other was composed of leu or eluvin

small roods, of unequal length, bound together side by

side, as the Doric pipe of the ancients is said lo liave

been, and the open 6nds of the reeds, into which tiicj

blow with their mouths, are of equal height, or ia a line.

They have also a drum, which, without any inq)roprielv,

may be compared to a hollow log of wood.

The one Captain Cook saw was five feet six inciies

long, and thirty inches in girth, and had a slit in it from

one end lo the other, about throe inches wide, by means

of which it had been hollowed out. They beat on the

side of this log with two drum-sticks, and produced '

hollow sound, not quite so nuisical : s an empty cask,

About the time Captain Cook was in a condition lo

sail, a cauoe, conducted by four men, came along-side,

widi one of ihose drums, on which one man kept coiili-

nually beating, thinking, no doubt, the music would charm

them. He gave them a piece of cloth and a nail for thf

drum.

The following account of a nuisical entertainment is

given by the French navigators :

—

" Thirteen musicians were seated in the shade of a

bread-fruit tree, which was loaded wilh a prodigious quau-
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Illy of fruit
:
they muf> together in parts. I'our of i, ni

entertainment is

held m their hand a bamboo, from a foot to a foot and a
half M. length, with which they struck the gro.m.l, in order
tobeat time; the l,mge,t of these ban.boo, son.etinuH
serving to n.ake all the division,,. These inslrumenl.s .ave
soinuls «..n.ewhat cnmlar to the tambourine, and there wa.s
tjif following proportion between them; the two middle
,mA bainho<.8 were in nnison; the long.-.st wa« a note
and a hull lower, and the shoi tc.t two note« and a half
higher.

"The nuLsician who sang the oomilei-tenor made hi„,-
sult licaid much above the others, although his voice was
liilhcr hoarse. He aceoinpanied himself at the .same time
In striking with two Jittle sticks on a bamboo, two feel
long, and split longitudinally. Three musicians, placed
before the others, strove also to explain the subject of
then «ong by their gestures, which they had no doubt
,,.ifeclly studied, for they repeated them together, and in
tlic same niamier.

"r.on, time to time they turned towards the king wlu,
was present, making with their arms motions, which were
not altogether devoid of grace; at other times thev in-
c nien llieir heads suddenly against their breast, and shook
them repeatedly.

"At this time, one of the ministers of Toubon ordered
kavatobe prepared, which was presently brought in a
wooden vessel ol an oval shape. The musicians had un-
.loubtedly reserved for this moment some of their finest
l-eces, /or at every pause they made were heard from all
quarters shouts of Ma/i! Mali! These reiterated plau-
liils shewed that the music had produced a ve;y striking
and agreeable imi)rcssi()ii on them."
Theenteitaiinnent ealle.l haivas, given in these islands

from their singularity in point of construction and execu-
..on are highly worthy of attention. Captain Cook and
11 the officers were mv.ted by Marreewagee, the old chief,
cue of these han„s, at Tongataboo. Preparatory to

'1'^ a arge space had been cleared, and before the tem-

area, «he,e the performances were to be exhibited. In the
".orning great multitudes of the natives came in from the
conn ry, every one carrying a pole about six feet long upon

iof St
^''^'^'''^'""^^"^P"'- -ere deposited on each

t of the area, so as to form two large heaps, decorated

dvantage. fhey were the chief's present to the two can-
""^ Cook and Clarke; and it was difficult to detenZ
"'.ether ,e wood for fuel, or the yams for food, were !

!

--puble. Ihe fish might serve to please the sight, but
re offensive to the smell

;
part of them having be' nkep

occasion. Every thing bemg thus prepared, about eleven

I A
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o'ctotk they began to exhibit variuus dances, which Hay
called mai.

,

-^

The music consisted at first of seventy men as a chorus
vvh" sat down, and around them were placed three drums'
Another mstrumcnt is called uaja, and with the chink
turned round towards them, they sit and beat strongly upon
t wuh two cylindrical piece, of hard w<.od, abom a fLt
""g, and as thick as the wrist, by which they produce aoud powertul sound. They vary the strength L rule of

t ••^'r beating at different parts of the dance, ami also change

The first act consisted of four ranks of twenty-four meneach, holding m their hands a thin light wooden instrument
ahove two feet long, and in shape not unlike a small ob-'long paddle, called pogge.
The second act had only two drums, with forty meu for'« '""•.«; «ml the dancers, or rather actors, consisted oftwo ranks, the foremost having seventeen, and the otherhfeen, persons. Fenou was at their head, or in the mid-

die o the front rank. Three drums, which took two, and
sometimes three, men to convey them, were now brought
n., and seventy men sat down as a chorus to the third act
1 his consisted of two ranks of sixteen persons each, withyoung loobou at their head, who was richly ornamented
with a sort of garment covered with red feathers. These
danced, sung, and twirled the pagge as before, but in ge-
neral much c,uicker, and performed so well, that they had
the constant a,,piause of the spectators. A motion thatnut will, parcicular approbation, was one in which they
held the lace aside, as if ashamed, and xU. pagge before
»t. Ihe back rank closed before the front one, and that
again resumed its place, as in the two former dances ; buthen they ,:hanged again, formed a triple row, divided,
retreated to eacn end of the area, and left the greatest part
of the ground clear. M that instant two men entered very
h<.st.ry and exercised the clubs which they use in battle.Ihey dK tins, by first twirling then, in their hands, mak-
ing circular strokes before them with great force and quick-
ness, but so skilfully managed, that, though standing quite
close, they never interfered. They shifted their clubs from
hand to hand with great .lexterity, an,!, after continuing a
"tie (.me, kneeled, and made diflferent motions, tossing
the clubs in the air, which they caught as they fell, and
then went off as hastily as they entered. Their heads were
covered with pieces of white cloth, tied at the crown, al-
">ost Jike a mght-cap, with a wreath of foliage round tl«
fVnehead

;
but they had only very small pieces of white

cl'.th tied about their waist; probably that thev might be
cool, and free from incumbrance. A person, with a
spea,, dressed like the former, then came in, and, in the
same hasty manner, looking about eagerly, as if in search
of some one to throw it at. He then ran hastily to one side
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of the crowd in the front, putting hinnieifin a threatening

attitiifle, aa if he iiieuiit to strike with his spear at one of

thcin, bending tlie knee a httle, nnd trembling as it were

with rage. He continued in this manner only a few se-

conds, when lie moved to the other side, and, having stood

in the same posture there for a short time, retreated from

the ground as rapidly ai when he made his appearance.

The darners, who had divided into parties, repeated sonie-

thing slowly all this while, and now advanced, and joined

again, ending with universal applause. 'I'his dance was

considered us one of their capital performances, some of

the principal people being engaged in it ; for one of the

dnmis was beaten by Futiafailie, the brother of Poulaho,

another by Feenou, and the third by Marreewagec him-

self. The last dance had forty men and two drums as a

chorus. It consisted of sixty men, who had not danced

before, disposed in three rows, having twenty-four in

front. There were not less dian ten or tweUe tliousand

people on the spot, that is, widiin the compass of a quar-

ter of a mile. It was observable, that, though the spec-

tators always approved of the various motions, when well

made, a great share of the pleasure they received seemed

to arise from the sentimental parts, or what the perform-

ers delivered in their speeches. Captain Cook observes,

that neither pen nor pencil can describe the numerous

actions and motions, the singularity of which was not

greater than were the case a; d gracefulness with which

they were performed.

At night the English officers were entertained by the

night-dancers, on a space before Fenou's temporary habi-

tation, lliey lasted about three hours, in which twelve

dances were performed, two of them by women ; in m Inch

a number of men came and formed a circle within theirs.

In another, consisting of twenty-four men, a nund)er of

motions were made by the hands, which our people had

not seen before, and were highly applauded. The music

was also once cliauged in die course of Me night; and in

one of the dances Feiiou appeared at the he.id of Hfty

men, who occasionally purfonned at Hapaee.

As a recompence for the eutertaiiiment •.vliich Marree-

wagec had given to die oflicers, Captain Cook made some

exhibitions according to the Fiiglisli custom, and ordered

ihe party of marines to go through their exercise on the

)pot where the dances had been performed, and in the

evening played otY some lire-works at the same place.

Poulaho, with all the principal chiefs, and a great num-

ber of people of all denominations, were present. The
pktoon-tiiing, which was executed tolerably vwU, seemed

to give them pleasure ; but they were lost in astonishment

when they beheld the water-rockets. They paid but little

attention to the fife and drum, or French horns, that played

during the intervals. The king, Poulaho, sat behind every

one, because no one is allosved to sit behind lum ; and,

[fAlT I.

that his view might not be obstructed, not any one aat iir,.

mediately before him ; but a laue was made by the people

from him down to the space allotted for the Hre-wurks.

, Their athletic exercises, which e exhibited for public

diversion, are boxing and wrcstli; g. Wheu any one j^

inclined to wrestle, he rises from one side of the ring, and

crosses the ground in a sort of measured pace, elanpinn

smartly on the elbow-joint of one arm, which is brut and

produces a hollow sound, that is deemed the challenge. If

an opponent appears, they come together widi marks ul'

the greatest food-nature, generally smiling; ami, lakin,

time to adjust the piece of cloth which is fastened lomul

the waist, they lay hold of ea<-h other by this girdle, widi

a hand on each side, and he who succeeds in drawing
Jiit

antagonist to him, immediately tries to lift him upon Im

breast, and throw him on his back ; and if he is iihietotiiin

him round two or three times in that position, bcfure In

throws him, his dexterity never fails of procuring liiin plan.

dits from the spectators. If they are more equally niatcliMl

they close soon, endeavour to throw each other by eiuwin.

ing the legs, in lifting each other from the ground, in whiih

struggles diey show great exertion of strength.

When one is thrown, he immediately quits the field; but

the victor sits down for a few seconds, then rises, and guts

to the side he came from, and proclaims the victory, in a

sentence delivered slowly, and in a musical cadence; afler

sitting a short space, he rises again, and challenges, when,

sometimes, several antagonists make their appearance; but

he has the privilege of choosing which of them lie pleases

to wrestle with, and likewise the preference of clialleng.

ing again, if he should throw his adversary, until he iiiin-

self is vanquished; when the opposite side sing the song

of victory in favour of their champion. It often happens,

that five or six rise from each side, and challenge togetiier.

in which case it is common to see three or four couple en-

gaged on the field at once. But it is astonishing tu see

what temper they preserve in diis exercise ; for no instances

were observed of their leaving the spot with the least

displeasure in their countenance. When they find they are

so equally matched, as not to be likely to throw each oilier,

they leave ofi' by mutual consent. If tlie fall of one i)

not fair, or if it does not appear clearly who had the ad-

vantage, both sides sing the victory ; and d'.ey engage again.

But no person who has been vanquished can engage v.iili

his conqueror a second time.

The boxers .idvance sideways, changing die sidcatevnv

space, with one arm stretched fully out before, the ollitr

behind, and holding a piece of coral, which they wrap

up firmly within the hand, when they meet an iuitagonibl.

This, It is supposed, they do to prevent a dislocation of

the hand or fingers. Their blows are directed chiefly lo

the head, but sometimes to the sides, and are repe^tcJ

with great activity. They shift sides, and box equa'lv
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well with both hmid*. Hut one of their favourite and
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must dexterous blown is to turn round on their heel, just

a, they have struck their nntagonist, and to give him an-

other very smart one with the other, backward.

The boxing-matches seldom last long, and the parties

tiijier leave off together, or one acknowledges his being
beaten; but they never sing the song of victory in these

cKjes, unless one strikes his adversary to the ground, which
jhtws that, of the two, wrestling is the most approved di-

version. Not only boys engage in both exercises, but
frequently girls box very obstinately. In all these cases,

it docs not appear, that tltcy ever consider it as the smallent
disgrace to be vanquished, and the person overcome sits

duwn with as much indifference as if he had never entered
the lists. Some of our people ventured to contend with
ihein in both exercises, and were sometimes worsted.
The common method of saluting each other is by touch-

ing noses, ns is done in New Zealand; and their sign of
peace to strangers, is the displaying a white flag or flngs

;

such were displayed to the Europeans when they first drew
near the shore.

They have a singular custom of putting every thing
that is given them to their heads, by way of thanks. This
manner of paying a compliment is taught them from their
infancy; for when the children had any thing given them
the mother lifted up the child's hand to its head. When'
Captain Cook made a present to the chief of any thin<r
curious, he frequently saw it handed from one to another"
and every one, into whose hands it came, put it to the
head. Very often the women would take hold of the
captain's hand, kiss it, and lift it to their heads. From
all 'Jii. it appears, that this custom has various significa-
lions, according as it is applied, but all complimentary

In obedience to the commands of their chiefs, in good
behaviour and decorum, Oi well as in harmony and unani-
mity, none of the civilized nations have excelled them
Such behaviour manifests itself in a remarkable manner
whenever their chiefs harangue a body of then, assembled
together which frequently happens. The greatest atten-m and most profound silence are observed during the
harangue; nor is there ever seen a single instance of any
one present shewing signs of being displeased, or seem-
ing in the least mclincd to dispute the declared will of the
speaker.

Great deference, and even worship, may be said to be
paid to their chiefs, who are styled lords of the earth
and also of the sun and sky. The order and decorum'
observed in the king's presence, and likewise in that of
me Othor rliicfu nj.„ „-!--! ! wTi 1

I,,,
'•' ''^' ^"Smabic. VVheneverhe sits down,

all the attendants seal themselves before him, forming J
«mi.circle, and leaving a space between them and him,mo winch 1.0 one, unless he has particular business, pre-
'unies to come. Nor is. any one suffered to sit or pass

*W' VOL. I.

behind liim, or even near him, without his permission
When B person wishes to speak to his majesty, he comes
forward, and having seated himself before him, delivery
what.hehasto say; then, after receiving an answer,* re-
tires. If the king speaks to any one, the hitter gives an
answer from his seat, unless he is to receive an order; m
which case he rises from his place, and seats himself
cross-legged before his majesty. 'I'o speak to the king
standing, would be considered as a mark of gross rude-
ness.

It is a peculiar privilege annexed to the person of the
kmg, not to be punctured, as his subjects are. When-
ever he walks out, all who meet him must sit down till

he has passed. No person is suffered to be over his head

;

but, on the contrary, all must come under his feet. The
method of doing homage to him and the other chiefs is as
follows

: the person who is to pay obeisance, squats down
before the great personage, and bows the head down to
the sole of his foot, which he taps or touches with the
under and upper side of the fingers of each hand; then,
rising up, he retires. His majesty cannot refuse any one
who is desirous of paying him this homage, for the peo-
ple frequently show him these marka of submission when
he IS walking; and he is, on these occasions, obliged to
stop, and hold up one of his feet behind him, till they
have performed this respectful ceremony. The hands,
after having been thus applied, become, in some cases,'
useless for a time; for, till they are washed, they must
not touch food of any sort. This prohibition, in a coun-
try where water is not plentiful, would be attended with
inconvenience, if a piece of any juicy plant, being rub-
bed over the hands, did not serve for the purpose of
purification.

The government of Tongataboo is formed of a king,
or superior chief, who is called Areeka, with other chiefs
under him, who are lords of their respective districts-, to
whom the people pay great obedience; a third rank was
also observed here, who distributed justice, and decided
disputes only within their territory; they had also great
authority over the common people: Attago, CapUin
Cook's friend, was of this clasa. All the land on Ton-
gataboo is private property ; and there are here, as at Ota-
heite, a class of people who are servants or slaves, and
have no property in land. It is unreasonable to suppose
every thing in common to all, in a country so highly
cultivated as this. Interest being the greatest spring which
ammates to industry, few would toil in cultivating the
land, if they did not expect to reap the fruit of their l3=
boiir. Were it otherwise, the industrious man would be
in a worse state than the idle sluggard.

Parties of six, eight, or ten, people were frequently
seen bringing down to the landing-place, fruit and othc,
things to dispose of, where one person, amanorivomai

4 Q ^
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«U|>t rintrniletl the Hale of the whole : nu excliaiigei werr

mnde, liiit with his or her ronsent; nnd whatever wiin

given ill excliaiige went to them ; which (tluinly Nliewi they

were the owners of the goods, and the other* no more
than xervonti.

Tliifi island I>car8 an uinivallcd vovcreignty over the

whole Kroiipe, l'\jee inrlnded. The inhabituntu of l-Vjee

liBviiij; loiip ago diseoveied tliia island, frequently iavnrled

and eominitted great crneltien in it ; but, in an expedi-

tion which the Tonga people made aguiiiHt tlicni, under

the comniund of Toogahowe, I'ilatongu, and Cummavie,
tliey completely ranted and brought them into 8ul>jection,

do that tliey now pay tribute to Tongataboo, on certain

oreasions, the same as the other islands, of wliich tin in-

staiire was seen at the death of Moomooe. Tongataboo

is divided into three large districts, Aheefo, at the north-

west end, over which Dugoimgaboola reigns with abso-

lute swiiy; Mooa, the middle district, is under the same
subjection to Futtafaihc; and Vahorlo has the same power
over Alioge, situate at the south-east part; each claiming

a right of disposal over the lives and property of his own
subjects, which is exercised most despotically. Each

acted the part of a petty sovereign, and not unfrequently

counteracted the measures of the king. Nor was the

king's court superior in splendour to the chiefs. These

districts are subdivided into many smaller ones, which

have their subordinate chiefs presiding over thorn, and

exercise the same authority as the superior chiefs, to whom
they are in some cases accountable for their conduct;

so that the whole resembles the ancient feudal system of

our ancestors. The king, at stated times, receives the

.product of his distant domains at Tongataboo, which is

not only the usual place of his residence, but the abode

of most persons of distinction among these islands. Its

inhabitants frequently call it the Land of Chiefs, and

stigmatize tiie subordinate isles by the appellation of

Lands of Servants. The government seems to have been

formerly more in the hands of the Futtafaihes than at pre-

sent. Upon the death of the late Poulaho, father of the

present Futtafaihe, Duatonga being then a minor, the in-

tolerant ambition of his mother, Mahoofe, of tlie Tou-
bou, or rather Douboii, family, induced her to attempt

extending her power further than any of her predecessors

had done. This was tamely submitted to by all the other

chiefs, except Fenou Toogahowe, nowDugonagaboola, sou

of Moomooe, and nephew of Fenou, the celebrated friend

of Captain Cuok : he at that time reigned over Eoou, and,

rejecting her proposals, declared war against her, contrary

to the remoiisti anceS of all his friends : he, howevei , suc-

ceeded, drove her entirely from 'I'ongataboo to Vavaoo,

whither he also followed, and, having reduced her to sub-

nnssion, left her there, where she remained, a few years

ago, in a stale of exile.

[^A^^T
i

It was natural to suppose, on a review of tlu se iihii„{^

and the remote distance at which some of them nr,.
^^^^^[

ated from the seat of government, that niuii\ i'l)'()iu^,,„,|j

have been made, to throw off the yoke tif siiltjet lion,
i),,.

such a circumstance seldom happens. One ie;isoii df iIkj,.

not being thus embroiled in domeslic coininotioiis may L
this, that all the principal chiefs take up their rcsiidoiK.;

at 'I'ongataboo. They also secure the dependence of tin

other isles, by the decisive celerity of their operiitimis

for if tt seditious and popidar man should stint u|i in jn,

of them, the coiniiiiinder is iinincdiately dispatclud
tliithet

to put him to death, by which means they extiiiguiuli an

insurrection while it is yet in embryo. In tluir govern.

ment a very judicious arrangement takes place : a person

is appointed as an inspector of all the produce of i||f

isliuid, who takes care that each individual sIihII ciiltivalr

and plant his quota, at the same time directing wlmttiliall

and what shall not, be eatcii. By so prudent a regulminn,

they take eft'ectiial precautions against a famine, siifliciiin

ground is employed in raising provisions, and every article

is secured from unnecessary consumj)ti()n.

Their rank of precedence couhl not be easily ascertain.

ed. It was generally supposed by Captain Cook, on lib

last visit to this island, that the sovereign of tiie Fiieiullv

Isles had the highest rank of any person in his dominions

but it was otherwise; for Latoolibooloo, and tiiree women,

were superior, in some respects, to King Poiilalio. Tliesc

great personages were distinguished by the title of Tax-

mahan, which implies a chief. The former king, futhrr

of Poulaho, left behind him a sister, of equal rank, and

older than himself: she, by a native of I'Vjee, had a sou

and two dtinghterM ; and these three persons, ns well is

their mother, arc of higher rank than the king. Endea-

vours were made to discover the reason of the Tamnwlui,

but without effect. The cro\ni is hereditary ; tiic Fulia-

faihes have reigned, in a direct line, for the space of al

least one hundred and thirty-five years, which have elapsed

between Captain Cook's visiting these islands, and Tas-

man's discovery of them. Upon etiquiring of theni,wlieiher

any tr.iitional account of the arrival of Tasnian's ships

ha'^ een preserved among them till this time, it was foid

•' •' ihis history had been delivered down to them from

-.eir ancestors with great accuracy ; for, they said that,

his two ships resembled our's, and also nientiuiied llie

place where they had lain at anchor, their having continued

l)iit a few days, and their quitting that station to go to

Annamooka; and, for the purpose of infornuiig us liov

long ago this affair had happened, they communicated to

us the name of the F'uttafaihe who reigned at that lime,

and those, who had succeeded him in the sovercignti,

down to Poulaho, who is the fifth monarcii since tlui

period.

Their deities are numerous^ and their prejudices art I
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iruiig. 'I'licir priii.ipnl objrcl regards tliinKN merely
umporal ;

for llioy Imvc lietlc ronception of future pu-
niiliintiit for siiiM. Tin y lidicve, th< y nu-ct with just pu-
nisliMiPiit iii>oii eitrth ; niid llierrfort; put every nielluxi in

|ira(ti(r lo rriiHi'r their diviuitics propitious, livery diw-

Itu I hat its own deity ; and earli family of note has one,

hIioiii tluy conitider an their peculiar patron. Talliatalioo

i) thf gixl of Ahccfo, which being at present the most
powerful, he is accounted u great warrior. I'ultnfailie

prcnidcs over Mooa and Doobludha; Cartow over the dii-

(rictof Ahoge; each of which deities are, on certain oc-

casions, repiosentetl by the several chiefs of those ilistricts;

so thai llicir natchees, and other animal exhibitions, are not

mere iinbiic nmusemtMits, but religious observances, on
wliich they think t!ie lives and health of their chiefs en-

lirt'ly dejtend, as also the prosperity of the coimtry in

gi'iieral; expecting the succeeding crop will be in pro-
|iorlioii to the offerings made at these times. They have
Iwo iiatcliecs in the year ; one when the yams are set, to

procure llie favour of I'uttafaihe; and the other when
ihey gather them, expressive of their gratitude. The
winds they sui)pose to be under the control of a female,
called Calla Filr.tonga, who, they say, is very powerful,
and is sometimes provoked to blow down their cocoa-nut,
plantain, bread-fruit, and other trees, and commits such'
ravages as oblige them to give offerings of hogs, yams,
andkava, in the most sub.nissive manner. There is a house
sacred to her, where a person is appointed to personate
heron the occasion, and receive the offering that is made.
These storms occnrring very seldom, and being generally
over before appeasing measHres are taken, the represen-
tative is in little danger of being detected of falsehood by
reluming a favourable answer. This office of p-rsonator
is onlv temporary, being always chosen for the occasion.
Among their subordinate deities, they mention Jbo/rt/boa,
who has the administration of the sea and its productions;
Toofooa-bolootoo, god of the clouds and fogs; Taieelee-
ho, Mattaka, Tareeava, and others.

It does not appear that they have any priests or stated
ceremonial worship. In all the off-erings they make, each
man kills and presents his own sacrifice. Their frequent
earthquakes they account for by supposing the island rests
upon the slioulders of a powerful deity, called Mowee,
who has supported it for such a length of time as exceeds
ihcir conception. This heavy burden often exhausts his
patience, and then he endeavours, but in vain, to shake it
oft; which, however, never fails to excite horror through-
out the islands

:
they sometimes endeavour to reduce him

'0 good behaviour, by beating the ground with large slicks.
iongaiocr, ihe god of the sky, and I'enoulonga, of the
""", they suppose to be males ; besides these, they hi-ve a
^reat many others, of both sexes, over eitrth, sea, and sky,
«cli acting, and sometimes counteracting one another!

Ihey also acknowledge the existence or a plurality of
strange gods, calling them by the general name of I'ygu
nmong whom they rank ours us the greatest ; and, when
they think it will answer their purpose, they acknowledge
him wiser and better than theirs, having taught us to make
••hij),, tools, eloih, 8tc. so much better than they. Be-
iiii\m, they imagine every individual to be under the power
iiiitl control of a spirit peculiar to himself, which they call
Odooa, who interests himself in all their concerns, but,
likeCiilia Filatonga, is little regarded li'l angry; whcu
they think he inflicts upon them all the deadly disorders
to which they are subject. To appease him, the relations
and othe. connections of the afflicted person, especially
if he be a chief, run into all the horrid pracli.,.!s of cut-
ting off- their little fingers, beating their faces, mkI ab-
staining from certain kinds of food. The natives shewed
the missionaries two logs of wood, ruOely carved in a hu-
man slia|)c, which were odooas, brought from Fejee: they
told tliem, that they could not be spirits, but mere pieces
of wood, fit only for the fire; nor did they seem, by the
n.anner of their tossing them about, to have any idea of
their sanctity. The horrid custom of human sacrifice ex-
ists in a shocking degree. It is said that, when a great
chief lays sick, they often strangle their women and rela-
tions, to the number of three or four at a time, imagining
by these horrid acts, they appease the angry spirit, and re-
cover their chief. When the odooa is inexorable, the death
of the person is inevitable, and the surviving friends seem,
for a short time, inconsolable; but their grief is soon
changed into Uie opposite extreme, and they run into as
great extravagances in iheir feasts, as, when the sorrowful
passions prevailed, they infficted on themselves suff^erin^s.
The chiefs believe in the immortality of the soul, which,

at death, they say, is immediately conveyed in a large fast-
sailing canoe to a distant country, called Doobludha
which they describe as resembling theMahometan paradise!
ihey call the god of this region of pleasure, Higgolayo,
and esteem him as the greatest and most powerful of all,
the rest being no better than servants to him. His country!
according to their mythology, is the repository of the dead ';

and those who are conveyed thither arc no more subject to'
death, but feast on all the favourit productions of their
native soil, with which this blissful abode is jilentifully fur-
nished. This doctrine, however, is wholly confined to
chiefs

;
for as the tooas, or lower order, reckon the en-

joyments of Doobluda above their capacity, so they seem
never to think of what may become of them after they
have served the purposes of this life. The same system
of religion does not extend all over the Friendly islands-
the supreme deity of Hapaee, for instance, being called

their marriages are attended with very little ceremony;
the only one seen by the Europeans was that of Vaarjc'e,
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niih whom twn of (lie iiiii^iioiiiirirK liad been lome (iitii;

reiident. This was conducted in the following manner:—
A young female having attracted his attention, he tint in-

formed h>« mother that he wiihed to add lu-r to the number

of hit wives. She inimediutcly connniniicatcd this to the

girl's father, and the proposal nit-clinK his approbation,

he cl»thed her in a new gnnncnt, and, witii attendants,

and such n quantity of baked hogs, yams, &c. us he

4'ould aft'ord, she was sent to her intended spouse, who,

being apprised of her coming, scaled himself in his house,

and received her in the same manner, and with as iittlu

emotion, as he Would have done any other visitor j feast-

ing on the provisions, and a good draught of yava, con-

cluded the whole ; and the bride whs at liberty either to re-

turn tb her father, till again sent for, or to take up her re-

iidence with her husband, which, in this instance, she pre-

ferred. Polygamy is in common practice among (he

chiefs, each of whom takea as many wives as he pleases

;

but they arc entire strangers to domestic broils, which may,

ill a great degree, be owing to the absolute power each

ninn has over his own family; every woman being so much
at her husband's disposal, as renders her liable to be dis-

carded oil (hu smallest displeasure.

At (he funeral of the lower orders of the people, little

ceremony is observed ; but, when the chiefs die, the ce-

remonies tire not only very pompous, but shocking in

the extreme ; as appears from the following details, given

by the missionaries, respecting the procession which took

place on the 27th of April, and of the funeral of the

old chief, Moomooe, which followed on the Sd of May,

1797.

" The body of the deceased king was carried past the

residence of the missionaries, at a small distance from the

beach : it was laid on a kind of bier, made of the boughs

of trees, and supported by about thirty men. Several

relatives of the deceased preceded the corpse, in mourn-

ing dresses : some of them had cut their heads with sharks'

leeth, and the blood was running in streams down their

faces. Behind the corpse was a multitude of people, of

both sexes. A female chief, called Fefene Duatonga, who
was very corpulent, was carried on a kind of frame, made
of two long bamboos, between which she sat on a piece

of matting, and was borne by four men. Near her Fut-

tafaihe walked, and next them two women, who were de-

voted to be strangled at the funeral ; one was weeping, but

the other appeared little concerned : they were botli wives

of the deceased. It is singular that they should in their

sacrifices make preference of their nearest relatives for the

devoted vir '<ms ; and it is as singular, that their human sa-

critices shoulu be previous, as well as subsequent, to theii

death ; as was the case of the unfortunate Colelallo, who
was strangled previous to the death of his father Moo-
mooe. Some of the missionaries followed them to the

GKOCJUAIMIV. [paut i,

fiBtooka, near which they deposited the body for 10^^

time in n house, carried thither for (he purp'^se, which »ai

hung round with bluck clodi. This fiatooka if situated on

a spot of ground of about four acres. A mount riui with

a gentli! slope about seven feet, and is about one Imndrfd

and twenty yards in circumference at the base : upon tht

tup stands a house, neatly constructed, which it about

thirty feet long, and half (hat in width. The roof Ji

thatched, and the side and ends arc left open. In (he mldtt

of (his house is the grave, the sides, ends, and buttoni uf

which are of coial-stones, with a cover of (he tame: tlu

tloor of the house is of small .stones. The <;touu aiiJ othti

trees grow round the liatuoka.

" To the U'.d of the tomb, and without the encioturc

sat about four hundred people ; the major part of tliem

were men, for whom yava was brewing. Oppoilte .d

these were placed tive large rousted hogs, twenty haskctt

of roasted yuiiis, and abou( one hundred pieces of nialiie

sour paste. A few paces from the provisions tat levi •

or eight men, wli<» were taboo'd, nnd exempt from cutting

themselves. One of these gave orders concerning tht

disposal of the hogs, yams, and yava : all that drank

of the latter were mentioned by iiuine, by u person au-

poiuted to that office by the female chief Fefene Duaton-

ga, who now seemed to have the niaiiugeinent of (lie fu-

neral. They did not forget their European friends, but,

on dealing out die liquor, sent them each a part, which the;

gave to the natives who sat near them. Persons of both

sexes seated themselves on different parts of the ground,

beating their faces dreadfully, and, after having emptied

two bowls of yava, dispersed."

One of the missionaries, who was present at the fun^

ral, gives the following account of the ceremonies ttiml

mg the interment:—He was accompanied by Ambler, and

they found, on their approach to the niorai, about four

thousand persons sitting around it. A few minutes after

their arrival, they heard a great shouting and blowing ol

conch-shells, at a small distance : soon after, an Jiundreil

men appeared, armed with clubs and spears, and, rushing

into the area, began to cut and mangle themselves in 3

most dreadful manner ; many struck their heads vicleully

with their clubs, and the blows might be heard thirty cr

forty yards off, which they repeated till the blood ran

down in streams. Others, who had spears, thrust them

through their thighs, arms, and cheeks, all the while call-

ing on the deceased in a most affecting manner. A na-

tive of the island of Fejee, who had been a servant of the

deceased, appeared quite frantic: he entered the areaviili

fire in his hand, and, having previously oiled his hair, iei

it on fire, and ran about with it all in a flame. When thev

had satisfied themselves with this torment, they sat down,

beat their faces with their fists, and retired.

A second party went through the same cruelties, imi



(fill lluni a third entered, ithouting and blowing the shelli

;

l„iir of llie forcmoit held »U,m», wiili which they uied to

Inutk out llieir teeth; and tliose who blew the ahclls cut

ill, ir heads with tlicm in a ihockint; manner. A man that

had a spear ran it tlirough iiis arm, juBt above the elbow,

and, «ith it iticking fast, ran about the area for sonic time.

AiKillier, who seemed to be a principal chief, acted a*

,juile hereft of his senses : he ran to every corner of the

mo, anil, at each station, bent his head with a club, till

the blooil lloweti down his nhoulders. ']'he Luropeans
unable to bear the «cene any longer, quitted the plaoe for

ibout two hours
;
and at two o'clock in the afternoon tliey

rcturnd, uilh two men in company, to the fiatookn, where
the natives of both sexes were still at the dreadful work
of cutting and mangling themselves.

The Europeans had not been long together, before they
heard, at a distance, low, but expressive, sounds of the
deepest sorrow and lamentation : this was a party of about
one hundred and forty women, marching in single file

bearing each a basket of sand; eighty men followed in the'

time manner, with each two baskets of coarse sand, and
lung, as they marched, words importing, "This is a bless-

ing to the dead;" and were answered in responses by the
women, Another company of women brought a quantity
of cloth, and answered in their turn to the above responses.
They then walked towards the tomb, filling or covering
part of the mount, between the house and the place where
the corpse lay, and the grave, with some line mats and
cloths; after which seven men blew conch-shells, while
others sung in a doleful strain, expressive of their grief.
The corpse was now conveyed to the grave upon a large

bale of black cloth, with which, and live mats, they co-
vered It. The bearers, a» they went, walked stooping
low, and carrymg the bale in their hands. Whilst these
services were performing, a company of men and women
came mto the area, and cut themselves dreadfully After
them, another file of females, nineteen in number, brought
each a bag of Iheir most valuable articles, and twenty-one
more had each a line mat in their hands, all of which they
Jeposited in the tomb, being, as they called it, a present
for the dead

:
immediately after, came a present from Too-

Sahowe, consistmg of thirty-five bales of cloth, each bale
'arned by four men on a frame. After the presents, iu-
otlmf party of mourners entered the area, sixteen of whom'
ad recently cut their lingers off. These were followed

!') another party, with clubs and spears, who beat them-
selves as before described, ana disfigured their faces with
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cocott-Mut husks, fixed on the knuckles of both hands. 'I'he

liuropeans noticed that those who held offices, or were
related to the deceased, were the most cruel to themselves,
some of whom ran two, three, and even (oiu , spears into
their arms, and so danced round the area; and some broke
the lop of the barbed spears in their flesh.

The grave was covered with a hewn stone, about eight
feet long, four broad, and one thick : this stone they had
suspended with two large ropes, which went round two
strong piles driven into the ground, at the cimI of the
house, and thence led to the ar.a, where about two hun-
dred men held by them, and, whilst they lower.d it slowly,
the women and children wept aloud, or sung w rds im-
porting, " My father! my father! the best of cl cfs, " 8tc.
More cloth was then brought to be put into the tomb, and
another party entered, and abused themselves .s before.
After these paroxysms of grief, they sat a whole hour in
silence; and, when they had pulled the rope clear off the
stone which covered the grave, those on the mount gave
a great shout, which was answered by a general tearing of
the leaves from thu necks of all present: after which they
dispersed. This dreadful custom of cutting and mangling
was continued for about two months, by the influx of vi,
sitors from the distant islands, who came to the morai to
pay their respects to the deceased king, by inflicting on
themselves the<e tortures.

The burial-places are of different constructions : those
of a square form were not raised above the level of the
common ground: a row of large stones formed the sides,
and at each corner two high stones were placed ercct[
at right angles to each other, and in a line with their re^
spective sides; others were such as the missionaries de-
sonbe that of Mooinooe to be; and a third sort were built
square, like the first ; the largest of which was at the base
one hundred and fifty-six feet by one hundred and forty;
It had four steps from the bottom to the top, that run
quite round the pile : one stone composed the height of
each step, a part of it being sunk in the ground ; and
some of these stones in the wall are immensely large; one
that was measured was twenty-four feet by twelve, and two
feet thick. It is surprising by what means these people,
who are not acquainted with the power of mechanics, can
effect the removal of stones of such immense magnitude:
these, Futtafaihe observed, were brought in double-canoes
from the island of Lefooga. They are coral-stone, and are
hewn into a tolerably good shape, both with respect to the
straightness of their sides, and the flatness of their surface.

ES'D OF PJlit THE FIRST

^y- VOL.
-Ui
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AFRICA.
-FRICA, the second grand division of the globe

once contained several kingdoms and states, eminent for
the liberal arts, for wealth and power, and the most ex-
tensive commerce. The kingdoms of Egypt and Ethiopia,
"1 particular, were much celebrated; and the rich and
powerful state of Carthage, that once formidable rival to
ilome Itself, extended her commerce to every part of the
known world: even the British shores were visited by her
fleets, till Jubp, who was king of Mauritania, but tribu-
tary to the republic of Carthage, unhappily called in the
Romans, who, with the assistance of the Mauritanians,
subdued Carthage, and, by degrees, all the neighbouring
kingdoms and states. After this, the natives, constantly
plundered and impoverished by the governors sent from
Rome, neglected their trade, and cultivated no more of
their lands than might serve for their subsistence. Upon
the decline of the Roman empire, in the fifth century, the
north ot Africa was overrun by the Vandals, who contri-
buted still more to the destrucUon of arts and sciences;
and, to add to ihe calamities of this continent, the Sara-
cens made a sudden conquest of all the coasts of Egypt
and Barbary, in the seventh century. These were sue
ceeded by the Turks; and both being of the Mahometan
religion, whose professors invariably marked their pro-
gress with desolation, the ruin of that once flourishing
part of the world was completed.
This continent is a peninsula of a prodigious extent,

jomcd to Asia only by a neck of land, about sixty miles
over, between the Red Sea and the Mediterranean, usually
called the Isthmuo of Suez; and its utmost length, from
north to south, from Cape Bona, in the Mediterranean, in
thirty-seven degrees north, to the Cape of Good Hope in
thirty.four degrees south, latitud.-?, is four thousand three
hundred miles; while the broadest part, from Cape Verdm seventeen degrees west longitude, to Cape Guardasui!
near tlie Shaita nf n-h^l M^" )• ;,«•?» j
, .

'
" " " '--i-iauuci, m fifty-one degrees east

longitude, IS three thousand five hundred miles from east
to west, Pmkerton says, that from the southern exMemity
to the Mediterranean are about seventy degrees of lati-

tude, or four thousand two hundred geographical mile,
The breadth, from eighteen degrees west to fifty-onede^
grees east, may be assumed on the equator at four iho„
sand one hundred and fifty geogiaphical miles. It i,

bounded, on the north, by (he Mediterranean Sea, wjiid,
separates it from Europe; on the east, by the Istli.nusol
Suez, the Red Sea, and the Indian Ocean, whicl, divide
It from Asia; on the south, by the Southern Ocean- and
on the west, by the Great Atlantic Oceai), which separates'
It from America.

As this extensive country is divided almost in tlie mid
die by the equator, and the far greater part of it is within
the tropics, the heat is, in many places, almost in,,,,,.

portaoJe to an European, it being there increased by the
rays of the sun, from the vast deserts of burning sm,d,
Ihe coastSj however, and banks of rivers, such .ns the
Nile, are generally fertile; and most parts of this region
are inhabited, though its population is very i„fcri«r to

that of Europe and Asia. In many parts of Africa, snow
seldom falls in the plains; and, in fact, it is rarely fou„d
but on the tops of the highest mountains.
The chief river in Africa is the Nile, which rises in the

Gebel-el-Kumr, or Mountains of the Moon, in a district

called Donga, in about eight degrees north latitude, It

was first known by the name of Bahr-el-Abiad, or the

White River; and, about latitude sixteen degrees, is joined
by the Bahr-el-Azrek, or the Blue River: the former is

tinged, the latter clear ; circumstances which occur in tiie

Maranon and Missouri, in which the chief stream is ,„uddy,
The comparative course of the Nile may be estimated at

about two thousand British miles, thus nearly rivalling the

longest Asiatic rivers. The Nile forms some considerable
cataracts, the chief being that of Gcanadil, in Ni.bia, bo-

fore It gams the level of Egypt, after passing rapidly (o

the south of Syene. The other considerable rUors are tlio

Oa,,,bK., which falls into q.e Atlantic, or Western Ocean,
•t Cape St. Mary, and is navigable for ships of one huii-

dred and fifty tons burthen, five hundred miles tVom its

source; the Senegal, which rises about one hundred miles
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AFRICA
ea,t of Jlie Gambia, and falls into the Atlantic Ocean, about
eighty miles north of Cape Verd, after running a much
loDger^Murse; and the Niger, which rises. about ninety

miles tolie east of the head of the Senegal, and runs east-

ward, by Tombuctoo, Houssa, and Cashna, terminating

as ij supposed, in some lakes farther to the eastward.

The most considerable mountains in Africa are the

Atlas, a ridge extending from the Western Ocean, to which
it gives the name of Atlantic Ocean, as far as Egypt. It

derived its name from a king of Mauritania, a great lover

of astronomy, who used to observe the stars from its sum-
mit; on which account the poets represent him as sup-
porting the heavens on his shoulders. The Mountains of
the Moon, extending between Abyssinia and Monomo-
tapa,and which are still higher than those of Atlas. Those
of Sierra Leone, or the Mountains of the Lions, which di-

vide Negroland from Guinea, and extend as far as Ethi-
opia. These were styled by the ancients the Mountains
of God, on account of their being subject to thunder and
liglitning. The Peak of Teneriffe, which the Dutch make
their first meridian, is about two miles high, in the form
of a sugar-loaf, and is situated on an island of the same
name, near the copst. The ranges of mountains in what
is called the Country of Dates, cannot be considered as
portions of the Atlantic range. Along the western shores
of the Arabian Gulf extends a celebrated ridge of red
granite, which supplied the famous obelisks of Egypt;
and of which one was styled that of emeralds, from the'

quarries of that gem : in the same vicinity were tlie quar-

I

riesofthe celebrated marble called Verde Antico, ncentky
observed by Browne.

The most noted capes in this country are Cape Verd,
io called because the land is always covered with green
trees and mossy ground. The Cape of Good Hope was
so denominated by the Portuguese, when they first went
round it, in 1489, and discovered the passage to Asia. It

I

is the southern extremity of Africa, ^the country of the
Hottentots; and the general rendezvous of ships of every
nation who trade to India, being about half-way from
Europe. It is, at present, in the possession of the Eng-

li, who took it from the Dutch in Septemljer, 1795.
There is but one strait in Africa, which is called Babel-

I

Mandel, and joins the Red Sea with the Indian Ocean.
The situation of Africa for commerce is extremely fa-

vourable, standing, as it were, in the centre of the globe,
nid having a much nearer communication with Europe,'
Asia, and America, than any of the other quarters has

I
"ith the rest. That it abounds with gold, we have not
Illy the testimony of the Portuguese, the Dutch, the

I'nglish, a.;d the French, who have settlements on the
<oast of Africa, but that of the most authentic historians.

It IS, however, the misfortune of Africa, that, though it

pas ten thousand miles of sea-coast, with noble, large,

349
and deep rivers, it should not have anj navigation, nor re-
celve any benefit from them; and that it should be inha-
bited by a people ignorant of commerce and of each
other. At the mouths of these rivers are the most ex-
cellent harbours, deep, safe, calm, sheltered from the wind
and capable of being made perfectly secure by fortifica-
tions; but quite destitute of shipping, trade, and mer-
chants, even where there is plenty of merchandise. In
short, Africa, though stored with an inexhaustible trea-
sure, and capable, under proper improvements, of pro-
ducing so many things, delightful as well as convenient
within itself, seems to be almost entirely neglected, not
only by the natives, who are quite unsolicitous of rea'ping
the benefits which nature has provided for them, but also
by the more civilized Europeans who are settled in it, par-
ticularly the Portuguese.

The inhabitants of this continent, with respect to reli-
gion, may be divided into three sorts, namely Pagans,
Mahometans, and Christians. The first are the more nu-
merous, possessing the greater part of the country, from
the Tropic of Cancer to the Cape of Good Hope; and
these are generally black. The Mahometans, wbo are of
a tawny complexion, possess Egypt, and almost all the
northern shores of Africa, or what is called the Barbary
Coast. Tlie people ofAbyssinia, or Upper Ethiouia, are
denominated Christians, but retain ma - Pagan and Jewish
rites. Tliere are also some Jews in the north of Africa,
who manage all the litUe trade which is carried on in that
part of the country.

In the central parts, on the south, the population ap-
pears to be indigenous and peculiar; these being the na-
tive regions of the negroes, whose colour, features, and
hair, distinguish them from all the other races of mankind.
In the northern parts there have been many successions of
inhabitants, the Egyptians being, by some, supposed to
have come from Hindoostan, and the Abyssinians being
of Arabian extract; while, farther to the west, the Car-
tliaginians passed from Syria; and, according to Sallust,
other maritime parts were peopled by the Medes, Per-
sians, and Armenians. The original inliabitants of the
northern parts appear to have been, in all ages, distinct
from the negro race, from whom they were divided by the
great desert of Zahara; and, in the eastern parts, the
latter were repelled still farther by the Arabian colony,
which settled in Abyssinia. These northern inhabitants sent
considerable colonies into Spain; and, from the Roman his
torian, it appears that they had made some little progress
in the arts of life. Herodotus mentions these two distjiict

races of mankind. The whole of the present population
of Africa is supposed to be about twenty-five millions.

The divisions of this continent into kingdoms, states,

Sec, together with the African Islands, are represented on
the following table.——
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Nalioni.

Egypt .......
Morocco, )

Tasilet, 8cc. $
Algiers ......
Tunis
Tripoli
Barca ...
BiLEUULGERID
Zaara
Negrolanu ..
Guinea
Nubia
Abyssinia .

Abbx

Lco|tli.

600

500

480
220
700
400

2500
3400
2200
1800
940
900
540

Breadth

250

480

100
170
240
SOO
350
660
840
360
600
800
130

#*^**^^^.«*^*^*

Square Milet,

140,700

219,400

143,600

54,400
75,000
66,400

485,000
739,200

1,026,000

510,000
264,000
378,000
160,000

Chief Citicf.

Grand Cairo

Fez

Algiers

Tunis
rripoli

Polemeta
Dara
Tegessa
Madinga
Benin
Nubia
Gondar
Doncala

****»^***»^^*»»****»»^^^^^

DiitaDceandBear-
log from London

Differ, of Time
from Loudon

1920 S.E.

1080 S.

920 S.

990 S.E.

1260 S.E.
1440 S.E.

1565 S.

1800 S.

2500 S.

2700 S.

2418 S.E.

2880 S.E.

3580 S.E.

2 21 bef.

24 after

IS

39
56

1 96
32
24
38
20

2 12

2 30
2 36

bef.

bef.

bef.

bef.

after

after

after

bef.

bef.

bef.

Rellgio

Mahometans

Mahometans

Mahometans
Mahometans
Mahometans
Mahometans
Pagans

Pagans
Pagans

Pagans
Maho. Ci Tag.

Christians

bef. IChr. & Pap

The middle parts, called Lovrer Ethiopia, are computed at 1,200,000 square miles; but these are little

known to Europeans.

;ans

LoANGO...
Congo ....
Angola ...

Benouela
Mataman .

Ajan

Zanguebar......

Monomotapa ....

monemugi ......
Sofola..........
Terra de Nat ..

Caffraria and >

Hottentots \"

410
540
360
430
450
900

1400

960
900
480
600

708

**^*'*^^^'»^^^*»^*s»»«^^«^

300
420
250
180
240
300

350

660
660
300
350

660

49,400
172,800

38,400
64,000
144,000

234,000

275,000

222,500
310,000

97,000
184,000

200,340

Loango
St. Salvador

Loando
Benguela
No Towns
Brava

CMelinda, or

( Mosambique
Monomotapa
Chicova
Sofola

No Towns
( Cape of

\ Good Hope.

8300 S.

3480 S.

3750 S.

3900 S.

3702 S.E.

4440 S.E.

4500 S.

4i60 S.E.
4600 S.E.

5£00 S.

44
1 —
58
58

bef.

bef.

bef.

bef.

2 40

2 38

1 18

1 44
1 18

bef.

bef.

bef.

bef.

bef.

1 14 bef.

^^^^*''»^*''*S»^^^*'*^^^#^S#^»^^^^^S»S»^#^^^^^>^<

Chr.&Pag-^s;
Chr. & Pagans i

Chr. & Pagans

;

Pagans

Pagans

Pagans

Pagans

Pagans

Pagans

Pagans

Pagans

Christians

(
\ and Pagans

^^^*^^**^* ***S^**t00^0.

AFRICAN ISLANDS.
The principal Islands of Africa lie in tlie Indian Seas and Atlantic Oceans ; of which the following belong to,

or trade with, the Europeans, and serve to refresh their shipping, io the passage to and from India.

IvLANOa.

Babel-Mandel, at the entrance oftheRed Sea
Zocotra, in the Indian Ocean ..
The Comora Isles, ditto ......
Madagascar, ditto . .

,

Mauritius, ditto

Bourbon, ditto .,
St. Helena, in the Atlantic Ocean
Ascension, ditto .............
St. Matthew, ditto

St. Thomas, Anaboa, Prince Island,) ,.
,

Femandopo , .*. . J
^'"^

Cape Verde Islands, ditto

Goree, ditto

Canaries, ditto ,..... = = ^-
Madeiras, ditto ,.,
The Azores, or Western Isles, lie ^

nearly at an equal distance from > ditto

Europe, Africa, and America j

Square Mile>.

3,600
1,000

168,000

1,840

2,100

2,000

1,500

2,000

^^^^-^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^t^^^^^^^^^^^ttttt,.

TOWNB.

Babel-Mandel
Caulasia . . . .

.

Joanna
St. Austin .

Mauritius ....
Bourbon
St. Helena . .

.

Trade with or beloug to,

St. Thomas, Anaboa.

St. Domingo , ..

Fort St. Michael
Palma, St. Christopher..

Santa Cruz, Funchal.. .

.

Angra, St. Michael

AH nations

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

French
Ditto

English

Uninhabited

Ditto

Portuguese

Ditto

French
c : L

Portuguese

Ditto

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•^^
i^^«^^^<^<^«V^#^«^^«s^. '* *''"***^>**^^^**'**^*^,
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ReligioR.

Mahometans

Mahometans

Mahometans
Mahometans
Mahometans
Mahometans
Pagans

Pagans

Pagans
Pagans

Maho. Cc Pag,

Christians

• IChr. & Paca
;»

these are little

Chr. 8c Pa^s
Chr. &, Pagans

Chr. & Pagans

_ ins

Pagans

Pagans

Pagans

Pagans

Pagans

Pagans

Christians

and Pagans
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HOY PV.I AFRICA.

CHAPTER I

34.5

EGYPll

T
Situation, Extent, Divisions, i(c.

HIS extensive and justly celebrated country is situated

between tiiirty and tliiity-six degrees of east longitude,

and between twenty-one and thirty-one degrees of north'

latitude; being bounded by the Mediterranean on the
north; by tlie Red Sea and the Isthmus of Suez on the
east; by Abyssinia^ or Ethiopia, on the south ; and by the
deserts of liarca and Nubia, on the west. It is about six

hundred miles in length, from north to south ; and extends
from one hundred to two hundred and fifty in breadlii, from
ea.st lowest. It is divided into two parts, called the Upper
and Lower Egypt, and is subdivided into eighty provinces.
Upper Egypt, according to M. Savary, is only a long

narrow valley, beginning at Sienna, and terminating at
Cairo. It is bounded by two chains of mountains, which
run from north to south, and take their rise from the last
cataract of the N.le. On reaching the latitude of Cairo
they separate to tho right and left; one taking the direc-
tion of Mount Colzorem, and the other terminating in
some sand-banks near Alexandria. Beyond these moun-
tains are deserts, bounded by th? Red Sea on the east,
and by other parts of Africa on the west, having in the
middle a long plain, which, even where widest" is not
more than nine leagues over.

Lower Egypt is said to comprehend all the country be-
tweu Cairo, the Mediterranean, the Isthmus of Suez, and
Libya. "This immense plain," says M. Savary, "'pre-
sents, on the borders of its parching sands, a stripe of
land, cultivated along the canals of the Nile ; and, in the
middle, a triangular island, to which the Greeks gave the
Bime of Delta, from its resemblance to the fourth letter of
their alphabet. This great extent of country, from Barpa
to Gaza, is capable of being overflowed by the Nile, and
18, therefore, fertilized to a high degree, though seemingly
devoted to eternal sterility, on account of the want of
ram and the heat of the climate. According to the con-
curring testimonies of Mr. Bruce and M. Volney, the
coast of Egypt is so extremely low, that it cannot be dis-
covered at sea till the mariners come within a few leagues
Of It. In ancient times, the sailors pretended to know
when they approached this country, by a kind of black
mud brought up by ihdr sounding-lines from tlie bottom
of the sea; but this notion has been proved to be cr.c-
neous by Mr. Bruce, who found the mud to arise while
the v«i,el was opposite to the deserts of Barca.

30- VOL. I.

Clim/ite, Soil, <5ff .] The climate of Egypt is extremely
hot, not only from the height of the sun, which in sum-
mer approaches to tlie zenith, but also from the want of
rain, and from the vicinity of those burning and sandy de-
serts which lie to the south. In the months of July and
August, Reaumur's thermometer stands, even in the most
temperate apartments, at twenty-four degrees above the
freezing point, and in the southern provinces it is said to
rise still higher. Hence, says M. Volney, only two sea-
sons should be distinguished in Egypt, the cool and the
hot, or spring and summer. The latter continues for the
greatest part of the year, viz. ftom March to November,
or even longer; for, by the end of February, the sun is

intolerable to an European at nine o'clock in the morning.
During the whole of this season, the air seems to be in-

flamed, the sky sparkles, and every one is thrown into a
profuse perspiration, even without the least exercise. This
heat, however, is considerably mitigated by the inunda-
tions of the Nile, the fall of the nocturnal dews, and the
subsequent evaporation; so that the natives frequently
complain of the cold in winter. The dew does not fall

regularly throughout the summer, the aridity of the coun-
try not afl^brding a sufficient quantity of vapour for this

purpose. It is first observed about the 24th of June
when the river has begun to swell, and, consequently, a
greater quantity of water is raised from it, by the heat of
the sun, which, being condensed by the night-air, falls down
in copious dews. It might be imagined, that as, for three

;

mpnths in the year, Egypt is in a wet and marshy situa-
[tion, the excessive evaporation of the stagnating waters

1
would prove very unhealthy. This, however, is by no
means tlie case; for the great dryness of the air makes- it

i absorb all kinds of vapour with the utmost avidity, and the
wind carries them off", either to the north or south, without
commiufjcating any of their pernicioiis efliects.

By reason of this dryness of the air, Egypt is exempted
from the phenomena of rain, hail, snow, thunder, and
lightning. Earthquakes are, also, seldom felt in this

country, though sometimes they have been very violent
and destructive. In the Delta, it never rains in summer,
and very seldom at any other time. In the Upper Egypt,
rain is still less frequent ; but lliis deficiency is supplied
by the inundation of the Nile, and by the dews, the lattw
of which are more or lesscc^^ous, according to the dirtCr

tion of the wind.

4S
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The toil of £g>pt i« extremely fruitful, casiJy cultivated,

and certain in its crops. This fertility lias been ascribed,
by some travellers, to the salt with which it abounds; for
•o great is the propensity of the Egyptian soil to produce
salt, that, even when the gardens are overflowed for the
sake of watering them, the surface of the ground, after
the absorption of the water, appears glazed over with
salt. M. Volney is of opinion, that the fertile mould of
Egypt, which is of a black colour, diflPers essentially from
that of ihe other parts, and is derived from the interior of
Ethiopia, along with the waters of the Nile : but there is

no reason to suppose this kind of earth of foreign origin,

it being always the result of vegetation and cultivation.

Hie cause of decrease in the modem produce of Egypt,
compared witli the ancient, is thus assigned by M. Sa-
vary

: " The canals," says he, speaking of the Delta,
" which used to convey fertility with their waters, are now
filled up. The earth, no longer watered, but exposed to
the burning ardour of the sun, is converted into a borren
sand. In those places where formerly were seen rich
fielf?* and flourishing towns, on the Pelusiac, the Tarietic,
a» i the Mendesian branches, which all strike out from the
canal of Damietta, nothing is to be found at present but
a few miserable hamlets surrounded with deserts. These
once navigable canals are now no more than a vain resem-
blance of what they were ; for they have no communica-
tion with the lake Menzall, but what is occasioned by the
swelling of the Nile, and during the remainder of Ihe year
they are perfectly dry. By deepening them, and by re-

moving the mud deposited by the river since the Turks
have been in possession of Egypt, the country they pass
through would be again fertilized, and the Delu would
recover a third of its ancient greatness."

The periodical return of winds from a certain quarter
may be justly reckoned among the most curious ph^eno-
niena of Egypt. When the ftuu approaches the tropic of
Cancer, they shift from east to north; and, in June, they
invariably blow from the north or north-west. They
continue northerly during the whole of July, varying only
sometimes towards the east and west. In August and
Septemtjpr, they blo\-« directly from the north, and are
but of a moderate strength, though somewhat weaker in
the night than in the day. Toward the end of September,
they return to the east, though they do not absolutely fix

on that point, but blow more regularly from it than any
other. As the sun approaches the southern tropic, they
become more variable and tempestuous, blowing most
commonly from the north and north-east, which they con-
rinue to do throughout December, January, and February;
and, durmg that season, the vapours raised from the Medi-
terranean condense into mist, or sometimes into rain.
Toward li.e end of February and in March, tlicy more
frequently blow from the south than from any other quar-

|
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ter. During part of March and in April, they blow from
the southeast and south-west, and sometimes from the
east, the latter becoming most prevalent about the end uf
the month, and continuing during the whole of May.

It is to the long continuance of the north winds for
mcrly called the Etesian winds, that Egypt is suppojej
to owe its extreme dryness as well as part of the inund,.
tion by which it is annually fertilized. I'rom April to Jul,
there appears to be two strong currents in the atmosphere'
the under one blowing from the north, and the upper from
the south. By the former, the vapours ore raised from
the Mediterranean and the southern parts of Europf
whence they are carried over Abyssinia, dissolving there ii!

immense torrents of rain; while, by the latter, the super-

fluous vapours, or those raised from the soil of Abysjjnia
itself, are carried in a northerly direction toward the sources
of the Euphrates. Here the clouds, coming from the

iouth, dissolve in like manner into rain, and produce m
inundation of the Euphrates, similar to that of the Nili

and immediately succeeding it. Mr. Bruce iiad an 0/
portunity of ascertaining this fact, in the summer of I7fi8

for at that time, while on a voyage from Sidon to Alex'

andria, he observed great numbers of thin white cloud*

moving rapidly from the south, and in direct oppobitiou

to the Etesian winds.

Besides the ordinary winds above mentioned, Egypt j,

infested with the pestilential blastf common to all warm
countries which have deserts in their immediate vicinitv,

The Egyptians call them " winds of fifty days," because

they commonly prevail during the fifty days preceding and

following the equinox ; though, if tliey were to blow con-

stantly for only half that time, an universal deitruclion

would be the consequence. They always blow from the

south, and are indisputably owing to the motion of the

atmosphere over such vast tracts of hot sand, where it

cannot be supplied with a sufficient quaiitity of nioislure.

When they begin to blow, the sky loses its usual serenity,

and assumes a dark and alarming aspect, the sun lading

aside his usual splendor, and becoming of a violet colour,

This terrific appearance seems not to be occasioned ly

any real haze or cloud in the atmosphere, but solely Lv

the vast quantity of sand carried along by these winds,

and which is so excessively subtile, that it penetrates every

where.

The extreme dryness of these winds is such, that wa-

ter, sprinkled on a floor, evaporates in a few minutes; all

the plants are withered and stripped of their leaves; and

a fever is instantaneously produced in the human species,

by the «uppression of perspiration. The danger is great-

est when the wind blows in squalls, and to travellers who

happen to be exposed to its fiiry without an" sheltf r. The

best method in this case is, to stop the mouth and nostrils

with a handkerchief. Camels, by a natural instinct, bury
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ilair iioics in the Mnd, and ke«p them, there till the aquall I

ii over.

A blast of this kind once overtook Mr. Bruce in the

jMcrtof Nubia; and the pillars of moving sand, which
are commonly raised by such winds, were observed on
tkis occasion in all their terrific majesty. Sometimes they

appeared (• move slowly ; but, at other times, with such
incredible swiftness, that they could not possibly have
been eluded by the fleetest horse. Frequently the tops,

when arrived at an immense height, suddenly m parated'

from the bodies, and dispersed themselves in the air; and
somelinies the whole column broke off near the middle
as if it had received a cannon-shot ; and their size was so'

tnormouj, that, at the distance of about three miles, they
appeared fen feet in diameter. Next day they seemed of
a»m«ller size, but more numerous, and sometimes ap-
proached within two niileN of the company. The sun
tt«j now obscured by them, and the tra,)nmisiion of his

rap gave them a dreadful appearance, resembling pillars

of fire. This was said to be a certain sign of the ap-
proaching Simoom, or hot wind, and the guide directed
ihat, when it came, the travellers should fall upon their

faces, and keep their mouths on the sand, to avoid draw-
iiig in the pernicious blast with their breath. On his
railing out that the Simoom was coming, Mr. Bruce
lunied for a moment to the qiuirter whence it. came, and
perceived it like a fog of a purple colour, seem'ingly
about twenty yards in breadth, and about twelve feet high
from the ground. It moved with such rapidity, that, be-
fore lie could turn about and prostrate himself, he felt
ihe vehement heat of its current upon his face; and, even
afierithad passed over, the air which followed was so
alrcmely hot, as to threaten instant suffocation.

The same phenomenon occurred twice more on our tra-
uller's journey through the desert. The second time it

Henied to have a shade of blue mingled with the purple,
and its edges were less perfectly defined; resembling a'

iliin smoke, and having about a yard in the middle tinged
«>lh blue and purple. The third time, it was preceded
bv an appearance of sandy pillars, more magniticeut than
any that had been yet observed; the sun shining through
lliem in such a manner as to give those which were near-
"t a resemblance of being spangled with stars of gold
ibe Simoom which followed had the same blue and pur-
ple appearance as before, and was succeeded by a most
suffocating wind, which continued for upwards of two

I

bours.

The danger of travelling in these sandy deserts is finely
and energetically described in the following lines :-

847
" Tk« Mf\tm tr«*eller, with wlM aufprb*,
" Sect (he dry d«i«rt nil ariMnd Mm riM,
" And, imother'd io tke diMly wbirlwlBd, dl««." ]

Ar. Bruce remarked, that these destrucUve windi always
came from the south-east; while the sandy pillars, which
prognosticated their approadi, seemed to keep to the
westward, and to occupy the vast circular space enclosed
by the Nile to the west of their route, going round by
Chaigic toward Dongola. The heaps of sand left by them
when they fell, or raised by the whirlwinds which carried
Ihem up, were about twelve feet high, exactly conical,
tapermg to a fine point, and tlieir bases well proportioned.

Inundation of the Nile, Cataracts, Lakes, Sfc] The
river Nile has always been reckoned one of the greatest
wonders of Egypt, and it is chiefly to this that the coun-
try owes its abundant fertility ; for, as it seldom rains ic
the inland parts, and the soil is naturally dry and sandy,
if the lands were not annually watered by the overflowing
of this river, Egypt, instead of the most fruitful, wouM
be one of the most barren regions in the world.
The sources or springs of this famous river were abto.

lutely unknown to the ancients; and the discovery of them,
having been repeatedly attempted in vain, was deemed so
honourable an enterprise, that Lucan makes Ciesar ipMk
to this effect:

—

" **"I5 kM my curious teni, from early yontb,
" Toil'd io llie noble learcb of lacred (mtli i

" Yet itill no I lews have iirg'd my ardour more,
" Than Nlle'i remoteil rountalo (o eiplore j

• Tlien tay what tource (he famous stream luppllef,
" And bids l( at revolving periodi rise

;

* Show me tha( head from whence, since lime begU|
" Tlie long luccesiioD of hij wavn has run :

" Thli let me know, and all my (oils ihall cease,
" The sword be sheath'd, and ear(b be bles( with peace."

'' So where our wide Numidian wastes extend,
'^
Sudden (he impetuous hurricanes descend,

^' Weel through the air, io circling eddies play.
Tear up the sauds, and sweep whole plains away.

Mr, Bruce informs us, that the sources of the Nile
are situated in the country of the Agows, in Abyssinia,
and that the longitude of the principal fountain is thirty-
SIX degrees, fifty-five minutes, thirty seconds east from
Greenwich. The place through which is the passage to
the territory of the Agows, is called Abala; a valley, go-
nerally about half a mile, and never exceeding one mile,
in breadth. The mountains which surround it are at first
of an inconsiderable height, and covered to their very
summits with trees and herbage, but, as they proceed to
the southward, they become more rugged. Those to the
west join a mountain called Asormaska, where they turn
to the south, and enclose the territory of Sacala, which
lies at die foot of them; and further to the westward is

the sn.a!! village of Geesh, where the fountait.s uf the
Nile are situated.

Having passed several considerable streams, all of which
empty themselves into the Nile, Mr. Bruce found himself
obliged to ascend a very steep and rugged mountain, where
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no path appeared bul u vcr^ iianuvv one made by tin; slitrp,

uikI rendered ulmom i^ipiA«iiifi)lL- Vj tUoniy pluiit.s, uikI »
numbpr of large ntoiieg, wUicb aeeiiied to have reiiiuiiied

there eyyr itiiict the rreutiou. At leiiKth, however, i^e

reached th^ top, qiiJ had i^ gij^ht of tjio Nile iinmodiHtdj
below him

; but so diniiiii!(hed in size, thi^t it now up-
peared only a brook scaiTc siif^cieiit to tutu a iniil. The
vijlmije of deesii ii< not within siuiit of the fountains of
tliis river, tliough n.)t more tljan six hun^b ed yard's distant
from theiii. 'Hie eyuntry about that place terminntes in

II clift" of about three hundred yards higli; which reaches
tlowii to die plain of Assoa, continuing in the some de-
cree of elevijtioij till it meets the Nile again about s(!ven-
teen miles to the soifthward. In the middle iff t\ii» cliff
is a liirKc cav^, rumiing straight ifortliward, with several
bve-|)allis, forming a nntuial li)byiinlli, whi,cli seems ca-

PSV!''
"f

<^"","''"'.'fj;
tl'« iiiliuf.iiaiKs of the who|e village,

'T^f'fH";
^"'' tl'^iir cattle. Into d.is cave Mr. Bruce ad-

vanced i|bout a hundred' yardp; but <iid not choose to go
farther, as the canille he carried with Ifiin seemed ready
to go out, and the people assured him, that there was
nothing remarkal^le to be seen at the end.

f'roiii the edge of llie cliff of Ge^oli, above the village,

the grounti Bloj)es oii'th^ nofthward with a regular de-
scent to a triangular marsh, upwards of eighty-six yards
broad; and about the middle of this marsh rises a circu-
lar hillock, about twelve feet in diameter, and surrounded
by a shallow trench, which collects the water, and sends
It off to the eastward, l;i,is is firni|y built of sod, and
kept in repair by the Agows, who worship the river, and
perform their religious ceienjouies upon this, as ab altar.

In the midst of it is a circular hole, which is always kept
clear of gra^s and aquatic plants, and t|ie water in it is

perfectly pure and limpid, but without any ebullition or
vio.ble motion on its surface. The mouth is rather l^ss

than three feet diameter, and, at the period of our travel-
ler's first visit, Nov. 3, 1770, the water stood about two
iiiches from the brim,' nor did it cither increase or dimi-
nish during all die lime of his residence in the neighbour-
hood. On putting down the shaft of a lance, he found
a feeble resistance, at the depth of six fv>et four inches,
as if from grass and rushes ; and, about six inches deeper,
he found his lance had entered into soft earth, but met
with no obstruction from stones or gravel; and the same
was confirmed by. using a heavy plummet, witii a line be-
smeared with soap. This is the first fountain of Uie Nile.
The second fountain is situated about ten feet distant

from the former, and is only eleven inches in diameter, but
eight feet three incKes deep. The third is about twenty
feet from the first ; the mouth being rather more than two
feet in uianicter, and five feet eight inches in depth. These
fountains are used as altars, and from the foot of each
issues a running rUl, wliich, uniting with the water of the
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IjiNl tr.'in h, pvH off at the vaft tide iu a stream that wuul,|

'" \^aicr „|

fill a pipe of abmit two inches diameter. TIk.
dijes^ foMii^aiMS i« extreiwely light and intensely moU\,ZI

"I
exposed to the scorching heai of the sn^i without .ny ,\^l
ter. 'i'hc elevation, of the ground must be very great, as il),

imromcter st9od onJ>; a,t twenty-two inches ;
<< mjiil,,' ,j,'

Mr. Hruce, " di,d i^vaii from that heiglii any ol i|,',

2'
I staid at Oeesh; i^iid t|,.e|ict: I inferred, that, at ll.c wurco!
of the Nile, I \ya^ more thi^n two miles above tl„. It„|
of the sea ;-a prodigi^u;* height ty «;njoy a sky perpetuaU,
clear, aij also i> hot jfun, never overcast with clouds fron'

rising to setting."
'

'I'he Nile, tl^ui; formed by the union of streams from
these three fountains, runs eflstward through tlif marsl,
for thirty yards, with a very little increase of water bm
perfectly visible, till it is met by the grassy bank of 'land
declining from Sacala. This turns it round gradually i„

the Morth-east, and then due north ; and, in the two milj
It Hows in that direction, the river receives many small

contributions from springs, tijat rise in the banks „„ lad,
side of it, so that, about this distance from the fonniains
it becomes a stream capable of turifing a comnun, milj,'

From this spot the Nile turns to the wcsUvaid, aiiii,

after running over loose stones occasionally in thai dircctioil

about four miles farther, a fall, coinmt^nces of about six

feet in height, after which it quits the mountainous pla«
of its nativity, and issues into the plains of Goutto. Here
it, flows so gently, tl^at its motions can scarcely be per-

ceiyed, but, at the same time, it makes so many sharp un-

natural windings, that it differs from any other river ow
author ever saw ; making about twenty sharp angular pe.

nmsulas in the course of five miles through a marslij

plain of clay, quite destitute of trees, and very unpleasant

After passing this plain, it turns due north; and receitcs

the tribute of several small streams, which descend from

the mountains of Aformasha. It now begins to run ra-

pidly, and again receives a number of beautiful rivulels,

which have their rise in the heights of Litchanibara. Here

It becomes a considerable stream, inclining to the norlli-

east, and winding exceedingly till it is joined by the small

liver Diva. The mere names of places through whicli

it passes cannot be expected to afford any ainusemeut to

our readers
; suffice it therefore to observe, that, after

washing Upper and Lower Egypt, it at last disembogues

itself into the Mediterranean.

The inundation of the Nile is now universally allowed

to be occasioned by the great rains that fall in Ethiopia

during the months of April and May, by which the river

IS so swelled as lo lay that country almost entirely under

water, and afterwards Egypt, in its course towards the

Mediterranean. Nor is this inundation peculiar to lie

Nile, but common to it with other rivers that have ihcii

rise or course between the tropics, where heavy rains
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loiiitantly fall nt a ccrJain leaaon of tlie ^ear, which cause

^m to Itrciik ilitongh their orliiinry hounds, and ovciHow

jie adjiicf III rouiUriu'j in their passage to tin; »en, particu-

lirly ill Siaiii, Bi-iig:!!, and other parts of the KHit-liidifs.

The Nile begins to swell in the month of May, but

il,
increase is not considirtible in the Lower Fgypt till

,lx)ut till- 20th of June, nor is ahy public iiotire taken

„l It (ill the C8lh of that month, at «liich time it is usu-

ally nsi'ii five or six peeks, a Turkish measure, e(pial t >

about five mid twenty iuthus. Being c<mie to this height,

ihe public cricri. proclaim the ri^c of the river in the city

of Cairo, and con'inue to publish how much it increases

(very ilay, till it rises to sixteen peeks, at which time they

Biike great rejoicings
; and this usually happens at the

litter end ,if July, or before the 20th of August; but the
looiier it happens, they have the greater hopes of a plen-
tiful season. If the Nile do not rise to sixteen peeks thr
people pay no tribute that year to the grand Signior

;'

but
a itill greater height is necessary to cduse a general flood,

and prepare the lands for cultivation. Eighteen peeks'
Dr. Pococke informs us, are reckoned but an indiflTerent

Nile, twenty a middling one, and twenty-two a very good
one, beyond which it seldom rises. If it chance to rise

higher than twenty-four, the inundation is said to be pre-
judicial, the waters in that case not retiring soon enough
for the people to sow their corn ; but we scarcely know any
instance of this nature. The Nile is usually at its great-
est height about the middle of September.

In order to know exactly the rise of the Nile, there is

built, on a pleasant island opposite to Old Cairo, a place
called the Makkias, in which is a famous pillar for measur-
ing the elevation of the water. It is fixed in a deep basin
the bottom of which is on a level with the bed of the
n»er, the water passing through it. This pillar, which
IS placed under a dome, and crowned with a Corinthian
capital, IS divided into measures; and from the court that
leads to the house is a descent to the Nile, by steps, on
which the common people believe that Moses was found
ifter he had been exposed on the banks of the river.

'

As the river cannot of itself overflow the lands every
where in the necessary proportion, a vast number of ca-
mliand trenches have been cut from one end of Egypt
to the other, so that almost every town and village has its
canal, which ,s opened at the proper time, and conveys

(

the water of the Nile to distant places. It is from Uiese
canaJs, where the banks of the Nile are high, that the
«nds are overflowed; but it is otherwise where they areK particularly in the Delta, which is that part of Egypt

'liat lies between the two mouths of the river. Canals
are earned along the higher ground,-,, that the water may
have a fall from them to the lower parts; and from the
great canals it is drawn out into small channels, and con-
«jed all over the countrr. It is likewise observable,

*J- TOL. I.
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that, as ihry have dikes or banks to ki;ep the water out
of the canal, till the river >»e risen to p proper heipht to
h t it ill, ,„ in some of their, »hey have contrivances to
ktep It in after the Nile is f«, ii, and also preserve it
til ceiiuin lakes or pond«, from wJweh they can let it out
upon their landn at pleasure.

The reader, however, is to underst«,Ml, that some parta
of the country lie too high to be watered by mean, of
the canals, .n.d several ganlrns and plantafious require
more ..freghnHinf than m,M th.y re< , ive from the *f«ua|
inuiidatwn; «n<1 fhis ac< .nut they aie ohl,«ed to laii.
water fron, U.e riv.

. which .. lodged in cislernH „v re-
servoirs contrived for thaf purpose. This is generally done
by the Persian wheel, i. machine turned by oxen, which
carries a rope hung with several vessels, that fill as it^jocs
round, and empty themselves „.<•. the reservoir. I'hey
have another contrivance, where ttie bank of the river ii
high; in which case they make a basin on the side of
It, /ixiiig near it an upright pole, and across the top of
that another, will, an axle, at one end whereof hangs «
great stone, and at the other a leathern bucket, which
being drawn down into the water by two men, is raised
up again by the weight of the stone, the men directing
It, and emptying it into tU> basin. The former of these
machines is chiefly used in the lower parts of Egypt, the
latter in the higher; for, ai we advance up the river, th«>
difficulty of raising the water increases.

We may judge how much the fertility of Egypt m
owing to the inundation of the Nile, when we consider
that it leaves behind it a stratum of mud or slime, which,
without any other manure, renews all the strength of the
soil that the preceding harvest had impaired ; nay, it is

frequently found necessary to temper it with a little sand,
to abate its excessive richness.

With respect to the distribution of the waters of the
Nile by means of canals, &c. we shall only add, that there
is a great canal, called Kbalis, which runs from the river
quite through the city of Cairo, and several miles beyond
It. Near the mouth of this canal there is a mound or
mole, which is every year broken down with great solem-
nity and rejoicing, when the Nile rises to the height of
sixteen peeks; and thereby the water is conveved into
the city, and thence into the gardens and the adjacent
country. The bashaw himself, accompanied by all his
great officers, and attended by a vast multitude of people,
assist at the ceremony of cutting this bank; and on this'

occasion the trumpets and other music, the repeated shouU
of the people, the firing of guns, &c. make an agreeable
confusion. In short, bonfires, illuminations, fireworks,
several sorts of games and exercises, and whatever can
express an universal joy, are continued for three days and
nights succes,sively. M. Thevenot, who was twice present
at this ceremony, tells us, that, among other diverting sighu
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exiiibited on (hat occasiion, hf saw two swinnnors, whose
|)eir()niiuii(-i's wt'ie wry siirpriHiii};. One of ihem", with

bi» Imiiil.s liitl Ix-liiiid him, niul Im fcol hound with u (hiiin

wiighiiii; ti n poumis, tilood iipri^lit in tlic water, iiiid in

tha; uiiinnci vvi-nt iVoin the opening of the eiuiitl quite

, through Cniro, ivhieh is three niiUii ami upwnrd.s. 'I'h*-

othrr feUow swnin in ilmins from one end of the canid to

tlip other, with u pipe in hiii inontli, and a (hiih «)f cotfee

in his liund, witliont spilhng it ; .and both tliese swimincrN
were hand.soinely rewiudetl.

IJefore we leave the Nile it i.i proper to notice it.s fa-

mous eatarueld, which are UNimllv reckoned seven in nmn-
ber, wlure the river pours itself <K»wn higii precipices
with such a prodigious noise, that it may be heard at llie

distance of several leagues. De L'lsle represents oiu- of
Iheni ns fulling from a height of two hundred feel, with

« noise exceeding that of the loudest thunder; and, it is

•aid, llu water, breaking with the full, raisefi such thick

mists, that at u distance they appear like «louds. It is

also reported that the water in its fall fornts a kind of arcli,

under which one ntay walk without being wetted : and the

neighbouring people seem formerly to have made this a
di»ersion, there being several i|iches and seats cut in the
rock, and likewise some groltoes, which are now become
inaccessible. Seneca relates a practice of the iuhattilaiits

n»iar the cataracts of the Nile, which appears quite incre-
dible, viz.—That two of them used to get info a smuil
boat, the one to guide it, liie oliu<r to throw out the water,
and, direclin- the little vessel with their hands, they dex-
ttiously steered through the narrow channels without loiuh-
«ig the rocks, till at last they were hurried down the pre-
•ipice l>y the failing river. 'I'he atlVighted spectators then
dupposed them inevitably s\\ allowed up anil lost, but pre-
sently saw thent appear again upon the water at a great
distance. Some n>odern travellers seem to coidirm this

account; but Dr. I'ococke, who saw several of the ca-
taracts, takes no notice of any smli practice ; nor does he
represent them us such frightfid falls ae they are generally
supposed to be. The docti)r tells us of some rocks that
li* across the river in three difti rent places, ilividing the
strt>am, and causing several falls of water; but he makes
the greatest of thcp- u.t above scv.n or eight feet, and
othei

s about four.>r .< ... He acknowledges, however, that
the n;>tives t.ilked of other cataracts besides those he saw,
and even reckoned seven of them, which seems to agrc
« ith tlie accounts of the ancients : Hut, as to the Cala-
dup;., those high cataracts whose noise made the neigh-
bomiug inhabitants deaf, he looks upon the whole as fa-
btdous.

Wo shall finish our account of the Nile by observing,
that Its waters run through a canal during six months into
iiie lake of Morris, and durmg the other six nionUis How
back from the lake into Uic Nile. This lake is saidno

['Air ti.

have !)een .lug by a king of Kgypt of iho same 'i,a„,e

onhr lo correct the irregularities of the Nile, hy r^'

"

ing the tiupertlnous waters when the river rose t(.o | ,1

and by supplying the lands with water when the river f„'i|!!,j'

which was let out .>f the lake into the adjacent
countr,'

by a grtuit number of canals and ditch.^s. Many „f ,|„,

'

canals are still std>sisting, which are eipially s.,ivi,,,j,!'

to the present inhabitants of I'lgypt us they Mere to il,,

ancient, and are allribnied, like most other works of h,,!,"

he benefit, to the patriarch Jo.seph, whose name they iJvp
given to the great camd by which the lake has a comi„„„i
cation with the Nile.

According to the accounts of Herodotus and Diodoru,
this lake was no hjss than thret; thousand nix |,|,|„|,.,,|'

stadia, or four hundred and fifty miles, 111 circiiiiif,.,,.!,^

whereas I'omponius Mela makes it no more thiin twcniy
miles; but the critics suppose this to be a inistukc

i

Mela's copy, and havj- accordingly corrected it hy digj,

historians. 'I'he truth seems to lie between these t„„i,','

tremes, for travellers of veracity assure Us, that lli,.
j;,!^

of Mo-risis at this <lay between forty and fifty mile!,
j,,

l«-nglh, and ten or twelve in breadth ; though the exUiii

of it varies as the Nile sinks or rises. Its banks arc uf a

blackish soil, between which and the water the gromiil j,

slaty, and part of it covered with a deep slimy iiiii,|, „i,||

a thin cake of salt upon its surface. The water li;is a

muddy taste, is nlmo»:t as .salt as the sea, and consequenil,

very «lisugreeahle
; but it is fresher towanis the part wlin,

the canal enters from the river.

To form this prodigious lake, if it were made by m,
a vast ipiantity of earth must have been dug up, s\\nA

naturally led Ihrodoius to enquire what beciiiiie 01 h

and the ICgyptians told him it was thrown into liie Nilf,

and dispersed by the current of that river, ''"hisaecmni,

however, .seems far from being satisfactory; and, as ilu'

nihabitaiits of the country coidd give no belter iiiiswirio

the hi<lorian's question, it is leusonable to suppose ihis

spacious lake was rather a Work of naline than (if ait,

though perhaps king Mo-ris might enlarge it, hy optniiis

or cleansing iis communication with the Nile, eieciiiig

flood-gates, and even sinking some part of it deeper ihaii

it was originally
; and this might give rise to the trailiiioii,

that he caused the whole cavity to be dug, and foriiicil

the lake which retained !iis name.
The t«o lakes of Natron, situated to the West of tlif

Delta, are very interesting objects. 'J'heir bed is a soil

of nataiiil trench, three or four leagues long, by a quarter

of a league wide ; and the bottom is solid and stony. Il

is dry for nine months in the year ; but, in Viinter, there

oozes from the earth a water of a reddish violet colour,

wh.icli fills the hike to the height of five or six feet; ih

return of the great heats c&using this to evaporate, tiicrt

remains a bed of salt, two feet thick and very hard, wliich
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nbrokwiwith bar* of iron; and it u laid, that nearly

il,ii.|y
iliotisiiiul ijuintiils are produced from tlieie lakcN

ntry yi'i'r-

Mm'r<ih,S<;c.] Most modern travellers have tukeii notice

„f ilif iiicoiiveiiieiices that attend travelling in I'-gypt, and

ttliicli rcnilcr it extremely dillicidt to Mpuuk with accuracy

ru|HCliii!i die mineral productiouH of that celebrated conn-

liy.
Tlitso arise principally from the harharily and «u-

liirntiliDi' "( ''"• "iitivcM, wUo imagine all Kuropeann to

be iii:i({i( iaiis anil Horcerers, who come purposely to disco-

ur i\mv- Ireaunreh which the genii have concealed under

llitir ruins. So deeply rooted in this absurd opinion, that

110 |iirMiii (liires walk alone iu the fields, nor can he liiid

siiy uiie willing to accompany him ; so that he is, iu a

iiiiiiiiuT, confined to the banks of the river, and it is only

bv loiiipariiig the accounts of various travellers that any
^alis^acl«ly knowledge can be iicquired.

rroiii comparing his own observations with those of
oiher liavellers, M. Volney <;oucludes, that the basis of

nil Egypt, bom Asonan to the Medilerrani^an, is a con-

tinued bed of calcareims stone, of a whitish hue and soft

Mibslttiiif, conlainii die same kind of shells that are met
Hitli ill llu' adjacent seas. A<;cording to Mr. Uruce, the

porpiiyry mountains and quarries begin at llamra, in the

latiliiile of nearly twenty-four degrees, and c:outinue along

iht coast of the Red Sea to about twenty-two degrees
tliirty niimites ; when they are succeedi^l by the marbit
mountains, these again by oiIkms of alabaster, and d. se
l:u,t by basaltic mountains. Soiue of these mounlaius ap-
|itari(l to be composed euliri'ly of red, and others of
ginii, marble, and, by lli.-ir dillerent colours, afford<;d an
ixtraonlmary spectacle, in die vicinity of Cosseir, our
iiiiliioi discovered the (piarries whence the ancients obtained
llios(! prodigious quantities of marble with which they con-
slructed so many wonderfid works. The first place where
ilic marks of dieir operations were plainly dis<:ernible,

MS a very high mountain, where the stone was so hard
IIS to resist the stroke of a hammer; and the evident ler-
ininatiuii of some channels at this spot, served to prove
lliat water was anciently used in cutting these hard slon^js.

In four (lays, during which Mr. lirucc travelled among
llifsc nioiniluins, he passeil more granite, porphyry, mar-
Mn, and jasper, than might have sufficed to build Koine,
•Athens, Corinth, Syracuse, Memphis, Al<;xandria, and'
lialf a dozen such cities, [t also appeared, timt ili... p;,,.
<ages bttweeu the mountains, and what our autiior calls
.';/'/«, were not natural but artititial openings; where even
«l"jle mountains had been c.it out, in order to preserve a
gradual slope toward (he river.

Ciunnin- die niounlains iu genual, our travcliei ob-
serves, tinit the porphyry is very beautiful to the eyc', and
IS discovered byafine purple sand, without any gloss. An
unvariegated marble, of a green colour, is generally found

m the same mountain; and whnrn the two meet, the mar-
ble becomes soft for a few inches, but the porphyry retaiut
Its hardness. 'I'he granite has a dirty brown appearance,
l«mig coTcred with «and ; but, on removing this, it ap^
ptuns <if a grey colour, with a reddish cast all over it, and
diversified with black spots. The red marble is next to
the granite, though not met with in the same mountain :

there is, also, a red kind, widi white veins, and a great
quantity of the connnon green serpentine. Some samples
of that beautiful marble called JmM/a, were likewise ob-
served

: one of them of that yellowish cast called quake-
colour, and the other of (he bluish kind, named .lovc-co-
lour. 'I'he most valuable kind, however, is that called
verde anlico, which is found next t(. the Nile in the moun-
tanis of serpentine marble. It is cov( red by a bluish stone,
s(nnewhat lighter than slate, more beautiful than most kinds
of marble, and, when polished, has the appearance of a
volcanic lava.

Some travellers have spoken of an emerald-mine in this
country; but, from the researches of Mr. Bruce, it does
not appear to have any existence. In the Red Sea, in-
deed, at a small distance from the south-west coast, there
is an island, called the Mountain of I'Jneralds ; but it

seems that none of those precious stones have ever been
<ound there in modern times. Here, as well as on the
continent, there were nuiny pieces of a green pellucid
substance

; but veined, and much softer than rocL crystal,

though" somewhat harder than glass. A few yards up the
mcuntain Mr. Bruce found diree pits, which arc sup-
posed to have been the mines whence theancients obtained
their em>!ralds ; but though many pieces of the green sub-
stance above mentioned were met with about these pits,

no signs of the true emerald could be perceived.

In the mountains of Cosseir, as well as in some parts
of the deserts of Nubia, our author found some rocks
which exactly resembled petrified wood. On the road to
Su«!/ are found great nundjcrs of ["Egyptian Hints and peb-
bles, though the bottom is a hard, calcareous, and sonorous
st(me. Here, also, M. Volney lulls us, dial the stones
resembling |)etrified wood are to be met with. These, he
says, are in the form of small logs, cut slanting at the
ends, and might easily be taken for petrifactions, though
he was well «onvinced that they \ver<; real minerals.

f egetiif)fex.\ It is not to be supposed iliat such a coun-
try as I'^gypt, wiiidi is very hot, and annually ov.rtlowed,
siiould produce any great variety of plants ; uiul it ni;iy be
presumed Uiat very few, except diose of the aipiatie kind,

were originally produced in Kgypt, but have l)eeii trans-

planted thither from other couniiifs. 'I'iii! celcluatcd

piaiit called papyrus, or bibius, v^hlch lornieily )ii.u plcn-

Iduily on Hit; banks ol ihe Nile, and is, ptilisips, a native

ol Kgypt, is now rarely to be inelwidi, the jiooiei sort of

people having almost destroyed it, by digging up tlie roots
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for fuel. This plant wa, made u.o c.f by ,he ancients
to write upon, and thence our papc, had its name. It
has a Jarge stem, whence some say th.y took the pith
which they worked ir.to a white paste or gh.e, and of that'made a k,nd of paper, almost in the same n.anner as we
do with our linen rags; but others say they used the inner
nnd for tl.at purpose. According to Plinv, the root of
this .plant IS as thick as a n.an's arm, and ten cubits Ion-
whence arise a great number of triangular stalks, at tlm
extremities of which its flowers are ranged iu clusters
Its root IS woody and knotty, its leaves long, like those of
the bulrush, and its taste and sineli resemble those of the
cypress, of which some reckon it a species.

Tlie manner of making the Egyptian paper was as fol-
lows

: they began with lopping off the root and head of
tlie papyrus, as of no use in this manufacture; the re-
mainmg .stem they slit lengthways into two equal parts,
and from each of these they stripped the thin scaly coats
or pelhcle., whereof it was composed, with the point of a
penknife. The innermost of these pellicles were reck-
oned the best, and those nearest the rind or ba.k the
worst; and accordingly they were kept separate, and con-
stituted .hfieient kinds of paper. As the pellicles were
taken off, they extended them on a table, and then two

,
of them were laid over each other transversely, so that
their fibres made right angles. In this state they were
glued together with the muddy water of the Nile, then
pressed, dried, and, lastly, flatted and smoothed, by beating
them with a mallet; though sometimes, with a hemisphere
Of glass, they gave them a farther polish.

It is to be observed that, besides paper, the ancients
made ropes, sails, mats, blankets, shoes, and several do-
mestic utensils, of the papyrus; but, more useful inven-
tions having set all this aside, the plant is now neglected.
«nd almost extirpated out of Egypt.
The dumez, the sycamore of the ancients, which the

Europeans call Pharaoh's fig, is common about the vil-
lages near Cairo, and is, likewise, found iu some parts of
feyria It IS a la.ge spreading tree, with round leaves,
and bears a fruit like the cotnmo.i fig. but something
emaller, and not much esteemed. It is remaikable that
he fruit grows on several short branches, without leaves,
that shoot out from the main Im.bs of the tree; and a'
the end of .he fig there gathers a sort of water, which is
let out by cutting tlie skin, otherwise the fruit will not
come to perfection. The tree is propagated by planting
Its branches, which grow very fast.

The ca.s.,ia (istula, which x've call the pL.ddiug-pipe-lree
IS not uuconm.on in Egypt, though it does not seem tJ
be a native of the country. The tree is tall, its bark ash-
colourcd, us wood very firn,, it., grain close; :„,d at the
centre it is black, but yellowish towards the outside. Its
Homers are also yellowish, and produce a fruit in the form
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of a long pod, vvhich, when npe, .'« full of a black ,w„

,

.sh pulp, divided by .s.nuH woody .e'ls, and in tl,i,

,

h
are found little hard grains, si.apecl ike heu.ts, M^'
the seed of the tree. The Eg^.tiai. never nse'ti;!::
pods till they are four months ol.^; for, when yo„„„ 2recent, they are observed a, }y noxious. Tju .. „," ^
pulp extracted from the pod i,, lo-m of a bolus ,;,„.;„
nnd are of opinion that, t.'.en internally, it cools a„d p

'

rifies the blood. The Lgyptinns likewise use it toT
v.ate tho.-u. «na hot pains of the joints, apply],,,,

jj i''way of pla.ster to the part affcv ted. It allays thirst a
IS, therefore, good in feveri.Sih disorders.

'

The acacia, or Egyptir.r, thorn, is said to be of com,
derable use in n>edicine. F.om the -rcen pods it bears

a"juice IS expressed and iv.spis^aicd, uhich is brought to u,
in bladdcis, containing globular masses, weighing (,^^
four to eight ounces, which are ext';inally blackish hm
internally of a shining brown colour, hard, britlK., ami of
an austere taste. This juice is called acatia, and is used
for preventing inflammations in the eyes, for curing ulcers
in the mouth, and fissures of the lips, for fastening the
teeth, and strengthening weak joints.

In Lower Egypt, especially near Rosetta, the lotus
grows in great abundance. This plant is a species of the

«atcr-lily
;

lis leaves float on the water, and cove, its siir-

face, producing many flowers, which were formerly woven
into the crowns of conquerors. The ancient Kgvptia,,,
made bread of the pulp of the lotus dried, which resem-
bles that of a poppy ; and they used to eat the root of it

which is round, and as large as an apple. After tlie

flowers follow round green pods, which contain a seed, not
unlike that of a cabbage. At present, the Egyptians iliake

a drink of this plant, mixed with sugar, which is good
against inward heats; and, in summer, they eat the stalk.

and heads of it raw, which are sweet, moistening, and
cooling.

The culture of the citrul, or water-melon, is one of the

most general and most prolific in Upper Egypt; the mar-
kets are commonly filled with this sort of fruit, and, ai

liiey are sold exceedingly cheap, the poor, as well as the

opulent, may refresh themselves with their aqueous and

saccharine juice. The water-melons of Egypt are round,

and grow to a large size; those of the best 'quality, when
thoroughly ripe, have a rind perfectly smooth, and of a

blackish green. The divisions are slightly marked; the

pulp IS white near the rind, and red in the middle; the

seeds arc flattish, their shell is black, and the inside is ofa

beautiful white.

The shrub called sc/usml is cultivated in many of the

gardens at Rosetta. It bears leguminous flowers, of a

deep yellow colour, and oblong leaves terminating in i

point. The flowers are succeeded by long pods, bent in

the form of a scythe, and contain flat seeds, which are
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gr,v ill tlie middle, and fiicircled by a brown border.

'Jhtse setds are coiibidered by the Egyptians as a specific

against tlie ophthalmia, so prevalent in their country:

lliey are pounded and reduced to a yellow powder, which
is blown into the eyes, either pure or v»xed with pul-

vffized sugar.

The he/lie, or fenugreek, is properly cultivated for fod-

der; but M. Sonnini observes, that the Egyptian them-
selves eat it with avidity, so that, in Lower Egypt, it may
be not inaptly termed tlie " fodder of men." lu the month
of November, green helbe is carried about in large bun-
dles for sale, and generally purchased at a low price. The
natives pretend that it is an excellent stomachic, a spe-
cific against worms and dysentery, and a preservative
against many disorders.

To this account of the vegetable productions of Egypt
m shall add a few particulars relating to their harvests, of
which they have two in a year, a spring-barvest from Ja-
iiuary to May, and a winter-harvest about October. For
the latter, before the land is oveiftowtd, tliev sow rice
Indian wheat, and what they call the corn of' Damascus'
«liich produces a large cane, and has an ear like millet!
They also plant their sugar-canes at the same time; for
all these require a great deal of water, especially rice' the
largest crops of which are produced near Damietta'and
Kusetta, where the lands are low, and more easily over-
flowed than those higher up the river. Their wheat and
barley are sown in November, or somewhat sooner or
later, according as the waters of the Nile retire; and what
IS sown at this time of tiie year they reap in March and
Apd. At the same season, they sow flax, lentils, lu-
pines, and other vegetables of the like nature, which they
gather m the sprnig; and about November they likewise
cultivate their carthamus, or safianoun, as they call it
wliich grows like succory, and the flower of it, being of
use IP dying, is accordingly brought into Europe. Their
«iieat IS bearded, and their barley has six rows of grain

J

the ear, but is a coarse sort, and chiefly eaten by horses.% ave no oats, but plenty of beans, with which they
feed I eir camels; and the people, likewise, eat them
reeii, both raw and boiled. Neither have they any peas

buta sort of vetch, with one large grain in each pod, which
" eaten raw when green, and bo.led when dry, and is not-c inferior to peas in taste. Here it mayL be ami!
'«ohse,ve that, though Egypt produces very good flax
-nows,,^^^^^^^^

ntj, uliei. It was carried to such a perfection, that the

J

eads could scarcely be discerned by the niLst ey"

:S':;f f"'^"^V""•"'"•'^*^^''''•-»•''-

n h'
^'" ••* ^"P*^" considerable quantities

.
nto «,h«r countries. 1„ short, thi« manutac.un '

*" ". great request all ov«r the eastj and the superfin. ,

•*'• vol. I,
^

sort of It was often dyed in purple, and bore an excessive
price.

Animals.-] Egypt abounds in black cattle ; and it is said
that the inhabitants employ two hundred thousand oxen in
raising water for their grounds. They have a fine large
breed of asses, upon which the Christians ride; those
people not being suffered by the Turks to ride on any
other beast. The Egyptian horses are very fine; they
never trot, but walk well, and gallop with great speed,
and are extremely tractable. The dogs are large grey-
hounds, winch would be exceedingly handsome, if they
were treated with less severity; for the Mahometans have
a particular aversion to them: however, their instinct i.
not destroyed, though they have entirely lost the native
elegance of their formation. They are seen passing to and
fro, in the most frequented streets, and carefully avoiding
the Mahometan passenger, who turns aside his robe at
their approach. During the night, they assume a super-
nitendance over the wharfs, boats, and timber, which no
person confides to them, and a robber would find it im-
possible to touch the property, of which they thus become
the voluntary guardians. But what seems still more cu-
rious IS, that these animals form distinct tribes, and have
Innu., which they never exceed : Uiey never quit the quar-
ter where they first received their existence; and, if «
strange dog should presume to enter their confines, his life
would most probably answer for his intrusion. The Be-
douins, who are much less addicted to superstition than
the Turks, keep large greyhounds, for the preservation of
their tents and goods ; they are particularly careful of them
and bear them so great an aftection, that any person who
should attempt to ki\l one of them would undoubtedly fall
a sacrifice to the resentment of the owner. Notwithstand-
ing their decided and unjust aversion for dogs, tlie Tuiks
are extremely fond of cats, insomuch that, if one of them
happen to enter a mosque, it is greatly caressed bv the
assembled zealots, as the favourite animal of their prophet
there being an old tradition, which affirms, that Mahomet'
being once called upon some urgent business, preferred
cutting off- the sleeve of his robe to disturbing his cat that
lay upon it fast asleep.

Among the ancient Egyptians, cats were greatly vene-
rated, and their death was considered as so mournful an
event, that their owners shaved their eye-lids, in token of
their mourning: the bodies of the animals were likewise
embalmed in sacred temples, and fi-om thence carried, so-
lemnly, into Bubastis, a considerable city in Lower Egypt,
where they were deposited in the sepitldires of Hie coun-
trv. TIlM-f- arp raN in oil i-lw. K«.— __ -i- t? • ^i.- " — •'" .!K tKHisca oi ligypt : w those
ot the opulent, they are indulged in the best apartmenti,
"Id partake of the indolence and effeminacy of their mas-
'er«, who lavish upon them sudi caresses as their prido
would refuse to bctngs of superior aense.
4U

li
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Tigers, hyaenas, camels, antelopes, apes, with the head

like a dog, and the rat called ichneumon, are natives of

Egypt. The chameleon, a little animal, soniethitig resem-

bling 1 lizard, which occasionally changes colour, espe-

cially when irritated, is found here as well as in other coun-

tries. The crocodile was formerly thought peculiar to this

country, but there does not seem to be any material dif-

ference between it and the alligators of India and America.

They are both amphibious animals, in the form of a lizard,

grow till they are about twenty feet in length, have four

short legs, with large feet armed with claws, and their

backs are covered with a kind of impenetrable scales, like

armour. The crocodile waits for his prey in the sedge,

and other cover, on the sides of the river, and often sur-

prises the unwary traveller with his fore-paws, or beats

him down with his tail. The most common meliioil of

killing crocodiles is, by shooting them in the belly, where

the skin is soft, and not covered w ith scales like the back.

The natives destroy them by making some animals cry at

a distance ; and, when the crocodile comes out, they thrust

a spear, to which a rope is tied, into his body ; then letting

him retire into the water to exhaust himself, they after-

wards draw him out, run a pole into his mouth, and, leap-

ing upon his back, tie his jaws together. Ihe people

say, they cannot seize a man in the water, and, therefore,

frequently cross the Nile by swimming, both by them-

selves, and with their cattle, even above the i'lrst cata-

ract, where there are a great number of these animals.

They are not fond of salt-water, but love to continue

in the rivers. They lay their eggs in the sand, having pre-

viously dug a hole with their fore-paws to deposit them in;

which they cover up with great care, and then retire. The
next day they return again, uncover the place, lay about
the same number of eggs, and then retire till the ensuing

day, when they repeat the same for the last time, after

which the hole is finally closed. As soon as the csiss arc

hatched by the warmth of the sun, which happens at the

end of thirty days, the young ones begin to break the shell.

The mother, by instinct, goes at the same time to assist

them, by scratching away the sand. The instant they are

at liberty, the strongest move towards the water, and the

rest mount upon the back of the mother, who carries them
safely to it; but the moment they arrive at the water, all

natural connection ceases; when the female has intro-

duced her young to their natural element, she and the
males become their most formidable enemies, and devour
as many of them as they can; the whole brood scatters

into different parts at the bottom, and most of them are

destroyed. This animal is not only an enen)y to its own
species, but is at perpetual war with all other living

creatures.

The flesh of the crocodile is but indifferent food, though
the eggs are deemed great delicacies, and are sought, after
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very eagerly, not only by man, but by many beasts and
birds of prey. The vultures arc particularly

succcssfil

in' destroying diese eggs, which they effect by the follcnviu^

stratagem :—They hide themselves among the bushes aid

shrubs, about th^ banks of those waters where die crocodil

inhabits ; then watching till she has deposited her eggs ih

go to the place, as soon as she retires, scratch away
t|,o

sand, and feast upon the spoil. At other times, when iln

have not discovered a crocodile's nest, they are equailv dc

structive to the young ones, while they are running to the

river.

Jackals are very numerous in Lower Egypt. Tliov

are gregarious. Their howl is very disagreeable, paiticn.

larly in the night ; it is a kind of yelping, that may be (um.

pared to the shrill cries of children : they greedily dcvijur

dead bodies and filth of every kind. In a word, tlicv are

equally cruel and voracious, and are dangerous ciieiims

even to man.

The thaleb is an animal which has some reseinblance

to the jackal, but, at the same time, differs from it in some

striking features, and particularly in its habits. And M,

Sonnini is of opinion, that all which has been asseittJ,

both by the ancients and moderns, respecting tl.a /bj of

Egypt must be understood to apply to the thaleb, \vhoii,i<

ill fact, several features similar to Uiose of the fox. 'ii.e

hair of this animal is of a bright fawn colour, deijuroii

the upper than the under part of the body : the tail i, if.

markably large, and striped transversely with biact ;iiij

grey
; the eyes are literally brightened with the fire of li.

vacify
; and \\j counteiiance is expressive of peculiar cialt

and cunning. While the jackals, merely ferocious, fiiglncn

away their prey by their bowlings and numbers, and aie

frequently compelled to appease their hunger with food

the most disgusting to their appetite, the more foilunate

thaleb, surpassing them in address, does not associate wiiii

others, but goes alone; in the height of day approacks

die habitations of men, establishing near them his suker-

raucous abode, whence he creeps out with die liist fs-

vourable opportunity Id surprise the poultry, carry off tkc

eggs, &c. One of the handsomest of quadrupeds lie

would be, perhaps, one of the most amiable, if liis iiitts

and his talents for depredation did not bear too strong ju

impression of falsehood and knavery.

" Taking one day a contemplative walk in a garden,"

says our author, " I stopped near a hedge ; while a lliu-

leb, who heard no noise, was coming toward mc liiroiiuli

the hedge, and, on his getting out, he found liiiiistlf

close at my feet On perceiving me, he was so struck

with astonishment, that he did not even attempt to escape,

but, fixing his eyes upon me, remained motionless tor some

seconds. His embarrassment was painted in his couiile-

nance, in a manner of which I could not have concciud

him susceptible, and which indicated a very delicate io
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stincl. For my part, I was afraid to make any motion
,|,:it might disturb this situation, which afforded mc con-
siderable pleasure. At Jengtli. after taking a few steps
from one side to the other, as if not knowing which way
10 fly, still keeping his eyes turned toward me, he made
oO; not running, but stretching himself out, or rather
creeping away, placing his feet alternately with sin<rular
,,rcca.ilion. He was so much afraid of letting himself be
heard in his flight, that he held his large tail almost in a
liorizontal position, that it might neither drag on the
ground, nor brush against the plants. On the o°tlier side
ot the hedge I found the remains of his meal: it was a
biid of prey, which he had nearly devoured."
The Jerboa, a gentle animal, takes up its subterraneous

abode m some parts of Egypt. The singularity peculiar
to the construction of this animal is, that the fore-le-s
are so short, that they scarcely extend beyond the hair-
they are white, and have five toes, the inner one' of
«l,ieh IS short, rounded at the end, and has not any nail •

llie four other toes are long, and armed with great
Looked nails. The heel is very high, and the inside or
sole, of the foot is naked, and of a flesh-colour. Son
iimi,«ho has given a more accurate description of tliis

I

animal than any traveller who has visifed this country ob
serve,, that the fore-feet may be taken for hands, as in
ftcl, they are of no use in walking, but serve the jerboa
oDlvtolay hold of his food, and carry it to his month
as also to dig his subterraneous habitation.

'

Hares are tolerably numerous in the desert, althoueh
exposed to the pursuit of carnivorous quadrupeds and
l-irds; at least, their tranquillity is seldom interrupted by
.»; for except in the plains of the Pyramids, and of
baccara, uhere the Europeans resident at Cairo sometimes
akethe amusement of hunting, the inhabitants of E-^vpt
neverdBturb them

; their flesh is forbidden by the Maiio-
«a„, as It was by the Jewish, law ; neither is it eaten by
ke Copts, „1.o hare adopted several of the customs of

llie .ews. 1 he climate has produced a trifling difference
''"I'eqnahty of the hair of the animals of this spects
•^^""habit tiie burning and sandy plains of Africa' they
- -ere nearly grey, which colour changes, and grows

r, in proportion as the temperature becomes less
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other insects. It frequents the grottos and caverns, in
the mountains on the west of the Nile, and is only found
during the hot weather, as it always sleeps durinc the
winter.

iiiltry.

Aoiong sever,.! sorts of yellow lizards is the worral
;'-'• - -cl to ,e affected by music. Dr. SIk vZ it-ee„ several of them keep exact time and 1:;:;^

"-sin then, circulatoi^ dances, tu^^^H ad ,,,p,,.,g ^,.,,^,^ ^,^^ ^^^^^^^^ tutDr.Po-K«ho procured a .vorral alive, could not discover

[ 'i ,h li 1 ?"'"''"""' "f^"" '' '^'"''^ -in-1, which

bs forked tongue, which it puts out like a serpent
" has no teeth, and is harmless, living on flies and

There are two species of vipers in Egypt, which are
niuch esteemed in physic; they are of a yellowish colour,
like the sand ui. which they live, one with a kind of horns,
which have some resemblance to those of snails, but are
of a horny substance

; and the others like those in Europe
Scorpions here grow to a surprising size, and Sonnini

was assured that their bite occasioned extreme agony,
swoomngs, convulsions, and sometimes death.
Of the birds in Egypt, the ostrich deserves the prefer-

ence
:

,t is called, in Arabic, ter-gimel, or the camel-bird,
because m its head, neck, and walk, it resembles the
came

. This bird is common in the mountains south-west
of Alexandria; its fat is sold by the Arabs, and used as
an ointment for the rheumatism, palsy, and all cold tu-
mours. They have here a kind of large domestic hawk,
of a brown colour, with a very fine eye. These frequent
the tops of houses, where they may be seen with pigeons
standing close by tliem; but, though they are not bids of
prey, they eat flesh wherever they find it: the natives ne-
ver kill them, for they, as well as their ancestors, seem to
entertain a veneration for these birds. The tei-chacus or
messenger-bird, would be thought very beautiful, were it
not so common

: it is almost as large as a dove, and is
not only finely speckled, but has on the top of its head a
tuft of feathers, which it spreads, when it alights on the
ground.

They have also a beautiful white bird, called, by the
Europeans, the field-hen : it resembles a stork, but is not
half so larg2, and is seen about the fields like a tame fowl.
They have, likewise, a large white bird, with black wings,'
shaped like a raven : these last are called Pharaoh's hens,'
and live in the same manner as the tame hawk.

Great r.umbers of the birds called ibis were formerly
found on the islands in the Nile : these wewteld in great
veneration by the Egyptians, on account of their deliverina
the country from the multitude of serpents that breed i^
the ground after the retreat of the Nile, lliey are of a
greyish colour, with the wings and tail black, and resemble
the crane.

The stork is held in the highrsi esteem and veneration
by the Mahometans; it being :,. .sacred anion- them
as the Ibis was among the Egyptians; and that "person
would be accounted very profane, who should attempt to
kdl, or only hurt or molest h. The great regard paid to
the.;. L.rds was, at first, p.rhr.ps, less occasioned by the
service they render to moisr fenny countries, in clearing
them of a variety of reptiles and insects, than from die
solemn gesticulations they are observed to make whenever
they rest upon the ground, or return to their nests ; fpr

TaJ.
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they first throw their heads backwards, as it were, in a
posture of adoration, then strike, as with a pair of casta-

nets, tlieir upper and lower bill together, and afterwards
prostrate tlieir necks in a suppliant manner down to the
ground ; constantly repeating the same motions three or
four times together.

One of the birds most commonly seen in Lower Egypt,
at the oomnienceraent of the winter, is tlic hoppoe, or dun<v-

bird. It is by no means wild ; but as its iicsh is reckoned
v^ry indifferent, it is never killed by the inhabitants. I'he
hoppoes are frequently seen in small flocks, and if one of
them be separated from its companions, it calls them by
a shrill cry, at the same time drawing in its bill close to
the breast, and bris,kly raising its head. The hoppoes,
likewise, utter a hoarse disagreeiable sound, in one note.
Thestf migratory birds are very fat, and their flesh is ten-
der and palatable.

The turtle-dovesj ivhich arrive in Egypt after the Eu-
ropean autumn, and there spread themselves from the
sea as far as. Cairo, are of the common species; but
those which constantly inhabit the same country form a
distinct race.

Antiquities.'] Tlie Pyramids of Egypt, so highly cele-

brated and univerjsally admired for ages, have been de-
acribed by various travellers and antiquaries. But the in-

formation here presented to the reader is extracted from
the narration of Dr. Pococke ; which we have adopted,
not only from our own conviction of its superiority, but
from the concurrent testimony of Sonnini and other tra-
vellers

; Denon has, indeed, visited them since the learned
doctor; but the hurry with which his researche/i must
have been attended, arising from his being surrounded with
enemies, and obliged to accompany an army seeking for
conquest in a foreign country, must convince our readers
of the propriety of ou. choice.

" It is singular," says this writer, « that such superb
piles are no where to be found but in Egypt; for, in any
other countrivpyramids are rather puerile and diminutive
imitations of those of Egjpt, than attempts at appropri-
ate inagniticenc*-. The pyramids are situated on a rock,
at the foot of the high mountains which bound the Nile,
and separate Egypt from Lybia. Unquestionably, they
Wi-re all intended as places of sei)ulture; but their archi-
tecture, as well externally as internally, is extremely dif-
ferent, whether we regard distribution, materials, orgran-
deur. Some are open, some close, and others ruinous.
Indeed, they liave all sustained more or less damage from
the lapse of time, as well as from actu-A demolition.
However, considering the astonishing numboi of ages that

},„.. avaj aiiitc lueir ;tccuo;;, it is rather a
iMiter of surprise that they should he --. perfect as they
*rf3, Shan that they should be partial; > ijured. Tliey are
certainly works of tlie reaiotest antiquity tiie very cpocha

ro.

fPART II.

of their foundations was lost at the time when the fi

Greek philosophers travelled into Egypt.

" It is not improbable, that the invention of pyramid

was antecedent to the discovery of arches and coluim

It is, in fact, a mortifying consideration, that the most

durable and magnificent woAs in architecture have o

ginated from ignorance of the arts and sciences. Tl

famous aqueducts of the ancients, whose reniaiiig
excii

the wonder of the present times, were certainly owinu t

a want of knowledge of the first principles of hydi

statics.

" It is a common tradition in Egypt, that, ancienilv

there were giants in that country, who raised the pyramids

and the vast palaces and temples, whose remains are scat.

tered about. But tliis ridiculous opinion is confuted bv

observing; that, had this been the case, the gates and doors

of the buildings vtould have been proportionate to tlie

height of the occupiere ; but, as they are of the ordinarj

diuieusions, we may conclude, that they were erected b»

people of the common size. Indeed, the passages in tlie

pyramids are barely large enough to admit a man of our

ov. n times ; and the coflSn, m the largest and last pm.

niid, is an incoutestible proof of the falsity of such an

opinion, since it determines the size of the prince's bodv

for whom the pyramid was built.

" The prin( ipai pyramids are situated about three houri

sail up the Nile, near the place where the ancient Mem.

phis stood. The four most remarkable fabrics of tliis

kind are nearly on a diagonal line, and about four Iilii.

dred paces from each other. The four faces exactly cor-

respond to the four cardinal points. The two most nortlnm

are the largest, and their perpendicular height has been

calculated at five hundred feet. The bottom of the lirjl

is exactly six hundred and oinety-three English feet square,

and therefore covi : s more than eleven acres of land. Tlie

inclined plane is equal to the base, and the angles and

base form an equilateral triangle. The number of stepi

have been variously computed; but they are between two

hundred and seven and two hundred and twelve : these

steps, or layers, are from two and a half to four feet high,

and are broad in proportion to iheir height.

" The most northern of these pyramids is the only one

that is open, and with it I shall begin niy description. The

external part is constructed of great square stones, cutout

of the rock which extends along the Nile, where the quar-

ries are still visible from which they have been taken. The

size of these stones is unequal, but they have all the fi-

gure of a prism, that they may lie close together, II

might be imagined, that each range would form an ewi

step round the pyramid ; but this is not the case ; awi

hence the reason that diff'erent travellers disagree abuut

the number of the couises. It seems that regularity wii

no farther attended to than was necessary to preserve tk
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pjramidal form, and for the facility of the Mork, The
PSieriial layers liavt; neither mortar, nor cramps ; but in

the bo<iy of tlic p>ranji(l, a Line! of cement is used, com-
posed of iiiMO, earlli, and clay. The only foundation is

the surface of the rock, asi may be plainly perceived at

llie four corners

"The wind has, casually, and in length of time, blown
up a ridge of sand, which afl'ords a commodious ascent
lo the fiiitrance of the pyramid, wliich is forty-eight feet

from the ground. On reaching this entrance, it is usual
to discharge a pistol, to frighten away the bats ; after

which two Arab guides, whom it is necessary to engage,
enter and remove the sand, with which the passage''is'

almost stopped up. "
.

"This being done, you strip to the shirt, on account of
the excessive heat constantly felt in the pyramids, and in

this condition proceed, each with a wax-candle in his

hand. Being arrived at the e.xtrenuty of the gallery, where
the passage is forced, you find an opening, barely sufficient

lo crawl through. Having passed this strait, which is

about six feet long, you come to a large apartment, where
it is usual to take some refreshment, that you may have
more strength and resolution to penetrate into the second
gallery.

"Almost all the passages are three feet and a half
square, and lined with while marble, highly polished, which,
with the acclivity of the way, would render it impas.sible'
were it not for little holes cut for resting the feet in. By
observing these holes, you proceed, without danger, to the
end of the second passage, where is a resting-place, and,
on the right hand, an opening into a kind of well, without
any steps, and which is, in fact, a perpendicular pipe, te-
nanted only by bats. Here a third gallery commences,

' leading to the inferior chamber, in a horizontal direction!
Before the chamber are some stones, which interrupt the
fay; but, having passed them, you enter the chamber,
Mhich has a sharp-pointed vault, and wholly cased with
granite, once perfectly polished, but now tarnished with
llie smoke of the torches used in visitin<» it.

"Having seen the lowei chamber, you return to the
resting-place, and ascend the fourth gallery, at the extre-
mity of which is a little platform. Here you must com-
inence climbing again; but, having proceeded a little way,
you soon find a new opening, where you may stand up-
"gl't. At length, by stopping for the last time, you pass

^

the remainder of the fifth gallery, which conducts, in a
I

tofi^ontal line, to the upper chamber. Tliis, like the for-

^

n«r is coated with granite. On the left side is a coflin

1

of the same material, in the figure of a parallelopiped,
I

qu'le plam. On being struck w ith a key, it sounds like a
Ijell. Near this coffin is a veiy deep hole, which pro-

I

tabiy leads to a cavity underneath. In this chamber, also,

I

are two narrow passages, almoit filled up with stones,
31. vot. I,

whuh the curious have thrown in, lo ascertain their
depth. A pistol lired in this room makes a report like
thunder.

• When you leave the pyramid, which must be by re-
tracing the same steps, it is necessary to use every pre-
caution to prevent the ill effects that would arise from a
sudden transition from an extreme heat to a temperate
air. Havmg provided against this, you ascend the top
of the pyramid, to enjoy the prospect of the surrouudinz
country, which i, truly delightful. The usual ascent i,
by tlie eastern angle; but it is necessary to select the
most convenient steps as you advance, for, in the straight
line, sometimes one is too high, or another mouldered
away. Having reached the top, you are amused with the
names of many people, of different natiotjs, who have
visited this pyramid, and are ambitious to transmit the
memory of the feat to posterity. The entrance of the
chambers also bears many marks of the universal passion,
the love of fame.

'

"The second pyramid appears still more lofty than the
first, on account of tl« elevation of its foundation; but.m fact, there is no real difference in this respect. How-
ever, this pyramid is so well closed, that not any trace re-
mains of its ever being opened, and its summit is coated
in such a manner with polished granite, that the most in-
trepid would not attempt to scale it. Near this are the
rums of a temple, the stones of which are of a prodi-
gious size, being most of them six feet in breadth and
depth, and sixteen or seventeen in length. This structure
must have once been singularly superb. The length of its
front IS one hundred and eighty feet, and its depth one
hundred and sixty. By an imperceptible descent, yon
arrive at the sphinx, whose enormous bulk attracts the
admiration of every spectator. It is cut out of the solid,
rock, and is said to have been the sepulchre of Amasis :

the height is twenty-seven feet: the beginning of tb.e
breast IS thirty-three feet wide, and it is about one hundnjd
and thirteen feet from the forepart of the neck to the tuil.
The nose is sadly mutilated by wanton aggression. The
Egyptians hieroglyphically represented a harlot by a
sphinx, having the amiable face of a woman and the ra-
pacious strength of a lion.

The third pyramid is one hundred feet lower than the
other two. It is closed like the second," and is destitute
of any coating. On the east was also a temple, of great
extent, constructed of the same kind of enormous stones
as the former. The fourth pyramid is still one hundred
feet lower than the third. It is also without coaUng, and
is closed, but there are no vestiges of a temple connected
with it. Its chief singularity is, that its summit in termi-
nated by a single large stone, which originally appears to
have been a pedestal. Tliese four grand pyramids are
surrounded by a number of smaller ones, which have, iii

4 X
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general, been opened, and two of thrm iirc su ruinous,

that (he chiimber is no longer distinguishable.

Abd()Iliiti|>h remarks that, \vl»t n Al-M:iliic Al-Aziz

Othinan Ben Joseph sucncded to liis father's throne, lii.s

absurd eourtiers (lersuaded him to demolish tlicHC pyra-

mids, begiiniing with the least. Having st-mnioned to-

gether, therefore, masons, diggers, and engineers, as well

as manv grandees of the kingtlom, he gave directions for

tliniwiiij; It duwn. They aeeordingly pilchtd their tents

jiround if, md eolieeted great numbers of men and arti-

liccrs, «ho were muintaincd at a vast e\pence. Tlwy eon-

tinued there about eight months, with an encampment of

both horse and foot; but, with their utmost efforts, and
the most intense exertion of their strength, they were able

to displace but one stone a day, or, at most, l)nt two : some
ofthematthe top protviul ',

, tone by means of wedges
and levers, whilst others below pulled it with ropes, and,

when it fell, the sound was heard at an immense distance,

so that tlie mountains trembled, and the earth shook. The
stone itself was buried in th( sand, from which to disen-

tangle it was a work of extreme labour and fatigue. It

was then, .by wedges, split into pieces ; and e;ich piece

was removed on a carriage, to be thrown at the bottom of

a hill, which was at no great distance. After nuich time

spent in this attempt, thti' means of subsislci.ee failed;

their difficulties were multiplied; their spirits drooped,

and their force began to languish. They, at last, relin-

quished it, exhausted with fatigue, and vanquisiicd by
shame; for they had not accomplished their olijcct, nor

brought their work to the desired conclusion : on the con-
trary, the issue of the whole affair was, that they dtfiiced

the pyramid, at the same time that they betrayed iheir own
impotence. This happened in the year .5L).J of the Ile-

gira (A.D. 1 197.) Nevertheless, when one contemplates
the stones that were carried oft", one would tliiiik that the

whole pyramid must have been erased from its very foun-

dation. But, if we look, on the other hand, at the py-
ramid, itself, we should com' ' ihat hardly anything
had been detached from it , i,)r uuly part of one of its

sides has been removed. When I saw the trouble which
they experienced in throwing down each single stone, ad-

dressing myself to the overseer of tii< workmen, I askt d
him—" If a thousand pieces of gold were offered you, on
condition to replace only one of these stones in its pro-

per situation, could you e/Tect itr" lie said, it was beyond
their power, even although twice as mutli were offered

theni.

Herodotus, the first writer who has given us any infor-

mation respecting this country, relates, that he was in-

formed that the great pyramid was the tomb of
'
"lieops,

whose name it till bears; that the adjoining pyran; i was
that of his brother, Cephrenos, w ho sucr Jed him ; that

cnljf the former had inner galleries ; that one hundrrl tliou-

[PAn? II.

sand men had been employed twenty years in buildiu,
in

and that the immense labour which it required liuil
,,ii.

dered this prince odious to his people.

The pyramids of Saccaia are situated about ten i))j|„

distant, to the south of those from Mi inplii>(, at the f,,,,.

of the moinitaius, but on a sufficient elevation, so m m
to be oveitlowed by the Nile. It appears that the aiiciciil

city of Memphis extended near! , to this pliu e.

" One of the most lofty of these piles," says Dr, Po.

coekc, (who was attended by the shiek on his visit to thfjc

tond)s), " is called the (Jreat Pyramid of the North, Aj

part of this had tumbled down, I was obliged to meaiiin'

it at a distance, by begiimiiig opposite to the angles' ;i,;j

proceeding in this manner, I found the north side to I,,

seven hundred and ten feet, and the east six hiiiidrcd iiml

ninety. The perpendicular height is three huiulrfd iml

forty-five feet, and it eoutainsi one hundred and iil'iv.,ij

steps, each from two to three feet high.

" This pyramid is built of the same materials as the rest

but was cased widi a fine hard stone, part of wliicli siill

remains. On the north side, ;.bout a third part (if ilie

height up,. is an entrance, three feet and a half «ide, anj

(our feet two inches deep. We entered here, ami fuiiiid

rest for the feet, but it was with great dilliculty wc niiiiic

our way ftn- the last twenty-five feet, on account of i!ie

sand. Having, however, effected our pas.sage, we ra;nc

to a large room, twenty-two feet and a half loii<r, aiidele-

"veil feet ten inches wide. At the heiglit of ten feet, a tier

of stones projected five inches inwards; and, in tlicsaiiic

manner, twelve other tiers projected each iurlher than the

other, till they closed at the top. To the west of this is

a similar apartment, and at the farlh r end of both, inlhe

middle of the fifth and sixth tiers, is a iloor in each, con-

ducting into small rooms, lined with a smooth Mliiie

stone.

" A mile to the south-east stands the Great PyraniiJ

of the South, as it is called, which is six huiiiircd tcct

square at the base. It seems t.. incline with a great r

angle from the heiglit of two hundred and li-hty feet, lli::n

it does below. This appears to have been eased; biitik

external surface is so w orn, or demolished, that it is im-

possible to a.Miind its summit.

" On the low er ground, about two niib's to the eastward,

i-i another pyramid, constrm ied of uii' rut brick, which

seems to hav.' been made of the nnui f the Nile. Some

of those bricks I foinui j be thirteen inches and a half

long \ and a half broad, and four and three quarters tlilri.

This
i

,le is nmch crumbled and ruined. Its perpeiidicu-

lar height is one hundred and fifty feet, and at the top it

measured forfy-ihree bv thirty-five .ftiet : the ascenl !<

very easy. The other pyramids are of stone, and are of

different magnitudes, but all much injured by time. TIict

amount to nearly twenty in number. They are called in-
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refiuiii'd luid n„.

,li,friminalily the Pillars of Memphis, or the Pillars of
ir.7.3.

Haying tinished my survey of theso immense piles

I visited tl.f cutaco.nl.s, whid. |i,, j,, ,ho wine p|f,i„, and
„;is (iHt coiiduclfd to that i,f tiio miiininics. 'J"he en-
li,iico to this is by 1. kind of fi.nncj, idiont four feet square"
a,„| f,v(iirv (!. ep, cut tl.rougli n slaty rock, but covered
„,th sand, «liicli, frequently shifting, tills up the uper-
liirrl.

'• I descended by means of a rope-ladder, not without
lidii- mcoinnioded by the sand faliinsr fr„„, t\^^. ,„j,_ n.,^.
ii,. readied the bottom, I found niyseif in a passage, five

feet wide, and fifty long, almost (ill,,) with sand. At the
Hircmity of this I turned <iown another passa-rc on the
killiaiid, about six feel high, on one side of M'hieh weiv
cwn)iaitmeiits, with benches, about two feet above the
lloor. On tiiese, I imagine, the mummies were placed
0,1 the other side are narrow cells, just large ei.o:,.r!, to

I

admit a coHin. At the end of this gallery 1 entered an-
other on my right, on each side of whieli were niches an

I

ptiitly designed for the reception of . otlins in an' ii ,-

J

right posture. I-rom this passage are cut oblong .square
Inpartnicnts, filled xvith the remains of mummies -and

|irobiil.ly, here the mferior persons of a family ^^vyo de'
l«M and piled upon one another, while the chief per
|o,„ were placed iu the niches, llach family had, per-
I,»PS originally, lis buryiug-place, and, as the <lescend-
anl^nmllipiied, ihey branched out these sej.ulchial ..rots
"I ncn visited the catacombs of the birds, which has

llie^uie kind of entrance, only deeper. This s„bter
™eou, receptacle is n.u.d. more magniHceat than the
oikrs; being the sepulchre of such birds and animal, as
we, e objects of adoration by the ancient Egv,,tians
and w nch they embalmed with the utmost care, .i.'d .i.

'

l|)os,:cdm earthen vases, closely luted over. In one of
J..rreguiarapa,,me,,ts, I.aw larger jars, whi,.h, pro-
wls were inu ded for dogs and other animals, of winch
!«: have been found, but they are nou- become rare.

I'M'lo.H. m .he business of embalming, who received a
|rccon,i,cnce according to the excellence of their wo. kmau-
|¥ In t„. ,„ost esteemed method of embalming, they
l^lraetcd the bnuns by the nose, with a crooked ni.n Z
f

anient and then poured in drugs. Afterwards, they

fened the body, took out the entrails, and washed the

L 7i / ""'"^' '"''' '"•^'"" ^"'^'>^'^' i"'° it per-illed It up with my..ri.ca..:,aud other spices,
II .sewed It up. This be.ug done, they washed the

K"'^ ^Mlh lutre, and, after au interval of seventy davs

Dr.,?
''"•'' '''?""' ''"^ '"''"'^ " '" ««'""'*^'' ^'^ linen,'

J

u_urn,g u w„h gums. The relations then took the
f V ome, and, inclosing it in a cofEn fitted to the shape
t'atrd ,t m tue cataeoiubj. ^ '

AFRICA.
"Another mode of embalming was, bvinjeciu.. Uupnitine of cedar, with a pipe, i.^.o the bod

, and"Bne.altmg It or seventy days, the pipe was drawn out, w.h ftbrought the bowels «i,h it. The nitre drie.l up ,1, flb
'' -ms nothing but skin and bones. The third d

t'

•

"'T"^'^*-'
""^"'H --'-y purifying .he inside wO.

»'Kl ^vater, and salting it for the usual time.
" if we maji credit Diodorus, it .innears lUn...

^
.norepe...ctmodeofend.a,.niug.i:::;,;:;:X,:

V lK.ve mentioned
; for he inform, us. that the eve.I> ,7-Iashes, and the form ami appearance of ,hc .Zlejocly, was so well preserved, that it might be knoj

>e features; and that many of the nobi: Egypti .7 e»H.e remains o their ancestors iu houses adorn fat a greatexpense, and had the pleasure of viewing their proln o ,
.... after they were removed from this'mor, L. "7t.loes not appear, however, that any bo.lies have be Jicovered embalmed in this style.

" I brought a body," con'.inues our author, « with msf o.n L.^,., u. a wooden coffin, fllh-d up to the bo ly vi^hn. uiid hue plaster. rVmr folds of doth covere'l th,'" -i, the upper one painted blue. Un.Ur these was acomposition of gum and cloth, half an inch thick I,next to the skin was a coat of bitumen, about the thick-
..ess of a wafer. The hinder p.rt of the head was ,11Ld"•" '"t"...cn, which had been poured in at the nose, aurt
J.!..! penetrated even into the bone of the skull

" il.ebo,ly„,,s swathed in bandages of linen, about
1. e qt.ar.ers of an inch wi.le, tinder which were fou*okh of do,

, then a swathe, two inches broad, ad"'- t at eight different bandages of the same br^adT
U'.cier this was a crust of linen, about an inch thick al-
n.o«t burnt to ashes, but closely adhering, by means' of
tl.e gunis with which it had been smeared. The armsnere hud across the breast, the right hand lying over the
l^f

.

Jrom the hips to the feet were eight bandages, two
...ches broad

;
and under these were others, an inch thick

vv uch were consumed by time and the heat of the drugs!
Ihe coffin was composed of two pieces of wood, hol-lowed so as to receive the body, which, being put together.

,

Mere fastened with broad pegs iu the top p'.t, let into
mortices in the under. It was cut into the shape of a
l...man body, and covered with a thin plaster, and painted."

The famous Labyrinth, which, Herodotus says, was built
by the twelve kings of Egypt, when the gov^nunent was
•hvided mto twelve parts, as so many places for them to as-
semblem, and transact th. affairs of stale and rdigion,was
situated not far distant from Memphis. It had twelve
saoons orrov.-red

•; uil;,, vith opposite gates; six to-
wards tHe north, and six towards the south, in continued
hnes surrounded with one common wall. Its remains are
thus described by Dr. Pococke:—
" The apartments are on two floors the one unaer
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ground, and the otlur nbove it ; each consisting of fifteen

hundred apartments. 'I'lioae above grouml 1 have seen

;

but those below, containinp; tlio sepulchres of the kings,

and the sacred crocodiles, the rulers of the Kgyptiuns

are averse to shew. The upper apartineut.i appeared to

transcend all human works. The roof of llir whole is

8t<Mir, as well as the walls: the latter are adorned with

srulpturc. Each saloon has a peristyle of white stones,

adniirahly Jointed. Close to the line where the labyrinth

turniinatrs, is n pyramid of two hundied and forty feet,

on which large aiiiuials arc engraven. Utit little now
remains of these boasted works of art, except heaps of

ruins, broken pillars, shattered wulls, and cornices, many

of which arc of brown marble."

'ITie nisignilicent ruins of the ancient city of Thebes are

situated about twenty •seven miles north ofCnubis; it is

not certain whether this city formerly occupied the two

banks of the river : the most celebrated monuments of

antiquity, however, are on the eastern side of the Nile. It

extended to the south, from the Arab village of Luxor to

that of Karnoc, which is about three quarters of a league

from it. llicre arc no indications of its extent to the

north. The two villages of Luxor and Tliomor are erected

amidst the ruins of two Egyptian temples, which have a

very striking effect, by the vast space tlicy occupy, and

the enormous materials employed in their structure.

The city of Thebes, according lo some authors, was

built by Osiris, and, according to others, by Busiris II.,

who appointed its circuit, adorned it with magnificent

buildings, and rendered it the most opulent city upon
earth. It was originally called Diospolis, or the city of

Jupiter, and afterwards obtained the name of Thebes.

Diodorus Siculus observes, " that not only this king, but

many of his successors, improved the city with presents

of gold and silver, with ivory, and a multitude of colossal

statues ; and that no city under the sun was so adorned

witli obelisks of one entire stone. The buildings erected

here by the ancients have remained to modern times ; but

the gold and silver, the ivory, and precious stones, were

carried away by the Persians, when Cambyses set fire to

the temples of Egypt. It is added, that the riches of this

country were at that time so great, that, after the plunder-

ing and burning, there were taken above three hundred ta-

lents of gold, and two thousand three hundred talents of

silver, from among the ruins."

There were several temples admirable in beauty and

greatness, the most ancient of which, according to Dio-
dorus, was in circuit thirteen stadia, and forty-five cubits

in height, with a wall of twenty-four feet broad. The or-

naments and offerings within were agreeable to this mag-

nificence, both in value and workmanship. The ruins of

the above temple are still to be seen, and it is computed

to have beeu about half a mile in circamference. It h»s

l^ART II.

eight grand entrances, to three of which were aveiiuei of

a great length, between sphinxes, two of them havm-

sixty of these statues on each side; beyond liunc arc fuu,

grand gates, at a considerable distance behind eacli ullicr

in a direct line with the temple. They are ohout tiiirtv-fue

feet deep, one hundred and fifty in length, and, before ilie

ground was raised, must have Ina-n from sixty to sixtv-fue

feet high. These structures lessen every way, like a imj.

mid, from the bottom to the top: the first is of red giii.

nite, finely polished, and beautifully adorned on the aiii.

side with hieroglyphics, in four series, from the top down.

wards, and three on the inside, in each of which are (lie

figures of two men, finely executed, and larger than ilie

life. At a siiort distance on each side arc colossal fmiirtj

about fifteen feet high, with hieroglyphics under tliun

the gates, likewise, are adorned with hieroglyphics.

Dr. Pococke, who viewed these venerable ruiiii

among which the village of Ueniock is situated, obsirvi*

that on each of the gates there appears to have been

colossal statues. On the outside of the first, nii one

side, is a statue of red granite, and on the other a siuiut

of a species of granite, that seems composed of «im||

pebl)les. On measuring the head of one of thcni, it w
found to be five feet six inches in length. The next gate

is much dilapidated, and has two stories of colossal tijjum

to the south, and one to the north. The third gate ii

covered with hieroglyphics and colossal figures of nun;

and here are the remains of a statue of white marble, tlie

head uf which has a serpent on his helmet, 'i'his head ii

four feet and a half from the top to the lower part of ilie

neck. The fourth gate is a heap of ruins; and bcfon

the main building is a large pond, that was prubabh

a reservoir of the wiiter of the Nile, for the use of the

temple.

There is another superb entrance, about one hundred

and fifty paces to the west, with the same kind of avenue

of sphinxes. The grand entrance to the west is fortj

feet broad, the lower part being a solid wall of the same

thickness. Within this is a large open court, having on

each side, at the first entrance, a terrace of eigiilv feet

broad. In the front of the entrance are tvro small wit

dows; but the upper story is, in many parts, so mucli de-

cayed, that, at a distance, it has the appearance of bat-

tlements. The walk between the two terraces leads to llie

inner part of the temple, and is adorned on each side

with a grand colonnade of pillars, above forty feet higli,

and eight feet diameter, with large capital vases, lite i

base, only worked with some figures in lines. At tin

farther end of these pillars are two colossal statues, of red

j

•rauitej on riedestals four feet wide and six long: but
I

the heads are broken off, and the statues much disfigured
j

and mutilated.

Our author says that, notwithstanding the wal' of llu
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inner tiinple ii (?Hi>»ly ruined, it hn.i, in iti present mate,

more gmmloin aiui niiiRniticeiicc (liiiii nny other building

1„. cvir bcliclil. Till! iloor in very high, mid yet in a \mt

|irfi|mrli<iii ; and the! miiIN oii tiicli side uro beautifully

jiliiiMKlwidi liicronly|iliici iiiid tigures of men, in lix coni-

|iarliii( Ills, above iiiiit' f«tt high mid twelve witle, every

cuiiipartiiiont hiiviii|j; the figures of three men in it.

Tliirc apjicar, on entering the inner temple, sixteen

,Mvs of pillars one way, and eighteen niiothtr; those in

llic l«o middle rows ure eleven feet in diametor, and the

(illicrs eight, with ciipitaU of square stone. The temple

HAH liiglior above the middle rows than in any uther parts,

aiiilliud a kind ofwindows over the spare between every tw o
pillars, with twelve lattices of stone in each. Both within

and without the temple are hieroglyphics and other repre-

seiiialions, consisting of battles luid chariots, one of which
is drawn by stags, and the whole of which are still visible.

There is, likewise, on each side of the grand entrance

into the cast end of the temple, an obelisk, upwards of
iistj-live feet high, and six square, having only one column
ofliicroglypiiics. Farther to the east are two obelisks

seven feet six inches square, and seventy-three feet high;
but Jiie of them is recumbent : they are all of red granite,

and these last two have three columns of hieroglyphics.
At a little distance from these obelisks are two walls, se-
parated by an entrance in the middle, and on the west
«idc' of tlieni are several colossal busts.

At a short distance to the east is a small room of red
granite; and on each side of the temple are several apart-
meiils, some of which might probably have been appro-
priated to the use of the priests, and others adapted for
llie beasts they kept for sacrifice. About one hundred
and sixty feet to the east is a large building, which con-
sists of several small apartments on each side of a spacious
colonnade, and appears to have been adapted for the use
of the officers of the temple. To the north of this are
rums of buildings, with a grand gate before them, Mhich
weiD! originally to have led to the temple.
Here are also the remains of several other temples,

Uhosc ruins are scattered several miles round; among
IlKse, one of them, from the situation of its fragments
appears to have been round, and in diameter near one'

I

hundred aad seventy-five feet.

"While examining the whole mass of these ruins," says
Uenon," the imagination is fatigued with the mere thought
ofdescnbing them. The portico of the temple alone
contains one hundred columns, the smallest of which are
seven feet and adialf in diameter, and the largest eleven.

J

J he space occupied by its circumvallation contained bk'.=
'"" •»""'"«ns. In short, to form a competent idea of so

I much magnificence, it is necessary that the reader should
pncywhat is before him to be a dream, for even the

I

'P«"»tor cannot believe his eyes." '
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The remains of a temple at thn adjacent village of
Luxor, though not so large as that above described, are
ui a much bett.r staK; of preservation. The most colos-
sal part consists of fourteen columns, of ten feet in dia-
meter, and of two statues in granite, at the outer gate
buried up to the middle of the arms, and having in front
of them the two largest and best preserved obelisks in
the whole country. A peculiarity belonging to the temple
ot Luxor IS, that a quay, provided with a demi-bastion,
secured the eastern part, which was near the river, from
the damages which might have been occasioned by the
inundations. There arc two obelisks of rose-coloured
granite, which are still seventy feet above the ground, and,
to judge by the depth to which the figures seem to be co-
yered, it may be conjectured that above thirty feet more
IS concealed from the eye. Their preservation is perfect,
and the hieroglyphics with which they are covered arc
deeply cut, mid shew the bold hand of a master. Two
large masses, which form the gate, are covered with
sculpture, representing battles between chariots, arranged
m hues, drawn by two horses, and containing a single
champion. " Nothing," says Denoii, " can possibly be
more grand than the gate just mentioned, nor any tliin|r

more simple than the small number of objects of which
this entrance is composed. No city whatever makes so
proud K display at its approach as the wretched village of
Luxor, the population of which consists of two or three
thousand souls, who have taken up their abodes on the roofs
and beneath the galleries of the temple, which has, never.,

theless, the semblance of being in a state of desolation."
The principal monuments erected upon the western

bank of the river Nile, and the only ones which can be
reasonably supposed to have depended on lliebes, are the
Memnonium, or the palace of Memnon, Medinet-abou,
another palace, and the two colossal statues so celebrated
for their prodigious height. The Memnonium lool.s to
the east. In one of its courts are the remains of the
celebrated statue of red granite. Its height was sixty-four
feet, and its ruins arc scattered forty feet around it. One '

of its feet subsists almost entire. Its breadth is four feet

and a half, and one of its ear^ measures thirty-nine incliei

in length. The excavations are still visible where the

wedges were placed vhich divided the monument when
it was thrown down by Cambyscs. At the entrance of
the gate, which leads from the second court to the palace,
are the remains of a colossal statue of granite, of less pro-
portions : the head is in perfect preservation, and of rose*

coloured granite, while the rest is black. It is the most
precious monument of the aiiciciii Egyptian .sculpture:

the execution is admirable. Tlie Memnonium had not
been finished, like the greater part of the Egyptian
works; but, by the side of objects but roughly hewn, are

seen examples of exquisite workmanship.

4Y'
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Between the Memiionium ann the palace of Medinet-

abou are the largest coloscal figures whicli now remain in

Kgypt- their bases are eleven feet in height: the first

appears to represent a man sitting, and the otlier a woman
in the same posture; and they are both fifty feet iiigli from

the bases of the pedestals to the top of their iieads. The
statue to the north has been broken off at the middle, and

lias been built up with five tiers of stones; but the other is

of one single stom- : the feet have the toes broken off, and

the features are mouldered away by time. The sides of

their seats are covered with hieroglyphics; on the pedestal

of the statue, which has been broken, is a Greek epigram

;

and on their insteps and legs are several Greek and Latin

inscriptiojis, some of them in honour of Memnon; but

most of them are testimonies of those who have heard

tlie sound ; for one of them is supposed to be the' famous

statue of Memnon, which, at the first and second hour,

it is pretended, nttered a sound, occasioned by the rays

of the sun striking upon it, like the breaking of the string

of a harp, when it was wound up.

The height of them is about fifty-eight feet. Three
small female figures accompany each of the colossal sta-

tues. They are standing on each sidw of the ciiair, a-id

between the legs of the principal figure.

Between the Memiionium and the Meiiinet-abou, and

distant about half a league from euch of them, are the

remains of a great number of colossal figures, and the

traces of buildings, which indicate that these two places

communicated with each other by structuies that filled up
tlie whole space between them. • This mass of edifices

appears to have composed, according to Diodoi us Sicu-

lus, the tomb of Osymantlias. This conjrcluic is some-
what confirmed by tlie consistency which exists between
the monuments in their present state, and the extensive as

well as precise descriptions which tliat writer has left of

pictures which are fo-- id in both the palaces. These
paintings represent the sieges of fortified towns, hostile

invasions, and victories obtained by the Egyptians. The
barbarians with whom they are engaged, as well as them-
selves, are represented jis making use of cars, but with
this difference, that three men are placed in each car.

The one holds the reins which guide the horses, the other
draws «he bow, and the 'lird protects tiiein both with his

buckler.

The ruins of Medinet-abou are situated to the south
of Meninoniuni, and are in a fine state of preservation

;

the most beautiful feature is a peristyle of sixty-five paces
long, by tifty.five in breadth. « 1 remarked," says i^enon,

who visited this edifice, ." ihat ii. the second portico Ca-
tholicism had erected :; church, of which no other remains
were left than part of the recess of the choir, and the

columns of the nave; but I discovered, from the testi-

mony of a number of little doors decorated with flowered
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crosses, that the body of the building, which wa$ two
hundred feet long, had, to all appearance, served as a con-

vent for an order of monks of the earlier ages. The sciiln.

tures on the wall, where the church had been situated re

present the exploits and the triumph of some hcio wh
had carried war into foreign countries. 1 remarked "

con

tinues our author, " the figure of a hero, who is iiiouny

on a small chariot, in which there is room only for liin,.

self, driving two horses, and holding the reins on a level

with his girdle; bucklers and heaps of arms are huii" about

him, and around his car; his stature is giganUc, and L
holds an immense bow, from which he is shooting arrowi,

upon a bearded and long-haired enemy, who have not tL

least resemblance with the known physiognomy of the

Egyptians. At a short distance, he is represented sitiina

at the back part of his car, the horses of wliicii are lulj

by pages, and one person is counting out before liini i|ic

hands cut off from the enemy killed in battle, wliilc an.

other is inscribing the number, and a third appears to U
proclaiming the amount of them. To the left, on ilie

front of another of these galleries, is a long bas-rclitf re.

presenting the same hero returning after his conquesN:

some soldiers in armour attest that the triumph is iiiiMmv

for a little farther nothing is seen but |)ricsts, or persons

of the initiated cast, without arms, with long habits and

transparent tunics. The arms of the hero arc tovneil;

he is borne on men's shoulders, in a palanquin, with all

the attributes of divinity; before and bthiiid iiiin vail

priests, carrying palms and calumets ; and he thus airivn

at the temple of the great divinity of Thebes, and olleis

a sacrifice, in which he officiates as priest; farther ontlic

procession re-commences, and is followed by the sod,

borne by twenty-four priests; the bull Apis, with ilie 5!.

tributes of divinity, precedes (he hero, togetiior with a lon«

series of persons, each bearing an ensign, on the gnaler

part of which are images of gods. At an altar, a diild,

with its arms tied behind its back, is about to be sacri-

ficed before the victor, who stops to assist at this horrible

immolation : a priest, who breaks the stalk of a flower,

and birds, which are flying away, denote death, and llie

soul departed from the boi'y: what, therefore, Longus

and Apuleius, in their romances of Theagenes and tlie

Golden Ass, have told ns of human sacrifices among llie

i'-gyplians, appears to be true. At another part, llie

hero himself makes an ofleiing to the god Apis of an

ear of wheat ; a jwotecting genius accompanies liim con-

stantly ; he changes his habit and head-dress dining the

ceremony, which may mark the different dignities or de-

grees of ini.iation ; but the same physiognomy is always

preserved, by which it is proved to be a portrait ; tlie air

is noble, august, and gracious. In another picture lie

holds nine figures, chained ; incense is offered to iiim,

in honour of one or the other of tl>e«e victoriesj and a

neons passages, r
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priest writes down and consecrates the memory of his

369

conquests.

To the ncrtli of this palace is a small temple, that ap-

pears to liave been an appendage of it : it is built on the

same plan which has been adopted for the several struc-

liires of this kind. A picture here represents a priest,

,vl,o, with a mattock, traces a furrow at the feet of some
deity, as if he invited him to favour the tillage of 'the

earth.

The whole of the mountain Lybicus, which begins at

about half a league to the west of the Memnonium, and

ends immeHiitely opposite Medinet-abou, is pierced from

its base to tiiree-fourths ot its elevation with a great num-
ber of sepulchral grottos. Those which arc nearest the

fiirface of the ground are the most spacious, as well as

ihe most decorated
; those which are in the most elevated

part of the mountain are much more rudely contrived and
eviciited; wliilc such as hold the middle place bear an
adjusted proportion of space and ornament. Those which
klons to the poor are the most interesting, as they con-
lain representations of arts which flourislied, and the

trades which were practised by th*; nnrients. The plan
of these grottos is, in a great measure, the same. A
(luor, opeiiiiig towards the east, displays a gallery of about
iwinty feet in length, which is sometimes formed in a
jtraiglit line, and, at other times, runs off from the en-
trance in a light angle: it is indifferently supported by
luluiuiis or pilasters, of which^ the number varies from
four to ten. At the extremity of the gallery is a well,
which leads to the catacombs, where the nunnmies are
deposited. The deptii of these wells varies from forty
10 sixty feet, and they are connected with long subterra-
neous passages, rudely shaped in the rock, which termi-
nate in a chamber of about thirty feet square, whose sides
arc supported by pilasters, and contain several remains of
imnnmics. There are evident traces of numerous other
siiljlcrraneous communications, which probably lead to
olkr chambers, that are at present concealed.

In the upper gallery are sculptured in bas-relief, or
I'anited in fresco, many subjects relating to funeral-ce-
rcnionies. The most interesting pictures which are seen
lliere offer a detail of the occupation of the ancient in-
liabitants of the country, such as the chace and the lish-

^'r, thence we may trace the progress of civilization, in
'lie employments of tiie mechanic, the money-chan-er
'lie husbandman, and in the duties and punishments%f
""I'tary life. Each grotto is adorned with a ceiling, fan-
cifully painted.

"Tiic tombs of tlie kings are about six thousand four
tandrcd paces from the river. Thev have been formed
;"

a narrow valley, in the centre of the mountain Lybicus.
Jhese sepulchres occupy a la.-e ravine, which is flanked
"y il>c bed of a torrent. The plan of one of these tombs

will be sufficient to explain the general disposition of tha
rest. Every grot communicates with the valley by a large
gate, which opens to a gallery hollowed in the rock : its
breadth and height are generally about twelve feet, and
lis length IS twenty paces to the second gate, which opens
to another gallery of the same breadth, and twenty-four
feet m length. To the right and left of this gallery are
chambers of five feet in breadth, and ten feet lon.^.
There are found paintings of arms of every desciptioli'
timt were used by the ancients, together with implements
of husbandry, vases, and trinkets of every kind. 'I'h.
mamier of preparing food is also represented.

" A thid gallery succeeds, of the same dimensions an
tile former, and leads to a chamber above the level of
the other apartments, which is eighteen feet square. From
this chamber is the entrance to a gallery of thirty-four
paces in length: there is also an inclining gallery, whose
length IS twenty-eight paces. At its extremity is a cor-
ridor of sixteen paces, leading to a chamber of eleven
paces square, which is connected with another of the
same size by a gallery of six paces. A square saloon
then succeeds, of about twenty paces wide, supported
by eight pillars. Here is the sarcophagus, which con-
tamed the mummy of the king. The Romans made some
attempts to carry away this sarcophagus from the grotto
where it is deposited ; they even tried to level the ground,
m order to facilitate its removal : but they soon desisted'
fiom the impracticable enterprise. "'

" To the saloon of the sarcophagus another apartment
succeeds, of twenty-five paces in breadth, and forty in
length. The height of the tomb is seven feet, its length
eight, and its breadth six : the total length of the gallery
is two hundred and twenty-five paces. The tombs of the
kmgs throughout their whole extent are covered wiUi
pictures and hieroglyphics ; but the greater part are painted
m fresco, and represent the most fantastic subjects that
can be conceived.

" One of the most interesting of these grottos contains
a sarcophagus, that is still entire and in its place. Its
length is sixteen feet, its height twelve, and its breadth
SIX. It still preserves the lid, adorned with the effigy of
tlie king, which is a single block of granite. The asto-
nishment that is felt, on reflecting that this enormous mass
was tnnsported to the extremity of a subterraneous pas-
sage two hundred paces in length, exceeds all bounds,
wiien it is considered that it was worked upon the place
where it remains. What difticulties must have been sur-
mounted, in order to transport a weight of many hundred
thousfinds of pounds across the nimost impraeiicabb
roads of the mountain!

Among the ruins of the ancient city of Dendera, there
are the remains of three temples ; th. largest of which
IS the best preserved raonumeut in Egypt. None of the
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materials which have been employed in it have suffered.

The tutelary divinity, Isis, was here worshipped, in the

shape of a cat.

The cxccutiou of tlie figures engraved on the exterior

and interior walls, at Dendora, is an example of the higiiest

point of j)erfcclioii whicii the Egyptians attained. All
the niinutiif of ihiir dress are finished with a purity and
delicacy which it is almost impossible tu conceive, when
the impracticable nature of the stone is considered.

The great temple of Isis is built nearly on the same
plan as that of the ancient ApoUonopolis. The figure of
the divinity to whicli it was consecrated is multiplied in

every part ; in its pictures, in its elegant frieze, even on
the four faces of the capitals of the columns which sup-

port the ptirtico, and in the saloon which succeeds to it.

The elevation of the temple is seventy-two paces in

breadth, and one hundred and forty-five feet in length. A
gate, in a very pure taste, opene<l towards the temple,
Irom which it was sepnrnted by a very spacious court. The
portico was sixty paces in length, and thirty in breadth.

Its most remarkable decoration is the great zodiac, di-

vided into two bands : which enriches the ceiling of the

last iutercolumuiations to the right and left. Lidecd, it

was under the porticos of temples, that the Egyptians
generally represented their astronomical subjects; as if

they wished to command, at the same time, a veneration
for religion, and a love of the sciences.

The saloon, whicli succeeds to the portico, is supjwrted
by six columns, whose capitals display four figures of
Isis, with the ears of a cat. It is a square of twenty-four
paces. The second apRrtment is ten paces long, and
twenty-four in breadth ; the third is of the same dimen-
sions. The adituin, which succeeds, is twenty paces in

length, and six in breadth. It is situated between two
other apartments, placed on each side. It may be pre-
«uined, that a corridor, rmming behind it, isolates it also
in that direction. In the second saloon, to the right and
left, are two stair-cases, which lead to the terrace of the
temple

; they consist of steps, two inches in height, and
twenty in length. The compartments of the walls are de-
corated with pictures, containing a great number of fe-

male figures.

There is a small temple on the terrace of the great one,
the columns of which resemble those of the portico ; they
arc ten feet in height. This temple forms a square of nine
feet

; and is the portico of a chapel, of which there are
no other traces. In the inner-court of the temple is an
apartment, which is adorned with another zodiac; it is

circular, and occupies one entire half of the ceiling, the
apartment itself ai^^^eiiriiiir tc be sltof^rthr" ros^^rrr^t-r^H t~

astronomy
: it is separated from another astronomical pic-

ture by 0' female figure. It is to be remarked, at Dendera,
tliat all, the front figures are perfectly well executed ; while
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in every other place they arc but indifferent, tlioii«|,
tl,

profiles are generally full of grace. " '

Ikhind the gieat temple there is another, which apiwarj
also to be consecrated to Isis. It is a square

structure'

and each angle measures seventeen paces on the outside

It is divided into two apartments. The first is fourit

paces in length, and four in breadth. Three ^atcs onf,

into this apartment, and those on the sides lead into il,"

corridors which isolate the aditum ; their length is ten pacei

and their breadth five feet; through their whole cxtuni iIk

are decorated with pictures. The aditum is ten pace* li,

length, and six broad. There are more windows in iJif

temples of Dendera than in those which are situated rnure

to the south. There are two spiracles at least in ncry

apartment, and on each of them a disk is sculjitured

scattering its rays aromid.

The Typhonium of Dendera is situated to iIk' right of

the gate which leads to the great temple. It is a^quap
of thirty^four paces, and composed of three aparlnicnti,

The aditum is isolated by two corridors, entirely filled up

The subjects of the pictures are nearly the same as ai

Edfou, and appear to present an history of the Lirtjiof
i

Ilarpocrates, and of the precautions which he enipioveii

to save himself from the pursuits of Typhoii. In from

and fifty paces to the north of the gate, are the ruins o,

a tcn:ple, which has never been finished. It had four co-

lunins in front, and five on each side : the capituls ai;

scarcely made out and seem to have been die trial of a

new kind of ornament, attempted by the Egyptians. To

the south, and about nine hundred paces from the gnai i

temple, are the ruins of a gate, which may have been iImi
j

of the temple of Athos, the Venus of the Greeks, «l;»
j

is known to have been worshipped at Dendera. The niiii!

!

of the city, consisting of vast heaps of burned bricks, o'

shattered vases, and a great quantity of pori)hyry fiagmeiil'

occupy a space of one thousand eight humlred pact

square.

" All the specimens of architecture," says Deuon

" that I had hitherto seen, served but to fix my adiHiralioi

here. I thought myself in the sanctuary of the arts aiii*

sciences. How many periods presented themselves to iin

imagination, at the sight of such an edifice as the toniiJe;
j

how many ages were requisite to bring 5 juvenile iialiwi

to such a degree of perlection and sublimity iu the arts I

and how many more of oblivion, to cause these nii;^liti

productions to be forgotten, and to reduce tlio iiumau

race to the state of nature in which I now found them «
this soil, once so famous! Never was there a place wbitli

concentrated in a narrower compass the memorial of 1

jifogrcsjivc havoc of ages. What continued power, wiui

riches, what abundance, what superfluity of means, otI
I

a government possess, which c»uld erect such an edifice,

and find within itself artists capable of contehing
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,s,cutin)j llic design, of decorating and enricliing it witli

every thing that attracts the eye and unncrsianding!"

Of the city of Antieopolis notiiing remains, ex"cej)t the
portico of a considerable temple, the ruins of a qnav,
ami those of a small temple. The portico is coin-'

uosed of eighteen columns, of which six are in front, and
tnroe in dcj)th. Its length is forty-five paces, and its

briadth eighteen. Th« capitals represent the head of the
palin-lrce, but their proportions are much less elegant
than that of the capitals of Philoe. The workmanship
was not so elegant as that of the two prece ling temples
whicii may rather be attributed to the calcareous stone'
employed in building it. At ninety paces from the poi-
lico to the south, and in a line with the gate, is a ciiapel
formed of a single stone, being chisselled in a block of
seven feet and a half square. As this chapel must have
been placed in the aditum, it necessarily gives the length
of the temple. At a league to the south-east, and in the
Arabian Mountain, is a vast quarry, whence the stone
must have been brought, which was employed in the con-
struction of the town. It is four hundred feet in breadth
aiid SIX hundred in length. On the upper part of it there
.re tracings, which expJain the manner in which the stone
Has cut.

To the north of these quarries are the sepulchral grottos
of tlie city, which are formed with greater care than those
1,1 .1.6 vicinity of Thebes. The Egyptians have imitated
(heir arched roofs, wherever it was in their power. The
grottos are vaulted; and an arched door opens into an
apartment, on two sides of which are niches, coutainin-

I

ngures of Death.
°

Tiie Lybian chain of mountains, at the foot of which
Siout stands, contains such a number of tombs, that this
lown probably occupies the site of some great city. The
rocks are excavated into a vast number of tombs, of dif-

I

fereiit dimensions, and decorated with more or less mac-
I niliccncc.

°

"I inspected," says Denon, " one of the most consi-
erableof these tomb,, A kind of peristyle, which

iri Tr""'
"'"' '"* ''''' "« ^^'^» »« »» the rest,

from he solid rock, without any masonry; the different
parts have been repaired with a facing of stucco, which
1^ st.1 „, very good preservation. The first chamber has
noother ornament than a torus, which borders a flat arch

;

b rom thence to the bottom of the innermost chambe^
1^

tbe„alls are covered with hieroglyphics, and the ceil-

J
«ith painted and sculptured ornaments

:
on the smooth

the doors are large figures, which are repeated
the solid jambs; there are no traces of hinges, or any

I'-llier method of rUin., »l.« „....„„„ . .,
'^ '

'

i,uj„ .
,

;—= —•"ce, the upper part ol
e door 1, larger than the lower; the innermost chamber
beyond the third door, and in it the principal sarcopha-

hu w.r doubUessly situated: the rock i/excavateS in
I 38. VOL. I.

every direction: all the inner porches of these grottos are
covered with hieroglyphics, which would require months to
read them, even if the language were understood; and it
woul.l take years to copy them. All the elegancies of or-
"anient, which the (iieeks have employed in their archi-
tecture, all (he undulating lints, the scrolls, and other
pechar.iies, are here executed with taste and exquisite
Keiicacy. H one of these excavations were a single ope-
ration as the uniform regularity of the plan would seem
to indicate, it must have been an immense labour to
construct a tomb; but .,uch a one, when finished, would
.^erve for the sepulture of a whole family. I f.Mmd one
of these caves, with a single saloon," continues our au-
tlior, ' in which were an innumerable quantity of graves
cut in the rock, in regular order: they had been violated,
in order to procu.e the mummie,; and I found several
fragments of their contents, such as linen, hands, feet,
and loose bones." '

Besides these principal grottos, there is such a number
of smaller excavations, that the whole rock is cavernous,
and causes the step of the traveller to reverberate. Far!
thcr to the south are remains of large quarries, the ca.
vities of which are support, d by pilasters. Some of these
quarries have been the abod« of hermits, as appears from
several small niches, stucco facings, some red paintings,
representing crosses, and some inscription,, which L
still visible m these miserable cells.

The plains that surround Siout are exceedingly remark-
able tor their abundant fertility. The orchards yield a fine
variety of fruit, and the farinaceous plants are to ,e ad-
mired for their rapid growth and surprising produce
At the foot of the rocks of Mokatam, in a strait be-

tween two deserts, are the ruins of Antinbe. This city
was bu.lt by Adrian, o. the site of the ancient Besa, in
honour of his favourite Antinous, who sacrificed his own
life in this place, to save that of his sovereign. From tne
Nile there appear, one of the tity-gates, resembling a
triumphal arch: it i, decorated with eight pillars, of the
Lormthian order, between v.hich are three arches, arising
from a buttress, ornamented with pilasters: Uiis groupe
of rums 1, the most considerable of all that now remain.
ot Antmoe. From this point there was formerly a street
passing m , straight line across the town, to the oppow^e
gate: both sides of this street hcve been adorned with a
colonnade of Doric pillars, for the purpose of affording a
shady walk. There are still visible some of dw shaft,
and a few capitals, very much worn, oi: account of the
triable nature of the stone used in their construction.

Near the coast of Alexandria, and towards the ea,fprn
extremity ot the crescent formed by the new port, are two
obehst,, called Cleopatra's Needles: one of them, which
still retams Its original position, is about fifty-.ix feet in
height; but the other is thrown from it. base, and almost
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buricil in the sand ; they are seven feet square at the base,

and are hewn out of a single block of granite, and com-
pletely covered with hieroglyphics.

To the south-west of the walls of Alexandria, on a

gentle eminence, is situated that lofty colun)n called Poni-

pey's Pillar ; it is placed on a sur-base, which lias been

undercut, leaving only a newel of four feet six inches

square for its support. This newel, apparently of a sili-

cious substance, is formed of the fragment of an Eg; plian

monument, and has itself bet n brought to that place, the

hieroglyphics sculptured upon it beiug reversed. On ex-

amining the part cut away below the pedestal, it is easy

to discover that an equal pressure has occasioned the co-

lunni to incline about Kuir feet, and that it is undoubtedly

owing to there being a deep rent in the lower part of the

colunm, of about fifteen feet in length. The column is

of the Corinthian order, and is divided into four parts;

the pedestal, base, shaft, and capital. From there being

on the capital a sunk circle, it would appear that there

has formerly been a pedestal, on Mliith jirobably was

placed the statue of the hero to whose memory the colunm

was erected.

The pedestal of this column is four feet three lines in

height; the base five feet six inches; the shaft sixty-three

feet one inch, three lines ; the capital nine feet ten inches,

six lines. The diameter of the colunm is eight feet four

inches at the lower pait, and seven feet two inches, eight

lines, near the astragal. All the parU of the column are

of granite. Though, on account of its capital, this co-

lumn may be considered as of the CorinUiian order, yet

its proportions are not Greek; the shaft approaches

nearer to the Ionic. It is also evident, that the different

parts of which it consists are productions of different ages.

The shaft, which is of an admirable form, and, except on
the side of the desert, where it has suffered from the sand,

of a fine polisi), appears to have been the work of the

Greeks, probably under the Ptolemies; the other parts

are evidently inferior. The profiles are nearly similar to

those of the lower empire of the Romans. The capital

is but rudely cut; the pedestal is exceedingly low, and
even the colour of its granite is different from that of the

granite of the shaft : it is reasonable, therefore, to believe,

that the shaft was produced in an age prior to that of the

other parts, and that it has been re-erected on some ex-

traordiuary occasion. It is probably the largest colunm
of a single block in the world ; and it is much to be re-

gretted that the inscription, which was on one side of the

pedestal, is not legible.

" Nothing," says an intelligent writer, " can equal the

majesty of this monument : seen from a distance, it over-

tops the tor,"n, and serves as a signal for vessels; and, on
nearer approach, it produces an astonishment mingled with

awe. One caij never be tired with admiring the beauty

[*AHT It.

of the capital, the length of the shaft, and the extraor

dinary simplicity of the pedestal; although tlielatttf||„

been rather damaged by the iuslrunienis of travdkr.

who were anxious to possess a relic of this antiquity;,

J

one of the volutes of the column was inmiatuitly
biuutln

down, in the year 1781, by a prank of some English can.

tains, which is thus related by Mr. Irwin;

—

"These jolly sons of Neptune had been pushing
about

the can, on board one of the sliips in the harbour umjl

a strange freak entered hito one of their heads. I'L

eccentricity of the thought occasioned it imniedialelv
to

be adopted ; and its apparent impossibility was but a spur

for the putting it into execution. The boat wasordtred

and, with proper implements for the attempt, these en.

tcrprising heroes pushed ashore, to drink a bowl of pim^l,

on the top of Pompey's l*illar. At the .spot they armn)

and many contrivances were proposed to accouipljsli
iIk

desired point ; but their labom was vain, and tliev br-an

lo despair of success, when the genius who struck
oiii

the frolic happily suggested the means of perfiri" j|

A man was dispatched to the city for a p.iper ki.i, He i

inhabitants were by this time apprised of what was^uinir
|

forward, and flocked in crowds to be v\ itncsses of iIih

address and boldness of the English. '^I'lie govunor tf

Alexandria was told, thai diese seamen were about to ihiII

down Pompey's Pillar; but, whether he gave tliniurdii
|

for their respect to the Roman warrior, or to the Tiirli>li

governme'it, he left them to themselves, and poliielv an-

swered, that the English were too great patriots to iiiiutel

the remains of Pompey. The kite was brought, ami tioiin

so directly over the pillar, that, when it fell on the oib

side, the string lodged upon the capital. The chief Db-j

stacle w as now overcome. A two-inch rope was tieJ I

one end of the string, and drawn over the pillar, bv lie I

end to which the kite was affixed. By this rope oi-of

the seamen ascended to the top ; and in less than an linur
|

a kind of shroud was constructed, by which the wliulf

company went up, and drank their punch, amid the slioiiiM

of the astonished multitude. To die eye below, the fa
|

pital of the pillar does not appear capable of hoi

more than one man upon it; but our seamen found ill

could contain no less than eight persons verv coiivcnieiii

It is astonishing, however, that no accident befc 1 tlw I

madcaps in a situation so elevated, that would have luriwl I

a land-man giddy in his sober senses. The only delriimiii

which the pillar received was the loss of the volute btturej

mentioned, which came down with a t')un<l?rnh' oiuiii,

and was carried to England by one of ihe ciptaiiis, asil

present to a lady, who connnissioned Ijiin j'>r a piece ei!

the pillar. The discovery which they made ani|)lvcwn-l

pensattJ for this mischief: as, without their eviiit:i!ee,Bi|

world would not have known at this hour that there m I

originally a statue oa this pillar, one foot and aukle oil
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,hich are still remaining. The statue must have been of
a gigantic size, to have appeared of a man's proportion
at so great a height."

'IVre are circumstances in this story which might give
it an air of fiction, were it not demonstrated be>ond all

doubt. Besides the testimonies of many eye-witnesses
the adventurers themselves have left a token of the fact'
bv the initials of their names, which are very legible in
bLick paint, just beneath the capijal

C(to,7brws^c.J Grand C^iuo, the capital of E«vpt
is situated about a mile from the eastern bank of 'the'
river, in thirty degrees hfteen minutes of north latitude
and in thirty-two degrees twelve minutes of east Ion<.itudi'
from London. The city of Gjand Cairo may be said to
consist ot three towns, namely, Old Cairo, New Cairo
or Cairo properly so called, and the port of Houhic '

Old Cairo IS about half a league distant from Bmilac
and IS the port for such boats as come down from Upper

AFRICA.
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aCalhoiic church and convent, aud a Jew's svnago.Mie •

(lie Copts have likewise a grotto, or low chapd, \lu\^
accoidmg to tradition, is said to have been inhabit, d by
the Viigin Mary, uh.n she Hed with her iiiiant Saviour
into Egypt.

Old Cairo is at preseH reduced to a very small com-
pass, being only about twomiles m circumference. It
lu tliP i^rkrt fill* iki. I t.. .!_ .

heaven, and m emphatically styled "the matchless city
tlie mother of the world." He adds, it is but justice toremark, that the extreme narrowness of the streets, whichoa stranger must appear contemptible, is indispensably
"ecessary. to shield the inhabitants from the meridian sun'A '"rge canal, that communicates with the Nile a littleabove Old Cairo, crosses the middle of the city, "me west to the north-east. Over it are thrown severalbudges, and these are embellished on each side with two
'ouses. According to the Arabic historians, the bed of
tins canal IS paved with marble; but it is at present co-vered with a thick strata of mud.

r senible lakes, and are covered with handsome boat,and barges, blled with persons of the first distinction, whospend then evonings on the water in company with their

::: but^T^r'~ ^'-^ fi-orks'ennven '1:
scene ^ i)ut when the waters rr t i-a »!.;., .,1

.

"aicis rtine, tnis pJeasmv scpnp ia
lliue 1 a lPr»,J M,..l.:

' "^ o •*'"* "E,,vpt. Here, in the midst of Mahometan moMp.esf a^J Z7.U^leTVT''''"
"'"' "''^ "''^"'"^ ''^'^^ "

a Catholic church and convent, and a Jew's svii.
' :"

!;! a ,. r 1 f.!'
"^ """^'"^ "' «"' ^"^ '""'»• But.

..he port for ^he boats that cJu.;;;; t ^^y,; l^Jr^'T ''' '

and some of the beys have houses there. to'«hich uij T^^TT' P-^^!""^and some of the beys have houses there, to which tliy'
retire at the rising of the Nile.' The Copts have f«elve
churches and a convent, chiefly in one quarter of the town
aiid pretend that the Holy Family once lodged in a cave'
mthe church dedicated to .St. S.-rgius. Some of these'
churches are elegantly adorned with columns in front and
llie altars are highly decorated.

In this city th. Jews have a synagogue, said to have
t.n built, about sixteen hundred years ago, h. the same

J™
It now retains. On this very spot they p. etend the

l-iophet Jeremiah usually read the law; and they have a
nmmscnpt of the Bible written by E^ra, ul.ich is deemed
so sacred, that none are allowed to touch it. It is de
joMted in a niche in the wall, before which a curtain is
a.D, and lamps kept continually burning. To the south-ed of Old Cairo IS the great mosque of Atteu-Ennaby.

For t IS mosque the Mahometans have a Rreat veneration,
roni the tradition that their fir.t caliph, Omar, going to
e place where it was afterwards founded to h.s honour

left the print of his foot in a piece of marble.
-New Cairo, or Cairo properly so called, lies about a

'1 he streets are continually crowded with numbers ofmen of various nations, being inhabited by Turks, Mame-

a fe!: f"'''''- ^'"'T'
'^"''''' ^"»^'«' ^1"""' J^^vs. anda 1.W Europeans: the population is estimated at tl.rechundred th.»i.«i,ri „.,„

""^"

.-"..f^rence. Sonnini s^vs. to;™ Xrc^r r"'

.*stl,egreatci.iesof-Eu.opo,wo;ddb;,tofbrn::
ej erro eous idea; u is, however, considered by the „a-
" « I'e uim magntiiceut place under tlie canopy of

1 he Mamelukes, whose number is estimated at nearlytwelve thousand, are military slaves, imported from Cir-
cassia and Mmgrelia, besides others, who are taken cap-tern battle, or brought to Egypt by private merchanUo- speculation: these persons are carefully instructed inevery exeicise of strength or agility, and usually repaythe kindness of their masters with the warmest gratitude
Kl most valiant services. Those who have a gfnius forera.ue, are taught t ad and write, but the majority

ot hem are defacient in "hese particulars.
^ ^

he inferior Mamelukes constantly wear the military
d.css, which IS distinguished from that of other Mahcumetan citizens by a pair of large crimson drawers, of thick
\ enetian cloth, attached to their slippers of red leather •

and a g.eemsh cap, of a peculiar form, fancifully de^o-
.ated with a turbau. Their rsual arms are a p,ir of pis-
ols, a dagger, and a sabre ; but, when engaged in battle
tbey are urnished with a brace of larg: ho.se-pi.toU
and a battle-axe; they al.o wear an open heh„et,'and .
sui ot armour, consisting of interwoven links of steel
mider their dress. Their horses are of the finest A.abiar!

*^- the river Nil, a;;i'y;c-rXi: z^'-^.'^r ^'"t"-'--'^'
"^^^^^^

circumference. Sonnini says, to sunpos. .l-u
(' Ir ' . ' I

'^''•^""''''' "^"S''^ "' '^^ '^'^ "^ ^^ »'un.
i„.i,.i,i„„ .1,- .. -.: 1 i

J-- .!..ii \-,iir^> re- drcd ;iiu iiii., ^... • i jdrcd and Iilty or two hundred pounds sterli«.r.
i he Mamelukes being trained from their infancy to

|-"luary evolutions, display i.. them uncommon skiU. Tl..
javclin, aimed with precision, is „cver thro^u bui t»
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strike the nnrk. * " The wclktempered blade of Damas-

cus," sayi Sonnini, " was by them wielded with astonish-

ing dexterity, and in their liands proved a must dreadful

weapon." He often observed them try these famous

sabres in the following manner:—A large cushion, stuffed

witii feathers, and materials equally soft and flexible, was

placed about the height of a man, without any support,

and ill such a manner that the slightest touch would bring

it to tiie ground, when the sword that divided it by a

single stroke gave the requisite proof of its excellence.

'I'he same author observes, " the Mamelukes are a

brave and warlike race of men; the ardent ebullition of

their youth would have made them a formidable body, had

they possessed any knowledge of Einopean tactics, or

any idea of engaging in regular ranks. Their cavalry

certainly derives a great advantage from the peculiar ex-

cellence of their horses, and the extraordinary skill of the

riders. All their movements, whether of approach, re-

treat, or change of disposition, are made with the rapid-

ity of lightning ; and, when the velocity of tlieir career

seems to have separated them, they are in a nionieat again

collected.

"As the Mamelukes are supi)lied with provisions by

their masters, they have no stipulated pay
; yet, from pre-

sents, rewards, and extortions, tiiey contrive to raise a

sufficient supply of money, either for avarice or debauch-

ery."

The houses of Cairo have a very mean appearance, and
are badly constructed ; the smaller ones are crowded with

a wretched and numerous mixture of iniial»it:ints ; those

of the opulent are commonly surrounded by a wall, and
are generally built of three different materials, brick, wood,
and stone ; but they have no apj)earance of regular archi-

tecture, nor are they enlivened by any exterior decoration

;

the interior, however, is not destitute of convenience, nor,

indeed, of luxury; they are adorned with handsome mar-
ble baths and voluptuous vapour-stoves, with Mosaic sa-

loons, in the ntiddlc of which are basins and fountains of
water; large divans, composed of tufted carpets; raised

beds, covered with rich stuffs, and surrounded with mag-
nificent cushions: these divans generally fill three sides

of each room. The windows, when there are any, never

open; and tin; day-light which they admit is darkened
by coloured glasses and very close latticc-work, as the

light generally comes in through a dome in the centre of
tile ceiling ; for the Mussulmen have no great occasion

for light, and therefore take very little pains to procure it

iu their houses, all their customs seeming to invite to re-

pose. The « alls, flanked with fine towers, by which the

city was formerly surrounded, have been greatly dilapi-

dated by the destructive hand of barbarism ; nor is Cairo

now defended by any fortifications. Sonnini observed two
gates, of the most simple and noble architecture. One

I
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of these is called Babel Nasr, or the Gate of Victo
and the other is denominated Babel Foutouh, or the G
of Passage, because it was on this side Uiat Sultan Sek
entered die city by a breach. The suburbs of Cairo coi

tain many fine buildings towards the east, among
<^\n^\

are the mausolea of the ancient Egyptian saltans;
but

most of tliem are now falling to decay.

For the reception of wholesale goods there are sn

cious, clean, and commodious warehouses; and retal

dealers are accommodated with extensive buildin"s
fo

their various commodities, in every part of the city. Ea. h

trade, however, has its particular and allotted division,

The markets of Cairo afford so great a 'profusion of

the necessaries of life, that all the delicacies of the tab|.

may be there procured at a very reasonable rate.

The mosques in New Cairo are computed at more

than three hundred : that called Jamma el Hazcr is tlie

most magnificent, being ornamented with marble pillms

and Persian carpets. A number of persons, distin«uislicii

for their knowl'dge of literal Arabic, and a pr found skill

in theology, are supported by its revenues, under a slicil

who is an ecclesiastic of the iiigliest order. It is enriched

with a large collection of manuscripts, and lectures are

read on various subjects. The other mosques thai are

most celebrated are that of Ghouri el Hassenein, andlliat

of Mohammed Bey Abiidliahab. The latter is constructed

of the richest materials, and is accounted the chef d'a.vie

of eastern magnificence.

The castle of Cairo is seated on a rocky eminence

and is said to have been built by Saladin : hut it is so

commanded by the hill Tabcl Mochattham, to the east

as to be incapable of withstanding an attack, since the iii-

vention of cannon. The eastern entrance is tailed the

Gate of the Janissaries, and the western one, the Gale of

the Arabs. The castle is about a mile in circumference

but it is an irregular building, and the principal part of it

is in a very ruinous condition. At the west end are tlie

remains of very noble apartments, some of wliicli are

covered w ith domes, and adorned with pictures of Mosaic

work ; but these apartments are now only used for weaviiij,

embroidering, and preparing hangings and coverings, great

quantities of which are annually sent to Mecca by ihe

caravan.

The eastern part of this castle stands on much higher

ground than the rest, and near a grand saloon, called

Joseph's Hall, from which there is a delightful prospect

of Cairo, the pyramids, and all the neighbouring country,

This was probably a terrace to the saloon, which is open

on every side, except to the south, and is adorned with

large and beautiful columns of red granite, some cf which

have capitals of the Corinthian order; some are onlj

marked out in Imes, like leaves, and many are only plain

stones, that do not much resemble capitals. In the west
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part of the castle is tlie prison, in which tlie common
pco|ile say Joseph was confined.

3S9

I on much liisher

A small garrison is kept htre; and the men are lodged
in large lowers, wliich form an iiiclosnrc, or court, on "he
snulh side of which are the basha's apartments, kar to

these apartments are tliose of the great rlivan, where the
bejs mi-mhk three times a week, under the kiaja, or
p;ime minister of tlie basha; and the latter sometimes
sils ill a room behind, that has a communication with sonic
jjllice-wiiulows. A .itranger may enter with the consul's
iiiterprelrr; and, bcinj^ afterwards conducted to the ba-
sliu's coiree-room, will be entertained with sweetmeats and
coffee. Here are to be seen several leatiier shields, eac h
almi'.t an inch thick, with a javelin sticking in them', wiii,
tthicli, it is said, they were pierced by one of the su'ltans
ami are kept as mommicnts of his strength. The officers
umler the basha have also noble apartments here.
Near the above-mentioned ajiartnients it, the mint

«liich is the (miy one for Egyj,t : here they coin their
gold, and small pieces of iron, washed over with silver-
«i:ich last are of the value of three farthings, and arc'
called meoines.

In this castle there is a well, mneh admired on ac-
count ot Its great depth, which is two hundre.l and fortv
four feet; but U has two shafts that are not perpedi-
cular, above one another; the first is one hundred and
forlv-eight feet long, and the other one hundred and six
lecnteet. It is- generally called Joseph's Well, from a
g^andvisir, who, about seven hundred years - 'o had ih-
caic of the work under Sultan Mahomet; but' the An^.
call .t the Snail Well, because it descends in a spiral
line. lh.y draw the water up by means of a double
v.ieel and a double range of earthen jars. The o.xeu
eiiiployed to turn the wheel go up the first shaft, by a
FihvMch IS cut in the rock, quite round the well, from
lop lu bottom

'

There rre grottos, in many stories, up the side of the
r«.i upon vvi..,h this ca.tle is built ; but several of them
are now luaccessibie, though tbt-ro is a path to others by
» "ancnv terrace. These are generally small rooms, ei^ht
o> te„ teet square. Towards the brow of the hill, on The
.op. are two rooms with apertures on the top to admit
'I'elght; over which is an eminence, to which tlie ..reat
people often go, to enjoy one of the finest prospects in
%P,smceit commands a view of Cairo, and all the«my as far as the eye can reach. Over the south clitF

J

a mosque, the whole inside of which is painted with

iT' T ' "^ °'"""'* ''^'^ '''' ""'-'^-^ the Sheik
i^"'»e, whose name is given both to the hill and the

,,„,'(]::,
".7=';-''^=";5''larcn, and some of the

sons of bashas, are likewise buried near it.

"'VcalledCaraflfa; at the entrance are several magnili-
•'*• VOL. I.

°

cent tombs, covered with domes, and said to be the .rrmd
sepulchres of some Egyptian king,. The people in ..r.
neral suppose that they are the monuments of the caliphs
the relations of Mahomet, who conquered thisconntry •

and such IS their veneration for them, that they obiigj
i^hristians and Jews to alight from their asses and camels
to pay them respect, when they pass this way. On ati
eiiunence, adjoining to Carafta, is the great mosque of
iil Iman hhatee, anciently one of the four doctors of the
law, who IS held in great veneration among them, and
«hose sepulchre is there: it is called J.e Salthiah from a
title they gave Saladin, who built it, together wiih a col-
lege and hospital.

'i'he city of Cairo is furnished with several lanre and
sumptuous rcscm.irs, i„ different parts, where the" water
IS given to the inhabitants ; there arc likewise many ek-ant
and convenient baths, v\hichare resoued to by -reat nnm
hers ol people, some of xvhom visit them on a religious
account, to purify themselves; while others go to the.*
as paces of refreshment and diversion: the latter are
' nelly women, who, once or twice a week, spend most
of the day m them, and are glad of such a pretence, to
be released from their confinement. People of die first
nmk have bagnios in their own houses, to prevent intermix
i'lg with their inferiors. CofTee-houses are also numerous,
where the inhabitants devote the greatest part of the day
to smoking and conversation.

In Cairo we likewise many khans, called okelas. These
it'c Hidiherent buildings round a court, and are commonlyr
api.ropiiated to the use of merchants, of particular conn-
tries, for the sale of their respective commodities. There is
one for those of Nubia, ami the black sla, es and goods they
bring with them

;
and another for white slives from Georgia.

'I he commerce of Cairo, previous to the discovery of
a passage to India by the Cape of Good Hope, was very
extensive, but since that period it has gradually declined
and IS at present restricted to the following articles, viz'
coffee, odours, drugs, and gums, from Yemen; n.uslins
and various articles of cotton manufacture, from SuratJ
sliawls, from Cassimere; and a portion of spices from*
teylon. It may still, however, be regarded as the metro-
polis of the trade of Eastern Africa, as Tripoli is of tlie
\\cst. Slaves are brought from Abyssinia, by way of
Jidda and Mecca; caravans frequently trade to Sennaar,
Dar I'ur, and Fezzan; from whence they bnng gold-diwt,
uory, ostrich-feathers, gums, drugs, &c. and there is mi-
other occasional caravan from Morocco, that employs five
thousand camels, for the express purpose of merchaadise.
1 art of these pass on to Mecca, and oart rp-fiu:!;. to
await the return of the pil;grims ; while' the merchants
transact their own business. The other caravans are merely
for the carnage of goods; and their camels are annually
supplied by .ne Arabs of the Desert.
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There is a considcruble inaiuifucturauf linen cloth, made

of the fine Egyptian flax; a second for sal-amnioniac,

which is of an excellent quality ; and others for glass lamps,

saltpetre, gunpowder, and coloured leather, for home-

consumption. This last species of n)ercliandi8<; is brought

to Cairo by the caravans of Nubia. Two of them some-

times arrive in the course of the year, and the slaves in-

tended for sale may be estimated at between one thousand

five hundred and two thousand. During Sonniui's residence

at Cairo, their price rose according to the extent of the

importation; but the handsomest slave, either male or

female, might be purchased for about twelve pounds

sterling.

The European merchants generally dedicate their time

in the morning to business, and the remainder of the day

to such amusements as the place affords. They frequently

ride out to the fields and gardens north of the city, where

little danger is to be apprehended ; they have a relaxation

from business both on the Christian and Jewish sabbath,

as the Jews transact a great part of their affairs. When
the Nile is higli, and little business can be done, they ge-

nerally spend their time in their houses at Old Cairo and

Giza.

The caravan, which sets out from Cairo once a year, is

one of the most splendid and numerous cavalcades in all

the East ; and as every Mussulman is under a religious

injunction of making, at least once in his life, a pilgrim-

age to Mecca, the number of those which compose the

caravan seldom amounts to less than forty thousand, but

it is much greater in times of peace; for it not only con-

sists of pilgrims, but of merchants, who thus unite them-

selves ior defence against the attacks of the wandering

Arabs. These caravans join to their devotions a consi-

derable trade, and return home laden with the richest

goods from Persia and India, which come to Geddo by

the Red Sea, and are thence convened to Mecca; and

this, united with the richness of the presents carried there,

renders it necessary that they should be attended by a suf-

ficient guard. With this view, a draft 's always made of

the best troops in Egypt to escort theai : at the head of

which is the Emir Hadji, or the Prince of the Pilgrims,

who has the power of life and death over the whole ca-

Mvan. The ceremony of setting out on this expedition

from Cairajs very magnificent: the camels are all orna-

mented ; but those which are made choice of to carry the

presents to Mecca are most magnificently adorned, espe-

cially that which carries the great pavilion, called Mahmel,

or covering of Mahomet and Abraham's tonil), which is

made in the shape of a pyramid, will) a square base, richly

embroidered with gold, on a green and rul ground; the

view of the house at Mecca being embroidered upon it,

with a portico around it. Tlii^ camel is covered with a

rich carpet, that comes down to his fcef, so that nothing is |
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seen of him but his liead, neck, and crupper, whieh are

richly ornamented. He is said to he bred for that piiipuj^.

and, after he has performed that olhce, he is estiemed
m,

cred, and never more put to any use.

The pilgrims find but little water in their journey,
and

that exceeding bad; hut what iiiconnnodos them imm
are the hot winds, which frequently suffocate tlicm •

mj
not less than six thousand, belonging to the caravan if

Cairo, have been known to perish by one misfortune

another, during their journey; while those who retum

alive are so altered and emaciated, that their friends

scarcely know them ; not'vithstanding which, there is not

a year but many women and children perform this nil.

grimage.

Their encampments are so regulated, that the caravan

must arrive at Mecca in diirty-eight days ; and the df par.

ture of it is fixed to the twenty-seventh day of the moon

which follows the Mahometan festival called the niia.

madan. It is joined at Beddar, six days' journey from

Mecca, by the caravan from Damascus; after which thev

march jointly to Mecca, and are joined in the wav h\

the caravans from other parts, who then proceed toitiliet

to pay their devotions at Mount Ararat ; from whence llin

march on to Mecca, where the Emir Hadji puts npilie

new grand pavilion. The stay of the caravan is coiitincd

to twelve days, in which time a great and rich traflic ii

carried on between the pilgrims and their followers from

all parts; and then the Emir Hadji gives his signal fm

departure. On their return to Cairo the greatest fcsti-

vities are made, and each person is honoured with ib

title of hadji, or pilgrim, before his own name. Not-

withstanding the great numbers which compose the ca-

ravans, there have been instances of their being attacked,

plundered, and carried into captivity, by the Arabian frie-

hooters.

BouLAc is a port situated about a mile and a half from

Grand Cairo, and is the place where all the nierchaiidisi'

coming from Damietta and Alexandria is landed. It con-

tains several grand baths and extensive okals. Tliese

okals are square buildings, including a large court, with a

portico, over which is a winding gallery. The grounil

floor is divided into spacious magazines, and the rooms

above have neither furniture nor ornaments. Here stranjers

live, and deposit their wares. The okals may be said (o

be the only inns in Egypt ; but all strangers must provide

their own furniture and food, it being impossible to pro-

cure a dinner ready dressed on any consideration. Thou-

sands of vessels, of various forms and sizes, may be seen

riding at anchor in this port, from the fronts of the houses,

I'he opulent resort to this pface. to enjo" the cooii!!!

'jreezes from the Nile, and the delightful prospect of llie

variegated landscapes which its banks present.

Alexandria was built by Alexander the Great, after
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Ill, rtturn from consulting tlie oracle of Jupiter Amnion,

ihrie luimiicd years hefort- the birth of Christ. This

fit) is styled, hy the 'I'lirks, Seanderoon, as, among them,

Abamlir is called Scander. It wcs once an opulent and

tlcgant city, seated near the most westerly branch of ihe

Nile, where the sea forms u most spacious haven, resem-

bling' a crescent, in thirty-three degrees eleven minutes of

iiorih lalitiide, and in thirty degrees tliirty-nine minutes of

casi longitude.

Travellers inform us, that the port of Alexandria mos
formed by the Isle of Pharos, which extended across the

mouth of the bay, and, towards the west end, was joined

(0 the conthient by a causeway and two bridges, ninety

paces ill length. On a rock, encompassed by the sea,

ai the east end of the island, was the ancient Pharos, or

light-house, so famous in antiquity; and on the place
where it stood is a castle, called Pharillon.

The walls round the outside of the old city arc bcau-
hiiilt of hewn stone, strengthened by semicircular

loHcrs, twenty feet in diameter, and about one hundred
and thirty feet distant from each other. At each of them
arc steps, to ascend up to the battlements, there being on
the lop of the walls a walk, built on arches. The inner

dls whicii appear to be built in the middle ages, are
much stronger and higher than the otiiers, and "are' de-
fiii'led by large towers, whicli are also very hio-h.

A fourth part of the city was taken up by the palace,
nilh the buildings belonging to it, and within it was the'

Museum, or academy, and a burial-place of the kiiVs,
«litrc the body of Alexander is said to have been depo-'
sited iu a gold coffin; but, that being taken away, it was
pjtinto one of glass.

The street, \Ahich extended the whole length of the
city, is said to have been one hundred feet wide, and had
certaniiy many magnificent buildings, as appears from the
friimtLcoliinms still remaining in several places. Amon-r
lliKovasthe Gymnasium, or public school, to which were
porlicos that extended above half a quarter of a mile.

liut the materials of the old city have been carried
mv to build the new, so that there are at present only
n tew houses, some mosques, and three convents within
llic old walls: among the mosques is one called the
mosque of one thousand and one pillars. Dr. Pococke
oliscivcs, that it has four rows of pillars to the south
ami "est, and one row on the other sides. This, it is
«i.l, was a church dedicated to St. Mark, at which the
Flnarch resuled, it being near the gate without which
»'e evangelist i» said to have suffered martyrdom. There
I' another great mosque, named St Atlianasius, which
]«as also doubtlessly n Christian church. The Greeks
[iatuis, and Copts, have each a monastery in the old

The new city, or rather town, of Alexandria, now called
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Seanderoon, is chiefly erected on the sea-shorr. The
."Use, have terraced roof,; the holes that serve as win-
|i-.w. are blocked up, in a great degree, by a wooden
la lice proje, ring m different forms, an,! so close that it
.« hardly possible for the light to enter. It is through tin.
symmetrical, and sometimes not inelegant, arrangem. nrof Lars, that the fair sex can see „|,at is passing out of
doors without being seen. I, i. i„ .hiAind of ever-
lasting cloister that beauty, far from being paid that ho-
.nage wh.cn nature intended it should receive from every
heart of sensibility, experiences nothing but contempt ando truge; u .3 Uiere, in short, th^^
k. d taking advantage of the odious right of the strong
est, keeps ... a humiliating state of slavery the other pol
.on, whose charms would alone be capable of softe;in.
both the rugged nature .f die soil, and the ferocity ofthe possessors. ^

The houses at present occupy but a small portion of
Alexandria, the remainder consisting of extensi e gardens
a..d wa^e grou..ls, that are entirely covered with ntsfrom the former of these the natives are well supplied
M.tli fruit and vegetables; and from the latter fragment,
of sculpture anc.ent coins, and pieces of precious marble,
are frequently dug by the Egyptian labouiers, or disced
ve.-cci to the passenger by successive showers of rain.

Ihe houses of the European consuls and nrercliants
are all erected near each other to the east of the citv, and
close to the sea-shore, where the inhabitants usually as-
sociate with each other, and retain all the customs of
Europe,without insult or disturbance; as from Mr.Browne's
observation of the natives, he confesses he is led to believe
that, when any stranger has experienced uncivil treatment
It was m effect the result of his own imprudence; and!
notwithstanding the heavy charges that are commonly
b.ought against the Egyptians by historians, respectiii<r
tlR-.r traflie with the Franks, or Europeans, he ventures to
affirm, that the natives are as frequently duped by the
European nerchants, as the latter by the Egyptian factors,
whom Uiey are necessitated to employ. The command of
tlie fort, and the military who are stationed in the city
are committed to the hands of a sardar, who is either a
cashef, or an inferior officer of the beys; but the internal
government is vested in the citizens.

The present enclosure of Alexandria consists of solid

'

w_alls, anda hundred vaulted towers, the circumference
of which is only six miles, whereas the ancient city, ac-
cording to the best authorities, was nearly txventy-foiir
miles round. The architecture is evidently in the manner
of the Arabs; columns, and other fragments of antique
monuments, have been employed in their construction, and
several inscriptions on the towers, in Arabic and Kuphic
characters, fully substantiate the nature of their origin.

The banks of the canal near Alexandria are, enlivened
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by a few trees and slirtibn, and in some places they are

clutlied with occasional patches of veniiiir, whither n

number of snmll birds iisimliy resort, among whi( h Son-

niiii remarked the fig-peckcr, tlie sky-lark, and an abun-

liiinrc of sparrows. 'I'liose of the former descriptions

are only birds of passage at Alexandria; but the sparrows,

like those of Europe, are equally n-niarkable for effron-

tery, familiarity, :\iid voracity, seemingly deterniined to

partake, at all cvi iits, of the dwellings and provisions of

the natives. Exclusive of a few fields, where barley is

«own, and where artichokes and other vegetables are cul-

tivated, llie adjacent country presents nothing to the spec-

tator but rocks, sands, and gt neral sterility. The culti-

vation was formerly nnicli larger, and might have been

still extended with the greatest facility by the Alexan-
drians; but thai ignorant and inactive race, who made
no eft'ort to preserve the only water that was potable, could

not be expected to make any exertion to procure to them-
selves cither comfort or abundance.

During his residence at Alexandria, Sonniui lodged at

the rreneli factory, which he describes as a quadrangular

building, situated at the In .id of the lu'w port, and en-

closing a large court-yard, round wluth are the ware-
houses, under arcades: the latter are supported by frag-

ments of pillars, taken from the niinti of the ancient city.

Several are of granite, and one is of porphyry. In the

midst of the yard is a stiitiie of while stone, representing

a woman, with a child by lur side; the sculpture is toler-

ably good, and the drapery in parlicidar is well executed;

but it has received many injuries from the bides of mii--

chandise that are continually tossing about, and sometimes
fall upon it ^vit!l such force as to mutilate it. Thu
apartments are built over tiie warehouses; consequently

the windows are at a considerable hci;Jit fiom the ground.

'Ihe only avenue to this spacious encloMue is shut up by

a single gat . of great solidify ; and, in li.ncs of tunnilt,

bales of goods are actually piled up against it, as a farther

security. If, however, the iii-urrectiuii be not easily ap-

peased, and the kast fear is > iitertained of the populace
breaking in, all the merchants conlri\ to slip from the

windows in the coiuse of the night, and to take refuge on
board of some vessel in the harbour.

Sonniui iiad one day an opportunii; of witnessing the

extreme terror wilhwliich the bare idiu of an Alexandrian
riot tilled the minds of the Gallic mtrchauts. A person
hajipcning to say, that an h'gyptian was slain by a native

of liurope, tile gates of the factory were hastily shut,

bales of goods ordered to be moved, in order to sustain

the expected shock, and all the inmates of the factory

were preparing to escape to the harbour, by droppins; from
the windows, when they were happily informed, that it

was one Mahometan wlio had killed another.

Having heard of a curious antique monument, that was in

[part n
tt mosque, without the walls of the city, Sonniui rxpre,st i

a wish to hte it; but, on the intimation of his dts;;,. i

received the strongest assurnnces that it was iuipracticaljl

He, however, contrived to bribe the imun of the mosniic'

and, by his connivance, had an oppcutuuity uf exaniinii,,

tin; edifice and its contents at his I, isure. The niosnu"

il:ielf is very ancient ; the walls are cm rusted will, nvl
bles of ditVerent colours, and some beautiful |)icr(, of

mosaic well rcjiaid the trouble of our advenlmertosati,',

his cluiosity. The toinb, which was the more imnieiilait

object of his rescarcli, is proinibly one of the
fiiit!|

pieces of antiquity in Egyjit. It is very large, ami ,,„|||j

be an oblong ipiare, were not one of its sides i laiiuifd ^j
in the manner of a lathing-tub. It is formed of one pi, te

of black and spotted marble, eltgantly diversified
«i:!i

green, yellow, and red, and is coveid with so great a

profusi(«i of hieroglyphics, that a month would" i„ .;]

jirobability, be too short a spare to admit of lii(irbi;,:>

hiithfully copied. The sarcophagus is now used hv ilx

Mahometans as a reservoir, to contain water for thwre.

ligious ahluiioiis. Browne relates that, as the sarcopla-

gus is exceedingly rich in hieroglyphics, and hnsrcccio;

but little injury iVoin the corroding Uua'a of tunc, apr.

son, who had for some time farmed the customs, veiiiinui

on his retning from Egypt, to negociate for the dt of

this precious lelic to an European, who designed lo p.t.

sent it to the Emperor of Germany. Previous toiiuiB

barkalion, however, the secret was divulged, and i! t l- I

tizens insisted so loudly that the properly of tlieir iihn;,. I

was inviolable, that the projected scheme was prudiii;:,

given up, and die chest permitted to continue in hiv:.
where, since Uiat occuritiue, it has been waltlitd \i;j

such unremilting vigilance, that it is now extremelv (i;:!.

cult for a traveller to obtain a sight of it: consctpnirlv
i

Mr. Urowne was precluchd from presenting tlie piil.,

wiih so minute a description as would have been ccngeid
|

with his own desires,

Sonniui observes, that a continual communication \iii;i

the various nations of Europe had, in some drgree, dis-

posed the Alexandriins to more toleration, in some pir-

ticulars, than die rest of the Egyptians: as, fur iuslEi

Eurojieans are by tliein permitted, as well as by the ii.L- 1

bilants of Rc^setta, to wear their native dresses, wliiloi::

every other part of Egypt they are forbidden to appf::,

without being clad in the oriental fashion. This iiAi-

gence, however, must by no means be abused ; for if ti;'

Europeans venture to shew themselves in any number, cr I

with any degree of parade, at a distance from the shippiiij, I

they instantly draw upon themselves the insults of lie'

populace.

It is a remarkable fact, that, notwithstanding the stiipiJ

barbarism of a people, who have so shamefully neglccl«l, I

and jomctimes destroyed, the most precious relics of a»
|
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liquity, they «till prc«crve a solemn reiptct for the name
of the illustrious coiiqiwror, whose superb mommients lie

icaltered around their habitationi. " Thou art an yilex-

mier," is, in th« ir opinion, the highest encomium upon
human valour; so true it is that, when the sculpturwl
marble falls negl.cted to the dust, and the statue of bronze
\i confounded witli the common ruins of a city, great
iclions will survive those perishable monuments, and
claim an unabated admiration from the children of poste-
rity. Mr, Browne observes, that as activity, perseverance,
,miacuten( s are among the leading cliaracteristics of
the Alexandrian merchants, they are admirably disposed
for that perpctuiit liurry of business, which is attached to

'

the transit of m. diandise; and th ir attention to every
department is so remarkabl-, thr.

,
,f various causes oc-

casionally operate to the stagnation of trommerce, they are
conscious that no portion of blame can be possibly attri-

buted to themselves.

European merchandise is conveyed by ^ater from Alex-
andria to Cairo, whence it is sent to all the different parts
of Arabia, Upper Egypt, and Abyssinia. The small
vessels used for this purpose, between Alexandria and
Kosetta, are denominated germs; generally of about five
or SIX tons burden. Their construction is toleral le • but
lliough they draw little water, they are frequently de'
.troved in a high wind, or swallowed up an,o„^ the sands,
and there perish, together with their crews and careoes
During the increase of Uie Nile, these accai.uts are less
frequent; but, when U.e river has retired to its bed it is
so extremely shallow at the mouth, that the Egyptian ma'-
nners never pass it without tremblin.'
With respect to their political concerns, the Alexan-

Jan, are rather disobedient and intractable towards the
Mameluke governors, whose public orders are not unfre-
yently opposed; and the present beys are considered by
Jecizens as rebels against the authority of the Porte.
Amutual jealousy naturally subsists between the parties,

el ^^\" ?""""' '° '"''J"«''^^ ^'^« Alexanddans to
same y„ke that ,s imposed on the rest of the Egyptians

>e c.;-ns are equally zealous to preserve that im-'
P fe t autocracy, or mdependent power, w hich they have

but^lucf'fJ"'^"''^"
" •" g'""'^'-"! "«<= at Alexandria;

b^carrency m all the ports of the Levant. The Mo-

e ;f"L .Tr
^""•='' " ''"^ ^P^''^"- This is a mix-

es tifi""' ^P"""''' »"^ ^-'^>- Sonnini ob-
'""«', Uiat there is qot apv ..u^r at «K-- i

- •

can »n oo.;!
" P"'^^> 3' ^vhich a loreigner

irvh ' ^'T'
'"^'''''' "''«' 'f "«* «f approved

Zli^T ""'"'
"" ^^'^''"y of '"'"'ing themselves un-

30

by those who a« unacquainted with the Arabic, i
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RoiKTTA ii esteemed one of the most pleasant cities
>n Egvi,!. and, being refreshed i,y the winds which blow
from the sea, is extremely healthy. It is called, by the
Egyptians, Raschid, and is situated twenty-five miles to
the north-west of Alexandria, in thirty-one degrees five
minute, ,t north latitude, and in thirty-one A^grees ten
nunutes of east longitude fro... London : it stands on the
west side of the branch of ..e Nile, about four miles
from Its mouUi. According to Leo Africanus, Rosetla
owes Its foundation to a governor of Egypt, under the c«-
hphs. Its old walls announce that it was once larger than
at present; and its former foundations may be discovered
under the heaps of sand with which they are covered.
Like Alexandria, its population is daily decreasing though
It IS still considerable. The houses are, in general, better
built than those of Alexandria ; hut they are so slight, that
were it not for the mildness of the climate, which destroys
nothing, the. would scarcely be a house in Rosetta.
Each succeeding story projects farther into ike street
than that ben. ah it, so that the two sides finish by almost
touching each other. Hence the streets are dark and
melancholy. The houses that are built along the Nile
have not this inconvenience: these principally belong to
foreign merchants. The town is ncariy two miles in
length, but consists of only two or thr, long streets. I
is defended by two castlos, one on each side of the branch
of the Nile, by which merchandise is brought hitli from
Cairo. The tine country of the Delta, on the oth. r side
of the Nile, and two beautiful islands a little below the
town, afford a delightful prospect; and to the nofl. the
country is agreealviy improved by pleasant gardens ,f
citrons, oranges, lemons, and almost all kinds of fruits
and IS variegated by groves of palm-trees, small lakes, and
fields of lice, which latter, when ripe, make a very beao-
tiful appearance.

Here is a castle, about two miles north of the town on
tJie west side of the river. It is a square building, will,
round towers at the four comers, having port-holes at
the bottom of it, and some pieces of brass cannon. It
IS built of brick, cased with stone, and is said to have
been erected about four hundred years ago. A little
lower down, on the opposite side of the river, is a plat-
form of guns; to the east of which are salt-lakes, where
great quantities of salt are collected. A little nearer to
the sea, from tlie above castle, is another, whose walls,
ordnance, and garrison, are in a poor condition.
Somewhat btlow this second castle, the Nile is divided

into two branches, one turning east, and the other west, and
fornnn- what is called a bogaz, or bar. in their mouth,
winch IS known by the name of Canopic. This biir is
very dangerous to pass over, especially when the sea u
aijitated by a northerly wind.

The population of Rosetta consists of natives, Franks,

,<^
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aiui Greeks. Tlie inhabitants have a nianiifactory of

striped linens; but t!ie chief business of the town is the

transpyrtatiun of merchandise between tliis place and
Cairt', all European goods being brought hither from Alex-

andria by sea, and sent from hence, in boats, to Cairo.

On tliis account, vice-consuls and factors are stationed

here, to transact the business of each conmiercial nation.

In this town there are a great number of men, called

Psjlli, o;- serpent-eaters ; this singular sact boasts a very

ancient origin in Egypt : history mentions that many of
them were in Egypt in the time of Cleopatra ; for Octa-
vins Cffisar, desirous that the captive queen should grace

his triumph, commanded one of these psjlli to suck the

vound the asp had made. His efforts, however, Mere
vain, the poison had pervaded the whole mass of blood,

nor could the art of the psylli prevent her death. These
men are said to possess the power of setting serpents at

defiance, of charming them, causing the reptiles to follow

them at command, and of curing their bites. This sect is

likewise calkd Saadis, from the name of their founder, a

rtint highly venerated by the Egyptian Mussulmen. This
Saadi, they say, had a wealthy uncle in Lybia, who sent

him occasionally to fetch some wood from tlis desert.

One day the lad, having cut the faggot, was greatly at a

loss for something to tie it, till at length, after a fruitless

•earch, he resolved to knot several serpents together, and
accordingly bound up his faggot with this living cord.

Tlie uncle, equally surprised and charmed with the boy's

acuteness, told him, that he was now adequate to the task

of making liis way.in the world, as his knowledge was su-

perior to that of his elders. The ingenious youth imme-
diately took the hint, and began travelling over the coun-
try, charming serpents by his supernatural skill, till at

length he had a great number of disciples, to whom he
communicated.his art. His tomb is in the neighbourhood
of Damascus, and is filled with serpents and other veno-
mous animals, among which, the Egyptians believe, a per-
son may repose in perfect safety.

Such is the superstitious origin of this numerous sect in

Egypt, each individual of which boldly affirms, that he in-

herits the skill of the founder. His festival is annually
celebrated, in a manner analogous to the institution. The
eaadis march in procession through the streets, each hold-
ing a living serpent in his hand, which he bites and swal-
lov^s piecemeal, with tlie most horrid contortions. Son-
nini, who had not an opportunity of witnessing this sin-

gular festival, prevailed on one of the sect to indulge him
with the exhibition at his own apartments.

On the appointed day, the saadi came, accomj)anied by
his priest, who carried a large serpent in his bosom, which
he wag continnnlly handling. Soiniini observed that liie

reptile's teeth had been drawn ; however, it was very lively,

and of a greenish copper colour.
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The priest, after having recited a prayer, delivered
i|ie

creature to the saadi, who seized it with a muscular iian/
but, on its entwining itself round his arm, his counlenaii

'

changed, his eyes rolled dreadfully, and he uttered {^
most piercing cries. He then bit die serpent in tlie lnj
and tore off a piece, which he instantly chewed and swal

lowed. At that monient his agitation increased to coinul

sion, his limbs writhed, his iiowlings redoubled, and I

mouth, distended by the most shocking grimaces, was iji,

rally covered with foam, while he occasionally
devoured

fresh pieces of the animal, with all the marks of coiifirm-j

madness. Three men exerted themselves to hold liim

but he violently dragged them round the room, tliro«ii,.r

out his arms in every direction, and striking fi»i„||^|°

against whatever stood in his reach. After some time i!ic

priest took the serpent from him, but he still bit his lian,!,

and continued to rage with the fury of a maniac, Tlie

priest, however, at length, clasped Iiini in his arms, put iiji

hand gently upon his back, lifted him from tiie gioiinil

and recited some prayers,wlien his agitations gradually
siili.

sided, and for a few moments he seemed totally exjisiistol,

" The Turks," says Sonnini, "who, were present, ««(

fully convinced of the reality of this religious irenzv: aii^

it must be confessed, that, whether reality or imposture
it

was impossible to express the transports of madness in a

more striking manner, or to exhibit a human liciiiir in ,

more terrific situation." In Egypt, the saadis aie mudi

respected, but among the 'i'urks who dwell in die oilm

parts of the Ottoman empire, they are objects of derisiuii.

A priest, of this sect, who was of an open disposiiioii,

candidly assured our author that, though several inclividid;

of his fraternity had an uncommon pow er over serpents,

he had not the smallest claim to it himself, but, on tlio

contrary, acknowledged that he was extremely afraid of

these reptiles : he likewise observed, that the saaiiis a|.

ways kept serpents in their houses, to be ready upon everv

occasion; but they previously take the precaution of (Iran-

ing their teeth. If any person be bitten by a serpent, tlie

saadi, to whom he applies, mutters a few words over tlie

wound, scarifies it with a razor, and, havmg first lilledliis

mouth with lemon-juice, sucks the blood from it repeat-

edly. These men are likewise said to cure " the serpent's

breath," an appellation given, by the Egyptians, to iiiHani-

•niatory pustules, which sometimes break out on persons

who sleep uncovered in the open air, and which lliey sup-

pose are occasioned by the breath of a serpent. The re-

medy of the saadis is a mixture of ceruse, or white iwd,

and oil of sesamum, with ahich they rub the pustules, at

the same time muttering a few •.inntelligible words, to im-

press the superstitions patient with veneration for tiicir

superior abilities.

Damietta is situated on the eastern shore of the Nile,

nearly opposite ligsctta. Its iuliabitants are i^iuerout,
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jr.d its squares and okals spacious

pleasantly situated, and various grand mosques, with lofty

niiiiarets, adorn the city. One of them is an ancient fa-

mous edifice, said to liave been erected on tlie ruins of a

Christian church. It is of a considerable extent, and con-

tains a imiiiber of marble columns, one of which is of

pniphvry, and another of red granite. One, of yellow

and H liite marble, is supposed by the superstitious natives

to liuve the virtue of curing the jaundice, and is frequently

scraped by the poorer class, who actually drink thp pow-

der, as an infallible restorative. The other mosque is a rich

fuiindation, reputed to maintain near six hundred indigent

priests, who are either paralytic or afflicted with blindness.

Tlie public baths are elegant and convenient, and produce

very salutary effects. The port is tilled with vessels, and

a considerable trade is carried on here. The finest rice of

Egypt is cultivated in the neighbouring plains : and its

annual exportation is supposed to be between two and

three hundred thousand pounds. There are likewise

ciodis, sal-annnoniac, and wheat. The law prohibits the

exportation of the latter, but it is frequently evaded, the

wlieat being on these occasions considered as rice.

The harbour of Oamietta is very unsafe, for the road

where the vessels lie being totally exposed to every frale

that rises, mariners are frequently obliged to slip their ca-

bles, and take refuge at Cyprus, or keep the open seas.

Damietta enjoys a happy temperature of climate, and
abounds with the productions common to the country.

The city is supposed to contain about twenty-live thou-

sand inhabitants, without including its suburb on the other

side of the Nile. Here are about four hundred Greek
families, who are the principal merchants and traders in

the city. They have a chinch, a bishop, and the free

liberty of exercising their religion, except the article of
ringing the hell. Besides the Greeks, here are many other
strangers, of various nations and religions; but they are
greatly restrained in the enjoyment of their national pri-

vileges, and fearful of being in the streets after dark, on
account of the insults to which they are subject from the
Turkish soldiery, who have a natural antipathy to all

strangers. The people of Damietta have such an aver-
si^on to Christians, that they can scarcely escape insult.
This rooted dislike seems to have been transmitted from
their forefathers, and to originate from the crusades, tl»e

chief scene of which, in Egypt, was about Damietta,
"Inch was taken by the Christians, and afterwards restored
as part of the ransom of Lewis IX. who had fallen into
the hands of the infidels. No person must appear here
ill an European dress; and, as a Chiistian is known by
his mien, strangers dare not be seen in the streets which
the soldiery are accustomed to frequent.

I'lverUions, Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce.] Egypt
was aucieutlv celebrated for beiflg the seat of learning,

37.J

and the nursery of arts and sciences, from which Greece
and other nations received them. Geometry is on all
hands agreed to have been first discovered in Egypt; and
It IS said to have owed its rise to the necessity of measur-
mg and laying out the lands, the boundaries of which were
almost annually disturbed by the overflowing of tlie Nile.
Astronomy is generally supposed to have been invented by
the Egyptians, who, by reason of the constant serenity of
the air, and the flatness of their country, might observe
the motions of the heavenly bodies earlier, and with more
facility, than other people. Herodotus, indeed, gives the
honour of this invemion to the Babylonians; but Diodorus
derives the Babylonians themselves, as well as their sci-
ences, originally from Egypt. The ancient Egyptians
were acquainted with the true system of the world, now
known by the name of the Copernican system; and from
them Pythagoras learned it, and taught it afterwards in
Greece.

These sciences were, however, in those early periods,
but in their infancy. Geometry does not appear to have'
extended to all geometrical quantities, and subtile theories,
like that of the moderns : perhaps it extended no farther
than plain measuring, and such rules as were of use in
common life. And this will appear more probable, if it

be considered, that Pythagoras, who travelled into Egypt,
111 order to acquire the learning of that people, after hil
return home, offered a hecatomb on his discovering that
the square of the hypothemise of a right-angled triangle
was equal to the squares formed by the base and perpendi-
cular; and Thales, who also learned geometry in Egypt,
sacrificed an ox to the gods, for joy that he had found out
a method of inscribing a rectangled triangle in a circle.
The professors of astronomy, in those early times, appear
to have been unable to make any artificial calculations

;

since Thales was the first who ventured to fortel an eclipse,
and Eudoxes and Ptolemy first reduced the heavenly mo-
tions into hypotheses and tables.

Sculpture is generally supposed to have been invented
by the Egyptians

;
and the first monuments recorded of

this nature were two colossal statues, the one erected in
honour of Moeris, king of Egypt, the other in honour of
his queen, both placed upon thrones, supported by two
pyramids, which were raised three hundred feet high, in
the middle of the lake Meeris; so that, notwithstanding the
prodigious circumference of this lake, these two statues
were conspicuous from its banks. The invention of paint-
ing is also owing to the Egyptians, at least as far as the
four principal colours. The knowledge they had of che-
mistry seems to make tlijs opinion certain ; besides, the
paintings still to be seen among the old remains of Egyp-
tian buildings, which have so long resisted the injuries or •

time, and which still retain a fresh and lively colouriiif,
seem to put the matter beyond dispute.

^
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^^ ith respect to the ancient state of pliysic among the

Egyptians, Clemens Alexandrinus informs us, that there

were forty-two books of Hermes, which contained all the

philosophy of the Egyptians, and the last six of which re-

lated to medicine, and treated of the construction of tlie

body and its disorders, with the methods of treating them.

Herodotus informs us, that the practice of physic was so

divided, that one physician had the charge only of one dis-

teni|)cr, and might not preiHime to take upon him the care

and inspection of more. ^

In most parts of Egypt, and even in Cairo itself, the cu-

rious mechanical arts are generally in the hands of Chris-

tians. Such artificers as jewellers, silversmiths, &c. are

fully cmploy(;d at Cairo, in making ornaments worn by the

women, and for the trappings of their horses. The Egyp-
tian pebbles, used for the handles of knives, snuff-boxes,

and other toys, are wrought and polished at Cairo to per-

fection. Their turners are remarkable for making wooden
lattices for windows, in a very curious and beautiful man-
ner ; and they also make some both of brass and iron, of
admirable workmanship, which they place before the win-
dows of their mosques. Upon the whole, however, the

preference is given to the artiticers of Constantinople, and
whatever is brought from tlisnce is much esteemed by tiie

Egyptians.

The inhabitants of Upper Egypt have a very singular

art, that deserves to be mentioned. They load a boat with
hives of bees, when the honey is all spent, and, falling down
the river in the night-time, they stop in the morning at a
place they think most proper for the bees to fly abroad,
and collect their wax and honey. When night comes on,

and the bees are returned to the hives, they proceed on
their voyage, casting anchor aguin in the morning, and rest-

ing all day, as before. By (his nv>ans, it is said, they arrive

at Cairo in six weeks or two months, where they are sure
of finding a good market for the cargo collected by their

industrious little animals.

The method of hatching chickens in ovens is another
art, which may be looked upon as peculiar to Egypt,
llie season for producing fowls after this manner is from
Jaiuiary to April, while the weather is temperate, for at

other times the heat is too violent. The ovens are built

under ground, in two opposite rows, with a gallery or
passage between them ; and they are raised one above
another, with holes at the top, as there are likewise in
the passage, which they open or stop, as they would have
the heat diminished or augmented. The fuel they use to
heat these ovens is dung and chopped straw, which makes
a smothering fire, the smoke of which is very offensive.

They continue to heat them gently for eight or ten days
together, and then bring the eggs from the lower cells,

where they had been laid in heaps, and spread them in the
upper apartments, so as only to cover the floor, and not

GEOGRAPHY.
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lie one upon another. The business is now to turn th'
every day, and keep a moderate fire in a channel thatm
along near the mouth of the ovens; and indeed the art
consists chiefly in giving the ovens a proper degree of heat
neither too much nor too little, for, in either case

tli

labour would not succeed. Their general rule is, tlia't the
eggs be never made hotter than a man can bear'thcni

to

be applied to his eyelid. Thus, with good management"
they begin to hatch in about three weeks, at which time
it is very entertaining to take a view of these places, and
to observe some of the chickens just putting

forth'tlicir

heads, others half out of the shell, and others quite de-

livered from their confinement.

Thunder, it is said, sometimes occasions great numljers

of eggs to miscarry ; and, at the best, it is observed,
tliat

many of the chickens want a claw, or have some defect

which, perhaps, they would not have had, if they had been

hatched in the natural way. The master of the ovens ac-

cording to Mr. Greaves, has one-third of the eggs fo'rliij

pains and charges, out of which he is to make°good to

the owners any of their number that may happen to be

broken or miscarry. The same gentleman tells us, that

the fire in the upper ovens, when the eggs are placed in

the lower, is thus proportioned : the first day the greatest

fire, the second less than the first, the third day less, iln

fourth day more than the third, the fifth day less, tlit

sixth day more than the fifth, Uie seventh day less, tlie

eighth day more, the ninth no fire at all, the tenth a'litile

fire in the morning; the eleventh they close all the holes

with flax, &c., making no more fire; for, if they slioulii,

the eggs would break. In this manner, seven or eight

thousand chickens are hatched in a short time. It has

been doubted, whether this method of hatching chickeii!

were practicable in any country besides Egypt, the nature

of the climate being supposed particularly favourable to

that design; but the same experiment has been made io

Italy and other parts of Europe.,

Two powerful causes have contributed to render Grand

Cairo the seat of an extensive commerce. The first is,

ihat all the commodities consumed in Egypt are collected

within the walls of that city; and all the chief persons oi

property, having made it their residence, draw thither thcii

whole revenue. The second is the situation, which makes

this city a centre of circulation; while by the Red Sea it

corresponds with India and Arabia; by the Nile, villi

Abyssinia and the interior parts of Africa; and, by the

Mediterranean, with Turkey and Europe.
Every year, a caravan from Abyssinia arrives at Cairo,

and brings a large company of black slaves ; togctliei

with gold-dunt, elephants' teeth, gums, parrots, monkevs,

and ostrich-feathers; while another caravan, destined fui

Mecca, leaves the extremities of Morocco, and, receivinj

pilgrims even from the river of Senegal, coasts along tlie
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Mediterranean, collecting those of Algiers, Tunis, and
Tripoli, and arrives by the desert of Alexandria. 'Ihence
itproceedsito Cairo, where it joins the caravan of E-rypt

in order to proceed to Mecca. The lading of these ca-
ravans generally consists of Indian stuffs, shawls, per-
fumes, gums, and coffee: and the same commodities also
arrive by another route at Suez.

Cairo docs not retain the whole of this merchandise:
but, besides what is there consumed, very considerable
profits arise from the duties, and the sums expended by
the pilgrims. On the other hand, small caravans frequently
arrive from Damascus, with silk, oils, fruits, &c. Durinc
Ihc favourable season, there are, likewise, vessels in the
road of Damietla, unloading hogsheads of tobacco, from
Latahia; tlie consumption of which is very considerable
Olliers arrive successively at Alexandria, bringing cloths'
arms, furs, and wrought silk, from Constantinople; and
some vessels come from Leghorn and Venice, with cloths
laces, grocery, paper, lead, and iron. All tliese articles
are first landed at Rosetta, then re-embarked on the Nile
and sent to Cairo.

'

from this account, it is not surprising that commerce
should still continue so flourishing in the capital of Eoypf
and we need not doubt the report of the commissione°r-..e-
iieial of the customs, who asserted, in 1783, that Cairo hlid
trded to the amount of nearly six millions and a half
sterling.

Ill ancient times, the haven of Alexandria appears to
have received the merchandise of the world; and the city
became, as Strabo calls it, the greatest emporium on
earth. A formidable marinr was kept up in the Red Sea
and the Mediterranean, to protect the Egyptian merchants •

j

and a rapidly augmenting commerce was cherished and

[

supported by royal patronage; but subsequent troubles and
revolutions conspired to humble the pride of Egypt; and,
although her commerce is now very considerable, she can'

.

rot profit by her situation to rival Uie Europeans, who
i

have discovered new passages to that quarter of the globe
I
whence she drew her richest commodities. Her i-iiorant
manners, far from navigating the Indian Ocean, scarcely
dare venture over the Red Sea. « Their greatest effort,"
sajs M. bavary, " is their annual voyage to Mocha, where
ite ill-armed saroks, incapable of defence, are laden
w|h the coffee of Yemen, the muslins and cloths of lieu-
ga the perfumes of Arabia, and the pearls of the isles of
'W'armi. The coffee which they buy for four-pence per
pound at Mocha, they sell for fifteen-pence at Cairo; and

I

tli'article alone amounts to half a million sterling.

!
%Pt, "ven in a decline, however, appears respect-

[

«We. because she conUins within herself the true sources of

i l7 "f "'""• ^"'^ "^^'^^ «••« supplies Arabia, Syria,
d a part of the Archipelago ; her rice, sent over the Me^

«'lemnean;hercarthamus.flowers,with which the people of
' " VOL. I,

I C A.

1 rovence annually load several vessels ; her sal annnoniac,
t-nsported throughout Egypt;herexcellenttiax,esteemcd
by the Italians; and her blue cloths, that clothe, in pa.t.the
neighbouring nations, are all objects that make the balance
"f trade m her favour. The Abyssinians cheerfully ex-
change their gold-du.t, elephants' teeth, and other precious

and lead, brought from France, do not equal what they re^
ceive

;
even the merchandise nnported by the Turks is farbelow what they take in return, and the difference is alway.

paid m ready money. Except Mocha and Mecca, where
Me ligyptiaus leave a great part of their sequins, all who
trade with them bring gold and silver; and, indeed, we
niay form a tolerable idea of the abundance of these me-
U.I3 m Egypt, when we read, that Ali Bey, fleeing to
Sy-ria, carried with him three miUions and ahalfsterlL-
and that smael Bey, escaping some years after, loaded
fttty camels with sequins, patacas, pearls, and jewels.

It, destitute of shipping," says our author, « Egypt is
still so wealthy, what might she not be, if governed by an
enlightened people ? What an influx of prosperity would
anse from opening her canals, repairing her mounds, and
restoring to agr.cultnie a third of the grounds buried under
the sands; what wealth from opening her mines of erne-
raids, famous for almost equalling the diamond in durabi-
lity. Uith what advantage might her indigo, carthamus.
and other substances, excellent for dying, be employed I

1 hese are not chimerical riches ; Egypt has possessed them
tor ages; and a wise administration would restore all the
prolihc treasures of nature."

Itevenues.] The revenues of Egypt, when compared to
the natural riches of the country, and the despotism of its
government, are very inconsiderable. It is said that they
amount to a million sterling, but that two-thirds of the
whole IS spent in the country.

^
Militnry Force.] This consists in the Mamelukes, some

bodies of whom are cantoned in the villages, to exact tri-
bate, and support authority. The greater part are assem-
bled at Cairo. They amount to about eight thousand, at-
tached to the different beys, whom they enable to contend
with each other, and to set the Turks at defiance

Constitution and Government.] The government of
tgypt IS both monarchical and republitan. The monar
clncal IS executed by the pasha, and the republican by the
Mamelukes or sangiacks. The pasha is appointed by tin;
grand signer as his viceroy. The republican, or rather
the anstocraUcal, part of the government of Egypt con-
sists of a divan, composed q( twenty-four sangiacks, beys,
or lords. The head of them is called the sheik-bellet
who is chosen by the divan, and confirmed by the pasha,
livery one of Uiese sangiacks is arbitrary in his own teni-
tory and exerts sove.cign power : the major part of them
reside at Cairo. If the grand-signor's pasha acts in oppo-
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silioii to the sense of the <livaii, or attempts to violate their

privileges, they will not suft'er liim to continue in his post.

They liave an extensive grant of privileges, dated in the

year 1317, in v\hich the sultan Stlini, having conquered
Egypt, and overthrown the Circassian Mamelukes, caused

their head, Thomam Bey, to be hanged at one of llie gates

of Cairo. Disgusted at this, they only waited the de-

parture of the Turks to resume their arms, and Selim,

perceiving his error, in order to gain the good-will of the

Mamelukes, granted them very peculiar privileges, as speci-

fied in a treaty signed by him for that purpose. So that,

by these means, the Egyptian government partook of mo-
narchy and aristocracy.

For the maintenance of the civil government of Egypt,
the divan is held three times a week at the pasha's palace
at Cairo. Punishments are in proportion to the offences

committed. Murder is punished with death, but inferior

crimes with the bastinado or whipping. Bakers, for mak-
ing their bread deficient in weight, are sometimes put into

their own ovens, when hot, and there suffered to perish

;

and butchers, for selling stinking meat, have one of their

ears nailed to their shop-door, with a piece of the flesh in

a wire through the nose. In this situation they are obliged

to continue four hours

The Jews under this government are despised and op-
pressed, so that they are dwindled into a very inconsider-

able number, except at Cairo, and reduced to the lowest
poverty. The inhabitants of the upper parts of the king-

dom are not only oppressed by their rapacious governors,

but exposed to the ravages of the Arabian sliieks, who take

all opportunities of plundering the villagers, by way of re-

prisal for the hardships they suffer from petty tyrants.

From these instances of tyranny, the government of Egypt
may be said to be ef{ua^ly oppressive with that under the

arbitrary sway of the most despotic prince.

Religion.'] As to the modern state of religion in Egypt,
the Turks, Moors, and Arabs, are Mahometans. The two
latter are zealous devotees, and perform the several finic-

tions with great precision. They have among tin m a set

of miscreants, called Santos, w ho are most insolent hypo-
crites, intruding themselves, upon pretence of su|M;rior ho-
liness, into the best houses, without the least ceremony, and
it would be dangerous to turn them out. I'he Turks, in

general, are deeply tinctured with the doctrine of predesti-

nation, which not only inspires tlieni with fortitude in dan-
ger, but with magnanimity in distress. Indeed, they be-

have better in adverse than in prosperous fortune.

As the Ramadan, or feast of the Mussulmen, commenc-
ed at the time of year Sonnini was at Rosetta, he was ena-
bled to give the following account of it

:—" All the trades-

men assemble," says he, " in companies, and march in pro-

cession through the town, by the light of kindled chips of

resinouD wood, contained in iron pots, carried upon the

[part I,,

end of long sticks. The head of each cprporaijon
I

mounted upon a tine horse, and clothed in an exiraordn,.

'

dress. Several also wear masks, which we»e loiidiy
^'^

plauded by the populace ; but they were particularlv
e'*^

thusiastic in their expressions of approbation, when
i|'

chief nightman appeared in the habit of an European,
Tli'

fact," adds Sonnini, " may give a just idea of the degree If
consideration we enjoy in their country."

During the month set apart for the observance of il,

Ramadan, eating and drinking are not only forbidden
|i,„^

sun-rise to sun-set, but the use of tobacco is as sev(i,|

prohibited. The labourer, oppressed by heal, and neiulv

overcome with fatigue and extreme thirst, is conseqiieini;

ready to faint ; but, in Egypt, as well as in any oilw

country, the man of opulence evades the law tlmt i, n\.

compatible with his convenience, and claims a scandaU,
exemption from the sufferings of the helpless imil jj

digent. If the Ramadan is a period of abstiiienee \,n
difficult to be endured by the working man, it is an inieniii

of pleasure to the rich, who make of it both a lent aiid \

carnival. Immediately after sun-set, feasting, daiicin;,

shows, and music, occupy the place of every street and

sleep kindly intervenes, to prevent the sons of afflueiice

from perceiving the length of the day.

The superiors in religious matters are the Mnfli,\,liois

the principal, and the doctors of the law : these arejiuHs

in all causes of a spiritual nature.

The Copts profess themselves to be Christians of ilie

Greek church, but they embrace trausubstuntiiition;
in

w hich, and other points, the Catholics of Cairo think ilm

appioach their faith nearer than the Greeks. They have,

however, adopted, from the Mahometans, the cnstom oi

frequent prostrations during divine service, ablutions, and

other ceremonies. In religious, and indeed many civil

matters, they are under the jurisdiction of the patriaitlui

Alexandria, who, by the dint of money, generally purchasei

a protection at the Ottoman court.

Langnage.'] The Coptic is the ancient langnage of

Egypt. This \vas succeeded by the Greek, about the liint

of Alexander the Great; and that by the Arabic, njoiilk

commencement of the caliphate, when the Arabs dispos-

sessed the Greeks of Egypt. The Arabic, or Arabesque,

as it is called, is the current language; the Coptic, accou!-

ing to Mr. Browne, may be considered as cxtnict.

Cnfioms, Manners, Sfcl; Amid the numerous revolutions

which all nations have experienced, there are fewcountriti

that have preserved theii original inhabitants pure and un-

mixed. The same desire which leads individuals to ti:-

croach on the property of others, has armed the nations of

the earth against each other; and the result of their mot

obstinate contests has been, to introduce into stales a fu-

reign master, who has despoiled his vanquished foes of tin

domain granted them by nature. "le governed b
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Such has been the case with Egypt : deprived, for three
and twenty centuries, of her natural proprietors, her fertile

lands have successively become a prey to Persians Mace-
donians, Romans, Greeks, Arabs, Georgians, and at length
to the race of Tartars distinguished by the name of Otto-
man Turks. Several of these nations have left vestiges of
their transient possession

; but, as they have been blended
in succession, they have been so confounded, as to render
it extremely difficult to discriminate their respective clm-
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racters.

The native Egyptians, according to M. Savary, are tlie

Copts; 80 called from Cophtos, once a famous city in the
Thebais. These only appear to be the descendants of the
ancient Egyptians, and have preserved many of the cus-
toms of their forefathers, together with the ancient vulgar
tongue, although, by so long a subjection to foreign powers
tliiir genius and science have almost sunk into oblivion

'

Tlie knowledge, transmitted from father to son, of the
valne and extent of all arable lands, occasioned these people
to be chosen clerks to the beys ; and, in order to conceal
lluir accounts from their masters, they generally write
tkni in Coptic. They do not, indeed, perfectly under-
stand tins ianguag,., but as their missals, and various other
works ihey possess, have an Arabic language, it is evident
iliiittlieirancient language is not lost; and, at some future
period, It may, probably, supply the learned with means
ofdispeJhng the obscurity of the earliest ages» and of re-
moving the veil from many mysterious hieroglyphics.
The Copts appear to have embraced Christianity at a

veivenrly period; and Amrou, having conquered E-ypt
iiKlidged them in the free exercise of the Christian religion •

Mi.ce uhich time they have had churches, priests, bishops'
and a patriarch, whose residence is at Grand Cairo. Muny
Miperstmous practices are mingled with their worship- but
for the most part, they are- mild, humane, and hospitable!
Paternal tenderness and filial love constitute their domestic
kppniess, where every tie of blood is cherished and re-
urd. Inland trade, the art of hatching eggs, and raising
btcs, constitute almost the whole of their knowledge They
often enrich themselves by the administiations eiUrusted to
'brcare, hut they seldom enjoy tranquillv the fruit of their
labours. The hey, who gains intimation of their opulence
"Hen pillages them without mercy, whilst their want of
wrgy keeps them enchained in misery and abject sub.
Ji'ction.

After the Copts, the Arabs are the most ancient people
"f J'.gvpt, where they have twice obtained the supreme
aml„n,ty. Their first dominion was in the remote ages
ot ainiquitv; the second began in the seventh, and endued
in Ibe tueltih, century. Two-thirds of the present iiihr-
Oiinnts are Arabs, whose manners differ according to their
"'Ode of lite. Those who have not become husbandmen
a'e governed by their foreign masters, and present a

striking example to philosopher., of the influence of .awa"ver he human mind. lJ...eath a tyrannical government.
tl.ey have ost that good faith which ha, been "aid to cha^
racteri^e their nation: villages arm against villages, andtowns against towns; and, during the r.volutionTconti.
uialy reviving at Grand Cairo, the country presents a
fr'ghlful sc.ne of carnage and horror. It is these de-c"crute Arabs who render the navigation of the Nile etneiney dangerous, for they frequently attack boats in the

i^nothe. division of the Arabs are devoted to the caresof agriculture, and are governed by their own shieks whopossess various principalities in the Thebais. No,, 'a,

•"

aily take their repasts at thecwHrttCri"':;;
"s.ng from table, they exclaim, with a loud o^^

', ^t^Zever n hungry et him, in the name of God, c'ome dat. Nor IS tins a mere form of words enjoined by theprecepu of their ancestors, but the invitation is really
ci.c tated by unaffected hospitality; and anv perso isp",^

hi... These Arabs are represented as the best of people
.g orant of the vices of more polished nations, and mc

-'

pable of knavery or disguise. Equally haughty and g.nerous, they repel insult by arms, and never^em'ploy 1

.

.ery; their tents are open to traveller, of all dL p-

respect and affection as their own kindred. "Of theironesty," says Savary, " some idea may be formed b thefollowing fact, to which I was a witness. An Arab sViekhad long come annually to the district of the Frenl«l.ere he took up goods, on credit, of a merchant stilcoming the following year at the sa^e time, b in„ 11money, and purchasing fresh merchandise. O^ °yesickness prevented him from coming at the usual t me

eta 1 T " r "'"' "" '"""^^' ''"^ continued a Le'equally honourable to both nations "

A third class of Arabs is comprised under the generalname of Bedouins, of whom we h..„» „i j • ^ "'
arronnf Vl

'

,

^ '""^^^''''^''f'y g'veu someaccount. Ihey are divided into tribes, and subsist onbarley-cakes aiul the milk of their herds,'which he dnvnto the valleys, where they find water and pasturage.' Ms!te s of the de.serts, they are the enemies of allcaral
attack ,hem wherever they can find them, and force hmeither to hgit or pay tribute, ff .he resistance be toopowerful, they retreat without fear of pursuit; if theyprove victorious, they pillage every one, and divide thepo.

;
bnt, It appears, they never put anyone to death, un-

less to revenge their fallen companions
Of their disinterested generosity to travellers, manv ia
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stances may bo nddiu.cd. M. Pages fletl over tlic sands
of Arabia Deserta with «even Arabs of this cliiss : he liud

lo»t ,iiis water and provuions, and, fulling from his camel,
was in imminent dangei of being sacriiiced to the resent-
ment of an itisnlted tribe. One of his companions alighted,
and, at llic risk of his own life, took liim up behind him,
till they arrived at a place of safety. The whole provi-
sion of the Arabs dnring this journey was one small barley,
<:ake a day

: this they divided into eight portions, and the
one they gave the stranger was always twice as large as
their own.

Of the misfortunes attending M. de St. Germain, Vol-
ney lias given a very interesting relation. The caravan
he accompanied .vas composed of English officers and
passengers, who Iiad landed from two vessels at Suez,
in their way to Europe by Cairo. 'I'he Bedouins of Tor,'
hearing that the travellers were richly laden, resolved to'

plunder them, and accomplished their purpose about five
leagues from Suez. The Europeans, stripped entirely
naked, and dispersed by fear, separated into two partii^s

;

some returning to Suez, and the remainder pushing for-
ward into the desert, in hopes of reaching Cairo, till

hunger, thirst, and extreme fatigue, destroyed ihem one
after another. M. de St. Germain alone survived these
accumulated horrors. During three days and two nights
he wandered over the bare sands, frozen at night by the
bleak north wind, and burnt by the sun during the day,
without any other. shade but a single bush of thorns, or
any other drink but his own urme. On the third day he
perceived the water of Berkct el llabj, and strove to make
toward it; but he had already fallen three times from weak-
ness, when a charitable Arab took him up, carried him
to his dwelling, and attended him for three days with un-
remitting kindness. At the expiration of that time he
was conveyed to Cairo, where he arrived in a most de-
plorable condition, but, through great care and attention,
he was eventually restored to health.

An excessive love of liberty induces the Bedouins to
prefer a dreary wildernes- , where they can live independent,
to the fertile plains of Egypt, where they must live under
the dominion of foreign masters. The Turkish govern-
ment has repeatedly offered them lands, which they have
constantly refused; and Uiis independent spirit seems to
have been inviolably preserved from the time of Ishmael,
their progenitor^ Sometimes humbled, but never enslaved,'
they have braved almost every power of the earth, and
spurned the fetters in which other nations have aUernately
been bound.

Except the Copts and Arabs, the Mograbians, or west-
ern Mahometans, are the most numerous inhabitants of
Egypt: they devote themselves some to trade, and some
to arms. Those who become soldiers are, for the most
part, adventurers guilty of crimes, and banished from
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their country by the dread of avenging justice •

the,
quently abandon themselves to every excess, and i„vari„
bly sell their services to that bey who is the highest bidThe number of real Turks ii. chis country i, ,,0,
considerable, exclusive of th^ Janissaries and Assab,

*?
frequently pillage both the natives and forei-Miers an'i"
ploy every means to amass riches. Like tlm Mo-^rahiu'

"

they are ill disciplined, and utterly incapable of om.o
'

the military science of European*
""'''

'J'he Jews, Greeks, and Syrian Christians, „|,o ff,;,,m Egypt, addict themselves principally to com.nerc,.
change, and mechanic arts. Sometimes their (iuctiie c,"
ning promotes them to be commissioners of thu custon!
and receivcrt of the revenue; and in that case thev.™'
rally employ their power to oppress European nmxLu
invent new exactions, and shackle their commerce

' '

Life, in the capital of Egypt, is rather passive il„„
active. Nme months in the year the body is OM,„es.',|
by excessive heat, and the mind, in a slate of a„a,|
siglis after calm tranquillity. Eftbminate indolence i! L,'
with the Egyptian, grows with his growth, and desccJ,
«itli him to the grave, after having influenced all his ju,
nations, and governed all his actions.

The l<:gyptian rises- with the sun, to enjoy the mor„i,„
air; he ,,«rihes hnnself, and performs his appointed d'
votion; after which his pipe and coffee arebro.Hi.i;'
and he reclines at his ease on a sofa. Slaves, uith.l.oi;
arms crossed, remain silent at the farther end of the mv
".ent, with their eyes fixed on him, in order to auticL;
"s wants. His children, standing in his presence, u.L
he permits them to be seated, preserve every appearance
of tenderness and respect, till he gravely gives themlm
blessing, and sends them back to the harem. Breakfast
ended, he transacts the business of his trade or office
and as to disputes, they seldom arise in the transactioni
of these concerns; for here the name of attorney is u.
known, and every man is his own pleader.
When visitors come, they are received without mm

compliments, but in a friendly manner. His equaln.
seated, cross-legged, beside him; persons of distinction
are placed on a raised sofa; and inferiors sit upon ilieir

hams. When every person has taken his place, ll,e

saves bring m pipes and coffee, set a perfume-brasier i„

the middle of the chamber, and afterwards present s.ec
meats and sherbet.

About noon the table is prepared, and the viands brow-lit
in a large tray of tinned copper; and though in no great
variety, yet always in great plenty. In the centre is,
mountain of rice, cooked with poultry, and highly m-
soned with spice and saffron. Round this are piaccJ
flashed meats, pigeons, stuffed cucumbers, and a varielv
ot trnits. The roast meats are cut small, laid over with tli'e

lat of the ammal, and seasoned witli salt. The juesi,
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,pat themselves on a rnrpet round the tiihle; and a slave
brings wattT in one Iiund, and a basin in the other, to wash
Tim Is an inili.sj).nsi.l)le custom where eac h person puts
l,i, hand in the dish, and where ihe use of forks is un-

When the visit is almost ended, a shive, bearing a plate
of burning essences, goes round to the company, and
each, in turn, perfumes his beard, and sprinkles rose-wa-
leron his head and hands. Thus the ancient custom of
ptrliimnig the head and bef.rd, as sung bv the Royal Psalm-
ist, " Like the precious ointment upon the head, that ran
down upon the beard," is still continued.

After dinner, the Egyptians retire to the harem, where
Ihey repose for some hours amidst their wives and chil-
dren; but the poor, who have neither sofa nor harem, lie

down on Ihe mat on which they have dined. In tiic

evening, it is customary to go on the water, or breathe the
fre.b air on the banks of the Nile, beneath the umbra-c
of Ihe orange and sycamore-trees. An hour after sun-set
supper IS served up, consisting of rice, poultry, vceta^
Lies, and fruits, which are equally grateful aud saluUry
during the heat of summer.

Such is the ordinary life of the EgypUans. Public
,hows, plays, and interludes, are to them unknown; for a
monotony, which to an European would be death is de
light to an Egyptian. Their days are passed in repeating
lie same thing, and in following the «anie customs, with-
out a wish or thought beyond. The lower class of people
however, are very fond of attending to the tales and tricks'
of pretended conjurors.

Among many other diversiws, by which the jugglers
elude the common people out of their money, is that of

leading .bout dancing camels. These animals are taught
todance when young, by being brought upon a heated
oor, which give, them great pain, and causes them to
ft.updieu-legs. as if they were dancing, while a person
hop, beating o. a drum. This practice is continued for
about half a year, after which time, when Uie camel hears
the noise of a drum, he strikes into a dance. The for-
tune-tellers have, likewise, the art of training up little

;?' "fS',^!'*'"
''"y P«"«n applies to them to have his

fortune told, bring him a slip of paper, on which hi, fu.
ture desUiiy is written.

Egypt, as well as Italy, has her improvisatore, called
dm,, or learned, which title they obtain by beinj better
e "cated than other women; for, to be admitted i' toI
M,.t,, necessary to possess a fine voice, eloquence,
e rules of grammar, and sufficient abilities to compose

a sing extempore verses, adapted to any occasion. iCse

tVX: "'" «»"8«,''y-'e; and their memory is

f«ri 1 "*'*'" P°P"''"' «"<* interesting tales. At
ftUvals theyare generdly placed in a raised orchestra,*he« they „„g during th. banquet, and afterwards amuse
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the company with dance,, in which they display astoni.h-
".gsupplene,«of body and flexibility of features ; but their
most admired altitudes are equally inconsistent with the
female character, and dishonourable to the people bvwhom they are employed. ^

These almai are frequently introduced into the harems,
v^here they teach the women new airs, recount amorous
tales, and instruct them in lascivious dances. It must be
observed, however, that they speak their language with
purity, have a graceful method of recital, and, habitually
addicting themselves to poetry, learn the moSt ; inning and
sonorous modes of expression. Some of their airs are
jght and gay; but their excellence appears principally in
tl.e pathetic. When they rehearse a tale, in the mam.er
of the ancient tragic ballad, by dwelling upon plaintive
tones they inspire melancholy, which insensibly augments
till the auditors burst into tears.

The almai are generally present at marriage-ceremofiie,
and precede the bride, playing on musical instrumems!
Ihey also accompany funerals, at which they sing solemn
d.rges, utter groans and lamentations, and imitate everj
.nark o extreme despair. 17.eir charges, however, are
very high

;
and, therefore, they seldom attend any but per-

sons of high rank or known opulence. The common
people, indeed, have their almai, who are a second orderof these women, imitator, of the first; but they have
neither their elegance, gracefulne.s, nor knowledge.
The Egyptians never menUon their wives in conversa-

tion
;

or, if obliged to speak of them, they say, « the
mother of such a person, the mistress of the house, &c "
Oood manners will not permit a visitor to ask, " How do.cs
your wife do, sir?" but, in imitation of their reserve, it is
..ecessary to say, " How does the mother of such a person
do? And even this is deemed an insult, unless asked by
a re ation or an intimate friend. Subject to the immuta-
ble laws by which custom governs the East, the wom«n
do not associate with men, not even at table. When a
grandee intends to dine with one of his .-ives, she is pr«.
viously mformed, in order that she may perfui..- her apart-
ment with precious essences, procure the mo,t delicate
viands, and receive her lord with every possible mark of
attention and respect. Even among the common peopJe,
the women usually stand in one corner of the room, while
the husband dines, hold basins for him to wash, and serve
him at table. " I once dined," says M. Savary, " with an
Italian who had married an Egyptian woman, and having
iiyed there long, assumed the habits of the natives. His
wife and sister-in-law stood in my presence; and it was
with difficulty I prevailed on them to sit at table with u,
where Uiey were extremdy timid and disconcerted." '

The Egyptian ladies have much leisure, which they
spend among their slaves, making veUs, embroidering

I
sashes, tracing design, to decorate their sofa,, ficc Cheer^

5 D
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fill aiul paiMoiiate noiigs are likuwJHe nccumpunit-d by the

alavcd wiilj tlie tambour df baxqiio aiui cafttaiiuts; and, ut

lilt! clojie of the day, an uli-gant rtpiist is pri-purcd, in

which tlie nioNt exquisite fruit* and peifuniea are «frved
U|) witli profusion.

Once or twice a week, these women are permitted to

go to the bath, or to visit tJitir female fiiemlu. '1
"«, be-

wail the dead is, likewise, a duty lliey are allowed to per-
form

; and many of them may be oometimes seen in the
eiiviions of Cairo, reciting funeral-hymns over the tombs,
which they have previously strewed with o<loriferou» plants
and flowers. They receive each others visits very aftec-

tioiiately: when a lady enters the harem, the mistresM
riii«B, presses tlie visitor's hund to her bosom, kisses her,
and makes her sit down by her side ; while a slave waits
to lake her veil, black mantle, &c. Coffee, sherbet, and
confectionary, are then served up : a large dish of oranges,
pomegiaiiaies, bunanas, and melons, is placed on the sofa;
perfumed water is brought in a silver basin to wash the
bands; and glee and good-iiumour season the repast. At
parting, they mutually repeat, " God keep you in health.
Heaven preserve your children, the delight and glory of
your family," &c.

While a visitor is in the house, the husband must not
presume to enter

: it is the asylum of hospitality, and
cannot be violated without fatal consequences: indeed,
the Egyptian women carefully maintain this privilege, as
King deeply interested in its preservation ; for n lover,
disgiiiswi in female habiliments, may be introduced into
the forbidden place; and it is necessary he should remain
uiHiiseoveied, to elude the most tragical punishment.

Attended by their eunuchs, the Turkish women some-
times go upon the water, and enjoy the charming prospects
of the banks of the Nile. Their boats are handsomely
painted, and may be easily known by the blinds over the
windows, and the music by which they are accompanied.

It is generally allowe.^ that facts are better than argu-
ments to show the maimers of a people ; we shall, there-
fore, present our readers with the following inlereslina
Jove-adventure, which happened when M. Savary was a't

Rosetta.

Hassan, an old jealous Turk, had married a Georgian
girl of sixteen, and appointed guards to watch over his
new treasure. This wealthy lord had a magnificent garden
in the vicinity of Rosetta, whither he permitted the yomh-
f^il Jemily to go and take the evening air. Slaves of both
sexes, however, always attended her; the men to watch
the walls, and stand centinel at the gates; the women to
wail within, while their beautiful mistress languidly strayed
among the odoiitVrous bowers. As she was gravely
waliing. one eienmg, by the river-side, veiled and sur-
rounded by fier *<l;ives, she perceived an European, who
tad lately Mnived at Rosetta: the bloom of youth was

INIVI'RSAL OF:oaRAl'nY.
c,,,„^|

vivid on his eheeks, and instantly excited her mi,,,,

.She passed slowly, and let her fun Ciill, tint s|,i.
,||j,,|^

have u pretence to slop » moniHit. 'I'he fori i^,i,r',',,f'

met her's, and the hiok «ent to her heart: his siir ^l,'"
and features, were indelibly iinprinUd mi lar iiiiiKh 3,1
the dread of seeing hiiii no more gave her a |wii,|''|

sense of slavery. Scarcely had she entered her (.ai,|,[

before she took a conOdentiul attendant aside, and J^i
" Uidst thou perceive the young stiiiiiger? Didst

ij,

behold his bright eyes, and how lie looked upon in.- f
(j'

iny friend, my dear Zetfu ! go tiiid him, and tell lij,,, ,„'

walk among the orange-gioves, to-morrow evening, w^'
the wall is lowest. Say, 1 wish to see and speak t.. I,,,,,'

only bid him shun tlic watchful eyes of my pinj'
keepers."

This message was punctually delivered, and the En.

ropean unguardedly promised; but »lie coiiiemplatj,,,,
„!

approaching danger made him break his word. Tlnslau
went a second time, and demanded why he hud not U|
the assignation

; his excuses were various, and lit (ix,,]

,

more distant time ; but reflection again vanquished piissi„„

and he went not to the garden. Zetfa returned once more;

and the youth, seduced by her discourse, swore ibi „«

the morrow he would be under the arbour an lu.urafie,

sun-set. The hour of appointment came, and a tliiid iii„(

tlic beauteous Jemily saw herself deceived. Zetfa reltmifii

to the European, and reproached him so severc'y for Ms

ingratitude, that the imprudent youth once more proiimed

but, left to himself, the dread of an ignominious diaib

made him again violate his engagement. Patience itsdl

has a period: that of Jemily was long; for nine nionllij

she solicited a man whom she had seen but an instaiii.

One evening, after shedding tears of bitterness, forgeltin.

herself in the grove, and thinking only of the object of

her love, Hassan treated her harshly on her return. 'Die

charm was now broken, and she retired furious to her

apartment. " Go once more," said she, " to the perli-

dious European, and bear him these my last words:-!
saw yon, stranger; I thought you hud sensibility, ai;d my

heart panted to be yours. Nine months you have deceived

me : perjury to you is sport. But beware : your life isiu

my hands, and I am determined. Hassan will go fo-mor.

row to Faoua, and will not return till late. Either come

in the evening and receive your paid<m, or a slave sliall

bring me your head. Jen)ily swears by the proi)het, if

longer neglected, to be revenged."

Zetfa faithfully reported this message, and the Eii-

ropean hesitated no longer. At the appointed time lie

came to the wall which separated him from the beauieous

Georgian, and, with a palpitating heart, leaped into ilie

garden. Two women, on seeing him, rose and appeared

terrified, while he stood motionless. The one was Jemily

I herself, who held out her hand, and gave him couiagfk
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||,.n,.,.ma.lH-.l,bow,-dpr,.f„„„.J|y,a,„| wus ki.ully ,ui,,,|
.1 ti'Miu \\a» civi'ii. and tin- ulti., .1:. . . .

AFRICA.

,
„;;„J «af. givon, ai.d ll.c slaw .liM.,.,,.,,rtd. " Slnuuvr "

„i,| J.m.ly, " ^^Uy have >on dett'ivt-d ....' .0 !....«? vj,.
U- nu- ....t."-" I'orR.ve „.., ....au,,.,,.,, j,,,,;,

..

, ,,i^.,,

,lu l,ur.,,..>.n

;

"
,.
was ,Mj (Va. Ihat ,l..u.i.u.d .... ; but 1 an.

.,o« n..... .0 irj-air ,„y sn,m^,, and ll.row inm-lf at vou.
f,r.: SI,e»ru.aMl indmcd to continue |,».. n.proacl....-
b,.. t:,km. lun. b> th. band, uhid. ta-n>bJcd in b.r o«n'
.,k. I..I lii... to «n o.unfc...-gr<,ve. TUi. single story i. ,„/
''";'"

'," '''7 "''' "''«""'''y "<
'•"^'<"l>ti..g to continetln.

Iidih when Hit- nnnd u vitiated or ,a' :.... , .. " ;"""«^". or ot imposing shack fi,
cnalunnau crea urc, nhose .pirit revok. against the tv-
niniv ofhtr jealous lord. Virtue is the only true guar-
dm. female honour, and nu.tu.d confidence is i.ul,..
fturMy necessary to connubial felicity.

Will, respect to ...a, riages in Egypt, they are, as in most
onenlal conntries, negociated by female relations, „ho
nu.an.o,t of the n.aulens of the city at the public baths
ml m thereby enabled to .l.-scribe them w.,1. tolerable'
»cc.r.cy. VV hen a choice is „.ade, the alliance is pro-
po.d tu the father of the young woman, the porti.,1. „
agreed on, and p.esents are interchanged. The proces-

!

.on, «l..cl. ,s the commencement of the marria.'e-cere
u.ony, usiHilly begins in the evening: dancers precede tL
ndc,w,. their feet fastened ,0 stilt, and c'arrvin; a
a-,ang poles; numerous slave, display the efieCs. Lni-
'7'

r""
J^'"' '^"""•^d for her use: troops of dancinl

;

eep i„.e ^nh their instruments; matrons, richly
clolH walk ..th a grave pace, and the youn, bide p^
P- - -a magmheent canopy, borne by fnir slaveh--ed I, her mother and sisters, and covered wl;

J
^i'

0)
«a..,bea..x illmnine .he procession

; and ,he al. i

|:t:;:r""''^-'--'"p^-oftheC::
Wl,..a arrived at the house of the husband, the women

J

- ,1. |.,t floor, whence they perceive, through

""
IbWs of a gallery, all that passes below. The ZT

2

I- a.e.„ led in the hall, do not mix ^.i.h them""'!
|f" of the night in banquetting and hearL 1'

ter"""^' "'^ •""^^ »'-- -v-al LTbi-

ll h 'iT'"'
""^ '^'''y' "' •<'«•--' Presses ,0

C-tlTf''/''''''^'''^-
Tl.e guests bavin;..

Mpo..s rrif'rff"'
'" '"' "~. -"Hncted to

' 1""="'PPJj'theM-a.Uofa]m«audmusiciaus. The
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P'Mjr man s daMahtor dmilin*. ^r .. 1

^\l-Mos, the san,ece,emonios are observed by the Co,,,,.I 'It they have a cnslr.n. of b..lrotl.i„2 fen.-.l.. f
"7^"»" '

MX or seven vear, ,.l,l I 1

*^ "" '^I'lldien only

'•""M.l.rd t,, n
".

"""'^^""'' P««'"i'yi' ""iversully

«""Pr..v.sui h^aT
'"*"''•'"" '•"^^"''•" grief v^hen na-

r--^y:'X4;:^:;:r::t,i^^^^^
«l'e pams and cares it mav have .reated V! U 1

l<rsons who send their offspring to be nurtured Kstranger, are here unknown
; for Maho.net slef .

'
*

I've n.junclion to this effect—" I ... .,
" ^''"'

childien full two years if .he child • T'^''
'"''

i.M. I • .. .
^ '"'*'*^'"'"""';s not quit the brm«f.

stanc
:
': ake a n'r '^'' '' ""'^ P--'-circnm-

a «h..„ ,
'

**'^ l'gyP«'ans do not treat her a>a
«j'

anger
;
on the contrary, she becomes one of the fim I

v

-d passes er days amidst .he children she la u
2^

|;y
w,.om she is cherished and honoured as a Letj

History places the infancy of human nature in the Ea,. •
''ere paternal authority comu.enced, and here its ritl^^/preserved. Kach family .,„.; a lit.,:::; :^':;^

. e St;::?"' r"
"^ "'^""-'^ "^"' «"-^^«^

''

ma pov^er. I he children are educaieH in .k-

and in .K r
'^"'''^ '•« enter an assembly, all ,i,e

^'- -e and pay threll^t htVd: Iv^lt^l'^veneration
: the pleasure of h.;^„ l„l? 37' f

'" proportion as age increases mXl.;-" / ^^'^P'^'ed.

•••H; the contentorhis "paTue"„
'" '"'^" "^'^-^

".y sniootns tne wrinkles o! Tfot ,
"ad Xr" T.andjocuar-and »;,;i »,•

'"'enead. I lew cheerful
J

,
and, while hw youthful descendauu wear th«
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moit modeit garments, lie it decked in llio gaynt coloum.

Ilaiipy ill die liuioiii of his family, when on tht hordi rs of

the grave, he perceives not the approach of death, anil

(inks to rent amidst (he embraces of his children. Long
do they mourn his loss, and each week decorate his toinh

with flowers. 'I'hc Egyptians have lost the art of embalm-
ing, but not the feelings which gave it birth.

" Among polished nationa," says our author, " the sil-

ver-haired me. is often obliged to bo silent in the pre-

cnce of haughty youth, or to assume the manners of a

hoy, in order to become supportable. In proportion as

the burden of life is felt, and its pleasures diminith, he finds

himself an incumbrance to those who, but for him, had
never been, 'Hiey refuse him consolation when he needs

it most ; and the cold hand of age withers his faculties,

which the kindly flame of filial love warms not. I was
impelled to draw tliii parallel by the atTucting scenes 1

constontly witnessed in Egypt, where the reverend pa-

triarch, with his beard floating on his breast, smiles in frigid

age on his grnnd-childnin, who approach him with their

caresses. He beholds four generations, all eager to pay
him filial duty : his heart ckpands, and he delights in life

to its last moment. These people have, in ignoroncc, pre-

served the simplicity of ancient manners : they know not

our arts and sciences, but the sweetest sensations of na-

ture they know, enjoy, and revere."

Among the various diseases incident to the human frame,

those of the eyes are peculiar to Egypt, where the blind

are very numerous ; and in the city of Cairo almost every

one wears a fillet, a token of an approaching or convales-

cent opthalmia. lliis afliiction must not, however, be at-

tributed to the reflected beams of a burning sun ; for the

Arabs, who live amidst the most arid sands, have generally

good eyes and a piercing sight ; nor must we suppose that

the disease is occasioned by the exhalations of stagnant wa-

ters ; for, in that case, the French merchants would be all

blind ; whereas, for upwards of fifty ycors, not one has lost

his sight. The true origin of this disorder seems to have

been the Egyptian custom of sleeping in the open air, during

summer, on the terraces of their houses, or near their huts.

Jt has also been remarked, that the sea-<iir contributes very

much to injure the organs of sight in this misty atmosphere.

The usual diet of the Egyptians appears, likewise, to

be a powerful cause. The cheese, sour milk, honey, coiv-

fiction of grapes, green fruits, and raw vegetables, wliich

constitute the ordinary food of the people, produce a dis-

order, which physicians have observed to affect the sight.

Bodies, tlius nourished, abound in corrupted humours,whicli

are constantly seeking a discharge. Diverted from the

ordinary channels by habitual perspiration, they fly to the

ti~fiOT partSj and riaturaiiy attack the neau, ucCause the

Egyptians, by (having every week, and wearing a very hot

liead-dreis, principally attract the perspiration tuither ; and

OEOGHAI'HY. [p,„ „

if the head receive even the sliglitrst iinprrsnion uf rM
being uncovered, this peritpiration is supproxited, un,| f,].

upon the teeth, or still more readily upon the even u i

ing the lenderest part.

UlindiiesH is frequently orrnsiomd hy the coiiinmi.-

of the small-pox. 'I'liis disorder, which is very roinm

'

in Egypt, is not properly treated : during the il,ro,, („„'

days, confection of grapes, honey, and sugar, are ndniim.

stored to the patient, and, after the seventh day, In. ji, a||,n„ i

milk, meat, and even salt-fish, an if he were in pprf,.,,

health. Inoculation is not unknown to the Egyptians, lim

is seldom practised. When they think propor to jiUij,

the operation is performed by inserting a thread into
||,

flesh, or by making the patient swallow the powder of 101,,,

dried pu!<tule<i.

Several modern authors have asserted that the pmilfnre
is native in Egypt; but M. Savary was assured by son,.

foreign physicians, >vho had resided there above tweni»

years, that this disease was brought thither from Tuiin
" A proof," says our author, " thati» is not native in Eg\|ii

is, that, except in time of great famine, it never breaks oui

in the inland towns, but always begins at sea-ports, on tl,,

arrival of Turkish vessels, and travels to the capital

whence it proceeds as far as Syene. Having come loi

period in Grand Cairo, and being again introduced bjilie

people of Upper Egypt, it renews, witji augmented fur,,

and sometimes sweeps off two or three hundred tliousani

individuals. It always stops, however, in the monlh i,f

June
; and those who catch it at that time may be eash

cured. It is also worthy of remark, that exccis oflieai

and cold are equally destructive of this dreadful conta.

gion
; winter kills it in Constantinople, and summer in

Egypt. It seldom reaches the polar circle, and never

passes the tropic. The caravans of Cairo, Damascus, and

Ispahan, which are sometimes infected, never propagate ii

at Mecca ; and Yemen is always secure from iu baleful

influence.

Europeans stand aghast with terror at the calamiiit!

which this dreadful distemper produces in Grand Cairo,

According to the commissioners of the customs, thisciiv

contains nearly nine hundred thousand inhabitants. 'Ilie

streets are very narrow, and always full of people, wbj

crowd and jostle so violently against each other, lliai a

passenger is sometimes obliged to wait several miiiutes

before he can make his way. In such a situation, one

person may communicate the plague to a hundred : for in

progress is as rapid as that of a conflagration augmented

by the wind.

When the disease first breaks out, the French merciiant!

shut up their district, and cut off all communication wiili

the city; Arab servants, who live without, bring ihemi

daily supply of such provisions as they want, and, except

bread, which does not communicate the infection, the
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,|„„w ey.ry .rt.cl*, il,ro,,R|, „ |,ofc cut \„ oa.J, on„r i„„.
, ,ub of deal. ^^nU'r, \,y v,hid, „,,„,„ j^ -,

j,,,^.,,^^,| ^^^^
„.ybe cun ... ,„u, fear Wah ,h..„ p,e.:„.aio„, i|,e
I,en. I.

.M,,oy p.-rfe, t health, uh.le H.irroun •.•,! by .|| ,hc
h,,rmr«of .kulh; yrt m.thii.R can induce (he Turk, t„
„,|„pt ......l.r ,nca.sur.-«; „or i, quarantine performcl at a
>m%\e i-Dit (hrouKhout ihe Ottouinn empire.
Some trace, of the precauti,.n.s takon by ,h„ „ncir„,

KCTtians, «.th re.pect to the burial .,f ,he dead, ore
,1.11 w.iblo .n .he nuxUrn practice. Though the curiou,
.r.o cn.b»hnn.R .. ....irely forRotteu. yet the .are with
«l,uh lliry arrauKe .he bodies of their deceased relations
n,n, b.M nimdere,! as the «ba.low of that ob«.,le.e practice
Imm. a,..|y after the death of „„ K.yp.i,,, „.J i,

"

c.n. ,lly vva^hed. the beard shave.l, and every aperture
rl.,.ly..U.lled w.th cotton. It i, then sprinkled «i,h o.lo
nl.r«.,» water,, and the perfunie, „f Arabia are admitted
.,,....1 .he pores. T^fter these attentions of respect and
ckanlme.,, a is p ace.l i„ „ coffin, covered nith clo.h
le colour uf Mh.ch .s optional, an.l carried, with the

l,«d foremost, to the ton.b. preceded by priest., who
recevanou. passages of the Koran, and female mourn-
er, ulmare Inred to utter the most loud and ,lis„,a| cv
cla-nabon, of gr.ef A small stone-pillar, crowned wi.h
..urban, „ generally erected on the spot where the head
.f.ecorp.ereposes: and, on Fridays, the women re.
p .0 .hese pillars, to renew their lamentations
ll.cccmc.enes in this country are placed beyond the li-

n...J
« n„y ab.tat.on. They are large solitary enclosures

jc adapted for the reception of visitors, who are ledWer by n.ut.ves of fond regret, or pious afTect.on. The
bod.e..are covered wah a thick layer of earth, which pre
serrcs .hem from «lerangement. ^

Ihslorjf.yrhc princes of the line of the Pharaohs are
..:ppo.ed,ohavere.gned in Egypt, i„ «„ „„i„terrup.Jd

;7'7 "" Cambyses II., ki„g ,f p,„. l';f
e Wnans, five hundred and twenty years before

'
of Cl.„,t; end, it is conjectured that, in the re.

f.i'eseprmce. the pyramids were raised. Egypt c^

!: vl ""V" ^.^""'" ^""P'- "" A'examler he

.
atpnnce, w-ho soon after built the celebrated city

^Alexandria The conquests of Alexander, who died
" the prime of hfe, being sei^ed upon by hi geneIhe province of Egypt fell to the share of PtoLy by'

J

n -t aga,„ became an independent kingdom, abou
re nndred years before Christ. IJ is successors, wl

!

omelimes extended their dominion over great part of

I ii tlllT/""''""'^?''^"''""
*^° =""1 "'^«^« •'""dred

' SJv T^
""' ^'''"P^'^^' ^'"' ^^if« «"d sister ofi'' emyDionysms, the last king, ascended the throne.

I C A.

Afl.r the death of Cleopatra, who had b.-cn n.i„ross sue
"'•-.vely to Julius Ca.ar and Mure Antony, E„vp, |.e.came a l^.man province, aud thus remained till 5;^.,;,

On.r, thescron.! caliph ..f the successor, of M.d'.
••e.. «h» expelled the fionums afu.r i, h.d been in their

'""r'^™' ''-•>-". Tl... famous library of Acamlna, sa.d to have contained seven hun.hrd thousand
voniu...,, was ..ollecte.1 by Ptolemy Philad.lphu, s
'l|t. .rst Ptolemy; an.l the san.e p.iuco caused the Old
0. «ment t,. be ..an.late.l int.> (.'reek, which translation

i» known by the name of the S, pt.iagi.a
Ah...a the tiu.,. of the crusa.les, l.tween ,he years , ,.,,a "I I l!JJ, I'.j-yp, was governe.l by Nouh-.Jin, whose .on"- <a."ous Sahulin, prove.! so formi.luble to L Chi s iana.K....urers, an.l retook from them Jerusalem. H S^d tennluarycorps of Mamelukes, who. abou;^:

y ar 1.4'2 advanred one of their own officers to theme. and ever after chose their prin.x- out of their ow"
'^"•'y. J'^gypt for some tune flourisl.e.i under these illuJ^t""... usurpers, an.l made a noble stand against the rV .l.ng power of the Turks till ,he time of Se im wZ'a outtl.e year ,.-,,7, .f.er giving the Mameluke !.«:;_bUdy defeats, reduc. Egypt to its present state IfZ^!.

VVhile Selim was settling the government of E^vrji;
Kreat numbers of the ancient inhabitants withdrew Si

deserts an plams, under one Zinganous, from whenc
lu-y attacked the ci.ies and villages of ,he Nile, an.l plun|ered whatever fell in their way. Selim and his officer

perceiving that a would be very difficult to extirpate the^
narauders, left them at liberty to quit the count vwc"tl^y .h m great numbers, and their posterity is kn.'.wu allover Europe and Asia by the name of Gypsies.
An attempt was made, a few years since, to deprive .heOttoman Porte of its authority over Egypt, by Ali Bev«hose father was a priest of the C.cS'^hu'rch AJ^'having turned Mahometan, and being a man of abilities'and address, rendered himself extremely popular in Eg ^A false accusation having been made against him to theGrand S.gnior, his head was ordered to be sent to Con-

stantinople; but, being apprised of the design, he seizedand put to dea 1 the messengers who brouglu 'this rder,and soon found means to put himself at the head of a«

>vhich the 1 urkish empire was reduced, in consequence ofthe war with Russia, he boldly mounted the thrl o theancient Sidtans of Egypt. But, not content with hek.ngdom of Egypt, he laid claim to Syria, Palestine and

: tri^^-fr^f
i.aci helong^ed'to the ^^nt

u..an.,. H, ni..d,cd at the Lead of his troops to supporthese pretensions, and actually subdued some of the nelh-bounng provinces, both of Arabia and Syria. At the sametime Aat he was engaged in these great enterprises, he wa.
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not less attentive to the establisliing of a regular form of
government, and the introducing of order into a country
that had been long the seat of anarchy and confusion. His
views were equally extended to commerce; for which pur-
pose he gave great encouragement to tlie Chrisliim traders,

and took off some shameful restraints and indignities to

which they were subjected in that barbarous country, lie
also wrote a letter to the republic of Venice, willi the
greatest assurance of his friendship, and that their ni.-r-

chants should meet with the utmost protection and safety.

His great design was said to be, to niak.> himself master
of the Red Sea; to open the port of Suez to all nations,
but particularly to the Europeans; and to make Egvpt
once more the great centre of commerce. The conduct
and views of Ali Bey shewed an extent of thought and
ability that indicated nothing cf the barbarian, and be-
spoke a mind equal to the founding of an empire. Me
assumed the titles and state of the ancient sultans of
Egypt, and was ably supported by Sheik Daher, and some
»ther Arabian princes, who warmly espoused his interests.
He also oucceejed in almost all his enterprises against
the neighbouring Asiatic governors and bashaws, whom
•fc repeatedly defeated-, but he was afterwards deprived of
.ne kingdom of Egypt by the base and ungrateful conduct
of his brolher-ii,.|aw, Mahomet Bey Abudahab; Lis troops
bemg totally defeated on thu 7th of March, 1773. He
was also himself wounded and taken prisoner; and, dying
of his wounds, was buried honourably at Grand Cairo"
Abudahab afterwards governed Egypt, as Sheik Bellet,
and marched into Palestine to subdue Sheik Daher. After
behaving with great cruelty to the inhabitants of the places
he took, he was found dead one morning in Acre, sup-
posed to be strangled. Sheik Daher accei)ted the Porte's
full amnesty, and, trusting to their assurances, embraced
the Captain Pacha's invitation to dine on board his ship

;

when the captain produced his orders, and the brave Da-
her, Ali Bey's ally, had his head cut off, in the eighty-
fifth yeai of his age.

A civil war now commenced between the adherents of
Ali and other beys or princes who rose on his ruins. Of
these the principal were Murad and Ibrahim, who, having
driven their enemies into banishment, began to quarrel
among themselves; till, at length, after having expelled
each other from Cairo, they agreed to a kind of compro-
mise, in March 1785.

From this time nothing of importance occurred till the
invasion of Egypt by the French, in 1798, when Bona-
parte arrived at Alexandria on the 1st of July, having es-
caped the British squadron, which was sent in pursuit of
him, under the command of Admiral Lord Nelson. His
good fortune appeared to attend hi.n in his first attempts.
The city of Alexandria was taken by assault, on the night
•f the 5lh; and, on the 21st, the French army appeared

GEOGRAPHY. r,.,„^
L' ART II,

before Cairo, which was defended by Murad Bey,
,vith

considerable body of the Mamelukes; but, on tl'ift o.j,|

it was attacked and carried. Tin- beys attempted to riill'

!i;id collected a formidable force iii the vicinity of C,'

'

but tiie battle of the Pyramids, which was fougln on ii,'

26lh, rendered the French masters of the "rtatm .«., !
,

o "*^' pdll of
the country.

The conquest of Egypt now appeared to be complete,!
but, on the 1st of August, 17r;S, the expedition receive,!

a
terrible blow in the defeat and destruction of the fle-t

\

Admiral Lord Nelson. The French land-forres, howivit
remained in possession of Egypt; and, to secure his ,nn.'

quests, Bonaparte advanced into Syria, where, after -an,.

ing some advantages, he received a decisive check hhr
St. John d'Acre. The English squadron, under Sir Svij.

ney Smith, intercepted a flotilla, which was briiisiii" Jio.

naparte's battering artillery and ammunition froiii E^v,,,.

and Sir Sydney acting in concert with the Turks'
ilif

French general was completely repulsed in every asy,,],

and obliged to raise the siege, and retreat back to 1 :.„,('

with the shattered remains of his army. Trom I'jipt

Bonaparte soon after took an opportunity to iiialvc 1,^

escape to France; and General Kkber, «ho was i,ii m
the head of the army, concluded a treaty with tiie (jia,,,!

Vizier, who had been sent against him with a iioweiful

army; by which the French troops were to be periniiieii

to evacuate l'',gypt without molestation. But the Dmisl)

government having, at the same time, sent orders to the

English admirals in the Mediterranean to prevent iLere-

turn of the French to Europe, General Kleber, knm;
received notice of these orders, immediately attacked ilie

Turks, and defeated them with great slaughter. KItL.

was some time after assassinated, and Menou took the

command of the French.

In the latter end of the year 1800, a strong force was

sent out by the British government, to expel the French

from Egypt. Admiral Keith commanded the Hret, and

that gal'diit and experienced oflicer. Sir Ralph Aber-

crombie, the land-forces. After many unexpected dtlavs

the fleet arrived off Alexandria on the 1st of March, 1801.

The troops made good their landing on the 7th and glh

of that month, and on the 13ih gained a victory over the

French, though with the loss of above two thous.iiid men

in killed, wounded, and missing. On the 21st, a nioic

decisive battle was fought, which ended in a coinplile

victory on the part of the English, who, however, suffead

a loss much to be lamented, in the death of the brave gt-

neral Abercrombie, who was mortally wounded in this

action, and died on the 28th. General Moore was also

disngeroiisly wounded. On ilie pari of the ciiciii}', llie

French general l|oize was left dead on the field, and gt-

nerals Lanusse and liodet afterwards died of their wounds,

.
After the death of General Abercrombie, general (now
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lord) Hutcliinson took the chief command of the British
forcts. 'J'he town and castle of Rosetta were taken by a
division of the English army, nnder Colonel Spencer
aided by a body of the Turks ; and earlv in May a force'

„as dttathed to reduce Cairo. I'ht French were defeated
alKlmnianieli by the Turks, assisted by the British; and
about Ihe middle of June, the city of Cairo was invested
o,itv-;ry side by the English forces and those of the Grand
Vizier. On the 22d of that monlh, the garrison of Cairo
seiita flag of truce to th.> English general, and. after a
negocialioii of several days, a convention was agreed to
bj which the French army at Cairo and its def.e°ndencies'
verc to be conveyed in ships of the allied powers and
at their expense, together with their baggage, arms,' am-
nuuiition, and effects, to the nearest JVench ports I'n the
Mcditeiraiiean. The complete conquest of Egypt soon

I C A.
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followed, by General Menou accepting the conditions of
he convention of Cairo, for himself and the army under
Ins command. ^

i\fter the evacuation of Egypt by the French, theEn,hsh endeavoured to effect a reconciliation between
ti-e Mamelukes and the Turks, to restore the former go-vernment of the country; but the Tu.ks treacherously as-
sassinating a number of the beys, the remainder fled into
l^PPer Egypt; and the Porte, being unable to subduehem, at length concluded a treaty with them, by which
they yielded to them possession of that part of the coun-
try. In consequence, however, of the mutinies and i„-
estine c<mtentions among the Turkish troops, the Mame-
ukes again returned into Lower Egypt, and the country
became a scene of confusion arid anarchy, alternately ra.
vaged by the different contending parties.

CHAPTER IL

iu>.VDER this head are comprised the countries of
Mn,»cr» and Fez, .Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli, the latter

I
CI V Inch includes Harca.

Y.xm, Vmuudar-m, &<.] The empire of MoRotro
coniprisHig lez, is about five hundred miles in l-ngth'
anri tour hundred and eighty i„ breadth, being bounded'

Uiulie north and west, by ,he Mediteiraman; ,n thJ
h^iiiMyTafilet; and, on the east, by Algiers and Seoel-
I niissa,

"

Algiers extends along the coast of the Mediterranean
about four hundred and eighty miles in length, and between'
oriv and one hundred in breadth. Its boundaries are the
ynerranean on the north, Tunis on the eust, Mount

•Was on the south, and Morocco on the west.

I
TiNis is about two hundred and twenty miles in len-th

fro. north to south, and nearly „.ie hundred and sevemJ
I'« breadth, Iron, east to west; being bounded by the Me-

I;";™",;;'"
"". "'^ "°"h «n^ east, by Algiers on the west,

l»J hv I ..poll and part of Biledulgerid on the south.
I luipo,,,, ...eluding Barca, is bounded on the north by
I e Mediterranean Sea; on the south, by the country of

Beriberes; on the west, by the kingdom of Tunis,

lalon^H
^^''"' "'^''^'"^"'8 "^'^"' t'leven hundred miles

STATES OF BARBARY
The Barnary states form a great political confederacy

however independent each may be as to the existence of
.<« ."ternal pcd'ty; nor is there a greater difference than
K.pp.ns ... d.fferent provinces of the same kingdom, in
•he customs and manners of the inhabitants.
Umate, Soil, and Produce.] The air of Morocco »

""Id, as .s that of Algiers, and indeed all the other states
except in the months of July and August. These states!
'".rfer the Roman empire, were justly de..«minated the
garden of the world; and to have a residence there was
cons.dered as the highest state of luxury. The produce
<>t their soil formed those magazines which furnished all
Italy, and g.eat part of the Roman empire, with com
wine, and oil. Though the Ia..ds are now uncultivated!
through the oppression and barbarity of their government
>et they are still fertile; not o.ily in the above-mentioned'
co,n„,oditu.s, but in dates, figs, raisins, almonds, apples,
pears, cherries, plums, citrons, lemons, oranges, pome-
granates, and plenty of esculent roots and herbs in the
kitchen gardens. Excellent hemp aiul flax grow on their
plains- a.id, by the report of the Europeans who have
lived there for some time, the country abounds with all
:hat can add to the pleasures of life ; for the great people
hnd means to evade the sobriety prescribed by the Maho-
n.etan law, and make free with excellent wines and spirits
of their own growth and manufacture. Algiers produces
saltpetre, and great quantities of excellent salt: and lead
and iron have been found in several places of Barbaiy.
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uinimah.} Neither the elephant nor the rhinoceros are

to be found in the states of Barbary; but the deserts

abound with lions, tigers, leopards, hyjcims, and monstrous

serpents. The Barbary horses were formerly very valua-

ble, and thought equal to the Arabian. Though the breed

IS now said to have degenerated, yet some very fine ones

re occasionally importjed into England. Dromedaries,

asses, mules, and kumrahs, a most serviceable creature, be-

tween an ass and a cow, are their beasts of burden.

Bat from the services of the camel they derive the greatest

advantages. This useful quadruped enables the African

to perform his long and toilsome journeys across the con-

tinep.t. He seems to have been created for this very pur-

pose, endued with parts and qualities adapted to tlie office

he is employed to discharge. The driest thistle, and the

barest thorn, is all the food tliis useful animal requires ; and
even these, to save time, he eats while advancing on his

journey, without occasioning a moment of delay. As it is

liis lot to cross immense deserts, where no water is found,

and countries not even moistened by the dew of heaven, he

is endued with the power, at one wateriug-phice, to lay in

a store with which he supplies himself lor thirty days to

come. To cont.iin this enormous qutmtity of fluid, na-

ture has formed large cisterns witliiii him, from which,

once filled, he draws at pleasure the quantity he wants, and
pours it into his stomach with the same effect as if he then

drew it from a spring ; and with this, he travels, patiently

and vigorously, all day long, carrying a prodigious load

upon him, tluough countries infected with poisonous winds,

and glowing with parching sands.

The cows are but small, and barren of milk. The sheep
yield indifferent fleeces, but arevery large, as are the goats.

Bears, porcupines, foxes, apes, hares, rabbits, ferrets, wea-
sels, moles, chamelions, and all kinds of reptiles, are found

here. " Besides vermin," says Dr. Shaw, speaking of his

travels through Barbary, " the apprehensions we were
under, in some parts at least, of this country, of being bit-

ten or stung by the scorpion, the viper, or the venomous
spider, rarely failed to interrupt our repose." Partridges,

quails, eagles, hawks, and all kinds of wild fowl, are found
on this coast ; and of the smaller birds, tlie capsa-sparrow

IS remarkable for its beauty, and the sweetness of its note,

which is thought to exceed that of any other bird ; but it

cannot live out of i^s own climate. The seas and bays of
Barbary abound witli the finest and most delicious fish.

Antiquilies.'] A great number of curiosities of this kind

are scattered about these countries, which were once pos-

sessed by the ancient Romans, as may be seen in Dr. Shaw's

geographical observations on the kingdoms of Algiers and
Tunis, Spaitha, the ancient Susetid-i, is one of the most
remarkable places in Barbary, for the extent and magnifi-

cence of its ruins ; amongst which, at a furlong's distance

to die eastward, there is a sumptuous triumphal arch, of the
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Corinthian order. From this arch, ill along to the city ihe,

is a pavement of large black stones, with a parapet-wall on
each side, probably intended to make the entry of the trl

umpher more commodious. At a little distance from th

end of this pavement stands a beautiful portico, built
ii

the same manner as the triumphal arch, w liich leads into

spacious court, where are the ruins of three conliauous

temples, whose roofs, porticoes, and fore-fronts, are brokwi

down, but all the other walls, with their proper pedinitnt,

and entablatures, remain perfect and entire. In tacli of

them there is a niche, which fronts the portico
; and be-

hind that, in the middle temple, is a small chamber wliid,

perhaps, served for a vestry.

At a place called Jemme, in the kingdom of Tunis there

are several antiquities
; as altars, with defaced inscriptionj'

a variety of columns, a great many trunks and arms of

marble statues, one of which is of the colossal kind iu ar-

mour, another a naked Venus, like the Medicean,
bolli

without heads, but apparently the workmanship of o„oj

masters. What this place is most remarkably distin"uisli

ed by, are the remains of a spacious amphitheatre, cousisi.

ing originally of sixty-four arches, and four orders of co-

lumns. The upper order, which probably niiglit be no

more than an Attic, has sufteied materially from lire barba-

rity of the Arabs, and four arches have been entirejj blown

up by a bey of Tunis, in a revolt of the Arabs, who aiaJe

use of it as a fortress ; otherwise, as to the outside at leasi

nothing can be more entire and beautiful. The piatfori

of the seats and the galleries are still remaining ; and, bj

comparing this with other ancient structures, it seems lo

have been built about the time of the Antonines, agreciin'

exactly in proportion and workmanship with the Ijuildirs

of that age.

Besides some ancient cisterns and common sewers, ikre

are scarcely any tokens left of the magnilicence of Car-

thage, the rival of Rome. " We meet with no triumpW

arch," says our author, " nor sumptuous piece of arcliitee-

tare; no pillars of granite, nor curious entablatures; but

the broken walls and structures now remauiing are eilb

built in the Gothic manner, or according to that oftk
|

hiter inhabitants. Adjoining to the large public cistern!,

indeed, which were near the western wall of the citv, we

see the ruins of an ancient and celebrated aqueduct, wliid

n-.ay be traced to the distance of at leastfifty miles. Thislin I

been a work of extraordinary labour and expense; and tliat

part of it which runs along the peninsula whereon Carduje

was built, appears to have been beautifully faced with he«B
|

stone. At Arriana, a little village two leagues to the nortl-

ward of Tunis, several arches of this aqueduct are entire,

which are about seventy feet high, and the pillars lliat suf-

ported them are sixteen feet square. ITie channel tfcl I

conveyed the water lies above these arches, being vaulted

over, and plastered with a strong cement. A person of an
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or.linary size may walk iipiiglit in It; and tlieie are holes

kit at cfilaiu ilialaiites, l)oth for the admission of fresh air

ami the convenience of cleansing it when necessary."

Ovrr the fountains tliat snpplied this aqueduct with
uatcr there were temples erected, of which there arc still

,orae remains. One of them, which, by its ornaments,
appears to have been of the Corinthian order, ends very
bMUlil'ully in a dome, wherein arc three niches, probably
iiileiided to receive statues of water-nymphs, or other dei-
ties, supposed by the ancients to preside over fountains.
Tlic aqueduct, however, appears to be of much greater an-
tiquiiy than the temple, having probably been a work of
the Carthaginians ; it being difficult to conceive how Car-
tilage could well subsist without such a convenience.
In the kingdom of Algiers, near a town called Shekhell

I

lie the ruins of a large city, which, according to a tradition

I

ii: that country, was destroyed by an earthquake. We
iiiav conceive a tolerable idea of its former magnificence,
from the fine pillars, capitals, cajiacious cisterns, and beau-
tiful mosaic pavements, that are still remaining. It was
supplied with water, brought by a large and sumptuous
.(|iieduct, httle inferior to that of ^"arthage, in the height
and strength of its arches; several fragments of which
scattered amongst the neighbouring mountains and valleys'
continue to be so many incontestible proofs of the grandeur

Liid beauty of the work. There are two other conduits
siill subsistnig, which furnish Shershell with excellent water
from the mountains, and may be considered as two indis-

I

piKabie proofs of ancient magnificence.

Among the ruins of Tlerasan, or Tremesen, are found
several shafts of pillars, and other fragments of Roman
aiitiquittes; and in the walls of an old mo^ue are a mim-
lero altars, dedicated to the Dii Manes, but there is only
\m legible inscription. Most of the walls of Tlemsaii
Ue been moulded ill frames, and consist of a mortar made
f of sand, lime, and small pebbles, which, by bein.vwell

360
most remarkable of which are those of L'Erba or Te.-
zou.e, near tiiree leagues in circumference. Here are a great
variety of antiquities

; for, besides the magnificent reinain,
f several of the city-gates. Dr. Shaw observed the seatsad upper part of an amphitheatre ; the frontispiece of a
ue Ionic temple, dedicated to Esculapius

; a large oblon.ham or, with a great gate on each side, intendedfperhaps:A a numpi,a arch; and a little beautiful mausoleum
bmlt 11. form of a dome, sn,,ported by Corinthian pillars
1 hcse, and other edifices of the like nature, sufficiently de-
m>.:strate the once-flourishing state of this city, Jhic

.

ppears to have been the Lambesa of the ancients. Ou^karned author copied several Roman inscriptions foundamong tliese ruins.

About Constantina, die ancient Cirta, there are manyremains of antiquity, particularly on a neck of land to he-uth-west, which is entirely covered with broken wa 1
cisterns, and other ruins. Besides these, there are still e".aming, near the centre of the,ity,a set'of cisterns a outenty in number, making an area of fifty yards squareMuch probably received the water brought to tliemly anaqueduct, the fragments of which demoLrate the p„w"pm of the people of Cirta in erecting a structur'e thatuust have required an immense quantity of materials.
Upon the edge of a precipice, to the northward, are theremains of a s ately edifice, at present occupied by a Turkish

garrison. lour bases of pillars, seven feet in diameter
xMlh their respective pedestals, are still in the^r places, and
seeni to have belonged to the portico. They are of a
Jlack stone, httle inferior to marble, probably hewn outof
the range of rocks on which they are founded.

Ihe side-pillars of the principal gate of the city are of a
«ddisJ, stone as beautiful as marble, and very neatly mould-
ed and pannelled. An altar of white marble makes part of
a neighbouring wall, and on that side which is, . >-•• to in view is

lonipcied and wrought together, is beco.n^;"equrrt?stone bvT
'"

T""' \ ":'^""'"'P^'» ^i-"?"'""', a vessel used
::H.re„gth and solidity. The several stages and en ? ^Jj

^ ---''-"/''--^crifices. The gate tow-ard the
of these fraiTKs are still discemil.I^ .„..,„ „r .. T'' ^«" '-*'a«t^ 's in the same fashion and design, but much

smaller. Ihe bridge appears to have been a master-piece
ui

<
s kind, having had the gallery and the columns „V the

niches adorned with cornices, festoons, heads of oxen, and
garlands i he key-stones of the arches are also charged
«ithCacncei, a.ul other figures; and betwoen the two
prmcipal arches there is a well-execnted bass-relief, repre-
.senting a lady treading upon two elephants, which liave
heir faces turned toward each other, and seem to twist
their trunks together. The female figure has a large scol,
iop-shell over her head; .appears dressed in a close-bodied
ganne,.r like a modem riding-habit; and seems to look
scornfully upon the city.

A few miles distant from Tangier, there is avast hole,
like a coal-pit, many fathoms deep, xvhich leads into a great
number of subterranean apartments, all lined with marble.or

- -v -- --'t-ai aiuges and remove
of these frair^s are still discernible, some of them beii...

'itf
^''^'^''"S. and about six feet in height and

Ataplace called Kasbaite, on the site of an old Roman
Jfv,

there are many fragments of antiquity; and, amongst
I ierest, there is part of the portico of a small temple, de-
I looted, perhaps, to one of the Roman empresses, as may
beconjeclured from a broken inscription. A little to the« ward are several sepulchral momnnents, most of

l"l chhave been beautifully carved into a variety of fLnires
|i" bass relief, who are ippfpsented m(Miri.i.„T -<r •

"
•

I ense, or performing some office to the dead; and below
['he figures he the inscriptions.

«"J of Constantina, are spread a number of ruins, the
' ''•*• VOL. I.
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These, from tlie numerous statues, inns, and old Punic in-

soriptions, that have been found in tlu-m, were undoubtedly

repositories for the dead, like the catacombs in Italy and
I'.iiypt.

Cities and Towns.] Morocco, the capital, is pleasantly

situated on an extensive plain, between two rivers, the

Nephtis and Agmed, and is watered by a third, named
tlie Tensist. It once contained one hundred tlioiisand

houses, and still has twenty-five magnificent gates, and a

great number of mosques, palaces, &,c. ; but its pristine

splendour is much decayed. It is situated sixteen miles

Morth of Mount Atlas, in thirty degrees forty mimites
north latitude, and seven degrees west longitude. The
walls are so strong, both with respect to the stones them-
selves, and the cement with which they are fastened, that

they nre impenetrable to the pickaxe, and other instruments.

'J'hey are flanked with strong towers, bulwarks, bastions,

&c. and surrounded with a deep ditch.

The imperial palace stands within a spacious fortress,

called Al-Capava, situated on the outside of the city. It

is defended by high walls, strong tow ers, and a deep fosse.

The royal apartments, halls of audience, and seraglio,

are noble structincs, liighly embellished, and sumptuously
furnished, and the gardens are extensive. The houses,

in general, are in an indifferent condition, and many of
them gone to decay. The inhabitants are numerous. The
Jews, the number of whom is about four thousand, live

in a particular quarter of the (ity; and, thou;>h highly

taxed, they here, as well as elsewhere, acquire wealth,

but artfully pretend to poverty, and, for obvious reasons,

make a very mean appearance.

The uKist modern traveller who has given an account
of Morocco is Mr. Lempriere ; but no notice is taken

in any geographical work of his observations on that part

ot Africa, though some years have elapsed since he suIj-

niitted them to the public. Mr. L. was a medical man,
and, in his scientific capacity, was called on to visit a fa-

vourite sultana, by which he had an opportunity of in-

specting the harem, of wliich he gives the following inter-

esting account.

J'he public and usual entrance to the harem is through
a very large arched door-way, guarded on the outside by
ten body-guards, which leads to a lofty hall, where the

cant»in or alcaide, with a guard of seventeen eunuchs, arc

posted. No person is admitted into this hall, but those
who are known to have business in the harem.

" The emperor's order being delivered on the outside
of the door to the alcaide, I was immediately, with my
interpreter, conducted into the harem by one of the negro
etuuichs. Tpon tiiitrring the couri, into which the wo-
men's apartments open, 1 discovered a motley groiipe of
C'lurubines, domestics, and negro slaves, who were va-

riously employed. Those of the first description had
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formed themselves into circles, seated on the ground
ii

the open court, and were apparently engaged in conversa-
tion. The domestics and slaves were partly eniploved

in

needle-work, and partly in preparing their coscofii. M
appearance in the court, however, soon attracfrd their a|.

tention, and a considerable number of them, upon ^^ty^^l^'

ing me, unacquainted with the means by wliich I had bi,

admitted into the harem, retreated with the utmost preij.

pitaucy into their apartments ; while others more coura.,.'

ously approached, and enquired of my black attendant wlw
I was, and by whose orders he had brought nfo tliithcr.

" The moment it was known that I was of the mcli;.,!

profession, |»arties of them were detached to infon,!
i!io<e

who had fled, that I was sent in, by order of the enipcroi',
tr,

attend Lalla Zara, (my intended patient's name,) nmi ro.

questing of them to come back and look at riie Cliiiitiiin

Christian doctor ! resounded from one end of thelmnnn,
the other; and, in the course of a few minutes, [ mh, ,,,

completely surrounded by women and children, that 1 v,;.,

unable to move a single step.

" Every one of them appeared solicitous to tlml r,;i

some complaint on which, she might consult me, and il;, .t

who had not ingenuity enough to invent one, olili;'i(l me

to feel their pulse ; and were highly ilisiJloased if 1 djil „,

,

evince my excellence in my profession by ilio discavnv

of some ailment or other. All of them seeintd s.) m"n\\

to he attended to at the same time, that while 1 was (n\.

ing the pulse of one, others were behind, ])iillinj niv

coat, and entreating me to examine their conipluinis, wlnle

a third party were upbraiding me for not paying ijieiii the

same attention. Their ideas of delicacy did not at ali

correspond with those of our European ladies, for ihtv

exhibited the beauties of their limbs and form «iili a de-

gree of freedom that in any other country would have betn

thought indecent; and their conversation was equally uii.

restrained.

" This apparent laxity of conduct in the Moorish ladies

does not proceed from a depravity in principle. As llie

female sex in this coimtry are not entrusted with the niiiir-

dianship of their honour, there is no virtue in reserve. A

depraved education ever serves to corrupt, instead of re-

straining them. They are not regarded as raiional or imd
agents; they arc only considered as beings created enliuiv

to be subservient to the pleasure of num. 'lo txdie ll.e

passions, and to do and say every thing which may insane

a licentious imaguiation, become, therefore, nectssary ;ic-

coni|)lishments in the female sex, and their manners :ii;il

conduct natmally assume a cast totally diflireut from tli'i>e

of women in a more refined and more liberal state of so-

ciety. In those instances to which I refer, they were not

conscious of trespassing the bounds of decency; and in

others they manifested a singular attention to what ihiy

conceived to be decorum. W hen 1 requested to see the
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tongues of some of my patients, uho complained of fc-
vcml. symptoms, they refused to con.piv, considering it

a, inconsistent with their modesty and virtue : some of th m
iiidml laughed at the singulaiily of the request, and al-
irilmted it either to an impertinent curiosity, or an incli-
uaiioii to impose on their understandings.

S9l

"As the number of my patients continued to increase
rutlier than to diniunsh, there appeared hut little prospect
of an introduction to tlie sultana Li.lia Zara, uho.n 1 was
(irst directed to attend, in any reasonable time. The eu-
mich, however, wearied out with waiting, exerted all the'
vigour of authority which his natural efieminacy would
admit of, to oblige them to disperse, and which was uo
farfftktiial at least, as to allow me room to pass, thouL-h
lliis female crowd still followed me, tilt I had nearly
iciitlii'd the lady's apartment.

«Jn.m the first court into which I had J.ern introduced
I passed through two or three similar, till 1, at len.-th ar'
rived at the chamber of my intended patitui. I w°.s here"
detained a little time in the court, till my patient and her
»p,n.ent were ready to receive me. Upon n.y entrance,
1 loinid tlie ladv sitlmo- rivisc-L.,r.v„j . '

«^s not perhaps, irr the power of medicine to extricate

. o "OS-" "" ••"lauress, placed
en llie iioor, and covered with tine iin.ui, with twelve
«l.iteand negro attendants, seated on the floor also in
dirierent parts of the chamber. A round cushion was
placed for me next to the lady, on which I was desired to
lie sealed. I shoidd have remarked, that, contrary ,o my
csiieeta.^^„ns, 1 found that none of the emperor's women
disguised tiieir faces in the manner which 1 had ex„c
mncedin the prince's harem, but 1 saw them with' the
SMC amihanty as if I had been mtroduced into the house
ot an European.

" Lalla Zara, who was of Moorish parents, was, about
eig t years before, remarkable for her beauty and accom-
piislnnents; on which account she was then, i„ every re
»FCI, the tavounie v, ife of the late emperor. So dai.oer
o^sapie^minence could not be enjoyed, without excu.n.
liie jealousy of those females whose charms were less
coiisptcuous; and who, besides the mortitication of havin-.
abs share of beauty, experienced also the dis-race Jf
I'tiiis deserted by their loid.

"Detennined to tftect her ruin, they contrived to mix«e poison mher food, and conducted the detestable
plot will, so much art and address, that it was not per-

Jd till
,

e deleterious drug had begun iu baneful ope-
u'ions. blie was seized wnh most violent spasms, and a
ommual sickness; and, had she mb.en possessed of an
-niiiionly strong constitution „e must immediatelv
" '"""' ' ^"^""' '" "- ".a.:... ».... of her n..li

f"; ''"'''
f'""?S>^'.

however, between life and death,
-Jectso, the poison, in some degree, abated,- but i

unhappy lady in a state of 'dreadful debility
^'•dirntauou, paiucularly m U.e stomach, from wluch it

diiiary women.

tio!! Tha?
' ""'" '"'.' '^' '"''' ^"^•'' " -^»''"^" of rfi«es,t'on, that every species of food which she took Jniaiinn<» a few h,..., l ^' ""'-''^ ""e-

-.^^:frsi-trrhfj:r^

lo waiK without assistanrp TI..- „ i
•

='l'cr.d. Her skin fZ i
"""'f''^'""" «»« ""li'dy

I "as informed ? '"^ '"'"^""^ ^'^""^ «"^' ^''ir, "s

-^f.t have pos s ed Inon T' "'""' ^'" ""''^"^

H III. 1 1

"ustr^, yet 1 was so foicib y stinrt"iliihcr unhaonv sH.!,.;, j
'"'ysiiucic

'
,

, , .

"' ' "-'-^"^' H'e. Upon my entrance obier(« „f - ; , . r "'""' "^xustomed to behold
1
found the lady sitting cross-legged on a mattress, place i whi r ui h"" "" "• ""^' ^'^^ ^ ""'^ ^ ^"-^''^ -^tru k

en ,e i^oor, and covered wi.h tine linen, with' !wel it^Z^^^H!TTu T'
-^'^'"'^ «PP-rance, tha

u iitp nnrl nairvi^ iit<an,l....... . . .
^ • >ius uoilgecl to exprf nil k- c...:. i '

r ... II- 1
"leitnea appearance ihatI «us obliged to exert all the fortitude of which I wln.aster, to avoid the discovery of my f.el.ng:

' ""
J.alla Zara was at this time about thirty-six years of

t'Hiflien the oftspring of a mother whose constitminn- readfully impaired. It was certain!:,^ "
v"^- nnate c.rcun.slance for Lalla Zaia that she h d t 2children

;
since, by the Mahometan law, a man cannot

c vorce is wife, provided sWe bear him ch.ldre s" though the emperor took very little notice of this po^ .l^^'

Is If:::
"

"r'-^-^
-ason,obl.ged lomaiinam bojueiseii and lier oflsprniw.

" From the wretched situation in which I have describedthis nnformnate female, it ,s easy to conceive that iersp.ntsmust revive at the most distant p.ospect of procnnng^dief m|^ disagreeable complanlt.^.^^

c h
"

:
""":'"' "" ^""' ''" ^•"'^ -''^f-tiond ope, united with some degree of confidence, most

naturally nispncs.

I f^^!!;.' if"'
'^""'''''"^^^' 'he predicament k, which

felt myself was. I must confess, most truly embarrassing.
Ituasone of those unpleasant situations, m whi.h dufy
and interest are completely in opposition to each other
or rather where the sympathetic fVelings stand opposed topcsonal safety. H.mianity pointed out to me, that nlTs
".y duty to relieve her, if possible ; on the other hand, self-

I
preaervalion no less strongly dictated, that Uwi*4.»^
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lutely necessary to my safety and liappincsa to embrace

the first opportunity of leaving a country where I existed

in the most criticid and most disagreeable situation. Both

these sentiments for some time pressed equally on my
mind, and left me at a loss how to determine. I, at length,

however, fixed on a middle plan of conduct, which ap-

peared likely to effect the safety of the lady, with(^ut en-

dangering my own. This was, to give a proper course of

medicines a fair trial for a fortnight; and then, if the least

prospect of amendment should appear in consequence of

them, I could leave her more, with such directions as

might enable her to use them without medical attendance.

" This plan I conceived it most prudent not to commu-
nicate inmiedialely to my patient : I, therefore, without

affording her any very flattering hopes of a cure, assured

her, that I would practise every means with which I was

acquainted for the restoration of her constitution. Con-

trary to most other Moorish females, 1 found Lalla Zara

in every respect aft'able and polite ; thoujrh deprived of

her health, she retained her natural vivacity ; and, with the

ravages of her inveterate malady, she still remained a pleas-

ing and interesting character.

• " I was upon the point of taking my leave of Lalla Zara,

when a female messenger appeared, to request my attend-

ance upon Lalla Batooni, who, from the priority of her

marriage, is called the first wife of the emperor, and is

more properly entitled to the denomination of sultana than

any of the others.

'• The harem forms a part of the palace or seraglio,

widiout any other immediate communication with it than

a private door, used only by llie emperor himself,

"The apartments, v\hieh are ail on the ground-floor,

are square, very lofty, and four of them enclose a spacious

square court, into which they open by means of large

folding doors. These, as in other Moorish houses, which,

in general, have no windows, serve the purpose of admit-

ting light into the apartments. In the centre of these

courts, which are floored with blue and white chequered

tiling, is a fountain, supplied by pipes from a large reser-

voir on the outside of the palace, which serves for the

frequent ablutions recommended by the Mahometan reli-

gion, as well as for other purposes.

" The whole of tlie harem consists of about twelve of

these square courts, communicating with each other by

narrow passages, which af!brd a free access from one part

of it to another, and of which all the women are allowed

to avail themselves.

" The jpartments are ornamented externally -with beau-

tiful carved wood, much superior to any I have ever seen
in Europe, as well for the diiiiculty of the workmanship,
as for the taste witk which it is finished. In the inside,

most of the rooms are hung with ricli damask, of various

colours; the floors are' covered with beautiful carpets,
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and there arc mattresses disposed at difTercnt distances for

the purposes of sitting and sleeping.

' Besides these, the apartments are furnished at each

extremity with an elegant luuopean maliogany hedsttjj

hung with damask, having on it several mattresses placed

one over the other, which are covered with various co

loured silks ; but these beds are merely placed there toyr.

nament the room. In all the apartments, w ithout excci).

tion, the ceiling is wood, carved and painted. The priu.

cipal ornaments in some were large and valuable looking.

glasses, hung on different parts of the walls lii otheis

clocks and watches of different sizes, in glass cases, were

disposed in the same manner. In some of the aparimciiis

I observed a projection from the wall, which reached about

half way to the ceiling, on which were placed several iiiai-

tresses over each other, and each covered with silks of

different colours. Above and below this projection
ili,;

wall was hung widi pieces of satin, velvet, and damask

of different colours, ornamented on each edge with a broad

stripe of black velvet, which was embroidered in its cm.

tre with gold.

" The whole harem was under the management of ilie

principal sultana, Lalla Iktoom : that is, in general, slie

was distinguished by the title of mistress of the liareiii,

without having any particular control over the woiiiiii.

This lady and Lalla Douyaw, the favourite, were indul'cj

with a whole square to themselves ; but Lalla Zara, anil

iill the concubines, were only allowed each a single roan.

" Each female had a separate daily allowance from ilie

emperor, proportioned to tlie estimation in w hicli tlicj were

held by him. Out of this they were expected to fiimisli

diemselves with every article of w liich they might be in

want; the harem is therefore to be considered as a place

where so many distinct lodgers have apartments Mithoiii

paying for them, and the principal sultana as mistress of

the whole.

" The daily allowance which each woman received from

the late emperor for her subsistence is very trifling indeed.

Lalla Douyaw, the favourite sultana, had very little more

than half-a-crown English per diem, and the odiers less in

proportion. It must be allowed, that the emperor made

them occasional presents of money, dress, and triiilids;

but this could never be sufficient to support the nuiiikr

of domestics and other expenses they must incur. Their

gieatest dependence, therefore, w as on the presents they

received from those Europeans and Moors who visited llie

court, and who employed their influence in obtaining some

particiJar favour from the emperor. Nor had the mo-

narch sufficient delicacy to discourage this mode of licgo-

ciation. He well knew that, if his women had not ob-

tained supplies by other means, they must have had re-

course to his purse; and, as he had taken too good pre-

cautions to allow any mischief to arise from this custom,
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lie was always well pleased to have business transacted

through tliiit channel. Ambassadors, consuls, and mer-
fliaiitii, iiideeil, who were acquainted with the luiture of
ilic court, i)eriectly knew that this was always the most
s;i,(cssfiii mode tiiat could be adopted. As an ilhistru-

lion of lliis assertion, when I was at Morocco, a Jew
liisiroiis of obtaining a very advantageous favour from the'

uiiperor, for wiiich he had been a long time unsntcess-

f„||y soliciting, sent to all the principal ladies of the harem
j.rneiils of pearls, to a considerable amount : the coiise-

..(/•u U'!ia lll'lf (Imv all •A..» 1» ., 1 1 ^

• - - —•v/uiii . iiic consc-
qiiriice was, that they all went in a body to the euiperor,

ami iinnif cliately obtained the wishcd-for concession.
"The ladies separately furnish their own rooms,* hire

ilitir own domestics, and, in fact, do what they please in

ilie harem, but are not permitted to go out without an
,>l,icss order from the emperor, who very seldom grants
ill, 111 that favour, except when they are to be removed
Ifuiii one palace to another. In that case, a party of sol-
diers h dispatched a little distance before them, to dis-
jHrse llie male passengers in particular, and to prevent
ihe possibility of their being seen. This previous step
Ixing taken, a piece of linen-cloih is tied round the lower
purt of the face, and afterwards these females cover them-
selves entirely with their haiks, and either mounf mules
Hliich they ride like men, or, what is more usual, are put
into a square carriage or litter, constructed for this pur-
pose, which, by its lattice work, allows them to see with-
out being perceived. In this manner they set off under
ilie charge of a guard of black eunuchs. Thisjourney
and sometimes a walk within the bounds of the palace'
with which they are, however, seldom indulged, is the only
exercise they are permitted to take.

" The late emperor's harem consisted of between sixty
and a hundred females, besides their domestics and slaves
which were very numerous. The four wives which I have
already noticed are by no means to be considered as the
Urst set of which the emperor was possessed, since some
died, and others were repudiated. So that k is a difficult
matter to determine what was the precise number of the

I

late emperor's wives.

^' Many of the concubines were Moorish women, who
I been presented to the emperor, as the Moors consi-

'feritan honour to have their daughters in the harem-
several were European slaves, who had be«„ either made'
captives or purchased by tl,e emperor; and soine were

lJi"?"r"P^' ^^'^ Europeans, or their descendants,
a by far the greatest claim to the character of hand-
n^. There was one in particular, who was a native

t Spam, and taken mto the harem at about the same

Norw«^ f!l"^"^
""''^ '''' ""^''^ ^ P''^'^' beauty.>orw„ this ady quite singular in that respect, for many

others were almost equally handsome.
^
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" Ihc Moorish women have, in 'genernl. a„ „,cxpre,.
Mve countenance, and a rustic simplicity of manLrs.
1 heir persons are below the middle stature, of a remark-
ably n.t and square make, with very large hands and
Jttt. i heir complexions are either of a clear brown, orwhat .s more usual, of a sallow cast. Their faces are'round, and their eyes, in general, bl.rk; the nose andn.utve^sn.ll and the latter is usually accompa.
Milli a good set of teeth."

l'':^ was originally the capital of the kingdom of the-me name, and is still u rich and popuiou^ place. It
consists of two parts. Old and New IV.. and, it pr se, they fonn one city. Old le. is nine miles in circumfer-
tn e, stands between two hills, is su. rounded by .stron-.
vvalls, anc^ flanked with magnificent towers. It i/ hevondhe suburbs, contains n.any excellent gardens, has i.anow
streets, seven gates, and two castles; the one old, andgone to decay, the other new, and in good condition. The
latter is garrisoned with blacks ; but neither have any can-non to defend t em. The houses are of stone or li
three stones high, flat-rooted, encompassed with gallerie

'

adorned on the outside with mosaic work, and embe
.'

bs^^d wrthm with carving, painting, „nd,'i„ nZX
stances, with elegant furniture. In gen..-! the seraglio-
are upon the turrets of the houses, from which t.ie wo-men have a hne prospect; but they are never permitted t,
stir abroad.

The river Fez in passing through the city, divides it-
elf mto SIX canals, over the various parts of which aretwo hundred and fifty stone bridges, and three hundred
and seventy mills are turned by the several streams In
the cty, three hundred and thirty-six ovens are daily em-
P eyed. 1 he mosques are stated at five hundred, fifty ofM^htch are of the first rank; and one, in particular,Tsamost amazmg structure, being a mile and a half i^ cir-
curnference, mcluding the cloister and college belonghig
to It. Th., college contams the best library in the emt
pire. There are several hospitals and colleges, which
«re large magnificent, and well endowed; six hundred
watei--c«nduits, and two hundred spacious inns. Theprmapal magistrate of the city is styled provost of the
merchants

:
besides whom there is a governor, a cadi, and

other subordmate officers.

Fez is considered to be the grand magazine and princi-
pal mart of Barbary. Merchants and tradesmen L Z
nierous, and the warehouses are filled with great variety
of commodities. The articles of exportation are hides,
leather, sknrs, furs, wool, dried fruits, olives, honev, wa.
311k, cotton, flax, ostrich-feathers, gold-dust, &;. &c!
Ihose of nnportation are spices, cochineal, Vermillion,
"on brass, steel, arms, ammunition, drugs, watches,
quicksilver, opium, almn, aloes, linens, woollens, mus-
Ims, calicoes, fustians, &c.
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The city of Aloiers ist not above n mile uuil u half in

circuit, tliough it is cotnputprl to contain near one hun-
dred and twenty thousand inhabitant!), tifteen thousand
houses, and one luuidred and seven mosques. The pub-
lic balhs are large, and handsomely paved witli marble,

riie prospect of the country and sea from Algiers is ex-

tremely beautiful, the city being built on the deelivily of

a mountain; but, though for several ages it has braved some
of the greatest powers in Christendom, it could make but

a faint defence against a regular siegp; and. it is said that

three English tifty-gun ships mij;ht Iwtter it about the

ears of the inhabitants from tlie harbour. 'I'lie mole of
the harbour is five hundred paces in length, extending

from the continent to a small island, where thci e is a castle

and large battery.

Tu.Nis, built near the original site of Carthage, has a

wall and fortifications, aiul is about three miles in circuni-

lerence. The houses aie not magnificent, but neat and
commodious; as is the public exchange for inerchanls and
their goods: but, like Algiers, it is distressed for want of

iresli water; that of rain, preserved in cisterns, is chiefiy

used by the inhabitants.

The city of Tripoli consists of an old and new town,
the ktler being, the mo^t flouiisbing ; but great inconve-
niences attend its situation, particularly the want of sweet
w.Jter. The city of Oran, lying upon this coast, is about
a mile in circumference, and is fortified both by art and
natures It was a place of considerable tia(|e, and the ob-

ject of many sanguinary disputes between the Spaniards

and the Moors. Constantiiia was the ancient Cirta, and
one of the strongest cities of N umidia, being hiaceessible

on all sides excepting the south-west.

Besides llie above towns and cities, many others, for-

nicvly of great renown, lie scattered up and down this

immense tract of country. JMequlnez is esteemed the

great emporium of all Baibary. Sallee was formerly fa-

mous for the piracies of its inhabitants. Tangier, situated

about two miles williin the straits of Gibraltar, was given,

by the crown of Portugal, as i)art of the dowjy of queen
Catherine, consort of Charles 11. of England. It was in-

tended to be to the English what Gibraltar is now; and it

would have been a most noble acquisition, iiad not the

niisuiiderMtanding between the king and his parliament

occasioned him to blow up its fortiiicaiions, and demolish
its harbours ; so that, from being one of the finest cities in

Afiiia, it is now little better than a fishing-town. Ceuta,
upon the same strait, almost opposite to Gibraltar, is

still in the hands of the Spaniards, but, at present, provi-

sionally occupied by the English. Tetuan, which lies

i\itliin twenty miles of Ceuta, is now hot an. ordinary

town, containing about eight hundred houses : but the ii!-

habitants are said to be rich, and tolerably civilized in

tfieir manners.

[>'AKT II

Maniifaclures and Commerce.'] The lower siilijorts
f

these states know but few imaginary wants, niul (lt|,f,|j

partly upon their piracies to be .«up|di(<l with lutnw
utensils and manufactures; so thai thin esportii (o,,,,,!

principally of leadier, fine mats, emlnoKUiid handler

chiefs, sword-knots, aniUaipets, whiili are elieupcr
.i,,,)

softer than those of 'I'm key, though not so godd ,„ „,||

respects. As they leave almost ail their couinirrcul

atVairs to the Jews and Christians settled anion"; iIkih ||,.

latter have established silk and linen works, wliirli siiL|v

tiie higher ranks of their own subjects. 'I h, \ Jun,,
i,,',

ships diat, properly speaking, aie emplo\td in coiiiiium

so that the Erench aiid English carry on the griattsi r

n

of their trade. '1 heir exports, besides those alieml) i,,,,,.

tioned, consist of elephants' teeth, ostricli-l. ailurs, („,,.

pir, tin, wool, hides, honey, wax, dates, laisuis, oln,.,

almond.-), guni-aiubic, and sandaiach. 'Jhe inliiibiiiinis „|'

Morocco are likivMse said to cany on a coiisidm.lilc

trade, by caravans, to Mecca and Meilina, and ut iIk in.

ttiior of Africa, whence liny bung back mtat miinWi.,

of negroes, who serve in their uiinies, and arc i,la\is in

their houses and fields.

Ill return for their exports, the Europeans furnisi) iliew

with timber, artillery, gunpowder, and whatevtr ili,v

want, either in their public or private capacitius,
'||ie

duties, paid by the English in the ports of Moroccu are

but half of those paid by otlnr Europeans. Iiisa.,'.

neral observation, that no nation is loud of iKuliiij, „|,|,

these states, not only on account of tluii caiMiiioiisdrt.

potism, but the villany of their ijidividuals, bt^li imiiit!

and Jews, many of whcmi take all opportuniius of dual,

iiig, knowing that punishment rarely foll()\\s dcteclidii,

Military ami Muring Fone.'] '1 he king of Moioiw.ii
is said, can biing into the field one hundred thoiisaiiri iiJn;

but the strength of his army consists of cavalry, niouiilui

by his negro slaves. These wretches, brought yoiiiis lo

Morocco, know no other state but servitude, and iioollitr

master but their king, and prove the fiinicsl suppoitotlns

tyranny. About tlie year 17<>7, all the naval force of

Morocco consisted only of three small ships, wliidi lav

at Sallec, and, being full of men, sometimes broiiglil in

prizes. The Algerines maintain about six thoiisaiiil live

hundred infantry, consisting of Turks and coicglies, df

the sons of soldiers. Part of them serve as marines on

board their vessels. Abput one thousand of llieiii do

garrison-duty, and part are employed in fomenting dill'tr-

ences among the neighbouring Arab princes. Besides

these, the Dey can bring five thousand Moorish hohe

into the field
; but, as they are enemies to the Tiiiks.liiiy

are little trusted. Those troops are under exceUtiit dis-

cipliiie, and the dcys of all the otljer Barbary stales main-

tain a force in proportion to their abilities ; so that, « few

years ago, they refused to scud '*ny tribute lo the TuUisli
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fin|)<M<ir, lUnwgh iliey were v illiiig to jiratifv Iiim wiih »!>.. i ..„„: . i j .

^^
,h,lw oi .,1.. .li, .ue.

^ " ^
'"' "'•• """^""'«^e, as l.e dors that of the e.,>,,cror of Morocco ; but

lie IS obi.j.d onl> us ti.ey think proper. Subordiimte to (he
'U>8 are nuUuny and civil officers ; and, in all matters of
"'>l.ortance, the dcy is cxprcted to take the advice of a
con.n.ou-ronn.

.1, v»|,i, h consists of thirty pashas. These
imiluis s, hlon. fad of forming parlies amongst the sohiiers
i'gaiiist the reignmg dey, whom thev make no scruple of
iHsassuiatrng. even m council ; and the strongest candidate
•hen h,ls the place. Sometimes he is deposed

; sometimes,
•I'migh but very seldom, he resigns his authority to save his
''•'; audit IS s<'ldom he diis a natural death upon the
n.i:oue. 'I'he authority of the dey is unlimited ; but an m-
successful expedition, or too pacific a conduct, seldom
fads to terminate his life and government.

lievenucs.] The revenuesof Algiershave been mention-
ed 111 the preceding article, but they are now said to be ex-
cceded by those of Tunis. T|., y consist of a certain por-
tion ol the prizes taken f..,ni Ch.istiaiw, a small capitation
tax, and the customs paid by the English, French, and other
nations, who are suffered to trade with those states. As
to the emperor of Morocco, we can form no idea of his
revenues, because none of his subjects can be said to pos-
sess any property. From the manii. r of his living, liii. at-
teudanls, and appearance, we may conclude he does not
abound 111 riches. 'I'he ransoms of his Christian slaves ar
his penjuisites. lie sometimes shares in the vessels of the
other stales, which entitles him to part of their prizes. He
claims a tenth of the goods of his Mahometan subjects,
and six crc.wnsa year from evciy Jew merchant.. He de-
rives likewise considerable profits from the Negrolaud and
other caravans, especially the slave-trade towards the south
It IS thought that the whole of his ordinary revenue, in
money, does not exceed one hundred and sixty-five
thousand pounds a year. A detachment of the army
of these siat( s is annually sent into each province to col-
lect tlie tiibute from the Moors and Arabs; and the
prizes they lake at sea sometimes equal the taxes laid upon
the natives,

Re/igioii.-] The inhabitants of these states are Malio-
metans; but many subjects of Morocco follow the tenets of
one IJamed, a modern sectarist, and an enemy to the an-
cient doctrine of the caliphs. All of them have much
nspect for idiots; and, in some cases, their protection
screens offenders from punishment for the most notorious
crimes. Hie Moors of Barbary, as the inhabitants ot
lliese states are now promiscuously called, have, in general,
adopted the worst parts of the Mahometan religion, and
seem to have retained only as much as countenances tluir
vices. Adultery in the women is punished with death ; Imt
though the men are indulged with a plurality of wives and
concubines, they commit the most unnatural crimes with
impunity. All foreigners are allowed the open profe»fiien
of their

--'---

shiHli>w (if obi dit'iice.

hisren.Bikuble that, though the Carthaginians, who in-

liabiitil this very country of Harbary, had greater fleets

ami iiK.ic txtiiisive commerce (han any other nation, oi

tlimiall the pc.>|)le upon the face of the earth, when that

stjii' IliHiiisiitii, the iMcsiiit inhabiluiits have scarcely any
„i,rcl;anl.slii|,s btloiignig to lh..ni,ii,», indeed, any other
lluii «lial Sullee, Algiers, 'I'ui.is, and 'I ripoli, fit out for
piiiirv; «liiih, though iiicreas.d since the last attack of
tlic Spaniards, are now but few and small, and, someyea.s
joo.did not exceed six ships, of from thirty-six to fifty guns.
Thf adiimars ship b.longs to the government; the olliei

i;ipiaiiis are appuinttd by private owners, but subject to
iiiililary law. W ith such a contemptible fleet, lliese infidels

ml only harass llie nations of luirope, but oblige them to
])in a kind of tnliiite, by way of prestnts.

i'vmliliilion and Ciuveriimeiil] In Morocco, govern-
naiil can hardly be suid to e.Mst. 'I'he emperors have for
ioiucages been parlies, judges, and even execulioners with
llKiroHii hands, in idl irimmal mailers: nor is their bru-
tality more incredible than the submission with which their
siihjctts bear it. In the absence of the emjieror, eveiy
inililary officer has the power of life and death, and it is

seldom that they regard the f.mu of a judicial pmceedii...
SoiMf vestiges, however, of the caliphulc govciument still

conliuue; lur, m places where no miiitury oflictr resides
the mufti, or high-piiesi, is the fo.mlam of all justie. , and'
iiiKlcr liini tiie cadis, or civil officers, «ho act as our'jiis-
lias of ilie peace. Though the emperor of Morocco is

"»t iintnetliately subject to the Porte, yet he ackno«|, dges
tlu!!rand-sign.or to be his superior, and he pavs him a dis-
lai't alegiance, as the .-inef representative of Mahon.et
Uhat lias been said of Morocco is applicable to Fez both
kingdoms being now under one emperor.

'

Jl'ough Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli, have each of ,hem
a luikuh pasha or dey, who governs in the name of the
gmu|.s>g,nor.yet very little regard is paid by his ferocious
'ubjict, to his authority. He cannot even be said to be
-i"»u..ated by the Porte. When a vacancy of the govern-
"iont happens, which it commonly does by assassination
f»i) soldier 1.1 the army has a vote in choosing the s.ic-
'mlmg dey; and, though the ejection is often attended
«"!' bloodshed, it is no sooner fixed than he is . heerfullv
recogtiised and obeyed. It is true, he requires the confi.m-
""oi. of the Porte; but that is seldom refused, as the
I'van IS no stranger to the dispositions of the people. The
power of the dey is despotic

; and the income of the dey of
jitters amonnts to about o„e hundred and fifty thousand

"" » a year, without greatly oppressing his subjects,

Z^Zr T""'''
"' "^'^'^ P^"P"'3'- These deysW ^ligl't annual tributes to the Porte. • When the grand-

•"gmor 1, at war with a Christian power, he requires their ' '"''glOB
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Language."] As llie states of Bnrbary possess those couii-

trirs ihut formerly bore the nuineti of Maiiritanin and Nii-

iniiliu, the anrieiit Afiicaii langiingc is still spoken in sumo
of tlie inland countries, and even by sonic inhabilnntr of

the city of Morotco. In the seu-purt toMns, and m.iri-

time countries, » bastard kind of Arabic is spoken ; ni d

seafaring people are no strangers to tliut medley of living

and dead languages, Italian, French, Spanish, &c. that is so

well known, in all the ports of the AlediteiTanean, by the

name of Lingua Franca.

Customs, Manners, (.Sc] The natives of Morocco, ac-

cording to the accounts of travellers, seldom wrangle or

quarrel h ith each other, and murders (those committed by

the emperors excepted) are never heard of. They are

acrnpulously obedient to their parents, pay tlie most pro-

found respect to their superiors, and are loyal to their so-

vereigns, even to a most absurd degree of veneration. They
are, in general, temperate in carting and drinking, though
some of the great men lead abandoned lives ; but they use

a great quantity of opium. Although in the most civilized

nations of Europe vast crowds of natives flock to see pub-
lic executions with a kind of unfeeling curiosity, yet in

Morocco it is quite the reverse ; for all ranks of people

carefully keep out of the way, and criminals are often exe-

cuted w itbout any person being present except the officers

of justice.

The dress of the people of Morocco consists of a linen

sbirt, and drawers, over which they tie a silk cloth, or vest-

ment, with a sash ; and upon that they w ear a loose coat,

or rather gown. Their arms and legs are always bare, but
they Imve slippers on their feet, and persons of rank some-
times wear buskins. They shave their heads, and wear a
turban wade "f silk or fine linen. The dress of tlie women
iieariy resembles that of the men, except that, instead of a
turban, they wear a round cap, maiio of fine liuen. Their
drawers are much longer and larger ; and when they aj)-

pear in the streets, their faces are covered with a linen

cloth, in the manner of a mask. The w omen of the higher
class not only paint their cheeks and chins with deep red,

but make a long black mark on the forehead, another on
the tip of the nose, and several on the cheeks.

Their general diet is coscofn, consisting of small pieces
of paste, about the size of rice, crumbled into an earthen
cullender, and cooked by the steam of boiled meat and ve-
getables, which are all served up together, in an earthen
dish, with butter and spices. This stew, in which notliing
-s lost, even the steam being received by the paste, is the
favourite meal of the peasant and the monarch. At meals
theii slovenliness is disgusting, and they are prohibited from
sing gold and silver vessels.

Algiers may be said to comprise a mixture of most na-
tions

; but the most numerous of its inhabitants are the
Moors and Arabians. The Moors are divided into two

GEOGRAPHY. [p,R,„

orders, viz.—those who live in towns, and follow t^w
or various professions by land or sea, and those whou '

dcr about w iUiout being possessed of houses or liind, '|k,

first are the citizens of the kingdom, the latter the
biiili f

the inhabitants. 'J'hcse Moors are of a swarthy conipltxi

and roliust habit of body. 'I'iie men are activt, tiie wom
fruitful, and the children healthy. The Arabians uf \|

giers are divided imo tribes, wander up and down, aiiduro.

fess the same religion, customs, and manners, as those of

Arabia.

The Algcrines are the most cruel and dangerous
pimif

of all Afiica ; base, perfidious, and rapacious to the lusjj.

gree. No oaths or ties, human or divine, will avail 'obimi

tiiem when their interest interferes. In short, wliatht,

respect they may pretend to pay to their propiiet Maliomn

u,()lil is the only idol wiiich tiiey w orsliip.

Those who reside on the coast are very savage tosuili

us imfortunalely full into their hands by shipwreck
; so (Im

it appears that tlie Algeriiies, in general, are as nun!,

strangers to humanity, as they are to an elegant tasieot

pulite behaviour.

The dress of the men is only a long piece of coarie

cloth, w rapped round their shoulders, and falling down k

their ankles, with a cap of the same. ITiewonitn wfarj

piece of woollen-stuff, that covers them from their slionl.

ders to their knees. They braid their hair, and adorn ii

with glass^beads and fishes' teeth. Their arms and leoj

they ornament with bracelets of ivory, horn, and even wood

and blacken their cheeks, foreheads, arms, and legs. Tlie

children are suffered to go naked till seven or eight yean

old, when they cover them with a few rags, rather for or-

nament than decency. The dress of the sheik, or chief, of

every tribe, is a shirt and cloak, all of one piece, hanging

from the shoulders half way down the leg, and he wean a

cap of fine cloth.

The Algerine Turks dress w ith as much elegance as liie

inhabitants of Turkey. The free Christians are permitted

to dress in the fashions of their respective countries ; but

the slaves are obliged to wear a coarse grey suit, and a

seaman's cap. The shereffs, or those who pretend to be

descended from Mahomet, are distinguished by a green

turban; but the common Algerines wear shirts, linen dra\»'

ers, an open woollen ju.ket, with a hood behind, and a

black cloak, which reaches to their knees, when they 50

abroad.

The wandering sort are distinguished into various tribei,

each forming an itinerant village, and every family living in

a portable hut. They live by the produce of the lands,

which they farm of those of the first order. They paj

their rent to their landlords in corn, herbs, fruit, honey, was,

&c. and a tribute to the dey, according to the number of I

the family in each moving village, or rather camp. Their

tents are mean, their utensils trifling, their circumstancei
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poor, aiid their manner of living filthy. Diey hnve no

cliiiiiiiey '» '•**»« habitation!!: (he fires are made in

earthen pots, which are placed near the door, to let out

ihe smolie. The family, and all domestic animals, lie

[

,,roinisiHioiiily in the lint together, dogs excepted, these

being I'l'c*"! o" ^^^ outside as centinels. 'I'hey live chiefly

on rice, bread, fruit, and plain water : and their principal

employ is husbandry, or breeding bees or silk-worms.

When a youth of the class last mentioned is disposed

10 marry, he drives a nnmber of cattle to the hut where

ihe intended bride resides. The girl and her parents, on
viewing the stock, immediately consent. All the young
women of the village arc then invited to the feast. The
bride is aftfrwnrds placed on a horse, belonging to the

bridegroom, and led home, amidst the acclamations of all

present. When she arrives at the door of the bridegroom's

I liut, a mixture of milk and honey is given her to drink,

«liile a nuptial song is sung. She then alights, and, to

jhew her willingness to perform any duty he may assign

her, drives his flock to water and back again. These pre-

vious ceremonies being settled, all the company enter the

but, and the evening concludes with the greatest festivity

tbat these poor people are capable of enjoying. Subse-
ijiierH to the marriage, the wife is obliged to wear a veil,

and never stirs from the hut during a month, and ever
after is excluded from all concern in, and knowledge of,

public affairs.

Polygamy is allowed among the Algerines who are of
ijie higher order. Marriage-contracts are generally left

to the interference of friends. When the marriage is agreed

I

upon, the bridegroom sends a present to the bride, and
gratifies her relations with a feast and mnsical entertain-
ment. The marriage-ceremony is concluded with another
entertainment.

In sickness the Algerines are nttended by persons of
Iheirown sex to nurse them. The physicians are extremely
ignorant, and if they find their patients at the point of
death, they turn them towards the east. After the depart-
lire of life, the corpse, being washed and clad in a shirt,
drawers, silk robe and turban, is laid in a kind of square
coffin, and carried on men's shoulders, by means of poles,
to the place of interment, attended by relations and friends!
Moiirnmg is expressed by the women going veiled for

some days, and the men wearing their beard* for a month.
Diirnig three days after the funeral, the nearest relations
visit the tomb, distribute alms to the poor, and suffer no
hre to be lighted in their houses. The better sort have
'pitaphs on their tomb-stones.

The greatest part of the Tunisian women would b^
«teer,ed beauties, even i„ England; and their children
liave the finest complexions of any nation whatever:
Ihe boys are so exposed to the sun, that they soon attain
tiie swarthinew of the Arabs; but, as the girls keep more
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at home, they preserve thtir beauty till they arc thirty,
when they are generally past child-bearing. One of these
girls is sometimes a mother at eleven, and a grand-mothei
at two or three and twenty ; and, as they generally live as
long as the Europeans, they nometimes see their children
of many generations.

The merchants, officers, doctors, and scholars, here,
appear neatly dressed when they go abroad ; and behave
wuh such gravity and good manners, that, though the
streets are crowded with people, one may go from one
end of the city of Tunis, without fear of bdng insulted
by the Turks, as one is sure to be at Algiers. The ta-
verns kept by the slaves are better regulated, and those
slaves are allowed to chastise even a Turk, if he drink too
much, or behave insolently, ami even to pull off and keep
his turban, till he has paid his reckoning. They sell none
but white wine, which the country produces in great plenty,
and IS very cheap and good. It is customary in the ta-
verns at Tunis, when a person calls for a quart of wine,
to set before him three or four dishes of meat or fish!
with salad and other sauce; and, when he goes away, he'
pays only for the wine at a common price. Some of the
graver people, who have no constant employment, spend
the day either in conversing with one another in the bar-
bers' shops, in the bazar, or at the coffee-house ; but many
of the Turkish and Moorish youths attend their concu-
bines, with wine and music, into the fields, or make
merry at one of the public taverns.

As to the Arabs of Tunis, their lives are one continued
round of idleness or diversion; for, when they are not
called abroad by any pastime, they spend the day in loiter-
ing at home, smoking their pipes, and reposing themselves
under some neighbouring shade: yet the Arab places his
highest satisfaction in his horse, and is seldom in high
spirits but when hunting or riding at full speed. Hawk-
ing is another of their principal diversions : and those who
take delight in fowling, instead of springing the game with
dogs, shade themselves with a piece of canvas, stretched
upon two reeds, and painted with the figure of a leopard.
The fowler, thus concealed, walks through the breaks
and avenues, looking through some holes, a little below
the top of the skreen, to observe what passes before him.
On the approach of the canvas, the partridges and some
other birds are observed to covey together, though they
were before at some distance from each other; and the
woodcock, quail, and some other birds, that usually feed
in flocks, will, on seeing it, stand still, with a look of
astonishment. By this means the sportsman has an op-
portimsty o. coming near iliein, when, resting the skreen
upon the ground, and directing the muzzle of his piece
through one of the holes, he shoots at a whole covey at
once.

The Arabs, who live in tents, still retain many of thu
& H
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ciutoms we read of in acred and profane hintory; fur,

excepting onljr thoir religion, th«y are tho siaine people

they were 8«venil thousand years ago. Upon meeting each

other, they still use the primitive salutation, " Peace be

with thee." The inferiors show tiieir respect to their su-

periors by kissing their feet, knees, or the borders of their

garments. In saluting each other, they clap their right

hand on their breast ; and, at their great solemnities, the

wife compliments her husband by kissing his hand. Per-

sons of the highest character, like the ancient patriarchs,

and (he heroes of antiquity, perform what we term menial

uiiices. The greatest prince, when visited by u stranger,

is not ashamed to fetch a lamb from his flock and kill it,

while tlie princess makes haste to prepare her tiro und

kettle, and then dresses it. The custom of walking either

bare-foot, oc with sandals, renders the compliment of wash-

ing the stranger's feet still necessary : this is done by the

master of the family, who first presents himself, and is

always the most officious in this act of kindness. When
his entertainment is ready, he would think it a shame to

sit down with his guests ; instead of which he stands all

the time, and waits upon them : yet, notwithstanding this

respect, there have been instances, in which men have been

the next day overtaken a«id robbed, by the very persons

who entertained them with such hospitality the night before.

While the indolent husbands take their repose under

•ome neighbouring shade, and the young men and maidens

attend the flocks, the wives are all day employed in grind-

ing at the mill, dressing provisions, or working at the

looms ; and, to conclude the day, they still, as in ancient

times, take a pitcher or goat-skin, and, tying their sucking

children to their backs, trudge two or three miles to fetch

water. Yet, notwithstanding all this business, they will

not lay aside any of their ornaments, neither their nose-

jewels, their bracelets for their arms and legs, nor their

ear-rings ; alt of which are very cumbersome ; nor will

they omit tinging their eyes with lead-ore ; so prevalent

is custom, and so fond are even the ladies in fiarbary of

appearing in the fashion.

['AM II.

If a renegado, in Tunis, should turn Christian ttm
they wrap him up in a cloth, dipped in pitclj, and burii

him: or else pile stones, mud, mortar, &c. all fu^J
him, and, having walled in all but his head, they rubthji
over with honey, which attracts wasps and other injccu
that torment the poor wretch with their stings till he

'

pires, which sometimes does not happen for several da
If a slave bo caught in attempting to escape, or if k,

murder his patron, his limbs are all broken, und then h"

is fastened to a horse's tail, and dragged through the st,ei,,

till he expires.

Ilhtory.] Under the Roman emperors, the states ol

Barbary formed the fairest jewels in the imperial diadem

It was not till the seventh century, that, after these stattj

had been by turns in possession of the Vandals and Hie

Greek emperors, the caliphs or Saracens of Pr.gdaH, cnn.

quered them, und from thence became masters cfalnioit

all Spain, whence their posterity was totally driven ,ii
mi

the year 1492, when the exiles settled .imong their friend,

and countrymen on the Barbary coast. This naturall,

begot a perpetual war between them and the Spaniard.

who pressed them so hard, that they calhd to their ti.

sistaiice the two famous brothers, Barbarossa, who vitn

admirals of the Turkish fleet, and who, after breaking

the Spanish yoke, imposed upon the inhabitanti of a||

those states, excepting Morocco, their own. Some at.

tempts were made by the emperor Charles V. to redun

Algiers and Tunis, but they proved unsuccessful; and

the inhabitants have, in fact, shaken off the Turkish joke

likewise.

The ejnperors of Morocco are the successors of those

sovereigns of that country whose powers resembled tl

of the caliphate of the Saracens. They have been,

general, a set of 'bloody tyrants, though they have bad

among them some able princes, particularly Muiy Muloc,

who defeated and killed Don Sebastian, king of Portu-

gal. Tliey have lived in almost a continual state of war-

fare with the kings of Spain, and other Christian princes,

ever since.

CHAPTER III

ZAARA.
J\. CONSIDER "BLE portion of Africa is pervaded
by immense desi <,, «vhich owiprise nearly one half of
the western pan. I"" tin,a the chief is that called

Zaara, or the Cseat Desert, by way of eminence, ex-

tending from the siiores of the Atlantic, with few inter-

ruptions, to the confines of Egypt, a space of more than

forty-five degress, or about two thousand five hur.lui'6u
I

miles, by a breadth of twelve degrees, or seven hundred

and twenty miles. " This Great Desert," says Golbern,,

"may be called a sea of fine and moving sand; and cu
|
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ihii dry exptme one can wiih diHRculty perceive, at greot' "^ "•—V t^^vciYB, ! greoi
jjjuncfi, lofnc uolaifri iip,,ts, where vegetation >m« not
berti entirely anniliilate.l. It is true, that thene itle,,

^hith can be but imperfectly compared to the aiirienl'

OiKiof tlie riiibaide, are lo rare in the Z«Hfg, that iliry

do not form on liundredth part of the surface of thi« prreat

Jjisirt, whi)«' superficie* is one hundrfd and eighty thou-
jiiid sqiiure leagues.

/\t iirttHiit, il appears that there are thirty-two known
oMts, or habiluble rountries, in the Zaara, whieli have
been nmlcred fertile by springs of fresh water. The
Lrgfjl of these oases are inhabited, diflFerent tribes of
Mooi^ liaviiig established themselves, and founded in them
, sort of colonies

: it is supposed that these colonies of
Moors, Hint h overspread the desert of Harbary, are seven-
teen in number. The other oases, being not so large,
only serve us points for the refreshment and rest of the'
laiavans who travel through the Desert, as well as for the
Moors, who habitually perform such extensive journeys
riit caravans traverse th^ Great Desert of Zaara in nine
MmiM and principal directions, and the Moorish tribes
hIio reside in it pass over it at every point.

The Moors who inhabit the valleys bejonging to the
«Htern rsnnficalion of the Alius, the Mussulmen, and
jevtral oilier savage tribes, the plundering Moors, the
TrarshaHans, Brachknazians, and Darmankos, frequently
perform journeys from the Senegal, as far as Morocco
Every year a caravan sets off from Mequinez, proceeds

loTatta, crosses the whole extent of the Desert, and ar
nvesalJarra, which is situated under the fifteenth north
em parallel, sixty leagues to the east of Galam •

the
journey perfornie<l by this caravan is five hundred leagues

I There are other travellers and merchants who cross the
Desert between Tatta and Tombucto, and this journey is
near four hundred leagues.

It is likewise certain, that frequent journey, have been
performed between Tombucto, Tripoli, and Cairo; a„d
Ja.

a part of thecravan from Morocco proceeds along
^e N,ger to Kassma, Ghana, and Kauga; sometimes
»opp,ngatSennaar, arrives at Gerri, on the right bank

e^.Ie, and finally reaches Suakim, on the borders
f the Red Sea, having performed a route of nearly one
Jousand three hundred leagues. The vast Desert of
Zaara is therefore, consantly travelled over in several

I

difterent directions.

The soil of thi. Desert consists of fine sand, which is
nothing but a mass of small and uncombined particles:
'
ese particles, however, arc not stony, like the elements

I

of sand, but susceptible of petrification: the sands of

I

7""" """'S ^-^"'P'^st^a of infiuilely diminutive grains, are
"fa very great .lepth, and, being agitated by the winds, i„
a manner similar to the waves of the sea, they are thus
formed into mountains, which, from the same cause, are

IC A. ^
shortly .ft„ dispersed, and raised to . considerable height
tiH their expansion obscures the rays of the sun

'

On tins s.n,ly extent there „.,, frequently be seei, co-
Itm.ns of sand, .esembhng w„i,.r..ponts met with «t,„.
'" Hhort, the nature of these sand. i. av.r«, from eombi:
nation since, in ,he whole of this vast Desert, there .re

coverable in it.

"Vron, the vast, movinjT, dry, and arid plain,, „hich
...rder on the north of the Senegal." says oLuulhor, "Ihave seen (luse sand-spouts arise i,. ,ha forn. of columns
sometimes advancing with rapidity; atotlurs, plo.erHing
«.th a majestic slowness, an.l aftording a grand and ,„«.
".hcent spectacle. Their rapidity is sometim. . so great
that they are scarcely perceptible, before thev vanish to'uch a degree as to resemble ribands floating in .he air atthe pleasure ot the win.!, but the l.-wer extremity of which
always touches the earth; at other times, their upper ex-
.emitie. rise to such an immense height, that they ure
l<«t in the clouds

:
these spouts frequently break at a great

elevation, and the immense volume of sand is dispersed
tlirough the atmosphere; at other times, they Sreak to
appearance, in the middle, and the report occa.„o„ed by
this rupture is similar to the explosion of a niiiK;

"

At no great distance from the right bank of the Sene-
gal, there are, however, some considerable rocks, of a
black colour, containing virgin iron, isolated and dispersed
It IS a matter of surprise, that masses containing native and
virgin iron should be found isolated in countries where
iron-mines arc unknown, and is a subject of curiosity and
research worthy of the attention of naturalists

This vast Desert is divided, by the Arabs", into three
parts, by the names of Cabel, Zaara, and Asgar, which
names are given in affinity to the different soils; the first
•ignifying sandy, the second stony, and the third marshy.
Modern geographers have, in general, divided it into
Uiejcdlowmg provinces: Zanhaga, Quenziga, Terga, and.

Zanhaoa extendi, from the river Sue, which divides it
from Morocco, on the north, to that of Senegal, on the
south. It IS bounded, on the east, by the territories of
herem, Sunda, and Zuenziga; and, on the west, by the
Atlantic Ocean. The inhabitants of this province are of
various nations, and among them are some tribes of Arabs
who chiefly live by pknider. The district called Ta-
gazzu IS remarkable for producing vast quantities of rock-
salt This country is very dangerous to travellers, espe-
cially in summer, there not being any water to be found
for miles toffelher: so iJia» if « n « ;;- i- - —^' •- -•{>•••;•. piurlaioii be not
made, they are liable to perisli with thirst.

GuENziGA is more barren than the former, and both
men and beasts frequently perish on their journeys for
want of water, particularly in that part of it called Gog-
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deii, where they travel for ten day* together without meet-
ing with any refreshment to quench their thirst, except
what may casually happen to fall from the clouds. The
inhabitants are a mixture of Africans and Arabs, the latter

of whom receive a kind of tribute from their neighbours,
for tilling their land; and they have abundance of cattle^

with which they wander to various parts of the Desert,
in search of pasture. They breed a great number of
horses, and are so powerful, that the beys of Barbary take
some pains to preserve their alliance and friendship.

Teroa is not so dry or so barren as the two already
mentioned

; nor is it so sultry and unwholesome. It has
many good springs of water, and the land produces seve-
ral sorts of useful herbs. In some parts are found great
quantities of manna, which the inhabitants gather in ca-
labashes, and export' for sale : the negroes dissolve it in

the water wherein they boil their meat, and attribute to
this beverage the health they generally enjoy.

Lemta, the next province, is situated to the north-
east of Terga, and is more barren than any other part
through the whole Desert of Zaara. It is dangerous for

travellers, not only on account of the excessive heat and
scarcity of water, but also from the natural ferocity of its

inhabitants, who are a wild breed of Moors, that rob and
plunder all strangers they meet with ; and, if any resist-

ance be made, they murder them without the least remorse.
.
It is the high road for the merchants and caravans that
travel from Constantia, and oilier towns of Algiers, Tunis,
&c. into Negroland ; and, notwithstanding the great danger
of the journey, such is their attachment to commerce, that
they hazard their lives with the utmost intrepidity.

All the southern parts of the Zaara, in the vicinity of
the Senegal, from the mouth of this river to even far be-
low the cataract of Felow, are either frequented or inha-
bited by Moors.

Several colonies of savages are dispersed in the oases
of this Pesert

: others have formed kingdoms to tiie north
of the Senegal and the Niger; and there are many hordes
and their establishments even near Bornou, in forty de-
grees thirty minutes east longitude from the Isle of Ferro.
These dispersed and e::patriated Moors, therefore, extend
to the very extremities of the Desert, and between the
sixteenth and twentj-sixth degrees of north latitude ; an
extent of eight hundred and seventy-five leagues from east
to west.

These Moors, being dispersed in hordes, tribes, colo-
nies, and even kingdoms, through the immense deserts of
Barbary, and along the northern banks of the Niger and
tlie Senegal, present, when observed w ith aUention, a mix-
ture of races, in every respect different from each other.

" We may perceive among them," says our author,
" men whose physiognomy is grave, whose look is pene-
trating, who have high foreheads, aquiline noses, vene-
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I rable beards, well-formed muscles, a sallow skin -

I
rious air, a tranquil countenance, and, in short, the'Jhole
appearance of an Arabian philosopher. Others, by ihe
superior stature, vigour, activity, and agreeableness T
their firm and noble aspect, by features of a softer cast'
by their bright, though languishing, eyes, their coiirageoui'
and tender looks, and by their yellow, though florid, com
plexion, remind us of those Saracen heroes of Spain, «ho
were so celebrated for their courage and amours.

" There are, likewise, amongst them men of a lam
size, whose proportions are fine and muscular, whose
features are regular, and whose complexion, though brown
is enlivened by the finest natural carnation, like that odk
Turks at Constantinople. But the majority of thwe
people are of a vulgar and savage appearance, and, bv
their habitual commerce with the Jalof and Foulah ne
groes, with whom the Moors of Zaara often mix, manv
of them acquire distinctive characters."

The principal tribes, who reside in the interior of \k
Desert, are the Wadelims, Labdesseba, Laroussve, Clieluj

Tucanois, Ouadelis, Gedingouma, Jafanon, and Ludamar
The first two are the most formidable, and extend theii

predatory system as far as the environs of Morocco, wbosf
emperor is in constant alarm at their excesses, '

They
consist of large, strong, and well-made men, haie mt-
rally stiff hair, a long beard, a furious look, large "pen.

dent ears, and nails like talons : they even convert tlie«

into a formidable kind of weapon, in the quarrels which
they have with their neighbours. The Wadelims, in par-

licular, are the most arrogant and warlike race, and spread

terror wherever they pass ; though, like all the other Moors
their courage fails them, unless they have a decided supe-'

riority of numbers in their favour.

These people live in tents, which tjiey remove at «il

they are usually of a round form, terminating in a cone,

and are covered with a thatch, made of camels' hair, so

compact that rain never penetrates through it. This co-

vering is made by the women, who also prepare the lea-

ther, of which the saddles, bridles, and various other ar-

tides, are manufactured.

The furniture of these dwellings consists of tMo!ar«e

leather sacks, which hold a few rags and scraps ofiron-

work; sometimes they have a box or two, which become

the object of cupidity amongst a whole horde. Three

or four goat-skins, in which they keep their milk and

water, several wooden platters, two large stones, for

pounding barley, a lesser one for driving in the pickets of
|

the tents, some osier-mats, which serve them for beds and

covering, and a small copper-kettle, are the whole of the

goods which distinguish the rich from the poor.
It 18 the business of the women to prepare the provi-

sions, fetch water, and attend to the horses and cattle,

which always lodge in the same tent. Those who are in
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easy circumstances keep iiegro-slaves to do the principal

part u( the lalj»ur
i

l»ut tliey arc always obliged to wait

upon their husbands themselves. In short, nothing can

exceed the arrogance of a Moor to his wife, nor the hu-

mility of the woman in the presence of her husband.

When a horde changes its situation, the women strike

the lents, load and unbuWen the camels ; and, when the

husband mounts iiis horse, his wife holds the stirrup

:

I

they are not even admitted to eat with the men ; but, when
dinner is ready, they retiie, and wait till they are called on
10 lake what is left

: indeed they may be considered in

some degree, as .he property of their husbands ; for a

Moor does not marry till he is able to buy himself a wife.

The fatiiers sell their daughters, and he who has most of
iheni is considered the richest man. The price agreed on
M always paid in advance ; and the husband may after-

wards put away his wife; but what he has given for her is

I

never returned. Nevertheless, a Moor cannot turn away
his wife witiiout obtaining permission of the oldest people
of the horde, but which they never refuse to give; so that
ihe demand is a simple matter of form.

The Moors, in general, treat their women with the most
sovereign contempt: they never take the names of their
husbands, nor do the children evtn bear the names of their
fathers, Amongst almost all the hordes, they admit only
offourorfive different names. The men are distinguished
by that of their tribe, and have some kind of surname.
.Although these women are so badly used, and though

iliey are very indecent in their manners and gestures, they
are .faithful to their husbands. An instance to the con-
irary seldom occurs ; but, when it does, the offender is

driven frtmti.e dwelling of her lord, and his relations ge-
iicrally revenge themselves, by her blood, for the disgrace
tthith she has brought upon their family.

The Moors consider the women as an inferior race of
beings, created solely for their pleasure and caprice. Their
Ideas with respect to female beauty are very singular. An
elegant shape, majestic walk, a mild and expressive physi-
"gnoiny; m short, all the charms which delight European
eye., are to them without attraction. They must have wo-
men parficularly fat ; for, with them, corpulence seems to
be every thing. " Hence," says Durant, " those women
«bo only require the assistance of two slaves to help them
to walk, can have but moderate pretensions ; but those
«iio cannot stir, and who are oblige*! to be conveyed upon
came s, are considered perfect beauties; particularly if they
lave long teeth projecting out of the mouth."
This taste of the Moors for corpulent beauties, induces
e women to take the greatest care to make themselves

"• fcvtiy morning they eat an enormous quantity of
coscofu, and drink several jugs of camel's milk. The
girls are obliged to take this food, whether they have an
appetite or not

;
and, when they refuse, they are beaten till
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they comply. This forced diet, however, does not occa-
sion indigestion, or any other disease ; on the contrary, it

occasions that degree of fatness, which passes for perfec-
tion in the eyes of the Moors. The Moorish girls are, in
other respects, little attended to, and their education is to-
tally neglected.

The boys are generally taught ta read and write the
Arabic language; and, as soon as they begin to grow up,
they are respected by the Moorish women, and even by
their mothers, who no longer eat with them. At an early
periou they are accustomed to use the poniard adroitly, and
to tear out, with their nails, the bowels of thtir adversaries :

they are taught to give a lie the semblance of truth ; are, in
short, familiarized with wickedness, and are instructed to
commit a crime with as much pleasure as they would do a
good action.

'

As a plurality of wives is permitted amongst the Moors,
a hut 13 seldom seen with less than eight or ten children!
The women live together under the same tent, without be-
traying any marks of jealousy.

The tent destined to receive a new-married couple is
ornamented with a small white flag, and the bridegroom
has a band round his forehead of the same colour.
On the d.iy of the ceremony, the bridegroom causes a

camel to be killed, for the purpose of regaling the guesU*.
I he bride, with the women and young girls of her acquaint-
ance, dance all day round a kettle-drum, and their motions
are of the most indecent kind. They dance singly, and
one after the other. She who begins the performance
stretches out her neck, and makes the most shock iing engri
maces, which are repeated by the spectators with astonish-
ing precision. They beat time with their hands, and at
length all the company put themselves in motion.

It is difficult to reconcile the sentiments of affection
which the Moors seem to possess for their children
by wliom, in return, they are tenderly loved, with the
obdurate and barbarous conduct which they display in
their families. For the slightest fault, the offender is cor-
rected with a revolting degree of severity; and the girls
being indifferent both to the father and to the mother, suffer
the greatest punishment.

Nothing can exceed the joy of the parents on the birth
of a son. The mother has no assistant, and is most fre-
quently alone. She lays down her infant, takes some milk
to refresh herself, and then goes to bed for the night. The
mother who gives birth to a son, in order to testify her joy
blackens her face for forty days. On the birth of a daugh-
ter, she only daubs it half over, and keeps it so no longer
than twenty days,

" It is difficult," says oiu- author, " to form an idea of
the pride and ignorance of the Moors: they think them-
selves the finest people in the world, and suppose that the
sun rises for them alone. ' Contemplate that planet,'

m
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said a Moor to a Christian slave ; ' it is unknown in thy

country : during the night you are not enlightened, like us,

by that orb, which rules on our days and our fasts, or oy
those luminaries which fill the celestial arch, and indicate
the hours for our prayers ;—(he alluded to the stars). You
have no trees, nor camels, nor sheep, nor sand, nor goats,'

continued he ;
' nor are your women made like ours. You

do net inhabit the earth, but are born, live, and die in your
houses that float on the sea."

The greatest luxury of a Moor is to see his wives and
daughters richly dressed, and on them he exhibits all his

opulence, by ornamenting their ears, arms, and legs, with
rings of gold and silver.

Their language is a gross kind of Arabic : it seenis, how-
ever, that its rudeness is ratlier in i onsequence of their

pronunciation, than of the corruption of the language it-

self, since several of these Moors speak it in great purity,
aiid make themselves perfectly understood among their

own countrymen.

They have very little knowledge of the arts, thoug! they
make, m a rude manner, pikes, knives, and even keitks,
from the native iron which is furnished to them by the
JNegroes. Every thing else for which thoy have occasion
comes to liieni eilhei directly or indirectly from the Eu-
ropeans.

They are but little acquainted with ' the cultivation of
land. The person who is charged with the labour repairs
to a spot which appears most moistened by rain, and scat-
ters indifferently the seeds of millet, barley, and wheat,
which he covers by drawing over them a plough harnessed
to a camel. This implement, without breaking the ground,
makes a simple furrow at its surface. If the subsequent
rams promote the growth of the seed, each person takes
the portion that belongs to him, and retires to his camp.
Sometimes, instead of waiting till the grain comes to ma-
turity, they cut it down, and dry it on hot ashes, by which
they deprive themselves of an abundant harvest, as well
as of the straw that would feed their horses.
The head and rump of their horses are not so handsome

as those of the Arabian kind; but the legs are much finer,
and the chest and body more perfect in their proportions'
"1 Iwve seen some," says Golberry, " whose colour was
uncommonly beautiful; many were of the most charming
cream tnit, others were of a slate colour, and had fine
coats and black tails ; there were also some of a most
beautiful black. These horscs are gentle and obedient:
the Moors teach them a number of singular actions; they
kneel down in order to be mounted, even by children six
years old, and, when a child falls from tiie back of one of
these annuals, it not only ,u,p. i» ,„ i,„tanf, but caresses
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hnn, and solicits him to remount, at the same time giving
hiin every assistance that can possibly be conceived. These
animals are taught to bow the head at the will of their

TpART II.

master; they bend their right knee to the ground
aft

wards their left, and in this manner they walk at the w j

of command
; they also make rapid evolutions, with th

heads turned towards their tails, and their gallop j,

'"^

least, equal to that of the finest English racers, wj'
''

Moor has ridden his horse for some hours, the aniJal'
mouth and flanks are always covered with blood.

T|,

,'

barbarians are, nevertheless, perfect horsemen
; they r^'

their legs like the Cossacks; but they are so active T
vvc may see them, while at full gallop, adjust and [km
behind the sort of lance called sagaye. They throw

tlie

'

lances with so much accuracy, that they never miss thej^

mark; and it is by the strength and rapidity of their horse!
that they stupify, run down, and overcome, the ostricne,'

with which their oases are surrounded, and which they
thii-

expel from their desert plains.
'

In the interior of the Zaara, which is the chief reii

deuce of these tribes, the Moors also raise numerous
flocks and herds of sheep, goats, and oxen : none of t|ie,j

animals are of the kind whicii are known in Europe bv

the name of Barbary sheep; tiie Zaara species is ve,;

strong, and is covered with hair instead of wool; tliisjuif

is extremely thick, but not curled: these siicep are mt
rally either black, brown, red, or yellow: when theybve
been fed for some time they become very fat, and ibej,

j

flesh is excellent.

In their solitary residences, the Moors raise a great

number of oxen, amongst which may be distinguished iw
species; one smaller than the common kind of European
oxen, but in other respects exactly similar: these small

oxen of the Desert are of the same form and colour a
ours, but they are more gentle and active: the other sp^

cies is large and strong, but has a hunch upon its Jiou|.

ders, and is, in fact, a degenerate species of the bison.

These hunch-backed oxen have a very extensive beard,

which reaches almost to the ground ; their horns are ver^

fine, and almost come in contact at the points; but ilie

distinctive character of this species u a large fleshy wen,

which rises between the shoulders : this mass of fiesi!

forms a projection cf nearly a foot in height, and is con-

sidered as a great delicacy by epicures. These animals

are very strong and docile; and, as 'their pace is very

gentle, the Moors are fond of riding them; but, instead

of a bit, Ihej pass a cord of camel's hair through the

nostrils; to this substitute for a bit they fix smaller cords,

which serve for reins, and which pass and hang over llie

hunch on the back of the animal : they saddle them in

the same manner as a horse; and, without requiring much

excitement or irritation, they go at a very quick rate,

and travel twelve or fifteen leagues without being la-

tigued. They are susceptible of an attachment to the

person who habitually attends and rides them, and are

obedient to his commands: their flesh is good, tender,
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,nd succulent, and their produce is equal to that of oxen
m general.

The Moors pass over Africa with heixis of four hundred
of ihene animals at a time, which they sell at upwards of
a thousand leagues from their deserts. They perform
ihese journeys under the protection of the negro princes
whose estates they travel through, but more particularly

a, they conceive, by the favour of their amulets, which
are profusely distributed by their Marabouts.

It is uncommonly interesting to see these savages, with
I tbei] numerous herds, cross over the largest rivers in

[

Africa, Golberry has given an account of the passage of
a herd of upwards of four hundred oxen, which was per-
formed by the Moors, between Albreda, situated on the
right bank of the Gambia, and the village of Bahio, on the
left bank; the river is upwards of three thousand five hun-
dred fatiioins wide.

"This herd," he jays, "was collected on the shore, to
ilie south of Albreda, where the Moors let them rest' for
several days, without suffering them to graze. The con-
ductors of this herd were one hundred and twenty in
luiniber, and were armed with muskets, sagayes, sabres
mi poniards.

'

"When they had resolved on passing the river, they
cau.<ed their oxen to be collected together, and suddenly
liiaJc a great shouting: they then selected about forty
aiiinmls from the herd, which were destined to form the
dvanced-guard, and were considered as if they possessed a
cbrm: trom this a select number were again chosen of

I

those which were the best swimmers, and, at the same time
the strongest and most docile. Ten Moors were then
chosen to direct this advanced-guard, and each of these
conductors seemed to pay great attention in selecting the
animal which was to convey him across the river. Across
Ilie horns of each ox they fixed a cord of camel's hair
about four feet in length ; they then mounted their oxen
in a standing posture, their feet firmly adhering to the
projection on the back of the animal; they kept their
bodies erect, but rather inclining backwards, a„d they
snorted themselves by means of the cord fix.-d to the
animal's horns: on their heads they carried their arms

I
and clotlnng.

"When every thing was thus arranged, the advanced-
guard was conducted to the banks of the river: the lead
ors then made loud outcries, which were answered by the
"ttle of the advanced guard ; and the Moors and oxen of
>be man, body also repeated them, lu.medmtely after-

:™!^:r!!i^"?'''^'r^'''--^'---<i'>.the
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j'wce of their conductors: the eldest ,.f .h» M,.^,. .-{

I'^evan; his ox made way through the current with IrZ
|e«)lution; the other animals followed the chief of their

wited them by their expressions.
'

When they were all immersed, the scene was truly.ng ar; only the heads of the oxen were perc.ptibland the upper part of the bodies of their condrctorsrwho

to lead th "T1: ^' *=*"'' «' "'^ fi'« «-«»'i""edto lead the van, and the others followed exactly in hi,track
:
they were three hours in passing the ri,er ZZwhich time the main body of the troop continued oTZ"ghtbank close to the river, with their eyes attem velyhxed on those who were making the passage.

^
When the advanced-guard had airived at the oppositebank the conductors suddenly gave three great iTtl,which were answered with three bellowings by the oxen

" The signals were repeated by the Moors and oxen ofthe principal troop, and then one might easily see the
...patience of the animals, who stedfastly looked on thea^anced-guard that had safely arrived, 'and testified byIheir motions their desire of a junction
"The principal treop was now collected, and severalother oxen were chosen to lead the way; these chieTothe body were twenty in number, and twenty Moorsmounted the predestined animals, in the same nLn r

their predec^essors had mounted the advanced-guard.
l-.ve Moors placed themselves at the head of thetroop very „ear to each other, and repeated their shouts;he chiefs entered the river, all the oxen immediately fol•owed, and were at once surrounded by the tide- the in

terest of this view was greater than the former, on account
of the vast number of cattle.

« Several of the young Moors occa.^-^nally swam a,nongst
the beasts, supporting themselves by their horns: this se-cond passage lasted upwards of four hours.
"It is thus that the Moors, and their oxen, cross the

largest rivers, and are never interrupted or impeded in the
direction they are inclined to take."

The ordinary food of the Moors is millet, barley, wheat,
milk, honey, locusts, and wild animals. Thev make no
use of poultry or domestic animals, except at t'he last ex-
tremity, or on solemn occasions, such as the visits of
p..nce8 or distinguished friends, the birth of sons, mar-
nages, or deaths. They pass alternately from abstinence
to voracity. Their religion subjects them to frequent and
ngorous fasts: in their travels they endure hunger and
tlmst; but, when they find an opportunity of satisfying
their appetite, they eat at a single meal more than three
Europeans, and drink in proportion.
These people are almost continually at war; frequently

among themselves, but oftener with the Negroes. In
battle, those who are mounted on horses are "hidden in
clouds of dust', but the camel, whose pace is heavy, though
.t takes long steps, is scarcely less useful than the horse;
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for, atiimatt'd by (lie slioutiiig of its rider, it dashes

amongst the crowd, and produces inore carnage by its

bit^s than it effected by tiie musketry. The Moors never

make their attack in order of battle ; but as many men
as there happens to be, so many separate combats take

place ; and he wiio throws his adversary to the ground,

seizes on his arms, and retires precipitately with the fruit

of his conquest; but, if the person conquered be a

negro, he is detained and made a slave.

Such incursions generally ruin one party or the other.

Those who possessed a considerable stock of cattle are

reduced, in one day, to the most dreadful misery, and

despoiled by others, who, the evening before, had no pro-

perty at all. The weaker tribes are, of course, the most

exposed ; and, therefoie, take care to live at a distance

from die others, especially from the Wadelinis aud Lab-

dessebas.
^

Their ordinary arms are sabres, sagayes, and arrows,

the last two of which they throw with great strength and

accuracy. Some of them procure from the Europeans

or Negroes muskets or pistols ; but they cannot make use

of them for any length of time, because those w hich are

brought to them from Europe are of a very bad kind

;

besides which, the humidity of the climate causes them

to be speedily covered with rust, while the heat spoils the

temper of the metal : they, therefore, soon become use-

less, as there are no workmen clever enough to repair

them.

The Moors are very hospitable ; every stranger, of what-

ever country or tribe he may be, or whether known to

them or not, i'. kindly received. If several travellers ar-

rive at any place together, the inhabitants defray amongst

them the expenses of their reception. They all, without

distinction, congratulate him upon his arrival, assist him

in taking off his luggage, and convey it to a place of se-

curity. He is then conducted behind a bush to pass the

night ; for it is an invariable custom among these people

never to admit a stranger into their tents. When this

ceremony is over, the people sit down around him, and

enquire the news of the country from which he comes

;

whether such a horde have evacuated the spot oh which

they last encamped, whether he have met with others on

his passage, and the motives for and extent of his jour-

ney. They never put any questions about his health till

he has satisfied them on all the other points of their cu-

riosity.

The next day the traveller continues his route, and goes

off without taking leave of any one : if he happen to re-

main longer, it is considered an infringement upon their

hospUality, and ihev lei him know it by giving him a

smaller allowance, which they continue to diminish as

long as he stays, and thus politely force him to depart.

Justice, among the Moors, is prompt aud decisive

[part ii,

Civil rights are little respected ; but they know the necej-

sity of checking men from committing crimes by the ei.

ample of punishment. On these occasions, and in ordi-

nary cases, the guilty individuals are conducted before the

king of the tribe, who judges them alone, and accordinii

to his caprice. When a man is accused of a capital of.

fence, the prince calls in the most ancient people of tlie

horde, and pronounces his judgment according to their

opinion, which is instantly carried into execution.
Caoi.

tal punishments, however, are only inflicted upon Ne.

groes : those of the Moors are fines, restitution, and bi.

nishment.

Tlie most common diseases of the Moors are internal.

tent fevers and dysenteries, which are speedily cured bv

sudorifics^ a few simple syrups, and a mild diet. Indeed

the patients often abandon themselves to the bole aid of

nature, and quickly recover. The Moors have no phni-

cians, and the old women are employed in taking care of

the sick. There may be seen amongst them a great num-

ber of old men, who enjoy full health and vigour, tliougli

their whole time has been passed in continual exertions

and under all the fatigues and privations inseparable from

their mode of life. It has, however, been remarked

that the less they have been connected with Europeans

the less have they been liable to infirmity and disease

because, while they remained in their frugal and simple

mode of life, their constitution was not affected by stroni

drinks or high-seasoned food.

The small-pcx makes, from time to time, great ravagei

amongst the Moors, from whom it passes amongst tlie

southern Negroes : those of the Senegal and the Gam-

bia practise inoculation. Amongst them a death is an-

nounced by terrible cries, and the women are employed

to make the notification. On this occasion, all those be-

longing to an encampment repair to the tent of the de-

ceased, where some cry, and others sing his praises. Yen

often they change parts; so that the women cry, laugli,

and sing, alternately. Afterwards the body is washed,

dressed, and carried to an elevated spot, where it is

placed in a grave, with the face turned towards the east,

and the head rather raised. They cover the grave willi

stones, to secure the corpse from the attacks of carni-

vorous animals.

Their dress is very simple. The rich w ear trowsers and I

pagnes, or pieces of cotton, which hang down to the

ground ; the latter forms a sort of great-coat, witiiout

buttons, which they pass over the breast, and fasten «illi

a belt ; in this belt they place a poniard or large knife,

sometimes two ; and, as they have no pockets, they pui I

in their busum whatever they have occaEiou to carry abutii
j

them. A handkerchief is attached to the belt, but theM

use it more for wiping their hands and face than an* I

other purpose: those who are of some respectabilit|

I

^
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cairy iwo- The common people have their head, legs,

and feet, naked ; but the others wear Morocco slippers,

I or,
lometimes, half-boots, and always round the head a

p,ll of white linen, which forms a turban. The latter,

likewise, wear a woollen cloak, wluch is of a white colour,

very finely niade, and is brought to them from Morocco

I
or Tunis : this cloak is very simple, and has at top a

: pointed cape, with which they cover their heads; at the

end of this hood is a long string with a tassel. They
never wear sabres, except in the army ; and then they

either carry them in the hand, or pass them between the

1
belt and their body. When they ride on horseback, the

I princes wear a sort of jockey-boots, of Morocco, and a

mass of arms, which are fastened to the saddle-bow ; and

ihey carry a lance or sagaye in their hands. The others

ride almost naked, but are always armed either with mus-
kets, bows and arrows, or sagayes.

The kings are dressed in finer stuffs than the other

Moors :
they have likewise larger tents, and are remark-

I
able for being covered with white linen or cotton.

Tiie head-dress of the Moorish women is composed of
a bandeau of white cotton, a part of which is larger than
the rest, and serves as a veil for the face when they go in

Itiiesun: they often go veiled from head to foot. They
ive fine and long hair, which they plait, and leave flow-

g
on their shoulders

: they wear long trowsers, shifts

nidi very wide sleeves, and a girdle under the bosom ; and
round the neck a piece of linen, generally blue, which
bangs down to the heels; they walk with their legs and
feet naked

;
but the princesses, when they pay visits, or on

days of ceremonies, use European slippers.

I

Their religion is Mahometanism ; and they are very zeal-
oin, but ridiculously superstitious, and cover themseKes

|
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with charms
: their priests have these articles ready pre-

pared for all circumstances and occasions, and sell them
at a very high price.

These charms, or amulets, are various, and contained
m little cases of Morocco, made with considerable inge-
nuity: they have some for the head, others for the eyes,
and, in short, for all parts of the body, as well as for all
diseases, dangers, and sorceries: they hang these charms
m every comer of their tents; they cover their oxen, ca-
mels, and horses, with them.

In the Deseit, they have no mosques, but they meet iu
the open air

:
for the duty which they most scrupulously

observe is that of prayer, of which tiiere are several re-
petitions in a day, and the first of which begins before
sun-rise.

The priest is remarkable for his long beard, and
IS dressed in a piece of woollen cloth, half white and
half erimson, wliich floats loosely about his body. His
figure is, in general, emaciated by fasting and the conti-
nual wearing a kind of chaplet of an enormous size; and
his voice is melancholy and lamentable. He. begins his
office by ordering the people to come and range them-
selves under his banner, to hear and sing the praises of
the Prophet: they all run towards him with the most holy
respect. The priest first inclines himself towards the
earth, scatters with his hands that on which his feet have
rested, and then, taking a handful of that which has not
been sullied by his steps, he, for want of water, rubs it

over his face, hands, and arms, in order to purify himself;
in which action the people all imitate him.
The commerce of these Moors extends to every object

with which, they can traffic, and to every thing tha' holds
out a prospect of advantage.

CHAPTER IV.

NEGROLAND AND SIERRALEONE.

Iiyr
Situation, Climate, Soil, Sfc.

lilEGROLAND is an extensive country of Africa
r^hmg from eighteen degrees of west to a hundred and
Ity degrees of east longitude, and from ten to twenty

Jgrees of north latitude. It is bounded by the Great
desert of Zaara. on the north; by unknown countries, on
the east; by Guinea, on the south; and by the Atlantic
^«an, on the west; and is watered by the great river
•^'ger, which runs through it from east to west
rhe entrance into the Niger or Senegal River is narrow
3j- vol. 1.

and difficult; but, after sailing up eight or ten leagues, it

IS found broad and deep ; and, excepting about five leagues
on each side above the mouth, which consists of sandy
and barren ground, the banks are covered with stately
trees, and the country appears tolerably fertile.

To the east and north-east of the island of Senegal, the
country, as far as is known, is overrun with woods and
marshes; the Senegal, Gambia, and Sherbro, which are
regarded as branches of one immense river, passing through
It, in their way to the Atlantic Ocean. During the rainy

5 K
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months, which continue from July to October, they lay
the whole country under water ; and, indeed, the audden
rise of these waters is incredible to persons who are un-
acquainted with the violent rains that fall between the tro-

pics. At Galam, nine hundred miles from the mouth of
the Senegal, the river rises gradually, during the rainy
season, above twenty feet perpendicular over part of that
flat coast, which of itself so freshens the water, that ships
laying at anchor, at the distance of three leagues from its

mouth, generally make use of it, and take in water there
for their voyage home. When the rains are at an end, the
intense heat of the sun usually dries up those stagnating
waters which lie on the higher parts, and the remainder
from lakes and marshes, in which are found all sorts of
dead animals. At this season the winds blow so hot from
the land, that they may be compared to the heat proceed-
ing from the mouth of an oven, and bring with them an
intolerable smell. The lions, tigers, and other wild beasts,
then resort to the river, and seek a respite from the into-
lerable heat, by steeping their bodies under water : the
birds, also, soar to an immense height, and fly a prodi-
gious way over the sea, where they continue till the wind
changes.

SIERRA LEONE is so called from the river of that
name, which is said to have derived this appellation
from the great number of lions that infest the adjacent
mountains.

A British settlement was formed, in the year 1791, on
this part of the coast of Africa. The purposes for which
it was established were, the introduction of Christianity
and civilization.among the natives of Africa. This colony
is situated in eight degrees twelve minutes north latitude,
and about thirteen degrees west longitude from Green-
wich, on the south bank of the river Sierra Leone; this

river is near two leagues wide at its entrance, and has a
safe and deep channel for ships of any burden, at all sea-
sons. About six or seven miles from its mouth it divides
mto two branches, one of which contains Bance Island, and
runs to Rokelle and Port Logo ; the other is called Bunch
River, in which the island of Gambia is situated.

On the north of Sierra Leone the land is iow and cham-
paign, producing abundant crops of rice; the cultivation
of which, and the making of salt, constitute the chief
occupations of the natives. On the south, it rises into
hills, which, forming one upon

. another, become lofty
mountains, which are covered with perpetual verdure.
The valleys near the sea are inhabited, but the mountain^
ous parts are neglected. The natives cultivate little more
rice than is necessary for their own consumption; so that
when a croj, fails, they are reduced to tlie greatest
(Ustress.

The distinction of seasons here is into rainy and dry.
From December to June may be denominated the dry

GEOGRAPHY.
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season; the other months constitute the rainy and tornad
season. The tornados generally commence early in Jn
and continue the greatest part of July : they begin agaT
some time in October, and last till the end of November"
A singular circumstance is, that they always happen at
near the time of high or low water; from which circum'
stance, it ii probable, Uiat they are inauenced by the jamj
causes that operate on the flux or reflux of the sea.

Towards the middle of December, the air is raw, moist
and cold, and, giving a dangerous check to the

perspira.'

tion, renders the skin dry and chapt, and frequently cause,
fevers and agues. Even the birds and beasts droop under
the influence of this ungenial temperature of the air; and
the very woods shrink from its effects. These winds
which are denominated the haramatans, are frequent alonJ

the African coast, from December to March,
generally

without fog; and some writers describe them as little les',

than pestilential. It appears, however, that health mav be

preserved by care and judicious medical assistance,
«iil,

little more danger than in the variable climate of En'land,

Minerals, Fossils, Sfc] Negroland contains min°es of

iron, copper, silver, and gold, though we ar^ not cerlain

whether many of them are wrought. Mr. Moore infornij

us, that the gold which the merchants bring down to ilie

European traders on the river Gambia is of a verjgood

quality, and finer than the steriing gold. They bring ii in

small bars, thick in the middle, and turned round inio

rings, from ten to forty shillings value. These merclianti
I

are blacks of the Mandingo race. They are very unwilling

to say much of the interior countries ; and all ourautbr
I

could gather concerning the gold was, that it is not washed
j

out ofthe sand, but dug out of mines in the mountains,

The same author informs us, that tliere are several

hills of a beautiful marble, of different colours, but chiefly

red, and that it would be no difficult matter to bring

It to Europe. He also mentions another mountain of |

red marble, mixed with white veins, which are so briglil

and shining, that they appear like silver. This marbfeij

so hard, that it is used instead of flints by the natives.

The natural salt, formed at the bottom of certain pool)

near the sea, is a curiosity mentioned by the same author.

He reckons eight of these pools, wherein the salt is natu-
j

rally formed at the bottom of the water, like a scaly stone;

which being broke with long iron crows, the salt rises up

to the surface, and the natives skim it off, and dry it in the
I

air. Whatever quantity they take, it does not appear ti

diminish in the least ; but this salt, being very corrosive, i

only used to cure raw hides.

P"egetables.] The palm-tree, in Negroland, Mr. Moore
j

describes as growing to the height of sixty, seventy, or a

hundred feet. From this tree the natives extract a sort of

whitish liquor, like whey, called palm-wine, by making ap

incisiou at the top of the trunk, and inserting a pipe, made!

n
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of leaves, through which the liquor nms into gourd-bottles.

..This wine," says our author, " is pleasant to drink as soon

38 drawn, being exceeding sweet, but it is apt to disorder

ihe botttld. In n day or two, however, it ferments, and

grows hard and strong, like Rhenisli wine ; at which time it

may be drank without any dangerous consequences. It is

veiy surprising to see how nimbly the negroes climb up
these trees, having nothing to assist them but a piece of

bark, made round like a hoop, with which they enclose

ilitiiiselves and the tree, and so, setting their feet against

ihe tree, and their backs against the hoop, they ascend very

swiftly; sometimes, however, they fall down, and lose their

lives, either by missing their footing, or by the breaking of
ihe hoop."

What is called the ciboa-tree, seems to be another spe-

cies of the palm, growing, like that, to a great height, and
yielding a wine in the same manner, but not quite so sweet
as the former. The trunk of this tree, as well as the palm,
is full of sap when young, but very tough when old ; and'

ihe leaves that grow on the top are of great service in

covering of houses.

There is also a species of pahn growing in these parts,
«hich yields an oil, called palm-oil, or oil of Senegal : it is'

of an orange-colour and fragrant smell, and is obtained
from the pulp of the fruit, by adding to it a large quantity
of boiling water, and stirring them in a kettle over the fire

lillthey are completely mixed. Then, taking the kettle off
Ihe fire, they let the matter stand till its more solid parts
subside to the bottom ; and, having skimmed off the oil

ihat floats on the surface, they repeat the operation by pour-
ing on it more boiling water. This oil is of the consist-
ence of butter, and used as such by the Africans, who also

i

burn it when old. In Europe it is esteemed a good remedy
against cold humours, and is said to strengthen the nerves,
give ease in pains of the gout, remove weariness, and relax

I

contracted parts.

Mr. Stibbs has given a description of a tree called pau
(le sangiic, or blood-vessel, from a reddish gum which it

yields. This tree grows plentifully all up the River Gam-
bia and IS a hard wood, of a beautiful grain, and polishes
finely, so that it is very proper for cabinet-work : but, as it
does not grow to any great height or bulk, it is not easy to

!

W one that will produce a plank of fifteen or sixteen
I
Hichts broad. It grows generally in a dry rocky soil, on

- sides and tops of hills ; and, when the wood is first cut
I

It lias an agreeable smell. Upon wounding this tree the
j.iice oozes out like drops of blood, which, joined together
wl being dried by the sun, congeal into lumps. Mr.
Moore ha. had soniu as large as pullets' eggs ; but he gives
"0 account of the trees growing so plentifully near the

I
™r as Mr. Stibbs represents.

ilie principal commodity on the banks of the River Se-
negal IS gum Senegal, which is used both in medicine and
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III many art. and manufactures, particularly by «Uk weaver.
dyers, and pamters in water-colours. The tree, from which
U IS produced, i. described by Lebat as « species of acacia •

bemg .mall, prickly, full of branches, and covered with
very narrow leaves, moderately long, and of a perpetual
verdure. According to some authors, it bears a white
flower, composed of five leaves, which form a kind of cup •

but other naturalists represent it as formed of one leaf in
the n.anner of a fu.mel, and the flower, are in clusters ;

'the
flower „ succeeded by a pod, three or four inches long,
hiled with stuall, round, hard, and black, grains, which serve
to propagate the species. Of this kind of gum-tree there
are three forests, all iu- the deMrt north of the river, and
nearly at equal distances from it. Every year produces
two crops of gum ; the first in December, and the otherm March. The first tears or exudations are the largest,
driest, and most pure, with every other advantage required
in this drug

;
and the other more soft, glutinous, and im-

pure. The December crop is gathered after the rains
have ceased, and the moisture of the earth has rendered
the sap more abundant; but that in March is procured by
making incisions in the trees, which have then too little
vigour to produce it of themselves. The natives, who
feed upon this gum after it is dissolved in milk, sell it by a
cubic measure, called a quintal, which holds about two
hundred weight

; and thi* they exchange for goods of
about two shillings value. The white and smaller tears
of this gum are often sold for the true gum Arabic, and in-
deed their properties and qualities are much the same.
The banana-tree bears a fruit six or seven inches long,

covered, when ripe, with a yellow and tender skin. Its
leaves are two yards long, and about twelve inches wide;
and the fruit grows upon a stalk about six yards high, each
stalk bearing only one single cluster or bunch, which per-
haps consists of forty or fifty bananas. When the bunch
is gathered, they cut off the stalk, otherwise it would bear
no more fruit. The pulp of the fruit is as soft as marma-
lade, of a very pleasant taste, and said to be very nourish-
ing. The fruit of the plantain-tree is not much unlike the
banana, either in taste or shape, only it is somewhat longer.
The tree called agon, resembles a beech, and is ex-

tremely poisonous. Its fruit is of an oblong form, like
the pod of a bean

; and is distinguished, by its size, into
three kinds, all of which have the most malignant qualities.

Within the pod are enclosed four or five square beans, each
encircled with a hard rind, and containing a yellow kernel,
from which the poison is extracted. These are used by
the natives in poisoning their arrows, and nothing ran more
effectually answer that purpose, as the smallest quantity,
being infused into a wound, proves fatal.

Animals,'] This part of Africa abounds with elephants,
lions, and other wild beasts. Mr. Stibbs tells us, that
one morning, as he was examining a hill in the vicinity of
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the Gambia, lie found, nrar the top, a lion'a den, and soon

after heard the lion roaring at no grant distance, which oc-

casioned him to hasten to the bottom of the mountain.

The den, he says, was cunningly chosen in a solitary

place, about threc-quartc-rs up the hill, at the foot of a

precipice in the side of a rock. It was difficult of access,

but large and conmiodious, yet undoubtedly formed by

nature. The track to it, with the footsteps, excrements,

and even some of the hair, of the animal, left him no room
to doubt but that it was the residence of a lion. The
roaring of these creatures he frequently heard in the night,

but he could not say that ever he had seen one in the woods.

However, he had once the sight of two or three hundred

elephants in a drove, coming down to the river to drink,

which raised the dust like the smoke of a glass-house fire;

and another time he saw a great number of those animals

•wim across the river, not above a (juarter of a mile a-head

of his vessel.

Here are also plenty of guanas, which resemble little

alligators. The natives say, that, when a man comes
near them unawares, they will sometimes break his legs

with their tail ; which, however, appears almost impossible,

the whole animal being seldom above a yard long. The
negroes, and some white men, eat the guana as a great

dainty ; and affirm that it tastes as well as any rabbit.

Snakes and other venomous reptiles abound here, as in

most hot and sandy countries. Mr. Moore tells us, " that

the natives are much afraid of the black snakes, wliich he
himself has seen three yards long, and as large as the small

of his leg. He siiot a green snake about two yards long,

but in the thickest part not above three inches in circum-

ference. This kind of snake, he was informed by the na-

tives, is not at all venomous ; but they have so many that

are so, that tliey seldom go without a remedy aliout them,
in case tliey should be bitten by any of these poisonous
animals.

In some places, there arc said to be toads as large as

a plate : tliese are mortal enemies' to the snakes, with

which they have frequent engagements. There are like-

wise many centipedes, whose bite occasions a violent pain
for several hours, but is not mortal. Spiders of a mon-
strous size are also found here, and are said to be very

venomous.

Several remarkable insects are found near tue river Gam-
bia, and other parts of Negroland. Mr. Moore tells us,

that during the time of a very dreadful tornado, a sort of
large flies, with long wings, came on board a sloop in the
river, in such prodigious numbers, that flying into the flame
of the candles, the table was soon covered with those that

had burnt their wings ; and others, which were not burnt,

shed tlieir wings as they walked along the table, and then
were nothing but so many isrge maggots.

The mosquetoes are the greatest plague of any vermin

[""AHT II.

on (he river. They are even worse than the saud-flie

which are so little as hardly to be discerned. TUew '<

any wind be stirring, arc notable to bite; but the rnojnn

toes regard neither wind nor any thing else, giving a per

son continual disturbance, especially in the night-tini,

Tliey may be compared to our English gnats, but are mucli

more troublesome ; when they bite, the part itches ven

much, and cannot be scratched without great danger.

In the rainy season, the frogs, of which there are vaii

numbers, are much larger than those in England, maif

as much noise in the night as a pack of hounds, and not

unlike it at a considerable distance. The noise, together

with that of the screech-owls, and the wild-beasts in the

woods and mountains, is extremely disagreeable.

Cities, Sfc] Bohnou, the capital of the kingdom or

province which bears the same name, is situated in a levtl

country, near the banks of a small river ; it is encircled bv

a strong wall, of considerable height, and encompansed

with a ditch. The city has seven gates, tiiat are regulatly

shut every evening about sun-set ; but the streets are erect.

cd in a careless manner, without any regard to order or re-

gularity.

The houses, which, exclusive of their dimensions ire

exactly similar, are divided into parallel squares, subdivided

into apartments, except the interior space, which is Icftuu.

covered ; there is likewise a detached square at the back

of each house, for the protection of cattle. The rooms

ill the largest houses are commonly eleven feet in Iiei4t,

and twenty in length and breadth. I'he walls are coin-

posed of alternate layers of clay and stone, plastered witli

tempered clay, and white-washed. The roofs, which are

constructed of branches and brushwood, are water-proof,

for about two years; but, at the expiration of that time,

they require some repairs, as they cannot longer resist llie

violence of the frequent storms.

The furniture is extremely simple, comprising merelj a

skin, or mat, to sleep on, a few articles of pottery, a lamp,

a kettle, and some wooden bowls or dishes. The higher

class of natives, however, have handsome carpets, leathern

cushions, brass candlesticks, and copper utensils.

This city is furnished with several mosques and publir

seminaries, where the children are instructed in the doc-

trines of the Koran. The palace is surrounded with a

high wall, in a corner of the town, and the principal

mosque is erected in the centre. A market for provijioii!

is likewise established in the city, at which a camel will

generally sell for six or seven pounds ; a horse from three

pounds to seven pounds ten shillings ; a cow or bull, sin

shillings; an ostrich, six shillings: a sheep, three shilling),

and an antelope, one shilling and six-pence, sterling.

The city of Kassina resembles in appearance that of

Bornou, and is the usual residence of the monarch :
it ii

situated at the distance of five days journey from the Ri»e'
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JJigfr. The currency consists of littie shell.^, called

rowriw, Ilia' af" «lw "'cd by the Negro states, on the

south of the River Niger: two thousand five hundred of

these shells are equivalent to a mitical of Fezzan, or ten

jhiiliiigs and three halfpence sterling.

Rtligioii, Government, Sfc] The ruling powers are Ma-
Iwmelans, who usually speak Arabic, and decipher the

Ijnriioii language in Arabic characters. Many of the com-
moil people still retain the Pagan opinions of their fore-

fjihors; but this diversity of religion never affects the in-

itiiine peace of the country.

The natives acknowledge the existence of a God, who
made ant! governs all things : but they have no idea of
ihnlting him for benefits, or deprecating his wrath. Their
4erings are made to their genii, who are supposed to be
ilieiiiimciiiate agents of the deity. These genii are small
images of clay, in the rude form of a man : they are ge-
nerally placed at the foot of a Uee, and a small shed is

I

erected over them. To these they offer the most insigni-

ficant articles, such as bits of cloth, cups, brass-rings,
I ,r beads. When (hey wish to render them propitious^
iky make small libations of some liquor, and drink the'

rest themselves, before the altars. Besides these, they
have small images of wood, painted black, which may
be considered as their lares, or household gods ; but they
meet with little attention, except on particular emergen-
ties, when their assistance is deemed necessary.

The monarchy of Bornou is elective, though the king
asiunies the title of Sultan; and hence the felicity of the
people is frequently destroyed, while their pride is gratified,
by so splendid an acknowledgment of their power. On

I

ibc demise of a king, three of the chief citizens are no-
ted, to select, from among the princes, a successor

to the government, without any regard to the rights of
llielirst-bom. During this deliberation, the members of
tbe royal family are confined in separate apartments, and
Hben the election is made, the new monarch is liberated
and conducted in silence to a spot, where he beholds the

|lifeli« remains of his father. An oration is then pro-
nounced over the corpse, in which the virtues and the vices
of the late ruler are faithfully described, and the various
Msures recited, that tended to immortalize his honour

lor tarnish the glory of his reign. This harangue is al-
way-s closed by these woids, which are addressed to the

l™ jact of their choice, " The end of your mortal career
lis before your eyes; the c/cr«a/, that must succeed, will
|be happy or miserable, in the same proportion as your
l^ions shall prove a blessing or a curse to your sub-

The successor is then conducted to the palace, amidst
I be joyous acclamations of his people, who invest him™ a complete authority over the slaves of his father
liind give him two-tbirds of the lands and cattle, retaining

30. VOL. I.
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the other part as a suitable portion for the other branch,-,
of the royal fannly.

His majesty's brothers are then admitted, who prostrate
themselves before the throne, and publicly promise alle-
gi«nce, by kissnig his hand; but, if their sincerity is sus-
pected, they are either doomed to perpetual captivity or
removed by death; sometimes an ambitious or popular
pnnce veils his disloyal intentions with the upccious dis-
guise of warm attachment, till he has created a party
sufficiently powerful to dethrone the reigning brother, and
seize upon the throne

: such an example, if successful
immediately raises a similar attempt, and, unless he se'
cures his ill-acquired greatness, by the extirpation of hi.
own family, a just retaliation inevitably descends upon
him. '

Such of the royal children as are accounted too youni
to receive the division of their father's wealth, are broughl
up at the palace, till they arrive at years of discretion,
when they are invested with their respective portions. Each
of the four lawful wives, belonging to the deceased mo-
narch, has a separate dwelling assigned her, with an estab-
hshment suitable to their dignity. The royal concubines
are permitted to return to their friends, with all their or-
naments and apparel, and are at full liberty to enter into
the marriage-state, whenever they think proper.

Governors are appointed by the king over the various
parts of the empire, and the execution of criminals is left
to the direction of the cadi, who generally causes a slave
to behead the malefactor. In this instance the humanity
of the sovereign appears considerable, when compared
with the neighbouring princes, who both act as judges
and executioners among a wretched people.
The revenue of the king arises from his hereditary lands,

and taxes upon various articles of commerce; besides
which, he might procure an immense sum from the salt-
lakes; but, though the neighbouring parts and several
Negro countries are totally destitute of this valuable ar-
ticle, the provincial traders of Agades are permitted, ac-
cording to an ancient custom, to load their camels every
year, at the lakes of Bornou, and thus monopolize all
the profits of the trade. The military force consists chiefly
of cavalry, whose arms are lances, sabres, pikes, and
shields, composed of hides. If the sovereign finds it ne-
cessary to raise an army, he commands his servants to
place a date-tree at one of the gates in the capital, for
the horsemen to pass over singly, till the tree is worn
asunder by the horses' feet, which is then regarded as a
signal, that the needful levy is completed.

Customs, Manners, S;c.] Children, of both sexes, iu
Negroland, wear no clothes till they are thirteen or fourteen
years of age, when those of distinction wear a cotton
cloth from the waist downwards, while the poorer sort
remain in their primitive nakedness. Women of middle

5 L
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rank wear girdles of riuihes, or palm-leavei, neatly inter-

woven, and hanging down to their knce». They likewise

have copper, braw, or iron, bracelets round their wrists,

and large rings upon their legs, to which they hang sil-

ver bells. The most common dress is the tomy, which
if made of woollen cloth, manufactured by tlienisclvcs.

This the females tie round their waists, letting it fall to

tha knee; bnt the men, fixing it before, bring it between
their legs, and fasten it to a girdle behind. The women
endeavour to attract the regard of the men, by drawing

a lino of white, yellow, or red paint across their forehead,

with circles of the same round their amis, legs, and waist.

The men wear much the same ornaments, which differ

only in the size of the brnceluts und rings on their arms,

legs, fingers, and toes. The poorest negro is seliioni with-

out some of these, and their number is increased in pro-

portion to the wealth or vanity of the wearer.

In general the common people go baie-hcaded and bare-

footed. The principal men, in imitation of the Europeans,
wear a red cap and sandals, and also ornament Uieir shirts

and drawers with worsted embroidery. All the men are

provided with a large straight knife, hiui)^ in a sheath on
the right thigh, by way of defence, and another smaller

one, for the purpose of eating. Tatooing is pretty gene-

ral, which not only distinguishes the different tribes from
each other, but likewise marks the condition of the porty,

as a slave is not allowed to be tatoocd in the same man-
ner as a free-man. Some raise the skin in such a man-
ner as to make their bodies appear embossed ; others are

punctured with a sharp-pointed instrumeut, dipped in a
liquid, which leaves an indelible mark.

The negroes of the interior countries are extremely
libidinous ; but they are said to be temperate, gentle, and
sociable. They have an aversion to the shedding of hu-
man blood, and seldom make war but in their own defence.
They are united by friendship, and ready to assist and
relieve each other. Hence, if a friend be under misfor-
tunes, they will share their clothes, their provisions, and
all they have, with him ; and, should it be their case to

be distressed, they would meet with the same treatment
in return.

In Sierra Leone, no notice is taken of a stranger on his

arrival till he announces his visit in form, and then he is

provided with every necessary apart from the family. When
the women meet upon visits, they join their right-hands,

and curtsey; but the young and unmarried embrace with
the most apparent affection. Mothers never wean their

children till they are able to walk, and carry a calabash of
water, which they are instructed to do as soon as possible.
Sterility is dreaded, as the greatest reproach. In their do-
mestic arrangements, the head wife, surrounded by her hus-
band's women, is employed in spinning or carding cotton,
while CM ©f the cempany amuses the rest by telling stories.

UNIVERSAL GEOGRAPHY [part I,.

Both sexes are passionately fond of dancing, and il|.

seldom lose the opportunity of a fnie evening Rir i„;

ing this diversion. Ilesides the birth of a child ujl'
arrival of a friend, even the death of a relation,

furniuli,,

them with a pretext for their favourite amusement,
'Ihf

dances are culled cullunjee; the performers in wliich ar

dressed in a grotesque style, and in their huniU iJuy yj
pieces of Hat wood, wliich they clap together, by »»
of keeping time.

The most favourite musical instrument is the drum imj

of this there aif various sorts, which give a Metm
sound. They have also two kinds of stringed instninitm,

one is a sort of guitar ; the other is in tlie form of a

Welch harp, but not above two feet long. The slriiir,

are made of the fibres of u plant, and the hair of an elv.

phant's tail.

The carpenter, blacksmith, and charm-maker, are the

only trades in general estimation among them, and tlieir

workmanship is not destitute of neatness ami iiigenuin,

Every family spin and weave their own cloth, and make

up (heir clothes.

The houses are only one story higii, and tlicy arc eiilitr

round or an oblong square, the sides being formed of up.

right posts, wattled, and covered with a stiff ciaj;
tlic

roofs arc supported by long poles, and thatchud «illi

grass. They have, generally, two doors on opposite side!

which admit an agreeable draught of air in this hot climate,

Their doors, however, are not like ours, except amongst

those who pique themselves on imitating the Europeins:

the others consist of a mat fixed to the roof; and, when

this mat is let down, no one must be so rude as to enter

without giving notice, though this precaution is unneces.

sary when the mat is raised. The edges of the roof pro.

ject seven or eight feet over the wall, and is thus con-

verted into a sort of portico, which secures the wall frran

rain, and, with certain additions, serves as a place for

their stores. The junction of several of these habitations

forms a town, which often covers a quantity of ground,

and is generally enclosed with a mud-wall. When the

people are at war, they have several barriers, which they

enclose always at sun-set, and never open them on any

occasion whatever till morning : they are guarded all the

night by vigilant sentinels.

In the more distant parts of the country, the natives,

however, build large houses of bricks, baked in the sun;

and these houses may last many years, if care be taken to

secure them from the injuries of the weather. No chim-

neys are constructed in their habitations, though they mate

a fire in thein every evening, to drive away the mosqueto!,

and prepare their food.

The common people, slaves, and children, sleep on

mats or dried skins, spread upon the ground; but the free

negroes, and those in easy circumstances, haveakmiiof
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.Icovc, frfrnie.1 of f«„r Nt.ke. driven into thr earth on
which Iff hung ninis, in the manner of « urtain.^ I,,' ,hc
roen'i .partnunl, i, a box to contain (heir clothes and
,„„ure, which I. covered with a mat or a skin, whereon
,h.y pl.ce their weapons. The women', chan.her con
tain, ilie d<.mestic ulensiJ,, mat., stools, and always u
lookiiiR-glasit

^

»P„l,gan.y in these region, is practised," snvg Durai.t
",„ it, utmost latitude. The women are f....,uently hostage.'
for alliance and peace; and the chief, of two tribes who
have beni at war, cement their treaties by an exchuiiKe „f
,|,„r daughters; private individuals do the same; and U.i,
anumslunce may be the reason why the chiefs, in panj
riilar, have such a great number of women
"A girl is frequenily betrothed to a man'as soon as she

. bom; and on the ,lay agreed on for inarrinLr,. ,he
l„,d.gro..m places on the road which the bride has io'„u,s
,neral of his people, at diflerent distances, withbran.lv

, ., r I . ,
"-"If, Willi DraiKly

a„d other refreshments; for, ,f ,1,,.,^ articles be not fur
„.,,he.i in abundance, the coml.ictors of the bride will not
advance a step farther, though they may have got .hr.e
,mt, ot the way, on their journey. On approaching the
to«n, they stop, and are join,.,! I,y ,he friends of ,],„
bndegroon. who testify their joy by shouting, drinking
and hring tlicir guns. *»'

"A. (Ins period an old woman takes the girl on her shoul-
der,, and the attendants cover her with a fine veil M,,,
are pow spread before the ol.l woman, who must not, on
any account, touch the ground with her feet. In tiiis

and, followed by tl. friends of both families, sing^^
dancing, and firing ofj their muskets."

^'

I fT' P^'P'**
'""f

'^^ S'c^^>^^t veneration for the dead •

»"rf hey pay them the last duties with profound and „,':
no oly respect, ^s in Europe, they bury them eiZrjh morning or evening, as suits their convenience.

T],e pace of interment is sacred, and is always a wood2 he town. One of their dogmas is, that nonedi
.
having a presentiment of their death, unless they

fcevictimso magic or poison; or when the diarms of air
2^n,y have been more powerful than the talismans which

I

lliey carry about them.
» »mtn

Th. body that is to be interred is wrapped in a niece of*el,„en, and .Placed on a bier, which is carried' o the--boys,

I -n bough in his hand, and asks the body several questions,'o;^ cause of its death. Ff is principal inter^ogatorie

,

.
Did you foresee .t.?-Is it natural ?-!s it in conse-

I
: ::? r'r

"'
'T'

•

'

'^'^^ •^^-^ '"^-p-^ '•>« -

. r""'^ '•^"'^'''"S to the movenients of the

2;;r; ,^i 't^"'
^-^ '^•^'- ^ -"p'e station i,.!

•t'cates that the death was natural ; i„ whick case the body

i" -^'••l. what could induce i, ,o die and le.ve it. friend.'
« Hher It was rom chagrin, at not being able to p'u .'

..h good clothes, or such a fi„e musket, as a cert,

'

2o»; or whetheri. wa. through .lespai, Lt no. ^v
„'

"'k'.. vengeance upon one who had oflViided it ?

*

A movement forwanis is a proof of poison or magic"P-n which they m.mediately attempt to discoveT«
Ku.l.> ...divnlual, by mentioning to the d'eceas:^^ t .7

1

the susp.ca.n against its relatives, and they beg to t.l hem «ho IS the guilty person. To ascertain d.i^

--.w.rds,andstriki:.r..5:!r! rx^on IS thus name,!, and the spectators are conWnL
I ree motions forwards indicate magic, and tw^; i

''

Ihe crmiiual is then sei..,i; and, if ,L accusatil h.for magic, he is sold without formality. It oftei I an..-. «hen the deceased is a person of distinct , a fjda ne whom he accuses is poor, that they se 1 |^whol family with him; but, if he be accused of pois.
.% they reserve him for a subsequent trial, from whichhowever, he rarely escapes.

"'"winch,

aec^ordilj'rf '•'
"'"'"' """ '" '''^ «^''^^' '" -'"^h,accoi, ing to their custom, they throw his best clothe.

a., whatever else they conceive he may want, t.y^^
to he accused, who is confined, but in such a manned

o his liberty As soon as night approaches, the crimi-na ma es his escape to the nearest town, .Lre hcT,

.

vokes the protection of the chief, who is supposed to ..mpartial. He protests his innocence of ,he crime, andciernand, te ordeal of red water. This request is gen"-
rally complied with, and the friends of the deceased areinvited to assist at the ceremony.
On the appointed day. they place the criminal on a

>^
seat, strip off his clothes, and leave him nothlg uan apron of plantain-leaves round his waist. He then inpresence of the whole town, who assemble on tliese oc-casions, eats rue or cola, and drinks poisoned water. If

tit' uT^ '^ rf '^'^''^ ''»PP-«' he is declared

ceremony, he is adjudged innocent.

.enlar°"rT''"^"'"''' ^^ this judgment acquires a

agamst the parents and friends of the deceased, for defa-
niauon and false poisoning. The latter, in such cases, art
always condemned, and pay a fine equal to the injury.When the accusation of magic falls on a person whom
they cannot sell, either on account of his age, or the rank
ot his family, he is conducted to a field out of town, where
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he is obliged to dig Iiis own grave ; wliile the people who
surround and guard him load him with insults, and say, as

a common phrase—" You kill others, and do not wish

that death should strike you in return." Dining these

injuries, lie continues his doleful work with an apparent

insensibility, and merely ans\,ers, " It is true, I have

kiJIed such-a-one, and many others ; and, if I were to live,

1 should kill many more." From time to time he takes

[I'Anx It,

measure of the grave with his own body ; and, when
I

thinks it deep <;nougli, they place him at one end, with hi

face towards it : in this position, one of the assistants
giv

him a vioknt blow on the nape of the neck, which cause

him to fali into the grave on his face; they then cover

him with mould, and strike a sharp pike several times into

his body. The grave is then filled up, and the name of

the criminal is condemned to oblivion.

CHAPTER V.

A. HIS country extends from twelve degrees of west to

eight degrees of east longitude, nearly in the parallel of

six degrees north latitude ; and is bounded, on the east, by
tlic unknown parts of Africa ; by Congo and the Atlantic

Ocean, on the south , by the same ocean on the west ; and
by Negroland, on the north. It is divided into four parts,

under the appellations of the Slave Coast, the Gold Coast,

the Ivory Coast, and the Grain Coast ; each of which, for

the sake of perspicuity, will be separately described.

GUINEA PROPER.

SECTION I.

THE SLAVE COAST.

Whidah and Ardrah were, for a long series of time, tire

principal kingdoms on this coast ; but, being subdued by
the king of Dahomy, they were annexed to his dominions,
which are supposed to reach from the sea-coast about one
hundred- and fifty or two hundred miles inland, though no
European has penetrated above half that distance: the
capital, Abomey, lies in about eight degrees of north lati-

tude, and about two degrees of east longitude.

Soil and Productiotis.] The soil of this country is a
deep rich clay, of a reddish colour, with a little sand on
tlie surface. In some places, it is light and gravelly; but
there is not a stone so large as an egg in the whole coun-
tiy, so far, at least, as it has been visited by Europeans.
It produces maize and millet, or Guinea-corn, of different

«of ts, a kind of kidney-beans, called callavances, and also

a species of beans called ground-beans. The Dahomans
likewise cultivate yams, potatoes of two sorts, the cas-
«ada ormanioka: the plantain and the banana, piiic-applcs,

melons, oranges, limes, guavas, and other tropical fruits,

also abound in this fertile country. Nof is it destitute
of productions adapted for commerce and manufactures

;

such as indigo, cotton, sugar-cane, tobacco, and palm.

oil, together with a variety of spices, particularly a spe-

cies of pepper, very similar in flavour, and indeed scarcely

distinguishable from the black pepper of the East-Indies,

Dahomy abounds with buffaloes, deer, sheep, goats, iioci

both wild and domestic
; poultry of various kinds, par'

ticularly pintados, or Guinea-hens, and Muscovy-ducks.

The elephant, though its flesh be coarse, is made use of

as food by the natives, and dogs are reared for the same

purpose.

Religion and Government.] The religion of the Da-

homans, like that of many other countries, consists of a

jumble of superstitious nonsense, of which it is impoj.

sibic to convey any satisfactory idea to the reader. Tlie

Portuguese word feitifo, or, a.<i the English pronounce ii,

><hA, signifying witchcraft, has been adopted by most of

the maritime natives of Africa, as well as by the Eu-

ropeans who trade thither. The word, at present, isveiy

comprehensive in its signification, meaning either ihe

several objects of worship, whether ideal or corporeal,

the act of worship itself, or the various amulets, charms,

and superstitious mummery of the priests, or fetish-mm,

who abound in this country. They observe no sabbalhi

unless their market-days, which are considered as days

of recreation, may be so called. Most of the savage na-

tions have some confused notion of a Supreme inteiiectd

Behig, the maker of the universe; but this idea not bein;

easily understood among a people not much addicted to

metaphysical reasoning, a variety of corporeal beings have

been selected as objects of devotion, such as the sun,

moon, animals, trees, and other substances. The tiger is

the fetish of Daiioniy. Among the amulets, or charms,

the principal is a scrap of parchment, containing a sen-

tence of the Koran, which the natives purchase from tlie

Moors who yisit this country. This they hang up in thtir
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apartments, which are likewise decorated with crude mis-

shapen images, tinged with blood, besmeared with palm-
oil, stuck with feathers, bedaubed with eggs, &c.

The government of the Dahomans is a perfect despo-

tism, the policy of the ci.uutry admitting of no interme-

diate degree of subordination between king and slave; at

Icait in the royal presence, where the prime-minister is

obliged to prostrate himself, with as much abject submis-
nioii as the meanest subject, all acknowledging the right

of the sovereign to dispose of their persons and property
at pleasure. A minister, on his entrance, crawls towards

j

die aparimcnt of audience on his hands and knees, till he
arrives in tlie royal presence, where he lays himself flat,

I

and, riibhing his head in the dust, utters the most humili-

[

aling expressions. Being desired to advance, he receives '

I

:
king's commands, or communicates any particular bu-

I

,incss,st;;i continuing in a recumbent posture ; for not any

I

person is permitted to sit, even on the floor, in the royal
presence, except the women ; and even they must kiss the
earth, when they receive or deliver the king's messao-e
Strangers are reteived by the king and all his subjects

,itli the most remarkable courtesy. Ambassadors, from
whatever state, salute the sovereign according to the fa-

j

»liiun practised in their own country. Chairs are placed
for European governors, or masters of ships, upon which
tliej s.t, covered, till the king makes his appearance, when
tliejmake a bow, standing and uncovered; after which
the) resume their seats. .>

White visitors are always honoured with a glass of son^e
cordjal liquor filled by the king's own hand ; the refusai

I

ofMhich would be considered as an aff-ront. Favours of
s kind are received with avidity by his own subjects, not

so much for the sake of the liquor as the honour conferred
on ihenn. On such occasion, the subject lies on his back
while the king holds the bottle to his mouth. In this oos
ture he must drink till the royal hand be withdraw., ; which

honietimes does not happen before the whole co .tents be
e^iptied, especially when the king is disposed to sport

I

»iJi the drinker.

in Dahomy a considerable standing-army is nmintained •

'» army ,s coinmanded by an agaow, or general, with
era other subordinate military officers, who must hold

!„ M?
'" '"'^'''''"' '"^ ''^' '^' fi^'^ "Po» all occa-

J

se troops chiefly depends on the success of the expe-- -v-h they are engaged. On extraordin r o'c-
s

1
,|,e „,3,e, ,ble to bear arms are obliged to re-\m the general's standard, every caboceer or chief

["^rching at the head of his o^n peooL Cctir IjW.a^^
fields at the head'ofWtro:;r:^t

»^e 'mmerated not less than three thousand women. Se'
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veral hundreds of these arc trained to the use of arms
iindcr a female general, and subordinate officers, appointed'
by the kmg.m the same manner as those under the agaow.
Ihese warriors are regularly exercised, and go through
their evolutions with as much expertness as the male sol-
diers. They have their large umbrellas, their flags, their
drums, trumpets, flutes, and other musical instruments.
in short, the singularity of this institution never fails to
attract the particular attention of the Europeans, when
among other exhibitions, they are presented with the un^
usual spectacle of a review of female troops.
The kmg of Dahomy has several palaces; each occu-

pying a piece of ground of nearly a mile square. That
at Calmina, which i- similar to the rest, is surrounded
with a very substantial clay-wall, of a quadrangular form,
and about twenty feet high. 1„ the middle of each side
IS a guard-house, with two centinels at the gate, and a
guard of armed women and eunuchs within. On the
thatched roofs of these guard-houses are ranged, on small
wooden stakes, many human skulls. Such of the inner
apartments as the Europeans hqve an opportunity o.
seeing, consist of large courts, communicating with each
other, generally square or oblong, encompassed by clay
walls. In each of them is a sort of piazza, or shed,
formed of posts, about seven feet high, planted in the
ground, at the distance of about twelve or fourteen fee4
from the wall. The intermediate space is covered with a
slanting thatched roof, supported by bamboo-rafters, rest-
mg upon the posts, and reaching to the top of the wall
which in this part is also about twenty feet, though only
tight or ten feet on the other sides of the court. The
areas of these courts are of the common soil of the
cotmtry

;
but under the sheds the ground is elevated a few

inches by a bed of clayed mortar, which forms the floor;
and the wall is in some parts white-washed with a specie*
of pipe-clay, which the country produces. In the middle
of the palace there stands a large building, of two stories,
and about thirty or forty feet high, so that the top of it
may be seen from without. This house seems to be in-
tended more for shew than use; for the king never dwells
II. It. The Whole has somewhat the resemblance of an
assemblage of farm-yards, with long thatched barns, ho-
vels for cattle and carts, and low mud-walls, to separate
them from each other. The interior of the palace is
scarcely ever entered by any but the females, whose apart-
nxnts are guarded from intrusion with more than easter.
jealousy.

The vulgar among the Dahomans aff-ect to believe that
their king does not eat. Indeed he does not eat in
public, though he scruples not to drink. He entertains
the whites who visit him with great hospitality. They
often dine in his presence; sometimes in the piazzas, or
sheds before mentioned, and sometimes in the open are«
5M ^
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of one of ihe courl*. On such occasions, the table and
the guests are screened from the sun by l"rge umbrellas,

held up by attendants, clothed in the country dress. There
is no want of table apparatus : the table-cloth is commonly
a piece of new linen, cut off for the purpose ; the dishes

are of pewter or earthen-ware, and the knives and forks

silver-handled. The white men, on such occasions, are

•eated on chairs; ths caboceers, and heir-apparent, are

placed on the ground, near the Europeans. The dishes

are few, but excellent : of these black soup is the chief.

It is made either of flesh or fish, with a variety of mucila-
ginous vegetables, well seasoned with pepper and salt,

and enriched with palm-oil. This dish is likewise sea-

soned witli an ingredient which is made of the seeds of a
tree, called, in the country, wild tamarind, somewhat re-

sembling those of the cucumber. Their bread is of maize
or millet, sometimes boiled into a pudding, and sometimes
baked, either with or without leaven ; they make also a
very liglit, white, and delicate fermented bread of cala-

va, ces, lirst stripped of the husks, and a kind of paste or
flummery of fermented Indian corn.

i\t the approach of the customs, which are usually ce-
lebrated soon after Christmas, the king leaves Calmina,
where he geneially resides during the rest of the year, and
repairs to Abonicy, his ancient capital, and the burial-place
of the royal family. About this time he despatches his
messengers extraordinary, called half-heads, from having
the half of their heads shaved, with his gold-headcil cane
and compliments to the European governors at Grigwee,
mviting them to witness the solemnization of this festival!

An annual present, consisting of a piece of rich silk

for a dress, together with some brandy and other articles,

amounting in the whole to about lifty pounds sterling, is

presented to the king by the governors. These articles
are received, not as the consideration by which they hold
their respective forts, but as a token of friendship and
good correspondence

: for the king takes care to make
them sensible that he does not accept such presents for
the sake of their value, as he always leturns more than
IS equivalent; such as a young female slave, which he
presents to each, under the denomination of a washer-
woman; and one line cotton cloth, at least, for a coun-
terpane. Besides this, he entutains them during their
stay at Dahomy with the greatest liberality and kindness.
The governors, on their arrival at Abomey, are received

with a salute of cannon, and lodged, during their stay, in
apartments belonging to the master of the ceremonies.
Ihey are liberally supplied with mutton, poultry, and
otlier articles, for their own tables, and those of their at-
tendants, which are sent from time to time by the king oi
his caboceers.

The celebration of the customs usually continues about
» month, during which there is some public exhibition

GEOGRAPHY. [,,„ „

every fourth or market-day, the intermediate days be!

employed in preparations. The whole would afford

^

very amusing spectacle, if it were not for the human
crifices vt hich are annually made for the purpose of
tering, according to the country expression, the graves of
the deceased royal family.

One of the first days is set apart for singing and dai

ing. There are professed singers, who perform bv il

liour before the king. The songs are mostly extempl
rary, in praise of the monarch and his exploits; and T
performers are rewarded upon the spot, accordincr

lo ,|

merit of their compositions. Their bards likewise

solemn occasions, rehearse the whole history of
t'li

country, sitting at the king's gate. This recital takes up
several days

; and they are attended by young men of/
best memories, who endeavour to qualify themselves

lo

become their successors, when there shall be a iiecessiiy

for their services.

Another day is allotted for feasting in the market-place

where a l-irge camp is made for the purpose, and several

tents pitched for the accommodation of the king, cabo-

ceers, white visitors, and ambassadors from foreiirn
state-

Here a very large quantity of viands, previously dressed

and carried in procession by the king's women, in tlieir

best clothes, is distributed, not only among the more (li^

tinguished guests, but even without the camp, where tli«

vulgar partake plentifully. A liquor, brewed by the wo-

men of the palace, is likewise dealt out with a literal

hand upon the same occasion ; nor is there any want of

brandy and other liquors from Europe. In short, tlie

whole resembles what is sometimes seen at a general elec-

tion, with this diff'erence, that it is more orderly.

This ceremony is generally concluded by the following

extraordinary spectacle

:

Contiguous to the palace, a large stage, of about one

hundred feet by forty, is erected: this is supported bv a

vast number of piles, ten feet long, driven into the ground,

upon which are laid joists, and then branches and straw.

The wall of >he palace forms the boun^iry behind; llic

front and sides are railed. The floor, as well as the ra/i-

ing, is covered with carpets and country cloths ; and the

front and sides are adorned with a multitude of flags,

streamers, and large umbrellas, of various colours, some

of which are made of gold and silver tissue. At a little

distance, a fence of thorns keeps off the rabble. On ibis

stage are piled a great quantity of cowries, strung in

branches of two thousand each, pieces of brocade, and

other silks, strings of coral, European and country cloths,

Brazil tobacco, pipes, bottled liquors, and a variety of

other articles. At an appointed time, the king, with ail

his caboceers and vassals, repairs to the stage, where tb

Europeans also are present. Here each officer is allowed

to choose a cloth for himself, the prime-miiiisler making I
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,),e first election, and tlie test ollowing his example, ac
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cording to their rank. Sometimes, also, a string of coral

i,
given to each. After this the king takes up a bunch of

co«ric8, and throws it over the fence, among the multi-

tude. All the caboccers, and Europeans, if they please,

follow his example, and toss over all the goods, except

J few bunches of cowries, which are reserved for some of

the favourite servants, who are permitted to take their

stand between the stage and the fence, and which are

lianded to them by their masters. The rabble come pre-

pared for this sport ; being all naked, except a strong bag,

girt round the loins, and which hangs before, for the re-

ceplion of the cowries. Some associate themselves in

parlies, in order to be able to carry off a piece of silk or

fioth. Such a prize becomes frequently the object of
competilion between two parties, and a violent struggle

ensues; but as no kind of weapon is allowed to be car-

ried by the people assembled on this occasion, no fatal

accidents follow. The efTusion of blood, however, com-
monly making part of a Dahonian exhibition, this also is

closed wilh the death of, at least, one human victim, who,
j

ingelher with several aiiimalsj is tiiiown, bound, from the
stage, to be murdered below.

Jrts and Manufactures.'] The specimens of art pro-
duced by the Dahoman-^ discover a degree of perfection
liltle to be expected frorm the rude simplicity of their

tJs. Their looms are the most awkward machines ima-
giuable; yet they manufacture very durable cloths of cot-
ton, Hhich are held in very great estimation among them-
selves, and are often purchased by the Europeans, for
counterpanes, at a high price. Their dyes stand washing
very well, especially their blues, which are not inferior to
any. They likewise weave cloths of the palm-tree leaves,

1 they sometimes dye, but oftener wear in the natural

I

colour, which is somewhat higher than that of nankeen.
They likewise make neat mats of the same substance.
The implements of the forge are very simple. The

bellows consists of two bags of rough goat's skin, with a
*tick of about three feet in length, fixed perpendicularly
to each, and also a horizontal tube (an old gun-barrel)

I

to convey the air ffo'm the bag, through a little clay party-
wall, to the hre. While the smith is at work, a boy holds
a stick in each hand, blowing the fire with alternate puffs,
Mlhat the air is expelled and drawn in by turns through

I IJe
two pipes, there being no other communication with

l^e
bags. In this way they contrive to make a sufficient

I
H and fabricate not only the necessary implements of

^

l»'*ban,lry, but carpenters' tools, cutlasses, spears, &c.;

j

!"- fiarmvcr whidi iht-y use is a thick piece 'of rounded
Ton, of about a foot in length, which they hold by one
«M. Besides blacksmiths, there are a sort of braziers

I

orsilversniiths, who make bracelets, handles to cutlasses,
"ngs for the hngers, and other trinkets, of brass or silver,

which they melt in crucibleJ of their own making.
Some of them are good potters, having learned that art
from the Portuguese. Though their earthen-ware is thin.
yet It IS very substantial, and equally good for use as
any made in Europe.

Customs, Manners, Sfc] The natives of Dahomy, of
both sexes, are generally tall, lusty, and well-proportioned.
J heir character is marked by a mixture of ferocity and po-
liteiiess. Ihe former appears in the treatment of their
enemies, and in the celebration of those customs which
have been sanctioned by the immemorial practice of past
ages under the idea of performing a grateful oblation to
the deceased

:
the latter they possess far above all the African

nations with whom Europeans have hitherto had any inter-
course; this being the only country, in this part of Africa,
where strangers are not exposed to insults, and where it is
easy to reside in security and tranquillity. The nature of
their government makes them very reserved with regard
to every state transaction ; but, on occasions where this
restraint is unnecessary, they are very affable and commu-
nicative.

In Dahomy, the dress of the men consists of a pair of
striped or white cotton drawers, of the manufacture of the
country, over which they wear a large square cloth, of the
same, or European manufacture. This cloth is about the
size of a common counterpane, for the middling class, but
much larger for the grandees. It is wrapped about the
waist, and tied on the left side by two of the corners, the
other ends hanging down, and sometimes trailing on the
ground. A piece of silk, or velvet, of si.xtcen or eighteen
yards, makes a cloth for a grandee. The head is generally
covered with a beaver or felt hat, according to tiie quality
of the wearer. The king, as well as some of his ministers,
frequently wears a gold or silver laced hat and feather.
The arms and upper part of the body are usually naked;
and the feet are always bare, none but the sovereign being
permitted to wear sandals.

The dress of the warriors consists of what is commonly
called a grass-cloth, made in the country, of the skin of
palm-tree leaves, parted into small threads, knotted and
wove. This is afterwards tinged with various dyes, and
wrapped round the loins. They also wear a cartouch-
box, of their own manufacture, a powder-flask or calabash,
with many grotesque ornaments, which, together with the
uncouth devices painted on their faces and bodies, give
them a very fiend-like appearance. Every Dahoman also
carries a tobacco-pouch, containing tobacco, a flint, steel,
and tinder, together with one or two tobacco-pipes, in a
neat wooden case.

The dress of the women, though simple, consists of a
greater number of articles than that of the men. Thev use
several cloths and handkerchiefs, which they wrap round
the waist, and cover occasionally the breasts and upper

MkllU
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part of the body. TTiry adorn tlie neck, arms, and ankles

with beads and cowries, and wear rings of silver or baser

metals on their fingers • girls, before the age of puberty,

M'ear only a string of beads or shells round their loins, and

young women usually expose their breasts to view. The
children go quite naked till they are ten or twelve years

of age, when they wear a cloth fastened round the middle.

Their habitations are composed chiefly of mud, clay,

and wood. The dwellings of the better sort are built of

the same materials as those of the common people, but

are more lofty and spacious. The houses in general have

small huts adjoining them, most of which are divided

into different apartments, by partitions made of rushes,

bound closely together : these apartments are for the ac-

conmiodation of their wives, each woman having one to

herself.

Their furniture is very simple, consisting of a few stools,

some earthen pots, to hold water and dress victuals, and a

few small wooden cups. The poorer sort have only a

mat to lie on, Mhich they spread on the ground, cover-

ing themselves with the skins of beasts. The better sort

ust« quilts, made of rushes, on which they lay a fine mat,

with a bolster, and by it keep a large kettle, with water,

to wash them. They all keep a good fire in their bed-

room, to preserve them against the damp of the rainy

season, and always sleep with their feet towards it.

Among the amusements which prevail in this, and in-

deed every part of Guinea, dancing is so universally ad-

mired by both sexes, that it is the custom for them to

assemble every evening at the market-place for that |)ur-

pose. On these occasions they dress themselves in their

best attire. The women have a number of small bells

hanging at their feet and legs, and the men carry small

fans in their hands, made of the tails of elephants or horses.

Those who compose the dance divide into couples, opjx).

site to each other, and the dance commences by their

throwing themselves into many wild ridiculous postures

advancing and retreating, leaping, stamping on the ground,

bowing their heads to each other as they pass, and mut-
tering some strange noise. The men then strike each

other alternately with their fans, and the women lay large

circles of straw on the ground, into which they first jump,
and dance round them, then throw them up into the air,

and catch them with tlieir hands. Thus they divert them-

selves for about an hour, when they break up the dance,

and return to their respective habitations.

In this country the marriage-ceremonies are very con-

cise. When a man fancies a young woman, he applies

to her father, and desires her for his wife, which is sel-

dom refused. He then presents her with a fine pagne,

or garment, as also necklaces and bracelets ; after which
he provides a grand entertainment, which concludes the

ceremony. If a slave is inclined to many a girl who is

[part II.

the slave of another, he asks her of her master, without

applying to her parents. The boys of this marriage
be-

long to the master of the wife.

I'olygamy is universally prevalent here. It is no un

connnon thing for a poor man to have forty or fifty ^ivc

a chief, or grandee, three or four hundred, and a IJnJ

as many thousands. These wives may be considered oiif

as so many slaves; and, indeed, the principal part (,/

those belonging to the great are, probably, captives iliji

happen to please their masters', who, therefore, ratU

choose to keep them than sell them to the Europeans.

The relations and friends on the death of any oneim

mediately assemble, and, surrounding the corpse, exprfji

the most hideous lamentations. They then wrap the Lodv

if 'Ml old cotton cloth, and put it into a coffin, niadeof

the bark of a tree, covering the face over with the skin

of a goat. In this manner they expose it in the open air

for half a day, the favourite wife sitting by it all the time

and rubbing the face with a wisp of straw. If thedt.

ceased be a woman, the husband uses the same cerenio.

<iies. During this time, the nearest relations, appointed

on the occasion, sing mournfully, and beat their brass

basins, till the bearers come to remove the body, and

every thing is ready for the procession. In the interini

an old woman goes from house to house, and, collect)

something for the funeral-charges, towards which ever)
j

person in the town or village is obliged to contribute in

proportion to their circumstances. With the monej thus

collected they purchase a cow or an ox, which they pre-

sent to the priest for performing the functions of liii
j

office. This beast the priest sacrifices, and sprinkle!

the fetish of the deceased with its blood, which is coiisi-

1

(Iired as a propitiatory offering for the dead. The corpse
j

is then laid on a board, and the company sing and dance

round it for a short time ; after which it is carried to tlit

grave by men, but only w omen are suffered to attend aj
|

mourners. The chief or favourite wife walks immediatelv

after the corpse ; and, if the deceased be a woman, tlie
|

husband only follows it, not any other man being permit-

ted to attend. When they come to the place of intcnneiit,
|

the body is immediately laid in the grave, which is gene.

rally made about four feet deep. It is inclosed with stakej,
j

and over it they raise a shed or covering, so that neither

rain nor beasts can come near it. When the body is de-

posited, the women creep beneath this shed, and renew

their lamentations, by way of a conclusive farewell. Tliey
[

then raise a sqiuire heap of earth over the body, on which

they lay the principal tools and instruments used bj ths

deceased in his life-time, as also his clothes and weapons.

WHIDAH.
This kingdom extends about ten leagues along the shore,

and io tlie middle reaches six or seven inland, after \vlmh
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It
divides itself like two arms, being in some places thirty
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,„ forty miles broad, and i> others much more. It is

bounded on the east by the kingdom of Ardrati; on the

ivest, by the river Voha; on the north, by tlie country

of Dalioiny; and, on the south, by the gulf of Guinea,

Jt is a fine, i)opulous, and fertile country, being watered

|,y two excellent rivers, both of which take their rise in

llie kingdom of Ardrali. The southernmost of these runs

„i(liiii about a league and a half of the sea, and is called

(lie river of Jakin, from a town of that name in the king-

dom of Ardrah :
it is only navigable for boats, some parU

of it not being more than three feet deep. The other

river is called Euphrates
: it runs about a league to the

south of Xavier, or Sabi, the capital of Whidah, and is

much deeper than the former. The water is cxceedin<r

good, and the river would be navigable, were it not for

ihe banks and shoals in the channel. The road where the

ships ride is at the mouth of this river, but in the months
of April, May, and July, the landing is exceeding dan-
gerous, on account of the prodigious swell of the''sea at

rfiose times.

The soil of this country is so fertile, that, as soon as

one harvest is over, the ground is sown with some other
grain; so that they have two, and sometimes three, crops
in a year. They plough their land in ridges ; by which
means, the dews falling into the hollows, and the sun
heating the sides, whatever is planted soon comes to per-
fection. The grain consists of rice, millet, and maize,
or Turkey corn. The negroes are so industrious that they

I Mill not suffer any spot of ground to lie uncultivated

;

even the enclosures of their houses and villages are planted
with melons and other fruits.

The vegetable productions of Whidah are, in general,
similar to Uiose of the kingdom of Dahomy: they have'
however, one species of pea, of a very peculiar nature,'
producing small trees, like those that bear the pimento,
or red pepper; but they have no flower, and seldom ex-
ceed SIX feet in height: the peas grow in a bag, or
membrane, almost as strong as parchment, placed be-
neath the stem, among the roots which yield nourishment
10 the plant: the bag contains, in general, about one
liiradred and iifty peas. When the leaves begin to grow
yellow, they pull up the plant with the roots, open the

H, and extract the peas. But if they wish to have
them tender, like those of Europe, they pull up thepla.it
«hile the leaves are green. These peas are sown at the
end of the rainy season, and they grow so fast that they
are fit to gather in six weeks. They are as well tasted
as the peas of Europe, arc easy of digestion, and make
excellent soup.

As the people in general leave no part of the country
•"'cultivated, they are seldom troubled with wild leasts:H m the more inland parts, tiiere arc elephants,

|
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buffalos, and tigers. There are many deer and hares,
the latter of which are much like those of Europe; they
have also a greater plenty of all sorts of apes and mon-
keys than in any other part of Guinea. Their tame beast«
are oxen, cows, goats, sheep, and hogs, which are exceed-
ing large, and the flesh as white and sweet as those of
England. This, indeed, is little to be wondered at, for
the poorer sort of negroes pay much more regard to their
hogs than to themselves, and feed them niurh better.
Their tame poultry consists of cocks and hens, geese,
ducks, and tuikies.

They have great plenty of wild-fowl, as partridges,
pheasants, tlirushes, pintados, wild ducks, teal, wood-
cocks, ortolans, and ring-doves. There are also many
parrots, which are chiefly grey, with some red feathers
on the head and the tips of their wings and tails. The
crown-bird is likewise found here, but is not so beautiful
as those of tiie Gold Coast; imwever, here are several
other sorts of birds, among which the most peculiar are
the Kurbalot, the Guinea-hen, and the Numidian Damsel.
The Kurbalot, or fisher, is a small bird, about the

size of a sparrow, and its plumage beautifully variegated
;

the bill, which is as long as the body, is very strong and
sharp, and is furnished on the inside with small teeth,
not unlike those of a saw. They build in high trees, by
the sides of the rivers, and their nests sre composed of
earth, mixed with feathers and moss : they m;?ke their nests
at the extremity of the most slender branches, vhere they
hang by a reed, or straw, about a foot long ; .hey are
of an oval form, and are entered by a projection at the
top, that bends a little ; so that the inside is perfectly se-

cuie from the weather. These birds are exceeding nu-
merous, and breed so fast, that sometimes a dozen nests
are found on the same tree. They not only fly in the air,

but skim on the surface of the water with prodigious
swiftness.

The pintado, or Guinea-hen, has a round back, with
a tail turned downwards, like a partridge, and the feet

are furnished with membranes, or webs, like water-fowl.

The head is covered with a kind of helmet, and the whole
plumage is black, or dark grey, speckled with white spots.

It is of the size of a common fowl, and the helmet on
the middle of the head is of a horny substance, and a

dusky red colour. I'he feet are of a greenish colour,

and covered with large scales before, but behind there is

only a rough skin, like shagreen-leather ; and the hinder

toe is short. They go together in large flocks, and feed

their chickens indiscriminately, each attending to those

that lirsl come in their way.

The Numidian Damsel is very delicate in its construc-

tion. The body is long and taper, as are also the legs.

The feathers, on the upper part of the wings and back,

arc of a light colour; but the tail, which is long and

5N
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ragged, is black. The sides of the head are white, and
from the top of it, behind, hangs a long tuft, which reaches
for several inches down the back of the neck. It is a
bird niuch esteemec" among the blacks, the flesh of it be-
ing firm and well-tasted.

The swans here are very different in shape to those of
Europe. From the head to the shoulder of the wings
they are white; but from hence to the tip the colour is a
dark brown, as is also the tail. The legs are long and
taper, and the back is also long and very thick, but ter-
minates with a sharp point. Their flesh is very coarse,
and rather obnoxious than grateful to the palate.

Great plenty of various kinds of fish are found in the
rivers, as well as in the road of Whidah, which are caught
by the natives with lines, they being strangers to the use
of net*. Among the fish caught here is a remarkable one,
called by the people the ape or monkey-fish. It is, in ge-
neral, about ten feet long, and between three and four
broad, from the extremity of the neck till within a third
of Its length, when it diminishes insensibly, ending in a
Jong round tail. The head is round, the eyes small, the
tlnn short, and the upper lip is furnished with hair, like
whiskers. The neck is very distinct from the body, and
on that part of it next the head is a round excrescence,
like a crown. It has four fins, which resemble the beard
or whiskers of a whale

: the two foremost are so situated
that they supply the place of hands, for it can convey
any thing with them to the mouth. The hinder fins are
placed beneath the middle of the b'i^, and are less than
the former. It has no scale., but a skin spotted with
small pimples, like tnat of the shark. It is of a black
colour, and shines when first taken out of the water, but
when dead, it loses its lustre. The flesh is tolerablv
good, and, m its taste, greatly resembles lean beef. It
IS a lively fish, and swims very swift. When he appears
hist on the surface of the water, before he takes the hook
his motions are truly diverting. He comes gently near it'
looks at It, tastes it with the edge of his lips, and then
quits It; but, after several evolutions, he, at length
swallows It.

' b >

There are two sorts of snakes, or serpents, which aboundm this country, one of which is black and poisonous, but
the other is perfectly harmless, and is worshipped by the
natives. The poisonous sorts are about twelve feet lon-r
and three mches in diameter. They have a flat head, with
two large crooked teeth, and always creep with their
heads erect and their mouths open, and attack their prey
with great eagerness.

•

The feUsh-snake has a large round head, with beau-
tiful eyes; the tongue is short, pointed like a dart and
Us motion exceeding slow; the tail is slender and sharp,
and the skm very beautiful ; the ground of it being white,
w»th waved streaks, or spots of yellow and brown, agree-
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ably intermixed. These snakes are so gentle, that thev
not hurt any creature, except the venomous serpent
which they have the greatest enmity, and seem to a"
pleasure in destroying them. Both negroes and J!
handle and play with them without the least danger
These snakes are held in so sacr^-* a light by the b|

that should a negro kill one of them, whether on puro
or by accident, his life would probably pay for it i^
white man should happen by chance to kill one of ||,

^

serpents, the only means to secure him are to go in,

*

diately to the king, and satisfy him that it was not Z
designedly; in which case, by a handsome presentJ
to the priests, he may probably escape the rage of tt

populace; but even then his situation is dangerous
'

Bosman relates that, a hog happening to devour o„eof these snakes, a proclamation was immediately \n^x
for destroying all the hogs in the country, and abundanc
of them were slaughtered on the occasion; but at th
instance of some of the rich owners, and some presenu
made to the king, the severe decree was revoked' but it

seems that so many of them were destroyed for this of.

fence, that hogs' flesh became very dear while he «a,
there

•

The natives of Whidah are generally tall, lusty m,
well-proportioned; but their colour is not so shinina a

black as those of the Gold Coast. Tlieir dress conski
of three or four ells of stuff, called a pagne, which is

vvrapped round the waist, and then descends to the mid.
die of the leg. The ladies wear a silk garment, with tw
or three rows of fringes, the bottom of it covering tfc

feet. The better sort of the men are distinguished bv

their hats, which they purchase of the Europeans
tlie

larger they are the better they like them, and are par-

ticularly proud of them, even after they are old and rusty

others have bonnets, maJe of deer or dog skins. Tliey

wear strings of pearl or coral on their necks, and ou

their arms and wrists they have bracelets of the same

materials.

The negroes here, although very illiterate, are more

polite and civil than any other people on this part of the

coast; and, although they are very industrious, they are

extremely addicted to gaming; and, when they have lost

their money and other property, they will play for their

wives and children ; after wliich they will stake tlieirm
liberty, and thus become the property of their countrj-

men, who sometimes sell them to the European trai'°rs,

There is little difference between the religion of the

Whidah blacks and those of the other parts of the coast,

except that the number of the fetishes of the former is

much more cousidurablc. The chief deity is a serpent ol

a particular species, whose bite is not mortal, and is so

well used by his votaries, that he scarcely ever attempts to

hurt them. They address themselves to this animal on
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the most important occasions; as for seasonable weather,

the preservation of the state, or whatever else concerns
ihe public welfare. The snakes are kept in religious

houies, built for that purpose in groves; and to these

the people sacrifice hogs, sheep, fowls, goats, &c. The
principal snake-house, or cathedral, situated about seven
miles from the king's village, is built under a beauti-

ful and lofty tree. It is called lh« Grand Snake, being
the largest of them all, and is chiefly worshipped by the
king and great men. The oflFerings made to this snake
are very considerable, consisting not only of various kinds
of provisions, but also money, pieces of silk, or stuff

and all sorts of European and African commodities. These'
offerings are presented to the priest, or grand sacriticer

«ho adapts the disposal of them to the idol in such a man-
ner as to enhance his own emolument.'

An annual pilgrimage is likewise made to the Grand
Snake by all the nobility and great men of the kingdom,
«hentlie richest offerings and most valuable presents are'
bestowed. The grand master of the king's household
also goes once a year, in the king's name, and offers pre-
sentsto the snake for the preservation of the government.
A solemn procession is also made after the coronation of
a new king.

When the natives of Whidah are afflicted with drought
or rain, famine, or other public calamities, they generally
invoke the snake or serpent, conceiving that the private
fdishes have not power to protect them. The common
people go daily in large bodies to their snake-house, with
drums beatmg, and trumpets sounding, where they per-
forin their worship, which consists of certain songs and
(lances, to the honour of their idol, from whom they im-
plore either a prooitious journey, fair weather, a good
crop, or whatever efse they stand most in need of- to ob-m which they present their offerings, and then return
borne.

The next public fetishes are lofty trees: to these they
apply m their sickness, or any private misfortune. The
sacrifices offered to the trees consist of loaves, millet,
maize, or rice, which are placed by the priest at the foot
o( the tree: if the patient compliments the former with a
pecuniary present, he leaves them to be devoured by the
beast, and birds; if not, when the patient is gone, he
takes them home, and converts them to his own use. •

The sea is another fetish, which they firmly believe is
able to do as much for them as the snake, or the trees
»Vlieii the weather is so stormy as to hinder trade, the
grand sacrificer is consulted, and, according to his an-
5»". a procession is made to the sea, where an ox or
Jeep IS killed on the shore, letting the blood flow into
je water, and, at the same time, throwing a ring into
lie sea, as far as the strength of the arm will reach. The
nrcase of the beast sacrificed is the property of the

'.CA-
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priest, who disposes of it in such a manner as he thinks
proper

:
sometimes he divides it among the people, but,

in general, he converts it to his own use.

Another of their public fetishes, called Agoye, is an
image made of black earth, or clay, and, in form, some-
what resembles a negro squatting. It is placed on a kind
of pedestal, ornamented with a slip of red cloth, bordered
with cowries; the head is crowned with lizards and ser-
pents, intermixed with red feathers; and from the top
issues the point of an assagaye, that goes through a
larger lizard, beneath which is a silver crescent. This
idol 1. placed on a table, in the house of the grand sa-
cnficer. Before it stand three wooden bowls, or half-ca-
labashes, in one of which is a number of small earthen
balls. With this idol the people generally advise before
they commence any capital undertaking ; for which rea-
son he is called the god of councils.
The office of the priesthood is not vested in the males

exclusively; the females also enjoy it in a superior degree,
being wholly exempt from the control of their husbands,
who treat them with the utmost reverence. Girls are
trained to the priesthood, under the inspection of an old
priestess, from whom they imbibe many absurd principles
and maxims, both as to religious tenets, ceremonies, and
practices. The high-priest, or grand sacrificer, presides
over the rest, who pay him the greatest homage; even the
king himself considers him with equal respect. The
priesthood of the grand serpent is peculiar to one family,
of which the grand sacrificer is the chief, all the others
being subject to, and dependent on, him. The priests, as
well as the priestesses, are easily known by the scars
and marks on their bodies, made at the time they are
initiated into the religious order. In other respects, they
difter but little from the laity. They trade like other
people, and acquire considerable possessions, by the sale
of cattle and slaves; but their greatest gains arise from
the credulity of the people, from whom they extort offer-
ings and presents for the great serpent; which their de-
luded devotees imagine are religiously bestowed.

VVhidah, at present, may be considered only as a pro-
vmce, and its king as a tributary prince, though the inha-
bitants are under the same laws and government, and pos-
sess the same indulgences in their religious maxims, as
before it was conquered by the Dahomaus. The civil and
military government is vested in the king, aided by officers
appointed to the respective departments in the several
districts. Besides these, there are a great number of ho-
norary captains, and another sort, that are entrusted with

'

the care of the markets, slaves, prisons, &c.
The only crimes which are considered as capital are

murder and adultery. For the first offence, the criminal
IS cut open alive, his entrails taken out and burnt, and
his body fixed on a pole, erected in the market-place, where

.
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It continues for aouic days, and is then carried to a remote
place, to be devoured by birds or beasts of prey. Adul-
tery is punished not less severely than murder, especially
when It IS committed with one of the king's wives. If the
guilty couple happen to be surprised, the king pronounces
sentence of death immediately; the manner of executing
which, according to a late writer, is thus performed :—
The kmg's officers cause two graves, or pits, to be dug,
SIX or seven feet Jong, four broad, and five deep, so near
each other, that the criminals may see and speak togetiier.
In the middle of one they plant a stake, to which they
fasten the woman, tying her arms behind the post; her
legs are also tied at the knees, and at the ankles. At the
bottom of the other, the king's wives lay bundles of small
iaggots, after which they retire; and two forks of wopd
being fastened by the officers at the ends, the man, naked,
IS tied to an iron bar, like a broad spit, with iron chains,
that he cannot .stir, and laid across the two forks. They
then set fire to the wood, so that the flames may just
reach the body, which is thus roasted by a slow fire, 'ilm
cruel punishment would be lingering, if they did not take
care to turn the criminal with his face downwards, so that
the smoke suffi)cates him before he is quite broiled. When
they no longer perceive signs of life, they untie the body,
fling It into the pit, and fill it up with earth. When the
\yife of a grandee is taken in adultery, the husband is at
liberty to use his own discretion, either to put her to
death, or sell her as a slave to the Europeans. If he de-
termine on the former, she is strangled or beheaded by the
executioner, and the king is sufficiently satisfied on being
made acquainted with the fact. Crimes of an inferior
nature are left to the viceroys, who generally inflict either
some kind of penance, or a pecuniary mulct, which is

always paid to the king.

Markets are established in this country for the regula-
tion of commerce; the chief articles of trade being slaves,
elephants' teeth, wax, and honey. The women, in many
instances, are the chief agents, and deemed the best ac-
comptants. Slaves are paid for in gold-dust; but the
payments for other commodities are made in strings of
cowries, each of which contains forty in number. Five
of these strings make what the natives call a fore; and
fifty fores make an alkove, which generally weighs about
sixty pounds.

ARDRAH.
The kingdom of Ardrah is bounded, on the east, by the

kingdom of Benin; on the west, by that of Whidah; on
the south, by the Gulf of Guinea; and, on the north,
by the unknown parts of Africa. It is divided into two
parts, distinguished by the names of Great and Little
Ardrah. It lies in three degrees five minutes east longi-
lude, and five degrees north latitude.

[HAHY
II,

'J'his kingdom is not so considerable us that of Wbid
but is very populous, and contauis iiiany sood tou„

'

I

villages. 1 he country, in general, is very flat, and Uin
watered by several small rivers, in ditTerent parts' o(

^

the soil is exceeding fertile, and produces great quaniii

"'

of Indian wheat, millet, yams, potatoes, and alio seve

"

kinds of fruit, particularly pine-apples, baiia.ia.s coc,'"
nuts, oranges, and lemons.

'

The manners, customs, and dress of the inhabitant,
Ardrah differ but little from those of Whidah. Tlicy a
cleanly in their persons, washing themselves every nw
ing and evening in pure water, and aiK>inting

tlieni,el»!

with civet or some aromatic perfume. Rice, pulse j,tr|,*
and roots, with beef, mutton, and dog's flesh, consiL''
their common food. Their ordinary drink is the be
called pito, which they generally mix with water- butir
higher classes drink palm-wine.

'

Those who live near the sea-side are employed in fijl,

ing, boiling of salt, and trading; but the inland i„hab,,'
ants dedicate their time solely to the cultivation of tki,"
lands, and breeding cattle.

The natives are, in general, illiterate; for which reason
in buying and selling goods, they make use of cord, tied
in knots, each of which has a particular significatio,,

known only to themselves, and those who are accustomed
to deal with them. Some few of them, however under
stand the Portuguese tongue, which they not only speak
fluently, but also read and write with great accuracy

Their religious maxims are much the same as those in

Whidah, except that they do not worship serpents on
the contrary, they not only kill them, but are exceeding],
fond of their flesh. They are greatly alarmed at sicknes,
and tremble at the very name of death. A person taken'

sick sends for a priest, who immediately goes to liini, and
sacrifices some animal, for the recovery of his liealli,

The priest rubs the patient's fetish with the blood, but (he

flesh of the animal is thrown away. The fetishes belong.

ing to tiic king and court are appointed by the high-

priest, and are birds of a black colour, not unlike the

crows in England. Prodigious numbers of these birds

are kept in the gardens of the palace; and it is eqnallj

criminal to pay disrespect to them here, as it is to tlie

grand serpent at Whidah. The fetishes of the common
people consist of a particular stone, a piece of wood, or

some manimate substance, which they always keep hid

in their house, underneath an eartlien pot. Every sis

months they make a public off-ering to their priest, in

honour of their fetish, at the same time proposing ques-

tions to the idol relative to their future welfare.

The king's court is kept with great splendour, though

his majesty, like the sovereign of Whidah, is dependent

on the king of Dahomy. He seldom goes abroad, and,

when he does, it is in so private a manner, that few of
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hij subjects gee liiin. He keeps a great number of wo-
men, the principal of whom has the title of queen.
No person whatever eats in company with the ling

;

,nd, when he drinks, an officer makes a signal, by striking

two small rods of iron together, in order that all who are
within sight may turn away, and not look at his majesty;
for it is a capital offence for any one to see him drink!
An iiHtance of this xmis once seen in an infant, who^
being asleep near the king, was awakened by the noise of
(he rods; and his majesty, observing that the child turned
,1, eyes towards him while the cup was at his mouth or-
dered it to be put to de ith.

'

So severe, indeed, are the laws of Ardrah, that who-
ever disobeys the royal command is beheaded, and his
wives and children become the king's slaves. Insolvent
debtors are left to the mercy of their creditors, who have
liberty to pay themselves by selling them for slaves. The
same punishment is also inflicted on him who has seduced
another man's wife. The punishments for aflultery com-
mitted by the women, and other crimes, are the same as
at VVhidah.

Assem, called by the Europeans Great Ardrah, the ca-
pital of the kingdom, is situated about sixteen leagues
inland to the north-west from Little Ardrah, a spacious
ruad leading from one to the other. The king's palace is
a spacious edifice, though greaUy inferior to the original
building, which was destroyed in the year 1726. Eu-
ropeans are treated by the king and grandees of Ardrah
with the same respect as at Whidah.

I C A.
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BENIN.
The kingdom of Benin, which lies contiguous to Ard

rah extends about six hundred miles from east to west-
but Its extent from north to south cannot be ascertained'
Ilia bounded, on the east, by the kingdoms of Muiac
a-xl Makoko; on the west, by Ardrah and part of the
Gulf of Guinea; on the south, by Congo; and, on the
north, by part of Gago and Biafara.

nUis, in general, a low and woody country; but it is
we watered with rivers, the most distinguished of which
s that ca led by the English and French, the River Benin •

!

but, by the Portuguese, Rio Formosa, or the Beautiful
Kiver Its length and source are not known; but its

I

ranches are supposed to extend through most parts of
I e neighbouring countries. Its banks are exceedinglv
pleasant, being ornamented with lofty trees, and many
imalUut neat villages.

^

The noxious vapours, exhaled from the low grounds by
:

'he lieat of the sun, render the climate of thi. kingdom
«er unwholesome; but the soil is tolerably fertile, and
«ell adapted for the produce of millet and rice : but, as
e inhabitants are not partial to those grains, little of

'hem are cultivated. Their principal attention is directed
"*'• VOL. I.

to the cultivation of yams, which thcy use instead of bread •

and they have also great plenty of potatoes, and othe^
roots. The chief fruits here are oranges, lemons, and
l^ananas; and thcy have some cotton and pepper-lree.

;

the latter of which produce a tolerable commodity, bui
ncrt m such quantities, neither are the corns so large a,
those of the East-Indies.

*

In this country the wild beasts are tigers, leopards, bears,
and monkeys. The tame ones consist of horses, cows
sheep, dogs, and cats; the two latter of which the natives
prefer to any other kind of flesh. They have also .m-at
plenty of poultry, and the woods abound with game as
hares, turtle-doves, pheasants, partridges. See.

The state of Benin is divided into four classes; the first
of which ,s composed of three persons, called Great
Lords or great men, who are always near the king's per-
son. Whoever desires to obtain any favour from his ma-
jesty, must apply to them, in order to acquaint him with
their desires, and return his answer. As there is no in-
termediate person between these, the king, and those who
solicit favours, they act on these occasions in such a
niannera. best suits their own interests; so that, in re-
ality^ the whole government is entirely in their hands

Ihe second rank, or class, is composed of those called
Ores-de-Roes, or Road Chiefs, who are of four sorts: the
.neanest preside over slaves; those a degree highe: over
the rabble; the third inspect the conduct of those con-
cerned m husbandry and agricuhure; and the fourth or
superior order, superintend the mihtary. The latter are
very numerous, and from them are chosen the viceroy,
and governors of those countries subject to the king
i hey are all under the command of the three great menand are responsible to them on all occasions. They oU
tain their posts by the recommendation of the three lords •

and the king as an ensign of their honour, presents each
of them with a string of coral, which they are obliged
continually to wear about their necks; and, if any oSe
should lose his badge of honour, whether by accident or
otherwise, the consequence would be not only deerada-
tion, but the loss of his life.

The Fiadors, or brokers, are the third class: they arc
appointed by the government to treat with the Europeans
on behalf of the traders of Benin; and their business i^
to see that all matters of commerce are fairly transacted
between the respective parties.

The commonalty form the last class. The generality
of these are very indolent, nor will they go to work but
wheu necessity obliges them. The laborious part of th^ir
busmess is executed by their wives; such as tilling the
ground, spinning of cotton, weaving of cloth, and other
handicrafts. The principal artificers among them are
smiths, carpenters, and leather-dressers.

The negroes here, particularly the better sort, dress ia
5 U
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a white calico, or cotMtn clolli, fattened round the waist,

and neatly plaited in the middle ; but the upper and lower
parts of the body are entirely naked. The dress of the

meaner sort is of the same form, and only ditfers in the

quality of the stuff with which it is made.

Calico pagnes are worn by the wives of the grandees :

these pagnes, which are wove in this country, are very

fine, and beautifully variegated with different colours.

They are fastened round the waist, the upper part of the

body being covered with a piece of cloth, about a yard
long, which serves instead of a veil. They wear necklaces
of coral, agreeably disposed; and their arms, legs, wrists,

and fingers, are ornamented with copper and iron rings.

The buildings are, in general, spacious and lofty, but
they are indifferently constructed, some of them being
square, and others oblong. The doors are made high and
narrow

; the windows are few in number, and small. They
are all made with a flat roof, on the top of which is a co-
vering, raised several feet, to keep off the heat of the sun.

Here they frequently regale themselves, when they pay a
visit to each other.

The diet of the better sort consists chiefly of beef, mut-
ton, or chickens. Instead of bread, they use yams, which,
after being boiled, are beaten fine, and made into cakes.

Their common beverage is water, with which they some-
times mix brandy. The poorer sort live on dried fish,

yams, bananas, and pulse.

Polygamy is allowed here, with the same latitude as on
the coast of Guinea ; and the marriage-ceremonies con-
sist only in the consent of the parents, a present to the

bride, and an entertainment to the guests on both sides.

The men are very jealous, for which reason the wives of
the poorer class enjoy a pleasure to which those of the

better sort are strangers ; for, while the former have their

liberty, the wives of the great are closely confined.

Though jealous of each other, they are not so of Eu-
ropeans

;
as they think it impossible that the taste of the

women can be so depraved as to grant any liberties to a
white man.

All the boys bom in this country are presented to the

king as his property; for which reason all the males of
this country are called the king's slaves; but the females
are the property of the father, who has liberty to dispose
of them at his own discretion.

If a woman happen to be delivered of two children at

a birth, immediate information is given to the king, who
orders public rejoicings to be made on the occasion.
Such circumstances are considered as' happy omens, in

all the territories of Benin, except at a place called
Ai-eLo, wiicrc they are pioduclive of the most horrid cru-
elties; for the people there generally sacrifice both women
and children to a certain demon, which, they say, inhabits a
wood near the town. Sometimes they will spare tke wife,

by the husband's offering a female slave in her stead k

the children are condemned without redemption.

The titoughts of death are not so alarming to the

groes of Benin as to their neighbours on the coaji f

Guinea. When a person falls sick, he immediately
ap.

plies to the priest, who also acts in the capacity of ph
sician, and furnishes him with medicines; but, if ||,

prove ineffectual, he has recourse to sacrifices.

On the demise of a person, the corpse is kept only om
day before interment, except it happen at a distance from

the general place of residence : then, in order to prejMw
it for conveyance, it is dried over a gentle fire till tin

moisture is extracted, when it is put into a coffin and
publicly exposed; after which it is carried on men's shoul-

ders to the place of interment. When the funeral ij ,ver

the nearest relations bewail their loss by cries and Janien.

tations. The shew of mourning consists only in shavinr

their heads, some half-way and others all over ; and i|i(

men shave off their beards. At the funeral of a grandw
several slaves are usually sacrificed.

Various kinds of idols are worshipped 'in Benin, jomt
of which arc made of elephants' teeth, claws, dead raeni

heads, skeletons, &c. Each person is his own priest, and I

addresses himself to such of his idols as he likes beit' to

which they make daily offerings, consisting of a few yams

mixed with oil. Sometimes they offer a fowl; but thev

only sprinkle the blood of it on the idol, for the flesh thev

convert to their own use. The great men make anhml

sacrifices, which are very expensive, and celebrated «iil,

great pomp. They kill multitudes of cows, sheep, and

other kinds of cattle ; and they provide an elegant enter

tainment for their friends, that lasts several days.

Two annual festivals are observed, besides those held

on the sabbaths. The first of these is in commemoration

of their ancestors, when they not only sacrifice a great

number of beasts, but also human beings ; but the latter

are generally malefactors sentenced to death, and reserved

for these solemnities. If it happens that there are not

so many criminals as are requisite on these occasions, lie

king orders his oflScers to par? '.e the streets, and seize

indifferently such persons as ' y meet not carrying light!,

If the persons so seized cr . ,althy, they are permitted to

purchase their redempti"-
, but, if poor, they are sacri-

ficed on the day appointed. The slaves of great men so

seized may be also ransomed, on condition that the mas-

ters find others to supply the place.

But the most considerable is their second annual fes-
j

tival, which is called the coral-feast. It is celebrated in

the month of May; and the king appears in public the

!

day on which it is held. At this time the king bestows the

strings of coral on those whom he advances to any prefer-

ment, or post of honour, which he never does but on this

festival, unless a particular urgency of state require it.
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Though the will of the monarch in this lingdom m m

jbjoluie law, the chief direction of government is vested

in the three great lords. Their laws are, in general, very

mild. When a person of property dies, the right of in-

heritance devolves to the eldest son; but he is obliged to

present a slave to the king, and another to the three great

lords, with a petition tliat he may succeed his father in

the isme quality. He is not compelled to make any al-

lowance to his younger brother, that being wholly left to

hi! own discretion ; but, if his mother be living, he must
allow her a maintenance suitable to her rank. If the de-

ceased leave no children, the brother inherits the effects •

and, in case of deficiency of such heir, the next of kin;

but, if no lawful heir appears, the whole becomes the
propert}! of the king.

Criminals are punished in proportion to the nature of
their offence; but, from the particular respect which they

pay to foreigners, the injuring of any European is consi-

dered as a capital crime, and the punishment for such
offence is thus executed : they take the offender, tie his

hands behind his back, and blindfold him. After this, the
judge raises him up, so that his head hangs towards' the
ground, which the executioner cuts off with u hatchet,
and, separating the body into four quarters, leaves it for

tie wild beasts and birds to devour.

Murder is punished with death, except the offence be
committed by the king's son. or a grandee ; in which case
the offender is banished to the most distant part of the
kingdom, and never permitted to return.

If aperjon kill another by accident, he may purchase
hi) life, by first burying the deceased, and afterwards pro-
ducing 1 slave to suffer in his stead. When this slave is
sacrificed, the offender must bend his body, and touch the
slave's knees with his forehead; after which he must pay
a fine to the three great lords, when he obtains his free-
dora; and the relations of the deceased think a sufficient
atonement has been made for the offence.

The punishment for adultery is in proportion to the
circumstances of the parties. If a common person sur-
prise his wife in the fact, he is entitled to all the effects
of the person that has injured him ; and the woman, after
being severely chastised by her husband, is totally dis-
carded, being left to provide for herself the remainder of
her hfe.

Other crimes are punished by fine, which is propor-
tioned to the nature of the offence; and, if the culprit be
notable to pay the fine levied, he *. subject to corporal
punishment. Part of the tine is paid to the person in-
jured, after which the governor has his share, and the re-
mainder of it goes to the three great lords.
The principal city of this kingdom is Benin, which is

' «< usual residence of the king: it is a large town, being
>t least nine miles in c|rcumference, and pleasantly situ-
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ated on the banks of the river, about forty miles from its

mouth. It contains a great number of streets, most of
which are spacious, and the houses uniformly built. The
principal street is broad, and, at least, three miles in
length

:
it is intersected by many cross streets and lanes,

all of which are straight, and of considerable extent.
The houses of the grandees are much higher Uian those
of the commonalty, and are ascended by steps. At the
entrance of each is a vestibule, or porch, which is spread
with mats of straw. The inner chamber is square, with
an opening in the centre for the admission of light. The
king's palace is very extensive, super'>, and magnificent.
It consists of several large squares, surrounded with gal-
leries, each of which has a portico or gate, guarded by
soldiers.

This city is entirely inhabited by the natives, no foreigner
being permitted to reside in it. Some of them are wealthy
and s|.end their whole lives at court, leaving trade and
agriculture to be conducted by their wives and servants,
niese go to the adjacent villages, and either trade in mer-
chandise, or serve for daily wages; the greatest part of
which they give to their masters, otherwise they would be
sold for slaves.

There is a daily market in the principal part of the city,
for the sale of provisions and merchandise. The former
consists of dogs, of U'hich the narivcs are very fond, roast-
ed baboons, and monkeys, bats, and large rats, parrots,
hens, hoards, dried in the sun, fruits, aud palm-wine.
Iheir merchandise consists of cotton, elephants' teeth,
wooden platters, cups, and other household articles; also'
cotton-cloth, lances, darts, &c.

SECTION II.

THE GOLD COAST.
Situation, Boundaries, Sfc] The Gold Coast, which is

situated withm tlie fifth degree of north latitude, is bounded
on the north, by Negroland; on the east, by the Slave
Coast; on the south, by the ocean; and, on the west, by
the Ivory Coast. It is about one hundred and eighty miles
in length, and contains eleven districts, some of which
contain two or more towns or villages, lying on the sea-
shore, either under or between the European forts and
castles. These villages, however, are only for the conve-
nience of trade and fishing, for the principal towns lie
111 the Ulterior and are very populous. Some of these
districts are independent republics, under the direction of
their own magistrates; and seven of them are kingdoms,
goveiticd by their respective chiefs.

Climate, Sfc] The heat is excessive from October to
March; but the other six months it is tolerably temperate.
The coast is very unhealthy, owing to the extreme heat of

I the day and the coolness of the nights; to which may b«
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ocl<lf(l (lie clamp milphureou* niistii that uriiu every morn-

ing ti'oiii the inouiituiim. 'roriixios urt- hIno ri<'i{iieiit litMf,

particularly in the nionthft of April, Muy, and June. Tliciie

are violent ittornis of wind, riiting luddenly from the eunl

und soutli-eaitt, and HoniiUimet from the north, with u few

points to the we^t. They are generally utteixied with re-

peated clupn of thunder and dreadful lightning, with pro-

digious tthowerii of luiu, falling like a Hood, und an iukujiu-

mon darkness. 'I'hey lomctiuies lust un hour, or more

;

but, ai soon as they are over, the weullier inuuidiutely be-

comes clear and fine. If they happen in the snnnner-

seaaon, which is sometimes the case, they are not so vio-

lent as in (he winter, but they are more inconunodious,

both to land and sea-faring people, being usually followed

by cold rains for several days together.

'I'he rains that fall then are of so pernicious a quality,

that, if a person sleep in his wet clothes, he is sure to con-

tract a dangerous disease; and it has been found that

clothes laid by wet have, in a short time, biien so rotten as

to fall to pieces with the most gentle touch.

Minerals.] The inland districts ubomid with mines.

Gold is also gathered on the seu-»horc by the following

method :— In the morning succeeding a rainy night, num-
bers of the natives go to the st a-shore, each being fur-

nished with two calabashes, one of which they fill with

earth and sand. This they wash with many waters, by

turning the calabash round ; the water, with the lightest

of the mud, washing over the brim, while ll j gold, if

there be any, sinks, by its own weight, to the bottom.

Thus they continue till two or three spoonsful are only

left, and this they put into the other calabash ; then lill

the other again, and continue washing till about noon,

when the calabash that receives the settlings, being pretty

well filled, is taken home, and minutely searched. They
sometimes find as nntch gold as is worth half-a-guinea,

sometimes the value of a shilling, and sometimes none

at all.

Vegetables.] This coast abounds with a variety of trees.

One of the most remarkable, and which grows in great

abundance, is the papay-tree. The fruit, at first, is pro-

duced at the top of the trunk, without any branches ; but,

as the tree grows older, it shoots out branches, towards the

top, which resemble young slocks, wiiereon likewise fruit

grows. The inland countries on the coast of Guinea are,

in general, fertile, and produce several sorts of grain,

particularly maize and millet, which grow in great abun-

dance. They have also several kinds of vegetables and

roots. Palm-trees grow here in abundance, and are of

infinite service to the natives, not 01,.y ^rom the wine that

flow.s from the trunk but the oils which thev extract froHj

their nuts. They have also plenty of various kinds of

fruits, as plums, pears, oranges, citrons, cocoa-nuts, and

figs, to which may be added ananas, water-melons, and the

GKtXiHAlMIY. [,,„„
konnuitin apple. The last fruit is more pcculinr

toil,

c(.unlry than any other; it is about the size of a wiluu','

and hus a green husk ; but the outer rind is of a ye||o»,
1'

cast, Nomewiiat inclined to red. In the core are fu

'

large tlut kermis, separated by the pulp, which i« red jnj
white, of u sweetish sharp taste, but most iucliniiiu („ ,1,,,

latter. It is a very agreeable and refreshing fruit, ,u^ ,

,

infinite service to those afllicted with the bloody-flux
f

II is very astringent, and, ulun boiled with wine and sL,
is not only more useful, but more pleasant, than tamaiuid,

/tiiimah.] The tame quadrupeds of this coaiitry ^t
bulls, oxen, cows, sheep, goats, and hogs; but the pa,iu„

is so iiidillerent, ihu't they are, in general, cxceeiiiug
pg^r

and small. The cows yield but little milk ; and one of

the best, when full grown, is so light, that it will ug|

weight above two hundred and lifty pounds. The jjifj,,

are not above half the si/e of those in Europe; mid
ji,.

stead of wool, their bodies are covered with long shagvi

hair. The goats are very plentiful, but small in proper.

tion to those of Europe. The Hesh, however, is very fu

and sweet, aiid greatly preferred to that of sheep.

The chief domestic animals are dogs and cats. The ne-

groes frequently eat the former, and prefer their llish to my

other. The dogs here are much like our foxes, and hate

long upright ears. Their tails are long, but taper, and

without hair: the skin is also naked; and they never baiL

but only howl. They are very disagreeable to the si»bi,

but more go to the touch, llie blacks call them caJfj

de matto, which signifies a wild goat ; and so univerialli

are they admired in this country, that, in some places,

they bleed them for sale, and carry them to the niarkeii

where they fetch a much better price than the sheep,

Cats are also greatly esteemed by the negroes, but theyii

not eat them unless out of necessity.

The wild beasts, both oiv the coast and in the interior

parts, are of various sorts. Among theae none are more

distinguished than the elephants; for though in olber

parts these animals are rendered docile and useful, yet here

they are never tamed.

On this coast there are various sorts of apes and mon-

keys, some of which are called bearded monkeys, from

their having long white beards : the hair on their backs u

of a light brown, that on the belly white, and the rest of

the body is covered with spots. There are others, called

white iioses^ from that part of them being only of a white

colour. Tliese animals, though of various sorts, are all

very cunning, and ready to imitate what they see. Thej

are fond of their young, always in action, and greatly re-

semble the human form ; so tliat the negroes call them

cursed v.v.'r,, v,»i*, sny they could spcr.k if they %vo\M.

There are also several sorts of wild cats on this cuast,

some of which are spotted like tigers, and are extremely

fierce and mischievous. Among these is the civet-cat,
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callfd ••> '''« "'Rf'"'" kanknn. Tliry geiinrally vex tind

KCK llicm, before they take out Uiv iiiuik Irom tlic Iihk
;

liif th,. iiioni the oiiiinnl i* t-iirugrd |)revi(iu« to this ope-

lalidii, the hcttcr will hi' i\\v civ»t. The bog whicii coti-

ijiii, ihc civet in largcut in the iiittlc. The liquor of which

il,„
iivTt foiiiislK, ii|)|»«;ur» to hv fxcret^d fron> « tTtaiii

Jtiidt that lie between the coiitN that compuse the bag

iiuiii
uliii'h the civet ii taken.

Here are oome porcnpineM, wlii< h uit:, in general, about

\M feet in height, and their teeth art- reniarkabl)' iiharp.

Ibey are very daring, initoniuch that they will attack the

largcit and most dangerous Hnakes. When irritated, they

(liuot tlii-ir quilU at the enemy, and \*iUi such violence that

ih(7 olientinies prove fatal. The negroes esteem their

IJeih an a great delicacy.

The sloth, which is called by the natives potto, is found

111 thii part of Guinea. 'I'his animal is said to be the

most ugly creature in the univerae; and it is so »\oa' in its

motion, that it cannot travel above twenty yards in . day.

Tlie head is strangely disproportioned, and the lore-feei

Ijffatly resemble hands. The hair of the young ones is

of a pale mouse-colour, but that of the old is red, and

looks more hkc wool than hair. Tht; female, when big

with young, climbs the trunk of some old tree, in which

there is an hollow, from some accidental decay at a dis-

unce from the ground. Here she deposits her young,

which are generally two in number. During the time she

(uckles her young, she continues in the same hole, and,

though that period is very short, before it is expired she

becomes almost emaciated. When the young ones are

able to crawl after her, she leads them to the nearest

branches of the tree, wliere they devour the leaves first

of one and then anothi
. When the tree is quite stripped,

ihey are obliged to seek a new place of abode. The
journey, however, to the next tree, takes up no small time

in performing ; and though the creature is fat at the time

he leaves his former habitation, yet, before he has reached

his new one, he becomes as poor and lean as possible

;

and, if the tree be high, or at any distance, and he meets
vith nothing on his journey, he inevitably dies with hun-
ger, While he is thus travelling slowly on tlie ground, any
beast may kill and devour him ; for he is entirely defence-

less, and, when attacked, only makes a noise like the

crying of a kitten. The characteristics of this animal
are its slow pace, and its having the fore-feet longer than
tliose beiiind, with three claws on each foot.

The crown-bird, which is found on this coast, is more
beautiful than those in the other parts of Guinea. They
are about the size of a stork, and receive their name from
". Isrge tuft tliul grows on their heads; some of which are
red, others blue, and some of a shining gold. Their bo-
dies are chiefly covered with black feathers; the sides of
their heads arc beautified with purple spots ; and the fea-

37. vol.. I.
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thers of their wings and taili are of different colours, at

red, yellow, white, and black. Thiirir Uils are »cry long,

and the negroes pluck their feathers to omam«nt their

heads.

Several species of large and venomous snakes abuunu
)n this coast, as also large scorpions, some of which are as

big ns small lobsters, having a bladder full of poison at

the cnti of their tails, which they discharge at their ene-

mies at pleasure. Locusts are very numerous here, and
sometimes make great destruction among the corn and ve-

getables. The millepedes, or hog-lice, are very numer-
ous

; and, though their sting is not so dangerous as that of
the scorpions, yet it occasions a very sharp pain for some
time.

'I'he most remarkable insects on this coast are the large

ants, which an; different from those in other parts of llie

world. These are of various sorts and colours: some are

white, others black, and some red. They are very rapa-

cious, and will sometimes attack a living sheep, which, in

a night's time, they will reduce to a perfect skeleton, leav-

ing not the least thing excej)t the bones. Fowls and
chickens frequently share the same fate; and even rats,

though such active animals, are not able to escape.

The gnats on this coast are very troublesome, especially

near woods and marshy grounds. Their sting is very

sharp, and raises prodigious swellings, attended with vi-

olent pain. They are most troublesome in the night,

and frequently oblige the inhabitants to desert their habi-

tations.

Religion, Government, ^c] The negroes on the Gold
Coast are, in general, idolaters. Every one has a fetish,

or chami, to which they pay the greatest reverence. These
fetishes are formed of different things, according to each
person's fancy ; some have the tooth of a dog, tiger, ele-

phant, or civet-cat ; others have an egg, the bone of some
bird, the head of a fowl, ox, or goat; and others, again,

the bone of a fish, the end of a ram's horn, or a bunch of
cords, made of the bark of trees : their regard for them is

so great, that whatever they promise them they perforin

in the strictest manner, and that in every instance of ab-

stinence and mortification.

Each kingdom has its particular fetish : this is gene-

rally some large mountain, jt remarkable tree, which, if

any person should be so indiscreet as to cut or disfigure,

he would be put to the most cruel death. Each village

has also its guardian fetish, dressed at the common ex-

pence, to which they pray for general benefits ; and for

this patron they erect, in the most public place, a kind of

altar, made v.ith reeds, and covered witli a roof of palm-

leaves. In short, they are, in general, from the highest

to the lowest class, most inviolably and unreservedly at-

tached to the particular objects of their adoration.

Tlie negroes on this coast tremble at the idea of the
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tfcvil, lo whom tliey ascribe all iheir misfortunes, a,,d
are even terrified at his name. Such arc their notions of
the injuries they receive from this fiend, that they have an
annual custom of banishing him from every town and vil-
lage throughout the respective district.

They have generally two days of worship in the week
one of which is dedicated to their fetishes, and the other
« called their bossum-day, being that on which they were
born. On the latter day, they clothe themselves in white
and besmear themselves with earth of the same colour, as
emblems of innocence; but the fetish-day is observed
with the greatest devotion.

There are five degrees, or classes, among the natives on
this const. The first are their kings; the second their
nobihty; the third may be called civil magistrates, their

'

province being only to take care of the welfare of the
city or village, and to appease such tumults as mav arise
aniongthe inhabitants; the fourth are the common people,
employed in agriculture, fishing, &c.; and the fifth and
last are the slaves, who are either taken in war, or become
so by poverty.

The different kingdoms are governed either in the form
of nionarchies or republics. The kings are, in general,
hereditary, but some few of them elective. Their chief
justices, or judges, as well in kingdoms as republics, are
commonly chosen from among the most wealthy, and par-
ticularly the governors of towns and villages. These take
cogn.zance of all civil and criminal cases; but their deci-
sion ,s not absolutely ultimate, as the parties can appeal to
the kmg.

'^'^

The crime of adultery, on this part of the coast, is pu-
...shed only by fine; for which reason many women, by
consent of their hu.Lands, bestow their favours, merely
to take advantage of those who have been captivated by
their charms. The inland neg.oes, however, are more
r.g.d .n exacting the penalty than those of the coast. No-
thing less, ,n general, than life will satisfy the party of-
fended, though the punishment is sometimes mitigated by
virtue of an enormous pecuniary consideration ; in which
case, the negroes are responsible not only for their chil-
dren but also their relations, who, in such cases, help one
another by a mutual contribution, each giving something
towards the fine, according to his circumstances: other!
wise the offender would be condemned either to slavery or
death. In like manne.-, every man is obliged to make
good the iiyury done by his slave; for whatever crime he
commits, his .naster must pay the fine imposed. In ge-
neral, the fine is p.oportioned to the circumstances of the
criiimial.

When any contention breaks out among the differeut
p„„ces o» thi., eoa.t, war is formally declared, and the
k...gs, by their governors, appoint a day for their subjeots
to assemble n, arms. This being do.ie, a herald is sent to

[PAHT
I,,

announce it to the enemy, at the same time fixing
il.erf

place, and hour, of battle. The grandees, or nobles
u'.''

lepan- to court, and, after complimenting the kiii.r'

„""

ceed to the place of battle, taking with them tlieirMl"'
and families; and, if the motives of the quarrel b- „r.'"
before they set out, they destroy their houses and to«7'
that the enemy, if victorious, may gain the less adva!!'
tage of their conquest.

The kings have a great number of guards, who coi
stantly attend their persons, either at home or in thetitM
These are well furnished with arms, and make a niostfo
midable appearance. They are very dexterous in theuT
of their warlike implements, which consist of muskj
sabres, lances, shields, and bows aud arrows.

'

In battle, each commander has his men close togefe
in a crowd, without the least attention to order,

himself
being hid in the midst of them. In case a few are killej

the rest immediately run away, unless surrounded bv i|,eenemy; and so natural is cowardice to them that «!,

one ofticer sees another enthralled, instead of advaiicinj
to assist him, he consults only his own safety by a sml
fl.ght. They do not stand upright in battle, but stoup
that the bullets may fly over their heads : as soon as thev

have discharged their guns, they immediately run back to

load them, and then return and resume the fire. Tiic

victorious party make as many prisoners as they can
Those who cannot raise their ransom are either kept or

sold as slaves; if a person of rank is taken, he is well ,c.

cured, and his ransom is fixed very high ; but if the per-

son who occasioned the war fall into their hands, hei,

immediately put to death.

'J'he contending princes, when a treaty of peace is

agreed on, engage to meet each other on a certain dav

to proclaim their determinations. The place is generally

a large open plain, and each party appears as if armed
for battle, bringing with them their futishes. The priests,

who are the principal people in these ceremonies, make
the chiefs swear reciprocally to cease hostilities, to forget

what has passed, and, as a security for their promises, to

give mutual hostages. As soon as these oaths are taken

the parties throw down their arms, a.id embrace each oilier

with the greatest cordiality; after which they pass there-

manider of the day in singing and dancing, and commtrce
is renewed as if no dispute had happened.

SECTION III.

THE IVORY CO/VST.

The Ivory Coast derives its name from the great nun;
ber of elephants' teeth purchased here by the Europeans,

ir-canes, ai

theprir.cipal part of which is found on this coast and in its

v.cimty. It IS bounded, on the east, by the Gold Coast,
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gii the wi'st, b> (he Grain Coast; on tlie north, by Ne
grolaiid; and, on the south, by tlie Atlantic Ocean. The
«liole coast, which extends from Cape Palmas to Cape
Apolloiiia, is about two hundred and fifty miles in length,

mid is called, by the natives, the Quaqua Coast; the

Mord quaqua, in their lan}>;uage, signifying a tooth.

I Soil and Productions.] Tlie country is pleasant to the

view, and fertile in soil, producing grain and vegetables

ill
abundance. The natives are not sensible of the vilue

of sugar-canes, and therefore only apply them to the pur-

pose of feeding elephants, which are here very numerous.

Indigo and cotton are said to grow without cultivation,

and tobacco, under proper care, would prove a profitable

and useful article.

Oxen, goats, hogs, sheep, &c. abound here. A good
ox is seldom sold for more than a few dozen of knives

and inferior ones in proportion. They have also great

plenty of poultry, and variety of fish. Among the latter

are frequently found three remarkable creatures, namely,
llie sea-ox, the zingana, or hammer-fish, and the sea-devil.

The sea-ox, or horned fish, is very long and thick.

Tlie skill is hard, rough, and without scales, and of
variegated colours. The head resembles that of a hog,
and it has a trunk like that of an elephant, which in the
name manner receives its food. It has many peculiarities

in its form
;
but the most singular is the extreme part

of the tail, which is composed of a strong thick fin, which
serves as a defence. It has also other fins, which sub-
serve the same purpose. The zingana, or hammer-fish, is

a voracious creature, and is armed with fins, which greatly
facilitate the seizure of its prey.

The sea-devil, so called from the ugliness of its form,
surpasses all other creatures found in the seas ; it is about
t*e«ty-five feet in length, and eighteen in breadth : on
each side of it is an angular substance, as hard as horn
and very sharp. The tail is long and taper, and terminates
with a dangerous point

: the back is covered with small
lumps, about two inches high, and sharp at the ends : the
head IS large, but there is no appearance of any neck
and the mouth is furnished with a great number of sharp^
pointed teeth: two of the eyes are near the throat, and
ore round and large, but the other two are placed above
iheni, and much smaller: on each side of the throat are
iliree horns, of an equal length, the middlemost of which
|s three feet long, and an inch and a half in diameter,
out they are flexible, and therefore can do but little harm •

•he flesh of this creature is hard and ill-tasted, but the
negroes catch them for the sake of the liver, from which
"ley extract large quantities of oil.

^
The places most worthy of description on the Ivory

-oa,t lire the following :-Cape la Hou, or Laho, which
l'r'"i»ce9 elephants' teeth, of the larg.-st size, and in the
greatest abundance. The town is extensive, the soil fer-

4«7
tile, and the natives are tolerably civil. Between two
villages, called Cape-la-How and Corbi-la-How, is a track
of the sea, called by some the Bottomless Pit, many effort*
havmg been made in vain by the natives to fathom it.
At length the bottom was found by the Europeans, and
the depth appeared to be no more than sixteen fathoms.
Near Cape ApoUonia, at the eastern extremity of the
coast, are three villages, inhabited by some negro natives,
who carry on an occasional traflic with the Europeans

Customs, Manners, ^r.] The Quaqua blacks, or na-
tives of the Ivory Coast, are tall, lusty, and well featured,
arid very honest in their dealhigs, particularly with the
Europeans that visit this coast. When they go to trade
with any ship; they take some water in their hands, and
let a few drops of it fall into their eyes: this is a kind
of oath, by which they intimate, that they would rather
lose their eye-sight than cheat those they trade with.
They are no less averse to drunkenness than fraud ; and,
though their country produces a prodigious number of
pa m-trees, yet they will not drink any palm-wine, but
only a certain liquor, called bordon, or tombo-wine, which
IS much weaker, and rendered still more so by bein-r mixed
with water.

°

Their dress is much the same as the inhabitants of
the coasts in general. They file their teeth very sharp,
but they are, in general, irregularly placed, and very
crooked. They are fond of having long nails, and take
particular pride in the length of their hair, which they
plait and twist in different forms, and grease it with palm-
oil mixed with red earth. With this composition they
every day anoint their bodies, and continually chew betel
the juice of which they rub about their mouths and diins!
They ornament their legs with a great nuir,ber of iron
rings, and in these consists their chief dignity, for the
greater a man's quality is, the more rings he wears.
Their language is altogether unintelligible to a European

and they speak hastily and by starts. When they meet
each other, they use the word quaqua, at the same time
each laying one hand on the other's shoulder, and taking
hold of the fore-finger, pull it till it snaps, when they
again, in a Jow voice, repeat the word quaqua, which
closes the salutation.

In religion they are all idolaters; and though there are
several petty princes in different parts of the coast, yet
the whole are subject to a king, called Soccoo, whom
they not only respect but dread; and imagine that, if he
would only make use of his fetishes or enchantments, he
would cause all his enemies to die.

. -;-• the fundamental laws of this country every one is

obliged to continue all his life in the condition in which
he was born; so that, for instance, one whose father was
a fisherman can never become any thing else but a fish-
erman

;
and so of all other trades and professions.
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In some parts of the coast, particularly Laho, they

inanufacture a pretty sort of cotton-stufFs, striped blue
and white, about three-quarters broad, and three or four
€ll» long. These are much valued, and sell for a good
price in most parts of Guinea. The natives are very

fond of trade ; but they are cautious in going on board
European ships, lest they should be trepanned. In nego-
ciation, all is done by signs and gestures of the hands or

fingers, and by setting a quantity of goods against the

Icoth they offer to dispose of.

Besides the articles of ivoiy, gold, and slaves, the ne-
groes here carry on a great trade in salt, which they sell

to their neighbours, who carry it further into the inland

countries, and dispose of it to great advantage, it being
in those parts exceeding scarce. The inland parts of this

coast produce the largest and best elephants' teeth to be
found in the universe. The country is so full of elephants,

that the inhabitants of the hilly parts are obliged to dig
their houses in the backs of the mountains, and to make
their doors and windows narrow and low, and are forced
to use all kinds of artifices to drive them from their plan-
tations, or lay snares for them, and kill them. The rea-

son of ivory being so plentiful here is, because the ele-

phants cast their teeth every three years; so that they find

more loose teeth in the forests than they get from those
they kill.

SECTION IF.

THE GRAIN COAST.
Climate and Productions.] Though the climate of

the Grain Coast is very unhealthy, owing to the periodical

rains and winds, the soil is tolerably good, and, besides

pepper, produces plenty of vegetables and roots, as alto

various kinds of fruits, particularly, oranges, lemons, co-
coa-nuts, bananas, and dates. Their cattle consists of
cows, sheep, hogs, and goats ; and they have a few horses,

but tlu-y are very small, and of little use. There are

also several kinds of wild beasts, as elephants, buffaloes,

tigers, apes of various sorts, and great plenty of hares

and deer. Their poultry consists of geese, turkies, and
ducks, with plenty of cocks and hens, the latter of which
are esteemed as good in quality as those of Europe.

Inhabitants.'] The natives of this coast, in person, are,

in general, tall and well featured, and are said to be more
liberal and honest in disposition than those of the adjacent

coasts. Their dress, in point of distinction and form, is

much the same, and they are equally fond of trinkets, and
all sorts of ornaments. They are mostly abstemious in

their diet; intemperance, in drinking especially, being se-

verely punished by royal mandate.
|

[PAHT II.

Here are some of a mixed breed, called Muiattoe.
who are an abandoned set of people, and have proceeded
from the intermixture of negroes and Europeans. Tl
are of a tawny complexion, and profess themselves

Ciiri

'^

tians, notwithstanding which they retain many of the mo!!
superstitious notions of the Pagans They imitate

ih

Portuguese in their dress, but exceed both them and
the negroes in their vices. The men are drunkards, lewd
thievish, and treacherous ; and the women are the mosi
abandoned prostitutes, sacrificing themselves at all times

and to all sorts of men, without the least degree of 1/
straint.

Their sovereign is despotic, and he is never seen abroad
unless on particular occasions, and then he appears

will,

the greatest pomp and magnificence.

Manufactures, Trade, &;(..] Their chief empjoymeni
is husbandry

;
but there are some tolerable artificers

aiiioii.-

them. They purchase fire-arms, gunpowder, and bulltj

of the Europeans ; but darts, arrows, lances, and broad'

swords, they make themselves. The carpenters make
canoes, of various sizes, with great neatness; and tliei

also build their houses or huts, which are made of wood
and clay, and thatched with reeds, or branches oftl

palmetto-tree.

As the Europeans have no settlement on this parte,

Guinea, the trade here is carried on by signals from ilie

ships, on the appearance of which the natives immedi.

ately go in their canoes, carrying with them their pepper,

ivory, &c.

Large ships go up the river Sherbro for about seven

leagues from its mouth ; but farther up it grows shallow,

and is only navigable for canoes. The country round is

very moimtainous, and the river has many turnings and

windings, but the str'^am is not rapid, except at two or

three cataracts or water-falls, one of which is exceeding

large, and makes a prodigious noise, the water falling

from the rocks upwards of twenty feet perpendicular,

The negroes that sail up. this river, before they reach tlie

cataract, are obliged to go ashore,- and land tlieir goods,

which, with their canoes, they drag along the nioiintaiui,

till they have passed the cataract. The other two water-

falls nre trifling; notwithstanding which, they frequenlly

have their canoes overset, especially wiien they are heavily

laden
:
but as the camwood, with which they are gencrallv

loaded, is very heavy, it sinks, and in the dry season tliev

go and take it up, there being at that time hardly any water

in the river. Their times of going up the river are in tk

latter end of the rainy seasons, which generally continue

five months out of the twelve, when they cut the cam-

Wood, and search for elepliauts' keth.
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CHAPTER VL

T
LOWER GUINEA.

^ HIS extensive tract of country is situated between

ilie
equinoctial line and eighteen degrees of south lati-

tude; and extends upwards of seventeen hundred miles

frum north to south. Its boundaries are, the kingdom of

Benin, oii the north ; the interior parts ot Africa, on the

jjst; Mataman, on the south; and the Atlantic Ocean,

oD the west. It is divided into four kingdoms, viz.

Liiango, Congo, Angola, and Benguelaj which will be

described under their respective heads.

SECTION I.

LOANGO.

Eitetit, Boundaries, Sfc] This king'tlom extends along

ihe African coast from two to five degrees of south lati-

tude, and is four hundred and ten miles in length, and
iliree hundred in breadth. It is bounded, on the north,

bjthe kingdom of Benin; on the south, by Congo; on the

eisl, by Makoko; and, on the west, by the Atlantic Ocean.
This country, as well as Angola, was formerly a part

of the kingdom of Congo; but has long been dismembered
from it. It is watered by several small rivers, and divided

into four provinces, called Loangiri, Loango-mongo,
Clijlongo, and Piri'.

Climate, and Vegetable Productions.] Though Loango

I

is situated almost m the middle of the torrid zone, the
climate is by no means unwholesome, and the soil is ca-
pable of improvement, though greatly neglected, through
tie indolence of the natives: they have, however, several

sorts of peas and beans, with large and small millet, of
all which the ground yields annually three crops. They
' ive fruits of various kinds, as oranges, lemons, bananas,
pompions, cocon-nuts, and the kola.

Animals.] The wild animals of this country are timers,

leopards, elephants, civet-cats, and a variety of monkeys.
The only tame animals are goats and hogs ; and poultry

[

IS so plentiful, that sixpenny-worth of beads will pur-
chase twenty good fowls.

Among the birds, the most remarkable is the pelican,

I

a bird larger than a swan, in shape resembling a heron.
Its feathers are black and white, and it has a bare place

I

oil the breast. But the most remarkable circumstance
belonging to this bird is the bones, which appear to be

I transparent, with many fibres and veins running up and
37, VOL. I.

down throughout their whole length. To this may also
be added another singularity, which is, that near the
middle of the stomach the windpipe is divided into two
branches, a circumstance not to be met with in any other
bird whatever.

Chief City.] Loango, the capital of the kingdom, is

situated in four degrees and a half of south latitude, and
IS about four miles from the sea-coast. It is a large and
populous city, and the streets are long and spacious.
Near the centre of the city is a spacious square, sur-
rounded with lofty trees, where a daily market is held for
the sale of all kinds of provisions, also palm-ckiis, of
various sorts, and great quantities of elephants' teeth.

The royal palace consists of a number of detached
buildings. The king's apartments are in front; behind
are those belonging tc his women. The whole is sur-

rounded with lofty palm-trees, and is at least a mile and
a half in cnnumference.

The articles sold here by the natives consist of ivory,

tin, lead, copper, iron, red-wood, and several sorts of
cloths, the manufacture of the country; iii exchange for

which they purchase of the Europeans, salt, Silesia tick-

ing, cutlasses, looking-glasses, beads, and other articles.

Power and State of the King.] The king of Loango is

a very powerful prince, and able to bring into the field

a considerable army, for all his SNojects arc obliged to

equip themselves with arms, and immediately attend at

his command. His dress is elegant and sumptuous, zr^

both he and his nobles wear, on their left arm, thp skin

of a wild cat, sewed together, with one end stuM- The
king shuts the door of his apartment, and -ontinues _ by

himself during the whole time he is at di-'ner : for should

any person happen to see him either ep^ or drink, he would
be immediately put 'o death. So punctually is this law

observed, that even animals arf subject to the same fate,

which happened to a fine dog presented the king by a

Portuguese. The creawre not being very well fed by

those who had the c»i"e of him, smelling the viands one

day when the kin£ went to dinner, followed the scent, and

his majesty not fastening the door properly, the dog, while

he was at dinner, thrust it opci) with his feet, and entrrcd

the room, when the king immediately quitted the apart~

ment, and ordered him to be killed.

Every day after dinner the king goes in state, accoin

panied by his nobles, and a great crowd of people, t9

5Q

. l

I
ill
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the baiiquettiiig-house, in order to refresh himself by drink-
ing palm-wine. As soon us he arrives- there, he seats
himself on the throne, and on each side of him is a cup-
bearer. He on the right-hand reaches him the cup when
he is inclined to drink, but at the same time turns his head
notice of which is given to the company by him on •he-
left, who strikes two iron rods, pointed at the ends, one
against the other. At this signal the people turn their
backs to the king, and bend their faces to the ground, in
which posture they remain so long as the irons continue
ringing; after which they rise, turn their faces to the
king, and wish him health by clapping their hands.
At sun-set he goes a second time to the apartments

adapted for eating, where his provisions are prepared for
him as before, after which he again visits the banquetting-
house, where he remains till nine or ten o'clock, when
he returns, and retires to rest. The king seldom appears
abroad, except on the before-mentioned occasions, or
when an ambassador arrives, or some strange accident
has happened; such as when a leopard is taken in the
country, or else lodged near the city ready for the chace,
or, lastly, when his land is to be tilled, and his chief no-
bility bring him tribute.

His majesty appears in public at the commencement
of the seed-time, which is always on the first of January.
He takes his seat at three o'clock in the afternoon, when
the women who till the ground appear before him with
their instruments of husbandry, and the men walk back-
wards and forwards, armed and clothed in their military
habits. The king generally stays about an hour, when
he returns to his palace, amidst the acclamations of tlie

people, who spend the rest of the day in mirth and fes-

tivity.

When any of the inhabitants have discovered a leopard
in the woods adjoining to the capital, intimation of it is

g'^jn to the king, who immediately appears in public,
and a Vumpet is sounded, to give notice to the people to
attend hii.. at the sport. If the place where the leopard
lies be too far for the king to walk, he is carried on men's
shoulders, in a k^d of chair, made of wicker, and curi-
ously ornamented. As soon as they arrive at the spot
where the leopard is «,creted, the people surround it,

armed with bows and arrows, lances, and darts, leaving
only a small place open, that tl-, king may have a conve-
nient opportunity of seeing the sport. Before this open-
ing, nets are spread, that, if the leopard should happen
to take his course that way. he might he caught alive.
W hen every thing is ready, the beast is roused by the
people making an universal shouting, with the blowing
of horns and beating of drums. As soon as he tinds him!
self surrounded, he endeavours to make his escape, but
IS impeded by the volleys of darts and arrows that are dis-
charged at him by the multitude, who follow him close,

GEOGRAPHY. rj,.„^
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and, if he happens not to take the net, overpower
I

despatch him. When the leopard is killed, the king ret'
to his palace, before which the hunters bring the care'*'
and exult over it by dancing, singing, and exhibiti„!t'
nous kinds of diversions. The king then orders the I
to be flayed, and the skin is brought to him; after whl'
the body is buried very deep in the earth, except the e!!which is taken out and thrown into the river.

When the king dies, the succession of the crown d
not devolve to his children, but to his eldest brother' hi
for want of such kindred, it falls to his sister's

ehildre,,'

Those who have pretensions to the crown are five in Jf||^
ber, and reside in towns or villages at some distance

fro"^

the court: they preserve their titles agreeably to the nan"
of the respective villai^es in which they live. The n
heir to the crown is called Mani-Kay, who resides au
large town of that name, situated about five miles from
Loango. When the king dies, Mani-Kay succeed,

hin.
and thus, by a regular rotation, they succeed to each other',

villages, and afterwards to the crown.
On the decease of the king the Mani-Kay enters imme

diately upon the government, but he does not go to court

till the funeral of the late king is over; the ceremonies
ai

tending which are as follow: They first make two vault)

under ground, adjoining to each other, in one of which the,

lay the royal corpse, richly dressed, on a stool, and hy it

pots, kettles, pans, cloths, and garments. They then plat,

round it little images of wood and red earth, representiM

the household servants of the deceased. After this, ilie,

leave the royal corpse, and go to the other vault, Ihert

they place the bodies of several slaves, who have beeim.
crificed, to serve the king in the other world, and to male

attestation in what manner he behaved during the course

of his life. The two vaults are then cIose°d, and over

each is erected a covering, to preserve it from the weather,

neveniies.] The king of Loango's revenues priucipaliv

arise from elephants' teeth, copper, and slaves. The

greatest part of the copper is brought, by stealth, from an

inland country, the inhabitants of which are always at va-

riance with the king of Loango.

Lares.'] By the laws of this kingdom, theft is never pii-

nished with death, unless it be committed on the king: in

common cases, where the theft is detected, either he or

his friends must restore the goods stolen, or atone for the

want of them by' an adequate compensation; besides

which, the thief is tied to a post, in the middle of the

street, where he continues an hour, as an object of ridi-

cule and contempt to the spectators. If he is iniable

either to restore the goods or pay the value of them, his

.•e.ations must work for the party lobbeil, till sucii (m
as he thinks himself sufficiently satisfied for the loss he

has sustained.

When any person is suspected of a crime, and it can
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not be clearly proved against liim, he is sworn by drinking

a certain quantity of a liquor, called imimnda. It is made
f,oi,i the root of a small tree or shrub, which is about

jix inches long, and resembles a carrot. The root is

scraped into water, which is boiled in gourds. The li-

quor is as bitter as gall, and so strong that one root would
serve to try a hundred people. When the person drinks

the ligiior, if it be too much infused, it strikes up into the

head, iiitbriating to such a degree, that he falls down
as if dead, in which case he is pronoiniced guilty, and
is accordingly executed; but if he can stand upright, he
is deemed innocent. The determination of this matter
rests entirely in the person appointed 'o administer the

potion; for however innocent lie may be that is suspected,
yet, if the imbonda-giver has any dislike to him, or his ac-
cuser is a person of importance, the liquor is so strongly
infused, that its operation proves fatal.

Rdigioii.] With respect to the religion of these people,
iliey arc all idolaters, though an attempt was once made

I

to bring them to a knowledge of Christianity. They have
same notion of a Supreme Being, whom they call Sam-
biaii Pogo, but their ideas are very imperfect. Their
idols, which they call mokissos, are of various forms;
some of tliem are made to resemble the hun.an species;'
others consist of a piece of wood, about a yard long, with
.mall bits of iron on the top', or else the figure of 'some
a:iimal carved at the end of it. The heads of their greater
Idols are ornamented with the feathers of hens or phea
.ants, and their bodies decorated with various kinds of
trinkets All acts of devotion are perforn.ed to these

.
Idols, of which they have great numbers. Each has a pe

I

cdiar name, according to its office or jurisdiction.
All circumstances that happen to them, whether good

I

or evil, they suppose to arise from the power of the mo-
too, U a man preserves a good constitution by chas-
iityaiid temperance, he ascribes his health to the mokisso
and not to those virtues. If a sick man recovers, they
neveninpute it either to the force of nature, or the ap-
pieaiion of medicines, but the mokisso has the credit of
Secure which is performed

; and, if the patient happens
lodie with old age, or by any accident, they believe he
«as killed by sorcery, for having violated the injunctions

' M on hnn by the mokisso.

Besides their private mokissos, they have many public
«^ that are kept in temples or huts, to which theyWy repair to their devotions. One of these is at a village

|«l ed Ihinko, and m figure resembles a man. The .rancTa
''"gl'-pnest, who is lord of the village, performs the

j service every morning, iu the following manner: As soon

aiid tif"''!' T ''''"''^''=^' ''^ '^' '''^"" »P«" « "-t.
«.tha eathern bag strikes his knee several times

. g small iron bells fastened to his fingers. Afte;
|ll'«l.e strikes the bag several times on his breast and

4SI
then uses many strange motions and postures of his body
hands, head, and eyes; sometimes he raises his voice'
and then depresses it, frequently repeating the word, Ma'
riomena

;
to which the assembly answer, Ka. When this

has continued for some time, the gauga appears as if
distracted, and his rage becomes so violent, that he is
obliged to be held; but, by virtue of a sour liquor, drawn
from cane, with which they sprinkle him, he recovers
and then declares what he has received from the mokisso,'
and what must be done in cases of sickness. After this'
he recommends to the mokisso the health of the king
the welfare of the country, flourishing of the seed sue'
c<^ss to the merchants, and full nets to the fishe'rmen
At the mention of the king's name, the whole company
clap their hands, in token of affection, and then the ce-
remony IS concluded.

Customs, Manners, ifc] The inhabitants of Loango
who are called Bramas, are tall, well shaped, and of a
shnnng black colour. I„ disposition they are civil, but
jealous, and much addicted to drinking. It is affirmed
by several writers, that the children of the natives are born
of much the same colour as those of P.uropeans, but in
two days become as black as their parents.

Another circumstance here, relative to the birth of
children, is very remarkable. Though both parties arc
negroes, yet sometimes it happens that the offspring is
very different in colour to that of its parents. These
lusus-naturs at a distance greatly resemble Europeans:
they have grey eyes, and red or yellow hair; but, when
you are close to them, their colour is like the corpse of
an European, and their eyes appear, as it were, fixed in
their heads. Their sight is very imperfect in the day,
but at night they see clearly, especially if it be moon-light.
The children of this description are called Dondos, by

the negroes, and Albinos, or whites, by the Portuguese.
They are always presented to the king a few days after
they are born, are brought up in the court to attend his
person, and are held in such high esteem by him, that no
person dare offend them : if they go to the markets, they
have the liberty of takii.g such articles as they think pro-
per, without control.

On the death of any person, the relations immediately
make it known, by running about the town or village, and
shrieking in the most hideous manner; after which they
bring the corpse into the street, and wash and clean it.

When the grave is dug, they carry several of their house-
hold goods and lay by it, as also the most valuable things
nsed by the deceased in his life-time. They then take up
the corpse, and ca.ry it with all expedition to the grave,
n» which It is immediately deposited, some of the goods'
being thrown into it; and, after they have shewed their
lamentations by howling and the most strange ^esticula-
lions, It IS filled up with earth. The remaining goods are
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set over the grave on poles, being first cut, to prevent their

being stolen. ITie relations of the deceased bewail his

loss by attending the grave morning and evening, ibr six

successive weeks.

No foreigner is permitted to be buried in Loango. When
it happens that an European dies here, his body is carried
in a boat two miles from the shore, and thrown into the

This custom took its rise from a Portuguese being
s(«a

buried here some years ago, ?oon after which the country
was afflicted with a famine. The priests attributed the
cause of the genend c!>laniity to the interment of the fo-

reigner, whose body, in consequence of their opinion,
was taken up, and thrown into the sea: and, from this

circumstance, they iiave never since permitted a stranger
to be interred in their country.

SECTION II.

CONGO.
Congo is situated between the second and eleventh de-

gree of south latitude, and between the thirty-second and
forty-first degree of east longitude, extending in length,
from north to south, five hundred and forty miles, and in
breadth, from east to west, about four hundred and twenty
miles.

Climate.'] The climate is less sultry than might be ex-
pected frr.n its situation, it being so near the equator.
The wiraei' months are April, May, June, July, and Au-
gust; during which they have almost continual rains, by
which the rivers are so swelled as to overflow the princi-
pal part of the country. The winds in winter blow from
north to west, and from nortli to nortli-east. These winds
drive the clouds towards the mountains, where, being ga-
thered and compressed, they, at length, condeuse°into
water. In the summer, the winds blow from the south to
the south-east, and, as they clear the southern skies, so
tliey diive the rain into the northern regions. These winds
are of infinite service in cooling the air, the heat of which
would otherwise be insupportable.

Soil and Vegetable Productions.] The soil of this coun-
try is fertile, and produces several sorts of grain, parti-
cularly rice and maize. They have also great plenty of a
gram called luko, which, in its form, resembles mustard-
seed, but, when ground, produces flour, little inferior to
that from wheat. The manioc-root is likewise cultivated
here, and much admired by the Portuguese, who, instead
of making it into bread, bruise it very small, and either
eat It raw, or else boil it in broth. Various sorts of veget-
ables are cultivated with very little labour. Among these
are .turnips, cabbages, potatoes, radishes, cauliflowers,
carrots, and spinage, besides others not known in Europe.
They have also several useful herbs, as hyssop, thyme,
oweet marjoram, balm, sage, mint, &c.

[part II.

Among the fruits are oranges, lemons, citrons, anan
bananas, pompiono, melons, dates, and the kola fr

"'

The last of these is about the size of a pine-apple
T'l

the fruit, which is enclosed within a thin husk, tastes mu|
like chesnuts. It is not only valued for being pleasant i'

eat, but for its great efficacy in removing any disorder th!
particularly aflfects the liver. There are several sort,

of
trees here that are distinguished for having medicinal Z
lities

;
among these is one culled angaria, the root of wjilt

boiled in water, is an infallible remedy for violent paius

'

the sides.
'"

The khisekka is another tree of a medicinal virtue anv
part of which, being reduced to powder, and mixed'«itl
water, is good against fevers; and, in cases of fainting

if

appMed either to the forehead or temples, is equally
e'|.

cacious as hartshorn.

The jakassa-tree grows very tall, is of a red colour

and has the virtue of curing the tooth-ach and sore gums'
but it is very pernicious to birds; for, if they once mi
on its boughs, they fall lifeless to the ground.

In the kingdom of Congo are every year two harvest!

for they begin to sow in January, and reap in April' ibe

second time is in September; and they reap what is the,,

sown in December. In the cultivation of the earth, tie.

use neither plough nor spade; for the clouds no sooner

begin to afford the least moisture, than the women set lire

to the herbs and roots; and, after thi first heavy shower

has fallen, proceed to turn up the ground with a sliglit

hoe, fixed to a handle about two spans long, cutting into

the earth with one hand, while, with the other, thepcat-

ter the seed, which they carry in a bag by their sidej,

While thus employed, they have generally cue or more

children upon their backs, to prevent their being hurt bv

the insects, which, upon this occasion, come out of ite

earth in great numbers.

Fossils and Minerals.] In many places in themounlains

of Congo are quarries of excellent stone, of various kinds;

whence whole columns of a prodigious size, with i

capitals and bases, may be dug entire. There are even

said to be whole mountains ofjasper, porphyry, and niar-

ble, of various colours, resembling the marbles of Etlij.

opia, Numidia, and Africa. There is also a stone,

speckled with grains and streaks, some of which contain

beautiful hyacinths ; for the streaks, which are disposed

like veins through the body of tlie marble, may be picked

out like the kernels of a pomegranate, when they fallinio

grains and little pieces of perfect hyacinths. Beauiiful

columns may be formed of the whole mass, which is very

sparkling. There are other stones, seemingly inlaid wiik

copper and other mrtals, which likewise appear veri

beautiful, and take a fine polish.

The mountains of Congo are likewise said to abound

M ilh gold ; but this is denied by some writeri; ; it is, liow-
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ever, ullowed ihat there are mines of silver and excellent
4«

copper, and also some of iron, which are wrougiit : the
iisefiiliicss of that metal in making knives, arms, instru-

ments of agriculture, and other kinds of utensils, being

,v«ll known to the iniiabitants. Of the other minerals

and fossils of this country, we have no satisfactory ac-

count'

Jnima/s.] The wild animals are elephants, lions, tigers,

leopards, buffaloes, bears, wolves, large wild cats, chame-
leons, apes, monkeys, &c. The tame animals are oxen,
cows, sheep, goats, and hogs ; besides which, they have'

great plenty of stags, fallow-deer, roebucks, hares, and
rabbits.

Poultry is very plentiful, particularly cocks, hens, geese,
and dnckj. They have also abundance of wild fowls as
partringes, pheasants, woodcocks, pigeons, doves, 8cc.
&c, There arc great numbers of parrots, most of which
aie very large, and either of a grey or green colou:

; but
iliere is one sj)ecies exceeding small, not being larger tlian
sparrows, and their feathers are beautifully variegated.
Tlienmst admired among ih? small birds are those called
birds odiuisic: they are about Mie size of a canary-bird
but they greatly differ in the colour of their feathers; some'
are all red, and others green, with their feet and bills only
black; some agam are all white, grey, dm., or black.
Ibese last have the most agreeable note, and are kept in
nges, by the belter sort of people, merely for the sake
of llieir song.

The reptiles here are scorpions, millipedes, vipers
snakes, and serpents. Among the snakes there is one
species ainazingly large: it is called the great water-adder
from Its being chieHy found in the rivers.

'

The seas and rivers abound with great variety of fish-
hiiie former are prodigious quantities of anchovies; and
111 llie latter are plenty of sturgeons, soles, barbel, trout
teiicli,&c, They have also several kinds of shell-fish as'
ovsleis, muscles, cockles, and large crabs, which are'ge.
iierally found at the m^iths of the rivers.

St.Salvadore, the capital of this kingdom, is situated
"ponavery high hill, ,„oslly of solid rock, on the top of
«l"cl. IS a plani, about ten miles in circ.m.ference, which
co^andsamost extensive and delightful prospect, and
'> eautifully shaded with a great variety of fruit-trees, asfS tamarnuls, plantain, kola, lemon, and orange-trees.
il'ean is also exceeding salutary. The hill has some iron-
™es, duel, are of singular use to the inhabitants, who
Jbncate a mto weapons and instruments of agriculture.™m these and other conveniences, the Congoese n.o-S "f'

""^ '^"' ""'^ "^"^' P'»« "f '"idence.
ekmgs palace is a very spacious and beautiful struc

I lure

IJe most considerable buildings in the city, exclusive
I'fje palace, are twelve churches, of which one is the

''O' vol.. I.

cathedral
;
and the J»ortugue»e fort, which is a strong and

spacious edifice. The churches, and other public build-
...gs have stone foundations; but the roofs are mean, being
coveied only with straw; and they are indifferently pro
vided with utens.1, for the celebration of divine ser4e.

Il»e city is well supplied with fresh water by two ex-
ec lent fountai.,s. The one is in a place called St. James's
Street, and the other within the walls of the court He
sides these, there is, on the east side, near the fool o.
the nil a spring of excellent water, called the Vese
"Inch falls into the river Lelundo, and serves to wate^
•I'c adjacent country. Before the great church is a spa-
cious square, on one side of which a large market is kcpf
every day for the sale of provisions. The rest of the
square is surrounded with elegant houses, chiefly inha-
bited by noblemen. The city is very populous, the num-
ber of inhabitants being computed at forty thousand.

Ihe loituguese principally reside at St. Salvadore
where they carry on a considerable traffic will, most othe^pans of the kingdom. The goods they sell to the na-
t.ves are various sons of grain, fruits, plants, and other
provisions, which they bring irom Brazil. The anicles
from Europe are English cloth, and stuffs, copper and
brass vessels, several kinds of eanhen-ware, rings, and
other ornaments; tobacco, wine, brandy, and other spi-
ntuous liquors; light stuffs, made of cotton, linen, and
vvoollen; with a great variety of tools and utensils. I„
return for these, they receive fron, the natives elephants'
teeth furs, and other commodities of the country • but
the chief article is slaves, prodigious numbers of which
are annually exported to the plantations in America The
best and most serviceable of tliese are brought from An-
gola, the country of the Jaggas, and other adjacent parts,
where they are naturally very robust and strong; whereas
those m the provinces of Congo, being for the most part
brought up in sloth and indolence, either die in their pas-
sage, through misery and sickness, or soon after their ar-
nval, through the change of climate, or the severe treat-
ment they receive from those to whom they are sold

llejigw,,.] The Portuguese have taken great pains to
introduce and establish their religion in this country. The
Komish faith was introduced in the reign of Don John
the Fourth, by means of a naval commander of rank,
called Diego Cam, who, desirous of discovering the
coast of Africa, in the course of his voyage came to an-
chor in the nioutii of the Kiver Zaire. Pleased with liis
reception by the natives, he took five of them home with
him, and presented them to his majesty, at the court of
Lisbon. Having acquired some knowledge of the Por-
tuguese language during the voyage, they ingratiated them-
selves so far with the king, by the pertinent answers they
made to the questions he put to them, that he ordered
Cam to take them back to their own country, and to

5 R
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use his iitiiio.st t'lidcavours to make a convert of the Afii-

ciin king to t|ie Romish church. 'I'he attempt succeeded:
tlic king hecame a convert, erected a magniticeut church,
aud was himself baptized in the most public manner, as

were his queen and court soon after. Rut, notwitlistand-

ing the great pains taken by the Portuguese to establish

their religion in this country, few of them seriously pro-

fess it, and even those appear to do it more from policy

than being affected by religious sentiments.

V.ovi'niment, Dignity qf the King, &;c.] The authority

of the king of Congo is absolute, the lives and property

of his subjects being entirely at hi.s disposal. They ap-
proach him, on all occasions, in the most submissive

manner; and whoever neglects paying proper respect and
obedience to him, is punished with perpetual slavery. He
has a couiKil, consisting of twelve persons, who are his

favourites, with whom he advises in all matters relative to

the affairs of state. All orders of a public nature are

made known by them, to which the people are obliged to

pay the same obedience as if issued by the king himself.

He is always attended by a number of the nobility, who
dwell in and about the palace, besides his domestics and
other officers of his household. He has also a strong
guard, which he keeps not only for the dignity of his

court, but for the security of I)is person. He gives pub-
lic audience twice a week ; but no one is permitted to

speak to him except his favourite nobles. His dress is

very rich, being for the most part a cloth of gold or sil-

ver, with a long velvet mantle. He generally wears a
white cap on his head, as do all his favourites ; but, if

any of the latter come under the displeasure of the king,
he orders the cap to be taken off, which is the highest
mark of indignity tliey can receive ; this cap being consi-
dered here as a badge of nobility, and of no less honour
than the star or garter in England.

When the king goes abroad, he is attended by a nu-
merous retinue; for not only his nobles accompany him,
but likewise all the principal men of the city, some of
whom go before and others behind. He is also attended
()}• a numerous guard, armed with sabres, lances, or bows
and arrows. When he goes to the cathedral, the Portu-
guese, both temporal and spiritual, as well as the gran-
dees, must wait on him, and return with him to the pa-
lace

: but the Portuguese are not obliged to attend him
on any other occasion. At these times the king is dressed
in his richest robes, which consist of a long mantle or
cloak of silk or velvet, ornamented in the most sumptuous
manner. On his head he wears a bordered cap, and
round his neck arc chains of gold, intermixed with the
linest coral. He has a sort of half-boots on his legs, and
his arms and wrists are decorated with bracelets of gold.
There are other times also when his majesty's pomp and
grandeur arc particularly displayed. One of these is,

when he give* public audience to his nobles, or H„y
i,^^

reign envoys, which is generally after dark. The couriie^
pass through a long gallery, between tUo ranks of negro,"
bearing waxen flambeaux. His majesty is seated in

chair of state, under a superb canopy. He is elegantly

habited in a robe of tissue, ornamented with brilliants (

the first lustre. On his right-hand stands an officf"

waving a handkerchief at a little distance, to cause a

agreeable breeze. At his left stands another, bearing
in

liis right-hand a sceptre, and in his left a bow. He
surrounded by attendants, each holding a flambeau in hi*

hand.

The king has one ''..vful wife, who is called Manj.

Mombada, that is, queen ; besides whom he keeps a great

number of concubines. The queen is maintained ai fc
expense of the public, an annual tax, called pinteljo

being gathered for that purpose from every house in ihe

kingdom. The tax is collected on the king's weddiiif.

day, when the proper officers of each province go to the

respective houses, and measure the length and breadth of

every bed, the owner of which is taxed according tu iu

breadth, viz. for every span, he gives either a slave or the

value of one ; which is the reason that most of the com.

men people lie on the ground, and those who do not,

have their beds very small.

The queen lives with great splendour, having apartmenti

in the palace peculiarly appropriated to her use: she has a

great number of women, who attend on her altcrnaielj

both day and night, and the king's concubines are obliged

to pay her the greatest homage; for, should they behave to

her with the least disrespect, they would be punished with

perpetual slavery.

With respect to the succession to the crown of Congo,

no order is observed, neither legitimacy or seniority taking

place, farther than the ruling nobles think proper, vh
esteem all alike honourable, and choose him among the king's

sons for whom they have the greatest respect, or whom

they think the most proper to govern. Sometimes they set

aside all the children, and give the crown to a brother,

nephew, or some other distant relation. The king does

not stir from his palace for eight days after his coronation:

in which time all the nobility, and the Portuguese, come

to visit him, and wish him success. The blacks do 1

homage on both knees, by clapping their hands, and kissing

the king's right-hand : the Portuguese and clergy do ho-

mage only on one knee.

After the expiration of the eight days, the king appears

in the market, attended by his nobles, where lie makes ;i

speech to the people, declaring his resolution to perfoim

what was proposed to him at his coronation ; and assurinj I

them that it shall be his constant study to promote the

welfare of his kingdoms, and the propagation of the

Romish religion.
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Revenue.] The king's revenue consiats chiefly in tlic

mbule that is y»ul to Jh.ii by several vajsal princes, unci

,|iith the niani, or governors of the six chief provinces,

are obliged to gather for him. There are otliers that make
l,ii„ a kind of free-will oflerings, some of cattle, others

„f grain, wine, palm-oil, and the like, as acknowledg-

nuiits for the laud,'( they hold under him. He is also pro-

|,ri,tor of all tlu" mith'm, or cockleshells, (the current

coin of this and tlie neighbouring kingdoms,) vthich

biiiig him in exchange slaves, elephants' teeth, stuft's,

cattle, millet, and other conimodilies. Fines and confis-

cations likewise bring him a considerable income. To
„|iich may be added his power in levying taxes on his

ibjects as often as he pleases ; but this he seldom does.

I C A.

for that purpose, presides twice a week at the s
court.

4Si

(tpreme

[

rsccpt 111 cases of necessity; the poverty of his subjects

being so great, that, if he were to repeat such impositions

often, it might induce them to revolt, and produce dis-

I

agreeable consequences.

Militari/ Force.] The king's forces are not very nume-
rous, nor aie they either well-clothed or disciplined. The
best of them are the musketeers, who, having been taught

I

the use of fire-arms by the Portuguese, retain the art of
handling them with surprising dexterity. All the kind's

'

lubjects may be said to be soldiers; for, whenever there'is

occasion, and he thinks proper to command, they must
I

ill attend.

These soldiers are taught to fall on the foe with a
I dauntless bravery, or rather fury ; but, as their arms a-e
of little use in such violent and irregular onsets, for want
of better discipline, they are sometimes put to the rout

;

id, when that happens, are seldom able to rally ; so'

at the breaking of the very first^body is mostly attended
ititli the loss of the battle. The flight of one army ge-

I nerally animates the other to an obstinate pursuit, the con-

[

itqueiices attending which are dreadful, and the carnage
ahvajs great. When the conquerors relinquish the pur-
suit, they return and plunder the enemy's camp, seize all

llie men, women, and children, they meet with, and sell

them to the Europeans for slaves. Few of those wounded
ui battle survive, their arrdVs and darts being infected
with so deadly a poison that, if they draw blood, and the
person is not provided with some extraordinary antidote,

I

they are sure to cause a speedy and unavoidable death.
After a conquest, terms of peace are generally proposed

I

by the victor, which, though favourable on his own part,

!
are generally accepted by the vanquished ; but they are nJ
longer attended to by the latter than while he becomes

I

iuiHciently formidable to renew the war.

^
Lim, Ac] For the better administration of justice, a

I judge is appointed by the king in every particular pro-
vince, to hear and determine all causes, whether of a
civil or criminal nature. These are called Royal Judges

;

from whom an appeal may be made to the king, who, for

1 reason and murder are the only off-enccs which are
<ieemed capital; in both which cases the punishment is
solely vested in the king, who generally condemns them
to the loss ot their heads mid estates, the latter of which
are confiscated to his use. In trifling matters the of-
fenders are punished various ways. If they are poor, they
are either bastinadoed .)r whipped ; if rich, they are pu-
nished by having fines levied on them, at the discretion of
the judge.

Ill this kingdom the poorer sort are subject to many
nistances of cruelty and oppression from their superiors
among which are the followmg:-If a poor man happen
to contract a debt with a rich one, he is not only liable
to be stripped of all he possesses, (not excepting his wife
and family, who, ,in such cases, arc often sold for slaves

)but to be also bastinadoed, dragged to a jail, and there
inhumanly treated, in order to oblige some cf his friends
to procure him his liberty at an exorbitant rate. Another
proceeding, not less cruel and oppressive, is, that if an
insolvent debtor secretes himself from his tyrannic cre-
ditor, or flies into some other country, either to avoid a
jail, or being sold for a slave, the creditor makes no hesi-
tation to seize on some wealthy relation of his, and im-
prison him in his stead, till he has extorted, by the most
cruel usage, a sufficient sum from his other friends to sa-
tisfy him for the debt. This arbitrary power extends even
so far as to the debts contracted by gaming, a vice to
which the people of Congo are greatly addicted.

Customs, Maimers, Sfc] The complexion of the origi-
nal natives of Congo is generally black, but, since they
have intermixed with the Portuguese, many of them are
of an olive-colour. They likewise diff"er in their persons,
according to the respective provinces in which they are
born; some of them are very tall and robust, but the ge-
nerality are of a middling stature. They have all black
curling hair, but their noses are not so flat, neither are
their lips so thick, as those of the negroes in general. In
their dispositions they are proud and haughty among them-
selves, but to strangers they are very affable and courteous.
They have a natural propensity to theft, and wlwtever they
get, either by stealing or otherwise, they spend in liquors,

of which they are very fond, and frequently drink to the
greatest excess. They have naturally a ready turn of wit,

and, when sober, will converse with great circumspection.
They are very revengeful, and, whenever they think them-
selves offended, nothing will satisfy them but destroying

the object of their resentment, which they generally effect

by poison.

The dress of the common people consists only of a

loose garment, which reaches from the waist to the middle of

the ankles, and some have the bottom ornamented with a

m'
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fringe. It IS fastened round the waiit wilh a kind of
string, made of leaves. Sonic use girdles, made of bid-

nislics or p;dm-leaves, which they plait together. They
have a cap on their heads, made to sit close, and gene-
rally carry scnne weapon in their hands. The upper part

of the body is bare in both sexes, and their arms and legs

are ornamented with brass, copper, or iron, bracelets.

The dre»s of the better sort is made of cloth, or serge,

under which they have a white shirt. The garments of the

woinon are much shorter than those of the men, and some
of the ladies have a velvet-cap, richly ornamented with

jewels, over which they wear a veil.

Their towns, or villages, consist of several houses,

erected in the midst of an inclosurc. These buildings are

made of wood, and covered with the branches of trees;

each house is divided into several apartments, the inner-

most of which is adapted for the women : they are all on
the ground-floor, and without windows, the only light

they have being admitted at the door, which is so small
that they are obliged to stoop when they pass it. The
indosures of the houses are formed by trees, which grow
so close together, that they not only serve as a fence, but
also keep off the violent heat of the sun.

Their houses are very thinly stocked with furniture, the

whole of which consists of only a few necessary utensils,

•uch as pots, kettles, calabashes to hold provisions, a mill

to grind their corn, a hatchet to fell timber, and some in-

struments of agriculture. Some of them, however, have
beds, made of coarse cloth, stuflFcd with straw, or the
leaves of trees ; but the generality lie upon loose straw,
spread on the ground.

The food of the conmion people consists principally of
rice, fish, potatoes, and other roots ; but the better sort
live chiefly on flesh and fowl. Their conmion drink is

water, but they sometimes regale themselves with palm-
wine, or brandy mixed wilh water.

Tiie natives who reside near towns live chiefly by trade

;

but in the country parts they are principally employed in

agriculture and keeping rattle. About the River Zaire,
some of them subsist by fishing, some by drawing palin-
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pleasure; and they have sometimes a piece of cali

,

thrown over the pole, to shelter them frooi the heat of i|

Mine, and others by weaving.

Persons of rank, w hen they travel, are carried in kam-
niocks, made either of net-work or strong stuffs; the
hammock is fastened to a long pole, about a foot from
each end ; and, when the person has got into the ham-
mock, two men, one before and the other behind, take
up the pole, and lay it on their shoulders, carrying the
person in this manner a considerable way without lesting.

When they go long journeys, they have four men, who
relieve each other, in doing whicii they arc so expert, that
they never slop, but shift as tiiey walk, at the same time
keeping their usual pace. This is a very easy method of
travelling, the person sitting or laying in tlie hammock at

S(,niclinie», instead of a hammock, they fasten
ti

ropes to the pole, one of whicli is much shorter ijian ii,"

other; they are each tied in two parts, and hanglij
swings

:
in the former the person sits, and at the li„(toi'

o» the latter is a square piece of board, on wliieh 1,1,^.,,

his feet. The person carried generally holds an u,„|„'||j

in his hand, to shelter him from the heat of ihr „i„

the inclemency of the weather, ifhe reason of tlin,„j

veiling in this manner is from their want of ||«rs,.,^
,1,^

not being any of those animals in the whole coiuitry.

'^

The inhabitants of Congo are very fond of festivity
a„,|

diversion, and, in most villages, the people assemble cvtn
eveiiinglat some open place, where they form a ring,

i,',

the centre of which is placed a woinlen platter, full
,)|

jirovisions. The eldest of the company, who is called

Makuluntu, gives to each his portion, which he divjile,

with such exactness, that not any person has the least rea.

son to complain. They do not make use either of cups

or glasses, but only a large flask, which, when any one

wants to drink, the makuluntu holds to the person's

mouth
;
and when he thinks he has drank enough lie takej

tli» flask away. If any strangers happen to come by si

the time of these festivities, they are equally welconjelo
participate with the rest of the guests.

They have also feasts on several particular occasiom
such as gaining a law-suit, a marriage, the birth of a

child, or any singular advancement in life. At these feasti

they dance, and sing love-songs, which are attended wjij,

a variety of musical instruments, consisting of flutes, pipes

ivory-trumpets, and drums, the latter of whicli are made
of thin wood, and covered with the skin of a beast. Oik
of their most ingenious instruments, and the most common
in use, is called the miramba. It consists of sixteen n-
labashes, of several sizes, placed uniformly between tw
boards, joined together, on a long frame, which is Inni.

about a man's neck with a thong. Over the mouths of ilie

calabashes are thin slips of red-wood, which, being slrticl

with two small sticks, produce an agreeable sound" soinc

what resembling that of an organ.

The marriages of those who have been converted bv ilie

Portuguese to the Romish religion, are celebrated accord-

ing to the rites of that church ; but the generality of the

natives of Congo preserve their ancient idolatrous nm-
ims, being married by their own priests, and having a

number of wives, each taking as many as he thinks him-

self able to maintain.

In Congo the pagan priests lay certain injunction; ;r:

young people, such as obliging them to abstain from eal-

ing either some sorts of poultry, the flesh of certain Leasts,

fruits of different kinds, root^ , either raw or boiled after
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i,u or that nmiiner, with tlii; like ridiculoiu obligations
*S7

whicli they call ki-jilla. These rules arc as inviulably

k,.,,t ;i!) they are atrictly enjoined. 'I'hey would sooner

,„t till they perished, than taste the least morsel of what

1,15 been forbidden
; for they think that, if they commit

! the least trespass against the kejilla, they shall certainly

I

die in « very short time. An iustancc illustrative of the
I prepossession of their minds in this respect is related by
Merollu, in his voyage to Congo. " A young black, upon
hi8 journey, who had received the kejilla, coming t(, a

(ricnd's house at night, his host next morning had for

breakfast a wild fowl, which is much better than a lame
one, The guest demanded if it was a wild hen, and
being answered in the negative, he sat down and ate very

lieartily. Four years after, these two meeting together

igaiii, the < ountry blatk asked his friend, who was not
,et married, if he would eat a wild hen f The young
mail answering that he had received the kejilla, and theie-

(m could not, the other laughed, and asked why he re-

fused it now, when he had eaten it at his table so many
tears before? On hearing this the other began to trem-
ble, and, by tne effects of imagination, died in less than
htenty-four hours."

Previous to the interment of any great personage, they
itrew the way with leaves and branches of trees. On
iliese occasions several slaves were formerly sacrificed, to
lerve their master in the other world ; but since the Por-
tuguese have introduced Christianity into Congo, that
practice has been laid aside, and only preserved by a few,
who slill adhere to their original pagan maxims; but these
ire obliged to do it by stealth; for, should it be known
ihey would not only be rebuked, but severely punished
bj those of superior power, who are, in general, strong

I adtocates for the Romish religion.

SECTION IIL

ANGOLA.
This kingdom was originally called, by the natives,

Dongo, but the Portuguese afterwards gave it the name
Uf Angola, in compliment to a prince of that name, who

J

first usurped it from the king of Congo. The country is,

I

Ml general, mountainous, and watered by several rivers'

I

the chief of which are the Danda and Coanza. 'I'hese ri

'

jvers are stored with most kinds of fish, but it is dangerous
jto catch them, on account of the crocodiles. The Por-
Jtuguesehaveafort, at a place called Cambamba. upon
[llie River Coanza. Angola is composed of several pro-
Jvinces, the principal of which are Chissama, Sumbi, Rim-
I a, Sietta, Bembea, Temba, Oacco, Cambezzo, Lubolo,
ILoando, Benga, Danda, Illamba, Moseche, Oarii, and
IMembacca.
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he provmce of Chissama is divided into three parts
each o. which is under the direction of a governor, ,lj
puted by the king. The country i, mountainous, and
IKjorly cultivated

:
it i, fauiou. for producing a peculiar

«alt, inade, by the natives, from a briny kind of water, which
they dig for, and, being formed into a mass, they make
cakes of.,, which they exchange with the Portuguese for
meal, ,.il, and other rommodities. The merchants derive
considerable advantages from exporting this salt to most
parts of Lthiopia. as it is not ,.nly excellent for food, but
also m physic, being a very pleasant diuretic.

.Sumbi IS, for the most part, flat. The natives, though
tall and strong, are, in general, indolent, and, of course
"cglect the cultivation of the laud, which, wherever iin
dustry prevails, proves fruitful, and produces several sorts
ot excellent grain.

The province of Rimba is divided into twenty-eight
I -rdslnps, or <listricts, under as many governors. The
and IS fertile, and the rivers abound with fish. The in-
habitants are idolaters, but of a tractable and industrious
(hsposition.

Sietta is one of the most rocky and mountainous pro-
vinces 111 all the kingdom, particularly on one side of it
where a ridge of perpendicular rocks covers a spot of
thirty miles m length, without interruption. The surface
of these rocks, which is well inhabited and cultivated,
enjoys a serene and wholesome air, and is plentifully sup-
plied with fresh water. The low-lands are well watered,
and produce excellent pasture for cattle, great numbers
of which are bred by the inhabitants; but they often sus-
tain considerable loss from the number of wild beasts that
infest this part of the country. The torrents that flow
from the hills bring with them great quantities of iron-ore,
which the inhabitants gather carefully, by laying straw and
other materials across the streams to receive it. In this
country are also found great quantities of a kind of trans-
parent ore, which the natives call tare, and, when wrought,
it is, in appearance, much superior to iron.

The province of Bembea extends itself on one side
along the sea, and on the other divides the kingdom of
Angola from other nations on the south. The great river
Sucano, or San Prancisca, waters most part of this pro-
vince; but it is of little other use; for though it abounds
with fish, yet the inhabitants dare not venture to catch
them, owing to its being infested with great numbers of
sea-horses, and monstrous serpents, which not only destroy
great quantities of fish, but also do considerable mischief

- n-

J

g.-iiiRos, itte touuiry js very extensive
and populous, and abounds with small cattle, the hides of
which the inhabitants convert into garments, and anoint
their heads and bodies with the fat. These people are
much more savage than their neighbours, being almost all

idolaters, and having a language peculiar to themselves.
.5 S
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The province of Tcniba in in genital flat niui low, and

it well watereil by a number of small rivcri. Tlie Hio
Longo, or Long lliver, itt the moat n-ninrkiiblt' : it spiingt

out of a rock, on ihi- top of which the Portuguese have
a fortress, that dcfendu the whole district. 'I'his province
is divided into twelve lordships, whose chiefs, though
under the protection of tin; Portuguese, live free and in-

dependent, being only obliged to furnish them wid» a

certain number of militia, in cases of emergency. The
whole country abounds with wild cows and mules, which
llie inhabitants hunt and kill for food. Some of tlu; inha-

bitants have been converted to the Roman Catholic re-

ligion, which they strictly adiicre to; but most of them
arc idolaters.

Oaccois bounded, on the south-west, by Lubolo; and,
on the north-east, I)y the river Coanza. It ia benutifidlv

variegated with hills and plains, aud so well watered witii

rivers and springs, that it is one of the most dclightfid

provinces in the kingdom. But these advantages me of
little use to die natives, as they are lestraiiied by their lords

from cultivating any more of the laud. than what is ab-
solutely necessary to produce provisions for their families.

The chief governor of this province has twenty others
under him, m hose principal business is to discipline and
exercise the militia, for which reason this is one of the
most formidable provinces in the kingdom.

There is a distemper which the natives of this province
re subject to, and peculiar to the climate of this part
of the country ; it generally begins with a violent head-
ache and vertigo, and is followed by convulsions, which
soon reduve the patient to a mere skeleton. The medi-
cine for this disease is made from a plant, something like

our hyssop, which they pulverize, and drink the infu-
sion: they also extract an oil from it, with which they
anoint the parts convulsed. They are, likewise, subject
to a kind of swelling, that begins at the mouth, and spreads
itself all over the neck, which often swells to the size of
th

:
head, causes excessive pain, and is frequently altendi d

with suffocation. This disease is generally cured by
anointing the parts with the oil extracted from the above-
mentioned plant.

A very singular insect, resembling the dragon-fly, is

found in this province : its sting is so dangerous, that, if

a quantity of blood be not immediately drawn from the
part affected, the person is thrown into a violent fever,

attended with excessive tortures, that commonly end in a
t»tal delirium, and, if not speedily relieved, in convulsive
death. The most remarkable circumstance attending this

is, diat, when the person is cured, he seldom fails of a
relapse, owing merely to the bare remembrance of what
he felt during the time he was affected : and some persons
undergo such excessive torture, that they close their mise-
ries by putting an end to their existence.

GEOGRAPHY.
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When the inhabitants happen to be stung by i||,.,e

sects, they have recourse to their p,i«st», wlu. ntei,',,'"!

for an insect of the same kind, which having f,„„„j ,J

'

dig a hole in the earth to pvit it in, adding Miiidrvfumi!
I

gations, exorcisms, and superstitions, know u .inly ij
themselves; after which they fill the hole with whIit J
replenish it as that sinks, stirring it, and letting ih,. ',J,|,

I

settle again several times; at length, without staying j
it is quite clear and divested of its disagreeable eintiiy

ia,i

they give the patient plenty of it to drink : this on',,,,,',,,'

a violent vomiting, by «hich so great a jiart of i|„; p„ij
|

is thrown out, that the natural strength of the patient
(,\.

ables hini to throw oft' what is left behind. Manv
I,,,

ever, wIk. nre cured by this strange metlKHJ,
iire',u„ie

time after seized wilii pains and convulsions in liitir ncrv„

which rre(iuently end in a settled lameness, and soniciimei

in a (lead palsy. 'I'hough this methoil is altogeilier
siiptr.

stitious, yet, from its being sometimes efl'ectiiiil, tlif Ku.

ropeans, unable to bear the excessive pain mum ffom

the sting, have recourse to it.

The province of Cambezzo is very poj)nlous and fer.
|

tile, producing not only abundance of cattle, but al«

most khids of provisions. In one part is a high liiil, railed i

die Iron Mountain, from its yielding great (|iia»iiii,s of

that uietal, which the Portuguese have taught the naiivw

to purify, and work into various kinds of inslrumeniii.
In

this province are many large and lofty trees, parliciilarl,

palm and cocoa-trees. There is one sort that nstmljlei

our apple-trees, the bark of which, being cut will,,

knife, yields an odoriferous juice, which is very uselulij

medicine, and is of the colour and consistence of hoiin,

The Portuguese have taken great pains to propagate llir

Roman Catholic reliaiou in this province, and iiotwiiyl

success, as there are less idolaters in it than in aiiv uilieriof

the kingdom.

Lubolo is situated on the southern bank of the riurl

Coanza. Its climate is wholesome, and its soil niiiaria-

bly fertile, producing great plenty of all sorts of pmi-

sions; but it is ciiiefly noted for its excellent paiui-tritJ

which produce better wine, oil, and timber, than is b

be met with in all tlie other parts of the kingdom, Tlie

greater part of the people of this province are of ite

Romish religion, and tributary to the Portugutse.

The province of Loanda is one of the most considera-

ble places belonging to the Portuguese setdeniunls ui

this side of Africa, and is remarkable for having in ill

the capital of the whole kingdom of Angola. It is a|

large city, pleasantly situated on the declivity of a I

near the seft-coast. It is strongly defended by a spaiioasi

fortress, in which is a church, dedicated to St. Ainaio,aii(l

a convent of Cistertians, besides several bulwarks tint

serve to guard the entrance of the port. Tiiis city is

called, by the Portuguese, San Paulo de Loauda,and \vn\
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yit by them in the year one thouiaml fivo liundrcd and

I ,e»enl)'-e'gl><i lUKkr the direction o| I»buIo diuii du Novais,

I
ibe liritt governor of thin part of Angola. It in very po-

pulous, and greatly resorted to ; not only on account of

It, bdiig the remdencc of the Portuguese governor, but

iliK) for its containing the chief courts of judicature for

llii' whole kingdom.

The cliiirchtu and other public buildings are sumptuous,
I a,areai»o tlie houses of the merchants and ofticers, both

,|,ititual and temporal. The htreet.i aie straight, «lde,

au,l regular, and always kept exceedingly clean, 'i'he

touics belonging to the Portuguese are built of stone,

anil most of them elegantly furnished ; but those of the

natives are very mean, being built only of eailh, and
ilialched with straw. In the centre of the city is a lurgt;

convent, belonging to the Jesuits, who are here iield in the

liighesl ehttein. It it a stately ediJice, and endowed with

i loiisiderable revenue. On one side of it is an hospital,

called the Miseracordia, which has twenty-four wards or

ruoniK for patients, besides convenient apartments for the

illeiiilanls. On the other side of the convent is a church,

belonging to the fraternity of St. John the Baptist. At
a small distance from these three buildings is the cathe-

dral, wiiich is a large stately structure, dedicated to Our
Lady of the Conception, under which is auoliier, dedi-

cated to the Holy Sacrament. Here are also, besides the

parochial churches, many monasteries and chapels, belong-

ing to the capuchins, carnielites, and friara

Prodigious numbers of slaves arc kept .a this city, who
are employed in tilling the ground, carrying burdens, and
ftlthing water from springs in an adjacent island, called

Loanda. On the north side of the city, at a small distance
from it, is a lofty hill, on which the original city stood. It

still bears the name of San Paulo, and upon it are some
fine houses, together with the ruins of a monastery, which
formerly belonged to the Jesuits. The present city suf-
fered much by the Dutch, who took it from the Portu-

j

guese, in the year 1G4) ; but the latter, soon after retaking
It, restored it to its primitive grandeur. Notwithstanding
the want of water, the country round is very fertile, well
cultivated, and beautifully diversified with a variety of
fruit-trees, gardens, and villas.

About half a mile from the city is situated the island
ol Loanda, which is very disproportionate in its form.
I)eiiig Hftcen miles long, and only one broad. The
Portuguese have many houses on it, as also a great num-
ber of gardens, which they keep v^ell stocked with most
sorts of fruit-trees and vegetables. They have also on this
island several handsome churches: besides which there is

a spacious convent, belonging to the Jesuits, who have, at
least, two thousand slaves in this place. In the neigh-
Urhood of the capital (which is called by the name of
tlu; island) are many elegant seats and villas belonging to

I C A. ^
the Portugucsf, mo.t of which are n< hly furnisheil, and
adorned with gaidenn, oich«rd», and other «jnbellishni. Kn

;

in some of them are .dsov.ry handiiume < hapflx, in whit^'
service is perfoimed by priests, who are allowed a sufH-
cient salary for that purpose. The city, which < oniaina
about three diousand houses, is built of »toue, ondcovrred
with tiles.

Small iKiwncnts iire made here - aher in zimbis (die
she ll>i of a small fish) or cisi beads, ih- latter ot which
are of various sizes, colours, mi4 fa»hioi ^uul are *orn,
by some of the natives, as ornnmcirfx to (li< . ^rms, ne< ks,

and wrists. Larger ]>ayments an- made witJj pitccg of
cloth, of their own manufacture, <•( i stated length and
breadth

; and goods are usually paid for in slaves, w(t«r«;

the Hum is coiisiden.ble.

Ueuga is divided into many dislridts, the chiefs of whicii
are natives, though tributary to the Portuguese. It is si-

tuated on a river of the same name; and is bounded, on
the west, by the sea and, on the east, by the province of
Mosechc. Here aie tight churches, three of which arc
called parochial ; and one of them belongs to the Jesuits,
who celebrate their festivals in it with the grtati st pomp
and magnificence. The country is fertile, and produces
g.-eat plenty of maize and millet, as also a prodigious num-
ber of banana and bacova-trees.

The province of Daiida is situated \o the north of Ben-
go, on the south side of the river of that name, which
separates the kingdom of Angola from that of Congo. As
this country is well watered, it is very fertile, and pro-
duces plenty of grain, with various kinds of fruits ; but it

is greatly iiifesiwl with crocodiles and large serpents,wliich

harbour in the IJiver Uengo. As the inhabitants are, for

the most part, Cl.rislians, here are several churches, re-

gularly served by secular priests. 1 he chief of these is

situated at the mouth of the Danda : and at some distance
from it is another, as also several churches and chapels,
all of which belong to the Jesuits.

The province of lllamba is divided into two parts, dis>

tinguished by the names of higher and lower. They are

both very fertile; and the natives, who are chiefly Chris-
tians, pay a tribute to the Portuguese, The Higher ll-

lamba has mines of excellent iron, and is almost covered
with small hills. In the centre of it is a large mountain,
from the summit and sides of which flow a prodigious
number of springs and rivulets of clear and wholesome
water, which is of intiuite service in contributing to ferti-

lize that part of the country. This province pays a con-
siderable tribute to the king of Portugal, and the governor
of it is obliged to maintain a numerous militia lor his

service.

Moseche is situated on the northern banks of the Uiver

j

Coanza. The soil is very fertile, and, besides grain, is

I
remarkable for producing the manioc-root, which is so
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plentiful that large quantities of it are annually sent to the

city of Loanda. In this province are mines of several

metals. It is remarkable that each mine tinges the com-
plexion of the inhabitants who live in the territory ; for,

though they arc all naturally black, yet those near the sil-

ver niinee differ in their complexion from those thai live

near the mines of gold and lead, which caimot be other-

wise accounted for than from the eflluvia that exhales from
the different metals.

Oarii is situated on the northern bank of the River
Coanza, Rnd adjoins to the province of Moseche. It is

watered by a great number of small rivers, that fall into

the Coanza, but which, in the time of the great rains,

becomes large, rapid, and dangerous. In this province
are two fortresses, belonging to the Portuguese, at each of
which they keep a strong garrison. One of these is built

at Quitongo, an island of great importance on the River
Coaiiza, and the other at a place called Maopongo.

This last-mentioned fortress is situated on the top of a
number of large rocks, and appears, at a distance, like a
considerable city, surrounded with high walls, and diver-
sified with steeples, turrets, pyramids, obelisks, triumphal
arches, and other eminent structures: -on a nearer ap-
proach, however, it shews itself to be no more than a
heap of gigantic rocks, parted from each other by inter-

vals of a vast depth', and several fathoms wide ; and the
summit of it, exclusive of a small part round the fortress,
IS a large, barren, and uncultivated plain. Though this

place is near one hundred leagues from the sea,"'yet it

abounds w=*h a variety of springs of brackish water, very
proper for making salt, and which, rising and falling with
the tide, mount up at high water, in large streams, above
the level of the plain. A circumstance stil! more singu-
lar than this, is, that these springs are intermixed with an
equal number of fresh ones, the waters from which are
both clear and well-tasted. The sepulchres of the an-
cient monarchs of Angola, called, by the Portuguese, Las
Pubuillas de Cobazzo, are still to be seen about six miles
from this place.

The province of Membacca is situated on the north
side of the River Lucala, and between tJ^at and the
Higher Illamba. It is wholly subject to tL • •'ortuguese

;

for though the lord who governs it assumes a claim to a
kind of independency, it is granted him only on condition
that he shall maintain, at his own expense, a numerous
militia for their service. These troops, though idolaters,
are stout, warlike, and well-disciplined, and never betray
any fear of death when they engage an enemy ; for which
reason the Portuguese value them above all the rest in the
kingdom.

The purchase of slaves constitutes the chief trade car-

ried on in this kingdom by the Portuguese and other Eu-
'opeans. The commodities brought in exchange are

EOGRAPHY. p,B, „

broad-cloths, crimson and other silks, velvets, cambrics
gold and silver lace, broad and narrow .striped tickin

black serges, Turkey carpets, threads, and silks of
all

sorts, Canary and other wines, brandy and other
spirituou

liquors, oil, spices of all sorts, loaf-sugar, knives, tishiiJ
hooks, pins, needles, small bells, variety of other irinkef
and baubles, glass-beads of all sizes and colours, rings J
the same or other materials, fire-arms, swords, cutlas
and other weapons. '

The kingdom of Angola was formerly subject to Con?
but it does not, at present, acknowledge any dependence'
and the king, from the protection he receives from ihePor
tuguesc, preserves an absolute authority. When his troop,

engage an enemy, they divide themselves into three bodieV
at certain distances from each other. In iiie centre oneis
the general, who directs all their motions by t|,e sound o(

several warlike instruments. They then move forwards
retire, or wheel-about, as these direct; and fall on

t|,e'

enemy with great fury, making ai the same time a most lii

deous noise. If they find themselves likely to be discoii"

certed, they take to fiight, nor is it possible forfheir^e
neral to rally them; so that the fate of a battle depend,
on the success of the first onset.

The dress of the military officers is very grand, then

caps being ornamented with a variety of ostrich, peacock
and other feathers. About their necks they wear several

links of iron chain, to which are fastened gr*at quantities

of rings, that jingle at every motion. For the same pu,.

pose, also, they hang a great immber of bells about their

middle, the noise of which, they suppose, animates the

soldiers to fight with more ardour, and, at the same time,

gives them a greater air of pomp and grandeur. Thej
wear buskins on their legs, after the manner of the Per.

tuguese. Their weapons are the bow, sword, target, and

dagger. Those, however, who carry the bow, are not al-

lowed to wear the target, but only the sword and dagger,

The common soldiers, who go naked from their waists

upwards, fight with bows and daggers, and in their girdles

they wear large crooked knives.

The language of the people of Angola and Con^o is r>

dically the same; but the dialects of the differe;.! pro-

vinces ditter so essentially in pronunciation, that it is dif-

ficult for those born in places remote from each other to

converse together.

SECTION IF.

BENGUELA.

Benguela extends about three hundred miles from east

to west, and one hundred and eighty from north to south

The climate is so unwholesome, that the very provision)

are affected by the noxious quality of the air; and the
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Europeans who reside here are striking spectacles of mor-
tality-

The chief rivers of Heuguula are the Longo, the Nica,
(lie Saint Francisco, vihicii runs through llic middle of it'

and the great River Cuiieiii, which runs from east to'

west.

Beiiguela, the capital, lies in ten degrees thirty-five

minutes of south latitude, and gives its name to a pro-
vince that extends about thirty miles along the coast. In
this city the Portuguese have built a fort, encompassed
will) pailisadoes and a ditch : the w hole is surrounded with
lioiisos, and shaded with orange, lemon, banana, and other

trees. The bay of Benguela, which lies to the south of
the town, is about two leagues broad at the entrance, and
deep enough for ships of burthen to anchor in.

At a village, called Manikicongo, about twenty miles
lioin the mouth of the bay, the Portuguese have a store-

house for divers articles, which they sell to the natives

:

the chief of these are linens, cottons, fire-arms, and gun-
powder.

To the northward of a river called Caton-belle is

another bay, which, from its convenience for iichorage,

the Dutch call the Good Bay. The land here is low and
leriiie, and the natives breed great numbers of black cattle

and hogs.

I C A.
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I he mland parts abound in wild beasts, as hons, tigers
ele,,hants, rhinoceroses, and wild nmles. The greatest
curiosity here is a remarkable animal, peculiar to the
country called, by the natives, Abada. It is of the size
of a half-grown calf, very shy, and swift of foot. It
has two horns, one on the forehead, the ,nher on the
nape of the neck. When the animal is young, the front
horn IS straight; but, as it advances in age, the horn bends
gradually up, like the tusk of an elephant. The natives
hunt It for the sake of the front horn, wh'ich they esteem
as an excellent antidote against poison. They look on
the virtue of it to be greater or less, according to the age
of the animal when killed. The Portuguese, in order to
know the goodness of it, make use of the following ex-
pedient :_They set the horn upright on the ground, and
suspend a naked sword over it, point to point. If the horn
be good and hard, the point of the sword will not pene-
trate It, whereas, when the horn is soft and young, the
sword immediately sinks into it, which shews that it is
not arrived at its full perfection, and, of course, lessens
Its value. They also make a poultice of pulverised bones
ol this creature, mixed ^^hh water, which, they say, is a
sovereign remedy against all pains of the body, by drawing
away the peccant humours not only from the part affected"
but from the whole mass of blood.

'

CHAPTER VII.

Ti

UPPER ETHIOPIA.
HIS extensive tract of country comprises the king-

Joins of Nubia, or Sennaar, Abyssinia, and the coast of
Abe,\j each of which shall be separately described.

SECTION I.

NUBIA, on SENNAAR.
Situation, Climate, S>c] The kingdom of Xubia, or

Sennaar, is bounded, on the north, by Egypt; on the
m, by the Red Sea and part of Abyssinia ; on the south,
bysome unknown pans of Af-ica ; and, on the west, by
l^aoga and the desert of Gerham. The soil and climate
w this country are extremely unfavourable, both to man
and beast. The men, though remarkable for bodily
stre'igtii, are generally short-lived; and there is such a
tnortal'ty among the children, that, were it not for a con ^ „. ..„,„. „
«lan importation of slaves, the metropolis would soon be common people
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depopulated. No horse, mule, nor ass, will live in the
city of Sennaar, or for many miles round it. The case is

the same with bullocks, sheep, dogs, and poultry ; all of
which must be sent to the sands, at least twice a year. It
IS difficult to account for this mortality; though Mr. Bruce
assures us it is the case every where about the metropolis
of t^is country, where the soil is a fat earth, during the
first season of the rains. Several of the kings of Sennaar
have endeavoured to keep lions; but it was always found
impossible to preserve them alive after the wet' season;
though they will live, as well as other quadrupeds, in
the sands, at no great distance from the capital. No spe-
cies of tree, except the lemon, will blossom in the vicinage
of this city

; and even the cultivation of the rose has been
frequently attempted without success. In some places
however, the soil is very fertile, and produces exuberant
crop of doura, or millet, which is the principtd food of the

In some parts, the earth is so strongly
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impregnated with salt, that a sufficient quantity to serve

the inhabitants is extracted from it.

"Nothing," says Mr. Bruce, "is more pleasant than

the country around Sennaar in the end of August and be-

ginning of September. The grain, being now sprung up,

r lakes the whole of the immense plain appear a level green
laad, interspersed with great lakes of water, and orna-

mented at certain intervals with groupes of villages ; the

conical tops of the houses presenting, at a distance, the

appearance of small encampments. Through this ex-

tensive plain winds the Nile, which is here about a
mile broad, full to the very brim, but never overflowing.

Its banks, about Sennaar, resemble the pleasantest part

of Holland in the summer-season; but, when the rains

cease, and the sun exerts its utmost influence, the doura
begins to ripen, the leaves to turn yellow and to rot, the

lakes to putrify and become full of vermin, and all

beauty suddenly disappears ; bare scorched Nubia returns,

with all its terrors of poisonous winds and moving sands,
glowing and ventilated with sultry blasts, which are fol-

lowed by & troop of terrible attendants ; epilepsies, apo-
plexies, violent fevers, obstinate agues, and lingering pain-
ful dysenteries, still more obstinate and mortal."

With regard to the climate of the country round Sen-
naar, our author has several curious observations. The
thermometer rises, in the shade, to a hundred and nineteen
degrees

; but the degree indicated by this instrument does
not at all correspond with the sensations occasioned by
It; nor with the colour of the people who live under it.

" Nations of blacks," says Mr. Bruce, « live within lati-

tude thirteen and fourteen degrees; about ten degrees south
of them, nearly under the line, all the people are white, as
we had an opportunity of observing daily in the Galia
Sennaar. Cold and hot are terms merely relative, not de-
termined by the latitude, but elevation, of the place.
When, therefore, we say hot, some other explanation is

necessary concerning the. place where we are, in order to
give an adequate idea of the sensations of that heat upon
the body, and the effects of it upon the lungs. The de-
gree of the thermometer conveys this but very imperfectly;
ninety degrees is excessively hot at Loheia, in ArabiJ
Felix, and yet the latitude of Loheia is but fifteen degrees

;

whereas ninety degrees at Sennaar is only warm, as to
sense, though Sennaar is in latitude thirteen degrees.

" At Sennaar, then, I call it cold, when one, fully
clothed and at rest, feels himself in want of lire. I call
It too/, when one, fully clothed and at rest, feels he could
bear more covering all over, or in part, than lie has at
thai time. I call it temperate, when a man, so clothed
and at rest, fveh no such want, and can take moderate ex-
ercise, such as walking about a room, without sweating.
i call it warm, when a man, so clothed, does not perspire
wlien at rest; but, upon takiug moderate exercise, sweats |
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and again cools. I call it hot, when a man at rest, orwitfc
moderate exercise, sweats profusely. I call it very hoi

when a man, with thin or little clothing, perspires much
though at rest. 1 call it excessive hot, when a man, in bii

shirt and at rest, sweats excessively, when all motion
is

painful, and the knees fed feeble, as if after a fever.
|

call it extremely hoi, when the strength fails, a disposiil,,,

to faint comes on, and a straitness is found in ih^te,,,.

pies, as if a small cord were drawn tight aboi't die head

when the voice is impaired, l'- ikin dry, and the head

seems more than ordinarily large and tight. Tins, »
gp.

prehend, denotes death at hand ; but this is rarely or never

effected by the sun alone, without the addition of that

poisonous wind which pursued uh through Atbara,
«liere

it has, no doubt, contributed to the total extinction of

every thing that hath the breath of life. A theimointter

graduated upon this scale, would exhibit a figure very dil^

fereut from the common one ; for I am convinced, by es-

periment, that a web of the finest nuislin, wrapped ruund

the body at Sennaar will occasion, at mid-day, a greater

sensation of heat in the body than a rise of five degrees iu

the thermometer of Fahrenheit.

" At Sennaar, from seventy to seventy-eiglit dei^rees of

Fahrenheit's thermometer is cool; from seventy-nine to

ninety-two temperate; at ninety-two degrees begins waimili,

Although the degree of the thermometer marks a greater

heat than is felt by strangers, it seems to me that the sep

sations of the natives bear still a less proportion to that

degree than ours."

f'egetabks.] Nubia produces some very fine fruits, as

also plenty of sugar-canes; but the natives are uiiac-

quainted with the method of making good sugar. Thej

have also a great variety of medicinal plants, roots, and

drugs, with others that are extremely obnoxions; parti-

cularly a most dreadful poison, so quick and fatal in iis

operations, that a single seed, taken inwardly, causes

instant death. These seeds grow on the top of a plani

that resembles our nettles ; and it is said that considera-

ble quantities of it are exported to the neighbouring coun-

tries. Nubia also affords gold, ivory, sanders and otiier

medicinal woods, and drugs.

Animals:] This country abounds with various kinds of

wild beasts, as lions, tigers, leopards, crocodiles, vipers,

and several kinds of serpents, particularly one of a co-

lour which so nearly resembles that of the dust or sand,

in which it lurks, that it is not easily avoided, and il,<

bite is commonly attended with almost immediate death,

and that of the most painful nature. Here are likewise

great numbers of camels, dromedaries, and horses, of

which the breed of the latter is the chief boast of ihi>

country.

These animals are generally about sixteen hands liigli;

and, by Mr. Bruce, who has given the most accurate ac-
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r;unt of tliem, they are said to be the breed wliich was

I

intwduced into Nubia at tlie Saracen conquest, and has

I fjen prtserved unmixed to the present time. Our author

I

represents this as a much finer animal than the Arabian

horse,
" What figure," says lie, « the Nubian horse would

make in point of fleetness is very doubtful, his make
being so entirely different from that of the Arabian ; but

J

if beautiful symmetry of parts, great size ,and strength,

the most agile, nervous, and elastic movements, great

j
endurance of fatigue, docility of temper, and seeming
ailaciiment to men beyond that of any other domestic

J

animal, can promise any thing for a stallion, the Nubian

I

is above all comparison the most eligible in the world."

The Nubians are very jealous in keeping up the pedi-

jjieeof their horses, which are black or white; but a vast

j
proportion of the former to the latter. Our author ob-

J
serves, lliat he never saw the colour which we call grey;

jbiit he has seen some bright bays, and a few inclining

I to sorrel.

All noble horses in Nubia are said to be descended

j
from one of the five upon which Mahomet and his four

I immediate siijcessors fled from Mecca to Medina, on the
jnight of the Hrgira. No European, however, can be ex-
Ipected to pay nmch regard to this legendary tale, or to

jtielievc that the s.,eMgth and beauty of this breed of horses
jiumingtoany virtue conmiunicated to the first of them
lb) the Arabian impostor and his deluded associates. Mr.
JBruceaccoiMifs for the excellence of these animals upon
Irational principles. He observes, that the best horses
lof Ibis breed are found in the tribes of Mowelli and
JAmiecy, which lie in about thirty-six degrees of north
jkitude; and Dongala, which is situated in twenty de-
Igrees latitude, seems to be the centre of excellence for

' I noble animal. Hence he infers, that the bounds
jin which the horse is in the greatest perfection, are be-
Itran the twentieth and thirty-si>;th degrees of latitude,
|jDd between thirty degrees of longitude east from Green-
jwch, and the banks of the Euphrates. If, to the effects
lof climate, we add the manner of feeding the Nubian
Iborses, we shall, probably, have the true cause of their
1-yor.ly over all others. They are kept fat upon doura,
land suffered to eat nothing green, but the short roots of
Igrass that are to be found by the side of the Nile, after
|tlie blades have been withered by the sun.

CliiefCiti,.] Sennaar, the capital of Nubia, is situ-
latod n. latitude thirteen degrees thirty-four minutes thirty-
l»i^ seconds north, and iu longitude thirty-three degrees
IJirly mnuites thirty seconds east from the meridian of
IG^enwich Tt is on the west side of the Nile, and close
^pon the banks of it. The ground on which it stands
jmes just enough to prevent the river from enterin- the
I'om,, even u, the height of the inundation, when it comes
|lo be evtu \vuh the street.

I C A.
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The town of Sennaar is very populous, there bri ig j,,
It many good houses, after the fashion of the country
Poncet says, in his time, they were all of one story high
but now the great officers have all houses of two stories!
1 hey have parapet roofs, which is a singular construe-
tion; for m otlier places the roofs are all conical. The
houses are all built of clay, with very little straw mixed
with It which sufficiently shews the rains here must be
ess violent than to the southward, probably from the dis-
tance ot ibe mountains.

La»gunge.] The language of the Nubians is peculiar
to themselves, but bears some kind of affinity to the
Arabic

:
it is not, however, universally spoken through-

out the whole kingdom; for i„ the desolate parts, which
are inhabited by a different kind of people, th.y speak a
language that does not l)order either upon the one or the
other; so that these and the inhabitants of the more ci.
vd.zed parts of the country can scarcely converse toge-
ther at all.

^

i?e//g/o//.] The inhabitants in general, according to
Mr. Bruce, pay adoration to the moon; which worship,
he says is performed every night that she shines, with
great pleasure and satisfaction. Coming out from the
darkness of their huts, they sa, a fe«^ords upon seeihg
her brightness, and testify great joy>^ motions of their
feet and hands, at the first appearance of the new moon •

but he never saw them pay any attention to the sun!
1 heir priests seem to have great influence over them, but
through fear only, and not from affection. They are dis-
tinguished by thick copper-bracelets about their wrists,
as also sometimes one or more about their ankles. There'
are some, however, who profess Mahometanism, but they
are by no means strict adherents to its injunctions.

Government, <3fc.] The government of Nubia is mo-
narchy in the most absolute sense, the king having uii-

controlable sway over the lives and property of the
people.

The king and his officers administer justice in all cases,
whether civil or criminal, and that with the utmost expe!
dition. On the person found guilty, sentence is no sooner
passed than executed. For trifling matters they are pu-
nished with the bastinado; but in cases of murder and trea-
son they are put to death ; the niaoner of doing which is

by laying the criminal on his back, and beating him on
the breast with a stick till he expires, which, from the se-
venty of the strokes, is generally effected in a very short
time.

Customs, Manners, S(c.] The inhabitants of Nubia are
'

swarthy, and small of stature. Those of superior rank,

111 the interior of the country, are clothed in a vest, with-
out sleeves, but the common people only wrap a piece
of linen-cloth about them, and the children go quite naked.
Persons of quality, however, wear fine long robes of
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silk or cotton; and those of tlie women reach to the

ground ; the lust also adorn their hair with rings and other

ornaments of gold, silver, and brass, but have nothing

on their legs or feet, except sandals.

Both men and women anoint themselves, us least once

a day, with camel's grease, mixed with civtt, wliich they

imagine softens their skins, and preserves them from cu-

taneous eruptions; of which they are so fearful, that they

confine themselves to the house if they observe the small-

est pimple on their faces. With the same view of pre-

serving their skins, though the better sort have a clean

cotton shirt every day, they sleep in a greased one at

night, having no other covering. Their bed is a tanned

bull's hide, which this constant greasing softens very much

;

it is also very cool, though it gives a disagreeable smell

to their bodies, from which they cannot be freed by any
washing.

The poorer class of people live upon the flour of mil-

let; but the rich make this into puddings, toasting the flour

before a fire, and putting milk and butter into it; besides

which they use beef, partly roasted and partly raw. They
have very fine horned cattle ; but the meat commonly ex-

posed to sale is camels' flesh ; and it appears that the liver

and spare-rib.of tl»2i,mel are invariably eaten raw. Hogs'
flesh is not sold intWe market; the common people, how-
ever, cat it openly, and those in office, who pretend to
pay an implicit obedience to tlieprecepts of Mahomet, do
the same in secret.

The generality of the inhabitants are said to have neither
modesty, civility, nor religion. Mr. Norden, who pro-
ceeded up the Nile a considerable way into Nubia, found
them base, treacherous, mean, and avaricious, especially
some of the great, who scruple neither threats nor in-
treaties to obtain the treasures they dare not plunder by
open violence. They fight to greater advantage on horse-
back than on foot, for they are very expert horsemen; but,
as they poison their weapons, the Turks seldom venture
to attack them.

A French physician, named Poncet, who passed through
this country in his way to Abyssinia, says, they are subject
to a prnice, who wears a long robe, embroidered with gold
and silver, fastened with a girdle of the finest cotton. On
his head he has a turban of the same ; but never appears
Jn public without having his face veiled with silk gauze, of
various colours. Those strangers who are admitted to pay
their homage to him, are obliged to pull off their shoes,
and, kneeling, to kiss the ground two or three times.
One of the most remarkable customs of this country is,

that the king ascends the throne with an expectation of
being murdnrd whenever the general council of the na-
tion thinks proper. The dreadful office of executioner
belongs to a person called the Sid el Coom, and who is

always a relation of tlie monarch himself. The Sid el

EOCJHAPHY. PART ,,

Coom in office at the time Mr. Bruce visited this couiiir

was named Achmet, and was one of his best friends. H 1

had murdered the late king, with three of his sons^ one of

whom was an infant at its mother's breast ; ami he m
also, in daily expectation of performing the same offic

to the reigning sovereign.. This man was by no nitam

reserved concerning the nature of his office, but readil

answered every interrogation. Wiien asked by ouraiillior

why he murdered the king's young son in his father's pre.

sence } he replied, timt he did it from a principle of duty

to the king liimself, who had a right to see his son liilltj

in a lawful and regular manner, (which was by cutting his i

throat with a sword,) and not in a more painful or m,,.
j

minious way, which the malice of his enemies might pos-

sibly have inflicted.

The same man observed, that the king was very lituj i

aff"ectcd at the sight of his sons death, but liewassouiJ

wilhngtodie himself, that he frequently pressed the «
ecutioiier to letJiim escape, but, finding all his enticaiiej

ineffectual, he submitted, at last, without resistance, Os
being asked, whether he was not afraid of comin»iiiio|

the king's presence, considering the office he iiiighuoj

sibly have to perform' he answered, that he was not in

the least afraid on this account; that it was iiis dutvtobe

with the king every morning, and very late in the eveniim I

thut the king knew he would have no hand in promoiiMJ

his death; but that, when the matter was absolutely delep.i

mined, the rest was only an affair of decency; and it wnui

undoubtedly be his own choice rather to fall by the hau

of a relation in private, than by that " a hired assassin in
j

the sight of the populace. Baady, the king's fatb,

having the misfortune to be taken prisoner, was sent to I

Acbara, to Welled Hassan, the governor of that province,!

to be put to death there. But the king, who was a slroiijf

man, and well armed, kept so much upon his guard, .....

Welled could find no opportunity of killing him, bulk

rumiing him through the back with a lance, as he was I

washing his hands. For this. Welled was afterwards esj

eculed, not on account of the nuirdijr itself, hut because,!

in the first place, he, who was not the proper executioner,

had presumed to put the king to death; and, in tJiene.^l,

because he had done it with a lance, whereas the oiilvj

lawful instrument was a sword.

On the death of any of the sovereigns of thiscounln,

the eldest son ascends the thr''ie; and as many of his

brothers as can be found are appreliended, and niiirdireJ

by the Sid el Coom in the manner already related. Tlie)

princesses are excluded from the sovereignty, and are!

worse off than those of Abyssinia; having no settled in!

come, nor being treated, in any <legree, better than tlie]

daughters of private persons. The king is obliged, oncej

in his life-time, to plough and sow a piece of ground;

whence he is named Ihadij, " the countryniau or peal
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ttnt;" a title as common among the nionorclis of Sennaar
as Cssar was among the Romans.

The roviil family were originally negroes; but, as tlie

kings frequently marry with Arab women, the white colour
of ilie mother is conniiunicated to her children. This is

siiid lo he invariably the case when a negro man of Sen-
naar marries an Arab woman; and it holds equally good,
»lit'n an Arab man marries a negro woman.
Mr. Ihuce gives a very curions description of the queens

m\ ladies at the conrt of Senuaar. He had access to
mil as a physician, and was permitted to pay his visit

al.Hie. He was first shown into a large square apartment,
«|,cre there were about fifty black women, all in a slate
of niulity, excepting a narrow piece of cotton-cloth about
(lieir waists. As he was nuising whether these were all
queens, one of them took him by the hand, and led him
into another apartment, much better lighted than the

Here he saw three women, sitting upon a bench.

1 C A.
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covered with blue Surat cloth; themselves being clothed
from tliu neck to the feet with cotton-shirts of "the same
ahm. These Mere three of the king's wives: his fa-
voiuitc,vvho was one of the number, appeared to be about
SIS feet high, and so extremely corpulent, that our author
inwgiiied her to be the largegt creature he had seen next
10 the elephant and rhinoceros. Her features perfectly
lesenibk-d those of a negro : a ring of gold passed through
lier under lip, and weighed it d^^n fill it almost covered
lierchm, leavmg her teeth bare, which were small and
very fine. The mside of her lip was blackened with an-
timony. Ilcr ears reached down to her shoulders, and had
the appearance of wings : there was a gold ring in each
of then,, about five inches in diameter, and somewhat
smaller than a man's little finger; the weight of which
had drawn down the hole where her ear was pierced so
ncuch. that three fingers might easily pass above the ring
Her neck was adorned with a gold necklace, of several
rovvj. one bel,)w another, to which were hung rows of
perforated sequins; and upon her ankles were two mana-
cles of gold, larger than those used for chaining felons.
ITie other lad.es were dressed much in the same manner-
only one of them had chains coming from her ears to the'
outside of each nostril, where they were fastenetl. A
nngwas, also, put through the gristle of her nose, and
l-ung down to the opening of her m. ath; having alto-
gether something of the appearance of a horse's biidle

SECTION II.

ABYSSINIA.

^^im and Boundaries.} Abyssinia « about nine hun-
"red miles „, length, and eiglit hundred in breadth. It
''Iwrnided, on the north, by the kingdom of Nubm; on

•'«• VOL. I.
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the south, by Alaba; on the east, by the Red Sea; ami
on the west, by the River Maley.

'

Climate.-] The climate of Alyssinia is, in general, very
sultry; but the extreme heat is only felt in the valleys or
low lands, for the ridges of mountains, most of which are
of a prodigious height, enjoy a degree of coolness ; inso-
much that there are some parts where the summers arc
less sultry than in Portugal, and others where the infK.-
bitantg are more afraid of cold than heat. This difference
of climate is frequently productive of violent storms nf
tliniider and lightning, which are sometimes so terrible as
to pi-pvo destructive both to man and beast. These storms
are also generally attended with excessive rains, which are
frequently so violent, that their streams carrv away with
them trees, houses, and even hills, whilst a'll the rivers
overflow, and inundate the country : after the water retires,
the lanes and roads are so covered with a thick slimy
mud, that they become for some time entirely impassible,
iiut the greatest inconvenience that attends these rains is
that they mfect the air with a dangerous malignancy, for!
falling on the ground, that has been parched up for a con-
siderable time, they raise such quantities of unwholesome
vapours as seldom fail of produci.^iolent distem,>ers

file seasons are, properly speti^, thiee; namely, the
spring, which begins at the latter end of September; the
summer, which commences on the twenty-fifth of Decent
ber; and the winter, which begins on the twenty-fifth of
June. The summer is divided into two parts, of three
months each; the first is the most sultry and disagreeable-
the other is much more moderate and pleasant.

'

The winds differ as much as the climate : some, cspe-
nally on the high lands and lofty mountains, are very re-
freshing and pleasant; whilst others, on the lowlands,
where the air is less agitated, are hot and insalubrious.
One of these, which is rather a hurricane, is called Sengo,
or the Serpent. This is sometimes so violent, that it over-
turns houses, tears up frees by ilic roots, and is frequently
very prejudicial to the shipping. NotwiUistanding these
inconveniences, this wind has some good tendency, as it

clears the air of the lower grounds, which would other-
wise stagnate, and prove infectious.

llie wlrole countiy is intersected with prodigious high
mountains, between which are such dreadful precipices
as must naturally excite terror iu the beholder. Some
of them have very laige plains on the top, covered -vuh
trees and other verdure, and afford springs of excellent
water

;
and in sc;r.ie parts they are so well cultivated as to

produce most of the principal necessaries of life

' These stupendous hilla cppear, at some distance, iu a
delightful variety of shapes. Some of them resemble
pyramids, others towers of various shapes. Some are of
an exact square, others perfectly round. Some, again, so
deceive tlie eye, that, when the traveller- arrives at what

5 U
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he supposed to be the top, he discoverg it to be only the foot
of another eminence, equally high and difficult of ascent.

That the reader may form a proper idea of one of
these hills, and the great danger and difficulty there is in
ascending them, we shall present an account of that called
Guza, situated in the province of Tigr6, vhich travellers,
Mho come from the Red Sea, are obliged to cross in going
to Dambea. " When you have gained the top, it presents a
spacious plain, in the midst of which stands another moun-
tain of equal height. The ascent takes up about half a
day's journey, and goes winding all the way up. The
paths are very narrow, and cut into the side of the solid
rock: the passage presents to the view a most deep and
dreadful precipice, the bottom of which cannot be reached
by the naked eye, but only ofi-ers a gulf, which at once
turns the head, and fills the heart with teiTor. Should
any of the caravans that go up aud down these steep and
narrow roads chance to meet another in its way, both men
and beasts are in the greatest danger of being thrown down
the precipice, and dashed in a thousand pieces before
they reach ihe hottom, unless they take the utmost care
in passmg by one another. The mules are by far the
best for tliose that ride, because they are the surest footed •

but they will always^ rlose to the edge of the precil
pice, and cannot, withou; great risk, be turned to Uie
other side of the road, or be kept to it when they
are there. What adds still more to the horror of die
journey, whether it be up or down the steep declivity is
ri>at, at the bottom of the valley below, there commonly
runs a swift torrent of water, with a most hideous roar,
which, being echoed by the adjacent rocks, and often
heightened by loud winds, as well as by the continual
trampling of the men and beasts upon the rock, increases
the horrid din to such a degree, a» precludes the possi-
bihty of hearing or being heard. Jiut the w.shed-for
summit once attained, (he traveller is amply graliticd by
the beautiful prospect presented to the view, which is not
that ot rugged and intersected peaks above, and deep
gaping valleys beneath, as might be expected, but of a
small dehghtfid plain, about two miles in compass, and
a musket-shot in breadth, and terminated, at one end by
a new, flat, and upright rock, like the back of a chair of
Hhich this little plain is the seat: so diat, lake the whole
mountain together, that of Guza seems to be a kind of
pedestal to this; and the latter, which the natives call
.Lamalmon, represents, in some measure, a chair with-
out arms, the back of which is the upright rock at the
end of the plain, which is as perpendicular as if it had
been hewn out with a chissel. Along what we may call
^e seat of this wonderful cl.uir is pleasantly situated a
town of the same name, wh>..,- inhabitants obtain a live-
hhood by helping the caravatii to load and unload the
beasts of burthen during a great part of the way of the
craggy ascent." •

'

.
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There are other mountains in this country that rcsemb!
the above, particularly one situated between the provj,
of Amhara and Oleca. But the most considerable amon"'
them IS that called, by the natives, Thabat Mariam «l/"
summit greatly exceeds all the rest, and is, at the „?

I

time, very spacious. This remarkable mouniaii, who
I bottom is watered by two large rivers descending from \has seven handsome churches on its summit, one of wlni'
dedicated to St. John, is very beautiful, having been fw
mcrly the burial-place of the Abyssinian

emperor,"
Within It arc five monuments, erected to the memory of
these monarchs: they are covered with tapestry, oni
are represented the arms of Portugal.

There is a remarkable hollow high rock situated in tlie

province of Gojam, directly opposite to which, at a small
distance, is another, much of the same height and bulk so
exactly placed by nature, tliat it echoes back a word
faintly whispered in the former with amazing force; and
the united voices of tluee or four persons speaking toc-e-

ther produce a sound not inferior to that arising from Sic
shouts of a numerous army.

Vegetables.-] Among the vegetable productions ofAbvi-
sinia IS the balm, or balsam, which appears to have Lern
highly valued in the early ages. W^e know from scriptuie
that the Ishmaehtes, or Arabian carriers and nierdiaiii,'

trafficking, with the Indian commodities, into Kgyp,'
brought witli them balm, as a part of the cargo. '

Tlie

ensete is an herbaceous plant, which grows to great per-

fection at Gondar; but it mostly abounds in that part 0/

Maitsha and Goutla vest of the Nile, where there are

large plantations of it, and it is there, almost exclusive

of every thing else, the food of the Gallas inhabiting

that province. When soft, jike the turnip well boiled, if

eaten with milk and butter, it is the best of food, wholu.

some, nourishing, and easily digested. The /f/fis a grain

commonly sown all over Abyssinia, where it seems t«

thrive equally on all sorts of ground : from it is made tlie

bread which is commonly used throughout this eountry,

The Abyssinians have plenty of wheat, and some of it of

an excellent quality. They likewise make as fine flheatcii

bread as any in the world, both for colour and taste; but

the use of this is chiefiy confined to people of the first

rank. The acacia-trec is very conmion in Abyssinia, as

are several other curious productions of the vcgcUlle
world.

This country produces great variety cf fruits ; but those

most cultivated are the black grape, penclies, ponicgra-

nates, aL'iK)iKls, citrons, and oranges. They have also

great plujiy of roots and herbs, which, iiotwitiistanding

lie hpat of the country, grow naturally. Sugar-canes are,

likpvise, very plentiful; and they have prodigious quantitiej

of I : 'ley, which is here very excellent, and of manydif-
fereiit ;;<:)-ts. .
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Abyssinia produces great qnanfiiics of senna, and abun-

aaiicc of cotton, wliicli grows on siniibs, the same as in
India. There are also various sorts of flowers, tlint grow
rosuch abundance, that the banks of tlie rivers are orna-
mented with them the principal part of the year. Many
of these are peculiar to the country; but the gcneralitj

,re those natural to Europe, particularly jessamines, lilies,

jonquils, ami Iwses: among the latter is one that grows on
trees, mid is much more odoriferous than those produced
from shrubs.

Jiiimals.] The quadrupeds of this country are both
various and numerous. Those of the tame kind are horses,
mules, camels, dromedaries, oxen, cows, sheep, and
goats. The oxen, in particular, are of a prodigious size;
llieir horns are so large, that the inhabitants make them'
into various necessary utensils. The horses are, in gene-
ral, fleet and docile, but seldom used, except in tiujl^s of
«ar. The beasts of carriage are nmles, camels, and dro-
medaries, all which they train up to an easy, yet quick,
pace. They use the mules when they travel over the'

craggy mountains, those beasts being not oidy very gentle,
but also sure-fooled

; and the camels and dromedaries when
ihey travel through hot and sandy deserts.

The natives prefer riding on mules to horses, not only on
account of those beasts being more gentle and .sure-footed
but also out of respect to their own pedigree; for, as they

I

boast themselves to be descended from the Jews, whose
princes and grandees are recorded to have chiefly ridden
upon nmles, they esteem it an honour to do the .same here
and to have the horses led by the bridle, till some martial

I

engagement obliges them to mount.
Hie wild quadrupeds of this countrv are lions, ti-rers

nya;nas, leop.rcls, various kinds of apes, wolves, foxes'

I

and other hearts of prey ; all of which are very numerous'
litrce, and nuschievous. Lions are numerous, and of se-
vml sorts au.i sizes, but the most remarkable are those of
t e ku.gly or royal breed. As these do considerable mis-
c ief among the larger cattle, the iimabit.mts are very as

IsKluousin endeavouring to destroy them, and will even
e"counter them with no other weapons than their lances

I
and daggers.

'Ik-elephauts in Abyssinia generally go in large droves,
»

J
frequently make havoc among the corn and other grain

"eyalso make great destruction among the forests bv
joonng up large trees, and breaking down small ones, to

I

leed on dieir leaves.

The number of birds in Abyssinia exceeds that of other
»|"n.a Is, the high and low countries being equally stored

parts of the country. That species of glede called had-
con.es very punctually into Ethiopia, at the return

"f tl.e sun, after the tropical min,. The „i sar, or golden
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e;.g!e, is not only the largest of the eagle kina, but oneo. the largest birds that flies. From wmg to w ,'
he Iabout six teet four inches. The most distinguished bird

J.
this country ,s the maroc, or honey-bird: it receive.

. « na-ne from having a particular instinct in discovering
he h„,den treasure of the industrious bees.' of which theyave prodigious numbers, ana o. variou, sort,, ; .some ofcm „,, domestic, and kept in hives; othc.are wildand lay up their honey in hollow trees; and a third .or
.
eitm.small holes am. caverns in the ground, thi>l^y take surprising care to cleanse for their use, anda terwards to stop them so close and artfullv, that it isahnost impossible to find them out, though "they chieflyalong the most public highways. Tl.is'last is'the frtthat the maroc discovers to the inhabitants, by an un-usual no.se and fluttering of its wings, which win p .

ceived by the passenger, he has nothing to do but to
'

o -
low liun to the place, where the feathered guide begins
a more pleasing note, which he continues till the manhas taken possession of the hid.ion store; in the pl„„-

There is no great plenty of water-fowl in Abyssinia,
especially of the web-footed kind. Vast variety of storks
cover the plains in May, when the rains become constant
All the deep an.l grassy bogs have snipes in them ; and there
are swallows of many kinds unknown in Europe: those
that are common in Europe appear in passage at the very
season when they take their flight from ihence. There
are few owls m Abyssinia; but those few are of an im-mense size and beauty. There are no geese, wild ortame excepting what is called the Golden Goose, or Goose
of he^,le, common in all the south of Africa: these
build then- nests upon trees, and, when not in water, ..e-
nerally sit upon them. There are ducks, turkevs, and
hens, with a variety of uncommon hire's, peculiar' to this
country.

Touns, Cities, S{c.] Gondai?, the metropolis of Abys.
«nia, IS situated upon a hill of considerable hei-rht the
top of It nearly plain, on which the town is placed. 'tIic
houses are chiefly of clay, the roofs thatched in the form
of cones, which is always the construction within the tro-
pical rams. On the west of the town is the king's house,
formerly a structure of considerable coustqueuce. It
was a square building, flanked with square towers. It was
formerly four stories high, and from the top of it had a
magnificent view of all the country .w.rthward to the lake
Izana. Great part of this house is now in ruin.s, having
been burned at diff-erent times; b>,t ti^ere is still ample
lodging m the two lowest floors of it, the audience-cham

.

ber bemg above one hundred and twenty feet long.

,

Tlje palace and all its contiguous buildings are jur-
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roiindud by a substantial stonc-wnll, tliii ty feet liiyh, with

battlcnicuta upon llie outer wall, and a parapet loof be-

tween the outer and inner, by wliicli you can go aloni;

the wliole, and look into tlie street. Tliere a|)ptar to

have been never any embrasures for cannon, and the four

ides of tlie walls are above au English uiile and a half

in lengdi.

DiXAN, tlie first town in Abyssinia, on the side of

Taranta, is built on tlie top of a hill perfectly in form of

a sugar-loaf; a deep valley surrounds it every where, like

a trench, and the road winds spirally up the hill till it

terminates among tlie houses. The inliabitants consist

of Moors and Christians, yet the only trade of either of

these sects IS that of selling children. The Christians

bring such as they have stolen in Abyssinia to Dixan, as

to a sure deposit; and the Moors receive them there, and
carry them to a certain market at Masuali, whence they are

sent over to Arabia or India. The priests of tlie province
of Tigre, especially those near the rock Damo, are openly

conccrne<i in this infamous practice.

AXVM is supposed to have been once tlie capital of

Abyssinia, and its ruins are now very extensive ; but, like

the cities of ancient times, consist alto<;etl)er of public

buildings. In one square, which soenis to iiave been
the centre of the town, there are forty obelisks, none
of which have any hieroglyphics upon them. They are

all of one piece of granite, and, on the top of that which
is standing, there is a patera, e.xceeding'y well carved,

in the GrecR- Uste. There are several manufactures of

coarse colton-c'plh ; and here too the best parchment is

made of goats' skins, which is the ordinary employment
of the monks. Axum is watered by a small stream, which
flows all the year froiji a fountain in the narrow valley

where stand the lows of obelisks. Tift; spring is receiv-

ed into a UKigniticent iiasin, one lusiidred and fifty feet

square, and thence it is cairied at pleasure to water the

neighboui ing gardens.

Siuk' is situated on the brink of a very steep narrow
valley, and through this the road lies, uhich is almost

impassible. In the midst of tliis valley runs a brook,

bordered with palm-trees. The town is built in form of
a half-moon, fronting the plain, but its greatest breadth is

at the west end ; all the houses are of clay, aiul tiiatched

;

the roofs are in form of cones ; as, indeed, vtrc all in Abys-
wnia. Sire is famous for a manufacture of coarse cotton

cloths, which pass for current money tlnougii all the pro-

vince of Tigre. liesides tliese, beads, needles, cohol,

audi iuceiise, at times, are considered as money.

AnowA is situated on the declivity of a hill, on the

west side of a small plain, surrounded every wheie by
inuiintuius. This plain is watered by tWee rivulets, which
are never diy, even in ihe midst of summer. The town
coiisiirts of ahout tluee huudied houses, aud occupies a I
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much larger space than woidd be thought necessarvfo

these to stajid on, by reason that each house has an iui|,

sure round it of hedges and trees. The mansion-houi

of the governor of Tigre, which stands hero, is iiot,|j^

tinguished from any of the others in the town, uiikss h I

its size
:

it is situated upon the top of the hill, and ttuii
bles a prison rather than a palace ; for thero arc aljoui i

it more than three hundred persons in irons, sonic
of

whom have been there for twenty years, mostly
^iii, j

view to extort money from them ; and, even when llie»

have paid tlie sum of money which the tyrant asks th, I

do not always obUiin tiieir deliverance ; but are ktht
j,

cages, like wild beasts, and treated in the sarru: niminei,
I

The liouses in Adowa are all of rough stone, cvnmd
with mud instead of mortar. The roofs are in tlic foi,,,

of cones, and thatched witli a reedy sort of giajis, .oim,

tiling thicker than wheat-straw. Excepting a k\\ spui. I

this is the only part of Tigr6 where there is soil sulliiicii!

toyiild corn; the whole cf the province besides biiii;!

one entire rock.

Trade] There is a considerable trade carried on at l

Masuah, iiaiTow and confined as tlio island is, and violcn

and unjust as is the government. But it is all done in j

slovenly manner, and for articles in which a small caiiiul I

is invested. Property here is too precious to risk a \;ii.|

ture in valuable commodities, where the hand ofuoiveil

enters into every transaction.

Gondar, and all the neighbouring country, depend foi

the necessaries of life, cattle, honey, butter, wheat, hides,

wax, and a number of such articles, upon the AgowJ
who inhabit a province in which the sources of the .NiJ

are found, and which province is no where sixty iiiib in I

length, nor half that in breadth. These Agows come I

constantly in succession, a thousand or fifteen hiiiidrejl

at a time, loaded with their commodities, to the capilal.

Languor. .] A variety of languages are spoken in this I

country. The Jews speak a dialect of the Hebrew; die I

Moors, an impure Arabic ; the Gallas iiave likewise ij

language of their own. The dialect of the court is lliJtj

of Amhara; that of Tigre, however, approaches iitaresl I

to the old Ethiopic, which has a considerable aiiiuilv to I

the Arabic, and is called tlie learned language; and iil

sUU used, not only in all dieir literary and religious l)Ooiis,|

but also in their public instruments and records.

OoverfDntent.] The nionarchs of Abyssinia claim dosctntl

from Menelik, the son of Solomon, as they pretend, bvl

the queen of SheUa. The crown is hereditary ia thistJ-[

niily, but elective as to the person. A peculiar cu8liiiu|

formerly nrevailed of confiuimr »!! (J.*^ min'OB of iliel- - _ -n '- ,.--11
I

blood royal inn palace on a high mountain, duniig tlicirl

liv«s, or till they.were called to the throne; but tliis prac|

tice, it appeai>, has now fallen into <Iisuse.

The king is unoitilcU with plain oil of olives, whitlil
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being poured upon llie crown of his lipad, he rubs into

hi, lonK luiir with l)otli Iiis hands. The crown is u kiiul

nf hclinct, in the shujje of a priest's initro, covering the
forthcuii, checks, and neck. The outside is a mixture
of gold imd silver, enriched with beautiful «illigrec-\vork-

111(1 it is lined with blue taffety.
° '

The king goes to church regularly, his guards taking
possession of every door and avenue through which he is

to pass; and no persons are allowed to eiiter with him
txcipling two officers of his bed-chamber, who support
liiin. He kisses the threshold and side-posts of the church-
duor.-ind the steps before the altar, and then returns home

:

sometimes there is service in the church, sometimes there
is not; but he takes no notice of the difference. He rides
lip stalls into the presence-chamber on his mule, and lights
iiiinitdiately on the carpet before the throne.

It is customary for the Abyssinian monarchs to allow
tliemsclvcs a pluiahty of wives; and not only to imitate
Ihcir progenitor in that respect, but in taking those of
different religions, even Mahometans and Pagans • and
.onie have carried this privilege so far as to allow' their
heathen wives to have their own temples and idols- so
lliat on one side might be seen the church of God and
0,1 the other a Pagan temple. Others, however, 'have
hdso nuKh regard to their religion, as to cause those
Pagan or Mahometan ladies to be instructed and baptised
before they married them.

The kings of Abyssinia are above all laws. They are
I supreme in all cases, ecclesiastical and civil: the land
an persons of their subjects are equally their property
.nd every inhabitant of their kingdom is born their slave!
When the king sUs to consult upon civil matters of

[

miporlance he ,s shut up in a kind of box, opposite to
tb head of the council-table. The persons who delibe-
"tCMta the table, and give their opinions according to
- ra.^, the youngest or lowest officer always spealing

Ihe hrst that give their votes are the shalakn, o^
colo elsof the household troops. The second are the

I

great but ers, n,en that have the charge of th. kind's drink
T1.e.h.r ,s the badjerund, or the keeper of th:t a t

0. .n the palace called the lion's house, and afterTese
_

e keeper of the banquetting-house. The next is called

2";-' - officer that alw-ays goes before the king,
.u,e, the pressure of the crowd. After U.e lika maS

" con.es the palambaras
; after him the fit-auiaris ; th^n

I

Ukin yietana geeta, or the under-chamberlain
; then

s^retary for the king's commands; after him the righ

'h,.h..\ AC l
S*="""'=^J "'*=» ll'e rak massery and

I a1' frV.
'^'''' '^' ^''"^^'^^ Of Damont, Samen
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After the governor of Tigri comes the acab ,aat. or
I

Ktinnhai, of the fire and the chief ecclesiaslic.l officer of
tl.e kings household. After him comes the first muster
ot the household; then the ras ; and last of all the kii.Lr
gives h.s sentence, which is final, and s.nds it to the
table, from the balcony where he is then sitting, by tho
officer called kal-hatz6. ° ^

It is a constant practice in Abyssinia to beset the kiuR*,
doors and windows within his hearing, and there, from
mormng till night, to cry aloud for justice, in a com-
plaining tone, and in all tho dirtcrent languages they are
masters of, in order to their being admitted to have their
supposed grievances heard. In a country so ill governed
as Abyssinia, and so perpetually involved in war, it may
be easily supposed there is no want of people who have
real injuries to complain of. But if it were not so, this
IS so much the constant usage, that when, in the rainy
season, few persons can approach the capital, a set of
vagrants are maintained and paid for the sole purpose
of crying and lamenting, as if they ha<l really been much
injured; and this they affirm is for the king's pleasure
Jat he may not be lonely by the palace being too quiet.'
Ibis, of all their absurd customs, was the most intjlerabU
to Mr. Bruce. Sometimes, while busied in his apartment
in the rainy season, he was entertained with a concert of
sighs, groans, and complaints, so Urtfully performed, that
no ear could distinguish but that it proceeded from real
distress. Our author was often so surprised as to send tho
soldiers at the door to bring in one of the performcis-
and upon asking what misfortune had befallen him, he'
would answer very composedly, that nothing was the mat-
ter, but hearing from the soldiers that Mr. Bruce was re-
tired to his apartment, he and his companions had come
to make a noise under his window, to do him honour be-
fore the people, lest he should be melancholy by being
alone; and therefore hoped he would order them some-
thing to drink, that they might continue with a little more
spirit. The violent anger he fell into did not fail to be
punctually reported to the king, at which be would laugh
heartily; and sometimes he himself was concealed not far
off, for the sake of being a spectator of the European'.
disj)leasurc.

No man is condemned by the king in person to die for
the first fault, unless the crime be of a horrid nature, such
as parncide or sacrilege; aud, in general, the life anil
merits of the prisoner are weighed against his immediate
gudt; so that if his former behaviour appear to have had
more merit towajds the state U,r,« hh present deliiiquency
IS thought to have injured it, the one is placed against the
other; and wh^-n tlu3 sovereign judges alone, the accused
IS generally absolved. Six judges always attend the kin- of
Abyssinia to the camp, and, before them, rebels takeiron
the field are tried and punished on tlx; spot.

5 X
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When a prisoner is coiulumnctJ io cnpiiul canes, be in

rot again rcinilted to priioii, whidi in (liouglit ciulI,

but he is imiiipdiately carried away, and tlie sentence
executed upon him. The capital puni^lnncnts uie cru-
cifixion and lapidation, or stoning to death, wliich is chitlly

inrticted upon strangers, called I'ranks, for religious caujes.
To these niity be added the plucking out of eyes, which

ii generally intlictcd upon rebels. Mr. IJrnce informs us
that, after the slaughter L'.;itU; ( f Faggitta, twelve
chiefs of the Gullas, tnl .n puww^y. by lias Michael, had
their eyes torn out, and were afterwards abandoned to

starve in the valleys below the town. Several rebel no-
blemen of Tigrc underwent the same misfortune; and it

appears that not one of them died in conseciuence of the
operation, though it was performed in the most brutal

mnmier, with an iron forceps or pincers.

The bodies of criminals, who have been put to deatii

for treason, nuirder, or violence on the hi>;lnvays, are
seldom buried in Abyssinia. Tiie streets of CJondar are
strewed with their limbs, which bring the wild beasts into

the city in such numbers, as soon as it is dark, that it Is

almost irjipossible to walk from one house to another in

safety.

licvenuc] The royal revenues arc derived from four
branches; the first of which is the tribute paid In the
governors of such provinces and kingdoms as contain gold-
mines, particularly those of Narea and Gojam, from
which he'ainuuilly receives a certain weight of that metal

;

the second arises from the sale of all the great places in

the empire
; the third consists in a tenth levied every third

year upon all the cattle in the empire. By this lust, which,
it appears, was unknown till about the middle of the third

century, every man that has cows is obliged to pay him
oiie out of ten every third year; and the country breeding
great numbers, renders this the most considerable branch
of the three. It is called the burning or branding tax, be-
cause the emperor's officers brand lliose animals which they
set aside for his use with a particular mark. The four,,

arises from a duty laid on every loom of cotton-cloth. If

it belong to a Christian, he pays one piece of clolli ; it

to a Mahometan a piece of eight, per ainnnn. The king-
dom of Dandjea and aiijacent parts yield a duty of about
one thousand pieces, and that of Gojam three thousand.

Militarij Force.l Notwithstanding the great exaggera-
tions that have been irscd, it does not appear that any king
of Abyssinia t ,er commanded forty thousand efi'ective men
at any time, or upon any cause whatever, exclusive of his

household troops. Their standards are large staves, sur-

mounted at the top with a hollow ball : below this is a

tube, in which the staff is Hxed; and immediately ninkr
the ball a narrow stripe of silk, made for , d, or swallov
liiilcd, like a vane, and scldcm much broader. The stan-

dards of the infantry .ave their flags painted two colours.
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crossways, yellow, white, red, or green. The cavalry
have u))on their flag, Rome a red, some a grein, and son,'
a white, lion. 'J'he black cavalry have a yellow lion and
over it a while star u|>on a red flag.

The king's household troops consist of abcmt
«ii>|,t

thousand infantry, of whom two thousand carry futlockn

and supply the place of archers, bows having been laiJ

aside for nearly one thousand years. These troops arc lii

vidfd into four conipani( s, each imder an officer called

shalaka, who answers in rank to our colonel. Y.\u
twenty men have an officer, every iifty a second, and

every hundred a third; that is, every twenty have one of.

ticer who commands them, but is commaiuled likewise br

an officer wlio commands the fifty; so that iht n.. iiicilirce

otlicers who command fifty men, six command a hundred

and thirty command five hundred, over whom is the A\i
hika ; and this body they call Bet, which sigiiilics a lioujt-

or apartment, because each of them goes by the name of

one of the king's aparUneiits. 'Ihere is, for example, an

apartment called Ambasa Bet, or the lion's house, and a

legiment bearing that name has the cliarge of it; and ilicir

duty is at that apartment, or that part of the palarc where

it is; there is another called Jan liet, or the tlipbnrs

house, that gives the name to a regiment; aiiollur ciillul

Werk Sacalii, or the gold house, which gives its name lo

another corps, and so on.

'Ihere arc four regiments that seldoiji, if ever, amouni

to one thousand six hundred men, which dipind alunc

upon the king, imd are all foreigners, at least lliuollims;

these have the charge of his person while in the field. Suiiic-

timos, when the king's minority has elapsed, they amount

to four or five ihousanii, and then oppress the countiv as

they have great privileges. When the king is a iniiior,

liny are kept hicoinplete, out of fear and jealousy.

\^'ith respect to the cavalry, about one tli.iiisand live

hundred of them are properly mounted ; but the n^l are

inditterently armed and accoutred, having no other arms

lint spears and a buckler. The spears are of iwd sorts;

the one like halC-pikcs, and the other resemljjiitg a

lialbert. The staves of the former are slender, and the

iron narrow, like our pike; but the iron of tin oilw is

brad and thin: the (iist is darted at the eiuun, ami tlic

last used in close fight, with one hand, while the otliei

holds a buckler, made of a buiialo's hide, which is utii. liv

very tliick and strong.

The infantry have each of them two spears, i those

of a higher rank have likewise xords, which llu > seldom

use in battle, but r;iiiier wear liiem as a ni:iik nl ilisliiie-

tion, and, in lime of peace, commonly hold lliein iu their

liai'ds when, i'i uversation : bnt, if thsy walk, their sir-

vanls cany tlnin. They have the hilt of gold, or silver

gilt, ai the scabbard of velvet, or rich damask, wliicli is_

commonly red 'hese weapons arc chiefly worn by way of
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nmarnciit. 'I'liey likewiM wear a kind of (lugger under
llifir Kiidlr, iiiid s(.nie aU, carry a club, inndc of hard
licavy wood, wiUi a daj?gc. in it. 'Vhii, w . apon tlicy com-
monly tise l.y darting lit tl.e enemy, vlien ihey come to

a close i'iij<agcinent.

Hiese voidifrs arc but littlo iicquainted with flre-arnis.

andponily furnisliud wiih powrUr and ball. There «re

not iiion: tliaii three or f')ur l)undred nmsketct r.s in any
action, who arc generally no iil-traiu.d, iliat they never
(ircalwvc once, princii.ally for want of powder an<l bull:

ihesc tiny seldom have at their exercises, except a few
of the liinlier rank, who use a rest to their muskets. Their
avnliy are said to be very good liorsemen, and are ail

armed much like the infantry : they mount and sit their

liorscs extreniely well ; but, in other respects, are very ill-

disciplined.

In lime of battle, the AbysMuians gen. rally draw up
their ainiies with little regularity, .so that the first shock,
inmost rases, begins ami ends the battle, the one side'

lurnin}- lli. ir back, sind the other pursuing'; for it is so
coniniou 1.. run from the enemy, that it is not considered

j

as any disgrace
; and they never endeavour to rally their

iroops, nor indeed know how to go about it. This j,

tnlirciv owing to their want^of discipline; for they are
naturally lKud_\, and inured to hunger, thirst, and fa-
tigue; and, as they continue in the (ield the greatest part
f (Ir yr;ii, they are equally capable of bearing the most

(xcessive lieat, the sharpest cold, and the most violent
rains, uiih v<ry little sustenance; and even this they pro-
cure by Iht n lidiour, from the lands the emperor allows
10 those m Wis service. Another disadvantage is, their
taking ih.n wives ami children with them, who are ge-
nerally s,. numerous, that a camp of tliirtv thousand
inenal«ays consists of above one hundred thousand per-
sons, all of whom are obliged to live on the produce of
lands assigned for th( ii nu.intenance. 'I'hey h:.ve also a
vast number of priests, who nut onl perform the divine
service in the pavilions, but escort and attend the sacred
iilensils wid) great pomp and .unionv, and with voc.l
and mstnmieul.l nu.sic. Thi armv is also attended by
Jruni., and kettle-drums, larger, and producing a louder
soiiml, than o.ns; besides trumpets, hautboys, flutes, and
oil: instrinnents.

^lisiun.] The religion of the Abyssinians is a mi.xture
"Khnstianity, Judaism, Mahometanism, and Paganisn,
'"" !l"' former is by far the most prevalent, and, as it
«L're, She established uiic of the country. Then rirst lu-
shop.Frnrnentius, being ordained about the year 33D, and«ed m the religion of the Greeks, of the . [,u„h of
^aandnu, by St. Atbanasms, then sitting in the chair of
St- Mark, u follows, that the true religion of the Abyssi-
"WHS, which they received on their conversion to Chris-
"""ity, u that of the Greek church; and eveiy rite or
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ceremony n. the Abyssinian church may Lo traced to i,,
or.gn. m that church, when both of them were orthodox

Irumentms preserved Abyssinia untainted with heresy
«' I •'-< <l«y .d Ins death; but, after that event, the monk,
oll'.gypt n.troduced die detestable doctrines of Arius and
other lurefcs by which the church soon beeam^ infected.

it was settled by the first general co.mcil, that one
'nptism only was necessary for the Usting man un.ler the
l-anuer of Umst. The Jesuits, however, affirmed, that inA yssmn. all a.lults were re-bapti^ed every year; and tho
•'ll'nvmg narration ,s extracted from the travels of Mr.
Jioce, who was an eye-witness of the ceremony hero in.

troilueed to the notice of our readers.

and the Nde ha.l been dammed up for several days; the
.stream was scanty, so that it scarcely overllowed. It wa,
'I. I'iaces three feet deep, in some, perhaps, ab.mt four.

I.rc;e large tents were pitched here the morning before
ll.e feast of the Lpiphany. About mi.lnight, the mont.
a.K priests assemble.1, and began their prayers and psalms
ai .he wat.r-side, one parly relieving anod.er; and at
•lawn of day tl.e governor, Welleta Michael, caine thither
witli some soldiers.

" As soon as the sun began to appear, three large
crosses of wood were carried by three priests, dressed in
tl.t.r sacerdotal robes; each of whom, on coming to the
side of the river, dipped his cross into the water, whilst
a confused firing, skirmishing, and praying, went on to-
gether. Ihe priests with the cr(,sses then returned, one
of then- number carrying somewhat less than an English
|iuart <d water in a silver chalice. On approachin- Wei-
eta Ml. hael, one of the priests took as much w^ter as
be could hold m his IkuuIs, and sprinkled it upon his

j

liead, holding i .,, cup at the same time to the governor's
mouth, and saying, at the same time, 'May God bless
}oii. Ihe three crosses were then brought forward to

I
Welleta Michael, and he kissed them. The ceremony of
sprinkling the water was afterwards repeated to all the
great men m the tent. Some of them, not contented
with aspersion, received the water in the palms of their
hands, and eagerly drank it; and after the whole of the
governor's company had been sprinkled, the crosses re-
imned to the river, their bearers singing hallelujahs, and
the skirmishing and firing still continuing."
Our author observed that, soon after "the governor had

been sprinkled, tw o horses and two niulo.o, belonging to
the Ras Michael and Ozoro Esther, < ,n.e and were
M-ashed. Afterwards the soldiers went in, and bathed

.. .,. _.,.. g,,.,,^ and heaps of piallera lud vessels,
that had been used by Jews or Mahometans, were brought
to be purified. From Mr. Bruce'» account, however, this
ceremony seems rather intended for a solemn lustration or
purification, than for the rite of baptism, properly so caUed.
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The Al'jssiniaus rcc«ivo tlic «iirrnmcnl in liotli kincN,

in miU-avtinil bread and in the gr!i|)«-, bniixtil with ihr

IhinL logtUiw as it growis; so that it i^ u kind i,{ niiiinin-

lude, mid ii given in n flat d|).M)ii. WliutDVtr the piiistn
njiiy preteu(i, sonio mixture ui'ixm necessury to keep it

lioni tei'iuciitation in the .iliile tl^at it is in, uhUihh the dried
chistcr be bruisied just before it i»u»cd; for it is little

more lliud tluin common matmuliide; but is jierfcctly the
griipe as it grew, brui^il atones and skin together.

It isaiiiistiike thnt there. is no wine inAbysMiniu; for
ii quantity of excellent wine is made at Dreeda, about
;lnrly niiles fioin (Jondar, which might supply a greater
quantity than coidd be necessary for the celebration of the
fnchuri:*t in all Abyssinia twenty times over. 'I'he pec^jde
themstlv< s are not very fond of m ine, and plant vines in
one place only; but u small black grape, of an excellent
flavour, grows pleuiifully in every wood in 'I'igre.

Large pieces of bread are given U> the cx>miiiuiiicants, in
proportion U) their quality ; and our author assert, that,
ho has seen some gi-eat men,, who, from the respect the
priest bore them, had su<!i a lai^^e. portion of die loaf put
into their mouths, liwt water actually ran from (heir eyes,
from their iiuapacitv of chewing it. After receiving the
sacinment in bodi kinds, a pitcher of water is brought, of
which die communicant drinks a large dranglit. He then

' Totires from the steps of the inner division, where the
administering priest stands, and, turning his face to the
wall of the chuali, repeats a private prayer, with seeming
decency and attention.

Before we dismiss tliis subject, it may be proper to
present our readers with an anecdote, which was related to
Mr. Rruce by the priest of Adowa, on the very day of the
£piphaiiy.

"The snnday before Has Michael's departure from
Adowa, he went to church in great pomp, and there re-
ceived the sacrament. There happened to be such a
crowd to see him, that the consecrated wine was thrown
down, and spilt upon the steps where die communicants
Btood at receiving. Some hay was instantly gathered and
sprinkled upon it, to cover it; and the communicants con-
tinued the service till the end, treading that hay under
foot.

" Tliis giving great offence to some of the priests, it

was told Michael, who, without explaining himself, said
only, 'As to the fact of rfirowing the hay, they are a
parcel of hogs, and know no better.' These few words
had galled the priest of Adowa, who, with great secret y,
begged Mr. Bruce would inform him what was his opi-
nion of the circumstance, and what would have been
done, in such a case, in England. Our author told him,
that the answer to his question depended upon two things,
which being known, his difficulties would be very easily
•oived. ' If,' said he, 'you believe that the wine spilt

|
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up.)n th(! steps, and uflerwards trodden under foot wj^
really the blood of Jesus Christ, then you wn» guilty of

^

most horrid erinie, and you should cr.v up |,i, i',,,,,,,'

tains to cover you; as ages ofatonemeiil are ii<,i siilliiii,,,

t(. expiate it. Hut if, on die contrary, you bcln,. „',

many Christian chinches do, that the wine, not\Milii,iui„|!

ing tonser ration, ruinained in the enp nothing „„)it. t|,a,j

wine, but was only the symbol of Christ's blood of ij
New Testament; then die spilling it upon the sttp,,,,,,!

the treading upon it afterwards, having been merely acn.
dental and out of your power l<x prevent, you are to hiiii,.

bli; yourself, and sincerely regret that so irreverent
uii ac"

eideiit happened in your hamls, and in your liuR.; (,„, ,,

you did not intend it, and could not prevent it, thi- ^ni.
sequmce of an accident, where inattention is very tuliia!

ble, will be imputed to you, and nothing fiulhcr."

The priest declared to Mr. Bruce, with the ^^(1^
earnestness, that he never did believe that the elcnitnii

111 the . ucharist were converted, by consecration, intj ii^

real body and blood of Christ, lie said, however, thai |,,,

believed this to be the Homan-cathoiic fuidi ; hul, for lji>

own part, he conceived that bieud was bieaii, ;u„| (vine

was wine, even after consecration. From this < xunmli,

which occurred accideiitallN, and was not the fruit of in.

terrogation, it appears that some, at least, among
||,,

Abyssiuiuns do not believe the real presence in i|,e cii.

charist; but the majority may probably hold a coutraiy

opinion.

The Abyssinians are not at all agreed about the jtateof

souls before the resurrection of the body. The general

opinion is, that there is no third state ; but that the souls

of pious men enjoy the beatilic vision immediately after

the separation fiom Uie body. Tliis doctrine, liowevcr,

is contradicted l.y th i jractice; 1, r, vxl.cn any person

dies, alms are given, and prayers are ofiered for the de-

parted soul, which must certainly be u cless, if it were

supposed to be already in the presence of God, and in

possession of eternal felicity.

'I'lie ceremony called incision is an usage I : cqueiit, and

still retained, among the Jews, though positively prohi-

bited by their law. As soon as a near relation ilii-s in

Abyssinia, such as a brother, parent, or cousiii-geiiwan,

every woman in that relation lacerates the skin of both her

temples widi iJie nail of htr little finger, vWiich is suf.

fered to grow to a considerable length for this purpose.

hence it appears that either a wound or a scar may be

seen iii almost every fair face in Abyssinia; ami in tlie

dry season, when the troops are engaged in war, lbcs<

woimds seldom Jiave liberty to heal, till peace and the

armies return.

Their churches appear to have been formerly larg&

and elegant structures; but they are now so decayed,

that it iy impossible to form a proper idea of iliiir ori
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Siiml innRiiifirinrr. Tlir most diMlinguislipd aro those „f
4M

Si, Mmntiml, St. Suviour, Hi. M.iry, ihr Ifoly Oo.ii, St.

(ifoi!,'f, (Jol,i,'ollm, Urtlilelii-ni, tim Mtirtjr.s Murrorros^
„„| |,;ilil)rl;i. Iiirri-Hible as it mny .ipp.-ur, y< t ceituin

i.i«, lh;il ihi'w ten diiir. Iu>s \v»tc all nit out oC a .sdid

mfl, l»> dint of the hmiitmr and rhinscj. 'I'hc last of

ihem licarn the nattic of their foiindcc, wlio, hrinq d,.sir.

oil, of hnviiif; thi in (inishcd, .irnt for a number of work-
nitii (Voin I'nypt, and no itxpechtiously wnn the uiidertalv-

i:i;rriiniud on, ihut the whole wen; ronipleted in (wcnly-

ftfiit fiari
:
u short time, rouni.|(;riiiB thu number of them,

iml iliti !<l;ilel.v ninnncr in whiidi ihey ar»! con.itiurled

bfins |)r<.portioual>h! in all their purU, an gales, wmdow.s,'
piliiirH, inches, ( liancels, J<cc. Beside i the cinirchcs, there

arc innii) nionnsluries in Abyssinia, most of wiiieh eon-
tain two ehiipels, niio for the men and the other for the
woiiiiii; but li(»\v lliey «inm! to be introduced, tind of what
order llie first founders nf ihem were, is not known,
iUoms, Moiinvn, >v,

.J
-I'lic inhabitants of tiiis coun-

try in;iv be classed \n (t,e following order:—Christians
of llir Abyssinian .iuneh, and lliose whom the Roman
nii^MoiMMcs bruii:;l,i over to llieir communion. .Fews,
sctllcd lure (i.-rn tiniti immcmoiial. Mahometans, dis-
|u-ivT(l iliroiijilioiit the empire, and formin;,' one third of
lliciiihiibiiMn's and PiiKans, inhabiting several |)arts, who
jreclm-lly drscendants of the Gallas. The Abyssinians
arcing'. iKial we'll made, and of a lively tractable dispo-
sition; ...Miie of them are black, but the principal part
are of a brown, or olive <<)mpIexion ; they arc very tall

aii.j Ihdi fealiiics well proportioned : their eyes arc lai'ge,'

and of a sparkling black, their noses rather hi<;h than
flat, aiii their teeth white and uniform.

AuDiig them the olive is reckoned the finest complex-
i'Mi, niul n( xt to tliat the jet black ; but the reddish, and
piirliculariy the yellowish, brown is esteemed the most
dragreeable They have regular and agreeable features
and their eyes are black, brisk, and lively : their noses'
are not flat, nor their lips protuberant, as among the na-
live3 of Guinea. In their form they are stout and stron-r
active and healthy

; and their labom-, together with the tem-
perance they use in eating, prolongs their lives to a good
CA age. Most of them are so nimble and active, ai to
climb up the tallest trees, or steepest rocks, witli sar-
pri>mg case and agility. ^fJie women greatly excc-ed those
''Europe and Asia in strength and sprightliness; they

,

Ireedensy, are deliver.Hl without help, and can take care
Wh of the child and themselves, without the assistance
«f a nurse. Indeed, except where they are weakened

" ""''^""^^ry life, this stiength of constitution is com-
mon to all the women in these hot climates.
The common people wear a kind of scarf, which hangs

oose from the shoulders to the waist, from whence they
*ave a pa,r of cotton drawers, that reach to the ankles.

•'y- TOL, 1.

Tho .snppfior rlawcs w'tiu n long vest, made cither r,»

Mik or cotton, and tied' aboiU the waist with ititcH
girdle. The women of the higher dass dress in the. Rest
ndks and brocades, and omainriu ib, ir heads various w.ivs* •

llicir n«ck» arc decorated with chains, jnw.ls, and ofhr^
I nib. lb dimcnts, and in tb. ir ears they wear the richest
l""-t»i.t». The habit of thv women is i.uh.ed alwayiT.
as fine and genteel as their circumstances will admit-
for they are far from b.ing kcjit in so recluse n manned
ns those among the more eastern nations. 'J'b, ir uppef
parmeuts are wide ami full, not unlike surplices. Uoth
sexei tale particular pains with their hair, which is the
only ornanieiil they have on iheir heads, none bu't iho
emperor being permilled to* wear cither cap or any othc*

'I'lu greater part of the Abys-inians reside in tents,
or camps, ami remove from one place to another, as suits
their convenience. The houses, or rather huts, that f<,rm
iheir camps, are made only of h.lh and cluv, an.) covered
Mitli straw: the furniture is cp.ailv miserable with llieif
houses, consisting only of a large table, to sit ,o,ui<! at
their meals, and a few tiidiug utensils. The more wealthy
he upon couches, and cover themselves with iheir Mpi)er
gurments, but the poorer .sort lie on mats on the ground
and wrap themselves up in ihe skin of some beast.

'

'J'hc natives of Abyssinia are not only svry temperate
.n their .al.ng, but far from being particular in the choice
of tlicir food

;
for none , an be coarser, or more dis-

g'lsling, Hum theirs, even that which is eaten by the sii-
perior classes. It generally consists of a pi. c- of flesh
winch is sometimes p«r-boiled, but for the niosl part .jnitc
raw

: this is served up on apas, or cakes of bread, ground
and made by the women, of wheat, peas, millet, tefl'
and other sorts of grain, according to their circumstances'
so that this a,)as serves them not only instead of a dish
or plate, but likewise a napkin, or table-cloth, neither of
nhich they ever use at their tables. The sauces they
use to their meat are no less disagrceal)le than tlie flesh
itseh, being chielly butter turned into oil, mixed with some
ingredients, the smell and taste of which are sodisgustin-
that a stranger could not cat with them, not even a Sp^
niard or a Portuguese.

They cat no wild or water-fowl, not even the goose
which was a great delicacy in Egypt. The reason of this
IS, that upon their conversion to Judaism, they were forced
to relinquish their ancient customs, as far as they were
contrary to ii.e Mosaic Jaw; and the animals of their
country not corresponding in form, kind, or nair.e with,
those mentioned in the Septuagint, or original Hebrew,'
It has f.Jlowed, that there are many of each class that
know not whether they are clean or not; and a ludicrous
confusion and uncertainty have taken place, through ig.
tiorance or mistake, the people being unwiihng to vio-

5 Y
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lolc Iht kw in any instance, tl^rough not understand-
ing it.

•nie highest dainty is a piece of raw beef, brought in
reeking warm from the beast; and, if they invite company

• to eat with them, the wliole quarter is served up at once
with plenty of salt and pepper; and some add an ingre-
dientcaUed malta, whicii is made of wliat they draw out
of the paundi of the ox or cow. This they stew some
tome on the fire, with pepper, salt, and sliced onion, be-
fore they bring it to table, which, when covered with sucli
» large piece of warm raw beef, is esteemed by them
II most delicious repast. This dish, however, can only
be purchased by the rich, on account of the pepper, which
» very expensive.

In confirmation o*" :he predilection of these people
fcr raw beef in particular, the following circumstances
are stated in Mr. Bruce's travels in Abyssinia. He re-
lates tliaf, in his journey from Masuah to Axum, he over-
took three trr.vellers, who appeared to be soldiers, driv-
ing a CO-.V before them. The cow did not seem to be
fatted for killing, and it occurred to Mr. Bruce and his
attendants that it had been stolen : he observed that the
attendants attached themselves in a particular manner to
tiie three soldiers who were driving the cow, and held a
short convp sation with them. Soon after, the drivers
suddenly tripped up the cow, and gave the poor animal
a verj- h;.rd fall upon the ground, which was but the be-
ginning of her sufferings. One of them sat across hei
neck, holding down her head by the horns, the other
twisted the halter about her fore-feet, while the third, who
had a knife in his hand, got astride upon her belly, before
her hind-legs, and gave her a very deep wound in the
upper-part of her buttock. When Mr. Bruce saw them
throw the beast upon the ground, he rejoiced, thinking
that, when three people were killing a cow, they must have
agreed to sell part of her to them ; and he wa» much dis-
appointed upon hearing that they were not then t kill her,
tliat she was not wholly theirs, and they could not sell
her. This excited our traveller's curiosity: he let his
people go forward, and staid Iiimself, till he saw, with the
utmost astonishment, two pieces, thicker and longer than
our ordinary beef-steaks, cut out of the higher °part of
the buttock of the beast; after which they drove her -entlv
on as before.

"

Tlie same author gives the following description of
an Abyssinian festival :

" Consistent with the plan of this work, wl.ich is to
describe tiie manners of the several nations through which
I passed, good and bad, as I observed them, 1 cannot
avoid givng some account of this Polyphcmns banquet,
«s far as decency will permit : it is part of the history of
a barbarous people; whatever I might wish, I cannot
decline it.

rPAnt
11.

« In the capital, where one is safe from surprise at all
times, or in the country or villages, when the raiushJ.
become so constant that the valleys will not Luar a l,o'r
to pass them, or that men cannot venture (ar from honr
tlirough fear of being surrounded and sNvept away by tern'
porary torrents, occasioned by sudden showers on H
mountains

;
in a word, when a man can say he is J!

at home, and the spear and shield are hung up in
,'),'

hall, a number of people, of the best fashion in the vil'
lages, of both sexes, courtiers in the palace, or cilizeni'm the town, meet together to dine, between twelve ai^l

one o'clock.

" A long tabi,. is set in the middle of a large room
and benches beside it, for a number of guests, who are
mvitcd. Tables and benches the Portuguese introduced
amongst them

; but bull-hides, spread upon the ground
served them before, as they do in the camp and country
now. A cow or a bull, one or more, as the company b
numerous, is brought close to the door, and its feet strondv
aed. 1 he skm that hangs down under the chin and ihroat
which I think we call the dew-lap, in England, iscul
only so deep as to arrive at the fat, of which it totalK
consists, and by the separation of a few small blood-ves-
sels, SIX or seven drops of blood only fall upon the ground
They have no stoue, bench, or altar, upon which tk
cruel assassin lays the animal's head in this operation 1

should bes his pardon, indeed, for calling him an assassin
as he IS not so merciful as to aim at the life, but, en the

contrary, to keep the beust alive till it be totally eah.
up. Having satisfied the Mosaical law, accordin'-r toiiis

conception, by pouring these six or seven drops ujontlie
ground, two or more men fall to work : on the back ol

the beast, and on each side of the spine, they cut skin-

deep; then, putting their fingers between the tlesh and th«

skm, they begin to strip the hide of the animal half-wav
down the ribs, and so on to the buttock, cuttin>r the skiii

wherever it hinders them commodiously to strip°the pool

animal bare. All the flesh on the buttocks is then cut off,

and m solid square pieces, without bones, ormurheffu.'
sion of blood; and the prodigious nwse the animal make.
IS a signal for tlie company to sit down to table.

"There are then laid before every guest, instead of

plates, round cakes, if I may so call them, about twice as

big as a pan-cake, and som°what thicker and tou-lier. It

IS unleavened bread, of a sourisli taste, far from beingdis-

agreeable, and very easily digested, made of a grain called

teff. it is of different colours, from black to the colour

of the whitest v>heaten-bread. Three or four of these

cakes are generally put uppermost, for the food of iLe

person opposite to whose seat Uiey are placed. Bcneatli

these are four or five of ordinary bread, and of a black-

ish kind
:
these serve the master to wipe his fingers upon,

and, afteiwanls, the servant for bread to his dinner.
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"Two or three servants then come, eoch with a square

piece of beef in their bare hands, laying it upon the cakes
of teff, l)laced like dishes down the table, without cloth

or any thing else beneath them. By this time all the guests

have knives in their hands, and the men have tiie large

crooked ones, which they put to all sorts of uses during

the time of war. The women have small clasped knives,

such as the worst of the kind made at Birmingham, and'

told for a penny each.

"The company are so ranged, that one man sits be-
ween t«o women; the man with his long knife cuts a
iliin jiiuce, which would be tiiought a good beef-steak ia
Eiiglund, while you see the motion of the fibres yet per-
fectly distinct, and alive in the flesh. No man in Abys-
sinia, of any fashion whatever, feeds himself, or touches
hiscwii meat. The women take the steak, and cut it

length-ways, like strings, about the thickness of your little

linger, tiien cross-ways, into square pieces, something
smaller than dice: this they lay upon a piece of the*teff"-

bread, strongly i)owdered with black or Cayeime pepper,
and fossil-salt: they then wrap it up in the teff-bread,'

like a cartridge.

"In the mean time tlie man, having put up his knife,
with each hand resting upon his neighbour's knee, his body
itooping, his head low and forward, and his mouth ope.i,

\m like an idiot, turns to the one whose cartridge is fiist

iead>, who stuffs the whole of it into his mouth, which L
so full that he is in constant danger of being choaked.
iliis is a mark of grandeur. The greater a man would
wm to be, the larger piece he takes in his mouth; and
die more noise he makes in chewing it, the more polite he
\i thought to be. They have, indeed, a proverb, that
sap-Beggars and thieves only eat small pieces, or with-
out making a noise. Having despatclied this morsel, which
he does very expeditiously, h.s next female neighbour holds
forth another cartridge, which goes the same way, and so
oil till he is satisfied. He never drinks till he has finished
catmg; and, before he begins, in gratitude to the fair ones
tbfed him, he makes up two small rolls of the same
kind and form

; each of his neighbours open their mouths
at the same time, while with each hand he puts their por-
tion into their mouths. He then falls to drinking, out of a
large handsome horn: the ladies eat till they are satisfied,
and then all drink together. A great deal of mirth and
joke goes round, very seldom with any mixture of acri-
mony or ill-liumour.

,
"All this time the unfortunate victim at the door is

(--•eding indeed, but bleeding little. As long as they can
«f off the flesh from his bones, they do not meddle with
'"e thighs, or the parts where the great arteries are. At
last they fall upon tiie thighs likewise; and soon after the
™mal, bleeding to death, becomes so tough, that che
coiinibals, who have the rest of it to eat, find very hard
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work to separate the flcsfi from the bones with their teeth
like dogs. '

"In the meantime, those within are much elevated-
and every thing is permitted with absolute freedom : there'
IS no coyness, no need of appointment or retirement, to
gratify their wishes: there are no rooms but one; but in
this they sacrifice both to Bacchus and Venus. When a
couple leave their seats, the two men nearest the vacuum
which they have made on the bench, hold their upper gar-
•nents, like a screen, before them; and, when they resume
their place at the table, their health is drank by the com-
pariy; but not a licentious word is uttered, nor the most
distant joke upon the transaction "

Although the Jesuits have written a great deal about
marriage and polygamy, yet there is nothing which may
be asserted more truly, than that there is no such thin^

[

as marriage in Abyssinia, unless that which is contracted
by mutual consent, subsisting only till dissolved by dissent
0. one or other, and to be renewed as often as it is agree-
able to both parties. Mr. Bruce tells us, that he was
once, at Hoscam, in presence of the iteghi, where, in the
circle, there were seven men who had all been the hus-
bands of a woman of great quality, but none of them was
the happy spouse at that time.

Upon separation, they divide the children. The eldest
son falls to the mother's first choice, and the eldest daugh-
ter to the father. If there be but one son, he is the right
of the mother; and, if the numbers are unequal after the
first election, the rest are divided by lot. There is no
such distinction as legitimate and illegitimate cliiWren,
from the monarcli to the humblest peasant ; for suppos^
ing any one of their marriages valid, all the issue of the rest
must be adulterous bastards.

In computing their time, the Abyssinians have continued
the use of the solar year. Diodorus Siculus says, " they
do not reckon their time by the moon, but according to
the sun

; thirty days constitute their month, to which they
add five days and the fourth part of a day, and this com-
pletes their year. Whence they derive the name of their
months cannot be possibly ascertained, as they have no
signification in any of the languages of Abyssinia."
One method of describing time among these people Is

peculiar to themselves. They read the whole of the four
evangelists every year, in thei. churches, beginning with
St, Matthew, proceeding to Murk, Luke, and John, in

order. When speaking of any particular event, therefore,

they say, « it happened in the days of Matthew," that is,'

in the first quarter of the year, whilst the srospel of St.

Matthew was yet reading in the churches. The time of the
day is computed in a very arbitrary irregular manner. I'he

twilight is vei-y short, almost imperceptil>le, and was still

more so, when the court was situated farther to the south-

ward in Shoa. As soon as the sun falls below the hori-
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zon, night comes on, and ell rt>c stars nppear. This term,

the Iwiliglit, tliev liave chosen for the beginning of their

drty, and call it nagge, which is the very time the twilight

of the morning lasts. The same is observed at ni^-;ht, and
mcset is meant to signify tfie instant of beginning twilight,

between the sun's falling below the horizon and the stars

apjrearing. Mid-day is called h/iler, a very old word,
signifynig culmination, or a thing being anived at the

highest part ' f an arch. All the rest of times tliey de-
mribe, in conversation, by pointing out the place in the

heavens where tlie sun was when such and such circum-
stances happened

Mr. Bruce observes, that nothing can l>e more inac-

curate than Abyssinian cilculations; for, besides their ig-

norance of arithmetic, their aversion to study, and a num-
ber of fanciful combinations, by which every pmticuhir
scribe or monk dislinguisiics iiimself, there are obvious
reasons why there should be a variation between their

chronology uiid ours. Our years begin on tiie first of
January, and ihtir's on the first day of Septenibt r, so that

there are eight months ditference between us. And in the

reigns of tlieir monarcis lliey seldom meniimi either month
or day beyond an even number of years. Supposing, ilun,

it be knowii that (he reign of ten kings extended from
such to suc'i u period, \\here all the months and days arc

compri hended, when we come to assign to each of these

an tqual number of years, without the correspondent

inriitJis and days, it is plain that, when all the separate

reigi-is- an:; added togethei', the one sum total cannot cor-

n; .pond with the other, but wi!l bo more or less than the

jiiat t:mc which each prince swayed the sceptre.

1 hv.il ^uneral-ccremonies are few. As soon as the pei-

36n !<.<s expired, and the body is washed, they perfume
it with incense, sprinkle it with holy water, and, wrapping
it in a sheet, place it on a bier. The bearers then take

it, and hurry it away with such swiftness, that tho.se who
attend can harr.y keep pace with them. When they come
trt the church or church-yard, (for they bury in either,)

they again incense it, and throw plenty of holy water upon
it. After the priest has read the first fourteen verses of

the go.spel of St. John, they shoot the corpse into the

ground, instead of letting it down gently, the priest re-

peating the service, and the grave is inunediately filled

up. The relations mourn for their dead nniiiy days; and
their lamentations begin early in the morning, and con-
tinue till the evening. The parents, relations, ami friends,

meet at the grave, together with women-mourners, hired

to accompany the solenmily with (heir outcries, all clapping

their hands, beating their breasts, and uttering tii/- most
artecting expressi<ms.

The funerals of the kings and grandees are performed
with great pomp and magnificence, and are accompa-
nied with all the insignia of their dignity, and with tJic

L»*"Ri ii.

most solemn and dolefid music, which is in a maniu
drowned by the loud cries and lamantations of the re^
iiue. JJnt they use neither torches or any other lio|;|

either in the procession or in the church.
'

'I'he Agows, in whose coinitry Mr. Biucc; discovtrcd

the sources of the Nile, are, in point of munbcr, one m
the most considerable nations in Aby.ssinia: wlioii

(f,

;

whole, force is raised, they can bring into the i'nU f,j,j^

thousand hoise and a great nmnber of foot; they were for.

merly much nwie rowerftil; Imt tlie frcqncnt inroads
„f

the Gallas have considerably diminished tlu:ir strenrn'!

Their riches, however, are still greater than their \ma.
for, although ihoir pinnince is no where sixty miles in

length, nor half so nnirh in breadth, yet Goudnr ;iiid di

the neit^hbouriiig country depend for cattle, honey, bulicr

v\heat, hides, wax, and other usefid articles, upon
tlie

Agows; who come constantly in succession, a tliou^nd

or fifteen hundred at a time, loatlcd villi these coniino.

dilics to the capital.

It is natural to suppose, that in a long cairiyge, sudia.,

that of a huiulred miles, in a hot climate, butter niiiit

melt and be in a slate of fusion, consequently vti» near

putrefaction: this, however, is prevt-nied by iIk- root of a

heil), culled iiiocmoco, which nearly rtscndjies the sliape

and colour of a carrot: this they bruise and mix with Jait

butter
;
and a very small quRUtity preuerves it fiesli for a

considerable time.

Besides the market of Gondai, tne nc.ighbouring Sbt-
galla purchase the greatest part of these conunutlilics from

the Agows; and give, ill exchange, clephasiis' i,dli, rlii.

nocere-' horns, gold, in small pellets, and a quantity ol

very fine cotton.

The clothing of the Agows consists entirtly of liidf.,

which they soften and manufacture in a method peculiar

to themselves ; and this they wear in the rainy season ulicn

the weather is cold, for here the wet seasons arc \n
violent and of long duration. Their dress is like a shirt,

reaching down to their feet, and girded with a belt about

their waist
: below the girdle it resembles a large cloiiMe

petticoat, one part of which they turn back over tlieit

shoulders, fastening it with a broach, or skewer, across

their breast before. The women are generally thin, auil,

like the men, below the micWlc stature. There is no m\\

thing as barrenness among them : thej begin to hear chil-

dren bt fore they are eleven years of age, and gencrallj

leave o(f before they are thirty.

Besides what they sell, and what they pay to the gnvrr-

nor of Damot, the Agows have a particular tribute, vhich

they present to the king : one thousand dahra of honey,

cacli dabra being; a lai^e eaiiiien vessel, co'iiaiimi:; abuiil

sixty pounds weight. They also pay fifteen hundred oxu),

and one thousand ounces of gold. The ifficcr who kec])*

the accounts and sees tlje rents paid, is called A|,oa

Wcally; and ascrib
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Miziker: his post is worth a tliousand ounces of gold, and
|,y this it may be judged with what ecoHomy the revenue

is coliecteii.

Tlie Agows are divided info clans, or tribes; and it is

said that there never was a feud or hereditary animosity

between any two of these clans; or if the seeds of dis-

content Imppened to be sown, they did not vegetate longer

than till tlie next general convocation of all the tribes.

"

Once a year, upon the first ajjpearance of the dog-star,

tiie shum, or priest, assembles all the heads of the clans'

at the principal fountain of the Nile, Having sacrificed

a black heifer, that never bore a calf, they plunge the head
of it into this fountain; and then wrap it up in its own
liide, so as no more to be seen. The carcase is next di-

vided in half, and cleaned with extraordinary care ; and
when thus prepared, it is laid upon the hillock over the'

first fountain, and washed all over with its water, while
the elders carry water in their hands from the two other
fountains; they then assemble upon a small hill to the west
of St. Michael, where they cut the carcase into piece.,,

corresponding to the number of the tribej, and each tribe
receives, as its privilege, a particular part. After having
eaten the carcase raw, according to their custom, and drank
the Nile water, to the exclusion of all other liquor, they
pile up the bones, and burn them to ashes.

Having finished their banquet, they carry the heifer's
head, closely wrapped from sight, into a cavern, uhich,
they say, reaches below the fountains ; and there, by a'

coiBDion light, without torches or a number of candles,
they perform their worship, which appears to be a secret
known to many, but revealed to none. At a certain time
of the night they return from the cave; but our author
rould not learn whether the head was buried, eaten, or
burnt. The Abyssinians have an absurd story, that 'the
devil appears upon this occasion, and that with him the
Agows eat the head, swearing obedience to him, upon the
conditions of his sending rain, and a good season for their
bees and cattle.

It is certain that the Agows pay divine honours to a
spint supposed to reside in the river, whom tiiey cpU the
"Light of the World, God of Peace, and Father of the
'nuerse." The priest with whom Mr. Bruce resided
made no scruple of reciting his prayers for seasonable rain'
for plenty of grass, and for the preservation of a particu-
lar kind of serpent: he also deprecated thunder very pa-
ilielically; and ascribed several titles of divinity to the
nver, which ^b. Bruce couJd perfectly comprehend wiUn
out an interpreter.

Our autiior asked the priest, into whose good graces
k had purposely insinuated himself, if ever the spirit of
«ie nver had been seen by him? He answered, " Yes,
very frequently; and, in particular, about sun-set on the
evening ef the 3d, he had seer him under a tree, where 1
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he told him of the death of a son, and also that a party
f.on. lasils army was approaching; that, being afraid, d
the priest) consulted his serpent, who ate readily and

heartily, from «hich he knew that no evil would bcfal hun
from Ins vi.Uors." He said, " the spirit was of a very grace-
ftd figure and appearance; he thought rather older than
"uddle age, but he seldon. chose to look at his face- he
had a long white beard, i.d his clothes >vere not of 'lea-
ther, but like silk, of the fashion of the country" Mr
Bruce asked him, how he was certain it was not a man ^

at vWiich he laughed, or rather sneered, shaking his head
anc saymg, "No, no, it is m man, but a spirit." Our
author then desired to know why he prayed against thun-
der. He said, "Because it was hurtful to the bees, and
then- greatest revenue consisted in honey and wax." And
on being asked, why he prayed for serpents, he replied,'
Because they taught him the coming of good or evil

^
It seems, indeed, that all tlie Agows have several of these
creatures in the neighbouihood; and the richer sort keep
them m their houses. When they undertake a journey, or
any affair of consequence, they take a serpent from hjs
hole, and put butter and milk before him, of which he is
extravagantly fond. If he devour it greedily, it is re-
garded as an auspicious omen; but, if he refuse to cat
misfortune is supposed to be near at hand.

'

SECTION III.

ABEX, OK HABESH.

40.

Tms coast formerly constituted a part of the kingdom
of Abyssinia; but at the commencement of the last cen-
tury it fell into the hands of tlie Turks, who, at the same
time, made themselves masters of all the bays and ports
belonging to it; so Uiat ever since the Abyssinians have
been cut off from all communication with the Red Sea.
The climate of this coast being very sultry, and the

soil, in general, sandy and barren, the productions must,
of course, be scanty. Here are many animals, tame and
wild; and they have some deer and sheep; but grain of
every kind is brought from other parts. The country la-
bours under a dearth of water.

Abex is divided into two parts, the northern and the
southern. The towns of the noit.hern are Suakin and
Arkeko. The former is the residence of the governor,
and is tolerably large and populous. The latter has a'

castle; but it is small, and thinly inhabited. The southern
reaches to the end of the coast, and includes the province
of Dancali, of which Abox in the capital Of this part
little can be said worthy of notice, but that its chief pro-
duce is salt. Jlere is a sea-port, called Balyur, at which
the Portuguese missionaries first landed: and^ as their re-
ception and treatment from the king were rather singular

6 Z " *
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the relatJou of them may net prove unacceptable to the
reader.

" As soon as the khig heard of their arrival, he sent to
invite the patriarch or principal missionary and his relinue
to his court, which was about three or four days' journey
fi-om Balyur, and despatched his own son to meet them in
the way, and conduct them to the royal palace, or rather
camp, which they found to consist only of half a dozen
tents, with nbout twenty huts, fenced in with a thorn-hedge,
and shaded by some wild kind of trees.

" The hall of audience, where they were received by
ihe king, was a large tent or hut, about a musket-shot
from the rest. At the upper end was a kind of tin one,
about two feet from the ground, made of stone a^id ch.y'
and covered with a carpet and two velvet cushions. At
the other end, opposite to the throne, was the king's horse,
with the saddle and other accoutrements suspended on one'
side. IJound the hall were about fifty young men, siltin<y

cross-legged on the ground; and, when the Portuguese
missionaries were admitted, they were made to sit doAvn in
the same posture.

" In a short time the king entered the hall, preceded by
some of his domestics, one of whom carried an earthen
pitcher, full of hydromel, or wine made of honey; another
a drinkiug-cip, made of porcelain ; a third carried a cocoa-
nnt shell, filled witii tobacco; and a fourth a iilver tobacco-
pipe and some fire. Next to them came the king, dressed
m a light silk-stnft", with a turban on his head,°from the
edges of which hung a parcel of rings, that dangled before
his Srenead. instead of a sceptre, he held in his hand a
shou kind of javelin. He was followed by all the chief
officers of his court and household ; and among them were
his lord higli-.ste« ard, the superintendant of his finances,
and (he captiMn of his guard. The respect paid him at
his coming in was by standing on their feet, and squatting
down again twice; after which they went towards the
throne to kiss his hand. The audience was short, but
full of the most bombastic professions of love and esteem
on his side, and of respect and gratitude on theirs: but
this beliaviour soon r.liered; for when, on the next morn-
ing, they came to make their presents to him, instead of
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the king's accepting them, the patriarch, who wns the per.
son that brought them to liim, met v -h a severe reprimand"
for daring to afliont a.monarch like him with such triflin,

presents, and was ordered to take them out of his s\„\^
Tlie patriarch readily obeyed, without betraying eiihcr fc,,"

or any other emotion than that of disdain", after
haviii,,

given him to understand, that they were of more value ilipo

he ought to have expected from religious persons, who
l,a,'l

renounced the world, and forsaken their native coun.:rv

for the sake of carrying their religion into Abyssinia;
and

told him, at parting, that, since ho did not think 'tlic,

worth his acceptance, the next he sent for from ihem
should be much less valuable.

" This spirited behaviour of the patriarch greatly snr.

prised the king, who suffered him to depart with the pre
sents; but, being unwilling to lose them, sent oneof liij

officers to fetch them back, with orders to insist u|h,„

some addition being made to them : but he was glad to

take them as they were; the patriarch, on his side, insist.

ing upon retrenching them ; so that, when ihJy ,vcre

brought again, the covetous monardi received them wiil,

visible signs of dissatisfaction and resentment.

"The disgust in which he held the missionaries on tliis

account was very soon evinced ; for he not only detained

them, upon some pretence or other, longer at his court

than was necessary forgetting things ready for their dc-

departure, but privately forbid his subjects to sell (Iitm

any kinds of provisions at any price; so that they miist

have been obliged either to satiate his avarice by larger

presents, or have been in danger of starving, had not ilie

spirited patriarch expostulated with him on the iinpro-

priety of his conduct. Notwithstanding this, he not only

postponed their departure from day to day, but suffered

them to be insulted by his subjects, in hopes of finding

some pretences for extorting from them farther prcscnis

for their dismission. To avoid this, the only expedient

they could find was, to bribe one of his favourite niinislers

with a valuable gift, who soon after obtained their au-

dience of leave, and such supplies of carriages, provisions,

&c. as were necessaiy to proceed on liieir embassy to the

court of Abvssinia."

«
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CHAPTER VIIL

ZANGUEBAR, MONOMOTAPA, MONOEMUGI, SOFALA, &c.

T.

SECTION I.

ZANGUEBAR.
.
HIS country received its name from the Arabs, the

word Zangue, in their language, signifying black, all the
inhabitants being of that colour. It is bounded, on the
east, by the Indian Ocean; on the west, by Monoemu<ri;

I

on tiie north, by Anian ; and, on the south, by the River
I
Cuama, whicii sejiarates it from Monomotapa. It is very

I

disproportionate in its extent, being one thousand fonr
hundred miles in length, and not more than three hundred
and fifty in the broadest part.

The coast is very extensive, and, in the course of it,

has many rivers and islands. This part of the country

[

is best known to Europeans, owing to the conquests made
i

here by tlie Portuguese. The inland parts consist of a

I

large, barren, and unhealthy tract ; the lands Iviu" low
1
intersected by rivers, lakes, thick woods, forest^s, and

marshy grounds. Most of the inhabitants are Arabs,
being the descendants of those who were banished h(-re
from their own country, on account of tiieir adherence
to the sect of Ali, of which they are still zealous pro-

I
lessors.

The principal river of this country is that called Qui^
inanci, which name was given it by the Portuguese, from
a fort ami town so called, built by them at the mouth

I
of it.

The continental part of Zanguebar is divided into two

[

bngdoms, Mosambique and Melinda.
Mosambique is divided into several provinces and lo.d-

ships, each of which has a dialect peculiar to itself The
chmaleis sultry and unwholesome ; but the soil is fertile
pro ..cing plenty of millet, rice, and several sorts of pulse

I a^also abundance of orange and lemon-trees. It abounds
"III' M^ld beasts, particularly bears and elephants, the
'»l|eref which are so numerous, that the inhabitants are
«W.ged to knidle fires round <he fields, to prevent them
Iron, dev.„nn., the corn, nor dare they go abroad at
>"gtwni:ou..,.r3ing lighted torches in their hands, to
Inghlen the ri^.^y.

,

The .r.!,ai,ita„ts are of low stature, very hlnrk. and

;;.;!f'^i;»:I'^d ha.r. They are naturally cruel and de-
iJul.Thcr towns are very small, an.i the buildings
«a>,d desp,cable. Their common food is the flesh ^f
elephants, wuh bread made of :..illet and „ce; from the

latter of which they also make a kind of beer. The chief
wealth of these people consists in gold, ebony, ivorv, and
slaves, all of which they sell to the Portuguese onk • (or
they will not suffer any other foreigners to enter their
country.

With respect to their religion, some of them are Chris-
tians, and others Mahometans; but the principal part are
Idolaters, and use all those superstitions and ridiculous
customs practised in other idolatrous countries
There are two small districts adjoining to the kingdom

of Mosambique, called Mongalo and Angos: the fo.mer
.s situated near the mouth of the River Cuama, and is
chiefly inhabited by Arabs ; the other is also situated on
u bank of the same river, about one hundred and sixty
miles from the former. Both these places are fruitful
producing abundance of rice and millet; as also great
qnant.t,.s of cattle. The inhabitants are chiefly Maho-
metans, but intermixed with negroes, who are idolaters
and remarkable for the lowness of their stature. They
have no covering to the upper part of their bodies, but
vonnd their waists they wrap pieces of cotton or silk.
Some of the better sort wear a turban on their heads
rhe people of both these places carry on a commerce
with the inhabitants of iMonomotapa in gold, .rums ele
phrnts' teeth, &c.

f
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Melinda is situated partly under the equiuoctial line
and partly on both si.les of it; for its southern bo-ndaries'
le under the second degree and thirtieth m=;.ute south
latitude, and its northern extremity extends t^. the river
Quilniaiici. As this kingdom is well watered by rivers
the soil ,s in general fertile, and produces great abundance-
of the principal necessaries of life. It abounds also with
a variety of fruit-trees, particularly orange, palm, and
citron, the latter of which constantly perfume the air with
an odoriferous scent.

The inhabitants of this kingdom difTer greatly in their
complexnns, some of them being quite black, some of
an ohve-colonr, and others almost white, particularly
the women. The common people wear only a loose
piece of cloth about their waists, but the better sort have
a garment made of c.'ton or .ilk, which reaches from the
waist to the knees, and on their heads they wear a turban
The women of rank appear in silk, and ornament their
necks and arms, the former with strings of gold, and
the latter with bracelets, made of tlie same metal.
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The city of.ML'linda, ilie capital of the kingdom, is

situated oil ii very agreeable plain, and contains a great
number of houses, most of whiclj are well built of free-
stone. It is the residence of tlie king, and in it are a
great number of rich mercliants, who trade witli tlie Indians
ol Caniboya in gold, ivory, copper, quicksilver, and all

sorts of st«ffs. The Portugnese are so numerous in this
city, that they have built several handsome churches and
chapels in it; and before one of the churches they have
erected a stately cross of gilt marble.

The king's palace is a spacious edifice, built of stone,
and neatly oinameuted. Whenever the king goes abroad,
he is carried in a sedan, on the shoulders of four of
ilje greatest men in his kingdom, and incense and other
perfumes are burned before him as he passes along the
streets. At every town he enters, he is always met by
a number of beairtiful women, some of whom present
hnn with Howers, and others go before him, scatteving
various kinds of perfumes.

The laws of the country are but few, and those wholly
vested in the power of the king. If any one is found
guilty of murder, he is immediately punished with death;
but thefts and trifling offences are punished only by line.
If any of the king's grandees are detected in having im-
posed falsities on him, they are either sentenced to pay a
fine, or to receive a number of blows, from the king's
«wn hand, n^ore or less, according to the greatness of
the offeiKe.

In the latter case, the method of inflicting the punish-
ment is thus :—they strip the criminal naked, and lay him
on the ground, in the apartment of the palace assigned for
that purpose. The king then gives him a number of
blows on his back and breech, with a kind of whip, made
with two long pieces of leather, fastened to a stick. As
soon as the king thinks he has siifiiciently scourged him,
he desists, when the criminal rises, puts on his clothes,
kisses the king's feet, and thanks hiiu in the most re-

spectful and submissive manner.

The weapons used by (he people of this kingdom are
bows, arrows, darta, and shields. Some of them are

Mahometans, but the principal part are idolaters. The
Portuguese have made but few proselytes in this kingdom,
the inhabitants being obstinate in preserving tlieir own
religious principles.

The country of Ajan is the boundary of Zariguebar to-

wards the north. It lies between latitude two degrees and
twelve dcgees north, extending from the river Magadoxo
to Cape Gardafui. All the eastern coast of Ajan is

S' ..y and barren, but to the north the country is more
fertile. The kings of Ajan are freqiiently at war with
the emperor of Abyssinia, and sell the prisoners v.hich
they take

: they trade likewise iu ivory, goW, aud horses
of an excellent breed

GEOGRAPHY.
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SECTION II.

MONOMOTAPA.
MonomoRipa is an extensive country, bounded, on

il,

east, by the kingdom of Sofala; on the'wcst, by the mo,,,^
tains of Caftiaria; on the north, by the Kiver Ciiiima

which separates h from I\l oiioemugi ; and, on the soiiil:

by the river del Spiritu Sanoto. It is sitnaled hvhj^^
the fourteenth and twenty-fifih degrees of soulli latitud,-

and between the forty-first and fifty-sixth of cast loii,;

tude, being nine handled and sixty miles in length,
fro„i

east to west; and six hundred and sixty in breadth frc

north to soutli.

Tliis country is divided into six provinces, or petty kin^r

douis, the governors of which are vassals to the kinr of

^Mononiotapa. The names of these provinces are JI

nomotapa Proper, Quiteve, Manica, luhanibana,'l,j,a.

inior, and Sabia.

Rlonomotapa Proper is the most considerable of ihf

wliole, aud particularly distinguished for crmainiiig ik

capital city of the empire. It is situated in eleven dc
grecs twenty-seven minutes south latitude, and tliirtv-one

degrees ten minutes cast longitude. It is large and p„||„.

lous, and the streets are very long and spacious. Tlie

houses are built with timber and earth, and tin; greatcsi

ornament of the city is the imperial palace, wlikliisa

large spacious fabric, well flanked with towers, liaviif.

four avenues, or stately gates, constantly kept b) an'
nierons guard. The other towns in this province area,,

very insignificant, except one, called 'I'ete, which is large

and populous, and was formerly remarkable for beiiic ilie

residence of the Portuguese Jesuits.

Quiteve lies to the south of Monomotapa Proper, ad

is bounded ou the east by Sabia, on the west bv CafTrana,

and on the south by Manica. The capital city is called

Lambave, ami is siaiated about one hundred and tweiitv

miles from Monomotapa Proper. It is large and popu.

lous, and the place where the king or governor of the pro.

vince usually resides.

The province of Manica is bounded on the east by

Sabia, on the west by Caffraria, on the north by Qiiiteie,

and ou the south by the river del Spiritu Sancto. The

capital town is called after the name of the province. It

is a small place, and poorly inhabited.

Inhambana lies southward from the above province,

under the tropic of Capricon', so that the air is exceed-

ing sultry. The capital town is called Tongue, whicii,

though small, is populous, owing to tlie number of Por-

tuguese that reside Uiere.

The province of Inliamior is -very extensive, but coiitaJ!!'

not any thing that merits particular notice. Its chief towo,

of the same name, is the constant residence of the king

or governor of the province.
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Sal)ia is also very large, and well watered by two ev-

coliont rivers, one of wliicli is called Sabiii, and the other
Aro; On die coast of this kingdom are the island of Uo-
cica, iiiul the Capes of St. Sebastian and St. Catherine.

The climate of Monomotapa is much more wholesome
than many other parts of Africa, and the soil is so fer-

tile, tiiat it produces great plenty of the principal neces-
saries oflife. It abounds with pasture-grounds, on which
are bred prodigious quantities of cattle, especially oxen
ami co\fs.

The chief grains are ric» and millet, and tliey have
plenty of various kinds of tropical fruits. In tlie woods
and forests are gicat numbers of wild beasts, particularly
cJHphaiits, the latter of which the natives kill not only
f„r iheir flesh, but also for their teeth : the former fiu--

nishcs them with food, and of the latter they make con-
siderable advantage, by selling them to the Portuguese.
The rivers of this country are very numerous, and on

die banks of most of {hem grow many tine-trees and sugar-
canes, wit! out any culture. They abound with a variety

,jf excellent fish, and in some of them is found gold, tiiat

ij swept away from the mines through which they run in

the more inland parts of the country.

The natives are in general tall, well shaped, strong,
and healthy

: they are quite black, and have woolly hair,

which tliey ornament with a great variety of trinkets. Thev
are of a very sprightly and docile disposition, notwith'-
slaiiding which they are fond of being engag»;d in war,
and prefer that employment to any other. The poorer
wrt are brought up to diving, and their chief business is

1) collect the sand or nmd from the bottom of the rivers,
ponds, and lakes, from which they separate the gold that

I C A.
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IS intermixed with it, and sell it to the Portuguese, m
exchange for cotton and vurious other articles °of mer-
chandise.

Their common food is the flesh of oxen and elephants,
«ith bread made of rice or millet, which is baked into
thni cakes; and their drink is either sour milk or water.
The better sort use strong liquors, made from honey, mil-
let, nee, and several sorts of fruits; but thev mostly
esteem palm-wine, which is reckoned a royal liquor, and
greatly used at court.

Polygamy is allowed here, as in most other parts of
Africa, every man being permitted to take as many wives
« he tan maintain

; but the tirst wife is the principal, and
I

her ciuldren inherit the father's estate.

They pay a religious worship to the dead, everv one
preserving the bones of tlie most distinguished of his fa-
mily. These they hang up in a court, and know to whom% bcli,..ged, by lixiiig certain marks on lliem. Every
seventh day the relations visit them, being all dressed in
white, which IS the mourning of the country. They
spread a table befft- them with provisions, then pray to

*0' vol.. 1.

the. deceased for the king's prosperity, and afterwards »itdown and regale themselves, which they look upon as the
greatest honour that can be jjaul to the defunct. Some
of the inhabitants here profess the Roman Catholic reli-
gion, to which they have been converted by the Portuguese-
bnt the principal part of them are idolaters, and pmctise'
the most superstitious rites. They hold a festival on the
ilay of every new moon, and on the anniversary of the
emperors birth. They shew a singular veneration for a
certain v.rgm, whom they call Al Firoo, and have tern-
pies erected in honour of her: they have also many nun-
"cries, in which some of them coiifuie their daughters to
perpetual celibacy.

"

The king has a prodigious number of wives, the prin-
cipal of whom are the daughters of some of hi. vassal
princes; but the lirst only is called queen. The prm
cess and females of the highest rank always attend upon
him:

. ,ey discharge this business in their turns, and think
It the highest honour to be so employed. He is waited
on by a great number of officers, who keep most profound
silence, except when he drinks, or lia,,pens to sneeze or
cough, at which time one of them cries aloud, " Pray for
the health and prosperity of the king:" as soon as the
words are repeated, they all kneel, then rise, and testify
their joy by the loudest acclamations.
He takes great pains to preserve the respect of his sub-

jects
:
he exacts no taxes or tribute from them, instead

of which he IS satisfied with a trifling present when they
apply to htm for any particular favour. This is ati uni-
versal custom horn an inferior to a superior of every rank
and denomination, and esteemed tlie highest mark of re-
spect that can be shewn. If at any time he orders hi.
subjects to labour either at the gold-mines or any other
service, (as is sometimes the case,) he always sends them
cows and other provisions, so that, instead of attending
with reluctance, they obey his commands with the greatest
cheerfulness.

His ministers and officers, both civil and military, as
well as his soldiery, who subsist by his pay, are obliged
instead of taxes, to pay him a kind of service of seven
days in every month, either in cultivating his grounds, or
any other work he thinks proper to employ them in; the
lords and nobles are also bound Iro the same service when
requu-ed, unless exempted from it by some particular pri-
vilege granted to their family or office.

The king maintains a numerous army of foot, t^for
he has no cavalry,) there being-but very few horses, and
those not lit for the purpose, throughout his dommions.
Wherever the king encamps, they erect a large wooden
house, in which a fire must be kept constantly burning.
Neither he nor any of his soldiers are permitted to wash
their hands or face while the war continues: when it is
over, and they have gained a .umulete victory, the spoil
6 A
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IS cliviileH, llie sovereign reserving one part to Wmsclf, and
disliibnting the rest in propoitiouable shares tohisofiicers
and men. Tl.is equitubic di-tribulion has nn excellent
effect, as it animates the men, and makes them fight witii
distinguislied intrepidity.

Tiie laws of this country are very few; and so little oc-
casion w there for the conHnement of criminals, tfiat there
IS not a single prison throughout the whole country. Those
found guilty of murder are punished with death ; but, in
tiiflmg matters, they only intlict corporal punishment,
which IS done by giving the party a certain number of
strokes Mith a knotted cord, according to the nature of the
crime.

Thnre are gold-mines in the inland parts, which have
proiluced very considerable advantages to the Portu-
guese. There are other mines, in different parts of the
country, that \,wt\iw.e excellent metal, particularly those
near IJatua, a small place bordering on the province of
Manica, and exlendnig itself from the Mountains of the
Moon to the Kiver Magnico, whose governor is a vassal
to the king.

There are several consid.;ra()le places ^between the
mines and the sea-coast, where fairs and markets are held
for the Side of gold, particularly at those towns which lie
on the River Ztzebe, and Cuama, where the Portu<vuese
'>aye built fortres,ses to keep the natives in awe, who come
to those markets to exchange their gold for European and
other commodities. lu each of these markets they have an
officer of their om n, who decides all contests and differences
that arise about their traffic : they have, likewise, in most of
Uiese towns, churches and mon;isteries, of the Dominican
order.

The king of Monomotapa first permitted the Portu-
guese to build their forts here, in gratitude for the service
they hatl done in contributing to reduce some revolted vas-
sals to return to their obedience, as well as to enable them,
on all such exigencies, to be near at haml to assist him.
1 Im was about the year 1640, since which time they have
been on good terms with the sovereigns of the country.
The connnodilies which they bring the natives are cliiefly

cloths of va.ious sorts, ghiss beads of different sizes ami
colours, and other trifling trinkets; in exchange for which,
l>«sides gold, they receive great quantities of ivory, furs
f'i sundry wild and tame beast:., and other valuable articles,
^^blch make tbtir commerce very atlvautageous.

SECriON IIf.

MONOEMUGI.
Mouorniugi, being an inland country, is verv little fre-

queattd i,y i!,e EuK.peans. It u bounded on the east by
parr (t, Zangi^bar, on the west by Matamba, on the north
hy Abysiiniii, and on the south by Moiuiiuotapa

GEOGIUPIIY. Ppa™.

'ITie account we have of this country is chiefly f„u„d„,
on the authority of the negroes, who carry on a conm.er
with It. European travellers not daring to venture i„to ;,

not only by reason of tho unhealthiiuss of the ciim.i

'

but also for fear of the inhuman Jaggas, who i„fesi il,'
moii" interior parts of it, and massacre all that hapi,e„ ,1
fall in their way.

'J1ie extent of this country cannot be ascertained
L„t

that It IS very great appears from the distance of its'm,,
ines.

1 he emperor is a po\,erfid and rich prince and
has subdued most of the petty kingdoms about l.]".,,' ,„

obedience.

Monoemugi is divided into five kingdoms, or prnvi„c„
all of which are governed by petty princes, subject lo il,e'empe.or. The names of these are as follow, viz. Mniaco
Gi.-n-o, Cnmbate, Alaba, and Monoemugi Proper

'

iMujnco is bounded on the east by Abyssinia, on fcwest by Congo, on the north by Nubia, and on the sonil,
by Mnkoko. It is a large kingdom, but very p„o,|yi,,
l'al)ited

;
neither does it contain any thing that d.serv,,

particular notice.

Gingiro, which is also a large kingdom, lies between
iVirea the most southern king.lom of Abyssini:,,

ai„lMakoko and Cambate. A writer, who travelled tl„ou..|,

this kingdom, says, the king preserves an extraordinary
dignity, and that he contends with the sun; for which ica
son he never goes abroad, or gives audience, but before
the sun rises, alledging that two suns cannot appear at
once. His palace is no better than a cottage, which, u|,cn
he dies, IS always burnt, and his successor has a new one
l>uilt for him, which is dedicated with the blood of two
or three men, of a certain family, killed at the door, and
on that account the said family is free from all other duties
which are .so heavy, that they render this cruel coinposi-'
t.on acce,,table; for, when the king buys any ihi„.„f
foreign merchants, he pays them in slaves, and tl.eve'are
the sons and daughters of any family, which he take, at

pleasure, without any opposition.

Cambate joins to the above kingdom on the wet and
IS bounded on the east by Alaba, on the north bv Uvs-
s.nia, and on the south by Makoko. It is a poor 'conntn,
and badly inhabited.

Alaba is a large Jcingdom, and situated on the coaM of

Cand>ate. It reaches to the coast of Zangucbar, nnd is

inhabited by a cruel people, called Gallas. The p„n«i,
a Mahometan, but many of his subjects are idolaters, and
of the worst sort, for they offer human sacrifices.

Monoemugi Proper is boumled on the cast by Conio,
on the west by I'ranquebar, on the north by Moiioniotnpa,
and on the south by Maxoko. This is the largest divisicn

of the whole, but not otherwise remarkable, except fom
Its being the residence of the emperor.
The chief productions of this country, exclusive of iht:
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ios|iectivc mines of gold, silver, and coppef, me palin-

«ine anil oil. Hoiiry is here so plentiful, that the n< giocs

cannot Cdiiiume one-tliird of it, so ihiit they siificr the

rest fo ill' l'»st.

The natives dress in silks and cottons, vvliich tlicy I.iiy

of straiigeiH, and wear collars of transparent beads, lironght

from Cainboya, These beads serve also instead of money,
joM and silver being so connnon that it is considered by
Ihfni as of no value. Tiiey are most of tlicni idolaters,

iiiid ill their dispositions refractory and cruel.

SECTION jr.

SOVALA.
Sofala is an extensive kingdom; and, like Monomotapa,

remarkable for containing many excellent mines of gold!
It is hounded, on the east, by the Indian Sea ; on the west
bv the province of Manica; on the north, by the empire'
of Monomotapa; and, on the south, by the kingdom of
Sabia. It i,v, i)roperly speaking, a continued coast, ex-
tcmliiig itself from the Kiver Cuama, on the north, to' that
ofMagnico, or Del Spiritu Sancto, on the south. The
inland parts are not extensive, being confined, on the west
by the empire of Monomotapa; notwithstanding which'
die whole kingdom is computed to be, at least, two thou-
saiul two hundred and fifty miles in compass.
The most considerable rivers of this country are the

Cuama and the Del Spiritu Sancto, both of which are
supposed to take their rise from the Lake Goyama. The
former received its name from the Portuguese; but it is
generally called, by the natives, Zamberc. 'I'his river
washes down great quantities of gold, which the negroes
collect when the waters are low, by diving to the bottom
of such parts of it as, from practice, they know contain
•he greatest abundance. They bring np the mud in
buckets, which, being properly levigated, easily discovers

I

tlie metal.

On the coast are several capes, the principal of which
I

arc called Cnentes, St. Catharine, and Sebastian The
lonncris .ituated under the twenty-third degree of south
mn e

:

u is noted for the many rocks, sands, and shelves
I

lat he between it and the island of St. Laurence or
Mngascar, and cause frequent shipwrecks along that

caaiinel.
°

Tl'c climate of Sofalu is very unwholesome, occasioned

^

I'M e vast nmnber of marshes, which, being in summer
''«"! "P hy the scorching heat of ihe sun, infect the air
«'ll. pcstdcntiul steams. The soil, in general, is very un-
"», L-arren, and .lescrt. The inland nnrts abound with

;rr '"?
f- r'^'

^''''''' ^^^^'^^^^^y ^^I^^Phant*, great
b^-ot which are annually killed by the nativL, not

£.^ f;
''^' "^ "-" «^^>'. -hich is the chief part of

•hen .ood, but also for -heir teeth, wlucU they seU to great

46.^

advantage lo the Europeans. The n.nnber of these ani
mals destroyed here by the natives is said, one year with
imother, to amount to near fom thousand.

'Ihe i.d.abitants of this kingdom are, in general, well
shaped, and have short curled hair: they cover them,clves
only from the waist to the knees, with a garment made of
.^ilk or cotton; but they adorn their arms, wrists, legs, and
imkles, with rings of gold, and.cr, or coloured beads- the
better sort wear turbans on th.ir hea.ls, and have swords
by (heir sides, the handles of which are made of ivory
curiously inlaid with precious stones.

Their food consists of the llesh of elephants, large and
small cattle, and lish, with which the rivers abound • in-
stead of bread, they use rice and millet. 'Jhe drink of the
common people is water; but the better sort have a kind
of beer, which is made of rice ami milltt: they have also
somt^trong liquors, made from honey, pahn, and various
iiuits.

The king and his court, with a great number of the
principal people, are descendants of the i\iabs, and not
only speak that language, but also strictly profess the Ma-
iiometan religion: the original natives are permitted to re
tain their ancient customs, and their religious maxims,
the latter of which are much the same as those observed
in the principal parts f.f Africa.

Sofala, the metropolis, and the only place of any note,
is pleasantly situated on a small island, at the mouth of
the River Cuama. The Portuguese have built a strong
fortress, which is of infinite service to them, as it secures
their ships in the harbour, when they stop here in their
passage to and from India. The articles th«y purchase of
the natives are gold, ambergris, slaves, and elephants'
teeUi, in exchange for which they supply them w ith silks,
stuffs, cotton, glass-beads, and other trinkets. Both the
fortress and island :ue tributary to the king of Portugal.
The king keeps a great number of soldiers, who a^re all

paid in gold-dust, each according to his rank. Their
original w-apons are bows '.„,d arrows, with the scymetar,
javelin, dagger, and hatchet; but, since the arrival of the
Portuguese, they have been tauglu the use of fire-arms, of
which they are very fond, and exercise them with sreat
dexterity.

The inhabitants of Quiloa, Mombaza, and Melinda,
come to this country in small boats, called tambues, with
slutls of blue and white cotton, silk stuffs, yellow and
red ambergris, which they exchange with the people here
for gold and ivory. These again sell them fo the inha-
bitants of Monomotapa, who give them gold in. return.
Without weighing it; so that the profit of the exchange is

very considerable. This is the reason that, when the Mo-
iiomotapans come to purchase these articles, as soon as
the Sofalans perceive their vessels atisea, thev signify their
joy, and bid them welcome, by lighting fires on th« shore.
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It is snid Uint tlio gold-mines of tliiii kinplciin jielil

above Iwo iniilioiiN of iii(;iig;ils per uimum, eiu li imiijral

aiiiomaiiig to toiiit.uii livms; that (lie tiliiph Ciom Zidciii
uiid Mvcctt carry wff wboul Uvo millions a jear in timi' of
pcaci'; and that tlio governor of MosanibKiiu, whose
oflice lasts but tlirt-e viaif., lias above ilnte iiundred
thousand crowns rev«-nue, without incluiiing tJic holdiurs'

pay and ih.; Irdjutu annually paid to the king of I>oi tugal.
Hence many le,/nicd men arc of opinion, diat ihis is llic

Ophn to which Solomon sent ships evo v three yeiirs

from E/iongebcr to fetch gold, E.iongeber beinjr tlKiUgiii

to be Suez, a sea-port on the Ucd Sea. This conjectme

EOGUAPIIV.
fp,„ „

is supported by the romains of several stately cliiia,
«hitli arc found in the diflVrrni parts where the „ol,|'

mines are situated, and are supposed to have bttu oij'j

nally palaces or castles, built by die kinjr of Isnul,
^|,"

may also be confirmed by the Huthorily of the S. pinagi,,,

who translate die word Ophri (1 Kings i.\. 'JH) i»i„ .vjj

phira, which has some resemblance to its |jjestiit name i

Sofula. As a farther conlirmation of diese conjiciua,,
Lopez, in his voyage to India, says, the inhaUiaiUj

of
tins country boast, that diey have books which prove tha,

in die time of Solomon, the Israelites sailed every tlnr-j

year toward these parts, lo procure golil.

CHAPTER IX.

a

IMERIOR COTTNTRIES OP AFRICA;
FEZZAN, BORNOU, CASIINA, TOMBUCTOO, HOTJSSA, DAR-FUR, &c.

-'OMPLAINTS having long existed, that Europeans
knew very little, if any thing, of the interior of Africa, a
number of learned a«id opjilent individuals formed them-
selves into a society for die purpose of exploring that
tract of country. I'he association was formed on the gth
of June, in the year 1788; and on the same dai> a com-
mittee of its members, viz. Lord Rawdon, the iJishop of
Landaff, Sir Joseph Banks, Mr. Beaufoy, and Mr. Stuart,
were invested with the direction of its funds, the manage-
ment of the correspondence, and the choice of the per-
sons to whom the geographical mission was to be assigned.
Convinced of tlic importance of the object which th^e as-
sociation had in view, the committee lost no time in v--
ecuting the plan which it had formed. Two gendenu n
were recommended to them, and, appearing to be emi-
nently qualified for making the projected researches, they
were chosen. One was Mr. Ledyaid, and die other Mr.
Lucas.

Mr. Ledyard undertook, at his own desire, the difficult
and perilous task of traversing, from east to west, in the
iikt-(t...l-.j.*i .1 .I«ti.„,lo „.. u . 1 . V .

' " pet egi Illations, wnich began I'ebruarv ], i;

chants, and from odiers, respecting the interior distiirts

of Africa, that he was impatient to explore them. He
wrote to the committee, that his next comnHiiiication

would be from Sennaar, six hundred miles to the south

of Cairo
:
but death arrested him at the commencement

of his lesearGhes, and disappointed die hopes wliicli were

entertained of his projected journey.

Mr. Lucas embarked for Tripoli, October 18, 1788,

with instructions to proceed over the desert of Zaaia to

Fezzan, to collect, and lo transmit, by way of Tripoli,

whatever intelligence the people of Fezzan, or the traders

thither, might be able to aftord respecting the interior of

the continent; p.nd to return by way of Gambia, ortlie

coast of Guinea.

Mr. Lucas, however, was only able to execute a part

of this plan. He set out, indeed, mounted on a liaml-

som<' mule, presented to him by the bey, the paslia's eldest

son, in com,oany with sherefs, for the kingdom of Fezzan,

intending to penetrate from Tripoli to Gambia: but his

peregrinations, which began February ], 1798, teimiiiated

African continent. On this bold adventure he left Lon-
don, June 30, 1788, and arrived at Cairo on the 19th of
August.

Hence he transmitted such accounts to his employers
as .--amfest him to have been a traveller who observed,
reflected, and compared; and such was the information
which he collected here from the travelling slave-mer-

Deprived o)' visiting Fezzan, and the odier inland dis-

tricts of Africa, he solicited the information of liis fci-

low-travellers, and transmitted to the society the result

of his conferences with a slieref, Imhammed, wiio de-

scribed the kingdom of Fezzan to be a small circular do-

main, placed in a vast wilderness, as an island in the

midst of the ocean, containing near a hundred towns and
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ullagei, i)f which Motirzook U the capital, distant south
, ,„n Mesuiaia uboul ihrse hinulreil and iiiiaty inilei. In

ibis kingdom arc some venerable remains of ancient mag-
niilceiice, some nMiiarkal.ly fertile di.tricta, and iiumei-
oiis unioking lakes, producing a species of fossil-alkali,

called tmiia.

The narrative proceeds to state, that, south-east of
Jluurzook, at the distaii.

, of one hundred and fifty miles,

wa saiidy desert, two hundred miles wide, bejond which
are tlie mountains of Tibesti, inhabited by ferocious sa-

vages, tributary to Fezzaii. The vi,'l,.)s belueen the moun-
laiiis are said to be fertilized by innum. .able springs, to
abound wiih com, and to be ctlebral..! for tlieir breed of
lainels. 'J'iie tribute of the Tibesiuis to the king
I'ezzaii is twenty camel-loads ol >' tma.

For a more circumstantial account of Uiis country we
arc irideiUed to the researches of Mr. Horneman.
On the 6th of Septeu.ber, 1798, this gentleman set out

from Cairo wub the Fezzan caravan, for the purpose of
ciaknig discoveries in the interior of Africa. The cara-
van proceeded by Ummesogier, a small village, contain-
ing but few inhabitants, to the Oasis of Siwah, which is
Illy tueiity hours' journey from Ummesogier. Hence

from Siwah the caravan proceeded by Augila, a town
I lno«ii to Herodotus, who places it at ten days' journey
I

trom llie city of the A.iinionians, to Temissa, in the ter-
nluryoflYvzan; thence to Zuila, in the same territory
and Itience to Mourzook, the capital, where it arrived on

I

llic 17th of November.

Tlie ciihivated part of the kingdom of I'ezzan, accord-
iDg to Mr. Horneman, is about three hundred English
des m length from north to south, and two hundred
M.esfrora east to west; but the mountainous regions of
Harutsch, to the east, and other districts to the south and

I

west, are comprised within its territory. The borderers
on tlie north are Arabs, dependent, though rather nomi-
.1

ly than really, on Tripoli. To the east, the country
abounded by the mountains called die Black and White
Harutsch, and by deserts; to the south and south-east is
fc country-of the Tibboes ; to the south-west, that of the
andermgTuancks; and, to the west, the Arabs. The
•mate IS, at no season, temperate or agreeable. Durin..

fc sum„,er, the heat is intense ; and, when the wind blow!
fo he south, « .s scarcely supportable, even by the

I al A
"'"''' "'°"'^ ^' "''"^'''''' ^-^'^ i' not that

Weak and penetrating north wind frequently prevails. It
™;^."' -Idom and then but little in qnaifti^; but vio

t inds are frequent. Dates may be considered as

I

n^.al and staple produce of tl>e country; some senna

i on
*

'T'" T
^'- «««'-" P^'rts; and the climate

a-rSl '5\P^°P'«' 'heir ignorance of the art of

I

»
c-ilture, and the oppressions of the government, there 1
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«s not sufficient com g,ov.n for the consumption ..f ,he
inhabitants, who rely for snl.Mstence on importation „om
die Arab countries from tbu north. 'I'i.cre are but few
horses or cattle in Fezzan; the principal domestic amnml
'« the goat. Camels are extremely dear, and only kept by
tlie principal persons and iw. c wealthy merchants

'Ihe population of the country is estimated I Mr
1 lorneman at seventy or seventy-five thousand soul. He
says. It contains u hundred and one towns and villa.^es
iUe names of the principal of which, n.xt in order to
Mourzook. the capital, and royal resi.lence, are ^ocki.a,
b.bba, Hun, and Wadon, to the north; Gak««. to the
south; Yerma, to the west; and Zuila, to the east.

"llie complexion of the Fezzaners," say* our author
"13 a deep brown

; their hair is black and short; their form
of face such as may be termed regular, and their nose
less flattened than that of the negro. 'I'hey are but of aii
ordinary stature, and their limbs are by no means mu».
c.ilar. Iheir mien, walk, and every motion and gesture,
denote a want of energy, either rd mind or body. Their
dress consists of a shirt or frock, made of a coarse linen
or cotton cloth, brouglit from Cairo, and coarse woollea
cloth of their own manufacture, called abbe. The mid-
dling classes wear frocks, miuje at Souda, of dyed blue
cloth. The rii her people and the Mamelukes of the sul-
tan are clothed m the i ripolitan habit, over which they
wear a b u.dan Inrt of viiriegated pattern and colours, and
likewise ilie abbe. The ornamental distinctions of dress
are chiefly confined to the head-dress, and to rings on the
arms and legs. The women of distinction divide their hair
into curls or tresses, to which they fix pieces of coral and
amber, and little silver bells. They also fasten to the top
of the head silver cords, on which are strung a number of
silver rings, which hang on each side pendent to the
shoulder. The meaner women wear merely a string of
glass beads, and curl their hair above the forehead into
large ringlets, into which severally is stufTed a paste, made
of lavender, caraway-seeds, cloves, pepper, mastich, and
laurel-leaves, mixed up with oil. The women of Fezzan
generally have a great fondness for dancing, and the wan-
ton manners and public freedoms which are permitted
among them, astonish the Mahometan traveller. The
men are much addicted to drunkenness. Their beverage
is the fresh juice of the date-tree, called lugibi, or a drink
called busa, which is prepared from dates, and is very
intoxicating.

" The commerce of Fezzan is considerable, but con-
sists merely of foreign merchandise. From October to
February, Mourzook is tne great market and place of re-
sort for various caravans, from Cairo, Tripoli, Soudan,
and companies of Tibboe and Arab traders. The cara-
vans from the south :.nd west bring to Mourzook slaves
of both sexe« ostrich-featliers, tiger-skins, and gol(^
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pwtljt in dust, and partly in native grains, to be nmnu
factufed into rings and other ornaments, for the people
of Interior Africa. From Bornou, copper is imported in
great quantities ; from Cairo, silks and woollen clotiui ; and
from Tripoli, fire-amiH, sabres, knives, &o.

" Feizan is governed by a sultan, descended from tb«
faniiy of the sherefs. His power over his own domi-
nions is unlimited ; but he holds them tribatary to the
paslu of Tripoli. The tribute was formerly six thousand
dollars, but it is now reduced to four tliousand ; and an
officer hon Tripoli comes annually to Mourzook, to re-

ceive this sum, or its value in gold, senna, or slaves.
The throne is hereditary; but tli« erow« does not, in aU
ZWB, descend directly from father to «*; the eldest
princt of thfe royal family succeeds, perhaps a nephew,
in prefereaoe to a son who is younger. This custom fte-

gently occasions contest and bloodshed. The sultan's

pdace is situate within the castle or fortress of Mour-
zook, where he lives retired, with no other inmates but
the ieunuchs who wait on him. His harem, consisting
of « sultana and about forty slaves, is contiguous : be
nevir enters it;.but the female whom he at an/ time
wohes to see is conducted to his apartment. The appa-
rel of the sultan, on days of state and ceremony, con-
sirts of a large white frock or shirt, made in the Soudan
manner, of stuff, and brocaded with silver and gold, or
of satiu interwoven with silver. Under this frock he
wears the ordinary dress of the Tripolitans : but the most
remarkable appearance is that of his turban, which, from
the fore to the binder part, extends a full yard, and is

not less than two-thirds of a yard iu breadth. The re-
venues of the sultan are produced from a tax on cultivated
lands, from duties on foreign trade, paid by the caravans,
from royal domains, and predatory expeditions.
"The religion of the Fezzaners is Mahometanism.

Justice IS administered by an officer called a cadi, wlio is

here, at the same time, the head of the clergy, and pos-
sesses great influence and authority with the i^oople.
"The title of the present sultan of Fezzan is, * Sultan

Mohammed ben Sultan Mansur;' but, when he writes to
the pasha of Tripoli, he only styles himself sheref.

"This kingdom is inconsiderable, when compared with
the two great empires of BornoH and Cashna, which lie
•oudi of Fezaan, occupying that vast region which extends
from the river of the Antelopes for twelve hundred miles
westward, and including a great part of the Niger's course.
Cashna is said to contain a thousand tov. ns and villages

;

and in Bornou, wliich is still more considerable, thirty
languages are spoken. The latter is represented as a fer-
tile and beautiful country, its capital being situate.! within

,
—'—J --J "' iBc invcr TV oa-ei-uaa*l, which is

lost tn the sandy wastes of the desert of Bilma, and is

vmititA by berdsiaeR, dweUing, like the old pa^jiardis,

[*A»T 11.

in lewts, and whose wealth consists in their cattle.
Thouirli

they cultivate various sorts of grain, the use of the pS,
IS unknown; and the hoe is the only instrument of hZ
bandry. Here grapes, apricots, pomegranates, limes U.
mons, and water and musk melons, are producetl in L
abundance; but oue of the most valuable vegetabiL
a tree called kedeyna, which in form and height resen,
bles the olive, is like the lemon in its leaf, and bear,
nut, of which the kernel and the shell are both in Jl!
estmiation, the first as a fmit, the last on account of ^
...1 which it furnishes when bruised, ami which supnlJ
the lamps of the people of Bomou with a substitute fo^
oil. Bees are so numerous, that the wax is often thrown
away, as an article of no value in the market. The ..ouu
lauon is described by the expression, a countlm mltl

We shall pass o.-w tlie nature of their religion, wbidi
IS Mahometan; of their government, which is an elective
monarchy; and the singular mode of their electing, newkmg from^neftg the children of the deceased soverei™.
hnuhe accoant of the present sultan, his wives, and h»
children, is too curious not to be transcribed.

"Tlie present sultan, whose name is Ali, is a man of
an unostentatious plain appearance; for he seldom wears
any other dress than the common blue shirt of cotton or
silk, and the silk or muslin turban, which form the usual
dress of the country. Such, however, is the magnificence
of his seraglio, that the ladies who inhabit it are said to
be five hundred in number, and he himself is described
as the reputed father of three hundred and fifty children
of whom three hundred are males; a disproportion of
which naturally suggests the idea, that tlie mother, pre-
fomng to the gratification of natural affection the joy of
seeing herself the supposed parent of a foture candidate
for the empire, sometimes exchanges her female child f«
the male offspring of a stranger.

" South-east from Bornou lies the extensive kingdom oi
Begarmee; and beyond this are said to be several tribes

of negroes, idolaters, and cannibals. There are annually
invaded by the Begarmese; and, when they have taken as

many prisoners as their purpose may require, they drive

the captives, like cattle, to Begarmee.
" The empire of Cashna bears a great resemblance to

that of Bornou."

Under the patronage of the same society for making
discoveries in the interior of Africa> Mr. Mungo Park
performed a journey eastward, fiom the mouth of the

Gambia to Silla, on the River Niger, above a thousand
miles from the Atlantic; and, to use the words of Major
Rennell, brought to our knowleda-e more important farts

respecting the geography of Western Africa, both moral
and physical, «lian have been collected by any former ua-
veller. ' '
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Mr. Park set out frt>m Pisania, a British factoiy on the
b>nk!i of the Gambia, on the 2d of December, I795, and
tonkhis route through the kingdoms of Woolli, Bondou
Kayasga, Kasson, and Kaarta.

'

The donnnions of the king of Woolli are bounded, on
ite east, by the Simbani Wilderness; on the west by
Walli; on the norlh-east, by Bondou; and, on the north
bj ihe Gambia. '

The towns are mostly seated iff valleys, surrounded by
me cultivated spots, whose produce yields an equivalent
to the wants of the natives; supplying them with veget-
ables, tobacco, cotton, &c., while the circumjacent coun-
ty is universally covered wth thick woods and extensive
forests.

The natives of Medina, the capital, who are Mandin-
gocs, are divided mto two religious sects : the one profess
obedience to Mahomet, and the other retains the pagan
ceremonies, and are denominated Bushreens, or Kafirs
Those « ho endure this term of reproach are, nevertheless
the rulers of the nation, and far exceed the Mahometans in
tkir number. The converts to the Koran are, indeed
consulted on any business of public conse<juence; but the
execuuve power is vested exclusively in the hands of their
ling or niansa, with the great officers of his appointment,
who retain the ancient rites of tlieir ancestors.
On the demise of ihe sovereign, the crown descends to

his eldest son, unless a minor; but if there is no male
issue, or if the prince has not attained to the years of ma-
tanty, either the brother of the deceased monarch, or his
other nearest relative, is established, by consent of a
codncil, with full powers to guide the political helm. The
Mpences attendant upon this government are cleared by
1
e taxes which are paid for all goods conveyed throuah

.ke country, and likewise by a tribute, which is occa-
sionally exacted from the inhabitants. When travellers
pmceed from the Gambia to the interior, the customs are
d.m,ed n. various European articles; but, on their return.
on will suffice, which must, however, be paid in every
»wn they enter.

"'

Medina in its extent is considerable, and may proba-
»ly contain near a thousand houses. The fortifications
are in the African style, consisting of a high clay-wall
and an exterior defence of sharp stakes and thorny bushes •

« the u^l i.s evidently falling to decay, through the neg-
gence of the people; and the outwork has suffered ma-

tenally from the industry of the females, who frequently
remove the stakes to their own habitations, to supply the
«^nt of other fuel.

s"ppiy me

Mr. Park, in the course of his travels, arnvpd «» » v;i_

% called Konjour, where, having purehased a sheep, the
egro who had killed the animal demanded the horns as
nu perquisite.

From an enquiry of tht i^terweter. who attended Mr.

I C A.
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.Park, concerning the vaFu* of diose things, he undeiu
stood they were highly prized, as being easily appropriated
to the purpose of cases or sheaths, to contain the saphies,
which the people superstitiously fasten to some part of
their apparel. These saphies, which are commonly de-
tached sentences from the Koran, written on small bit.
of paper by the prie^s of Mahomet, are supposed, by
the natives, to include some peculiar virtues, and therefore
they wear th^ni as amuleto or charms, to defend them
from the poison of serpents, the attack of alligators, tht
weapons of their foes, and the natural diseases of the
human body.

They have likewise the weakness to imagine that hun
ger and thirst may be prevented by the pos.session of
these wonderous papers, and the protection of superior
mtelligences thereby conciliated. Indeed, the art of writ-
ing IS, on tliis part of the continent, considered in itself
as a species of magic, and upon that idea they rest their
opinions with much greater confidence than on tlie doc-
trines of tlie prophet.

The country of Bondou, like that of Woolli, is gene,
rally covered with woods; but its native fertility, in the
opinion of our traveller, is not surpaseed by any part of
Africa. The name of the capital of this country is Fat-
tecenda. The inhabitants are of Uie tribe of the Fonlahs
who are in general of a tawny complexion, with wnall
features, and soft silky hair. The Foulahs of Bendoa
are naturally of a mild and gentle disposition; but they
evideutly consider all the negro natives as their inferiors;
and, when talking of different nations, always rank them-
selves among the white people.

In Kayaaga, the next kingdom, the air and climate are
more pure and salubrious than at any of the settlements
towards the coast; the face of the country is every where
interspersed with a pleasing variety of bills and valleys •

and the windings of the Senegal river, which descendr
from the rocky hills of the interior, make the scenery on
Its banks very picturesque and beautiful. The inhabitants
are called Serawoollies, or, as the French write it, Sera-
colets. Their complexion is a jot black ; their govern-
ment is a despotic monarchy ; and they are habitually a
trading people.

In the kingdom of Kasson, of which Kooniakairy is

the capital, from the top of a high hill, Mr. Park had
an enchanting prospect of the country. The number of
towns ;and villages, and the extensive cultivation around
them, surpassed every thing he had yet seen in Africa
A gross calculation may be formed of the number of in-
hsbitsnts in this deligiiUtil plain, from tht; fact, that the
king of Kasson can raise four thousand fighting men by
the sound of his war-drum.

At Kemmoo, the capital of Kaarta, Mr. Park had an
audience of the king, who advised faim to return to Kasson

;
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telling hirn, it was not in his power at present to afford

him much Bssistance, for that all kind of communica-
tion bfttAveen Kaarta and Bambarra had been intcnupltcl
for some time past, in consequence of a war between tlie

two kingdoms. Our traveller, however, resolved to con-
tinue liis j*.urney, and proceeded to Jarra, a town in the
kingdom of Ludnmar, whence he sent presents to Ali,
the sovereign, then encamped- at IJcnowni, requesting
permission to pass through his territories. Several days
afterwards, one of Ali's slaves arrived with instructions,

as he pretended, to conduct him as far as Goomba, on
the farther frontier; but, before he arrived there, he was
seized by a party of Moors, who conveyed him to Ali, at

Benowni, Avho detained him a prisoner more than three
months. He, however, at length found means to make
his escape, in the confusion which ensued in consequence
of the success of the army of the king of Kaarta, who
had invaded the country. His joy at his escape, he tells

us, it is impossible to describe; but he soon found that
his real situation was distressful in the extreme. He w as
in the midst of a barren wilderness; and, after travelling
a long time, exposed to the burning heat of the sun, re-

flected with douUe violence from the hot sand, his suffer-
ing from thirst became so intolerable that he fainted on
the sand, and expected the immediate approach of death.
Nature, however, at length resumed its functions, and,
on recovering his senses, he found the sun just sinking
behind the trees, and the evening become somewhat cool.
It soon after rained plentifully for more than an hour, and
he quenched his thirst by wringing and sucking his clothes,
by which he was sufficiently relieved to enable him to pur-
sue his journey; and, after,travelling several days more,
he at length came in sight of one of the principal objects'
pointed out for his research—the riv^r Niger. " I saw "

says he, " with infinite pleasure, the great object of my
mission—the long-sought-for majestic Niger, glittering to
tlie morning sun, as broad as the Thames at Westminster,
and flowing slowly to the eastwaixl. I hastened to the'

brink, and, having drunk of the water, lifted up my fer-
vent thanks in prayer to the Great Ruler of all things, for
laving thus far crowned my endeavours with success."
Mr. Park had now reached Sego, the capital of Bam-

barra, wiiich is thus described :—
Sego, properly speakang, includes four separate towi:s,

two of which are seated on the southern banks of the
river, and bear the names of Sego See Korro and Sego
Soo Korro

; and two are built on the opposite side, which
are Sego Korro and Sego Boo, and each of these is sur-
rounded by a high mud-wall. The houses are generally
square, with flat roofs, some of them two stories high,
buiJt of clay, and occasionally wliite-washed. Mosques
are also frequent in every division of the capital. The
streets are tolerably broad, considering that wheel-car-

[PART H.

riuges arc unknown, and the population is estimated
at

thirty thousand inhabitants.

Sego Sec Korro is the residence of the monarch, ^ho
derives a considerable part of his revenue from pasie'ii^ers

crossing the Niger, under the care of his slaves, who
convey them over in a sort cf canoe, formed of t\voia,„e

trees, hollowed out and united at the end, by which un-
common junction they appear of a disproportionabk'

length
;
they are also destituie of decks and masts but

are sufficiently roomy to contain four hoises and je'veral

people with ease.

While our traveller stood wailing on the banks, for an
accommodation in one of tiiese vessels, the king'was in-

formed that a white man intended to visit hiui; but on
this intelligence, a messenger was despatched to tell' Hie
stranger, that his nnijesty could not possibly admit liim to

his presence till he understood the cause of his arrival

and also to warn him not to cross the river without the

royal permission. This message was accordingly deli-

vered by one of the chief natives, who advised Mr. Park
to seek a lodging in an adjacent village, and promised to

give him some requisite instructions in the morning.

Our author immediately complied with this counsel'

but, On his entering the village, he had the inortificalion

to find every door indiscriminately closed against him,

He^was, therefore, obliged to remain all the day without

food, beneath the shade of a tree, till about sun-set

when, as he was turning his horse loose to graze, and

expected to pass the night in this lonely situation, a wo-

man stopped to gaze at him, as she returned from her

employment in the field; and, observing his dejected

looks, enquired from what cause they proceeded ; which

on hearing explained, she immediately took up his sad-

dle, and desired him to follow her to her residence,

where, after lighting a lamp, she presented him with

some broiled fish, spread a mat for him to lie upon, and

gave him permission to continue beneath her roof till

morning. Having performed this beneficent action, she

summoned her female companions to their spinning,

which occupied the chief part of the night, while their

labour was beguiled by a variety of songs, one <-f which

was observed by our author to be an extemporaneous ef-

fusion, occasioned by his own adventure. The air was re-

markably sweet and plaintive, and the words were literally

tlie following

:

" The winds roared, and the rain fell. The poor white

man, faint and weary, came and sat under our tree.—

He has no mother to bring him milk ; no wife to grind

his corn.

"Chorus—Let lis pity the white man: no mothei

has he."

To which we subjoin the following imitation, from the

pen of the Rev. Thomas Smith:
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Loud ronr'd the wind, while sheds of rain

Descending, drlu^'d all (he plain,

Nor left the mnuntaint free)

When, fnint and wearied with (he storm.

The white nwn threw his languid furin

Beneath our spreading (roe.

Unhappy man! how hard his lot,

Far from his friends, perchance forgot,

As thus be sits forlorn!

lie hoMtt no mother to prepare

The frcsh-drawn milk, with tender core;
No wife to grind his corn.

CKORIIS,

With gind consent let cv'ry breast
'

Relieve and pity the drslrestt

To him let each a parent be,

I'or parent none, alas I has be.

Grateful for the kindness he had received, Mr. Park
on quitting his bed, made a small acknowledgment to his'

benevolent hostess, and remained all day at the village, to
oblige the natives, who anxiously crowded to survey
him.

A messenger now arrived from the sovereign, to enquire
whether any present was prepared for him ; w hich, being
answered in the negative, a. second person was despatched
from the court, who informed our author, that it was his
majesty's desire he should immediately depart from Sego;
b.L uxious to relieve a white man in distress, he had
graciously sent him five thousand cowries, and had given
orders for his departure, which our traveller immediately
obeyed.

Mr. Park observes, that the view of this extensive city
the numerous canoes upon the river, the crowded popu'
lauon, and the cultivated state of the surrounding coun-
<jy, formed altogether a prospect of civilization and mag.
Dificence, which be little expected to find in the bosom

Africa. Sego li situate, as nearly as can be ascer-
tained, lit fourteen degrees ten minutes of north latitude
and two degrees twenty-six minutes of west longitude

'

From Sego, Mr. Park continued his journey along the
banks of the N.ger to Silla, a laige town, about eighty
miles to the east of Sego; and here, the tropical rai.ts
being set ,.,, his finances expended, and vaiious other
difficulties concurring to render his farther progress ex-
J^niely dangerous, if not impracticable, he teriiiinated
hirtravels to the eastward, at a point somewhat more than
mteen degrees east of Cape Verd, and precisely in the
jajie parallel The line of distance arising from this
difference of longitude is about nine hundred and forty-
one geographical, or one thousand and ninety BritUh
miles, wiihin the western extremity of Africa, a point
which, although short by two hundred miles of the de-
wed station, Tombucto, the attainment of which would
uuquesuonably have been attended with great eclat, was
yet far beyond what any other European, whose travels
*1 voi,.i.
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have been communicated to the European world, had ever
reached.

Mr. Park gives the following account of Tombiicto
and Houssa, from

' the information he was able to crjllcct

concerning those cities, at Sego, and in tha course of \m
journey

:

" To the 'norlh-east of Masina (a kingdom on the north-
ern bank of the Niger, at a short distance from Silla) is

situated the kingdom of Tombucto, the great object of
European research; the capital of this kingdom being one
of the principal marts' for that extensive commerce which
the Moors carry on with the negroes. The hopes of ac
quiring wealth in this pursuit, and zeal for propagating
their religion, have filled this extensive city with Moors
and Mahometan converts ; the king himself, and all the
chief officers of state, are Moors; and they are said to be
more severe and intolerant in their principles tlian afiy
other of the Moorish tribes in tliis part of Africa. I was
informed by a venerable old negro, that, when he first

visited Tombucto, he took up his lodging at a sort of
public inn, the landlord of which, when he conducted him
to his hut, spread a mat on the floor, and laid & rope
upon it, saying, ' If you are a Mussulman, you are my
friend; sit down: but, if you are a Kafir, (infidel,) you
are my slave, and with this rope I will lead you to market.'
The present king of Tombucto is named Abu Abrahima.
He is reported to possess immense riches. His wives and
concubines are said to be clothed in silk ; and the chief
officers of state live in considerable splendour. The
whole expence of government is defrayed, as I was told,

by a tax upon merchandise, which is collected at the
gates of the city.

"The city of Houssa (the capital of a large kingdom
to the eastward of Tombucto) is another great mart fof
Moorish commerce. I conversed with many merchants
who had visited that city; and they all agreed that it is

larger and more populous than Tombucto. The trade,
police, and government, are nearly the same in both; but
in HouBsa the negroes are in greater proportion to the
Moors, and have some share in the government."
Mr. Park was likewise told by a sheref, who resided

at Walet, the capital of tlie kingdom of Beeroo, to the
northward of Sego, and who had visited Houssa, and lived
some years at Tombucto, tliat Houssa was the largest
town he had ever seen; that Wtletwas larger than Tom-
bucto; but, being remote from the Niger, and its trade
consisting chiefly of salt, it was not so much resorted to
by strangers

; that between Benowm and Walet was ten
days' journey; but the road did not lead through any re-

iiiarkabie towns, and travellers supported themselves by
purchasing milk from the Arabs, who keep their herds
by the watering places : two of the days' journey was
over 8 sandy country, without water. From Wiilet to
6C
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Tombucto was eleven days more : but water was more
pleiilifiil, and the journey was usually ijcrformed upon
bullocks. He said, there were many jews at Tombucto;
but they all speak Arabic, and use the same prayers as
the Moors.

We shall here add a short account of the country of
Dar-Fur, another kingdom of the interior of Africa, lately
visited by Mr. Browne. " Dar-F.ir, or the coimtrv of
Fur, is situated to the south of Egypt and Nubia, ami to
the west of Abyssinia. Cobbe, its capital, stands, ac-
cordmg to Mr. Browne, in fourteen degrees eleven minutes
of north latitude, and twenty-eight degrees eight minutes
of east longitude. In Dar-Fur wood is found in great
quantity, except where the rocky nature of the soil abso-
lutely impedes vegetation ; nor are the natives assiduous
completely to clear the ground, even where it is designed
for the cultivation of grain. The perennial rains, which
fall here from the middle of June till the middle of Se|>-
tember, in greater or less quantity, but generally both fre-
quent and violent, suddenly invest the face of the coun-
try, till then dry and sterile, with a delightful verdure.
The tame animals in Dar-Fur are camels, sheep, oxen,
and dogs

;
the wild ones, lions, leopards, hyanias, wolves,

jackals, and elephants, which, in the places they frequent,
go, according to report, in large herds of four or five
hundred

;
it is even said that two thousand are sometimes

found togeUier. The antelope and ostrich are also ex-
tremely common. The population of the country Mr.

GEOGRAPHY.
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I Browne estimates at two hundred thousand soills- Cobh
the capital, he thinks, does not contain more U.an

''

thousand inhabitants. This town is more than two m
i"

in length, but very narrow; and the houses, each of wl,'!
occupies within its inclosure a large portion of g,om j

are divided by considerable spaces. The walls of ||

'

houses are of clay, and the people of higher rank cov"
them with a kind of plaster, and colour them wliite Jand black. The disposition of the natives of Dar-]'ur

'

more cheerful than that of the Egyptians. i)nm\u ,"

practised by the men as well as the women, and i\J
often dance promiscuously. But the vices of tiiien,,?

lying, and cheating, are here almost universal. No p^
perty, whether considerable or trifling, is safe out of i|,e

sight of the owner. Their religion is the Mahomeian"
but they allow polygamy without limitation; and they are
little addicted to jealousy. To the women are assigned
the most laborious employments: they till the ground
gather in the corn, make the bread, and even bnild the
houses. ?'he government is despotic; though the nio-

iiarch can do nothing contrary to the koran. He ,peak,
of the soil and productions as his personal property, and
of the people as his slaves. His revenues arise from iIk

tenth of all merchandise imported; the tribute of the

Arabs who breed oxen, horses, camels, and sheep; and
some other duties: the sultan is, besides, the chief mer-
chant in the country, and despatches with every caravan
to Egypt a great quantity of his own merchandise.

.' - ir

CHAPTER X.

TERRA DE NAtAL, CAFFRARIA, CAPE OF GOOD HOPE, AND
COUNTRY OF THE HOTTENTOTS.

SECTION L

^ TERRA DE NATAL.
X HIS country, called Terra de Natal, from its being
discovered by the Portuguese on Christmas-dav, compre-
hends about three degrees of latitude from north to south.
ITie Kiver Deliagoa, which bounds the country on the
north, IS navig-able, and has been frequented by European
ships, for the purposes of tjrade. There is plenty of water
here. The woods produce good timber, and the fields
are covered with arass. Th^v h^v^ « ..o,.;„... ,.c u^.... . . .

Dirts, iiut, riiough the sea and rivers abound with fish
the tiitives seldom take any but tortoises, and that thiefly
when they come ashore to lay.

The natives of this country are of a middle stature, and

tolerably well proportioned; the colour of their skins is

black, and their hair crisped : they are oval-visaged ; their

noses neither fhil nor high ; their teeth are white, and i',,eir

aspect altogether graceful. Their chief employment is

agriculture. Their cattle are numerous, and carefully

attended. The men and women have their respective

occupations, and their apparel is ligiit, but mean. Theit

ordinary subsistence is Guinea-com, beef, fish, milk,

eggs, &c. They are of a facetious and social disposi-

iion. They live in small villages, under the govemmen.
of the oldest man ; and those who live in one village are

all re^dted
;
and, as an araiablte chalfwteristic, tliey are

just and civil to strangers. •
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SECTION 11.

CArFRARlA.
This part of Africa was visited by those en.i.Kiit bota-

nijuSparrman and Thunbcrg, in the years 1771 and 177a
and by Mr. Barrow, eminent for his skill in astronomy'
ramhematics, and mechanics, in 1797 and 1798. The
laittr, from long residence and personal researches has
bee., enabled to asce. tain the geography, state, and pro-
duce, of the country, with greater precision than any
«ho have preceded him. To him, therefore, we are
principally mdcbted for the following particulars.

Soil, Climate, ami Produce.-] The soil of Caffraria is a
blickish loamy ground, and so extremely fertile, that every
,egetable substance, whether sown or planted grows
here Willi great luxuriance. The bread-tree, which is a
ipecicj of palm, rises to no great height, but is very thick

,

m\ from the pith the natives contrive to make their
bread. They, however, bury it first in the earth for the
space of two months; and, when it is sufficiently decayed
Ihcy knead it into cakes, which they bake in the embers'
Theie are great variations in the climate. It seldom rains
except ... tl.e si.m.ner-season, when it is accompanied with
thunder and lightning. The country is extremely well
,.ppl.ed with Mater, not only from the high land towards
the north, which furiiishts abundance throughout the year
but from many fountains of excellent water, found in the'
woods, which produce a variety of arboreous plants, and
jomc of a considerable size. Among the animals are ele-
phants, buffaloes, 8cc. There are also varieties of beau-
tiful birds, but they are so shy, that they are procured
mil. the gicatest difficulty.

Customs, Manners, .^c.] The male CafFres are tall, ro-
hist, a.id muscular, distinguished by a peculiar firmness

I
of carnage, and a fine ingenuous countenance; some of
them are SIX feet t«n inches high, and so elegantly pro-
portioned, that, Mr. Barrow affirms, they would not have
disgraced tl.e pedestal of Hercules in the Famese palace
fhe.r colour is a jet black. Their skins and short curlii..."
bair are rubbed with a solution of red ochre, that gives
them the romantic appearance of bronze figures. They '

are, in general, destitute of raiment, except a few, who
arc covered with cloaks of skins.

The features of the CaflFrc women are agreeable- they
ave a well-formed contour, an agreeable nose, with spark-
n,g and expressive eyes; so that, setting aside our preju-

N.cew.tii regard to colour, there are many among them
«lio might be thought handsome by the side of an Eu-

I

fopeaii female.

ilie men are more particular in decorations tfiaa the
women, being very fond of beads and brass-rings, they
«e seldom seen without bracelets on their legs and ams,
"adeof the tusks of an elephant, which they saw to a

AFRICA.

I

convenient thickness, and then polish and round. A,
.ese rings cannot be opened, it is necessary to make themlarge enough to pass the band through, so that they fall or

rise according to the n.o.ion of the arm: sometimes theyplace small rij.ga on die arms of their children, whosogromh soon fills up the space, and fixes the oruameu.
I hey likewise make necklaces of the bone, of animals

wl,ich they polLsh an.l whiten in the most perfect man»er. borne content themselves wiUi the leg-bone of ..beep hanging on the breast. In the warm season onlythe Caffres wear their ornaments; when the weather i.cold they make use of krosses, made of the skins of calve
or oxc, which reach to the feet. The Cadre women
care iitle for ornaments. Their ap/ons are bordered with
small^rows of beads: but this is tl.e only finery they

The skin that the female Hottentot ties about the loin.,,
the Cafire woman wears as high as her shoulders, tyin^
It over the bosom, which it covers. They have, like themen a kross, or cloak, of calf or ox skin, divested of
the hair; but ,t is only in the cold or rainy season that
either sex wear it.

The hut. of the CafFres form perfect hemispheres, and
are cornposed of wooden work, very strong and compact
covered, both within a.:d without, with a mixture of earth'
clay, and cow-dung. The opening, or door-wav, i. so-low that, to enter the dwelling, it is necessary to crawl
on the hands and knees; which makes it easier to defend
themselves against animals, or the sudden attacks of an
eneniy The hearth, or fire-place, is in the centre, sur-
rounded by a circular rim, which rises two or three inches.

Industry ,s a leading trait in the character of this peo.
pie. Ihe women are employed in the care of their gar-
dens and com; and cultivate several vegetables which
are not indigenous to their country ; such as tobacco, water-
melons, a sort of kidney-beans, and hemp. They also
make baskets, and the mats which they sleep on. The
men have great pride in their cattle ; they cut their horiw
in such a way as to be able to turn them into any shape
they please; and they teach them to answer a whistle.
When they wish them to return home, they go a little way
from the house, and blow a small instrument, which is
made^of ivory or bone, and so constructed as to be heard
at a great distance, and in this manner bring all their
cattle home without any difficulty.

The government is vested in a chief or king, whose
power is very limited. He receives no tax, and has no
troops at his command; but, being the father of a free
people, IS rebpecled and beloved, though poorer than many
of his subjects. Being permitted to take as many wive»
as he pleases, it is necessary that he should have a larger
portion of land to cultivate, and a greater number of cattic
to tend and feed

; and, as these arehLvouly resourresfor 4fa«
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maintenance of iiis numerous family, lie is frequently in

danger of being ruined. His cabin is neither larger nor

better decorated tlian the rest ; his whole family and se-

raglio live round him, composing a groupe of a dozen dr

ilfteen huts: tlie adjoining lands are generally of his own
cultivation.

The sovereignty is hereditary,' and, in default df male

heirs, the eldest nephew succeeds ; and, in case the king

should have neither children nor nephews, the chiefs uf

the different hordes elect a king. Upon these occasions

a spirit of party sometimes prevails, which gives rise

to factions and intrigues, which generally end in blood-

shed.

The following accSunt, for which we are indebted to

Mr. Browne, will give an idea of the nature of royolty

in this country, in the year 17y7.

On the arrival of the travellers at a village that was ho-

noured by the residence of the king, they were kindly re-

ceived by (he queen and his majesty's mother, who in-

formed them, that the monarch was at his grazing village,

about ten miles distant, 4o which a messenger was in-

stantly despatched, while the travellers were entertained

by the conversation and vivacity of tlie royal females.

Gaika, the sovereign, came galloping to the village

upon an ox, with several attendants, and received the

strangers under the shade of a spreading tree. After a

short conversation, which reflected the highest honour on
the sense aud prudence of the young monarch, he received

a present, consisting of sheets of copper, brass-wire,

knives, beads, looking-glasses, and tobaccQ, and assured

them of his favour and protection.

The monarch, who was at this time under twenty years

of age, was about five feet ten inches high, of an ele-

gant form, and graceful deportment ; his eyes were brown
and animated, his teeth white as unsullied ivory, and his

countenance strongly marked with the habit of reflection.

Vigorous in his mental, and amiable in his personal, qua-

lities, Gaika was at once the friend and ruler of a happy

people, who universally pronounced his name with trans-

port, and blessed his abode as the seat of felicity.

His dress consisted of a cloak, faced with the skin of

a leopard, large ivory braci^lets, a necklace of beads, and

a fanciful chaplet, adorned on the left side with a brass-

fc!»in ; but these ornaments are only worn occasionally, as

the king is usually destitute of apparel, like the generality

of hie subjects.

The queen, who was very young, and agreeably fea-

tured, was merely distinguished from the other females by

a cloak, with three rows of brass-buttons, that extended

from the hood to the .extremity of the skirt. Mr. Browne
observed, that the skin-caps of the women were covered

with a profusion of buttons, shells, or beads, variously

placed, according to the suggestions of their own fancy.

['AM n.

They acknowledge a Supreme Being, and believe in

a future state, where the good will be rewarded, and ili,.

wicked punished ; but have no idea of the creation, think.

ing the world had no beginning, and will ever continue

in its present state. They have no sacred ceremonies,

They instruct their own children, having no priests ; but

instead of them, a kind of sorcerers or conjurers, whom
they greatly distinguish and revere.

Circumcision, which is generally practised among tliem

proves that they either owe their religion to an ancient

people, or have simply imitated the inhabitants of sonm

neighbouring country, of whom they have no longer jiiy

remembrance.

It is a custom among the Ca/Tres for each to gatiicr

his own grain, which they grind between two stones ; for

which reason, the families Ifving separately, each sur-

rounded by his own plantation of corn, occasions a small

horde sometimes to occupy a square league of ground, Tlie

distance of the different hordes make it necessary that tliev

should liave chiefs, who are appointed by the king. Wlitu

there is any tiling to communicate, he sends for and gives

them orders, or rather infoimation, wliich the chiefs bear

to tlieir several hordes.

The principal weapon of the Caffres is the lance, or

assaygay ; which shews his disposition to be at once in-

trepid and noble; despising, as below his cour^gt, llie

envenomed dart, so much in use among his neighbours

seeking his enemy face to face, and never throwing his

lance but openly. In war, he carries a shield, of about

three feet in height, made of the thickest part of the liide

of a buffalo ; this defends him from the arrow, or assay-

gay, but it is not proof against a musket-ball. The Caf-

fre also manages with great skill a club of about two

feet and a half long, made of a solid piece of wood, three

or four inches thick in the largest part, and gradually di-

miuishing towards one of the ends. In a close engag^

ment, tliey strike with this weapon, and frequently throw it

to the distance of fifteen or twenty paces.

Polygamy is allowed to all, but chiefly confined totte

chiefs, who generally purchase their wives from a neiglt-

bouring nation. Tlie other inhabita-its are seldom able

to purchase more than one ; and, as tlie females of tliis

country regard themselves as the absolute property of their

parents, any suitor, who is able to advance the sum de,
|

manded, may rest assured of success. -^

In cases of infidelity, which seldom occur, tlie punish-

ment is a fine, with the dismissal of the wife, at her hus-

band's option ; but, if he receives ocular demonstration

of his dishonour, he is permitted to sacrifice both the
j

parties to his indignation. A murderer is instantly put to
j

death, unless the fact was accidental, when he must pay

a certain fine to the relatives of the deceased, as a coui-

pensation for their loss. Lnprisoument is totally tinknowD I
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imong these people; and ihicvei arc merely compelled
to restore the Htolen property.

The Cuftres seldom attempt to ling, and when they do,
the performance is miserable. Equally destitute of grace
,re their dances

;
in which a CaflTrc woman appears to the

grettest disadvantage, as her features are overspread with
.n umwual gravity, her eyes fixed on the earth, and her
body apparently distorted by the most convulsive moUons
Tatoomg IS extremely prevalent among the women, who

frequently devote their leisure hours to this strange amuse-
ment, and exercise their ingenuity chiefly upon the stomach
and the arms.

Of fishery they are so totally ignorant, that the whole
extent of their coast, though washed by the sea, and in-
Ifrsectcd by several considerable rivers, does not produce
a smgle boat or floating vessel of any construction; pro-
bnbly some peculiar superstition may prohibit the use of
lish, or otherwise they are unwilling, from a natural timi-
dity, to trust themselves in a frail bark upon the waters

'ITie pronunciation of their language is fluent, soft, and
harmonious, though not the smallest vestige of a written
character is to be found among them. Of astronomy
they only know that, in about thirty days, the moon will
have gone through all its various appearances, and that
twelve moons will bring a revolution of the seasons. Their
ehronology, which is kept by the moon, and registered
by notches in a piece of timber, seldom extends beyond
oue generation, when the old series is cancelled, and the
death of a favourite chief, or some remarkable conquest,
serves for the commencement of a new era.

Tiieir manner of disposing of the dead is extremely
singular, and essentially different from the practice of the
sTirroundmg nations. Their chiefs are usually buried very
deep nnHcr the places that are appointed for the repose of
the oxen; and their children are commonly deposited in
excavated ant-hills; but all other persons are exposed, on
their decease, to the wolves; and are instantly dragged
a«ay to the dens of those ferocious animals, which are
liierefore held sacred by the Caffres, and permitted to'
ravage the country without molestation.

I C A. . . .^'

Tlie division of the year may be said to consist of four
irtfi act 111 tl. ! . ^ *^ ....

SECTION HI.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.
Sitiialm, Climate, Soil, gfc] The Cape of Good Hope,

"hich IS the southernmost extremity of Africa, is situate'
m lliirty-four degrees twenty-nine minutes of south latitude,
and cighty-one degrees twenty-thrte minutes of east longi-
tude. The climate, in the summer, would be intolerable,
!
me heat were sot iniiigatcd by the winds which blow

troni the southern ocean. Violent storms frequently arise
which, though they render the coast very dangerous, are
absolutely necessary to the health of the mhabitants
41' VOL. ?.

parts, as m the countries of Europe. The spring, whicK
commences at the beginning of September, and , ontinuca
till the entrance of Dccen.bcr, is indisputably tho mo^
ngiceable season. The summer, from December to Mgrcli
'» rather sultry. The autunni, from March to June, C
distinguished by a variety of weather, though gicnrnlly
pleasant towards the .nd; and the winter, from June |o
September, is usiially rainy, cold, and stormy.
The south-east and north-west are the most powerfid

winds; the former of which blows with extreme violence
when a cloud rests upon the Table Mountain, and generally
predominate, from the end of August till the middle of
May. The other commences about the end of May and
blows occasionally, till the termination of August.

"
The approach of winter is generally observed by the*

subsidence of the winds, and the disappearance of the
Heecy cloud. These tokens are succeeded by heavy dewa
Unck fogs, and cold north-westerly winds, accompanied
by violent storms of thunder, lightning, and rain. At the
expiration of three days, however, the atmosphere begins
to brighten, and tbo mountains on the continent appear
with their summits buried in snow.

'

According to some meteorological observations, mad*
by Dr. Sparrman, at the Cape, it appears that the winters
are generally far from severe. The first half of May, the
fluctuation of a good thermometer was from fiftylthiee
to sixty-three degrees, and during the latter half between
fifty arid fifty-eight. In June, the thermometer stood be-
twcen fifty.four and sixty, though there was either a fall of
ram or snow on several days.

To the northward of the Cape the soil is sandy, barren
and desolate; but the traveller, who proceeds in an east-'
eriy direction, will meet with some rich and picturesque
scenes, to reward his toil.

Mountaiiis.] The stupendous mountains of this coun-
ty' are thus described by Mr. Barrow :—"The Irregular
Belt encloses a fertile tract of land, from twenty to
sixty miles in width, pleasantly intersected with a variety of
streams, luxuriant in fruit and forest trees, refreshed with
frequent showers, and blest with an equable temperature
"The Zevarte Berg, or Black Mountain, is superior iu

height to the first, and frequently consists of double-
ranges; the district enclosed between this and the first
chain IS about forty miles iu width, presenting to the spec-
tator a varied scene of barren acclivities, fruitful meads
and naked plains. Its general surface is considerably
higher than that of the Irregular Belt, its temperameii
more uncertain, and its intrinsic value m«ch inferior. The
third mountainous range is called the Nienwveldt's Ge-
betgte, jhich. together with the second, encloses the
Great Karroo, or Parched Desert, and is utterly desti-

I tute of any human habitation.

6D
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Wh«t U called the Tabk Moun^aiu i» a itupeiuloui

mait of naked rock, which jnipoiimi ou iinoliintury atfcn-

tion upon (he most iiidiffrcnt obtrrver of nntiiro, and
more peculiarly engages the contfinpifition of the iwiuc-

ralogitt. It received it.t nnmc from inarincM, mIio u.hu-

•Hjr affly the epithet of Table Land to every consjilvrablo

acclivity, w|ioie lummit appeurti to the spectator in a pa-
r«lle! line with the horiipo.

The northern front of thin mountain is a htirizontal line,

about two milei in length, which directly faces the town.
Tie bold front, that rises at right angles to meet this

Hflc, ii sustained by syvcral projecting huttressei, v\hich,

rUing from the plain, cloje in wijh the front, a little

higher thi|n midway from the base. These, with the divi-

•ion of the front into three parjs, a curtain, flanked by
twp bastions, the first retiring and the others projecting,
render its appearance similar to the ruined walls of some
stupendous fortress.

The height of these \valls is three thousand five hun-
dred and eighty-two feet above the level of Table Bay

;

the eastern side is still bolder, and has one point consider-
ably higher

: to the west, the rock is rent into various deep
chasms, and worn away into nunterous pointed masses

;

•nd, about four miles toward the south, the mountain
descends i^ successive terraces to the chain which extends
copipletely along the i)enijisula. The wings of the front,

denominated the Lion's Head, and the Devil's Mountain,
•re, in fact, but disunited fragnjents of the Table JNJoun-
Uin.

The height of the f^rn^er is about two tliousand on?
hundred and sixty feet, aud that of the latter three thou-
nnd three hundred and fifteen. The upper part of the
Lion's Head is a circular mass of stone, which, from some
points of view, exactly resembles the dqme of St. Paul's
cathedral, erected upon a lofty cone-shaped eminence;
but the Devil's Hill is broken into a variety of irregular

points. The ej^act horizontal position of these three

mountains, which are composed of multitudinous tabular

iQasses, clearly demonstrate their origin to be Neptunian,
and that no convulsion of the eardi has ever happened in

this part of Africa, since their formation, sufficient to dis-

turb the nice arrangement of their partj.

The substratum of the plain on which the town is

built, and the shores of Table Bay, compose a bed pf
blue compact schistus, generally running in parallel ridges

tovvards the south-east and north-west, but occasionally
interrupted by considerablje masses of a flinty rock, of
the same colour. From an island, iu the ipoytli of Table
Bay, fine blue flags, diversified with white streaks,V^ pro-
cured, and appropriated to the purpose of pavjt)" the t,^r-

races before the honscs.
"

A body of strong clay, tinged wjUi ijotj, and abopndipg
with brown foliated mica, lies uppQ tl^ie s^^h^M*; im^cn^e^

QEOORAPHY. [,^„,^
blocks of granite are imbetUkd in the clay, aiiil ,„„
coarser blocks, of a similar class, eflbrd shelter to !^
away slaves, aiuoiiK ihw African nioinituins.

The t'lf^t horizontal stratum of the Table Mouiit,]
commences above five hundred feet above the lev. I „f i|^
sea, ami rests upon the clay aud granite already m^^
tioned. Upon a roug|i sand-stone, of a diugy jelluw t^
lour, is a deep brown sand-stor»c, conlainijig veiui of |^.
matite auvl culciform ore» of iron. Tins it succetdtd

|

a mass of shining grauular quartz, about a thoiuand (^
iu height, whichj by exposure to the weather, is, in „,„
places, changing into sand-stone. On the summit of iLt

mountain such a transition has entirely taken place, ,nd
myriads of pebbles, of semi-transparent quartz, auir'ouiui

the skeletons of rocks in which they were fori^trly iu,
bedded.

The aiceut to the summit of the Table Mountoin Jij,

through a deep chasm, aboMt three qiurlers of a mile in

length, which divides (lio cinrtain from the left Unstiou,

The perpendicular cheeks 9t tho foot afe ajbove a lliui^ind

feet high, ancl llie a^glo of asc«^?^t i? equal ty fofiy-fiyj

degrees.

After quitting the roi^^ant^c icencry of the chain,, ^nd
paasipg the portal, which forpis two lipes of nutnrai pc,.

spective upon the fiymmit, the adventurer fevU a inonmt.
tary disgust at the tame and insipid plifji,, which upreadi

its drevy extent before hia eyes : tl^is, hpwever, ai,i«l iu.

fallibly subside, whcM he refle«;ts on the great coamvii
obtained by the elevation over surrou^idiiig otjecu.

All the objects pn the gdjacewt pLiin are diniinithed to

insignificance in the eye pf the spec,ta|tpr^ thp huuiei of

Cape Tpwu appear like childish fabrics composed of

cards; the shrubbery on the sandy isthmus is merely vi.

sible; and the farms, with their enclosures, resemble a

small picture held up at a distance.

Vegdable Productions.] Plantations of stone-piije and

wliite poplar, with avenues of oaJc-trees, arc soiDeiiiBes

found npar the country-houses in the vicinily of Cape

Town ; but the timber whit:h ibey prpduce ig seldom equi-

valent to the rapidity of their growtli. The sides of the

hills are abundantly clothed with the silver tree; the conu-

carpa, and various others, which are collected for the

purpose of fuel, and spread over the country in wild lux-

uriance.

The dwarf tree, callicd cripple-wood, has very crooked

knotty branches, wjlli broad, rough, and thick, leaves,

shaped like those of the apple-tree ; and Uie fruit resem-

bles tjie pine-apple. The hark, which is thick apd

wrinkled, is not only used by tanners, but the physicians

pulverize it, and adminisiter it with success in dysenteries.

TUersiMf htjre lour sorts of camphire-tfees ; one trans-

planted t,Q the Cape from the isl^pd of ;^or^eo, which is

esteemed mnpln tl|e best ; t)fe otjier thr^e aofif^ were brwglit
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from J«p«il, Chiiin, iihI SunwJra: they all grow very
,|ttick, ind to the »Me of a wuluut-Jrte. The iuiuio of
lhel«»vfs \» of ail m\i^t>U,uT, and tliij ..uliiiilc of a Kru»>.
jrrtii; and, on rubbiiiK tlieiii with ila- fingcru, tlicy atuii

fofih a •troiig odour, like that of canipliire. Ihtue ti«(><.

uoio .oft and t«>ider, (bat tlicir braiichcf arc frequenUy
luipped oft" by the wind, and a<>ai«tia)ei nothing ia U-ft
itiiiiling but the trniik.

The Indian gold-trac. at the Capc,g»owa about «ix ftci
high, and hu* small leavas, nearly of the «olour of gold
,|,ocklcd \ulU red, and are v.ry b.antifiil. 'J'hcy havj
l„rticulurly a fino edict, when ranged i,i garden. anioiiL.
oihcr trees. Yet the blossoms we very «mall, aiul of ,
jri'cnish culonr, witlwut tlio leaat dctnt.

The 5tink«ood-trec gro« , to iIk: a^jie of au ook, awl
il, IcavM are three fnig,,rs in breadth. It received k,
mnie from its filthy accait; for, while it ia undar the tool
,1
exhales so nauseous a stench, that the workmen can'

scarcely endure it; but, after sormj time, this goea cnlifejy
off. The wood being bwutifuUy clouded, tlu; Capc'l-Iu,
ropcans have tables, presses, ond several other iMcful and
ornamental pieces of furniture, made of it.

Among the exotics, which, in Uie opinjo.. of Mr. Barrow
might be successCully introduced, are diflercnt species of
th< cactus, the varieties pf ihe (ottoii-plaut, and two sorts
ofinJigo, which arc, at present, found in several parts of
die colony.

Sugar-canes «eem to flourish, aa likewise the t % afld
coffee-plants, the latter of which was brought from the
hiand of Tlourbon. Two sqrta of the wa.x.plant are

I

abundant on the saudy flats. The dwarf-mulberry U.e
iaima Christ., and the aloe, arc also extremely plentiful
Many of the tropical, and most of the European, fruits

aresnccessfiilly cultivated; by which means the tabic may
I k constantly supplied with a good variety of fruit, either

een or dry
;
as China and Mandarin oranges, grapes fijrs

L«vas, apricots, peaches, pears, pomegranates, appUTO and medlars; likewise strawberries, walnuta. al-
monds, chesnuts, and mulberries, all of an excellent qua-
liiynd very plentiful. The vineyards, f.uiteries, and
Mens, are commonly divided into squares, and defended
rom the parching influence of the southeast wiflda by
Wges of quince-trees, oaks, or myrtles.
The vines are here planted in the same mamier as

hooseberry-hushea in England, and so abundant is their
produce that one acre will bear five thousano stocks of

5nd fifty-fpur gallons of wine. The retail price of such

J

Wmy at the Cape is frop, ten to thirty pounds star-
ring. ITiat sort which 18 denominated " Cano Mad-Vi^"

if "/^.^'^^ P°"«''« a pipe, as does, likewise, a""ta'rt

weet nch vywes are also prqduced i„ the colony.

m
Some few pcrwiw, who have atlfmlcd to the diatilLtinn

of spirit., have produced brandy of an cxcalleut qiialUy.
I" xemral, however, lhi» nrlicle is extrem. iy bad, as U|«
I'lalciial. whidi are airgwn into the .stUI urt of Uia
coarsest kind, Uie apparatus i. iiuldlueni, and the proceaa
11 usually comimtUd to the Iwnd* of a alave, who, i^im
Uiroi^h drowsinaa or inaltentiun, lufl'era the fire to g^
out, and then contaminates ihe flavour of the spirit, by «
rapid bloie, which is used to supply the h.si of tinm.
M. Thuuberg iiiAjima us, tliat the wheat which growi

>u this cocutry is much heavier aud more productive tha«
that oi" Europe; and barley ia laised upoi.open grouwk
wjtii good auccesi.

We aluill cl«m this article with the description of «
plant, which M.lc Vailhim assert, to huve beei* the tuoU

i

bMutdul a«d magnificent lie ever saw iu the whole course
of his travels through tiic interior of Afiica. It wa« a
Illy, seven feet high, wiiich waved majestically on Us flex,
ible stem, and literally impreguaUd the passing g.J*« with
its exquisite fragrance. The stem was six incluis in cir.
cumfertnce, and furnished with leaves that were thcee
feet long, and tln-ec feet and a half wide. On the upner
part were displayed, in beautiful order, thirty-nine r.o,^
as, or (lowers

; of which eighteen were io full bloom, sii
half-blown, and fiftecq just ready to open. The grcataal
nMmber formed a caly.x, one-third laqjer than that of Eu,
rppean liUea,; their petals, of a charming flaxen grey on
tiie outside, and as wliite within as uusnilied snow, wei*
finely bordered with crimson, and set ufi- by a pialil and
stamiim, whose colours were equal to die finest carmine.
" In short," says our author, " this plant, produced in
solitude, and pure as the sun which had fostered it, had'
been respected by all the animals of the district, and
seemed «'«flticiently defended even by its own beauty."

Having caused this charming lily to be cautiously dug
up, M. le Vaillant fomid that its bulb measured thirteen
niches in depth, and twenty-seven in circumference. In
shape and cobur it nearly resembled the bulb of a tulip,;,

but, instead of being composed of several coats, it waa
pulpy, fidl, and weighty. Having been properly arrangedma b^ske^ it was carried to our author's tent, where he
eiyoyed the pleasure of seeing all the flowers open in re-
gular succession, and of inhaling its reviving perfume, till

Its odour was, at length, exhausted, and its strength coi»,
pletely decayed.

Jnimah.'] Among ths wild animals of this country ire
the elepliant, the rhinoceros, and the buflfalo, all of wliicli
are very numerous. The latter are larger than those of
Europe, and are of a biown red, wherena the Enso- eaa
buffaloes aic black. Those oi lh« Cape are weit-propor-
tioned, hold their heads aloft, and have their foieheaiia

covered witli bard fria4ed iuw; theic horoa, however, are
short, and bend inwardj^ so thai Uteur points almoat nieeU
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Their skin is hard and tough, so that it is difficult to kill

them withoot very good fire-arms ; but their flesh is nei-
ther so fat nor so tender as that of the common ox. These
animals are enraged at the siglit of red cloth, and at the
discharge cf a gun near them ; in both which cases they
roar, stamp, tear np the ground, and run so furiously ^t
the offending party, as to beat doWn all opposition. A
conwderaWe body of Europeans at the Cape once chaced
a buffalo, and, having driven him to the water-plai-e, as
it is called, near the harbour, the becst turned, and ran
furiously at one of his pursuers, who was in a red waist-
coat, and who, nimbly skipping aside, ran towards the
water, where the buffalo pursuing him, obliged him to
plunge in to save his life.. He swam weU, and as quick
as possible

; but the buffalo, leaping in after him, pursued
him so closely, that he could only save himself by diving.
The buffalo, thus losing sight of him, swam towards the
opposite shore, which was at three miles distance ; and
our author observes, that he would undoubtedly have
reached it, had he not received a shot from one of the

,
ships in the harbour.

The elk of the Cape is generally five feet high ; and its

head, which resembles that of the hart, is small in pro-
portion to its body. The horns, which are only about a
foot long, run up twisting; but the ends ar^ straight,
•mooth, and pointed: the neck is slender and beautiful,
«nd the legs also slender, aud of a great length; the hair
of the body, which is of an ash-colour, is smooth and
soft, and the tail about a foot long. The flesh tastes agree-
ably, either boiled or roasted, and bears a near resembhince
to that of good beef. Tliese~ stately animals are generally
to be found on high mountains, where there are good pas-
ture-grounds, and near some springs. They limb the
highest rocks, and pass the most diflicult ways with sur-
pnsmg despatch and security; yet sometimes visit the val-
leys, and frequently attempt to enter the gardens ; whence
the inhabitants place traps before those that are most ex-
posed to their inroafls. T! ese gardens being usually en-
compassed with a ditch, over which is a bridge at the en-
trance, they fix in the groimd, at one corner of the bridge
a strong, pliant, taper pole, fixing to the small end of it
a long rope, by which that end of the pole is pulled down
to the other corner of the bridge, where it is fastened so
slightly, that by a small touch it is freed, and flies up
with great force. When the small end of the pole is thus
properly fixed, the remainder of the rope is formed into
several neoses and coils, and laid under the arch of the
pole. An «lk coming to one of these gardens, and find-
ing no communication but by the bridge before the door
steps upon it through the arch ; and, hampering his legsm the coils or the rope, shakes the pole, on which the
nnall end flymg up, and fastening him in one of the nooses,
he IS drawn up, and unable to escape. If, by struggling
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he breaks the pole, he is almost sure to fall into the ditch

I
and, if he escapes that, he drags a piece of the pole »ft

'

him, which so embarrasses him in his march, that h„ J'
be easily taken.

'^atncmay

The blue goats of the Cape are shaped like those fEurope, but are as large as a hart. Their hair wl,ij
IS very shprt, is of a fine blue; though, when they are
killed, It changes to a bluish grey; their beards are Ion..
and their horns, which are short and very neat, are ann
lated till within a little of the point, which is s'traightZ
smooth.

Spotted goats are sometimes seen in herds of above
thousand in number; and are covered with red, white, and
brown spots

;, they are rather larger than the blue goaij.
and their beards, which are of a brown red, are very ion,,'

Their legs are well-proportioned to their bodies ; ^nd tli°e

joints about their fetlocks are of a dark brown ; their horns
which are about a foot long, incline backwards, runnin<I

up twisting to the middle, from whence to the en(J iliey

are very straight and smooth. The young ones are easily

taken, and rendered so tame, as to run with flocks of
sheep; and their flesh is very agreeable food.
There is another sort of goat, which has a very beau.

tiful head, adorned with two smooth, bending, pointed
horns, three feet long. A white streak runs from the

forehead along the ridge of his back to his tail, and is

crossed by three streaks, one over his shoulders; another
IS on the middle of the back, running down both sides

to his belly; the third crosses it above his buttocks, and
runs down them. On all the other parts of his body the

hair is greyish, with little touches of red; only the belly

approaches to white. His beard is grey, and pretty long,

as are also his legs. The female, which is less than the

male, is without horns ; and the flavour of the flesh is also

very agreeable.

The Cape rock-goat is seldom bigger thaiuan Euro-

pean kid of a quarter old, and his horns are about half

a foot long
:
as he frequently enters the vineyards aud gar.

dens, where he does great mischief, he is narrowly watched,
and often taken

; and his flesh is esteemed a great dainty,

The diving-goat is almost as large as an ordinary lame

one, and is nearly of the same colour; but he no sooner

sees any person or thing, from which he apprehends dan-

ger, than he squats down in the grass ; and seeing nothing

but grass about him, perhaps imagines himself unseen;

for thus he lies, giving now and then a peep out, and

drawing his head suddenly down again, till either the dan-

ger is past, or he is shot or knocked on the head.
In this country are two sort5 of wolves, one like those

of Europe, and the other called tiger-wolves. The lat-

ter are of the size of a shepherd's dog, or somewhat
larger; and the head broad, like that of an English bull,

dog. Their jaws, nose, and eyes, are also large, an'
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their hair is frizzled, and spotted like that of tigt.Ti. Their

feet are large, and armed witfi strong talons, wliich they

draw in like a cat, bnt their tails are short. All day

they remain in the cfefts of the rocks, or holes in the

ground, seeking their prey only in the night, and howling

nost dismally while out npon the prowl, which rouses the

iogs who keep the flocks: these join togetfier against the

enemy, and drive them away; bnt, if they get safely into

ifold, they generally kill two or three sheep, and, having

fed heartily upon the spot, carry some carcases away to

their dens.

There are here, also, wild dogs, which somethnes make
great havock among the cattle. They seem to be a species

of hounds; and packs of thirty, and sometimes forty, of
them encounter lions, tigers, «nd other animals ; which,
by their numbers, they conquer. They spend the greatest
part of the day in the chase, and drag what they kill to a
place of rendezvous, where they share it among them.
Both Europeans and Hottentots, when they discover these
dogs on the chase, follow them to the place of rendez-
rouj, and take what they think proper of what the dogs
have killed, which they permit them to do very quietly.
The Hottentots eat what they take from the dogs; and
what the Europeans take' they salt fur their slaves. These
dogs, however, sometimes destroy seventy or eighty sheep
in one flock.

In this country is a little creature, called a rattle-mouse,
though it is larger than an European squirrel, and has a
head shaped like that of a bear. The hair on the back is
of a liver-colour, but that on the sides is almost b'tck.
With its tail, which is neither very long nor verv hairy, it,

from time to time, makes a rattling noise, and has thence
obtained its name. It feeds on acorns, nuts, &c.

; purs
like a cat; and is mostly seen in trees, leaping from one
to another, after the manner of the squirrel. It is so
-limble, and bites so sharply, that it h seldom taken alive.
One of the most extraordinary animals of this country

IS called by the Dutch stinkbingsen, orstinkBox; its noi-
•ome stench being the grand defence this creature has re-
caved from nature against all its enemies. It is of the

Jape of a ferret; but as large as a middle-sized dog.
tVhea Its pursuer, whether man or beast, comes pretty
near, ^t pours from iu tail so horrid a stench, that it is
•nipossible to endure it; n man being almost struck down
J It before he can get away ;. and a dog, or other animal,
USD strangely confounded, that he is obliged every minute
to stop to rub his nose iR the grass, or against a tree.
Ihe animal, haywg thus stopped his pursuer, gets a great
'^aywieatl before the chase can be renewed; and if be
comes up with him a second time, repeats the same expe-
dient, and by tbu means escapes agaui. Thus lie pro-
ceeds tUI hi»pursuer, overpowered by the stink, is obliged
10 desist. This animal, however, is sometimes shot fiy
42. vnu I.

' C A.
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the Europeans, but they are obliged to suffer it to .ie till
It rots; for it is no sooner dead than its whofc body cort-
tracts so nauseous a smell, that, if any one does bntlouch
rt with bis fingeh, they retain a stench that can neither
be endured, nor easily got off by washing.
Among the feathered tribes, the most remarkablo are

eagles, vultures, kites, and cranes, that coiistanllv hovar
round the summit of the Table Mounfairf, and assist the
wolves m removing many nuisances. Snipes, teah, dircks
and geese, are frequently seen in the wintw, m tbe vid^
nity of ponds and periodical lakes; and the gardens near
the towns are much frequented by thrashes, fisctfl-birds
and turtle-doves.

'

The following curious particulars, relative to a speciss
of Ae cucfeow, was commutiicated in a letterfwm a mem-
berof the Royal Academy in Stockholm to a Fellow of
the Royal Society in London.
«The Dutch settlers, at the place whei* (his bivd' is

found, have given it the name of Konig-wiser, or Honey-
guide, from its discovering wild honey to travellers. It
has nothing' remarkable, either in colour or size, but the
insunct which prompts it to seek its food is truly admira-
Me. Not only die Dutclr a«d Hottentots, 1m likewise a
species of quadruped, which the' Dutch caff a Ratd, ai-e
frequently conducted to wild bee-hives by this bird, which
as It were, pilots them to the vei-y spot. The honey being
Its favourite food, its own interest prompts it to be instrtt-
rtientol m robbing the hives, as some scraps are commonly
left for its support. The morning and evening' are its
Umes of feeding, when it is heard calling, i» a shriir tone,
C&err Cherr,. to which tlie honey-hunters carefully attend
as the summons to the chase. From time to time they'
answer it with a soft whistle, which the bird hearing, always
continues its note. As soon as they are in sight of each
other, the bird gradually flutters towards the place where
the hive is situated; continually repeating its former call
of Cherr Cherr. At last, the bh-d is observed to hover
fof a short time over a certain spot, and then silently re-
tiring to an adjoining bush, or other resting-place,, thte
hunters are sure of fiifding the bees' nest in that very spot.
While the hnnters are busy in taking the honev, the bird
IS seen looking on attentively, and' waiting for i'fs share of
the spoil. Tlie bee-hunters Dever^'ail to leave a small
portion for their conductor, but commonly take care not
to leave as much as would satisfy its hunger. The bird's
appetite being only whetted by this parsimony, it is obliged
to make another discovery, iu hopes of a better reward.
It IS /urthnr t/i he nUc^^„oA »!,_» .u- .•• .. .' — ^ ,^.,,^.,^ ,nai uic ucarcr ine Dird ap
preaches the hidden hive, tlie more frequenUy it Repeats
Its call,, and seems more impatient." •

Among the various torts offish, witii which the market
IS coBstenUy supplied, are a rose-coloured pereh ; red and
white stone-breams; the cabeQan; t&t Hottentot's fisli;
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the silver pei^ch, of a rose-coloured tinge, with five silver

Bands on each side ; the stonipneus, with six transverse

bands of black and white spots, one back-fin, and tail

bifid ; the harder, the klip, or rock-fish ; the elst, the scom-
ber, springer, speering, and atherint. Besides these, soles,

muscles, crabs, and oysters, are found in abundance ; dol-

phins are frequently caught in the bay after a strong gale.

A species of the asterias, or star-fish, is sometimes sent

to enrich the cabinets of Europeans, together with the

•paper nautilus.

Among the insects which infest the Cape are large black

spiders, venomous snakes, Ecorpions, and scolopendras.

Land-turtles, chamelions, and other lizards, are frequently

perceived by the traveller ; a species of locust is exceed-

ingljr injurious to the gardens in the hot months ; and per-

sons, who. have occasion to traverse the sandy isthmus,

«re greatly tormented by sand and flies, which are so small

as scarcely to be visible : the mosquetoes are less trouble-

some than in most warm climates.

Principal Town.'] Cape Town, the principal European
settlement here, is situated in thirty-four degrees fifteen

minutes south latitude, and sixteen degrees five minutes

of east longitude. It is large, commodious, and popu-
lous; the streets are spacious, and regularly laid out;

and the houses are tolerably handsome, but very low.

As well within ais without the town are excellent gardens,

which produce many culinary vegetables and much fruit

;

among these is that extensive and beautiful garden be-

longing to the company. Building, as well as tillage,

is greatly encouraged at the Cape, and land given for

either purpose to those who choose to accept of it ; but
the government claims an annual tenth of the value of
the former, and produce of the latter, and a tithe of all

purchase-money when estates are sold.

Cape Town is embellished with four spacious squares,

a Calvinist and a Lutheran church, a castle that afiords

barracks to a thousand men, and a regular well-designed

building, originally intended for an hospital, but now ap-

propriated for the accommodation of the military.

There is a regular guard-house, at which the burgher-

senate transacts all business relative to the police of the

town, a spacious building appropriated for the reception of
government slaves, and a court of judicature, where a final

decision is passed in all civil and criminal causes. The
weeskamnier, or chamber for the administration of the

affairs of orphans, is within the walls of the castle, as is

the Lombard Bank, whose capital is about six hundred
thousand rix-dollars, lent by the old government, in paper
money, to the subjects, on mortgage of their property,

at an interest of five per cent. Among a number of

handsom.c bouses, with which the plain is spotted between
Table Mountain and the town, the government-honse at-

tracts the attention of the traveller. It is erected on a
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fertile soil, and surrounded by about forty acres of excel-
lent landl which are divided into a variety of squarcj Ij"

oak-iiedges
; the public walks run up the middle, between

two charming rows of myrtles, and are effectually shaded
by avenues of spreading oaks.

Customs, Manners, Sfc.'] The inhabiUnts of Cape Town
though, in their persons, large, stout, and athletic, have
not the characteristic phlegm of Dutchmen; a circuni-

stance which may probably have resulted from the phyji-

cal influence of climate. The ladies are universailv no-

ticed by travellers, on account of their beauty, good !,„.

mour, and vivacity; and, from their peculiar gay turn, tlic»

are said to admit of liberties which would be deemed re-

prehensible in England; though, perhaps, they as seldom

overleap the bounds of virtue as tlio women of other

countries.

Children are not here subject to the caprice of their

parents ; since the family-property must be equally di-

vided bet\yeen the offispring, whether male or female'

and no person is permitted to disinherit his child, without

assigning, on absolute proof, at the least one reason out

I

of the fourteen, which are enumerated in the Justinian

code.

The education of youtli is, in general, much neglected:

it is, however, but justice to remark, that many of the

young females have attained several accomplishments

which, to all appearance, the limited means of instruction

must render extremely tedious and painful. Most of the

young ladies, in respectable families, are conversant with

the French and English languages, proficienti in all Lindi

of tambour, lace, and knotting work, and are applauded

for a tolerable degree of execution upon the piano-forte

or other musical instruments.

On the marriage of two persons, a community of ail

property, real and personal, is supposed, by the law of

the colony, to take place, unless a solemn contract have

been made to the contrary, previous to the celebration of

the nuptials.

Occasional balls are the only public amusements at the

Cape, and family parties, who assemble for the purpose

of dancing or card-playing, are the only proofs of social

intercourse between the inhabitants.

Money and merchandise arc the universal topics of con-

versation, though none of the natives are in very affluent

circumstances; many, however, enjoy a decent compe.

tency, while the objects of public charity are but few;

and mendicants are unknown in the colony.

The carriages for pleasure, which are here maintained

at a very trifling expense, are open, and capable of con-

taining four or SIX persons : these, however, are only used

for short excursions ; as journeys are usually performed

in a machine, similar to a light waggon, that is suiiicienliif

spacious to accommodate a whole family, with provisions,
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apparel, 8cc., and is sheltered from the weather by a co-
verinjs of sail-cloth. The drivers, who are usually of a
mived breed, beiween a Hottentot aud an European, are
eitremely dexterous in their avocation, and will either
turn abruptly, or gallop through Uie most dangerous ave-
mi, with eight H) hand, with the greatest facility.

An indolent sedentary life, excessive gluttony, and an
immoderate use of raw spirits, tobacco, &c. are the dis-
tinguishing characteristics of a native of the Cape- by
Hhich means, a schirrous liver, or an apoplexy, is brought
forward

:
the former usually drags the slave of intemper-

ance to an early grave, and the latter, though seldom at-
tended with s idden dissolution, terminates in a dropsy
and thus proves equally fatal with the other. Few of the
inhabitants, indeed, attain to longevity, seldom surviving
a period of sixty years.

SECTION III.

COUNTRY OF THE HOTTENTOTS.
'

This tract of country extends towards the north of the
tropic of Capricorn, and, on all other parts, is bounded
by the Southern Ocean. It is occupied by several dis-
tinct nations; but, as it world Le superfluous to enu-
merate the whole, we shall only advert to the following,
as the principal, and, therefore, most worthy of notice;
viz. the Houteniquas, the Damaquas, the Sonquas, the
Houzouannas, the Hensequas, the Chirigriquas, the Na-
maaquas, the Gonaquas, and the Boshiesmen.
The Houteniquas' land is a woody tract» which extends

a considerable way along the coast. It, however, con-
tains some fertile vales, and streams of sweet water; so
that some farmers have established themselves here. Agloa
Bay is one of its boundaries, a station seldom visited by
ships, though it is well calculated to supply wood and
water. Indeed, between this place and the Cape, the
navigauon appears to be neglected ; nor is any constant
and frequent communication kept up between the centre
colony and the morexlistant dependencies, so that trade
circulates in a very slow and sluggish manner, to the great
detriment of the community.
The people called Damaquas occupy a district which

abounds with cattle, game, hemp, and water-melons.
Wood IS very scarce, and salt-pits are at once numerous
and useless; for the Hottentots neve, eat any salt; and
the pits are too far from the coast to be of any service to
the Europeans. Those who travel through this territory

,. ,

'•"" ^J '""^ Bcrpciiunc nver Palauiites,
*hich meanders through the whole country, and is passed
upon floats, or m canoes, as the people have no idea of
building a bridge.

The Sonquas are but few in number, and inhabit a very
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stenl rocky country; from the nature of which, and the
manner m which they pick up a subsistence, the, may b«
termed the Sw.ss of the Cape. Cattle is so scarce among
them, that they never kill any but upon certain solemn
occasions; their food being either the game which they
take in hunting, or such roots, plants, and herbs, as their
country affords.

The Houzouannas may be considered as one of the
richest and most polished of the Hottentot nations; thM
IS, tliey have the greatest quantity of cattle, the only
criterion of riches, and are the most luxurious in thei
living, the sole mark of refinement in this country. Their
kraals or villages are larger and better built; their oxen
for carriage stronger and more handsome; and their couii-
ti7 IS better inhabited -than any other about the Cape
They have abundance of game, and, indeed, every thing
that IS necessary to convenience and pleasure in that tr<^
pical situation. Some of these people article themselves
as servants to the Dutch for a certain number of years
and generally conduct themselves with propriety during
the stipulated time.

*

The Hensequas differ from the other Hottentots, in ap-
plying themselves to agriculture, as well as the breeding
of cattle. They cultivate a singular root, called dikha,
the juice of which is sharp and spirituous. The sub-
stanUal part serves them for food, and the fluid is an
inebriating liquor, of which they are very fond. These
people catch lions by traps, and are said to possess the
art of taming them, so as to render them perfectly do-
mestic.

The Chirigriquas are a strong, active, and bold people,
inhabiting a tract of country bordering on the Bay of St.
Helen's. The territory is watered by an excellent streamj
called the Elephants' River, on account of the great num-
ber of elephants which frequent its banks. This district
abounds in mountains, which are flat on the top; and the
summits of some of them have all the verdure of th^
finest meadows. The valleys are enamelled with the most
beautiful flowers

; but it is dangerous to enjoy their fra-
grancy, on account of the prodigious number of snakes
with which they abound ; that called cerastes being parti-
cularly venomous. The Chirigriquas are very numerous,
and are celebrated for being the most dexterous of any of
the Hottentots in throwing the assagay, or half-pike,
which they do with the most critical exactness. This
weapon is made of a taper stick, about four feet long,
armed at one end with an iron-plate, sharp at the edge,
and tapering to a point: the blade is always kept bright
and clean, and, when used in war, is dipped in poison.
The people called Namaaquas are divided into two na-

tions
;
the Greater Namaaquas, who inhabit the coast; and

the Lesser Namaaquas, whose territor;? extends more .
*he eastward.
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The language of (be Namaaqtias considerably varies

frr ID the other tribes of Southern Africa, riioiigli they

universally retata that clapping of the tongue, by which
the Hottentots are peculiarly distinguished. Their sta-

ture is coramonly higher, and they are less robust, than

.the generality of the eutero tribes. Among the females,

some were observed whose figures were truly elegant, and
their vivacity pleasing. Like the Hottentots of the east,

they liestow nn abundance of pains upon their little lea>-

tlier ap^ns, which are fancifully adorned with a profusion

of beads, shells, Suu

Their huts are likewse different from those which are

erected by the Hottentots of the colony, or the natives

of Caffraria; they are framed of semicircular sticks, and
covered with a kind of natting, made of sedges ; they

are about twelve feet ia diameter, and so commodiouB,
that the peasantry of the adjacent nations frequently model
their own habitations by those ^mple dwellings of diese

Nasmaquas.

Like the Caffres, they are very attentive to their cattle,

and give an artificial direction to the horns of. the oxen,

after the manner of that nation. The herds that were

seen iii the possession of both Dutchmen and Hottentots

were bony, large, and equal, io every respect, to tboae

which ase reared at Sneuwberg.

Though the Namaaquas have relinquished their ancient

weapons^ which, from the decrease of wild beasts, and a

dread of the savage Boshiesmen, are accounted useless^

they ue evidently acquainted with poisonous substances,

witli which the points of their arrows were probably
rubbed, when the adjacent parts abounded with a variety

of game, and beasts of prey.

The GoBaqua Hottentots are a tribe nearly resembling
the Caffres. Both sexes wear ornaments of brass^rii^s,

on which they set great value. These people use the ini-

tiatory rite of the Jews. The women are less decent in

their attire than the Hottentots in general, but their man-
ners are equally modest.

The Gonaquas are very importunate beggars, particu-

larly for tobacco. All of them, Sparrman says, were
armed with the assagay, or javelin, and the kirris. They
did not, however, appear to be dexterous marksmen ; for

tliey could not bit a handkerchief at twenty paces, till after

many trials.

The eavage race of Boshiesmen inhabit the Saeuw-
burg, or Snowy Mountains. Mr. Barrow, in the course
of his travels, proceeded, with his party, to a kraal or
village, that was situated ia the mouth of a defile, where
the inhabitants were at first alarmed at the appearance of
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« few trifling presents, their terrors subsided, and they con-
tentedly associated with the strangers for several days.
Tho horde contained about twenty-five hutS; constructed

[part n.

of small gnus nrnts, fastened upon tw6 semicircular stick,
open before and closed behind. They were about a yard
high, and four feet wide, with a hollow place in the mid-
die of the ground, that resembled the nest of an ostrich
In this hollow a little grass was placed, to serve the pnr.
pose of a bed, where the inmates lay coiled round

in
the manner of some quadrupeds. All the men were emlLl"
naked, and rendered still more disgusting by a porcupine^
quilJ, or a piece of wood, that was passed through

t|.e

cartilage of the nose. The females wore a small bcli
of springbok's skin, cut into long fringes, while their

heads were fancifully adorned with leather caps, i„ ,|,j

form of helmetsi

In their persons they are very diminutive, seldom ex-
ceeding four feet nine inches in height; the tallest woman
seen in the kraal measured four feet four inches, and an.
other, who was merely three feet nine inches high, m
mother of several children. From their complexion,'

hair
and turn of countenance, Mr. Barrow was inclined to prol

nounce tbem of the same origin with tlie Hottentot race
in general; though, in personal appearance, the difference
IS exceedingly great. ' The Boshiesmen are peculiarly dis-

tmguisbed by the depression of their noses, the height
of their cheek-bones, the prominence of their chins, and
«*e formation of their eyes, the rounded lids of which arc

nearly similar to those of the Chinese. Their bellieji are

likewise protuberant, and their backs hollow; though their

limbs are commonly well turned ; and their agility is ,uch
that they will leap the precipices of the mountains, like

the klip-springing antelope, and outstrip the fleetest hont,
on rough ground, with the greatest fecility.

The disposition of these people is wdely diflerent from
that of the Hottentots who reside in the colony. Ch»e^
ful, active, and vivacious, they earn a precarious subsist-

ence with much danger and fatigue, and usually satisfy

the craving.* of an empty stomach with the larvw of Io.

costs, or a few gramineous roots, that are pungent and

ungrateful to the palate; yet, when the surroundilig farm-

ers have retired to their habitations, and the moon breaks

forth in unsullied brightness upon the landscape, theyap.

parently forget their perils and their M-ants, and usually de-

vote the hours to dancing, till the orient clouds are gilded

with the beams of the rising sun. They are, likewise,

extremely joyful at the approach of the first thuader-

storm after the winter, which they consider as a harbinger

of the summer's commencement, and express their ddight

by rending their skin-coverings, throwing tliem io ilieair,

and dancing for several successive nights.

When their various plans of entrapping gam'^ .ren-

dered abortive, aud tile chase proves unsuccesufui, they

proceed to the colony, in quest of plunder, though the

undertaking is toilsome, and extremely hazardous. They

use poisoned arrows, ^ud are ao de.vterou9 in dieir are,
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thit they will hit a mark at the distance of a hundred yards
^e poison being of the most virulent kind, whatever ani^
mal 18 wounded, m a few minutes languishes and expires
Their arrows are about eighteen inches long, and made
of a reed, tipped with polished bone.

If they are unexpectedly surrounded by the farmers
they will throw themselves in the midst of their enemies'
that, by creatmg a general confusion, their counfrymerl
may take an advantageous aim from the adjacent conceal-
meats, ^vlule their wives and children may escape unper-
ceivcd. If they are pursued, when retreating with a booty

.they always divide into two parties, one of which is em-
ployed in driving off the cattle, and the other in enaagine

'

their pursuers
;

if, however, the colonists are likely to prove
victonous, they instantly stab or maim the whole herd with
poisoned weapons.

Hie most perfect equality prevails within this horde
Hunger or sal^ty is alike experienced by all, and they
are all equally destitute of management or economy with
respect to provisions. If their different exertions prove
unsuccessful, the horde must contentedly suffer the panes
of a temporary famine; but, if a herd of cattle is brought
ID from the colony, the kraal is soon covered with a mass
of putrefaction, and the circumambient air is tainted with
(he noxious effluvia.

Their constitutions are much stronger than those of
the Hottentots in general, and their lives are usually of
longw duration. I„ every kind of sickness, they cut off
die extremiues of the fingers, beginning with the little
finger on the left-hand, as the least important. This ri-
diculous operation is performed under the idea that the
effusion of blood will carry off the disease.
The capture of slaves from among this race of men i,

effected in the following manner:- Several farmers, that
are m want of servants, join together, and take a journey
to that part of tlie country where the Bosliiesmen live,
fhey themselves, with their attendants, who are Boshies-
men that have been caught before, and trained up to fide-
ly in their service, endeavour to spy out the haunts of
hat wild race. .Ihis is best done by the smoke of their
hres.

1 hey are found in societies, from ten to fifteen, and
sometimes a bundled. Notwithstanding this, the farmers
Mil veiunre on a dark night, to attack them with six or
fight people, which they contrive to do by previously
;J.tion.ng themselves at a distance round about the spot.
They then g.ve the alarm by firing a musket. By this
means such a constenrntion is spread among the savages,
'".t 1, only the most bold and intelligent among them
l« have courage to break through the circle, and steal

Off. Ihe rest alow themselves to be taken, and carried
to bondage. 1 he,- are, at first, treated by gentle means;

nai IS, the captors intermix the fairest promises with their
'"reals, and endeavour, if possible, to shoot some of the
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larger kihds of game for their prisoners, such as buff*
loes, sea-cows, and the like. Such agreeable bails, toge
ther with a little tobacco, soon induce them to go to ihe
place of abode of the colonists. Then Uiis luxurious
living IS exchanged for more moderate portions, consisting
niostly of butter-milk, hasty-puddings, &c., but this diet
tattens the Bosliiesmen in a few weeks. Their good
living IS embittered by the taunts of master and mistress,
to which are sometimes added blows, for neglect, remiss-
ness, or idleness; so that, by nature and custom, detesting
all manner of labour, from greater corpulency becomiu-
still more slothful, and having, besides, been used to a
wandering life, subject to no control, they most sensibly
feel the want of liberty. They accordingly seldom fail of
making their escape, when an opportunity offers; but
when any individual of this nation runs from his servitude'
he never takes with him any thing that does not belong
to him. Tins is an instance of mc^eration in the savages
towards their tyrants, which is universally asserted, and
at the same time, praised and admired by the colonists'
Uiemselves. It is necessary to observe, that some of these
Uoshiesmeii live in small societies, peaceably and quietly,m desert tracts, where the colonists cannot «asily come
at them, and are sometimes in the possession of a few
cows.

The generality of these people have no idea of the ex-
istence of a Supreme Being; for some of them, who
spoke Dutch, being questioned upon the subject, by a
traveller, answered him to this effect:—"We are poor
stupid creatures, and have never heard, neither are we
able to understand, any thing of the matter." Many of
the colonists declared, that the Boshies, of both sexes
used, in stormy weatiier, to abuse the thunder with re-
proachful expressions; and, at the same time, in a fu-
nous manner, with their shoes, or any thing else that
was at hand, threaten and bid defiance to the flashes of
lightning and peals of thunder. Nay, they most obsti-
nately persisted in declaring that rain was always an evil,
and that it would be a happy circumstance were it never
to rain.

They seem to have some idea of spirits, and of a fu-
ture state; as they accost their friends, as soon as they are
dead, with reproaches for leaving them so soon, at the
same time admonishing them henceforth to demean them-
selves properly: by which they mean, that their deceased
friends should not come back again to haunt them, nor
allow themselves to be made use of by wizards, to bring
any mischief on those that survive them.
Of the Hottentots in general it may be said that there

is something peculiar in their features, which, in a certain
degree, separates them from the generality of mankind.
The cheek-bones are exceedingly prominent; so that the
face being very broad in that part, and the jaw-bones,
6 F.
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on Ihe contrary, extre::jel> narrow, the visage contiiities

decreasing, even to the point of tlie chin. This con-
figuration makes the head appear very disproportioned,
and too smajl for a full and plump body. The nose rises

scarcely half an inch at its greatest elevation ; and the
nostrils, which are ccessivcly wide, often exceed in height
the ridge of the nose. The mouth is large, and furnished
with small teeth, well einmellerf, and perfectly white;
the eyes, very beautiful and Loen, incline a little towards
the nose, like those of the Chinese ; and, to the sight and
touch, the hair has the resemblance of wool ; it is very
short, curls naturally, and in colour is ax black as ebony.
The male Hottentots have very little hair, yet they cm-
ploy no small care to pull out by the roots part of what
tiiey have. Though they have no beard, but upon the
upper-lip, below the nose, and at the extremity of the
chin, they never fail to pluck it out as soon as it appears.
This occasions an effeminate look, which destroys that
commanding fierceness usual among savages. Tlie wo-
men, with more delicacy of features, exhibit the same
characteristic marks in thejr figure : they are equally well
made

:
their hands are small, and their feet exceedingly

well shaped, though they never wear sandals. The sound
of their voice is soft; and their idiom, passing through
the throat, is not destitute of harmony. When tliey spealc,
they employ a great variety of gestures, some of which
are tolerably graceful.

The Hottentots, in general, paint themselves ; and the
•two colours for which they show the greatest fondness are
red and black. The first is composed of a kind of ochery
earth, which is found in several places of the country,
and which they mix and dilute with grease : this earth has'

* great resemblance to brick-dust. Their black is nothing
else than soot, or the cliarcoal of tender wood. Some
women are contented with painting only the prominence
Of the cheeks

; but in general they daub over their whole
body, in compartments, varied with a certain degree of
symmetry. The men never paint their faces; but they
use a preparation, made of both colours, mixed, to paint
the upper lip, as far as the nostrils.

.
The Hottentots are naturally timid: their phlegmatic

coolness, and their serious looks, give them an air"of re-
serve, which they never lay aside, even at the most joyful
moments

; while, on the contrary, all other black or taw-
ney nations give themselves up to pleasure, with ihe live-
liest joy, and without any restraint. A profound indiffer-

ence to the affairs of life inclines tliem to indolence

:

the keeping of their flocks, and the care of procuring a
subsistence, are the only objects that occupy their thoughts.
Tliey never follow hunting as sportsmen, but ijke people
«ppressed and tormented by hunger. In short, forget-
tmg the past, and being under no uneasiness for the
futute, they are occupied only, by the present ; and it
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is that which alone engages their attention. They ar
however, kind and hospitable. Whoever travels

amon"^'
them may be assured of finding food and lodging •

and
though they will receive presents, yet they never a«k fo
any thing. If a traveller has a long journey to accoj!
plish,,and if they learn, from the information he require,
that there are no hopes of his soon meeting with other
hordes, that winch he is going to quit supplies him wii|[

provisions, and other necessaries, as far as their circum
stances will allow.

Their clothing is very slight, and seldom more tha,,

modesty requires. The females, however, yjover them-
selves more scrupulously than the men. They are seldom
content with one covering, but frequently wear two and
often three. These garbs are composed of well-greased
skins, fastened round their bodies with a thong ; the oiii-

ermost is always the largest, and is sometimes rendered

very showy, by ornaments of glass-beads.

The covering for the body, when any is used, is of

sheep-skin, with the woolly side turned inwards. This pe-

lisse, or else a cloak, made of some smaller fur, is tied

forwards, over the breast. The Hottentots do not burthen

themselves with a great many changes of these krosscs as

they are called, but generally content themselves with one

which serves both for clothing and bedding. The kross

used by the women has a hood, or pouch, with the hairy

side turned inwards, in which they carry their infants u
their backs.

In general, neither men nor women wear any covering

for their heads, though sometimes the former have a cap,

made of a greased skin, and sometimes an European

slouched hat, and the latter occasionally cover their headi

with a cap, in the form of a truncated cone, made out oi

some animal's stomach. This article of dress is ornament

ed, according to the taste of the wearer, with rows ol

small shells, and other decorations. Tlie necks of the men

are bare ; but the women wear a string of shells, on a lea-

ther thong, which is considered as an ornament of a supe-

rior kind.

The lower part of the body is principally regarded, by

both sexes, as entitled to decoration. Strings of beads

adorn their waists, and their aprons, or girdles, are fre-

quently studded with these ornaments, in a very taste-

ful style. But the rings on their legs and arms are the

most singular embellishments of this people, and distin-

guish them from all other. These rings are made of thick

leather sti;.ps, cut in a circular shape, and appear to be

universally used. The males have several of these rings

on their arms, but seldom any on their legs : the females,

especially those of higher rank, have often tlieir legs and

arms covered with them.
,

The Hottentots seldom wear any shoes ; when they do,

they are generally of the same kind as are in use among
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all the African peasants. Tlie leather of which they are

mide is undressed, with the hairy side outwards, and un-

dergoes no other preparation than in being beaten and
moistened. A rectangular piece, somewhat broader and
longer than the foot, is doubled up at the extremities,

and drawn together with thongs, till it fits the wearer,

md sits as close as a stocking. These kind of shoes are

vtry convenient, and attended with little expense.

The Hottentots, who reside within the boundaries of the

Dutch colonies, seldom use any weapons, unless for their

personal defence, or attack against the wild beasts.

The dwellings of the Hottentots are extremely simple,

and well adapted to their pastoral roving life. In a kraal

they are all uniform, and this contributes to keep envy
from insinuating itself under their roofs. The fire-place

ii in the middle ; and the door, small as.it is, admits all

the liglit they want, and serves as an aperture to let out
the smoke. The whole fabric consists of rods, bent into

a proper form, and bound with withies. Over this a mat
jj thrown, which serves to keep out the rain.

The position of these huts, in a kraal, is, for the most
part, circular, with the doors inwards. By this means a
kind of area is formed, in which the cattle are lodged at
night. ITie milk is no sooner taken from the cow, than
it is put into a leathern sack, with the hairy side inwards,
and is never drank while it is sweet; as it is consider-
ed more wholesome and nutritious, when fermented or
curdled.

When a Hottentot is disposed to take his house down,
and remove his dwelling, be lays all the materials on the
backs of his cattle, and, by that means, conveys them to
the spot he has fixed upon for removal. The furniture
limply consists of two or three earthen pots for culinary'
purposes.

In the colony of Drakensfein, Dr. Sparrman visited the
warm baths, called Hottentots' Holland Bath, from the
district in which it lies; and here a tolerably large and
commodious brick house has been built, by the govern
ment, for the accommodation of company resorting thi-
ther. From a list, kept by the overseer of the bath for
several years, it appears that from one hundred and fifty
lo two hundred persons use the bath annually.
The bathing-house is situated about a hundred paces

from the dwelling-house. This last, at each end, has a
cistern or pit, a fathom and a half square, and two feet
deep, 'i'lie warm water is conducted a little way under
ground from its source, till it reaches the house, when it
runs through an open channel into the cistern, in a stream
of an inch diameter.

When the patient is to receive the benefit of the bath,
e sits down in the cistern, till the water rises to his chin.

Jt llien feels extremely warm, and a kind of pulsation is
Frcewed from the internal to the external parts of the
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body. I'hc quickness of the pulse is increased ; and, in
a short time, a deliquium is felt coming on. It is, there-
fore, necessary to have an attendant; as instances have
occurred of persons fainting, and being drowned in the
bath. When the patient gets out of the water, he laya
himself down at the other end of the room, to sweat, in
clothes provided on purpose. When this is over, he washes
himself in the water of the bath; and this pr<,ccss is re-
peated two or three times, without any considerable inter-
val. In gener.al, however, the bath is used only twice a
day.

There are several springs of a similar nature in the vi-
cinity, but these are little used, except by the slaves and
Hottentots. Some of them, however, seem to be possessed
of more powerful virtues than that which is used by the
better sort of people. Dr. Sparrman made several chemi
cal experiments on the water; from which he concluded,
that the predominant mineral in it was vitriol, with some
portion of steel.

The Hottentots sometimes make an intoxicating liquor,
composed of honey and a certain root, which they suifej
to ferment in a sufficient quantity of water. This liquor,
however, is not their usual beverage, nor do they ever
keep a stock of it by them. Whatever they have, they
drink all at once, and frequently regale themselves in this
manner at certain periods. They smoke the leaves of a
plant, which they call dagha, which seems to be the hemp
of Europe. There are some of the savages who prefer
these leaves to tobacco; but the greatest part of them are
fond of mixing both 'together. They set less value on the
pipes brought from Europe than on those which they fa-
bricate themselves.

Though they rear abundance of sheep and oxen, they
seldom kill the latter, unless some accident happens to
them, or old age has rendered them unfit for service.
Those oxen which they intend for carrying burdens must

be broke and trained very early to the service, otherwise
they would become absolutely untractable. Some Hot
tentots were observed by Sparrman riding on their oxen,
which Uiey drove with great boldness over hills and dales!
These animals have a hole bored through the gristle of iJie-

nose, sufficiently large to.hold a wooden pin, at both ex
tremities of which they fasten the rope that serves both
for bit and bridle, llie saddle is made of a sheep's skin,
folded up, and fastened by a rope, round the. fore-part ot
the body of the ox.

These oxen are called pack-oxen,. as they are likewise
used for carrying packs and burdens. By an order of
government, no Hottentot is aUowed to have a horse in
his possession; and, therefore, they break in their oxen,
when young, and bring them to. supply the place of that
animal. '

Of their sheep and kine, «ach village has one coiamon
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herd, twrj inhabitant taking it in liis turn to act as herds-

man. This charge requires many precautions, as beasts

of prey are both numerous and fierce in the southern parts

of Africa. Lions, indeed, are not very common; but
there arc elephants, rhinoceroses, leopards, tigers, liyBcnas,

and several kinds of wolves, together with other furious

animals, that abound in the forests, and occasionally make
excursions towards the Cape, and destroy the tame cattle.

To prevent these misfortunes, it is the business of the
herdsman to go or send every day round his district, in

order to discover if any beast of prey be lurking in that

quarter. If an animal of this kind be discovered, the
herdsman assembles the whole village, and makes his re-

port
; when a party of the stoutest among them arm them-

selves with javelins and poisoned arrows, and proceed to
the cave or covert where the beast is lodged. Here they
arrange themselves in two lines, till the animnl is provoked
to come out, when he is inevitably destroyed.

They are remarkably fond of hunting, and in this ex-
ercise they display great dexterity. Besides gins and
snares, which they place at convenient spots to catch
large animals, they lie in wait for them also, attack them
as soon as they appear, and kill them willi their poisoned
arrows or their assagays.

The Hottentots measure the year by the seasons of
drought and rainy weather. This division is common to
all the inhabitants of the tropical regions, and it is sub-
divided into moons ; but they never count the days, if

they exceed ten, that is to say, the number of their fin-

gers. Beyond that, they mark the day or the time by
some remarkable occurrence : for example, an extraordi-

nary storm, an elephant killed, an infectious disorder
among the cattle, an emigration, &c. The different parts

of the day tliey distinguish by the course of the suu; and
they will tell you, pointing with their finger, He was there
when I departed, and here when I arrived.

The Hottentots have frequent festive meetings, which
generally conclude with music, singing, and dancing.
Their musical instruments are the greater and lesser gon-
gom and the drum. The gongom is a bow of olive-wood,
strung with sheep-sinews. At one end of the bow a
quill is placed upon the string, and a cocoa-shell fastened
to it by two holes. The mouth is applied to the quill, and
the player blows and modulates his breath, as if playing
on a Jew's harp. The drum is made of earthen-ware, and
covered with sheep-skin, braced on with sinews. Their vo-

cal music is confined to a few songs, and a frequent repe-
tition of the monosyllable " ho," by way of chorus. When
they are to have a dance, the men squat down in a circle;

then several couple present themselves; but only two
couple enter the ring at the same time, performing face
to face. Sometimes 'hey dance back to back, but never
lake hands.
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In their country-dances they display very little amlt
or art. While their feet are employed in a kind of gfan,
iiig and moderately slow movement, each of them at

''^

tcrvals, make several gentle motions with a little' siifl
Their music is equally simple; yet it is calculated tol
spire a certain degree of joy and hilarity. They have als
dances of another kind, in which they join hands andmove in a circle round some of the party, who are ic i

in the centre of the ring.

It has been said that these people play at cards. D
Sparrman saw the peculiar gome, which has absurdly rl
ceived this name, played by four Hottentots. The chim
ney-corner was the scene of their sport, and the ash-hole
might be considered as their card-table, as it often hnn.
pened that, in the midst of their ardour for the sport, ihey

struck their hands into the midst of it, and raised the

ashes in clouds of dUst, that floated all over the apartment,
Their sport seemed to consist in an incessant motion of

the arms upwards, downwards, and across those of each
other, without ever seeming to touch one another. It j,

probable, however, they observe certain rules, and, in

certain circumstances, mutually get the advantage; as each

of them, at times, would hold a little peg between hij

fore-finger and thumb, and burst out into laughter. After

some hours play, if play it can be called, one of the

party grew tired, and lay down to sleep; but the rest

continued their diversion till day-break.

The wealth of a Hottentot consists in the number of

his flocks
;
and commerce is carried on entirely by barter,

The articles of the natives are cattle, skins, elephaalj'

teeth, ostrich' eggs, &c.; in return for which they receive

from the Europeans, brandy, wine, tobacco, coral, beads,

brass, copper, and iron. But a Hottentot will not seli

his arms upon any consideration. They are very just and

upright in their dealings. From proofs of their dexterity

in some handicraft professions, it appears they would be

expert in most, were they not prevented by their prevail-

ing indolence from the prosecution of them.
Every Hottentot tribe is governed by a national chief,

called the Konquer, whose oflice is to command the array,

conduct negociations of peace, and preside in the coun-

cils. His installation is attended with great pomp and

solemnity. Next to the Konquer is the Kraal Captain.

Every village has one of these, who attends to the pre-

servation of peace, the administration of justice, and, in

war, holds command under the national chief. He is

bound, by solemn engagement to the people, not to alter

or deviate from the ancient laws or customs of his kraal

He lisars and decides all disputes of right and propciij,

and tries and punishes- for crimes within his jurisdic-

tion.

Justice is disp»n«ed among these people with a laud-

able imoartialitT: for. if the caotain of the kraal have
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coinniiltcd a crime, he » w'uta a« rudely, persecuted ns

•483

jcvcffly, niul piitiifllicd an ignomiiiiounly as the meanest
imiividiml. The charge aguinxt a culprit \h pronounced
|,v the prosecutor, whose witnesses are heard by the court.

The culprit makes his defence, aiid has hii witnesses
heard with the greatest indulgence. After some debates
nil the evidence, the captain collects the voices, the ma-
j„riiy of «hich acquits or condemns. If the Imter, and
ihe Clime i)e death, sentence is pronounced, and execu-
tion tiikcs place on the spot, without a moment's delay.

The captain having pronounced the fatal word, the court
,wi, but the criminal does not stir. After a profound
silence for a minute or two, the captain Hies at him, as in

a rage, and, with one blow on the head with the kirri-

jlick, fflls him to the ground, when the rest fall on, and
complete the execution, by beating him to a mummy', and
breaking several of his limbs. He is then buried; but his

family and relations suffer nothing in name, privile-re, or
property. No one is reproached with the memory "of his

crime or punishment.

M.Thunberg was present at the execution of a slave,

who bad nmidered his master. The delinquent being lied
|

to a cross, his arms and legs were first burnt, in eight dif-

ferent purls, with red-hot jagged tongs; afterwards his
arms and legs were broken on the wheel, and, lastly, his
head was struck off, and fixed on a pole. This execu'tionm conducted with much solemnity, in the presence of
the judge and a circle of attendants.

The Hottentots have very little notion of military dis-
cipline. The causes of war are chiefly three; trespass-
ing on each others districts, stealing the cattle, or running
anay with the wives of their neighbours. Disputes are
deeded between two nations by fighting one buttle, the
success of which determines the whole affair. It is wor-
thy of remark, that they never plunder the dead but
suffer their friends to bury them, and dispose of 'their
arms as they think proper.

The pronunciation of the Hottentot language is equally '

difficult and singular. Almost every word is to be spoken
with a clacking of the tongue against the roof of the
mouth. In different nations, however, a different dialect
and mode of articulation are used. Notwithsfandin.r the
apparent difficulty of learning this language, the children
of huropeans, m families where there are Hottentot ser-
•ants, acquire it with as much facility as their mother-
I'ligue. Dr. Sparrman met several children at the Cape
uho could speak two or three different languages wi^h
fqual facility. ° "

Hottentot Jiramages are negociated by the parents or
jearest relations. The day after the nuptials, an ox is

I

Wied, to feast the company. The Hottentots who are in
">e service of Europeans intermarry without any cere-

1

™"/ ""^ "-^iularity. If a married Hottentot at any time« VOI. I.
"'

.

'

undertakes a journey, his wife may marry anoihcr ii. hi*
absence; a circumstance that happened to our travtilor's
driver, who, on his return home, with all that he had
earned in his expedition, found himself a widower.

Dr. Sparrman was very assiduous in his enquiries how
far It was true that these people secluded from society-,
and abandoned to their fate, sueh as were old and help-
CSS. That such an inhuman practice is sdmetimes fol-
lowed, well-authenticated instances seem to testify; but
they are not very numerous. Another custom, no leas
horrid. IS that of burying sucking children alive, who have
the misfortune to lose their mother.
Those Hottentots who live in their natural manner are

seldom afflicted with diseases, to which those who reside
among the Europeans are liable. Their practitioners art
equally skilled in medicine and surgery. They perform
surprising cures by their botanical knowledge. In bleetl-
i"g they are only provided with a common clasp-knife and
a strap. When they have taken away as much blood as
IS thought necessary, the orifice is closed, and rubbed,
with mutton-fat, and the leaf of some herb is bound ore*
It. With all their skill they are very superstiUous, mcL
fond of divination. I„ order to know 'the fate of a sick
person, they flay a sheep alive : if the poor animal, ia
this condition, is able to get up, and run away, tha
omen is esteemed favourable; but, on the contrary, if it
die with the excruciating pain, it is deemed fatal to the
patient.

When a Hottentot dies, he is buried in his worst kross,
and the limbs are disposed in such a manner, that thJ
whole body is covered. The relations then carry the
corpse to a certain distance from the horde, and, disposing
It in a shallow pit, dug for this purpose, cover it with earth,
^nd then with stones, if any are to be found in the neigh-
bourhood. Such a mausoleum, however, proves but a
weak defence against the attacks of the jackal and the
hyiena

;
and the body is soon dug up and devoured.

The generality of the Hottentots have neither temples,
idols, nor any peculiar place of worship. They celebrate
nocturnal dances, with singing, at the new and full moon;
but these are rather pastimes than any thing relative to re-'

l.gious worship. Of late years, however, the glorious
doctrines of the gospel have been introduced among them
with surprising success; and we may confidently antici-
pate, Uiat, both in respect of religion and civilization, tliis
part of Africa will soon discover most important improve-
ments.

Mr. Barrow, in his trnvoU ««!, ..~ u;. i^j-
.

' - -" > —vi. lip 1113 lOugiiig at B,
place where a small number of Moravian missionaries
had been several years established, for the express pur-
pose of teaching the unenlightened Hottentots the truths
of the Christian religion. After a night of undisturbed
repose, he was awakened early by the most melodiousCG

pi
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Mondi, whiah proeceded tiomt' » groupe gf female Hot-
t^tot*, who w«re neaUjf dreiaeii in piiiiUd tuduii gowni,

MH ansenibled to cbauiit their iuorning>hynii>.

The miiiiiters were three in DuiDb«r, of modejit man-
Mrs, humble deportment, and unfeigned piety ; l.vely and

intelligeiit in conversation, ibey freely un«w«>red every

queition that was asked them, and cheerfully welcomed
the traveller to their habitations, uhich were equally re-

markable for rleanlincNs and simplicity, llieir church

waa a plain neat building ; their mill superior to any in

thu colony, and their gardens abundantly stocked with an

excellent variety of usjful vegetabK s.

"Through the unremitting exertions of these mrn,"
sayt our traveller, " six hundred Hottentots have been
united in one society, who have been instructed indilfcrcnt

'trades, and live comfortably in little huta that are sprinkled

over the valley, whence they hire themselves out occa-

•ionally to the neighbouring peasants, or employ them-
•clves at home in such avocations us are most congeniul

to tlieir own inclinations, and best adapted for the sub-

•tstence of themselves and their families.
*

" On Sundays, they regularly attend their public devo-

tions, when their apparel is extremely clean, and their

behaviour truly devout. At the time of my visit, about
three hundred composed the congregation, to whom an
excellent and pathetic discourse was delivered by one of
iho fathers. The voices of the females were, in general,

hurmonious ; and their style of singing was extremely sweet
aud plaintive."

We shall close thia article with the following extracts

from tlie last report of tlie London Missionary Society.

" During the past year, the communications from
Africa have been peculiarly interesting. Mr. Campbell,
agreeably to the proposed object of his mission, has vi-

«ted the various missi*)nary stations in distant parts of

South Africa, has suggested many excellent regulations

for their improvement, and has fixed upon several new
places, in which missionary settlements may probably be
established.

"After a careful examination o • 'fir';] papers relating

<o the nissionaries, and obtainuig i.isfi, rts from hi*

excellency the governor, Sir .-'.1m v.>-at ck, to thw

landrosts of the districts througn v.uica he was to pass, he
left Cape Town on the 3 1 st of February, 1813, accom-
panied by Mr. Hammes, his son, Mr. Bartlett, a cate-

chist, and several Christian Hottentots, and others be-

longing to Bethelsdorp. In a fortnight he reached the

Drosdy of George, the inhabitants of which are desirous

<rf having a mi.wionnry settled among them. Mr. Camp-
bell promised that Mr. Pacalt sbonid be sent to them for

a time, to be succeeded by Mr. Wimmer.
" Mr. Campbell reached Bethelsdorp on the 20th of

M;rch, and'was receive i by Mr. Read and all the mis-
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•ionary br«thren with the most cordial affection, «nd, (,,

the Hottentots, with the hvelievt expressions of joy.
'

" Me witnessed n greater degree of civiliiatioii than ^
was led to expect, from the reports in circulation, or, hi

arrival in South Africa. He found at Bethelsdorp nai,,,'

exercising the businesses of smiths, carpenter*, nm,.,,
basket-makers, turners, &c. He saw cultivated field^ f,!

tending two miles in length, on both sides of a river-
their

cattle had increased from two hundred and eiglitJe,,
lu

two thousand two hundred and six ; from three hundred to

four hundred calves were prfKJuced in a year, not more
than fifty of which were in that space of time allowed to

be slaughtered. 'ITie blessed effects of religion weredis
played in beucvoh'nt institutions formed among them'

they id a fum! .'.
. the support of the poor and »ir|t

which amounted to two hundred and fifty rix.dollMrs;tliev

proposed lo build a house for the reception of part „f

thon poor. They had also a common fund for the nur.

pose of improving the settlement, amounting to one huiv

dred and thirty dollars, and about thirty head of catilf

and they contributed, during the last twelveMnoiilhs, si'

venty rix-dollars in aid of this society.

" Such are the fruits of the seed sown among them b»

Dr. Van der Kemp, Messrs. Read, Ulbricht, Wimniei,

and other faithful missionaries! Such are the powerful

effects of divine truth among the most degraded of our

species, in their civilization, as well as in the more im-

portant concerns of religion. Thus we see a Christian

church, cultivated fields and gardens, useful manufac-

tories, an hospital, and an auxiliary missionary society

among Hottentots

!

" From Bethelsdorp, Mr. Campbell proceeded through

a wild country, almost uninhabited, on the borders of

Caffraria, in order to fix upon two spots, eligible for mis-

sionary settlements, in Zureveld, near the Great Fisli River,

the government having kindly promised to give siifiicitm

portions of land for that purpose. Two suitable places

were accordingly fixed upon, where, the land being good,

a part of the people now at Bethelsdorp might sotth , auii

to which some of the cattle might occasionally be scut fur

the sake oi better pasture. Here it was agreed that Mr.

Ulbricht, aided by Mr. Bartlett, should assist in foimius

a settlement.

" Mr. Campbell next travelled, in a north-westerly di-

rection, to Graaf Reinet, where Mr. Kich^rer resides, anJ

had the pleasure of witnessing the happy effects of liis

labours
; here also he met with John, Mary, and Martha,

|

the Hottentots who visited England in the year 180,').

' Here Ml . C. coiilinueii about a week, and was favoured

with an interview with a Mr. Burchel, a botanical travel-

ler in South Africa, who had just returned from an exciif-

sion very far north, and who waathe first European uli(i

had penetrated to that part of Africa from Graaf Reiiiel.
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After receiving from him the moat valunblo (liitclion. and
fautioiu, and accompanied by the native wh<. had U-cn
hi» guide, lie commenced hia journey to the Orange Itivcr

about the lOlh of May; Mr. Kicherer and crtKer friends'

acconipanjing him a we. k'i journey, ai far as the limits

of the colon) ; preaching, wherever they had opportunity,

iy the boors and the heathen, aome of whom had never
heard of a God, nor had ilicy a word in their language

I

tbcreby to denote him. He croaaed the wild Boahieimcn'a
founlry until he reached th« Orange Hiver, and, after tra-

Tflling ubout one hundred mika along ita banks to the
tutward, he found a ford, which he safely croaaed: he
dMcribis the river aa wider thuu the 'J'hamca at Loudon-
Bridge.

" On the next day lit- reached Klaar Water, the mis-
sionary settlement, which haa long been under the care of
MeMn.Anderaon, Kramer, and Janz. - Ik-re he remained
but a few duy.i, and left it, accompanied by M.vhm^. An-
derson, Kok, and liendrick, in ordt-r to pxploro n large
and populous city which had been described to hmi.
"After travelling ten days in the diieciion of north-

north-east, they arrived ut the city of Latukkoo, which
contains about one thousand five hundred houses, neatly
built, and about eight thousand Miliubitauts. After wait-
ing ten days for the King, Mateebee, who was absent on a
jacltal-hunl, Mr. Campbell was introduced to him at sun-
set; when he requested leave to send missionaries to
hij people, to acquaint them with the religion of Jesus
Chriat

"After startmg several objections to that measure,
which Mr. C. was enalded to answer to his complete sa-
tisfaction, tlie king gave him this laconic an8we^~' Send
them, and 1 will be a father to them.' This conference
was repeated pubHcly, at the request of the king, on the
next day, in the presence of his subjects, and the same
liberl) to send missionaries was openly granted.
" Here Mr. Campbell obtained the important informa-

iion, that there were twenty tribes of people north of
Latakkoo, who all speak the same language, and who are
reported to be still more civilized.

"From Latakkoo Mr. Campbell travelled eastward, and
'II five days reached a large Coranna-town, called Mala-
peetze, where he understood that no white man had been
seen before; to this place also he obtained leave from the
fhief and the majority of the inhabitants to send mis-
sionaries.

"Travelling southward from thence, he went in search
"f the Malalaren River, and discovered a kraal, situated
inn most beautiful valley, where Makoon, the chief of all
the Boshiesmen in that part of Africa, resided : he ap-

I

P«arcd to be a man of talents, and, though he had never
Wore seen a European, he consented to Mr. Campbell's
proposal of semling wisaions tliere also.

I C A.
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" Irom thence Mr. C. travelled along the Mul.Uren
Hiver to it. junction with the Great Orange Hiver, wWch
he discovered was composed of four anudler rivers, (he
Malalaren, the Yellow Kiver, and two ..ihers, which ha
named, in compliment to hia reapected frienda, the go-
vernor and lire aecretary at the Cape, the Craddock and
the Alexander. Tliia geographical discovery haa since
allordcd great picaaure to gentlemen of acience at the
Cape.

" Mr. Campbell and hia friends then returnfld to Klaar
Water, after a circular tour of six weeks ; and Mr. C. con-
tinned about a fortnight there, to arrange tlie affairs of that
settlement.

" He then procerded on a route entirely new, directly
neross the continent of Africa, westward, pursuing nearly
the course of the Great Orange Hiver; and, on the 13th
of September, reached Little Namaaqualand, on the
western const, where he had the pleasure of meeting th«
missionaries, Albrecht, Schmelen, and Ebner, labouring in
their usual manner.

" J VoiH hence Mr. Campbell despatched Mr. Schmelen
to^^ .Hi, ihe mouth of the Great River, distant about ten
days' journey, to ascertain, if possible, whether suppliea
could be obtained by sea from the Cape. Should this bo
found practicable, it will prove of inestimable advantage
to all the settlers on the banks of that great river, and save
the great labour and heavy expence ',f long journeys by
land to and from Cape Town.

" Mr. Schmelen was desired, after exploring the couik
try, especially the coast of Great Namaaqnaland, to pe*
netrate, if possible, into the Daniara country, to obtain
mforfnalion concerning its inhabitants, and the regions be-
yond them, known to Europeans only by name.

" One circunrstance, among the many difficulties and
deliverances which Mr. Campbell experienced, must not
be omitted. In the midst of that desolate wilderness
through which he passed, an attack was one night made
on his company by a party of wild Boshiesmen, who
killed one of the Hottentots, and carried off all their oxen,
which were more than one htindred. This left the mis-
sionaries in a situation, the peril and horror of which we
can scarcely conceive ; for had not their oxen been reco-
vered, their total destruction seemed inevitable; In their

trouble they called upon God, put themselves into the best
posture of defence lliey could, and sent a party of Hot-
tentots in pursuit of the plunderers : most happily they
overtook them ; the Boshiesmen fled^ and the cattle were
brought back before morning.

"After a journey of nine months, repfcte with daa
gers, discoveries, and mercies, Mr. C. returned to the
Cape, in better health than when he set out; and, on the

7 th of May, 1814, he arrived in Londotr, and gave the
society a full account of his successful-mission."
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CHAPTER XL

AFRICAN ISLANDS.
SECTION I.

STRAITS OF BABELMANDEL, AND ADJA-

_^ CENT ISLANDS.

-OABELMANDEL is situated towards the entrance
of the Red Sea, in the ver)- middle of the straits, about four

miles from the Arabian, and the same distance from the

Abyssinian, coasts. Hence it forms two channels, one
on each side of it, and, from its situation, might, if pro-
perly fortified, command both.

This strait was formerly the only passage througli whicli

the commodities of India found their way to Europe; but,

since the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope„the trade

by the Red Sea is comparatively of little consequence.
'

Tliis island is a barren sandy spot of earth, not more
than five miles in circumference, and contains only a
few inhabitants, for whom it just supplies a subsist-

ence.

Dahlak is situated near the coast of Abex, about
twenty leagues eastward from the continent, and about
the same distance south of Masua. It is the largest and
most considerable island on this coast, being near ninety
miles in circumference. The air is temperate and salu-

brious, the land well watered and verdant, and the inha-
bitants tolerably numerous.

Great numbers of camels, oxen, goats, &c. feed in

the pastures; the sea and rivers yield plenty of fish;

and the natives are profusely supplied from the conti-
nent with honey and grain; but the chief wealth of the
place arises from pearl-fishing, as the pearls found here
are some of the finest in the universe. Besides pearls,
this island pioduces many emeralds, some of which are of
the green colour, in all its different shades, from very dark
to extreme pale.

The goats' hair is very fine and long, so that it is manu-
factured into camblets. Here is a small insect, which feeds
on a kind of gum, that distils from a tree which has some
similitude to a cherry-tree ; and from this insect gum-lac,
used in varnishing, &c. is extracted.

Those inhabitants of Dahlak who do not concern them-
selves in fishing, are, in general, notorious piiates, and
plunder all the ships that come in their way. They be-
have with asperity to all, but particularly to the lurks,
when any of them are so unfortunate as to fall into their

'"•nds; and, when they return home, they take a peculiar

pleasure in boasting of their piratical exploits to thei
wives, children, and relations.

"

The king of Dahlak is sovereign of this and many
other islands, and his subjects consist chiefly of Christian
of the Abyssinian chuich.

The people of Dahlak are black and ill-favoured,
Lut

strong, robust, daring, and loyal to their sovereign.
T|,ev

are sagacious and crafty, pleasant companions" and ai'
mirably skilled in story-telling. Their clothing is a lar.e

piece of silk, or cotton, according to their respective

ranks, tied round the niiddle, and hanging down to the

feet; but from the middle upwards both sexes go naked
Their language is Arabic, with a mixture of some Un-
opian words.

The capital city, which goes by the same name as the

island itself, is situated on a point of land to the westward
of It

;
but it is of no great consideration, as the kini' re-

sides, the greatest part of the yfjar, at the little island of

Masua.

Masua is only half a mile in length, and somewhat
less in breadth. It is very flat, and lies near the main
land, on the north-west side. It has a good harbour, $9.

cure in all weathers, the depth of the walar being about

eight or nine fathoms, and the ground oozy. The entrance

of this port is. on the north-east side, towards the middle

of the channel, for from the east-north-east point of the

island there runs a shoal towards another point; so thai

,

ships must take care to keep the middle of the chanud,

which is very narrow, and consequently dangerous.

The inhabitants resemWe those of Dahlak, in their

customs and manners. The men are of Ivvo classes, those

who follow irafiic, or the pearl-fishery, and those who

live by piracy.

Masua, with all the opposite coast, was formerly sub-

ject to the king of Abyssinia; but, vithin the last Cen-

tury, it was seized by the king of Dahlak, who resides

here chiefly for the convenience of carrying on a trade

with the continent ; from whence he receives abundance

of gold and ivory.

Maratk is a low barren island, about three leagues

from the continent, and sixiy-six from Masun, but in

compass it does not exceed five m'les. On the soutli-

,west side, facing the coast, there is a good haven, formed

by two very long points, which extend north by west,

and south by east, inclosing a spacious harbour, narrow
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,t the mouth, where there lies a long flat island, with
some sand-banks and siioals, so that no sea can get in.

This port has two entrances, both very near the points.

The cliaiinel, on the east side, lies north by west. The
depth is tliree fathoms in the shallowest place, and increases

ailvancing in the port, where, near the shore, it is four
or five fathoms, and the bottom is rather muddy.
The people who inhabit this island differ in nothing

HJtli respect to customs, manners, &c. from those who
reside in Masua and Dahlak.

I C A.
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SECTION II.

ZOCOTRA.

Tiiis island is situated in ten degrees twelve minutes
north latitude, and fifty-tjirec degrees sixteen minutes east
longitude, about thirty leagues to the eastward of Cape
Guardafui, on the most easterly point of the continent of
Africa. It is about eighty miles in length, and lifty-four

in breadth, and has two good harbours.

The climate is sultry, owing to the short continuance of
llie rains, which seldom last more than two or three weeks
in the season

;
but this defect is remedied by heavy.dews,

occasioned by the lofty mountains, whose tops are gene'
rail) covered with snow, so high as to condense the
clouds, and afterwards dissolve them in a kind of heavy
mister fog, which thoroughly waters the earth. In some
parts are rivers, which rise from springs, and are never
dry; but other parts are totally destitute of water, except
in the rainy season. This island is populous; and the
inhabitants are under the government of a prince, or sultan,
Hho was once subject to the Sherefs of Arabia, but is

now tributary to the Porte.

The country abounds in cattle and fruit, with which,
and some other commodities, the natives t.ade to Goa'
"here they are better received than the Arabs, \vho are'

not permitted to enter that town without passports. Tiie
niher productions of the island are aloes, frankincense,
diagoiis' blood, rice, dates, coral, and ambergris.
Of coral thero are various kinds, some of which re-

semble small trees without leaves : and others are in the
form of a net. The inside of the branch.is seems to be
«flhe nature of horn; for it has the same scent when
putinlo the fire; but the bark is of a stoi:y nature, and
•ontains n^Mch salt. Coral, properly so called, is of a
sloiiy nature, and placed in the animal kingdom, because
t produces marine insects. Some of these are red, others

'•'•hitc, and others of vaiious colours. The red, of the
colour of vermilion, is best, and is supposed to be of
Ije male kind; and that xshich is palish, of the female,
fhe white coral is the next in value. It is always co-
vered with bark, and is stony, solid, and very hard, even
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in the water; though the branches are a little flexible they
soon grow hard in the air. The bark of the coral is a
mixture of tartar, and a fluid of a glutinous nature; and
though It IS a little rough, it admits of a verv fine polish
Some tlunk the black coral to be a sea-plant' of a differ-
ent nature. Red coral is particularly esteemed in Arabia
"liere it is used for making several sorts of articles, such
as spoons, heads of canes, knife-handles, and beads

liesides the natives, there are great numbers of Arabs
on this island; the latter of whom call the former by thename of Bedouins. These last are divided into two sorts
namely, the natives of the coast, who intermarry with the
Arabs, and arc called Half-Bedouins; and those of the
interior parts, who religiously adhere to their own cus-
toms, and account it a heinous crime to intermarry with
foreigners. These last are the true Bedouins, or ori-
gmal inhabitants of the country. They are much fairer
than the Indians, and are in general tall and well-propor-
tioned, but m their dispositions they are deceitful, indo-
lent, and cowardly. Their food consists of milk, butter
nee, dates, and the flesh of their cattle; and their com-
mon beverage is water.

The other inhabitants of this island are of a low stature,
disagreeable complexion, and hideous features; but they
are hardy, strong, and active. They feed on fish, flesh
milk, butter, and vegetables. Their common dish is a'

composition of all these boiled together, with wliich bread
or rice is eaten.

The native Bedouins go almost naked, having nothiii<r
more than a small piece of doth fastened round the waist"
and a cap made of goats' skin. The women go bare-
headed, and have a short gown or cloak, with a shift made
of goats' hair. But the most general dress of these
islanders consists of a long cloak, which reaches from the
waist to the ankles : it hangs down in a train behind, and
IS not unbecoming, though extremely incommodious, on
account of the heat of the climate. When they are at
work, they gather it up, and fasten it round the waist with
a girdle.

These people have several very strange and uncommon
customs. They practise polygamy, and divorce their
wives at pleasure, either for a certain time, or for ever.
A man may even be the father of children, without being
obliged to maintain either tncni or the mother, provided
the latter, during her jueguaucy, consents that the father
siiall give away the child, when it sees the light. On
these occasions the father kindles a Ine before the door
of his hut, and then makes proclamation that he will

give away the infant of wliich his wife is on the point of
being delivered. After this he Axes upon some particular

person for its adopted father, to whom the infant is con-
veyed immediately after its birth. Here it meets with that

tenderness and kindness which are denied it by the un-
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natural father, and is ordered to be fed with goats' milk.
|
ing against each other two pieces of odoriferous wnldThese children are called T//^ Ar)7?.c or ^//lyor/i/prc /i/*cni/i2-i>. ^u „-j i ...u:.-i- i ii - ... »These children are called T/ie sons or daughters of smoke;

and it frequently happens that a humane and liberal man
has the honour of rearing a dozen children, upon whom
he bestows all the affection of a real parent.

Another custom, not less strange and singular than
the above, is that of burying their sick before they have
breathed their last, esteeming it a duty to put them out ol

pain as soon as possible. When the father of a family

apprehends that his dissolution is near, he assembles his

children around him, whether natural or adopted, with
his wives, servants, and all his acquaintance, whom he
strongly exhorts to a compliance with the following ar-

ticles of bis last will ; Never to admit any alteration in
the doctrine or customs of their ancestors, never to inter-

marry with foreigners ; never to permit an affront done to
them or their predecessors to go unpunished ; and, lastly,

never to suffer a friend to lie in pain, when they can re-
lieve him by death. Such are the extraordinary requests
of the dying man ; after which he makes the signal to have
the last of tiem performed upon himself.

Justice is administered by the chief magistrates, who
are next in rank to the sultan they are called hodamos,
and sit at certain times to judge and determine in all c.nuses,

political or ecclesiastical, civil or criminal. They hold
their office only for a year, during which they preserve
the most distinguished power and dignity. There is no
appeal from this tribunal, nor can the successors reverse
any decree passed before their coming into office.

The punishment for murder is decapitation or impaling
the criminal alive. In cases of theft, if the robber escape
with his booty, and take sanctuary in a temple, he is pro-
tected

; but if he be caught by the person robbed before
he reaches the temple, he is delivered up to justice, and
the punishment for the crime is the loss of his right-hand.
More trifling offences are punished by fines, one half of
which goes to the sultan, and the other half is equally di-
vided among the magistrates.

With respect to the religion of the inhabitants of this
island, the Arabs amongst them are Mahometans, but all

the rest are Pagans, and practise the most superstitious
rites.

In seasons of great drought they assemble in a solemn
manner, and offer up their petitions to the moon. They
make a public sacrifice to her towards the beginning of lent,
and offer up numbers of goats in honour of her. They
enter into their temples whenever the moon rises or sets,
and practise several other religious ceremonies, which
prove them to be the zealous votaries of this inconstant
deity.

An English traveller says, " At the rising and setting of
the moon, or at the new and full moon, they make solemn
processions round their temples and burying places, strik-

about a yard long, which each man holds in his liands

This ceremony they perform three times in the day, and

as often at night ; after which, putting a large cauldron

suspended by three chains, over a great fire, they dip intu

it splinters of wood, with which they light their aiUrs

and the porch of the temple. They then put up theil

prayers to the moon, that she will enlighten them with het

countenance, shed upon them her benign influence ni i

never permit foreigners to intermix with them.
j

These particulars, relative to the religion of the inbt

bitants of this island, are confirmed by Sir Thomas Roj
who, during his stay here, took great pains to presene'

in his journal, a minute account of the manners and d,,'

toms of the natives. This writer says, that he found the

inhabitants of the island to consist of four different sorts

of men, viz. of Arabs, whom the king of Caxem had sent

to keep the island in subjection to him ; of slaves to the

prince, who are employed in preparing aloes, and otiier

offices of drudgery ; of Bedouins, the primitive inhabit-

ants of the island, who were banished to the mountains
till

they submitted to the yoke, and agreed to breed up their

children in the Mahometan religion ; and, lastly, of sa-

vages, with long hair, who live naked in the woods, and

refuse all society.

SECTION III.

COMORO ISLANDS.

The Comoro Islands derive their name from Comoro,

the largest of them. They are five in number; and the

other four are distinguished by the names of Mohilla, An-

gazeja. Hi izuan, or Joanna, and Mayotta. They lie op-

posite the shore of Zanguebar, and north of Madagascar.

Comoro, the largest, is not frequented by Europeans,

as it has no oafe harbour, and the natives are averse to

commerce with strangers. The reason originated from

the cruelties exercised on them by the Portuguese, when

they first visited these seas ; for they not only robbed ihelii

of their property, and committed the most dreadful out-

rages, but also made them captives, and frequently divested

them of every earthly enjoyment, by forcing them on

board their ships, and then selling them for slaves, It

is, therefore, little to be wondered at, that the descend-

ants of these unhappy people should look with detestation

on those who had proved themselves such strangers to hu-

manity.

This island is fertile, and abounds with cattle, sheep,

hogs, and fowls of various sorts. It also produces sweet

and sour oranges, great and small citrons, cocoa-nuts,

bananas, honey, betel, sugar-canes, rice, and ginger.

HiNZUAN, or Joanna, one of the principal of the

Comoro Islands, is situated between the north end of
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Madagascar and the continent of Africa, and is said to

possess many natural advantages. The appearance of the

iilaiid from the bay is thus described by Sir William Jones.
"We were at anchor in a bay, and before us was a vast

I {
ampiiitheatre, of which you may form a general notion by

II
picturing in your mind a multitude of hills, infinitely va-

il
ried in size and figure, and then supposing them to be
iJrown together, with a kind of artless symmetry, in all

jiaginable positions. The back ground was a series of
jpuntains, one of which is pointed, near half a mile

I

perpendicularly high from the level of the sea, and little

.iiore than three miles from the shore ; all of them richly

clothed with wood, chiefly fruit-trees, of an exquisite ver-

dure. I had seen many mountains of a stupendous height

ill Wales and Switzerland; but never saw one before,

round whose bosom the clouds were almost continually

roiling, while its green summit rose flourishing above them,
and received from them an additional brightness.

"Next to this distant range of hills was another tier,

part of which appeared charmingly verdant, and part ra-

tlier barren ;
but the contrast of colours transformed even

iliis nakedness into beauty. Nearer still were innumer-
able mountains, or rather clifl's, which brought down their

verdure and fertility quite to the beach ; so that every shade
of green, the sweetest of colours, was displayed at one
view, by land and by water. But nothing conduced more
to the variety of this charming prospect than the many
rows of palm-trees, especially the tall and graceful are-
cas, on the shores, in the .valleys, and on the ridges of
hills, where one might almost suppose them to have been
planted regularly by design. A more beautiful appearance
can scarcely be conceived than such a number of elegant
palms in such a situation, with luxuriant tops, like verdant
plumes, placed at just intervals, and showing between
ihem part of the remoter landscape, while they left the
rest to be supplied by the beholder's imagination. Neither
the territory of Nice, with its olives, date-trees, and cy-
presses, nor the isles of Hieres, with their delightful
orange-groves, appeared so charming to me as the"view
lm\ the road of Hinzuan."

To these remarks we shall append the following ac-
count of an excursion by two English travellers, the second
day after they landed on the island

:

"As we set out early in the morning, we aavancea
about five miles into the country before the sun began to
be troublesome; and this was no small stretch, consider-
ing the mountainous tract we had to go. We had fowl-
iiig-pieces with us, and a view of excellent* sport in shoot-
"ig, could wc iiave leactied the places where the game lay;
hut we could not gain the summit of the hills, though
we endeavoured to scramble up them on our hands and
k'lees. We were obliged, therefore, to rest satisfied with
what small birds presented themselves in the valleys, and

on the hills that were passable. We made our breakfast
on pine-apples and the milk of cocoa-nuts. About noon,
coming to a beautiful piece of water, we seated ourselves
in the shade, by the banks of it, to make a second meal
as well as to enjoy the tinkling of several little springs'
and natural cascades, that fell from the rocks, and, ac-
cording to their distance, seemed to sound a gradation of
notes, so as to form a kind of agreeable soothing water-
music.

"The orange and lime-trees, which stood in great num-
bers about that spot of ground, bending under the weight
of their fruit, diffused a most fragrant odour. There were
also pine-apples, which grew wild, of eleven and thirteen
inches in circumference, of a much richer flavour than
those we afterwards met with in India. Our guides pointed
out to ns a number of gusava, and especially plum-trees,
the size of whose fruit is about that of a damascene, and
leaves a pleasing flavour on the palate for some minutes
after it is eaten. All these growing promiscuously, and
without the least arrangement of order, combined with the
falls of water, and the stupendous height of the surround-
ing hills, covered with trees and verdure, and, in their
various breaks and projections, exhibiting the boldest
strokes of nature, altogether composed what might, with-
out exaggeration, be called a terrestrial paradise, compared
to which, the finest gardens hi Europe, with their statues,

artificial cascades, compartments, and all the refinements
of human invention, would aopear poor indeed. Here it

was impossible for art to add any thing but what would
rather spoil than adorn the scenery. It was not without
regret that we quitted so charming a spot, after having
feasted our eyes with the beauties of it ; to which it may
be mentioned, as no inconsiderable addition, that there

was no fear of wild beasts or venomous creatures, to in-

terrupt our pleasures."

In the interior of this island is a sacred lake, half a
mile in circumference. The adjacent hills, covered with
lofty trees, and the unfrequented solitude of the place,
seem more calculated to inspire religious awe in those
who visit this sequestered spot, than any sanctity in a flock
of wild ducks inhabiting it, which are deified and wor-
shipped by the original natives, who occasionally offer

sacrifices to them, and consult them as their oracles upon
all important occasions. Being extremely averse to con-
duct strangers to the lake, they always stipulate that all

fire-arms shall be left at the distance of five miles. The
worship paid to the birds ensures their safety and tran-

quillity, and renders them so perfectly tame, that they

fearlessly approach any one who goes to see them.

The chief cattle of this island are oxen, sheep, and
hogs. The oxen are, in general, of a middling size, and,

like those in the East-indies, are remarkable for liavnig a

large fleshy excrescence between their neck and back.

ii

i
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Their flesli is very sweet, and the excrescence, when kept

for some time in pickle, tastes like marrow, and is gene-

rally preferred either to tongue or udder.

In the woods are great numbers of monkeys, of diflfer-

ent kinds and sizes, and an animal called niongooz. This

animal is about the size of a small cat, and has a head

shaped like a fox, with black eyes, and orange-coloured

circles round the pupil. The hair about the eyes is black,

and hangs downwards in a point towards the nose, which

is also black; but there is a space between the eyes and

nose entirely white, which is continued to the sides of the

face, as far as the ears. The upper parts of the head,

neck, back, tail, and limbs, are of a dark-brown ash-co-

lour, and the hair is somewhat woolly ; the under side of

the body is white, and the paws are like human hands,

with flat nails, except a sharp-pointed claw on the second

toe of the hinder feet. The tail is long, and the hair

thick and soft. Its actions are like those of a monkey. It

feeds on fruits, herbs, and almost every thing else, not ex-

cepting even live fish. There are several sorts of these

animals, which differ only in colour ; and they are all very

harmless and inoffensive.

The maucauco is an animal about the size of a cat,

with a head nearly resembling that of a fox. It has a

lively piercing eye, its coat is woolly, and generally of a

mouse-colour, and its tail, which is about three feet long,

is variegated with circles of black, within an inch of each

other, quite to the end. When taken young, it soon grows

tame. The country abounds with large squirrels, but they

are neither of good shape or colour. They have fowls and
ducks here, and great variety of game ; but the inhabit-

ants are so inexperienced in the use both of nets and guns,

that very few of them are caught.

The sea here abounds with several sorts of excellent

fish, which the natives are very expert in catching, parti-

cularly thornbacks, mullets, and a flat fish, greatly resem-

bling the turbot. But the most remarkable species is the

parrot-fish, so called from its mouth, which is made like

the bill of a parrot. It is about a foot long, and the

colour is greenish, variegated near" tlie head with yellow,

'i'he fins are blue, as are also the eyes, which are very

sprightly, and have a yellow iris : the scales are very large,

and there are two rows of strong teeth in the mouth,
with which it breaks open muscles and oysters. The flesh

of this fish is very firm, and well-tasted.

The town of Joanna is the royal residence, and con-
tains about two hundred houses, which are enclosed either

with high stone-walls, or palings made with a kind of
reed; and tlie streets are little narrow alleys, extremely
iiiliicate, and forming a perlcct labyiintli. 'I'he better

kind of houses, wliich are built of stone, within a court-

yard, have a portico to shield them from the sun, and one
lung I'jfty room where they receive guests, the other apart-
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ments being sacred to the women. The sides of the'

rooms are covered with a number of small mirrors, bits „f
china-ware, and other ornaments, that they procure from
ships which come here to refresh : the most superb of
them are furnished with cane-sofas, covered with cliim

and satin mattresses.

The original natives of Ilinzuan occupy the hilly pj^j
of the country, and are frequently at war with tiic Arabian
interlopers, who, being greatly superior in point of num.
bcrs, have established themselves on the sea-coast by con-

quest. Though this is not the largest of tlie Coinoralslamls

it claims sovereignty over, and exacts tribute from
all

the others. Here also are a regular form <if government
and a public exercise of the Mahometan religion,

botli'

being introduced by the Arabians.

The colour of the two races of inhabitants is very dif.

ferent: the Arabs have not so deep a tinge as the otjiers

being of a copiicr complexion, with regular features and

a tolerably animated countenance. They consider a black

streak under the eye as particularly ornamental
; and this

they make every day with a painting-brush. The custom

of chewing betel-nut prevails greatly here, as in must

parts of the African continent. No one is without a purse

or bag of betel
; and it is looked upon as an indispensable

piece of civility to offer it to a friend, on meeting him or

taking leave.

Their religion licenses a plurality of wives and concu-

bines
; and of these they are so jealous, that tliey totally

seclude them from the sight of all other men : female

strangers, however, are admitted into the harem; and

some English women, whose curiosity has led them thi-

ther, make favourable reports of their beauty, and tl:e

richness of their apparel, which is displayed in a profu-

sion of ornaments of ^old, silver, and beads, in form uf

necklaces, bracelets, and ear-rings.

The men seem not to look with an eye of indifference

on our fair countrywomen, notwithstanding they are of

so different a complexion. One of the first rank amon;;

them, being deeply eiumoured of an English yoinig ladv,

wished to make a purchase of her at the price of five

thousand dollars; but, on being informed that tlit lady

would fetch at least twenty times that sum in India, lie

lamented that her value was so much above what he could

afford to give.

Most of these people speak a little English : they pro-

fess a particular regard for our nation: repeat that " Jo-

anna-man and Englishman all brothers ;" and never fail to

ask " How kin| George do ?" They are very temperate

and abstemious, wine being forbidden them by the laws of

Mahomet. They attend their mosques three or foiu

times every day ; and, in prayer, they prostrate themselves

on the ground, frequently kissing it, and expressing very

fervent devotion. The superstitious adoration paid by
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jome of the origmni inliabitanls to a Hock of ducks, wliich

we liavc already nicntioiied in a preceding part of lliis sec-

tion, is licid ill the utmost detestation by the Arabian part

of the islanders; but it seems impossible to abolish tiie

pmctire of it without occasioning a prodigious effusion

of blood. In general, they appear to be a courteous and
,vell-(iisposc(l people, and very honest in their dealings;
iherc are amongst them, however, as in all other nations,'

some viciously inclined
: and theft is much practised by

ilic lower class, notwithstanding the punishment of it is

very exemplary, being amputation of both the hands of the
delinquent. It must also be observed that these people,
like the inhabitants of most tropical countries, are very
indolent, and neglect to improve the richness of that soil

with which nature has blessed them.

Mr. Grose, who was a considerable time on this island,
|,as furnished us with a very curious account of the means
by which the sovereignly of it was first acquired.
"The grandfather of the present king," says our au-

ihor, "was an Arab, or Moorish trader to Mosambique
«lieic, in a quarrel with a Portuguese fidalgo, or gentle-
man, with whom he was dealing for slaves on that coast
lie had the misfortune to kill his adversary, and was obliged
instantly to fiy, and put to sea in the first boat he could
mc on the shore; when the first land he made was Jo-
anna, where he look refuge. Here, meeting with an hos-
piiabie reception, he remained some years in obscurity
nil an /Arabian vessel, being driven in there by stress of
weather, he made himself known to his countrymen for
whom lie procured all the relief tiie place afforded.

'

"In the mean time, he had so perfectly acquainted
himself with the language and manners of the inhabitant.
and was so captivated with the fertility and pleasantness
of the island, that he not only relinquished every thought
of returning to his own country, but laid a scheme to ob-
1111. for himself the sovereignty of this, in which he was
greatly countenanced and assisted by the Arabs, his coun-
irymcn, who came into his views, from the advantage
ilieyoxpecled to receive from his success,
"He proceeded not on a plan of violence, but r^f insi-

"iialion, n. „,aking himself necessary to the natives, whom
liemsiiucled in the use of arms, before unknown to them
especially ,n the assagay, or lance, which those of any
consideration among them now handle Mill, dexterity.
Ihis, with other methods of war, which he taught them
emirely now to these simple people, proving of sin..u.'
.11 service to them against the inliabitanls of the nci°h-
'wmg island,, especially of Molnila, with whom they

l|»d constant bickerings, sometimes invading, and some-
times invaded, acquired him such consideration and au-
""Tity that he soon availed himself ilierco/, and pro-
cured hnnself to be elected their chief, and was invested
^>"'' regal power. Yet this was not obtained but by
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degrees, and by great art; ihems.ilvos, loo, being divided
among one another. As soon as he had carried his point,
he made them repent of their credulity and confidence;
for, not only strengthening himself, by calling in some
of his countrymen, with their families, but choosin-
for his guards the most bold and determined of the na-
tives, he was soon in a condition to establish an ar-
bitrary government. Such as endcavouied to oppose
hmi in Ins pretensions and innovations, he forced fiom
their families, and sold them to the Arabs for slaves; who,
on this alteialion, increased their resort there for trade'
which they still continue. In short, he succeeded so
entirely, as to overcome all opposition, and to bequeath
the peaceable sovereignty to his son, uho was about forty-
three years of age when his father died, and who had no
further contention with his subjects, until also dying, a few
years ago, he left two sons, of whom the eldest was kin-
of the island when I was there."

"

The king seldom misses going on board the European
vessels, where the captains regale him in the best manner,
nnd compliment him, b.nh on his arrival and departure
wall a discharge of five guns. Every captain is <,bliged
to have a licence from the king before he can trade with
the natives; but this licence is easily acquired, nothing
more being wanting than to compliment him with a few
trifling articles of European manufacture.
As soon as a ship anchors in the road, it is immediately

surrounded by a number of canoes, hurrying on board
with refreshments of all sorts, the produce of the island;
and it is diverting enough to observe the confusion and
strife among the rowers, who shall get first to the ship to
dispose of their commodities. They are sometimes over-
set, when the sea is high, but without any danger to their
persons, as they are excellent swimmers, and lose only
their little cargoes. Their canoes are most of them ba-
lanced on each side with outleagcrs, composed of two
poles each, witii one across, to prevent their overset-
ting. They use paddles, instead of oars, and make no
distinction of head or stern. Their larger boats, called
panguays, are raised some feet from the sides with reeds
and bianches.of trees, well bound together with a sniall
cord, and afterwards made water-proof \\itli a kind of bi-

tumen, or resiiioiw substance. The mast carries a sail or
two, wjiich is made either of cocoa-leaves or steer-grass,
matted together; and in these boats they will venture out
to sea for trips of three or four weeks, and sometimes
longer.

SECTiOS jr.

MADAGASCAR.
KUeiil, aimale, Soi/, &c.] Marlagascar is the largest

of all the African Islands; being about eight hundred
CI

*"
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uiiles in length, and, in some parts, above two hundred

in breadth. It is every where watered by rivers and rivu-

lets, which rise from a long chain of mountains that runs

through its whole extent from cast to west. These moun-

tains are said to contain a variety of minerals and fossils.

They are also covered with precipices, the summits of

Mhicli are crowned with monstrous trees, that seem coeval

with the world, and interspersed with great cascades, the

approach to which is generally inaccessible. To these

views, so sublimely picturesque, rural scenes succeed;

little hills, gentle rising grounds, and extensive plains, the

vegetation of which is never repressed by the intemper-

ance or the vicissitudes of the seasons. The climate is

uncommonly fine, and the soil so extremely fertile, that

lands sown in the most careless manner produce a hundred

fold.

In the vicinity of Amboule, a large town of Madagas-

car, there is a fountain of hot water, within twenty feet

of a small river, whose sand is almost burning. The water

of the fountain is said to boil an egg hard in two hours

;

and the inhabitants affirm it to be a sovereign remedy

against the gout. ;••

Minerah.] Many of the most valuable minerals are

found here, among which are beds of pure rock-crystal,

often used for optical purposes, and by some called Brazil

pebbles, as also topazes, sapphires, emeralds, and spotted

jaspers, commonly termed blood-stones. ^

Vegetables.'] Of esculent plants, there are rice, bana-

nas, yams, several kinds of kidney-beans, gourds, water-

melons, and cocoa-nuts. The fruits are the pine-apple,

tamarinds, oranges, and pomegranates. The spices are

pepper, ginger, turmeric, cinnamon, 8cc. The Indian fig

grows here, as does the ebony, the bamboo, the cotton,

and indigo.

The fruit rabinsara, which abounds in the woods of

Madagascar, is very valuable ; and, according to the ac-

count of"^ M. de Pages, it unites in itself the qualities of

cloves, cinnamon, and nutmeg, and, when gathered a little

before it is ripe, is capable of supplying the place of

those spices. The sugar-canes of this island are much
larger and finer than any in the West-Indies, being as tiiick

as a man's wrist, and so full of juice, that a single foot of

them will weigh two pounds, and one of them will sup-

port a traveller for two or three days. Here are also

abundance of tamarinds, and such prodigious quantities of

limes and oranges, that very large casks may be filled witii

their juices at a trifling expence.

Animals^ The oxen of Madagascar are remarkably

large and fat, and have invariably a protuberance of fat

between the shoulders, weigliing about twenty pounds.

Their flesh is highly esteemed by Europeans trading to

India, and ships are frequently sent out on purpose to kill

and salt them in the island.

[part It.

The sheep of this island differ but little from the goat,»

being equally hairy; only their heads are somewhat

larger, their necks resemble that of a calf, and their tails

are so extremely large as to weigh nine or ten pounds.

The bats of Madagascar are of an extraordinary size

and prove very troublesome to strangers. This spccits

called the vampirr, has large canine teeth, a sharp black

nose, large naked ears, a pointed tongue, terminated bv

sharp aculeated papillie, strong compressed talons and

no tail. The head is of a dark ferruginous colour' on

the neck, shoulders, and belly, of a lighter red; oii ihe

back and the membranes of the wings, dusky.

These odious creatures fly in flocks, and sometimes ob-

scure the air with their prodigious numbers; tliey beoin

their flight from one island to another immediately
aftef

sun-stt, and return in clouds from the first dawn of ligln

till sun-rise. They commonly feed on fruits; and are so

fond of the juice of the palm-tree, that they will in(oj.

icatc themselves with it till they fall senseless on the

ground.

Vast quantities of locusts rise here from the low lands

in thick clouds, which frequently extend to an incredible

length and breadth. The natives eat these insects, and

even prefer them to their finest fish : their method of

cooking them is, to strip off their legs and w ings, and fry

them in oil. Crocodiles, chameleons, &c., may also be

reckoned among the most numerous animals of Mada

gascar.

ToTins, t^c] The French settlement of Fort Dauphin k

situated in the south-east extremity of the island, Abost

all the towns and villages are built upon eminences, and

surrounded by two rows of strong palisades, within which

there is a parapet of earth, four feet in height, and some-

times there is likewise a ditch, ten feet in breadth, and six

feet in depth. Their household furniture consists only of

rush mats, which are either of a yellow or red colour.

The floors on which they lie are covered with these mats,

without bed, bolster, quilt, or any sort of covering, and

the pillow is only a log of wood. Their kitchen-furniture

consists of earthen pots, called villangues, wooden dishes

and spoons, dried gourds, or calabashes, to hold water,

knives, gridirons, mortars to pound rice, troughs, and

Tvmnowing-fans, with large vessels for honey-wine. The

leaves of dates, twelve feet long, and four broad, are

used instead of napkins, and small portions of them serve

as plates. These are spread upon mats on the ground,

for neither tables nor chairs are used.

Customs, Manners, Religion,- and Govenment.] Th'

natives of Madagascar, called Madecasses, are in person

above the middle size of Europeans. The colour of the

skin varies considerably in different tribes : among some

it is of a deep black, among others tawney : some of the

natives are of a copper-colour j but the complexion of
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by far the greatest number is olive. All those who are

black have woolly hair, like the negroes on the coast of

Africa; but those who resemble Indians and Mulattoes

|„ve hair equally straight with ihikt of Europeans, and

tlieir features are very regular and agreeable. In their

dispositions they are lively and obliging; but wholly des-

titute of genius; vain, whimsical, and interested. Prompt

in the use and application of their bodily faculties ; but

without the powers of ratiocination, or any thing like prin-

ciple and system.

They wear an apron at their girdle, and something of

ihe same kind on theii shoulders, with a bonnet in form

of an umbrella. Their hair is combed into small tresses,

and the beard is sufllered to grow only on the chin.

The women have expressive faces, and are generally of

the middle size, or rather under it ; and though few can

he called ugly, scarcely any can be ranked among the

handsome or pretty part of the sex. They tie a long

apron round their waist, with a kind of under-waistcoat,

which barely covers the breasts. They are fond of silver

ornaments about the neck and arms. Their hair is di-

vided into a multitude of little tresses, variously disposed,

according to the particular fancy or taste of the indivi-

dual.

The men are little addicted to agriculture, and are more
inclined to look after their cattle, which roam in the woods.

On the women ii chiefly devolved the care of cultivating

ilie fields, of raising rice, corn, and fruits, particularly

ihe cassava, or Madagascar bread-tree.

Their common food consists of rice, bananas, and dried

fish: they consume very little fresh meat, or fresh fish.

Their usual beverage is rice-water, or the juice of the

sugar-cane, fermented with mustard and pimento.

Though the natives of this island have no regular form
of religious worship, yet they adore one Supreme Being,

as the patron of justice and goodness, who will judge men
after death, and reward or punish them for their demerits

or good actions. The initiatory rite of the Jews is gene-
rally performed upon males between the seventh and eighth

day of their age; but sometimes at a later period; and
the day of circumcision is solemnized in all families with
much joy and festivity.

They believe also in a devil, or evil being ; and upon
this article of their creed is founded the craft of the pan-
saret, or magician, who, being supposed to defeat or con-
trol the machinations of tht; invisible enemy, practises a

thousand tricks on the credulity of the multitude. Few
Indians, indeed, of good sense, give credit to the virtue
of his eiiLhantments ; but the more ignorant and supersti-

tious, who always compose tiie great mass of the people
in every country, suffer themselves to be sadly duped by
his fraud and imposition.

Amulets of a species of wood, suspended round the
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neck, or preserved in a little bag, are supposed to secure
the possessor against wounds, or the disasters of wai.

A shrimp, or toad, applied with words of magical .power
to the head of a patient, is expected to restore hiui to his

wonted health. Exposing the sick in a hut of a certain

elevation, with an eastern aspect, from which is let tly

an assemblage of party-coloured threads, is deemed a

sovereign remedy in the most desperate cases. A cure is

sometimes expected from painting the posts of the pa-
tient's house with different colours. Perfumes mix in abun-
dance in all the arts and enchantments of the magician

;

and though the greatest part of this, no doubt, is impos-
ture, the effects of effluvia are not unknown to the phy-
sician or the philosopher.

Madagascar presents a traveller with many other absurd

observances, of which it may be difficult to trace the

origin
; but which, for the most part, seem to be the bar-

barous vestiges of religious notions, indistinctly transmitted

to the people from their Asiatic neighbours.

They are accustomed to hunt the whale all along the

coast; and, having been fortunate enough to strike him
with the harpoon, they wait till his strength is nearly ex-

hausted, when they haul him towards the shore. The
women, watching their success, having by this time assem-

bled on the beach, begin songs of praise in honour of him
who had the merit of giving the first wound. The singers

having withdrawn, the whale is dragged as near as possi-

ble to land, and surrounded by all the principal men of

the village, when the pubUc orator advances, and having

pronounced a long oration on the pre-eminence and ex-

cellent qualities of the fish, it is cut up, and affords an

immediaie repast to the assembly.

All matters of dispute receive a formal discussion in

the palaver, or council of the tribe. Here, too, all public

business is solemnly and deliberately discussed; and much
time is taken in weighing the arguments of different speak-

ers. With all this affectation of gravity, however, the in-

habitants of Madagascar have a weak intellect, and are

far from being qualified, by a sound understanding, to

avail themselves of maxims drawn from experience, in

considering the contingencies of futurity.

Besides, as the country is divided into many small and

independent states, the interest of any individual commu-
nity becomes very much involved, insomuch that it is dif-

ficult to determine what line of conduct is most eligible.

But their chief misfortune, as politicians and men of busi-

ness, origii^ates in the versatility of then own minds, winch

can never be fixed on one precise object.

Properly in this island consists in cattle, grain, and

slaves. Every person who has had the misf'Dituiie to be

made a prisoner of war, is reduced to slavery, and from

that moment is regarded by his own kindred as an oiiject

of contemot.
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'ITieir armi consist of a shield and a kind of lance,

whicli they have the art of throwing with peculiar address.

They are also tolerably well provided with muskets, which
they have purchased of the Trench, and in the use of
which they are not unskilful. A few of the petty princes

have procured swivel-guns from the same quarter; and,

it is said that, one of them is in a condition to bring can-
non into the field.

On the eve of war, the women, children, and cattle,

retreat to the woods, and remain in concealment till the

issue of the campaign. The village is then occupied only
by the men, who, previously to an act of hostility, sacri-

fice an ox. An Indian, distinguished for his eloquence,
then rises and makes a long harangue on the arrogance and
injustice of the enemy ; his countrymen meanwhile dipping
their lances in the blood of the victim. The carcase is

then cut in pieces with the skin, and distributed among
the by-standers, who instantly devour each man his por-
tion with the most horrid voracity ; a ceremony sufficiently

descriptive of those ferocious sentiments with which they
proceed to vindicate tiicir rights, or avenge their wrono's.

Their operations in the field are of a very desultory nature
consisting chiefly m harassing tlie enemy, or in attempting
to surprise him when disadvantageously posted, or in the
night.

If they have reason to imagine that an enemy is off his

guard, or little prepared for the defence of his fort, they
form a blockade round it, and endeavour, by a coup-de-
main, to make ^he chief a prisoner of war. Should they
have the good fortune to succeed, they plunder his village,

drive off his cattle, and enslave his vassals ; but seldom
or never come to any thing like a regidar engagement.

These people are susceptible of very violent enmities;
iiud sometimes execute on their devoted subjects the most
(ieiiberate cruelties. M. de Paglt, saw a chief dressed in

a necklace, formed of the teeth of a rival, whom he had
slain in battle. A man of the first quality, having cap-
tured a daughter and a cousin of an obnoxious neighbour,
ordered them into his presence, and, in cold blood, with
a single stroke of his lance, killed the former, and dis-

missed her companion to carry home the dismal news to
the parent.

The customary use of presents is the same here as in
India. It is the business of the mferior to make the first

advance, as well as the first present; but he is sure of a
return. This custom of giving and receiving presents,
forms the bond of union between strangers and the oriental
nations; and where the protection of a chief is not only
necessary to security, but subsistence, we ought not too
hastily to condemn a practice different from our own.
Here presents are publicly given; with us the same effect
is often produced by the less lionouiable means of private
gratuities and solicitations.

GEOGRAPHY.' rp,„„

The natives of Madagascar indulge in all the offices 0/
hospitality

; a virtue which is rather the result of a natural
impulse of the heart, than the practice of any fixed and
defined precept, such as founds the exercise of it Ji, d
nations of Asia. When some travellers tell us, however
lluit ill Madagascar the ofliices of hospitality are carried
to such a pitch of extravagance, as to make it customary
for parents to prostitute their children to the embraces of
strangers, they speak either from ignorance, or from a de-
sire of exciting wondtr in their readers. From a closer
inspection of their manners, it will be found, that die liulc

regard shown to chastity among that people may be re-

solved into a covetous principle, and a long acquaintance
with the propensities of dissolute men.

Besides the article of presents, the chief, by means of
his daughters, who act as spies on the sentiments and
conduct of the paramour, obtains such intelligence as is

sometimes conducive to his safety and independence,
Thus the young ladies of Madagascar, habituated to in-

trigue, prompted by the political and mercenary views of
their parents, and captivated by the charm of sonic new
jiersonnl ornament, are easily won by the vows of their

admirers, '

In the language of this island, which is by no means
harsh or disagreeable, M. de Pages observed some of the

same inflections of voice which occur in that of the Phi.

lippine Isles. It seems to be a compound of different

dialects, and contains many words borrowed from the

Arabic and Portuguese.

The province of Anossi, in Madagascar, is inhabited

by three different sorts of whites, and four classes of ne-

groes. The whites are distinguished by the names of Ro.

liandrians, Anacandrians, and Ondzatsi; and the forinp

of these claim a pre-eminence over all the others; fc

when they proceed to the election of a sovereign, he ,1

always chosen from the Rohandrian race, and the nm
of his tribe hold the rank of princes, and are honotned ai

such by all the rest of his subjects. The Anacaiidiians

are accounted the bastards of the princes, as having de-

scended from Rohandrian men and inferior white or black

women. These are likewise'called by the name of OiUm-
pnssemaca, or " people from the sandy parts of Mecca,"

from whence, they say, came the Rohandrians. Tlie

Ondzatsi, or lowest class of whites, are descended frum

the illegitimate sons of the Anacandrians. These are

all fishermen, and are allowed to kill no land-animal, e*-

cept a chicken.

The four classes of negroes are named Voadziri, Lo-

havohits, Ontsoa, and Andeves. The Voadziri, the rich-

est and most powerful class, arc masters of several villager,

and descended from the original lords of the country.

They enjoy the privilege of killing beasts, when at a dis-

tance from the whites, and no Rohandrian or Anacandriaii
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in the village. The Loiiavoliits are (lesreinlaiib from the

V'nad/iri, niid also lords ; but with tfiis dillereiice, that the

iiiic toiiiniands a whole district, and the jurisdiction of

the otiiers extends only to their own family and viilajrc.

Tliey are also permitted to kill those beasts they intend

to eat, when at a distance from the whites. The Ontsoa

are next to the Lohavohits, and are their near relations

;

ami the Andeves are the lowest of all, being originally

ilaven by father and mother.

The Voadziri, Lohavohits, and Ontsoa, enjoy the pri-

,iligc of submitting themselves, on the death of tiieir so-

vereign, to any chief they please ; but, by the present which
\he new lord makes on this occasion, he becomes the heir

10 all their possessions. Hence the lower classes, both

of whites and blacks, are generally under the greatest aii-

guisli of mind when death approaches, knowing that their

lords will not fail to deprive their children of every thing

they possess. The Andeves have no choice in the election

of a ruler; but in times of famine their chiefs are obliged

to supply them with necessaries, or, in failure thereof, the

people may throw off their allegiance.

Of the government of the island now under considera-

tion we have the following account, in the second volume
of Count licnyowsky's Memoirs:—" The Madagascar
people have always acknowledged the line of Ramini as

that to which the right of Ampansacahe, or sovereign, be-

longs. They have considered this line as extinct since the

death of Dian Ramiri Larizon, which happened many
years ago, and whose body was buried upon a mountain,

out of which flows the river Manangourou ; but, having

acknowledged the heir of this line on the female side, they

re-established the title in 1776. The right of the Ampan-
sacabe consists in nominating the Rohandrians to assist in

the cabars, at which all those who are cited are bound to

appear, and the judgment of the sovereign in his cabar
is decisive. Another prerogative is, that each Rohandrian
is obliged to leave him, by will, a certain proportion of
his property, which the successors usually purchase by a
small tribute. Thirdly, the Ampansacabe is entitled to

exact from each Rohandrian one-tenth of the produce of
his land, together with a certain number of slaves and
homed catde."

At the time of our author's visit to Madagascar, it ap-
peared that there were thirty-eight Rohandrians actually
reigniiig, and two hundred and eighty-seven Voadziri.
" These orders." continues he, " preserve a regular grJ'--

datioii, of which it would be extremely difficult to give a
iletailed account. They live in the manner of the ancient
patriarchs. Every father of a family is priest and judge
'» His own house, though he depends on the Lohavohit,
who superintends his conduct : this last is also answerable
'0 his V'oadziii, and the Voadziri to the Rohandrian."
M. Rochon, from a dissertation of M. Commerson

VOL.

has given the following account of a nation of dwarfs, call-
•d Kinu.s, who inhabit the interior parts of this island :—

" The distinguishing characteristics of these small
people are, that they are whiter, or at least paler, in colour
than all the ntgroes hitherto known; that their arms are
so long, that thry can stretch their hands below their knees
without stooping

; and that the women have scarcely any
breasts, except when they suckle; and even then, we'are
assured, the greater part of iheni arc obliged to make use
of cows' milk, in order to nourish their young. With
regard to intellectual faculties, these Kimos are not in-
ferior to the other inhabitants of Madagascar, who are
known to be very lively and ingenious, though they aban-
don themselves to the utmost indolence ; but, we arc told
tiiat, the Kimos, as they are much more active, arc also
much more warlike ; so that their courage being, if we
may use the expression, in the double ratio of their sta-

ture, tiny have never yet been overcome by their neigh-
bours, who have often made attempts for that purpose.
Though attacked with superior strength and weapons, (for
they are not acquainted with the use of gunpowder and
fire-arms, like their enemies,) they have always fought with
courage, and retained liberty amidst their rocks," which,
as they are extremely difficult of access, certainly contri-
bute very much to their safety. They live there upon
rice, various kinds of fruits, roots, and vegetables; and
rear a great number of oxen and sheep, which form also
a part of their subsistence. They hold no communication
with the different casts by whom they are surrounded, either
for the sake of commerce, or on any account whatever
as they procure all their necessaries from the lands whicli
they possess. As the object of all the petty wars between
them and the other inhabitants of the island is to carry
away on either side a few cattle or slaves, the diminutive
size of the Kimos saves them from the latter injury. With
regard to the former, they are so fond of peace, that they
resolve to endure it to a certain degree ; that is to say, till

they see from the tops of their mountains a formidable
body advancing, with every hostile preparation, in the
plains below. They then carry the superfluity of their
flocks to the entrance of the defiles, where they leave
them, and, as they say themselves, make a voluntary sa-

crifice of them to the indigence of their elder brethren;
but at the same time threaten, in the severest terms, to
attack them without mercy, should they endeavour to
penetrate farther into their territories : a proof that it is

neither from weakness uor cowardice that they purchase
tranquillity by presents. Their weapons are assagays and
darts, which they use with the utmost dexterity. It is pre-

tended, if they could, according to their ardent wishes,
hold any intercourse with Europealns, and procure from
them fire-arms and ammunition, they would act on the

offensive, as well as the defensive, against their neiah-

6K ' o o
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Imiirit, who would then, perha|)!i, think themselvja very

Imppy to picserve peace. .

" At the ciistunce of two or three days' journey from

Fort Diiupliiu, tlic iuhabitunt.s of that part of the coun-

try »hcw a number of small barrows, or earthen liillockii,

in the form of graves, wliirh, as is said, owe their origin

to a great massacre of the Kimos, who were tiefeatcd in

the Held by their ancestors. However this may be, a tra-

dition gtnrrally believed in that district, as well as in the

whole island of Madagascar, of the actual existent <• of

the Kimos, leaves us no room to doubt, that a part, at

least, of what wo are told respecting this people, is true.

It is astonishing, that every thing which we know of this

nation is collected f|;om their neighbours ; that no one has

yet made observations on the spot where they reside; and
that nrithir the governor of the Isles of France and Bour-
bon, nor the commanders at the different settlements w hicli

the French possessed on the coast of Madagascar, ever

attempted to penetrate into the interior parts of the coun-

try, with a view of adding this discovery to many others,

which they might have made at the same time.

"To return to the Kimos, I can declare, as being an eye-

witness, that, in the voyage which 1 made to Fort Uaii-

phin, about the end of the year 1770, the Count dcMo-
dave, the last governor, who had already communicated
to me part of his observations, at length afforded me the

satisfaction of seeing among his slaves a Kimos woman,
aged about thirty, and three feet seven inches in height.

Her complexion was, indeed, the fairest I had seen among
the iidiabitants of the island ; and I remarked that she was
well-limbed, though so low of stature, and far from being

ill-proportioned ; that her arms were exceedingly long, and
could reach, without bending her body, as far as the knee;
that her hair was short and woolly; that her features,

which were agreeable, approached nearer to those of an
European than to an inhabitant of Madagascar; and that

she had naturally a pleasant look, and was good-humoured,
sensible, and obliging, as far as could be judged from
her behaviour. With regard to breasts, I saw no ap-
pearance of them, except the nipples: but this single
observation is not at all sufficient to establish a variation
from the common laws of nature.

" A little before our departure from Madagascar, a de-
sire of recovering her liberty, as much as a dread of being
carried away from her native country, induced this little

slave to make ker escape into the woods."

SECTION F.

MAURITIUS, OK THE ISLE OF FRANCE.
Situation, Extent, Sfc] This island is situated m eighteen

degrees thirty minutes of soutli latitude, and fifty-six

degrees eight minutes of east longitude, and is about one

KOCiRAPIIV. p,„ „
hundred and fifty miles in circumference. Tlie form
oval, and from many of the mountains torrenJs of ,»„f
rush down with great impetuosity, and form various rapi,|

rivers and rivulets, which are foul near where they f,|)

particularly in the rainy season, but grow clearer a« ihc

turn farther from the mountains, and are perfectly trans
parent before they disembogue themselves into the aea

Mauritius is watered by above sixty rivulets, some of
which deserve the name of rivers, but others do not con-
tain any water in the dry season. The whole have their

sources principally in the mountains.

Soil.] The soil is almost invariably of a reddish colour
and mixed with veins of iron, which arc frequently fomj
near the surface in pieces about the size of a pea. In

some parts, the ground resembles pipe-clay, and, to male
trenches in it, they tut it with axes. There is no real sand

in the soil ; but the ground is every where rocky, except

where artificial means have been used to make it other-

wise.

Chief Towns.] This island contains two ports, the prin.

cipal of which is to the south-east, where the Dutch set-

tlement formerly was ; the remains of the building belong-

ing to which arc still seen. This port may l)e entered

with ease before the wind ; but it is difficult to get out of

it, as the gales generally blow to the south-east. The
other port, named Port Louis, is situated to the north-

west, and is smaller than the former; but the town be.

longing to it is deemed the capital of the island, though

It is situated in a most disagreeable spot. This town, de-

nominated the Camp, is built at the bottom of the port,

and towards the opening of the valley. The valley is en-'

circled by a chain of mountains, whose summits are rocky,

without trees or bushes, but covered with a dingy herb.

The town itself is built with tolerable regularity; the

houses are of wood, and only one story high : they stand

separate from each other, and are all surrounded by palli-

sadoes. The streets are not paved or planted with trees,

nor are there any fortifications, except towards the sea,

where the place is defended by the fort called Fort Blanc,

and a battery on the little island of Tormellieres.

f'egetabks.] On the Island of Mauritius is a turf, which

grows in beds near the sea-shore : it is very thick and elas-

tic, and its leaf is small and sharp-pointed. The cattle

will not touch this herb, but browse upon a kind of dogs'

grass, which grows in many parts, and jets out little hard

branches from the joints. The best herb is one that grows

on the windward side of the island : it has large blades,

or rather leaves, and is green and tender all the year.

Here are a prickly sort of asparagus; a mallow, with

small leaves ; a thistle, with y.-How flowers, which yields

seeds that are poisonous ; a kind of sweet-scented lily,

and sweet basil, which is of a healing quality.

The plants called raquettes, which bear yellow flowers,
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irc uittl, on account of their sharp prickled, in making

liedncs. Tlie velunlicr ii a plant whose odi.ur is agree-

able at a distance, less so aa approached, and perfectly

iiaujcoiis very near. There is a kind of hrunible that

beam a nut, the kernel of which is bitter, but efficatious

ill many disorders of the body. Balm-glirubs, and a bastard

l^iiid of potatoe, are common, as is pannicr-grnss, which
laKer nerves for physic and clothing; for it i« used medi-

cinally, and likewise to make thread.

The Europeans seem to have been particularly attentivo

to the improvement of the vegetable system in this island,

ami lliat in all its variety. By means of culture, it pro-

duces, in great abundance, the difterent articles which
serve cither to please liie eye, or to gratify the palate.

Animals.'] The only (|Uii(lrupeds natural to this island

arc monkeys and rats. 'I'he latter are very destructive to

ll:e corn and fruit. As the Europeans have transplanted

a variety of articles in the vegetable system into this island,

whave they, by importation, propagated numbers of useful

animals, among which are horses, oxen, sheep, and hogs.
The birds called corbigeaux are deemed the best game

(ji) this island, but they are very difhcult to catch. There
arc parrots, paroquets, two sort* of tropic birds, pigeons,
and blackbirds, which are much admired by the natives.

They have various kinds of poultry ; but the most com-
mon are ducks and fowls, the former of which were
brought from Manilla, and the latter from Europe. The
«ilJ fowl are pintadoes, Chinese pheasants, pigeons, and
three sorts of partridges.

The most generally esteemed fish for eating here is a
kind of turbot, called the water-pullet, the fat of which
is green, and exceedingly delicious. The hog-fish has a
head which greatly resembles a pike; and upon its back
are seven points, as large as its body, united by a mem-
brane, streaked with bro«n stripes, and resembling the
wing of a bat.

Whales are frequently seen to the windward of this
island; but they are not so large as those in the northern
seas. Some of the fish near this island are poisonous, and
olhers delicate and nutritious.

The eels are of the conger kind: they are, in general,
eii,ht feet long, as thick as a man's leg, and exceedingly
voracious. There arc numbers of lobsters, cray-fish, a°id
crabs

:
the two former are of a fine blue colour, marbled

with black : the latter are principally grey.
There are great numbers of insects in this island : the

most destructive are the grasshoppers. Ants are also nu-
merous, and very troublesome in the houses, as it is dif-
ficult to secure the provisions from being destroyed by
them. Here are wasps, spiders, various kinds of flies,
centipedes, and lizards. Moths, or small butterflies, so
'"fest the houses after dark, tliat the inhabitants are
obliged to put their candles into glass cylinders.

I C A.' ^
I There IS an insect here, caMed formicaleo, which is par-
ticularly .lestructive to the ants ; and another named can-
cielus, of which there ar« three sorts; (he most common
are about the size of a cock-chafer, of a rcd.lish brown:
another sort is flat, and of a grey colour. 'J'he houses aro
pestered with them, especially in wet weather, and they are
very destructive to books and furniture.

The temperature of the climate is so favourable to the
propagation of insects, that in a short time the fruits would
be eaten up by them, and the island itself become uninha-
bitable, but most of the fruits of the meridional countries
are clothed with a thick rind, and afterwards with a ,kii,
a very hard shell, and an aromatic bark, insomuch that the
flies can introduce their eggs but into very few of them
Many of these noxious animals are at perpetual war with
each other. The formicaleos lay snares for the ant • the
green fly pierces the cancrelas; the lizard hunts the but-
terfly; the spiders spread nets for every insect that flies;
and the hurricane, which rages once a year, annihilates, at
once, a great part both of the devourers and their prey.

Customs, Manners, $;c.-\ The male inhabitants of this
island are of the ordinary size, and tolerably proportioned
I he women are pale, but well made, and, in general
handsome. They have great vivacity, and seem to pos-
sess minds capable of improvement. The most usual
dress is muslin, trimmed with rose-coloured taff^ety They
are extravagantly fohd of their children; yet, beii... igno-
raiit themselves, they wholly neglect their education.
The first French settlers were simple, industrious, and

hospitable; but, when the importance of the island was
known, others came from France, from the same motives
and with the same views, as induce Europeans, in general'
to repair to foreign settlements. The leading principle
of the emigrators was avarice, to which they sacrificed
both humanity and justice; and the same principle is still
predominant among those who may be deemed the Eu-
ropean inhabitants of the island.

Their houses are mere cabins of wood, which may be
easily removed from one place to another upon rollers.
The windows have neither glass nor curtains, and the
furniture consists of but few articles, and those very plain.

In proportion to the number of people, few here are
married. The people, in general, are immoderately fond
of dancing; and the women in the plantations seldom come
to town but at Easter, to confess, or when a ball is an-
nounced.

The mode of travelling, particularly for women and
children, is in palanquins, carried by slaves; for the baa-
ness of the roads, and the uiievemiess of the streets, will
not admit of the use of wheel-carriages.

The blacl^ inhabitants of the island are either Indians
or negroes. The Indians are Malabars, or Malayans, who
come from Pondicherry, to article themselves as seivants
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for a certain number of years. Tliene occupy a spoi
called tlic Cttiiip of the Bliuk.i. In general, ilnj work
at tutile.s, uutl inv sob«r mul frugiil. 'I'licy uri- dressed in

long muslin gowns, wciir n tuilmn on (heir lu-.ids, have
gold rings in llieir cars, mid silver brucelcts on their

vvristsi. Siinm few serve the prinripnl people ns rnnning-
foomien. TluftC being ecpiipped willi u hundsoine eiuie,

an<l a poniard at the girdle, affect great state, and deliver

the most trivial messages with an air of inipoit;nu:e.

The negroes, or ,>ilaves, are brought from Madagascar.
These are neither so black, nor to badly featured, ai the

natives of CJuinen, but resemble the lunopeans in feature

and, in complexion, incline to a copper-colour. 'J'hey

are, for the most part, active, ingenious, grateful, and
faithful ; and have a keener sense of an insult done to any
one they love, than of any personal injury to llicniselves.

SECTION n. '

BOURBON.
' This island is situated in twenty -one degrees south lati-

tude, and fifty-four degrees east longitude, and is upwards
of one hundred miles in circumference. It was first dis-

covered, in the year 154.5, by a Portuguese, of the house
«f Mascarinhas, who gave it the name of Mascariii, which
it retained till the year lfi54, vhen M. de Flacourl tpok
possession of it in the name of the king of France, and
gave it the name of Bourbon, which it still retains. He
left there a few of his people and slaves, who, not liking
their situation, were afterwards brought away by an Vai^.
lish ship. 'I'he Trench, however, again formed a settle-

ment there in 1074.

According to tlie latest accounts of this island, it

abounds m all kinds of refreshments ; and the air is parti
cularly excellent. The roads are good for shipping; but
there is not an liarbour in the whole island. Here is

plenty of wood and water; and the face of the country
is beautifully diversified with hills and dales, pastures and
woods, and watered by excellent springs and rivulets. In
one of the mountains there is a small volcano, which dis-
charges fire, and fills the neighbourhood with a bituminous
matter; and the flames are perceived, in the night-time,
at the distance of twenty-five leagues.

Some of the trees are fit for building vessels. The Isle
of Bourbon likewise produces the shrub that bears coffee,
the tamarisk, cocoa, cotton, aloe, and ebony tree. The
black ebony is less esteemed than the yellow; and the
wild coffee, which is very plentiful, is exceeding good.
Many of the trees and plants produce odoriferous gums;
and there are plenty of oranges, lemons, tobacco, palms,
white pepper, &,c.

Vines are successfully planted here, and considerable
quantities of different kinds of grapes are annually produced.

C5K0GRAPHY.
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But the greatest inconveniences arise from the terrible hu
rieanes and »torm«, which are not only violent, (,m ^^^'

Irequent; hence shipwrecks arc common, and the nu)«
horrid devastations become familiar (o the e>p.

This island abounds with black cattle, hogs, gom,^ ,„

.

boars, the llesh of which is admirable, on account of iliej,

feeding on tortoises ; many kinds of fowls, pigeons, tunic
iloves, parrots, ike. The surrounding seas, and intern,!,
ing rivers and rivulets, supply the inhabitants with abun-
dance of fish

; and on the shore are found great im,^
tities of ambergris, corals, and beautiful shells.

A French writer, in speaking of this island, says, "Tlie
best animal found here, whether for taste or wliolcjoiuc-

ncss, is the land-lortoise
; and the most agreeable fruii i)

the anana. This tortoise is of the same figure with llio,,.

in Europe, but of very different size.

" The bat of this island is very singular, and might be

called the flying-fox
: it resembles this animal in i,^^ bair

head, cars, and even teeth. The female has tw,, teals

and under each wing a bag, to carry her young in. Tin'

length of the wing is about four feet from one cxiremiiv

to the other. The flesh is so delicious, that the naiin,

hunt for them with the same eagerness that we sboot

partridges."

A French officer, who visited both this island and

Mauritius, relates the following anecdote, concerning oin.

of the i)irates who used to infest this island. "Tin.

viceroy of Goa came one day to anchor in the road uf

St. Denis, and was to dine with the governor. He had

scarcely set his foot on shore before a pirate ship, of

fifty guns, anchored along-side his vessel, and took lier.

The captain landed, and demanded to dine at the go-

vernor's. He seated himself at table !)etween him and

the Portuguese viceroy, to the latter of whom he declared

that he was his prisoner. Wine and good cheer having

put the seaman in good humour, M. Desforges, the "o-

vcnior, asked him at how much he rated the viceroy's

ransom .? ' I must have,' said the pirate, ' a thousand pi-

astres.' « That's too little,' said M. Desforges, ' for a

brave fellow, like you, to have for a great lord, like him:

ask enough, or ask not any thing.' < Well, then, I ask

not any thing,' replied the corsair, * let him be free.' Tlic

viceroy instantly re-embarked and set sail, happy at having

escaped on such good terms. The pirate settled on the

island, and was hanged, a considerable time after an am-

nesty had been published m favour of his companions, and

in which he had failed to have himself included. This

injustice was the work of a counsellor, or judge, «ho

was desirous of appropriating the spoils of the pirate to

his own use."

The same writer has alsogiven us the following descrip-

tion of the original inhabitants of this island, with obser-

vations on their present state
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I he manners of (lie firit inhabitant! of Bourbun were

,«ry tiiiiple; and llie greater number of llie liuutea were

gui made to iliut, io ihu* a hick wutt a curiosity. Some
ppio fven put their money in a tortoiie-shell over their

Joor. 'I'hey dre»»c(l in blue clotli, went bare-footed, and

lufd upon rice and colFec. They imported but little from

Europe; contented without luxury, they lived without

(,anl. They joined to this moderation the virtues that

ever ittenil it, good faith in commerce, and generosity in

ibeir proceedings. At loou ai a atranger appeared, the

lohabiUMts came to him, and, as a mark of hospitality, of-

I'ta'd liiin their houses.

"'Pie wars in the Indies, however, have made a change

III then manners. The volunteers of Bourbon distinguished

iheniselves by their bravery; but the manufactures of Asia,

and the military distinctions of France, thereby got foot-

ing ill the inland. The children, richer than their parents,

lequire to be treated with more respect. They now seek

pkaiurej and honours in Europe, in exchange for domes-

lie liappincss and the quiet of a country life. The atten-

iioii of the fathers being chiefly fixed upon their sons, they

jtiid llicni to France, whence they seldom return; hence

It u that, in this island, there are, in general, more than

live huiiiirt'd girls marriageable, who have very little pros-

peel of obtaining husbands."

The whites who inhabit this island are estimated at five

ihoasaiid, and the blacks at six thousand. The principal

trafcc is with Fiance, to which they export the various

conimodilies of the country. The chief town is St. Denis,
the residence of the governor and council. It is a small

place, and does not contain any thing remarkable, except

a redoubt, built of stone, and a drawbridge.

SECTION VII.

ISLAND OF ST. HELENA.

This island is situated in five degrees forty-nine minutes
of west longitude, and in fifteen degrees iilty-five minutes
of south latitude, being one thousand two hundred miles
nest of the continent of Africa, and one thousand eight

hundred east of South America. The island is a rock,
about twenty-one miles in circumference, very high and
sleep, and only accessible at the landing-place, which is

dd'ciided by batteries cf guns, planted level with the water,
Tills island is said to have been first discovered and

seilled by the Portuguese on the festival of the Empress
Helena, motlier of the Emperor Constantine, for which
reason tiit Portuguese gave it her name, which it still

bears. Uut, it being afterwards deserted by them, it lay
waste, till the Dutch settled it again. But they after-

wards reliiiqiiished it for a more convenient situation at
the Cape of Good Hope. The English East-India Com-
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pany then settled their servanti (here, and bejjan to for-

tify it; but, being yet wcuk, the Diiuli, ab<iut the year

l07«, retook h, and kept it in ihrir possession. This
news being reported in England, an orticir was sent to

take it again, who, by the advice and conduct of one that

had formerly lived there, landed u party of armed men in

the night, in a small covr, unknown to ilie Dutch thtiiin

garrison, and, climbing the rocks, got u|> into the island,

and reached, in the morning, to the hills hanging over the
fort, which stands by the sea, in a valley. From thance
tiring into the fort, they soon made them surrender. This
island has continued ever since in the hands of the English
Eust-India Company, and h-iH been greatly streHgthcncd
both with men and guns, so that at present it is secure from
the invasion of an enemy. The common landing-place is

a small bay, like a half-moon, Ncarcely five hundred paces
wide, between the two points. Close by the sea-side are
guns, planted at equal distances, lying along from one end
of the bay to the other; besides a small fort, a little farther

in from the sea, near the midst of the bay ; all which ren-

ders the bay so strong, that it is impossible to force it.

St. Helena is situated in the most serene climate, and
is delightfully temperate. The English plantations here

afford potatoes and yams, with figs, plantains, bananas,

grapes, kidney-beans, &c. The flour used here is almost

wholly imported from England, and in times of scarcity

they generally cat yams and potatoes, instead of bread.

They have also a tolerably good supply of rice, which the

East-India Company's ships bring from Bengal. Though
the island a|)pears, on every side, a hard barren rock, yet

it is aRiteably diversified witli hills and plains, adorned

with plantations of fruit-trees and garden-stuff. They
have great plenty of hogs, bullocks, poultry, ducks, geese,

and tmkeys, with which they supply the sailors, taking in

exchange shirts, drawers, or any light cloths, pieces of ca-

lico, silks, muslin, arrack, sugar, 8cc.

There is a small English town within the great bay,

slanding in a little valley, between two high mountains;

iind containing about twenty or thirty houses, whose walls

are built with rough stones. The furniture is very mean.
'J'lie governor has a decent house by the fort, where he

commonly lives, having a few soldiers to attend him, and

to guard the furt. But most of the houses in the town
stand empty, excepting when vessels arrive, as the owners

have all plantations farther in the island, where they con-

stantly employ themselves. But, when ships arrive, they

all flock to the town, where they live during the time tlie

vessels remain here ; for then is their fair or market, to

buy such necessaries as they want, and to sell off the pro-

ducjtions of their plantations.

Every house is let out in lodgings, which are very dear

Their profits must be great, particularly when it is con-

sidered they raise all tJieir own stock, enjoy it with their

6L
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lodgers, and make them, likewige, pay most extravagantly

dear for it.

The company's affairs are managed by a governor, de-
puty-governor, and store-house-keeper, who have standing

salaries allowed them, besides a public table well furnished,

to which all commanders, masters of ships, and respect-

able passengers, are welcome. The natives sometimes
call the result of their consultations severe impositions

:

and, though relief may be had from the company in Eng-
land, the unavoidable delays in returning a redress at

that distance, sometimes subject the addressers to hard-

ships
; so that, were not the situation of this island very

serviceable to our East-India ships homeward-bound, the

constant trouble and expence would induce the company
to abandon the island; for, though it is furnished with the

conveniences of life, yet it has few comnioditioj of any
profit to merchants.

There are about two hundred families in the island,

most of them descended from English parents. Tiie
white inhabitants are subjects of the king of Great Bri-

tain
: these employ negroes, who transport goods of all

kinds from place to place on their heads. There are a
small number of horses at St. Hekna; but they are never
employed in draught, there being no such thing as a

waggon or a cart on the island, though in many places
the land is not so steep, but that such carriages might
easily be drawn.

SECTION Fill.

ISLAND OF ASCENSION.
This island is situate in seven degrees fifty-seven minutes

of south latitude, and thirteen degrees fifty-nine minutes of
west longitude, six hundred miles north-west of St. He-
lena. It received its name from its being discovered by
the Portuguese on Ascension-day, and is a mountainous
barren island, about twenty miles round, and uninhah-ted;

but it has a safe convenient harbour, where the East-India
ships generally touch, to furnish themselves with turtle,

which are plentiful here, and very large, some of them
weighing above one hundred pounds each.

For the following particulars we are indebted to the pen
of Mr. Forster :

—

"We sent several parties on shore, who passed the

night on the watch for turtles, which came to lay their

eggs on the sand. The dreariness of the place surpassed
all the horrors of Easter Island and Terra del Fuego, even
without the assistance of snow. It was, in fact, a ruin-

ous heap of rocks, which seemed to be totally chan<ied bv
the fire of a volcano. Nearly in the centre of the island

risej a broad mountam, of great height, which, from the

circumstance of its being partly covered with verdure has
obtained the name of the Green Mountain

GEOGRAPHY. > [p^rt ,,

" We landed early ni the morning among some rocks
the surf being always immensely high on the great beach'
which consists of minute shell-sand, chiefly of a snowv
white, very dry, and intolerable to the eyes, when the sun
shines. We ascended among heaps of black cavernous
stone, which exactly resembles the most common lavas of
Vesuvius, and of which the broken parts looked as if

they had been accumulated by art. The lava currents

cooling very suddenly, may easily be imagined to produce
such an effect. Having ascended about fifteen yards m-
pendicularly, we found ourselves on a level phiin of sj^

or eight miles in circuit; in the different corners of Hhitl,

we observed a large hill, of a conical shape and rcd(li,h

colour, standing perfectly insulated. Part of the plai,,

between these conical hills was covered >\ ith smaller hi|.

locks, consisting of the same wild and ragged lava as that

near the sea, and ringing like glass, when two pieces are

knocked together. The ground between the heaps of

lava was covered with a biack earth, on which we walked

very firmly
; but, when these heaps did not appear, the

whole was a red earth, so extremely loose, aiid in such

dry minute particles, that the wind raised clouds of dust

upon it.

" The conical hills consisted of a very diff'erent sort of

lava, which was red, soft, and crumbling into earth. One
of these hills stands directly in front of the bay, and has

a wooden cross on its summit, from whence the bay is

said to derive its name. Its sides are remarkiibjy steep,

but a path, near three-quarters of a mile long, winds round

it to the summit.

" After examining this remarkable country for some

time, we concluded, that the plain on which we stood

was once the seat of a volcano, by the accumulation of

whose cinders and pumice-stones the conical hills had

been gradually formed : and that the currents of lava, which

we now saw divided into many heaps, had been gradually

buried in fresh cinders and ashes; and the waters, ooming

down from the interior mountain in the rainy season, had

smothered every thing in their way, and filled up by de-

grees the cavity of the yater.

" We landed a second time, and, crossing a plain, ar-

rived at a prodigious lava-current, intersected by mauj

channels, from six to eight yards deep, which bore strong

marks of having been worn by vast torrents of water, but

were at present perfectly dry, the sun being in the north-

ern hemisphere. In these gulleys we found a small quau-

tity of soil, consisting of a black volcanic earth, mixed

with some whitish particles, and very gritty to the touch.

" Having, with great fatigue, climbed over this exten-

sive and tremendous current of lava, we approached the

foot of the Green Mountain, which, even from ourvessel

in the bay, we had plainly distinguished to be of a differ-

ent nature from all the rest of the country. Those parts
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of the lava which surrounded it were covered with a pro-

digious quantity of purslane, and a kind of new fern,

where several tlocks of wild goats were feeding. The
great nioimtaiii is divided in its extremities, by various

defis, into several bodies; but in the centre they all run
(o^ether, and form one broad mass of considerable height.

The whole appears to consist of a gritty lime-stone, uhic

h

lias never been attacked by the volcano, but probably ex-

i-led prior to its eruption. The sides of the mountain
are dollied with a kind of grass, peculiar to the island;

and the master of the New York sloop informed us, that

there is a spring of water on one part of the mountain,
which fails down a great precipice, and is afterwards ab-
sorbed ill the sand."

Our author is of opinion that, wilh proper exertions,

Awension Island might shortly be rendered fit for the ha-

bitation of men. "The introduction of furze," says he,

"andof a few other plants, which thrive best in a parched
ioil, would soon have the same effect as at St. Helena.
The moisture attracted from the atmosphere by the high
mountains in the centre of the island, would then no longer
te evaporated by the violent action of the sun, but collect

into rivulets, and gradually supply the whole country. A
!od of grasses would every where cover the surface of the
froiind, and annually increase the stratum of mould, till

11 could be planted with more useful vegetables." Mr.
Forster and his companions returned gradually to Cross
Bay, in the heat of noon ; having a space of more than
Ik miles to traverse, where the sun blistered their faces
I and necks, and heated the soil to such a violent degree,

that their feet were likewise extremely sore. About three
I o'clock they arrived at the water's side, and, after bathing

II) a small cove among the rocks, went on board their ves-
sel. Next morning, they made another small excursion
toward the Green Mountain; but they were all so much
fatigued that they could not reach it."

SECTION IX.

THE CAPE DE VERB ISLANDS.
These islands are so called from a cape of that name

inthe African coast, near the River Gambia, over against
»liich they lie, at the distance of three hundred miles, be-
tween twenty-three and twenty-six degrees of west lonoi.
m, and fourteen and eighteen degrees of north latitude.

l.iey were first discovered in the year 1460, by the Por-
Jguese, and are about twenty in number; but several of
Ifcem, being only barren uninhabited rocks, are not wortl.

JKtice. St. Jago, Fuego, Mayo, Bonavista, Sal, St. Ni-
Ichoias, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Santa Cruz, and St. An-
jionia, are the most considerable.

Ihe climate of these islands is exceedingly hot, and, in
|*»rae parts, unwholesome. The soil differs with the cli-

aOi
mate; for though several of them are very stony and
barren, yet the principal part are fertile, and produce
vanous sorts of grain and fruits, partirulaily rice, maize,
or Indian wheat, bananas, lemons, oranges, citrons, pome-
granates, coooa-nuts, figs, and melons. They have also
a sort of pulse, like French beans, and great quantities of
pumpkms, which form the common food of the inha-
bitants.

These islands produce two other kinds of fruit, of a
remarkable nature, viz. the custard-apple and the papaw
The former of these is as large as a pomegranate, and
much of the same colour. The outside husk, or rind, ism substance and thickness between the shell of a pome-
granate and the peel of a Seville orange, softer than the
former, yet more brittle than the latter. The coat, or
rind, IS also remarkable for being covered with small re-
gular knobs or risings; and the inside of the fruit is full
of a white soft pulp, wiiich, in its form, colour, and
taste, greatly resembles a custard, whence it received
Its name, which was, probably, first given it by the Eu-
ropeans. It ha,^ in the middle a few small black stones,
but no core, for the whole of it is entire pulp. The tree
that bears this fiuit is about the size of a quince-tree, and
has long slender branches that spread a considerable way
from the trunk. The fruit grows at the extremity of
these branches, upon a stalk about nine or ten inches
long.

The papaw is a fruit about the size of a musk-melon,
and resembles it in shape and colour^ both within and
without

;
only in the middle, instead of flat kernels, which

the melons have, these have a quantity of small blackish
seeds, about the size of pepper-corns, the taste of which
is much the same as that spice. The fruit itself, when
ripe, is sweet, soft, and luscious.

In addition to the vegetable productions of these islands,
may be addec" the following, as described by Dr. Gillan,
who attended Earl Macartney and his suite, on the embassy
to China, when they touched at the island of St. Jago.
"The usclepias gigantina, noticed for its milky but cor-

losive juice, was rich in flower. The jatropha curcas, or
physic nut-tree, called, by the French West-Indians, bois
immorte/,was also flourishing ; and, in shady vales, some
indigo-plants, and a few cotton-shrubs, were successfully
cultivated. The mimosa, or sensitive plant, common
about the country, growing to the size of trees, did not
appear to languish, and, in some parts, the aiinona, or
sugar-apple, was in perfect verdure.

" A tree, which, for size, may be called a phenomenon
in vegetation, was discovered in a healthy state, in a vale

ab'out a mile and a half from the town of Piaya, called,

by botanists, Adansonia ; in English, monkey bread-tree.

The natives of St. Jago call it kabifera; others, baobab.
The circumference, or girth of the base, was fifty-si« feet.
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which soon divided into two vast branches, the one in a

perpendicular direction, whose periphery was forty-two

feet, the other about twenty-six. Another of the same

species^stood near it, whose single trunk, girthing only

thirty-eight feet, was scarcely noticed."

" This tree," says Golberry, " is the most monstrous

of all productions of the vegetable kingdom. It is the

most admirable, because, by its nature, it longest resists

tlie action of time ; because, by its organisation, and the

vigour of its constitution, it attains an unmeasurable size

;

became, with the faculty of existing for thirty centuries,

the heart of its wood is still light and tender ; and because,

the baobab is a pithy tree, and the pith occupies so con-

siderable a part of the interior of this prodigious vegeta-

ble, that, when a sort of mouldiness takes place, to which

its centre is subject, there are formed, witliin these colossi,

caverns of twenty feet in height, and as many in diameter.

This astonishing vegetable production, which holds the

same rank amongst vegetables as thb elephant does amongst

quadrupeds, or the whale amongst Ash, undoubtedly de-

serves to be spoken of in detail ; and will be found worthy

of the attention of the curious reader, who wishes to ac-

quire information.

" This tree, which belongs to the genus of malva,

delights only in the hottest countries, attains an enormous

circumference in humid and sandy soils, and it is highly

probable that such soils are most congenial to its nature,

though the rule is not without exception.

" I saw the greatest number of baobabs on the isthmus

of the peninsula of Cape Verd, between the bay of Jof

and that of Dakar. This space, which comprises nearly

two square leagues, contained, in 1786, at least sixty

baobabs, all separated from each other. This country,

as well as all the country of Cape Vcrd, is sandy, and the

baobab may be said to be the principal vegetable produced

on its soil.

" I have, however, seen several of these trees in a very

fat soil, and one enormous baobab, which contained a

cavern twenty-two feet fiigh, and upwards of twenty in

diameter : this tree existed in a green a>id flourishing an-

tiquity, completely surrounded with the finest and most

beautiful vegetation that can possibly be conceived.

" The young baobabs of the isles of la Madeline, near

Goree, which have been observed by others as well as

myself, and of which M. Adanson has carefully collected

all the facts which can tend to elucidate the character of

such a prodigious vegetable, have existed for a number
of centuries, and have not yet attained a middling size,

on a soil the same as that of the island of Goree, the

bottom of whicii is covered with sand, and appears to

contain nothing but the lava of a volcanic rock.

" The colour of the bark of the baobab is a clear brown,

interspersed with small grey spots ; but the colour of the

trunk uf the tree is deeper than that of the incipal

branches; and the ramifications proceeding from these

branches are of a dark grey colour, inclining to green

The bark is very thick, compact, and almost as hard aj the

wood, and both are nearly similar in substance to lignum

vitas. The leaves are from six to eight inches long by

upwards of three wide, and are fixed to the number of

three, five, or seven, on a single stalk, like the leaves of

the India chesnut-tree, to which they are in many respects

extremely similar.

" In the old baobabs it is not the mother-branches which

take a horizontal direction, nor is it the large shoots that

proceed from them, that bear a number of leaves •

thev

have some, it is true, but they are scarce ; it is from the

scions of two or three inches in diameter that issue a vast

number of ramificafions, which rise perpendicularly, and

are covered with foliage in incredible profusion, while the

mother-branches and large shoots bear leaves only al iheir

extremities : but, as in the old baobabs, that have retained

their full vigour, notwithstanding this prodigious age, the

number of vertical sprigs is extremely great, the beautiful

and venerable head of these patriarchs of vegetation fornii

an immense dome, of a very rich and elegant verdure."

M. Adanson observed that the roots of this tree extend I

to an extraordinary distance in a horizontal direction, aid
j

almost on the surface of the ground, or at a very little

depth from the superficies of the soil.

"These roots frequently exceed sixty feet in length, and I

the large ones, whose direction is always horizontal, are

stronger and thicker than the mother-branches of the tree

with whicli they rather accurately correspond in number
j

and direction, issuing like ridges from the trunk.

" Below these ridges the trunk of the tree is protracted,

and forms a root, the direction of which is perfectly verti-

cal, and the figure that of a large cone : this root pen^ I

trates to a great depth ; it is the pivot of the tree, is a

solid piece, and of thickness proportionate to the colossus

which it attaches to the earth, and of which it is the pro-

longation : it is by means of this pivot, this profound and

enormous root, that the baobab derives the greatest part

of its nutriment ; it is to this, also, that it is indebted,

in a great degree, for its solidity and stability. But (he

bonds which attach such an enormous vegetable to the

earth must necessarily possess a power and solidity pro-

1

portionate to the mass they sustain.

" In' the countries of Cape Verd, for example, which
j

are not only very high, but form a point that advances into

the sea upwards of thirty leagues, and are subject to all

the violence of the land and sea winds, the baobabs, which
|

are separated at a considerable ihstance from each other,
j

could not resist the impetuosity and force of the winds, I

if their roots had v* been of a very considerable thick

ness and depth, and if their solidity and resistance had not I
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been in equilibrio with the power and efforts exercised by

il„:
winds oil the surfaces of such enormous vegetables.

"The flowers of this tree are white, and very large;

iihcn expanded, they nre four inches long, and nearly six

inches in diaiiiotpr
: they contract and close at the ap-

proach of night, and expand in the morning.

"The blacks of Africa incessantly admire this faculty

possessed by the flower of the baobab : they say, that this

llower. sleeps, and they (nke pleasure in assembling before

siin-rise round the baobabs in blossom, for the purpose of

observing its expansion. These negroes also adopt the

custom, at sun-rise, of collecting the young leaves of tl;e

baobab, which they employ for different purposes ; but

ibev particularly use them for giving a fine flavour to their

bt water, by the steam of which they cook their food.

"The fruit of the baobab is of a very oblong form,
lerminating in a point

: it is eighteen inches long by rather

more than eighteen in circumference at the middle; its

form approaches to that of the cucumber, but it is thin-'

ner at the two ends
; its axis is perfectly straight, and its'

lijiure tolerably regular, for it produces two cones, almost'
(qua! to each other, when separated in the middle. The
rind of this fruit is hard and ligneous, of a very dark
brown colour, and marked by furrows, which divide its

iurface into thirteen segments, in a longitudinal direction.

The enter surface of the fruit is covered with a very fine

md thin down, of a greenish colour; but, when it is at its

perfect maturity, this down disappears, and leaves the,

bbci( bark perfectly exposed, which, being conxpact and
I of a brilliant polish, causes the whole to resemble a black
cocoa-nut, deprived of its outer rind. This fruit contains
« white, spongy, and pulpy substance, extremely light
«lien the fruit is dried, but at the period of its maturity is

quite soaked with an acidulated, though sweetish, juice,

I

levj agreeable to the palate.

"This pulp is divided by filamentary partitions into
ikirteen compartments, which take a longitudinal direc-
lion: m these compartments are contamed the grains or
Ked, in the form of beans, about six lines wide, and as

I

many long, so that they are nearly globular.
"Each fruit contains several hundred grains. The

Africans assert, that the pulp of the fruit possesses se-
veral virtues: they reduce it to powder, diluted with milk,
or even with pure water, and use it with considerable
luccess in spittings of blood. When mixed in a thin de-
coclion of tamarinds, they consider it nn infallible remedy
f-rthe bilious bloody flux; and the women, who are sub-
ject to ha-morrhages, compose pills with the powder of
•ills pulp and gum, in which they place the greatest con-

I
tidence."

The Cape de Verd Islands abound with several sorts of

I

poultry, particularly curlews, Guinea-hens, and flamin-
i% the latter of which are very numerous. The flamingo

*•• vol.. 1,
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is a large bird, much like a heron in shape, but bigger
and of a reddish colour. They go in flocks ; but are so
shy, that it is very difficult to catch them. They build
their nests in shallow ponds, where there is much mud
which liiey scrape together, making little hillocks, like
small islands, that appear about a foot and a half above
the surface of the water. They make the foundations of
these hillocks broad, bringing them up taper to the top,
where they leave a small hollow pit to lay their eggs in!

They never lay more than two eggs, and seldom less. The
young ones cannot fly till they are almost full-grown; but
they run with prodigious swiftness. Their flesh is lean,
and of a dingy colour, but it neither tastes fishy nyr un-
pleasant. Their tongues are broad and long, having a
large lump of fat at the root, which is delicious in its

taste, and so greatly admired, that a dish of them will
produce a considerable sum of money.
There are many wild animals in these islands, particu-

larly lions and tigers, monkeys, baboons, and civet-cats.
The tame animals are camels, horses, asses, sheep, mules,
cows, goats, hogs, 8cc.

The sea is plentifully stocked with fish of various sorts,
and there is such plenty of turtle here, that several foreign
ships come annually to catch them. In the wet season,
the turtles go ashore to lay their eggs in the sand, which
they leave to be hatched by the heat of the sun. The in-

habitants go out in the night, and catch the turtles by
turning them on their backs with poles, for they are so
large that they cannot do it with their hands.

The Europeans settled in these islands profess the Ro-
man Catholic religion. The natives are all negroes, and
being subject to the Portuguese, have their religion and
language. Both men and women are stout, and well-pro-
portioned

; and they are, in general, of a civil and r^uiet

disposition. Their dress is very trifling, consisting only
of a piece of cotton-cloth wound round the waist. The
women sometimes throw it over their heads, and the men
across the shoulders. Neither sex wear shoes or stockings,
except on particular festivals.

The population of the Cape de Verd Islands is estimate
at forty-two thousand inhabitants. Of these, St.Jago i

said to contain twelve thousand; iJonavista, eight thou-
sand; the Isle of Mayo, seven thou.and; St. Nicholas,
six thousand; Antonio, four thousand; Fucgo, four thou-
sand; Bravo, five hundred; and those not specified till

fewer.

The English missionaries touched at St. Jago in 1796,
and represent it as the most fruitful and best inhabited

of ail the Cape de Verd islands. They acknowledge that

they were treated by the governor with the greatest hospi-
tality. The town of Port Praya consists of about a hun-
dred small huts, one story high, built of wood, thinly

scattered. It has a fort, or batttfiy, almost in i uins. The
6M
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jail 18 the best building, and next to that the church, at

which officiated a mulatto priest. The governor resides

in a smoll wooden barrack, at the extremity of the plain,

eommanding a view of the bay and shipping. Earl Ma-

cartney, OB his embassy, was received by him with due

honour and respect; but, as he had shared in the general

wretchedness occasioned by the long drought and arid

winds, which at that time prevailed, he had neither wine

nor any other refreshment to offer.

SECTION X.

ISLAND OF GO REE.

This- island is situated near Cape do Verd, in fourteen

degrees forty-three minutes north latitude, and seventeen

degrees twenty minutes west longitude, being the only

European settlement between the rivers Gambia and Se-

negal. It forms an excellent road for shipping, and is

surrounded by rocks, every where inaccessible, except at

a little creek, one hundred and twenty fathoms broad, and

sixty fathoms long, enclosed between two points of land

:

one of which is pretty high, and .called the Point of the

Burying-grouud ; the other is lower, and before it lies a

sand-bank, over which the sea beats with great fury. All

round this island there is good anchoring, and particularly

in the before-mentioned creek, between which and the

land ships may ride in perfect security from the most dan-

gerous surges.

From the dark and basaltic colour of the rock which

forms the island, from the substance of this rock, and

the heaps of prismatic rubbish with which some parts of

its base are covered, there can be no doubt that Goree

has been detached from Cape Verd by a volcanic revo-

lution. A substance which combines many of the qua-

lities of pozzolane, and which is found in several parts

amongst the rubbish at the foot of the rock, also gives

weight to this opinion, which seems no longer doubtful,

on observing all the corresponding devastations on the

coast : and though the isles of Cape Verd are one hun-

dred leagues distant from the point of this cape, the same

traces of devastations, the same characteristics of volcanos,

existing and exhausted, which are found in those isles,

authorize us to think, that at this part the ancient Atlantis

must have been united to Africa.

In order to give an exact idea of the Wand of Goree,

it should be divided into three parts : lirst, what is pro-

perly called the rock, which forms a great and naked mass,

rising nearly three hundred ieet above the level of the sua,

and occupying a surface of upwards of two hundred and

twenty-five fathoms in length', by a breadth of one hundred

and fifteen fathoms. The plain at the top of this rock is

one hundred and thirty fatlioms long, by a reduced width

[PAHT n.

of seventy fathoms, which gives a surface of nine thou-'

sand four hundred and fifty square fathoms.

Secondly, the town, which begins at the foot of the

high rock, and occupies almost the whole of the low part

of the island. This part is two hundred and fifty fathoms

long, by an average breadth of one hundred and sixty fa-

thoms, and its soil is a firm sand, mixed with a small

quantity of vegetable earth, that the inhabitants have, at

different times, conveyed from the continent.

Thirdly, the north point, which forms a sort of natural

mole, one hundred and twenty fathoms long by thirty

broad ; the base of this mole is a mass of rocks, covered

with sand.

It has been said, that the rock was crowned by a plain

surface of nine thousand four hundred and fifty fatlioms in

extent : its western part is terminated by a perpendicular

scarpement of the whole height of the rock; and this is

the only part which is physically inaccessible. The east and

south sides have a very steep declivity, the bottoms uf

which are defended by rocks that project into the sea, but

do not prevent access to such a degree, as to impede

boats from disembarking a body of men. An industrious

engineer might, however, render these two sides as secur*

as that on the west.

The north part is the most accessible, and here a

mound has been formed, fifteen feet in width, and with a

proper slope for conveying heavy artillery up to the plain,

If a well were dug in the rock, to the depth of about

fifty feet, and filled with powder, its explosion would de-

tach the rock from the side next to the town, the connnu-

nication might be made by means of a bridge, and the

upper part of the rock, if strengthened by some lines of

defence on its north front, would give it a degree of I

power and independence, and would, perhaps, ensure it

advantages even more infallible than those of Gibialtai,

The town of Goree occupies, in the lower part of the

island, the space contained between the rock and the mole.

According to a census taken in 1785, its population
|

amounted to one hundred and sixteen landed proprietors,

including free negroes and mulattoes: by supposing only I

three children to belong to each house, the number of fae

indigenous negroes, of all ages and both sexes, in which

are comprised the free resident negroes who are not pro-

prietors, would amount to five hundred and twentj-Hvo

individuals. The number of cottage-slaves amouiiled lo

[

one thousand and forty-folir persons; the total ind

nous population, therefore, consisted of one thousand live

hundred and sixty-six individuals: to this number dure

^vt•re at thai time to be added two hundred slaves, «lio

circulated like so many articles of commerce, and from

seventy to eighty soldiers, officers, and clerks, whicU

made the customary population of the Island of Goree

amount to one thousand eight hundred and forty indm-
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duals, i: a space of two hundred and thirty-five fathoms

long, by a reduced width of one hundred and forty fa-

thoms.

A large powder-magazine is situated on the platform of

St, Michael: it is partly dug in the rock, and very well

faulted ; but, as it was badly aired, it was deemed neces-

sary to make apertures for the circulation of the air, and

to dig a small fosse in the rock, for the purpose of isolat-

ing the magazine, and a wall to surround it, and defend it

I'roni attack.

The military hospital is situated in an advantageous po-

rtion. The air of Goree, more pure, and always fresher,

itan that of the town of St. Louis, renders the former

iiland more healthy, and to its hospital are transmitted all

the convalescent individuals from the Senegal, who soon
afterwards recover their health. This hospital, situated in

the highest part of the town, and in a position favourable

for the sick, was, in 1786, composed of a building seventy-

four feet iu length, by twenty feet wide. In the time of
liege, the island of Goree might be reduced to a very pre-
carioui state of subsistence, as its only supply of water is

derived from a very small spring, situated at the foot of
the rock, on the east side, which aflFords but twelve pints

of water per day; while the two little reservoirs in Fort
frangois, contain, together, not more than sixty.

Though of so much importance to the African trade,

Goree is only a small island, extending about three-quar-

ters of a mile in length. It it of a triangular form, witli-

I

out wood, and has no water but what the inhabitants catch
in cisterns and reservoirs.

Goree was yielded to the Dutch, in 1617, by the king
of Cape Verd, and they built a strong fort upon the north-
rat part of it; but that fort not being sufficient to pre

[

vent an enemy's landing in the creek, they erected another
loiecure the warehouses. It was taken by the English

[

in 1663; and retaken by the Dutch soon after. The lat-

ter, however, did not keep it long ; for the French cou-

I

quered it in 1677 ; after which they thought proper to
fortify and maintain it as a place of consequence. It was

[

Uiien from tfiem in the glorious year 1759, together with
Fort Senegal

; but it was restored to the French at the

I

treaty of peace in 1763. It was retaken by the English,
given up agaio by the peace of 1783, and, at an early
period of the last war, it was taken, in a very gallant man-
iw, by a ruse de guerre, with little loss on our side.

I C A. M5

" SUCTION XI.

THE CANARY ISLANDS.
The Canary islands, or, as they were anciently called,

I the Fortunate Islands, me situate in the Atlantic Ocean,
Inearilie continent of Africa, and extend from twenty-

I

seven degrees thirty minutes to twenty-nine degrees thirty

minutes of north latitude, and from twelve to twenty -on«
degrees of west longitude.

These islands were first discovered and planted by the
Carthaginians; but the Romans, destroying that state,
put a stop to the navigation on the west coast of Africa,
and the Canaries lay concealed from the rest of the world
till the year 1405, when they were discovered by John de
Batancourt, a Frenchman in the service of Spain.
The Canaries include the following islands, viz. Grand

Canaria, Tencriffe, Palma, Ferro, Gomera, Furteventura,
and Lancerota.

Climate, Soil, ^c] The Canaries enjoy a pure and tem-
perate air; and such is the nature of the soil, that it fre-
quently yields two crops in a year. They abound in the
most delicious grapes, which produce those rich wines
known by the name of Canary, and of which it is said
that, in times of peace, ten thousand hogsheads are annu-
ally exported to England.

In Teneriffe the climate is remarkably healthful, and par-
ticularly adapted to afford relief in phthisical complaints.
By residing at different heights in the island, such a tem-
perature may be procured as is best suited to the consti-
tution. Persons may continue where the air is mild and
salubrious, or they may ascend till the cold becomes in-

tolerable; but no person can live comfortably within a
mile of the perpendicular height of the Peak after the
month of August.

Vegetables:] Great variety of fruits are produced in
these islands, besides grapes, figs, mulberries, musk-melons,
&c. La Figuera de India, called, in English, the prickly

pear-tree, bears a fruit, which is held there in great esti-

mation; but it is neither easily plucked nor eaten. A
late traveller gathered one by enveloping the fruit with a
tuft of grass, to guard his lingers from the prickles : he
warily took off the rind, and the pulp, being exposed to
view, proved delicious to the taste, uniting the flavour of
a fig, the winter Burgundy pear, and the water-melon.
The p'umpkins, potatoes, and onions, which grow here,
are excellent. Indian corn is produced at Teneriffe, and
sold at about three shillings and sixpence per bushel. The
fruits and vegetables are, in general, very cheap. The
lower hills produce great quantities of the Euphorbia Ca-
nariensis. The people on the spot imagine its juice to

be so caustic as to corrode the skin ; but a British botanist

convinced them to the contrary, by thrusting his finger

into a plant fiill of it.

There is a shrub common here, agreeing exa«tl^ with
the description given by Linnaeus of the tea-shrub, as

growing in China and Japan. It is considered as a weed,
and large quantities of it are rooted out of the vineyards

every year. The Spaniards who inhabit the island some-
times make use of it, and ascribe to it all the qualities of
the tea imported from China. Another botanical curiosity
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1 called the impregnated lemon. It is a distinct and per-

fect lemon enclosed within another. There is also a cer-

tain grape growing here, which is deemed an excellent re-

medy in phthisical complaints.

Th« fountain-trees are very extraordinary vegetables,

growing in one of the Canary Islands, and likewise said

to exirt in some other places. Of these very remalkable

trees we have the following account in Glastie's history

of the Canary Islands : " There are only three fountains

of water in the whole island, where the fountain-tree

grows. The great cattle are watered at those fountains,

«nd at a place where water distils from the leaves of a

tree. Many writers have made mention of this famous

tree, some in such a manner as to make it appear mira-

culous ; others, aguin, positively deny its existence ; among

whom is Feyjoo, a modern Spanish critic. But he and

those who agree with him in this matter, are as nmch mis-

taken as those who would make it appear miraculous.

" The author of the ' History of the Discovery and

Conquest of the Canaries,' has given a particular account

of this remarkable vegetable, which I shall here insert at

large :—The district in which this tree stands, is called

Tigulahe; near to which, and in the steep rocky ascent

that surrounds the wiiolc island, there is a narrow gutter,

commencing at the sea, and continuing tu the summit of

the cliff, where it is joined with a valley that is terminated

by the vSteep front of a rock. On the top of this rock

grows a tree, called, in the language of the ancient inha-

bitants, garse, or ' sacred tree,' which for many years has

been preserved sound, fresh, and entire. Its leaves con-

stantly distil such a quantity of water as is sufficient to

furnish drink to every living creature in Ferro; nature

having provided this remedy for the drought of the island.

Nobody knows of what species this tree is, only that it

is called till, and stands by itself at the distance of a

league and a half from the sea. The circumference is

about twelve spans, the diameie four, and its height, from

the ground to the top of the highest branch, forty spans.

The branches are thick and extended ; the lowest com-

mence about an ell from the ground; and the circum-

ference of the whole of them is about a hundred and

twenty feet. The fruit resembles an acorn, and tastes

somewhat like the kernel of a pine-apple, but is softer

and more aronialic. The leaves appear like those of the

laurel, but are larger, wider, and more curved: they come
forth in a perpetual successioo, so that the tiee always

remains green.

" On the north side of this tree are two large tanks, or

nsteriis. of roufh stone ; or rather one cistern divided

each half being twenty feet square, and sixteen spans in

breadth. One of these contains water for the drinking of

the inhabitants; and the other that which they use for their

cattle, and domestic purposes.
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" Every morning, near this part of the island, a tloud

ur mist rises from the sea, which the south and custwindi

force against the above-mentioned steep cliff; sc tbt i|,»

cloud, having no vent but by the gutter, gradually ascend

it, and from thence advances slowly to the extremity of

the valley, where it is checked by the front of the rock

which terminates the valley. It then rests upon the thick

leaves and wide spreading branches of the tree from

which it distils in drops during the remainder of the dav

until it is at length exhausted, in the same manner that

we see water drip from the leaves of trees after a heavy

shower of rain. This distillation is not peculiar to the

till ; for some bresos, which grow near it', also dtoi)

water : but their leaves being few and narrow, the quan-

tity is so trifling, that though the natives catch some of

it, yet they make little account of any but what distils

from the till, which, together with the water of some

fountains, and what is saved in the winter-season, is suffi-

cient to serve them and their flocks. The tree yields most

water in those years when the easterly winds have pre-

vailed for a continuance; for by these winds only the

clouds or mists are drawn hither from the sea.

" A person lives oti the spot near which thi.s curious

tree grows, who is appointed to take care of it and its

water, and is allowed a house to live in, together with a

certain salary. He every day distributes to each family in

the district seven pots of water, besides what he gives to

the principal people of the island.

" Whether the tree which yields water at the present

time be the same as that mentioned in the above descrip-

tion, I cannot determine ; but it is probable there has

been a succession of then> : for Pliny, describing the For-

tunate Islands, says, ' In the mountains of Ambrion are

trees, resembling the plant ferula, from which water may

be procured by pressure. What comes from the blaci;

kind is bitter, but that which the white yields is sweet and

potable."

Animahi] The oxen on the Canary Islands are small,

lean, and bony. Sheep, goats, hogs, and poultry, may

be had on reasonable terms. Of birds there are hawks

and sparrows, natives of the island; as also the sea-

swallow, sea-gulls, partridges, swallows, canary-birds, and

blackbirds. The inhabitants are but indifiereutly supplied

with fish by the adjoining seas : they are engaged in a

considerable fishery on the coast of FJarbary, and liie

produce of it sells at a very moderate price, lliere are

also lizards, locusts, and three or four sorts of dragon-

flies.

Mo.untaii}?., ^r.] The Peak of Tcncriffe i? an ascent in

the form of a sugar-loaf, containing a volcano, which

sometimes throws out such quantities of sulpiuir and

melted ore, as to convert the richest lands into barren

deserts,
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The lifiiglit of ihis mountain has been described by

Pr. Heberdcn to be fifteen thousand three hundred and

jjnety-six feet, whicli is but one liundred and forly-eight

nrds less tlian three niilus, reclioning the mile at one

thousand seven hundred and sixty yards. Its appearance

It sun-sot was very striking; when the sun was below the

|,i,riz()n, and the rest of the island appeared of a deep

lil;i,k, tlie mountain still reflected iu rays, anil glowed

with a warmth of colour which no jjainting can express.

There is no eruption of visible fire from it ; but a heat

issues from the chinks near the top, too strong to be borne

(IV the hand, when held near them.

The following account of this mountain, given by se-

veral English merciiants and others, w ho had tiie curiosity

to climb to the top of it, is extracted from the Philoso-

phical Transactions.

The Iravcllurs set out from Oratava, a sea-port on the

west side of the island, and passed over several bare

mountains and sandy places, till they came to the foot

of ihe Peak, where lie a vast number of huge stones,

that seem to have fallen down from above. After they

had ascended about a mile on horseback, they were
obliged to alight, and climb the hill on foot ; and, having

traversed a sleep black rock about a mite higher, they

kiid the top of it as flat as a pavement. Here the air

was very cold after sun-set, and they were forced to keep
great fires all night. Next morning they proceeded to

lliat part of the mountain called the Sugar-loaf, which
being steep, and the soil a deep white sand, it was very

I
difficult travelling, though they were provided with shoes

lliat had soles a finger broader than tlie upper-leatlier, to

facilitate the passage. When they came near the summit,
ihey found a strong wind, and a continual breathing of
a hot sulphureous vaj)our issued from the hill, w hich
scorched their faces, and made them sore. On the top
lliere was a large basin or pit, shaped like an inverted
cone, which is of considerable depth, and about a mus-
ket-shot over. The inside of this cavity is covered with
small loose stones, mixed with sand and sulphur, from
whence issued a hot suffocating steam ; and the footing
being so bad, they did not descend into the pit above four
or five yards, though some have ventured to the bottom.
The brim of this pit, on which they stood, was not above
a yard broad; and from hence they could clearly see
Grand Canaria, Palnia, Gomeia, and even Ferro, which is

twenty leagues distant. As soon as the sun appears, the

[

sludow of the Peak seems to cover not only this and the
Great Canary Island, but even the sea to the very horizon,

I

«liere it looks as if, being limited, it turned up into the air.

ihe same gentlemen relate, that there was a great deal
' of snow and ice about two-thirds of the way up, but at
ilietop there was none at all; which, doubtless, is owing

1 10 the hot steam proceeding from the caldron and the
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upper parts of the niountnin. They mention a remark-
able cave, ten yards deep, and fifteen broad, in shape like

an oven or cupola, with a hole at the top, near eight

yards over, through which their servants let them down by

a rope, till they came to a bank of snow. At the bottom
of the cave there is a round well of water, exactly under-
neath the opening above, the surface whereof is about a

yard lower than the snow, and its depth about six fathoms.
This is not supposed to be a spring, but only snow blown
in and dissolved, or water that drops from the rocks, and
is there collected. About the sides and roof of this

grotto there were isicles hanging down to the snow. They
met w ith no trees or shrubs in their passage but pines, atid,

among the white sands, a bushy plant like broom.
A physician, who lived upon the island of Tenerifl'e

twenty years, gives it as his opinion, that the whole island,

being impregnated with brimstone, formerly took fire, by
the violence of which great part of it was blown up, there

appearing about the island several mountains of large cal-

cined stones, that must have had their origin from such
subterraneous commotions. He further supposes, that

the greatest quantity of sulphur lying about the centre of
the island, the shock was there the most violent, and oc-
casioned the rising of the Peak to its present prodigious

height ; and this appears from the vast number of calcined
rocks that lie at the bottom of it for three or four miles

round. From the Peak to the south-west, as far almost as

the shore, are still to be seen ihe tracks of the rivers of
brimstone and melted ore which ran that way, and have
so ruined the soil where they flowed, that broom is now
iu only production. The doctor adds, that in the south-

west part of the island there are high mountains of a
bluish earth, and stones with a rust on them like that of
copper and vitriol, and that there are several springs of
vitriolic water.

In the year 1704, there happened a most dreadful earth-

quake in the island of Tenerifl'e, which began the 24th of
December, and increased till the 31st, when the earth

opened, and two volcanos were formed, which cast up
so many burning stones as made two considerable moun-
tains

; and the combustible matter thrown up by these

new volcanos kindled above fifty fires in the neighbouring

places. On the 5th of January, the" air was darkened

with ashes and smoke, the terror increased, and, towards

the evening, the country was all in a flame for above a

league in extent. This was the effect of another volcano,

which had broke out towards Oratava, with at least thirty

mouths within the circumference of a quarter of a league.

In a word, whole towns were swallowed up or overturned,

many thousands of people lost their lives, and the torre- ts

of sulphur and metallic matter throwii out by these vol-

canoes converted a great part of a fruitful country into a

barren desert.

6N -
, -
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In addition to the above particular!, we sliall transcribe

an account of the crater of this extinguished volcano, and

of some experiments made on its brink by M. Mongey,
on the 24th of August, 1785, which may not prove un-

acceptable to the reader.

."The crater of the Peak of Teneritie," "oy* tl>'» gen-

tleman, "is a true sulphur-pit, similar to those of Italy.

It is about fifty fathoms long, and forty broad, rising ab-

ruptly from east to west. At the edges of the crater, par-

ticularly on the under side, are many spiracles, or natural

chimneys, from which there exhal* aqueous vapours and

itulphureous acids, which' are ^o hoi as to make the ther-

mometer rise from nine to thirty degrees of Reaumur.
The inside of the crater is covered with yellow, red, and

white, argillaceous earth, and blocks of lava partly de-

composed. Under these blocks are found eight-sided

rhomboidal crystals of sulphur, which are, probably, the

finest that have ever been found. . The water that exhales

from the spiricles is perfectly pure, and not in the least

acid, as appeared from several experiments.

" The great elevation of the Peak above the level of

the sea induced me to make several chemical experiments,

in order to compare the phsenomena with those that occur

in our laboratories. I shall here confine myself merely

to the results.

" The volatilization and cooling of liquors were here

very considerable; for half a minute was sufficient for the

dissipation of a pretty strong dose of ether. The action

of acids on metals, earths, and alkalis, was slow; and the

bubbles which escaped during the effervescence were much
larger than ordinary. The production of vitriols was at-

tended with very singular phxnomena: that of iron as-

sumed, all at once, a beautiful violet colour; and that of

cupper was suddenly precipitated of a very bright blue

colour. I examined the moisture of the air by means of
the hygrometer of pure alkali and of vitriolic acid; and I

thence concluded, as well as from the direction of the

aqueous vapours, that the air was very dry ; for, at the end
of three hours, the vitriolic acid had suffered hardly any
change either in colour or weight; the fixed alkali remained

dry, except at the edge of the vessel that contained it,

where it was a little moist; and Saussure's hygrometer

pointed to sixty-four degrees, as nearly as the impetuous

wind wliich then blew would enable us to judge.
" Liquors appeared to have lost nothing of their smell

or strength at this height; a circumstance wliich contra-

dicts all the tales that have been hitherto related on this

head : volatile alkali, ether, and spirit of wme, retained

all their strength ; the smoking spirit of Boyle was the

only one that seemed to have lost any sensible portion of

its energy. Its evaporation, however, was not the less

quick ; for in thirty seconds a quantity which 1 had poured

into a cup was entirely volatilized, and nothing remained
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but the sulphur, which tinged the rim and the botiom

When I poured the vitriolic acid on this liquor, ij^fc

happened a violent detonation, and the vapours tiiat arose

hud a very sensible dog ee of li«al. 1 tried to form vola.

tile alkali, by decomposing sal-aunnoniac with ijie fixed

alkali ; but thfe production was slow and hardly scntible

while at the level of the sea, this process, niade with ilie

same substances, succeeded very readily ajid in abundaiiie

" As 1 was curiour to investigate the nature of the va-

pours that exhale from the crater, and to ascertain whe-

ther they contained intiummable air, fixed air, and jiiariiie

acid, I made the following experiments : I exposed on

the edge of one of the spiracles a nitrous solution of si|.

ver in a cup : it remained upwards of an hour in the

midst of the vapours which were continually exlialing, but

without any sensible alteration ; which sufficiently proved

that no vapours of marine acid exhnled from the crattr.

I then poured into it- some drops of marine acid, when a

precipitation of lunea cornea immediately ensued; but in.

stead of being white, as it generally is, it was of a dark

violet colour, which soon became grey, and assumed the

form of small scaly crystals. I think myself juslitiable

in attributing this alteration of colour to the vapours ot

inflammable air, according to some experiments that I

have made on the precipitation of lunea cornea in sucli

air. Lime-water, exposed for three hours on the margin

of the crater, and near a spiracle, was not covered with

any calcareous pellicle, nor even hardly with any filmy ap.

pearance ; which seems to prove, not only that no vapouri

of fixed air exhale from the crater, but that the atmoj-

pheric air which rests upon it contains very little of that

air; and that the inflammable vapours and sulphureous

acids alone are sensible and considerable. The electri-

city of the atmosphere was pretty considerable ; for Sauj.

sure's electrometer, when held in the hand at the distance

of about five feet, indicated three degrees ; while, on the

ground, it pointed only to one and a half."

The ship appointed, in 1792, to convey Earl Macartney

and his suite on the embassy to the emperor of China,

touched at Tenerift'e, in the month of October, and a

party of them attempted the ascent, the result of which

was as follows :

The party set off, accompanied by two muleteers as

guides. They passed through a pleasant vale, covered with

vines, and ascending an eminence, the sloping sides of

which were entirely covered with a grove of cliesnut-trecs,

they arrived at the summit of the first, called the Green

Mountain. They had now to attain the top of a second

mountain, whose sides were craggy and sterile, and its as-

cending path on the brink of precipices. A few pines

were thinly scattered on its sides. By means of a baro-

meter, they found they had ascended nearly six thousand

feet above the town. The mountain upon which they
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,(ood was now overcast with clouds ; and various and im

«09

peiuous giislt "f wind, combating each other, seemed to

ihrealen any linther itppronch.

Excavittious, resembhng distinct craters of volcanic

natter, were discovered in every part of tliis mountain;

iiidiiiglit setting in, and tlie path being difficuh, the guides

not only proposed to iiait, but, in contempt of threats,

«cre uiiwilhng to proceed. The travellers wanted nnicli

10 reach that part known by the name of La Estancia dos

liigbes, the resting-place of the English. It then began

10 rain, and blow with violence, and the guides, antici-

pating, from experience, an approaching tempest, declared

lb unsheltered traveller must inevitably perish, and insisted

on stopping under the brow of a projecting rock.

Tiiey had furnished themselves with provisions at Ora-
tava: they kindled a fire with the brandies of the cytisus;

and the leafy boughs of the Spanish broom served them
as a couch to sleep upon. The thermometer was now at

forty-five degrees ; the air keen, the wind tempestuous, and
ihey had no shelter against the rain.

At day-break they arose; but the weather was exceed-
inglj boisterous, driving, with violence, heavy drops of
rain. They saw the point of the upper cone, but the co-

DJcai frustum, by which it was supported, was concealed

by thick clouds; these rolled in succession along its sides,

and, being thence rapidly hurled into the valleys, between
die hilU, against which they were forcibly driven, quickly
condensed into rain. Some of the party then gave up the

,

project, and, by the assistance of one of the guides, re-

{
turned to Oratava. -

Those who pursued the ascent were attended by another
guide, one of the few remaining of the descendants of
the Guanches. They had attained the summit of the
mountain, whence arises the great cone, which, l)eing fre-

quently covered with snow, occasioned the ancients to give
ihe whole island the name of Nivaria. The plain on the
top of the mountain presented a dreary waste, loaded with
black lava, without verdure or vegetation, except a soli-

tary cytisus, which, peeping through the fissures of a rock,
discovered its feeble withering branches.
The cold was piercing and intolerable; the fall of sleet

lorpified the hands, and incapacitated them from holding
llie reins. At length the tempest raged with increased vio-
lence, and the drops of rain fell half congealed; the dif-
ficulties they had to encounter were insurmountable, and
ilie only choice, left was that of returning.

Excursions to the Peak, at proper seasons of the year,
are attended with less difficulties. Mr. Johnstone, a na-
'»eof Great Britain, and at that time a merchant in Ma-
te, visited this place in the summer-time. He and
'"s party provided themselves with tents, and slept, the
'light before they got to the Peak, nearly Upon the same
'pot which linishcd the labours of those just mentioned.

There they encamped on ("round covered with pumice*
stone; a stream of lava on pach side; in front, a barrui
plain; (he island of Grand Cannria bearing south-east, as
if riniiig out of an innnenie field of ice, formed by the
cUmlH beh.w them. About four o'clock next morning,
the first of August, the moon shining bright and the wea'
ther clear, they began to ascend a kind of path, along
the first great frustum, leading to the smaller and higher
Sugar-loaf. The passage was steep and disagweuble, be-
ing covered with pumice-stone, which gave way at every
step. In about an hour they got to the Alta Vista, where
It was necessary to climb over the lava, leaping from one
large stone to another, till their arrival at the foot of the
Sugar-loaf. Here they rested about five minutes. They
then began to ascend the Sugar-loaf. This was by much
the most fatiguing part ; it being exceedingly steep, and
wholly consisting of small puinice-stones; so that the
foot, at every step, sinks and slides back. 'I'hey weie
obliged to take breath repeatedly. It was little more than
six o'clock when they got upon the summit of the Sugar-
loaf. At this time the clouds had gathered about a inilv

and a half perpendicular below. They were thick, and
had a very striking effect, appearing like an immense ex-
tent of frozen sea, covered with innumerable hillocks of
snow, above which the islands of Grand Caiiaria, Palma,
Gomer«, and Ferro, raised their heads. On the sun's
getting a little higher, the clouds disappeared, and opened
to the view the coast around. The colours, hoisted on
the Peak, were distinctly seen in Oratava, through a te-

lescope.

The prospect from the Peak is romantic and extensive,

no other hill being of a height to intercept the view. The
coast is perceived all round, and a distinct idea of the
island may be formed. The north-west coast appears to
be well cultivated; but the south-east seems dreary and
barren. Within the summit of the Peak is an excavation,'
not less than eighty feet in depth, into which the tiavellens

descended, and gathered some sulphur, with which the
surface is mostly covered. In many parts the foot cannot
rest upon the same spot above a minute, the heat pene-
trating quickly through the shoe. Smoke issues frequently
from the earth. Just under the surface is a soft reddish
clay, so hot, that the hand introduced into it must instantly

be withdrawn. In the caldron, thi- sulphureous odour is

very offensive ; but on the ridge it may be easily endured.
From this place they saw the town of Santa Cruz, and

the shipping in the road, which is a distance, in a direct
line, of about twenty-five miles. Thjy continued two
hours and a half upon the summit of the Peak, without
feel-ng any inconvenience fi ,m heat or cold. Soon after

sun-rise the thermometer, in the shade, was at fifty-one

degrees. They descended the Sugar-^loaf in a few minutes,
running the whole way, which was found to be the best
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mode. At the foot of the Peak there were several caverns

ill the midst of lava, some filled wilh fine water, extremely

cold, and frozen at the edges of the caverns. Others, in

the winter, are filled with snow, over which the sun never

shines; and thus a portion of snow continues in them
throughout the year.

On the north-east part of the island of Palma is a lofty

and spacious mountain, called tiie Caldron, from having

a hollow ill it. The descent within the caldron, which

proceeds gradually from the summit, contains a space

of about thirty acres, and on the declivity of the inside

arc several springs, which form a stream that issues out

from the extremity of the mountain near the sea-shore.

On the south side of the island is a medicinal well of hot

water; and at a village called Uguar is a cave, at the ex-

tremity of which is a curious grotto, with the roof stuck

with large flakes of slatc-stoncs, from between which con-

stantly issues a flow of clear and wholesome water.

Sepulchral Caves.] The ancient inhabitants of these

islands were called, by the Spaniards, Guanches; and

their sepulchral caves are particularly worthy of notice :

—

They had an uncommon veneration for the bodies of their

ancestors, which were deposited in caves formed by nature

in the rocks. They were preserved in goats' skins, bound

round by belts of the same, so exactly and uniformly en-

closing the body, as to excite admiration, each round being

exactly proportioned to the part; and this method pre-

served the bodies. The eyes, which are closed, the hair,

ears, nose, teeth, lips, and beard, are found entire. They

are placed on wooden couches, which the natives had

the art of rendering so hard, that they are impenetrable

to iron. Some of the caves contained two or three hun-

dred bodies. We shall conclude the account of these

sepulchres in the words of a learned European, who re-

sided several years on the island. " Being one day hunt-

ing, a ferret, having a bell about his neck, ran after a

rabbit into a hole, where the sound of the bell was lost.

The owner being afraid he should lose his ferret, in seek-

ing about the rocks and shrubs, found the mouth of a cave,

and entering in, was so atfiightcd, that he cried out. His

fright arose from one of these corpses, very tall anr* large,

lying with the head on a great stone, the feet /ported

by a little wall of stone, and the body itself jting on

a bed of wood. The man, being now a lif . recovered

from his fright, went nearer, and cut oft" a piece of the

skin that lay on llie breast of the body, which was more

flexible and pliant than any kid-leather glove, yet not in

the least rotten. These bodie's are very light, as if made

of straw; and in some that were broken might be ob-

served the nerves and tendons, as also the veins and arte-

ries, like strings, very distinctly. Hy the relation of the

oldest inhabitants, there was a particular tribe who had

this art only among themselves^ which they kept as
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a thing sacred, and not to be communicated to the vuj.

gnr. The people of this class were likewise pricjts md
(lid not marry out of their own tribe. But when the Spa.

niards conquered the place, most of them were destroyed

and the art perished with them. Their ancient people

say that they have above twenty caves of their kings and

great personages, with tiieir whole families, yet unknown

to any but themselves, and which they will never discover"

Population.] The population of Grand Canaria is esli.

mated at forty thousand inhabitants ; Palma, thirty thou.

sand
; Fuerteventiira, ten thousand ; Lancerota, eiglit thou.

sand; Gomera, seven thousand ; and Ferro, one thousand

five hundred.

Manufactures and Commerce:] The principal niann.

factures of these islands are silk-hose and garters, which

are knit; quilts, tafi^eties, blankets, coarse cloths 8ic

In the large towns the men arc weavers and taylois' but

in the villages, women only perforin these operations' and

the exportation of raw silk is prohibited, in order to en-

courage the manufactories.

The commerce of the Canaries may be considered under

five heads, viz. the domestic trade with each other, and

from island to island, the trade to Europe, the Spanish

West-Indies, America, and the coast of Barbary. The

centre of trade is TeneriflFe. The principal comnieice is

carried on in foreign bottoms. The various imports are

woollen goods, hardware, hats, red-henings, jiiichards

wheat, &c. from Great Britain ; butter, candles, pickled

pork, pickled herrings, &,c. from Ireland; gun-powder,

cordage, coarse flax, &c. from Holland and Hamburgh'

bar-iron, from Biscay ; dried cod, rice, beef, pork, hams,

bees-wax, deal boards, staves, wheat, flour, maize, &c,

from the American colonies ; and silks, velvets, oils, cord-

age, &,c. from Barcelona, Seville, Majorca, Italy, and

Cadiz.

Customs, Manners, ^c] The inhabitants of these islands

are, in general, small of stature, but well made, and have

good features. Their complexions are very swarthy, their

eyes full of fire, and their countenance expressive. They

are fond of calling themselves Spaniards, and speak the

Castilian language ; the better sort of people wilh a good

grace, but the vulgar very unintelligibly.

The higher classes wear, in common, a caniblet cloak,

of a dark red or black colour; a linen night-cap, bordered

-

with lace, and a broad slouched hat. When they pay vi-

sits, a coat,''sword, and white peruke, are added ; which

latter forms a striking contrast with their dark counte-

nances ; and, what is still more singular, they keep tlitir I

heavy slouched hats upon their heads always in the lioiiso,
j

but when they are out of doors they carry tlicni under
j

their arm. The common people wear their ov.n biacli

bushy hair, and tuck some of it behind the riglit-ear

Their principal garment is a white loose coat, made in lite
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manner of a Froncli loose coat, widi a friar's cape, iiihI

,jiiI,hI nlioiit the middle with u Niinh.

[lie ttoimii wear <»ii their heads u piece of gaii/e, v.hieli

falls down tiie shoulders, and covers the neck and breasts.

One purl of tlieir dress is a liroad-hrininied hat : hut they

iiseihis with more propriety than tlie men; for liiey wear

II in lilt' open air, to shield their faces from the scorching

lieanm o( the sun. Over the shoulders a mantle is thrown,

lis
qiiiilily heing in |)ioportion to tiie condition of the

wearer. Jackets are worn insteaO of stays ; but all are

leivtdiiil of a great nuudier of petticoats. The principal

ladies of Ciuiaria and 'I'enerift'e dress after the fashions of

France and l^igland, and pay visits in chariots : but none

nalk lilt' streets without being veiled ; though some are

so ciirtless ill the use of their veils,, thai they take care

to let tlieir faces and necks be seen. Some ladies have

ilit'ir hair curiously plaited, and fastened to the crown of

tliehead with a gold comb. Their mantles are very rich,

and they wear a profusion of jewels ; but clumsiness of

dress, and awkwardness of gait, are almost general.

Both sexes go every morning to hear mass, and generally

before they take any refreshment. Their breakfast is usu-

ally chocolate. 'J'hey dine at noon, and shut up the doors

lill three o'clock. People in good circumstances have

four courses brought to table : the first is soup, the second

roast meat, the third an olio, and the fourth the dessert.

Tliey cease drinking as soon as the cloth is renmved, and

jfler dinner all the company wash their hands in one large

utensil, and then go to sleep for about an hour. In winter

evenings, they regale themselves with chocolate and sweet-

meats; b".t, in summer, spring-water is substituted instead

of chocolate.

The people in general sleep on mattresses, spread on
mats, and placed on the floor. The sheets, pillows, quilt,

Sic, arc fringed or pinked; but no curtains are used, as

ihey are considered harbours for fleas and bugs. The
women sit upon cushions, on a raised part of the floor,

either when they receive or when they pay visits. 7'he

children are instructed in convents, and usually mak* a

rapid progress, as they have a ijuick genius, particularly

for poetry. The common amusements arc singing, danc-
ing, playing on the guitar, cards, wrestling, quoits, throw-
ing a ball through a ring at a distance, &c.
Each of the Canary Islands, as well as each town and

family, has its peculiar titular saint; and the festivals of
lliese saints are kept with great solemnity.

The employment of a butcher, taylor, miller, or porter,

IS held in the utmost contempt by the generality of the

people; at they consider that a butrher is b-nrbarous, a

taylor is efteminate, a miller is a thjef, and a porter is a

human beast of burthen.

The gentry, in general, though proud, are polite ; the
lower class, though poor, are decorous ; and even beggars
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ask charity with a good grace, and, if refused, never be-

have with impertinence. Private pilfering is very com-
mon here, but highway or street robberies seldom occur.

The only conse(iuen«:e of robbery is^i severe beating, or

a siiort imprisonment. Duels are never heard of, but pri-

vate nuu'ders are very common.

The inhabitants of the Canary Islands are, iii general,

temperate ; for nothing can be a greater disgrace than

to bt; seen intoxicated ; and a nuui who can be proved a

drunkard is not admitted to take his oath in any court of

jiidicatme. Hence those who are fond of liipior inebriate

themselves in their chambers, and then lie down, in order

to sleep themselves sober. If a man fall in love with

a yoimg woman, and her parents refuse to consent to the

union, she has liberty to complain to the curate of the

parish, who takes her away, and places her in a convent,

where she must remain till they consent to her marriage.

Religion here, as in every part of the Spanish domi-
nions, engrosses much of the leisure time of the inhabit-

ants. Even ladies of rank seldom go out but to mass,

matins, or vespers. The unmarried live in convents, and
are often enticed to take the veil. The residence of the

bishop of the isles, whose revenue is ten thousand pounds

a year, is at Canaria. The revenue accruing to the crown
from all the Canaries, after deducting the ordinary expences

of administration, does not exceed sixty thousand pounds

a year. The duty on tobacco and snufF is so enormous,

that the temptation to smuggle is irresistible.

According to the account of the first discoverers, the

original inhabitants of Grand Canaria amounted to up-

wards of fourteen thousand men capable of bearing arms,

exclusive of women, < hildren, aged persons, &c., which

must have rendered the island extremely populous. The
natives, in general, were tall of stature, active, cheerful,

and of dark complexions. They were humane and war-

like, faithful to their promises, and fearless of danger.

They frequently climbed up very steep precipices, and, by

means of long heavy poles, leaped from rock to rock.

Their dress was a close short coat, reaching only to the

knees, and girded round the middle with a leather belt.

The coat itself was made of rush, which they beat till it

became soft, like flax, and then spun and wove into a

garment. Their outward covering was a goat-skin cloak

;

the hairy side of which they wore inward in the winter,

and outward in the sumnier. Their caps were made ot

the skins of goats' heads, so contrived, diat part of the

beard hung down by each ear, and was sometimes tied

under the chin.

The external distinction of the noble nr superior rank

of Canarians from those of the vulgar or lower class, was
by the cut of their hair or beards.

The Canarians originally used only stones, clubs, and

sharp-pointed poles ; but, after having been invaded by

6
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• tlie EuropeanN, they learnt of their invaih-ift the art of

making shields and nwords. hi all their wurii, hum^vti,

they preserved humanity and decency ; for they never mo-
lested women or children, nor <li(l the leunl dinnugc to

the temples <ir sacred places belonging to lluir enemies.

They had, in times of peace, amphitheatres for public

combats; when a challenge being given in form, the chal-

lenger and challenged both repair<'d to the grand council

of the island, which consisted of twelve principal nobles ;

here they petitioned for permission to fight; which being

granted, they went to the faycag, or princi|)al othcer, to

coiiHrm that permission. This being done, and all things

prepared, they went to the amphitheatre, where the exlii

bilion was begun by the two combatants mounting on two

large stones at some distance, and pelting each other with

smaller stones, which were supplied them for that pur-

pose : the principal skill consisting in avoiding being

struck by these, by mere dexterity of body. This lapidii-

tion being performed, they engaged with a cudgel in the

right hand, and a tiiiit-stone in the left, with which they

gave each oilier a severe beating; then retiring for some
refreshments, they afterwards returned, and fought again,

till the grand council ordered them to desist. These com-
bats were generally fought on public festivals ; and tin;

cure, if either of the combatants were wounded, was of

a singular nature; for a skilful person, who acted as sur-

geon, pounded a rush, till it became of the consisteiicv

of tow, and then, dipping it in goat's tallow, he applied

it warm to tlu- phice affected.

The houses of the native Canarians wore built of stone,

but not cemented together : they were, however, fastened

with such exactness, that their appearance was not un-

couth. The floors were sunk beneath the level of the

ground, and the walls were very low. The roofs were

formed of wooden beams, covered with earth. Beds made
of goat-skins, mats of rushes, and baskets formed of palm-

leaves, were the whole of their furniture.

The women, in the proper season, gathered flowers,

herbs, and shrubs, from which they extracted a variety of

colours; and, when that season was over, they einplovK!

themselves in dying, staining, and painting, their house s,

furniture, and dresses. Their thread was made of nerves

or tendons, their needles of bone, their fish-hooks of horn,

and their domestic utensi's of clay dried in the sun. The
common food of the Canarians was barley-meal, iniik,

butter, &c. They ground their barley with a liand-miil,

and ploughed their ground with a wooden machine, which

in some measure resembled a hoe, with a spur at the end

of it. When the land was too dry, they had a method
of sluicing it, by the means of channels cut in parallel

lines, with others intersecting them at right angles. The
corn, when ripe, was al. ays reaped, threshed, and win-

nowed, by the women.

(;koouapiiy.
[p,,, „

The richer sort of the people resided chiefly Ji, ,|,^

terior parts of the island, and the poorer class
iiihahii,!]

the seo-coast, where they subsisted piineipuljy Uy f,,),!

They had a peculiar method of catching a smuli but /
quisile flsh, of the pilchard kind, which was tins; v»h

they perceived a shoal near die shore, a nunihor of uf
sons swam off, surrounded the hsli, and drove tlicmin,

nets, which were purposely laid for their reception. 11

prize was then divided between all present with g^,,,

equity; but pregnant women hud always the allowance
i,f

!

two persons
; and those who had ehildren, besides their

own share, received a share for each child.

Among the original Canarians was an order of nuns

who were distinguished from the other women hy » p^pj
liar sort of long white garments. They had many super

Htitious traditional potions among them ; and the place,

where they resided were deemed places of refuge fur

criminals, and had privileges very nearly resembling
Eii.

r(»pcan sanctuaries, in all crimes, but those puiiishalle

by death, the laws of retaliation were used, and justice in

general, impartially administered.

In times of public danger, or when they looked upon

themselves to be afllicted by any general caliiniily, the

Canarians went in processions to the rocks and niouiitaiiLs,

preceded by tlie religious women, ond carrying wjih them

branches of palm, and vessels filled with milk, «hich

latter they poured upon the rocks, as religious oblatidns,

and then danced in mournful measure, and sung melaii.

< holy songs, to deprecate the wrath of their supposed

deities. When any of the Canarians died, if capital

people, they were buried in sepulchral caves; if of the

vulgar class, in holes in the ground, which were after.

wards covered with stones.

SECTION XII.

THE MADIiIRA ISLANDS.

The Madeira Islands are three in number; namely,

Madeira, properly so called; the Island of Puerto Santa,

or Porto Santo; and Isia Deserta, or the Desolate Isle.

The whole are situated in the Atlantic Ocean, bdween

thirty-two and thirty-tin l(! .legrees of north lalilucic, aud

between seventeen and eighteen degrees of west longitude.

The largest of these islands, from which the rest de-

rive the general name of Madeira, is about soveiity-tive

miles ill length, and upwards of thirty-six, in some places,

in breadth. It is composed of one continued hill, of a

considerable height, extending from east lowest; the de-

clivity of which, on the south side, is cultivated and in-

terspersed with vineyards. The seasons here may be said

to be only two, spring and summer; as no degree of

heat or cold has been found impleasanf,

A dmant view of the island of Madeira represents it as



iia represents it as
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I rock),
barren, uiul uncullivated oput ; but, on u nearer

ippro'li, itt l»eiiiUit.H open io view, iind form u Kcenc

mciuii M|iif uml tut lianlnig. From Fimcliul, lo the cu»t-

wird ul ihe itiund, the ruud in itetp inul cruggy up IuIIh:

,1 ihi; lop is u narrtiw path, ic nidi; of which in ii

nirpfinliLiilar rock; on iheoihtru tlitudliil precipice, pns»-

ible iiiily t" pedestrians, or to some well-trninid mules.

Many parts o( Madeira, being mountuinous and rugged,

ami iitliers lusuly deslitule of soil, are inciipable of culture.

Snaii pttlciies, indeed, of cultivated ground uppeiir in the

narrow vallc\», in which, also, there are some villages.

Hut, iliough the cultivators are lazy, they have shown in-

)tance» of industry, by breaking, on the sides of hills

ihiiily covered with soil, such pieces of scattered rock as

contain vegetable mailer into sniuller parts; and the rills

Ironi the heights being made to llow over, the fragments

ciin)niimile, and betonic a fertile mould.

The highest mountains of Madeira have hardly any vol-

ume appearance. 'I'lie clouds fri quently envelope their

lii|i4, and from them descend all the streams and rivulets

ul the island. Their antiquity is marked by the deep

chasms lliey have fornu-d in their descent between the

ridges of the rocks, during the long lapse of time they

kvi' coiilinued to flow. In the beds of tiu>se rivulets are

found pibhles of various sizes, and large round masses of

silcx, such as are usually found in the beds of many simi-

lar lorn ills ill the Alps. I'he soil also of the fields and

pasturayc-grounds appears exactly the same as those of

the Continent, where no volcanic fire has ever been sup-

posed lo have existed.

No lava of a glassy nature has been discovered in Ma-
deira, nor any perfect pumice-stone ; circumstances which
belli indicate, that not the highest degree of lieat had

been siirt'ered here ; but it is probable, that the bay or

beach of Tunchal is a segment of a large crater, the ex-

tiiior part of which has sunk into the sea; for the siiiniiig

blue stones upon the beach are all of compact lava ; and

lempestiious weather throws always upon the shore lar<'er

masses of the same blue stone, and also h quantity of

cellular lava, approaching to puniice-slone in texture, but

much heavier, and not fibrous. It may also be observed,

that the Loo-llock, and the laiiding-place opposite to it, to

ilie westward of luinchal Bay, as well as that upon which
I'url Si. .lago is constructed, are evidently perpendicular

tragnieiits of the edges of tlie crater, which have hitherto

ftsisted tlie action o. the sea, by having been better sup-
ported, or having more closely adhered together, thouuh
niucli worn by the violence of the surge.

The inhabilantH nre \iv;!l supi)lied with delicious froits

and vegetable esculents, of various kinds. But the grape,
chiefly white, is the staple production of the island.

fvcnty-five thousand pipes, each of a hundred and twenty
gallons, are said to he made annually ; of this quantity

1 C A. 5IS

one half ii exported lo Kngland, North America, and tlic

West-Indies, and the reiiduo is consumed by the inha-
bilants.

Other kinds of grapes are native in Madeira; one whose
jui(e has a deeper colour than ihe formei, the wine of
which IS called Tiiito; another, called Basiardo, has a red
skin, but produces a white juice; and, lastly, on some few
soils, a third species is raised, whose juice is lemarkably
sweet and rich, from which is made that celebrated wine
called Malmsey. The wine is made by pressing the juice
out in a square wooden vessel. 'I'he persons employed,
having taken otT their shoes and jackets, get into ii, and,
with their elbows and feel, press out a^ ,uuch of the juice
as ihey can. In like manner the stalks, being tied toge-
ther, are pressed under a square piece of wood, by a lev«r,

with a stone fastened to the end of it.

The iulialiitaiits of this ialaiid make the best sweetmeat*
in the world, nid succeed wonderfully in preserving ci-

trons and oranges, and in making marmalade and perfumed
pastes, which exceed those of Genoa. The sugar they
make is excellent, and smells naturally of violets.

Tlie food most relished at Maileira is pork. The hogs,

when young, are marked by their owners, and suffered to

range wild among the mountains, and, at last, are hunted
and caught by ilogs.

No serpents, nor any noxious animals, have been known
to exist at Madeira; neither are there hares or foxes.

Fish of several kinds are caught on the coast, but herrings

and oysters are never found. Salted cod, in abundance,
is imported from America ; and, being the principal diet

of the poor, occasions frequent scorbutic eruptions.

Mr. Spilsbury, surgeon of his majesty's sloop Favour-
ite, who was there in 1805, has furnished us with the
following account of Funchai

:

" The town is large, but the streets are narrow ; the lower
floors are all warehouses, and are far from being in a
clean condition. We got excellent fruit here, at very rea-

sonable prices. Most of the shops are tilled with articles

of English growth and manufacture. The better sort of
people dress like the English, but the costume of the coun-
try people is rather grotesque, especially of the women.
This consists of a blue conical cloth cap, with a small bit

of red rag on each side; under this, a white linen handker-

chief, which flows over the shoulders; a straight cloth

cloak, blue or brown, edged with red; a close-bodied jacket,

and a striped petticoat : they go bare-legged. The men
likewise wear a cap, and their coat thrown over their shoul-

ders; their waistcoats and drawers fit close, the latter

lenrhing !)elo\v the knee.

" The countrymen, in general, carry a long pole on their

shoulders, over which is oftentimes thrown their coat. The
women, according to the Moorish custom, squat on their

hams. On Sunday, they bring various productions from
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the country for sale. They are very hospitable and inof-

fensive. A draughtsman, whom we met with here, in-

formed us, he had travelled over the island, and was always

well treated : he described the views as the most grand and

romantic imaginable.

"The cathedral is well worth seeing; it is very richly

decorated with gold and silver ornaments, [n the body

of this edifice, while I was viewing it, die corpse of a

female child was brought, w ilhout a coffin, dressed with

flowers, and its hands clasped togedier : a hole was dug,

into which they laid it ; the earth was then thrown over it,

and trampled down before its mother, who appeared very

little concerned. We afterwards learned, that parents re-

joice at their children dying so young; as, having no sin,

they are sure to go t^ heaven."

The merchants of the British factory attach themselves

to the cultivators of the vine, and supply them, in advance,

with whatever can contribute to their necessities. They
are remarkable for their hospitality to strangers, as their

houses are open, on the slightest reconnnendation, for the

reception of passengers, who stop there for refreshments

on their way to A^ia or America.

The clergy are very numerous, and generally rich; but

none who are descended from Moors or Jews are admitted

to take orders. In marriages, affection is seldom thought

of; the principal enquiries are into family, descent, and

circumstances. The women are prohibited from marry-

ing Englishmen, unless they consent to change their reli-

gion, and turn Roman Catholics.

Murders are very frequent, on account of the great

number of places deemed sanctuaries, and the ease with

which an assassin can screen himself from justice. But,

if the criminal be taken before he reach a sanctuary, the

punishment is only banishment or confinement, either of

which may be evaded by a peciuiiary compensation.

Tiie military establishment of tho island consists </f

three himdred regular troops, half infantry, the rest artil-

lery, and two thousand militia, who are embodied occa-

sionally ; tiie latter, making two battalions, are obliged to

provide themselves with an uniform. There are also ten

thousand irregular militia, who are not so clothed, nor

called out to exercise ; and, being at no expence on that

account, are compelled to perforu; garrison-duty, to take

charge of signals, and repair the highways.

The churches are made repositories for the dead. The
corpse is curiously dressed and adorned

;
yet, in the in-

terment, a quantity of lime is used, in order to consume

[PAIST 11.

the body with all imaginable despatch, which usunjlv han.

pens in a fortnight, so that there is then room >or aiiotlii.

corpse. The bodies of protestants are not allowed to be

buried, but must be thrown into the sea, unless a large

sum of money be paid to the clergy.

SECTION Xlll.

TIIE AZORES.

These islands are situated in the latitude of between

Uiirty-seven and forty degrees north, about five hundred

and forty geographical miles to the north-west of Madeira

I'hey are nine in number, and are named Santa Maria

St. Michael, Tercera, St. George, Graciosa, Fayal, Pico

Flores, ai.d Corvo. They were discovered in the middle

of the fifteenth century, by Joshua Vaiuler Ben', a mer-

chant of Bruges, in Flanders, who, in a voyage to Lisbon

was, by stress of weather, driven to these islands, which

he found destitute of inhabitants, and called tliem the

Flemish Islands. On his arrival at Lisbon, he boasted

,of this discovery, on which the Portuguese ininiediateiy

hastened to take possession of them. They were called

in general, the Azores, from the great number of hawks

and falcons found among them. All these islaiuls enjoy

a clear and serene sky, with a salubrious air ; bnt they

have frequently suffered by violent earthquakes, and also

by inundations of the surrounding waves. Tliev are how-

ever, extremely fertile in corn, wine, and a variety of

fruits, also cattle, fowl, and fish.

Tercera is the most important of these islands, on ac-

count of its harbour, which is spacious, and has good

anchorage, but it is exposed to the south-east winds. Its

capital town, Angra, contains a cathedral and five churches,

and is the residence of the governor and the bishop.

St. Michael, which is near one hundred miles in cir-

cumference, and contains fifty thousand inhabitants, was

twice invaded and plundered by the English, in the reign

of Queen Elizabeth.

Pico contains a mountain of remarkable height, by some

reported to equal that of Teneriffe, and which miglit

with propriety be assumed as the first meridian of longi-

tude, instead of the various and confused distinctions wiiich

have been adopted.

1 he rest of these islands do not contain any thing re-

markable, nor do they vary from those described in any

of their productions.

END OF PJRT THE SECOND.
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P^lUT III.
**^********^*^^#*

AMERICA

CHAPTER I,

Nc

DISCOVERY, &c.

I OTHING can be more appropriate than the division

of this vast continent into two parts, called North and
South America ; for Nature herself seems to have pointed

out sucli a distinction by the narrow isthmus with which
slie has separated that extensive region.

It is clearly ascertained, that the southern limits of

America are from the Straits of Magellan ; but the pre-

cise northern boundary will probably long remain unknoM n.

Tliis limit may extend to eighty degrees; but, at present,

we are only justified in estimating the length of the Ame-
rican continent from the seventy-second degree of nortii

latitude to the fifty-fourth degree of south latitude, or the

Straits of Magellan : and thus it is known to contain a

space of one hundred and twenty-six degrees, or seven

thousand five hundred and sixty geographical miles. The
greatest breadth of South America is two thousand two
hundred and eighty geographical miles, or forty-eight de-

grees, and runs from Cape St. Roque, in the east, to

Cape Bianco, in the west. In North America, however,
the extreme breadth is upwards of a third greater : it may
be taken from the most eastern point of liabrador, or even
of Greenland, to the promontory of Alaska, which gives
about three thousand eight hundred and forty geographi-
cal, or four thousand four hundred British, miles. The
total length of America may be computed at eight thou-
sand eight hundred British miles.

As a is now admitted that Greenimid fornw a part of
America, the credit of the first discovery of that continent
has of late been taken from Columbus, and given to the
Norwegians, who visited Greenland in the year 982 ; and
Ibis discovery was succeeded, in 1003, by that of Finland
45 VOL. I.

which was probably a part of Newfoundland, or Labra-
dor. The former colony flourished for a length of time,

and was, at last, impeded only by the increase of the

shoals of ice, which put a stop to its maritime inter-

course ; but that of Finland was soon destroyed by the

commotions which took place among its settlers. But
the Dalies afterwards settled on the western coast, and
called tiieir establishment New Greenland, in opposition
to the original colony on the eastern shores. Greenland,
howeve', was long well known, and was probably visited

by mp.ny of the numerous English ships which sailed .o

Iceland in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

The Welch imagine that, in 1170, their country contri-

buted to people the New World, by the adventure of
Madoc, son of Owen Gwynedd, who, on the death of
his father, sailed there, and colonized part of the country.

The glory of discovering the important parts of Ame-
rica, however, is due to Christopher Columbus; for Be-
haim, who was the most complete geographer of his time,

has proved that no previous discovery was made in the

route adopted by that celebrated navigator.

It seems that the Canary Islands were faintly known lo
the Spaniards about the middle of die fourteenth century;
and the Normans had made piratical excursions as far as
these isles, which were, at length, completely conquered
in the year 1402, by a Norman gentleman, named Jean de
Bethencomt, who obtained the consent of the Spanish
court to assume the title of King of the Canaries. Ma-
deira is said to have been discovered by the English in

1344; but the Cape de Vcrd Islands appear not to have
been known till 144(5, nor the Azores till 1449. The
6P
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King of Portugal, in 1466, gave these last isles to his
sister, the Duchess of Burgundy; and, a famine then pre-
vaihng in Inlanders, many people emigrated to them,
among whom was Job de Huerter, lord of Moirkirchen
m Flanders, who afterwards resided in Fayal, and appears
to have had a grant of the Azores from the Ducliess of
Burgundy. Behaini, the celebrated geographer already
mentioned, married the daughter of Huerter; and, by his
account, as inscribed on his globe, the Azores were dis-
covered in 1431, and received their name from the nu-
merous goshawb found upon them. The discovery of
these isles, so far to the west, proved a strong incentive to
Columbus to extend his researches.

Towards the close of the fifteenth century, Venice and
Genoa were the only powers in Europe who owed their
support to commerce. An interference of interests oc-
casioned a mutual rivalship; but Venice was much supe-
rior in traffic, as she engrossed the whole commerce of
India. In this state of affairs, Columbus, who was a na-
tive of Genoa, conceived a project of sailing to the
Indies by a new and unknown route. But his proposal
was rejected by the Genoese as chimerical, and the prin-
ciples on which it was founded were considered absurd.
Irritated by disappointment, Columbus retired from his
country, and laid his scheme before the court of France;
but there his reception was still more mortifying. He
ne.u appli.>d to Henry VII. of England; but the cautious
politics of that prince were the most opposite imaginable
to so imporuuit a speculation.

In Portugal, where the spirit of adventure and disco-
very about this time began to operate, he had reason to
expect better success. But the Portuguese contented
themselves with proceeding along the coast of Africa, and
discovering one cape after another; without attempting to
venture into the open sea. Notwithstanding his disap-
pointments, however, Columbus still remained firm : he
became the more intent on his design, the more difficulty
he found in accomplishing it, and was inspired with that
enthusiasm which always animates an adventurous and
original genius. Spain was now his only resource; and
there, after an attendance of eight years, he succeeded,
chiefly through the interest of Queen Isabella ; for such'
was the prejudice of Ferdinand, her husband, against Co-
lumbus, that he refused to take any part in the enterprise
as king ..f Arragon. As the whole expence of the expe-
dition was, therefore, to be deftayed by the crown of
Castile, Isabella reserved for her subjects of that king-
dom an. exclusive right to all the benefits which might re-
sult from its success. The cWwf articles of the rnpiUila-
tioi> entered into with Columbus were as follow:

First,. Ferdinand and Isabella, as sovereigns of the
ocean, constituted him Uieir high-admiral in ail the seas,
islands, and continents, which should be discovered by his

GEOGRAPHY. rp._,„

industry; and stipulated, that he and his heirs for e
should enjoy this office, with the same powers and i^
rogatives as belonged to the high-admiral of cJll\'
within the limits of his jurisdiction. Secondly Th*^
appointed Columbus their viceroy in all the islands

ai'd
continents which he should discover ; but if, for the bell"
administration of affairs, it should hereafter be necessa

"^

to establish a separate governor in any of tho.se counirir
they authorised him to name three persons, of whom the.'

would choose one for that oflice; and the dignity of vice
roy, with all its immunities, was likewise to be hereditary
in the family of Columbus. Thirdly, They granted to
him and his heirs for ever the tenth of the free profits

accruing from the productions and commerce of the
countries which he should discover. Fourthly, They d
clared that, if any controversy or law-suit should arise

with respect to any mercantile transaction in the coun'
tries which should be discovered, it should be determined'
by the sole authority of Columbus, or of the judges to

he appointed by him. Fifthly, They permitted him lo

advance' one-eighth part of what should be expended in

preparing for the expedition, and in carrying on connnerce
with the countries which he should discover, and entitled

him, in return, to an eighth part of the profit.

Accordingly, on the Sd of August, 1492, Columbus
sailed from Spain in quest of a new world. But the ar-

mament was not suitable, either to the dignity of the na-

tion by which it was equipped, or to the importance of
the service for which it was destined. It consisted only

of three vessels. The largest, a ship of no consi lerable

burthen, was commanded by Columbus, as admiral, who
gave it the name of Santa Maria, in honor of the Blessed

Virgin. The second, called the Pinta, was commanded
by Martin Piiigon, a man of much wealth and experience,

and his brother Francis was pilot. The third, named the

Nigna, was under the coinhiand of Vincent Vanez Pinion.

These two were light vessels, hardly superior in burthen «

or force to large boats ; and the squadron, if it merit that

name, was victualled for twelve months. Ft had onboard

ninety men, mostly sailors, together with a few adven-

turers, who followed the fortune of Columbus, and some

gentlemen of Isabella's court, whom she appointed to

accompany him. Though the expence of the undertaking

was one of the circumstances which chieHy alarmed the

court of Spain, and retarded so long the ncgociation with

Columbus, the sum employed in fitting out this squadron

did not exceed four tliMisand pounds.

As the art of ship-building in the fifteenth century was

extremely rude, and the bulk of vessels was acconmio-

dated to the short and easy voyages along the coast, which

they were accustomed to perform, it is a proof of the

courage and enterprising genius of Columbus, that he

ventured, with a fleet so ill adapted for a distant naviga-
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tu explore unknown seas, where he had no chart
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,
guide him, no knowledge of the tides and currents,

ind 110 experience of the dangers to which he might be

oposed. His eagerness to accom{y|ish the great design

«hich had so long engrossed his thoughts, made him disr

regard every circumstance that w«uld have intiiqidated a

le)!
adventurous mind. He facilitated the preparations

«iih such ardour, and was se(H>nded so effectually by the

ptrsona to whom Isabella committed the superintetidance

q[ thtt business, that every thing was soon in readiness for

llie voyage.

On the 1st of October, Columbus found himself seven

I

humired and seventy leagues west of the Canaries. At

lliis period his crew, despairing of the success of their

I
enterprise, began to mutiny ; and he was obliged to pro-

mise them, that, if land did not appear in three days, he

mid return. They, however, soon observed some for-

I lunate presages, such as land-birds, a cane newly cut, a

carved piece of wood, and the branch of a tree, with

I red berries. At the same time, a brisk gale arose,

ind carried them forward : several birds were seen hover-

ing about tiie ship, and directing their flight towards the

aest, so thiit the desponding crew resumed some degree

of spirit.

About ten o'clock at night, Columbus, standing on the

forecastle, observed a light at a distance, and privately

pointed it out to Pedro Guttierez, a page of the queen's

aardrobe. Guttierez perceived it, and, calling to Sal-

cedo, comptroller of the fleet, all three saw it in motion,

I

IS if it were carried from place to place; and, a little after

midnight, the joyful sound of land, lovd, was heard from

the Pinta, which kept always a-head of the other ships.

As soon as morning dawned, on Friday, October 12, all

doubts were dispelled:—from every ship an island was

feeii about two leagues to the north, whose flat and vei -

dant fields, well stored with wood, and watered u ith many
rivulets, presented the aspect of a delightful country. The

I

W\v of the Pinta instantly began singing the Tc Deum,
and were joined by those of the other ships, with tears of

joy. This office of gratitude to Heaven was followed by

an act of justice to their commander. They threw tliem-

lelves at the feet of Columbus, with feelings of self-con-

demnation, mingled with reverence. They implored him

10 pardon their ignorance, incredulity, and insolence; and

passing, in the warmth of their admiration, from one ex-

:rerae to another, they now pronounced the man, whom
iliey had lately reviled and threatened, to be a person in-

spired by Heaven with sagacity and fortitude more than

kmaii.

At sun- rise, all their boats were manned and armed.
They rowed towards the island, with their colours dis-

played, with warlike music, and other martial pomp. The
foast was covered with a multitude of people, whom the

novelty of the spectacle had drawn together, whose atti-

tudes and gestures expressed astonishment at the strange

objects which presented themselves. Columbus was the

first European who set fc>ot in the New World which he

had discovered. He landed in a rich dress, and with a

drawn sword in his hand : his men followed, and, kneel-

ing down, they all kissed the ground. They next erected

a crucitix, and, prostrating themsejves before it, returned

thanks to God for conducting their voyage to such n

happy issue. They then took solemn possession of the

country for the crown of Castile and Leon,^with the usual

formalities.

The natives, in the mean time, gazed in silent admira-

tion upon actions which they could not comprehend. The
dress of tlie Spaniards, the whiteness of their skins, their

beards, and their arms, appeared surprising. The vast

machines in which they had traversed the ocean, that

seemed to move upon the waters with wings, and uttered

a dreadful sound resembling thunder, accompanied with

lightning arid smoke, struck them with such terror, that

they began to consider their new guests as a superior

order of beings, and concluded that they were children of

the sun, who had descended to visit the earth.

The Europeans were hardly less amazed at the scene

now before them. Eveiy herb, shrub, and tree, was

difl:erent from those which flourished in Europe. The

soil seemed to be naturally fertile, but bore few marks of

cultivation. The climate, though warm, appeared cx-

tren'ely delightful, and the inhabitants were entirely naked.

Their black hair, long and uncurled, floated upon their

shoulders, or was bound in tresses around their heads.

They had no beards, and every part of their bodies was

perfectly smooth. Their complexion was of a dusky cop-

per-colour, their features singular, rather than disagree-

able, their aspect gentle and timid. Though not tall, they

were well-shaped and active. Their faces, and sevei-al

parts of their bodies, were fantastically painted with glaring

colours. For some time they appeared timid ; but, at

length, they became familiar with the Spaniards, and joy-

fully received from them hawks'-bells, glass-beads, or other

baubles ; in return for which they gave such provisions as

they had, and some cotton-yarn, the only commodity of

value that they could produce. Towards evening, Colum-

bus returned to his ships, accompanied by many of the

islanders in their canoes, which, though rudely fi)rmed

out of the trunk of a single tree, they rowed with sur-

prising dexterity. Thus, in the first interview between

the inhabitants of the old and new worlds, every thing

was conducted amicably. The former^ etiliuhtened and

ambitious, formed already vast ideas of the advantages

which they might derive from the regions that began to

open to their view. The latter, simple and undiscerning

had no conception of their impending calamities
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Columbus, who now Maunied the title and authority of

admiral and viceroy, called the island which he had dis-

covered Spn Salvador. It is one of that large cluster

called the Bahama Isles, situated above three thousand

miles to the west of Gomera, from which the squadron

took its departure, and only four degrees to the south of

it; so little had Columbus deviated from the westerly

course which he had chosen as the most proper. He
employed the next day in visiting the coasts of the island

;

and, from the apparent poverty of the inhabitants, he per-

ceived that thi» was not the rich country for which he

sought. But, conformably to his theory concerning the

discovery of those regions of Asia which stretched to-

wards the east, he concluded that San Salvador was one

of the isles which geographers had described as situated

in the great ocean adjacent to India. Having observed

that most of the people whom he had seen wore small

plates of gold, by way of ornament, in their nostrils, he

eagerly enquired where they obtained that precious metal.

They pointed towards the south, and made him compre-

hend, by signs, thai gold abounded in countries situated

in that quarter. Thither he immediately determined to

direct his course. He took along with him seven of the

natives of San Salvador, that, by acquiring the Spanish

language, they might serve as guides and interpreters ; and

those innocent people considered themselves highly ho-

noured by being selected to accompany him.

He saw several islands, and touched at three of the

largest, on which he bestowed the names of St. Mary of

the Conception, Fernandina, and Isabella. But, as their

soil, productions, and inhabitants, nearly resembled those

of San Salvador, he made no stay in any of them. He
enquired every where fdr gold, and the signs that were

unifurniiy made by way of answer, confirmed him in the

opinion that it was brought from the south. He followed

thai cutu'se, and soon discovered a country which appeared

very extensive, not perfectly level, like those he had already

visited, but so diversified with rising grounds, bills, rivers,

woods, and plains, that he was uncertain whether it might

prove an island, or part of the continent. The natives

of San Salvador, whom he had on board, called it Cuba,

but he gave it the name of Juanna. He entered the mouth
of a large river with his squadron, and all the inhabitants

fied to the mountains as he approached the shore. But
as he resolved to careen his ships in that place, he sent

some Spaniards, together with one of the natives of San
Salvador, to view the interior of the country ; and they,

having advanced above sixty miles from the shore, re-

ported ihat the soil was richer and more cuhivated than

any they had hitherto discovered ; that, besides many scat-

tered cottages, they had found one village, containing

above a thousand inhabitants; that the people,, though

uaked, seemed to be more intelligent than those of San

[part III.

Salvador, but had treated them with the same respectful
I

attention, kissing their feet, and honouring them u jj.

cred beings ; that they had given them to eat a root the I

taste of which resembled roasted chesnuts, and likewiieal

singular species of corn, called maize, which, either when I

roasted whole or ground into meal, w as very palatable I

that there seemed to be no quadrupeds in the country, but i

a species of dogs, which could not bark, and a creature I

resembling a rabbit, but of a much smaller size ; and they I

added, that they had observed some ornaments of gold I

among the people.

Some of the natives, who had been persuaded to accom-

pany the messengers, informed Columbus, that the gold!

of which they made their ornaments was found in Cuba-

nacan. By this word they meant the middle or inluid|

part of Cuba; but Columbus, being ignorant of their U.

I

guage, as well as unaccustomed to their pronunciatioD
{

and his thoughts running continually upon his own theory!

concerning the discovery of the East-Indies, he was led, I

by the resemblance of the sound, to suppose that they I

spoke of the Great Khan, and imagined that the opulent I

kingdom of Cathay, described by Marco Polo, was not!

very remote. This induced him to employ some time inl

viewing the country. He visited almost every harbour,!

from Porto del Principe, on the north coast of Cuba, tol

the eastern extremity of the island ; but, though amazedl

at the fertility of the soil, which, from its novelty, madel

a most lively impression upon his imagination, he did aotl

find gold in any quantity. The people of the country, ail

much astonished at his eagerness in quest of gold, as tliei

Europeans were at iUeir ignorance and simplicity, pointedl

towards the east, where an island, which they called Hayti,|

since known by the name of St. Domingo, was situated,!

in which that metal was more abundant than among tbeni.l

Columbus ordered his squadron to bend its course thither;!

but Martin Alonso Pinion, impatient to be the first whoj

should take possession of the treasures which this countryl

was supposed to contain, quitted his companions, regard-j

less of all the admiral's signals to slacken sail until they I

should eonie up with him. Columbus did not reach Haytlj

till the sixth of December. He called the port where he
]

first touched St. Nicholas, and the island itself, Hispa-

niola, in honour of the kingdom by which he was em-

ployed. As he could neither meet with the Pinta, norj

have any intercourse with the inhabitants, who fled inl

great consternation to the woods, he soon quitted St. Ni-|

cholas, and, sailing along the northern coast of the island, I

he entered another harbour, which he called the Concep-

1

lion. liere his people overtook a woman, who was run-

ning from them, and, after treating her with great gentle-

ness, dismissed her with a present of toys. The descrip-

tion which she gave to her countrymen of the humanity I

ijnd wonderful qualities of the strangers, tlieir adniiiatioii

DiscorEUY,
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of the trinkets, which she cxultingly displayed, and their

taieriiess to participate of tlie same favours, induced many

of them to repair to the harbour. Tlie strange objects

which they beheld, and the baubles which Columbus be-

jluwed upon them, amply gratified their curiosity and their

wishes. They nearly resembled the people of Cuba. They

urre naked, like them, ignorant, inul simple ; and seemed

lube equally unacquainted with all the arts which appear

most necessary in polished societies ; but they were gentle,

credulous, and timid, to a degree, which rendered it easy

10 acquire an ascendancy over lliem, especially as their

-excessive admiration led them into the same error with the

peopli of the other islands, in supposing the Spaniards to

be spirits descended immediately from heaven. They

possesiied gold in some abundance, and readily exchanged

it for bells, beads, or pins ; and in this traffic both parties

considered themselves gainers. Here Columbus was vi-

lited by a prince or cazique of the country. He appeared

with all the pomp known among a simple people, being

carried in a sort of palanquin, upon the shoulders of four

men, and attended by many of his subjects, who served

him with great respect. His deportment was grave and

stately very reserved towards his own people, but with

Columbus and the Spaniards extremely courteous. He
gave the admiral some thin plates of gold, and a girdle

of curious workmanship, receiving, in return, presents of

small value.

Still anxious to discover the mines which yielded gold,

Columbus continued to interrogate all the natives, with

whom he had any intercourse, concerning their situation

They concurred in poiiiting out a mountainous country,

which they called Cibao, at some distance from the sea,

and farther towards the east. Struck with this sound,

wliich appeared to him the same with Cipaiigo, the name

by which Marco Polo, and other travellers to the east,

distinguished the islands of Japan, he no longer doubted

with respect to the vicinity of the countries which he had

discovered, to the remote parts of Asia; and, in full ex-

pectation of soon reaching those regions which had been

the object of his voyage, he directed his course towards

the east. He put into a commodious harbour, which he

called St. Thomas, and found that district to be under

the government of a powerful cazique, named Guacana-

hari, who, as he afterwards learned, was one of the five

sovereigns among whom the whole island was divided.

He inuiiediately sent messengers to Columbus, who, in

his name, delivered to him a present of a mask, curiously

fashioned, with the ears, nose, and mouth, of beaten gold,

and invited him to the place of his residence, near the

harbour now called Cape Francois, some leagues towards

ihc east. Columbus despatched some of his officers to

visit this prince, and they returned with such favourable

accounts, both of the countiy and of the people, as made
46. vol,, 1.
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Columbus impatient for that interview with Guacanalian

to which he had been invited.

With this view he sailed from St. Thomas, on the 24th

of December, with a fair wind ; and, us he had had no

rest for two days, he retired at midnight to repose, having

cominiltud the helm to th.; pilot, with strict injunctions

not to quit it for a moment. The pilot, however, care-

lessly left it to a cabin-boy, and the ship, carried away by

a current, was dashed against a rock. The violence of

the shock awakened Columbus ; who ran up to the dock,

and was the only person who retained prtsence of mind.

He ordered some of the sailors to take a boat, and carry

out an anclior astern ; but, instead of obeying, they made

off towards the Nigna, which- was about half a league dii-

tant: the vessel soon afterwards opened near the keel, and

filled so fast with water, that its loss was inevitable. The

smoothness of the sea, and the assistance of the boats

from the Nigna, enabled the crew to save their lives, and

as soon as the islanders heard of this disaster, they crowded

to the shore, with their prince at their head ; lamenting

the misfortune with tears of condolence, putting to sea

a number of canoes, and, under the direction of die Spa-

niards, assisting in saving whatever could be got out of the

wreck. As fast as the goods were landed, Gujicauiihari

in person took charge of them ; by his orders they were

deposited in one place, and armed sentinels kept the multi-

tude at a distance. Nex« 'orning this prince visited Co-

luihbns, who was now on board the Nigna, and endea-

voured to console him for his loss, by offering all that he

possessed to repair it.

Of the humanity and orderly behaviour of the natives

on this occasion, Colundjus gave the following account, in

a letter to Ferdinand and Isabella. " The king, having

been informed of our misfortune, expressed great grief

for our loss, and immediately sent aboard all the people

in the place in many large canoes : we soon unloaded the

ship of every thing that was upon deck, as the king gave

us great assistance : he himself, with his brothers and re-

lations, took all possible care that every thing should be

properly done both aboard and on shore. And, from time

to time, he sent some of his relations, weeping, to beg of

me not to be dejected, for he would give me all that he

had. I can assure your highnesses, that so much care

would not have been taken in securing our effects in any

port of Spain, as all our property was put together in one

place near his palace, until the houses which he wanted

to prepare for the custody of it were emptied. He imme-

diately placed a guard of armed men, who watched dming

the whole night, and those on shore lamented as if they

had been much interested in our loss. The people are so

affectionate, so tractable, and so peaceable, that I swear

to your highnesses, that there is not a better race of men,

nor a better country, in the world. They love their neigl*-
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IxMir as llioinsolvcs; llu-ir conversation is the sweetest and

mildest in the world, cheerful, nnd always accompanied

with a smile. And allhougli it is true that they go naked,

yet your highnesses nuiy be assured that they have many
very comniciKJable customs : the king is served with great

state, and his behaviour is so decent, that it is pleasant

to see him, as it is likewise to observe the wonderful me-
mory which these people have, and their desire of knovv-

nig every thing, w hicli leads them to enquire into its causes

and effects."

Colimibus had hitherto procured no intelligence of the

Pinta, nnd no longer doubted that his treacherous asso-

ciate had sailed for Europe, in order to have the merit of

carrying the first tidings of the extraordinary discoveries

which had been made, and to pre-occupy so far the ear

of their sovereign, as to rob him of the glory and reward

to which he was justly entitled. There remained but one

vessel, and that the smallest and most crazy of the squa-

dron, to traverse such a vast ocean, and carry so niany

men back to Europe. Each of those circumstances was

alarming, and filled the mind of our adventurer with the

utmost solicitude. The desire of overtaking Pinion, and

of effacing the unfavourable impressions which his misre-

presentations might make in Spain, made it necessary to

return thither without delay. The difficulty of taking such

a number of persons aboard the Nigna, confirmed him in

an opinion, which the fertility of the country, and the

gentle temper of the people, had already induced him to

form. He resolved to leave pari of his crew in the

island, that, by residing there, they might learn the lan-

guage cf the natives, study their disposition, examine
the n.iture of the country, and search for mines. When
he mentioned this to his men, all approved of the design,

and many offered voluntarily to rennin.

Nothing was now wanting towards the execution of

this scheme, but to obtain the consent of Guacanahari

;

and his unsuspicious simplicity soon presented to the ad-

miral a favourable opportunity of proposing it. Colum-
bus having expressi;d some curiosity to know the cause

which had induced the islanders to fly with such precipi-

tation upon the approach of his ships, the cazique inform-

ed him that the country was much infested by the incur-

sions of certain people, whom he called Carribeans, who
inhabited several islands to the south-east. These he de-

scribed as a fierce and warlike race, who delighted in

blood, and devoured the flesh of the prisoners who fell

into their hands ; and as the Spaniards, at their first ap-

pearance, were supposed to be Carribeans, whom the

natives, however numerous, durst not face in battle, they

had recourse to their usual method of securing their safe-

ty, by retiring into the thickest and most impenetrable

woods. Guacanahari, while speaking of those dreadful

nivaders, discovered such symptoms of terror, as well as
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such consciousness of the inability of his own people
resist them, as led Columbus to conclude that lie would
not be alarmed ut the proposition of any scheme which
aflbrded him the prospect of an additional security

aL'aiiisi

their attacks. He instantly offered him the assistaiict of

the Spaniards to repel his enemies : he engaged to tji

him and his people under the protection of the powerful

monarch whom \,t served, and offered to leave in the

island such a number of his men as should be sufficient

not only to defend the inhabitants from future incursions

but to avenge their past wrongs.

The credulous prince was charmed with this proposal

and thought himself already safe under the patronage of

beings superior to mortals. The ground was marked out

for a small fort; the ramparts were fortified with palisades

and the great guns, saved out of the admiral's ship, were

planted upon them. In ten days the work was finished

that simple race of men labouring with inconsiderate assi-

duity in erecting this first monument of their own servi

tude. During this time, Columbus, by his caresses i,nd

liberality, laboured to increase the high opinion which

the natives entertained of the Spaniards ; but, wliil; Li

endeavoured to inspire them with confidence in tiieii dis-

position to do good, he wished likewise to give ihem some

idea of their power to punish and destroy such as were

the objects of their indignation. With this view, in pre-

sence of a vast assembly, he drew up his men in order of

battle, and made an ostentatious display of the sharpness

of t'ue Spanish swords, of the force of their spears, and

the operation of their cross-bows. These people, strangers ^

to tlie use of iron, and unacquainted with any hostile wea-

pons, but arrows of reeds, pointed with the bones of

fishes, wooden swords, and javelins, hardened in the lire,

wondered and trembled. Before their surprise or fears

had time to abate, he ordered the great guns to be fired.

"^rhe sudden explosion struck them with such tenor, tliat

they fell flat to the ground, covering their faces with their

hands ; and, when they beheld the astonishing effects of

the bullets among the trees, towards which the cannon had

been pointed, they concluded that it was impossible to re-

sist men who had the command of such destructive instru-

ments, and who came armed with thunder and lightning

against their enemies.

After giving such impressions both of the beneficence

and power of the Spaniards, as might have rendered it

easy to preserve an ascendancy over the minds of the

natives, Columbus appointed thirty-eight of his people to

rem^ain in the island. He entrusted the connnand of these

to Diego de Arada, a gentleman of Cordova, investing

him with the same powers which he himself had received

from Ferdinand and Isabella; furnished him with every

thing requisite for the subsistence or defence of this in-

fant colony ; and having thus taken every precaution for

names to, most (
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tlie
security of his people, he sailed on the 4th of January,

1493, and, steering towards the east, <iiscovered, and gave

names to, most of the harbours on the northern coast of

llic island.
On the Gtli, he descried tlie Pinta, and soon

came up wi'h her, after a separation of more than six

weeks. From the condition of his ships, and the temper

of iiis men, Columbus now found it necessary to hasten

his return to Europe. The former, having suffered mucli

during a voyage of such an unusual length, were ex-

tremely leaky; and the latter expressed the utmost im-

patience to revisit their native country. Accordingly, on

the Ifith of January, he directed his course towards the

north-east, and soon lost sight of land. He had on board

ioine of the natives, whom he had taken from the different

islands which he discovered ; and, besides the gold, which

was the chief object of research, he had collected spe-

cimens of all the productions which were likely to become

subjects of commerce in the several countries, as well

as many unknown birds, and other natural curiosities,

diiich might attract the attention of the learned, or excite

ihe wonder of the populace. 'I'lie voyage was prosperous

(ill the 14th of February, and he had advanced nc : five

liuiidred leagues across the Atlantic Ocean, when the wind

began to rise, and contiimed to blow with an increasing

rage, which terminated in a furious hurricane ; but, after

sustaining the greatest dangers, Providence at length in-

terposed, to save a life reserved for other services. The
wind abated, and, on the evening of the 16th, Columbus

and his companions discovered land ; and, though uncer-

tain what it was, they niade towards it. 'J'hey soon knew

it to be St. Mary, one of the Azores, subject to the crown

of Portugal. Oi-.e circumstance, however, greatly dis-

quieted Columbus : the Pinta, of which he had lost sight

on the first day of the hurricane, did not appear ; he

dreaded for some time that she had foundered at sea, and

iliat ail her crew had perished ; afterwards, his former sus-

picions recurred, and he became apprehensive that Pingon

y bore away for Spain, that he niight reach it before

liim, and, by giving the first account of his discoveries,

might rob him of some share of his well-earned fame.

To prevent this, he left the Azores on the 24th of Feb-

ruary; but, when near the end of his voyage, and seem-

ingly beyond the reach of disaster, another storm arose,

and, after driving before it during two days and two nights,

he was forced to take shelter in the River Tagus. Upon
application to the king of Portugal, he was allowed to

come up to Lisbon ; and, notwithstanding the envy which

it was natural for the Portuguese to feel, when they beheld

another nation entering upon that province of discovery

which they had hitherto deemed peculiarly their own, Co-
lumbus was received with all the respect due to a man
«ho had performed things so extraordinary and unex-

pected.
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Columbus remained only five days in Lisbon; and, on
the loth of March, he arrived in the port of Palos, seven

months and eleven days from the time when he set out

thence upon his voyage. As soon as liis ship approached
the port, all the inhabitants ran to the shore, to welcome
their relations, and to hear tidings of their voyage. When
the prosperous issue of it was known, when they beheld

the strange people, the unknown animals, and singular

productions brought from the countries which had been
discovered, the effusion ofjoy was general and imbonnded.
The bells were rung, and the cannon fired; Columbus was
received, at landing, with royal honours, and all the people,

in solemn procession, accompanied him and his crew to

the church, where they returned thanks to the Divine
Being, Mho had so wonderfully conducted and crowned
with success this important voyage. On the evening of

the same day, he had the satisfaction of seeing the Pinta,

which the violence of tiie tempest had driven far to the

north, enter the harbour.

Ferdinand and Isabella, on being apprised of the suc-

cess and safe return of Columbus, desired him, in terms

the most respectful and flattering, to repair immediately

to Barcelona, where they then held their court ; that from
his own mouth they might receive a full detail of his ser-

vices and discoveries. During his journey, the people

crowded from the adjacent country, following him every

where with admiration and applause. His entrance into

the city was condsicteo, by order of their majesties, with

pomp suitable to the great event. The people whom he

brought along with him from the countries which he had

discovered, marched first, and, by their singular com-
plexion, the wild peculiarity of their features, and uncouth

finery, appeared like men of another species. Next to

them were carried the ornaments of gold, fashioned by the

rude art of the natives, the grains of gold found in the

mountains, and dust of the same metal gathered in the

rivers. After these, appeared the various connnodities of

the newly-discovered countries, together with their curious

productions. Columbus himself dosed the procession,

and attracted the eyes of all the spectators. Ferdinand

and Isabella received him, arrayed in their royal robes, and

seated upon a throne, under a magnificent canopy. When
he approached, they stood up, and, rai.,ing him as he

kneeled to kiss their hands, commanded him to be seated

upon a chair prepared for him, and to give a circumstan-

tial account of his voyage ; and, when he had finished hii

narrative, the king and queen, kneeling down, offered up
solemn thanks to God for the discovery of those new
regions, from which they expected so many advantages.

Every mark of honour that gratitude or ambition could

suggest "vas conferred upon Columbus. Letters patent

were issued, confirming to him and to his heirs all the

privileges contained in the capitulation concluded at Santa
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Fo ; Ins lamily was cnnoMcd; atid tlic kiiij» niul queen,

and, after their example, llie courtiers, treattil liiiii, on

every occasion, with all the ceremonious rcMpect paid to

persons of tlie highest rank. Hut what p!eas(d him most,

'IS it gratified his active mind, bent continually upon great

objects, was an order to equip, without delay, an arnui-

incnt of such force as might enable hiui not only to take

possession of the comitries which he had already disco-

vered, but to go in search of those more opulent regions,

which he still confulently believed to exist.

\\'hile preparations were making for this expedition, the

fame of Columbus's successful voyage spread over Europe,
and excited general attention. Men of science, capable

of comprehending the nature, and of discerning tlie ef-

fects, of this great discovery, received the account of it

with admiration and joy. They spoke of the voyage with

rapture, and congratulated one another upon their felicity,

in having lived in the period when, by this e.Mraordinary

event, the boundaries of human knowledge were so niuch

extended, and such a. new Held of enquiry and observa-

tion opened, as would lead mankind to a perfect acquaint-

ance with the structure and productions of the habitable

globe ; and not only the Spaniards, but the other nations

of Europe, seem to K,.ve adopted the opinion of Colum-
bus :—the countries wliich he had discovered were consi-

dered as a part of India. In consequence of this notion,

the name of Indies was given to them by Ferdinand and

Isabella, in a ratilication of their former agreement, which

was granted to Columbus upon his return. Even after

the error which gave rise to this opinion was detected,

and the true position of the New World was ascertained,

the name has remained, and the appellation of fVest-

Iridies is given by all the people of Europe to the coun-

try, and that of LifUam to its inhabitants.

In consequence of this success, preparations for a se-

aond expedition were carried on with a rapidity unusual

in Spain, and to an extent that would be deemed not in-

considerable in the present age. The fleet consisted of

seventeen ships, sx)me of which were of good burthen. It

had on board fifteen hundred persons, among whom were

many of noble families, who had served in honourable

stations. The greater part of these being destined to

remain in the country, were furnished with every tiling

requisite for conquest or settlement, with all kinds of

European domestic animals, with such seeds and plants

as were most likely to thrive in the climate of the West-

Indies, with utensils and instruments of every sort, and

with such artificers as might be most useful in an infant

colony.

But, formidable and well provided as this fleet was,

Ferdinand and Isabella did not rest their title to the pos-

session of the newly-discovered countries upon its opera-

tions alone. The example of the Portuguese, as well as

[part in,

tlie superstition of the age, made it nccusary to obla

from the Roman pontiff a grant of those territories win i
!

tlicy wished to occupy ; because the Pope, as the vir' I

and representative of Jesus Christ, was supposed to ha.

a right of dominion over all the kingdoms of the eatil

Alexander VI., a pontiff infamoi s for every crime w||i i

disgraces hunumity, filled the papal throne at that period

As he was Ferdinand's subject by birth, and very nolifit i

ous to secure the protection of Spain, in order lo facji;

tale the execution of his ambitious schemes in favour of I

his own family, he was extremely willing to gratify ihJ
Spanish inonarchs. 13y an act of liberality, which cost

him nothing, and that served to establish the jiirisdiciiim

and pretensions of the papal see, he granted in full rijlu

to IVdinand and Isabella all the countries inhabited by

infidels, which they had discovered, or should discover

and, by virtue of that power which he pretended to dc'

rive from Christ, he conferred on the crown of Castile
I

vast regions, to the possession of which he himself was

so far from having any title, that he w!^s unacquainted

with their situation, and ignorant even of their existence,

As it was necessary to prevent this grant from interfering
I

with that formerly made to the crown of Portugal, he an.

pointed that a line, supposed to be drawn from pole to I

pole, a hundred leagues to the westward of the Azore«

should serve as the limit between them ; and, in the pic

nitude of his power, bestowed all to the east of this inia-

ginary line upon the Portuguese, and all to the west of
i

it upon the Spaniards.

A zealous desire of propagating the Christian faith was

the consideration employed by Ferdinand in soliciting this
j

bull, and was mentioned by Alexander as his chief motive I

for issuing it. In order to manifest some concern lor this
'

laudable object, several friars, under the direction of Fa-

ther Boyl, a Catalonian monk of great reputation, as

apostolical vicar, were appointed to accompany Colum-

bus, and to devote themselves to the instruction of the

''

natives. The Indians, whom Columbus had brought along

with hiih, having received some tincture of Christian

knowledge, were baptized with much so'emnity, the king,

the prince his son, and the chief persons of his court,

standing as their godfathers.

Ferdinand and Isabella haviu;; thus acquired a title,

which was then (deemed completely valid, to extend their

discoveries, and to establish their dominion over such a

considerable portion of the globe, Columbus was impa-

tient to revisit the colony which lie had left, and to pur-

sue that career of glory upon which he had entered. He

set sail from Cadi/ on the Q.'jth of September, !4f)3> and,

touching again at the island of Gomera, he steered far-

thei' towards the south than in his former voyage. By

holding this course, he enjoyed more steadily the benefit

of the regular winds, which blow within the tropics, and

lermine, whether the
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»M carried towards a large cluster of islands, situated

(oiisidcralily to tlic east of those which he had already

diicovered. Oii November 2, the twenty-sixth day after

liii
departure from Gomera, he made land. It was one

of the Carribee Islands, to which he gave the name of

Deseada, on account of the impatience of his crew to

I

(liicuver some part of the New World. He then visited

(uccesiively Dominica, Marigalante, Antigua, San Juan

Je Puerto Uico, and several other islands, us he advanced

luivards the north-west. All these he found to be inha-

bited by that fierce race of people whom Guacanaiiari had

painted in such frightful colours. His descriptions ap-

red not to have been exaggerated; for the Spaniards

I

never attempted to land without meeting with such a re-

ception, as discovered the daring spirit of tlie natives;

hhilein their habitations were found relics of those horrid

feasts which they had made upon the bodies of their enc-

I
niies taken in war.

Columbus afterwards paid a visit to his new colony at

I

Hispaniola, or St. Domingo, and did not return from this

iecond voyage till the year 1496. It is impossible to de-

lerniine, whether the genius of thi^ great man, in first

conceiving the idea of these discoveries, or his sagacity in

lie execution of the plan, most deserves our admiration.

Instead of hurrying from sea to sea, and from one island

10 another, which was naturally to be expected, Colum-

bus, with such a field before him, unable to turn on either

I side without finding new objects of his curiosity and his

le, determined rather to turn to the advantage of the

[court of Spain the discoveries he had already made, than

loacquiie for himself the unavailing applause of visiting

anuniber of unknown countries, from which he reaped

other benefit but the pleasure of seeing them. With

I

llii) view, when he made for Hispaniola, he examined the

colony, and erected forts in the most advantageous spots,

forsecuring tlie dependence of the natives. Having spent

1 considerable time in this employment, and laboured to

befit llie colony, with as much zeal and assiduity as if

Ills views liad extended no farther, he next proceeded to

Jicertaiu tlie importance of his other discoveries, and to

esainine wiiat advantages were most likely to be derived

frani iheni. He had already touched at Cuba, which,

oni some specimens, seemed a rich discovery ; but whe-
ler it were an island, or a part of some great continent,

I

iie was altogether uncertain. To ascertain this point was
liie present object of his attention. In coasting along

ilie southern shore of Cuba, he got among a multitude of

I
islands, of which he reckoned one hundred and sixty in

I

one day. In the same voyage, Jamaica was discovered.

1 to SD many difficulties was Columbus exposed, on an

I

UDknown sea, among rocks, shelves, and sands, that he rc-

tened to Hispaniola without learning any thing more cer-

'sinwith regard to Cuba, the main object of this enterprise.
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By the first success of Columbus the public diffidence

was converted into admiration; but, by a continuance of
the same success, admiration degenerated intocuvy. IFis

enemies in Spain set every spring in motion against him

;

and there is no difficulty in finding specious grounds of
accusation against such as are employed in the execution
of an extensive and complicated plan. An officer of
equivocal character was despatched from Spain, to act
the part of a spy and informer, and whose presence
plainly demonstrated to Columbus the necessity cf re-

turning to Europe, in order to render abortive the machi-
nations of his enemies.

It was not without great diflSculty that he was enabled
to set out on a third expedition, still more famous than
any he had hitherto undertaken. He designed to stand to

the southward of the Canaries, until he came under the
equinoctial line, and then to proceed directly westward,
that he might discover what opening that course might
afford to India, or what new islands or continent might
reward his labour. In this navigation, after being long
enveloped in a thick fog, and suflfering numberless incon-
veniences from the excessive heats and rains between the
tropics, he was, at length, favoured with a brisk gale, and
went before it seventeen days to the westward. At the
end of this time, a seaman saw land, which was the island

now called Trinidad.

Having passed this island and two others, the admiral
was surprised with an appearance he had never seen be-
fore : this was the frightful tumult of the waves, occa-
sioned by a conflict between the tide of the sea and the
rapid current of the immense river Oroonoko, which
though a river only of the third or fourth magnitude in

the New World, far surpasses any of the streams in our
hemisphere. It rolls towards the ocean such a vast body
of water, and rushes into it with such impetuous force,

that, when it meets the tide, which on that coast rises to

an uncommon height, their. collision occasions a swell and
agitation of the waves truly formidable. In this conflict,

the irresistible torrent of the river so far prevails, that it

freshens the ocean many leagues with its flood. Colum-
bus, before he could perceive the danger, was entangled
among those adverse currents and tempestuous waves, and
it was with diflficulty that he escaped through a narrow
strait, which appeared so tremendous, that he called it

La Boca del Drago. As soon as the consternation which
this occasioned permitted him to reflect upon the nature

of an appearance so extraordinary, he discerned in it a

source of comfort and hope. He concluded, that such

a vast body of water as this river contained could not be
supplied by any island, but must flow through a country

of immense extent, and, consequently, that he was now
arrived at that continent which had long been the object

of his anxious research. Charmed with this idea, he

tjll

li
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stood to the west, along tlie coast of those provinces

Mliii'li arc now known by the nunics of I'm in aiiil Cn-
niana. He landed in several places, and had soiiu- iiiter-

conrse with the people, who resembled those of llispa-

liiola in their appearance; and manner of life. They wore,

a.s ornaments, small plates of f<;old, and pearls of ( onsi-

drrable value, which they willingly exchanged for l''.n-

ropcan toys; and they seemed to possess a better under-

kl.inding, and greater courage, than the inhabitants of the

iilisnds. The country produced quadrupeds of several

kinds, as well as great variety of fowls and fruits. 'I'he

admiral was so much delighted with its beauty and ferti-

lity, that, with the enthusiasm of a discoverer, he com-
|)ared it to the garden of Paradise. Thus Columbus had

the glory not only of discovering the existence of a New
World, but he made considerable progress towards a per-

fect knowledge of it, and was the first man who conducted
the Spaniards to that vast continent, which has been the

chief seat of their empire, and the source of their trea-

sures in this quarter of the globe. The shattered condi-

tion of his ships, the scarcity of his provisions, and his

personal infirmities, togetiier with the impatience of his

crew, prevented him from pursuing his discoveries any

farther, and made it necessary to bear again for Hispa-

niola. In his way thither, he discovered the islands of

Cubagna and Margarita, which afterwards became remark-

able for their pearl-fishery. When he arrived at Hispa-
niola, on the .*30th of August, he was greatly indisposed

;

but the aft'airs of the colony afforded him no prospect of

enjoying even a temporary repose. Many revolutions

had happened during his absence, in consequence of the

cabals of those whom he had left in power ; and their

ringleader was Francis Roldan, whom Columbus had ap-

pointed to a principal situation. This ingratc accusetl his

patron mid his two brothers of injustice, and pretended
that they aimed at independent dominion ; in consequence
of which, and unfortunately for the honour of Spain, that

great man was disgraced; for, in October, 1500, he was
sent back to Spain in chains!!

Ill the year 1499, Ojeda, an officer who had accom-
panied Columbus in his second voyage, sailed to America
with four vessels, but met with little more than Colum-
bus had previously found. One of the adventurers was
Amerigo Vespucci, an inhabitant of Florence, eminently
."killed in navigation. On his return, he published the

first description that had then appeared of any part of the

new continent ; and fame has assigned to him the honour
of impressing his name upon this vast portion of the

earth.

Though deprived of the honour of giving name to the

New World, Columbus enjoyed the glory of rendering

tlie one hemisphere known to die other; a glory iiuicii he

more precious, as it was untainted by cruelly or plunder,
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which disligiired all the exploits of those who ennie aft !

him. lie fully vindieatetl himself at coinl, ami ^d,, ,j

stored to favour, and undertook a fttnrlh voyage, in i'.a,,

ill which he discovered a considerable part of iIn. Am.'L
' ''It 11*1

can continent. lie then returned to Spain, ami (||(.,| J
N'alladolid, on the 'iOtli of May, I50f), in the liity-ninij

year of his age.

The succeeding governor of Cuba and llispiiiiioja m
diuivonred to purchase the same advantages by the biooll

of tile natives, which Columbus had obtained hy l,|j |. il

sense and humanity. These islands contain miiu s ot nold

the Indians only knew where they were situated; and ili,.

extreme avarice of the Spaniards, too furious to work bvi
the gentle means of persuasion, hurried them to acij ofl

the most siiocking violence and cruelty against tliow mi-l

happy men, who, they believed, concealed from tluni parti

of their treasure. The slaughter now began, tlii-y set nol

bounds to their fury ; and, in a few years, they depopii.|

lated llispaniola, which contained three millions of inhaJ

bitants ; and Cuba, that had about six hiuidred tliousaiidj

Darlholomew de las Casas, a witness of those baibaroiijl

depopulations, says, that the Spani.-rds went out with tjicirl

dogs to 'milt after men. The unhappy savages, alinostl

naked and nnai nied, were pursued like deer into llit f(i.|

rests, devoured by dogs, killed with gun-shot, or siirprisedl

and burnt in their habitations.

In 1515, the continent was explored as far as Riodelal

Plata; but, even in 1518, little was known coutiriiiiigiuj

western parts; and twenty-six years had elapsed since tliel

tirst voyage of Cokimbus, before the existence of Mcv-i

ico and Peru was even guessed at. Hispaiiiola and Cubal

continued to be the chief seats of the Spanish power; but I

ill 1519, Corte/ proceeded to the conquest of MexiciJ

which was accomplished in 1531. Magellan, at the samej

time, having explored the Pacific Ocean, the discovirvl

of the western coast of Africa became the consequence I

of his exertions. After many reports concerning thcj

riches of Peru, that country was, at length, visited, in]

1520, by Pizarro, in a vessel from Panama. In lj30, lie

began the conquest of Peru; in ten years that empire was]

divided among his followers; and, in 154.'3, Peru becanie|

the seat of a Spanish viceroy.

Having stated the different periods of the discovery of]

America and its dependent islands, it may now be proper]

to revert to the manner in which the Spaniards eft'ecledj

the conquest of Mexico and Peru. From \>hat they saw]

or learned by report, they conjectured that this part of]

the new world would afford a still more valuable conquest]

than had yet been achieved. Fernando Corlez was de-j

spatched from Cuba with six luiudied men, eighteen horses,
j

and a small number of field-pieces; and, with tliisincon-]

sideral)le force, he proposed to subdue the rich and power-j

ful empire of Mexico, inhabited bv miDJoiis of liidj'iis,
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loiiali'ly '*'»' <'' ^'i*^! "*>*' ''>^'> liciiilcd by Monte-

n||ia
uIkihc funic in uimin struck terror into lliu ll(.'i^ll-

uuriiii; iiuliiinH. 'I'liiM ('nipiiu liad iiibNiMluci for ngc8;

,0(1 its
iiilialtiliiulu wt'ie in nil rcsprclH u pMliNlii'il and

iiitellig»'"l
|)to|)!i'. Tln-y knew, like tin- uncienl f'.gyp-

luni
mIkisc NviMdoin is ittill admired in tliiit purticniur,

ihit the yciir <'i>iisi<il('d neinly ul° tiirec iuindred und Ni\ty-

IJve day*- I'b'^'i'' itnperiority in niililiny utVairs >vai« tlic

iicct of ailinirution und terror overall the Aniniran con-

liudit;
aiitl tlieir government, founded <i" tlie basis of laws

(osihini'ii v\itli religion, neenied to bid detianee to time

ii,(||,
Mexico, tlie capital of Uio empire, situated in

llie
niiiliilt' of a npaeiuus lake, vvas the noblest monument

(il
Aiiicricun industry. It connnnnicateii uith the conti-

iKiit by immense causeways, which were carried through

ibelake. I'he city was much admired for its bnil(iin<;s,

)|| of stone, its squares aiul niarket-pluces, the shops,

uliicii glittered with gold and silver, und the sumptuous

pikes of Montezuma, Nome of wliich were erected on

rulunins of Jasper, und contained whatever was most rare,

(urious, or useful.

Not all the grandeur of this empire, however, coidd

dtfeiid it against the Spaniards. Cortez, in his march,

met willi a feeble opposition from the nations along the

(oast of Mexico, who were terrified at the first appear-

ince of their mvaders. The warlike animals on which

ihf Spanish officers were mounted, the artificial tliun<ltr

nliicli issued from their hands, and the wooden castles

wliich liad wafted them over the ocean, struck a panic

into the natives, from which tlnty did not recover until it

uas too late. Wherever the Spaniards marched, they

spared neither age nor sex, nothing sacred or profane. At

y, the inhabitants of Tiasi aUi, and some other states

upon the coast, despairing of being able to oppose them,

entered into their alliance, and joined arms with those ter-

rible, and, as they believed, invincible, conquerors. Cortez,

iks reinfurced, marched on\var<ls to Mexico, and, in his

progress, discovered a mine of sulphur and saltpetre,

wlicnce he could supply himself with powder. Monte-

zuma heard of his progress without venturing to oppose

it. This sovereign is reported, by the Spaniards, to have

commanded thirty vassals, of whom each could appear ut

llic head of a hundred thousand comljritants, armed with

liOH's and arrows ; and yet he dared not resist a small body

"1 Spaniards, aided by a few Americans, whose allegiance

uould have been shaken by the first reverse of fortune.

Such was the difference between the inhabitants of the

iivo worlds, and the fame of the Spanish victories, which

Jiways jireceded tlicui.

Monleziuna, by sending a rich present of gold, which

only cKtiied the Spanish avarice, hastened the approach

ol the enemy. No opposition was made to their entry

uito his capital, and a palace v^as set apurt for Cortez and

H I C A. 5M
his eom|>union», who were already treated a« the muitcn

of the new world. Soon, liosvever, he had reaion to di»*

trust the alVected piditeness of this emperor, iniHer which

he sus|iected sonu; plot to be eoneealrd; but he Inid no

pretence for vicdeni.e : Monle/inna loaded hiui with kind-

ness, and with gold in greater tpiuntities than he demand-

ed; and his palace was snrrounile<l with artillery, the inojit

terrible of all engiiu^s to the Aniericann. At last u cir-

cumstance look place, which afforded Cortez a pretext

for commeueing hostilities: In order to secure » eouiinu-

nicution by sea, to receive the necessary reinfoicemeii!;,

he erected u fort, antl left u Hinull giirrison behind him, at

Vera Cruz, which has since become an enipoiiuni of

commerce between I'lurope and America, lie understood

that the Aniericuns in tiie neighbourhood had uti4cked this

garrison in liis ubsence, und that a Spaniard wms killed in

tile action: he also learned that Montezuma li'inself was

privy to this violence, and hud issued orders that the head

of the slain Spaniard sliould be carried through his pro-

vinces, to coiiviii' e his suiijects that the l!]uro|)eaiis were

not immortal.

On receiving this intelligence, Cortez went in person

to the emperor, attended by a few of his most experienced

ofVicers. Montezuma pleaded ignorance, and Cortez

seemed ready to believe liini, though, at the same time,

he alleged that the Spaniards, in general, would never

lie persuaded of it, unless he returned with them to their

residence, which would remove all jealousy between the

two nations. The success of this interview demonstrated

iJie superiority of iMiropean artifice. A powerful mo-

narch, in the middle of his own palace, and surrounded

by his guards, gave himself up to be disposed of accord-

ing to the incliiialion of a few strangers, who came to

demand him. Cortez had now got into his hands an en-

gine by which every thing might be accomplished. 'I'he.

Americans had the highest respect, or rather the most

superstitions veneration, for their emperor, and hence

Cortez, by keeping him in his power, allowing hiin to

enjoy every mark of royalty but his freedom, and, at the

same lime, from a thorough knowledge of bis character,

being able to flatter all his tastes and passions, maintained

the easy sovereignty of Mexico by governing its prince.

If the Mexicans, grown familiar with the Spaniards, be-

gan to abate their respect, Montezuma was the first to

teach them more politeness. Jf a tumult were excited

through the cruelty or avarice of the Spaniards, Monte-

zuma ascended the battlements of his prison, and haran-

gued his Mexicans into sul)iiiission. This farce continued

a long tune ; but on one ui iliesc oct --^ioiis, wlien itiou-

tezunia was shainefnlly disgracing his character, by justi-

fying the enemies of his country, a stone from an unknown

hand struck him on the temple, which, in a few days, oc-

casioned his death. The Mexicans, now delivered from
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tliiit cin|)(!iur, who co operated no Mtroiigly with the Spo-

iiiitrHN, clccteil a new prince, the famous (jiiutiui<>?in, wlio,

from the beginning;, had discovered an iniplucuble ani-

mosity uguinst tlie Spaniards. Under liis conduct, the un-

hnp|)y Mexicans rushed against those very men whom u

little before they liad offered to worship : the Spaniards,

however, by the dexterous management of Cortez, were

too (irndy cstablislied in Mexico to be driven from that

situation.

The tribute which the grandees of this empire had

agreed to pay to the crown of Spain amounted to six hun-

dred thousand marks of pure gold, besides an inmiense

quantity of precious stones; a fifth part of which, distri-

buted among the soldiers, stimulated their avarice and their

courage, and made them willing to perish rather than aban-

don so precious a booty. The Mexicans, however, made
no small efforts for independence ; but all their valour,

and despair itself, gave way before what they called the

Spanish thunder. Guatimozin and the empress were taken

prisoners, and it is recorded as a fact, that this prince,

when he lay stretched on burning coals, by order of one

of the receivers of the king of Spain's exchequer, who
inflicted the torture to make him discover in what part of

the lake he had thrown his riches, said to the high-priest,

condemned to the same punishment, who loudly expressed

his sense of the pains that he endured, " Do you imagine

that I lie on a bed of roses ?" The high-priest remained

silent, and died in an act of obedience to his sovereign.

Cortez, by getting a second emperor into his hands, made
a complete conquest of Mexico ; with which Darien, and

other provinces, fell into the hands of the Spaniards.

Whilst Cortez and his soldiers were employed in re-

ducing Mexico, they obtaineil intelligence of another great

empire, situated towards the equinoctial line and the tropic

of Capricorn, which was said to abound in gold, silver,

and precious stones, and to be governed by a prince more
magnificent than Montezuma. This was the empire of

Peru, which extended in length nearly thirty degrees

;

and, singular as it may appear, this country, more import-

ant than Mexico itself, was reduced by the endeavours and

at the expence of three private persons. The names of

these were, Francis Pizarro, Almagro, and Lucques, a

priest, but a man of considerable fortune. The first two
were natives of Pahama, of doubtful birth. Pizarro, the

soul of the enterprise, could neither read nor write. Hav-
ing sailed over into Spain, and obtained a grant of what
they should conquer, Pizarro set out for the conquest of

Peru, with two hundred and fifty foot, sixty horse, and

twelve small pieces of caniiuii, drawn by slaves from the

conquered countries. If we reflect that the Peruvians

naturally entertained the same prejudices as the Mexi-
cans, iu favour of the Spanish nation, and were, besides,

of a character still more soft and unwarlike, it need not
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surprise us, after what has been said of the conquest
Mexico, that, with this iiuonsideralile force, p.

should make a deep impreHsion un the Peruvian emo
Time were particular circumstances, likewise, w|,ic|,jg

"|

spired to assist him, and wliich deserve to be narrated a

they discover something of the history, religion, and sui,
of the human nund, on this continent.

The Peruvian empire was founded by Mango Copac
He was one of those uncommon men, wiio, calm and

ilispassionate themselves, can observe the passions ofihijr

fellow-creatures, and turn them to their own profit or elorv

\lc perceived that the people of Peru were niiturully ,is

perstitious, and had a particular veneration for (he sun

he pretended, therefore, to have descended from thai I,,.

miliary, whose worship he was sent to establish, and whou
authority he was entitled to bear. By this romantic atorv

he easily deceived a credulous people, and brouglii a jam

extent of territory under his jurisdiction. He iiniitd and

civilized these dispersed barbarous people : he subjected

them to laws, and trained them to arms ; and he softened

them by the institution of religious duties. In short there

was no part of America where agriculture and the am
were bo assiduously cultivated, and where the manners df

the people were so mild and ingenuous. A race of princes

succeeded Mango, distinguished by the title of Yncas

and revered by the people as descendants from the sun.

The twelfth of these, named Atabalipa, was now on tin

throne. His father, Guiana Capac, had conquered ilit

province of Quito, and, to secure himself in the posses-

sion, he had married tlic daughter of the natural prince

of that country, from which marriage sprung Atabalipa.

His elder brother, named Huescar, by a difl^eient mother,

had claimed the succession to the whole of his father's

dominions, not excepting Quito, which devolved on the

younger by a double connexion. A civil war had been

kindled on this account, which, after various turns of for-

tune, terminated in favour of Atabalipa, who detained

Huescar, as a prisoner, in the tower of Cusco, the ca-

pital of the Peruvian empire.

In this feeble and disunited state was Peru when Pizarro

advanced to attack it. The ominous predictions of super-

stition, too, as in most other cases, joined their force to

human calamities. Prophecies were recorded, and dreamt

were recollected, which foretold the subjection of the

empire by unknown persons, whose description exactly

corresponded with the appearance of the Spaniards; and,

under these circumstances, Atabalipa, instead of opposing

the Spaniards, sought to conciliate their favour. Pizarro,

however, whose temper partook of the meauness of his

education, had no conception of dealing gently with those

whom he considered as barbarians. While he was en-

gaged in conference, therefore, with Atabalipa, his men,

as they had been previoasly instructed, furiously attacked

luincntu, ainasse
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,u .imriln of llii»t piiiTP, and, havini bu«( lipred five thou-

gml of tlifin, as tliey won- |>rt«i!ting forward, without re-

•ud 10 tlii^i*' purticuiar safety, to defend the lacred pcrvon

1,1 ihtir monarch, seiztd Atabulipa hiniielf, whom thty

ciriifd oft <•> '''c Spunisli <|uarterH. Pizarro, with the

viu'it'ig" '" ''>" hands, might already be deemed the maii-

,,,i„f IVni; for the ihhabilanlt of tliiii coimtry were a»

siroiigl)
allathcd to their empt^ror uit were the Mexicans;

jiid
Aialialipa was not long in their hands before he began

n Ileal for ills ransom. On this occasion the ancient or^

niiuiiU, amassed by a long hne of magnificent kings,

ilic
hallowed treasures of the most sumptuous temples,

were brought out to save him who was the support of the

iaigdom and of the religion. While Pizarro was engaged

III ihij ncgociation, by which he proposed, without re-

leasing the emperor, to get into his possession an immense

iiuaulily of gold, the arrival of Almagro caused some em-

bjrrassmeiit in his affairs. The friendship, or rather the

rtlernal show of friendship, between these men, was solely

founded on the principle of avarice, and a hold enter-

prwiig spirit, to which nothing appeared too dangerous

lint might gratify their rulii>g passion. When their in-

lereits, llii-refore, happened to interfere, it was not to

be supposed that any ntcasurcs could be kept between

iheni. Pizarro expected to enjoy the most c<.nsiderab!e

share of llie treasure arising from the emperor's ransom,

because he had the chief hand in acquiring it. Almagro

insisted on being upon an equal footing : and, at length,

lest the common cause should suffer by any rupture be-

Hvcen them, this disposition was agreed to. The ransom

was paid without delay : it proved a sum exceeding their

conception, but not capable of gratifying their avarice.

It amounted to one million five hundred thousand pounds

iierling, which, considering the value of money :it that

lime, was prodigious : on the dividend, after deducting a

lifih for the king of Spain, and the shares of the chief

commanders and other officers, each piivate soldier had
above two thousand pounds, English money. With such

fortunes, it was not to be expected that a mercenary army
would incline to the rigours of military discipline. They
insisted on being disbanded, that they might enjoy the

fniits of their labour. Pizarro complied with this de-

mand, sensible that avarice would still detain a number in

liis army, and that those who returned with such magnifi-

cent fortunes would induce new adventurers to pursue the

same plan for acquiring gold. These wise reflections were
abuudantly verified : it was impossible to send out better

recruiting officers than those who had themselves met
•viih such brilliant success : new soldiers constantly ar-

fived, and the American armies never wanted reinforce-

ments.

But this immense ransom was only a further reason for

iletaining Atabalipa in confinement, until thf^ discovered
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wh'"ther he had nny other treasure to gratify their avarice,

liut, whether lh< • believed he had no more to give, and

were unwilling to erf<ploy their troops in guarding a prince

from whom they expettcd no further advantage, or that

Pizarro had c onceived ari> aversion against the Peruvian

emperor, on account of *wme instances of craft and du-

plicity which he observed in Iw rharacter, an 1 which he
. luceived might prove dangerous to his affairs, it is cer-

taiii that, by his command, Atabalipa '^m put to death.

To jONtify this (.me\ proceeding, a pretewf'-d charge wus
pKhibiie*^ against the unhappy prince, in Oiich he was
accused of idolatry, of having many concubines, and other

circumstances of a similar nature. The only just ground
of iircusatior, agOMMt him was, that his brother, Iluescai,

had been put to dea* by his command ; and even this was
consideriihly palliated, tecause Huescar had been plotting

iiis destruction, that lie might establish himself on the

throne. Upon the deaili of the Ynca, a number of can-

didates appeared for the throne. The principal nobility

set up the brother of lluescar; Pizarro set up a son of

Atabalipa ; and two generals of the Peruvians endeavour-

ed to establish themselves liy the assistance of the army.

These distractions, which, in another empire, would have
been extremely hurtful, were, at present, rather advan-

tageous to the Peruvian affairs. The candidates fought

against one another : their battles accustomed these harm-

less people to blood ; and, in the course of those quarrels

among themselves, the inhabitants of Peru assumed some
courage against the Spaniards, whom they regarded as the

ultimate cause of all their calamities. The losses which
the Spaniards met with in these quarrels, though inconsi-

derable in themselves, were rendered dangerous, by les-

sening the opinion of their invincibility, which they were
careful to preserve among the inhabitants of the new world.

This consideration engaged Pizarro to conclude a truce

;

and the interval he employed in laying the foundations of
the famous city of Lima, and in settling the Spaniards in

the country. But, as soon as a favourable opportunity

offered, he renewed the war against the Indians, and, after

many difficulties, made himself master of Cusco, the ca-

pital of the empire. While he was engaged in these con-

quests, new grants and supplies arrived from Spain. Pi-

zarro obtained two hundred leagues along the sea-coast,

to the southward of what had been before granted ; and
Almagro, two hundred leagues to the southward of Pi-

zarro's goveriunent. This division occasioned a warm dis-

pute between them, each reckoning Cusco within his own
distrjct ; but the dexterity of Pizarro brought about a re-

conciliation. He persuaded his rival, that the country

which really belonged to him lay to the southward of Cus-

co, and that it was no way inferior in riches, and might

be as easily conquered as Peru : he even offered him hit

assistaf^ce in the expedition,

6S
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Ambitious of subduing a kingdom fur himself, Alniagiu

listened to this advice; and, joining as many of Pizano's

troops to his own as lie judged necessary, he penetrated,

with great danger and difficulty, into Chili ; losing many

of his men as he passed over immntains of an immense

iieight, and always covered with snow. He reduced, how-

ever, a very considerable part of this country. But the

Peruvians were now become too much acquainted with

war, not to take advantage of the division of the Spanish

troops. They made an effort for regaining their capital,

in which, Pizarro being indisposed, and Almagro at a dis-

tance, they were very nearly successful. The latter, how-

ever, no sooner obtained intelligence of the siege of Cusco,

than, relinquishing all idea of distant conquests, he re-

turned to secure the grand objects of their former labours.

He raised the siege, with infinite slaughter of the assail-

ants ; but, having obtained possession of the city, he was

unwilling to give it up to Pizarro, who now approached

with an army, and knew of no other enemy but the Pe-

ruvians. This dispute occasioned a long and sanguinary

struggle between them, in which the turns of fortune

were various, and the resentment fierce on both sides,

because the fate of the vanquished was certain death. This

was the lot of Almagro, who, at an advanced age, fell a

victim to the security of a rival, in whose dangers and

Uiumphs he had long shared, and with whom, from the

beginning of tiie enterprise, he haci been intimately con-

nected. During the course of this war, many Peruvians

served in the Spanisii armies, and learned, from the prac-

tice of the Europeans, to butcher one another. That

blinded nation, however, at length opened their eyes, and

took a very remarkable resolution. They saw the ferocity

of the Spaniards, their unextinguishable resentment and

avarice, and they conjectured that these passions would

never permit their contests to subside. "Let us retire," said

they, " from among them ; let us fly to our mountains

;

they will speedily destroy one another, and then we may

return in peace to our former habitations." This resolution

was instantly put in practice; the Peruvians dispersed,

and left tire Spaniards in their capital. Had the force

on each . e been exactly equal, i..is singular policy of

the natives of Peru might have been attended with suc-

cess ; but the victory of Pizarro put an end to Almagro's

life, and to the hopes of the Peruvians, who have never

since ventured to make head against the Spaniards.

Pizarro, though now sole master of the field, and of

the richest empire in the world, was still instigated by his

bnnndless amhitiou to undertake new e'.'.terpri.se.s. The

southern countries of America, into which he had somo

time before despatched Almagro, offered the richest con-

quest. Towards tiiis quarter, the mountains of Potosi,

composed of entire silver, had been discovered, the mere

shell of which only remains at present. He, therefore,

LpART II,,

followed the track of Almagro into Chili, and reduced
I

another part of that country. Orellana, one of his com
mauders, passed the Andes, and sailed dow n to the niouih ]

of the River Amazon, an immense navigation, which dis.

'

covered a rich and delightful country ; but, as it is mostly

flat, and, therefore, not abounding in minerals, the Spa-

niards neglected it. Pizarro, meeting with repeated suc-

cess, and having no superior to control, nor any rival to I

keep hiin within bounds, now gave loose to the natural
i

ferocity of his temper, and behaved with the basest ty-

1

ranny and cruelty against all who had not concurred in

his designs. This conduct raised a conspiracy anainst

him, to which he fell a sacrifice in his own palace, in tlie

city of Lima, whicii he himself had founded. The pat

tisans of Almagro now declared his son, of the same naim-

their viceroy ; but the greater part of the nation, ihouoli

satisfied w itii the fate of Pizarro, did not concur with this

declaration. They waited the orders of the eniperur

Charles V., then King of Spain, who sent over Vacadi

Castro to be their governor. This man, by Ins integritv

and wisdom, was admirably calculated to heal the wouiidi

of the colony, and to place every thing on the most ad-

1

vantageous footing, both for it and for the inollar-couii-

try. liy his prudent management, the mines of la Plata

and Potosi, which were formerly private plunder, became I

an object of public utility to the court of Spain. The I

parties were silenced or crushed; young Almagro, who

would hearken to no terms of accommodation, was put

to death ; and tranquillity was restored to Peru. It seems,
]

however, that Castro had not been sufficiently skilled in
j

gaining the favour of the Spanish ministry, by proper

bribes or promises, which a ministry would always ex-

pect from the governor of so ich a country, liy their
j

advice, a council was sent over to control him, and thei

colony was again unsettled. The paity-spirit, but just

extinguished, again broke out, and Gonzalo, the brother

of Pizarro, set himself at the head of his brother's parti-

sans, with whom many new malcontents had united. It I

was now no longer a dispute between governors aboiK

the bounds of their jurisdiction. Gonzalo Pizarro only:

paid a nominal submission to the king. He strengthened
|

himself daily, and even went so far as to behead a go-

vernor who was sent over to curb him. He also gained

the confidence of the admiral of the Spanish Heot in the

Soutii Seas, by whose means he proposed to prevent the

landing of any troops from Spain; and he had a view flt|

uniting the inhabitants of Mexico in his revolt.

Such was the situation of affairs, when the ronrt ofl

Spain, sensible of their mistake in uot sending into Ame-

rica men whose character and virtue pleaded in their 1

behalf, despatched, with unlimited powers, Peter de la

Gasca, a man differing from Castro only by being of a I

more mild ^nd insinuating behaviour, but with the same I
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love of
j»s*'c<^> greatness of soul, and disinterested spirit.

All those who had not joined in Pizarro's revolt flocked

to his standard; many of his friends, charniec' with the

behavioiM of Gasca, forsook their old connections; the

jciniiral was gained over, by insinuation, to return to his

Juty; and toPizarro himself a full indemnity was offered,

provided he would return to the allegiance of the Spanish

trown. But Pizarro was inclined to run every hazard,

AMERICA. 629

rather than submit to any officer of Spain. With tiiose

of his partisans, therefore, who still continued to adhere

to his interest, he determined to venture a battle, in which

he was conquered, and taken prisoner. His execution

followed soon after; and thus the brother of the man
who conquered Peru for the crown of Spain fell a sa-

crifice for the security of the Spanish dominion over that

country.

CHAPTER II.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF NORTH AMERICA.

%ORTH AMERICA is bounded, on the east, by

ihe Atlantic, and, on the west, by the Pacific, Ocean. On
llie south, it is said to extend to the vicinity of Panama,

llie province of Veragua being considered as part of North

America; while the northern limits have not been clearly

ascertained ; but seventy-two degrees may be assumed as

llieir extent. From this latitude to the southern bounuary,

about seven degrees thirty minutes of north latitude, there

will be sixty-foui- degrees and a half, or rather more than

four thousand five hundred British miles. The breadth,

from the promontory of Alaska to the extreme point of

Labrador, will rather exceed the length, which last is,

however, considered as forming part of the length of the

general continent.

The following tables will exhibit the continental divi-

sions of this j)art of the globe, and its principal islands

belonging to Europeans.

CONTINENTAL DIVISIONS OF NORTH AMERICA.
^^ » » ^ ^-^ ^.r^* » ^^ ^,^~^^

»

Coloniei.

New Britain

Province of Quebec ,

New Scotland

New Brunswick
New England .

.

New York ....
New Jersey ...

Pennsylvania

Maryland
Virginia. . .

Nortii Carolina ^
Soutli Carolina > . . . .

Georgia J
East Florida 2

West Florida J
Louisiana

New Mexico and)
California \

Mexico, or New Spain

Length. Breadtti.

850 750
600 200

330 230

5J0 200
300 130
lf)0 60

300 240

140 135

730 240

700 380

500 440

1200 64.5

2000 1000

•2000 f)00

Square Miles.

318,730
100,000

37,000

87,4(X)

24,000

10,000

13,000

12,000

80,000

110,000

100,000

516,000

600,000

318,000
^'********^^** *^ *.*.*

Chief Towns. Uelongiog to

Quebec
(Halifax

^Shelburnc
]ioston

New York
Perth Aniboy

S Washington and

\ Philadelphia

Annapolis

Williamsburg

f Edeuton
< Charles-towu

(Savannah
( St. Augustine

\ Pensacola

New Orleans

4 St. F6e

\ St. .luan

Mexico

Great Britain

Ditto

Ditto

United States

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Spain
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
******'**-^*^****^***^*^ ^^^^^-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^t

Contents of the Thirteen United States

Province of Quebec,
Nova Scotia, and

New Brunswick

British Possessions in

North America.
S

238,000 Square Miles.

150,000
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PRINCIPAL ISLANDS OF NORTH AMERICA, BELONGING TO EUROPEANS.

W O S

V s
{

V S (
--3 <
a<! (

B
N

;?;

a
v
Be
«•«

Hi
.a

•73 **

^1
•£•5

.5 i

B

B

B

V

Islands,

Newfoundland ....
Cape Breton

St. Jolni's

The Bermuda Isles

The Bahama Isles .

Jamaica
Barbadces .......
St. Christopher....
Antigua .........
Nevis and >

Montserrat S

Barbuda
Anguilla

Dominica
St. Vincent
Granada
Tobago
Cuba .

.

Hispanioln

Porto Rico
Trinidad.. . . ..

Margarita

Martinico

Guadaloupe
St. Lucia
St. Bartholomew
Deseada, and

Marigalante

St. Eustatia ...
Carassou, t

Curacoa
St. Thomas
St. Croix .

ia, or St. Dominsio ..

Length,

350
110

60

Breadth.

200
80
.30

20,000 acres,

numerous.

140

21

20
20

GO
14

7

20
each of tiiese

is 18 circum.

20
30
28
24
30
32
700
4J0
100

90
40
60
45
23

12

10

13

18

15

9
90
150

49
fiO

24
SO
38
12

r all of tliem

< inconsider-

( able.

29 circum.

30 10

15 cncuni.

30 I
10

fiquarc Miles.

35,500
4,000
500
40

0,000
140
80
100

60
60
150

150
150
108

38,400
36,000
3,200

2,897

624
300
250
90

342

Chief Towni.

Placeiitia

Louisburg

Charlestown
St. George
Nassau
Kingston

Bridgetown
Basse-terre

St. John's

Charlestown

Plymouth

Rousseau
Kingston

St. George's

Ilavunnah

St. Domingo
Porto Rico
St. Joseph

St. Peter's

Basse-terre

The Bay-

Basse End

Belonging to

Great Britain

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Spain

Ditto

Great Britain

Spain

France

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Dutch
( Captured by tlie

\ Britisii in 1800.

Denmark
Ditto

C/imate.'] The climate of North America is various;

but, generally speaking, the heat of summer, and the cold

of winter, are more intense than in most parts of the an-

cient continent. In tne vicinity of Hudson's Bay, Fahren-

heit's thermometer has risen in July to eighty-five degrees,

and sunk in January to forty-five degrees below the freez-

ing point ; but the mercury begins to coiigeal at forty de-

grees, while spirits of wine will shew forty-six. The pre-

dominant winds blow from the west; and the severest cold

is from the north-west. In the middle provinces the wea-

ther is remarkable for its transitions from heat to cold. In

Virginia snow falls plentifully, but seldom remains above

a day or two on the ground
;

yet, after a mild, or even

warm, day, James River, where it is two or three miles in

breadth, has in one night been covered witli ice, so as to

be passed by travellers. These alterations apparently

proceed from the sudden change of tlie wind to the north-

west. The provinces of South Carolina and Florida are

B'lbjcct to violent heats, furious hurricanes, and tremen-

dous storms of thunder and lightning; and the sudden

changes of the weather are highly injurious to tiie human
j

constitution.

There have yet occurred but few opportunities for ob-

taining accurikte accounts of the climate, in the western

parts of North America. Tliat of Caiifoi iiia seems to be,

in general, moderate and pleasant, though somewhat in

commoded by the l.eat of summer. According to Perousc,

in latitude fifty-nine degrees, the land has a barren and win-

tery appearance, even in June: the gloom is increased bv

frequent fogs, and the glaciers ?-°m perpetual.

lit/and Seas."] Among the inland seas, or great bavsof

North America, may be mentioned the gulfs of Mexico,

California, and St. Laurence ; with Hudson's Bay, and

what is called Davis's Straits, which is probably a sta cf

communication between the Atlantic and the Arctic

Oceans. There are several lakes m this part of America,

of so great a size, that they ought to be distinguished by

the name of seas, particularly Lake Superior, Michigan,
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,11(1
Huron, which tonstitiite one piece of water, about

iliftc
Imiiilrrd atui fitly miles in length ; and the great

jlavc Kill"' '" ''"' I'Ofth is supposed to be about two hun-

jfed iiii'l l^'i'ly IJiitisli miles in length. I^ake Superior

I

jsiin«iir(ls of one hundred miles in breadth.

Tlietiiiil of Mexico is the most celebrated of those

jliove
imulioiHii, as Ijing in a favourable climate, and

iiteseiiliiis at its entrance that grand archipelago of North

liiicricaii ishuids called ihe West-Indies. I'Voni this gulf

a
jiiigiilar current sets towards the north-east, which is

I

cjlW liie ("iilf Stream : it passes to the banks of New-

I

fiiiimliaiui, and is supposed to proceed from the accunui-

Ijliiiiiol waters by the trade-v.iuds. It is often distin-

I

fuished from other parts of the ocean by the gulf-weed,

liicijlit or ten degrees warmer, of an indigo blue, never

iparklis ill the night; and, when it arrives in cool latitudes,

Iproiliiccs thick fogs. To the south of the Gulf of Mexico

IS liie Hay of Honduras, well known ni the annals of

I

Eiijlisli eomnu-rce.

Tlie Gulf of St. Laurence is the well-known estuary of

I

I

river of the same name, generally frozen from De-
cember to April. This gulf is closed by the island of

.\iHfomi(llaiui, and by numerous sand-banks, particularly

wiecnlled the Great Bank. This celebrated fishing station

1 1! more than four hundred miles in length, by about one

limdred ami forty in breadth; the water being from twenty-

I

tito to tifty fathoms deep, wilii a great swell. The chief

lisliery begins on the lOlh of May, and continues till the

end uf September. The greatest number of cod-fish,

tikeii by a single fisherman, has been twelve thousand;

hutilie average is seven thousand : the largest fish, accord-

ing to Mr, Pennant, was four feet three inches in length,

I ind weiglied forty-six pounds.

Hudson's IJay may be considered as extending from the

Ifiilrnuce of Hudson's Strait to its western extremity, a

I

Jisiaiice of about one thousand and fifty ])ritish miles.

ilie shores are generally steep and rocky, and the climate

i almost perpetually cold.

The extensive tract of territory on the south of this sea

jiilhc property of the Hudson's Bay Company, whose
jriiicipal profits are derived from furs. This sea has

I

keen repeatedly explored for a north-west passage; but,

llierto, without success. Chesterfield Inlet is a singidar

htrail, stretching to the west, but terminating in a magni-
' lake (jf fresh water, communicating with this sea

lliyuhat may be called a broad river; the at'jacent land

I

iKing level, rich in pasture, and abounding w-th deer.

liie lakes Superior, Huron, and Michigan, form one
jwge inland sea, which may be called the Sea of Cana.Ja.

1
llie Imich charts state that part of this sea, which is

lalki l.iike Superior, to be not less than one thousand
jtiveliiindri!! miles in circumference; and the greater part

of Ac coast seems to consist of rocks and uneven ground,
'*• vol.. 1.
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like those of the sea of Baikal. Tlic water is pure and
transparent; and the bottom generally consists of large

rocks. More than thirty rivers fall info this lake, some
of them of a considerable size. The banks of a river on
the north-west abound with native copper. The chief

fish are sturgeon and trout; the latter being caught at nil

seasons, and said to weigh from twelve to fifty pounds.

This part of the Sea of Canada opens into the Lake Hu-
ron, by the Straits of St. Mary, about forty miles in length,

and, in some places, only one or two miles in breadth

;

with a rapid current, towards the north-west extremity,

which may, however, be descended by canoes. The cir-

cumference of that part called Lake Huron is said to be

about one thousand miles; and on the northern side are

some islands, called Manatulan, a name implying the re-

sidence of spirits. Another short Mrait leads into the

third lake, called Michigan, which is also navigable for

vessels of any burthen.

With respect to the smaller lakes, there are about two
hundred of a considerable size in North America; a sin-

gularity which distinguishes it from every other portion of
the globe.

Rivers.'] The Mississippi is the most distinguished among
the rivers of North America; and is thus described in

a recent system of American geography, the author of
which appears to have possessed the most accurate infor-

mation.

" The Mississippi receives the waters of the Ohio and
Illinois, and their numerous branches, from the east ; and
of the Missouri, and other rivers, from the west. These
mighty streams, united, are borne down with increasing

majesty, 'hrough vast forests and meadows, and discharged

into the Gulf of Mexico. The great length and uncom-
mon depth of this river, and the excessive muddiness and

salubrious quality of its waters, after its junction with the

Missouri, are very singular. The direction of the chan-

nel is so crooked, that, from New Orleans to the mouth of

the Ohio, the distance, which does not exceed four hundred

and sixty miles in a straight line, is above eight hundred

and fifty-six by water. It may be shortened at least two

hundred and fifty miles, by cutting across eight or ten

necks of land, some of which are not thirty yanis wide.

Charlevoix relates that, in the year 1722, at Point Coupee,

the river made a great turn ; and some Canadians, by deep-

ening the channel of v. small brook, diverted the waters of

the river into it. Tfn^ impetuosity of the stream was so

violent, and the soil of so rich and loose a quality, that, in

a short time, the point was entirely cut through, and tra-

vellers saved fou' teen leagues of their voyage. The old

bed has no water in it, the times of the periodical over-

fiowings only ( v( cpted. The new channel has been since

soinided with a line of thirty fathoms, without finding

bottonu Several other points of great extent have, in

^ GT
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like manner, l>eea cut off, and the river diverted Hito new
ciinniiela.

" In the spring-floods the Missi.ssippi is very high, and

the current so strong, that it is with dit^iculty it can be

ascended ; but this disadvantage is remedied in some mea-

sure by eddies, or counter currents, wliich are generally

found in the bends close to the banks of the river, and

assist the ascending boats. The current at this season

descends at the rate of about five miles an liour. In au-

tumn, when the waters are low, it does not run faster than

two miles ; but it is rapid in such parts of the river as

have clusters of islands, shoals, and sand-banks. The
circumference of many of these shoals being several miles,

the voyage is longer, and in some parts more dangerous,

than in the spring. The merchandise necessary for the

commerce of the upper settlements, on or near '.lie Mis-
sissinpr, is conveyed, in tlie spring and autunni, in bat-

teaux, rowed by eighteen or twenty men, and carrying

about forty tons. From New Orleans to the Illinois the

voyage is commonly performed in eight or ten weeks. A
prodigioits number of islands, some of which are of great

extent, intersperse that miglity river. Its water, after

overflowing its banks below the river Ibbervilie on the

east, and the river Rouge on the west, never return within

them again, there being many outlets or streams by which

they are conducted into the Bay of Mexico^ more espe-

cially on the west side of the Mississippi, dividing the

country mto numerous islands. These singularities dis-

tinguish it from every other known river in the world. Be-

low the Ibbervilie the land begins to be very low on both

sides of the river, across the country ; and gradually de-

clines as it approaches nearer to the sea. The island of

New Orlc .ns, and the lands opposite, are to all appear-

ance of modern date, for in digging ever so little below

the surface you find water, and great quantities of trees.

The many beaches and breakers, as well as inlets, which

have arisen out of the channel, within the last half century,

at the several mouths of the river, are coir'incing proofs

that this peninsula was wholly formed in the same manner.

And it is certain that, when La Salle sailed down the Mis-

sissippi to the sea, the opening of that river was very dif-

ferent fioni what it is at present.

" The nearer you approach the sea, this truth becomes

more striking. The bars that cross most of these small

channels, opened by the current, have been multiplied by

means of the trees carried down with the streams ; one of

which, stopped by its roots or branches in a shallow part,

is sufficient to obstruct the passage of thousands more,

and to fix them at the same place. Astonishing collec-

tions of trees are daily been in passing through tlie Balize

and the Missouri. No Iumjuu iorce is sufficient to remove

tlicm, and die mud carriou down by the river serves to

bind and cement tlicm togetlc; They are gradually co-

vered, and every inundation not only extends their len il

and breadth, but adds another layer to their height I

'

I

less than ten year*' time, canes, shrubs, and aquatic tini-

ber, grow on them, and form points and islands wliicl,

forcibly shift the bed of the river."

Nothing can be asserted with accuracy respecting ihe I

length of this river ; nor has its source been explored biitl

it is supposed to be upwards of three thousand miles from

!

the sea. We only kn6w that, from St. Anthony's falls i,J

latitude forty-five degrees, it glides with a pleasant clear

current, and receives many extensive tributary streams

before its junction with the Missouri, without greatly iiJ
creasing the breadth of the Mississippi. The muddvl
waters of the Iviissouri discolour the lower part of tliel

iiver, till it disembogues into the Bay of Mexico. The!
Missouri is longer, broader, and deeper, than the Missis-I

sippi, and afl\)rds a more extensive navigation : it Is ia|

fact, the principal river, contributing more to the conmionl

stream than the Mississippi. It has been ascended byl

French traders, about twelve or thirteen hundred miles I

and, from the depth of the water and breadth of the river [

at that distance, it appeared to be navigable many niile»|

farther.

From the Missouri River to nearly opposite the Ohio 1

the western bank of the Mississippi is, some few placejj

excepted, higlier than the eastern. From Mine an Fer,[

to the Ibbervilie, the eastern bank is higher tiian tlie west-l

ern, on which there is not a single eminence for the dis-i

tance of seven hundred and fifty miles. From the Ibber-I

villeto the sea there are no acclivities on either side, though]

the eastern bank appears rather the highest of the two, asi

far as the English turn. Thence the banks gradnaiiy di-l

miuish in height to the mouths of the river, where they are!

but a few feet higher than the common surface of tliewater.l

The slime which the annual floods of die Mississippi!

leave on the surface of the adjacent shores, may be coii-I

pared with that of the Nile, which for many centuriesl

past has ensured the fertility of Egypt. When its banks]

shall have been cultivated, as the excellency of its soil and]

temperature of the climate deserve, its population «il

probably equal that of any other part of die world. This]

river also resembles the Nile in the number of its moulhsj

alt issuing into a sea that may be compared to the Medi-j

tein^nean, which is bounded on the north and south by]

die two continents of Europe and Africa, as die Mexican]

br.y is by North and South America. The smaller mouths]

of this river might be easily stopped up by means of those!

floating trees, with which the river is always covered dur-

ing the floods. The whole force of the channel being i

united, the only opening then left would probably growl

deep, and the bar be removed.

The falls of St. Anthony, in about latitude forty-five]

degrees, received their name from Lewis Henuepin, a]
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pi, niiisionary, who travelleil in lliuse parts about the

5SS

I iflfiSO, and was the first European ever seen by the

I lives.
J^'"^ whole river, which is more tlian two hun-

Ikdand tifty yards wide, falls perpendicularly about thirty

lu and forms a moat plensing cataract. The rapids be-

w in the sp«ce of nine h.undred feet, render the descent

I
ooideral'ly

greater, so t'nat, when viewed at a distance,

likev
appfis'" '° ^^ muc'a higher than they really are. In

I
j,(

middle of the falls is a small island, about forty feet

1 1,01(1 and somewhat longer, on which grow a few hem-

I lock and
spruce trees; and about half-way between this

I jjlind and the eastern shore is a rock, lying at the very

L,j of the fall, in an oblique position, five or six feet

I iioad and tiiirty or forty feet long. These falls are pe-

Inilnriy
situated, as they are approachable without the least

lobstraction from any intervening hill or precipice, which

Itinnotbe said of any other considerable fall, perhaps, in

I It world.
The circumjacent country, composed of many

I
[intle ascents, which in the spring and summer are co-

liered with verdure, and interspersed with little groves, is

1 (itremely beautiful.

A little distance below the falls is a small island, of

I aM an acre and a half, on which grow u great number

I of oak-trees, the principal branches of which arc, in the

ptoper season of the year, loaded with eagles' nests. Tiic

I
iosiinctive wisdom of these birds has taught them to choose

place, as it is perfectly secure, on account of the

Inpidsabove, from the attack of either man or beast.

From the best accounts that can be obtained from the

I
Indians, we learn that the four most capital rivers on

I
ike continent of North America, viz. the St. Laurence,

ite Mississippi, the River Bourbon, and the Oregon, or

ite River of the West, have their sources in the same

MJi'hbourhood. The waters of the three former are said

be within thirty miles of each other ; the latter is ra-

liltr farther west.

Tliis siiews that these parts are the highest lands in

I

XortI America ; and it is an instance not to be paralleled

imhe other quarters of the globe, that four rivers of such

mgnitude should take their rise together, and each, after

Tinimig separate courses, discharge their waters into dif-

ferent oceans, at the diHtance of more than two thousand

miles from their sources. For, in their passage from this

spot to the Bay of St. Laurence, east ; to the Bay of

Mexico, south; to Hudson's Bay, north; and to the ba_,

i< the Straits of Annian, west, where the River Oregon

is supposed to disembogue, each of them traverses up-

I
wards of two thousand miles.

The Ohio is a most beautiful river, presenting a gentle

I

current, and a surface smooth and unbroken by rocks and

rapids, a single instance only excepted. It is one quarter

of a mile wide at Fort Pitt; five hundred yards at the

mouth of the Great Kanhaway ; one thousand two hun-

dred yards at Louisville; and the rapids half a mile in

some few places below Louisville ; but its general breadth

does not exceed six hundred yards. In some places its

width is not four hundred ; and in one place, far below

the rapids, it is less than three hundred. Its breadth in

no one place exceeds twelve hundred yards; and, at its

junction with the Mississippi, neither river is more than

nine hundred yards wide.

Dr. Morse states the precise measurement of the length

of the Ohio, with all its windings, from Fort Pitt to its

junction with the Mississippi, to amount to one thousand

one hundred and eighty-eight miles. A vessel, drawing

twelve feet water, might safely navigate from Pittsburgh

to the sea. Two great rivers unite to form the Ohio,

namely, the Monougahela and the Allegany, both of which

are navigable.

From the preceding description, it appears that the

Missouri must be regarded as the chief river which forms

what is called the Mississippi. If measured on the same

comparative scale which has been adopted to give a ge-

neral idea of the length of the rivers in Europe and Asia,

the Missouri or Mississippi will be about two thousand

miles in length. The great river of St. Laurence is far

inferior, being chiefly remarkable for its breadth.

The no))le river of St. Laurence is allowed to be the

second in North America; it being about ninety miles

wide at its mouth, and navigable for ships of the line as

far as Quebec, a distance of four hundred miles. Near

that place it is five miles in breadth ; and at Montreal,

from two to four. Though there are some rapids, yet this

river may be considered as navigable to Kingston and the

Lake Ontario, which is seven hundred and forty-three

miles from the sea. It is difficult to define the precise

source of the St. Laurence, though that name be gene-

rally confined to the river issuing from Lake Ontario

;

while the Niagara, which flows from the Lake Erie, is re-

garded as a distinct stream. The length of the St. Lau-

rence may, therefore, be about seven hundred British

miles, the breadth being the grand characteristic.

The other chief rivers in North America are the Sask*.

shawin, the Athabasca, the Unjiga, or Mackenzie's River

;

the Rio Bravo, which flows into the Gulf of Mexico;

and the Albany, which joins Hudson's Bay; Nelson River,

and Churchill River, are also considerable streams, which

flow into that sea ; but their geography is but imperfectly

known. The same may be said of the Oregon, or great

western river, which, confined by a chain of mountains,

runs southerly, till, by a western course, it joins the Pa-

cific.

Mountains.] The mountains of North America are far

from equalling the Andes, in the south. The isthmus

contains many irregular ranges ; but it is only theoretical

to consider tliem as connected with the Andes, as they
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have ncitlier the same character nor direction. In the

isthmus tliere are also several volcanos.

Tlie centre of North America may be described as a

vast fertile phiin, watered by the Missouri and its auxiliary

streams. On the west, as far as discovered, a range of

mountains proceeds from New Mexico in a northern di-

rection, and joins the ridge called the Stony Mouniains,
which extends to the vicinity of the Arctic Ocean. I'roni

most of the accounts of navigators who have visited this

coast, it seems to resemble that of Norway, being a wide
hilly country, of considerable extent ; m hile the shore, like

that of Norway, presents innumerable creeks and islands.

This tract, from the Stony Mountains and Mackenzie's
liver westward, to the source of the Oregon and Beer-
iig's Strait, probably contains the higiiest mountains in

^ortli America. On the north-east, Greenland, Labra-
dor, and the countries around Hudson's Sea, present ir-

regular masses, continually covered with snow, and having

black naked peaks, resembling in form the spires of the

Alps, but of very inferior height.

The most celebrated mountains in North America aie

those called the Apalachian, which pass through the ter-

ritory of the United States from south-west to north-east.

They connuence to the north of Georgia, where they give

rise to many rivers, running south to the Gulf of Mexico
;

and running north to the Tenassee, and others. Tiiere

are several collateral ridges, as the Iron or Bald Moun-
tains, t'>e White Oak Mountains, &c. ; the exterior skirt

on the north-west being the Cumberiand Mountains. Tlie

Apalachian chain thence extends through the western ter-

ritory of Virginia, accompanied with its collateral ridges,

the breadth of the whole being often seventy miles ; t

proceeds through Pennsylvania, then passes Hudson s

River ; and afterwards rises to a greater height, but seems
to terminate in the country of New Brunswick. The
chief sunnnits appear to be in the provin«e of New Hamp-
shire, where the White Mountains are reported to be nine
thousand feet above the sea; thougl^ some writers are of
opinion that their altitude does not exceed six thousand feet.

The extent of the Apalachian chain appears tc be about
nine hundred geographical miles, a length greater than that

of any ciiain of European mountains, except the Norwe-
gian alps. The collateral ridges are very distinct; the
central is granitic, the next schistous, and the exterior

strata calcareous. The granite seems to consist of white
feltspar, bluish pellucid quartz, and black mica. The
schistous band, generally metalliferous in other regions,

here presents copper-ore ; and, in Canada, lead and silver

are said to have been discovered in them. I'lie lime-stone
contaijis, as usual, many petrifactions, particularly a small
scallop-sliLJI, and several sorts of corals. The height
of the chief sunnnits has not been precisely ascertained,

but probably does not exceed liuee thousand feet above

GEOGRAPHY. r„,„,

the sea ; and they are often covered with forests. Ari

Weld conjectures that the peaks of Otter, the highe
what are called the Blue Mountains, are little more il

two thousand feet in height.

The Count de la Uochefoucault has communicatei
some valuable information concerning the ores of I

part of the worid. The primitive calcareous rock 1
mingled, in veins or banks, with the granitic, and

i
3

dently contemporary. Near Philadelphia, large pieces
(

talc appear, instead of mica. There are also veins

quartz and marble, in the position of metallic veins

remarkable circumstance in the mineralogy is t|,at ill

granitic mountains approach nearest to the sea uliile

a greater distance the rocks are calcareous; and the
,'*

primitive lime-stone is sometimes covered with Iireccii

and argillaceous schistus. The lakes of Upper Caiudl
are surrounded with calcareons rocks; while in Lowe
Canada, from Montreal to the sea, the granite- is predo

minant. The rock of Quebec is said to consist of grej

granite, mingled with schori, and was formerly called till

Rock of Diamonds, because quartz crystals were found]

the sand-bank of Newfoundland is supposed to be a mas]

of granite, covered with sand.

On the coast of New York and Boston, the rocks uri

of a soft granite, interspersed with lime-stone and sciiistus]

but, towards, Carolina and Florida, the granitic mountain]

are at a considerable distance from the sea, which seem]

gradually to have retired.

Mineral and Vegctahh Productions.] America pro,

duces most of the metals, minerals, plants, fruits, trees]

and timber, which are found in the other parts of tlie,

worid, and many of them in greater quantities andhighei]

perfection. The gold and silver of America have sup]

plied Europe with such immense quantities of those vaJ

luable metals, that they are become much more com]
nion than formeriy. And to these may be added diamondsi

pearis, emeralds, amethysts, and other precious stone«l

which have been brought into Europe in considerable!

quantities. Other commodities, though of less price, are!

of nmch greater utility, and many of them make the or-

nament and wealth of the British empire in this part ofl

the world. Of these are the plentiful supplies of cochi-j

neal, indigo, anatto, logwood, brazil, fustic, lignum-vits,[

rice, ginger, pimento, cocoa, or the chocolate-nut, sugar,!

cotton, tobacco, banillas, red-wood, the balsams of Tolu,j

Peru, and Chili; the Jesuits' bark, mechoacan, sassa-

fras, sarsaparella, cassia, tamarinds, hides, furs, amber-

gris, &c.

This continent has also a variety of cxccilLiil fmilj,

which here grow wild in great perfection; as pine-apples,

I

pomegranates, citrons, lemons, oranges, cherries, pears, i

apples, figs, and grapes; with great quantities of culiiiaryl

and medicinal herbs, roots, and plants
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CHAPTER III.

U NDER the general name of British America is com-
pnsed the vast extent of country situate between forty-two

and Htvcnty degrees of north latitude, and between fifty

and ninety-six degrees of west longitude. It is bounded,
on the souih, by the United States of America and the
Atlantic Ocean ; on the east, by the same ocean and Da-
vis's Strait^ which divide it from Greenland; on the
north, by the northern limits of the Hudson's Bay charter;
and, on the west, by unknown parts,

British America is divided into New Britain, Canada,
lad Nova Scotia; to which are to be added the islands of
Cape Breton and Newfoundland.

BRITISH AMERICA.

SECTION L
NEW BRITAIN.

Situation, Extent, and Boundaries.] New Britain is

situate between fifty and seventy degrees of north latitude,

and between fifty and one hundred degrees of west longi-

tude; extending eight hundred and fifty miles in length,

and seven hundred and fifty miles in breadth, and is said

to contain thre^ hundred and eighteen tliousand seven
hundred and fifty square miles. 1 1 is bounded by unknown
lands and frozen seas, about the pole, on the north ; by
Ihe Atlantic Ocean, on the east; by tl Bay of Canada
and River St. Laurence, on the south; and by unknown
lands, on the west.

Climate, Soil, Sfc] The climate of New Britain is in-
tensely cold, and the r>ir is seldom, if ever, clear. In the
spring and fall, they iiave heavy wet fogs; and, in the
winter, the air is full of an infinite number of icy spi-
cuis, that are visible to the naked eye; for as there arises,
at this time of the year, a very thick vapour, called frost-
smoke, this vapour, freezing, is driven by the wind in the
form of spiculae.

Mock suns, and red circles about the moon and sun,
very luminous, and beautifully tinged with all the various
colours of tilt- rainbow, are common in these regions.
Captain Ellis saw six of these mock suns at one time.
Ihe true sun rises and sets with a large cone of yellow
.!;.!! ncrpendieuiur to it ; and no ^ooner dots it disappear,
llian the Aurora Borealis spreads a thousand different co-
lours over the whole concave of the sky, with so resplen-
"ent a beauty, that even the full moon does not efface
iheir lustre; but, if the moon does not shine, these lights
4?- VOL. I.

arc much more apparent. The stars seem to bum with a
fiery redness, especially those near the horizon, which
strongly resemble a fire, or a ship's light, at a distance.
Thimder and lightning are not vei> frequent in summer,
though that season, for about six weeks or two months,
is extremely warm. The soil is universally barren; and, to
the northward of Hudson's Bay, even the hardy pine-tree
is seen no longer. Every kind of European seed hitherto
committed to the earth in this inhospitable climate has
perished.

Animals.] In this country there are moose-deer, stags,
rein-deer, bears, buffaloes, wolves, foxes, beavers, otters^
lynxes, martins, squirrels, ermines, wild cats, hares, and
beavers. The singular animal called the musk-ox is thus
described by Mr. Hearne:—"The musk-ox, when full

grown, is about the ordinary size of English black cattle

;

but the legs are shorter and thicker. The tail is short, and
always bent inwards, so that it is entirely hid in the long
hair of the rump and hind quarters. The hunch on the
shoulders is not very prominent; the hair, on some parts,
is very long, particularly under the throat, where it ap-
pears like a horse's mane inverted, and gives the animal a
very formidable appearance

" The flesh of the musk-ox resembles that of the moose,
or elk

; the fat is a clear white, slightly tinged with azure.
The calves and young heifers are good eating ; but the
flesh of the bulls smells and tastes so strong of musk,
that it is almost intolerable. Even the knife that cuts the
flesh of an old bull will smell so strong, that nothing but
scowering it can remove the scent. The Indians killed
several of them

; but, as the flesh was very lean, they only
stripped the bulls for the sake of their hides.

" In the high latitudes, many herds of these animals
may be seen in the course of a day's walk. The number
of bulls is very small, in proportion to that of cows; so
that there is every reason to believe they kill each other in
contending for the females. They delight in the most
mountainous parts of the barren ground. Though of
considerable magnitude, and apparently little adapted for
agility, th- y climb the rocks with the facility of goats."
As the skins of the beavers form the principal article

of commerce in New Britain, it may be proper to give a
particular description of these curious animals.
A large beaver is about twenty-eight inches in length,

from the hind part of the head to the root of the tail, and
6U
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weight lixty or (cvcnty pounili ; but the colour variei : in

some plarrs, they are black, in •ome white, nnd, in othen,

almost of ihe colour of the ileer. They are amphibious
anmiuli; and the females generally bring forth four young
ones at a time. Their jaws are furnished with two cut-

ters nnd eight grinders : the upper cutter is two inches

and u half in length, and tl>e lower something longer. The
upper jaw projects over the lower one. The head is

shaped like that of a rat, and the tail like the blade of a

paddle. It is about fourteen inches in length, and about

an inch thick. It is covered with a scaly skin; the scales

being a quarter of an inch long, and folding over each
other, like those of a fish.

The industry, foresight, and good management, of these

animals, are extremely surprising, and scarcely credible to

those who never saw them. When they want to form a

Mttlement, three or four of them assemble together, and
first pitch upon a place where they may have provisions,

•uch as the bark of trees, roots, or grass, with every thing

necessary for erecting their editicea, which must be sur-

roundeil by water: and, if there be neither a convenient

lake or poiid, they n)ake one, by stopping the course of
some brook or river, ^-"or this purpose, they cut down
trees, above the place where they are resolved to build,

and take their measures so well, as always to make the

tree fall towards the water, that they may have the less

distance to roll it, when they have cut off the branches.

This done, they float it to the appointed place, and these

pieces they cut bigger or less, to suit their convenience.

Sometimes, ihey use the trunks of large trees, which they

lay flat in the water. At others, they fasten stakes in the

bottom of the channel, and then, interweaving small

branches, fill up the vacancies with clay, mud, and moss,
in such a manner as renders the dam very tight and secure.

In these works, their tails serve them for carts and trow-
els, and their teeth for saws and axes. Their paws supply
the place of hands, and their feet serve instead of oars.

The construction of their houses is no less admirable :

they are generally built upon piles, at some distance from
the shore, but sometimes close to the banks of the rivers.

They first make holes at the bottom of the water for plant-

ing six posts, upon which each of their edifices is built,

in a most curious manner. Their form is circular, with a
flat roof. The walls are two feet thick, and sometimes
more: they are formed of the same mateiials as the dams
just mentioned : and every part is so well finished, that no
air can possibly enter. About two-thirds of the edifi.:e

is raised above the water : in this they lodge, and are care-

ful to kevp it clean. They have generally three or four

dilterent avenues to each house, which they enter under
water. To provide provisions against the winter, they

draw the slicks they cut from the trees, and, thrusting one
end into the mud, let them lie under the water, to pre-
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serve the bark green and tender for their winter
vision.

pro-

The Indians sometimes roast these animals, in tin- same
manner as we do pigs, first burning off their fur. Hesidtj
the fur, the beaver produces the true castor, the value of
which is well known.

" It is worthy of observation," says a respectable ge,,.

grapher, " that all the quadrupeds of this new world »fe

less than those of the old; even such as are cairitd from
hence to breed there are often found to degrnerale but

are never seen to improve. If, with respect to size, we
should compare the animals of the new and the old world
we shall find the one bear no manner of proportion to the

other. The Asiatic elephant, for instance, often grow, lu

the height of fifteen feet, while the tapurette, wiiieh is the

largest native of America, is not bigger than a calf of j

year old. The lama, which some also call the^\ineiicaii

camel, is still less. Their beasts of prey sre quite di-

\^ Jted of that courage which is so often fatal to man in

Africa or Asia. They have no lions, nor, properly speik-

ing, either leopard or tiger. Travellers, however, liave

afJixed those namea to such ravenous animals as are there

found most to resemble those of the ancient coulinent

The cougar, the taquar, and the laquaretti, are despica-

ble, in conkparison of the tiger, the leopard, and the pan-

ther, of Asia. The tiger of Bengal has been known to

measure six feet in length, without including the (ail;

while the cougar, or American tiger, as some afl'ect to call

it, seldom exceeds three. All the animals, therefore, in

America are difierent from those of the ancient continent.

nor does there appear to be any common to both, but

those which, being able to bear the cold of the north,

have travelled from one continent to the other. The bear,

the wolf, the rein-deer, the stag, and the beaver, are known

as well in New Britain and Canada as in Russia. But, if

the quadrupeds of America be smaller than those of ihe

ancient continent, they are in much greater abundance;

for it is a rule that obtains through nature, and evidently

points out the wisdom of the Author of it, that the small-

est animals multiply in the greatest proportion. The wis-

dom of Providence in making formidable aniniiils unpro-

lific is obvious: had the elephant, the rhinoceros, and the

lion, the same degree of fecundity with the rabbit or the

rat, all the arts of man would soon prove unavailing, and

we should soon perceive them become the tyiantst of thoso

who call themselves the masters of the creation."

Among the birds of New Britain theie are geese, bus-

tards, ducks, partridges, and all kinds of wild-fowl. There

are such quantities of partridges in tlii.s countrv that

ninety thousand have been taken, in one season, at Port

Nelson. The seas abound with whales, seals, cod, and

a white fish, preferable to herrings; and the rivers and

fresh waters with pike, perch, carp, and tench.
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NEW BRITAIN.] AMERICA.
Minerals:] New Britain contains an abundance of mi-

nerals of difierent sorts; iron, lead, and copper : there are,

537

likewise, a great variety of marble, talcs, spars, and rock

crystals, of different colours. In tiie northern parts there

i, a substance that burns, and resembles coal. The as-

bestos, or stone-flax, is common here, and a stone, of a

black, smooth, and shining surface, that separates easily

into thill transparent leaves, resembling the Muscovy talc,

nhicli the natives use as looking glasses.

Customs, Manners, Sfc] The natives of this country are

,f a middle size, and copper-colour, with black eyes, and

long black hair. In their shapes and faces, they do not

resemlile the Americans who live to the southward. In

general, the women here are far from being objects of

attraction, accordiitg to European ideas of beauty ; though

there are a few, when young, that are not quite destitute

of personal charms. Hard labour, however, hard fare,

iiid a rigorous climate, soon render them wrinkled ; and
they have all the marks of decrepitude before they are

thirty. These Indians, in general, are of a cheerful and
friendly disposition, good-natured, and honest in their

dealings.

The clothing of the men, in summer, is a loose coat,

made of a blanket, which they buy either of the French or

English colonists; a pair of leather stockings, which come
so high as to serve them for breeches, and shoes of the same
materials. The ordinary apparel of the women is made
of the skin of deer, otters, or beavers, with the hair or fur

on; the sleeves of their upper habit are frequently sepa-
rate from the- body of it, and taken off at plear.ure, beinw
only tied with strings at the shoulders ; so that the arm-
pitJ, even in the depth of winter, are exposed to the cold,
which they conceive contributes to health. Their diseases,

indeed, are but few, and these chiefly, arise from colds
taken after drinking spirituous liquors, which they buy
from the English.

They reside in tents, covered with moose and deer-skins
sewen together. These are all circular, and are formed
of poles, which are extended at the bottom, and at the
top incline to the centre,, where an opening is left to ad-
mit the light, and let out the smoke. They strew the
floor with the tops of pine-trees, and lie with their feet
to the fire, and their heads to the sides of the tent. The
entrance is generally on the south-west side, and they go
'" liy lifting up one of the skins.

They have no dependence for subsistence on the fruits
of the earth, but live entirely on the animals which they
lake in hunting, or catch in traps. They every season
"lake a prodigious slaughter among the deer, from an ab-
»urd notion, that the more they destroy the greater plenty
will succeed

; hsrice they sometimes leave three or four
iiiindreJ dead on the plains, taking out only their tongues,
and leaving their carcases either to rot, or to be devoured

by wild beasts. At other times, they attack them in the

water, and bring great numbers on fldats to the factories.

They also live upon birds, and even feed on eagles, hawks,
crows, and owls, as well as on partridges, wild geese, and
ducks. 'Diey generally boil their flesh, and drink the

water in which it is boiled, which they esteem very whole-
some.

The chiefs in every family or tribe- (who are generally

chosen from among the most ancient of the people, for

their skill in hunting, and experience in trade^ or valour in

war,) direct those who reside with them in their different

employments of hunting, fishing, fowHng, &c.; yet their

advice is followed rather through deference than obliga-

tion
; for, in point of exemption from power, they may

be truly called a free people.

Their method of kindling fire is very singular. To do
this, they prepare two small pieces of flat dry wood, and
make a small hole in each, and, having fitted into these
holes a little cylindrical piece of wood, to which a thong
is fastened, they whirl it about with such velocity, that
the motion soon sets them on fire; and then, by applying
the lighted piece of wood to some dry moss, as we Use
tinder, they make as great a fire as they please.

Polygamy is practised among these people; and Mr.
Hearne relates, that a chief, named Matonabbee, who,
with others, accompanied him in his travels, purchased a
wife at a tent of Indians, where they stopped for refresh-

ment, though he had six before, and most of them of
the size of grenadiers. Indeed, the chief pride of an In-
dianls to have a wife of strength rather than beauty; for,

as they have neither beast of burden nor water-carriage,
every good hunter is under the necessity of having persons
to carry his furs to market ; and none are so well adapted
for this work as the women, who are inured to carry heavy
goods from their very childhood ; so ihat he who is capa-
ble of providing for three, four, or more, women, is,

comparatively speaking, a great man. Jealousies will

sometimes appear among them, notwithstanding habit has
familiarized them to their situation ; but, as the husband is

always arbitrator, the disputes are soon settled, and sub-
mission must be paid to his commands.
As some of the Indians of Mr. Hearne's travelling party

were engaged in hunting, they discovered the track of a
strange snow-shoe ; and, tracing it, they came to a little

hut, where they found a young woman alone She proved
to be one of the western Dog-ribbed Indians, ^^ho had
been taken prisoner by those of Athapusco, and had eloped
from them when they were in the vicinity, with an inten-

tion of icluiniiig t; her own countiy ; but tlit- Jistaiice

being so great, she had forgot the track, and ..atl, there-

fore, built a hut for her protection, in which she had lived

about seven moons, witliout seeing a human face.

" During tliis lime," says our author, " she had sup-



ported herself by snaring partidges, rabbits, and squirrels.

That she had not been in want was evident from her ap-
pearance, and the stock of provisions she had still by her.

Of a real Indian, she was one of the finest women of any
I ever saw. She had shewn infinite ingenuity in procuring
a livelihood. When the few deer-sinews she had carried
off with her were all expended i:; n.akiiig snares, and
sewiqg her clothes, she had used those of the legs of rab-
bits, with much dexterity and success. Of the «kins of
those animals she had likewise made herself a complete
and neat suit of winter-clothes ; and it was evident she
had extended her care beyond mere comfort, as her dress
exhibited no little variety of ornament.

" Her leisure-hours had been employed in twisting the
inner rind of willows into small lines, of which she in-

tended to make a fishing-net. Five or six inches of an
iron-hoop served her for a knife, and this, together with
an awl of the same metal, were all the implements in

her possession. She lighted a fire by rubbing two hard
sulphureous stones against each other; and, when a few
sparks were produced, she had touch-wood ready to re-
ceive them.

" The comeliness of her person, and her approved ac-

cpmplishments, occasioned a strong contest among the
party, who should have her to wife ; and she was actually
won and lost by almost ten men the same evening. Ma-
tonabbe, though he had no less than seven women grown,
and a young girl about twelve years old, wished to put in
his claim for her ; but one of his wives shamed him from
this, by observing that he had • -omen enough already.
This piece of satire, however true it might be, irritated

the chief so much, tiiat he fell upon the poor creature, and
bruised her so excessively, that, after lingering some time,
she escaped from his tyranny by death.

" It appeared that, when the Athapusco Indians sur-

prised the friends of the young woman, they had butcher-
ed them all, except herself and three other women. Among
the victims of their barbarity were her father, mother, and
husband. She had a child, about four months old, which
she concealed in a bundle of clothing, and carried with
her

; but, when they joined the Athapusco women, one
of them snatched it from her, and killed it on the spot.

Her new husband, she said, was remarkably fond of her

;

but this piece of barbarity she could never forget, and
took the first opportunity of eloping from the murderers of
her infant."

Duiing the progress of Mr. Hearne's journey,, one of
the w omen who bflonged to the party was taken in labour

;

a circumstance that detained them two days. The instant,

Lowever, that the poor woman was deliv,?rpH, the tents

were struck, and, with her child on her back, and a small
burden besides, she was forced to keep pace with them,
aud frequently had to wade knce-doep in water and melted
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snow. Her looks, exclusive of her piteous moans, were
a sufficient proof of the anguish she andured ; anil Mr
Hearne says, he never felt more than he did for this mC
serable woman, whom it was not in his power to relieve

'

One night, when the travelling party halted, one of
Matonabbee's wives, and another woman, eloped, and it

was supposed they had gone to rejoin their former hiis-

bands, from whom they had been forcibly taken. Tlie
chief was almost inconsolable for the loss of his wife
though he had still six remaining. Indeed, it seems she
was by far the handsomest of his seraglio, and possessed
every valuable quality to be found in an Indian. She an.
peared, however, unhappy with Matonabbee, and, pro.
bably, preferred beii:g the sole wife of a young man of
less note, to sharing the divided affection of the greatest
man of the country.

Among these people it is customary to wrestle for the

woman to whom they are attached ; and, of course, the

strongest carries off the prize. Indeed, without a c'onij.

derable share of bodily strength, or some acquired con-

sequence, it is seldom permitted to keep a wife, whom a

stronger man thinks worth his notice, or whom he wants

to assist in carrying his goods. This savage and unna-

tural custom prevails throughout all their tribes, and ex-

cites a spirit of emulation among the youth to distinguish

themselves in gyranastic exercises, to enable them to pro-

tect their wives and property.

The manner in which they tear the women, and other

property, from each other, is not so much by figliting as

by dragging each other by the head. Seldom any hurt,

however, is done in those rencounters. Before the contest

begins, it is not unusual for one or both of the cnmbaU
ants to cut off his hair, and to grease his ears, in private.

If one only is shorn, though he be the weakest man, he

generally obtains the victory.

The by-standers never interfere on these occasions ; not

even the nearest relations, except by advice to continue or

abandon the contest. Scarcely a day passes without some

overtures being made for contests of this kind ; and Mr.

Hearne says, it often affected him much to see the object

of the dispute sitting in pensive silence, and awaiting the

termination of the combat, which was to decide her fate.

Sometimes a woman happens to be won by a man whom
she mortally hates ; but even in this case she must be pis-
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sive.

Unprincipled and savage as these tribes appear, in rob-

bing each other, not only of their property, but their

wives, they seldom carry their enmity further than wrest-

ling. A murder is seldom heard of among them ; and

fh*» nprnpfrn**»r rif
, , . „. ch :! hnrrii! ."riwe is sure t-". he

saken, even by his own relations and former friends. •

Their affection for their children is singularly great, as

will appear from the following aneedote:—Two small
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canoes, passing a river at Fort York, when tlicy had got

to the middle of it, one of them, which was made of tlie

bark of a birch-tree, sunic, in which was an Indian, liis

,vifc, and their child. The other canoe being small, ahd
incapable of receiving more tiian one of the parents and the

child, produced a contest between the man and his wife

;

not that both of them were willing to devote themselves to

save the other, but the difficulty lay, which would be the

greatest loss to the child. The man used many arguments

10 prove it more reasonable that he should be drowned
llian the woman ; but she alleged, on the contrary, it

Has more for the advantage of the child that she should

perish, because he, as a man, was better able to hunt,

and, consequently, to provide for it. The little time still

remaining was spent in mutual expressions of tenderness;

the woman strongly recommending, as for the last time,

10 her husband, the care of her child. This being done,

they took leave in the water; the woman, quitting the ca-

noe, was drowned; and the man, with the child, got
jafe'/ ashore.

The natives of New Britain have a horrid custom of
waging perpetual war, and exercising the most brutal cru-

elties on their neighbours, the Esquimaux. Impelled by
this savage disposition, the party who accompanied Mr.
Hearue were joined by a number of Indians, who, for

lliat purpose, had equipped themselves in military array.

As soon as our traveller was apprised of their intention

of murdering a people who had dove them no injury, he
zealously strove to dissuade them from such a design ; but
so far were his entreaties from being regarded, that they
apprehended he was actuated by cowardice; and, with
many marks of derision, told him, he was afraid of the
Esquimaux. Knowing that his personal safety depended
on the ideas his attendants formed of his courage, he was
obliged to change his tone, and affect the languag^ of a hero.
When they arrived in the vicinity of the country of the

Esquimaux, three Indians were despatched to look for
any of those people who might be on the banks of the
Copper-mine River ; and every precaution was taken to
prevent an alarm, that the destined victims might fall into
their hands without apprehension. The three spies re-
turned, and reported that they had discovered live tents,
in the most favourable situation for a surprise. The whole
thoughts of the Indians were now absorbed in planning
the best mode of attack, and of stealing on the poor sa-
"ges, when asleep, and killing them all.

Having ero,ssed the river in canoes, and got all the wea-
Kis in order, cRcli painted a part of his shield with some
ligiife, generally the sun, moon, or some bird or beast of
F'e;, Oil wiiich they placed their reliance for success m
the mtended engagement. From the hurry in which this

[

business was executed, and the deficiency both of skill
'I'd colours, most of the paintings had little resemblance
^T' VOL. 1,
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to any thing in heaven or earth ; but they satisfied the
artists, and that was .sufficient.

This piece of superstition being completed, they ad-
vanced towards the Esquimaux tents, with the utmost
caution and silence ; and, though an undisciplined rabble,
and by no means accustomed toAvar, no sooner had they
entered on the horrid scheme, than they acted with the
utmost uniformity. All were united in tlie general cause,
and as ready to follow as Matonabbee to lead. Never was
a reciprocity of interest more generally regarded ; and, if

ever the spirit of disinterested friendship animated the
breast of a northern Indian, it was here displayed in glow-
ing colours. Property of every kind ceased to be private

:

each was proud of an opportunity of supplying the wants
of his neighbour. The attacking party was judged to be
quite as numerous as the Esquimaux could possibly be,
and, besides, being so much better equipped, nothing les.s

than a miracle was likely to spve the poor savages from a
general massacre.

The land w.as so situated, that they walked under cover
of the rocks and hills till within two hundred yards of the
tents. Here they halted, to watch the motions of the ene-
my, and would have persuaded Mr. Hearne to remain till

the engagement was over. But, though he disclaimed any
interference in the deed of death, he thought it more
prudent to accompany them ; and the Indians were not a
little gratified with his promptness to be of the party.

The last ceremonies were now performed, which con-
sisted in painting their faces ; some black, some red, and
others a mixture of the two. They next made themselves
as light as possible for running, by stripping themselves al-

most naked ; and our traveller, fearing he might have oc-
casion to run with the rest, pulled off his stockings and cap,
and tied „p his hair as closely as possible.

" It was now," says Mr. Hearne, " near one in the
morning, when, finding the Esquimaux all still, they rushed
from their ambuscade, and fell on the unsuspecting savages,

who did not perceive their danger till it was too late to

avoid it. The scene was shocking beyond description.

The unhappy victims were s.irpiised in the middle of their

sleep; men, women, and children, to the number of twen-
ty, ran out of their tents, stark naked, and endeavoured
to fly; but the Indians had possession of tlie Isrid-sjdf

j

and, as they did not attempt to throw themselves uiti, fljl!

river, the whole fell a sacrifice to unprovoked barbarity.

" Their shrieks were most dreadful ; but no part of thia

affair filled me with deeper horror, than the fate of a young
girl, apparently about eighteen: she was stabbed so near me,
that she fell down at my feet, and twisted round my legs ; so

that 1 could scarcely extricate myself from her dying grasp.

I solicited hard for her life; but the murderers made no

rpi)ly till they had transfixed her with two spears. They
then looked sternly at me, and, in ridicule, asked if I

6X
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wanted an Esquimaux wife. Though the poor wretcli

was twilling round their spears, they continued their taunts,

when I benged tiiey would, at least, release lier from her

misery. On this, one of them pierced her through tiie

breast. The love of life, however, prompted her to at-

tempt to want oflF the blow, which, in her situation, was
the extreme of mercy to inflict.

" My situation, and the terror of my mind, at the sight

of this butchery, can neither be conceived nor described.

Though 1 summoned up all my resolution, it was with

difHculty I could refrain from tears ; even at this hour I

cannot reflect on tlie transactions of that horrid day, with-

out the most painful emotions."

^Vhen these people were all massacred, seven other

tents, oil the other side of the river, attracted their no-

tice ; but, providentially for the Esquimaux, the baggage

and canoes had been left some way up the river, and there

was no other way of crossing it. The river here was about

eighty yards over, and, to alarm them, if they could not

kill them, they began firing. The poor Esquimaux, though

on the watch, were so much unacquainted with the nature

of fire-arms, that they did not attempt to fly. When the

bullets struck the ground, they ran, with a vacant curio-

sity, to see what they were. At length one of them was

wounded in the leg, which immediately threw them into

confusion. They ran to their canoes, and were soon out

of the reach of the northern Indians.

Having plundered the tents of the deceased of all the

copper utensils they could find, they assembled on the

top of an adjacent hill, and, forming a circle with their

spears erect, clashed them together, and gave many shouts

of victory, frequently calling out, " tima? timar" or what

cheer? by way of derision, to the poor surviving Esqui-

maux, who were standing almost knee-deep in the water.

After parading for some time, they set out for their ca-

noes, and, sailing under cover of the bank, they approach-

ed the other tents, where the Esquimaux, thinking proba-

bly they were gone, had returned, and were busy in tying

up bundles. These were seized, but the ow ner:= f.->rtunately

escaped again in their canoes, except one old man, who
was too intent on his business, and who fell a sacrifice to

their fury, for not fewer than twenty had a hand in his

death. As they were retreating from the first scene of

blood, they found an old woman, sitting by the side of

the river, killing salmon, which lay very thick at her feet.

Whether from the noise of the fall, or a great defect in

sight, she had not been apprized of the murder of her

companions, though not more than two hundred yardsi

distant from the scene of blood ; nor did she discover her

enemies till they were just within reach of her. She was
pieretJ lluougii with numerous spears, with the most
marked and studied cruelty.

After having plundered the second encampment, the
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northern [iidians threw the tents into the river, imd (j..

stroyed a large stock of provisions, merely from the wis],

of doing all the mischief in their power to tiie luiliappv

Esquimaux, who were standing on a distant shoal the
wotful spectators of their loss.

Th.- following custom must appear shocking to every

humane mind. When parents grow so old as to be un-
able to support themselves by tlitir own labour, they re-

quire their chiidrct: to strangle them, and their performinrr

it is esteemed an act of duty. This is done in the follow"

ing manner
: The old person's grave being dug, he goes

into it, and, after h.aving conversed and smoked his pipe
or, perhaps, drank a dram or two with his children Ik'

informs them that he is ready ; upon which two of thorn

put a thong about his necl:, one standing on one side ami

the other opposite to him, which they pull violently
till

he expires : they then cover him with earth, and over that

erect a kind of rough monument of stones. Such old

people as have no children require this oflice of their

friends ; but in this case it is not always complied with.

Like .ill rude nations, these Indians are strongly addicted

to superstition. They believe in the existence of a num-

ber of good and bad genii, spirits who interfere in the af-

fairs of mortals, and produce all their happiness or iniserv,

It is from the evil genii, in particular, that their diseases

are supposed to proceed, and to the good genii that ihev

deem themselves indebted for a cure. The ministers of

the genii are the jugglers, who are also the only physicians

among the savages. These jugglers are supposed to be

inspired, by the good genii, with the knowledge of future

events : they are called in to the assistance of the sick, and

are supposed to be informed whether their patients will

recover, and in what manner they must be treated.

Respecting these jugglers, the following particulars arc

related by M. Hearne. " Several of uie Indians being

indisposed, the conjurers, who are always the doctors,

began to try their skill to effect their recovery. No me-

dicine, except charms, is used'for any complaint, whether

external or internal. In ordinary cases, sucking tiic dis-

eased part, blowing and singing to it, spitting, and ut-

tering much unintelligible jargon, compose the process

of the cure.

" When a friend, for whom they have a particular re-

gard, is supposed to be dangertiisly ill, they occasionally

have recourse to a very extraordinary piece of superstition,

namely, swallowing hatchets, knives, or the like. On

these occasions a conjuriiig-h'iuse ii oected, by driving

the cuds of four small poles into tiv ground, the tops of

which are tied together, and thea covered with a tent-clolh,

with a little aperture at the top, to admit the light. In the

middle of this tent the parent is hiid ; and soiiu'tiiiies live

or six conjurers, quite naked, enter; and, securing ilie

door, kneel round the patient, and begin to suck and <>!o\v
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ihe part aftected. After a short process of tliis kind, they

»iiig ami talk as if conversing with familiar spirits, which

541

ihey pretend actually appear to them in the form of beasts

or birds of prey.

" Having finished this ideal conference, they call for

ihe liatche*, bayonet, or the like, which is always pre-

pared by another person, and has a string fastened to one

eiid, to assist in drawing it up again, after they have swal-

lowed it; for they do not pretend to be able to digest or

pass it.

« I once saw an experiment of this kind. A man being

daiigeronsly ill, and some extraordinary experiments being

judged necessary, one of the conjurers consented to swal-

low a broad bayonet. The house was erected, as before

uicnlioned, the invocations took place, and the bayonet

being called for, it disappeared in the twinkling of an eye.

I am not credulous enough to suppose that the juggler

actually swallowed it ; but I confess I could see nothing

but the small piece of wood at the end of the string, or

one similar to it, between his teeth.

"The juggler then paraded backward and forward for

s short time, when he feigned to be greatly disordered in

bis stomach and bowels ; and, after many wry faces and
hideous groans, by the help of the string and some tug-

ging, he at length produced the bayonet, apparently from
bis moiilh, to the no suiall surprise of the spectators. lie

then looked round with an air of exultation, and, retirin<T

into the conjuring -housi,, renewed his incantations, which
he continued, without intermission, for the space of twenty-
four hours."

Mr. Hearne admlu he was not able to detect the decep-
tion, more particularly as it was performed by a naked
man, and the natives themselves seemed to exult at this

triumpli, as they supposed it, over his former incredulity.

Ihe sick man soon recovered, and in a few days prose-

cuted his ordinary business.

During the sti.y of tiie party at Indian Lake, a man
being entirely palsied on one side, the conjurers set about
curing him ; and the person who had swallowed a bayonet
in the summer, now offered to swallow a piece of board,
us large as a barrel-stave, for his recovery. After the
usual preparatory ceremonies, the board was delivered to
the conjurer, who apparently shoved one-third of it down
Ins throat, and then walked rouid the company, continu-
ing to swallow it, till no part was visible, except a small
piece of the end.

As our traveller had doubted the former trial of his
>liiil, the Indians, to cure his unbelief, gave him the most
favourable station for seeing the exploit p^ Cnrtnt'd ; but
sliil, though he could not be convinced of what was in it-

'ilf iuiposbibic, he was unable to detect the imposition.
Soon after, being questioned as to his opinion of the per-
fuimancc, as he was unwilling to offend by owning his

sentiments that it was a juggle, he only hmtecl at th«i

impossibility of swallowing a piece of wood, longer than
the man's whole back, and twice as wide as his month.
On this some of tiieni laughed at him for his ignorance,
and said, that the si)irits in waiting swallowed, or other-

wise conveyed away, the stick, and only left the forked
end apparently sticking out of the conjuror's mouth. Ma-
tonabbee, though a man of sense and observation, was
so bigotted to the reality of those feats, that he assured Mr.
Hearne he had seen a man swallow a child's cradle, with
as much ease as he could fold up a piece of paper and put
it in his mouth.

As soon as the conjuror had finished the swallowing re-

medy, five otlier men and an old woman, all proficients in

the ar-f, stripped naked, and entered with him into the con-
juring-house, where they began to suck, blow, sing, and
dance, round the poor paralytic ; and continued this farce

for three days and as many nights, without intermission, or

taking the least refreshment. At last, when they came
out, their mouths were tjuile parched and black, and they

were not able to articulate a single syllable. They laid

themselves on their b.icks, with their eyes fixed, as if in the

agonies of death, and, for the first day, were treated like

young children, by being fed by hand.

The paralytic, however, had not only recovered his

appetite, but was able to move all the fingers and toes

of the side that had been so long dead. In three weeks
he could walk, and at the end of six went a huntin" for

his family. After that he accompanied Mr. Hearne to

the fort, and frequently visited the factory during the fol-

lowing years. But his nature seemed quite changed ; for,

from being lively, benevolent, and good-natured, he became
pensive, quarrelsome, and discontented, and never reco-

vered the look of health.

Though the deception performed by the Indian con-

jurors must be unquestionable, the apparent good effects

of their charms on the diseased, can only be accounted
for on the principal of faitii in the patient, which sets the

mind at ease, and inspires hope, so essential to the well-

being of man. As a proof of the implicit confidence

which is j)Iaced in the supernatural powers of these jug-

glers, even the threat of revenge on any person that has

offended them is often fatal. The very idea that the con-

juror possesses the means of destruction, preys on the

spirits of the unhappy victims of his 1-will, and soon

brings on a disorder that terminates his existence.

Mr. Hearne says, the natives always thought him pos-

sessed of this art ; and, accordingly, he was onci> solicited

to kill a man, who hud offcr.dcd a ciiief, and wii.» ua.-, then

several hundred miles off. To please his friend, he drew
sunie rude figures on a bit of paper, nid gave it to the

Indian, who wished for tht destruction of iiis enemy.

But what was his surprise, ou bei::^ told, the next year,
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tliat the man, who was then in perfect health, beiii" ac-

quainted with his design against liini, almost immediately
sickened and died. He was frequently afterwards impor-
tuned to execute revenge on others ; but, having once es-

tablished his character by this fatal instance of Indian cre-

dulity, he never complied, in future, with such requests.

The Copper Lidian$ are so called from their proximity to

the Copper River. Mr. Hearne relates that, when he ar-

rived at their spot, and they were made acquainted with
the object of his journey, they highly approved of it, and

even offered their assistance, particularly in lending their

canoes, wliich they said would be very useful during the

remainder of the journey. Our traveller, according to

his instructions, smoked the calumet of peace with the

principal of the Copper Indians, and was delighted with

the prospect of a settlement in their country ; and seemed
to think there could be notliing to prevent it ; for, though
he acknowledged that he had never seen the sea clear of

ice at the mouth of the Copper River, it did not occur
to him, that this must prevent ships from approaching their

territories.

The whole party of the Copper Indians, notwithstand-

ing they had never seen an Englishman before, were ex-

tremely civil and obliging ; and our traveller made them
a present of some articles, to conciliate their affection.

They pronounced him to be a perfect human being, ex-

cept in the colour of his hair and eyes ; the former, they

said, was like the stained hair of a buffalo's tail; and the

latter like the eyes of a gull.

The Esquimaux Indians, who reside on the eastern coast

of Hudson's Bay, derive their name fiom an Indian word,
that signifies eaters of raw flesh ; for, after thoroughly dry-

ing the flesh of the beasts they kill, they eat it without any
other preparation. They are rather low in strture, and,

though thick set, are neither well made nor strong. Their
complexion is a dirty copper colour, though some of the

women are something fairer. One singular part of their

dress is their snow^yes, as they properly call them. These
are bits of wood or ivory, formed to cover the organs of
sight, and tied at the back of the head. In each piece
are two slits, of the same length with the eyes, but nar-

rower, through which they see distinctly. This invention

prevents a very painful disorder, occasioned by the bright-

ness of the light reflected from the snow.
Their tents are made of deer-sking, and are pitched in

a circular form. In winter, they have huts half under-
ground, rising and pointed like a cone : these are always
erected in the most sheltered situations. Their domestic
utensils consist of stone-kettles, wooden trouffhs, dishes,

scoops, and spoons made of the horns of the musk-ox.
Some of the kettles are capable of containing five or six

gallons, and are hollowed out in the form of an oblong
square.

[part iir.

Mr. Hearne did not .sec any bird peculiar to those part,

except what the Copper Indians call tlie Alarm Ijird'

It appears to be of the owl genus ; and its name is said

to be well adapted to its qualities. When it discovers

either n)an or beast, it directs its flight towards tlietn, and
hovering over them, flies round their heads. Should two
objects at once arrest its attention, it flies from one to

the other alternately, making a loud screaming, like the

crying of a child. In this manner it will follow travel-

lers for a whole day. The Copper Indians have a great

value for these birds, as they frequently indicate the aiv-

proach of strangers, or conduct them to herds of deer

and musk-oxen, which, without such assistance, thev ml^ht
possibly miss.

Having walked about thirty miles south-eastward of the

river, the travelling party came to one of the copper-minej
if it deserves that appellation. It is no more than a jum'
ble of rocks and gravel, which have been rent by an earth

quake, and through which rolls a small stream.

The Indians, whose partial accounts gave rise to thlj

expedition, represented the mine as so immensely rich,

that a ship might be ballasted with the ore instead of

stone, with perfect facility, and that the hills were entirely

composed of that metal, all in portable lumps. After a

search of four hours, Mr. Hearne and his attendant*

could find only one piece of copper of any size, and that

did not weigh more than four pounds. Yet it seems pro-

bable, that this metal has formerly been in much "reater

plenty, as the rocks and stones are every where tinned

with verdigrease.

Before Churchill River was settled by tne Hudson's

Bay Company, the northern Indians had very little iron-

work among them : almost every implement was made m
copper; and to this spot they annually resorted, till tha

metal began to fail, and they found other resources, of u

superior kind. Yet, to this day, the Copper Indians pre^

fer their native ore for almost every use, except that of

the hatchet, the knife, and the awl.

The Copper and Dog-ribbed Indians, lying so remote

from the factory, generally use the intermediate tribes as

brokers ; and, in consequence, pay very dearly for every

European article they stand in need of. Several attempts

have been made to induce (hose distant nations to traffic

immediately with the Hudson's Bay Company at the fort;

but, though liberal presents have been given to those who

had the resolution to venture so far, both for themselves

and their chiefs, the nortiiern Indians have constantly pliin-

dered the.Ti of every thing, before they could reacii tlieir

homes.

Mr. Mackenae, who visited this country for the pur-

pose of establishing a north-west company in the fur-trade,

undertook severs, excursions into these northern regions,

some time after Mr. Hearue, which began in I78y, andl
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closed in the year 17'^3. The Slave Lake, which he ex-

ploird, and called by that name, appeared to be the same
with that named Athapusco. From the Slave Lake he
efltercd a river, now called by his own name, and proceeded
till he reached the Arctic Ocean. The Slave River he
describes as very considerable, and says it received its name
from an Indian tribe, called Slaves, merely from their ex-

treme ferocity. The Slave Lake he found covered with

ice ill the month of June : the iisli it contains are chiefly

carp, white fish, trout, and pike. The river called after

his name, he relates, is sometimes fifty fathoms in depth,

ihoiigh not more than three hundred yards in breadth, and
has a wide estuary, with many islands. Mr, Mackenzie, at

length, finished his course, which had occupied an hundred
and two days, and tended, with former experiments, to

prove, that there is not any communication between the
Atlantic and Pacific Ocean, e cept at so high a latitude,

that it must be impeded by perpetual ice.

This enterprising traveller proceeded to Fort Cliapivian

on the 10th of October, 1792, up the River Unjiga, in a
soiilh-west direction, till he reached a high land, beyond
what are called the Stony Mountains, the height of which
l:e computes at eight hundred and seventeen yards. He
ilcscrihes the west side of the River Unjiga as exhibiting

a beautiful scene, interspersed with hills and lawns, with
groves of poplars, and enlivened with vast herds of elks on
the uplands, and of buffaloes on the plains. Among the
birds were observed blue jays, v^Uow birds, and beautiful

humming-birds. Beavers are coiilmv,(, and tracks of
moose-deer were remarked. Towards the Pacific, Mr.
Mackenzie observed, that the natives were fairer than in
the other parts of North America. Their eyes were not
(lark, like those of the other Indians, but grey, with a
linge of red. The dress of the men i» only a robe, made
of the bark of. the cedar-tree, rendered as fine as hemp,
sometimes with borders of red and yellow threads, and the
woMien add a short apron. Some of their canoes are
forty.five feet in Iwigth, the gunwale being inlaid with the
teeth of the sea-otter.

We shall conclude this section with a general account
of those Indians who inhabit the most northern parts of
America,

The character of the Indians is altogether founded upon
Iheir circumstances and mode of life. A people who are
constantly employed in procuring the means of a precari-
ous subsistence, and who are generally engaged in war
«ith ihuir neighbours, cannot be supposed to enjoy much
gaiety of temper, or a high flow of spirits. The Indians,
llierefore, ure, in general, grave even to sadness; and they
esiMs. -i^it giddy vivacity which is peculiar lo some nations

'» Europe. Their subsistence depends entirely on what
liiey procure with their hands; and their lives, their ho-
i!«iii, and every thing dear to them, may be lost by t'.ie
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smallest inattention to the designs of their enemies. As
they have no particular object to attach them to one place
rather than another, they remove wherever they expect to
find the necessaries of life m tiie greatest abundance. The
different tribes arc extremely small, when compared with
civilized societies, in which industry, arts, agriculture, and
commerce, have united a vast number of individuals, whom
a complicated luxury renders useful to one another; and
these small tribes live at an immense distance from each
other,

A certain species of government is established in every
tribe, and is neariy similar over the whole continent of
America, Destitute of arts, riches, or luxury, an Ame-
rican chief has no method i)y which he can render himself
considerable among his companions, but by a superiority
in pergonal qualities of body or mind. But, as nature has
not been very lavish in her personal distinctions, where
all enjoy the same education, all are nearly equal, and
will desire to remain so. Liberty is the prevailing passion
of the Americans, yet they are far from despising all sorts
of authority

; they are attentive to the voice of"wisdom,
which experience has conferred on the aged; and they
enlist under the banners of the chief, in whose valour and
military address they have learned to repose their confix,

dence. In every society, therefore, there is to be consi-
dered the power of the chief and of the elders, and ac-
cording as the government inclines more to the one or to
the other, it may be regarded as monarchical, or as a
species of aristocracy. Among those tribes which are
most engaged in war, the power of the chief is naturally
predominant, because the necessity of having a military
leader was the first source of his superiority, and the exi-
gencies of the state continue to support it. His power,
however, is rather persuasive than coercive ; he is rever-
enced as a father, rather than feared as a monarch. He
has neither guards, prisons, nor officers of justice ; and
one act of ill-judged violence would occasion his depo-
sition. The elders in the other form of government, which
may be considered as an aristocracy, have no more power.
The management of business among the Indians is ex-

tremely simple, and such as may recal, to those who are
acquainted with antiquity, a picture of the most early ages.
The heads of the families meet together in a house or
cabin appointed for the purpose. When the business is

over, and they happen to be well provi*led witli food, they
appoint a feast upon the occasion, of which almost the

whole nation partakes. The feast is accompanied with
a song, in which the real or fabulous exploits of their

forefathers are celebrated. Their dances, like those of
the Greeks and Romans, are chiefly of the military kind;

and these, with the addition of their music, accompany
every feast. .r

The only employments of the men are war and hunting :

6Y
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every other concern, even the little agriculture they use,

is left to th^ women. Their most common motive for eiv-

tering into a war, when it does not arise from an acciden-

tal rencounter or interference, is either to revenge the

death of some friend, or to acquire prisoners who may

assist them in the toils of the chace. These wars are

either undertaken by some private adventurers, or at tlie

instance of the whole community. In the latter case, all

the young men who are disposed to go out to battle give a

piece of wood to the chief, as a token of their design to

accompany him. The chief, who is to conduct them,

fasts several days, during which he converses with no one,

and is particularly careful to observe his dreams, which

the presumption natural to savages generally renders fa-

vourable. Among a variety of superstitious ceremonies

used on this occasion, one of the most horrid is that of

setting the war-kettle on the fire ; after which they send

a large shell to their allies, inviting them to come and

drink the blood of their enemies.
)

Having finished all their ceremonies, tfiey issue forth,

M'ith their faces blackened with charcoal, intermixed with

streaks of vermillion, which give them a most horrid ap-

pearance. They then exchange their clothes with their

friends, and dispose of all their finery to the women, who
accompany them to a considerable distance.

The great qualities of an Indian warrior are vigilance

and attention, to give and to avoid a surprise ; and, in-

deed, in these they are superior to all nations in the world.

Accustomed to continual wandering in their forests, having

their perceptions sharpened by keen necessity, and living

in every respect according to nature, their external senses

have a degree of acuteness, which, at first, appears incre-

dible. They can trace out their enemies, at an immense

distance, by the smoke of their fires, which they smell,

and by the tracks of their feet on the ground, impercep-

tible to an European eye, but which they can distinguish

and count with the utmost facility. These circumstances,

however, give them no superiority, because their enemies

are equally skilful. When they go out, therefore, they

take care to avoid making use of any thing by which they

might incur the danger of a discovery. They light no

fire to warm themselves, or to prepare their victuals : they

lie close to the ground all day, and travel only in the

night; and, marching along in files, he that closes the

rear diligently covers with leaves the tracks of his own
feet, and of theirs who preceded him. When they halt

to refresh themselves, scouts are sent out to reconnoitre

the country, and beat up every place where they suspect

an enemy may lie concealed. In this manner, they enter

the villages of their foes; and, wliile the flower u. the

nation are engaged in h.mting, massacre all the children,

women, and helpless old men; or make prisoners of as

many as have strength enough to be u»eful. But, when

[part III.

the enemy is apprised of their design, and coming on iu

arms against them, tlicy throw tlieinselvcs flat on the ground

among the w ilhcred herbs and leaves, which their faces arc

painted to resemble. Then they allow a part to pass unmo-

lested; when, all at once, with a tremendous shout, risine

up from their ambush, they pour a storm of musket-bullets

on their foes. The party attacked returns the same crv;

every one shelters himself with a tree, and returns the lire

of the adverse party, as soon as they raise themselves from

the ground to give a second volley. Thus does the battle

continue until the one party is so much weakened as to be

incapable of further resistance. But, if the force on each

side continue nearly equal, the fierce spirit of the savaoes

inflamed by the loss of their friends, can no longer be re-

strained. They abandon tlieir distant war, and rush upon

one another with clubs and hatchets in their hands, mag.

nifying their own courage, and insulting their enemies with

the bitterest reproaches. A cruel combat ensues: death

appears in a thousand hideous forms, which would con-

geal the bluod of civilized nations to behold, but which

rouse the fury of savages. They trample exultingiy over

the dead bodies, tearing the scalp frohi the head, wal-

lowing in the blood like wild beasts, and sometimes de-

vouring the flesh. The flame rages on till it meets with

no resistance; then the prisoners are secured, those un-

happy men, whose fate is a thousand times more dreadful

than theirs who have died in the field. The conquerors

set up a hideous howling, to lament the friends they have

lost. They approach in a melancholy, gloom to their own

village : a messenger is sent to announce their arrival ; and

the women, with hideous shrieks, come out to ii,oum

their dead brothers or their husbands. When they arc ar-

rived, the chief relates, in a low voice, to the elders, every

particular of the expedition. The orator proclaims aloud

this account to the people; and, as he mentions the

names of those who have fallen, the shrieks of the women

are redoubled. The men also join in these cries, ac-

cording as each is most connected with the deceased by

blood or friendship. The last ceremony is the prorlaraa-

tion of the victory : each individual then forgets his pri-

vate misfortunes, and joins in the triumph of his nation;

all tears are wiped from their eyes, and, by an unac-

countable transition, they pass iu a moment from the bit-

terness of sorrow to an extravagance of joy.

For the enemies of their nation they have no sense of

pity; and their resentment is easily extended from the

individual who has injured them to all others of the same

tribe. The prisoners, who have themselves the same feel-

ings, know the intentions of their conquerors, and are

prepared for them. The person who has taken tlic cap-

tive attends him to the cottage, where, according to the

distribution made by the elders, he is to be delivered to

supply the loss of a citizen. If those who icccive him
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have had their family weakened by war, or other accidents,

tliry adopt the captive into tlie family, of wiiich he be-

comes a member. But, if tliey have no occasion for liim,

or their resentment for tlie loss of their friends be too

great to endure the sight of any connected with those who
were concerned in it, they sentence him to death. All

those who have met with the same sentence being col-

lected, tiie whole nation is assembled at the solemnity. A
icaffold is erected, and each prisoner is tied to the stake

where he begins the death-song, and prepares for the en-

suing scene of cruelty with the most undaunted courage.

His enemies, on the other side, are determined to put it

to tlie proof, by the most refined and exquisite tortures.

They begin at the extremity of his body, and gradually

approach the more vital parts. One plucks out his nails

by the roots, one by one; another takes a finger into his

mouth, and tears off the flesh with his teeth; a third

thrusts tiie mangled finger into the bowl of a pipe, made
red-hot, which he smokes like tobacco ; then they pound
the toes and fingers to pieces between two stones ; they

pull oil' the flesh with tiieir teeth, and cut circles about
his joints, and gashes in the fleshy parts of his limbs,

whicii tliey sear immediately with red-hot irons, cutting,

burning, and pinching, them alternately : they then pull off

his flesh, thus mangled and roasted, bit by bit, devouring
itwitli greediness, and smearing their faces with the blood,

in an entiiusiasni of horror and fury. When they have
llius torn oil" the flesh, they twist the bare nerves and ten-

dons about an iron, tearing and snapping them, whilst

others are employed in pulling and extending the limbs
ill ciery way that can increase the torment. Then they

frequently unbind him, to give a breathing to their fury,

to think what new torments they shall inflict, and to re-

fresh the strength of the sufferer, who, wearied out with
such a variety of unheard-of torments, often falls into so

profound a sleep, that they are obliged to apply the fire

to awake him, and renew his sufferings. lie is again fas-

tened to the stake, and again they renew their cruelty:

they stick him all over with small matches of wood, that

easily take fire, but burn slowly; they continually run
sharp reeds into every part of his body ; they drag out his

teeth with pincers, and thrust out his eyes ; and, lastly,

after having burnt his flesh from the bones with slow fires •

after having so mangled the body that it is one complete
wound

; after having mutilated the face in such a manner
as to carry nothing human in it; after having peeled
the skui from the head, and poured a heap of red-hot
coals, or boiling Mater, on the naked skull, they once
more unbind the wretch, who, blind and staggering with
pain anil weakness, assaulted on every side with clubs
and stones, falling into their fires at every step, runs hi-

ther and thither, until one of the chiefs, either out of
somjpassion, or weary of cruelty, puts an end to kis life
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with a club or a dagger. The body is then thrown into
the kettle, and this barbarous employment is succeeded,
in some of the tribes, by a feast on the mangled remains.
The women, forgetting not only the female character

but humanity itself, outdo the men in this scene of hor-
ror; while the principal persons of the country sit round
the stake, smoking, and looking on without the least emo-
tion. What is most extraordinary, the suflerer himself,
ni the little intervals of his torments, smokes too, appear*
unconcerned, and converses with his torturers about in
diff'erent matters. Indeed, during the whole time of the
execution, there seems a contest which shall exceed, they
in inflicting the most horrid pains, or he in enduring them
with a firmness and constancy almost above human : not
a groan, not a sigh, not a distortion of countenance, es-
capes hnn

;
he possesses his mind entirely in the midst of

his torments; he recounts his own exploits; he informs
them what cruelties he has inflicted upon their country,
men, and threatens them with the revenge that will attend
his death

; and, though his reproaches exasperate them to
madness, he continues his insults, even of their ignorance
of the art of tormenting, pointing out more exquisite me-
thods, and more sensible parts of the body to be afflicted.

The women have this courage as well as the men ; and it

is as rare for any Indian to behave otherwise, as it would
be for an European to suffer as an Indian. " I am
brave and intrepid," exclaims the savage in the faces of
his tormentors. " I do not fear death, nor any kind of
tortures

; those who fear them are cowards ; they are less
than women

:
life is nothing to those that have courage

:

may my enemies be confounded with despair and rage I

O
!
that I could devour them, and driuk their blood to

the last drop !"

Nothing forms a stronger contrast than this cruelty of
the savages towards their enemies, and the warmth of
their affection towards their friends, and those who are in
alliance with them. Among these, all things are common;
and this, though it may partly arise from their not possess-
ing very distinct notions of separate property, is chiefly
to be attributed to the strength of their attachment; be-
cause, in every thing else, with their lives as well as their

fortunes, they are ready to serve their friends. Has any
one of these succeeded ill in his hunting—has his harvest
failed—or is his house burned,—he feels no other effect

of his misfortune, than that it gives him an opportunity
to experience the benevolence and regard of his country-
men

; bu: to the enemies of his nation, or to those who
have privately offended him, the American is implacable.
He conceals his sentiments ; he appears reconciled, until,

by some treachery or surprise, he has an opportunity of
executing a horrible revenge. No length of time is suffi-

cient to allay his resentment; no distance of place great

enough to protect the object; he crosses the steepest
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mountains, pierces the most impfactirnbi« forests, and
traverses the most hideous bogs und dt^xrrin, for several

hundreds of miJes; bcajii)^ tlu; iiicientency of theseasuiiN,

tlie faliguo of the expedition, the extreme's of hunger and
ihifst, with pjlience ami cheerfulness, in hopes of sur-

priiiiug his enemy, on whom he exercises the most shock-
ing barbarities.

The loss of their friends is lamented unioug iho In-

dians with a variety of nK>tiiuful ceremonies. Of these,

the most remarkable, as ii discovers both llie height and
contiimanco of Uieir grief, is what they call the feast of
the dead, or the feast of souls. The day of this < cre-

ipouy is appointed by public orden; and the neighbour-
ing tribes are invited to be piesent, and to join in the

solemnity. At this time, all who have died since the last

solcnm occasion (which is renewed every eight or ten

years) are taken out of their graves : those who have b< en
interred at the greatest distance from the villages arc <ii.

Iigently sought for, and brought to this great rendezvous
of carcases.

This general disinterment has been thus described by
Lafitau, to whom we are indebted for some curious par-
ticular^ respecting these nations.

" The opening of these tombs displays one of the most
striking scenes that can be conceived; this humbling por-
trait of human misery in death, which appeais in a thou-

sand various shapes of horror in the several carcases, ac-

cording to the degree in which corruption has prevailed

over them, or the manner in which it has attacked them.
Some appear dry and withered; others have a sort of
parchment upon their bones ; some look as if they were
baked and smoked, without any appearance of rottenness

;

some are just turning towards tlio point of putrefaction,

while others are swarming with worms, and covered with
corruption. I know not which ought to strike us most,
the horror of so shocking a sight, or the tender affection

of these poor people to\' ards their departed friends; for

nothing deserves our adii.uation more than that eager dili-

gence and attention with which tley discharge this melan-
choly duty of their tenderness, gathering up carefully even
the smallest bones; handling the carcases, disgustful as
they are, cleansing them from the worms, and carrying

them upon their shoulders through tiresome journoys of
several days, without being discouraged from the offen-
siveness of the smell, and w ithout suffei ing any other emo-
tions to arise than those of regret for having lost persons
who were so dear to them in their lives, and so lamented
in their deaUi.

" They bring them into their cottages, where they pre-
pare a feast ia honour of the dead ; dtiring which their

great actions are celebrated, and all the tender intercourses
which took place between them and their friends are call-

ed to mind.. TJie strangers, who have come sometimes a
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huiitlred miles to bo present on the occasion, join in (he
tender condolence

; and the wonaii, by frinhtfui shiiik,

dem.insiratc that they arc penetrated witii ii>e sliarpest

sorrow. The dead bodies are carried from the cabins for
the general re-interment. A great pit i* dug in the Kromi,!;
and thither, at a certain time, each person, attended by
his family and friends, marches in solemn silence, beitring

the dead body of a son, a father, or a brother. When
they are all convened, the dead bodies, or dust of Umse
which were quite corrupted, arc deposited in the pit, whe,,
the torrent of grief breaks out anew. Whatever diey
possess most valuable is interred with the dead. Tlit
Strang! rs are not wanting in their generosity, and confer
thos presents which they li;ive brought along with them
for tiie purpose. Then all p> sent go down intr) the pit

and every one takes a little of the earth, which they .iftnr-

wards preserve with the nuist religious cure. The bodies
ranged in order, are covered with new furs, and, over liiese,'

with bark, on which they throw stones, wood, and earth!

Then, taking the last farewel, they return each to his own
cabin.

" The custom of offering presents to the dead arises from
a rude notion of the immortality of the soid. They be-

lieve this doctrine most lirmly, and it is the principal ti net

of their religion. When the soul is separated fruin the

body, they conceive that it still continues to hover around
it, and to require and take delight in the same things with

which it formerly was pleased. After a certain time, how-
ever, It forsakes this dreary mansion, and departs far west-

ward, into the land of spirits. They have even gone so

far as to make a distinction between the inhabitants of

the other world; some, they imagine, particu'larly those

who in their life-time have been fortunate in war, possess

a. high degree of happiness, have a jjlace for hunting and

fishing, which never fails, and enjoy ail sensual Jehghis,

without labouring hard in order to procure them. The sonli

of those, on the contrary, who happen to be conquered or

slain in war, are supposed to be extremely miserable."

SECTION IT.

CANADA.
Situation, Bomnlnries, and Extent.] This country, wliirh

is six hundred miles in length, and about two hundred in

breadth, is situated between forty-five and iifty-two de-

grees of north latitude, and between sixty-one and eighty-

one degrees of west longitude. It is bounded, on the

north and east, by Nova Scotia ; on the south, by New
England and New York; and, on the west, by nnknown

regions.

Climate, Seasons, Soil, S^c] The extremes of iieat and

cold are amazing; the thermometer in July and August

rising to ninety-six degrees, while in winter the mercury
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freezes. 'I'ln? iiiow boRins in November; and in January

tlic frost is so inlfMif, that it is inipoNsiblo to icnmm 'iiit

„t (loom for uny tinii! williout the ri.ik of wlinl in called a

froil-l>n<:. winili iM(liinj5frn the limb; und the wurni in-

((nalsonly incrcam' ihe sensation and the danger. "ut
HiiUci, asut Petersbing, is the season of anincnient ; and

ihe »leilgf s, drawn by one or two liorftes, afford a pioasuiit

and npit'dy .onveyancu. Several stoves are place«l in the
I

ill, wlieiicu Hues pats to the apartnieuts; and there are

,l„iil)le windows and doors. On fjoing abroad, the whole
bod\ IS covered with furs, except the vyvt and nose. In
\fi>, ihe thaw generally conus on suddenly, the ice on
ll,. river bursting wi h the noise of cannon; and its pas-

,age l« llie S(;i is i-itic, especially when u pile of ice

rrasiies against a i.,ck. Spring is like suuinier, und vege-

laliiiu instantant'ous.

The fare of ilie country is generally mountainous and
«oody ;

but there are savannas and plains of great beauty,

chiefly towards Upper Canada. In the lower provinct the

soil mostly consists of a loose blackish earth, of ten or

twelve inches, incumbent on cold clay. This thin mould
ii, however, very fertile, and manure was seldom or never

used by the French settlers; but, of late, niaiie has been
employed, and is found in considerable quantities on the

•hores of the River St. Laurence.

Rivers.] The rivers which intersei t this country are

very numerous, and many ol theiu large and deep. The
princij.al are the Outtanais, St. John, Seguinay, Despraires,

and J lois Rivieres; but they are all swallowed up by the
St,Laurence. This river issues from the Lake Ontario, and,
ukiiig its course north-east, washes Momreal, where it

receives the Outtanais, and forms several fertile islands. It

continues the same course, and meets the tide upwards of
four hundred miles from the set, where it is navigable for

large vessels; and, below Quebec, three hundred and
iHenly miles from the sea, it becomes broad, and of consi-

derable depth. After receiving in its progress innumerable
streams, this great river falls into the ocean at Cape Ro-
•i^res, where it is ninety miles broad, and where the cold
is intense, apd the sea boisterous. In its progress it

forms a variety of bays, harbours, and beautiful islands.

Lakes, Cataracts, Sic] Lake Superior is so called from
its magnitude, as being the largest on the continent. It

may properly be termed the Caspian of America, and is

supposed to be the largest body of fresh water on the

globe. According to the French charts, it is fifteen hun-
dred miles in circumference ; but some writers suppose,
t1iat, if the utmost extent of every bay were taken, it would
raceed sixteen hundred. The water is pure and transpa-

rent, and appears throughout the lake to lie upon a bed
of huge rocks. It is worthy of remark, with respect to

the waters of this lake, that although their .urface, during

nimmer, is very warm, yet, on letting down a cup to the
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depth of about mx feet, the water driwn from thcnr« U
excessively coiii.

Though this lake is supplied by near forty lurgi- rivers,

y>t It (loci not appear, that one-trnth part of the waters
conveyed iiito it is discharged through the only visible

oiitlit. How such a superabundaiiie of water can be dis-

posed of renuuus a secret; but it certainly has a passage
through sonic unfathomable subterraneous cavities. 'Ilic

entrance inUt the lake from the straits of St. Marie affords

one of the most beautiful prospects in the world. On
the left iippcar many pleasant little islands; and on the
right is an agreeable succession of small poii of duvi

that project ii little way into the water, and « ontribufe,

with the islands, to render this ih ightful basin culm omd
secure from tempestuous winds.

Lake Huron, which is next in magnitude to Lake Su-
perior, lies between forty-two and forty-six d» srrees of
north latitude, and between four and ten de-n , of west
longitude. Its shape is nearly triangular, and its circum-
ference about one thousand miles. On the norlh side of
this lake is an island, one hundred miles long, and only
eight miles broad, which . called Manatauliti, or " the

place of spirits," and is considered ;»s sacred l)y the In-

dians. At the north-e;. f corner, this lake communicates
with Lake Michigan, by ilie Straits of Michillimackinac

;

and it is a remarkable fact, that although there is no di-

urnal ebb or flood to be perceivt ui the waters of these

straits, yet, from particular attemion to their state, a pe-
riodical alteration has been discovered. It seems, they
have been observed to rise, by gra h '1 but almost imper-
ceptible degrees, till, in seven years and a half, they at-

tained the height of above three feet, and in the same
space of time tliey gradually subsided to their former state;

so that in fifteen years they had completed this inexplica-

ble revolution.

Lake Ontario is situated between forty-three and forty-

five degrees of north latitude, and between one and four

degrees of west longitude. Its form is nearly oval, and its

circumference about six hundred miles. Near the south-
oast part it receives the waters of the Oswego River, and
on the north-east it discharges itself into the River Iro-

quois, which, on reaching Montreal, takes the name of
St. Laurence.

Lake Erie, situated between forty-one and forty-three

degrees of north latitude, and between three and eight

degrees of west longitude, is nearly three hundred miles

long, and above forty in breadth. A point of land pro-
jects from the north side into the water, several miles to-

wards the south-east, and the islands and banks towards
the western extremity are so infested with rattle-snakes,

as to render landing upon them extremely dangerous.
This lake is of a more dangerous navigation than any of
the others, ou account of tlie craggy rocks which project
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mountain., pierce, the moat impracticable forests, and
tr*ver«es the moat hideous bogs and deserts, for several
hundreds of aales; bcari.,g the inclemency of the seasons,
he faugue of the expedition, the extremes of hunger and
thust, with pauence and cheerfulness, in hopes of sur-
prising his enemy, on whom he exercises the most shock-
ing barbarities.

The loss of their friends is lamented among the I.v-
dian* with a variety of mournful ceremonies. Of these
the most remarkable, as it discovers both the height andcontmuance of their grief, is what they call the Lst of*e dead, ,, j,, f^^,, ^^ ^^,^ ^^^ ^^ ^^.^
.pony js appointed by public orde.; and the neighbour-
ing tribes are invited to be piesent, and. to join in the«o e™„,ty. At this time, all who have died since the last»olem« occasion (which is renewed every eight or ten
years) are taken out of their graves: those who have been
interred at the greatest distance from the villages are d"

rizT '"' "' '""^"^ ^° ^'" «'««' '-«^—
This general disinterment has been thus described by

LaiUau, to ^vhom we are indebted for some curious pap.
ticulare respecting these nations.

"The opening of these tombs displays one of the most
striking scenes that can be conceived; this humbling por-
trait of human misery in death, which appears in a thou-sandvarious shapes of horror in the several carcases, accordmg to the degree in which corruption has prevailed
over them, or the manner in which it has attacked them,
borne appear dry and withered; others have a sort ofparchment upontheir bones; some look as if they were

Ibaked and smoked, without any appearance of rottenness •

wlX oH
•'"'' '"'"'"^ '''''"^' '^' P°'"^ '^f putrefaction,'

'

while others are swarnung with worms, and covered with
<Jorruption. I know not which ought to strike us moHt.the horror of so shocking a sight, or the tender affecri^l'
of these poor people towards their departed friends; fornoUnng deserves our admiration more tlnm that eager dili-gence and attention with which they discharge this melan-choly duty of their tenderness, gathering up carefully even
hesn.alles bones; handling the carcases, disgua.'ul ashey are, cleansing them from the worms, and carryingtbem upon their shoulders through tiresome journey of

several days without being discouraged from the offen-
iveness of the smell, and without suffering any other emo-

^1 ttn; '^"^ " "-'" '" ''-'^ "-' -' - lamented

"They bring ,hem into their cottages, where they pre-pare a feast in honour of the dead; during which ,Crgreat actions are celebrated, and all til ^.J. i,
"

eJvUiidi.^ pj^e between them and.he;;^;ndr:^:
I

«1 to mmd., riie Strang, ., who have come sometimes a I
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hundred miles to be present on the occasion, join in thender condolence; and the women, by frightW shitdemom,trate that they are penetrated wid. the ,11:
sorrow. The dead bodies are carried from the ca i ^the general re-mterment. A great pit is dug in the Z^.

the dead body of a son, a fether, or a brother milthey are all convened, the dead bodies, or dust ofZwinch were quite corrupted, are deposited in th pU ^the torrent of grief breaks out anew. Whateve
possess most valuable is interred with the dead Thstrangers are not wanting in their generosity, and conflhose presents which they have brought along with Ior the purpose. Then all present Jo downlto h pand every one takes a little of the earth, which they f^'wards preserve with the most religious care. The bod

t

ranged in order, are covered with new furs, and, over thes^w h ba k, on which they throw stones, wood and ea
1'

cal:
•" '"'

'"'"^^' ''"^ '^"- -'^'' »° ^-^ ot

"The custom of offering presents to the dead arises froma rude notion of the immortality of the soul. Th yl.eveth« doctrine most firmly, and it is the principa e eof heir religion. When the soul is separated L.n hbody they conceive that it still continues to hover ar uL
,
and to require and take delight in the same things

,

Mhich It formerly was pleased. After a certain ti,„e however it forsakes this dreary mansion, and departs l'^ w tward, into the land of spirits. They have even gone sitar as to make a distinction between the inhabitants of

Itonl .T^-*"T' ""^ •'""Sine, particularly those

a high degree of happmess, have a place for hunting andhhmg which never fails, and enjoy all sensual deilgh.,
without lauouring hard in order to procure them. The soul,
of those, on the contrary, who happen to be conquered or
Slam m war, are supposed to be extremely miserable."

SECTION 11.

CANADA.
Situation Bo^,nd„ries,a»dExtent.-\ This country, which

IS S1.X hundred miles in kngth, and about two hundred in
breadth ,s situated between forty-five and fifty-two de-
grees of north latitude, and between sixty-one and eighty-
one degrees of west longitude. It is bounded, on the
north aiid east, by Nova Scotia; on the south, by Nc^v
England and New York; and, on the west, by unknown
regions. •'

Cimulc, Seasons, Soii, Sfc] The extremes of iieat and
cold are amaiiiig; the thermometer in July and August
rising to nincty-six degrees, while in winter the mercury
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freezes. Tiie snow begins in November; and in January
,hefro.s. ,. so intense, that it is impossible to remain out
of doors for any time without the risk of what is called a
fro.t.bae winch endangers the limb; and the warm in-
tervals only nicrease the sensaUon and the danger But
««.er as at Petersburg, i, the season of amusement ; and
the sledges, drawn by one or two horses, afford a pleasant
an speedy conveyance. Several stoves are placed in the
all whence flues pass to the apartments; and there are
ouble wn.dows and doors. On going abroad, the whole
tody IS covered w,th furs, except tl.e eye. and nose. In
May, the thaw generally come, on suddenly, the ice on
.he nver burstmg with the noise of cannon; and its pas-
sage to the sea i, terrific, especially when a pile of ice
crashes agamst a rock. Spring is like summer, and vege-
tation instantaneous.

Ti,e face of the country i. generally mountainous and
woody; but there are savannas and plain, of great beauty,
chiefly towards Upper Canada. I„ the lower province the
80.1 mostly consists of a loose blackish earth, of ten or
twelve inches, mcumbent on cold clay. This thin mould
"'
i°r'f' r^ '"^''*'^' ""'^ ""*""••« ^" »«'dom or never

u»ed by the French settlers; but, of late, marie has been
employed, and IS found in considerable quantiUe, on the
ihores of the River St. Laurence.
Riven.] The rivers which iflterwct this comitry are

very numerous, and many of them large and deep. The
prmcipal are the Outtanais, St. John, Seguinay, Despraire,,
.nd Trois Rivijre,; but they are all swallowed up by the
St.Laurence. This river issue, from the Lake Ontario, and.
taking Its course north^iast, washes Montreal, where it
receives the Outtanais, and forms several fertile islands. It
continues the same course, and meet, the tide upwards of
our hundred miles from the sea, where it i, navigable for
arge vessel.; and, below Quebec, three hundred and
twenty mile, from the sea, it bsconw^s broad, and of consi-
demble depth. After receiving in its progress i.mumerable
«t eams, this great river fills into the oc.ao at Cape Ro-
«i^res, where it i, ninety mile, broad, and where the cold
IS intense, apd the sea boisterous. In it. progress it
forms a variety of bays, harbour,, and beautiful islands.
Lakes, Cataracts, Sfc] Lake Superior is so called from

'ts magnitude, as being the largest on the continent. It
may properly be termed the Caspian of America, and is
supposed to be the largest body of fresh water on the
globe. According to the French charts, it is fifteen hun-
dred miles m circumference; but some writers suppose,
mat, If the utmost extent of every bay were taken, it would
exceed sixteen hundred. The water is pure and transpa-
rent, and appear, throughout the lake to lie upon a bed
of huge rocks. It is worthy of remark, with respect to
tl-e waters of this lake, that although their surface, during
••«rnmer, is very warm, yet, on letting down a cup to the
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depth of about SIX feet, die Mater drawn from thence >.
excessively cold.

Though this lake is supplied by near forty large rivers.
yet It does not appear, that one-tenth part of the water,
conveyed ..to it is discharged through the only visible
outlet. How such a superabundance of water can be di.-
posed of remains a secret; but it certainly has a passage
through some unfathomable subterraneous cavities The
entrance into tlie lake from the straits of St. Marie affordsone of the most beautiful prospects in the world. On
the left appear many pleasant little islands; and on the
right ,s an agreeable succession of small points of land

with the islands, to render this delightful basin calm and
secure from tempestuous winds.

Lake Huron, which is next in magnitude to Lake Su-
penor lies between forty-two and forty-six degree, of
north latitude, and between four and ten degrees of west
longitude. Its shape is nearly triangular, and its circum-
ference about one thousand miles. On the north side of
this lake.sau island, one hundred miles long, and only
eight miles broad, which is called Manataulin, or « the
place of spirits," and is considered as sacred by the In-

T^
At the Borth-east corner, thU lake communicate,

with Lake Michigan, by the Straits of Michillimackinac •

and It IS a remarkable fact, that although there is no di-
urnal ebb or flood to be perceived in the water, of these
strait,, yet, from particular attention to their state, a pe-
riodical alteration has been discovered. It seems, they
have been observed to rise, by gradual but almost impc;-
ceptible degrees, till, in seven years and a half, they at-
tamed the height of above three feet, and in the Lne
space of ume they gradually subsided to their former state •

so that in fifteen year, they had completed thi, inexplical
ble revolution.

Lake Ontario is situated between forty-Uiree and forty-
five degree, of north latitude, and between one and four
degrees of west longitude. Its form i. nearly oval, and it.
circumference about six hundred miles. Near the south-
»ast part it receives the waters of the Oswego River, andon the north-east it discharge, itself into the River Iro-
quois, which, on reaching Montreal, take, the name of
St. Laurence.

Lake Erie, situated between forty-one and forty-three
degrees of north latitude, and between three and eight
degrees of west longitude, is nearly three hundred mile,
long, and above forty in breadth. A point of land pro-
jects from the north side into the water, several miles to-
wards the south-east, and the islands and banks toward,
the wesle... extremity are so infested with rattle-snakel
as to render landing upon them extremely dangerous!
Ihis lake IS of a more dangerous navigation than any of
the others, on account of die craggy rocks which project
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into Ihe water, in a perpendicular direction, many miles
together, affording no shelter from storms.
About six ieagues from the fort of Niagara, in Canada,

IS the greiilest cataract in the world, known by the name of
the IVaterfall of -Niagara. The river at this fall runs frou.
the south-south-east to the north-north-west; and the rock
of the tall forms a kind of figure like a hollow semicircle,
or horse-shoe. Above the fail, in the middle of the river,'
IS an island about eigiit hundred feet long; the lower end
of which is just at the perpendicular edge of the fall.
Before the water comes to this island, it runs but slowly,
compared with its motion afterwards, when it grows ex-
tremely rapid, running with a surprising swiftness before
It comes to the fall. It is perfectly white, and, in seve-
ral places, IS thrown high up into the air. The water
that runs down on tiie west si.ie is in greater abundance,
and whiter, il.an that on the opposite side ; and seems al-
most to outHy an arrow in swiftness. When a person is at
the fall, and looks up the river, he may perceive that the
>yater is every where exceedingly steep, almost like the
side of a hill

; but, on looking at the fall itself, it is im-
possible to describe the astonishment it occasions.
The height of the cataract, as measured by mathema-

tical instruments, is found to be exactly a hundred and
thirty-seven feet; and, when the water is come to the bot-
tom, it flies back to a great height in the air. The noise
may sometimes be heard at the distance of forty miles
but seldom farther. At some times, the fall makes a
much greater noise than at others; and this is regarded
as an infallible prognostic of rain or other bad weather.
From the place where the water falls there arises a

prodigious vapour, like a thick smoke, insomuch that
Mheu viewed at a distance, a stranger might suppose that
the Indians had set their forests on fire. These vapours
rise very high m the air, when it is calm, but are dispersed
by Ihe wind, when it blows hard. U any person go into
this vapour, or if the wind bjow it on him, it is so pe-
netrating, that in a few moments he will be as wet as if
immersed in water.

Some persons are of opinion, that when birds happen
to fly into the smoke of > the fall, they immediately drop
dow^n, and perish in the water; either because their win^s
are become wet, or that the tremendous noise of the f^ii
astomshcs and confounds them : but others think, that this
Idea IS merely chimerical ; because, among the great num-
bers of birds found dead below the fall, there are no other
sorts than such as live and swim frequently in the water
as swans, geese, ducks, teal, &c. Great flocks of these'
animals are often seen going to destruction in the follow-
ing manner :_They swim, in the river above the fall, and
so are carried down lower and lower by thewatrr; and as
uater-fowl are commonly pleased witli being carried'by
the stream, they indulge themselves in this pleasure, till
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the rapidity of the water renders it impossible for them
to rise, and they are consequently hurried down the nr«.
cipice. ^

In the months of September and October, such nrn.
digious quantities of dead water-fowl arc fo.uul ,Z
morning below the fall, .hat they afford ample sub,si„e„
for the garrison at the fort. Here also are fr.n„e„,|v
found the bodies of deer, bears, and other ani.nals\vhii
have attempted to cross the water above the (all

'

y^
melancholy instances of human beings having lost th"'
lives in a similar manner are related by travellers- aH
the following one is too affecting to be passed cm ii,
silence :

—

"

" An imfortunate Indian was reposing, in a state of in
ebriety, in his canoe, which was properly secured, at (hedistance of some miles above the catarac(s, v,hile his wife
sat on the shore to watch his slumbers. After some time
a sailor, from one of the vessels on the lake, happened
to arrive at the spot, and began to take some indecent

Ii

berties with the Indian female. The woman naturally at"
tempted to rouse her husband; but, before she could
effect her design, the brutal mariner cut the cord of (he
canoe, and set it adrift. The little vessel glided swiftly
down the stream, and in the space of a few minutes it
was seen to enter the Rapids. The Indian, awakened by
the violent motion of the waves, started up, and, on per-
ce.vmg his perilous situation, he grasped his paddle vii(h
a look of inexpressible horror; but, finding it absolutely
impossible to stem the force of the current, he cahni'v
wrapped himself up in his blanket, and resumed his former
position at the bottom of the canoe. In the space of a
few moments, he was hurried down the precipice, anil
was never discovered more."

There is an island in the middle of the fall, whirhwas
formerly supposed inaccessible; but an accident (hat hap-
pened about sixty years ago made it appear otherwise.

1 wo Indians went out from Fort Niagara to hunt upon an
island that is situated in the middle of the river, above
the great fall, which was then stocked with abundance of
deer; but, having indulged too freely in the use of some
l-rench brandy, they fell asleep, and their canoe drove
back %yith the stream, till it approached that island which
is in the middle of the fall. Here they were awakened
by the noise of the cataract, and began to give themselves
over as lost; but, after some vigorous exertions, they ef-
lected a landing upon the island. At first, they exultedm the Idea of their escape; but, upon cool redaction,
they found themselves hardly in a better state than if (hev
had gone down the fall, since they had no other al(erna-
tive (l.an either to throw themselves down the s.ono, or
perish with hunger. After some time, however, hard ne-
cessity put them on invention; and, as they found plenlv
of wood on the island, they made a ladder of the bark ol
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the lind-tree, in order to reach the water beiow: one •nd
of this ladder they fastened to a large tree, that grew on
,i,e side (.f a rock above the fall, and let the other end
down to Ihe water. By this contrivance, they descended
10 Ihe bottom ni the middle of the fall ; and then threw
tliemselves out into the water, thinking to swim on shore.
Scarcely, however, had they begun to swim, before they
,ere thrown back with violence against the rock from
which they came; and, after several fruitless attempts
they were compelled to re-ascend to the island. After
some time, they discovered Indians on the shore, who ap-
peared to pity their misfortune, but gave them little hope
of assistance. These, however, raP to inform the com-
mandant of the fort of the situation of their friends; and
he soon projected the means of their deliverance, in the
following manner:

The water that run, on the east side of this island is
shallow, especially toward the eastern shore. The com
niandant, therefore, caused some poles to be made and
pointed with iron; and, by the help of these, two Indians
offered to walk to the island, to save their unfortunate
brethren, or to perish in the attempt. Each had two such
poles m his hands, to set at the bottom of the stream in
order to keep him steady, and in this manner they safely
reached the island, and brought away the poor creatures
«ho were almost perishing for want of food.
On the west side of this island are some small rocks-

and in former times a part of the rock at this side of the'M hung over in such a manner, that the water which fell
perpendicularly from it left a vacancy below, so that
people could go under, between the rock and the water-
ut, some years ago, the prominent part broke off and

fell down. The breadth of the fall, as it runs in a semi-
circle, IS reckoned to be about three hundred feet.
Every day, when the sun shines, from ten o'clock in the

morning ,ill ,wo in the afternoon, may be seen, below the
fall, the similitude of a beautiful rainbow, and sometimes
iwo one vvuhin another. The brightness and clearness
of this phenomenon depends on the quantity of vapour
Ihat results from the spray of the cataract; for, when the
nod drives the vapours away, the rainbow disappears-
M, as soon as new vapours come, it resumes its former
•ppearance. The rock of the fall consists of a grey lime-
stone.

e> / "c

What are called the great cohoes falls of the Mohawk
«'ver have also a surprising appearance. The river is
ear a quarter of a mile broad, and the water, precipi-
aung melf from several rocks which project from the
est tails down on every side them in torrents, and, being
iToken near the bottom bv mnnv .en-nt- -a^- r^-

•

Ahite froth. Ihe descent is here said to be about se-
';«nty feet, .„ which height ar« probably included the steep
fescents just below the above disjointed precipice; from
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whence also rises a misty cloud, that descends lik(; small
rain, and exhibits, when the sun shines, a beautiful rain,
bow, which moves as the spectator moves, according to
the angle of vision.

Vegetable Productions.-\ The forests which occupy the
uncultivated parts of North Americ, are the most exten-
sive in the world, and exhibit a scene of unequalled mag-
nihcence. The trees lose themselves in the clouds; and
there is such a prodigious variety of species, that, even
among those persons who have taken most p!<ins to describe
them, there is not one, perhaps, that knows half the
number. That part of the country wliich we are now de-
scribing produces two sorts of pines, the white and the
red; four sorts of iirs; two sorts of cedar and oak, the
white and the red; the male and the female maple; three
sorts of ash-trees, the free, the mungrel, and the bastard

-

three sorts of walnut-trees, the hard, the soft, and Uie
smooth; vast numbers of beech-trees and white wood ; and
white and red elms and poplars. The Indians hollow the
red elms into canoes, some of which, made out of one
piece, will contain twenty persons; others are made of the
bark, the different pieres of which they sew together with
the inner rind, and daub over the seams with a bituminoiTs
substance, resembling pitch, to prevent their leaking- and
the ribs o» these canoes are made of boughs of trees
About November, the bears and wild cats take up their
habitations in the hollow elms, and remain there till April
Here are also found cherry-trees, plum-trees, the vinegar-
tree, the fruit of which, infused in water, produces vine-
gar; an aquatic plant called alaco, the fruit of which may
be made into a confection; the white thorn; the cotton-
tree, on the top of which grow several tufts of flowers
which, when shaken in the morning before the dew falls'
off, produce a sort of honey, that may be boiled up into
sugar, the seed being a pod containing a very fine kind
of cotton; the sun-plant, which resembles a mariadd
and grows to the height of seven or eight feet; Turkey-'
corn, French-beans, gourds, melons, the hop and tobacco-
plants, &c.

Anitnah.'] Among the quadrupeds of Canada we may
enumerate stags, elks, deer, bears, foxes, wild cats, fer-
rets, weasels, squirrels of different kinds, hares, and rab-
bits. The southern parts contain wild bulls, roebucks,
and goats; and the marshes, lakes, and pools, swarm with
beavers.

The animal called a musk-rat, from its yielding a strong
musk, IS exactly shaped like our water-rat, only somewha"!
larger. These creatures build houses, as the beavers do,
in marshes by the water-side, with two or tliree ways to
them

;
and IJie inside of them is neatly plastered. They

consist of three stories, so that the rats ascend from one
into the other as the water rises. In short, they are in
all respects beavers in miniature.
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The elk of Canada in of the size of a horse or mule.
Its flesh is very agreeable and nourishing, and its colour
a mixture of light grey and dark red. It is dangerous to

approach very near this animal when he is hunted, as he
•ometimes springs furiously on his pursuers, and tramples
them to pieces. To prevent this, the hunter throws his

clothes to him, and while the deluded animal exhausts his

fury on these, proper measures are taken to despatch him.
The buffalo is a kind of wild ox, of much the same

appearance with those of Europe : his body is covered
with a black wool, which is highly esteemed. The flesh

of the female is very good ; and the buffalo-hides are as
soft and pliable as chamois leather, but so very strong,
that the bucklers which the Indians make of them are
hardly penetrable by a musket-ball. The Canadian roe-
buck is a domestic animal, but differs in no other respect
from those of Europe. Wolves are scarce in Canada, but
their furs are accounted excellent. The black foxes are
greatly esteemed, and very scarce ; but those of other co-
lours are more common, and some on the Upper Missis-
sippi are of a silver colour, and .very beautiful. They
live upon water-fowls, which they decoy within their

rlutches by a thousand curious tricks, and then spring up
and devour them. The Canadian pole-cat has a most
beautiful white fur, except the tip of the tail, which is as
black as jet. Nature has given this animal no defence
but its urine, the smei! of which is intole»ably offensive

:

this, when attacked, it sprinkles plentifully on its tail, and
throws it on the assailant. The Canadian wood-rat is of
a beautiful silver colour, with a bushy tail : the female
carries under her belly a bag, which she opens and shuts
at pleasure, and in that she places her young when pur-
sued. Here are three sorts of squirrels ; that called the
flying squirrel will leap upwards of forty paces, from one
tree to another. This little animal is easily tamed, and is

very lively. The Canadian porcupine is less than a mid-
dling-sized dog ; and, when roasted, he eats full as well
as a sucking pig. The hares and rabbits differ little from
those of Europe, only they turn grey in winter.

The feathered tribes here are eagles, falcons, goshawks,
tercols, and partridges with long tails, which they spread'
out as a fan, and make a very beautiful appearance. Wood-
cocks are scarce in Canada, but snipes, and other water-
game, are plentiful. Here are no less than twenty-two
different species of ducks, and a great number of swans,
turkeys, geese, bustards, teal, water-hens, cranes, and
other large water-fowl. The Canadian wood-pecker is a
beautiful bird. Thrushes and goldfinches are found here,
together with larks and blackbirds; but the chief bird of
melody is the white bird, which is a kind of ortolan, very
showy, :i:id remarkable for aiiiimmciiig the return of spring.
The sea on the coast of Canada, and the lakes, contain

a variety of fish, among which are salmon, trout, turtle,
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lobsters, sturgeon, tunny, shad, lamprey, smelt,, conger.
eels, mackarel, soles, herrings, anchovies, and pilchard

"

The chaourason is an armed fish, about five fttt lo
and as thick as a man's thigh, resembling a pike : its

*
lour is a silver grey ; and under its mouth is a long bon^
substance, ragged at the edges. This fish is an inhabitJ
of the lakes. The sturgeon is both a fresh and salt.«ater
fish, taken on the coast of Canada and the lakes, fro

'

eight to twelve feet long, and proportionably thick. Th
achigau and the gilthead are fish peculiar to the River St
Laurence.

Among the reptiles of this country, the rattle-snake
chiefly merits attention. Some of these are as big aj »
man's leg, and they are long in proportion. What is moit
remarkable in this animal is the tail, which is scaly, jjke

,

coat of mail, and on which it is said there grows,' everj
year, one ring or row of scales ; so that its age may be
known by its tail, as we know that of a horse by its teeih.

In moving it makes a rattling noise, from which it takes

its name. The bite of this serpent is mortal, if a remedy
be not applied immediately. In all places where this dm-
gerous reptile is bred, there grows a plant, which is cal-

led rattle-snake herb, the root of which (such is the good-
ness of Providence) is a certain antidote against the venom
of this serpent, and that with the most simple preparation;
for It requires only to be pounded, or chewed, and an-
plied like a plaster to the wound. The rattle-snake se|.

dom bites passengers unless it is provoked ; and never

darts itself at any person without first rattling three tiniei

with its tail. When pursued, if it has but a little time to

recover, it folds itself round, with the head in the middle,

and then darts itself with great fury and violence against

its pursuers ; nevertheless, the savages chase it, and find

its flesh very good : it also possesses medicinal qualities.

Divisions and Population.] Canada is divided info two

parts ; Upper and Lower Canada : the former being the

western division on the north of the great lakes, or sea of

Canada
; while the lower division is on the River St. Lau-

rence, towards the east.

In 1784, the population of the two Canadas, according

to an actual enumeration, amounted to one hundred and

thirteen thousand and twelve, French and English, ex-

clusive of ten thousand loyalists in the upper parts. The

Indians were calculated at thirty thousand. But the po-

pulation has increased greatly since that period.

Manufactures and Commerce.] The principal exports

are furs and skins, with some fish, pot-ash, and ginseng.

In 1798, the beaver-skins exported were one hundred and

six thousand, and other furs in proportion. The imports

are spirits, wines, tobacco, sugar, salt, and provisions for

the troops. Except some linen and coarse woollen cloths,

manufactured articles are chiefly imported from England.

Language.] The general language of this country ii
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(he French

;
English bfiiiig confined to tlic British .ettlers

who arc much fewer in number than the inhabitants of
French descent.

Religion.] About nine-lentlis of the inhabitants of these
provinces are Roman Catholics, who enjoy, under the
present government, the same rights and privileges as
were granted them in 1772, by the act of in.rliament then
passed. The rest of the people are Protestants, of va-
rious sects.

Government.-] By the Quebec Act, passed by the par-
liament of Great Britain, in the year 1791, it is enacted
that there shall be, within each of the provinces of Upper
and Lower Canadn, a legislative council and an assembly,
who, with the consent of the governor appointed by the
king, shall have power to make laws; but the king may
declare his dissent at any time within two years after re-
ceiving any bill. The legislative council is to consist of
not fewer than seven members for Upper, and fifteen for
Lower, Canada; to be summoned by the governor, who
must be authorised by the king. They hold their seats
for life, unless they forfeit them bv an absence of four
years, or by transferring Uieir allegia,.ce to some foreign
power. The house of assembly is to consist of not lew
than sixteen members from Upper, and fifty from Lower
Canada, chosen by the freeholders in the several towns
and districts. The council and assembly are to be con-
fened at least once in every year, and every assembly is
to continue four years, unless sooner dissolved by the go-

> vernor.

Cities, Tonns, &;c.] Quebec, the capital of Canada,
IS situated on an elevated point of knd, on the north-west
shore of the River St. Laurence. This city is divided into
two parts, distinguished by the appellation of the Upper
and the Lower Town. The former is erected on a lime-
stone rock, at the summit of the point, and the other is
bnilt round the base of the eminence, on the border of
the river.

That part denominated the Upper Town possesses a
surprising strength, being equally fortified by nature and
art. The basin is commanded by a battery, mounting
two large mortars, two thirty-six pounders, and thirty-tM'o
twenty-four pounders. The passes from the Lower Town
are commanded by another battery of six guns, and there
are several other batteries and redoubts, besides the pecu-
liar strength of the rock, which, in some parts, is so per-
fectly inaccessible, as to obviate the necessity of walls,
llie Lower Town is chiefly inhabited by persons who
have some concern in the shipping. It forms a striking
contrast to the upper division, as the streets are narrow
and irregular, the houses unsightly and incommodious,
and the air confined and unwholesome.
The governor's house is a plain stone edifice, consisting

of two parts, separattid by a spacious court. The old
•iS- VOL. I.
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diyision is built on nn macceRsible part of the roc< and
contains most of the public offices, though the apartment*
are small and incommodious. The other is appropriated (p
the residence of the governor, and, though not strictly
elegant, is tolerably finished. In the adjoining garden i»
a parapet-wall, on which a few guns are planted.
The other public buildings are, a monastery of Fran,

ciscan friars, three nunneries, and an old edifice, plainly
fitted up, for the accommodation of the legislative coun.
cil and assembly of representatives. There are, likewise,
artillery-barracks, capable of containing five hundred men;
an armoury, where ten thousand stand of arms are arrayed
with the most exquisite neatness; and an engineer's draw-
mg-room, containing plans of the fortifications of different
fortresses, and a variety of models.
The market affords a cheap and plentiful supply for the

tables of the inhabitants.
. The population may be eati.

mated at twelve thousand individuals, two-thirds of whom
are of French extraction A large garrison, constantly
kept at Quebec, renders it very lively, and the society k
descnbed as being very extensive and agreeable.
The surrounding scenery, as beheld from several part*

of the Upper Town, is, perhaps, equal in grandeur and
diversity to that of any part of the world. An assemblags
of trackless forests, magnificent rivers, stupendous rocka
enamelled meads, lakes villages and iowns, luccesiively
open on the view of the spectator.

Tkois Riviehes is a town containing about three hun^
dred houses, near the mouth of a river called St. Maurice.
Its trade is inconsiderable, and ilie adjacent country is a
sandy sterile tract. The streets in the town are ill-built
and extremely narrow. The public edifices are, two'
churches, one for English Episcopalians, aud the othw
for Roman Catholics; au old Franciscan monastery, and
a prison.

Mr. Weld here visited the convent of St. Ursule, the only
religious order now existing in the town. It is a lai^e
building, adjoining to that of the Franciscans, which is riow
deserted

; and beneath the same roof is an hospital, at-
tended by the sisterhood. Tlie chapel is lofty, but its area
is small: the doors open towards the street, under.a por-
tico; and nearly oppoute is a grand altar, enriched with
a profusion of decorations, and having on etch side a lat-
tice, one of which communicates with ao apartment, fur-
nished with an altar, and surrounded with pews, for the
accommodation of such nuns as are precluded from attend*
Jng the chapel by indisposition.

" A lovely female," says our author, « who came to
the lattice to withdraw a curtain, for Uie srstidcstinn of
the visitors, wa» apparently one of thow unfwtuiiate beings
who repent, when too late, of a rash vow, tchich has de-
prived them of every earthly Messing, and doomed them
to a state of perpetual wetchednew, ia direct oppontioti

7 A



to the gracious inU'iitioim of the Almighty. While drawing
aside the curtain, she cast an expressive glance at the

spectators, and then retired hilently to a bench a( a littli;

•listance. The traces of sorrow and fixed inelanciioly,

visible on the countenance of this amiable creature, were
snfiicient to interest the most volatile, or to soften the

most obdurate heart ; and, at the same time, to depreciite

the cruelty, ignorance, and sriperstition, of a sect, who,
under the specious cloak of holy zeal, either persuade or

compel a young and inexperienced girl to renounce the

world, and all its pleasures, for a life of solitude, and
the mockery of repentance for crimes never committed.

A seclusion so unprofitable to mankind, and indisputably

offensive to Him whose tender mercies are over ail his

works, requires no comment."
The hospital contains two spacious airy apartments, and

about fourteen neat and comfortable beds. The only in-

valid, at the time of Mr. Weld's visit, was an old priest,

who appeared to be hastening to his grave : he was seated

by his bedside, in an easy chair, and attended, with the

utmost assiduity, by one of the Ursuline nuns,- whose dress

consisted of a black gown, a white linen handkerchief, a

silver cross, suspended from the breast, a linen head-piece,

which entirely concealed the hair, and a veil of black

gauze, which flowed loosely over the shoulders, and co-

vered one half of the face.

A long passage leads from the hospital to a tolerably

pleasant parlour, where the travellers were treated with
the utmost politeness, by the superior and some lay- sisters,

who produced a number of fancy works for their inspec-

tion, which, in compliance with a regular custom, were
purchased, as a genteel mode of bestowing a small do-
nation on the order.

MoNTREAT. is situated on the opposite bank of the
river, nine miles distant from La Prarie, and contains five

hundred houses within the walls, exclusive of seven hun-
dred in the suburbs. In the lower part of tlie town, where
is the greatest assemblage of shops, the houses are ex-
tremely gloomy, and, in consequence of being secured
with doors and windows of sheet-iron, each habitation

may be said to bear a strict resemblance to a prison. The
buildings are chiefly of stone, except in the suburbs, where
many of them are constructed of timber. The streets are

all narrow, three of which, running parallel to the river,

are intersected by others at right angles. On that side of
the town next the water, is a small square, appropriated
to the purposes of a market; and, on the opposite side,

is La Place d'Armes, apparently designed for the soldiers

to perform their exercise in ; but they have given the pre-

ference to a long walk, in the vicinity of the barracks.
On one siiTc of La Place d'Armes is a Roinish cathe-

dral, containing five altars, richly decorated. The doors of
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for the admission of such persons as may wish to ptrforin
tillitr public or private devotions. The crowds tiiiit resort

hilliiT on a Sunday, in fine weather, are so numerous, tlial

the steps on the outside iirt- fi< (|u«iitly coverid «it|, i||p

zealots, who, being unuhic to obtuiu iidiiiission, remain
knci'iing on the sltJiies during the time of service. Ai
the bells are always rung in the most disrordant man-
ncr, before and during the <elebriition of musses, cluist-

enings, marriages, and bmials, such of the inlialjituiils ns
nrn not attached to such unmusical soun«is are grtuliy nii-

noycd.

Scarcely a morning ever dawned, but our traveller be-

held a ftmeral-processioii, which here, as in most other

Ronian CatKolic countries, is conducted w itii niucli iiomp

and ceremony. Formerly the vaults beneath the ciiiln(lra|

were appropriated to the reception of the dead; but, an

some fears have been entertained of a contagion iirisiuir

from too great an assemblage of bodii s, the prest nt ce-

meteries are without the walls. There are, likewise, in

Montreal fotir convents, four Romish churches, and one

church respectively for English Episcopalians and Pres-

byterians.

The walls of Montreal are evidently mouldering away,

and in some parts they are already sunk into ruins. The
gates, however, are in tolerable preservation.

The inhabitants are remarkable for their urbanity and

attention to strangers, and are partial to convivial amuse-

ments among themselveii. The niajorily of tlu in are of

French extraction, who have a strong aversion to the liii<r-

lish language, and who retain many of the customs of

their ancestors. There are, however, many English,

Scotch, and Irish, inhabitants, who are either eminent mer-

chants or people of great respectability.

" The Island of Montreal," says Mr. Weld, "
is one

of tli|9 largest in the River St. Laurence, possessing a

fertile soil, and a tolerable share of cultivation. The
scenery is prettily diversified with hill and dale, and to-

wards the centre are some large mountains, the most con-

siderable of which is embellished with trees and gardens,

occasionally dotted with rural habitations. On the side

next the river is an ancient monastery, with some spacious

fenced enclosures, pleasantly embosomed in the woods,

where the contemplative ambulator may roam for nnles to-

gether, and listen to the warbling of the feathered inha-

bitants, while a thick and verdant umbrage effectually se-

cures him from the rays of the sun. The view from the

mountain is strikingly grand and picturesque, comprising

a vast extent of country, fertilized by the St. Launncc,
which conies from the right, over the tremendous Rapids,

with a noise like thunder ; and then, as the blustering gale

that has spent its fury, and howled itself to rest, it glides

smoothly and silently along, till it is lost iu the horizon. To° --' J —^"' - "v uv^v,. o V,. siiiuuuujr miu .siiciiiiy aiong, uu u IS lost m tiie norizon. i(
the edihce are left open during the greatest part of the day. | the left are seen the churches, mouasteries, a^d other build
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iMgs, of Monlr. nl, willi tlie sliipping at onchor beiieaih its

,lilii|.iilak'(l walls ; the river itself presenting a succession

„f islands, alternately clothed with trees, or deck.'d «iili

liie Crnils of the earth ; Ln Piarie, on the distant sid.-,

with its inaj^nificent church ; and the monntainous chain'

that terminates the lovely prospect. So great is the va-

riety, and so noble the ohjccts condjined in the exquisite
asscinhla^se, that even those persons who are constantly
habilualed to them, still tind something worthy of remark
and admiration, every time they ascend the eminence."
KiN(.«TnN is situated at the entrance of a deep bay,

near l.ako Ontario. It is a j>lace of considerable trade,'

and conlains, besides a fort and barracks, a church for

ilie use of English Episcopalians, and about one liundred
private liouscs, tlie generality of which are constructed
o( tiniUi, and inhabited by emigrants from the United
Slates. The fort is a stone building, consisting of a square
and four bulwarks. The barracks ar« usually occupied
by near a hundred men. 'I'he bay affords excellent an-
chorage, and is accounted the most commodious har-
bour in the vicinity of Lake Ontario. On its borders are
two dock-yards, wharc most of the British vessels of bur-
den, on the lake, have been built. These vessels i)ly

chiefly between Kingston and Niagara, and are seldom
known to touch at any other place.

As there is no rcgidar market at Kingston, the inhabi-
tants are obliged to provide themselves with fresh provi-
sions in the best manner they are able. Eire-wood is

brought in .sledgus, during the winter, from tiie banks of
the river and the adjacent islands, and is sold at only one
dollar a cord. Some schools are established in the district,

but their number is very inconsiderable. The children are'

instructed in reading and writing for one dollar a month.
The district contains no paupers', and poors' rates are con*
sequently u;nkuo\yn to the inhabitants.

Niagara contains a court-house, an edifice designed
for the accommodation of the legislative bodies, a prison,
and about seventy houses, the latter of which are chiefly
built of wood. In the upper part of the town, how-
ever, there are some well built and commodious habita-
tions.

Most of the English, in Canada, who have any of-
fice under government, are persons of a liberal educa-
tion, which renders the society of the place extremely
pleasant. Most of the houses have been erected within
the short space of a few years, and in that time there haj
been such an influx of people into the town and its envi-
rons, that provisions, liorses, town lots, &c. have risen in
value nearly lifty per cent, within that small space; and
•-!s place is stiii Iticrcasing, with surprising rapidity, on
account of the constant emigration of people, who prefer
Canada to the United States, and of the back country
trade, tliat is regularly carried oa through Niagara.

The situation of the town is about one hundred and
UUy feet from the wuter'a edge, on the top of thS western
bHuk, «hich, together with that on the opposite shore, ia
V. ry lofty, and forms an extensive plain. It conseipiently
connnands an interesting view of the lake and surrounding
scenery, but, imforluualely, the air is very insalubriouB.

'I'he fort is erected at the entrance of the river, on a
point of land that is laved on one side by the river, and

I on the other, by the waters of the lake. This edifice, to^
getherwith the outwork.!, occupies a space of about'flve
acres. S.^veral batteries, redoubts, and parallel linu., of
fascmes, secure it on the land-side, and towards the river
It IS stockaded. t),,po,,ite the lake is a spacious and well-
fortdied storehouse. 'I"his buihiing, however, widi every
part of the fort, is shamefully neglected; and U.e men in
garrison, amonnliug to five hundred persons, exhibit but
a very indifterent |.ictnre of cleanliness; as, at the time
of our traveller's vi.it, which happens,! on a Sunday, when
they might reasonably have been expected to make at least
a creditable appearance, they were a^ dirty as though they
had wrought in the trenches for a week without iutermis-
sion.

About three quarters of a mile from Niagara, on the
brink of the river, is an edifice, designed for the accom-
modation of such naval officers, on the lake, as are de-
tained in town during the winter-season; and directly op-
posite IS a wharf, for the purpose of landing cargoes that

,

are brought up the lake.

DiniioiT is situate on the elevated bank of tlie river,
and contains a large Komisli church, and about three hun-
dred private houses. The streets all run parallel to the
river, and are intersected at right angles; but they are
uupaved, narrow, and extremely dirty. The town is en-
circled with a strong stockade, through which two gates
open to some extensive wharfs, on the brink of the river^
for the accommodation of shipping, and two others open
to different sides of the town.

This town is celebrated for it» commerce; and the
stores and shops arc so well supplied with fine cloth, linen,
and every article of wearing-apparel, that they may be
purchased, of as good a quality, and nearly as reasonable,
as at New York or Philadelphia. About two-ihirds of
the inliabitants are traders, of French extraction. Pro-
visions, of every kind, are plentiful, particularly figb^.
which are caught in the river and adjacent lakes; jet the
inhabitants feel an inconvenience from the want oi salt
as it is but lately that salt-springs have been discovered ia
this country,, and even these are in the bauds of govern-
ment.

The town of Detroit is usually crowded with In-
dians, but, at the approach of night, the majority of them
are obliged to remove beyond the gates. The circumja-
cent country is remarkably flat, and none 0/ the rivers
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4iBv« a fall lufficwntly ttrong to turn a mill ; tlio inhabit-

onta nrr, tliorefore, obliged to grind their «orii by wind-

milU. The luil of the country i« very light, but rpiiurk.-

ably rich, and yields «n abundant «upply of wiieat inid

Indian corn. The climate in much more iieullhy than in

the vicinage of Niagara; yet the «ummer» ore extremely

hot, and intermittent fcvuri frequently occur.

Cuntoms, Mannem, 6ic.] The moniieri of the nettlert

in Canada resanible thoie of the French, in point of

gaiety, urbanity, and vanity. 'I'he women cnu generally

lead and write, and are thus superior to the men; but

both ore sunk in ignorance and supcritition, and blindly

devoted to their priests.

It is observed that, the tasto for political intelligenoe

is less prevalent in Upper Canada than in the United

States. One weekly newspnper only is printed, and,

w«re it not for the support artordod by government, tlio

•alo of the pnpcrs would not refund the proprietor for

one-fourth of bin ex pence. The newfipaper-preits is oc-

casionally cn)|.loyed i|i printing the orders and notices is-

•uod by the governor, and the several acts of the legis-

lature.

For the following remarks on llie Indians of this coun-
try we are indebted to tlic pen of Mr. Weld :—

" The most striking distinction between the Indians and
Europeans is their com])lcxion ; \viii( h is commonly of u

copper colour, but which varies in the most surprising

manner ; some of thcni having no darker skins than the

French or Spaniards, while others are nearly black. The
contcmplatioh of this fact, has induced many French mis-

ionaries, and other persons, who have resided for a con-
siderable time among the Indians, to suppose that their

colour does not naturally dift'er from that of the nations

of Europe, but that the darkness prevalent among them
is to be solely attributed to their use of unguents, and
their constant exposure to the ardent rays of the sun, and
the smoke of wood-fires. It is indeed a well-known fact,

that their complexion at their birth is much lighter than
in their advanced years : and it is equally true, that they

endeavour, by every means in their power, to render their

skins dark, imagining it will contribute greatly to the im-
provement of their personal appearance

;
yet I am inclined

to ascribe the diversity of their colour to nature, from the

consideration that the chikb-en almost invariably bear the

con)plexion of their parent. With respect to their white-

ness, when first issued into iie scenes of human life, it

affordf) no foundation to the opinion of the missionaries;

as the infant negroes only acquire their glossy sable hue
on being exposed to the sun and air, in the same manner
as the tender blade, when first emerging from the bosom
of the earth, gradually r^inquishes its delicate whiteness,

and assumes, first a light, and then a deeper, green.

" The general distinguishing njprfes of the Indians near

OEOOIIAPIIV.
L"-*!*! ,».

Lake Ontario are, long black hair, straight, andexircniHy
coarse; dark small eyes

; pronnucnt cheek-bonua •

and
•harp ntNtes, rather of an aquiline slutpe. The "encralii

of the men arc remarkably straight and well-proportioned

have a tirni erect walk, and, not imfrequently, a digiiif„.,|

deportment. Tluir breath is exceedingly sweet, their tictli

good, and their limbs wttll turned.

"The femaltj, on the contrary, are low of iialuh!

ungraceful in their cariinge, and extremely coarse and cor-

pulent. Their faces are rounder, aiul tlieir cheuk-boiwj

much higher, than those of the men ; and, at tlu; (.re „(

thirty, their forehead:! are invariably covered with wriiiklw

their skin becomes loose and shrivelled, and thoir wlio!(

appearance is calculated to inspire disgust. Tiare urc

however, some individuals, who, in their youth, poMw,
an agreeable a.ssenibluge of features. The sudilcu chaii-e

which they undergo may, probably, be attributed to tli,;

hard labour imposed on them by the men, and to then

constant exposure to the sun.

" The long lock of hair, observable on the head of the

men, is usually dtroratcd with silver trinkets, beads, &c.,

the other part of their hair, and the vsliolc of thiii beard,

are painfully eradicated by a brass instrument appropriatud

to that purpose. The women, however, do not deprive

themselves of this natural covering, but wear it plaited

up behind, and divided in the middle of the forehead.

When they wish to appear to peculiar advantage, ilicy

paint the skin, between the 'separation, with a streak of

Vermillion.

" Such of the Indians as occupy the vicinity of the great

north-westerly lakes, ond have any dealings with European

traders, have relinquished the furs and skins, which for-

merly composed their dress, us finding it more conducive

to their comfort and advantage to barter these articlei

for woollen-cloths, blankets, 8tc. Their shoes, or moc-

casins, however, are still made of the skin of the buffalo,

deer, or elk, which is commonly deprived of the hair, and

exposed to the smoke of a wooil-fire, till it attains a deep

brown hue. The moccosin is formed of a single piece

of leather, with one seam behind, and another from llie

instep to the toe. A flap, about two inches deep, is left

round the place where the foot is put in, and this ilap,

together with the seam, is fancifully decorated with beads

and porcupine-quills. If worn by a man, it is edged viilh

tags of copper, filled with scarlet hair; or, if intended

for a woman, it is ornamented with ribands. These,

however, are only worn on particular occasions, as tliey

are very costly, and soon wear out. A moccasin of pluiu

leather is worn in common.
" Above the moccasins are worn the Indian leggings,

fabricated of blue or scarlet cloth, and somelliing similar

in appearance to pantaloons, but the seams areou iht; out-

side; and, when intended for dress^ they are covered with
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.profimon of rl'- .,d. .nd bca.l,. ' 'n.^e Uggin«, wiih
Iheir n...ccQ.,n«, two li„|e .,,n,„, „„pe„d«l fro,,, ih^jr
»>i«t, > ginll... a tobbncco-poucl., and .calping-Lnife
compoie the whole of ihiir ordinary ond military drew'
but, whrn thrv vi.ii ihcir friondn, or tho weaJhcr i* cool'
,hey •..«y the„„«lvc, in a .hirt of gau.ly f.gured clico. or
ratio,,, and eitknr n lupo« ..:« _r i. • . .
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cotto,,, and either a lurge piece of brood cloth a loose
coat, or a blanket, which in fastened round their wal.t
with a g.rdJe, and held together on their brea.t. with the
left hand: Uieir ear. and „o.e. are nl,o decorated with
large piece, of metal, and their face, are painted in the
moit funtaatic manner. The dro« of the women i. nearlr
iiniilar. ^

" Yet, notwithitandiug their attention to pergonal deco-
ration, the habitation, of the Indian, arc wretched in the
extreme, the greater part of them being conatructed of .len-
der pole., covered with the bark of th« birch or elm tree
The formation of these hovel, i. a. variou. as the foncie.
of th. owner.. Their utensil, are but few, .eldom exceed-
ing a couple of iron or brass pot., obtained from the 7
ropeans, * few wooden spoon. «nd dishes of their own f«.
brication

; and son,e vessels of atone.
«0n the first view, a traveller i. led to pronounce the

Indians, cold and phlegmatic' people; and, indeed, the
ippellalion seems justly applied, when we contemplate
their simple remark, on any curiou. production of art. or
the coo new with which they behold any new and atrikin^
ipectacle. *

" In the presence of stranger, they are usually re.erved
but never embarrassed; and .uch i. Uie astonishing firm'
ueu of their disposition, that they would sit down to din-
nerat tlie table of the most illustrious monarch, with as
much unconcern a, in one of their own rustic hovel,.
They deem it .nd.spen.ibly requisite that .warrior should
accommodatehisbehaviourtothatof the persons with whom
he IS in company; .nd, a. they are extremely ob.ervant
ntranger •• .eldom able to accuse them of awkwardness'
or vulganty.

"One of these Indian., being invited to dine with me
and ,ome other genUemen at Detroit, came, with his .on.
« child of nine years old, to partake of the repast. When
fte dessert was brought to table, a dish of peaches wa,
handed to the little Indian, who, with becoming propriety
helped himself to one; but, happening to put it immedi!
ately to h« lips, hi, father surveyed him, with an angry
ook, and reprimanded him, in a low voice, for not peeling
his peach, as he might have observed the opposite gentle-
man had done. The boy was evidently covered with con-
tusion, but immediately drew . plate towards him, and
retrifivcd hjs fault in tho most graceful manner. He was
wterwards helped to some port wine, which, proving un-
PJteful to his palate, occasioned him to distort hi. face.
ih» wa, a greater offence than the other, and hia father
<©• TOL. I.

•lorply ob.«rved, tint he mu.t never ex|i«t to be •-ith.r
« «««>*"«« warrior, or . goo,i man, if he now e.pr«*.«<

I.ttle fellow , heart .welled «ith the pride of true courage,
•nd he emptied hi. g|„., with a look of apparent ple....ro.

It I, but Mldom that the Indian, inflict corporal punish-
ment upon their offspring, but. if ,hey prove refractory,
a little water i. thrown in their face., which i. dreaded ..
the .everest disgrace, and produces rn instantaneou. changem the^ behaviour. The children them.elv.s.while under U,e
immediate care of their parents, are extremely attentive to
their command, and advice ; but, when they are able to pro-
vide for themselves, they lose that species of re.pect, and
will no longer .ubmit to any .ort of control. The aged
however, never experience any disrespect, but are alwayi
treated in the kindest manner, and held in the most pro-
found veneration.

" These people have the most unconquerable contemptnd aversion for any persons who have tamely submitted
to bondage, and even such as have lost their liberty, after
.hard struggle with their oppre..ors, are accounted, by
the Indian,, a. no better than old women. Hence it i.
iinpo..ible to offer a greater insult to an Indian than to
tell him that he resemble, a negro, or (hat you .qppose
some of hi. ancestors were negroes. They look upon
those sons of bondage a, mere animals, and would at any
time kill them without the least concern."
On the evening of hi, arrival at Maldan, our travelled',

attention was attracted, previously to his retiring for the
night, toward, the island of Boi, Blanc, by the sound of
Indian music. He accordingly crossed the river with his
companion,, in a boat, in o.der to witness their merriment.
Ihe principal musicians were three aged men, who sat
beneath the shade of a tree, diffusing pleasure and hila-
rity around them, by their singing and instruments; while
the dancers, consisting of about twenty women, moved
sideways round . small fire, having their faces inward.,
and their arms folded round each other's neck.

After these female performer, had amused themselves
for some time, a larger fire was made up, andihe men
approached, to the number of fifty, to dance in tiieirtum.
lliey first proceeded, in a large circle, round the fire, foU*
lowing the steps of their leader, who seemed strictly ob-
servant of the music. At the termination of their round
they altered their step, a-id began to stamp upon the
earth with great vehemence, occasionally leaping aud bow-
ing their head, towards the fire. At lengt!;, after several
circumvolutions, the principd dancer began to stamp with
incredible fury, when he was imitated by al! his follnwsrs
and their amusement concluded. In the space of a few
minute, a new ,«> of performers took their place,, and
thuB they continued to dauce, by turns, CI near three
o'clock in the moroiug^
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Mr. Weld cloies his remarks upun this people by ob-

serving that, " nutwitlistanding tlieir dispositiuns are natu-

raUy charitable, friendly, and, hospitable, yet so extremely

wretched aiid filthy are their dwellings, so nauseous their

cornmon food, and so disgusting their general uncleanli-

nes8» that few persons, who have ever experienced the

blessings attendant ou.civilization, would feel the least in-

clination to pass much of their time in such a society."

Historyi] Canada was discovered by the English ns

early as 1597 ; but the first settlement in it was made by

the French, in ]60S, who retained possession of it till

1760, when it was conquered.by the British arms, and, by

the treaty of Paris in 1763, ceded by France to the crown
of England, under the government of which it has. ever

since cgntimied.

SECTION HI,

NOVA SCOTIA. '

Situation, Extent, mid Divisiori.] This country is si-

tuated between forty-three and forty-nine degrees of north

latitude, and between sixty and sixty-seven degrees of west

longitude, and is in length three hundred and fifty miles,

and iq breadth two hundred and fifty. It is bounded by

the Rivor St. Laurence on the north, by the Gulf of Sf

Laurence and the Atlantic Ocean on the east, by the

same ocean onthe south, and by Canada and New Eng-
land oiv the. west. In r/64, it was divided into two pro-

vinces, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

Seas, Bays, and Capes.'] The seas adjoining to Nova
Scotia are the Atlantic Ocean, Fundy Bay, and the Gulf
of St. Laurence. The lesser bays are Chenigto and Green
Bay, upon the isthmus which joins the north part of Nova
Scotia to the south, and the bay of Chaleurs on the noith-

east i the bay of Chedibucto on tlie south-east; the bay of

the Islands, the ports of Bart, Chebucto, Prosper, St.

Margaret, La Hove, Port Maltois, Port Rossignol, Port
Vert, and Port Joly, on the south; Port La Tour, on the

south-east; Port St. Mary, Annapolis, and Minas, on the

south side of Fundy Bay; and Port Roseway, now more
populous than any of the other.

The chief capes are Cape Portage, Ecoumenac, Tour-
mentin, Cape Port, and Epis, on the east; Cape '^orgeri,

and Cape Canceau, on the south-east; Cape Blanco,
Cape Vert, Cape I'heodore, Cape Dore, Cape La Heve,
and Cape Negro, on the south ; Cape Sable and Cape
Fourche, on the south-west.

RiTcrs.] The riv«r of St. Lauwnce forms the northern
boundary. The rivers Risgouche and Nipisiguit run froui

west to cast, and fall into the Bay of St. Laurence. The
rivers of St. John, Passamagnadi, Penobscot, and St.

Croix, which run from north to south, fall into Fundy
'

Bay, or the sea a little to the eastward of it. i

GEOGRAPHY. [part r.r.

Lakes.] There are many lakes; among which the Grand
Lake is thirty miles long, and about nine broad.

Climate.] The climate of this country, though within

the temperate zone, has been found unfavourable to Eu.
ropean constitutions. The atmosphere is loaded with
heavy fogs during great part of the j«ar; and for four or
five months it is intensely cold : but, though the cold in

winter and the heat in summer are very great, they come
on so gradually, as to prepare the body for cuduriuc

both.
''

Soil and Vegetable Productions.] Nova Scotia wa.s

formerly almost a continued forest ; and agriculture, tbouah

attempted by the English settlers, made little progress, in

most parts, the soil is thin and barren ; the com it pro-

duces is of a shrivelled kind, like rye, and the grass inter-

mixed with a cold spongy moss. However, there arc

some tracts in the peninsula, -.'> the southward,, wliidi are

not inferior to the best land in New England; and, by t'lie

industry and exertions of the royalists ftonj the other pro-

vinces, are now cultivated, and likely to bo fertile and

flourishing. In general, the soil is adapted to ilie pro-

duce of hemp and flax. The timber is extremely {roper

for ship-building, and produces pitch and tar : and Hal-

tering accounts have been . given of the improvements

making in the new settlements.

Animah,] Among the animals of this country are great

numbers of deer, beavers, and otters. Wild fowl, and

all manner of game, and many kinds of European fowls

have, from. time to time, been l' ought into it, and thrive

well. At the close of March,, the fish begin to spawn,

when they enter the rivers in such shoals as are iiicrdible.

Herrings come up in April, and sturgeon and salmou in

May. But the most valuable appendage of Now Scot-

land is the Cape Sable coast, along which is a continued

range of cod-fishing banks, navigable rivers, basins, &c.

Chief Towns, iSjc] Fredbuic Town, the capital of

the. province of N«w Brunswick, is situated on the River

St. John, about ninety miles from its estuary. St. ^nn's

is almost opposite, and there are s< tie other settlements

near the Bay of Fundy.

Halifax, in the province of Nova Scotia, is coninio-

diously situated for the fishery, and stands on a fine har-

bour. Ithasagood timber entrenchment, strengthened

with forts, sufficient to guard it against an Indian enemy.

Halifax has a communication with most parts of the pro-

vince, either by land-carriage, the sea, or navig;jble livers,

and in the harbour lies a small squadron of ships, whicii

puts to sea in summer, under a coii.nrodore, to prot.^i

the Newfoundland fi.shpry. \Vere it not for this iisherv,

the inhabitants must often starve, as all their provision

comes from New Englajid. Though- the town has a to-

lerable appearance, the adjacent country is not propot

lionably improved. The ground is very hard to,be c)caic4

CAt'K BRET'
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and, when cleared, it is worth little. But it has suffered
most from the incursions of the Indians, which were for-
merly so frequent, and attended with such cruelties, that
the people could hardly extend themselves beyond the
cannon of their fort.

Since the concl.wion of the war, which separated a
considerable part of America from the British crown the
enngration of loyalists to this province from the United
States has been very great; and by them new towns have
ken rajsed; as Shelburne, which extends two miles on the
water-sidc, and is said to contain upwards of nine thou-
sand mhabitants. Of the old settlements, the most flou-
r.shn,g and populous are Halifax, and the townships of
Wmdsor, Norton, and Cornwaliis, between Halifax and
Annapolis. Of the new settlements, the most important
are bhclburne. Ban-town, Digby, and New Edinburgh.
Irade.] The amount of imports from Great Britain to

Ihis country, at an average of three years, before the new
settlements, was about twenty-six thousand five hundred
pounds. The articles exported in exchange are timber,
and the produce of the fishery, which, at a large average
amount to thirty-eight thousand pounds.

'

History,.] Notwithstanding the forbidding appearance
of this country, ,t was here that some of the first Eu-
ropean settlements were made, l^he first grant of lands
init was given by James I. to hia secretary. Sir William
Alexander, from whom it had the name of Nova Scotia
or New Scotland. Since then, it has frequently been
transferred from one private proprietor to another, and
fron, the French to the English nation, backward and for-
ward. It was not confirmed to the English till the peace
of Utrecht; and their design in acquiring it does not seem
to have so much arisen from any prospect of direct profit
to be obtained by it, as fron, an apprehension that the
Prench, by possessing this province, might have had itm tlieir power to annoy our other settlemei.ts. Upon this
principle, three thousand families were transported, in
1749, at the ciiarge of the government, into this country
where they erected the town of Halifax, so called from the
ear of that name, to whose wisdom and care we owe this
settlement. •

RICA.
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SECTION IK
ISLANDS IN THE GULF OF ST. LAURENCE.
The principal islands in the Gulf of St. Laurence are

Cape Breton, St. John's, Newfoundland, and Bermuda.
tAPE Bretoj, lies between forty-five and forty-seven-

cgrees of north latitude, and between fifty-„i„e ,„d sixty

m «jtb,and fifty m breadth, and is separated from,Nova
Scot a by a narrow strait, called the Gut of C^nso, which

Gdf
^';'^™7'^^^'°" b^'-'^'^ the Atlantic Ocean and the^«lf of St. Laurence..^ The soU is barren; but it has

good harbours, particularly that of Louisburg, which u
near four leagues in circumference, and has every where
six or seven fathoms water.

This island is said to hav€ been discovered at a very
early period, (about A.D. 1500,) by the Normans and
Bretons, who navigated these seas; and, being supposed
a part of the continent, was called Cape Breton. They
did not, however, take possession of it till 1713, when
they erected Fort Dauphin: the harbour being found dif-
ficult, Louisburg was built in 1720, the settlers being
chiefly from Europe, as the French in Nova Scotia did
not choose to leave that country. In 1745, Gape Breton
was taken by some troops from New EngUnd; and has
wnce remained subject to tlie British crown. The climate
IS cold aud foggy, iwt only from the proximity of New-
fouDdland, but from numerous lakes and forests. The soU
IS mere moss, and has been found unfit for agriculture.
The chief towns are Sidney and Louisburg : the whole in-
habitants of the isle do not exceed one thousand. The
fiir-trade is inconsiderable, but the fishery very important
tills island being esteemed the chief seat; and the value
of this trade, while in the French possession, was com-
puted at a million sterling. There is a very extensive bed
of coal :n this island, in a horizontal direction, not more
than SIX or eight feet below the surface; but it has been
chiefly used a» b.-Uast.

St. John's, situated in the Gulf of St. Laurence, is
about sixty miles in length, and thirty or forty in breadth
and has many fine ri^er8; and, though lying near Cape
Breton and Nova Scotia, has greatly the advantage of
both in pleasantness and fortility of soil. Upon the re-
duction of Cape Breton, the inhabitants of this island
amounting to four thousand, submitted quietly fo the
British arms; and, fo the disgrace of the French governor
there were found in his house several English sealps,which
were brought there to market by the savages, this being
the place where they were encouraged fo carry on that
barbarous and inhuman trade. This island was so well
improved by the French, that it was styled the granary of
Canada. It has several fine rivers, and a rich soil. Char-
lotte-town IS its capital, and is the residence of the lieu-
tenant-governor, who is the chief officer in the island. The
inhabitants are estimated at about five thousand.
^NKwrouNDLAND is situate on the east side of the
Gulf of St. Laurence, between forty^six and fiity-two de-
grees of north latitude, and between fifty-eight and fifty-
mne degrees of west longitude. It is separated from New
ntam „y tht? Straits of Bcllr-Isie, aud from Canada by

the Bay of St. Laurence; being three hundred and fifty
miles long, and two hundred broad. The coasts are ex-
tremely subject to fogs, attended with almost continual
storms of snow and sleet> the sky being, usually overcast.
1 lie cold ot winter is. tedious and severe, and the summer-
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heat, (liougli sometimes violent, is not sufficient to pro-

duce any thing valuable, the soil being rocky and barren:

it is, however, watered by several rivers, and has many
large; iiod excellent harbours. This island seems to be

lather .biUy than mountainous, with Moods of biicli, small

pine, rand -fir; but on the south-west .side arc lofty head-

lands. It is chiefly valuable for the great fishery of cod,

' carried on upon those shoals wiiich are called the banks

of Newfoundland. Great Britain and tlie United States,

at the lowest computation, annually employ three thou-

sand sail of small craft in this fishery, on board of which,

and on shore, are upwards of one hundred thousand

hands, to cure and pack the fish. This fishery is com-
puted to yield three hundred thousand pounds a year

from the cod sold in Catholic countries. The numbers of

cod, bodi on the great bank and the Cesser, are inconceiv-

abk ; and not only cod, but several other species of fish,

are caught there in abuiidance, all of which are nearly in

equal plenty along the shores of Newfoundland, Nova
Scotia, New England, aad the island of Cape Breton ; and

very profitable fisheries are carried on upon all their coasts.

The principal towns in Newfoundland are Placentia,

Bonavista, and St. John; but not above one thousand fa-

milies remain here in winter. A small squadron is sent in

the spring to protect the rfisheries and inhabitants, die

admiral of which, for the time being, is governor of the

island ; besides whom there is a lieutenant-governor, who
resides at Placentia. t

['ART ni.

When this island was first discovered, the English saw
some people on shore, painted with ochre, and cluthed

with stag-skins, formed into a sort of gowns, that readied

about half-way down the leg, the sleeves coming half-

way down the arm, and beaver-skins about their neck.

They were bare-legged, and most of them bare-footed.

Their heads were uncovered. They wore their hair pretty

lung, a great lock behind, with a feather, standing erect

on the crown of the head, and a small lock plaited before.

Their hair was of diiTerent colours ; end their clothes as

well as their bodies, were painted red.

This island was discovered by Sebastian Cabot, in 149(;

and both the Prench and English had made settlements

there in tlie beginning of the seventeenth century. After

various contests and disputes, however, the island was

entirely ceded to England iby the treaty of Utrecht, iu

1713; but .the French were loft at liberty to dry Uieir nets

on the northern shores of the island; and, by the treaty

of 1763, they were permitted to fish in the Gulf of St,

Laurence, but with .this limitation, that they should not

approach withiu three leagues of any of the coasts be-

longing to England.

fiy the treaty of 1783, they were to enjoy their fisheries

on the northern and western coasts, .the inhabitants of

the lUnited States having the same privileges as before

their independence; and the preliminaries of October,

160J, confirmed the privileges granted 'to the French.

1

1'^'/';

/

CHAPTER JV.

THE UNITED STATES.

T Extent and Boundaries.

HE greatest extent of the United territory, as com-

monly computed, is from east to west in the northern part,

where it exceeds one thousand diree hundred British miles,

though, according to some writers, it is only one thousand

two hundred and fifty; and the line along the shores with

the Atlantic nearly corresponds ; but the breadth from the

Canadian lakes to die southern frontiers of Florida is about

one thousand British miles. The square acres, exclusive

of Louisiana, have been computed at six hundred and

forty niiihons, and those covered with water being sup-

posed fifty-one millions, thepe will remain five hundred

and eighty-nine miHions of acres.

The eastern boundary of the United States is the At-

lantic Ocean, and the .western, in part, the Mississippi,

which has been considered as a limit of Spanish America;

but the recent acquisition of Louisiana extends this boun-

dary in the soudiern part to the mountains of Nainhi and

the Rio Bravo ; for geographers are inclined to regard the

ancient limits of, Louisiana in preference to the encroach-

ments which die Spaniards have made upon die original

French territory, these settlements having been formed by

the permission of the French, in consequence of the fa-

mily compact. Towards the north, also, the M'cstern

limit may be extended by actual possession as for as the

Pacific Ocean.

On the north, an itnoginary line, pervading the great

lakes of Canada, is continued along the River St. Laurence

to latitude forty-five degrees, not far to the south of Mon-

treal, when it passes due west, follows a chain of moun-
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UNITED STATES.] , .

.u AMERICA.
taiDS north-«a8t, and afterwards divenjes souths..* t„ .I. , dorf

the south a siiBi ar Imp- aK«..» i„.:...j ., . .

"" "••n >« commonlw a»pn/i«j ..,:.u .. .

"'"^"'e-

D- c^ n •
—" -•"^"-"" "'veiiies southeast

i

River St. Cro.x, m hich fall, into the Bay of Fundi n.

,-...4= OJf „f Mericoi .nd fc we.. lo7p,„d.
°,

11. »hofe of .he Un..=d St..e. i, be.we« .i.„i»,Uniiiety-six degrees. -^

2)m«W«.] The United States have, by some writer,
been regarded under two divisions, thl JrZ aTd tie.outhern; but th.s classification is reprobated by theWncans. Otl.ers have divided U.en, into northern, m^r
jnd .outhen.; while others denominate all those th7bo

'

spates. But we shall g.ve a general fable, with the num-

''"^-f"*"'^
belonging to each, taken from the

"""

su, of 1801, wh.ch contains the last enumeraUon that ha^been made, and mcludes the slaves.

1 District of Maine isi 'yin •

2 Vermont - ^^'^'^
3 New Hampshire :::" Jg^fg
4 Massachusetts '..

5 Rl-ode Island
;; ^'f^l

6 Connecticut
25l'o02

3'S™y»" : tleZ
8 New Jersey 211140

,1 SS:» ;; is
13 Kentucky. ,

'^^^^

14 North cL.i-„r:::::::::;
:8'?o^

15 South Carolina ,1,'!°^
16 Georgia.. ^t'^^
,- rp ^ 162,684
17 lennassee me «««
18 Ohio.... ^^^'^
,n I .. 45,365
'^^°""'""»

42;375

5,333,422

Thepop^ation was also thus estimati^^iii^another

fZ
' *" »'™'»'''^ •""^««'i -ce that

C/iWfl/e, 5mon*, anrf Face of the Count^j 1 Ti.« r

nlain. L
the frozen cont nent In the

ixrill„ » '
"""' "* some places, even irp

^ vo..,
'^*'^" »*«'''^ ^'^'^^^ » longer

K.in.s commonly atte;^^::^:::;^!;'::;;":;:^

west it:
''^ '^'•"'^. ^P"-^''- -nntairst'arnt

m Id Id """T""'!:
•*• '" ^^°'«'» '•>« -'«er is verymild, and the east wmdis there the warmest. .

l^e excessive heat experienced in the plains i. consi-dered as one cause of the yellow fever whirh Tf

-ksonU^ecra^ge^niimXiSl^^t^^ ^
nc. b, eHe clearing of the forL an^d tl"" 1^^

Ja3been,..n,demotZUat^Jri:tr^^^^ .

the summers longer, and the autumns more backward'without any abatement of the intenseness of the coW ^dhe confirm, the idea of the deterioration of the clinTtcby the experiments of a Mr. Williams and Dr Rush .h!result of which ^is. that bilious fevers always folw' hedestrucuon of the woods, the clearing of the lands!^the drammg of swamps; it requires many years of cul

form, and that pleunsies and other diseases, purely i„flam-mtory, which were formerly the only ones' k'nown', are"

tTai; "1 '"^'=°•""'°"' -^^^ Proves an evident atS oxygel
'""'' "' "' ^•'' "'"" "«'« '"W»'-i

I
^1 ^r ^"^^""''' "'" *'^"^™«» «f ''«»» »nd cold canneiAer be conceived by an European, nor accounted for by

L t^TTT. ' ?°"^'' "•" ^'*"^' ^''^''"*«'' »''« i"t«n« coldo the high lands and back lakes. New England is situ-

tude.^ r"fr''°T'" '"''^-"^ ^^'•««» °f »»«»• lati-tude, yet, in the months of July and August, the heat i,
often as intense as ,n the West-Indies. Au American geo-
grapher, m describing the climate of this region, says.The heat in summer is intense, and the cold in winter
equally severe. All fresh-water lakes, ponds, and rivers
are usually passable on ice, from Christmas till the mid'
die of March. The longest day is fifteen hours and sil
teen m.nut^s

;
and the shortest eight hours and forty mi-

'

nutes. J '

« For several days together," says Mr. Janson, "in the
hottest weather, there is not a breath of air; and the •

...ghts, with the additiomil annoyance of swarms of that
aggravaung and poisonous insect the mosquetto, are nearlv
insupportable to an European; who will undergo a com!
plete perforauon of the .«lrin «^A j -i. .

to the diameter of half an inch, till his blood « reduced
to the state of that of the natives, or the temper ofT
attacks

.
they make a bu^zmg noise nearly equal to that of
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tka bc«; ami yet, with this notUe, M is impossible to

gMird against tlieir »8siiultB. Th« croaking of tlra toad,

of which there arc inAiiite vorirtios, the noise of the lo-

cust, ami the no Irss utFensive chirping of the grat!»-

huppcr, together with the soundtt of nvtny other restlesH

r«ptilts> join in disnral discord, to deprive the way-worn

Mvcllor of hi* rest; with these his disturbed fuitry may

awocittte the birds and beasts of proy nndcr his window.

Custom, however, will reconcile man tu all things. In

addition to all thete inconveniences, he will be sure to

find hit bed overstocked with bugs and Oeas, which will

Mtack him in one <)ulirter, while niusquattos sei7e him in

another : curtains of thin gauze ar« some defence against

tb« latter ; but, from the harbour the former llnd in tlie

coarse woollen bed-chamber fumitnre, they,rove at large

and uncontrolled.

" To many days infnne heat, a violent storm of wind

ixtd rain will, perhaps, anccecd, attended with tremfndons

lightning ; «hich often awbtips *wiiy whole flckis of corn,

and deluges the earth ; then again will the heat break out

with redoubled violence, causing fevers, dysenteries, and

dgucs, Which of Utc years have proved a dreadful scourge

in America."

The seasons in the United States, in some degree, cor-

respoitd with those in Europe, but not with the equality

to be expected on a continent; as, even during the sum-

mer-heats, single days will occur, which require tiie warmth

uf a fire. Even the estuary of the Delaware is generally

firozen for six weeks every winter ; nor does the western

coast of North-America seem warmer than the eastern.

Belknap says, that, iu New Hampshire, they reckon upon

eight months of cold weather in the year ; a proportion

not common in England.

Tlie face of this extensive country is not so minutely

diversified ns might have been expected, the features of

nature being here on a larger and more uniform scntc than

in Europe. The abundance of timber, giving the idea of

"one immense forest, and the diversity of the foliage,, con-

tribute greatly to enrich the landscape ; but it is here re-

puted a weed ; and tlie planter seldom spares trees near

his habitation, as, the roots having no great room to spread

or penetrate, they would be dangerous duiirtf a violent

wind. The landscape is les» ennobled by lofty mountains

than by rivers of great magnitude ; and is fi^quently in-

jured by the barren aspect of large fields, whicii hove

been exhausted by the cnlture of tobacco, and which

scarcely produce a solitary weed or a blade of grass.

The northern provinces, called New England, are ge-

iterally Hilly, as they approach the skirts of tite Apalachian

•wiraiif, miivti naD uvcii «p|.'iT.'Jrj inv-.j- .^hii^^» "*k- -j i

the United teiritory. The vales in these northern regions

are thickly clothed with wood, and often pervaded by con-

wdcrable rivew; many i-omantic cascades are formed by.

[PAM lit.

rivulets falling from the rocks, while towards the shore

the land is level and sandy. In Virginia, a central xtate

the Blue Mountains, and other ridges of the ApnlnrhiaQ

add gCeat chunns and variety to the prospect, which is

farther enlivened by many beautiful plants and biids, pir-

tictJarly the humming-bird, sucking the honey of various

flowers, and rapidly glancing in the sun itH indeNcribubIc

hues of green, purple, and gold. Here, a plain from

OIK hundred and fifty to two hundred miles in breadth

reaching from the mountains to the sea, is stiulilcd with

the villas 6f land-owners of the higher class. I^iniikr

levels appear in the Carolinos and (jeorgia. Beyond the

Apalachian ridges extends another rich plain of omizinjr

site, pervaded by the muddy waves of ilic Mississippi,

In Kentucky, the surface is agreeably waved \titli guiitle

swells, reposing on a vast bed of lime-stone; ami u irnii

of about twenty miles along the Oliio is broken into siiinll

hills and narrow valleys.

Soil, Agiicultiire, At'-] The soil of the United Stales is

generally fertile, often, on the east of the Blue Mouiitiiins,

a rich loamy earth, sometimes a yellowish clay, which

gradually becomes more sandy toward!* the sea. lt('lknii|i,

in his Account of New Ilampsliire, suys, tlie siiiniiiits ul

the mountains are frequently marshy, and huunttd byucpia-

tic birds, while the valleys below are dry. Tliisi riicimi-

stancc is owing to the hard rock, two or three feet iimkr

the surface of the mountain, which i» iinpcnctrablv Lv

water. Sometimes there arc considerable inarslirs, and

what are called salt-meadows, and spots culled llarrtm,

which, even iu the original forests, ore £uund to be Lure

of trees for a considerable space.

"The soil," says Mr. Parkinson, "is, in general, very

thin ; in many places, not more tliuu from one inch to an

inch and a half thick. The under stratum is of a loose

sandy nature, and so light, that, after the frosts are over,

the pavement in the streets will not bear even the weight

of a man ; and the fields are so like u quagmire, that a

man on horseback would be endangered in atteni])ting to

pass over them. From such lightness, the soil is apt, when

ruin comesy to form into small channels, that afterwards

constitute what are termed guUeys, which are lioles like

quarries or marl-pits, and which, in the course of siij or

eight weeks, become from eight to ten feet deep, and the

same in width. The loose earth, thus detached from its

primary bed, covers the contiguous surface, for an acre

' or two together, where the best soil is, and even spuHs

that. This may account for their not having ditciies cut,

for division-fences or drains. I apprehend that, if ditches

were cutf and quick-set, as is done in England, the fences

«u{.ii|(4 fall down bv. the wster washni"'' awav the son tluit

composes the bank. The land i» materially injured, in

many parts, for want of drains ; but I think the expence

would exceed the orofit : they would soon lodge up, and/
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toiwcqiiciilly, want jettying on the aides. I do not re-

raember that 1 ever huw five yards of uartlj, in any wpm e

llius excavated, with the sides standing as they do in Kng-
laiid ;

since no grass will grow on the banks of the canals

or rivers, the soil being too |)oor to produce vsgetalioii,

and of so light a nature, as to keep continually cnnnbiing
liown.

"Those swamps, or bottoms, which the An.ericans term
rich, arc light and crumbly. Lands of this kind are said

to be so fertile, as not to bear wheat, when tirst cleared

:

thii, however, is not owing to their riclmess, but to u
,ort of vegetable manure, composed of leaves of trees,

iinnil slicks, rotten wood, &c., witli which they are co-
vered, and which is too light and looie for wheat. This
Imid is very fine for Indian corn, which thrives best .in a
soil thai friely admits the sun to its roots. The manner
of ruising it shews that it is impossible to plough too
niucii, or keep the soil too light. I am of opinion, that,

if tlie earth Were moved every day, the crop would be the
lictttr for 11. Instead of this sort of land being firm, as
in England, it is here like chaff, and light under foot.
The heat is frequently so great, that, if »u„d gel ini«,

your .shoes, It will compel you to take ihein off, other-
wise your Iocs will become excoriated. 1 suppose the
juu's intense heat is the reason why English grasses will
not thrive in America; and I have planted some Indian
corn, since I jande.l in England, but none of it has pros-
pered. Then (he winter in America is very severe, and
sets in so suddenly, as to find those plants in a very porous
slale; consequently, the cold penetrales so quickly into
tlicm lliat they are killed. Indeed, the effect of extremes
IS as great as it would be to any plant reared in u hot-
liouse being taken, in its warm stale, and exposed to the
most severe frost."

The following remarks on the Barrens in Kentucky are
extracted from the work of M. Michaux.
"The Barrens, or meadows, of Kentucky, comprise an

extent of sixty or seventy miles in length, by fifty to sixty
m width; and, from the signification of this word, I ex-
pected to cross a barren space, producing only some ot-
casioual plants. I was confirm.jd in my opinion by what
liic inhabilants said of Uiese meadows, before I reached
tl.era

;
.ns they told me, I should probably perish with heat

and thu-st, and that I should not find a single shady spot
ihroughout the whole distance; for most of the Americans
uho live amongst the woods, cannot conceive that there'
»re districts entirely open, and still less that ^ny person
can reside on them. Instead, however, of finding such
a country as had been described to me, Iwai agreeably
surprised to me.t with a beautiful uieadow, the abundant
grass of which was from two to three feet high, and af-
forded excellent food for cattle.

^
«
1*1 some parts of these meadows, I obsemd several

species of wild clunbing vine., but p.rticuhirly that cal-
ltd by the inhabitants sunimer-grapos. ITie bunches wera
tolerably large, and the grapes of as good a quality u
those that grow m the environs of Paris, with th« excep.
turn that they are not quite so compact.

" It appears to me, that the attempts made at Kentucky
for cultivating the vine would have been more successful
on the Barrens

; the soil of which teenis more fit for thif
kind of cultivation than Uiat of the banks of the Ken-
tucky, which, though richer, is rendered too moist by tiia
nature of the country, and the vicinity of the forests.
" The Barrens are circumscribed by > skirling of wood"

from two to three mile, in breadth ; the trees of which it

» rom,K,sed are clear-planted, that is, thinly, and at a
farther distance from each other, the nearer they ..« to
the meadow. On the side of Tenn.ssee, this skirting
IS exclusively formed by post-oaks, the wood of which,
heing very hard and permanent, is preferable to any other
kind for making enclosm-es. I also perceived, here and
there m the meadow, some black oaks and walnut-trees
about twelve or fifteen feet high, which composed some
small bowers of wood, but which were alwavs so distant
from each other, as not i„ any degree to circumscribe die
view. I he surface of these meadows is in general very
even; towards Dripping-sprmg only, I observed 4 high
and long hillock, containing a few trees, and interspersed
with enormous pieces of rock.

" It appears that the Barreiw contain a great number of
subterraneous caverns, some of which are very near the
surfaee. A short time before I arrived, m ebullition had
taken place on the road, near Bears Wallow, bewaUi
the feet of a traveller, who only escaped by mere chance.
Une may easily conceive the danger of, such accidents, ia
a country where the houses are so distant from each other
and wliere perhaps a traveller is not seen once in a fort!
night.

" There may also be seen, in these meadows, a mmi-
ber of wide holes, in the shape of a fuund, and the breadth
of which varies in proportion to their depth, from fif^eeti
to thirty feet. In some of these holes, above five or six
feet from the bottom, runs, small thread of water, which
loses Itself ,n a crevice at the base. These kind of spring."
are never dry, a cii-cumstance which induces emigrant* to.
reside wherever they are found; for, except the Rive*
Big-Barren, I did not observe, in these plains, the small-
est rivulet or creek. I have heard, that some attempt,
have been made to dig wells, but 1 cannot pretend to sa*
what success attended them. From the above observa.
tions, however, it will be evident, that »»>» •--" -<• -=•-
and of wood for enclosures, will for a long time prove an
obstacle to the increase of the establishments in this part
of Kentucky. The latter of these inconveniences might,
however, be avoided, by changing the present manner of
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encloiiijg lands, for that of live hedges. The Barrens
•re, at present, but tliialy. peopled, in proportion to their
extent; for, on the road,»wherc the houses are nearest
together, Ihere-wwe hut.eighteen in the space of seventy
miles.

" Some iHhdbiUDta divide the land of the Barrens into
three 4:lasKv aceording Cl» their quality ; and, in their opi-
nion, thoaiiddling class is the largest. In that which I
cross«d,. the soil was yellowish, and rather gravelly, and
4)pcared very fit for the cultivation of wheat: maize, how-
ever, is almost Uie only kind of grain that is raised.
Most of the emigrants, who come to settle in the coun-
try, travel along the skirts of the wood already mentioned,
or by the rivers Little and Big Barren, on account of the
advantage of the meadows in that quarter, for the pastur-
age of cattle, and of which the inhabitants, who reside
in the most fertile of the wooded cantons, are, in a great
degree, deprived, by reason of the paucity of grasses.
"Every year, in March or April, the inhabitants set

fire to the grass, which, at this period, is dry ; because
Its extreme, length would, for a fortnight or three weeks,
prevent the cattle from obtaining the new crop tiiat be-
giiu to shoot. This custom is, howev'r, generally con-
demned; for, the firing being made too early, the new
grassis deprived of its protection against Uie spring-frosts,
by which its vegetation is retarded. This custom of
burning the meadows was formerly practised by the na-
tives, who jame to hunt in these districts, and is still

adopted by them in the other parts of North-America.
Their object in setting fire to the grass was, to attract the
•tags, bisons, &,c. to the burnt parts, by which they could
perceive them at a distance. It is only by actual obser-
vation that the smallest idea can be formed of these con-
flagrations. The flames, which generally fill a line several
miles in extent, are sometimes propelled by the wind with
such rapidity, that men on horseback have not unfrequent-
ly been overtaken and destroyed by their violence. The
American hunters and the savages preserve themselves
from this danger by a method as simple as it Ts ingenious.
Tkey quickly set fire to the part of the meadow in which
they stand, and afterwards retire to die burnt spot, where
the flames which threatened them have ceased for want of
aliment."

.
It is computed that three-fourths of the inhabitants

of the United States are employed in agriculture; and,
notwithstanding the practice of laiid-jobbing, and other
tendencies to monopoly, they are enabled, in times of
peace, almost aimually to increase the exportation of
grain and flour. In 178G, Pennsylvania exported one
hundred and fifty thousand barrels of flour ; in.l7«9. no
i«88 than three hundred and sixty-nine thousand six hun-
dred and eighteen barrels. Among die products of the
field are wheat, rye, barley, buck-wlieat, oats, beans, \
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peas, and maize. In Virginia, rico is cultivated, and ia
found to succeed well on the bunks of the Ohio. Th
German spelt is also sown in Pennsylvania ; and, in k-
veral provinces, hemp and flax succeed to some' extent
The c-ilture of turnips, and some other vegetables, conu
mon on English farms, seem, as yet, to excite little attend
tion

;
but many cultivated grasses are sown, and in Virgi.

ginia there are luccrn, cinquefoil, burnet, red, white, and
yellow, clover, 8cc.; particularly the" red clover, which
Dr. Barton observes, is not only sown for the purpose of
a pasture-grass, and for hay, but also as a manure for
land. With this latter view it is much attended to in
Pennsylvania. In the maritime parts of Virginia, tlicv

sow, with the same intention, a native species of cassia
called the maggotty bay-bean, partridge-pta, &c. Tlie'

potatoe is a native of the country; and there is a son
called ground-nuts, which are much liked. There are
several kinds of melons and cucumbers; hops are also
cultivated; and tobacco, a well-known product of Virgj.
nia. Orchards arc very common; and cyder is a common
beverage in the northern and middle states. Peaches are
greatly cultivated in Virginia, where the peach-braudv is

noted; and there are also excellent apricots and necta-
rincs.

In a country where farmers form such a great propor-
tion of the community, it is necessary to descend from
the general outlines to the particular cirsumstances of their

agriculture. Mr. Parkinson seems to have had more ex-
peiience as a farmer, in America, than any other English
emigrant. We, therefore, cannot do better than to ex-
tract a few passages from his volumes, relative to agricuL
tural pursuits in America, which will aff^ord much enter-
tainment to the reader.

Mr. P. engaged a farm at Baltimore, which consisted
of three hundred acres, for three hundred pounds per
year currency. It contained only two hundred acres of
cleared land; and, he adds that, he does not think such
poor land would let in England for half the sum, if at all

" On the 1st of May, 1799," says our author, "I en-
tered upon my farm at Orange Hill, three miles from Bal-
timore. I will explain why I gave so great a rent for

this, after having had dH the offers which I Juive pre-
viously mentioned.

"I thought nothing in the farming line likely to be pro-
fitable, except the selling of milk, and what, in diat coun-
try, is called truck, which is garden-produce, fruit, &c.;
finding labour so very dear, and scarcely to be had at all^

except -by the keeping of slaves, Mhich I did not like.

Ihe price of milk being from sixpence to eight-pence per
quart, seemed to me sme of paying mxII; aud as iinsted-
cake was not in general use, and was to be bought cheap,
this, too, was of great advantage. I could buy one huu-
dred aud four cakes for fifteen ihilUngs, the cakes weigh-
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ing two pounds each: this was eheap, rotnpnrcd with

other food ; and the cake* are very good in quality, not

being 10 much prenscd as they ore in England ; but they

do not keep so well. My expectations, so far, were
fnliy answered. But I found great trouble iii this busi-

ness: for, in the two years that I followed it, I could
never meet with any servant that would milk properly;
therefore we were obliged to milk the cows ,nj ,g|j ji,^

milk ourselves, us well as feed the cows, and do greatest

part of the funning work.

" The custom in the towns is, to rise very early ; the
gather being so hot in summer, that the morning is the

only time when one can draw breath with pleasure. We
w^rethus compelled, in summer, to rise at two o'clock, to
milk, and to be in town before the sun was up ; other-

wise wc should find the breakfast over, and the milk would
frequently turn sour by twelve o'clock in the day. There
were also a numlter of Frenchmen in Baltimore, who
generally boil the milk before they use it; but it would
boil to whey and curds if it were not delivered betimes in
the morning. In winter we rose at four o'clock, and were
in town by break of day; and by such care and assiduity,

and milking our tows regularly, we got the best of cus-
tom, and our milk became esteemed more than any other.
This was a very good business, compared with any other
thing to be done in farming in America. During the whole
t«o years I seldom met with a man or woman who would
lend any assistance to us so early in the morning ; nor do
Ithmk It possible to hire people to do what we did our-
selves.

" My first work on the farm was to dress the meadows,
which were called fine; though the greater part of them'
m England would not have been thought worthy of being
called meadow at all, being overrun with briers and weeds
of diflferent descriptions. Their state, indeed, was such
that, when I mowed them, 1 sometimes, in making the hay'
did not know whether it was worth putting together or
not, especting that it would not be sold; but, contrary
10 my supposition, it was readily bought by the stable-
keepers at nine pounds per ton. It was, however, a dry
summer; and this is not the usual price: five pounds
being about the average, one year with another, at Balti-
more

;
at Philadelphia and New York not so much. The

twenty-sw acres produced foin-teen tons of hay, which
Ijfought me one hundred and twenty-six pounds, while
ll.e cakes for the cows (a much better feed) cost me only
.«eventy-eight pounds fifteen shillings. They milked ver'v
well on that sort of food, with the addition of India^
wn, blades, stalks, and corn, all chopped up together;
tot ««-• Isttle of this mixture served with the cakes. The„;i. , ,.

--'-•>." Y. 111! luc lanes, iiiem k w„ „ eh liked
; and the greater part of the cows

tat, and wer. sold to the butchers. This was thehm thing of „d done in America, and very much
JO- vol. 1.
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surprised many gentlemen of my acquaintance ; and the
linseed-cakes began to be much sought after before I left

the country. 1 have been told that there have been many
tons of those cakes thrown away as good for nothing ; and
so little was their use known there, that, when wc had them
in the waggon, the people asked if we ate them ourselves.
" llie next business in the farm, after cleaning and dress-

ing the meadows, was to plant Indian com. This is usual-
ly done in the first week of May, but mine was so late
as the last week; for I was near two months getting a
plough made, therefore I hired for the listing, as they call
it. I put in my corn in drills, and harrowed the seed in,
and it did very well; which so much amazed all who saw
me, that you would imagine there was some charm in their
old intthod of setting it by the hoe. I found drilling to
be the best and cleanest way, and my corn prospered
and grew very well ; beyond tlie expectation of any far-
mers there, and much contrary to their wishes ; for, as
I had published a Treatise on Agriculture, the lower class
of people seemed to have a desire that nothing I did should
succeed; and, from my opinion of the land, I was much
afraid their wishes would be gratified. And having never
cultivated such poor land before, nor raised Indian corn,
I had little idea what the soil vKould do. I had thus only
one encouragement; which was, that other people's land
was as bad as mine, and some a great deal worse.

" We still remained, during all this time, without any
one to assist us, except Uie hiring for the ploughing. We
had the corn to plant, and the cows to mind, and every
thing to do

:
and, to put us in spirits, now and then ao

Englishman would come, and tell us a most lamentable
story of what sufferings he had undergone, that he had
been cheated out of his money, and how poor the land
was, with all sorts of murniurings ; constantly ending by
asking my wife and family how they liked America? to
which the answer, « Not at all,' was returned very quick-
ly- It is impossible to express what a man feels in such a
situation. I ^member one Englishman, af\cr repeating
all the things that could fill a stranger's mind with trouble
and horror, said, with a very heavy sigh, as he was going
out of the house, ' It is the devil's own country, to be
sure!' Among other things, he had told us ,f the thun-
der and lightning, &c. ; and, some few days after, we had
a specimen of this, for such a dreadful scene 1 had never
beheld—it thundered and lightened, blew and rained, in
such a manner, as to swim a great part of our com out
of the drills, and to seem as if there was going to be an
end of the world. Such behaviour is meant as friendship
by these Englishmen : though it is very uncomf<5rf:;b!c to
hear: and this I had to suffer every day of my life, and
sometimes two or three times a day. Besides all this, the
lower sort of Americans (who dislike an Englishman as
nfuch as it is possible for one man to dislike anotlier) con-
7D
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tinnally contrive to iiuuh him, by any unpleasant exprc

•ion they coo make use of; and their conduct in thiii re-

spect may in some measure be accounted fi>r, from the

better sort of people, hi common conversation, always
saying, if sny thing is clone better than usual in tlie ina-

nageuient of land, as ploughing ii»~i4- proper manner,
or a fine horse qr cow is seen—" It is like the Englisli

:"

aod that such preference is cunsUntly gi»en to the Eng-
lish, disgusts them much.

"After my sons, and myself, had hoed the corn, I be-

gan to look out for a piece of land for sowing turnips,

which appeared to me likely to be yery profitable ; for I

was told that they were to be sold at one dollar per bushel,

and, though I did not myself know how many bushels

an acre would produce, it was generally stated in conver-

sation at one thousand bushels. I thought thin must be a

leady way to get rich : but, like M other American calcu-

lations, I have found it to be enoncous ; for the last year
I had a very good crop, yet it only produced three hundred
and sixty bushels, and, the average price being then three

•hillings a bushel, it was one of the roost profitable crops
I experienced in. that country, I believe, however, it

would not be possible for a man to. sell the produce of
more than three acres in one season, and in one city or
town; but even this is a very handsome profit (one hun-
dred and sisty-two pounds) for so small a spot of ground.
In that case, he must have two men and two horses em-
ployed every day, for about two mouths, at an expence
of\ about thirteen pounds ten sliillings, for selling them.

" How to get my 'and prepared for my turnips I did not
inow, as I could not meet with any man^ as a servant or
Wiourer, to do any thing, especially to plough; but,

with some difficulty, I hired a man to come to plough,
with his own horses, at three dollars a. day, which was at

the rate of a. dollar for a quarter of an acre ; and I was
obliged to consider it as a v^ry great favour that I got it

done at all. Myself and my two sons had previously

scraped np all the dung we could, and mix^.itwith earth

for a compost, for these turnips : this we It^done imme-
diately after the gusts of rain, which always prevented us
from hoeing tlie com, for they made the land so soft that

we could not walk across it, for a day or two, without
sinking as deep as tiie plougli had gone, or deeper. Though
I had not myself ploughed for some years, I was com-
pelled now to begin again to land the corn ; I holding the

plough, while one of my sons led the horse betwixt the
rows, and my other son harrowed after us, with a small
harrow made for that purpose. % this process, though
eontrary to the general custom of the country, we raised

a very fine crop of torn. When the man had ploughed
iiiree acres of the turnip-land, I had got -harrows made;
therefore we harrowed it ourselves, with our own horses.

I then wanted a roller, which I was lucky euougji to boft
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row, from.&-gtntleman of the name oi Bowley, who lived

within-AIM mile and a half of us, and with whom I imj
the lionmir of an acquaintance, and found him very neich.

hourly on every occasion ; so we got our land in such tin,,

order as was not usual in America. We then emplojej
ourselves in picking up (he refuse stuff, by rakiog ihe land

over witli rakes, and burnt it ; as it was not yet u pr«tper

time to sow tiutuips;. the lOth of August being the tiin«

in that cotmtry^

" Buck-wheat being a crop very mueh spoken «f, I ^j
off to plough three acres and • half for that purpose,
The weather was veiy hot, and the land'dry ; so il..; r

found it stiff work. I completed the ploughing, however
and my sons harrowed it, and by these means we got {hi

buck-wheat sown. As soon as this was done, it was time

to sow tufnips. I then began, with my sons, to drill the

land, lead manure, and put in the seed. We could wid,

very hard work, sow only twenty drills a day; which to(ik

five cart-loads of manure, besides having the drills to

make, tlie seed to sow and harrow in, and even all the

water to draw out of a well, for our cows and horses, twice

a day; for there was no water on the farm but in the well

close to the house ; so that we had at all times between

twenty and thirty head of catth; to fetch out of diirerem

pastures, and water there. These employments brought

us to the time for mowing our hay.

" I had forgot to mention that we had cocked ten acres

of clover and leaded it, among other things, before; and

had the good luck to meet with a man to mow it, who
gave me a promise to mow the meadow, and bring a partner

along with him. His wages were a dollar a day, with

his meat and a pint of whisky. He mowed nearly an

acre, on some days ; on tlie average about three roods.

He having asked for this second job as a favour, and that

I would not engage any one else, and the time being

appointed, I made myself easy as to getting the meadow
mowed; but I never saw him again. Wheft the time came,

I began ta enquire for mowers. First one set came and

took it to do, and then another ; and I found there were

a set of people who had made it their business to per-

suade the men who undertook it to disappoint me. Not

one came to begin to mow : and I began to think that I

must mow it myself> or else lose tlie hay, which was the

only thing of any real value on the farm. At last, with

a great deal of trouble and vexation^ I got it mowed, with

many fresh men, and my sous and myself cocked the hay,

andstacked.it, and. hard work we had ! The turnips were

ready toJioe at the same time, so.that we were pretty fnli-

handed; and it was the general talk that we should kill

ourselves;, and I really think never three people worked

so hard in the world,, foe the length of time, in such a

climate.

"The turnigs grew beyond any .thing I could expect,
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,ml particularly four row. which I did with some piaster
ol I'ans. Having, nt the time when I entered, sown a
part o» the clover uUo with plaster of Pari., according
to Judge Peter's direction, and. by way of experiment,
left some land, without any, the plaster answered no good
purpose, nor made any other difference U.an that this part
of the clover wan of a much finer green, ,o that one might
perceive to an mch how far it went, but I do not think 1

hid a pound of hay more where it was sown than where
it was not «own. On the turnips, however, it amazed me.
Seeing this, I got a bushel of plaster for some other part
of the turnips, and sowed it on a square near to th« road •

when in twenty-four hours I could discern the crop to be'

01
1
much deeper green, and in forty-eight hour, so much

so Uiat any spectator would have supposed the land on
which these turnips growed to be of superior quality I
then sowed another bushel of it on two rows, and missed
two rows

:
the turmps grew to a much greater size where

the plaster of Pans was put, than in the rest of the field
.n the increased proportion of about two to one in weidu'
«hereni.e fnst two bushels were applied, and about three
to two where the last bushel, besides being much juicier.
and a better kind.

"Having got our hay stacked, turnips hoed, &c. the
peaches began to be ripe, and we wanted a purchaser for
them. My sons and myself set to work to pull them
and we were fortunate enough to find a black fellow, whd
had been one of my mowers, to sell- them;, this being an
employment which tliey like, viz. riding ,o market in a
cart, drinking whisky, and cheating you out of part of
the money they get for the truck. He sold as many peache,
for us as came to seventeen pounds, at an average of four-
peace per peck: there would have been little profit upon
them, however, if we had hired men to pull them.
"As soon as Uiis business was over, the corn began to

be ready to be topped and pulled, and the turnips for
tikiog to market; so we kept oiir black fellow to be our
maxket-man. We had turnip* to get ready fpr marieet
and the corn to cut, the remaining part of the day I
«Dtuied to cut it up by the roots, and set it. up in shock,
Ihu. process, the inhabitants told me, would spoil all the
com both blades and tops; but, as I wanted it chiefly
or the cows, I was of a different opinion, which proved
to be right. For, having invented a machine for cutting
up the stalks, blades, husks, and corn, altogether, it thus
made most excellent feed for cows, and not bad for horses
but it did not answer witk the pigs, as they will not. eat
'n»uWy con. at all, but cows like it better. Had I re-
ma^i'ed ui that country, I shouW have- continued to rut
C"-n lor cattle m the same manner, the cows preferiing
soft corn to the hard; and there was besides less- wastem that method than any other. . Tlie machine for. cutting
« the btst I. ever saw : wilt the. assiatauce of. a iwrsoato
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fill the box, I could cut enough of that sort of food intwo hours to serve twe«ty.„ven head of horw. nmd cow.
for twenty-four hours.

"About this time, which was in September, four «fmy famdy were seized with the yellow fever; so that my-
elf and one of^y son,,, for .bout fourteen days, had all
.e wor to do J ami to churn, cook our own vict .1., and

Jhe fanny .o nurse bes.des-o very dWe.sing situation.n.e sick part of the family were light-headed; I d^cJvered my wife to have a great desire to come to Engl..^ag«."; und I thought that (should God spare uS iwoul return as soon a. I .po«ibly could: but I. .Ltime 1 had not the least notion that it was the yellow fe-
ver, or I should have been more alarmed. I w„s my. fheir doetoj, „„d the remedy I chiefly „..d was red J^^

tut."'"" "".'^ "^""'« " «*"''«""" •" P"t
" "•""'^ •" «le pasj«.ge of our hous.: for, the fever then

of th.ee miles from the city, which wa, just at the spotwliere we lived
: and the gentleman opeJ„g his tnnk' „the passage, while the children stood looking at him tl^^next day one of them was taken with the diLder I i,a sleepy complaim, so much so, that the persons' affiicr

thech Id, a girl about nn« years of age, to walk in thea.r: she walked towards a patdi of tl nips, 2Z^lay down and fell asleep among them ; and', 'had Jot e,Ider brother perceived which way she went, i« alUrob!^
biityshewould have lost her life; f.r, it' being tCi^the evening and, the turnip-tops very high, wt, shou J

order By, God,^,ey, however,. they all i^cover«| in
aboutfourteen days

; Imtit reduced my wife so much rt tshe...ngother strength againwhileLoon.inu;dtt.

,
"Luckily an Irishman came to ask for work, who hada wife and we got her into^the house; and, though

most drunken woman I ever saw, she proved useful'to nsShe would nse m the morning, to help to milk, and washtbeclohes and wash dishes, at Umes,when sober; bur he-uld be drunl. for aday. or t^.o together. Before tha
t me, we bad done every thing ourselves, and . afterward
ed several others, but never could find one of any use at

months^'^TK
"°""'' ''"^'"" "^ ""'^ ''^ '«''-» twelve

months. Thamansoon brought anotl^r Irishman, a very
bad fellow; but, having our Indiaa conv- and the buck-
«togetir., tho turnips to »e«d.to market, and the
fruit of a large, apple-orchard; ta pick, we were ghid to
keep them, bad as they were. I hired a roan and I's son.
and their team of horses, and, with myown waggon and
horses, we got oui- Indian com harverted, buck-wheat in

r-
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nd ipplei pickMl. Wa manured tho burlcwheat land,

and Ruwed it with rya ; and tried plaitcr of I'uriii to diut

it with, as lime, when wet, before sowing, bnt tu no

effect.

" About this tiaie I bought sixteen cows; thinking onr
• black fellow would do very well for selling the milk, an

we could measure it, and he then could not cheiit ui. Mut

in litis 1 was very much disappaintetl ; for he had so niniiy

tricks, in mixing water with the milk, &c. that I was

obliged (o discharge him from that employment. ' I then

put the Irishman tosell the milk ; and he did this very well

for fourteen days; for, having been a -watchman in the

city, he knew every street and house in' it, and proved a

very useful fellow. At the end of fourteen days, however,

he informed me that it waa necessary for him to receive

his money from the customers wettkly : for, his trade in-

creasing, it prevented him from selling so much milk as he

iniglit do ; saying, once a week he could return round, dur-

ing the day, and collect the money. I readily agreed to

this: but, when wa came to settle, in fourteen days after-

wards, he was nine 'poimds iu my debt, and uniible to givo

nic any account of tbis deficiency. I laving scon him con-

tinually intoxicated, I easily guessed what had become of

the money; which, however, he honestly worked out.

By this time the black fellow and the Irishman nearly

killed one of Jiiy horses, which had almost frustrated thir

project sf K'lliiig milk ; but, knowing that nothing else

would answer, I put my youngest son to this employment,

and he performed it wonderfully well. The cows now in-

creased so much in their milk, by eating cakes, that we had

more than he could easily sell ; therefore my other son

joined his brother* I bought two sulkies, and fixed the

niilkrchurns behind ; and then we did famously ; had plen-

ty o( money from our milk business, and increased our

number of cows to twenty.

" I bought nineteen ewes and a tup, to try how sheep

would answer. They were very expensive in wintering;

for they wanted food, in the same way as horses or cows,

for nearly four months, and a house to run into at nir\
They cost me thirteen shilliufi tind sixpence each : and I

sold twelve of the ewes at twenty-one shillings each, aflpr
|

they had reared their lambs; the lambs sold at nineteen

shillings each ; and the remainder of the ewes at nineteen

shillings each. Their wool I sold at three shillings per

pound, to more than twenty customers. They paid, on

the whole, very well. 1 discovered among these sheep

<v< It: <jf the small-tailed kind, and found them to be more
i^sCMied U> fatten than many of the others; but, at that

*i»»-. , 1 had not the least idea of what they descended

irota, not having seeu iu Eiigiand any thiug like litem, ex-

cept the Dishley sheep. .These came front Holland."

Concerning the other i:rticles of culture, Mr. P. ob-

serves, in another, part of Itis work, <' 1 set half an acre '

iPARTm.

of early potatoes, in drills eighteen inches asunder, with
sonic compo«t made from the last year's manure ; nml «

very good crop they proved, at the rate of three hundred

and sixty linshils per acre, when full-grown.

" Having ploughed the loud that was in corn the vcar

before, I next sowed seventeen acres of onts and n\ acrei

of barley. It is usual to sow one bushel of barley, osti

See. per acre; and I was told by an Irishman, my neigh,

hour, that if I sowed more I should reap neither straw nor

corn, for he had tried it repeatedly. It, therefore, re-

quirtd no experiment on that head ; nor was I inclined to

make one, knowing that poor land requires little iced

but, as I am fond of experimenti, and f must be doiiii-

something new, I got five imshels of L,i.ley, and sowed

it with one bushel per acre '^n five acres of the field which

had borne the year before as fine Indian corn as I ever

saw in the country \\ 'I'gh I expected not to be repaid

for my trouble ; but 1 had never experienced one bushel

of barley per acre, nor had I die least thought how land

eould be regularly covered to bear so small a produce.

The land appeared in as fine order as could be for bar-

ley ; and I chose, in different parts of the field, the very

best of it. It proved, loo, a very fine time for sowing

the oats and barley, with rains proper for its coming out

of the grotmd ; nor did I ever see barley look better, when

it came up ; and the land being sown with timothy, it

altogether made a most beautiful appearance.

" One acre also of the land, which I had mnnured, and

had turnips on the year before, I now sowed with barley

and timothy, to see the diflfcrence, and to try what (he

manure would do. This looked as well as the other. Mr.

Bowley, my neighbour, came to view the process; and

acknowledged he never saw such good farming in the

country. ' But that,' he said, 'availed nothing; ilie land

was so poor, that without dung its produce was not worth

the cultivation, and dung and labour it would not pay for.'

This proved very true. I asked him how many oats I

might expect an acre : he said, he never had more than

<"v bushels, and often not so many; but, probably, I might

I I lore. As I cut them for the cows, the straw and

Lorn igcther, 1 i:aunot tell what was tlie produce: I

estimate it at four bushels per acre, which is nearly the

average crop of the oats grown about Baltimore.

" My barley I thrashed out ; and, on the five acres

wliere no nmiiiiie had been put, I found that I had one

bushel per acre, and of a much worse quality than the

seed had been; so that, when all expences were paid, I

lost about six dollars per acre ; and the rent being also

about six dollars per acre, the total loss upon these

five uciett would be sixty dollurs, or twenty-two puunJs

ten shillings currency. Now by this crop it may be seen,

how, when the English farmer strikes laigely into farming

iu America, he may lose bis mon^y. The other acre of
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huley, which had been manured «vi(h compost, produced
fourteen Lii«hclN, and of ii mui li nuperior quaiily ; bcinir

rather bcUer Uian wlial 1 sowed. The land where die

oali and bad barley grew wai by much »hc bc«t field

in llie liinn, and wus accounted excellent land in that

country.

" I'l"' timothy, though it came up »pry fine, did not
proipcr equally with that lown in llic fit!! of the year;

bill, «liclher tlii.i was the iiulure of the climate or of the

|i|jnt, I cannot sny. The rye we harvested; and, when
ihrsslicd out, the produce was four buslirU per acre, mid,

III iippeurunce, as good u crop as any in the country.

" After wo had sown the oats, I prepared four acres

jikI a half for wiiitcr-polatocs, in us correct a manner us

Hjj possible, and dunged with twelve thousand busht^U of

uuod (lung of the cows and horses, made from linsced-

take, und Indian corn-stalks, blades and tops all chopped
up together. This, however, 1 found to be of too hot a

nature for that soil ; so much so, as to cause some of the

(Wtatoc-lops to burn up and die. Had three loads of
mould liceii put to cuch load of dung, I am of opinion forty-

eight thousand bushels of compost might have been nmde
which would have produced a much better crop of po-
tatoes, or any thing else, bushel for bushel, than the dung
in tht! raw stale. This quantity of compost would have
covered eighteen acres of land ; and I am certain that

there, or in any other country, manure prepared in a pro-

per manner, by adding mould in the above proportion, viz.

three loads of good earth to one load of dung, thus bring-

ing the whole to a sort of rich garden-earth, would always
produce better crops of any kind. This will be the case

especially with turnips, which will thus pay more for la-

bour than any thing I know of, and be of very great uti-

lity to the community at large ; and, if so, it is desirable

that it should be made generally known.
" The produce of the potutoe-crops was one hundred

buslitls to the acre, which sold at about three shillings

and sixpence per bushel. They were good in quolity for

America
; but there arc no potatoes equal in flavour in

that country to the Knglish, nor so mealy; and, though
some potatoes arc sold there at seven shillings and sixpence
per bushel, I do not think a crop of potatoes, in any mar-
ket I saw in America, will average more than three shillings

and sixpence per bushel, nor even so much in Philadel-

phia or New York. I heard a Scotchman, who waa sell-

ing potatoes in J'hiladelpliia market, say, that they did

not sell for so much as they cost getting out of the ground.
No money, therefore, will be got by that crop. 1 know
a gentlenian, who, from correct accounts, lost two hun-
dred and sixty dollars, (which is seventy-seven pounds ten

shillings currency,) by eleven acres, short of paying for

the planting and taking out of the ground : they were sold

111 Philadelphia market, and the produce had been great.
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" Having got the corn planted, and the potatoes set, |

took a tour, of about three humlrcd miles, into what ia

termed the Kastcrn Shore, which lies by the bay-side,
called the Peninsula of Chesapcok, to view the crops of
wheat, as that it a great wheat-country. I had been told,
this ii the best farming country in America ; and I think it

the best large tract of land I ever saw there, it being not
so broken or gullied as all other parts are, though not
quite free from that toiidition.

"I went byway of Anupolis, where I saw some very
beautiful Indian corn, intended for roasting ears; and,
umler it, cuniinbers, melons, «Cc., whic h made a most
beautiful and luxurious appearance: this was in the month
of June. In my way I visited Colonel Mercer, with whom
1 spent somr v.ry pleasant days. He was cradling and
reaping his wheat, which be thought very fine, and, in the
best parts, calculated to have tifteen bushels on an acre.
It being the time at whi( h th,; wheat is all nearly ripe, I
had a proper view of those crops, so as to form a very
good idea of the produce

, and I think there might be
from four to five bushels per acre on an average. I rode
out every day about the fields.

" The manner of reaping is cradling by the scythe : I
have heard a great deal said of the dexterity of that pro-
cess; and the accounts are really astonisliing. Hut the
cause is, that the crops are so thin and short, that many
could not be reaped at all by any other means, except at
more expence than they are worth. But where there is

any thing like our crops in England, they cannot cradle at
all, but are compelled to reap in the same manner as we
do. There are always reapers, as well as cradJers, at the
same time

:
and where thci e is a little stronger wheat, it is

cut with the sickle; and some whole fields are thus reaped

:

the men are, in general, as good rcipers as in most parts
of England, and mowers too. It is said that a man will
cradle live acres per day ; but the cause is not the dexte-
rity of the man, but the scanty crop he has to cradle. I
mowed my oats anri barley, having no cradles : they would
not make a swath; therefore, in the straggled manner
they fell, they cost as much time and labour in gathering
as they were worth. I am of opinion, that many of
the English waggons and waggoners would carry the pro-
duce of ten acres upon one waggon: and the reader may
easily conceive tlii.^ to be true; for where liiere is but
one bushel per acre, it is only ten bushels of wheat on
the waggon.

" NovT, from this sort of cropping, according to my
calculation of making manure, it will take ten acres or
more to make two loads of it; therefore, one hundred
acres give only twenty loads, which will only manure
two acres of the hundred: so, that, from such produce,
it will be fifty years before the whole field could be got
dunged.'

7E
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From these facta and observations, the English reader will

be able to form an accurate idea of Ameiican farming!

Rivers, Lakes, 6ic.] The cliief rivers of the United

States liuve already been described in our general descrip-

tion of Nortii-Anierica; but we shall here mention a few

of a more confined course, and more particularly belong-

ing to the United territory. That great western boundary

the Mississippi, besides the celebrated Ohio, pervading

the centre of the United States from east to west, receives

many other considerable streams, among which is the Il-

linois, which waters many extensive and fertile meadows.

Some more northern streams, flowing into the Mississippi,

are the Uisconsin, the Chipaway, and the St. Croix. The
noble stream of the Ohio receives, from the north, the

Great and Little Miami, and the Wabash; from the south,

the Great Kenhaway, the Kentucky, the Green River, the

Cumberland, and theTennassc; while the country on the

west of Georgia is watered by several streams, which run

into the Gulf of Mexico.

Of the numerous rivers which flow, on the ca' ., into

the Atlantic, may be mentioned the Penobscot, the Ken-
nebec, the Saco, the Merimac, and the Connecticut, a long

and distinguished stream, which gives its name to the pro-

vince; but which yields in length and grandeur to the

Hudson River, which, rising from several Iskes in the

northern parts of New York, flows into the ocean near the

city of that name. The River Delaware, which washes

Philadelphia, being joined by numerous streams, is more
remarkable for its width than for the length of its course.

The Susquehanna is distinguished by both these attributes,

and, after a long and circuitous course, forms the chief

stream that contributes to the Bay of Chesapeak; which
also receives the Patowrnak and the Fluvanna, or James
River. The Palcwnuik is not only distinguished as the

seat of the capital, but also on account of its irruption

througli the Blue Ridge of the Apalachian Moin\lains,

being tirst joined by the Shenandoa, a considerable liver

from the south. The range, hnvever, consists of broken
rocks, and tlie scene yields greatly in sublimity to the pas-

lage of the Laurlcocha, through >he Andes, worn into

perpendicular walls, of a stupendous height and length.

More to the souli^ the chief rivers flow westward into the

Ohio. But the Black Water and Staunton join the Roa-
nok Inlet; and Pamlico Sound receives a river of the

same name. The Pedee, the Santee, the Savannah, and
the Altuniaha of Georgia, are the other principal rivers of
the United Stales.

Besides the great lakes which form the northern boun-
dary, and which have been already mentioiifd thrro

are some consi.lerable ones in the northern parts of the

United territory. Those on the west ha\e been little

explored. The small lakes called Cedar, Little Winni-
peg, and

.
Leech, supply the sources of the Mississippi

:
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on the east, the most important lake is that ofChamplain
rather resembling a wide river, which flows into that

of St. Laurence, and supplies an easy communication
with Canada. The Champlain is the boundary between

the states of New York and Vermont, being in length

about seventy-five geographical miles, while the brtadth

seldom exceeds four or five ; and it terminates in a broad

river, called Chanibly or Richlieu, which falls within the

limits of Canada. Lake George, at the southern extre-

mity ofChamplain, approaches within a few miles of the

Hudson River. Besides many small lakes south-west of

the Champlain, there are several other lakes in the same
direction, and also in the province of New York, as the

Oneida, the Cayuga, the Sennaka, &c.

Forests, Swamps, ^c] The primeval forests are so nu-

merous throughout the United territory, that none seem

to be particularly distinguished. There does not appear

to exist, on the whole continent of America, any of those

sandy deserts which are so remarkable in Asia and Africa,

On the contrary, there is an abundance of water, even in

the most torrid regions.

Tlie large tract in the eastern part of Virginia and North

Carolina, called the Dismal Swamp, occupies about one

hundred and fifty thousand acres; but it is entirely covered

with trees,juniper and cypress, on the more moist parts, and

on the drier, with white and red oaks, and a variety of pines.

These trees attain a prodigious size; and among them there

is often thick brushwood, so as to render the swamp imper-

vious, while other forests in North-America are commonly
free from underwood. Cattle soon fatten on cane-reeds,

and tall rich grass of the vicinity, and are taught to return

to the farms of their own accord. In this swampy forest,

bears, wolves, deer, and other wild animals, abound. Many
parts are so dry as to bear the weight of a horse, while

some are overflowed, and others so soft, that a man would

sink in them up to his neck. A canal has been led through

it ; and even in the dry parts water of the colour of brandy,

as is supposed from the roots of the junipers, gu.slied in

at the depth of three feet. In the northern part, the tim-

ber is an article of trade, while in the southern, rice pros-

pers to some extent ; and in the neighbourhood none of

those diseases are known, which are so common in other

marshy situations.

The appearance of this swamp is that of a vast plain,

slightly inclined, the greater elevation being about lliirty

feet. About the middle is Lake Druinmond, uliicli is

formed from the drainings of this vast tract of useless

land, for centuries undisturbed by man: the lako is

crowded with fish, of great xkc and variety, surrounded by

lofty trees : it is unruflHed by the wind, and so transpa-

rent, that its numberless inhabitants are seen in shoals by

those who have resolution and perseverance sufficient to

visit them. >

Putnam. This <
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During the summer of 180G, a trcmciuious lire ragod

for several dn>s in the Dismal Swamp, coiisiiini.ig "the

timber, and destroying large quanlilies of staves and^shiri-

gles, collected for sale. For many miles, the navigation

of the new canal was stopi)ed by monstrous half-burnt
branches of trees falling against it. In clearing land, the
planter often sets lire to the wood ; sometimes the con-
ilagration passes the intended limit, and i productive of
iniK h damage, threatening, from the extent and thickness
of the woods, destruction to the adjacent country.

On the north-east of the Chesapeak is another of great
extent, called Cedar Swamp ; and some other large swamps
occur in the southern states.

Natural Cunosilies.} Besides the irruption of tlie River
Patowmak through the Blue Mountains, the principal un-
common features of nature in the United States are is
follow :

—

In Vermont there is a remarkable impendent ledge of
rocks, about two hundred feet high, on the west bank of
the River Connecticut ; and in the same province is a cu-
rious sfalactitic cave, in which, after a descent of one
hundred and four feet, there opens a spacious room, about
twenty feet in breadth and one hundred in length, with a
circular hall at the farther end, at the bottom of which
hoils up a deep spring of clear water. In Rattle-snake
Hill, New Hampshire, is also a stalactitic cave; and
near Durham is a rock, so poised on another as to be
easily moved with one finger. The rivulet in Massachu-
setts, called Hudson's Brook, has excavated in a singular

manner a large rock of white marble. Morse says, that
the small sandy desert, about five miles iu length, near
Kace Point, has overwhelmed a forest of trees.

In Connecticut is a cave, which was for s«me time
the retreat of Whaley and Goffe, two of the judges of
Charles I.; and in the town of Pomfret is another, ren-
dered remarkable by a humourous adventure of General
Putnam. This cave has been described, and the story
narrated, by Colonel Humphreys, to Whom we are in-
debted for the following particulars.

" Some time after Mr. Putnam had removed to Con-
necticut, the wolves, which were then very numerous,
broke into his sheep-fold, and killed seventy fine sheep
inid goats, besides worrying several lambs and kids, lliis
dreadful havoc was committed by a she-wolf, which, with
her annual whelps, had for several years infested the neigh-
bourhood. The whelps were commonly destroyed by the
vigilance of the hunters; but the old one was too saga-
cious to come within reach of gun-shot; and. upon being
closely pursued, she would generally fly to the western
woods, and return the next winter with another litter of
"helps.

"This animal, at length, became such an intolerable
nuisance, that Mr. Putnam and five of his neighbours |
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agreed to hunt altfrnately, until they could destroy her;
and two of them, in rotation, were to be constantly in
pursuit. It Mas known that, having lost the toes from one
foot by a steel-trap, she made one track shorter than the
other. By this vestige, the pursuers recognised, in a light
snow, the route of the wolf. Having followed her to
Connecticut River, and found she had turnt.^ back to-
ward Pomfret, they immediately returned, and by ten
o'clock next morning the blood-hounds had driven licr
into a cave about three miles distant from Mr. Putnam's
house. The people soon assembled with dogs, guns,
straw, fire, and sulphur, to attack their common eiremy!
and several attempts were made to dislodge her from tho
den; but the hounds came back wounded and intimidated;
and neither tlie smoke of blazing straw, nor the fumes of
burnt brimstone could compel her to quit her retirement.

" Weaned with these fruitless attempts, which had
continued nearly twelve hours, Mr. Putnam proposed to
his negro-servant to go down into the cavern, and shoot
the wolf; and, on his declining the hazardous service the
general resolved himself to destroy the ferocious animal,
lest she should escape through some unknown fissure of
the rock. Accordingly, having provided himself with seve-
ral strips of birch-bark, to light him in this darksome
cave, he pulled off his coat and waistcoat, and, having a
long rope fastened round his legs, by which he might be
drawn back at a concerted signal, he entered head-fore-
most, with a blazing torch in his hand.

"The aperture of the cave, on the east side of a high
ledge of rocks, is about two feet square : from thence it

descends obliquely fifteen feet, and then running horizon-
tally about ten more, it ascends gradually sixtee°i feet to-
wards its termination. The sides of this cavity consist of
smooth solid rocks, which' seem to have been divided
from each other by an earthquake. The top and bottom
are also composed of stone, and the entrance, in winter,
being covered with ice, is extremely slippery. It is in
no place liigh enough for a man to raise himself upright,
nor in any part more than three feet broad.

" Mr. Putnam having groped his passage to the hori-'

zontal part of the cavern, the most terrifying darkness
appeared in front of the dim circle of light afforded by his
torch

;
and all was silent, as the house of death. Cau-

tiously proceeding onward, Mr, Putnam came to the as-
cent, which he slowly mounted on his hands and knees,
till he discovered the glaring eye-halls of the uolf, who
was sitting at the extremity of the den. Startled at the
sight of fire, slip gnashed lier feflh, nod gave a sudden
growl; upon wliich the general kicked the rope, as a sig-

nal for pulling him out. The people at the mouth of the

cave, hearing the growling of the wolf, and imagniing
their friend to be in the most imminent danger, drew him
out with such celerity, that his shirt was stripped over hit

MI'S ^BiflD
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head, and his skin severely lacerated. However, he boldly

persisted in his resolution, and, having adjusted his clothes,

and loaded his gun with buck-shot, he descended a second

time. On his second approach, the wolf assumed a very

tierce and terrible countenance, howling, rolling her eyes,

snapping her teeth, and dropping her head between her

legs; but, when she was on the very point of springing

on him, Mr. Putnam fired at her head, and was immedi-

ately drawn out of the cave. After refreshing himself,

and permitting the smoke to dissipate, he went down

again, and, on applying his torcli tu the animal's nose,

found her dead ; thci< taking hold of her ears, and kicking

tlie rope, he drew her forth, to the astonishment of tlie

admiring spectators."

tr The greatest curiosities in the territory of Virginia are

two natural bridges, which may be ranked among the

most sublime works of nature in A^nerica. Rock-bridge

has been described, son»e years ago, bv Mr. Weld, in tlie

account of his travels through the United Slates. The

natural bridge, over a stream running from Stork Creek,

which rises in Clinch Mountain, in the western part of

this state, is far more stupendous. It is three hundred

and thirty-nine feet in height, wiiile Rock-bridge, accord-

ing to Mr. Weld, is only two hundred and thirteen; but,

from recent observations, the other exceeds it by one hun-

dred and thirty-four feet. Its summit is described to pro-

ject eighty-seven feet over its base, fronting the south-

west, and to be arched as regularly as if formed by the

lumd of art.

The arch in front is about two hundred feet high, and

slopes off to sixty feet, at the distance of one hundred

and six feet from the entrance. From its mouth, in a

straight direction, it measures four hundred and six feet

;

thence, at right angles, three hundred feet. The roof is

regularly arched, and gradually descends to eighteen feet,

which is the lowest part at the intersection of the second

angle : it then rises to twenty, thirty, forty, and seventy-

five feet, which is the height of the north-east entrance.

The stream of water is from forty to fifty yards w ide, at its

common height ; but it is sometimes suddenly swelled by

rains to ten or twelve feet perpendicular. The approach

to the south-west front is of a solid rock of lime-stone ; the

surface ver^ smooth and regular, formed in a semi-circle;

the rock of a bright yellow colour. The arch is partly

obscured by a spur of the ridge which runs down the edge

of the creek. Across tiie creek are several lofty trees,

which add to the beauty of the scene. The view from

the verge fills the mind with horror. From the level of

the summit of the ridge, where the road passes, to the

verge of the fissure, the mountain descends about forty-

five degrees of an angle, and is from forty-five to fifty feet

in perpendicular height. The rock is covered with a rich

stratum of earth, which gives growlli to many large trees.
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To the west of the arch, about four hundred yards, tlie

ascent to the verge is much more level.

In the province of New York, a rivulet runs under a

hill, about seventy yards in diameter, forming a beautiful

arch in the rock ; and tliere is a stalactitic cave, in wliicli

was found the petrified skeleton of a large snake. In

Pennsylvania, there are also some remarkable caves, one

of which resembles a church, with pillars and monuments.

In the territory on the north-west of the Ohio, the sa.

vannas, or rich plains, extend for thirty or forty miles

without any tree ; they are crowded with deer, wild cattle,

and turkeys, and often visited by bears and wolves ; but

this district is chiefly remarkable for a number of old forts,

of an oblong form, with an adjoining tumulus, or tomb.

As the Mexicans have a tradition that they passed from

the north, these forts may probably be remains of their

first residence, or of some nation which they subdued.

In the western part of Maryland there are said to be

some remarkable caves ; and others occur in Virginia, par-

ticularly that called Maddison's Cave, on the norUi-west

side of the Blue Ridge. It is in a hill of about two huii.

dred feet high, the ascent of which, on one side, is so

steep, tiiat a biscuit may be pitched from its summit into

the river which washes its base; and the entrance u in

this side, about two-thirds of the way up. " It extends,"

says Mr. Jefferson, " about three hundred feet into the

earth, branching into subordinate caverns, sometimes as-

cending a little, but mofe generally descending, and, at

length, terminates, in two different places, at basins of

water, of unknown extent, and which I should judge to

be nearly on a level with the water of the river : however,

I do not think they were formed by refluent water from

that, because they are never turbid ; because they do not

rise and fall in correspondence with that in times of flood

or of drought; and because the water is always cool. It

is, probably, one of the numerous reservoirs with which

the interior parts of the earth are supposed to abound,

and which yield supplies to the fountains of waters, dis-

tinguished only by its being accessible. The vault of

this cave is of solid lime-stone, from twenty to fifty feet

high, through which w ater is continually percolating. This,

trickling down the sides of the cave, has incrustcd them

over in the form of elegant drapery; and, dripping from

the top of the vault, generates on that, and on the base

below, stalactites of a conical form, some of which have

united, and formed massive columns."

At a place called the Panther-gap in Virginia, is what is

called the Blowing Cave, which is of about a hundred

feet in diameter, and constantly emits a cuncnt of air, with

such force as to keep the weeds prostrate *o the distance

of twenty yards before it : this current is strongest in dry

frosty weather ; and in long storms of rain weakest. There

is another blowing cave in the Cumberland Mountain; but
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all that is known of this is, tlint it ii incoa^sat, and that
a fountain of water issues from it.

A curiosity near the town of Winchester, higlJy worthy
of attention, is a natural bridge of rock, that extends
across a cleft in a mountain, which has been completely
torn asunder by some great convulsion of nature. The
kngth of this chasm is about two miles, and its depth, in
several places, is upwards of tliree hundred feet. The
arch is composed of several stones, so firmly united toge-
llier, tliat they resemble an entire mass. It is supposed
that iliis curious bridge was drawn across at the time of
die mojiutain's disruption, by being loosened from iu bed
of earth on one side, and adhering obstinately to the
other. Nor is it, indeed, more v onderful, that the arch
should have been thus forcibly drawn over the fissure,
than that the eminence should have remained disunited'
from top to bottom, at this one spot, and that a passage
should have been subsequently forced through it by water.
Proceeding through a deep wood, and ascending a hill,

the traveller, who finds himself near the summit, and ob-
serves a sudden discontinuance of the trees oa one side
is induced to make a pause; but when, in the space of
a few moments, he finds himself on the edge of a terrific
precipice, he is perfectly astonished, and is scarcely able
to believe that the surrounding scenery is not the illusion
of a disordered imagination. He now discovers himself
to be on die top of the bridge, whence he may look down,
on one bide, over a protecting parapet of rock, into Uie
tremendous abyss. The opposite side, however, has no
luch natural defence; but a gradual slope descends from
die road diat traverses die bridge to the »ery edge of tlie
cleft, which It described as a perilous station. This de-
clivity is covered wiUi pines and cedars, as was formerly
the case with the other side; but the trees, which grew
withm reach, have been successively cut down by visitors
to the rock, who were desirous of seeing them fall to the
bottom. The road already mentioned luns across the
bridge, nearly in the centre, and is constanUy frequented
by waggons. A few yards distant is a narrow serpentine
path, that leads through a varied scene of trees and rocks
to the bottom of the bridge, from which the stupendous
»rch IS seen to advantage, and actually seems to touch
the skies. The height of the bridge is two hundred and
nineteen feet, the thickness of the arch forty, the width
at the top ninety, and the space between the abutments
at the bottom fifty feet. The abutments on either side
consist of a solid mass of lime-stone, and appear, toae-
ther with the arch, to have been formed by the labours^^f
a.t. A rivulet, murmuring over a rocky bed, at the base
ot the fissure, is „o small embellishment to the scene-
and, indeed, it is impossible for any person of taste or
'eutinient to survey th« whole without the euthu.iasm of
admiration.
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Another advantageous prospect of the rock-bridgc may
be had fiom an eminence about fifty feet lower than the
top of the chasm; as from this station the spectator at
once beholds the arch in all its miyesty, and forms a pro-
per idea of Its grandeur, from casting his eyes occasionally
downwards to the profound abyss that lies beneath.

Minerah and Mineral JVaters.-] Qold has been found
in considerable quantities in Uie county of Cabarriis, in the
state of North Carolina, insomuch that, of the gold coin-
age of 1804, about eleven tl.oirsand dollars in value were
the produce of virgin metal from that country.
The ore found in North Carolina was on the estate of

Mr. John Read, a native of Hesse Cassel, in Germany It
appears that the children of this gentleman, having been
fishing in the ci<5ek, were attracted by the shining metal,
and brought home several pieces, as a curiosity, toUUy
Ignorant of their real value. On being tried, the ore wag
found to contain gold of a very pure quality. Since this
discovery they have picked up daily from one hundred to
one hundred and twenty pennyweights; but Mr. Read
himself found a lump of the ore weighing twenty^ight
pounds, y hich, it was supposed, when fluxed* would be
worth one thousand four hundred pounds «terling. At
the mint it was regretted that the gold had been melted
into very small ingots, for the co»venience of carriage, it
being many hundred miles from Cabarrus to PbJadelpbia,
Thus a considerable portion of it was wasted. The finest
particles yet remained, the lai^e lumps aiooe being souglit
after.

In consetjaeBce of these promising appearances, a com-
pany has been formed for the purpose of exploring the
lands, supposed to possess the largest portion of these
natural treasures. It is entitled the North Carolina Gold
Company, and has purchased thirty-five tliousand acres
for one hundred and ten thousand dollars. An agent,
Mr. W. Thointon, was sent, in the summer of 1806, by
the company to visit tliese lands, and, from the success
of his experiments, he reports very favourably of the pro-
bable productiveness of the speculation. From bis ac-
count the following particulars are extracted

:

"The season of 1806 was one of the most unfavour-
able that could have been selected for examining the runs
of gold, as they were all dry, so that it was necessary to
carry the sand and gravel sometimes above a mile before
water could be found. Some fine specimens were thus
obtuined, one of about two pennyweights, and some
smaller; but, after obtaining about twenty ddlars worth,
the want of water to wash for more obliged us to desist.

While thus engaged in the lands adjoining to the mine of
Mr, Read, oue of the proprietors of that concern ob-
served, that he thought the prospect of the company as
good as their own. Mr. Read and bis partners possess
about four hundred acres, and dicy are said to have ob-
7F
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tained already, from this small pkce, between thirty and

forty thousand dollars worth of gold. That found on

the company's land requires no purification."

Mr. Thornton visited Mr. Read's mine, and found that,

by*anialgamation with quicksilver^ a great quantity of gold

is obtained from the sand, after picking out all the lump-

gold. He was informed, that they obtained about six or

seven ounces at a distillation, several times a week, from

a very small still. He afterwards visited the mines of

Mrs. Parker and Mr. Harris. They lie in a hiFl that in-

tersects the company's land. Mr. Harris, in ploughing

across a smaH branch in his land, turned up a good-sized

piece of gold. Having no regular weights, he tried it in

' a pair of scales against a pewter plate and spoon, which

it outweighedi He then searched the run, and was suc-

cessful in finding gold. This littte branch runs imme-

diately into the company's land) lying between it and

Mrs. Parker's. But, as it was dry, Mr. Thornton made

no search in it, nor in any of the branches on that side,

though he was informed, that, gold liAd been found in se-

veral,

Mrs. Parker'd^ mine was discovered in a very unexpected

manner. Hearing of several discoveries, she said, in a

joking manner^ to some company, while drinking tea with

'her, " I wish, gentlemen, any of you could find a gold-mine

• in my land;" on which one of the company replied, "I
will go, madam, and search for youi"' He wenb, and in

4 little time returned with a very good specimen. After

this, they found six hundred dollars worth, and, in the sea-

son of 1806, three hundred more, though they had not

yet prepared any apparatus for even washing the gravel

and sand.

At Philipsburgh, in New York, there is said to be a

silver-mine, producing that metal in a virgin state ; but, as

no specimens are known to be extant, it is possible that

this is only a vague report. It is alsa said that a lump of

gold-ore was found near the falls of the river Raftabanoc,

in Virginia, probably rolled down from its source, or that

of some tributary rivulet.

Copper-ore is said to appear in Massachusetts; and in

N«w Jersey a rich copper-mine was long wrought, pre-

tended to have beuii discovered by a flame visible in the

night, like one of the gold-mjnes in Hungary. Native

copper is fouud on the River Tounagai, which runs into

Lake Superior.

Lead has been met with on the banks of the River Con-
necticut, two miles from Middleton, and is even said to

have been worked^ but abandoned on account of the ex-

pence. Some say it may be touna in the province of

New York. Tliare is a considerable vein of lead-ore in

the Shawangunk Mountains, in New Hampshire, which

appears to be accompanied with manganese.

Th« lead-mines in Upper Louisiana have, according to.

GEOGRAPHY. [part ut.

the president's message in 1804, continued profitable for

several years. That called Burton's Mine is thirty-eight

miles to the west-norlh-west of St. Genevieve, where the

mineral is supposed to extend over two thousand acres of

land„ and is of two kinds, gravel and fossil. " The gra.

vel-n)ineraL is found immediately under the soil, intermixed

with'gravel, in pieces from one to fifty pounds weight of

solid mineral. After passing through the gravel, which

is commonly from three to four feet, is found a sand-rock

which IS easily broken up with a pick, and, when exposed

to the air, crumbles to a fine sand. Tiiis rock also con-

tinues five or six feet, and contains mineral nearly of the

same quality as the gravel : but mineral of the first quality

is found in a bed of red clay, under the sand-rock, in

pieces from ten to five hundred pounds, weight, on ihc out-

side of which is a white, gold, or silver-coloured fossil

of a bright glittering appearance, as solid as the mineral

itself, and in weight as three to two; this being taken off

the mineral is solid> unconnected with any other substance,

of a broad grain, and what mineralogists cull potter's-ore.

When.it is smelted in a common smelting-furnace it pro-

: duces sixty per cent., and when again smelted in a slag-

furnace, produces fifteen pev cent, more ; making, cleanlv

smeltedj seventy-five per cent. The gravel-n)iiieral is in-

crustated with a dead grey substance, the eighth of an

inch in thickness, has small veins of sulphur through it,

and will. nut produce more than sixty per cent, when

< cleanly smelted."

There are other min«s, about thirty miles to the south-

west of St; Genevieve, where the lead is found in regu-

lar veins, from two< to four- feet in thickness, containing

about fifty ounces of silver ki the ton; but at the depth

of twenty-five feet the operations are impeded by water,

The mineral tract is here very rich and extensive, and the

present produce is computed at more than forty thousand

dollars annually. Before the cession of Louisiaiu, in

1803, they were wrought by the French, but in an ineffi-

cient manner. In Virginia there ate said to be lead-mines,

which yield from fifty to eighty pounds from one hundred

of ore. This metal is also said to occur in South Caro-

lina. Iron and coal are fouud in some quantity. In the

district of Main the founderies are supplied with bog-ore;

and another kind is got in great abundance in Massachu-

setts, where there are considerable manufactures. There

is one mine near Boston, of which the ore has a vitreous

appearance, and is slightly magnetic ; there are also mines

c( iron in Rhode Island, the Middle States, South Caro-

lina, and Pennsylvania.

Dr. Morse observes, tliat iron-ore, in immense qianti

ties, is found. in various parts of Massachusetts,, particu-

larly in. the old colony of Plymoudi, in the towns of Mid

dleborough. Bridgewater, Taunton, Attleborough, Stougli-

ton, and the towns in that neighbourhood, which have, in
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consequence, become tlie seat of the iron manufactures.

SIS

The slitting-mills in this district, it is said, annually slit

six hundred tons of irons; and one company has been

formed, which will annually manufacture into nails, of a

quality equal to those imported, five hundred tons of iron.

The number of spikes and nails made in (his state is sup-

posed now to be twice as large as that made in 1788, and

will probably soon preclude all foreign importations.

The iron-works on the river Pataxent, twelve miles from

Providence, in Rhode Island, are supplied with ore from

a bed four miles and a half distant, in a valley pervaded

by a rivulet. A new channel has been formed for the

water, and the pits are cleared by a steam-engine. There

are also many iron-wbrks in Maryland.

Coal has been discovered in great abundance on both

sides of James River, and is said to have been first ob-

served by a boy in quest of cray-fish. This mineral also

abounds towards the Mississippi and Ohio ; that of Pitts-

burgh being of a superior quality, but it is chiefly worked
ill Virginia, where the beds seem very ext«iisive. In 1804,

a coal-mine was discovered on the river Juniata, twenty-

five miles to the west of Huntingdon, in Pennsylvania,

and of course near the Apalachian mountains, which is

now worked with considerable advantage. The bed of

coal is horizontal, wid upwards of ten feet thick. The
price at the mine is seven or eight cents per bushel, and

there is an easy water-carriage to Columbia. In Virginia

a bed of coal, about twenty-four feet thick, Las been foimd

to rest on gn.iiite.

Black-lead, aluminous slate, and asbestos, are said to

be found m Massachusetts. Zinc appears in Connecticut

and New York
; gypsum is met . with in New York, and

lime-stone and marble are found near James River, while a

long bed of the former passes through North Carolina.

Talc is found in Pe.inisylvania and New Y'ork, and ap-

pears in New Hampshire, adhering to rocks of white or

yellow quartz. The largest layers are met with in a moun-
tain some miles to the east of Dartmouth College. Ame-
thysts, or violet-coloured crystals, are found in Virginia

;

emeralds are also said to exist near Philadelphia. The
(iiamonds of South Carolina are mere crystals of quartz.

I« Georgia there has beea no mineralogical . discovery

worthy of mention, and, since the acquisition of Louisiana,

there has been no opportunity of exploring that portion

of territory, though it is understood to contain some mines
of lead and iron, and even some appearances of silver,

towards, the Rio Colorado, or Red River.

Mineral Waters.] There are several mineral waters in,

different provinces of the United States, but none equal
to those of Bath or Aix-la-Chapelle, In the province 'if

Vermont, or the Green Mountain, there is a remarkable
sulphureous spring, which dries up in two or three years,,

and bursts out in another .place.

.

At S|aflFord, in Connecticut, is a medicinal spring, which
is said to be a sovereign remedy for scorbutic and cuta-

neous disorders: and at Guildford, i^ the same state, there
is another spring, whose water is of so curious a nature,

that, upon being taken from the fountain, it will evaporate,
even though put into a bottle, and tightly corki^d.

The most noted springs in the country of New York
are those of Saratoga. Thay are eight or nine in number,
and situated in the margin of a marsh, about twelve miles
from the confluence of Fish Creek and Hudson'^ River.
They are surrounded by rocks of a peculiar natiu-e,. formed
by the petrifaction of the water. One of them, however,
more particularly attracts the attention, as it- rises above
the surface of the earth five or six feet, in the form of a
pyramid. The aperture in the top,.^ which discovers the

water, is perfectly cylindrical, and about nine inches in

diameter. In this the water is about twelve inches below
the top, except at the time of its annual discharge, which
is commonly in the beginning of sunnuer. At all times
it appears to be in as great agitation, as if boiling ia a pot,

altJiough it is extremely cold. Tlie same appearances
are observable in the other springs, except that the sur-

rounding rocks are of different figures, and the water flows

regulaily from them.

From repeated observations and experiments, the prin-

cipal impregnation of these waters has been found to be
a fossile acid, which is predominant in the taste. They
are also strongly impregnated with a saline substance, which
is very discernible in the taste and smell of the petrified

matter about them. From the corrosive and. dissolving

nature of the acid, the v.ater acquires a chalybeate pro-

perty, and receives into its composition a portion of cal-

careous earth,vvh(ch, when separated, resembles an im-
pure magnesia. As the different springs have no essential

variety in the nature of thieir wateis,.but the proportions

of the chalybeate impregnation, it is highly probable that

they originate in one common source, but flow in. separate

channels, where they have a connectioa with metallic

bodies, in greater or less proportions..

The prodigious quantity of air contained in this water

produces the fermentation and violent action aheady no-

ticed ; for, after standing a small time in an open vessel,

the air escapes, becomes vapid, and loses all tlwt life and
pungency which distinguisli it when first taken from the

fountain. The particles of dissolved earth are. deposited

as the water flows off, which, with the cpmbination of the

salts and fixed air, concrete, and. form the rocks about

the springs.

The effects produced by this water wpnts the human
body are various ; the natural operation of it, however,, is ca-

thartic, and in some instances it^cts as an emetic. As it is

drank, it produces a veryagpeeable-sensation in the mouth,

but it is no sooner swallowed than it is succeeded by an
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unpieasann taste, and some, pungent eructations, similar to

those produced by a draught of cider, in a state of fer-

mentation.

Several curious experiments having been made on these

waters, we shall take the liberty to present our readers

with tlie
.
following, cjitracted from Dr. Mitchell's Jour-

nal :

—

" A young turkey, held a few inches above the water,

in the crater of the lower spring, was thrown into convul-

sions in less than half a minute, and exhibited evident

signs of approaching death ; but, on removal and exposure
to the fresh air, it revived and became lively. On immer-
sion again for a minute in tlie gas, the bird was taken out

languid and motionless.

" A small dog, put into the same cavity, and compelled
to breathe the contained air, was, in less than a minute,

thrown into convulsive motions, and soon after lost the

po\ver to cry or move; but, when taken out and exposed
to the fresh air, he began to revive, and soon acquired

strength enough to «tagger from the place.

" A trout, recently caught, and briskly swimming in a

pail of brook-water, was carefully put into a vessel just

filled from the spring : the fish was immediately agitated

with strong convulsions, gradually lost the power to ipove

or poise itself, and in a few minutes expired.

" A candle, repeatedly lighted, and let down near the

surface of the water, was instantaneously extinguished,

aod not a vestige of fire remained about the wick.
*' In addition to these experiments, it is said that a bottle,

filled with the water, and shaken, emjts a considerable

quantity of aerial matter, that either forces out the cork,

or bursts, the vessel. Wheaten flour, also, when moist-

ened with this water, and mad^ into dough, will rise, with
a proper application of heat, into light spongy bread,

without the aid of yeast or leaven; from which eircnm-
•tances it appears, that the air extricated from the water is

precisely similar to that produced by ordinary fermenta-

tion.

" W,e are likewise UTfornied, that some lime-water, made
of abalactiles brought from a subterranean cave at Rhi-
nebcc, became immediately turbid on mixture with the

spring-water ; but when the water had been recently drawn,
the precipitate was speedily re-dissolved. Some of the

rock surrounding the spring, on being thrown into a fire,

calcined to quick-lime, and slacked very well ; and it has
been frequently observed, that, on the evaporation of the

aerial, the water has lost its transparency, and deposited,

a calcareous sediment: whence it appears that the gas
is aerial acid, that the rock is lime-stone, and that bv means
of the former the water becomes capable of dissolving

and conveying the latter."

In the county of Morris, in New Jersey, is a cold mi-
neral-spring, much frequented by valetudinarians, and used
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with considerable success : and in the township of Hano-
ver, in this county, on a ridge of hills, are a number of
wells, which regularly ebb and flow about six feet, twice
in every twenty-four iiours. These wells are nearly forty

miles from the sea, in a straight line.

In the coimty of Cape May, in \he same state ig a
spring of fresh-water, which boils up from the bottom
of a salt-water creek, which runs nearly dry at low tide-

but at flood tide is covered with water directly from the

ocean to the depth of three or four feet : yet in this siiu.

ation, by letting down a bottle well corked, through the

salt-water into the spring, and immediately drawin« the

cork with a string prepared for that purpose, it may be
drawn up full of pure fresh-water.

In the county of Hunterdon, near the summit of the

Muskonetkony mountain, is a noted medicinal spiincr to

which invalids resort from every quarter. It issues from

the side of the mountain in a very romantic manner, and is

conveyed into an artificial reservoir for the accommodation
of those who wish to bathe. This wafer is u stron" chs-

lybeate, and has been sometimes usei' with great success.

There are several medicinal springs in Virginia, some
of which are indubitably efficacious, while others may
probably owe their reputation as much to fancy and change

of air, as to their real virtues. However, as none of

them have undergone a chemical analysis in skilful hands

nor been so far the subject of observations as to have

produced a classification of the disorders they relieve, we
can give little more than an enumeration of them.

The most efficacious of these, according to Mr. Jeffer-

son, are two springs in Augusta, near the sources of James

River, where it is called Jackson's River. The one is

distinguished by the name of the Warm Spring, and tlie

other of the Hot Spring. The Warm Spring issues

with a very bold stream, sufficient to turn a great mill, and

to keep the waters of its basin, which is thirty feet in

diameter, at the vital warmth, or ninety-six degress of

Fahrenheit's thermometer. The matter with which these

waters is allied appears to be very volatile ; and, from its

smell, and the circumstance of its turning silver black, it

is evidently sulphureous.

The Hot Spring, situated about six miles from the for-

mer, is much smaller, and raises the mercury in Fahren-

heit's thermometer to one hundred and twelve degrees,

which is fever-heat. A fountain of common water, issuing

within a few inches of its margin, gives it a very singular

appearance. These springs are much resorted to, not-

withstanding a total want of accommodations for invalids.

Their waters arc strongest in the hottest monllis, which

occasions their being visited principi^lly in July and Au-

gust.

The sweet springs are situated in the county of Bote-

tourt, at the eastern foot of the Allegarj mountains.
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Having been found to relieve caaes in which the above-

oientioned aprings have been ineffectually tried, their com-

position is supposed to be different. I'hey differ also in

their temperature, being as cold as common water.

On the Patowmac River, in Berkely county, are some
medicinal springs, much more frequented than those of

Augusta; but their waters are weakly mineralized, a: id

icarcely warm. It is probable that many invalids prefer

these springs to those of Augusta, as being situated in a

fertile and populous country, perfectly secure from the

Indians, and well provided with accommodations.

In the low grounds of the great Kanhaway, seven

miles above the efflux of Elk River, is a large hole in the

earth, from which incessantly issues a bituminous vapour,

jD so strong a current as to give to the sand about its ori-

fice the motion which it has in a boiling spring. On pre-

senting a lighted torch or candle within eighteen inches of

the aperture, the vapour flames up in a column of eighteen

inches diameter and four feet in height, which sometimes

burns out within twenty minutes, and, at other times, has

been known to continue for upwards of tlirec days. The
flame is unsteady, and of the same density with that of

burning spirits, and smells like burning pit-coal. Water
sometimes collects in the basin, which is remarkably cold,

and is kept in ebullition by the vapour issuing through it;

and it is a singular fact, that, if tlie vapour be fired in

this state, the water becomes hot, and evaporates in a

very short time.

" The mention of uncommon springs," says Mr. Jef-

ferson, "leads to that of Syphon fountains. There is

one of these near the intersection of Lord Fairfax's boun-
dary with the north mountain, not far from Brook's Gap,
on the stream of which is a grist-mill, that grinds two
bushels of grain at every flood of the spring. There is

another near the Cow-pasture River, and about sixteen

miles from the Hot Springs,,which intermits once in every

twelve hours.

" After these may be mentioned the Natural Well in

Frederick county. It is somewhat larger than a common
well

:
the water rises in it as near the surface of the earth

as in tlie neighbouring artificial wells; and its depth is un-
known. It is said, there is a current in it, tending sensi-

bly downwards. If this be true, it probably feeds some
fountain of which it is the natural reservoir, distinguished

from others, like that of Madison's Cave, bjr being acces-
sible. It is used with a bucket and windlass, as an ordi-

nary well."

There are five noted licks or salt-springs in Kentucky,
VIZ. the higher and lower Blue S^rin^s on Lickin" Rivor
from which issue streams of brinish water ; the Big Bone
Lick, Drenon's Lick, and Bullet's Lick, at Saltsburgh.
The last of these springs has supplied Kentucky and
Cumberland with salt, at twenty shillings per bushel, Vir-
il. VOL.1.
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ginia currency; and some is exported to the Illinois coun-
try. The method of procuring water from these licks is

by sinking wells from thirty to forty feet deep ; and the

water thus drawn is more strongly impregnated with salt

than tlie water from the sea.

Springs that emit sulphureous matter have been found
in several parts of Kentucky. One is near a salt-spring

in the vicinity of Boonsborough ; and there are three

springs of bitumen near Green River, which empty them-
selves into a common reservoir, and, when used in lamps,
answer all the purposes of the best oil. It is said, that a

man, near Lexington, having dug about six feet below
the surface of the earth, came to a large flat stone, under
which was a well of common depth, regulariy and arti-

ficially formed.]

In the county of Wilkes, in Georgia, is a medicinal
spring, which rises from a hollow tree, about five feet in

length. The inside of the tree is covered with a coat of
nitre, an inch thick ; and the leaves round the spring are

encrusted with a substance as wliite as snow. The water
is said to be a sovereign remedy for the scurvy, gout, con-
sumption, and every other disease arising from humours
in the blood. A person, who had a severe rheumatism in

his arm, having, in the space of ten minutes, drank two
quarts of the water, experienced a momentary chill, and
was then thrown into a perspiration, which, in a few
hours, left him entirely free from pain, and in perfect

health.

This spring, being situated in a fine healthy part of the
state, where there are excellent accommodations, proves
a pleasant and salutary place of resort for invalids from
the maritime and unhealthy parts of tliis and the neigh-
bouring st<ites.

Vegetable Productiom.] In a country that experiences,
on one frontier, all the severity of winter, and, on the
other, enjoys the full radiance of the West-Indian sum-
mers, we may naturally expect no small variety of native

plants. So numerous and important, indeed, are they, as
to render it impossible, in a work not wholly devoted to

the subject, to give them particular notice; we shall, there-

fore, select such as, from their utility and beauty, have the
strongest claims to attention.

The maple-tree, which grows in low and rich lands,

furnishes a quantity of sweet juice, from which is ex-
tracted sugar, although, in some measure, inferior to that

obtained from the cane. In the months of February and
March, the inhabitants of Louisiana, and the western
states of America, reap this profitable harvest. As soon
as the rays of the sub have acquired sufficient force to

penetrate the earth, the sap circulates in the maple in

such abundance, that it would force an outlet, if one was
neglected to be made. From this flows a liquor, which,
being collected by travellers, gave rise to the opinion that
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it conUiued tomething more than the common lap of
plants. Experiment* toon ditcovered its utility : the fol-

lowing is the mode of preparing the sugar, as described by
DuLac:

" As soon as the winter has given place to a milder
season, the inhabitants, that wish to obuin sugar, transport
their families to tlie woods, and there erect cottages.

Their first care is to provide themselves with troughs, af-

terwards they pierce each tree with an auger of about
half an inch in diameter. Some require to be pierced in

six places, others only in two. When the season is fa-

vourable, that is to say, when cold nights succeed fine
days, the maples fill the holes so pierced three times in
twenty-four hours with a juice very strongly impregnated
with sugar; but when, on the contrury, the weather is

rainy, it loses in quality and quantity. When enough is

collected, it is placed in a pot over a fire, and evaporated.
The residue forms a pleasant syrup, which has been em-
ployed with success at Paris, for colds, 8cc."

Michaux states, that the sugar extracted from the ma-
ple is of as dark a colour as that of clayed sugar after

the first baking; it is sold in loaves of six, eight, and
ten pounds, at the rate of about seven-penie per pound.
The inhabitants manufacture it only for their own con-
sumption : most of them take tea and coffee every day,
but they only use that sugar which is obtained by the first

evaporation of the sap, as, on account of the great ex-
pence which would attend the process, no person is em-
ployed in refining it.

Of the common herbaceous plants and shrubs, which
are known to the generality of readers, from their intro-

duction into the gardens of Great Britain, are the collin-

sonja, used by tiie Indians against the bite of the rattle-

snake, the lobelia rardinalis, the thorn-apple, the Pennsyl-
vanian lily and golden martagon, the biennial Oenothera,
with many species of aster, monarda, and rudbeckia.
The mountainous ridges are not sufficiently high to be

rich in alpine plants; their climate, however, is sensibly
cooler than that of the plains, on which account those of
the south are inhabited by the vegetables of Pennsylvania
and the northern states; while the highlands of these
abound in the plants of Canada. But the most beautiful

flower-plants are principally confined to Virginia and the
southern states; where the unfading verdure of the wide
savanpas, the magnificence of the primeval forests, and
the wild exuberance of the swamps, offer to the botanist
every thing that, by colour, by fragrance, and by form,
can fix his attention.

Of the vegetables that inhnhit th" l«w oU^r"' "f »»"•

Flondas, Georgia, and South Carolina, the mangrove-tree,
the only shrubby plant that can flourish in salt-water, and
the fragrant and snowy-flowered pancratium of Carolina,
are alone worthv of notice.

GEOGRAPHY. [pa„ „,
Those low ridgea of calewrtoiu aoil running pan,||e|

with the rivers, and rising from Ui« level qavaunas into
extensive lawni and high hills, are ganaraUy covered win,
woods, except where they have been converted into till.

age. In these rich tracts grow tlie lofty palmetto, the
evergreen oak, the sweet bay, tlie common laurel,' the
broom-pine, and the red cedar. The straight silver'j co-
lumns of the pupaw-fig, rising to the height of twenty f^t
and crowned by a canopy of broad sinuated leaves, form'
a striking feature in this scenery ; while the fruit timl ira.

grant blossoms of the orange, first introduced by the Spu-
nish settlers, and now completely naturalized here, remind
one of the ancient traditions of the groves of tlic Hes-
perides. The magnificence of the great magnolia »
however, superior to all the rest : in this rich soil it rises'

above one hundred feet, with a perfectly erect trunk, sup
porting a shady conical head of dark green foliage :'fronj
the centre of the coronets of leaves that terminate the
branches expands a large rose-shaped blossom of p»rc
white, which is succeeded by a crimson cone, contain-
ing the seeds of a beautiful coral-red colour, and these
falling from their cells, remain for several days suspended
from the seed-vessel by a silky thread, about six inches
in length.

The trees that grow upon the savannas are of the

aquatic kind, such as magnolia glauca, or beaver-tree,
American olive, and Gordonia lasianthus, covered with
silvery fragrant blossoms: these are generally either single
or groped into small open groves, while the larger part
of the meadow is overgrown with long succulent herbage,
mtermixed with shrubs and plants; the caudleberry niyrlle|

with nnmerous species of kalmias, andromedas, and rhJ
dodendrons, in thickets and shrubberies, over-aiciied by
the crimson granadilla, or the clitoria, also display their

beauties and luxuriance. The sides of the pools are

adorned by the bright cerulean flowers of the ixir, the

golden blossoms of the canna-lutea, and the rosy bunches
of the hydrangia; while the edges of the groves, and the

boundaries of the savannas, rising imperceptibly towards
the forests, are fringed by innumerable varieties of the

sensitive plant, irritable dionaa, the aniaryllis atamasco,
and thick rows of the royal palmetto.

The swamps are at all times, even in the height of

summer, mostly under water, and are distinguished from

the rest of the country by the crowded stems of the cane,

the light foliage of the tupelo-tree, the fringe-tree, and

the white cedar : this last is, perhaps, the most picturesque

tree in al' America : four or five rude pillars rise from the

groiind, and unite in a kind of arch at the height of about

seven feet, and from this centre there springs a straight

column, eighty or ninety feet high, without a brancli : it

tlien divides into a flat umbrella-shaped top, covered with

finely divided leaves of the most delicate green. Tliis

OMITBB ITATI
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trtw forjn», iit its top, • lecure abode for the eagle and
the crane j and the oily seeds contained in itt cones are

(he favourite repast of the parroquets.

Jnimaln.] 'I'he domestic animris of the United States

•re ucarly similar to those of England, with some differ-

enca in »uo and colovr. Among the wild animals rjay be
mentioned the bison, large herds of which used to be
Kcii near the Mississippi, and they were onc« very nu-
merous in the woslcrn parts of Virginia and Pennsylvania.
Moose-dt'tr are now extremely rare, and will probably

loou bo extirpated. The black moose-deer are said to

buve been sometimes twelve feet in height ; but the grey
ipecJes seldom exceed tlic height of a horse. They have
largo palniated horns, weighing thirty or forty pounds;
luid Mr. Peunttiit mentions one pair that weighed lifty-six

pounds, and were thirty-two inches in length. The Ame-
rican slag rather exceeds the European in size, and fee<l8

ill great herds in the rich savannas of the Missouri and
Mississippi, where there are also herds of that kind called

tlie Virginian deer.
, :i . ,« „j t**8a* <b«» .cmJiai ai!

In the northern states are two kinds of bears, both black

;

but Ihe luiinial called the ranging bear is found in nil the
states, us well as the wolf. Several kinds of foxes are
also to be met with ; and the wolverine seems a kind of
bear. Tlip catamount, or cat of the mountains, founii in

Ihe northern and middle states, is probably the same with
ihe puma of Pennant, which he says is sometimes n^ North
America called the panther. One killed in New Hamp-
shire was six feet in length, and the tail three ; but the
lengtii of the kg did not exceed twelve inches.

The racoon, or ursus lotor, is about the size of a fox,
tiiougii not quite so high, and rather thicker. If taken
yount', it is easily tanjfld, and stays in the houses, where
it catches mice in the night. The name of lotor, or washer,
is very appropriate for this auinial, as it prefers hollow
trees that grow on the banks of creeks, or rivulets that
run through the swamps; and in these places it is gene-
rally found. This animal is very common in the southern
and western states, as well as in the more distant parts
of Pennsylvania and Virginia: it commits great devasta-
tion in tlie fields of mawe, by climbing on the stalks,
laynig them by, its weight, and nibbling the ears: the in-
liabitauts hunt it with dogs during the night, as it seldom
makes Us appearance in the day-time. Its skin is used in
ilie United States for making, hats.

The smaller beasts of prey are the lynx, the ocelot, and
ilie niargay, of the cat kind : these and many o her animals
supiiiy furs. Some kinds of monkeys are said to he found
Ml the Hosithcrn state.'?. The morse, or sea-cow, and tiie

«tal, used to frequent tlie northern shores, and the manati,
common in South America, is said aometimesto appear on
tlie southern coasts. There are also six kinds of squirrels,
winch do great injury to the plantations of maize. ,1
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One of the favourite diversions of the Americans is that

of hunting wild animals ; and the following particulars re-

lative to this subject will probably afford much amuse-
ment to our readers:—

Bear-hunting is the sport most frequently adopted ; and
the inhabitants of the Alleghany Mountains have the re-

putation of being Very expert at it. Towards the middle
of autumn almost all of them hunt the bears ; they sell
their skins, and their flesh serves then), in a great degree,
for food at this season. They give it the preference to
every other kind of meat, and consider it as the only one
of which a large quantity can be eaten without inconve-
nience. They make hams of the hind-legs, which arc
highly esteemed. In the autumn and winter the bears be-
come exceedingly fat, and some of them will weigh as
much as four hundred weiglit. The fat is consumed in
the country, where it is used instead of oil. These ani-
mals arc hunted with strong dogs, which, without coming
into their reach, tcnze and aggravate them, and, at length,
force them to climb up a tree, where they are shot by the
hunters.

Mr. Lawson, of Philadelphia, has related the follow-
ing account of a contest between a man and a bear.

" A farmer, named Wayborne, in Ovid township, went
out one afternoon through the woods in search of his horses,
takiiig with him his rifle-gun, with the only load of am-
munition he had in the house. On his return home, about
an hour before dusk, he perceived a very large bear cross-
ing the path, on which he instantly fired, and the beast
fell ; but, immediately recovering his legs, made for a deep
ravine a short way a-head. Here he tracked him awhile
by the blood ; but night coming on, and expecting to find
him dead in the morning, he returned home. A little after

day-break the next morning, taking a pitchfork and hatchet,
and his son, a boy about ten or eleven years of age, with
him, he proceeded to the place in quest of the animal.
The glen in which the bear had disappeared the evening
before, is eighty or ninety feet from the top of the banks
to the bottom of the brook below: down this precipice a
stream three or four yards in breadth is precipitated in one
unbroken sheet, and, forming a circular pool, winds away
among thick underwood below. After reconnoitering
every probable place of retreat, he at length discovered
the bear, which had made his way up the other side of the
ravine as far as the rocks would admit him, and sat under a
projecting cliff, stedfastly surveying the motions of his ene-

my. Wayborne, desiring his boy to remain where he was,
took the pitchfork, and, descending to the bottom, deter-

mined to attack him from below. The bear kept his posi-

tion until the farmer got within six or seven feet ; when,
on the instant of making a stab with the pitchfork, he found
himself grappled by Bruin, and both together rolled down
towards the pond, at least twenty or twenty-five feet, the
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bear biting lii» left urui and br««ft, and hugging! biro almost
to Buflfocation. By great- enflrtioo, he forced his right'

arm partly down the animal's throat, and in that manner en-
deavoured to strangle him, but was once more hurled down
through the buthes, a greater distance than before, into
the water. Here, finding the bear gaining on him, Way-
borne made one desperate eflFort, and forced bis head partly

under water ; and, repeating his exertions, at length weak-
ened the animal so much, that, calling to his boy, who
stood on the oilier side, in a state little short of distraction

for the fate of his father, he sunk the edge of the hatchet,

by repeated blows, into his brain. Wayborne, though a

robust muscular man, was with great difficulty able to

crawl home, where he lay upwards of three weeks with
his wounds, his nrm being mashed from the shoulder to

the elbow into the bone, and his breast severely mangled."
• Another interesting anecdote, of the same kind, is thus re-

lated : " A planter, who frequented the Edenton market,
resided on the other side of the Great Dismal Swamp,
wh^re it is only eight or ten miles broad. He had spent
an evening freely, that is, in these parts, not without co-
pious draughts of grog or toddy ; and, inspired by these
with fool-hardy temerity, he determined to cross the Great
Dismal, instead of going the usual, but longest, road. Few
were bold enough to proceed, even in the day-time, by the

route he had rashly adopted; but this man was of uncom-
mon strengtfi, and of a daring mind. Resisting the en-
treaties of his friends, he sallied forth about midnight
from Edenton, on foot, and with a trusty stick in his hand.
About the middle of the forest, the moon shining bright,

he perceived the cub of a bear before him, at which he
threw his stick, with an effect which caused the young in-

habitant of the woods to roar ; and this brought the en-
raged mother to its relief. The man had recovered his

stick, and was proceeding to secure the cub, (delicious

eating as a young pig,) when Mrs. Bruin advanced. A
battle immediately commenced between the savage ma-
tron and the incautious man. The latter had, however,
recovered from the stupidity occasioned by drinking, yet,

though he abandoned the possession of the cub, he could
neither pacify the mother, nor avoid her embraces. The
man survived the bloody conflict, and the account he gave
of the- battle is yet current in the district of Chowan.
He related that, having delivered up the cub, he wished
to evade a contest with the dam, but she pressed so closely

upon him, that he was obliged to prepare for battle.

For some time
'
he defended himself with his stick, in

which^nterval the bear merely tore his jacket. She fought

updn her hind legs, and thus the combatants were nearly

of the same height. While the stick served him, he

evaded the bite, as well as the hug, of the bear ; but on
making a desperate blow, the weapon was shivered, and
then they came to closer quarters. He now substituted
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his fists, and. with lusty sinews dodt his blows upon (h«
hard head and tough hid« of iU boar. They closed, sod
in the struggle which eusued, the naji suffered moat dread,

fully from the hug of his enraged opponent.'^

Mr. Jans4in» while hunting in a swamp in Alligator

county, called the Little Dismal, met with an adventure

which had nearly cost him his life.

" I was on horseback," says he, " and had for my guide

a negro-man ,'on foot, belonging to a planter of niy «c.

quaintance, who went before me, guided by notches cut

in the trees. My horse had frequently gone the road

and appeared conscious of the difficulty, recognising the

marshy places ; and, trusting to his judgement, he avoided

many pieces of broken ground, with a sagacity iniierent

in that welUtrained animal. I carried ray gun in my hand

loaded with slugs, and more ammunition slung across mv
shoulders. About midway, and about two hundred yards

before me, I saw a large quadruped nimbly climb a tree.

The negro, looking in a contrary direction, did not perceive

the motion, and, eager to fire, I did not inform him. We
went a foot's pace, and when within gun-shot, I discovered

the beast through the foliage of the wood, and immedi.

ately fired. The shot took effect, and my astonishment

was great to see a monster, of the species of the tiger,

suspended by his fore-feet from the branch of a tree, growl!

ing in tones of dreadful discord. The negro was greatly

terrified ; and my horse, unused to the report of a gun

fired from his back, plunged, and was entangled in mire,

Losing the reins, I was precipitated into the morass, while

the negro vociferated, " Massa, Massa, we are lost!"

Recovering, I beheld the ferocious brute on the ground,

feebly advancing towards us. By an involuntary act I

presented my empty gun, at the sight of which, conscious,

no doubt, that the same motion had inflicted the smart he

felt, the creature made a sUnd, gave a hideous roar, and

turaed into the thickest part of the swamp, while, in hajte,

and great agitation, I reloaded my piece. The poor slave,

whose life to him was as dear as mine could be to me,

held up his hands, and thanked the God whom he wor-

shipped for his deliverance. I was unconscious of the

danger I had courted, till he told me the beast I encoun-

tered was a panther, larger than any he had ever seen dis-

poiling his master's flocks and herds, and that, when pur-

sued by man, those animals rally with great ferocity. Had
I been apprised of this, I should have sought my safety

in flight, rather than have begun an attack ; but I conjec-

tured the creature to be of no larger dimensions than a

wild cat, when I fired."

Deer-ntintinir aim \a nnt iina^ton/lsJ —WK Aumtcr s-D — ««—..,...„,.,„ TTitti U311g€r , rtj

this sport frequently induces people to go amongst the

swamps till they lose their way, and perish with hunger.

An accident of this kind had neariy happened to Mr.

Janson. He was induced to accompany a Mr. Carter,

UNIT«D STATU
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of Edtriituii, into the Diimal Swamp, as this gentleman

ddivcd much pleasure from toUing the whole day in pur*

Hiit of game. He had with him a couple of dogs, which

jiarted and run the deer till they came witliin shot. The
aportsmen are placed at certain breaks in the underwood,

through one of which the deer will pass at full speed.

Thej sometimes bound past so suddenly, thut a young

ipurttinian is either startled, or cannot seize the moment

10 fire with effect. " I was not," says our author, " put

tu the test, for we hud started no game when the morning

lowered, and presently the wind and rain rendered farther

pursuit impraclicable. We had, however, penetrated far

enough to alarm me greatly, and to puzzle my guide as

to tlie direction to be taken for the purpose of reaching

the upen country. My fears were greatly heightened by

the knowledge of the following circumstance :—my com-

panion loved his joke, but, like many other jesters, often

carried it too far; having designedly led some of his ac-

quaiiitunce into the swamp, and, under pretence of fol-

lowing game in another direction, left them in the laby-

rinth, they were actually obliged to pass just such a night

as that now approaching threatened to be. His doubts

were so evident, that, with some agitation, I mentioned

the trick he had once played his friends, and threatened

him with vengeance, if he dared to repeat it upon me.

He assured me I was perfectly safe, but for some time

appeared at a loss in which direction to proceed ; and

iuch was the effect produced on my mind, that I fancied

every five minutes we had come to the spot we had just

left, and even challenged trees by certain marks my eye

had caught, charging Mr. Carter with having lost the way.

I observed him walk round several large trees, surveying

them with great attention. He would then climb one of

them, and as the seaman from the main-top looks out for

land, so he appeared to be looking for some known mark

to guide his course My fears were increasing, and the

tales I had heard of men perishing in the swamp, and of

others being many days in extricating themselves, in which

time lliey were nearly famished, drove me almost to a state

of desperation. All this time my companion in silence

was apparently employed in fixing upon our course ; at

length he called out that he had discovered it. He then

pointed to a large tree, the bark of which, in the direction in

wliich we stood, was incrusted with green moss. ' This,' said

be, ' is the north side of the tree ; I now know our course;

I was in doubt only till I ascertained this point, and the

trees we have lately passed did not fully convince me.'

On going round the tree, I found the other sides free from

the ninssy appearance. He obstrvrd, that but f( vv of

them clearly shewed it in the swamp, but I have since ob-

served the effect on all trees less exposed t« the air, as

well as upon old houses and walls. He said that he was
r<trely obliged to recur to this guide, as he never ventured

5i. VOL. I.
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into the iwainp but when the day promited t* be fair, as .

he could work his way by tlie sun.

" I found in many parts of the swamp good walking

ground, the lofty trees being at some distance from each

other, and the underwood by no means so thick as to ini<

pede our road ; but after thus proceeding a few miles, the

pursuit of game is impracticable. Sometimes we had to

cross where it was knee-deep, but my companion had in

this case generally marked a place where we could pais

over on a fallen tree. I had mounted one of these, of a

monstrous size, and was proceeding heedlessly along, when
1 suddenly found myself sink up to the middle in dust;

the tree having become rotten, though it retained its shape.

This was a good joke for my friend, but a sad disaster

for me ; for I had great difficulty in getting out of ^e
hole into which I had fallen; the tree, like ice, being

more rotten in some parts than others, I was compelled

to break my vsay till I came to a part sound enough to

bear me, and, having fallen between two knots, I could

not conveniently get out of the trunk into the swampy
ground beneath, had 1 been so inclined. With fearful

steps I advanced to the end, but was very wary how, in

future, I trusted to a bridge formed by a fallen tree."

The squirrels of Carolina are so numerous, that the

inhabitants are obliged, three or four times a day, to senil

their children round the corn-fields to scare them. At the

slightest noise they issue out by dozens, and take refuge

in the trees, whence they descend the instant the enemy

has passed. Like the bears of North-America, they emU
grate on the approach of winter : at which time they appear

in Kentucky in such great numbers, that the inhabitants

are obliged to unite in order to expel them. This kind of

hunting is sometimes considered an excursion of pleasure;

persons generally go two together, and in one morning often

kill from thirty to forty. A single individual, on the con-

trary, can with difficulty kill any; for the squirrel, fixing

himself on the trunk of the tree, turns successively in

opposition to the hunter, so that the latter cannot hit him.

Among the birds of the United States there any many

kinds of eagles, vultures, owls, and numerous sorts called

by European names, though they generally appear differ-

ent to the naturalist. Wild turkeys are rather scarce in

the southern states, but numerous in those of the west.

In the parts least inhabited, they are so fearless, that they

may be shot by a pistol : they are not alarmed at a noise

;

but they have a very penetrating sight ; and, the moment

they perceive a hunter, they flee with such rapidity, that,

for some minutes, a dog cannot come up with them ; and

when on the point of being seized they tnke to the vying.

They generally harbour in the swamps, and along the ri-

vers and creeks, whence they come out only in the morn-

ing and evening : they roost on the tops of the highest

trees, where, notwithstanding their size, it is not easy to
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ducovcr them. In autumn they feed principully on ches-

nuts uu(i acorns, and, when killed, often weigh from tliirly-

five to forty poundii. Tlie wiikon of Virginia Ikih houil-

rcsemblancf lo lliu bird of Paradise : and vutit vurielieK of

aquatic birdx crowd the mimerous laki-ii and rivers; the

largest being liii" wild swan, whidi Hometifiics weighs thirtj-

aix pounds. The Virginia nigliiiugaic, whicli titken its

distinguishing rpitliet fioin this province, is adorned with

a phnnage uf biight crimson and blue, and sings most de-

lightfully. The natural note of the mocking-bird is very

melodious, as it imitates the song of every other binl, but

with superior strength and sweetness. h\ pluniiige, a bird

of the spe( ies of the woodpecker, misnanud, in the

tuuthcrn states, the woodcock, is the most beautiful. It

has the golden hue of the English goldlimh, vuiiegated

with crimson, black, and white. (Jn its he.id it has n

beautifid tuft, but its notes aiu hiush and tliseordant. It

U of the size of the dove, and is generally seen on decay-

ing trees, in quest of insects. The woodpecker is smaller,

of a greenish teint; and the noise occasioned by its bill

against a tree is like the quick strokes of a blacksmith's

hammer on his bare anvil, begimiing loud and grailiiHlly

dying away. The flesh of both these birds is bhuk,

tough, and ill-flavoured. ff die mime of nightingale

were to be given to any of the feathered race in the south-

ern stati;'., that called fV/iip-poor Will is best entitled to

It. This bird sings a plaintive note, almost the whole

night long, resembling the pronunciation of the words by

which it is named. It has been said to be so very wary,

that it is seldom seen, much less taken ; and th'vc many
have imagined the noise does not proceed from a bird,

but from a frog. This is a wild conjecture. The bird

is no otherwise shy, than because nature has assigned

to it the task of watching in the night, when certainly it

can seldom be seen ; but its existence is as well known as

that of the mocking, or other rare birds.

. The humming-bird is the smallest of all the winged

creation, and by far the most beautiful, being arrayed in

scarlet, green, and gold. It sips the dew from the flow-

ers, which is its chief nourishment, and is too delicate to

be brought alive to England.

Mr. Janson was much disconcerted bv the bull-frogs,

the first evening which he passed in America. " These

animals," says he, " are four times the size of the English

frog, and raise their heads above the water, for the space

of two minutes, at intervals, (for I have since particularly

noticed them,) when they continue this most discordant

noise. I could seldom find them out of water, and, when

1 came upon them by surprise, on the margin of a pond,

they fled to it by prodigious jumps. I had made many
efl'orts to ca«ch one of ihem, though in vain ; but, return-

ing one evening from a shooting-party, being about to

draw my charge, and observing one in a marsh near me, |

' [PAMt ti,.

rising to make his roar, I discharged the contents of tnv

piece, and iimnediately saw it floating on the water, f^

dog, which had accompanied us, brought it to nir. I|

measured six inches in length, and its hind-legs wore nearly

as long as the body. In colour, and somewhut in shape

it more resembled the toixl than our green-spe( kled froj

i severe<l its body, and brought home the hind-qunrier,

more delicate, in uppearanee, than those of a rlii( ken. In

Franet! [ hod c(Hiqucred my repugnance lo the lleNh of a

flog; and, having heard that some people in AiiHiicuex-

tolled such food, I resolved to have n little fri< iiHsce nnj,

of this part of the Inill-frog. In accomplishing my pur-

|)u.p«se 1 had many difliiulties to combat. Not a J,,.

mestic of du; house would touch it; and, dcteriniin-H lo

carry my point, I seized the stew-pan, prociind ilic n,.

eessary ingredients, and cooked a dish greatly to ray sa-

tisfaction."

Dr. Morse enumerates near forty kinds of serpents,

found in die United territories; Virginia, in particular,

producing great numbers. The rattle-snake is the largesi,

being froni four to six feet in length, and is one of tlit

most dreaded. Near Bedford, M. Michaux met with a

mail who had been bitten by a rattle-snake the iii^iit be-

fore. He was lying on die ground, wrapped up in a

blanket. The first symptoms which appeared, aii liuur

after the accident, were violent vomitings, almost iiiniie-

diately succeeded by a high fever. " At the time when I

saw him," says our author, "his leg and thigh were pro-

digiously swelled, his respiration was extremely difficult,

and his face was bloated, resembling those, whom I have

had occasion to sec at the hospital, afflicted with the lij-

drophobia. ! asked him some questions, but his senses

were so entirely absorbed, that it was impossible to ob-

tain any answer : I however learned from the people ol

the house, that, immediately after Uie bite, they had a|).

plied the juice of some plants to the wound, until the ar-

rival of the doctor, who lived at the distance of fifteen or

twenty miles. In America, I have known several persons

to whom the same accident has happened : those who did

not die in consequence of it, have ever since remained

valetudinarians, and are remarkably susceptible of aifec

tions arising from the changes of the atmosphere. In the

mountainous part of Pennsylvania, there are great runn

hers of rattle-snakes ; many of which we found killed on

the road. In hot and dry weather, they come from be-

neath the rocks, and conceal themselves in places which

contain water."

Among the fish are most of those whicli are esteemed

in Europe ; and of those that are peculiar may be men-

tioned that large kind of white trout found in the lakes

The oysters produced in the beds, near New York and

Boston, are live times as large as those consumed in Lon

don. All the riv«rs and coasts swarm with the various
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(ilal'lr kiiicii, mui ihc tctUccuui ipeciei are piirticularly

ouiiieroui.

Ill Nurth-AinrricB iiiuy be fuiiitii most nf the iinMcU

nhicli Hic known in Em ope. 'I'liu llcukiiin lly in no iiijii-

rioUN (u the furnicr, thut, in niuny puriK o(° tlie coiiiilry,

all idcnit of growing wheat huvt- bctii given iip. They

arc lo he .'•eeii on the wlieut wlieii yoinig, then in embryo

ill tlie Htiibble, betwixt the luweMt Joint und (he second

iuiiil, in great niiinbers, exuctly like fliix-seed. They re-

main in thnt slute during the winter, and, as the com-

ilaU.H lie hid in tlie liehlH when llie wlieiit ix growing, there

IS no (JDiibt thut tlicse iiisri'ts deposit their egg!t iii them.

The tli('!4 come ont in the spring, in tlie Kunic manner us

the biitterHics in luiglniui, and continue nniong the wheat

all the snimnier.

" In wliite or gurden-peus," says Mr. Parkinson, " there

ii a wurni thut eats a large hole through every pea, ur

marly : and this is in embryo when the pea is green, as 1

bottled some, and corked thcni up ; but in the spring there

was a great number of the Hies in the bottle, and the peas

were all eaten through : therefore they are not to be

avoided. These peas are, in consequence, not pleasant

to use for the table."

The tiimble-bug is a sort of beetle, which in the slim-

mer forms a cu\e in the eartii: and, when an animal drops

his dung, two of these go to the place, and roll up into a

round ball u piece as big as a small walnut, which tiiey

push forwards with their fore-feet or legs to their cave. It

is said, that there is an egg in the inside of every one of

those balls. There are such quantities of these beetles,

that they greatly impoverish the land.

Locusts appear once in eleven, or, as some say, fourteen,

years. They come, like an army, in one day apparently;

making a continual humming; and, being so many thou-

sands, they cause a very great alarm. They remain about

one month, and do much damage to all kinds of trees, by

eating in a circular manner round the bark ofyoung shoots,

on every part of the tree, about three or four inches from

the end, and sometimes at a greater distance. This causes

great injury to the fruit the ensuing season.

Small black flies are so numerous in the United States,

that it is usual to have some kind of poison to destroy

them : for which purpose n substance called fly-stone,

mixed with sugar and water, is spread on a plate.

Another destructive insect, said lo be peculiar to Ame-
rica, is the cock-roach, or blalta Americana of Liniia;iis.

They are said to be so flat, that they creep into every

chest or drawer where there is the least crevice. They
gnaw woollen-cloths of every kind, but especially such as

have iiad hair-powder on them. They frequently throw off

their exterior skin; and, after every change of this kind,

they appear fresh and young. The Americans know this

species by the name of kakkerlac. In the houses of many
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parts uf America they often commit great dopredalion* bji

giiav\ing and devouring both clothes and provisiont, aiui

It H extremely diflicnit to guard against their ravage*.

With respect to provinioni, every thing they run ov<'r con-

tracts from them (o nauseous a smell, ai to be jcarcely

euliible.

According to Ileanniur, these cock-roaches h vc a for-

midable enemy in a large species of splicx. He sayii

tliiit when one of die latter encounters a rock roach, he

seizes it by the head, pierces its body with his poisonous

sting, und afterwards carries it off into his hole. Here
the female has deposited her eggs; und (he boilies of the

cock-roaches serve the lurvo! for food, till they nttLiiii their

winged state.

" In North (Carolina," says Mr. Janson, " I observed a

curious species of tiie ant, very diminutive, and in prodi-

gious numbers. If undisturbed, they will comjdetely cover

a piece of meat, bread, or sugar, and in a short time

carry it to their nests, to which they are constiuitly going

and returning by different tracks. They are chiefly to be

found in houses, from which it is impossible to exclude

them. It is said that, when tasted, which often iiappens,

from their being concealed in victuals, they are an agree-

able acid ; and I have seen people eat them, rather than

brush them away. These very small insects are of differ-

ent colours, red and black : so fur from associating with

each other, a severe battle is fought, whenever they meet

;

und thus one house will be pestered with the black, and

another with the red ant."

"In the Caroliuas," says Mr. Janson, "there are in-

numerable comniunvvealths of bees, subject to no control

from man. They build their hives in the hollow parts uf

large trees, and as near the suniniit as they can find a

convenient cavity. The hunting of these industrious so-

cieties is an object of both proflt and pleasure to the in-

habitants. When their retreat has accidentally been dis-

covered, it is marked by cutting notches in the trees to

the nearest habitation, and a day is appointed for a bcc-

hunt. Half a dozen men, or more, assemble, each pro-

vided widi a gun, for the double purpose of killing game
in their expedition, and for defence against the beasts of

the forest. They also curry axes to cut down the tree.

" On an occasion of this nature, us the party cau-

tiously approached the marked spot, they were surprised to

find the proprietors of the hive in great wrath flying over

their property ; and, on a nearer view, they witnessed the

cause of the tumult. A bear, of enormous bulk, at-

tracted by the smell of the ripe honey, of which thosfl

animals are extremely fond, had scented the tree somn

minutes before the arrival of the two-legged plunderers

Bruiii was in the act of lapping the honey, which he ob

tained by thrusting his paw through a hole in the centre

of a knot, which tlie bees used as the entrance to their
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cell. The insects, in their defence, attacked liini by

swarius, and darted their stings into :!ie most vniiieruble

parts of his face; to guard which, he applied one paw
full of honey over the annoyed parts, and ate the next, in

swallowing which he would give a few strokes amongst
his antagonists, and then proceed to another scoojj of

honey. A ball from a rifle-gun brought Bruin, in tjie

midst of his repast, to tliu ground. The hunters quickly

felled the tree, and, being prepared to resist the darts of

the owners, soon secured the remainder of the honey, ihe

comb of which had been dreadfully mangled by the paw
of the bear; but his carcase made them ample amends.
"Mr. Andrew Nilson, of Philade4phia, a native of Ire-

land, who served under General Washington in the Ame-
rican army during the whole of the war, informed mc,
that at the time Lord Cornwallis was pursuing the Ame-
ricans through the Carolinas, at which time he was a quar-

ter-master-serjeant, he had, during a day's rapid retreat,

marked a hive of bees. At night, whilst both the pur-

suers and the pursued were obliged to lialt and rest, he
privately singled out a tile of soldiers, with whom, carry-

ing a barrel for the purpose, he retrograded some miles to

attack tiie bee-hive, which was then at an equal distance

between the two armies. He arrived with his party at the

tree, which they felled without creating alarm; and the

moon atforded ihenj light to secure the honey, which was
slung upon a pole. After proceeding with it two or

three miles, they were surprised by an armed reconnoitering

party. 'J'o escape was impossible; and resistance, Imving

no arms, was in vain. Convinced that his rashness had
thrown him into the hands of his enemy, he prepared to

surrender himself and party as prisoners of war. He
was hailed— the parole and countersign were demanded,
and Nilson repeated those given out foi the night by the

American con)mander, which, to his great joy, proved sa-

tisfactory. It was a party from the American army, watch-
ing the early approach of their pursuers ; and the com-
manding office.- proved to be the major of the regiment to

M'hich the oft'ending Serjeant belonged, lieing interro-

gated as to the motive of the honey-men being from their

quarters, Nilson told tlie truth, with an humour pecuiiur

to his country ; which so pleased the major, that he or-

dered the delicious banquet to be brought forward, and
both parties sat down, and regaled themselves on the fruits

of tlie industrious bees. The canteens of the armed men
contained spirituous liquors; which, operating on the

honey, produced a pretty mellow cftect. The major, how-
ever, got Ills party ofl"; but Nilson continued so long upon
the spot, iliiit his men could not reach liieir friends with

their booty, and were obliged to leave what remained in

the barrel a prey to the piusuing British."

Re/igious Seels.] " The constitution of the United
States," says Dr. Morse, "provides asrainst the making

[part lit.

I of any law respecting an establishment of religion, or pro.
hibiting the free exercise of it. And in the constituiiotu

of the respective states religious liberty is a fundamental

principle. All being thus l»ft at liberty to clwjose tlieir

own religion, the people, as might easily be supposed
have varied in their choice. The bulk of the people would
denominate themselves Christians; a small proportion of

them are Jews; some plead the sufficiency of natural re-

ligion, and reject revelation as unnecessary and fabulous-

and many, we have reason to believe, have yet their reli-

gion to choose."

The following denominations of Christians are more or

less numerous in the United States, viz. Congregation-

alists, Presbyterian!), Dutch Reformed Church, Episco-

palians. Baptists, Quakers, or Friends, Methodists, Roman
Catholics, German Lutherans, German Calviuists, or

Presbyterians, Moravians, Tunkers, Mennonists, 'Jniver-

salists, niid Shakers.

Of tliese various sects, the most numerous are the Con-

gregaliviiii/ists, who seem generally agreed in this opi-

nion, that " Every church, or particular congregiition of

visible saints, in gospel order, being furnished with a pa^
tor, and walking together in truth and peace, has received

from the Lord Jesus full power and authority, ecclesias-

lical within itself, regularly to administer all the ordinances

of Christ, and is not under any other ecclesiastical juris-

diction whatsoever." Their churches, with some excep-

tions, disclann the word Independent, as applicable to

them, and claim a sisterly relation to each other.

Congregationalists are divided in opinion respecting the

doctrines of the gospel, and the proper subjects of its or-

dinances. The body of them are Calvinists; a respecta-

ble proportion are what may be denominated Hopkensiati

Calvinists; besides these, some are Arminians, some

Arians, a few Socinians, and a number who have adopted

Dr. Channcy's sclieme of the final salvation of all meri.

Next to the Congregationalists, the Presfn/lerians are

the most numerous denomination of Christians in the United

States. They have a constitu'.ion by which they regulate

all their ecclesiastical proceedings, and a confession of

faith, to which all church-oflicers and members are re-

quired to subscribe. Hence they have preserved a singu-

lar uniformity in theii leligious sentiments, and have cou-

ducted their ecclesiastical affairs with a considerable de-

gree ')f order and harmony.

The body of the Presbyterians inhabit the middle and

southern states, and are united under the same constitu-

tion. By this constitution, the Presbyterians who are

govrrited by it are divided into four synods and seventeen

presbyteries, viz. Synod of New York, five presbyteries,

ninety-four congregations, sixty-one settled ministers.

2. Synod of Philadelphia, five presbyteries, ninety-two

congregations, sixty settled ministers, besides the mini-
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Iter* and congregations bfelonging to Baltimore prenbytery.

3. S>nod of Virginia, four presbyteries, seventy congie-
galions, forty settled mnisters, exclusive of the congrega-
tions and ministers of Transylvania presbytery. 4, Synod
of the Carolinas, three presbyteries, eighty-two congre-
gations, forty-two settled ministers, the ministers and con-
gregations of Abington presbytery not included, if we
suppose the number of congregations in the presbyteries

wJiicli make no returns to their synods to be one hundred,
tlie number of settled ministers in the same to be forty,

the whole number of Presbyterian congregations in this

connection will be fjur hundred and thirty-eight, whith
are supplied by two hundred and twenty-three settled a.i-

iiisters, and between seventy and eighty candidates, be
sides a number of ordained mhiisters, who have no parti-

cular charges. Each of the four synods meet annually

;

besides which they have a joint meeting, by their com-
missioners, once a year, in General Assembly at Phila-
delphia.

The Presbyterian churches are governed by congrega-
tional, presbyterial, and synodical, assemblies : these as-
semblies possess no civil jurisdiction; their power is

wholly moral or spiritual, and that only ministerial or de-
clarative. They possess the right of requiring obedience
to the laws of Christ, and of excluding the disobedient
from the privileges of the church ; and the powers re-
quisite for obtaining evidence, and inflicting censure; but
(he highest punishment to which their authority extends,
is that of excluding the contumacious and impenitent from'
the congregation.

The Church Session, which is the congregational assem-
bly of judicatory, consists of the minister or ministers and
eiders of a particular congregation. This body is in-
vested with the spiritual government of the congregation,
and has power to enqi:;,,' into the knowledge and Chris-'
tian conduct of all its iiembcrs ; to call before it offen-
ders and witnesses of its own denomination; to admo-
nish, suspend, or exclude from the sacraments, such as
deserve these censures; to concert measures for promoting
the spiritual interests of the congregation, and to appoint
delegates to the higher judicatories of the church.
A Presbi/teri/ consists of all the ministers, and one

ruling elder from each congregation, within a certain dis-
trict. Three ministers and three elders, constitutionally
convened, are competent to transact business. This body
iias cognizance of all things that regard the welfare of
the particular churches within its bounds, which are not
cognizable by the session : also a power of receiving and
issuniiv appeals from the sesBJon^! r>(
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censing candidates for the ministry ; of ordaining, settling,
removing, or judging, ministers ; of resolving questions of
'loctrine or discipline ; of condemning erroneous opinions,
that injure the purity or peace of the church; of visitine
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particular churches, to enquire into their state, and re-
dress the evils that may have arisen in Uiem: of uniUngor
dividing congregation., at the request of the people, and
whatever else pertains to the spiritual concerns of the
churches under their superintendance.
A Si/nod is a convention of several presbyteries The

synod has power to admit and judge of appeals, regu-
larly brought up from the presbyteries; to give its judg-
ment on all references of an ecclesiastical kind; to col-
lect and regulate the proceedings of presbyteries; to take
effectual care that presbyteries observe the constitution of
the church, &c.

The highest judicatory of the Presbyterian church is
styled r/ic General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church
in the United States of America. This assembly is to
consist of an equal delegation of bishops and elders from
each presbytery within their jurisdiction, by the title of
Lommmwners to the General Assembly. Fourteen com
missioners make a quorum. Ti-e General Assembly con-
stitutes the bond of union, correspondence, and mutual
confidence among all churches, and has power to receive
and issue all appeals and references which may regularly
be brought before them from inferior judicatories; to re-
gulate and correct the proceedings of the synods, &c To
the General Assembly also belongs the power of consult-
ing, reasoning, and judging, in controversies respectii.e
doctrine and discipline; of reproving, warning, or bearing
testimony sgamst error in doctrine, or immorality in prac-
tice in any church, presbytery, or synod; of correspond-
ing with foreign churches; of putting a stop to schisma-
tical contentions and disputations; and, in general, of re-
commending and attempting reformation of manners, and
of promoting charity, truUi, and holiness, in all the
churches; alio of erecting rew synods, when judged ne-
cessary.

°

The confession of faith adopted by the Presbyterian
church embraces what are called the Calvinistic doctrines-
and none who disbelieve U.ese doctrines are admitted
into fellowship with their churches. The General As-
sembly of the Presbyterian church holds a friendly cor-
respondence with the General Association in Connecticut
by letter, and by admitting delegates from their respective
bodies to sit m each other's general meetings.

Unconnected with the churches of which we have been
speaking, there are four small presbyteries in New Eng
land, who have a similar form of ecclesiastical govern
ment and discipline, and profess the same doctrines. Be
sides these, there is the " Associate Presbytery of Penn
syivania, i.avi.ig a separate ecclesiastical jurisdiction m
America, and belonging to the Associate Synod of Ediu
burgh, which they declare is the only ecclesiastical body
either in Britain or America, with which they are agreed
concerning the doctrine and order of the church of Christ
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and concerning tlie duty of confessing the truth, and bear-

ing witness to it by a public testimony against tlie errors

of the times. This connexion is not to be understood as

indicating subjection to n foreign jurisdiction ; but is pre-

served for the sake of maintaining unity with tlieir bre-

thren in the profession of the Chriiitian faith, and such an

intercourse as might be of service to the interests of re-

'igion. This sect of Presbyterians is commonly known

by the name of Sneders, on account of their seceding

from the national church of Scotland, in the year 17S().

The Dutch Reformed Churches in the United States,

who maintain the doctrine of the Synod of Dort, held in

16 1 8, are between seventy and eighty in number, consti-

tuting six classes, which form one synod, styled, " The
Dutch Reformed Si/uod of Nen- York uud 'New Jersei/."

From the lirst planting of the Dutch churches in New
York and New Jersey, tliey have, under the direction of

the classes of Amsterdam, been formed exactly upon the

plan of the established church of Holland, as, far as that

is ecclesiastical.

The Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States

(the churches of that denomination in New England ex-

cepted) met in convention at Philadelphia, October, 1785,

and revised the book of ronmion prayer and administra-

tion of the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies,

with a view to render the liturgy consistent with the Ame-
rican Revolution. But this revised form was adopted by

none of the churches, except one or two in Philadelphia.

In October, 1789, at another meeting of their conven-

tion, a plan of Union among all the Protestant Episcopal

churches in the United States of America was agreed upon

and settled ; and an adequate representation from the se-

veral states being present, they again revised the book of

common prayer, which is now published, and generally

adopted by their churches. They also agreed upon,

and published, seventeen canons for the govermiient of

their churcli ; the first of which declares, that, " there

shall, in tiiis church, be three orders in the ministry,

viz. bishops, priests, and deacons."

At the same time they agreed upon a constitution,

which provides that there shall be a general convention

of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States,

Oil the second Tuesday of September, of every third

year, from 1789. That each state is entitled to a repre-

sentation of lioth the clergy and laity, or either of them,

and may send deputies, not exceeding four of each order,

chosen by tiie convention of the state. That the bishops

of the church, when three or more are present, shall, in

their general cuiivenlioii.>j, tbiiii a separate house, with a

right to originate and propose acts for the concurrence

of the house ol deputies, composed of clergy and laity;

and with a power to negative acts passed by the house of

deputies, unless adhered to by four-fifths of the other
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house. That every bishop shall confine the exercise of
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his episcopal office to his proper diocese or district. That

no person shall be admitted to holy order?, until examined

by the bishop and two presbyters, having produced the

requisite testimonials: and that no person shall be or-

dained, imtil he sliall have subscribed the following decla-

ration :
" I do believe the Holy Scriptures of the Old and

New Testament to be the Word of God, and to contaii

all things necessary to salvation ; and I do solemnly en<

gage to conform to the doctrines and worship of the Pro-

testant Episcopal Church in the United States."

They have not yet adopted any articles of religion other

than those contained in the apostles' and Nicene creeds,

The number of Episcopal churches in the United States

is not ascertained: in New England there are between

forty and fifty ; but in the southern states they are much

more numerous. Four bishops, viz. of Connecticut, New

York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia, have been elected by

the conventions of their respective states, and have been

duly consecrated ; the former by the bishops of the Scotch

church, the three latter by the bishops of the English

church. And these four, in September 1792, iniitcd in

the consecration of a fifth, elected by the convention of

the slate of Maryland.

The Baptists, with some exceptions, adopt the doc-

trines of Calvin, and the independent form of church go-

vernment. Except those who are styled " Open Commii-

uiou Ihiptists" of whom there is but one association, tiicv

refuse to communicate in the ordinance of the Lord's

Supper with other denominations; because they hold that

innnersion only is the true baptism, and that baptism is ne-

cessary to communion ; it is, therefore, improper and incon-

sistent, in their opinion, to admit unbaptised persons to join

with them in this ordinance, though they allow minisicis

of other denominations to preach to their congregations,

Some of the leading pri\iciples of the Particular Bap-

tists arc, The imputation of Adam's sin to his posterity

;

the inability of man to recover himself, effectual calling

by sovereign grace, justification by the imputed righteous-

ness of Christ, baptism by immersion, and that on pro-

fession of faith and repentance; congregational churches,

and their independency, and reception into them upon

evidence of sound conversion.

The people called Quakers came to America as early

as H).56. The first settlers of Pennsylvania were all of

this denomination ; and the number of their meetings :.)

the United States, at present, is about three hundred and

twenty.

Their doctrinal tenets may be summaril- »;xpressed as

follows : In common with other Christians, they believe

in one eternal God, and in Jesus Christ, the Messiah and

Mediator of the new covenant. To Christ alone, in whose

divinity they believe, they give the title of the fVord of

grace is, to those
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God, and not to the Scriptures; yet they profeis a high

eslecni for these sacred writings, in subordination to the

Spirit who indited them, and believe that they arc able,

iliroiigh faith, to make men wise to salvation. They re-

verence the precepts of scripture, and believe them prac-

ticable and binding on every Christian ; and that, in the life

to come, every man will be rewarded according to his

works. In order to enable mankind to put in practice

these precepts, they believe thai every man coming into

tlie world is indued wilii a measure of the light, grace, or

good spirit, of Christ, by which he is enabled to distin-

guish good from evil, and correct the disorderiy passions

and corrupt propensities of his nature, which mere reason

is altogether insufficient to overcome : that this divine

grace is, to those who sincerely seek it, an all-sufficient

and present help in time of need ; and that by it the snares

of the enemy are detected, his allurements avoided, and
deliverance experienced, through faith in its effectual

operation, and the soul translated out of the kingdom of
darkness into the marvellous light and kingdom of the

Son of God. Thus persuaded, they think this divine in-

fluence especially necessaiy to the performance of the

highest act of which the human mind is capable, the wor-
ship of God in spirit and in truth ; and therefore consider

as obstructions to pure worship, all forms which divert

the mind from the secret inlUieiice of this unction of the

Holy One. Though true worship is not confined to time
or place, they believe it is incumbent on churches to meet
often together, but dare not depend for acceptance on a
formal repetition of the words and experiences of others.

They think it is their duty to wait in silence, to liave a
irue sight of their condition bestowed on tiiem ; and be-
lieve even a single sigh, arising from a sense of their in-

lirmities and need of divine help, to be more acceptable
to God, than any performances which originate in the will
of man.

They believe the renewed assistance of the light and
power of Christ, which is not at our command, nor at-
tainable by study, but the free gift of God, to be indis-

pensably necessary to all true ministry. Hence arises
tlicir testimony against preaching for hire, and conscien-
tious refusal to support such ministry by tithes or other
means. As they will not encourage any ministry, but such
as they believe to spring from the influence of the Holy
Spirit, so neither do they attempt to restrain this influence
to persons of any condition in life, or to the male sex, but
allow such of the female sex as appear to be qualified, to
exercise their gifts for the general edification of the
fhiirch.

They hold that, as there is one Lord and one faith, so
nis baptism is one in nature and operation, and that no-
tlmig short of it can make us living members of his niys-
lialbody; and that baptism with water belonged to an
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inferior ana decreasing oispensation. With respect to the
Lord's Supper, they believe that communication between
Christ and his church is not mahitained by that nor any
other external ordinance, but only by a renJ participation
of his divine nature, through faith: that this is the supper
alluded to, Kev. iii. 20 ; and that where the substance it

attained, it is unnecessary to attend to the shadow.
BelieviDR that the grace of God is alone .sufficient for

salvation, they neither can admit that it is conferred en a
few only, while others are left without it ; nor, thus as-
serting its universality, can they limit its operation to a
partial cleansing of the soul from sin, even in this life.

On the contrary, they believe that God doth vouchsafe to
assist the obedient to submit to the guidance of his pure
Spirit, through whose assistance they are enabled to bring
forth fruits into holiness, and to stand perfect in their

present rank.

As to oaths, they abide literally by Christ's positive in-

junction, " Swear not at all." They believe that " wars and
fightings" are, in their origin and effects, utterly repug-
nant to the gospel, which breathes peace and good-will to

men. They also are firmly persuaded, that, if the bene-
volence of the gospel were generally prevalent in the minds
of men, it would eftectually prevent them from oppressing,
much more from enslaving, their brethren, of whatever
complexion

; and would even influence their treatment of
the brutecreation, which would no longer groan the vic-

tims of their avarice, or of their false ideas of pleasure.
They profess that their principles, which inculcate sub-
mission to the laws in all cases wherein consience is not
violated, are a security to the salutary purposes of govern-
ment. But they hold, that the civil magistrate has no
right to interfere in matters of religion, and think perse-
cution in any degree unwarrantable. They reject the use
of those names of the months and days, which, having
been given in honour of the heioesor gods of the heathen,
originated in superstition; and the custom of speaking
to a single person in the plural number, as having arisen

also from motives of adulation. Compliments, super-
fluity of apparel or furniture, outward shows of rejoicing

or mourning, and the observation of days and times, they
deem incompatible wiUi tlie simplicity and sincerity of a
christian life; and tiiey condemn public diversions, gartiing,

and other vain amusements of the world. They require

no formal subscription to any articles, either as the con-
dition of membership, or to qualify for the service of the
church.

The Met/iodisls made their first appearance in America
about thirty-tour years since. Their general style is, " The
United Societies of the Methodist Episcopal Church."
They profess themselves to be "a company of men, hav-

ing tlie form, and seeking the power of godliness, united

in order to pray togclher, to receive the word of cxliort-
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tion, and to watch over one another in love, that the)r

may help each other M work out their own salvation."

Each society is divided into classes of twelve persons', one

of whom is styled the leader, whose business it is to see

each person in his class once a week, to advise, reprove,

comfort, or exhort, as occasion may require; and to re-

ceive contributions for the relief of the church and poor.

In order to admission into their societies, they require

only one conditiou, viz. " A desire to flee from the wrath

to come ;" t. e, a desire to be saved from their sins. It is

expected of all who continue in their societies, that they

should evidence their desire of salvation by doing no harm,

by avoiding^ all manner of evil, by doing all manner of

good, as they have ability and opportunity, especially to the

household of faith ; employing them preferably to others,

buying of one another, and helping each other in busi-

ness; and also by attending upon all the ordinances of God,

such as public worship, the supper of the Lord, family

and private prayer, searching the scriptures, and absti-

nence. The late Rev. John Wesley is considered as the

father of this class of Methodists, who, as they deny some

of the leading Calvinistic doctrines, and hold some of the

peculiar tenets of Arminius, may be called Arminian

Methodists. The Rev. George Whitfield was tlie leader

of the Cahinistic Methodists, of whom, a few in different

parts of the United States are patronited and supplied

with ministers by the will of the late Countess of Hunt-

ingdon.

The number of Roman Catholics in the United States

is estimated at about fifty thousand, one half of which

are in the state of Maryland. Their peculiar and leading

tenets are too generally known to need a recital here. They

have a bishop, who resides in Baltimore, and many of

their congregations are respectable and numerous.

The German inhabitants in these states, who princi-

pally belong to Pennsylvania and New York, are divided

nito a variety of sects; the principal of which are Lu-

therans, Calvinists or Presbyterians, Moravians, Tunkers,

and Mennonists. Of these the German Lutherans are

the most numerous. Of this denomination, and the Ger-

man Presbyterians or Calvinists, who are next to them in

numbers, there are upwards of six'y ministers in Pennsyl-

Tanih; and the former have twelve, and the latter six,

churches in the state of New York. Many of their churches

are large and splendid, and in some instances furnished

with organs. These two denominations live together in

the greatest harmony, often preaching in each others

churches, and sometimes uniting in the erection of a church,
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her has since incrAiseo ; at Nazareth, four hundred and
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The Moravians are a respectable body of Christians in

these states. Of this- denomination there were, in 17B8,

about one thousand three hundred in Pennsylvania; viz.

at Bethlehem, between five and six hundred, which num-

fifty; at Litiz, upwards of three hundred. Their other

settlements, in the United States, are at Hope, in ffgy,

Jersey, and at Wachovia, on Yadkin River, in North Ca-

rolina. Besides these regular settlements, formed by such

only as are members of the brethren's church, and live

together, there are, in different parts of PenusyUaiiia

Maryland and New Jersey, and in the cities of Newport

New York, Philadelphia, Lancaster, York Town, gcc.

congregations of the brethren, who have their own church

and minister, and hold the same doctrinal tenets, and church

rites and ceremonies, as the former, though their local

situation does not admit of such particular regulationj as

are peculiar to the regular settlements.

They are called Moravians, because the first settlers

in the English dominions were chiefly emigrants from Mo-

ravia. These were the genuine descendants of the church

of the ancient United Brethren, established in Bohemia

and Moravia as early as the year 1456. About the mid-

dle of tlie last century they left their native country to

avoid persecution, and to enjoy liberty of conscience, and

the exercise of the religion of their forefathers. Thev

were received in Saxony, and other protestant doininions,

and were joined by many serious people. They adhere

to the Augustan Confession of Faith, which was drawn

up by protestant divines at the time of the Reformation

in Germany, in the year 15.S0, and presented at the diet

of the empire at Augsburg; and which, at that time,

contained the doctrinal system of all the estabiiiihed pro-

testant churches. They retain the discipline of their an-

cient church, and make use of episcopal ordination.

They profess to live in strict obedience to the ordinaiicej

of Christ . such as the observance of the sabbath, infant

baptism, dud the Lord's Supper ; and, in addition to these,

they practise the washing of feet, the kiss of love, and

the use of the lot. They were introduced into America

by Count Zinzendorf, and settled at Bethlehem, wlilcii

is their principal establishment in America, as early as

1741.

The Tinikers are so called in derision, from the word

tunken, to put a morsel in sauce. I'he English word that

conveys the proper meaning of Tunkers, is sops, or dip-

pers. They are also called Tumblers, from the manner

in which they perform baptism, which is by putting the

person, while kneeling, head first, under water, so as to

resemble the motion of the body in the action of tumbling.

The first appearance of these people in America was

in the year 17 ly, when about twenty families landed in
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Pennsylvania. They are what are called General Baptists,

and believe in general redemption, 'lliey use great plain-

ness of dress and language, and will neither swear, nor

fight, nor go to law, nor take interest for the use of their

and sometime
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money. They commonly wear tlieir beards; keep lliu I'usi

day sabbath, except one congregation ; and have the Lord's

Supper, with its ancient attendants of love-feasts, wash-

ing of feet, kiss of charity, and right-hand of feliow-

thip* They anoint the sick with oil for their recovery,

gnd use the trine immersion, with laying on of hands and

prayer, while the person baptized is in the water. Their

church-government and discipline are the same with those

of the English Baptists, except that every member is al-

lowed to speak in the congregation, and the best speaker is

usually ordained to be their minister. They have deacons,

deaconesses, and cxhorters, who are all licensed to use

their gifts statedly.

The principal settlement of this sect is at Ephrata,

lometimes called Tunkers' Town, in Lancaster county,

sixty miles westward of Philadelphia, it consists of

about forty buildings, of which three are places of wor-

ihip: one is called Sharon, and adjoins the sisters' apart-

ment, as a chapel; another, belonging to the brothers'

apartment, is called Bethany. To these the brethren and

sisters resort, separately, to worship, morning and even-

ing, and sometimes in the night. The third is a common

church, called Zion, where all in the settlement meet

once a week for public worship. The brethren have

adopted a dress similar to that of the White Friars, with

some alterations ; the sisters that of the nuns. All, how-

ever, do not live in celibacy. When they marry, they

leave their cells, and go among the married people. They

subsist by cultivating their lands, by attending a printing-

office, a grist-mill, a paper-mill, an oil-mill. See; and the

sisters by spinning, weaving, sewing, &,c. They at first

slept on board-couches, but now on beds, and have other-

wise abated much of their former severity. This congre-

gation keep the seventh day sabbath. Their singing is

charming, owing to the pleasantness of their voices, the

variety of parts, and the devout manner of performance.

The MeiDionists derive their name from Simon Menno,

a native of Witmars, in Germany, a man of learning,

burn in the year 1503. In the time of the reformation,

by Luther and Calvin, he was a famous Roman Catholic

preacher, till about the year 1531, when he became a

Baptist. Some of his followers came into Pennsylvania

lioin New York, and settled at German-town, as early

as 1692. This is at present their principal congregation,

and the mother of the rest.

The Mennonists do not, like the Tunkers, hold the

doctrine of general salvation; yet, like them, they will

neither swear nor tight, nor bear any civil office, nor go

tu law. Some of them wear their beards, wash each others

feet, See. and all are plain in their dress and mode of ex-

pression. Some have been expelled the society for wear-

ing buckles in their shoes, and having pocket-holes in their

coats. Their church-government is deniocratical. They
52. VOL. I.
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call themselves the Harmless Christians, Revengeless

Christians, and Weaponless Christians. They are Bap-
tists rather in name than in fact; for they do not use im-

mersion. Their common mode of bapiisui is this : The
person to be baptized kneels ; the minister holds his hand,

over him, into which the deacon pours water, which rui.i

through upon the head of the person kneeling. After this

follow imposition of hands, and prayer.

The denomination styled Universalisls, though their

schemes are various, may properly be divided into two
classes, viz. those who embrace the scheme ol" Dr. Chaun-
cey, exhibited in his book, entitled, " The Salvation of

all Men," and the disciples of Mr. Winchctter and Mr.
John Murray.

A suinmaiy of Dr. Chauncey's sentiments has been
given as follows :

—

" That the scheme of revelation has the happiness of all

mankind lying at bottom, as its great and ultimate end •

that it gradually tends to this end, and will not fail of its

accomplishment, when fully completed. Some, in con-

sequence of its operation, as conducted by the Son of

God, will be disposed and enabled, in this present state,

to make such improvements in virtue, the only rational

preparative for happiness, as that they may enter upon
the enjoyment of it in the next state. Others, who have

proved incurable under the means which have been used

with them in this state, instead of being happy in the

next, will be awfully miserable ; not to continue so finally,

but that they may be convinced of their folly, and reco-

vered to a virtuous frame of mind ; and this will be the

effect of the future torments upon many ; the consequence

of which will be their salvation, they being thus fitted for it.

And there may be yet other states, before the scheme of God
may be perfected, and mankind universally cured of their

moral disorders, and in this way qualified for, and finally

instated in, eternal happiness. But) however many states

some of the individuals of the human species may pass

through, and of however long continuance they may oe,

the whole is intended to subserve the grand design of uni-

versal happiness, and will finally termuiate iu it ; insomuch

that the Son of God and Saviour of men will not deliver

up his trust into the hands of the Father, who committed

it to him, till he has discharged his obligations in virtue

of it; having finally fixed all men in heaven, when God
will be all in all."

The number of this denomination is not known. The
open advocates of this scheme are few, though the num-

ber is larger who embrace the doctrine of the salvation

of ail men, upon principles somewhat similar, but variously

differing from those on which the above-irentioned scheme

is grounded.

The latlcr class of Universalists have a scheme differing

essentially from that of the former, which they reject, as
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inconsistent and absurd; and they cannot conceive how
those who embrace it can, with any degree of propriety,

be called Universalists, on apostolic principles, as it

does not appear that they liave any idea of being saved

by or in the Lord with an everlasting or with any salvation.

Hence they call them " Pharisaical Universalists, who are

willing to justify themselves."

There arc but a few of this denomination of Univer-

salists in the United States. Of these few some are in

Pennsylvania, some in different parts of New York, Con-

necticut, Rhode Island, and New Hampshire; but the

body of them are in Boston and Gloucester, in Massa-

chusetts. They have several constituted churches, which

are governed by an ecclesiastical constitution, formed in

1789.

The small and singular sect of Christians called Shakers

sprung up in America as lately as 1774, when a few of

this sect came from England to New York, and there

being joined by a few others, they fixed at Nisquetmia,

above Albany, which is their principal settlement; a few

others, however, are scattered in different parts of the

country.

The head of this party, while she lived, was Anna
Leese, styled the Elect Lady. Her followers asserted,

that she was «he woman spoken of in the twelfth chapter of

the Revelations, and that she spoke seventy-two tongues;

and, although these tongues were unintelligible to the

living, she conversed with the dead, who understood her

language. They alleged, also, that she was the mother of

all the Elect ; that she travailed for the whole world ; that

no blessing could descend to any person but only by and
through her, and that in the way of her being possessed

of their sins, by their confessing and repenting of them,

one by one, according to her direction.

Their leading tenets, as given by one of their own deno-

mination, are, "That the first resurrection is already come,
and now is the time to judge themselves. That they have

power to heal the sick, to raise the dead, and cast out

devils. Tiiat they have a correspondence with angels, the

spirits of the saints, and their departed friends. That
they speak with divers kinds of 'ongues in their public as-

semblies. That it is lawfui to practise vocal music, wiih

dancing, in the Christian churches, if it be practised in

praising the Lord. That their church is come, out of the

order of natural generation, to be as Christ was; and

those who have wives, as though they had none. That by

these means heaven begins upon earth, and they thereby'

lose their earthly and sensual relation to Adam the first,

and come to be transparent in their ideas, in the bright aiid

heavenly visions of God. That some of their people are

of the number of the one hundred and forty-four thousand

who were redeemed from the earth, and were not defiled

with women. That the word everlasting, when applied to
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the pimishment of the wicked, means only a limited pe-

riod, except in the case of those who fall from their

church ; and that for such there is no forgiveness either

in this world, or that which is to come. That it is unlaw-

ful to swear, game, or use compliments ; and that water-

baptism and the Lord's supper are abolished. That
Adam's sin is not imputed to his posterity; and that the

doctrines of election and reprobation are to be rejected."

The discipline of this denomination is founded on the

supposed perfection of their leaders. The Mother, or the

Elect Lady, it is said, obeys God through Christ. Fu.

ropean elders obey her : American labourers and common
people obey them ; while confession is made of every

secret thing, from the oldest to the youngest. The people

are taught, that they are seen through and through, in the

gospel glass of perfection, by their teachers, who behold

the state of the dead, and innumerable worlds of good and

evil spirits.

These people are generally instructed to bo very indu^

trious, and to bring in, according to their ability, to keep

up the meeting. They vary in their exercises. Their

heavy dancing, as it is called, is performed by a perpetual

springing from the house-floor, about four inches up and

down, both in the men's and women's apartment, moving

about with extraordinary transport; tinging, sometimes

one at a time, sometimes more, making a perfect charm.

This elevation affects the nerves, so that they have in-

tervals of shuddering, as if they were in a strong fit of

the ague. They sometimes clap hands, and leap so as to

strike the joists above their heads. They throw off' their

outside garments in these exercises, and exhaust their

strength very cheerfully this way. Their chief speaker

often calls for attention, when they all stop and listen to

his harangue, and then fall to dancmg again. They assert,

that their dancing is the token of the great joy and liap.

piness of the New Jerusalem state, and denotes tlieir vic-

tory over sin. One of the postures which increases

among them is turning round very swiftly for an hour or

two. This, they say, is to show the great power of God.

They sometimes fall on their knees, and make a sound

like the roaring of water, in groans and cries, as they

say, for the wicked world who persecute them.

Jews are not numerous in th,> United States. They

have synagogues at Savannah, Charlestown in Souin Caro-

lina, Philadelphia, New York, and Newport. Besides

those who reside at these places, there are others scattered

in different towns in the United States.

The Jews in Charlestown, among other peculiarities in

burying their dead, have these :—After the funeial-dirge

is sung, and just before the corpse is deposited in the

grave, the coffin is opened, and a small bag of earth,

taken from the grave, is carefully put under the head of

the deceased ; then some powder, said to be earth brought

money, and how s
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from Jerusp.lem, and carefully kept for this purpose, is

Ukcn and put upon the eyen of the corpse, in token of

iheir remembrance of the Holy Land, and of their expec-

Utions of returning thither in God's appointed time.

Superstitious Prejudices.] It w ill not appear surprising

that the peopJe of the United States should be, at least,

u credulous as those of other countries. Fortune-tellers,

of both sexes, abound in all the country parts, and prac-

tise their arts with impunity ; while persons of every rank

in society implicitly become their dupes. Mr. Parkinson

mentions that a female fortune-teller, being brought be-

fore the judge for her manner of getting her living, and

being asked how she dared to deceive the people, said

she did not deceive them; that, to convince him, she

vould tell him what he had had for breakfast that morn-

ing, and the name of each person in company; which

the did, to the astonishment of the judge and the whole

court : this was not easy to guess ; for it is usual to have

fish, flesh of different kinds, cold and hot, &c. Being

asked by one of the counsellors, how she had got her

money, and how she had built so many houses, she said,

by telling lies, as he did. This woman continues to live

in the same manner, and laughs at the court. All these

insults naturally arise from the want of a proper provision

for the judges, sufficient to give them dignity and power
to enforce the laws. The preceding story, says Mr. P.,

was told one day where I was, and the judge was in com-
pany : I laughed at what was said ; and a gentleman laid

me a bottle of wine, that she would tell me my name, if

1 went into her house. I did not think that a fair trial of

lier conjuring, as I frequently was in Baltimore ; therefore,

she might know me. But I went to the house where she

resided, jumped off my horse, and entered her apartment
without any one apprising her of my intention. She could
not tell my name ; said she was neither witch nor wizard,

but often guessed very well ; that, if she did not succeed
in guessing, she sometimes desired the person who had
lost a horse, a cow, or any other property, to come again at

Jn appointed time, and she would play the deuce with the

holder of the stolen goods, if they were not delivered. If
that happened, she then wrote a charm, which was a strange

bugbear or fright to the people, especially to the negroes.
By some deception she has surprised very genteel people.
The reason why this was proposed to me was, that, a
short time before this, Mrs. Latimer, the lady of a mer-
chant, (and, like myself, an unbeliever,) to try Betty Fish-
fa's conjuring, applied to her to have her fortune told,

passing herself on the woman as an unmarried young lady.
Ilie fortune-teller said she was married, told the number
and names of her children, as well as her own, &c.
" The reason that tliese impositions and insults are

borne from people of such low description is, in part,
the judges' fault; not from any want of sense, but it is
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the equality which America first set out with,— that all

men are alike, except they steal, murder, or commit an
act of treaiOR. There are no other things thought offen-

sive to the subject's right, or worthy of punishment ; and,

even then, the courts are fearful to punish ; or, at least,

they seem to be so.

" I have every reason to think, that a conjuror or for-

tune-teller has more influence over the people given to

vice in America, than either courts of justice or places of
worship, and acts as a more powerful incentive to moral
rectitude.

"Amidst a variety of reports, equally ridiculous, re-

specting Betty Fisher, of Baltimore, a belief prevails, that

she possesses the extraordinary power of torturing the

offender neglecting to restore stolen goods to the lawful

owner; so that the thief cannot sleep by night, and that

something comes into his room, and draws off the bed-

clothes, with many tales of a similar kind. I have to

thank her, however, for her name and cunning. I had

an Englishman who worked with hie, formerly a convict:

he frequently stole small things from me ; but I dared not

to mention it, because he would be offended, and, of con-

sequence, leave me. Therefore, I put up with it : at that

time I did not know of Betty Fisher, or I readily could

have stopped this man from these thefts. As a proof:

—

Having hired several Englishmen, there was one of them
who had some very good wearing-apparel : one evening

he had left a coat in the barn, for they slept there. During
the time he was at supper the coat was gone. Knowing
the convict's pilfering disposition, I desired the owner of

the coat to say, when the men were all together, and I

present, that I had told him of a conjuror at Baltimore,

and that he would go to her the next day, to know who
had got his coat. He did as I had directed him; the coat

was brought to the barn the next morning, and put into

the same place It was taken fronii.

" Some time after, this man, in the night, stole a pig

from me. I went to the barn where this man was thrashing,

and said, ' John, they tell me there is a pig stolen.' ' Yes,

sir,' said John ;
' and as you are going from the place, you

must take care ; or there are such a set of rascals in this

country, they will steal every thing you have.' ' O,' said

I, ' I will go to Betty Fisher to-day, and she will tell me
the thief.'

" But, behold ! \i ithout my going to Betty, the pig

was at my house before I returned. My family perceived

the flail not to be going ; and the man had slipped out of

the barn, to fetch the pig : so that I have just cause to

say, that a conjuror is before all the laws in America tc

give a man his right; for all their law would not have

brought back my pig ; but the conjuror effected it without

trouble. It is evident, that such criminals as I have de-

scribed stand in greater awe of the devil than of the Al-

/^-
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mighty ; and, it tliey pray to ur worship either, it is, in

eit'ect, the furiucr; since the woman, as 1 havu already men-

tioned, assures them the devil will torment thcni : and I

doubt not itt) being so ; but it is their own devil.

" The credulity of niuny individuals i» other occurrences

appeared to me equally surprising. 1 had two joiners at

work nt Orange-hill, when there came u man into the

place wiiere they were working, who informed them the

place was unhealthy, on account of the badness of the

water there ; for a horse had been drowned in the well

from which he got the water that they drank the day fol-

lowing. These men went to the well to draw up water

;

when they found in the bucket some hair, the mane of a

horse; and immediately supposing that it was the hair of

the horse that was drowned, they were taken sick, and vo-

mited to a very great degree : one of them was so ill, that

he was carried home in a cart ; the other walked thither

with some difRculty, and remained indisposed for seve-

ral days.

" The case was, there had been a horse drowned; but it

was in a well that had been tilled up, fifteen yards from

the other : the hair which they discovered had been taken

from a horse of mine, and accidentally blown into the

well. Now, from this and other events of the same na-

ture, I do not wonder at the conjurors having that persua-

sive power over thieves."

Government.] In order to afford a correct view of the

system of government adopted in the United States, it

will be necessary to observe, that the articles of the con-

federation, which were entered into and ratified by con-

gress, in the year 1778> were soon found inadequate to the

production of a permanent constitution, which required a

firm and executive power. Accordingly, after various

amendments had been submitted from the different states,

a new form was adopted in the year 1789, by wl ich the

government was vested in a president and two councils.

The president is chosen for the term of fom' years. The
senate, or superior council, consist of two senators from

each state, chosen every six years; the house of repre-

sentatives is elected every second year, and is not to con-

tain more than two hundred members, each representing,

according to the amount of the population, from thirty-

three to fifty thousand inhabitants. The legislative power

is vested in the two councils; while the executive is

lodged with the president ; and a vice-president is elected

to supply his place on any emergency. The president

commands the army and navy, and may pardon offences,

except incase of impeachment; he also concludes treaties,

with the consent of two-thirds of the senators, who are

also to advise in the appointments of ambassadors, Sec.

Regulations are likewise formed to prevent any distinct

state from assuming offices which belong to the commu-
aity, sucti as forming treaties, issuing letters of marcjue,
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and similar acts of indepcndem-e, which might eudanirer

the constitution. The judicial power is ; Jged in on*

supreme court, and in such inferior court* aj the conirrcsi

may ordain, the judges holding their offices during th«ir

good behaviour. Each province has also its peculiar dq.

verument, consisting commonly of a senate and house of

representative!, who are chuHen annually, which causei

continually electioneering cabals.

It is worthy of remark, that this system of government

has always been subjected to the caprices and abuse gf

political intriguers, particulqirly ,tho8e who espoused
tlie

principles of the French revulufion. The consequence

has been, that in the senate and the house of representa-

tives the most furious and disgraceful quarrels have fre-

quently taken place. To such extent, indeed, have the

political cabals within them been carried, that sumc of

the members, who have differed on tritling subjects, have

actually assaulted each other with the poker and tongs be-

longing to the fire-place of the assembly; as will apiwar

from a reference to any file of the Courier, the Sun, or

the True Briton, London newspapers, for the niontlis of

April and May, 1797.

At present, the chief parties are the Federalists and Ami-

federalists, The former have been accused of wishing lo

establish a monarchy and an hereditary aristocracy; wliile

the latter have been suspected of inclining too nuich towards

a speculative democracy. Imlay says, that the Federalists

introduced the present govcrmnent, while the Anli-fcdeial-

ists do not, like the French, wish to abolish the detached

government of each state, but are merely so termed as

oppositionists, and thence more democratic than the for-

mer. The chief real division of sentiments seems to be

between the commercial men and the farmers ; the former

being bound to England by the ties of interest, while tlie

latter breathe a greater spirit of independence, though they

have no substantial property to boast of.

Lazis.] For the following observations on the laws of

this country we are indebted to Dr. Barton:

" The law of the United States is of a complex charac-

ter; relating, first, to objects of state jurisdiction; and,

secondly, to objects of federal jurisdiction.

" The objects of state jurisdiction comprehend every

case which is not exclusively of federal jurisdiction, or not

expressly prohibited by the federal constitution. The law

affecting these objects is either written or unwritten. The

written law of every stale is composed of the constituliou

of the United States, acts of congress, and treaties; and

of the constitution of the state, and the acts of the state-

legislature. The unwritten law of every state is composed

of so much of the common law of England, in criminal

and civil cases, as was applicable to the circumstances of

the state when it was first settled; and of the customs am'

usages of the people, sanctioned by time, or recognisiii'
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by the courts of law. The stttute-law of England, prior

10 the American revolution, has force in the respective

dates only under particular circumstances : First, Where
the statute was enacted previously to the settlement of the

colony, and was suitable to the colonial situation and pur-

suits of the settlers. Secondly, Where the provisions of

the statute were extended, by its own words, to the co-

lonies. Thirdly, Where the colonial legislature has adopted

in general terms, or re-enacted in detail, the English sta-

tute. Fourthly, Where the courts of law have recognised

and enforced a convenient practice, originating in the pre-

lumption that a statute hud been extended, and was in

operation in the colony. The evidence of the law, prior

to the American revolution, was the same as in England

;

but, subsequent to that epoch, the reports and elementary

works of English jurists are cited in the American courts

;

not by way of authority, but by way of analogy and illus-

tration. It will readily occur to the reader, that, on the

same principle which recognises the law of nations, the

law of merchants, the civil law, and the canon law, as a

part of the common law of England, those codes are

also recognised, in the system of American jurisprudence,

as affording the rules of decision upon the subjects to

which they respectively apply.

" The law of the several states is administered, as 'in

England, through the medium of judicial and ministerial

officers, acting collectively as courts, or individually as

magistrates. The judicial officers are judges, justices of
the peace, registrars of wills, or other similar officers, ex-

ercising a jurisdiction of an ecclesiastical nature, for the

probate of wills, and issuing letters of administration. The
ministerial officers are sheriffs, coroners, &,c. &c. In each
itate, generally speaking, there are a court of errors and
appeals, a supreme court, county courts of common pleas,

and quarter sessions, an orphan's court, and a register's

court. And, in almost every state, the justices of the

peace have individually a limited cognizance of civil suits,

besides the authority common to all judicial officers in cri-

minal matters.

" The objects of federal jurisdiction are confined to

tte cases expressly delegated or contemplated by th? con-
stitution of the United States ; and all these objects, both
as to civil and criminal matters, are of a national charac-

ter. It follows, from this view of the subject, that the

law of the United States consists entirely of written lam;
viz. of the constitution of the United States, the acts of
congress, and treaties. It is true that, in criminal as well

as in civil cases, congress, in order to effectuate the powers
expressly delepateH tn tllP fpHpral •mvprnm^nl- i«inv iirl/kut

the unwritten law of any individual state of the union, of

England, of France, or of any other nation; but still it

is only by force of the written law of the United States

that the adoption can be accomplished. In the specified
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civil cam, the constitution gjves to the federal courts
sometimes original, and sometimes appellatory, jurisdic-

tion
; sometimes concurtent with the state courts, and some-

times exclusive : and by an act of congress, made to ef-

fectuate the judicial powers of the union, it is expressly

provided, that ' the laws of the several states siiall be re-

garded as rules of decision, in trials at common law, in
the courts of the United States.' As the laws of the
several states consist of the unwritten law, as well as of
the written law, this provision gives, of course, a com-
mon law jurisdiction, in civil cases, to the federal courts;
but, in criminal cases, no such general provision exists.

The penal code of the United States rests, therefore, upon
the constitution, and the several acts of congress, for de-
fining and punishing crimes and offences : and if the ju-
risdiction of the federal courts, in criminal matters, is

confined to the penal code of the United States, it has
been anxiously asked. How it can embrace crimes and
offences at common law? The question has generated a
diversity of opinion; and even the judges of the supreme
court of the United States have pronounced contrary de-
cisions upon it. The federal courts having jurisdiction

of the subject, are governed, according to its nature, by
the laws of the United States, or of the individual states, by
the law of nations, the law of merchants, and by the civil

and canon law.

" The law of the United States ii administered, through
the medium of federal courts and officers, similar to those

of the individual states, admitting, in some instances, the

auxiliary aid of the state-courts and magistrates. The
supreme court of the United States consists of a chiefjus-
tice and five associate judges, and sits at the seat of the

national government. The United States are divided into

five circuits, each circuit composed of a specified num-
ber of districts, or states; and a circuit ^court, held by a

judge of the supreme court, and the district judge of the

proper state, sits twice a year in each districts Each state

is erected into a federal district, in which a court is held

four times a year by the district judge. Besides an at-

torney-general for the union, the United States appoint

an attorney and a marshal, who has all the powers of a

sheriff, for each district."

Population.'] The population of these extensive terri-

tories was estimated, by order of congress, in 1790, and
found to be three millions nine hundred and thirty thousand,

exclusive of the inhabitants north-west of the Ohio, sw,)-

posed to be twenty thousand. By the return of tlie popu-
lation of the United States, printed at Wash ngton, in the

seventy-two thousand three hundred and twelve, the slaves

being included, whose number was eight hundred and

seventy-five thousand six hundred and twenty-six.

Army!] A small military force is kept, in time of peace,

7L
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for the sake of supporting public order. But a standing

urmy is deemed inconnpatible witii the repubhcan govern-

ment ; and the strength of the slate is computed from the

militia, which is reckoned by Morse at seven hundred

thousand.

The navy of the United States was, till recently, very

inconsiderable; but, during the last war, a number of

vessels have been built; and, as Mr. Pinkerton observes,

" it is probable that, iu the course of a century or two,

the American fleet will rival any in Europe."

Revenue.] The revenue of these provinces is principally

derived from the duties on imports and tonnage; the tax-

ation being comparatively small. Morse informs us that

the revenue, in 1789, amounted to two millions sixty-nine

thousand and seventy-five dollars, while the expence in

the year was seven hundred and forty thousand two hunr

dred and thirty-two dollars. From the same authority it

appeared that, in 1 792, the domestic debt of the United

States amounted to more than thirty-one millions of dol-

lars, and the foreign debt to about twelve millions of dol-

lars. The common interest of the American funds is six

per cent.

According to the report of Mr. Gallatin, secretary of

the treasury, published in 1803, the revenue of 1802,

arising from the duties, exceeded ten millions one hundred

thousand dollars, and that from the sale of public lands,

four hundred thousand. The annual expences were nine

millions eight hundred thousand dollars, of which seven

millions three hundred thousand were appropriated to the

payment of principal and interest of the public debt, and

two millions five hundred thousand to the expences of

government, &c. About ten millions of the public debt

had then been discharged. The price of land was about

two dollars per acre : but he should, in justice to the

emigrants, have added what was the expence of clearing

it. The expences of government, and the interest of

the national debt, require about seven millions four hun-

dred thousand dollars ; the remaining sum is to go towards

the extinction of the national debt.

It appears that the revenue of the United States, in

1805, amounted to about twelve millions and a half of

dollars.

Inland Navigation.'} On this subject, Dr. Barton ob-

serves, " Considerable progress has already been made in

«pening canals for inland navigation, though the nume-

rous great rivers have been found sufficient for the purposes

of general and extensive intercourse. Indeed, no country

in the world can boast of superior means of inland com-
merce bv the £;reat river MississioDi. and manv other na-

vigable streams, not to mention the lakes of prodigious

extent. In Pennsylvania several canals have been pro-

jected, but most of tnem have been laid aside. A very

useful one, however, has been completed in ^tliis state

:

[part III

this is the Connewaga Canal, by which the inconveriiencta

of the falls of that name in the Susquehana are avoided

An important canal upon the Potowmac River has alio

been completed. The Santee Canal, in South Carolina

is thought to be equal to any work of this kind within the

United States. It was begun in 1792, and completed in

1800, at the expence of not less than one hundred and

fifty thousand pounds sterling. It is thirty-five feet wide

at the top, sloping down to a width of twenty feet at the

bottom, and is calculated to contain a depth of four feet

water, capable of passing boats of twenty-two tons. Many
other canals are contemplated in different parts of the

union, particidarly one between the great bays of Ciieja-

peak and Delaware. Within a few years considerable im-

provements have been made in the roads, particularly in

Pennsylvania, where excellent turnpikes, little inferior to

many uf those in Britain, have been completed. Many

bridges have also been erected, some of them, particularly

in the New England States, of great extent. A line

bridge was erected in 1804 over the River Schuylkill, near

Philadelphia. In short, improvements of every kind are

rapidly advancing in almost every part of the United States,

Mamifactures.'] The chief manufactures of the United

States are tanned leather and dressed skins ; various worki

in iron and in wood ; with several articles of machinery

and husbandry. Cables, sail-cloth, cordage, twine, pack-

thread, bricks, tiles, and pottery; paper, hats, sugars,

snuff, gunpowder, with utensils in copper, brass, and

tin ; clocks and mathematical machines, and carriages.

The domestic manufactures, in coarse cloths, serges,

flannels, cotton and linen goods of several sorts, not only

suffice for the families, but are sometimes sold, and even

exported ; and in most districts a great part of the dress

of the inhabitants is the product of domestic industry. The

number of persons to whom patents have been issued for

inventions and improvements, as appears from the report,

February, 1803, exceed six hundred.

Mr. Janson, in his interesting work, called the " Stranger

in America." makes the following observations on this

subject :—

" M ., (factures, the great source of national wealth,

are a low ebb in the United States. The amazing

tracts of uncultivated land draw the attention even of me-

chanics. At Boston, Newhaven, and other places, some

Englishmen lost their capitals by endeavouring to establish

cotton manufactories. The high price of labour absorbed

every contemplated profit; and the fickleness of the peo-

ple, and their partiality for European goods, would be

Teat imripHiments to the sale of an article known to be

of home-manufacture. Thus the country girls, who weave

beautiful cottons, of various colours and patterns, and ex-

tremely durable, exchange the produce of their labour for

flimsy Scotch calicoes
;
giving, to use their ov»n ternii,

tion; hut the man
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<yard for yard,' Thougii tliis home-wove cotton will

outwear three or four garments made of that which they
eagerly take in exchange, yet the latter is British, conse-
quently fashionable; and the American nionntain girls,

like the belles of St. James's, study the fashions of the
day. Cordage and sail-cloth are brought to great perfec-

tion ;
hut the manufacture which thrives best is that of

nails, which they cut of all sizes, and to considerable
profit; in this branch they will soon be able to supply
every part of the union. They also excel in a certain

branch, of which Americans are great consumers ; I mean,
playing cards, which they make in Boston in great quan-
tities, counterfeiting the English devices and wrappers
with great exactness. Some of these are sold for an Eng-
lish shilling per pack. In Boston there is another card
manufactory, and for a very different use. Here are made
wool-cards, the teeth of which are constructed with a new
and ingenious piece of mechanism ; but as gamblers are
more numerous than manufacturers, the playing-card
makers have the advantage.

" In Philadelphia and the adjacent toWns, a considera-
ble qiiantuy of stockings are made, and other small nja-

nufictures carried on ; but for want of a regular demand^
the manufactnrers are obliged to attend the markets twice'

a week. Thus they lose one-third of their time in en-
deavouring to sell what they make in the other two-thirds.
Tills is not the greatest hardship under which they labour

:

die contempt shewn to domestic manufactures generally
prevents the manufacturer from disposing of his commo-
dities in the market, which obliges him to make great sa-
crifices. Thus this industrious part of the community too
often comes to poverty and distress.

" Wines, of a tolerable quality, have been made by
French settlers on the Ohio, from various wild grapes,
particularly the black and fox kinds, which grow sponta-
neously in those district?. Maple-sugar is prepared in
the northern and middle states, and is by many deemed
equal to that from the cane."

Dr.Bartou observes, « that some of the manufactures of
the United States may be considered as having advanced
to a mature state; and, in regard to these, the ancient.
monopoly of Great Britain is at an end. Nor does the
nvalship of her fabrics, nor those of other foreign nations,
prevent a constant and increasing supply from American

I

industry and skill. Foreign manufacturers, settled in the
liuted States, daily enlarge that supply. Passing by
«ery species of meal, boards, staves, shingles, and other
'imple productions of labour and mechanism, it may be

I

fairly stated, that the United States can supply themselves

j

«iti> all, or much, of the following manufactures and fa-
brics:-Every quality of reiined sugur, pot and peari
Mhes, malt-hquors, distilled spirits from fruit, grain, and
'""lassis

;
starch, wafers, glue, soap, candles, shoes, boots.
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gloves
;

fine, "conmion, and coarse h*ts ; wrougnt silver
and gold, including much plated ware ; carriages for plea-
sure and for draught, ships and boats, coopers' wares of
every kind, sadlery, harness, and trunks; every kind of
cabinet-ware, lead, brass, pewter, and copper-wares, and
those of tin and tin plated ; many printed books, blank
books, book-bindings, much paper-hanging and sheathing,
printing and writing paper; cables, cordage, twine, and
packthread; gunpowder, snuff, and manufactured tobacco;
bricks, tiles, pottery, some slate, wrought marble and'
stones for buildings; coarse manufactures, for cotton,
Imen, and wool, and some middling, and a few of fine
qualities

; some hosiery ; household furniture, of vari-
ous qualities and descriptions; a considerable quantity
and variety of engravings; carved and gilt works ; bolts,
spikes, and many nails; chemical and galenical prepara-
tions; cannon, muskets, rifles, pistols, bayonets, swords,
clocks, and many watches, 8cc. 8ic. After repeated esti-
mates, in various forms, and on different principles, it is

held, by persons of information and experience, that the
value of all the commodities manufactured in the United
States, (those from meal and wood not included,) is con-
sidcrably more than that of all the exported American
products and manufactures. The progress of this im-
portant branch of the national industry is equal to every
reasonable expectation. With respect to the finer manu-
factures, many of them are in their infancy, and many of
them are not yet commenced. Not a few will probably
be long delayed. Those branches, however, which depend
on labour-saving machinery, have lately attracted the ut-
most regard, and will doubtless advance with rapidity
vyithin a few years. No country values more than Ame-
rica all the inttiresting branches of household manufac-
tures

; and as the females weave in several of the states,
and not the men, few countries pursue family manufac-
tures to so great an extent. The preparation of th« ma-
nufactures of die dairy, which may be included under
this head, has wonderfully increased within a few years.
The butter, for example, exported in the year 1792, was
only eleven thousand seven hundred and sixty-one firkins,
weighing less than seven hundred thousand pounds ; and
the cheese, in the same year, one hundred and twenty-five
thousand nine hundred and twenty-five pounds. In 1802
the butter was two millions three hundred and sixty-one
thousand five hundred and seventy-six pounds; and the
cheese was one million three hundred and thirty-two thou-
sand two hundred and twenty-four pounds, although the
consumption of the latter is annually increasing. It is,

upon the whole, manifest, that the acquisition of foreign
artists, the ingenuity of native Americans, the discovery
of chemical secrets, the introduction of labour-saving
machinery, and, above all, the vast abundance, and, per-
haps, the redundancy of cotton-wool, must annuaWy »
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iniUHC the importunoe of Aiiieric«n mnnufnctiires. The

exportation, within seven ycnr», ha» iiicreiisc'cl from u few

hundred thouMnd pounds weight to thirty niiliiotu in a

single year. Cotton-wool every where in America pre-

lents the itrongest temptation* to the thrifty Iwusewife and

to the regular manufacturer."

Commerce.] The chief commerce of the United Stales

is directed to British ports, though France has had u

considerable share ; and some trade is still carried on with

Spain, Portugal, Holland, and the Ualtic : that with the

East-Indies and Africa is inconsiderable.

Oil the subject of imports into the United States, Dr.

Barton has made the following observations

:

" The American importation of manufactures, from the

British dominions in Europe and Asia, was little less than

twenty-seven millions of dollars in the year 1802; and the

imported manufactures fron» all oilier countries were pro-

bably about ten millions of dollars. Thr wines, teas,

salt, distilled spirits, and other unmanu'"uctured produce,

from places not British, amounted probably to thirty mil-

lions of dollars ; and the like unmanufactured articles from

the British dominions were probably worth three millions

of dollars."

Tlie following summary of the value of the exports from

each state during the year 180G, is extracted from the

New-York Gazette, of the 13th of March, 1807 :—

Domestic.

New Hani])shire. 411,379

Vermont 91,739

Massachusetts 6,Cy2lfig6

Rhode Island 949,336

Connecticut 1 ,522,730

New York 8,053,076

New Jersey 26,504

Pennsylvania. 3,765,31.1

Delaware 125,787

Maryland 3,661,131

District of Columbia .

.

1,09 1 ,760

Virginia 4,626,687

North Carolina ' 786,029,'

South Carolina 6,797,064,^

Georgia 82,764"

Ohio 62,318

Territory of the United States 2,578,40i'

I A

Foreign.

313,884

102,036

14,577,547

1,142,499

193,078

13,709,769

7,363

13,809,389

374,319

10,919,774

154,386

,
428,709

3,576

1,530,182

Michigan 221,260

NewOrleai 2,357,141

2,578,401

»,530,18«

1,530,188

Total 41,253,734 60,213,229

George-Town .....— .... 224,435

Alexandria 867,325

1,091,760

29,923

124,468

154,396

TOTALS.
New I lampshirc 725,S63

Vermont 1 03,775

Massachus'etts 21,I*J(),243

Rhode Island ^,(X)\,%3i

Connecticut 1 ,7 15,8t8

New York 21,702,845

New .lersoy 33,80?

Peniitiylvania 17,574,702

Delaware 500,luO

Maryland 14,5eo,(J0j

District of Columbia t,24(),Ufi

Virginia 5,055,.Sg(i

North Carolina 789,C0j

South Carolina 9,743,782

Georgia 82,764

Ohio G2,3I8

Territory of the United States 4,108,583

Total 101,406,963

No returns had been received from the district of Sa-

rannah, in Georgia, at the date of this account.

Coins, ^c] The coinage of the United States consist)

of eagles in gold, with a half and quarter, the eagle being

valued at ten dollars, or two pounds five shillings sterling;

thus exceeding by about one quarter the golden mohur of !

Hindoostan. In silver, besides the dollar, with the half

and quarter, there are dismcs, or tenths of a dollar, worth

nearly sixpence English, and half dismes, or twentieths.
|

The cent in copper is equal to the hundredth part uf 3

dollar, or little more than the English halfpenny ; while

the half cent nearly corresponds with the farthing.

From the report of the director of the mint, presentdi

in January, 1805, it appears that the silver coined greatly

exceeded that of 1803, while the gold was equal. The

coinage of copper had diminished, on account of the high

price of that metal in Europe. The total amount of the

coinage, in 1804, was as follows:

—

Gold, forty-three thousand five hundred and ninety-

seven eagles, half eagles, and quarters.

Silver, one hundred and ninety-one thousand and ninety-

two pieces ; naitiely, dollars, half and quarter, and dismes.

Copper, one million eight hundred and twelve thousand

one hundred and fifty-nine cents and half cents. The

total value being three hundred and seventy-one thousand I

eight hundred and twenty-seven dollars.
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It may be necesi«ry to add, that the dollar bean a
different value in variou* part* of the United States. In
Pennsylvania it is equal to leven shillings and sixpence;
and the eighth part of it is, in consequence, tailed an
elevcnpenny bit. In New England and Virginia it is six

ihiliings; and in South Carolina the currency is sterling.

hanguagt awl Literature.] The Knglish language has
remained in coustnnt use in the United States, and is ge-
nerally spoken with considerable purity, though some
mcdiral and political writers occasionally make use of pe-
culiar phrases and idioms, so that some have supposed
(hit the dialect may in time become as different as the

Portuguese is from the Spanish. But the best writers

follow the classical models of their British ancestors.

Within the last sixty years, many authors of consider-

able merit have arisen in the United States. Literary
academies publish their transactions ; and magazines and
newspapers contribute to the diffusion of useful know-
ledge, though the latter are devoted almost entirely to the
purposes of commerce and faction ; the small portions of
them which are not filled with advertisements, containing

the most virulent abuse, scarcely a paragraph of which,
if published m England, but would be deemed a libel. In
ihe northern provinces, called New England, some schools
are established, and the Catholics have a college in Mary-
land.

Universities, Sfc] Harward University, in the province
of Massachusetts, founded in 1638, is the most ancient
II well as the chief, literary establishment in North-Ame-
rica. Yale College, in Connecticut, was founded in 1700,

It the buildings only began to be erected at New Haven
in 1717. It was rebuilt in 1750, and contains about one
hundred and thirty students. The college of William and
Mary, in Virginia, was built about the same time, and
the students chiefly devote their attention to the law.
A college was founded in New York, by an act of the

British parliament, in 1754, and is now called Columbia
College. It is frequented by upwards of one hundred
students. The college in Prince Town, in New Jcrsay,
called Nassau Hall, was founded about the year 1738
and enlarged in 1747. The income is about nine hun-
dred pounds a year, of which two hundred pounds are pro-
Huced from land and public securities, while the remain-
der is paid by the students. The college is a large and
handsome building, aud stands in a peasant and healthy
iituation.

Dartmouth College, in New Hampsliire, was founded
>n 1769, for the instruction of the Indians, but has since
become a place of education for the youth of the northeru
r'ovinees.

There are several literary societies in Pennsylvania, par-
ticularly the American Philosophical Society, which ori-

ginatedin 1769, and published, in 1771 and 1786, two J
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volumes of their transactions. The university of Penn-
sylvuiiia was founded at Philadelphia during the war ; and,
having since been united with the college, has become a
respectable seat of If arning. 'i'here are also Dickenson
College and Franklin College, in the same province.

In 1784, Washington College was founded at Chester
Town, in Maryland. The university of Georgia, at Louis-
ville, is a modern foundation, and possesses funds to the
amount of fifty thousand acres of land. 'I'he foundation
did not take place till 1801, though Dr. Morse says, tli«

charter was granted in 1785. Some other states have
colleges, or considerable academies.

Jefferson College, so named after the president, is a
new foundation in the Mississippi territory.

in the winter of |H03, an academy of arts was founded
at New York. The design is said to have originated with
Mr. Livingston, formerly ambassador at Paris, and his

brother was the first president. It has eight directors,

elected by the subscribers, of whom there are about one
hundred, each paying annually fifty dollars. The building,

which contains the colleition of statues and paintings,

was formerly a circus, aud now contains a valuable series

of casts of admired ancient figures. The encouragement
given to the students is similar to that of our own academy.
In 1805, another academy of a similar nature was cstal)-

lished at Philadelphia.

Cities.] The cities of the United States must be thus
arranged, with respect to their size and importance:

—

1, Philadelphia; 2, New York; 3, Boston; 4, Balti-

more
; 5, Charlcstown ; but in respect to commerce. New

York precedes Philadelphia, and Baltimore is considered to

rank beneath Charlestown, There is, however, an embryo
city, founded in honour of General Washington, and in-

tended to rival all the rest ; though it is evident it cannot
equal, for a vast period of time, the commercial import-
ance of New York and Philadelphia. The following ac-
count of it has appeared in the lajit edition of Morse's
publication.

Washington, the metropolis of the United States,

is situate at the junction of the rivers Patowniak and the
eastern branches, in thirty-eight degrees fifty-three minutes
of north latitude, extending nearly four miles up each,
and including a tract of territory exceeded, in point of
convenience, salubrity, and beauty, by none in America;
for although the land in general appears level, yet, by gentle

and gradual swellings, a variety of elegant prospects is

produced, and a sufficient descent formed for conveying
off the water occasioned by rain. Within the limits of
the city are a great number of excellent springs ; and, b>

digging wells, water of the best <iuality is obtained. Be-
sides, the never-failing streams that now run through that

territory are also collected for the use of the city.

I'he eastern branch is one of the saf«st and most com
7M
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inodious harbours in America, being sufficiently deep for.

the largest ships for about four miles above its mouth,

while the cliannel lies close along the bank adjoining the

city, and affords a large and convenient harbour. The

Patowmak, although only navigable for small craft, for a

considerable distance from its banks next to the city, (ex-

cepting about half a mile above the junction of the rivers,)

affords a capacious summer-harbour ; as an immense num-

ber of ships may ride in the great channel opposite to,

and below, the city.

The situation of this metropolis is upon the great post-

road, equi-distant from the northern and southern extre-

mities of the Union, and nearly so from the Atlantic and

PitUburgh, upon the best navigation, and in the midst of

a commercial territory, probably the richest, and com-

manding the most extensive internal resources of any in

America. It had, therefore, many advantages to recom-

mend it, as an eligible place for the permanent seat of

tlie general government.

The plan of this city appears to contain some import-

ant impr^;vements upon those of the best -planned cities

in the world, combining, m a remarkable degree, conveni-

ence, regularity, elegance of prospect, and a free circu-

lation of air. The positions for the different public edi-

fices, and for the several squares, and areas of different

shapes, as they are laid down, were first determined on

the most advantageous ground, commanding the most ex-

tensive prospects, and, from their situation, susceptible

of such improvements as eiflier use or ornament may here-

after require. The capitol is situated on a most beautiful

eminence, commanding a complete view of every part o»

the city, and of a considerable part of the country around.

The president's house stands on a rising ground, possess-

ing a delightful water-prospect, together with a command-

ing view of the capitol, and of the most material parts

of the city. Lines or avenues of direct communication

have been devised, to connect the most distant and im-

portant objects. These transverse avenues, or diagonal

streets, are laid out on the most advantageous ground for

prospect and convenience ; and are calculated not only to

produce a variety of charming prospects, but greatly to

facilitate the communication throughout the city. North

and south lines, intersected by others running due east and

west, make the distribution of the city into streets, squares,

&c.; and those lines have been so combined as to meet at

certain given points with the divergent avenues, so as to

form, on the spaces first determined, the different squares

or areas. The grand avenues, and such streets as lead

!iii!iu'H'.r)t('''' to pijwiir. tslriros :ire from ous hunoreu and

thirty to one hundred aud sixty feet wide, and conveniently

divided into footways, a walk planted with trees on each

side, and a paved way fur carriages. Tlip other streets

are from ninety to one hundred and ten feet wide.

[I'AHT HI.

In order to execute this plan, Mr. Mcllicott drew a

meridional line, by celestial observation, which passes

through the area intended for the capitol. This line he

crossed by another, running due east and west, which

pas.ses through the same area. These lines were accurately

measured, and made the bases on which the whole plan

was executed. He ran all the lines by a transit instrument,

and determined the acute angles by actual measurement,

leaving nothing to the uncertainty of the compass.

Philadllphia was originally designed, in 1683, by

William Penn, the first proprietor and founder of llie co-

lony called Pennsylvania. Its form is an oblong square, ex-

tending about two miles east and west, on the w esti^ru lumk

of the Delaware. The city is neatly built, the cliicf streets

being one hundred feet in breadth, paved with pelibles,

and the foot-paths with brick. They are mostly in a strni<»lit

line, a form by no means picturesque ; but the builderB

have only studied convenience, and the obtaining of a slioii

access from one part to another. The charter of incor-

poration, granted by Penn, in 1701, was copied from that

of Bristol in England ; but the general assembly of the

province, iu 1 789, formed a plan more congenial to their

democratic sentiments ; and the government of the cily,

the prisons, &c. may now be rcgartled as surpassing any

ill the world. There are many humane institutions, and

a large public library in this city ; but one street, called

Water-street, always remains a source of filth and coiila-

gion, though it was in this street that the dreadful yellow

fever first appeared in nOI. At present the Quakers do

not exceed one-fourth part of the inhabitants, and their

aversion to the elegancies and luxuries of life is diminish-

ing daily. Handsome equipages are ofteti seen in the

streets of Philadelphia, and the theatre is much frequented.

The population consists of about fifty thousand iudivj.

duals.

Nkw York, the capital of the province of the same

name, is situated'on a promontory at the mouth of llnd-

son River, and extends about two miles iu length, and

four in circumference. It was greatly injured during the

war, but has since been enlarged and improved. The chief

edifice is the Federal Hall, a neat building of Grecian nr-

chitecture, in which Washington was installed president

of the United States. New York is considered, in com-

merce, as the chief city in North-America, the liaihmir

being capable of admitting ships of any burden. It is also

the gayest city, and is allowed to exceed Ctiarlcstown, in

South Carolina, though the latter is considered a rival in

hospitality ; but, in public institutions for the promotion

of educiitinn, the arts, sciences, &c. it is very deficient.

Tl»e population is said to equal that of Pliiladelpliia.

New York is one of the most ancient cities of Norlh-

America, and is certainly the finest, both for its situation

and its buildings. It is to its superiority of situation that
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thin city owes tlie preference, which most strmigers who
visit the United StiileN give it. Pliced iit the eiilrniicc of

two iiver.s, in wliich the largest shipn r:ui imvignte at nil

seasons of the year, it hntt a great aiivatitagc over the

oilier American ports. The nunihcr of sliips of all bm-
tjiciis, with which these rivers are filled, give to a tra-

veller the most enlarged ideas of the activity and industry

of the inhabitants. The houses, fornurly bniit of wood,
have been replaced by others of stone or brick ; and the

apartments arc furnished with every thing that is agree-

able and useful.

The streets arc broad, and furnished with footways,

which are regularly lighted at night. The markets are

Willi i)rovided, and remarkable both for their regidation

and neatness. The lish-niarket is particularly so, for the

quality and diversity both of sea and river fish, which are

sold ut a cheap rate.

The custom-house, the court of justice, the statc-pri-

siiii, and the poor-houses, are superb edifices, The guild-

hall, which was small, and in a bad situation, has been

rebuilt on a more magnificent plan, in a lietter (|uarter of

the town.

New York has two public promenades, the one in the

centre of the city, the other at tlie point of unison of the

two rivers. Uolh, however, are little frequented. 'I'hc

merthants seek recreation in the country on Sundays; and

tlie American ladies prefer walking in the principal street,

whose broad and commodious footways are ornamented

with beautiful trees, and where they enjoy the iilcasurc of

beholding the elegant shops which line it.

Most of the merchants or proprietors of vessels have
docks, in whicii their ships are sheltered from the tide and
ihe winds. These docks, which are of great advantage

to commerce, are very prejudicial to the health of the

city. They are in the greatest number on the river to-

wards the cast, which is the most mercantile, and, at the

same time, the most insalubrious situation.

Boston, the capital of the province of ^1assachusetts,

and of all those norlliern provinces called New England,
was regarded by Mr. IJurke as the chief city in North-
America; and he says that, from Christmas 1 747 to

Christmas 1748, five hundred vj-ssels cleared from this

port only, for foreign trade, and four humlied and thirty

were entered inwards; not to mention coasting and fish-

ing vessels, supposed to equal the others in numbers,
lie considers the people of New England as the Dutch
of America, being carriers for all the colonies of North-
America and the West-Indies. The trade of Boston lias,

hmvcver, since d.irrmcd, Thif: city is supjiosed to contain
about twenty thousand inhabitants. The harbour is excel-
lent, and suflieiently capacious to receive five hundred
sliips at anchor; with a narrow entrance, commanded by
a castle. 'J'liere is a pier, about five hundred yards in
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length, and eighty feel wide ; and the harbour is inter-
spersed with nbont forty islands, which producj; excellent
gram and pu,.urage. This city suflcred considerably by
the war, but it has been iminoved, and the public bnild-
nigs are toleial.ly elegant. It d<H!s not exceed two miles
111 length, being of ;. circular form; and on the west is the
mall, planted with ruws of trees.

Mfie nre sixteen edifices for |)ublie worship; of which
nine are for Congregation:dists, three for I'piscopalians,
two for Uaplists, out; for gnakers, and one for Iiuh'peii-
denls. The other public structures are the stale-house,
I'aneuil-hall, an alms-house, a work-house, and a bride-
well. That building which was fornn-rly the govrrnor's
house, is now occupied, in its several apartments, by the
council, the treasurer, and the secretary. The public
granary is converted into a stor.-, tnd the linen maniifac
toiy-house is now occupied by the bank.
The princL,)al bridge in this, or in any of tl„. Unitul

Stat.;s, is that which was built over Charles River, between
Mostoinmil Chailestowii, in the year 17Hfi. Tiii.^ sliuc-
liire is fifteen hundred and three feet in length, being
hiiilt on seventy-five piers, and having a draw of thirty
feet III width. The abutment at IJoston to the old land-
mg is forty-five feel and a half, and that at Cliarlestowii
from the old landing is a hundred feet.

Each pier consists of seven piles of oak-tinibei, united
by a cap-piece, strong braces, and girts; driv.n iiil.> the
bed of the river, and secured by a single pile <„, ,,,ch side,
driven obliquely to a s.-lid bottom. The piers are also
<onnected to each other by large stiing-pi«ces, covei«al
with foui-in.h plai k, "/he bridge has a gradual rise from
each end, so as ••. I- two feet higher in the middle than
«! the extremities: it is about forty-three feet in width,
and on each aide is a passage six feet wide, railed in, for
the safely of foot-passengers. Forty elegant lamps are
erected at a suitable distance from each other, to illuini-

nate it when necessary.

The draw is constructed on a capital plan: the ma-
chinery is very simjile, and it requires tiie strength of two
men only in raising it. The floor on the briiige, at the
highest tides, is four feet above the water, which generally
rises about twelve or fourteen feet.

"This bridge," says Dr. Morse, "was completed in
thirteen months

;
and, while it exhibits the gieate.'^t eflect

of private enterpii/e within the United States, it is a
pleasing proof how certainly objects of magnitude may he
attained by spirited exertions,"

Annaimm.is is the capital of Maiyl.ind, and the
wealthiest town of its size in America. It is situated at

the mouth of Severn Kiver, thirty miles south of Malti-

mor«', and the houses are, for the most pari, vi rv laif,'e and
elegant. The design of those who plainied the city was
to have the whole in form of a circle, with the streets like
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radii, beginning at the centre where the sttate-house standii,

and thence diverging in every direction : the principal part

of the buildings are arranged agreeably to this plan. The

State-house is the noblest edifice of the kind in America.

Richmond, tlie seat of government in Virginia, stands

on the north side of James River, and contains about three

hundred houses
;
part of which are built upon the margin

of the river, and the rest upon a hill, which commands

an extensive prospect of the circumjacent country. Here

a large and elegant state- house has been recently erected;

and, in the lower part of the town, a handsome bridge,

constructed ou boats, has been thrown across James

River.
' Mount Vernon, the seat of the late General Wash-

ington, is situated on the Virginia bank of the Patowmak,

where it is nearly two miles wide, and about two hundred

and eighty miles distant from the sea. The area of the

momit is two hundred feet above the surface of the river,

and, after furnishing a lawu of five acres in front, and

about the same in rear of the buildings, it falls off rather

abruptly on those two quarters. On the north end it sub-

aides gradualfy into extensive pasture-grounds ; while, on

the south, it slopes more steeply, and terminates with the

stables, vineyard, and nurseries. On either wing is a

thick grove of flowering forest-trees; and parallel with

them, on the land-side, are two spacious gardens, into

which one is led by the serpentine gravel-walks, planted

^ith weeping-willows and shady shrubs.

The house itself, which is built of wood, but cut and

painted to resemble stone, appears venerable and conve-

nient, and the banquetting-room, in particular, is very su-

perb. A lofty portico, ninety-six feet in length, and sup-

ported by eight pillars, has a charming effect, when viewed

from the water; and the whole assemblage of the green-

house, school-house, offices, and servants' halls, when seen

from the land-side, has a striking resemblance to a rural

village ; especially as the lands on that side are laid out

somewhat in the form of English gardens, in meadows and

grass-grounds, ornamented with little copses, circular

clumps, and single trees. A small park on the margin of

the river, where the deer are seen through the thickets,

alternately with the vessels as they are sailing along, add

a romantic appearance to the whole scenei-y. On the op-

posite side of a small creek to the northward, a consider-

able extent of corn-fields and pasture-land affords a lux-

uriant landscape to the eye; while the blended verdure

«f woodlands and cultivated declivities on the Maryland

shore, variegates the prospect in a most charming manner.

Charlestown, in South Carolina, is situated on the

tongue of land which is formed by the confluence of

Ashley and Cooper Rivers, which mingle their waters im-

mediately below the town, and form a spacious and con-

VMUcnt harbour. ' The street*, from east to west, [extend
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from river to river, and, running in a straight line, not only

open beautiful prospects each way, but also afford excel-

lent opportunities, by means of subterraneous drains, for

removing all nuisances. These streets are intersected by

others nearly at right angles, and throw the town into a

number of squares, with dwelling-houses in front, and

offices and little gardens behind. Some of the buildings

are elegant, and most of them neat, airy, and well finished.

The public edifices are an exchange, state-house, armoury,

and poor-house; besides ten churches, one meeting-house,

and two Jewish synagogues.

The streets of Charlestown are wide, but not paved, and

the feet of the passenger sinks into the sand every time he

is obliged to quit the brick foot-paths attached tu the

houses. The rapid course of the coaches and cabriolets,

the number of which is proportionably much greater in

this than in any other town in America, continually reduces

this moving sand, and attenuates it to such a degree, that

the slightest wind fills the shops with its dust, and renders

the situation of pedestrians peculiarly disagreeable. At

certain distances, the inhabitants are supplied, by pumps,

with water; but it is so brackish, that it is astonishing

how a stranger can accustom himself to drink it. About

seven-tenths of the town consist of wooden buildings; the

rest are of brick. According to the last census, taken in

! 803, its population, including strangers, amounted to ten

thousand six hundred and ninety-nine whites, and nine

thousand and fifty slaves.

Travellers, who may arrive here, or at the other towns

of the United States, will find no furnished houses or

apartments to let; no tables d'hote, or cooks' shops, but

only bohi ding-houses, where all their wants may be sup-

plied. In Carolina, the charge at these establishments is

from twelve to twenty dollars per week, which is exces-

sive, and not proportionate to the price of the articles

which are provided. Beef, for instance, seldom costs

more than twelve sous per pound ; and vegetables are

dearer than meat. Besides the articles of consumption

furnished from the country, the port of Charlestown is

continually filled with small vessels, which arrive from

Boston, Newport, New York, and Philadelphia, and from

all the little intermediate harbonrs, which bring flour, salt
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meat, potatoes, onions, carrots, beet-root, apples, oats,

maize, and hay : planks and timber also form a consider-

able article in the importations ; and though all these pro-

ductions are brought from a distance of nine or twelve

hundred miles, they are cheaper, and of a better quality,

than those of the surrounding country.

In winter, the markets of Charlestown are supplied with

sea-fish alive, which are brought from the northern parts

of the United States, in vessels so constructed that the

sea-water is continually renewed in them. Tht . ips en-

gaged in this commerce return loaded with rice and col
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tons, tlie greater part of which is re-exported to Europe,

the freight being always cheaper in the northern than in

the southern states. The wool and cotton which remain

in the north are more than sufficient for the supply of the

manufactures, which are but few in number; and the ex-

cess is distributed in the country parts> where the women
make it into articles of clothing for the use of their fa-

milies.

Wood is Tery dear at Cfatirlestown ; and yet the forests,

of which they do not even know the extent, begin at six

miles, and, in some parts, at a less distance, from the

town; and the conveyance is facilitated by the two rivers

It the confluence of which it is situated. The dearness of

wood arises from the scarcity of hands to cut it; and a

great number of individuals bum, from economy, coals

which are brought from England.

New Orleans, the capital of Louisiana, is seated on

the east bank of the Mississippi, in thirty degrees two

miuutes of north latitude. The city was founded in the

tbe of the Mississippi scheme, about the year 1720, under

the regency of the Duke of Orleans. The plan is regu-

larly disposed, the three principal and parallel streets

being those of Orleans, Bourbon, and Charteris. Towards

the river there is a noble quay. In the year 1786, a dread-

ful conflagration happened, which, out of eleven hundred

bouses, destroyed nine hundred. It has since been com-

pletely rebuilt, and now contains about one thousand four

hundred houses, and ten thousand inhabitants. In 1793,

it was for'ified; but the works are bad, and could offer but

little resistance.

A French writer, who, in 1805, published, at Paris, a

volume, entitled, " Memoires sur la Louisiane," estimates

the exportation of the city of New Orleans, from June

1800 to June 1801, at more than sixty thousand barrels

of flour, one thousand bales of cotton, two thousand bar-

rels of tobacco, and one thousand five hundred of sugar,

with considerable quantities of indigo and peltry. The
iuhabitants are generally of French extraction, and the

women remarkable for fine complexions and teeth, and

beautiful hair. Boarding-schools have been establisiied

by some French emigrants.

The advantages for commerce are certainly very great.

Its distance is about one hundred and five miles above the

mouth of the Mississippi ; but a week's sail will convey

its trade to Mexico, and the British, French, and Spanish,

West-India Islands ; hence there is reason to believe that

this important settlement will become the grand mart and

receptacle for the produce of all the extensive countries

on the Missouri, Mississippi, and Ohio.

During the war occasioned by the French Revolution,

the iuhabitants of the little town of Bedford obtained

greater advantages by sending their grain, &c. to Pitts-

burg, whence they were conveyed, by the Ohio and tbe
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Mississippi, to New Orleans, there to be embarked for the

Antilles, than by sending those articles to Philadelphia or

Baltimore. Notwithstanding this, it is reckoned but two
hundred miles from Bedford to Philadelphia, and one hun-
dred and fifty miles from Bedford to Baltimore, on a well-

frequented road; whilst the distance from Bedford to New
Orleans is thought to be two thousand two hundred miles,

viz. one hundred miles, by land, to Pittsburgh, and two
thousand one hundred miles, by water, from Pittsburgh to

the mouth of the Mississippi. Thus we perceive that

the navigation of the Ohio and of the Mississippi is easy,

and of light expence, since it-compensates for the enor-

mous difference which exists between the two distances.

The situation of New Orleans, relative to the Antilles,

insures great advantages to this town, over all the eastern

parts of the United States; and, in proportion as the new
states of the west increase in population. New Orleans
will become the centre of au immense commerce.
Savannah was formerly I'le capital of Georgia, but

contained less than one thousand inhabitants. Augusta,
which, from two houses, in 1780, rose to two hundred in

17S7, has deprived it of its little consequence. The new
seat of government is Louisville, on the banks of the

River Ogeshe, about seventy miles from its mouth : the

records and legislature were transferred thither in the year

1795.

Pittsburgh, which stands at the junction of the

Rivers Allegany and Monongala, commands the naviga-

tion of the noble River Ohio, and 'is already a town of

considerable trade, the houses amounting to more than
four hundred. Within less than a dozen years, this town
has increased ten-fold, and is now a receptacle of the trade

between Phil^uelphia, Baltimore, and the western states.

Some vessels vith three masts, carrying about two hun-
dred and fifty tons, have here been constructed, and pass

from the Ohio and Mississippi to the West-Indies.

The level ground on which this town is built is not

more than from forty to fifty acres in extent. It is a tri-

angle, the sides of which are confined, on all parts, either

by the bed of the Rivers Monongula and Allegany, or by
the mountains. The houses are mostly qf brick ; and,

as many of these are not contiguous, but are separated by
considerable spaces, the entire surface of the angle is oc-

cupied ; and they have already begun to build on the sides

of the high hills which command the town. It was at

the upper part of the angle that the French constructed

the Fort Duqu^sne, but which has been entirely destroyed,

nvthing remaining but the vestiges of the surrounding

fosses. There is a delightful view, produced by the per-

spective of the rivers, the banks of which are shaded by

forests, particularly those of the Ohio, which extends in

a right line, and permits the ey* to follow its course to a

considerable distance.

7N
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The air of Pittsburgh and the vicinity is very healthful

;

intermitting fevers, so common in the southern states, are

here unknown; nor are the inhabitants tormented with

mosquettos during the summer. The r.<:cessaries of life

are also one-third cheaper than at Philadelphia. Pittsburgh

contains two printing-offices, each of which > publishes

two newspapers per week. Tliis place has long been con-

sidered by the American Government as the key of the

western countries. It was from thence^ that the federal

forces were sent against the Indians, who opiwsed the

first establishment of the Americans in Kentucky, and on

the banks of the Ohio. But now that the Indians have

been driven back to a great distance, and deprived of the

power of annoying the inhabitants, even in the remotest

parts of the interior ; and tlie western countries having

also acquired a vast population, there is at Pittsburgh only

a weak garrison, in paljisaded barracks, contiguous to the

town, on the bank of the River Allegany. But, though

this town has lost its importance as a military post, it has

acquired more in point of commerce. It is the depot of

merchandise from Philadelphia and Baltimore, sent thither

at the commencement of spring and autumn, to supply

the states of the Ohio and Kentucky, and of the settle-

ment of Natches.

Tlie conveyance of merchandise from Philadelphia to

Pittsburgh is performed in large covered waggons, drawn

by four horses, harnessed two a-breast. The price of the

carriage varies according to the season ; but seldom ex-

ceeds six dollars per hundred weight. The distance is

computed to be three hundred miles from Philadelphia to

Pittsburgh; and the carriers perform the journey in twenty

or twenty-four days: the charge of conveyance is not high,

for the waggons generally return empty.

Marietta did not exist twenty-five years ago, but

now contains two hundred houses. In the same state, re-

cently admitted into the union under the name of the state

Ohio, is the town of Gallipoli, which contains about a

hundred houses, the inhabitants being mostly French.

Knoxville, the seat of government in the state of

Tennassee, is situated on the River Holston, which, at

this place, is one hundred and fifty fathoms in width : the

houses, in number about two hundred, are almost all of

wood. Although it has been built nearly thirty years, this

little town has not yet any kind of establishment of ma-
nufactory, except some tanneries. Commerce, however,

is brisker here than at Nashville, and the stores, of which
there are fifteen or twenty, are better provided. The mer-
chants obtain their supplies by land from Philadelphia,

Baltimore, and Richmond, in Virginia; a.id, in return,

send by the same ciiannet the productions of the country,

which they buy from the fkrmers, or take in exchange for

their goods. Baltimore and Richmond are the towns
with which they have the greatest dealings. The price of
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carriage from B^timwA.is six or seven dollars the hud.
dred weight. It is reckoaed five hundred miles from din
town to Knoxville, six hundred and forty to Philadelphia,

and four hundred and twenty to Richmond.

They also send flour, cotLn, and lime, to New Orleans,

by the River Tennassee ; Uit this method is not much
used, the navigation of this^ river being very much inter-

rupted, in two different places, by shoals and rocks. It

is reckoned about six hunditd miles from Knoxville to

the efflux of the Tennassee into the Ohio, and thirty-eight

miles fr«ra thence to that of the Ohio into tlie Miuji.

sippit 4 "

There are many other towns in the country parts, but

they are not worthy of a particular description. M. Mi-

chaux observes, that, iq the United States, they frequentiv

give the name of town to an ussemblage of six or eight

houses; and that their niann^ of building is not even

where alike. At Philadelphia the houses are of brick-

but in the adjacent towns, and even in the fields which

surround them, the half, and frequently the whole, of the

houses are of shingles ; while, between seventy and eighty

miles from the sea, in the middle and southern states, but

particularly in those that lie to the westward of the Alle-

gany Mountains, seven-tenths of the inhabitants live in

log-houses. Tliese are made of the trunks of trees, from

twenty to thirty feet long, and about four or five inches in

diameter, placed one above the other, and supported bj

being dove-tailed at the ends. The roof is constructed

of pieces of the same length as those that form the shell

of the house; but they are not so heavy, and are gradu-

ally drawn together on each side : these limbs support the

covering of shingles, which are fastened by means of small

wooden pegs. Two doors, which often serve instead of

windows, are made by sawing away a part of the trunki

that form the body of the house : the chimney, which it

always situated at one of the angles, is likewise made of

the trunks of trees, of a convenient length. Tlie back,

v^hich is of potters' clay, about six inches thick, sepa-

rates the fire from the wooden wall; but, notwithstanding

this slight precaution, the accident of fire very seldom hap-

pens in these houses. Tlie space between the trunks of

the trees is filled with clay, but in such a slovenly manner

that the light is perceptible on every side ; hence these

hovels are extremely cold in winter, notwithstanding the

great quantity of wood that is burnt in them.

The doors move on wooden hinges ; very few of them

have locks, and at night they only fasten them with a

wooden pin. Two men can build one of these houses in

four or five days, without the use either of nails or other

iron-work. Two large beds serve for the whole family;

and, in summer, the children often sleep on the ground,

wrapt in a coverlet. The floor, which is planked, is raised

about two feet above the surface of the soil. They use

UMTISD STA'
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featlier-beds, ind not mittreitea. Sheep Wing very scarce

ill tiiese parti, wuol it dear, and is reserved only for

making stockings. The clothes of the family are hnng

round the room, or suspended upon a long pole placed

icross it.

Inns.'] Taverns, or inns, are very numerous throughout

the United States, but particularly in the small towns:

every where, however, except in the large towps and their

environs, they are of a wretched description, though they

never fail to afford brandy, rum, and whiskey. 'J'liese ar-

ticles are considered of the first importance, so that the

profits of those who keep inns arise chiefly from the sale

of liquors, for which there is a great demand. Travellers

generally wait till the family-hour to take their meals : they

are served for breakfast with bad tea, worse coiTee, and

imall slices of fried bacon, to which are sometimes added

eggs and a broiled chicken. For dinner they give you a

piece of salt-beef, roasted chickens, and lum and water

for beverage. In the evening there is coffee, with tea, and

ham. There are always several beds in one chamber:

clean sheets, however, are a great rarity ; and fortunate is

the traveller who arrives o ' the day when they are changed

;

but this is a point on which an American gives himself

little concern.

" Keeping a tavern," says Mr. Parkinson, " is looked

upon as advantageous ; but, to my great surprise, I found

only three Englishmen in that way of life, and all dissa-

tiified. One of them lives at Philadelphia, keeps one of

the first taverns, and deals very largely in horses. He
told me he did not like hia situation ; but, knowing the

art of cropping and nicking horses, and breaking them

for carriages, which is not much known in America, he

is resorted to by many gentlemen from great distances. I

was acquainted with some persons who had gone from two

to three hundred miles to buy coach-horses of him. He
toM me, notwithstanding he appeared to have the best

business iu the country, that there was nothing to be

done: he had sold forty-five horses in England in one

day, which was more than he had ever disposed of in

America in a year, where, for want of a return, they were

rather a loss ; the feeding of and attendance upon horses

consuming the profit."

The idea of a military officer keeping a public-house

must excite the risibility of an English reader ; but this is

hy no means uncommon in the United States. M. Mi-

chaux observes, that he resided at Wheeling, in the house

of Captain Reyner, who keeps a tavern, known by the

sign of the Waggon, and who takes boarders at the rate

of two dollars a week. The same writer mentions Colo-

nel Kipley, who keeps the sign of the General Washing-

ton, and Colonel Bird, who keeps a good eating-house!

Thus, in a country where to get intoxicated is a daily oc-

cupation, a man who in other civilized parts holds the
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rank of a gentleman, is not degraded by keeping a whiskey'

shop

!

Customs, Manners, ^c] It is particularly worthy of

remark, that the men who have given the most severe,

though accurate, picture of the state of society in Nortlv-

America, are those who have travelled through it under
the idea of finding amongst its inhabiUnts the utmost ex-
tent of urbanity and moral perfection. Among the priiv.

cipal observers of this description is the celebrated M.
Volney, who gi*es his reasons for visiting America in the
following words

:

" In the year 1793, when I embarked from Havre, it

was with the doubt and indifference which the spectacle

and experience of injustice and persecution had given.

Melancholy from the past, and anxious for the future, I

went with doubt among afree people, to see if a sincere

friend of that liberty which had been profaned, might find

for his age a peaceful asylum, of which Europe no longer

offered him the hope."

How far the author's doubts were founded on justice

will appear by what he observes immediately afterwards.

" If, instead of giving way to the exaggerated description

of the happiness of the Americans, I had considered, in

a moral point of view, the conduct of that people and

their government, from the epoch of 1783 to 1 7P3, 1 should

have proved, by incontestible facts, that there does not

reign in the United States, in proportion to its population,

the mass of its affairs, or the multipUcity of its combU
nations, either more economy in its^finances, more good

faith in its transactions, more decency in its public morals,

more moderation in the spirit of party, or more care in

the education of youth, than in most of the old states of

Europe : that what there is of good and useful, that what

exists there of civil liberty and security of persons and

property, has depended more on popular and individual

habits, on the necessity of working, and the high price

of manual labour, than on any skilful measures or any

wise policy of the government ; that among nearly all itti

chiefs, the nation has retrograded from the principles of

its formation ; in a word, that the United States owe their

public prosperity, and their civil and domestic tranquillity,

much more to their insulated situation, to their distance

from any powerful neighbour, and from every theatre of

war, and, above all, to the general ease of their circuni-

stanccs, than to the essential goodness of their laws, or the

wisdom of their administration."

The manners of an Anglo-American and a French set-

tler are thus described by this writer :

—

" The American colonist, slow and silent, does not

rise very early ; but, once risen, he passes the whole day

in uninterrupted and useful labour. As soon as he has

breakfasted, he gives his orders to his wife, who receives

them with timidity and coldness, and executes them with*
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out >ppu9ition. If tlie weather be fair, he goes out to

work, cuti down trees, makes fences, 8cc'. If the weather

is bad, he overlooks his domestic concerns. Witli such

dispositions, and depending on himself, if he lias a fa-

vourable opportunity, he sells his farm to go several miles

into tlie woods to form a new establishment ; his wife, se-

rious and patient as himself, seconds his labours on her

part, and they remain sometimes six months without see-

ing a stranger's face ; but, at the end of four or tive years,

they will have subdued an extent of land sufficient to en-

sure a subsistence for their family.

" On the contrary, the French colonist rises early in

the morning, though it should only be for the purpose of

boasting of it. He consults his wife, he takes her advice,

and it would be a miracle if they should always agree. The

wife comments, controls, contests ; the husband persists

or gives way, is angry or is discouraged. Sometimes the

house is left to his care, and he takes his guu, and he goes

out to shoot, to travel, or to chat with his neighbours.

Sometimes he stays within, and passes his time either in

chatting with good-humour, or in quarrelling and scold-

ing. The neighbours receive and return his visits. To
visit and tattle arc to the French a necessity of habit so

imperious, that, over all the frontiers of Louisiana and

Canada, not one colonist of that country can be cited who
is fixed out of view of another. In many places, having

asked how far off the most remote colonist was settled, I

have been answered, " He is in the desert, among the

bears, a league from any habitation, without having a per-

son to talk with."

On the sad effects of the uncontrolled liberty allowed

to youth in America, Mr. Janson makes the following in-

teresting remarks :

—

" One of the greatest evils of a republican form of go-

vernment is a loss of that subordination in society which

is essentially necessary to render a country agreeable to

foreigners. To the well-informed this defect is irksome,

and no remedy for It can be applied. The meaning of

liberty and equality, in the opinion of the vulgar, consists

,°n impudent freedom, and uncontrolled licentiousness;

while boys assume the airs of full-grown coxcombs. This

is not to be wondered at, where most parents make it a

principle never to check those ungovernable passions which

are born with their children, or to correct their growing

vices. Often have I, with horror, seen boys, whose dress

indicated wealthy parents, intoxicated, shouting, and swear-

ing, in the public streets. In the use of that stupifyiug

weed, tobacco, aping their fathers, they smoke segars to

so immoderate a degree, that sickness, and even death,

iiave been the consequence. This is fully elucidated by

the following paragraph, copied from a newspaper, printed

at Salem, in Massachusetts :

—

" Died in Salem, Master James Verry, aged twelve, a
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promising youth, whose early death is supposed to hav«

been brouglit on by excessive smukiiii!; of sfgtirs!"

" That this pernicious cusloui was hubituu! in an infant

not four years of age, I was myseHa witness. This little

boy is the son of Thomas Taylor, a sigar-mHker, in Alex-

andria, near Washington. While conversing wiiii the

father, I observed the son smoking a large segar, made

of the strongest tobacco. I expressed my astonishment'

on which the infatuated parent, with an exulting smile

replied, that the child had contracted the habit above a

year ago, and that he smoked three, four, or more, daily,

which he was regularly supplied with, ' or he would cry

for them.' In addition, he would steal them when op-

portunity offered, and, in fact, he was seldom without a

lighted segar in his mouth.

" When children are thus indulged, we need not won-

der, at an evening's frolic of some young students of

William and Mary College, at Williamsburg, in Virginia,

The particulars of that abominable transaction found their

way into the public newspapers. The first intimation was

in the Norfolk Herald, a paper of extensive circulation

;

and the perpetrators of the outrage were, soon after the

publication, proved to be students of the college. I shall

dismiss this unpleasant subject by adding a copy of the

paragraph alluded to.

I"'

" Norfolk Herald, April 15, 1803.

" A gentleman of veracity, who has been lately at Wil-

liamsburg, informs us, that, on the 1st of April, some

youths of that place perpetrated some of the most wicked

acts that human imagination could invent. A party of

them broke into the church, played on the organ for nearly

two hours, and then went to the church-yard, dug up the

body of a female that had been buried for many months,

took it from the coffin, and placed it on the floor of an

empty house, in a situation too shocking to describe! llie

coffin being found, led to the discovery. It surely could

not be any of the students of William and Mary College;

for it is impossible, one would imagine, that they would

attempt so atrocious and villanous an act under the eyes

of their preceptors. Certainly that college must be under

better moral goventA nt
;
yet we are told that strong sus-

picions lurk toward tnat seminary. It is an old saying,

' Give a dog a bad name, and hang him,' it will there-

fore behove the governors oi that institution, to endea-

vour, by all means, to discover the offenders, bring them

to justice, and rescue the college from the reproach tint

will otherwise attach. It is the duty of all parents and

guardians, that have youths educating there, to probe this

matter to the quick ; for if the rules and regulations at

William and Mary cannot keep its students within the

pale of decency, then education will rather b« a curse than

a blessing to (hem.*
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l-he same author makes the following remarks on the
propensuy of the Americans for drinking ardent spirits in
tlie earJy part of the day :—
" I know of no custom more destructive than that which

., practised by a numerous set of people in the southern
states, called slmgers and eleveners. The European learns
wuh astonishment, that the first cravings of an American,
mthemornmg „ for ardent spirits, mixed with sugar
mnit or some other hot herb; and which are called s/L.
A celebrated physician says, ' No kind of poison kills more
than ardent spirits. Sometimes, by destroying the ner-
vous energy they put an end to life at once; but, in gene-
ra

I

their eftects are more slow, and in many respects si-
milar to those of opium.'

"Such is the opinion of the faculty, with reference only
to tliose who indulge with the bottle in the evening or at
any rate after a hearty dinner; a custom prevalent in Bri-
tain But, If ardent spirits produce such dreadful effects
in this caso, how much more certain and speedy must
ley prove to those who swallow slings upon an empty
sloniach. i-Tiglishmen, in some measure, counteract these
effects by ;aying a foundation for the spirits they take to
work upon; but the Virginian,, Carolinians, and Geor-
gians, suffer It to prey upon their very vitals." ^

A second-rate consumer of distillations from the sugar-
cane, the grape, and the juniper-berry, » the ekvej.-
Sometimes, says Mr. Janson, "I have found both these

vile habits in one unfortunate fellow-creature; and to such
admonitions are in vain. These eleveners are generally found
s rolling about the corners of streets, or other public
places at eleven o clock in the forenoon. After the com-
.on-place conversation, they adjourn, and take more

Ihe Umted SUtes, and is thus described by the American
geographer, Dr. Morse, under the head of North Caro-

"When two boxers are wearied out with fighting and
bruising each other, they come, as it is called, to close
quarters and each endeavours to twist his fore-fingers in

7:1""^' "! ^'' '"''«"""'• ^•'^ *-e a^e fast
bched, the thumfcs are extended each way to the nose
nd the eyes gently turned out of the sockets. The vic-
or. for hi, expertness, receives shouts of applause from

Id ;V r'
while his poor eyeless antagonist is

Hughed at for his misfortune."

"It is in vain," says Mr. Janson, « for later authors to

«hirhn
'".f']»«="ca; or that such was the revenge

hKh once prevailed m the breast of civilized man. Itmy avowed purpose to paint 'the manners hvina aseyr,e; and upon this point, with pain am I compelled
>o

declare, that this more than savage pustom is daily'^rac-
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tHed am6ng the lower classes in the .outhern state,Uhall relate a few recent instance, of it, exi,tence „d*an ocular demonstration of the horror, of its execui;

the state of Georgia, our attention was arrested hv « «1
g.ng-match. We found the combatants. ^ Mo'rseT

(leavouring to force a passage into each other's eyes- whileseveral of the bystanders were betting u^M.n th^fir'st eto be turned out of its socket. For some time the com

tney tell to the ground, and in an instant the uppermostsprung up vvith his antagonist's eye in his hand' tIavage crowd applauded, while, sick with horror, we «!fopped away from the dreadful scene. The name ofS
Tefxrt te'"'T " ^r'''-'^'

^''' ' "^- "^^

eye wa for the ho """'r
'^ ^ ^^^S'^" '

««J «''e first

Tely bllXed .'
"' ''' ''''' *° ""'''' '"^^ ^P-

It set v., however, that the eye is not the only featurewhich suffers on these occasions. Like dogs and belrthey use their teeth and feet, with the most savage feroZ'

Cc ' r'^^"'
'"""^ ^^-^--"'^ -^^-e^

ch t of e"^""; ^^,«r''"'"'^
post-master, and a mer-chant of Edenton, had a part of his cheek bitten off inan affray^.. O'Mally a tavern-keeper in that to::

count North r""T ™u'"
"^' ""^ """'''^' "

'" ^^rtiecounty. North Carohna, sharpens his teeth with a fileand boast, of his dependence upon them in fight. Th ,'

monster will also exult in relating the account o'f the noseand ears he has bitten off, and the cheeks he has torn Aman of the name of Thomas Penrise, then living „ Edenor, in the same state, attempting at cards to cheat sfme"half-drunken sailors, was detected. A scuffle ensued

ey^JTit off
""'^ ""''^' "'^" '^^^^'

-""-
eyes, bit off an ear, tore a few cheeks, and made goodhs retreat. Near the same place, a schoolmaster, i.a'n dJarvis Lucas, was beset by three men, one Horton, hi,son, and the son-m-law. These ruffians beat the u fo"
tunate man till his life was despaired of, having bitted
gouged, and kicked him, unmercifully. On the trial of
an indictment for this outrageous assault, a Carolina cou^of justice amerced them in a small fine only
"Another bestial mode of assault, used by men inNorth Carolina, is properly called butting. This attack

js copied from the brute creation, and is Executed ^ear ym the same manner as practised in battle between bullsrams, and eoats. 4 tr'^.'p!!"- ha- -^ i -
'

. ,..
•'.

" '^' naa cndcavourea to confiiiP
but.,ng eo the negroes; but he must excuse my^catmg the white men in this brutal act. That the eadermay become a little familiar with these Coh.rnh-
nli«lim«nf= T ,

.

*^olumbian accom-

E^rndh' l^'ir"''''""'
'»•''' ^»P"tes, terminated i.EiigUnd by fair blows, are generally there maintained by
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the practice of some, and ofleu alJ, of these dreadful

gtratagcms, should opportunity offer during the combat.

"An American pugilist is equally dexterous with his

feet, which are used not only against his antagonist's

shins, but are applied, with the utmost violence, against

those parts which the contending beasU of the field never

assail. Hence loss of eyes, mutilated noses, and indented

cheeks, so frequently surprise and shock the traveller. A

fellow, named Michie, in my presence, boasted, ' that he

could kidc any man, six feet high, under the chin, and

break his jaws.'
.

" The lower class," continues Mr. Janson, in this

gouging, biting, kicking, country, arc the most abject that,

perhaps, ever peopled a Christian land. They live in the

woods and deserts, and many of them cultivate no more

land than will raise them corn and cabbages, which, with

fish, and occasionally a piece of pickled pork or bacon,

are their constant food. This land, on which, prior to

their settlement, no human step had ever marked a path,

required clearing of trees, whose tops almost reached the

clouds, before a spjl could be found large enough to

erect a shelter for the women and children. Their habi-

tations are more 'vretched than can be conceived ;
the huts

of the poor of Ireland, or even the meanest Indian wig-

wam, displaying more ingenuity and greater industry.

They are constructed of pine-trees, cut in lengths of ten

or fifteen feet, and piled up in a square, without any other

workmanship than a notch at the end of each log, to keep

them in contact. When this barbarous pile is raised be-

tween six and seven feet, they split the remainder of their

logs to the thickness of two or three inches, and, by laying

them over the whole in a sloping direction, form the roof.

Tlic chimney is, if possible, worse than Dr. Johnson

describes the hole in the roof of a house in Scotland,

through which the smoke found a passage. The sum-

mer's scorching sun, and the bleak winds of winter, are

equally accessible to this miserable dwelling: The inter-

stices between the logs are often left open to the elements,

and are large enough to give admission to vermin and rep-

tiles, which abound in this part of the world.

" Amidst these accumulated miseries, the inhabitants

of log-houses are extremely tenacious of the rights and

liberties of republicanism. They consider themselves on

an equal footing with the best educated people of the

country, and, upon the principles of equality, they intrude

themselves into every company."

The general conduct of the free Americans towards

their slaves is too interesting to be passed over in silence,

Ks it affords a remarkable illustration of the national cha-

racter.

As the state of South Carolina produces abundance of

rice, tobacco, cotton, and indigo, most of which articles

we exported, it contaias "nore slaves than any other part
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of the United States. It is, indeed, the only one in wluch

the shame. Ill traffic is carried on, as tha port of Charles-

town is, perhaps, a greater slave-market than any in the

West-Indies.

" The richest platUers in the United States," says Mr.

Janson, " are to be found in South Carolina, some draw-

ing a yearly revenue from the labour of their slaves to the

amount of forty or fifty thousand dollars ; and many en-

joy an income of from twelve to twenty thousand from the

same source. A planter in moderate circumstances is in

the receipt of from three to six thousand; while others, so

capricious is fortune, drag on a miserable existence, with

large families, on the wretched pittance of eighty or oae

hundred dollars a year.

" The best lands are the tide-swamps, where cotton and

rice are grown, and which, in high cultivation, have sold

as high as one hundred and seventy dollars per acre; aa

enormous price, when it is remembered that land, capa-

ble of producing corn, may be had, and in good situttionj

too, from five to fifteen dollars; while uncleared land, that

is, land in its original state, inhabited by the beasts of the

forests alone, is selling at one-third of the last-mentioned

price. The value, in short, rises as the land is cleared;

while in England we estimate our estates in proportion to

the quantity of timber upon them. In general, the tide-

swamps command seventy to one hundred, inland swampi

twenty to fifty ; while such as bear corn, sweet potatoes,

&,c. fetch from six to forty dollars, and high uncleared

land from one to six dollars per acre, in South Carolina.

" The buildings on the plantations are in proportion to

the value of the latter, from the cost of thirty thousand

dollars to a miserable log-house. The best houses con-

sist, generally, of not more than a ground-floor, with bed-

chambers above; and many of them of a ground-floor

only; but, in this case, they cover a considerable space.

At the south-front it is an invariable rule to attach a pi-

azza, which impedes the extreme heat of the sun from

penetrating into the sitting and lodging-rooms; and in the

evening it affords an agreeable walk. The kitchens and

out-oftices are always at the distance of several yards from

the principal dwelling. This is done as well to guard

against the house-negroes through carelessness setting the

houses on fire, for they generally sit over it half the night,

as to keep out their noise. Negroes are great and loud

talkers ; and in this warm climate, having wood for the

trouble of fetching it, they often sit up, after their work

is done, over a large fire, in the summer, when I could

scarcely endure the excessive heat of the night in the open

air. The masters here, as in the other southern states,

regard their slaves as English farmers do their live-stock.

The men arc valued, like horses, for their superior pro-

perties; the females for their fertility. An infant .slave is

generally valued at a year'i service of the mother; and, »•
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she is compelled to work three.parts of the time she is

breeding and nursing, planters are very attentive to this

mode of enhancing the value of their estates.

"The swamps and low lands are so unhealthy, that

they cannot be cultivated by white persons. Here, how-
ever, tiie negro is compelled to work, uncovered, through

the sun's meridian heat, and till evening, often up to his

waist in water, for these lands are generally overflowed

witli stagnant pools, while his pampered master can barely

support himself in the shade in such a relaxing atmos-

phere. If he be employed in the rice-grounds, he must
toil all day long in soft mud, ditching and draining the

ground ; while to a white person such an occupation would,

in a few days, prove certain death. Punishments are in-

flicted with savage ferocity, and frequently at the caprice

of a cruel overseer. What else can be expected from

the natural brutality of man, in a country where the mur-
der of a slave is only punished by a fine of fifty pounds

;

and, if wilfully perpetrated, or, as the law terms it, ' with

malice afore-thought,' then the fine is only doubled; but,

in fact, the sanguinary deed, when committed, is seldom
looked into.

•< When we contemplate the cruel treatment, which the

wretched negroes so o*'ten receive, it cannot be matter of
astonishment that they :ihould pant for an opportunity of
regaining that liberty, of which they have, in general, been
unjustly deprived. A white man, a monster in human shape,

a few months ago, at Charlestown, compelled one of bis

negroes to cut off the head of another, while the master
mperiiUended the horrid deed! He was tried for the
offence, and convicted. The judge, in a speech, which did
iionour to him as a man, lamented the ineflScacy of the
law with respect to the punishments apportioned to such
a crime. The murderer was fined, and then liberated.

" An opportunity once offered," says Mr. Janson,
" which gave me full demonstration of the treatment of
negroes in North Carolina. I had hired a small sailing-

boat to convey me from the island of Mattamuskeet, on
Pamlico Sound ; the wind proving adverse, with the ap-
pearance of an approaching summer-Nquall, the boatman
proposed to make a harbour in a small creek, which he
observed led to a new negro-quarter, belonging to Mr.
Blount, of Newburn; adding that, as he was acquainted
with the overseer, I might there find shelter till the wea-
ther proved favourable. This I gladly agreed to, as these
summer-gusts, which they call « white squalls,' are often
«o sudden, as to upset a vessel before the sails can be
handed. From the head of the creek a canal had been
cut to the quarter, and from thence it was intended to

communicate with Great Alligator River, for the purpose
of transporting lumber, with which the country abounds,
to a sea-port. For this purpose, Mr. Blount had placed
there a gang of about sixty negroes, whose daily work
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was in water, often up to the middle, and constantly knee-
deep. The overseer was a man of some information, and
he gave us a hearty welcome to the log-house, which was
a few hundred yards from the huts of the slaves. He
said that no human foot had trod upon the spot till his
arrival with the negroes, who had penetrated about a mile
into the forest with the canal, through the haunts of wild
beasts. There was an unusual number of children, iu
proportion to the working-slaves; and, on my noticing this

circumstance, the overseer replied, that but few of them
belonged to the gang, being sent thither ' to be raised in
safe'y.' From the situation of the place, there was no
chance of their escaping; and, being fed at a very small
expence, and suffered to run wild and entirely naked, he
observed, that their encreased value, when the canal was
finished, would nearly defray the expence attending it

An infant slave, when born, is computed to be worth
thirty or forty dollars, of course every year increases his

value
; and a stout ' field-fellow' is worth three or four

hiindred dollars ; a ' field-wench' a fourth part less. He
had already been two years in this desolate place, and
calculated upon remaining there three more before tiie

canal would be finished.

" The day of our arrival happened to be on Saturday,
when the week's allowance is given out. This consisted

of salt herrings, of an inferior quality, and a peck of In-
dian corn in the cob, to each, the grinding of which oc-

cupied the remainder of the day. Such was the daily

food, without variation, of these wretched people, and even
of this the allowance was very scanty. No such luxury

as salt pork or beef had they been indulged with for many
months ; and the overseer observed, with perfect indiffer-

ence, that he did not expect any fresh supplies for some
time after what was brought them should be consumed.

A few barrels were at first allowed, by way of reconciling

them to the place ; and so accustomed were they to drag on
this miserable existence, that I observed no repining, each
receiving his pittance without a murmur. The overseer,

however, took special care of himself. His residence was
surrounded with turkeys and fowls, and his cupboard was
supplied with excellent bacon. These provisions were stt

before us, together with a bottle of brandy. During our

repast we were attended by a stout negro-boy, entirely

naked, whom the overseer had selected to be about his

person. The poor fellow's "attention was so rivetted on

the victuals, that he blundered over his employment in a

manner that extorted a threat of punishment from his mas-

ter, who would not attribute his momentary absence of

mind to the cause from which it sprung. As soon as an

opportunity offered, after dinner, I cut off, unobserved, a

piece of bacon, and gave it to the boy, who snatched at

it in an ecstacy, and instantly ran off to the negro-huts.

On hii return; [ questioned him what he had done with
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it; when the grateful and affectionate creature replied,

that he had given the morsel to his poor mother, who was

sick, and could not eat her herrings. Hear this, ye pam-

pered slave-holders ! contemplate th« virtues of this boy

;

and, while you teach your own offspring to follow his ex-

ample, treat his unfortunate race as human bemgs

!

" The day proving boisterous, we ren.ained all night

with the overseer He described, witli much apparent

satisfaction, the means he employed to keep his gang in

subjection, and the different modes of punishment which

from time to time he inflicted on them. Some months

ago, it appeared, that he missed some of his fowls ; and,

being convinced they had been stolen by the slaves, he

ordered them all into his presence, charged them with the

robbery, and ordered them to point out the perpetrator.

This not producing the desired effect, he threatened to

flog them all, observing, that by so doing he should get

hold of the thief without confession ; and he actually put

his threat into instant execution. The job, he continued,

occupied the whole day, as he took his leisure, that it

might be complete, and serve as a warning in future.

Thus suffered the whole of these innocent miserable

people, by way of punishing one, who might have beep

guilty.

" The first week in the year, in this land of slavery, is

a kind of fair for the disposal of negroes, some for life,

and others for a limited time, by public auction, the she-

riff of the county generally acting as auctioneer Here
is often exhibited a spectacle which would soften the

most obdurate heart that had never participated in the

horrid traflic. At these times slave-dealers attend from a

distant part of the country, making a trade of their fellow-

men. Husbands fbr ever separated from their wives;

mothers torn from their children ; brothers and sisters ex-

changing a last embrace, are subjects of mirth to the

surrounding crowd of bidders. Often have I witnessed

negroes dragged, without regard to age or sex, to the

public whipping-post, or tied up to the limb of a tree, at

the will of the owner, and flogged without pity or re-

morse, till the ground beneath was dyed with the blood of

the miserable sufferer. These punishments are often in-

flicted for an unguarded expression of the slave, while

groaning under an oppressive task, for neglecting to do
homage as his master passes by, and too often to indulge

private resentment or caprice. Sometimes they are fas-

tened on a barrel, the hands and feet, nearly meeting
round it, are tied together; thus the breech is presented,

and in this position they endure their torments. Shock-
ing cruelties of this nature have been practised, even in

the more enlightened state of New York. <
" An account of some of these barbarities appeared in

the New York newspapers, so late as the year 1803.
They related the circumstance of a female slave, the p-o-
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perty of a fellow at Brocklyne, on Long Island, coniin|

to a house in Pearl-street, New York, to beg for food.

She was observed to exhibit symptoms of much pain, uiid

to have something concealed under a handkerchief, which

she held to the side of her head. On an examination of

the circumstance, it was found that, amongst other dii.

bolical modes of punishment and tortnre, her owner had

gratified his brutality by hacking ofl' a piece of one <^

her ears, and cutting a gash in the other, through which

he suspended a large iron padlock. In this situation the

unfortunate girl was left, and thus .the had crossed the

ferry, and wandered through the streets of New \ork
hegging a morsel of bread."

From the contemplation of these wanton and inhuman

cruelties, of which innumerable instances are upon record

we shall turn to the relation of a few rigid ^unishmenta

which the white freemen choose to inflict, when for any

serious offence they presume to become the judga of

their slaves.

" In the district of Chowan," observes Mr. Janson, "in

North Carolina, a negro man-slave, in the absence of

his master and mistress, knocked at their door, and de-

manded admission. The parents having gone on a visit

to their friends a few miles distant, had left their daughter

at home ; who, having before received improper conver-

sation from the fellow, and fearing to inform her father,

apprehensive of the dreadful punishment he would inflict

on him for his presumption, refused to open it : the ne-

gro persisted, and finally broke it open. After accom

piishing his purpose, he fled to the woods; and the object

of his brutality, exhausted with resistance, lay lielpiess

till the return of her parents. The distracted father fled

to his neighbours, and related the horrid circumstance.

The inhabitants quickly mustered, and went in pursuit of

the aggressor. After a long search, he was discovered;

when the enraged pursuers tied him to a tree, collected

wood around him, and immediately consumed his body to

ashes."

The following anecdote was related to our author by

Doctor Frederic Ramcke, of Edenton :

—

" Calling on a wealthy planter, whose family he had

long attended as a physician, but whose name, though

then repeated, I have now forgotten, he observed, that

he had a dangerous negro fellow, who had made some at-

tempts on his white female neighbours, and who had

been heard to assert, that he never would cohabit with

those of his own colour, if he could, by any means, pos-

sess a white woman. The whole of the planter's conver

Siltlnn. while thfv Hrnilt a alacQ n( rrmn tntfotUor tlJ'"'""^
/ — _- —- o • a-"6 '"& -V "

on this subject, ^nd he concluded by swearing, that he

would give him up to the white men, unless he, the doc-

tor, would cure him of this propensity. Speaking in

plainer terms, he entrea i the .doctor to perform an

UNITBD UTA
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operation which would answer hit piirpono. The doctor
iiMitattid;—the planter o^ored an hiindr<d dollan—en-
treated— and was violent. The doctor demuiided an in-
demnity, which wai immediately giviri.

"Tlie planter now ordered the oluve into his presence;
and at the same time directed his overseer, a white man,
already privy to his crimes, to attend. When in tin, room'
where the doctor sat, the planter tripped up the heel- ,f

the slave
;
and this hciiig the signal for the overseer, he

rushed into the room, and assisted in binding the piisoner,
who conceived that he was on (he point of receiving an
ordinary punishment, which he was conscious of meriting.
The doctor, in a few minutes, performed the operation,
and the negro was told, that he had received the punish-
ment due I'otim insults to white women.

" About three months afterwards, as the doctor was
going to visit a patient, on the road neui the dwelling of
the planter, the emasculated slave suddenly appeared be-
fore him. We may conclude, that no pleasant sensations
pervaded the mind of the operator, for the fellow had on
his shoulder a wood-cutter's axe. To turn back, or to
risk a meeting, was the question. 1'he doctor checke«l
his horse, to view the physiognomy of the negro, and,
finding it tolerably gentle, he boldly enquired after his
health, though at a cautious distance. The slave replied,
' Tank ye, massa doctor, you did a me much great good ';

white or blackee woman I care not for.' This expression^
the doctor said, was more acceptable at the moment than
th(! planter's ofTered fee of a hundred dollars would have
proved at any period of his life."

As many erroneous ideas have been formed on the
subject of emigration to the United States, we conceive
we shall perf(?rm an important duty by laying the fol-
lowing particulars before our readers :

" I take up my pen," says Mr. Parkinson, "to write
the following pages, free from all unfounded prejudices
against America; but at the request of a great number of
persons there, who, from different parts of the United
Kingdom, and particularly England, have emigrated with
the intention of purchasing lauds in that country. The
great advantages held out by the different authors, and men
levelling fi'om America with commissions to sell land
have deluded persons of all denominations, with an idea'
of becoming land-owners and independent. They have
however, been most lamentably disappointed, particularly
the farmers, and all those who have purchased land; for,

notwithstanding the low price at which the American lands'
are sold, the poverty of the soil is such, as to make it not
pay for l.ibnur; therefore, thf gr.-atcr part have brought
themselves and their families to total ruin.

"Ihe only consolation they enjoy is, that all around
them are in the same situation ; and that, were they to re-
turn to their native country in that reduced state, they
M. VOL. I.
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would not only be the scoff of llicir former acquwntanco.
but feel tluinselves uncomfortable by not having it in
their power to enjoy such ease as they had been brought
up to. IJut the working-men that have emigrated have it
"ot m their power to gel back; for, if they have not mo-
•'ey to pay their passage, the captains of ships will not
I'rnig them from America on the terms on which they are
lakeii, because there is no one ready to pay their passage
on this side. To explain this : On tlieir first arrival in
America, there are men ready to buy them as slaves fo.
a certain time; and, as these people will want clothing,
not .having ihe means to purchase it during their stated
lime of servitude, they are compelled to get the money of
their masters, and that keeps them in the same state the
greater part of their life."

As we are aware that some of these assertions may be
doubted, we shall quote, in contumation of th<.,n the
following passages from Priest's Travels, published, by
Johnson, in ia02.

"Philadelphia, September 13, 1796.
" I write this in my way to Huston, where I am going

to f.i hi my engagement with W , ,he particulars of
which I mforined you of in a former letter. When I ar-
rived at Newcastle, 1 hud the mortification to find up.
wards of one hundred Irish passengers on board the
packet.

" For some time before I left Baltimore, our paper,
were full of a shocking transaction, which took place on
board an Irish passenger ship, containing upwards of
three hundred. It is said that, owing to the cruel usage
they received from the captain, such as being put on a
very scanty allowance of water and provision, a conta-
gious disorder broke out on boaro, which carried off great
numbers; and, to add to their distress, when arrived in
the Delaware, they were obliged to perform quarantine,
which for some days was equally fatal.

" The disorder was finally got under bv the physicians
belonging to the Health Office. We had several of tha
survivors on board, who confirmed all I heard; indeed,
their emaciated appearance was a sufficient testimony of
what they had suffered. They assured me, the captain
sold the ship's water by the pint, and informed me of a
number of shocking circumstances, which I will not wound
your feelings by relating.

" As the manner of carrying „u this trade in human
flesh is not generally known in England, 1 send you a
few particulars of what is here emphatically called a rthile

Guinea inun. There are vessels in the trade of Belfast,

Londonderry, Amsterdam, Hamburgh, &c. whose chief
cargoes, on their return to America, are passengers

; great

numbers of whom, on their arrival, are sold for a term of
years, to pay their passage : during their servitude thev

7P
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are iiabie to be rt-iold, at the death or caprice of their

matters.

" The laws reipecting the rrdtrnplionem, or people who

redeem the emigrants, are very severe : they were formed

for the English convicts before the revolution. There are

lately Hibernian and German societies, who do all in their

power to ameliorate the severity of these laws, and render

their countrymen, during their servitude, as comfortable

as possible. These societies are in all the large towns

south of Connecticut. In New England they are not

wanting, ait the trade is thne prohibited. The difficulty

of hiring » tolerable Kcrvaiit induces many to deal in this

way. Our friend S. lately bought an Irish girl for three

years, and in a few days discovered he was likely to have

a greater increase of his fumily than he bargainul for. We
had the laugh sadly againnt him on this occasion : I sin-

cerely believe the Jew regrets his new purchase is not a

few shades darker. If lie could prove her a woman of

colour, and produce a bill of sale, he would make a slave

of the <:liiid a.1 well an the mother. The emigration from

Ireland has been this year very great ; I left a large vessel

full of passengers from thence at Baltimore : I found three

at Newcastle, and there is one in this city. The number

of passengers cannot be averaged at less than two hundred

and fifty to each vessel, all of whom have arrived withiu

the last six weeks

!

" While the yellow fever was raging in this city, in the

year 17J)S, when few vessels woi»id venture nearer than

Fort Mellin, a German captain, in this trade, arrived in

the river, and hearing that such was the fatal nature of the

infection, that a sufficient number of nurses could not be

procured to attend the sick, for any sum, conceived the

philanthropic idea of supplying this deficiency from his

redemption-passengers ! Actuated by this humane motive,

he sailed boldly up the river, and advertised his cargo for

sale."

" With regard," says Mr. Parkinson, "to the liberty and

equality expected by some who emigrate from these king-

doms to America, they will find that not very pleasant.

Tliere is no Englishman who does not think himself above

a negro; but, when he comes there, he will have to eat,

drink, and sleep, wlh the negro-slaves. Hence it is that

stories are told of the servants in America wanting to eat

and drink in the dining-room with their masters. As the

roaster cannot keep three tables, the white servant thinks

himself, from the boast of the American liberty and equa-

lity, more on an equality with the master than with the

negro ; and as the negro is under no greater subordination

than to acknowledge the man he works for as master

;

the white man, if he be not a slave, to cause a distinc-

tion, will not call him master : therefore, among the white

men in America, tliey are Mr. and Sir; so that, in con-

versation, you cannot discover which is the master or which

GEOGRAPHY. [part m.

is the man. It is the same with the white womrn : they

are all Madam and Miss, it you call at the door oi any

man, and ask the servant, if his master it at home, he

will say, ' Master ! I have no master ; do you w ant Mi',

Such-a-onef' that is, the man he serves: and, if you want

a man that is a white servant, the master callt him in the

tame manner.

" Now thit sits so uneoty ou an Englith tervant, that, by

being called Mr. and Sir, he toon becomet the greateit

puppy imaginable, and much unplcaianter even than the

negro. Then, at all men imitate their superiors in pride

and coniequence, when the negroes meet together, they

are all Mr. and Madam among themselves. It is the same

with respect to the manner of wearing their hair ; almont

every one, child or man, hat hit hair tied. I'he negro the

same; but, at the hair of the nrgro it short, it is cui>

tomary to hang lead to it during the week, that it mi;

have length enough to tie on the Sunday."

Mr. Parkinton assures us, that he hudybur servants, it

his house at Baltimore, and was not only obliged to clem

his own shoes, but his wife and family have risen to miJk

the cows, while his dependents were in bed. " The idea

of liberty and equality," says he, " destroys all rights of

the matter, and every man doei at he likei. Even taking

fruit out of your garden or orchard is not looked upon ii

a theft; nor riding your horse a few miles without leave,

if he be only brought back to you again, and particularly

if the man that rode him should say he knew you did

not want him. It is very unpopular to look upon these

things as a crime; and your only way is, to say he ii

welcome, or have hit anger and the whole country about

you.

" If a white servant be sent on an errand to a neighbour'!

house, he will go in with his hat on, and, perhaps, sit

down with as much freedom as though he was in his own

or his master's house. It is very common, if you step out

of your house into the garden, to fnul a man of any de-

scri])tion, black or white, when you come in, to have

lighttd his pipe, and sitting down in a chair, smoking,

without apology, willi as much composure as though he

were a lodger in the house : and any man that obstructs

these liberties is looked upon as a bad subject, an enemy

to the rights of man, and an infringer of the rights which

the Americans and their fathers have fought for.

" It it not uncommon to take hay or corn out of your

fields, for the waggoner's horses or himself to eat; viz.

1 ousting ears of Indian corn. 1 was in company one

evening where a lady was speaking highly of the apples

grown in America : she mentioned the captain of a ship

to have given them to her. 1 took the liberty of asking

her what they cost f She said, ' O ! the captain took them

out of an orchard : they cost nothing.' By this method

he would take the best ; and you, at the proprietor, have
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the wont fruit to uiajroiirielf: and th« whole of the beit

it tikt'ti from you by liniilir interlopers.

" In the different publicntioni which I have iieen, lome
of iheie unplaaMDtries are forgotten. But the fact i», that

the men who piihliih dio«e favourable accounli of Aino-

rici, are frequently emigrant! from this country, who are

hired by Americans to contract with captains of ships to

bring over such * are unable to pay thrir passage, that

ihcy may buy them when they arrive in America ; which

II an absolute slave-trade, and much worse than the pu-

nishment for convicts. The same sort of men in that

country, whon they are in the grratest distress there, buy

or take up lan'is in the back countries, to pay the money
It some future time; and then either come here them-

lelves, or hire- what may fairly be termed their counsellors

to plead for thcni; these agents to be paid out of the

money raised from the emigrants' pockets, as neither the

man who is the pretended land-owner nor his agent have

my money to support Uiemselves.

" It is precisely the same with emigrants in similar cir-

cumstances from other countries ; who are in the same
manner purchased and treated as slaves. I will mention
I particular instance. A Dutchman, who had lost all his

property, which was considerable, and was reduced to

great distress, by the war with France, met with the cap-
Uia of an American ship, who offered him and his two
sons a free passage into America; but, at the end of the

voyage, the captain offered them all for sale, to pay for

tlie passage. They were bought by Messrs. Ricketts,

whom i have before mentioned; who paid the captain

ready money for them; and the three emigrants had to

repay those gentlemen by labour for a certain number of

yean. The father, finding himself so wonderfully disap-

pointed in the great expectations held out to him by the

captain, proved very obstinate, and would not work; and
was, therefore, whipped with a cow-hide, in the same way
a the negroes. The old man, nevertheless, in spite of
this punishment, still persisting in his obstinacy, the gen-
tlemen chose to give him his liberty, and kept the two boys
to work out the sum.

" Now I only blame the captains of ships for liolding

out such favourable prospects to the emigrants as an in-

ducement, which they know at the same time to be false

;

for it cannot be supposed that those captains can give them
passage and provisions without repayment in some way or

other: but the fact is, that they do this by way of profit;

and, on the other side the water, they get the same sum as

from passengers to this. As to the gentlemen who bought
iliKsc three men^ I can say, from my own knowledge, that

belter characters cannot exist : the blame, m this case, lay

on the old Dutchman, who, when he had brought himself
into such a situation,ought with temper to have done his best,

and the gentlemen would have treated him with kindness.

RICA. 0Of
" Perhaps, from my obMrvktioni, h oiay be here said,

thai I have been disappointed, and am prejudiced man.
No: I am not. I never had halt 'he conde«r.<!nsion shewn
me in the same lime in England by gentlemen -f superior

rank to myself as I have had in America ; and 1 lolcmnly
affirm, it was paiirfid to me to leave so respectable ac-

(juaintance
:
but, farnontg being m v sole object, I found the

climate and soji there t« b» of siw • a nature as to put it

out of the power '»f man •> enrich the land without »tn-h

enormous ex|)enc«-, as (if i\e l»d no other means thar:

what the produce of the land would afford) must ruin

any one.

" To shew this is true, f will give m nxample in thf
speculationa of the well-known Messrs Morris, Nichol-
son, and Grecnleaf. Mr. Morris had so much credit as •
banker during the American war, that his notes were cur-

rent, when those of the United States would not be taken
either in their country or abroad. When the war waa
over, Mr. Morris, not knowing what to do with his money,
speculated largely in lands, and took these other two gen-
tlemen as partners. They are broke, have all been in

prison, and Mr. Morris must probably die there.

" When I was in America, 1 was requested, by all th«

Englishmen whom I knew, to make these facts public at

my return. I never met an Englishman in that country,

of whatever rank in life he might be, that liked it, but
wished himself at home again : but his general acknow-
ledgment was, he had spent his money, and was either

unable to get back, or ashamed to return, having so much
reduced his circumstances as to be dismayed to see his

old friends. And I think it a duty incumbent on me to

declare this to my countrymen, that, if they will go, they

may go with their eyes open. I have, when in America,

discovered my intentions to one American gentleman of

rank and fortune, who, perhaps, is one of the best men
existing, and one of my most intimate friends. Me ap-

proved of my design; saying, the delusions carried on

were improper; and that the industrious emigrant, finding

himself so deceived and disappointed when he arrived in

America, is so much disgusted as to brand the whole of

the people with being a set of rascals altogether."

The following remarks of Mr. P. on American educa-

lion are worthy of notice :

—

" The education of children is both expensive and dif-

ficult to be acquired at any price out of towns and cities.

Education and clothing will cost in the proportion of from

five to one in England. When I first got to America, in

travelling from Baltimore to Annapolis, I called at a ta-

vern to feed my horse. I was ushered into a room where

there were several young gentlemen ; and they were swear-

ing, and making use of such language as I had never be-

fore heard from young men of their uppeannice. I walked

out, and asked who they were. The waiter told me they
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were a sot of younj{ gentlemen going to college at Anna-

polis. I went into the room, and sat there while my horse

was eating hi» corn, and 1 never saw greater confusion

:

tliev put into their pockets sugar, preserves, or any otlier

thinj? they fancied. When the bill was brought in, they

used every device to cheat the waiter. I thought they

were going on in a way that would make them very com-

plete for the character of the country.

" It is usual for men who have families of children,

either to take into their houses teachers, or to subscribe a

tum of money towards the building of a house for a

teacher, according to the number of children of each per-

son, and his ability. I have been applied to, to join an

association of this kind ; and the applicant for the office

of tutor was generally an outlaw, a man from Ireland, as

shabby in his appearance, and equally so in his manners,

as you would find a bully in a house of bad fame in Eng-

land. 1 have remonstrated with some of the better sort

of people on the occasion : they for answer would say,

' What can we do?—these are the only men to be got.'

To which I have replied, ' Children are better without

instructors, than, from the employntent of improper ones,

probably, to render abortive every attempt of intellectual

improvement.*

" I one day called on a gentleman at Shooter's-hill, near

Alexandria ; and when I was introduced to him, it was

in a place at a distance from the house, in the garden,

which he called his office. 1 le was instructing his children.

He requested me to dine with him; with which I com-

plied: I spent the afternoon there, and was treated very

genteely. He is a sensible well-informed man, and of

an extensive property. His mother was an English wo-

man, and a relation of Lord Hawke, in England. He
told me he had been so troubled to get his children edu-

cated, that at last he had found more satisfaction in doing

it himself than pursuing any other method. He told me

his eldest son was at Annapolis College; and, when he

came home in the holidays, his manners were such, that

he was disagreeable to hiir, nd as for the boys he ..ad

at home, he had an intention of sending them to England.

Now, if a gentleman of such large property, and only

one mile distant from the town of Alexandria, finds it so

difficult to get his young family instructed, what can a

man expect when he is situated some miles from a town,

and eveti hard set to procure them food and clothinjj; ?

which is the case with thousands in America. And, for

walit of the infant mind being properly impregnated with

a sense of morality, the weeds of vice obstruct the growth of

virtue ; the youth becomes selfish, and either never knows,

or forgets, the duty necessary to the parent ; for although

the latter pays the child the compliment of education for

his own good, it is equally so for the parent's comfort

:

It excites and promotes those necessary sensibilities of af-

[VKHT in.

fection, which direct more cfTectually the duty of a rliild

towards a parent, who naturally enjoys part of the blessing.

" 1 am persuaded that there are 'housands of Americans

who, for want of education and attending divine worship,

think that man a fool who pays any attention to those

duties, believing that cunning is the most necessary qua-

lification for mankind to possess.

" I was invited to <line at a gentleman'.s house one d»v

where two of the judges were in company : there was

one of them an elderly man, who had a family. Wlieii 1

went into the room, there were many gentlemen sitting

round the fire, as it is customary in America to go earlv

to the place where you arc to dine, and drink apple-toddv,

or spirits and water, before dinner. The conversatioH

tin ned on some lady, who was very rich, but old and ugly
|

and the old judge was advising the young one to many

her. The young judge asked whether he would iiaveliim

marry a woman so miich older than himself, aiui i>;'|y

too ? ' ( ) !' exclaimed the old judge, '
I should not nniiii

that : I would, after marriage, allow her a separate main-

tenance, and keep a nice girl.'

" I found afterwards that this old judge, when lie was

a young man, made a tour to England, and in \Am\m\

got into the company of a celebrated popiJar leader aiul

his party. I suppose he was desirous of marrying some

woman for money at that time. Mr. F and lii.s paitv

contrived to introduce to this young American a hoy \w

hud in keeping as his inistrcss, under the idea of her licing

a rich widow. This amorous hero was so fearful of miss-

ing the chance, that, having got the lady in the humour,

he married her the next morning. But, as soon as he , i

sensible of his folly, he deserted her without ceremouv,

and returned home to his native country, ilis Hpotisp,

however, followed him thither. She still livcj with him,

and is highly esteemed as a dutiful affectionate wife, ami

tender mother, ha\ ing now a very fine young family. Tims

their acquaintance relate the story. Therefore it appears

that an English kept-mistress makes an American gentle-

man a good wife. I imagine that the judge is inclined tu

impress strongly on the minds of his sons the policy of

marrying rich women, which occasions such conversation

ill company
;
yet it must be particularly improper to conn

from the mouth of a judge : and, although the Animicans

deal so much in cunning, it appears they sometimes out-

wit themselves.

Account of some. Savage Nations.] The following ac

count of the savage nations who possessed the territory

of the United States, is taken from an Americah publi-

cation, entitled, " A, Sketch of the (Jetigraphy of liie

United States," published at Philadelphia, in 180.).

" Beginning in the north-east, we first meet with the

name of the Tarrenteens, who resided on the River Ken-

nebec, and other rivers iu the district of Maine, and the
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country cast of it. These were chIIoH, by the French,

Ahcnakics, niid were iilwavN hostile to the llngiisli, having

French inissicuiaries early seltN'if mrion}; iIk in.

" The J/)eir;iiiiniis, who resitlctl ronii.l MassachuHellM

]hy. These were often uttaeked by tlie neinlihonring

Tarrenteens, and as often lied to the Knglisli for pro-

tection. Tlie Moheiiimt, livinu; he iween ihi' Thames and

Connecticut Hivers, and the hi|»lier brandies of the former,

who were >;eiierally friendly to the ttrstNettiers.

"The I'fqiKuh, settled on the sonnd between New
London an(i Stoiiinnlon, who were nearly exierininalcd

in the war of l(>:)7, four or five hnndrcd being deNtroyed

ill one campaign.

" The Marriifransets, who dwelt principally round the

bay of the same name. This was a nnineroirs tribe, and

could furnish two thousand fighting men in Ui?.'). They
were the most ingenious savages in the eaotern country

:

ihcy made the neatest wamptim, pendants, and br«e<;-

lets, stoiKspipes, and euill' nwnre, which they disposed of

to other Indians for furs and peltry; bartering the latter

to the white inhai)ilants, for paints, runi, and bauiiles.

" The naxt to the Narragansets were the H'oiiiponoagu,

whose sachem was Masnanoict, that gave his iiuine to

Massachusetl's Hay, and liud his prim ipal seats at the

towns now called liristol and Middleburgh. It was Phi-

lip, the son of this cliieftain, who waged a destructive

and obstinate war Against the Enghsh, in U)75, and at

lust fell in the conteit.

" Desides these, there were many clans of less noto-

riety, in what are now called the New Kngland States, all

of whom are nearly extinct.

" To the southward of the Pequods there was another
powerful nation, who were sovereigns of an exlennivc re-

gion, reaching from the Connecticut Hivor to Chesapeak
Iky, and as far westward as the Kittatany Mountains,
coinpiehcnding all that part of New York tliat lies be-

tween the highlands and the ocean, New Jersey, Pennsyl-
vania, and Delaware States. 'I'hey called themselves
UmieUinopes

; by the IVench they were termed l,cs

I-oups, and, by the Knglish, Delawares. 'J'his confede-
riicy comprised numerous .subordinate clans, the principal
of which were the Chilincki, who dwelt on the west side
<if die Hiver Delaware; the IVanami, who rang.;(l from
the Haiiti.ii, in New Jersey, to tlie sea-coast; the Mun-
ftj/s, on the upper streams of the Delaware, down to the
Ldieigh; the iVahingas, or River Indians, wiio resided
between the Delaware and Hudson, and from the Kitta-
any »! (,•<• j,3j,;3j. . g^^j

jr^.
^lf,j,lfl^„fi^^ ^^^ Manhattanu,

who occupied Staten Island, York Island, and |)art of
Long Island, from the highlands to the ocean. These
confederate tribes waged war for the greatest part of
a century with the Iroquois, or five nations, but were at
last subdued, and reduced to the most humiliating terms,
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about the year lfiR2, the lime when William Penn landed
in Pennsylvaiiin.

" The territoiy of Maryland was inhabited by (he Sm-
>iur/inmwrs, who were compleiely deslidycd liy the fivo

nations; by the Mautiiorks, Co„o,/s, ThIvUws, and iMo,„t~
liitm, most of whom united with the Iroepiois in the sub-
jngalion of the Delawares.

" When the I'lnglisli made their fiisl settlement in Vir-
ginia, in the year Hiny, this couiiliy, fiuin ihi; sca-eoasl
to the mountains, and from t|ie Potowmac to the southern
waleis of James Itivcr, was occn|)ii il by forty dillerent
tribes of Indians. Of these the I'lmhalum, the Muiino-
liixin, and the Momkam, were the most potent. The
Powhatan confederacy cluimnl an extent of eight ihon-
saiid square miles, and contained « popnlali<m of eight
thousand souls. These numerous tribes are nearly lost

:

of forty nations and upwards, (here are hardly forty pci-
s(ms left to witmss the elfects of European civili/ation.

"To the .sonlh of James Hiver, in Virginia, and in

North Carolina, the most noted Indian tribes were the
C/iowamim-s, with their allies, the Niilt,iti'<ii/s and I\lr/ier.

rins, on the cast ; and the ('vires, Tiisninmi^ and C/irro-

kref, on the west. The Tnscuioras were a numerous and
powerful nation; but, having engiiged in a war with ih"

white inhabitants, about the year I71'J, were almost ex-
terminated, a remnant of the tribe being (d)liged to move
to the Ohio, where they afterwards united with the Iro-

quois, and became the sixth confederate nation.

" The most noted nations among the aborigines of South
Carolina were the Stotioes and kVesloeif, the Surmniees
Apnlachi's, CongtiroM, I'Uaws, and Yama.ixers, on the
east and in the centre, who are now cither extinct or min-
gled with other tribes; and the Vntawbim, Ctrvks, and
i'herokcfs, on the west, who still tairiw their names and
a portion of their ancient territories on the frontier of the

state."

The various efforts to colonize this ample territory are
not undeserving of particular attention. When Sir Wal-
ter Halcigh sent a small colony, in L5»5, they landed in

North Carolina; but the colony returnetl the following
year, and no farther attempt was made, until the com-
mencement of the reign of James I. After this, in IfiOfi,

Mr. Percy, brother of the I'larl of Northumberland, pro-
ceeded with a small colony, and discovered the Powha-
tan, or James River, On the 'Jfitli of April, lfi(»7, Cap-
tain Newport discovered the fine bay called Chesapeak,
and gave the name of Cape llfiry, probably in honour ol

Henry Prince of Wales, to the southern promontory. In
the following year a small ioloiiy landed, and commenced
a settlement on James River, at the j)lace now caHed
Jautes Town, which proved the first permanent eslablish-

ment of the Knglish in Amtiica. This ieltlement consisted

only of one hundred and four persons. In the gamt yeai
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a small colony was fixed about nine or ten leagues to the

southward of the mouth of Sagadahok River, and Quebec

was likewise founded by the French.

In 1609, the celebrated Captain Smith sailed up seve-

ral of the rivers, and explored some part of the interior

country. In 1610, Lord Delawar was appointed governor

of the British settlements, and his name was imparted to

the commercial bay so called.

In 1614, Captain Smith, in a small boat, coasted from

Pennopscot to Cape Code, and also drew a map of the

country, under the denomination of New England.

The first town in this division was foun(*ed in 1620, and

called Plymouth, and, in the following year, Massassoit,

one of the most powerful Sagamors, or chiefs of the

neighbouring savages, came, with sixty attendants, to

visit the new settlement, and entered into an amicable

treaty to avoid injuries, to punish offenders, and to restore

stolen goods, with promises of mutual assistance in case

of war. This treaty was faithfully observed for half a

century, and the memory of Massassoit is still held in tra-

ditional veneration. In a war with a neighbouring tribe,

called Narragansets, who gave their name to an adjacent

bay, the English settlers successfully defended their new

ally, and nine Sachems declared their attachment to Eng-

land. In 1624, a bull and three heifers arrived from

England, being the first cattle seen in this^ part of the

world.

In the spring of 1630, a grand confederacy was entered

into by the Savage tribes, particularly the Narragansets,

to extirpate the English colony at Plymouth ; but the plot

was disclosed by a savage, and the English preparations

effectually prevented tlie design. In 1643, the four colo-

nies of Plymouth, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New
England, entered into a strict alliance, a congress being

institute^ consisting of two commissioners from each co-

lony, to be annually chosen, and considered as the re-

presentatives of the United Colonies of New England.

Morse observes that the powers delegated to the commis-

sioners were nearly the same as those vested in congress

by the articles of confederation agreed upon by the United

States in 1678 ; and this union subsisted, with some few
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alterations, until the year 1686, when all the thaitsrs, ex-

cept that of Connecticut, were annulled by a commissioB

from James the Second.

The inland discoveries were far from e-.ieniive on the

part of the English ; but the French co'onists at Quebec

gradually advanced in their know'cige of the interior.

Their national cha—ct^i or licentiousness also led tlie

French to form intimate connections with the savage fe-

males, while the gravity of the English, probably aided

by the puritanical maxims then prevalent among them,

preserved their race unmixed.

After an interval of thirty years, Charles II. granted

New Jersey to his brother the Duke of York. The Dutoli

had settled, at an early period, in the country since called

New York and New Jersey. These Dutch possessiom

had always been viewed with a jealous eye by tlie Eng-

lish colonists, and when the disputes arose with Holland,

Charles II. embraced the opportunity of transferring the

territory to his brother, the Duke of York. In 1664,

Carr was sent with three thousand men to take posses-

sion, when most of the iniiabitants accepted the oath of

allegiance. New Amsterdam was found to be neatly

built, the houses being of stone and brick, and covered,

in the Dutch taste, with a mixture of red and black tiles.

The name of New York was given to the town, and

afterwards extended over the country, while Fort Orange

received the new appellation of Albany. The boundaries

of this region in the Dutch charter were, Maryland on the

south, lands belonging to the savages on the west, the

French colonies on the north, and New England on llie

east. A part of it was ceded by the Duke of York to

subaltern proprietors, who called it New Jersey. The

subsequent settlements of Pennsylvania and South Ca-

rolina still further enlarged the bounds of accurate

knowledge ; but an acquaintance with the real stale and

natural history of the country was not accomplished till

the end of the last and the beginning of the present

century.

The political history of the Unitea States is biennea

with that of England; to which the reader is referred for

information.
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CHAPTER V.

SPANISH DOMINIONS IN NORTH-AMERICA.
HE best account of the Spanish dominions in North-

America is contained in a work scarcely known in Eng-

land, and called El f'iagero Universal, or The Universal

Traveller; which occupies the greater part of two vo-

lumes, printed at Madrid in 1799. From this source we
shall lay before our readers some important intelligence

;

to which we shall add some valuable extracts from the

journey of M. Thiery de Menonville to Oaxaca, in 1777

;

from the dictionary of Alcedo, published at Madrid, in

1786; and from the papers of M. Humboldt, whose re-

cent travels in America have excited considerable interest

throughout Europe.

Extent and Boundaries.} In estimating the extent of

these large and flourishing possessions, it is necessary to

consider the boundaries. That towards the south-east is

tlie eastern boundary of Veragua, the last province of

North-America; consisting of a ridge called Sierras de

Canatagua. Towards the north, the Spaniards do not

readily assent to a boundary, but claim the whole north-

west of America, pretending a prior right of discovery to

the English, or any other nation : they appoint a governor

of New California, by which name they imply all the

north-west coast of America. Within land the boundaries

of Louisiana, formerly possessed by Spain, ascended to

the Turtle Lake, one of the sources of the Mississippi

;

but since that province has been acquired by the United

States, the Spanish possessions terminate on the western

coast, where the English claim the port of Sir Francis

Drake, and mark the Spanish boundary at Cape Mendo-
cino. The sources of the Rio Bravo, however, may be

assumed as a medial boundary, as there are several small

Spanish settlements to the north of Santa F6, in about

latitude thirty-nine degrees thirty minutes, while the

southern boundary is about latitude seven degrees thirty

minutes; hence we have a length of thirty-two degrees, or

one thousand nine hundred and twenty geographical miles

The breadth does not correspond to this prodigious length

of territory; though in one place, from the Atlantic shore

of East Florida to that of California on the Pacific, it

amounts to about three-quarters of that length ; while the

narrowest part of the isthmus, in Veragua, is not above
twenty-five British miles : in general, the medial breadth

can scarcely be computed at more than four hundred geo-

graphical miles.

Mmstons.] In North-America, the Spanish dominions are

divided into seven grand terntories, or domains, generally

called kingdoms by the Spanish authors. These arc, as-

cending from the south to the north, 1, Guatemala; 2,
Mexico, a name not restricted to the ancient kingdom, but
embracing many extensive provinces to the north ; 3, New
Biscay; 4, New Leon; 5, New Mexico; 6, California;

and, 7, Florida.

Climate.] The climate of this country is singularly di-

versified. Humidity predominates in the isthmus, but not

so greatly as in the South-American province of Darien,

where it rains for nine months of the year upon an average.

Violent storms often occur; and sometimes, according to

D'Auteroche, the lightning seems to rise from the ground.

The maptime districts of Mexico are, however, so hot
and unhealthy, as to occasion much perspiration even in

.January. The inland mountains, on the contrary, are

sometimes partTy covered with hoar-frost and ice in the

dog-days ; while in other inland provinces the climate is

mild and salutary, with some slight falls of snow in win-

ter : but no artificial warmth is found necessary, and ani-

mals remain all the year in the open air. There are heavy

rains, generally after mid-day, from April till September;

and hail-storms sometimes fall. Earthquakes and volcanos

often terrify the inhabitants, and thunder is not unfrequent.

The height of the ground in this part of the world is a

wonderful circumstance, and of course has a material

effect upon the climate. Humboldt found that the vale

of Mex." :o is about six thousand nine hundred and sixty

feet above the level of the sea ; and that even the inland

plains are generally as high as Mount Vesuvius. These

calculations were formerly applied only to mountains;

and one of the new improvements of the science is their

application to plains and valleys. In the parts to the

north of Guadalaxara, where the high chain of Topia runs

north from the neighbourhood of that city, for a space of

one hundred and fifty leagues, or about six hundred

English miles, as far as New Mexico, the rains continue

the whole day, from June to September ; and in the pro-

vince of Tabasco the rains are perpetual for nine months

of die year. The southern coasts are equally affected, and

arc subject to great meteorological varieties ; but, oti the

whole, the climate must be regarded as healthy. The

aborigines sometimes attain a great age; and grey hairs,

baldness, or wrinkles, are unknown till a very late period

of life.
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Face of the Country.'] The general appearance of these

cjitensive regions is singular and diversified. When M.
Thiery had passed the ridge of Orazava, proceeding to-

wards the south, he found that nature assumed quite a
new aspect. The vegetation was surprisingly beautiful.

Geraniums, heliotropes, &.c. appeared under the yuccas,

a kind of aloes, thirty feet in height. The highways were
bordered with hedges of the sensitive plant. Superb big-

nonias, with yellow flowers, from sixty to one hundred
feet in height, were also common, while t!ie sides of the

hills were covered with a beautiful species of Indian

fig-tree, forming a curious ornament to the landscape.

From a trunk of fifteen or sixteen feet in height, and
five or six in circumference, spring straight branches,

which are crowned by a series of others, regularly diverg-

ing, so as sometimes to fill a circumference of forty or

fifty feet in diameter, and equal height, thus resembling a

laige chandelier of a sea-green colour. The fruit, when
ripe, discloses a crimson pulp; and is said to be whole-
some. Th^^ piiahiaha, a smaller species of these plants,

aflbrd a delicious fruit, which is the common food of the

Indians. Extensive ridges of mountains, numerous vol-

canos, some of ihem covered with perpetual snow, pre-

cipices and cataracts, delicious vales, fertile plains, pic-

turesque lakes and rivers, romantic cities and villages,

amidst an union of the trees and vegetables of Europe
and America, contribute to diversify the face of this in-

teresting country.

Soil and Agriculture:] The soil is, in general, a deep
and fertile clay, whicii requires no manure, except irriga-

tion. Though the population be extremely thin, yet agri-

culture has of late years made considerable progress. This
progress may partly be judged from the state of the tithes,

which, in the archbishopric of Mexico, for ten years,

from 1769 to 1779, amounted to four millions one hun-
dred and thirty-two thousand six hundred and thirty pesos,

or dollars ; while for the ten years, from 1779 to 1789, they

rose to seven millions eighty-two thousand eight hundred
and seventy-nine pesos; the difference being two millions

nine hundred and fifty thousand two hundred and forty-

nine pesos, or more than half of the former proceeds.

The chief agricultural product is indigo, of which there

are annually exported one thousand five hundred arrobas,

and about eight thousand quintals of pimento. Tiie cul-

tivation of sugar is considerably increased, and the aug-
mentation of the price in EVirope has augmeu'.ed the trade.

Tobacco is a most important branch. Cochineal is rather

an article of horticulture, and requires considerable atlen-

tion
:

the plant is a peculiar species of cactus, called no-
pal, and the insect is peculiar to the plant, being very

small, and enveloped in a white Aim ; but, when crushed,
the beautiful carmine appears. This plant, which is about
eight feet iu height, is propagated by branches. The in-
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sect is dried before it becomes an article of commerce-
and the annual exports are computed, by Estalla, at twenty."

three thousand six hundred arrobas. By another compu.
tation, the quantity of cochineal exported to Spain is

four hundred and sixty thousand pounds, cosflng in New
Spain about twelve shillings a pound, but being worth at
Cadiz about thirteen or fourteen shillings. The people
employed in this culture are said to amount to between
twenty-five and thirty thousand; and the value of the trade

to the province of Oaxaca is reckoned at one million
pesos.

Riters, Lakes, ,^r.] The principal river of Sppnish
North-America is the Rio Bravo, or Del Norte. The
course of this river is conjectured to be about one thou-
sand British miles. Alcedo informs us, that it divides the

province of Coaguila from that of Texas, which last isiii

fact a part of the ancient Louisiana. The source is sup.

posed to be in about forty degrees of latitude. In I779
the governor of New Mexico, D'Ansa, made an expe!
dition against the savages, called Cumanches; and on the

23d of August was at thirty-eight degrees fifty minutes,
when the savages informed him that the river rose fifteen

leagues to the north-west, in the ridge called Grulias,

which belongs to the easterly chain, in the neighbourhood
of Santa F6. The source, according to Antillbn, is in a

morass, which not only abounds in springs, but is fed bv

the constant dissolution of snow from adjacent volcanos.

Between the Rio Bravo i,iid the Mississippi the chief

rivers are the Medina, the Magdalena, or River of Guada-
loupe, thatof Flores, the Arcokisas, and Chicowansh,
Towards the west is a large river, the Colorado, which

flows into the Gulf of California. The course of this

river may be computed at six hundred British miles. The
Rio Colorado, or Red River, is so called because the

waters become of that colour, owing to the rains falling

upon a soil of red clay : it is a deep and copious stream,

capable of considerable navigation. The neighbouring

savages, called Cocomaricopas, are dexterous in swim-

ming across, holding in the left hand a piece of wood,

wiiich supports their arms or burden, and steering with

the right, while the women, supported by a kind of pet-

ticoat of basket-work, upon which they place their chil-

dren, pass ill like ma- ler. The course of the Colorado

is generally from north-east to south-west, but sometimes

west. It is joined from the east by a large river called

Gila, which is, however, every where fordable.

The chief lake in Spanish North-America is that of

Nicaragua, which is about one hundred and seventy Bri-

tish miles in length, and about half as much in breadth.

It is situated in thp province of the same name, towards

the south of the isthmus, and has a great outlet, the River

of St. Juan, to the Gulf of Mexico ; while a smaller stream

is supposed to flow into the Pacific. If the population
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were more numerous and industrious, they might make
this lake supply the long-wished-for passage from the At-
lantic into the Pacific, and in the most direct course that

could be desired.

In the province of Yucatan there are many considerable
lakes, well known to the cutters of logwood ; and, still

ascending towards the north, that of Mexico is the first

that deserves attention. The lakes of Tezcuco and Chalco
are about thirty miles in length, while that of Tezcuco is

about fifteen miles in breadth ; but as the latter is partly
drained, so as to be at the distance of a league from the
city, it is probably about twelve miles in breadth. This
lake is not only celebrated in history, as originally con-
taining the city of Mexico, rising amidst the waters like
another Venice, but is remarkable for the quality of the
waters, which are partly salt and partly fresh. There are
three or four other smaller lakes, at the distance of about
thirty miles from the capital, one of which gives rise to
the River Panuco, which falls into the Gulf of Mexico,
while another is the source of the River Barnaja.
Mountains.^ The principal chain of mountains in Spa-

nish North-America is that of Topia, which, commencing
in the neigiibourhood of Guadalaxara, extends north to
New Mexico, a distance of more than seven hundred
miles; whi'e the breadth of all the ridges is sometimes
one hundrca and sixty miles. This chain is of such a
height, as to be comparable with the Andes of Peru, and
abounds with precipices of the most terrific appearance.
It is in most parts covered with pines of an extraordinary
size and height, and so thick as to exclude the rays of the
sun. On the summit, the cold is intense; but the teni-
perature of the sides varies according to their exposure.
It gives rise to several rivers, which, during the rains,
from June to September, inundate the coinitry to the dis-
tance of two or three leagues. The ridge of Topia is also
called the Sierra Madre, or motlier-chain, and embraces
the province of Nayarit, which remained pagan till 17 18.
Towards the north, the extent of the Sierra Madre has
not been precisely determined ; but the Moquis, on the
west of Santa Fe, and under the same parallel, are classed
among its inhabitants, and it is supposed to form one
chain with that of Nabajo and the Sierra Azul, or Blue
Ridge, of Alzate, ar i the stony mountains of north-west
America, sending oft" a branch called Gemes, on the west
of New Mexico, while on the east of that province is
lie inferior ridge of Namlii.

On the east, there is also a considerable chain, support-
ing an intermediate table-land, on which are various
rivers, terminating in Inkcs; but not having a general ap-
pellation, it has been slightly treated by the Spanish au-
thors. Estalla informs us, that all the extensive territory
contained between the Pacific and Atlantic, is divided into
three parts, formed by two principal chaiiM of mountains,
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running from the south-east to the north-west. On tno
east of the oriental chain are the provinces of New Leon,
Santander, Coaguila, and Texas, besides more southern
districts on the Gulf of Mexico ; and in the middle divi-
sion, between the chains, are the provinces of New Bis-
cay, asTepeguana, Taraumara, Topia, and Batopilas, as
far as the garrison of the Paso del Norte, which stands
in the south of Njw Mexico ; while on the west of the
Topian chain are the provinces of Culiacan, Cinaloa,
Ostimuri, and Sonora, with Upper and Lower Pimeria,
so called from the different elevation of the territory, thus
confirming the idea that the western chain terminates in
the neighbourhood of Guadalaxara. According to tliis

division, the oriental ridge begins in the vicinity of Mex-
ico, farther to the south than that of Topia; and if either
of the two chains could be connected with the Andes, it

must be the oriental. At the distance of nine or ten
league, from Vera Cruz, M. Thiery says, he found himself
in a plain, with the mountains of Alvorado south, Ori-
zava west, and the Sierras Leones north-west, forming a
natural barrier of one hundred and fifty leagues; and the
eastern ridge seems, by his account, to form a barrier to
the vale of Mexico. The other inferior chains are those
of Tamalipa, Apanaca, which runs many leagues east and
west, and the mountain of Canatagua, which divides Ve-
ragua from Panama. They may all be perceived by re-
ferring to the map.

The composition of the mountains of New Spain is but
little known

; but, according to M. Humboldt, they con-
sist, for the most part, of argillaceous schistus.

I ofcams.'] The volcanos of New Spain are very nu-
merous. There are twenty-one from that of Soconusco,
in the north, to that of Varu, in the south. They are all

on the south-western coast, and, after a considerable in-
terval, they again emerge towards the eastern coast, in the
vicinity of Mexico. M. Humboldt has stated, that only
a small number, and those little elevated, eject lava. He
saw, at the volcano of Xorullo, a basaltic cone, which
appeared above ground on the 15th September, 1759, and
which is now one thousand four hundred and ninety-four

'

feet above the surrounding plain. This volcano is in the
province of Mechoacan, at the distance of eight leagues
from Pasquaro, the capital, towards thr south-west; the
volcano of Colima being in the sam.^ direction, but at a

grentcr distance. It first appeared oi» Michaelmas-day,
1759, with singular circumstances. A fertile vale, eight
leagues lu. length and three in Iji.adth, was called Xorullo
by the inJians, a word, in their bn^^uage, signifying Para-
dise : there was in it an opuleiu Jarm, belonging to Don
Joseph Pimenlel, which produced the best sugar of the

whole viceroyalty, when, by the sudden eruption of •

volcano, the whole was not only ruined, but the vallej

assumed a horrid aspect, being blackened with perpetuai
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smoke, and toveretl willi locks and uslics, ihe luscs coii-

suuuhI, the edrlli fiill oJ" ikip ciuck* uiid opcuiiig*, and

now rorniing a hill of (onMidt'iiibli' lieiglit, ciowaed willi

a volcano. Aloiijf; its Mtlf putiscs a livulvt, wiiivU i>i)niierly

fcrtiiuL'd tlic vallrv, t)Mt iit nosv so hot us to S^ald men or

animals who attempt to pass it: this is a great iitconvr*

nicncc, ns it is iit the direct ruad to llie coppcr>niiues in

thiit (piaiter. Six mouths before this catastrophe, hor-

rible subterranean noises were constuntiv heard, :md earth-

quakes were felt, which tilled the inhabitants with con-

sternation ; and they would have (piittcd the ground, if

the landlord hud not employed a Jesuit of some inthiencc

to persuade tlicni to remain. The eruptions of the vol-

cano of Colinia, ihotigh at the distance of seventy leagues,

having ceased as soon as the eurlhquakes began, it was

conceived that tlie matter had met with some obstruction,

and had recoiled to this spot.

The volcano of Orizava is the most majestic in the vice-

royuil) . D'Auteioche observes, that the mount;iin of Ori-

zava is said to be the highest in Mexico; and its snowy

summit is visible from the capital, a distance of sixty

miles. '1!
•; celebrated mountain is to the south-east of

Mexico, not far from the road to Vera (Jruz ; it became

volcanic in l.H.), and continued for twenty vein's, since

which time tiiere has been ik> appearance of inllammation.

Though the summit be clothed willi perpetual snow, the

sides are adorned with beautiful forests of cedars, pines,

arid other trees. There are many other volcanos in this

singular province, while other ridges are only remarkable

for their height, as the mountain of TIascala, the Tentzon,

Toloccam, and others.

Vegetables.'] The plants of the North-American pos-

sessions of Spain are the eactus eochetiiUfer, a species

of the Indian tig, upon which the cochineal insect delights

to feed ; convolvulusjalapa, the true jalap, a Native of the

province of Xalappa, in the viceroyalty of Mexico ; co-

paifha officinalis, and toluifera balmmnm, two trees

that yield the fragrant gum-resins, known in commerce by

the names of Balsam of Capivi and of Tt)lu. The shores

of the bays of Honduras and Campeachy have long been

celebrated for their immense forests of mahogany and log-

wood ; ami the neighbourhood of Guatemala is distin-

guished for its indigo. The giiaiacum, the sassafras, and

Uunarind, the cocoa-nnt-palm, the chocolate-nut-tree, and

a variety of others, which are natives of the West-Indian

Islands, enrich those fertile provinces. The pine-appk-

grows wild in the woods, and the shallow rocky soils arc

inhabited by liie various species of aloe and euphorbia.

In the neia';;Li(>'jrhood of Vera Cruz, Thiery f -iil the

cocoa-tree, a bombax with red Howers, nielias, , . d plu-

merias. He also met with a rare species of wild U%^ ind

groves of sensitive plants and ceibas. Yuccas, smgiinr

ferns, an arum of great beauty, and so large that the xv.-^X
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weighs ten pounds, the superb lily, a violet with u bulbous

root, ihistlvs equal in size to artichokes, bulbous axaii.N

junipers, an oak producing monstrous acorns, lieopersicu

various geraniums, and heliotropes, and that useful uluf

called the agave Americana, or maguey, witii various

shrubs and llowrrs, too nuinerons to mention.

More than sixty kinds of fruit are sold in the nnirket

of ^iexico, exclusive of the Kuropeun sorts. Olivo

thrive in the archbishop's garden, a league from (hut city;

and the province of Tchuacun abounds in pomegrimates.

Among the productions of Vera Paz, Ivstallu inentioiis

the tree M'hich yields liifitid itmlier, and others of various

balsams, gum cojial, which, aevordiiig Di> some, is the

original substance of mineral and)er, the inastic-treo, and

that \>hieh yields the gum called dragon's blood. 'riu>

reeds of Florida, which in other parts attain the height ol

thirty feet, are here said to grow to the iueredihle height

of Olio imndred feet, and are so large that each joint will

contain an aroba of water. A singular tree has hern di!^

covered in New Spain, and believed to be the only one of

the kind existing in the world ; the tlowtir is in the fmni

of the human hand. 'I'he following description of it ij

given by lislalla: Among the rare trees of this part of

America must be especially placed that called l)e las Ma.

iiitas. It grows near the village of Sun Juan, in the diji.

trict of 'I'oluca, on the side of a hill, and is of a regular

form: its leaves u>mewliat resumble those of the holm-

oak, anil resist the rigour of Minter and the norllicrly

winds, to which it is exposed. Once in two years, it

produces a very singular Huwer, in the shape of a liaml,

and of a flesh-colour, friMn which it ilerives its iiiinie.

Several elVorts were made to propagate this unique spe-

cies, which, at length, have siu v ceded, and young plnnts

are now in the botanical garden at Mexico.

In the town of Atrisco, thirty leagues to the soiuli-east

of Mexico, there is a celebrated tree, called tihuthiictt:

it was measured in October, 17<)7, in the presence of the

archbishops of Mexico and (Jnatemala, and the hisliop

of I'neblu. Upwards of one hundred persons entered the

hollow trunk, which was then far from being filled, he-

cause a part lower thaii the rest was full of water. Two-

thirds of the tree are wanting, having been couMiined hy

lightning, but the height from the root to the part at

which it was struck was one hundred and seventy palms

of Spain ; the outer circumference at the ground was one

hundred and fifty-seven palms; the concave at the bottom

one hundred and fourteen; at the height of three yards,

sixty-six; and, at the same height on the outside, one

hundred :iiid nine rialnis, A rtnUw ju nbout •line itirhes

Kiiglish measure. 'I'his species is common in New Spain:

there is one in the province of Oaxaca forty yards in cir

cumference. The productive powtrs of the soil an: also

evidenced by an olive-tree, which must have been planted
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Miicf the coiKiiivNt, mid wliicli ii t\M<iity-Qiu! yunU uiitl

llirt'C'iiiiurtur.i in ciiciiiiiriMeiicu.

.inimiih.} AiiKiii}; Ui« vaiiutix miiiimlii in liii» purt ol'

Aiiu'iiL'tt, llic luoHt xiiiKuliii air (he Mixi-. tin or hiiiuh-

liiii k (log, mul a kiiiil of (ion :u|iiiio. What i.i i allcil ilui

tij;ii it u noil of puiitht'i, ami :i(>in< iiuicN grown to ii m<mi
,i/,f. Ciuvigtiio luyii, that ihii largciii i|iuiilriipi'il In lliu

ilinitii or tupir, whii h in ulioiil (liu m/i; u( u iiitilc, ami in

:ini|ii>ibioiiN. Thf liiNoii i.t foiiiiii in Nuw Miixiio; and in

(.'iiJiforiiiii lilt in uio Niiid lo Ixi wild sIiihi|>.

'I'ho bulluli) of Norlli-Aiiu'iiia in inn* coi.iniun, and
valaalilc for ilk ikiii uiid ncidi. In 17H,'), four or livi- ui-ir

tiiibuikud at \'«!iM t'riu, and IiioiikIiI to iMu. A fts

iiialf lalvtd ill Spain; liiit tlu« (iiinatt- did mil agiw with

iIkmii.

A horse in New Spuin coniinonly cohIh four dolhiin;

liiit liio horses nm far from liiinij w»H traiind. 'I'lm ra-

valiv is numnlcd on friidiiin^. Oxen arc ( hiully ii«t;d for

ihi ploiinh ; but ihc in if is Imd, and lull for tiiti poor;

wliili' iho rich imt nintton and veal. In the stnithiiii pro-

viaci's arc annadillns, many varieties iif apes, and .soini-

ticaatifiil birds and iiixci In; among the hitler (here is a

s|H(iiH of ant, wliieli inakeM a kind of hone), so abuiidunt

:is Id be an ailiele of coininen i'. lis forin and all ils

habits an- those of the eoinniun mil, but it ii veined witii

.jii'v ami black. The singularity i.s, that in ihu .s|iriiiK ihu

liilly H«ells with honey lo the h\u- of a cherry; 10 liial if

fiiiin a coinnioii ant the belly be taken, and tin: tilher parti

|,)iiit<l lo a cherry, there will be u perfeol leHenililmice of

llic insect. The honey h of tlia aaiiic tame an that ol

htTS. '

There mc oiiornioiid miakes, which are naid Id jiltack

men and animals by their bieutli. 'I'ume snaken are also

kept in the fields of maize, wiienj lliey destroy rats, moles,

iiml iinecls. Numbers of a kind of wild geese freijuenl

(lie lakes, and form a great iirlii Ic of consumption in the

lily. Tliey are often taken, as in China, by Indians, who
[ilacc calabashes on tiicir heads, and seizo the bird by the

feet. The lish are few in number and variety.

Miiieiah.] The mineralogy of the Spanish empire in

Norlh-zVinericu is consid«:ied to be llio most valuable in

tin; world, as, in a much smaller extent, il produc es sn-

piiior wealth lo (hat of all Soulli-Aineiiea. Silver forms
tht! chief product; but in some spots gold is also abmi-
iliail. Ahedo informs us, dial during the war with the sa-

vages, whirii tnded in 1771, rich mines of gold and silver

were discovured in various parts of Soiiora, particularly

ill the plain of (^iiieguilhi, where there were found lumps
of (;()ld, so huge as sometimes to weigh six pounds, at

ilie dtpUi of only two feet, 'i'wo thousand persons soon
sctllfd in the mighboiniiood, and a gciieial coiniiiandiint

<it tlie province was named; il being regarded as one <if

llie richest in the whole viceroyally, as all the iiiounlaius

K I c: A. tl«
abound with silvrr ami gold: but the iiiuiirtiuns of 0110.

lines, ihti want of litbomni*, and ihu dilliuiilty of protuiring

ipiicksilvei, have concuruul, with the almmluiieu uf iiiinn*

near the capital, in emising those of Sutiura Ui bo nog*
lecled.

Till within tin- lail lifly or sixty years, llin lieliait silvor.

mines of Spam were ihoso uf /.acalrcas, ubmit tMo liiiii.

died Itrilisti miles to Iho iiorth-wesi of Mnxico; Iml ihn
minerals appear to have been ehielly iniellml at St. I.iiir

de IViiosi, which hud also lich mines 111 il* neighlMiuihood,
discovered soon after ihosi- of I'olosi, in South.Aiuemm,
A.I). I,)4,i, wheme the name was Irunsferred.

At present, the principal iniiies urn at (jinunajimto,
considcraldv nearer the capital, being a disluiiee of only
one hundird miles, while it is about one hnndrvd undloity
to the eiisl of (iuaduluxara, and uboiit lifty lo llm north'
west of the city of gueielaio. 'I'he mines in lim viuimly
<d (iinmajualo produ* e abiindanue of gold, silvm, uiul

copper, and are curried to u great depdi. Tlie ihiif mines
of gold and Silvia aiv ihe I'ueria Ovej.ira, Mom, San
lierimlie, Ifosario, and Medulla; but ihrre are also fivo

mining stations within the moiintuins, and in tbu vales

loiiy-ilnee smeliinghdiiHes, which alioid employmenl to

great iinmbeis of lalionreis, who coiiMumc! anmially oiin

bundled ihonsHiid loads ofmai/e, eighloen ihonsand sheep,
live tlimisand oxen, and eighleeii thousand loads of meul,
Ihere being sixteen villages in the tovviisiiip of liapnatu.
The mining operations have mm li nii teased wilhin l|m
last (illy years, as appears fiom ihn ipianlity (.f the eiiin-

age; for during ihirleeii years, from ITrjli to 177H, il,,,,,,

were coined at Mexico two hniidied and three millions
eight hundred and eighty-two thousand niiin Inimheil and
foily-eight pesos; while, during aiiolher ihnleen years,

from 177!>lo 171)1, lliei4! were <i.med two hundred and
fifly-two millions forty-two thousand four hundiiid and
nineteen pesos; the dinerenee l.ring more limn foily-eight

millions. (»old und silver are now rartly sent to Spain in

bars or ingots, nor uru they eoniumeil in plain. H. foro

Ihe freedmii of commeMc, ilie c(Mii»ge never exceeded
twenty millions of pesos; and in I7\y2 and I7<;;J, it annu-
ally surpassed hventy-loiir iiiiIIioiih. Tlieie aii! mines of
quicksilver ill New Spain; but lliey have not been sulii*

ciciilly ex|dore(l.

(Jii die rich(!s of N<w Spain, ilw celebiatiid Imveller,

Homgoing, makes the following observulions;--

" It might be said to the Spaiiiaids, ' I'ar from making
eflorts to draw from your minis all that lliey can piodnce,
you ought rather losbnlapaii. Conlim; the inlliix of

your metals into die ancient oniiinenl lo the ipiiiniiiy n"'-

eessaiy lo replace llie iiihcnsilile waste, what iiixury con-
verts into utensils, and what avarice buries eilhei in Asm
or llniope. I'ollow ihe <xain|)le of llie I'oilugius.;, who
restrict the oiieialions in llan diumoiid-miiies, m order

11
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that tl.tir value may not be diminished ; and that of ihe

Dutch, who burn a part of their spices, tiint ihe price

may be maintained. The silver of Mexico is to you as

diamonds and spices : if you triple the sum, your miners,

whose labom might be more usefully exerted on other

objects, will have more occupation, but you will not be

more rich. You will only pay a triple price for the pro-

ductions of foreign industry, which will alwa}s be licces-

8«ry in a greater or less degree.'

'* To these specious arguments it is answered in Spain,

' We do not perceive any thing terrible in this augmenta-

tion of currency. In the fust place, the duties present a

clear profit to the public treasury ; and while the other

states of Europe are occupied with increasing their reve-

nues, that they may support great enterprises either in

peace or war, by what fatality should it happen that Spain

may find causes of decline in what is thought to constitute

the prosperity of other states.'

" \Yc may say as much of our manufactures. As long

as their operations shall keep pace with the exploration of

our mines, our currency will be increased, both by what

we employ to pay foreign industry, and with the surplus

of what is furnished by Mexico and Peru. Nor do we

see any thing dreadful in the prospect. We ask, on the

contrary, what are the most Hourishing nations ? Are they

not France and England, thobo who have by far the most

abundant currency f Cf what consequence is the source

from whence it springs. The combined product of our

mines and of our industry will still be useful to Spain, in

the hands of great capitalists, who will embellish our cities

and country, will furnish funds for public establishment,

and will supply the state in critical periods with loans at

a lower interest than foinie.-ly."

Natural Curiosities.] There are here the same common

mineral-waters as in other countries. Besides the vol-

canos, there are many natural curiosities, one of the most

remarkable of which is the Ponte de Dios, or Bridge of

God, resembling the natural bridge in the territory of the

United States.

It is about one hundred miles south-east from Mexico,

near the village of Molcaxac, over a deep river called the

Aquetoyaque, and is constantly passed as a highway; but

it seems uncertain whether the river have worn the passage

through a rocky mountain, or the ftagment be part of a

fallen hill, detached by an earthquake. There are many

romantic cataracts, particularly those of the River Bar-

naja, between the city of Guadalaxara and the Lake of

Chapala. The floating gardens in the Lake of Mexico

were artificinl curiosities, the bottom beinV formed of in-

tertwisted willows.

In the province of Vera Paz, which seems to be chiefly

calcareous, as it abounds with spots whore rivers suddenly

sink under ground, there is, between two high ridges, a

[part in

cave of great extent, with many detached recesses, abound-

ing with beautifid stalactitic (Columns and figures, which

appear like alabaster. The cold is extreme, and a greal

noise of water is hoard, which, rushing from vari(nis parti

forms, at a little distance from the mouth of the cave, «

lake of great depth that rolls like a sea, and gives rise t?

a river, which at a short distance vanishes under ground

There are many subterranean rivers in the province o

Yucatan, where, according to Ettalla, there is no lurge

visible stream, except that of Lagartos, between thg

ports of Silan and Cuyo, on the north of this peninsula

This province also abounds with lofty and picturesque

cataracts, which are likewise frequent in many parts of

New Spain.

Antiquities^] The ancient monuments of the Mexicans

consist chiefly of a few symbolical paintings, the colours

of which are remarkably bright, but the designs rude.

Many of their utensils and ornaments have also been pre-

served, but they are coarse and uncouth. Their edifices

were meanly built with turf and stone, and thatched with

reeds. The great temple of Mexico was a square mound

of earth, only ninety feet wide, partly faced widi slone;

with a quadrangle of thirty feet at the top, on which was

a shrine of the deity, probably of wood. Clavigero, in-

deed, speaks of this temple in enthusiastic terms; but

Estalla, after ridiculing the hunters for Mexican anti-

quities, says, " There arc in Mexico no remains of what

our historians have painted : begging pardon of llicse re-

spectable men, I do not believe one half of what they

boast. Those great palaces, gardens, and temples ; those

iniiuense and populous cities subject to Mexico, and

wliosc kings were tributary to Montezuma; that high and

vast wall which divided the Mexican empire from the re-

uiblic of Tlascala, and the other wonders related by

historians, would have left at least some few ruini in tes-

timony of their existence, even granting that the S])aniards

entertained the extravagant wish of destroying all, in order

that they might be obliged to construct, with great labour

and expence, other edifices far inferior.

" Must we not think in the same manner of die rela-

tions concerning the manner and delicacy with which the

Mexicans worked gold and other metals? What has be-

come of all those precious toys ? They were embarked

on board a ship, it is said, and were lost. A wonderful

empire, which lost in a small vessel all its precious ma-

nufactures of gold! It is certain that not a particle re-

mains of these wonders. Let us suppose in the Spaniard}

an unnecessary brutality ; let us grant to Las Casas that

the conquerors, in three or four years, annihilated fifty mil-

lions of Indians ; shall we also imagine that they destroyed

the cities and magnificent edifices, which their own iiitof-

est and convenience must have led them to preserve?

Shall we suppose they did it witli a design of not leaving
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lo the liuliaiiii un}^ iiioiiumiMit which might icmiiid (hnii

of tlifii formci |>uwui f AUunl 8ii|ipu!*iti(iii ! The liidiun.i

hud no uct-asion f<»r aii> iiionuineiit of art to remind them
lliiit lliry hud (Mii|H^roiN, or thiil they wcro lonqiUMtd hy

ihe Spaniurds, wlio thu.s beoaiiu' ihiir lawful lords ; and

if thore wn.1 any nircmiity not to revive the memory of

llio.se trausaelions, it would lie absurd, on an Hunual so-

liinnily, to display in triumph the slaiidurd of forte/., in

corunieinorution of iIum faniouM eouipiext.

" I am far from l)elieviii|j; the idi.«urd eulculationsof l.a.s

l!asus, and ihone who imitate his oxlravagance. 1 1 uppcarii

to mcthat, in all the empire of Mexico, ihe populalion did

i«it .lurpass three or four million!*, even ineluding the peo-

ple of 'I'laseala, and odier lowni not suhjeel to Monle-
ziiina. Hut arc wc then to 8nppoiie that Cortez, Diuz,

mid other eyc-witncHse* of credit, repealed fal.n-hood*

with rt't^ard to Mexico? I would reserve the term of

falsehoods for those relations of hisloriiiiis or Iravelleis

who only itliuly to divert the reader with nnirvellous ac-

counts of non-exiitencies, or idle exaggi rations. I beliivc

Cortez, Diuz, and other witnesses of the compiesl, to

have been men of u very ditlerent character, who were
naturally surprised at the grandeur of Mexico, from a

conipuri.son with what ilu y had hitherto found in the isles,

aad on the continent of America; and who, never con-

vtrsant in works of art, and then a long time estranged

I'roni them, were surprised at the ruilest e.\urlions of this

ilis(ri|)lion. For a long time they had seen nothing ex-

cept the hovels of savages, the ruilest furniture, and nuked

triljfs, without any policy or regular form of govennntnl.

In New Spain were foinid numerous villages of neater

and more regular houses; and the city of Mexico appear-

ihg very populous, with a powerful chief, some buildings

(if great extent, and various objects of art, they fonidy

compared it with the best cities of Europe. All these

uhjects they encountered in a country, whose inhabitants

tliry iiad previously held in tlic meanest estimation ; and,

dnzzled with such unexpected wealth in gold, silver, and

precious stones, their inflamed imagination led them to

ixtravagaut descriptions. Thus, in modern times, the

tiichanled islands of Juan Fernandez, of Tinian, of Dla-

heitp, described by voyagers as so many paradises of de-

light, what arc they ! Cool judgement woulil say— little

isles, more or less agreeable. But shall we say that these

respectable voyagei.s have loid fal.selioods f No. 'I'hey

arrived fatigued with the uniloun and melancholy spectacle

ttliich a tempestuous sea had presented during many months
(if navigation, wearied beyond ex|»ression, sick, deprived

almost of the neci ssaries of life : the nio.sl rocky smhJ

desert island wotdd, in their e)c,s, have as.sumed the charms
(if parudine. Hut happily (indiiig an island covered with ver-

liunl trees, with fruits, with salutary plants, diversified with

dNsialine rivuh^is, und possussOd by humane inbabitanls,

ij. vol.. I.
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eager to relieve tlieir numeiouR wants, alinll it lie thoiiglii

strange that no expression* could equal their feelingk u
describing these countries; though there weie in fact no-

ihing which they themselves would not have despised in

oilier circnmstiinces. I'roin these exampleii may be seen

the real ciiiise of the exaggerations of unr historians; and
if lo tins be added the srlf-interest which induced the Spa-
niur<lN to magnify the grandeur of their (Hinipu'.sts, there is

little room to be surprised at their relations."

'I'he chief unliipiilies <if the Mexicans appear to bo
earllii n-ware, in which the Indians of (timdalaxara and
Meclioacan excel to this day.

l'oi>ttlittiim.] The population of all the S|ianisli pro

viiices in North-Aineiica has been i stinialed at not niinh

nioie than seven millions; of whom the native Indians

arc supposed to amount lo four millions ; and the Spaniards

and other mixed inhabilants to three millions, of which
the Spaniards form about one-third. This calculaliiyn is

however considered as beyond the actual number, ami it

is probaiile that the whole population of Spanish Noilh-

Ameiica does not exceed six millions. 'I'he small-pox it

remaikably lalal ; ai d the black vomit, as connected with

the yellow fi ver, acts at intervals with dreadful ravagis ;

iKilwiihstanding the number of piiesls, monks, and nuns,

the population ap|)ears on the whole to have K'eally iii-

(i( used : in \('tl'2, the inhaliilunts of Mexico were computed
at fifteen thousand; they are now about one hntidred and

forty thousand.

I'he population of .\iiiericii, before the Kuropean coii-

ipiest, must have been greatly e.saggernted. lint this i«

always the case on the di.icovery of new conntrii^s. The
I'.iiglish voyagers to Dtuheite supposed the inhabitunls to

excised one huiuhed thousand, when, upon actual eiiu-

meiution, there were found little iii<ir« than sixteen tlioii-

siind. It is probable that, when America was discovt^ed,

the whole populalion, including the West-Indies, did iiijt*^

exceed lour inillioiis.

I'<stallu observes, " that though he has not been abii to

aeipiire exact inforinalion concerning the population u(

New Spain, yet, by the most intelligent compulalions,

iheie are in the intendancy of Mexico, one million two

Innidred thousand souls, iin hiding one hundred and forty

thousand for the city. And by the proportion betwci ii

this province und the others, as well as by the beMt-lnunded

calculations, it may be .'supposed thulilieic are, in all the

kingilom, three millions and a half of inhaliilunts." M.
'I'hieiy adds, that from I'aiiania to Califori.iu und Sonoia

on the one side, and from Cartha^ena to the iMississippi

(III inn <ii|M'r; iiii'judoio a surface of more than two !!ii!-<

lions of sijuuic leagues, the latest enumerations did not

present one million of soiil.s, comprising not only all the

Spaniards, but the Indiuiis, niiiigled races, aii'i ne;;r. c.t.

This is indeed surprising, as the populuiiv/n of the Spa
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nisli dominioiiN in Nortii- America has Men iindeuiuv..! to

br far gr«nMr in |irn|K)rtion than of tiwHC in the aouthcm

part of that continent. Hut upon (hu >»liole (here is

. f<aaon to believe, that neither I'^ntnlla nor Tliirry are cor-

rect, and that the whole population of the Spaninh poit-

seisions in ^' ' '•i;i-<-i ciin in no citsi- exctMtl ihret-

niiliiun.s."

-#rmv j
Acri'-'!iiig t^ tlio Hptniird arconntH of Kstalia,

it appenr^ that the total uf the nnililarj force in New Spain

is as follows :

—

Kcgulurs .5,98^

Militia, Sic 31,d^3

Garrisons, &c ofiMi

Total 43,iyi

A grt'at portion of these regular forcfi consists of ca-

valry; but the whole are very ill-armed and nnoutred; and

it may be doubted whether the whole grand viceroyalty of

New Spain c<)i,«ld send into the field fifteen tlioiMnnd <'f-

fcetivc men. This province, however, does not seem to

share the domestic discontents which have appeared in

some of the others, having been generally favoured by the

Spanish nionarchs.

Rnenue.] liy the most recent account, the total revenue

derived by Spnin from America and the Philippines, is

two millions seven hundred thousand poimds, of which

one half may be deducted for the extravagant charges of

the administration. The recent observations of Kstalla

on the revenues of New Spain are not only little known,

but contain much useful information.

" The augmentation," says he, " which has taken place

in all the branches of the royal treasury, in this viceroyalty,

would appear incredible, were it not proved by authentic

documents. For since the visit of Don Jos< ph de Galvez,

«ft«rwnrds Marquis of Sonora, the sums paid into the

royal treasury have been tripled, so as to Mnount annually

t« nineteen millions of dollars, and latterly even that sum

has been increased. I do not doubt that the expeuces of

administration, salaries, 8(.c. amount to four millions eight

hundred thousand dollars, yet there is still an overplus of

fourteen millions two hundred tholl^'and dollars; or more

(han one million eight hundred thousand pounds sterling.

" If all this sum were remitted to the parent-country,

the riches of this viceroyalty would redound more to her

advantage; but the assignments to the Windward Islands,

the Philippines, Louisiana, Florida, and IVuxillo, con-

sume three millions four hutidred thousand dollars. What
is renMtted tc Spain in ijujnsv, and rnppe: fssr the f-..- A^

ing of irtillery ; for quicksilver from Castille iind Ger-

many ; in the produce of vacant bishoprics, Miid for cards

and tobacco, amounts to four millions eisrM liundred thou-

sand dollars.
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" 'ITiere are some branches of the revenue which aiiran

superior attention, ob account of their ainonni, tlioiiKh

tliey are the most modern in the establishment, uitd in

other respects they may be regarded as of an iiil'rnor

class. Such are the tributes, the products of the ^ouiUKf,

of (piirksilver, gunpowder, cards, duties on goods itohl

the beverage ««lled y>fiA/r«c, bulls of iiidiilgence, tobacco

lotteries, and letters, all of which are under the management

of the minister of state. Other branches are ndnunistcred

ill what are called the royal coffers, by their respective

auperinteiidants ; such as the duties on gold, silvei-piiuo

the assays, tytlies, ninths, various ecclesiastical coiires-

si(ms, titles of Castille, vendible ofliees, composiiioiu

and confirmations of lands, cock-fighting, snow and ice

stamps, tines, Slv. the |N-oduet of the mines, copper, Icud

tin, nlum, and others. Other branches behmg to the cof-

fers of Vera C-'ruz; as customs, freight, convoy-money, Jitr,

" The Itrnnch of tributes is one of the most ancient, as

having been established innnediutely upon the coiiqiirst;

with this difllerence, that at first it was rendered in efl'irts

as the Indians paid it in their |)agaii times; but in blil

it was ordered to be according to the value of the iiiiuiu-

factures and protlucts of the soil. As early as I5()9 thfre

were established one hundred and five greater iilntlilim,

or bailiwicks, in which the greater part of the tribute was

rcdured to money ; a practice gradually established tlirongli-

out tfie viceroyalty, so that at present the tribute is paid

at a fixed proportion of the manufactures and |)ro(lucl!(

of the soil. In this, however, there is the inconvenience of

inequality: for example, in the district of (iuaiifljiiato,

only twelve reals are paid yearly, while in that of Saii

l-iuis Potosi the rate is eighteen reals ; because the niiiui

of th'! former augment in value, while (hose of the ia(i(>

decline. The registers of the Indians are made by initii.

dants, or commissaries, who present them to fixed offices

for their revision and approbation, and that the exenipti(m.«

may be notified. On liic other hand, the Indians are cr

einpted from the duties on things sold ; and in every oth

respect they have more privileges than the Spaniards.

" The duties on coinage have latterly augmenterl, and

may produce annually to the royal tn ^ury, our iiilion

seven hundied thousand pesos. The salaries an. >iiiit to

one hundred thousand, the expenci of the mint to three

hundred thousan ' which being ddluctcd, leave a tliar

Slim of one nnlli ii three hiin<hed thousand pesos. A
Miarc of silver is bought for eij^lit pesos, two maiavedis;

•' is sold to the public at eight pesos four reals; tliis

(tiiiorence forming the advantage derived by the royal trea-

sury,

" The revenue from salt-works is administered separate!),

,t article being also of great use in the fusion of metals.

" The clear and whole result is one hniuhed ilmusaiid

pesos. Gunpowder is of no less utility than salt in tlie

•he consumption

hundred <houiand

:
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aiinci; »>>d tuch a qumtdiy ig iniide in thf vireioyuliy, ui

not only lo Nufticc t'm li<ini«*-< oiiNiiiii|itit)ii, liiil alto fur (lie

Spaiii^li Wrat-liulii'x; |iiiiilui'iiig to llir king nil iiiinuul

lum <>r two liitiulrrd tlniuiuiul |>fiioii. The tiiif tort ii

lulii at ten rruli the (kiuimI, (lie <oninion at li^lit kiiIn
;

|>ut a drdiii'tion of two ifal* is inudc to tlu> piopiiciui.i of

iniiiri, for their eurouitigcniput. The i|iiidily In t'xcrlhiit.

The duty on cardi tu'luiigfi to (lie Niinic utViic iii thiil ot

);uii|Hiwdrr, nitd cicurs annually .irvnily ihouaanit [ifmta,

iitttT drdui'ting fifty thoiiAand for Ntilinii'i* and ex|iciu'i'N

:

tarh piK-k in ficdd id a liiird d<illui, no thai thr put kn coii-

luiiied arc utie hundred and twcnly ihouRaud. 'I'lie duty

01) artii-lcH luld in, nfti-r thul on iidiucco, one of tlit- iiioNt

|ir(Mlurtiv(', und ducN not full nIi it uf the uiinual nuiii of

llirif inilliuns four lumdicd lliouMund pcsni; of which (he

laiaries deduct tlirrc hundred mid twinly tlioiitund, iiiiil

the ixpeiit-CN ci(;hty thouNUiid. Thiit which ix callud thtt

jea-duly, exiictcd ut Vera Crin, vthcthcr tin- articlts lit-

lold thrrc or not, in three per cent, on thf suppoNcd vii-

hie, while, in tho inli:rior, it ii lix per cent. In ionic

ciiitom-houNeN of the interior only two per (-cut. is ex-

acted, nnd soinctinieN even le,st.

"The tux on the beverage culled pu/t/uf buloiiKN to the

lame otiirr an the lust; Miid the iite of tlul li<pi<ir is ao

{cneial, as to uinount tu four millions of arrubas yeiiily,

at a very low price, three (juartillus being sold in the city

of Mexico for half u real, and in the country it in still

cheaper. Kach urroba brought into the capital piiys u

duty of one real nine und ii Imlf graiios; in I'uehlM mie

real and nine granos; and in other puitN of the viceroyalty

the SpKiiiards pay n quarter of the vuliie, iiiid the Indians

sixth. This rcveniin aniount.i annually to eight hundred

tliuiiaand pesos ; salaries thirty ihnuHand, expeiices tweuly

tliousaiid; clear sum ^cvcn hundred and fifty thouNand. It

may be proper to add, that the arroba is about three

tiiglish gallonx.

"The duly II tobacco, though of nitx. uiodcrn dale,

ami in the form of a monopoly, is of all others the most
useful to the royal treasury. 'I'hc offices arc in the towns

«f Cordova, Oriz.iva, Zongolica, und Iluatusco. It is

boiitrht by the king at a medial price of three reals a |mund
111 the leaf, and is sold for ten reals. In order t<j increase

the revenue, there is also a monopoly ot segars, the fa-

bri being establifched at Mexir • Pu. Ida, Oaxaca, Ori-

MVH, Queretaro, and Guadulaxam, uhich manufarture
varies in quantity according U> the deinaud. 'J'he Niiuff

called ruppee was made in MexK o, but the coniiiniptioti

(lid not pay the ex,pence. The sale of snuH', which comes
^iitialy from the Mavannuli, uinuuiils to filly thousand pe-
•os; that m roils threi hundred and fifty thousand ; the

puros five hundred thousand ; and the segars, of which
'lie consumption is infinitely greater, five iiiiliions four

hundred ihoujand : total sum, six millions three huudi 1

H I C A. fifll

thoiisaud. In tlia year 17M7, tlie uKuieuliition of lU'u

revenue was ri|ht hundred tJiouitiiid pemtn. Snutf M sold

lit tweiiiv leuU a poitiiil; the piiio* from tive lo fouileen

loi hulfaieid, accoidiiiK to xi/e ; und ut llie fiiiiiie pric«

the packets of ar|{iiis, eM< li coutuining thue do/eu und »

hall. The expeucen MlleiidiiiK on this leveiiue are about
two niillioiia eight liuudred thuuiaiui , die nuIwiics lieuig

*e\eii hundred thousand, general expeiues two huudied
and lifly thousand, purchases seven hundred und lifly

tliouauiiil, nuiiulucluK one luilliini one hiiiMJied ihouaand.

The eleui leveniie is, thirefore, three niiUions live hundie^i

thousand pesos.

" III the cupilul alone there are more than seven thousand

persons employed in making seguri : they were t'urmerly

a tumultiKMis class, bul are now as pcuceahlu ui the other

iiihaliiiunts, in etmseipience of the vigiluiice and lirmucsi

of the government.

" ICach shop for eatables, or other eomniodiliet, puya

thirty pesos a year: the gross Hiiioiint it one hundied and

ten thousand pesos; and, after deducting four ihouNund

four hundred, there reiuuiiiH one hundred nnd live thou-

sand six hundred.

" The revenue from the lottery is one of those which

has prospered the most; und, ihougli more subject to va-

riution than uiiy other, may be rated ut the clear nmiii of

one hundred thousuud peson.

" Among the taxes gathered nt particular ofllci « must

also be placed that uf the post, whith belongs tu the

minister of state, each courier being suppusi d to convey

the <|uantity of thirty thoiisund pesos, more or less. 'I'liit

Mvenue has ulso the siiigulurity <d' liipiidutiiig its ui.couuti,

lilt in pesos fuertcs, like the others, but in realt of

silver. The clear product is suppoM-d to be more than

one million four hundred thousand reals.

" Hitherto," says our author, " I have treated of those

branches of the revenue which arc gathered at particular

otiices; I have now to mention tlioic under the care uf the

ininiNters of the royal cofl'ers.

" The duties on gold and silver, among the most an-

cient in the vice-royalty, were at first very coiisiduiablc,

but afterwards declined, till, by n royal ordiiiuncc of t!iu

1st of March, 1777, the contributions on the gold were

reduced to three per cent.; and the double seigniorage

was extinguished, the single alone being permitted. Thia

revenue now amounts to tw millions of pesos, the cx-

|>eiicc8 being only four hundnd jiesos. Plate, whether

gold or silver, prescntcii lo U ilaiii^rctl, pays three per

cent, bciides other duties. 'J'u prevent the frauds prac-

tised by the artificers, it was determined in the .Superior

Junta, that they should l>e furnished from the mint with

what (j^old they might want at one hundred and twenty-

eight pesos and thirty-two inarcos, the marc ol twenty-

two < arats, (each of four grains ;) and that the silver shouUi

M
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Im •JfipJied from «hi» iUte-cuftVr*. 'V\\t vtliie of thi»

hronrh uuuuii)(!i to fourlciMi tliotimiiui iiiiir liiiiiHred iiiiil

»i'veuty-80vi-u posoii itniiuull). Tlu'ri' iirr ollior ilulirst on

auay», kc. io ilic aiiioiml of iiiiipty llioussiut ju'soi.

" The titlu s of llip I ullu'dial iliuiclns In Iminnl nl first

oHtircly to the irowii, M\d tlir ilergy xvric piiul liom thr

royal treasury; but this pittn ha* siiuo bieii ulltroil. 'I'Iip

tilhc!»of I'uuuco, Ni'w I.coii, unit Arisjio, in S.morii, pro-

clucf sixty thousand peios. In otiu-r jirovinie'i niullm arr

ik'ihtitnl for llif usr of thr kin(?, and vidnod nt onv luni-

drtd and nincly tliousanti posos.

"Thf fxtraoidiuary fondness of tlu- natives for roik-

iightiiig gave rise lo u »i)rnial eslaldishnient in liivtuir of

this diversion, wliieii prodiued a revenue of not less tlinn

fifty thousand pesos; and, in order to inerease tins advan-

tage, a hall or theatre was eonslrucled ni the vil^nr of

San AuRUSliii de las C'uevus, inueh frequenli'il hy the ei-

tizen.s of Mexico during Kaster. Tliis lunhlmn cost six

thousand eight hundred ami ihirly-eiglil pesos ;
and in two

years and eight montlis iiad yielded one thousand seven

hundred and forty pesos. There are considerable sinns

also raised by taxes on Irilliug aitielo, such as siaiuped

paper, lentlwr, lead, tin, tke. It is suppose<l by some

able calculatore, that after every mcessary expenee Is de-

ducted, ihe clear reveiuie nnist anu)unt lo idiove one mil-

lion five hundred thousanil pounds sterling."

Cilics, Ac] Mi'.XKo, the principal city of Spanish

Amoritii, is celebrated for the singularity of ils siluiilion.

In a beautiful vale, surrounded with mountains, the lake

of Tezcuco is joined on the south lo that of t'haleo by a

•trait, on the west side of a tonj^ue of lami, the whole cir-

cuit of these lakes being about uinely miles. In a small

isle, to the north of this junction, and upon ihe west .side

of the Lake of Tezcuco, was the old city of Mexico, which

was readied by several causeways, raised in the shallow

waters ; bwt, on the east, tjiere was no comniunication,

except by canoes. Cliappe D'Auteroche, who visited the

city in 17<i!), informs us, that it is built upon a fen, near

the banks of a lake, and cros-sed by numerous canals, the

houses being all built upou piles; from which it would

seem that the waters of the lake have diminished, so as lo

leave a fenny access on the west. This probably hap|)ened

after H)29, when there was a remarkable inumlation, and

a wide canal was op^med through a mountain to drain the

lakes. The site of the city is the same with the ancient

one, the viceroy residing on the spot of Montezunia'H

palace, in a large mansion built by Cortez, and still rented

at four thousand ducats from the Martpiises del Valle, his

desceudants. In iiiaiiy places the ground still yicld.s; and

some buildings, as well as the cathedral, have sunk six

feet. The streets are wide and straight, though very dirty

;

and the houses, which resemble those in Spain, are t(v

lei ably well-built. The chief edifice is the viceroy's pa-

laci, vsliieh sianiU luar the cathedral, in a crntrHl iijuirc,

HeluntI tin- piihue is the mini, in which more lliau oii«

hundred Will kuieii are employed, as the owners of iiunci

hero exchange their bullion for coin. The other chie.

biiildingi are the eliurchrs, ehnpels, and eoii\entii, whicli

are v«'rv nuiner«uis, and iielily oiuumfnted. 'I'lu' miiiul,.

of the cathedral is unfinished, us the louiidutions nie nut.

peeled imi lo be safe ; bm the nid round llie high ulliir in

of solid silver; and llicie is a silver lamp no eupuen.m

that three men can \;ei into it; it is also einiehed wiih

lions' heads, and oilier oinuments, in purr gohl. Tl,,,

images of ihe virgin and oilit r saints are iilher noliii ml.

ver, or covered with gold and precious sloiies. Itesitin

the great central sipiaie, there me two others, each wiili

a loiintain ni ihe inidille. " To ihe north id die lovvii,'

savs D'Auteroche, " near the suburbs, is the Alamedu, oi

publii walk, A livulet iinis nil louiid it, and lurins ii tn.

lei ably large sipiwre, wnli a basin and jet il'eaii ui ilu

middle. I'light walks, each with two rows of trees, in

mmale at this basin, like a siai. This is the only wiill in

or near lo Mexico ; all ihe eoiinliy about it is s\»iiiii|iy

ground, and full of canals. A few patTs farther, iinil

facing tlie Alameda, is llie Queiiiadero : lliis a the pb.r

where diey burn the .lews, and other unhappy vii iiiiis nl

liie inqiiisiliou. It is an eiichisure between foii; wallii, mid

filled widi furniicis, into winch are thrown, over the t\;iIIj,

the poor wretches who are condemned to lie binul wllw
,

condemned by judges protessing a religion whose lh,i

precept is ( liarily. 'i'lie dresses of ihi; Sjianish inlsahitiiiilt

are geneialiy silk, and tluir hats are adorned with IxIk

of gold and li>ses of diainouils ; for evi ll thti slaves liavt.

braceWlH and necklaces of gold, silver, peinis, and geinn

'

M<'xi<;o is the seat of a very great eoiniiicrce helWKii

Vera Cru/ on the east, and Acapulco ou llie south; ami

ihe shops display a pndusion of hi tides in gohl, sihti,

and je\M !•<.

Tlie air of this cily is very foul in the narrow pail^,

and the bodies of *h'a>l animals remain long uiicoiisiiiiikI.

There are many waler-eourMS, coven d and open; but

they are cleansed only once in two years. '•''" "inlw ii

gentle, and it is thought severe when the ice exceeds rtie

thickness of paper. Tli»! sumnier-healH are teniptnil h»

the regular showers which fall in the evenings. Abdiil

iKxm, during the rainy si ason, the clouds begin to rise

from the lakes, itiid lielwixt two and thru; o'clock descriiil

in violent showers, of which an ICiiro|)ean can hardly I'dmii

an idea, except by comparing the noi.si- and rapidity t» a

hail-storm. The rain continues two hours, more or less,

and is aumetin'e-! accontpnuied wi'.li lighUiing. Watci-

spouts often occur; but they have never been known lu

have fallen on the city, Imt always on the lake. Tlicy,

however, sometimes di'stroy small mining establisliiiunti;

and Estalla asserts, that they have been kiiuwu evm t»
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k'«i*l hill*. 'riioHKh juil wtlhni ilir li<i|iu of Caiu-<-r, (hr

uiiiiiul I'oUi nt Muxti'ii ii|i|i<-iir<i, Iruiii uli.iriviiiiiini, lo m-
,1'i'tl (tie liriil. Tlir rHiiiy iKiMdii pirvHiU Iniiii the inuKllr

,i| Miiv Id llii' iiiidillr III Si'|il<-iiilit'i ; (Iiiiihk mIiuIi, iI ii

liiilril III iniM *'vt'iv cvfiiiii^;, tlir liiuvitol tvoiilil Im< loni, nml

iiiniiv (lim'iut'N wmilil t'liniii*.

Mr^iii'ii ciinlutiix lliiitcciir linipiliiU iiiiil otlici' tliiiiilulili-

i-iIuIiIisiImikiiiIn; u Ihiiihi' hI ii'Iiik<' lot in iiikmI wiuiirii, ii

MiiKilttlcn tor HliMiiili)iir<l li'iiinliH; ii l>>iiiitllMi|i li<iii|iiiitl,

mill II );;<'ii<'iul liiiii|iiiiil till ilic nick |i(Hii mill iiii'iiilu mill,

riirir .ilf lll^o Ai'Vi'iiil IliillirN lol It'llinli' iii|iIiiIIIn, vtliii iiii'

well Iril, and icrrivii (iiir liuiuliril iIhIIniii u ytiii, niuI five

hlllllllt'll >\lll'll tlll'V III)' nlllt' Id l-Hlultllnll tllt'lllNI'lvi'K.

Ollii'i KiiU tliuw idli ul ill*' cuOiciliul, mill ii'irivi' n'lluiii

jii ii|iiiii(>'»( by Mliicli, itMiM'liiiH'8, wlioii llioy wiitli to iiiuii y,

ilii'V |Mi.t»c!iii I'ldiii vin id ri^lil lluiiifiiiiul ilcillmt.

'riicic M u Ki'iicrul lioNpilul loi llic liuiniiin, dl' mIiuIi

the i'\|iciii'rN lire ilrlriiynl by tlii'iiitulvivi , Ixil llir I'liiiiily

III Colli'/, till* i'i)lii|tici(il, lilHIIllililllt Mlldllui lid!4|illiil Iiii

ihr liiiliiinit, Willi Niicli I'Mt'llctil inmiMluurc, lliul lliry nii-

I'li^ii to oiiUi. AiiioiiK firvi'inl iillici lidii|iiliilN, llml ol'

Sun liii/in* ici'iiM'N |t('d|il(' iiIHk Inl Willi llic lr|iid<<y, nil

iiiiiinit iiiiiliiily |>irviiU'iil III AiiiciK'ii, wlitir it is cliirlly

iiii|Milrii Id llic use III' I'lilldii-ihliU, <ii dllii'i' ifuiiiirlilN dl

lliul iiiateiiai, u« uUo Id the iinc dl (loik, ol' wliiili tlinr

ij II Krriit i'»ii.iuin|itidn, iiiiil llml ol' iiiiiiciitd-miiici'; lull

llic cliu-i cttiiNt' is ill)' iiii<:li'iiiiliiii'sit di lilt' |i('d|ilf.

Tlir city iit ulniiiiliiiilly su|i|ilic'il with ^niiii, fruit, iiiiil

iliu iiiuiliictidiiN (if till' Kur<lrii fidiii llir ciivirdiii, wliiili

iiic vi'iy I'i'illir, ('X<'('|il dii tlic ciisti'iil Niili' dl' llic jjirul

lake of 'IV/cuco, wlicrt! tlu; Niiliiif-wiitorN iiiiil vii|idiiiH iiii-

{irili' llir V('|,;i'tiitidii. 'I'lic mini' |iii|iiildiiN iiiiil nnwdril

jiurlH (if the (it) cxlciid fidin tinilli In soiitli niii' S|iiiiiinIi

liiigiic, uiid fi 1)111 t'liNt to wi'Nt lliicc-qiiuitirN (if ii l( 11^111'.

Till' cllirf ^lllCN IIII" tllllt (if ( llil(lllldll|ic llllil llinsi' III

l.os /\ii|;i'l('N, riiis|)uiiii, i!liii|iiill('|)i'r, Sun AiiliMi, ;ind

Sun l.it/.ui'o. All the |iiil(|iic cnlci'N by the ^iilc (if (iiiii-

(laloupf ; uu(l,wll('li 11 ncwcaindiinivcs, lln- jdyniis nci u.hidii

i.H cclrhiiilcd with liuiiiit'iN, iniiMii , und iiiiii'dilili' ii|)id:ii

.

Ill llic iiiidNt of tilt' gicui M(|U!n(' i.i 11 foiinlaiii, with u Iuhmi'

of l)i'(in/tt. 'I'lic |i!ilii(i' III' the viccniy has ti cdii^iiliialilc

giirilcll, vvlu'K! lie Ndnii'liiiics crt't In ti Iciil, iiN.siiiiiis a

riiiiiitry dicsH, and trniiNacIs liii.siiit',ss ; bill, in Kciicial, llir

vici'i'iiyH, having; nn ('iiiintry-hinnit'ii, |ia^s the waiin hcasini

at llial df lilt- ar('lil)isli(i|i, in 'i'acniiaya.

Tlir iii/isi'o, dl tlu^ulie, i.ii kinail, but handsdiiK: ; llic

actiiiN generally cuinc from S|iaiii. Smukin;,; in |icriiiittt'«l

111 llic theatre, except when the viceroy (ir his lady is pic-

Mjlit; the wiiincn, \\l>d siiioke like the nieli, divert tlicui

u'lvcs with throwing the ends of segurs at the oppomte

iMtxfs. 'I'lit; spectators are somi.'tnnes eiithnsiaNlic in fa-

vDiir (if certain nctrcsscN : not many yt;ur» ago, in a lit of

iliis kind, while an Knropcuii nctrui«<t wan repeating u fa-

M. vtir,. I.
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vdiMite pai^agr, oiirai of ((did wrrr ihitiwii nptm ihr iliigc,

Id llin anitinm ol diier ihtiniaiitl tlnlliiii, tir ubdiil neveii

hiiii.licd I'jiKliih |{Uniriiii n (Hiking piitof of MenMuli
dpnlenic und exIiitviiKuin e.

'i'lie .iidst apli'iiilid lcsUviiU(ib*eivt'tt ill thil lily «r«» llin

procpasidii df Cdipii^ i'hiiiili, tinti the enlriniic nf 11 iirw

viceroy. On the Iniinci um< thsphiyed m|| ihv Inxniy I'liil

|> |> dl the tapilal, puilnnhiily in 1 1 1 Itmnaln wcullh

niitl iiriiiinieiils : the hitter l« 11 iniiKinticriil Kpei lut le. 'Ihr

viccidv pint I I lis (III lidMt'baii Ihidllgh the 1 lilef <li( cl» Id

the iitlliidial, v\liiii' he Is iittivcd liy the iiirliliinhnp ul

the head nf the t lia|ili 1 . Antilher Ndhiiinily is ihc I.Mill

III Aiinnsl, ihc aiinivt isaiy nf llie iiiiupiciil, win 11 ihe

slaiidind ul i'nilc/ ih lininicd \ulli gieiil piiiiidc, inid at

-

t iiinpanirtl by the vn 1 loy. A cuinici fioiii Spain jjriir-

lully ariives dint n iniinili mi \u^ aiiiMil all llie lull* mil

iiiiigi und III! lilt Idlldwing day ihc vniidy niid rnyal mi-

dieiii'ii alwiiys cclebrute 11 noIciiiii iiihm.

Vi.iiA Cm /, is desitilicil hy M 'I'liiriy ns siliialcd m H

sandy and baiuii plain, mi llic slnnc of ihc Allanlii , willi

infectidiis muishei 011 the noiiIIi. Ii IhiiiIs ihc seu in u

sciniiiiilc, and is cm IhnciI nmiIi u wall, six ft el hi^h ami

tllllt' liiiiail, sninidiiiiiid liy a wtidilcn palisade. On ijiii

nhore lire two leddiiblN, wilh Ndinc caniidii In ileltnd thit

piiil, whnh Is had and llitllnilc, 'i'lie Iniiiseii iiie iif lti>

lihilily gdiiil inasiiiMy, in slune und lime, willi VMiiideii

liiilciiiiics, which have indilcrd Mdme liiivclleis Id lepurl

llial the lidiiscs llit'niNelve<i arn of vvodil. The t Iniielicii

aliiiitnd in dccdraliniis nf iiilver, while in the hniisrs llin

I liit'l liixiny (iinsisls iif pincclain and nlhci ('liineiiem-

llt Its. 'I'lie piiiitipal inlialiilanl« aic iiii iihanls; hill

l'!iiiii|ican idiiiniiicc is 1 liiclly tundiiilcd al \alupu. The
piipiilaliitii IS aliiiul ci|;ht llidiisaiid; llic iiihuhilMlllii uie

Keiicrully priind and iiiihjlenl ; lint 1 dinmcri e in wall iin-

ilciiliiiiil, und llii'ic arc seven oi ci^Jil hading firms, lai li

vvdidi line iiiillidii dl dull. IIS. < >p|iiiMif VcMi Cm/, al the

distance nf I'diii Inindrcd fatlimns, is an islet, mi wliii li

stands llie 1 U'^llc nf Si. .Iiihll d'l Ulna, wlili h is fmlilictl ivllh

lliree. hnnilicd pn ccs of t aiiiimi. I'tmii fmly In suly

ships df war, iir one hiindied mi ichanlmeii, iiii^ht uiicliiir

lidiii fmir Id It'll 1,'illiiiniH , hut ihe nmllioly winds often

diive vcsscIn (III shine. In the lainy srasdii llit: iiiamhui

III ihe Hdiith are liannted hy Mlli^aliiriii, from seven to right

feet in li:ii^th. The nca-fovvl and ullirr liiiiN art? sd iin-

ineidiis a:i smneliincii In daikcii ihe air; and the nidsipiellos

are very tronlilesonie. Mstalla iiifmnin us, that llic iiotlh

winds ai(? sn fiirimiH, that llic ludicN an; excused from

)^iiin^ to mass; and these |;a!eh Homctiine.s loud ihe walls

Willi sand, in the rainy season the water ri'Knlarly falls in

tilt: iii^ht; while al Mexico it lulls in the alterno'iii.

Al A I'M.(11 is till- chief mart of the tiadi; with llii; I'hi-

lippine Islandii. When a galleon 01 (<liincHe hlii|t ariivon,

lilt; intMchuntii al Mexico hasten to ii:ceivt! their ( umiiio
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ditics; !)ut at other times the town is little freqiieiilcil,

being in a hot aiut wet rliinatr, where the south-east winds,

in a rainy season, are singnlarlv destnietive; hence Acu-

(luico is scarcely inhabileil by any Spanish tnnnlies; but it

r(>ntains about four hundred families, consi.sliu); of Chi-

nese, or people from the Philippines, uudatloes, and

negroes. Provisions are scarce ; and the cily (iepends on

a supply from the Indians. At the distance of a nuisket-

shot stands, on a promontory, the caslle of Sau Dit'no,

with tiiirly-one pieces of cainidu, to defcnil the havtu,

which is sufticicntly spacious to contain live hundred

ships.

PiiF.ni.A OK i.os Anc.ei.f.s is regarded as (he nu)st

opuious city afior Mexico, the nund)er of iidud>itants

being not less than sixty thousand. It is in a warm and

dry climate, and one of the most beautiful cities in Ame-

rica, the churches l)eing sumptiu)ns, and the streets broad

and regular, \>itli large squares ami handsome houses. It

contains twelve nunneries and several monasteries.

QnKHETAHO is said to be one of the nu)st opidcnt

cities in the viceroyalty, and the most extensive, next to

Mexuo ; the situation being in a delicious vale, watered

by a river, which is divided into numerous cliannels, and

conveyed into two thousand gardens, producing all the

fruits and llowrs of I'anope and Anu'rica. I'rum three

grand sqmues proceed numerous streets towards the four

cardinal points of the compass; and there is a celebrated

aqueduct, supporttd by nu)re than forty arches, of the

height of one hundred and five feet. The aqiuihuts, in

general, are beautiful objects of architecture in New
Spain. The parochial church is magnificent, and the

curacy is considered one of the richest in the vicerovally.

Another church is so sumptuously adorned, that the altar

is of massy silver. Thert are tin .e thousand families (if

Spaniards, Mestizos, and Miilaltoes, and about as many

of Otomite Indians; so that the population is computed

at forty-seven thousai.d, among which are many rich hikI

Hoble families. The manufactures are fine cloths, woollen

stutTs, and coarse linens ; and the shops are very nu-

merous.

GuADALAXAiiA is situate on tin- Kivir liarnaja, or

Dsquillan, which flows from the Lake of Mecli()iic;m,

and runs rapidly to the north-west, tht re being a great

cataract at the distance of four leagues. Here are eiplil

squares, aiany convents, and two c.dleges. '['he streets

are unpaved, and the carriages drawn by unshod mules.

There are frequent tempests, but it nev >. snows; and

«lien c shower fell, it was so great a pheiioiiieiion, that

tlie iiihubitaiits imagined the world to be at an end • the

like superstition was shewn at Mexico some years ago, on
the appearance of the aurora borealis.

Santa Fe', the capital of New Mexico, is rather a

village than a town, but deserves ^oinc descrvption, on

UNIVERSAL GKOCJRAPIIY. [paut hi.

account of its singular and remote position, being coin.
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puled, by th(< Spanish authors, at the ilistance of two llmu.

sand four hundred Hritish miles to llu> north of the i';i.

pilal city of Mexico. It was founded in KiH'i, on (lit;

skirts id' a high chain of niounluius, from which issues a

clear river, abounding in e\c«'llent trout. The p(qiul:ui(iu

consists of three hundred Spanish families; the liiitiaii<i nf

that district having no desire to live in the town. 'l'||,>

surrounding territory is fertile and pleasant, produciiig

wheat, nun/e, garden-plants, fruits, and particularly grii|u'.«,

of which csleeined wiius are made.

Miiuiif'iictiirvs mill Ctimtin'iri'.] In New Spain tln'icui,,

many tanneries, but the leather is far fi(Uii lieuig etpiul in

the Spaniiih; and the same may lie said of the glass ami

eailhenware. In (iuadalaxaia they make earthen juis, ni

a sweet scent, which are brought even to Spain, in |||,.

city of Qiieretaro, there nre various manufactures of i Idili,

and the soldiers are accnslomrd to keep their iiiiiroiiiis

as a splentlid dress, on their return to the mothei-cdiinirv,

'i'he hams of Toliica, twelve leagues south-wr.sl iVoni

Mexici), are highly esteemed. In Piicblu forty-tlnec niih

of woollen -cloths are made, but the dearest is (inly si^

reals a yaid. There are also potteries and ghiss-hdutis,

and about twelve hundred looms for veils, nwiiiilis, and

other articles of fine cotton, some mixed with silk. Mdvi

of the other towns have a few looms for the saiiic |)iii-

poses. Tlie manner of weaving i:p|)ears to be as siin|ili'

as in riiiidooslan ; yet the war having embarrassed the im-

portation of I'.iiropean articles, they are imitated with cmi-

siderablc success, and even blond-lace has been curried lo

great perfection. The maiuifaclure of plate is cHiriiil

on to a great extent. Silk is fomid in the provime ui

Oaxaca.

The commerce of New Spain is of great extent, luid li;i\

recently undergone considerable iinpr(>vemcnls, uliicli ili-

serve illustr.itioii. Charles III. and his successor t.xeilwl

tlu-mselvcs so benrfici.illy in favour of the Aniericim en-

lollies, that more was done during their reigns than in the

whole preceding period. The number of shoj)s has liffii

greatly increased. '\'\n\ imports have also angineiilrd, so

that at Vera ('rii/ alone tliey amounted, in 17!)-, to fniiitwii

millions twenty-three ihonsaud eight hundred iiiid ciglit)-

iiine d'dlars. The duties also shew Uie rise of trade, iipoii

a medium of thirteen years, <ompared with tliirln'ii prr*

(••iliiig die change, the adv.tulagc of the former htinj;

more than fourteen millions of dollars.

\\y their successful wpe(:id:iti<ins there are iii;uiy inrr-

chaiits who can disburse twenty or thirty thousand dollars,

without any impeiiiiiKJiil ; and those wtio can advumx

smaller sums are very numerous, though formerly there were

none uf this last class, ;ill being dependent upon die mo

nopolists. Thus an appearance of ease is observed

among the middle classes, und even the lower uikUd.
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Tin- grcHtcr tlifltiHion of wenltli iipprnm, hmHlm, iVnm
iiiaii.y <iiiiimNtaiin-.s. I'drnicrly iiiHiiy liikolN of tlio lol-

leiy nnmiii(>(J in tlio tivaitiiry; ;it picsnii, nil „r.> nohi, l.iv

(imif mmiy ciin iiflDril lo Imy. 'ri,„ (hriiin! of liic oiipi-

lal, wliich fonn.rly ji.-Mci only (oni tluiu!<inul pcm.N,

licnicd, in \7[yi, (w«.|v«- ilioufiiniil tlirpc hniulicil iind nix.

In I7!)l, a tliittliv was .t|>en«>d al Vnii ('in/.; niid onr Inm
also bocn rutted in llii' city of QncuMino
The romnic'iTC of tlu; victioyidly niiiy In- n-gmdrd nmln-

I'm' (iislinct liriuU; thnl witli CInnii, oi tli,. IMiilippinr

MumlM; Ihalwith IViu, llu; Wrdl-lmlic!., Spain, and llu>

intiiior of llio viccroyally. Tlio lir.Hl conNixts hoI. ly in a

ship, whiili arrives annnully wiili five innidicd tliouNand

prsos of ^mn\n, at prnno i<i,st, in the IMnlippinct, Init

wdilii al hast lionbli; ilutl Nnni in Now Spain. 'I'lu'

HH'iilcr pari of tin- cargo conNiHli of .silkx, piintcvl totlon.t,

orcliintzoN, wax, poi<«luin, and oilier snndl arlirlcs. If

iltiiiyt'd hy otorni.s or i it idnits, ihr var^n ia donblcd in

ihr foll.)« nig yi-ar. Tlii.n liadi; had dcrlinrd, hnt i.n now
MMHiHhIislu'd. The ri-iinpany of thi; IMiilippincs al (.Ja-

il/ KMull.d to Vna Cm/, in ^/tjo, 171)1, and 17!^,
jjoods of lIuLsi i.tlandN lo ilii< ainonnt of nion- than four

Immlicd and fifty tlion.<<anii pr.ioN, .so as to impede the «ale

iif (111 1,1c bnnight to Aeapnho; and llii.s new plan, it is

txpic.Uil, will supplant the ainienl, especially in the do-

iimiii of (inaleinala, and llie norlliern coast, .teparated

from At apiiico i)y a great e.Ment of niixeialtle roads. IVoni

this acconnt it will appear, that when Ivstalla wrote (from
whom wc have cxtrai Ud these remarks) a free trade was
not csiahlished between New Spain and the I'liilippines,

ilimi^li ,s(inie writerH have nsscrted that sni li a legulalion

liad \in\'^ before taki n place.

Religion iind (iinrninwnt.] The religion of the ancient
Mixicaiis apjiears to have been eliielly louiided on fear,

llitir temples being det'oiated with ijie lignies of de.slrnt-

iivtaiiimalH; while fasts, penances, voluntary wonndu, and
lorlares, f.rmed the principle of their riles. Flmnan
W( rifirt'H were deeineii the most acceptable, and every

captive taken in war wan cruelly lorlnred and iinniolaled.

Tims, iii.stead of a benevoh nt deity, the worship of the

Mixuaiis may be said lo have resembled the principle of
siMiif oriental nali(ui.s. in the Mexican language, Tvoll

"US a general term for any divinity; I, in their theory,

tliry biheved in a « lealoi, whom they styled Ipahmmmiii,
lliiiti.s, "he by whom we live:" but their supreme deity

WHS an ( vil spirit, called K/aaifiro/olot/, or the raliimal

«'/, wlio.se delight was to injine and terrify. Tliry be-
liiud in liie iinmorlalily of the sonl, and a kind of Iraiis-

''li-^nilioii, liie good being Iraii.sformcd into biidft, and (lie

bail into ciee|)ing animals. The p/ltuipal deiticN we.c
InirUeii in nnmbei, among whom were the sim and moon;
"Nil I hiloc, the god of water, who was the master of pa-
i"iisc; but Mexille, the g<;d of war, receivtd the thief

|{ I <; A. M5
adoration. They had godn of the moinilaiiiN, of com-
iiieice, iko.; und idols rndely formed of clay, wood, or
slon.-, NomelimeN decorated wilh g.nis and gold, were
nnmerons. One was compoxrH of certain seeds, cenirnleii
logeibrr widi human blood. The priests wore a black
cotton mantle, like a veil; and there seems to have been
orders of monks, the same as among the eastern nations
»>l Asia. The ansterilies and volnnlHry wtninds of ihn
piiesis, their poisonous ointments, and other abominable
•'t<s, as lelalvd by Clnvigeio, evince, that die entire system
was one of the m jsl execiabic that was ever praclised on
the face of the earth.

'I III- place for the pertormance of the cominon saerilico
was the temple, in the upper area of witii b stood the
"lli"

• The ministers were the priests, the chief of whom,
on such occasions, were clolh.d in a red habit, fringed
with cotton. On his head he wore a crown .d' green and
yellow fealh.rs. The other nnnislers, which were five in
iinmber, were dressed in habits of the same make, but
embroidered with black; and iheir bodies were dyed all

over wilh the sanu' .(.lonr. These barbarous ministers
carried the victim naked to the upper area of the temple;
and. having pointrd out t<. the by-slandeis the idol ui
whom the sacrifice was made, extended him upon llin

altar. I'onr priests held his legs and arms, and another
kept his head hrm with a wooden inslriniienl, made in tho
form of » coiled serpent, ami put about his inck. Tho
body of the vieliin lay arched, ilie breast ami belly being
raised up and totally prevented from nuiving. 'I'li- rhief
priest then approached, and, with a cnlling-kiiife made
"f llinl, dexterously opened the breast, and tore out the
heart, which, while yet palpilaling, he olhriKl to ihe w»,
and afterwards threw it at the feet of the id.d : he then
look it lip and burnt it, and the ashes were preserved as
a pre. ions reh,'. If the niol were of large si/e, and Iml-
low form, it was customary to introduce tin; beait of the
victim into its month, with a golden spoon. It was usual
also to anoint the lips of the i.l.d, and the cornices of the
door of the temple, wilh the blood. |f die victim wert
a prisoner of war, they severed the head from the body, I.,

preserve the skull. The body was carried, by llie odir er
or soldier to whom the prisoner had belongMl, to bis
house, lo be b.-iled and served np for theenteicainment of
his friends. If he were not a prisoner of v ar, but a slavt'

purchased for sacrifice, the proprietor caiiied of}' the body
from the altar for the same purpose. They ale only ihe
hgs, thighs, and arms, burning (be rest, or pres<:rving it

as food for wild beasts and birds of pi. . Some sects

among lliem, having slain the victim, tore the body in piet es,

wlii(h lliey sold at m.nket. Others saerifK . d men to
iheii gods, w(.meii to tin u godihsses, nnd r liil.lri 11 to the
inferior deities. This was the most comnioi, mode of sa-

crilice; but there were olhers !«»» freoucnl ; such as put-
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ting the victims to death b}! tire, drowning children of both

sexes in tiic lake, or shutting thuni ui* in a cavern, and

sidlering tlieni to perish with luingci'.

The principal sacrifice among the ancient Mexicans was

that called by the Spaniards the Glaclialorian. This was

ar honourable deatii, and reserved exclusively for prisoners

distinguished by their valour. The prisoner was placed

on a stune in a conspicuous part of tlie city, armed with a

shield and a short sword, and tied by one foot. A Mex-

ican officer, or soldier, better armed, mounted the stone

to combat with him. If the prisoner were vanquished,

he w.is carried by a priest, dead or alive, to the altar of

the common saciitices, where his breast was opened, and

his heart taken out ; while the victor was applauded, and

"Rewarded with some military honour. If the prisoner

conquered six different combatants, who successively en-

gaged him, he was set at liberty, and dismissed with ho-

nour to his native country.

The prosent established religion of Spanish America is

the Roman Catholic, in all its bigotry and superstition.

The clergy are exliemely numerous in Mexico; and it

has been computed that priests, monks, and nuns, of all

orders, make upwards of a hfth of all the white inhabit-

ants, both here and in the other parts of Spanish America.

The people are superstitious, ignorant, indolent, wealthy,

and licentious : with such materials to work upon, it is

not remarkable that the church should enjoy one-fourth of

the revenues of the whole kingdom.

The archbishopric of Mexico is extremely opulent, but

considered inferior to the bishopric of Puebla de los An-

geles. The ecclesiastical courts are numerous ; and the

holy tribunal of the faith, that is, the Inquisition, is vigi-

lant and severe. The chapter of the cathedral compre-

hf mis twenty-six ecclesia'>lics. While the revenue of the

archbishop is computed :tl one hundred thousand dollars

;

the dean has upwards of ten thousand ; the canons from

seven thousand to nine thousand ; the minor canons from

two thousand to four thousand. The curates are named

by die viceroy, from a list of three proposed by the bishop,

but the iirst is always preferred. Several of Uie curacies

are worth many thousand ducats; and one in the arch-

bishopric of Mexico is valued at fourteen thousand ducats

a year; while many of die curates in time become pre-

bendaries and bishops. The religious orders at one time

held many curacies ; but at present they art* chitHy be-

stowed on secular priests.

There are two archbishoprics, those of Mexico and

Guatemala, widi eight bishoprics, viz. Peblade los Angeles,

Oaxacu, Duranm). Mechoacan, Antequera, Quudalaxara,

Yucatan, and Chiapa.

Government I] The ancient government of Mexico was

an hereditary monarchy, tempered by a kind of election,

l»v \\liich a brodier or nephew of the late king was pre-

[PART III,

ferred to his sons. There were several royal councils, and

classes of nobility, mostly hereditary. The nobles were

styled pilli or tlatoania ; but the Spaniards introduced the

general term of caziqiie, which, according to Clavi"ero

signilies a prince, in the language of Spain. The land

did not belong to die monarch, but was alienable by the

proprietors. Writing was unknown there, so that they

had no code of laws ; but s(;me traditions have been pre-

served on the subject. Their armour and tactics appear

to have been extremely rude.

The political system was feudal, there being thirty fa.

milies which composed the tirst class in the state, and

each of them had many thousand vassals : in the second

class there were about three thousand families; the vassals

being literally slaves, while the lords had the power of life

and death.

The laws were very severe ; and numerous crimes v.ere

deemed -Capital.

Each province was subject to a tribute, excepting some

nobles, who were obliged to take the field with a certain

number of vassals, as was the case during the ancient

feudal system in Europe.

The viceroyalty of Mexico is die chief in Spanish Ame-

rica, as it extends over a territory equal to an empire in

Europe; but there are several inferior governors, named

by the Spanish sovereiftn. The large domain of Guate-

mala is ruled by a president, who is also captain-general,

or commander of the troops. In New Biscay, some pro-

vinces form a separate presidency : but the northern pro-

vinces are chiefly held by religious settlements. A lieute-

nant-governor of the two Californias presides at Monterey,

The government of Florida is of no consequence, as the

chief power of the viceroy consists in the patronage of

all the churches.

The civil government of Mexico is administered by tri-

bunals called Audiences, which bear a resemblance to the

old parliaments in France In these courts the viceroy of

the king of Spain presides. His employment is an ofKce of

the greatest trust which his catholic majesty has in his dis-

posal, and is perhaps the richest government entrusted to

any subject in the world. The greatness of the viceroy'i

ofKce is diminished by the shortness of its duration; fur as

jealousy is the leading feature of Spanish politics in v\hat-

ever regards America, no officer is allowed to retain his

power for more than three years ; which, no doubt, may

have a good cflect in securing the authority of die crown

of Spain, but is attended wiUi unhappy consequences to

the miserable inhabitants, who become a prey to every

iii'.w '*'Ovi'mor.

Customs, Manners, S\t.\ The ancfent Mexicans are

said to have been a ferocious people, and, at the same

time, servile and obsecju'ous. Their wars were constant

', and sanguinary ; and their manners in general correspuiideil
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'
barbarous disposition; the principal warriors

covering themselves with the skins of the sacrificed vic-

tims, and dancing through the streets.

Even in the time of La Perouse, the dress was a loose

cloak, and a sash girt round the naked waist; and the

under-lip was pierced, to receive an ornament of gold.

The year was divided into eighteen months, each of twenty

(lays ; and five days were added, which were dedicated to

festivity. They cultivated maize and some roots; but

tlieir agriculture was rude, and they were strangers to the

use of money.

Since the progress of Christianity, however, and the es-

tablishment of a foreign yoke, the manners have become
more mild. But so much attached are they to games of

chance, that they will even pledge their own persons, when
tliey havo nothing else to stake, and the Spaniards make
use of this infatuation to inveigle recruits for the Philip-

pines. They also somet'mes pledge their persons for a

debt, and labour in the public works till it be defrayed.

As food is cheap, and labour dear, they will, in other cases,

gain enough in two days to support them»for the week, by

which they fall into intoxication and other excesses. They
are naturally ingenious, working in wax, ivory, and glass,

or making earthenware, with great skill ; but as they do

not make previous models, nor understand the principles

of design, nothing is perfectly finished. When the aca-

demy of the Three Noble Arts was established, an Ihdiaii

presented a skull, which neither by sight, touch, nor weight,

could be distinguished from nature, and yet it was wood.

Such as have received a little education become honest

and decent, and are often made petty magistrates in the

villages.

M. Thiery, who made a journey, in 1786, from Vera

Cruz to Orizava, and thence to Oaxaca, a distance of

about three hundred and fifty British miles, gives some
striking sketches of the national manners. He observes

that the Indians have a marked aversion to the negroes,

whom they regard as scourges in the hands of their mas-

ters. Their chief food consists of cakes of maize, called

tordillas, vihlch, as they are e-aten hot, it is a chief duty

of the females to prepare. They are often accompanied
with chilli, a kind of sauce, composed of pimento and

love-apples, pounded together with salt and water, and
which is also used with meat and fish. Their little huts

resemble those of woodmen. The liniversal beverage is

pulque, drawn from the magney, or agave Americana,
which is to them of infinite use: the leaves, which arr

Ihree or four feet in length, serving as tiles, while the

iibrcs are used for thread and clothes, the stem as bean.s,

and the young sprouts as asparagus : the juice also sup-

plies them \\i\h water, wine, vinegar, balsam, and honev.

They make an incision to the heart of tlie plant, then

take oft" the head, and i ria a cavity iu the trunk, suffi-
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cient to hold two or three French pints. The top is then

replaced, and during the following day and night the sap

transudes from the young leaves into the cavity, is with-

drawn the following day, and afterwards until the plant be

exhausted, when the buds are planted to secure a new
crop.

The rude pyramids, says M. Thiery, sometimes forty

feet iu height, on a base of twenty, which are frequent in

the Mexican dominions, seem to have served as sepulchres

of distinguished chiefs. They resemble a kind of rude

hovels, raised in St. Domingo, for preserving ice. Baths
for the sick, constructed on a very simple plan, are also

not uncommon near the fountains. The Indian women
are sometimes handsome, and dress in the Spanish fashion

of the country ; that is, in a shift and petticoat.

The manners and customs of the Creoles, or descend-

ants of the original Spaniards, have in many instances be-

come distinct from those of the mother-country ; and Es-
talla has entered into some curious details on this subject.

There is a general defect of education, and the manners

are not a little corrupted in the populous and opulent city

of Mexico, the capital of all America.

As the first colonists wtre chiefly Andalusians, th«

Spanish language is spoken with an accent not agreeable

to a Castilian ; and the men, as well as the women, have

a kind of fawning affability, not consistent with Spanish

pride. When a Mexican lady receives a visit, she asks a

number of questions all at once :
— " How do you do?

—

How is your health ?—How were you the other day ?"

although they may not have seen each other for months.

When two gentlemen meet, if the one feel himself inferior,

it is
—" You are my lord—you are my all ;" or even, " you

are my great lord :" while the women say—" You are all

my desire." But these frivolous failings sink before tlieir

ardent loyalty, and extensive generosity. On occasions

of epidemic disorders, and other public calamities, their

beneficence is excessive ; and their charitable establish-

ments would do honour to Europeans.

All the Mexican ladies smoke tobacco, in little segars

of paper, which they take from a case of gold or silver,

hanging by a ch?in or riband, while on the other side they

wear little pincers, of the same metal. They are conti-

nually occupied in this amusement, and as soon as one

segar is exhausted another is lighted : they only cease to

smoke when they eat or sleep, and even light a segar when
they retire to repose. " It may easily be imagined," says

our author, " how ridiculous and disagreeable even a

pretty woman becomes, with the eternal segar in her

mouth; how richly flavoured her breath must be; and

how much her health and complexion art vitiated, by this

indecent and filthy custom. Girls never smoke in the

prt sence of their fathers ; nor are tlie latter supposed to

know that "lev :;ioke, thcu^^'a they g've thein money («
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bu> aegars. Tliis affectation of ignorance is truly divert-

ing : when a mother wants tobacco, she says to her daugh-

ter, " Give me the segars which I gave you to keep,"

knowing that she has given none ; but, witli dissimulation,

pretending to save appearances of respect. The girls,

who do not fear their mothers upon much more important

occasions, are so circumspect in this business, that, if tlie

mother enter the room, tiie segar is instantly concealed,

because it would be very unpolite to smoke before the

7ianita, for so they call their mothers ; while the fctlier is

styled tatita, a name also given in fondness to any man
whom they esteem. The girls address their mothers by

thou, while the latter call them sisters, as expressing greater

tenderness ; but in fact that they may avoid the appearance

of age.

These people are extremely fond of gaming, and

affect the most perfect indifference aud cheerfulness

when they lose. A fellow enters a gaming-house, pro-

duces ten or twenty dollars, which had been tied up in a

corner of his mantle, lays them on a card, loses them,

and, without saying a word, takes a segar from behind

his ear, lights it, and walks out, as if nothing had hap-

pened. The men easily assume a military air, and learn

their exercise with much facility. When a boy has com-

pleted his rudiments, it is a day of rejoicing for the uchool

and family. A procession is formed from the seminary,with

standard, drums and fifes, to the house of the parents.

The ma-'ters say that this stimulates application, but they

rather wish to profit by the foolish vanity of the relations.

When any youth pleases in a ball, by his dancing, music,

or voice, all, even the ladies, give him what is called the

gala ; nor can he refuse them without affronting the as-

sembly. The dances of the common people are very li-

centious ; nor are the songs more decent than the move-

ments. In superior houses serious dances are usual; but

for the sake of variety they are mingled with those of the

country. On the eve and day of All Saints, there are

great crowds at the doors of the shop-keepers, both on

foot and in carriages, to buy toys and sweetmeats for cliil-

di .-n, in both of which the Mexicans excel. On other

solemn days there are great assemblies in different parts of

the city, which are illuminated. At the Indian festival,

in the sanctuary of Guadaloupe, near Mexico, an im-

mense multitude appears, even from distant provinces,

and much disorder ensues. ''

In this climate nature anticipates her rights, especially

in the female-sex, which is much sooner exhausted than

in Spain, At the age of thirty, especially if they have

borne children, v,.„-^en oppcar as aged as in Spain at

fifty; the teeth falling oiit, and the face having totally

faded. The shocking plan of iliet is, no doubt, the prin-

cipal contributor to this rapid decay. The whole day is

employed in eating : in the morning they take chocolate

;

[fAKT III.

at nine they breakfast; take anotlier breakfast at eleven-

and soon after noon they dine. After having taken the

siesta, or day-^ileep, they return to their chocolate, which

is succeeded by an afternoon's luncheon, more chocokte

and u considerable supper. A remarkable absurdity among

them is, that a guest can only acknowledge the goodneis

of his dinner, or supper, with tears in his eyes. A meal

ut which no one cried would be regarded as good for no-

thing : such is the force or quantity of the chille, or pj.

niento, with which they season every dish.

The laced veils, made in the country, and worn by tlie

ladies, descends to the feet, and usually costs from eighty

to one hundred dollars. The basquitia, or la>gu upper

petticoat, also descends very low; and the shoes are neat

and sometimes rich. When at home, or on going out in

a carriage, they wear what is called the rebozo, or mufller

which resembles the shawls used at Madrid. They are

particularly ostentatious in the quantity of their diamonds

and the size of their pearls, which they exhibit at ballii

and festivals. M. Thiery describes the ladies of Vera

Cruz as being covered, when abroad, with a long silk-

cloak, with only a little opening on the right-side, that

they niay see their way. At home, they only wear over

their shifts a little corset of silk, laced with a cord of gold

or silver; while their head-dress is composed of their own

hair, fastened at the top with a riband; yet with thij

simple dress they wear chains of gold around the neck

golden bracelets on their wrists, and beautiful emeralds

in their ears. There is little difference between the dress

of the men here and those of Spain, though in their

houses they display greater wealth in silver images of

saints, cornucopias, chandeliers, 8ic. Only a few years

since, the men of the lower class, whether whites or

Creoles, were all wrapped up in mantles, without any

other dress, except drawers and a little hat : this dress

served them for street and chamber, and even for bed,

which 'A'as merely a raised part of the room, covered with

a mat, called petate. The greater part, which formed

two-thirds of the inhabitants, had no other articles what-

ever. Some regulations, however, have since been made

to prevent the indecency of this class, who are forbidden

to enter various public places, except in proper clothi'g.

The Mexicans make frequent use of the bath, whVh

partly atones for the want of linen; and the climate, Iju -

dry and warm, renders this custom agreeable and shlutaiy

I'here are at Mexico a great number of baths, ami i;

mascales, a kind of steam-baths, used by the ancient na-

tives.

The Indians of Florida are robust, and well propor-

tioned. Both sexes go naked, except having a deer-skin

round the waist. They stain their skin with tlie juice of

plants, and have long black hair, which they have a me-

thod of twisting and binding upon the head, so as to
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render it rather becoming. The women, who, in general,

have good features, and are well-made, are so active, that

they will climb, with amazing swiftness, to the tups of

the highest trees, and swim across broad rivers with their

children on their backs.

Their economy in the management and distribution of

their corn, which is accounted the common stock of the

public, is well worthy of notice. The crop, which is

calculated to serve only half the year, is collected hito

granaries appointed for that purpose, and afterwards re-

gularly delivered out to every family, in proportion to

the number of persons it contains. The soil is, indeed,

capable of affording much more corn than they are able

to consume ; but they choose to sow no more than will

jerve them for that term, retiring, for the remainder of

the year, into the recesses of the forests, where they build

huts of palm-trees, and live upon roots, wild fowl, and

fijh. They are very fond of the flesh of alligators, which

has a strong musky smell. Their meat is dressed in the

smoke upon a wooden instrument, resembling a gridiron,

tad water serves for their common drink.

The people are, in general, satisfied with one wife, but

the chiefs are indulged with more, though the children of

only one of them succeed to the father's dignity.

In their warlike expeditions they carry with them honey

and maize, and sometimes fish, dried in the sun. The
chief marches at the head of the ark^iy, carries a bow in

one hand, and a bow and arrows in the other; his quiver

hangs at his back ; and the rest follow tumultuously with

the same arms. The men make use oi" bows and arrows

with great dexterity. The strings of their bows are made
of the sinews of stags ; and they point the ends of their

arrows with sharp stones, or the teeth of fishes. In their

warlike deliberations, if the matter be of great moment,
their priests, who are also a kind of physicians, are called

111, and their opinions particularly askeo. Then the cacique,

or chief, carries round a beverage, something like our tea,

made by the infusion of the leaves of a certain tree.

The funeral of a deceased cacique is celebrated with

great solemnity. They place upon his tomb the bowl
out of which he was accustomed to drink, and stick great

numbers of arrows in the earth around him, bewailing his

death, for three days, with fasting and loud lament; 'ions.

The generality of them cut off their hair as a singular

testimony of their sorrow. Their chieftains also set fire

te, and consume, all the household furniture, together

with the hut that belonged to the deceased ; after which
some old women are deputed, who every day, during the

'pace cf half a year, at morning, noon, and evening,

bewail him wi»h dreadful bowlings.

In Califo . a there are three nations of Indians, who
ipeak three distinct languages, but they are all nearly si-

lilai in appearance, being well-formed, robust, vigorous.
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and of a healthy countenance. The males, whether chil-

dren or adults, go almost entirely naked, in all parts of the

peninsula ; but there is some diversity in the ornaments

used by each nation. In the southern parts, they decorate

their heads with strings of pearl, braided with their hair,

and interwoven with small feathers, the whole forming a

very curious ornament. The nation of Loretto generally

wear a becoming girdle round their waists, and a curious

fillet of net-work on their foreheads ; to which some add
a sort of neck-cloth, ornamented with tolerable imitations

of small round fruits, which bear some resemblance to a
rosary. The Cochines of the north usually wear their

hair short, and have a kind of diadem, formed of several

bands of nacar ; to compose which they first detach the

mother-of-pearl from the shell, give it a fine polish on
both sides, and divide it into small pieces, which are af-

terwards perforated for the conveniency of stringing.

The garments of the women consist of three pieces,

two of which form a petticoat, reaching from the girdle

to the feet, and the third a short cloak, which covers the

body from the shoulders. These pieces, which are made
from palm-threads, are not woven, but fastened at the

top as in fringes, and hang down in thick skeins and tufts.

The Indian women of Cape San Lucas wear their hair

long, loose, and spread on their shoulders ; but their head-

dress, like that of all the other women of California, con^

sists of a piece of net-work, made with great ingenuity

The women of the northern parts wear meaner garments,

being covered only from the waist to the knees ; and their

petticoat, which is made of thin pieces of sedge, cut off

at the knots, and fastened together with threads, merely

serves to hide their nakedness, without defending them
from the inclemency of the weather.

The houses of the Californians make no better appear-

ance than their habits. Those ot every ranchiera, or vil-

lage, are merely wretched huts, situated near some water,

and when there is a necessity of removing to other places

in quest of subsistence, the inhabitants easily shift their

station. Wherever they stop, they shelter themselves

under the trees, from the scorching heat of the sun by

day, and the coldness of the air at night. In severe win-

ters they live in caverns, which they either dig themselves

or find in the sides of the mountains ; and it is a remark-

able fact, that they obstinately refuse to reside in more
comfortable dwellings, which have been erected for them
by the missionaries.

7'he Californians admit of a plurality of wives, who
provide for the family, and procure a sufficient quantity of

fruits from the woods, to keep their husbands ii. good hu-

mour; for, if once they are discarded, no other ii\an will

take them. Adultery is accounted a capits! crime, except

at the festivals and wrestling-matches among the ri'iu hieras,,

when it is the privilege of the victors. Among tl.e Co-
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chines of tlic- nui'ih, however, scarcely any such exercises

are known; and a niissiunury, speaking of liis dislrici,

sayN Uiat, amidst all the tVeedunis uf these Indians, de-

bunchcry and illegal amours are very rarely seen.

The nunnier ot negutiutnig luurriugcs in the nation uf

Loreltu, which inhabits the middle part uf Culifurniu, is

lo present the bride with a batea or jug ; her acceptance of

it deuutes her consent; and, on her presenting the man

with a net fur his head, the marriage i.s confirmed. In

llio other nations the agreement is concluded at an enler-

tuiumeut, to which the lover invites the whole lanchieru;

but, after all this solemnity of contract, the slightest mo-

tive sometimes annuls it.

The time of gathering the pitahayas is the vintage of

Uie Californians, and they celebrate it with puiticular

uiirth and rejoicings. " The tinee pitahaya months," says

Salva Tierra, " resemble the cariuval in some parts of

Europe, when the mt;n are, in a great measure, stupified

ur mad. At this time, tlie whole nation give ihemseWes

up to feastings, dancings, and bnfiouneries ; in which

whole nights are frequently spent. The actors are chosen

fur their taleuts of imitation, and, for tlie must part, ac-

quit themselves tolerably well.

As practice naturally produces perfection, their excel-

lence in dancing is not lo be wondered at, it being their

principal occupation in time uf peace. They dance at

their weddings, on any good success in hunting or fishing,

at the birth of a child, at a plentiful harvest, at a vic-

tory over tlieir enemies, and on every other occasion to

which diey annex any idea of importance. To these fes-

tivities the rauchieras usually invite one another, and like-

wise send challenges fur wrestling, leaping, running, uiid

other trials of strength and agility ; to which w hole weeks

and months are sometimes devoted.

Tin cliief characteristics oi the Californians arc want

uf reilection, inconstancy, abhorrence of labour, an in-

ordinat<; love of pleasure; and, in short, a total want of

every thing which renders man inventive, tractable, and

useful to himself and society. It is in vain to represent

to them any future advantages which will result from

their making such and such exertions ; the relat. jn of

iheani and ends being beyond the reach of their faculties;

nor have they the least idea of pursuing such intentions

as will procure seme future good, or avert impending evil.

Their will is proportionate to their faculties ; and all their

passions move in a very contined sphere. Equally free

from avarice and ambition, they seem to have no care

beyond that of procuring food for the present day, and

enjuying their most favourite amusements.

The hatred and revenge of these people are excited by

liie slightest causes; but they are easily appeased, and even

wiiiiout any satisfaction, if they meet with opposition; for,

•aUiouj>;h they appear extremely proud of their courage, it

EOailAFHY. [part III.

may be said, with trutli, that they iiuve nut the least notion

of true bravery. 'Ihe most trivial i ircuinslanie is some-

times sulUcient to daunt them; and, when once they begin

to yield, their fear induces them to stoop to the basest iii.

dignities, liut, if they happen to gain an advantage, ur

their enemies become disheartened, they behave in tiie

most haughty and uverbeuring maimer. It is but justice,

huwever, to observe, that the Californians have few of

those bad dispositions, for \^ liich many of the other Ame-

rican Indians are infamous. No strong liquors are u«cd

among them ; and it is only on their public festivals timt

they intoxicate themselves with the smoke of wild tobacco

:

quarrels are rarely known among them, their malice ami

rage being reserved for their enemies; and so fur arc tlicy

from harshness ur cruelty, that nothing can exceed tluii

gentleness and peaceable disposition.

The Califoruiau priests are frequently called fiechiccns,

or sorcerers; and their supposed commerce with invisililc

spirits, together witli a variety of mystic rites and cere-

monies, serves to procure them great authority over tiuii

ignorant countrymen. This autliority appears most con-

spicuous at the public feasts; for, although the wliulc

consists of eating, drinking, dancing, talking, iind luiigii.

iiig, yet the presence of the priests makes them consi-

dered as religious solemnities. The habit worn liy ilic

piiests on these occasions consists of a large douk, cover-

ing them from head to foot, and entirely composed of

human hair : the head is adorned with a plume of hawk's

feathers; and in their hands they <'arry a fan of the saniu

materials. The Soutiiern Ednes, when tin y cannot pro-

cure feathers, adorn their heads with the tails of deer; iiiul

the Cochines of tlie north add two strings of the hoofs of

the same beast ; one as a chain round the neck, nnd tliu

other as a girdle.

Having intoxicated themselves with the smoke of wild

tobacco, these priests open the eutertaintnent with an ora-

tion oil tiseir tenets, which they deliver with wild gestures

and frightful vociferations, pretending to be inspired by

certain spirits, and in their name denouncing whatever

their fren/y or interest suggests. But whilst these frnntic

creatures are haranguing, the others continue feasting and

dancing, till they abandon themselves indiscriminately tu

the gratification of their passions, alike regardless of mo-

desty and decorum.

At these feasts the priests do not ttiiiit exercising that

authority which they owe to the- fears or ignorance of iii<

people; celebrating some as brave and generous, upbraid-

ing others with cowardice and wickedness, and even com-

manding them to expiate their faults by rigid abstinence, or

by clearing the ways along the higiiest mountains, for the

more easy descent of the visiting spirit, when it conies to

see them.

Thesi: priests are the only physicians anioiig the Cuii*
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formaiis; niuJ tlicir iii('<li('inr<i nic iiIwhvs nilininiMiMtnl with

gnat oslenliition iiiiil loltiniiiiv. Wlitii all llicii |)i(.t('ri|)-

lidiw prove iiicflicliml, tiicy iiHsciiihlr nil llic paliciu'x iv-

iiilioii* ; iniil, if lie liiivc » (liiiif;lil(r or Nislci, (In y iiil oil

Ihc liltif i'minvr of lu r liglil-lmiul, prrifiiiliiij; lliat llic con-

siqiu'iit rlVii.Niuii of blood \mI| lillin iTJicvf the piiiiis ttf

till- (lyiiiR mini, or rnnovc hom llic fimiiiy nil .sorrow (or

hi.1 d< alli. Tlicii arc iiitrodiur-d nil the iiiliuhitinil.t of llic

rniHlifriu, who, bcinj; ii((|uiiiiit«'d wilh ihcir lu ij-hlioiir's

di>s|)i'ratc coiiditioiijsrl tip a coid'iistii liowliiiu, occaHioiially

coviriiig tliiir fuccs; wiiilsl ihe wtiincn iiicrrasf ilu- iiorror

of tlu! M-viw. by tluir paHsioimtc cries and tx< lainalion-i.

Tiu" howling bfing t iidtnl, the palirni r.ijiii'sld \m vi-

sitors to suck and blow him, in llio .sunic manner m ihc

piijsician had previoiislj- done. 'I'his is by liljin^r a nioiic-

tiibf with tobacco, iipplyinjr one end of it to the part af-

fected, and then, wilh their muiith at ihc other end, sonic-
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tnnes nueking up the Amoke, nt ntner.^ blouiu}; it through

the lube with ull their forro. ThiK nfliee is performe»l by
every person present, as this and the strength of thei.

(lies aie accounted llie Ntron)>;est pioolM of all'ecliou. The
doctor* tiien thrust their hauils into the «i( k man's month,
preleudiuir to pluck death forcibly out of his body; and
the women (»ive hint several nwmi strokes, in <nder to

roirse bn.i; till, lit lenRlh, tlu! poor wirlch bivatlien his

last, and is taken out to be burnt or buried, as is most
••onvenieut. 'I'lie funeral is pcrforniid wilhont any pru-

puration, and with little ceremony, except that of binning
or l)nr\iiig with the decc'ased all his utensils; aiul so little

(hi they en(|nire into the reality of a man's deiith previ-

ously to the burning or interment, that the missionuririi

have sometimes discoveriMl persou.i on iht- fiineial-pilo

wilh evident remains of life, uiid have snatched (hem from
impendin}r deslruclion.

IfV

c/uPTiJu n.

^oIrnl-vvl:sT coAsr ov amvaucx.

SKCnON I.

NORTON'S SOUND.
CDisroveri/.

ATTAIN COOK haviiig, in the monlh of Srptem-
ber, 177H, slipcred over from the coust of Asia for that of
America, saw land, bearing .south (hrce-ipiarlers east : and
111 the course ol less than twenty-four hours got sigjii „f
'he American coast, and soon after came in <lo»e with the
iiiiul, and was abreast of a point lying in the latituch^ of
sixty-four degrees twenty-one niiiiutes north, beyond which
the coast takes a more northerly direction. Sailing along
the coast, two islands, as he supposed them to be, were
sn;n; and he stood over for one of them; Itiil, on a near
approach, he found it to be a peninsula, united to the
comiiient by a low neck of land, ou each side of which
ilie toast forms a bay. lie plie.l to the .southward, au<l
'miie to an anchor, the point of the peninsula, which ob-
tained the name of Cape Denbigh, bearing north sixty

-

light dejrrees west, three miles distant.

iV,„,,c.] In honour of Sir i'letcher Norton, Speaker of
lie House of Commons, as.d Mr. King's near relation,
'!"= miet was called Nort,m's Somd. h extends to the
iio'lhward as far as latitude sixty-four degrees fifty-five
"""""•<• The bay lies on the .south-east side of it, and
» lulled, by the natives, C/uaktoole. 1 1 is but an indiner-

W). vol,. 1.

cut slalion, being exposed to the south nnd south-west

winds; nor is there a harlx/iir in all this .sound.

The weather being (iiie, aHorded an op )ortuuity of
making a great number of lunar ob.servatiotis, the result

of which gave one hundred and ninety-s('ven degrees thir-

teen minutes east, as the longitndo of the auchoring-placc

on the western side of the sound, while its latitude was
sixty-four degrees thirty-one minutes north. Wilh resp«'( t

to the tides, the night-llood rose two or three feet, and the

(iay-(looi! was scarcely perceir.ible.

Cmiiiln/ tind I'nulinr.] A party of men were .sent to

the peuiusida-for brooms and spruce. At the same time,

half the remainder of the people in each ship had leave

to go and pick berries. These letiirneil on board at noon,
when the otiier half went on the same errand. The berries

to be got there were wild currant-berries, hiiilh -beiiie*,

parlridgi:-l)erri(!s, au<l he;.th-bcrries. 'I'he taptuiii niso

went ashore, and walked over part of the peninsula. lu
several places there was very good grass; hardly a spot

was seen on which some vegetable was not growing. The
low laud which connects this peninsula with the continent

IS (nil of narrow (re( ks, and abounds with points of

water, some of which wen; already froz(!ii over. There
were many geese and bustards; but .so shy, that it was not

possible to get within musket-shot of them. Where there

was ail"' wood, mosqiiettocs were in plenty. It apiicared
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lliat lliiit pcninjula imut liave bcfii on islaiul in niiiotc

times, for there were marks of the iiit liaving riowcd over

the isthinuni anil, even now, it appeared to be lept out

by a bank of wind, stones, and wood, llnown up by llie

waves. By this bank it was evident, tliat tlie laud v»aa

here encroaching upon tlie sen, and it was easy to tract its

gradual formation.

Jieport of Sitrvei/.] Wlien Lieutenant King returned

from liis expedition, he reported, that he proceeded with

the boats about three or four leagues farther than the ships

had been able to go ; that he then landed on the west side;

that, from the heights, he couUl see the two coasts join,

and the inlet to terminate in a small river or creek, before

which were banks of sami and mud, and every where shoal

water. The land too was low and swampy for some di»»

tance to the northward, then it swelled into hills, and the

complete junction of those, on each side of the inlet was

easily traced.

From the elevated spot on which this otlieer surveyed

the sound, he could distinguish many extensive valleys,

with rivers running through tliem, well wooded, and bounded

by hills of a gentle ascent and moderate height. One of

these rivers to the north-westappcared to be considerable;

and, from its direction, he was inclined to think that it

disembogued into the sea, at the head of tlie bay. Some

of his people, who penetrated beyond this into the coun-

try, found the trees larger the farther tlu^ advauceii.

Inliahitaiits.] Several people were seen upon the penin-

sula, and one man came ofV in a small canoe. Captain

Cook gave him a knife and a few beads, witii which he

seemed well pleased. Having made signs to him to bring

something to eat, he immediately left the Europeans, and

paddled toward the shore. IJut meeting another man

coming off, who happened to have two tlried salmon, he

got them from him ; and, on returning to the ship, would

give them to nobody but the captain. Others of the na-

tives soon came off, and exchanged a few dry fish for such

tritles as they could get. They were most desirous of

knives, and they had no dislike to tobacco.

" One family of the natives," says Captain Cook, "came

near to the place where we were taking off wood. 1

know not how many there were at first ; but 1 saw oidy

the husband, the wife, and their child, and a fourth person,

who bore the human shape, and that was ail, for he was

the most deformed cripple 1 had ever seen or heard of.

The other man was almost blind. The under-lips of both

were bored, and they liad in their possession some such

glass-beads as 1 had met with before amongst their neigh-

bours; but imi", v.as tlisMr favovrlts! articin. Vnr four

knives, which we had made cut of an old iron hoop, I

got from them near four hundred pounds weight of fish,

which they had caught on this or the preceding day. Some

were trout, and the rest were, in size and taste, somewhat

r»'*i(T 111.,

between a mullet and a herring. I gave the child, who
was a girl, a few beads ; on wiiieh the motlur bumt jm,,

tears, then the fatliur, then the cripple, and, nt lust, to

complete the concert, the girl hersell. Hut this nuisic

continued not long. Itefore night, we had got the shipa

amply supplied with wood, and had carried uii board iihout

twelve tons of water to each."

Captain King has communicated the following a<'C(ituit

of his interview with the same family.—" When I attended

the wo«Hliiig parly, u canoe full of natives approached us;

and, beckoning them to land, an elderly man and woniun

came on shore. I gave the woman a small knife, maLiiig

her understand that 1 would give her a much larger one

for some tish. Slic made signs to me to follow her. I

had proceeded with them about a mile, when the man, in

crossing a stony beach, fell down, and cut his foot very

much. This made me stop; u|ioii which the wonmn

pointed to the man's eyes, whiih, I (diserved, were co-

vered with a thick white film, lie afterwards kept close

to his wife, wiu> apprised him of the olistach s in his way.

The woman had a little child on her hack, covered wiili

the hood of her jacket, and which I took for a huiidlr,

till 1 heard it I'ly. At al>()ut two miles distant we canio to

their open skin-boat, which was turned on its side, the

convex part towards the wind, and served for then' house.

1 was now made to perform 'i singular operation on llic

man's eyes. I'irst, 1 was directed to hold my breiilli ; af-

terwards to breathe on the diseased eyes, and next to .spit

on tliem. The woman then took both my hands, mid

pressing them to his stomach, hehl them there tor sonic

time, while she related some calamitous history of In r lii-

inily, pointing sometimes to her huNband, sometimes to n

frightful cripple belonging to the family, and soinetiinrt

to her child. I purchased all the fiali they hud, consiM-

ing of very fine salmon, salmon-trout, and innllet, wliitli

were delivered most faithfully to the man I sent for tlirni.

The man was about five feet two inche* high, and well-

made ; his colour of a light copper, his hair l>lack unil

short, and with tittle beard. He had two holes in h:'<

upper-lip, but no ornaments in them. The woman wn*

short and stpiat, with a plump loiuid face, wore a drcr

skin jacket, with a large hood, and had on wide l.'oots. '['he

teeth of both were black, and seemed as if they hnd hrcri

filed down level with the gums. 'I'he woman was punc

tured from the lip to the chin."

But to return to Captain Cook's account. " On lli«

14lh a party of men were sent on shore to cut brooms,

whic!) we 'vere in want of, and the branches of spruce

trees for brewinj; beer. Toward noon every boHv ^^"-^

taken on board, for the wind freshening hud raised such a

surf on the beach, that the boats could not continue to

land without great difficulty. Some doubts bciii^ still en-

tertained whetlisr the coast we were now upon belonged tu
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alt ifiluiul oi' llio Aniiriinit ((UtdiiPiil, nml tlii< .ilitilliiwuiMN

(il tlic water |)iilting it out ot oiii |iii\mi Ik ili'tiiiniiii' iIiin

with our Nhi|)N, 1 Nciit l.ictitriiiinl Kiii);, Willi twii lioiilii

iiiiiii'i IiIm coiiiiiiiiiiiI, It) iiiiiki' niirli it"ii<iii(-lii>ii iin niiglii

li'iivc no mom toi ii vimcly ol ii|)iiiion^ on llir Nnl)jc('l,

Nixf tliiy, tl"' ""liipn rnnovnl ovrr to llir biiv, wlii< It \n on

till- miiilliMMiJtl Hiilo ol" Clipc Dcnlilgli, \vli)<ti> we iiiu lioiril

III till' iilU'inoon. Soon nitn, ii linv ot llu< niilivi'ii riinif

(itl ill tlu'ir ininll cmioon, niiil liiti lornl loino ili iimI iiilinon

Itii siu-li Irillrit im our |)ni|ilt' liiiii to |(ivi< lliiiii.

" Soon iiltn-, ninn iiiiii, riicli in lini niiiof, |iiiiil ii.<i ii

viail. Tiny np|iroiirliril the nIiiji witli noiiix «'iuilion, iiiiil

rviiiiiilly cuiiio witli no ollmr view tliini to griitily llnir

ciirioiiity. Tlicy ilnw n|i uliiTNivt o( oiirli otiicr, niiilir om
Mini, iiiiii giivc iiK II »oiin, wliili' one ol llirir niiiiilicr liciil

upon a kind of iliiini, mid niiolliir iiiiidc ii liionmiiiil iiniic

inotioiiM with lii.H liiind.i iiiid lioily. 'I'licir win, liowivii,

iiiilliiiig inviigi', citlicr in tlir Ming or (lin gcittiiirn tliiit m -

coiiipiiiiiiMl it,

" Tlirn rlolliiiid I'oiniitlnl piiiiripiilly n( ilcri-tikiii'i, mid

till V oliHirvid till' niNioni ol iKiriiiK llnir iinili'i'lipx, iind

liniiii; oriiiinuMitN lo iIumii.

'
" 'I'lii- dwi llinnH ol Ihim- |ii<ii|di> iin- siluiitt il clonn lo

llic lir;i( h. Tlicv loii.siHl <<iiii|dv ol a njopiiig rool, willi-

iiiil miy (tidi'-wiilln, loinpoNid o( Io^^n, and < ovrii d willi

l{las^ and oailli. i'lic Hour in siifio laid willi ln|;«; llic en-

Iramc is at one I'lid; tlir rni'.|da<i' jiinI witliin il, and a

iiiiall lioir is iniuli! mar tlir door to Kt out ilio miioku."

I'UINCi: WILLIAMS SOUND.

DisiDvni/, ^c] VV« uro uIno indi'lilcd lo Captain i;ook

fur till- dincovciy of tliiH part uf tint Nortli-VViHt Coaul o»

Aiiiciii a, of wliicli he r«jlutu» (lii! rojlowing parlinilaiN in

Ink luuralivi'.

" I'loccediiiK on tliu North-VVenl Ooiut of Aiiiiiica, in

May, 177H, and luiinn in iIk; lulilndf ol (il'ly-iiiin' d<);iiin

lliiily iiiiiiutt'H north, tlir rati point oC a laixc iiilil waH
Jiicii to biiar weNl-iioilli-wi'Bl, about thiti; IfanucH ilixluiu.

li(in« dcNiroiiH of n pairing a daiiia){e tin; .hIii|) IiuiI Nim-

luiiii'd by liiii|MMlnoiih wtatlu.r, I waft iniin< cd lo ulcrr for

lliis inlet. In our pUHHagt; lliilliir wrri! mciiii two or llirrt-

coves, and in llu; nuddlt; moiiu; rocky inlundfi.

"To ilium: inlands Lieuliiiaiit (iom wu» *(-nt, in ordir

to procure sonu; «alabl(! birds. Hi; no hooimm approached
llniii than about twenty of the natives inade their appear-
ance III two hirire riiiiniN. oii whieh hv. thou'dit proper lo

return to the Nliips, and they followed him. They would
not venture aloni^-side, but kept at homic dititaiice, hal-

l"')»i(5 ahiud, and alteriiuteiy chiNpiiiK aial extending their

aiins; and, in a nhort tiiii», began a kind of Hong. One

inun Inid out n wliiti' gRrninni, wliieh wn inlerpiPliMl mi
II Nign of fiieiuUhip, and anolhtir Klnod up in Ilio eHiioK,

<piil«« naked, for nlinoNt u iiimrter uf an lioin, willi hit
ainiN Ntiel.hed out likr a i lomi, and nuilionlciiN. Tim en-
noen weie not <on«lrni'led of wood, the fiaine only, b«<iiiK

Hieiider htllm, wan of that mibilanee, ihe onlnide eiMiNis|in)(

of the NkiiiN of firaU. Tlioiigh «,. lelnrned all then niKiiii

ol frieiuMiip, and, by every expieanive KeMiiie, Iried lo

pneonnige them to eoino nlon)(-iiidi<, we miild iiol pr«»-

vail. After rfeniviiig «oiHi< pirvrnlN, wliieli were ihiowii
to llieni, ihey retired lowtiidN llml part of the nliore wl ee
they eaine, giving iin to iindeiNlaiid, by 1.^111., that ihey
wiinhl viiiit un again, the iiesi morning. Two of iheni,

however, eai h in a siiuill eaiioe, waited upon iin in llio

niglil
; probably with a design to pilbi mimethnig, ihiiik

iiig we nhoiild be all mdeep; for they ivtiied an noon an
ihey found iheinselveN diHeoveied.

"The weather, bad as il wa», did not hmder llirrn of
iImi iintiveM from paying in* a visit. 'Ihey eanie olf in iwo
eaiioes, Iwo men in om , and one m the oilier, being the
nnnibi r eaeb eoiild 1 any : loi Ihey were biiill and e<Hi.

Nirneled in the Name iiiier with ihoNeof the I'.Nipmmmx

;

only. III the one were two holen for two niim to nU in, nnd
III the other but one. liacb of iheNe men had a nIii It,

about Ihiie feet long, with the liirgi; leathers of IiuiIn lieil

lo II. TIhni! they beipienlly held up lo ns, with a view,

an we NiippoNed, lo express iheii pai die diNpoNilKui,

" The liealmeni iheiie mm met wilh miliii ed iiiimy more
to visit us, betwien and two llie next morning, in

both greiii imd niiiiiII nmoes. Some venlured on boaid
the ship, but iiol nil Nome <d inn people had stepped into

their hoalN. AinongNt llioMe who eanie on boaid wii» a

good-looking midille-aged man, whom we al'lerwaiils biitnd

to be the ehiel. Ili< was elolhed in a diess made ol the

nea-olter'N iikin, and had on his head a lajt, oinnmeiiied

with blue glan; iteads, about the nize of n large pea. lie

seemed lo Nil a miieh highei value upon iheNe than upon
om while ghiHM-beadN. Any noil of beadu, however, ap.

peared to be 111 high eNliiiialion with thefiii peopir, smd
they Kiiilily gave whatever they bad in exchange foi lliriii,

eviii llieir line sia-oller NkiiiN: but here I mnsl obnerve,

that they Net no more value upon theno than ii|Min oilier

skins, till om people. Net a higher price upon tin in ; and,

even alter thai, llie iialiveH would sooni r pail with a dre»H

made of tin-He, than with one made of tin; NkiuK of wild

ealN or of martein.

"These peoph; were also desiroiiM of iron; but ihey

wanted pieces eight or ten incheji long at least, and ril ihn

Ui::::UU :>f three or four iingerJi, for they abnoliilely re
jelled small pieces; eotiHeipiently they got but little from

us, iron having by this time become lalher a n< iirce ar-

ticle. 'I'ho points of Noim: of their spears or lances wera

<A that metal. oll"ir» were of topper, and u few of boiMr_
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of which the points of their darts and arrow* Mere com-

posed. I could not prevail upon the chief to trust

himself below tli.' upper deck, nor did lie and his com-

panions remain long on board; but, while we had their

company, it was necessary to watch them narrowly, as

they soon betrayed a thievish disposition. At length, after

being about three or four hours along-side the Resolution,

they all left her, and we.it to the Discovery, nom having

been there before except one man, who at this tune can»e

from her, and inmicdiately returned in company with the

rest. When I observed this, I thought this man had met

with something there, which he knew wcidd please his

countrymen better than what they inet with at our ship;

but in diis 1 w as mistaken.

" It was not long before all the Americans left the Dis-

covery, and, instead of returning to us, made their way

toward our boat, that was employed in sounding the head

of the bay. The otticer in her, seeing this, returned to

the ship, and was followed by all the canoes. The boat's

crew had no sooner come on board, leaving in her two of

their number, by way of a guard, than some of the Ame-

ricans stepped into Ik r. Some presented their spears be-

fore the two men ; others cast loose the rope which fas-

tened her to the ship, and the rest att. mpted to tow her

away. But the instant they saw us pre|)aring to oppose

them, they k t her go, stepped out of her into their ca-

noes, and made signs for us to lay down our arms, having

the appearance of being as perfectly unconcerned as if

they had done nothing amiss. This, though rather a more

daring attempt, was hardly equal to what they had medi-

tated on board the Discovery. The man who came and

carried all his countrymen from the Resolution to the

other ship, had first been on board of her, where, after

looking down all the hatchways, and seeing nobody but

the officer of the watch and one or two more, he, no

doubt, thought they might plunder her will ease, espe-

cially as she lay at some distance from us. It was unques-

tionably with this view that diey all repaired to her. Se-

veral of them, without any ceremony, went on board,

drevv their knives, made signs to the officer and people

on deck to keep off, and began to look about them for

plunder. The first thing they met with was the rudder

of one of the boats, which they threw overboard to those

of the party who had lemained in the canoes. Before

they had time to find another object that pleased their

fancy, th" crew were alarmed, and began to come upon

deck, armed with cutlasses. On seeing this, the whole

company of plunderers sneaked off into their canoes, with

as much deliberation and indifference as they had given

up the boat; and they were observed describing to those

who had not been on board how much longer the knives

of the ship's crew were than their own. It was at this

*uae that my boat was on the sounding duty, which they
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must have seen, for they proceeded directly for her, after

their disa|)pointmeni in liie Discovery. I have not the

least doubt, tiiat their visiting us so early in the niorning

was with a view to plunder, on a supposition that thuy

should find every one asleep.

" The natives, who had left us when the oud weather

came on, paid us another visit the next morning. Those

who came first were in small canoes; others afterwards

arrive il in large boats, in one of which were twenty women

and one man, besides children. When the weather cleared

up, we founil ourselves surrounded on every side by land.

Our station was on the east ide of the sound, in a place

which, in the chart, is distinguished by the name of Sttu<r

Corner Ihy; and a very snug place it is. 1 went, ai com-

panied by some of i\\v officers, to view the head of it

;

and we found that it was sheltered from all w inds, with a

depth of water from seven to three fathoms, over a muddy

bottom. Soon after we were under sail, the natives, both

in great and small canoes, paid us another visit, which

gave us an additional opportunity of forming a more per-

fect idea of their persons, dress, and other particulars,

which shall be afterwards described. Our visitors seemed

to have no other business but to gratify their curiosity; for

they entered into no sort of traffic with us.

" To enable me to form a better judgment, I despatciied

Mr. Gore, with two armed boats, to examine the northern

arm ; and the master, with two other boats, to examine

another arm, that seemed to take an easterly direction.

Late in the evening they both returned. The master re-

ported, that the arm he had been sent to communicated

with that from which he had last come ; and that one side

of it was only formed by a group of islands. Mr. Gore

informed me, that he had seen the entrance of an arm,

which, he was of opinion, extended a long way to the

north-east, and that, probably, by it a passage might be

found. On the other hand, Mr. Roberts, one of the

mates, whom I had sent with Mr. Gore to sketch out the

parts they had examined, was of opinion that they saw the

head of this arm. The disagreement of these two opi-

nions, and the circumstance of the flood-tide entering tlie

sound from the south, rendered the existence of a passage

this way very doubtful. And as the wind in the morning

had become favourable for getting out to sea, I resolved

to spend no more time in searching for a passage in a

place that promised so little success."

A voyage was undertaken to the north-west coast of

America, in the year 1785, and prosecuted to 1788, under

the patronage of a commercial company, entitled the

King George's Soimd Company, for carrying on a fnr^frnde

from the western coast of America to China. For this

purpose two vessels were fitted out, which were named

the King George and Queen Charlotte; and the conmiand

of the former given to Captain Portlock, and that of tin:
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Inlttr to Captain Dixon, both havin)? ncconipanitil ('.,p-

taii) Cook ill \m last v.yugc into llie l>a<itic Ocean. Iioni
the narrative of tlie former, it ap,)<;ars that the ships ar-
rived on the coast of America in .July, l7H(i, and failed in

their first atlempt to reutli Piince Wiliiaurs Sound, but
at length accomplished it in April, 1787- Concerning
this spot, the following particulars are related in the nar-
rative.

" When the Kincr (;,.orge was brought to an anchor, in

a bay m which, from the report of an officer who had been
sent to examine it, |Ih captain was satisfied the ships
could ride with safet.v, she was visited L> Cve canoes, some
containing but one man, and others tWf . but, to the great
surprise of the Kuropcans, they had iu,t m, much as th»:

skin of a single animal among them. They luid beads of
vaii.jus c.luuis, which they seemed to hold in much esti-

mation. Captain Portlock having enquired if iicy had any
ol the sea-otters' skins to dispo'ic of, and being informed
tiiat they had sold their whole stock to a trader from Eu-
rope, who had just left the sound, entertained but little

expcdation of carrying on much traflic; however, he de-
termined to make the attempt, and wail for an opportu„ity
of proceeding further up the sound.

" 'I lie party that was sent on shore found that the only
space they could walk in was along the beach, tl,e r. st of
tlie country being entiielv covered with sno«. Uicat
plenty of wild-foul were - en, but so shy that they could
not be approached. The remains of two Indian huts were
seen, and some wood that appeannl to have been cut down
with edge-tools, and of a different kind from those used
by the Indians; from which it was supposed the Russians
had been at this spot the preceding autumn, as it was then
ilie general opinion that the people of that nation only
made a practice of visiting these seas.

" Having advanced farther up the sound, and moored
the ship, the captain observed an India,; advancing in a
single canoe: he came along-side, but brought nothing to
barter, except a little porpoise-blubber, which he seemed
I- consider as a dainty. Captain Portlock made him a
present, which appearing to gratify him much, lie was
given to understand the nature of the commodities for
which the Europeans wished to traffic; and, as he took hi-
departure seemingly well pleased with his reception, hopes
were entertained that he would introduce others for the
purpose of commencing a trade.

" In the course of the ensuing day the ship was visited
by three natives, in two canoes; but the whole stock they
brought to sell consisted of two river-otter skins and two
sea:-ski..s, which the captain purchased, and made them a
present for their attendance, so that they left the ship very
highly satisfied.

" h was observed that tlie natives were acquainted with
Ae use of lire-arms, and it was oonceiveil they had derived
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that information from the RiissiunH; it was uso conj«c-
tured, from several circumstances, that these visitors were
of the parly seen in the lirst harbour the ship had an-
chored in.

" I'wo day. after, the Queen Charlotte, under the com-
mand of Captain Dixon, return. from an excursion to
Snug Corner Cove, during which a purchase had been
made of about thirty-six sea-otter skiiw* of diff-.-rent quu-
lities, and a few other furs, part of v>,iicli w.re procured
near Cape Ilinchinbroke, to which place the (iuten Char-
lotte first went, and afterwards proceeded to Snug Corner
Cove; as the Indians gave the i:icw to understand there
was a vessel in thai iieighboui hood, and that anolhe, had
left It just before the arrival of the former. Captain
Dixon was conducted by the Indians to the place, and
found the vessel to be the snow Nootka, Captain John
Meares, from Bengal. The Nootka had left Bengal in
March, 178(i, an I aruved at Prince William's Sound in
October, where Captain Meares had passed the winter.
Irom the inclemency of the climate, there had been d
great mortality on board; numbers of the crev. had fallen
victims to the scurvy, and the remainder were in a vciv
nilirm state. Captain Meares, by letter t(, aptain Port-
lock, rej)resented his very distressed silnation, and en-
treated such assistance as he could aff^oid; a conipli;, ce
with which was immediately determined on. Capuiin
Portlock learned from Captain Dixon, that both these
vessels had given such high prices in ban. r for skins, that
the value of the cargoes of the King George and Qucen
Charlotte were greatly reduced. The only comnioilities
held in any estimation were green and red beads, and iin-
wrought iron, in pieces nearly two feet long; but hatchets,
saws, adzes, brass-pans, pewter-basins, and tin-kettlesj
would not be taken in barter, even for fish; so that all
that could be depended on, as articles of trade with the
natives of this place, were pieces of iron and a few beads.
The account sent to Captain Portlock was confirmed by
Captain Meares, who came on Ijoaid the Kin- Georc^e
and declared that the survivors in the Nootka were in°sd
languid a state, that he and his chief mate were the only
two persons capable of dragging the dead bodies from the
ship, over the ice, and burying them in the snow on shore.
He also observed, with respect to traflic, that he was in
the sound a considerable time before he could procure a
single skin, all having been disposed of to vessels that had
previously arrived. Captain Meares, on his departure,
was supplied with refreshments of various kinds.

"The shij.s were visited, a few days after, by two large
Indian boats, containing about forty men, women, and
chiMicn, attended by a number of small canoes. All
they brought were two very indiff-erent skins, and a few
fis^ which were purchased by Captain Portlock, who
made the chief, whose name was Shee-na-waa, a liberal
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present. He was chief of the most powerful tribe in the

sound : his people, however, were notorious thieves, and it

was observed that the little boys were furnished with small

hooked sticks, for the purpose of picking pockets. The

visitors remained about the ship till the evenmg, when

they took their departure, and went out of the harbour.

The next day Captain Portlock werghed anchor, hauled

further up Prince William's Sound, and proceeded on,

till, observing a point in an arm of the cove, that pro-

mised good shelter, he sent a boat to examine and sound

the place, and following with the ship, and observmg that

there was an excellent harbour round the point, he stood

in, came to aichor, and moored the ship.

" As the articles the people on board the ship had to

barter were not held in great estimation, the captain sent

off two boats, to trade with the natives up the sound, 'if 1

any opportunity should offer; but they met with very little

success; indeed, most of the sea-ottcr skins, procured

since the' arrival of the ships, were green, and recently

taksn from the animal, so that the purchasers were under

the necessity of stretching and dressing, them themselves.

" The boats which had been sent out a second time, for

the purpose of traffic, having imfortunately got into a

large flat bay, and the tide ebbing before they could ex-

tricate themselves from the shoals, they were left dry for

near two miles round. Shee-na-waa and his tribe, con-

sisting of near two hundred men, observed their situation,

and approached them, armed with spears'and knives. The

people in the boats were at first intimidated, but their

fears rather subsided, when they found that plunder was

the sole aim of the Indians. Though they were de-

sirous of evadmg their designs, they were cautious of ir-

ritating the Indians, conscious that opposition to the mea-

sures of their numerous opponents would expose them to

a most violent resentment; so that the plundering party

obtained an excellent booty, consisting of most of the

trading articles, two muskets, two pistols, and some of

the people's clothes, and what the old chief, Shee-na-waa,

accounted a most invaluable prize, was an officer's quad-

rant, with an ephemeris, and the necessary tables. It is

to be observed, that the Europeans were permitted to

purchase some skins, the plundering tribe affecting a de.^^

sire to traffic, to disguise their intcnUon of committing

depredations.

" After this transaction, some natives cam« ulong-side

the ship; they consisted of about twenty-five in number,

•nen, women, and children. The chief was a man of

placid countenance, rather of a low stature, with a ve-

nerable beard, and seemed to have attained his sixtieth

year. He was disabled on one,side, and seemed to have

undergone a paralytic stroke. He presented the captain

with an excellent otter-skin, but had only a few salmon

lo dispose of, whish were purchased, «nd afterwards the
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chief, and those who seemed to be of most consequence,

were gratified with donations, and trifles were distributed

amon»st the women and children. The whole of this

party were mild and courteous, and went on shore highly

gratified with their reception."

Captain Portlock observed that these Indians dwelt in

temporary huts, composed of a few sticks and a little bark.

Their principal food is fish ; but their most delicious fare

is a kind of rock-weed, covered with the spawn of some

fish. What is extraordinary, they eat, according to Cap-

tain Portlock's account, hemlock-root, which, though

poisonous to an European, by constant practice, is nutri

tious to these Indians.

The captain, after repeated trial;, and experience, dur-

ing a course of near three months, finding that no traffic

worthy of prosecution could be carried on with the na-

tives of this sound, determined to put to sea, and accord-

ingly, on the 25th of July, he departed from tiie harbour,

which obtained the name of Port Etches, and stood out

of the sound, to pursue his progress on this cgast.

Captain Vancouver, who, in the year 1790, undertook

a voyage, by his majesty's command, in the Discovery

sloop of war, attended by the armed tender, Chatham, in

order, as a prnicipal object, to examine and survey the

north-west coast of America, with a view to ascertain the

existence of any navigable communication between the

North Pacific and North Atlantic Oceans, visited the

coast of America three different times. The last time he

touched at Prince Wilham's Sound, concerning which the

following interesting particulars are communicated in his

narrative.

" When the ships came to anchor within the south

point of Montagu Island, in May, 1794, they were vi-

sited by four of the natives, one of whom appeared to

know that the people belonging lo the ship came from

England, as he often mentioned the words English, Port-

lock, and Nootka. From the first two words the inference

was obvious, and the latter seemed to refer to Uie name

of the vessel in which Mr. Meares came into the sound,

and passed the winter. The natives did not bring any ar-

ticles for barter, nor would they venture on board, though

they did not refuse the presents that were offered, but re-

turned thanks in the Russian language, and intimated that

there were some people of that country, who lived up the

sound. As it was the design of Captain Vancouver to

examine the western shore of the inlet, he despatched two

boat-parties for that purpose, under the command of two

eiperienced officers.

« g^on after their departere, as the natives did not seem

inclined to visit the vessels, the captain attended them on

shore, and found a party, consisting of eight Indians and

a Russian. Ihe Indians came on board, and many at-

tempts were made to induce the Russian to come at *«

PhlNCE WII
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same time ; but all proved ineffectual, and as it appeared,
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from his shy and reserved behaviour, that he was alarmed

for his personal safety, some necessary refreshments were
conveyed to him by the Indians, from an expectation

that such an instance of hospitality would banish his ap-

prehensions, and inspire him with such a degree of con-

fidence as to admit the Europeans to an interview.

" Having delivered the articles with which they had been
entrusted, the Indians returned, and brought some birds,

as a present from the Russian, who, from the account
of the messenger, still entertained apprehensions of dan-

ger, though he readily accepted whatever was sent him,
»nd enjoined the Indians to solicit such articles as were
icnown to be most agreeable to him. With these he was
accordingly gratified, and the presents were accompanied
with the most explicit declarations of sincerity. At length

he was prevailed on to con)e on board, when he took

immediate opportunity of testifying tiie fidelity of the

Indians, in the discharge of the trust committed to them.
He was joined by two other Russians, and they visited

the ships together.

" The Russian who had been so frequently importuned
to visit the ship, appeared to be much better versed in

geography and sea-charts than eitlier of his companions,
as well as to be a man of more general information, as

he soon conceived ihe import of the business of the na-

vigators in the distant parts, as well as tlieir desire of see-

ing a Russian chart of the modern discoveries in this

ocean. The Russian assured them he could gratify their

wishes, as he had a chart at Port Etches, which had been
recently sent from Kamtschatka, which he undertook to

procure from tlience, and, having taken some refreshnjent,

he set out for that purpose, leaving his companions behind
him.

" Stress of weather hfiving obliged one of the parties,

sent out for the purpose of surveying the coast, to retire

to an island adjacent to Snug Corner Cove, as soon as they

were landed they were accosted from the woods by an ex-

clamation of " lawlee !" a word signifying friendship ; and
four Indians appeared, indicating, by their words and ges-

tures, an amicable inclination, which being returned by
the Europeans, accompanied by some donations, a friend-

ly intercourse was established between the parties. The
Europeans remained in this place during the night, ex-
pecting the storm would subside ; but it increased, and
Was attended with torrents of rain. But the Indians had
disappeared unnoticed, and it was found that the cause
.of their abrupt departure was their having purloined an
axe, for which the negligence of iliose of the crew who
were appointed to the watch was severely censured.

" In the morning, the storm in some degree subsiding,
the party proceeded on the business of their survey, and,
>n tlie course of theii progress, were conducted to an

island by two Russians, and, on their landing, received,
by eight others, with tlie utmost cordiality. Their abode
on this island seemed to hi merely transient, their only
shelter being under a large skin-boat, resting with one of
its gunwales on the ground, while the other was propped
up by sticks, of a height sufficient to admit their creeping
under it. Thus did these ten Russians live in the proximi-
ty of a large village, inhabited by not less tiiaii two hun-
dred Indians, which would have rendered it dangerous fof
the surveying party to have taken up their night's abode so
near, were it not for the confidence of the Russians in the
friendly disposition of the natives, which was justified in
the event

; for two large canoes, containing about twenty
persons in each, arrived just as the party were retiring to
rest; and one of these Indians, who had the appearance
of a chief, delivered to the Russians ten skins, nine of
which were beaver, and one a sea-otter skin.

"The officer of the surveying party having received di-

rections from Captain Vancouver to visit the north-west
point of Port Etches, if circumstances would admit, in
order to obtain some general information from the Russians
resident there, accordingly proceeded towards that quar-
ter. Here they experienced every instance of hospitality

from a Mr. Colomenee, who was intrusted with the ma-
nagement of an extensive commercial establishment. The
Russian residence was defended by a galliot, of about se-

venty tons burthen, hauled on shore, placed erect, and
forming nearly one side of the square, within which their

houses were built, the whole of which it overlooked, and
commanded the circumjacent country to a considerable

distance."

The natives of Prince William's Sound are not above
the common height, though many of them are under it.

T'hey are strong-chested, and the most disproportioned part

of their body is their heads, which are very large, with
thick short necks, and large, broad, or spreading, faces,

which, upon the whole, are flat. Their eyes, though not
small, scarcely bear a proportion to the size of their faces,

and their noses have full round points, hooked or turned
up at the tip. Their teeth are broad, white, equal in size,

and even. Their hair is black, tliick, and straight, and their

beards, in general, thin.

There is a considerable variety in their features, but few
can be said to be handsome. Their countenances com
monly indicate a considerable share of vivacity, good-na-

ture, and frankness ; and yet some of them have an air of
suUenness and reserve. Some of the women have agree-

able faces; and many are easily distinguishable from the

men by their features, which are more delicate. The con».

plexion of some of the women, and of the children, is

white, but without any mixture of red ; and some of the

men, who were seen by the Europeans naked, had rather

a brownish or swarthy hue.

n
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With respect to their diipositioD, they are, in general,

friendly, and remarkably aft'ectionate to their women and

children. It must be admitted that they are addicted to

thieving, which seems common to Indians in general. Cap-

tain Portlock observes, that during the intercourse of his

people with them, they were less addicted to this practice,

in consequence of their being severely reprimanded ; and

he expresses an opinion, that, if good examples were set

before them, they would become industrious in hunting,

and procuring the sea-otter and other skins for sale to the

settlers.

The dress which is worn indiscriminately by men, wo-

men, and children, consists of a kind of close frock, or

rather robe, reaching generally to the ankles, though some-

times only to the knees. At the upper part is a hole, just

sufficient to admit the head, with sleeves that descend to

the wrist. These frocks are made of the skins of dif-

ferent animals, the most common of which are those of

the sea-otter, grey fox, racoon, and pine-martin, with

many of seal; and, in general, they are worn with the

hairy side outward. Some also have these frocks made

of the skins of fowls, with only the down remahiing on

them, which they glaze on other substances ; and one or

two woollen-garments were seen. At the seams, where

the different skins are sewed together, they are commonly

ornamented with tassels or fringes of narrow thongs, cut

out of the same skins. A few have a kind of cape, or

collar, and some a hood, but the other is the most com-

mon form, and seems to be their whole dress in good

weather. When it rains, they put over this another frock,

ingeniously made from the intestines of whales, or some

other large animal, prepared so skilfully, as almost to re-

semble our gold-beaters' leaf. It is made to draw tight

round the neck ; its sleeves reach as low as the wrist, round

which they are tied with a string, and its skirts, when they

are in their canoes, are drawn over the rim of the hole in

which they sit, so that no water can enter. At the same

time, it keeps the men intirely dry upward ; for no water

can penetrate through it, any more than through a bladder.

It must, however, be kept continually ipoist, otherwise it

is apt to crack.

They do not usually cover their legs or feet, but scarcely

any are without mittens for the hands, made of the skins

of bears' paws. Those who wear any thing on their

heads, have high conical caps, made of straw, and some-

times of wood, resembling a seal's head.

The men commonly wear their hair cut short round the

neck and forehead : but the women allow it to grow to a

w;iisiucrab!c length, and most of them lie a small lock uf

•t on the crown. Both sexes have the ears perforated

with several holes, about the outer and lower part of the

edge, in which they hang little bunches of beads, of a

Ukbulose shelly substance. The septum of the uose is
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also perforated, through which they frequently thrust the

quill-feathers of small birds, or little ornaments, strung

on a stiff string or cord, three or four inches long, which

give them a truly grotesque appearance. But the most

unsightly fashion, adopted by some of both sexes, is their

having the under-lip cut quite through, in the direction

of the mouth, a little below the swelling part. This in-

cision, which is made even in the sucking children, 13

often above two inches long, and, eitlier by its natural re-

traction when the wound is fresh, or by the repetition of

some artificial management, assumes the true shape of

lips, and becomes so large as to admit the tongue through.

In this artificial mouth they stick a flat narrow ornament,

made chiefly out of a solid shell or bone, cut into little

narrow pieces, like small teeth, almost down to the base

or thickest part, which hus a small projecting bit at each

end, that supports it when put into the divided lip, the

cut part then appearing outward. Others have the lower

lip only perforated into separate holes, and then the orna-

ment consists of as many distinct shelly studs, whose

points are pushed through thc°° holes, and their heads

appear within the lip, as another row of teeth immediately

under their own.

These are their native ornaments : but many beads of

European manufacture were found among them, chiefly

of a pale blue colour, which they hang in their ears, about

their caps, or join to their lip-ornaments, which have a

small hole drilled in each point to which they are fastened,

and others to them, till they hang sometimes as low as

the point of the chin. They also wear bracelets of the

shelly beads, or others of a cylindrical shape, made of

a substance like amber, with such also as are used in their

ears and noses

The men frequently paint their faces of a bright red,

and sometimes of a blue or leaden colour, but not in any

regular figure; and the women, in some measure, en-

deavour to imitate them, by staining the chin with black,

that comes to a point in each cheek.

Their habitations are ill-made and inconvenient-; they

are, in general, from four to six feet high, about ten feet

long, and about eight feet broad, built with thick plank,

and the crevices filled up with dry moss. The method

they use in making plank is to split the trees with wooden

or stone wedges.

Their articles of food are fish and animals of all kinds.

They also eat tlie vegetables which their country affords,

and the inner bark of the pine-tree, which is an excellent

antidote to the scurvy, which prevails in this country very

much.

Their beverage is most probably water; for in their

boats they were seen to bring snow in the wooden vessels,

which they swallowed by mouthfuls. Perhaps it could be

carried with less trouble, in these open vessels, than water
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itself. Tlieir method of eating seems decent and cleanly,

for they always took care to separate any dirt that might

adhere to their victuals : and though they sometimes did

eat the raw fat of some sea-animal, they cut it carefully

into mouthfuls, with their small knives. The same might

be said of their persons, which, to appearance, were al-

ways clean and decent, without grease or dirt ; and the

wooden vessels, in which their victuals are probably put,

were kept in excellent order, as well as their boats, which

were neat, and free from lumber.

Their canoes are of two sorts, the one being large and

open, and the other small and covered. Captain Cook
observes that in one of the large boats were twenty women
and one man, besides children. He attentively examined

and compared the construction of this with Crantz's de-

scription of what he calls the great or women's boat, in

Grcc-iiland, and found that they were built in the same

manner, with no other difference than in the form of the

head and stern, particularly of the first, which bears

some resemblance to the head of a whale : the framing

is ot slender pieces of wood, over which the skins of

seals, or of other larger sea>animals, are stretched, to

compose the outside. It appeared, also, that the small

canoes of these people are made nearly of the same form

and of the same materials with those used by the Green-

landers and Esquimaux ; at least the ditference is not ma-

terial. Some of these carry two men. They are broader

in proportion to their length than those of the Esquimau
;

and the bead or forepart curves somewhat like the head

of a violin. ,

Their weapons and instruments for fishing and hunting

are the same that are made use of by the Esquimaux. For
defensive armour they have a kind of jacket, or coat of

mail, made of thin laths, bound together with sinews,

which makes it quite flexible, though so close as not to

admit an arrow or dart; it only covers the trunk of the

body, and may not be improperly compared to a woman's

stays.

Of domestic utensils they have oval shallow dishes, of

wood ; and others, of a cylindrical shape, much deeper ; the

sides are made of one piece, bent round, like our chip-

boxes, though thick, neatly fastened with thongs, and the

bottoms fixed in with small wooden pegs : others are

smaller, and of a more elegant shape, somewhat resem-

bling a large oval butter-boat, without a handle, but more
shallow, made from a piece of wood or horny substance.

These last are sometimes neatly carved. They have many
lillic square bags, made of the same gut with their outer

frocks, neatly ornamented with very minute red feathers

interwoven with it, in which are contained some very fine

sinews, and bundles of small cord, made from them, most

ingeniously plaited : they have also chequtred baskets,

so closely wrought as to hold vreter ; woocfeu models of
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their canoes ; Ihtle images, four or five Snchei long, eithei

of wood or stuffed, which are covered with a bit of fur,

and ornamented with pieces of small quill-feathers, m im>-

tation of their shelly beads, with hair fixed on their heads.

Whether these might be mere toys for children, or held in

veneration, as representing tlieir deceased friends, and ap-

plied to some superstitious purpose, could not be deter-

mined. They have instruments made of two or three

hoops, or concentric pieces of wood, with a cross-bar

fixed in the middle, to hold them by; to these are fixed a
great number of dried barnacle-shells, with threads, which
serve as a rattle, and make a loud noise when they sltake

them.

They have iron knives, some of which are straight,

others a little curved, and some very small ones, fixed in

l<>ng handles, with the blades bent upward; they have
knives of another sort, which are sometimes near two feet

long, shaped almost like a dagger, with a ridge in the

middle. I'hese they wear in sheaths of skins, hung by a
thong rovi'id their neck, under their robe ; and they are,

probably, only used as weapons, the other knives being

apparently applied to other purposes. Every thing they

have, however, '.:, as well and ingeniously made as if they

were furnished v. iUi the most complete tool-chest ; and their

sewing, plaiting of sinews, and the small work pn their

little bugs, may be put in competition with the most deli-

cate manufactures found in any part of the known world

:

in short, considering the otherwise uncultivated and rude

state in which these people are, their northern situation,

amidst a country perpetually covered with snow, and the

wretched materials they have to work with, it appears thai

their invention and dexterity, in all manual works, is, at

least, equal to that of any other natioo.

SECTION HI.

PORT DES FRANCAIS.

Discovery, ^c] This port was discovered by liat emi-

nent French circumnavigator, M. de la Perouse, on his ar-

rival at the north-west coast of America, in June, 1786,

of which he gives the following account in his narrative.

" Being in the latitude of fifty-eight degrees thirtv-si»

minutes north, we discovered a falling-in of the coast,

which appeared to be a very fine bay. I stood towards it,

and, at the distance of a league, sent two officers to re-

connoitre it ; and, from the report they made on their re-

turn, I resolved to shape my course towards the passage,

and, having entered it, came to an anchor.

" This port had never been discovered by any other na-

vigator : it is situated in latitude fifty-eight degrees tnirty

seven minutes north, thirty-three leagues to the north-west

of that of Los RemedioB, the extreme boundary of Spa
7Z
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• niBh navigators, about two hundred and twenty-four leagues

from Nootka, and a hundred from Prince William's, Sound

The cahnness of the interior of this bay was very delight-

ful to us, who were under the absolute necessity of makmg

an almost entire change in our stowage, for the purpose

of getting out six guns that were in the hold, without

which it would have been imprudent to navigate the Chi-

nese seas, so frequently infested by pirates. 1 gave this

place the name of J'ort des Frant^ais.

" To forn\ a conception of this bay, let us suppose a

1»sin of water, of* depth in the middle that could not be

fathomed, bordered by peaked mountains, of an excessive

height, covered with snow, without a blade of grass upon

this immense collection of rocks, condenujcd by nature

to perpetual sterility. I never saw a breath of air ruffle

the surface of this water : it is never troubled but by the

fall of enormous pieces of ice, which continually detach

themselves from live diflerent glaciers, and which, in fall-

ing, make a noise that resounds far in the mountains. The

air is in this place so very calm, and the silence so pro-

found, that the mere Voi« of a man may be heard half a

league off, as well as the noise of some sea-birds, which

lay their eggs in the cavities of these rocks. It was at the

extremity of this bay that we were in hopes of finding

channels by which we might penetrate into the interior of

America.
" We soon perceived Indians, who made signs of friend-

•hip to us, by hanging up in the air white cloaks and dif-

ferent skins. Several canoes of these Indians were fishing

in the bay, where the water was as smooth as in a basin,

whilst the jetty was seen covered with foam by the break-

ers; but the water was very smooth beyond the passage,

which was an additional proof to us that there was a con-

•iderable depth. During our forced stay at the entrance

of the bay, we had been continually surrounded by the

canoes of the Indians. In exchange for our iron, they

offered us fish, skins of otters and other animals, as well

as different little articles of their dress : they had, to our

great surprise, the appearance of being well accustomed

to traffic, and made a bargain, in favour of themselves,

with as much ability as the most experienced purchasers

of Eiu-ope. There was none of our articles of commerce

for which they expressed so ardent a desire as iron; they

accepted also some beads, but it served rather to finish

a bargain than to form the basis of an exchange. We
prevailed upon them in the end to receive plates and

pewter-pots ; but these articles had only a transient suc-

cess, and iron prevailed over all. This metal was by no

means unknown to them ; they had each of them a dag-

ger of it hung from their neciv : the form of this instru-

ment resembled that of the creese of the natives of Hin-

doostan ; but they bore not any resemblance in the han-

dle, which was no more than a lengthening of the blade,
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rounded, and without au edge. This weapon was enclosed

in a case of tanned leather, and it a|>peured to be the

most valuable article in their possession. (Observing us to

examine these daggers witli great attention, they made

signs to US, that they never used them but agaiuHt bears

and other beasts of the forests. Some of them were also

made of copper, but they did not appear to prefer them

to others, as that metal is common enough among them.

" Soon after our arrival, we were visited by one of ihe

principal villagers. IJefoic he came on board, he seemed

to address a prayer to the sun ; he afterwards made us a

long speech, which was terminated by some very agree-

able gongs: the Jiuliaiis of his canoe accompanied him by

repeating the same air in chorus. After this ceremony,

they almost all of them came on board, and during the

space of an hour danced to the soinul of their own voices.

I made the chief several presents, which rendered liini so

troublesome, that he every day passed five or six hours on

board, and I was obliged to renew them very frequently,

or else he went away discontented, and muttering tiireats,

which, however, were not very dangerous. On the day

of our arrival at the second anchorage, we establisiitd the

observatory upon an island, which was only a musket-sliot

from the ship ; here we formed a settlement for the time

of our stay in this port. As soon as we had established

ourselves upon the island, almost all the Indians of the bay

repaired thither. The report of our arrival had spread

itself to the adjacent parts : we saw the arrival of several

canoes, filled with a very considerable quantity of otter-

skins, which these Indians bartered for hatchets, knives,

and bar-iron. They gave us their salmon for pieces of

old hoops ; but they afterwards became more knowing,

and we could not procure this fish, except for nails and

other small pieces of iron,

" As all the Indian villages were on the continent, we

flattered ourselves with being in a state of security upon

our island, but we were soon convinced of the contrary.

We had already experienced that the Indians were great

thieves, but wc did not suppose thein to be possessed ot

an activity and obstinacy capable of carrying into execu-

tion the longest and most difficult projects. We were soon

taught to know them better. They passed every night in

watching the most favourable opportunity to rob us; but

we kept a good guard on board our ships, and they seldom

deceived our vigilance. I had, besides, established the

Spartan law ; the person robbed was punished ;
and, if

we did not applaud the robber, we at least reclaimed no-

thing, in order to avoid any quarrel, that might be at-

tended with melancholy consequences. .1 do not dissem

bie that this extreme lenity rendered them insolent: I had,

however, endeavoured to convince tliem of tlie superiority

of our arm«; a cannon, with ball, had been discliarged in

their presence, for the purpose of letting them see that
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tliey coulil be readied at a distance, and a musket, loaded

with ball, had, in the presence of a great number of these

Imlinns, penetrated ihrnugh several doubles of a cuirass

wliich they had sold to us, after having made us understand,

liy signs, that it was impenetrable to arrows and daggers;

k'sidc-s, our most expert marksmen killed the birds flying

over llicir heads. 1 am very certain they never thought of

inspiring us with sentiments of fear ; but I have been con-

vinced, by llieir conduct, they imagined our patience to be

nexhaustible; they soon conipelled me to lake away the

{L'tllement I hud made upon the island : they disembarked

(here in the night from the side of the coast; they tra-

versed a very thick wood, which was totally impervious to

llie dny, und gliding upon their bellies, almost without

iliri iiig a leaf, they contrivi^d, in spite of our sentinels, to

carry oft' some of our effects; in a word, they had the

address to introduce themselves into the tent where the

guard of tliD observatory slept ; they took away a nmsket

ornamented with silver, as well as the clothes of the two

officers, who, by way of precaution, had placed tliem

nnder their bolster; they were unperceivid l)y a guard of

twelve soldiers, and they never once awakened the two

officers. This last theft would have given us but little

disquiet, but for the loss of the original memorandum-

book, in which was written all our astronomical observa-

tions since we had arrived in Port des Fran^ais.

" The chief before mentioned paid us another visit on

board, better attended, and much better dressed, than be-

fore. After many songs and dances, he made a proposal

to sell me the island on which we had placed our obser-

vatory, reserving, no doubt, to himself and the other In-

dians, the right of robbing us. It was somewhat more

than doubtful whether this chief had a property in any

land; the government of this people is such, that the

country might belong to the whole society : however, as

many Indians were witnesses to this bargain, 1 had an un-

doubted right to conclude that they gave their sanction to

it, and I accepted the cliiers offer ; convinced, at the same

time, that the contract for this i)urchase might be set aside

by many tril)unals, if the nation should ever contest it

with us; for we had no proof that the chief was the real

proprietor, and the witnesses his representatives. Be that

ai it may I gave him several ells of red cloth, hatchets,

knives, bar-iion, and nails; 1 also made presents to all his

suite. The bargain being thus concluded, I scut to take

possession of the island with the customary formalities.

I ordered them to bury a bottle at the foot of a rock, which

contained an inscription adapted to this taking possession,

and I laid near it one of the bronze-medals which had been

stiuck in Fiuiice before otir dcparitirc.

" The principal work which had been the peculiar ob-

ject of our stopping here was finished ; our guns were

mounted^ our stowage completed, and we had taken in a
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No port in the uni«great quantity of wood and water,

verse could furnish more conveniences for expediting thii

labour, which ii frequently so difBcult in other countriea.

Cascades, falling from the top of the mountains, poured

the clearest water into the casks as they lay in the long

boat; drift-wood in great abundance is scattered along

the shore of a smooth sea. The survey was finished, aa

well as the measurement of a base taken, which had en-

abled many of our officers to measure trigonumetrically

the height of the mountains. We had only to regret the

loss of the memorandum-book of observations; and thia

misfortune was nearly done away by the different notes,

which had been found again.

" But a misfortune of the most lamentable kind, which

no human prudence could foresee, at this period awaited

us. It is with the most lively grief that I am about to

trace the story of a disaster, which was a thousand timea

more aftlicting than disease and all the other events inci-

dent to long voyages. I yield to the imperious duty I

have imposed on myself of writing this narrative ; and I

am not ashamed or afraid to make known that my sorrowa

since this event have been a hundred times accompanied

by my tears ; that time has not had power to assuage my
grief; every instant, every object recalls to my mind ths

loss we sustained, in circumstances where we thought we

had so little cause to dread such an event.

" As it was proposed that the soundings should be laid

down in the draught of Monsieur de Monneron, engineer

in chief, and Monsieur Bernizet, geographical engineer,

by the sea-officers, the pinnace of the Astrolabe, under

the orders of M. de Marchainville, an officer of that ship,

was ordered for the next day, and I prepared that belong-

in" to my ship, as well as the barge, the command of

which I gave to M. Boutin, an officer of the Boussole.

M. d'Escures, my first lieutenant, chevalier of St. Lewis,

commanded the pinnace of the Boussole, and was the

commanding officer of this little expedition. As his zeal

had sometimes appeared to me to be rather too warm, I

thought it my duty to give him his instructions in writing.

The details I made of the prudence which I expected

from him appeared to him so minute, that he asked me if

I thought he was a child, adding, that he had commanded

ships before that time. I amicably explained to him the

motive of my orders: I told him, that M. de Langle,

commander of the Astrolabe, and I had sounded the pas-

sage of the bay two days before, and that I perceived that

die commanding officer in the second boat had passed too

near the point, upon which he had even touched : I added,

that young officers, during a siege, deemed it a feather in

ihcir cap to mount the parnpet -^f tlic trenches; .^nd that

the same spirit made them, when in boats, brave the dan-

gers of rocks and breakers; but that this unreflecting

boldness might be aitended with the most melancholy con-
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lequences in a voyage like ours, where these kind of dan-

gers ^Vcre every inuinent prcsentiiif; themselves before us.

After this conversation, 1 gave M. d'Escures the following

instructions in writing, which 1 read to M. Boutin: they

will explain, better than any other exposition, the mission

of M. d'Escures, and tiie precautions which I took.

" Previous to making known to M. d'Escures the object

of his mission, I apprise hin), that he is expressly forbid-

den to expose the bouts to any danger, and to approach

the passage, if the sea break there. He is to set ofl' at

six o'clock in the morning, with two other boats, com-

manded by Mesurs. de Marchainville and Boutin, and

sound the bay from the passage as far as the little creek

which is to die west of the two paps. He is to lay down

the soundings upon the draught which I have put into his

hands, or to sketch one from wiiich they may be taken.

Even if there is no broken water in this channel, but only

a swell, as this work is not very pressing, he is to postpone

sounding till another day; and he will constantly keep in

view that all things of this kind which are done with dif-

ficulty are always done ill. It seems probable, that the

most convenient moment for approaching the channel

ifvill be at slack water, about half-past eight o'clock ; if

circumstances are then favourable, he will endeavour to

measure the breadth of it with a log-line, and he is to place

the three boats in a parallel line, sounding across it, or

from cast to west. He is afterwards to sound from north

to south; but there is little likelihood of his being able to

take these latter soundings during the same tide, because

(he current will have acquired too great strength.

"In waiting for slack water, or supposing the sea should

be rough, M. d'Escures will take the soundings of the in-

terior of the bay, particularly the creek which is behind

the paps, where I think it is likely there may be a very

good anchorage : he is also to endeavour to lay down upon

tlie draught the extent of the two bottoms of rock and

sand, in order that the good ground may be well and easily

known. I think that, when the channel from the south of

the island is open from the point of the paps, there is a

certainty of a good sandy bottom. M. d'Escures is to as-

certain w hether my opinion be well founded ; but I again

repeat, that I entreat him not to deviate from the most

consummate prudence.

" After these instructions could I be supposed to have

any thing to fear ? They were given to a man of tliirty-

three years of age, who had before commanded men-of-

war. What a combination of motives for security

!

" Our boats set off, as I had ordered, at six o'clock in

the morning : it was as much a party of pleasure as of

utility and instruction; they might hunt and breakfast under

the trees. I joined with M. d'Escures, M. Pierrevert and

M. de Montarnal, young officers, the latter the only rela-

tion that I had in the sea-service, and to whom I was at-
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tached with as tender an afiection as if he had been my
son. No young officer had ever given rise to more pro.

niising hopes, and M. de Pierrevert had already acquifud

what I shortly expected from the other. S^ven of thfl

best soldiers of the detachment formed the armament of

the long-boat, in which the head pilot of my ship em

barked to take soundings. M. Boutin had for second in

his small boat M. Mouton, lieutenant of the Boussole. I

knew that the boat of the Astrolabe was commanded by

M. de Marchainville ; but 1 was not informed whether there

were any other officers on board.

" At ten o'clock in the morning I saw our jolly-boat

coming back. In some surprise, because I did not ex-

pect her so soon, I asked M. Boutin, before he came

on board the frij-uio, if any thing new had occurred : the

first thing which struck me, as a cause of fear, was nn at-

tack from the Indians. The countenance of M. Boutin

was by no means calculated to remove my doubts : in his

face was painted the most lively sorrow. He soon in-

formed me of the dreadful wreck he had just witnessed,

and from which he had himself escaped only by the firm-

ness of his disposition, which had discovered to him all

the resources that remained in such extremity of danger.

Drawn away by following his commander into the middle

of the breakers, which set 'into the channel, whilst the

tide ran out of it at the rate of three or four leagues aa

hour, he imagined he could lay his boat's stern to the sea,

and driving in this manner it would prevent her from fill-

ing, so that she might nevertheless be drifte.. out to sea

by the tide. He soon saw breakers ahead of his boat,

and found himself in the main sea. More taken up with

the safety of his comrades than with his own, he rowed

along the edge of the breakers, in hopes of saving some

of them ; he even pushed into them again, but was re-

pelled by the tide ; at length he got upon the shoulders ot

M. Mouton, in order to see to a greater distance: vain

hope ! all, alas, had been fcwallowed up, and M. Boutin

returned at the time of slack water. The sea having be-

come very calm, this officer entertained some hopes for

the pinnace of the Astrolabe. He had only seen ours

perish. M. de Marchainville was at the time a full quarter

of a league from the place of danger, that is to say, in

water as perfectly calm as the best enclosed port ; but

this young officer, impelled by a generosity which un-

doubtedly was imprudent, since in these circumstances all

assistance was impossible, having too high a courage, and

too elevated a soul, to make these reflections when his

friends were in so imminent a danger, flew to their assist-

ance, threw himself into the breakers, and perished like

his eonuiianding offieei, a victim to his generosity and

formal disobedience of orders.

" M. de Langle soon came on board my ship, equally

oppressed with grief as myself, and with tears in bis eyes,
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iuformcd nic thut the tnisfortune was still infinitely greater

lliaii I imagined. Since our departure from France, he

had made it an invariable rule never to send the two bro-

thers, Mcsitrs. hi Bourdc Marchainville and la Bordc Uou-

tervillier:*, on the same expedition, and lie had yielded in

this single instance to the desire which they had expressed

to walk and hunt together ; for it was almost under this

point of view that both of us had eonsidcrcd this excur-

sion of our boats, which we thought as liuie exposed to

danger as they would have been in Brest Road, when the

weather was remarkably fine.

" At llie same moment we had a visit from the Indians

in their canoes, to announce to us tliis melancholy event

:

these rude unpolished men expressed to us, by signs, that

they had seen our two boats perish, and diat there was n6

possibility of affording them assistance ; we loaded them

witii presents, and endeavoured to make them understand,

that he who should have saved a single man would have

been entitled to all our riches.

" Nothing could be better calculated to move their hu-

manity ; they hastened to the sea-shore, and spread them-

selves over the two coasts of the bay. I had already de-

spatched my long-boat, commanded by M. de Clonard,

second captain of the Bousole, to the eastward, where if

any one, contrary to all probability, had escaped death,

it was likely he would land. M. de Langle went upon the

western shore, in order to leave no part unvisited, and I

remained on board, charged with the protection of the two

ships, with the necessary compliment of men to preclude

all fear from the Indians, against whom prudence required

that we should be constantly on our guard. Messrs. de

Laiigle and Clonard were attended by all the officers, and

many other persons: they went three leagues along the

beach, upon which, however, not the smallest wreck came

ashore. I, neverthelesa, still entertained a small degree of

hope ; the mind with difficulty acquiesces in so sudden a

transition from a pleasant situation to that of so rooted a

sorrow; but this illusion was destroyed by the return of

our boats, and I was thereby plugged into a state of such

acute distress, as no language is adequate to describe, but

in the most imperfect manner.

" Nothing more now remained to be done but to quit,

as speedily as possible, a country where we had expe-

rienced so melancholy a disaster ; but there were still some
days due to the families of our unfortunate friends : too

precipitate a departure might occasion doubts and unea-

siness in Europe; it might not occur to people there, that

the current extended no farther than a league without the

channel ; that the boats, and diose wrecked in them,

could be driven to no greater distanre; and that the fury

of the sea in that place dissipated every hope of their re-

turn. If, contrary to any probability, any of them had

been able to return, as this could only happer\ in the vici-
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nity of the bay, I formed the resolution of waiting some

days longer ; but I quitted the anchorage of the island, and

took that of the bed of sand, which is at the entrance

upon the west coast. It took me five days to effect this

passage, though no more than a league, during which time

we were exposed to a squall of wind, which would have

put us in very great danger, had we not been anchored in

a good muddy bottom. It was fortunate we did not drag

our anchors, for we were less than a cable's huigth from

the shore. The wind being contrary, detained ns longer

than I intended to stay, and we did not sail till the 30tli

of July, eighteen days after the event, the description of

which has given me so much pain, and the remembrance
of which will perpetually make me unhappy. Before our

departure we erected upon the island in the middle of the

bay, to which I gave the name of Cenotaph Island, a mo-
nument to the memory of our unfortunate companions.

The following inscription was composed by M. de Lema-
non, a scientific man, who buried it in a bottle at the foot

of the monument :

—

" At the entrance of this harbour perished twenty brave

seamen.

" Reader, whoever thou art, join thy tears to ours."

Description of the Harbour.} " In the harbour," says

M. de la Perouse, " to which I gave the name of Port

des Fran^nis, the sea rises seven feet and a half at full

and change of the moon. The sea-breezes, or, perhaps,

other causes, act so powerfully upon the current of the

channel, that I have seen the flood come in there like the

most rapid river ; and, in other circumstances, though at

the same period* of the moon, it may be stemmed by a

boat. I have in my different excursions found the high-

water mark to be fifteen feet above the surface of the sea.

" These tides are probably incident to the bad season.

When the winds blow with violence from the southward,

tlie channel must be impracticable, and at all times the

cui rents render the entrance difficult; the going out of it

also requires a combination of circumstances, which may
retard the departure of a vessel many weeks ; there is no

getting under way but at the top of high water ; the breeze

from the west to the north-west does not often rise till

towards eleven o'clock, which does not permit the taking

advantage of the morning-tide ; finally, the easterly winds,

which are contrary, appear to me to be jnore frequent

than those from the west, and the vast height of the sur-

rounding mountains never permits the land-breezes, or

those from the north, to penetrate into the road. As thitf

port possesses great advantages, I thought it a duty in-

cumbent on nie to make its inconvenieuces also known^ It

seems to me, tliat this anchorage is not convenient for

those ships which are sent out at a venture for trafficking

in skins : such ships ought to anchor in a great many bays,

8A
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•nd alwaj^s make tlie shortest stay possible in any of them,

becaU8«' the liulians have always disposed of tlii-ir whole

stock ill the first week, mid all lost time is prejudicial to

the interests of the owners : but a nation which should

form the project of establishing factories, similar to those

of the English in Hudson's Bay, could not make choice

of a place more proper for such a seltlvmeiit. A simple

battery of four heavy cannon, placed upon the point of the

continent, would be fully adequate to the defence of so

narrow an entrance, whicl. is also made so difficult by the

currents. This battery could not be turned or taken by

land, because the sea always breaks with such violence

upon the coast, that to disembark is impossible. The

fort, the magazines, and all the settlements for conmierce,

should be raised upon Cenotaph Island, the circumference

of which is nearly a league; it is capable of being culti-

vated, and there is plenty of wood and water. The ships,

not having their cargo to seek, but being certain of having

it collected to a single point, would not be exposed to

any delay ; some buoys, placed for ll;e internal navigation

of the bay, would make it extremely safe and easy ; it

would form pilots, who, better versed than we are in the

set and strength of the current at particular times of tide,

could- ensure the entrance and departure of the ships.

Finally, our traffic for otter-skins has been so very con-

siderable, that I may fairly presume, there could not in

any part of America be a greater quantity of them col-

lected."

Climate."] The climate of this coast seemed to be in-

finitely milder than that of Hudson's Bay, in the same

degree of latitude. Some of the pines measured six feet

in diameter, and one hundred and forty feet in height;

those of the same species at J*rince of Wales's Fort and

Fort York are of a dimension scarcely sutiicient for stud-

ding-sail booms.

Vegetable, Animal, and Mineral, Productions.'] Vegeta-

tion is very vigorous during three or four months of the

year. The Europeans found great abundance of celery,

round-leaved sorrel, lupines, the wild pea, yarrow, and

endive. Every day and every meal the copper of the

ship's company was filled with them. They ate them in

soups, ragouts, and salads, and these herbs did not a little

contribute to keep them in a good state of health. There

was seen among these pot-herbs almost all those of the

meadows and mountains of France; the angelica, the

butter-cup, the violet, and many species of grass proper

for fodder.

The woods abound in gooseberries, raspberries, and

strawberries, clusters of elder-trees, the dwarf-willow,

different species of briar, the gum-poplar tree, the sallow,

the horn-beam, and superb pines, fit for the masts of the

largest ships. Not any of the vegetable productions of

this country are unknown in Europe. M. de Martiniere,
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in his diflerent excursions, met with only three plaiiti

which he thought new.

The rivers are filled with trout and salmon, and in the

bay are flelaiis, ling, the single thornback, and some pluici'.

Muscles are scattered in profusion upon that piut of the

shore which is uncovered at low water, and the rocks uic

clothed with small limpets. M. de Lanianon took from

a. place elevated more than two hinu'red toises above the

level of the sea, petrefuctioiis well preserved, and of the

largest dimensions, of the shell known by coiichologists

uiuler the name of the riii/nl cloak, or St. James's shell.

In the woods the hiiiilcis met with bears, martins, and

squirrels; and the Indians sold them skins of the brown

and black bear, of the Canadian lynx, ermine, martun,

little grey squirrel, beaver, Canadian marmot or moiiax,

and the red fox. M. de Lanianon also took alive a water

and a musk rat.

TIktc is no great variety of birds, but the individuals

are pretty iiuiiicrous. The thickets abound with sparrows,

nightingales, blackbirds, and yellow-hammers. Here are

also the white-headed eagle, a large species of ravtn,

king-fishers, blue jays, and some humming-birds. The

swallow or martin, and the black oyster-catcher, build their

nests in the clefts of the rocks on the sea-shore.

From among the minerals, the French naturalists col-

lected ochre, coppery pyrites, garnets, brittle but very

large and perfectly ciystalized, schorle in crystal, granite,

schisli, hornstone, very pure quartz, mica, plum!>ago, and

coals; some of these substances prove that tiie moinitaini

contain copper and iron ores-

Inhabitants, Customs, Manners, &c.] The inhabitants

of this place have ratiier a low forehead, but more open

than that of the South-Americans. Their eyes are black,

and very animated, their eye-brows full, their noses well-

formed, except being widened a little at the extremity,

their lips thin, their mouths moderately large, their teeth

fine and very even, their chin and ears very regular. The

colour of their skiu is very brown, owing to their being

exposed continually to the air; but their children, at the

time of birth, are white. The beards of the men are less

than that of Europeans, but, nevertheless, Siillx lent to take

away all possibility o' doubt of their existence. " The be-

lief," says our author, " that the American Indians have no

beards, is an error which has been too slightly adopted; I

have seen the native Indians of New England, Canada,

Acadia, and Hudson's Bay ; and I have found amoiijist the

different nations several individuals with beards, uiiicli led

me to think that the others wt re in the habit of pulling

them out by the roots.

" The frame of their body is feeble ; the weakest of our

sailors would overcome in wrestling the strongest of the

Indians. I have seen some of them, whose swelled legs

seemed symptomatic of the scurvy, but their gums were
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in a very good utatti : 1 have my duiibti, however, of their

arriving to any greiil ugt", and 1 pcrctivctl only one woman

will) seemed to liuve reutlicd sixty ; she did not enjoy any

privih'ge, und was, like the others, subjected to the dif-

ferent labours of her sex."

The men pierce the cartilage of the ears and nose, to

which they hang diflirent small orujmeiits. They make

scars on their arms and breast, w ilh a very keen-edged in-

ilrument, which they sharpen by passing over their teeth,

as over a stone ; their teeth am fded close to the gums, and

for this operation they uae a sand-stone, rounded in the

sliape of a tongue. They use ochre, soot, and phmtbago,

mixed up with traiu-oil, to paint the face and the rest of

the body, in a frightfid uuumer. In their full-dress, their

hair is flowing at full-length, powdered, and plaited with

the down of sea-birds : tiiis is their greatest luxury, and is,

perhaps, reserved only to the chiefs of a family: their

shoulders are covered with a simple skin; the rest of

the body is absolutely naked, except the head, which is ge-

nerally covered widi a little straw-hat, very skilfully plait-

ed; but they sometimes place on their heads two horned

bonnets of eagles' feathers, and cvlII whole heads of bears,

in which they fix a wooden skull-cap. These several head-

dresses are extremely various ; but their principal object

is to render themselves frightful, perhaps for the purpose

of keeping their enemies in awe.

Some of the Indians had entire shirts of otters' skins,

and the common dress of a great chief was a shirt of a

tanned skin of the elk, bordered with a fringe of deers'

hoofs and beaks of birds, which, when they dance, imi-

tates the noise of a kind of bell. This same dress is very

well known among the savages of Canada, and other na-

tions who inhabit the eastern parts of America.

The women have a strange custom of wearing in the

lower-lip an elliptical piece of wood, lightly grooved on its

circumference and both its sides, and which is commonly

half !in inch thick, two in diameter, and three in length.

This singular ornament, besides being a great deformity,

is the cause of a very troublesome, as well as disgusting,

involuntary flow of saliva. This appendage is peculiar to

the women ; and female children are made to undergo the

preparatory operations from the time of their birth.

The arts are somewhat advanced among these people,

and in this respect civilization has made considerable pro-

gress; but that which softens their natural ferocity, and

polishes their manners, is yet in its infancy ; and the mode

of life they pursue excluding all kind of subordination,

they are continually agitated by fear or revenge ; and are

contiuuallv attacking each other. Exposed in the winter

to perish for want, because the chase cannot be sncces-

ful, they live during the summer in the greatest abundance,

as they can catch in less than an hour a sufficient quantity

of fi^h for llie support of a familv; they remain idle dur-
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ing the rest of the day, or devote it to gaming, to which

they arc much addicted.

" Indians in their canoes," tayi M. de la Perouie,

" were continually round our frigates ; they pasMed two or

tliree hours there before they began to exchange a few

fishes, or two or three otter-skins; they seized all occa-

sions to rob us ; they tore o(T the iron which was easy to

be carried away, and, above all, they examined carefully

how they might deceive our vigilance during the night.

I caused the principal persons amongst them to tome on

board my frigate, and loaded them w ith presents
; yet these

very men whom 1 so particularly distinguished, did not

disdain the theft of an old pair of breeches, or a nail.

When they assumed a mild and pleasant appearance, 1

was convinced they had stolen something, although I fre-

quently pretended nut to perceive it.

" 1 had expressly recommended the caressing of their

children, and giving them little presents. The parents

were insensible to this mark of benevolence, which I thought

incident to all countries ; the only reflection it gave rise

to in their breasts was, to ask to accompany their chHdren

when I made them come on board ; and 1 several times,

for my instruction, had the pleasure of seeing the father

take advantage of the moment in which we seemed most

engaged with his child, to take up and hide under his gar-

ment any thing that lay within his redch.

" Sometimes, immediately after loading them with pre-

sents, I pretended to have a desire for certain little articles

of trifling value, which belonged to these Indians; but

this was a trial of their generosity which I always made

in vain.

" We never went on shore but well armed and in force.

They were very much afraid of our firelocks, and eight

or ten Europeans in a body might keep a whole village

in awe. The surgeon-majors of our two frigates having

been so imprudent as to go a hunting by themselves, were

attacked by the Indians, who endeavoured to force their

muskets f/om them, but in this they were unsuccessful

:

thus two men, without any other assistance, made so good

a defence as to oblige them to retire. The same event

was experienced by M. de Lesseps, a young Russian in-

terpreter, to whose assistance one of our boat's crews

very fortunately arrived.

" I gave the name of village to three or four wooden

sheds, of twenty-five feet in length, and fifteen in breadth,

covered only to windward with planks, or bark of trees;

in the middle was a fire, over which were hung some flat

fish and salmon, drying in the smoke. Eighteen or twenty

persons were lodged in each of these sheds ; on one side

the women and children, and the men on the other. It

seemed to me that every cabin formed a small colony,

independent of its neighbour; each of them had its canoe,

and a kind of chief; it took away its planks and fish, de-
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parted and proceeded out or the bay, witlioiit the rent of

the village vecming to be at all concerned. I tliiuk I may
venture to assert, that this port '\» inhabited only in the fa-

vourable season, and that tiie Indians never puss a winter

ill it. I did not see a single cabin siieltered from the

rain ; and although there had never been collected together

ho many as three hundred Indians in the bay, we wore

visited by seven or eight hundred others.

" The canoes were continually entering and going out

of the bay, and cacli of them brought and carried away

their house and furniture, whicli consisted of a great many

snittll boxe.^, in which were enclosed their most vnhntble

effects. These boxes aic placed at the entrance of their

cabins, which exhale a stench, worse than that of the

den of any animal in the world. They never remove

themselves more than a few steps for the performance of

any necessary occasion, in which they seek neither for

nkade nor privacy ; and when this happens during a ineul,

they take their place again, from which they never were

at a greater distance than five or six feet.

" I3y our stay at the entrance of the bay, we procured

infiuitciy more knowledge of the manners and customs of

these Indians, than we could possibly have obtained at

the other anchorage. Our ships lay at anchor near their

villages. We every day made them visits, and every day

we had cause of complaint against them ; though our con-

duct towards them had never varied, and we had never

ceased giving them proofs of our mildness and bene-

volence.

" Like us, they fish by staking the rivers, or with a line.

In the latter method they are very ingenious : they fasten

to every line a large seal's bladder, and then throw it into

the water ; from every caiioe a dozen or fifteen lines may
be cast: when the tish is hooked, it sets the bladder in

motion, and the canoe hastens after it ; two men may thus

watch a dozon or fifteen lines without the trouble of hold-

ing them in their hands.

" They know how to forge iron, to fashion copper, to

spin the hair of different animals, and, by tne help of a

needle, to fabricate with this yarn a tissue equal to our

tapestry ; they intermix in this tissue narrow strips of otter's

skin, which give their cloaks the semblance of the finest

silk shag. In no purt of the world can hats and baskets

of reeds be plaited with more skill ; they figure upon
them very agreeable designs ; they also engrave very to-

lerably figures of men and animals in wood and stone

;

they inlay boxes with mother-of-pearl, the form of which

is very elegant ; and they make ornaments of a serpentine

form, to which they give the polish of marble.

" Their weapons of attack and defence are the da^^er

a lance, made of wood hardened by fire, or with iron, ac-

cording to the wealth of the owner; and a bow and

arrows, which are generally tipped at the point with cop-
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per ; but these bows have iiolhiiig particular in theni and
are not near no strong as those of many other nations.

" I found amongst their trinkets pieces of yellow ainhir

but I am ignorant whether it be a production of their

country, or whether, like the iron, they have received it

from the old continent by their indirect communication

with the Uussians.

" I have spoken of tlie passion of these Indians for

pluy ; and the custom to y liicli they deliver themselves

up wilii the greatest avidity 14 a game of chance. Tlicy

have thirty wooden pieces, eadi having different inarka

like our dice; of these they hide seven; each of them

plays in his turn, and he whose guess comes nearest to liie

number marked upon the seven pieces, is the winner of

the stake agreed upon, which is generally a piece of iron

or a hatchet. This gaming renders them serious and me-

lancholy : I have, however, frequently heard them sing

,

and when the chief came to pay me a visit, he commoiily

paddled round the ship singing, his arms extended in the

form of a cross, in token of friendship; he then came
on board, and played a pantomime, which was expressive

either of combats, surprises, or death."

Our travellers met with a inorai, which proved that

these Indians were in the habit of burning their deud,

and preserving the head. Each of these monuments con-

sists of four tolerably strong stakes, which support a little

wooden chamber, in which repose the ashes deposited in

coffins. In one of them the Eurnpeans opened the cof-

fins, untied the packet of skins which enveloped the head,

and, after haviiig satisfied their curiosity, they scrupulously

replaced every thing ; and added to it a great many pre-

sents of diff'erent kinds of iron instruments and beads.

The Indians, who were witnesses of this visit, discovered

a Ihtle uneasiness, but they did not fail to take away the

presents.

SECTION IF.

FOX ISLANDS.

Situation, Discoveri/, ^c] These islands, which have

obtained their general appellation from their abounding

in foxes of various colours, are situate in about forty-two

degrees of north latitude, and one hundred and fifty de-

grees of west longitude. They are called separately by

a variety of names, among which the principal are Atchii,

Amlak, Atak, Uumak, Alasku, Oonella, Acootan, and

Oonalashka.

In September, 1758, two vessels were fitted out by

some Russian merchants to sail to the north-west coast

ofAmerifn, in quest of sca-ottcrs. One of these, called

the St. Vlodimir, sailed the 28th of that month, under

the command of Dmetri Paikof, carrying on board a col-

lector of tribute, named ShaSyrin, and u crew of forty-
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flve iiirn. In u ilnirt lime tlit-y rcarlird Oeeriii^'ii hland,

mIutc llicy wiliUnd. It) July, \7:>\), thiy lilrered to-

wiinlM the RDtilli, III <ii(it'r tu diii'over liiiid ; hut l)eiii);dii-

Djtpuitiird, iIk'v Imiic iisvuy for tlic AltMiiiuii IiIcd. Ckii-

litti')' wiiidi |iivvetuiii}; tli<-iii iVoiii cft'ciiiiiig this |)iii'|)(is«>,

tiny dii'i'i'ti'd tlu'ir coiir.tv Cor the dlAtaiit inland!), tiow

known uiiilcr tilt: nuiiie uf Ly^.sic Uatrovu, or tlif I'ox

l«luiid«.

On till! Ist of Srptt'inlx r tin y rcaclu'd tin lirnt of tlu'ue,

called, t>y tlie nntivis, Atuk or At(.lni, inul, jjy tlu' Kiissiunv,

Gorclui, or Uuriit Ixluiid; butasi tlicy found tlic co:i»l.i very

itccp iiud I'ragt^y, tiicy nmdu for un udjoiuini; ntlinid, iianu'd

Aniiuk, where tiny dtturniinud to winter. Tu iieconipliftli

the purposes of their voyage with more expedition, they

divided themselves into tliree p;n tici. At tin; licad of one

was DruNinin, who went over to llie .small ishnnd of Silliin :

Shatlyiiu led the second to Atuk; und I'olcvoi rcniuined

on hoard with the rest of the crew.

All the i!«iunds were well peopled. The men had

bones stuck through their ears, under their lips, and in the

giisllti of their noses. The faces of the women were

niaiked with blackish streaks, made hy a needle and thread

passed under the skin. They had no iron among them

;

and their darts were pointed with bone and flint.

At first the llussians imagined that Amlak was uninha-

bited ; but, ill one of tlieir hunting parties, they met with

a boy, of about eight years of age, whom they named
llennolai, and taught him the Russian tongue, that he

might be able to act as an interpreter. Soon after, they dis-

covered a hut, in whicli were two woimn, four men, and

as many boys. These people they conciliated by a mild

behaviour, and employed them in hunting, fishing, and

digging roots. IJy degrees, others were induced to as-

sociate with them, from the character their countrymen

hud given of the strangers ; and they passed the winter

without the least interruption.

In the spring, the hunting parties returned, who had lost

one man on tiie island of Atak ; in June, 1760, the same
parties returned to their former stations; and shortly after,

Shaflyrin, who headed one of them, was cut oft', with

eleven men, by the inhabitants of Atak. Drusinin re-

ceived the first intelligence of this massacre from some
of the natives of Silkin, where he then resided ; and im-

mediately set out to join his companions on board. He
succeeded in regaining the vessel ; but their numbers
were so considerably reduced, that their situation was
very critical. At this period, however, theii apprehen-

sions were allayed by the arrival of a vessel, connnanded

by Betshevin, at the island of Atak. Both crews now
joined in partnership. The one of them wintered at

Amlak, the other continued at Atak.

The consort vessel was named the Gabriel. She had
put to sea on the Slstof July, 1760, and was well manned;
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carrying, bci^ides, some pasneiigfrs, und agentii for tlie

mi'icliaat at wIiokc risk iihi> wai titled out. The (jabriul,

liavitij; reutlied the Alt-uliaii l*U^», stood Iroiii thciicc tu

Illlike new discovi'iies among tiie moie rtniote islands,

whicli lie in u ciiuiii to the extent of lil'lecii degreei of

longitude. Un the J.'jlh of Septemlwr they reached Uitrnt

Ulaiid, us has bicn previously mentioned, and joined

crews with tlie St. Vludiinir, which was in momentary

(head of In iiig attacked by the natives.

Dm lug the ensuing winter they obtained a vuhiable

collection of furs und sea-horse teeth. In the followiii);

June, the two crews being distributed on board the con-

sort vessel.-i, the V lodimir remained at Amlak, with an in-

tention of proceeding to Kumlschatka, while the Gubriel

put to .sea in (|iK'st of new discoveries.

After toiiclimg at L'mnak, to take in wood und water,

they sailed lo the remote island of Aluksu, where, having

securt d the ship, tiny built huts, and made other piepu-

rulions for wintering. They found this island populous

;

and ut fust the natives behaved in a friendly manner, and

even delivered up nine of their children as iiosta^ u) the

Russians, to obviate all suspicion of treachery; but, in

a short time, the irregular behaviour of the crew alienated

their uft°ections, and provoked them to hostilities. In Ja-

nuary, 170'2, two of the principal persons on board, with

a party of twenty men, proceeding along the shore, of-

fered some violence to the young females; in resentmeqt

of which tiwir countrymen fell upon the aggressors, and

the two leaders were killed, und thiee wounded. Not long

after, the w utih of the crew was suddenly attacked, when

several of the Russians lust their lives, and their liuts

were reduced to ashes. The following May, two other

Russians were killed, as they were going to bathe in the

warm-springs on tlie island, not far from the harbour^

on which seven of the innocent hostages were put to death.

The same month, a general attack was commenced on

the Russians ; but, having gained time to prepare their

fire-arms, the natives were repulsed with loss. The ad-

venturers, however, finding themselves in continual danger,

weighed anchor, and sailed for Umnak, where they seized

some of the inhabitants, with their wives and children, tu

serve as their guides in the discovery of other islands. Stormy

weather setting in, they were driven out to sea, to the

westward, with sucli violence, that all their sails were

carried away. At length they struck against land, which

was found to be in the district of Stobolskoi Outiog. Six

men were immediately despatched to land, in order to

collect some supplies,while the crew endeavoured to ply the

ship to the windward. When the boat returned, the men

were with great difliculty drawn aboard, and the ship was

driven with impetuosity along the coast of Kamtschatka,

and ran into the bay of Kalatzoff, where the cargo was

landed.

8B
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During this voyage, the captain and his crew liad be-

haved so iuhuiHanly towards the islanders, that tliey were

brought to trial for their crimes, and tlie preceding cir-

cumstances, willi many aggravations, came out in evidence

against them. It appears also they hac' carried away above

twenty women and giils, wiiom tliey used with great bru-

tality. On their first approach to the coast, fourteen of

these unfortunate females were sent on shore to dig roots

and gatlier berries for their oppressors. Of these, tw o

eloped, and a t'.-ird was killed ; when the rest, in a tit of

despair, threw tliemselves into the sea, and were drowned.

The natives of the islands they had visited are described

as being tail, and strong built. Tliey make their clothes

of the skins of birds ; and thrust bones through their un-

der-lips, by way of ornament. Their dwellings are under

ground; and they have several apertures on the sides, by

•which they make their escape, v '
*'vj principal entrance

is beset by an enemy.

The island of Oonella is ?,S. • - mile.o in circum-

ference ; Airotau is considerably . ^. , and has in it some

high mountains covered with wiow.

A voyage to Oonalasiika was undertaken by a Russian

of the name of Drusinin. '1 "he ship was manned by thirty-

four Russians and throe Kanitschadaics; and the distresses

they encountered have hnrdly been exceeded in any nauti-

cal enterprise on record. Tliey sailed from Okt)tsk on

the 6th of September, \7(>'2, and on the 1 1th of October

arrived at die harbour of St. Peter and Paul, wiierc liif y

•wintered. In June, 17()3, they again put to sea, and, alur

a prosperous navigation, reached the Aleutian Isit s, and

anchored before Atak, where they took up seven ship-

wrecked Russians.

About the middle of July they proceeded to some of the

more distant islands, and having laid in a supply of water,

they continued their voyage. In the beginning of Septem-

ber they reached Umnak, where they cast anchor. Here

a large part^, landed, and, after passing over to the eastern

extremity of the island, they returned in safety to the ves-

sel. During this excursion they found several traces of

their countrymen.

On the 22d, Dnrsinin continued his voyage to the north-

ern point of Oonalasiika, and, having laid up the vessel

ui a secure harbour, they took the lading ashore, and be-

gan to construct a hut. Three companies were now de-

spatched on a hunting expedition; one, consisting of eleven

men, under the guidance of Peter Tsekalef; a second,

of the same number, under the command of Michael

Kndynkof ; and a third, of nine men, under ^'ejiliim Kas-

kitsyn. Of the two last no circumstantial account has

ever been received, as not one of them ever returned to

Kanitschatka.

Kaskitsyn remained near the harbour, while the other

two parties proceeded to the northern part of the island.

[rAi?T in.

Kudyakof stopped at a village called Kalaktak, and Tse-

kalef went on to Inalok, about thirty versts farther. llaviii|r

found a dwelling widi about seventy inhabitants tlicic,

wiioMi he appar'nily conciliated by kindness, he built a lint

for himself aiid Ins companions, and kept a coiibiaut

watch.

On the 4lh of December, six of the party being de-

spaU-hed to look after the pit-falls for their gaive, there only

renuiini'd five pt-rsoiis, vi/. Tsi kalef, Korelin, Rrngin, Sliaf-

fyriii, and Kokovin, to guard the hut. The inlanders, SLtinn-

them weakened by this separation, took the ojjporliiiiity of

diH[)la_ving the first proofs of tlieir hostile intentions. As

Tsekalef and Sliaft'yrin were on a visit among tlitiii, tluy

suddenly, and without provocation, struck Tsekalef on

the head widi a club, and afterwartis stabbed him with

knives. They next fell on his companion, who defended

himself with a hatchet with so much resolution, that lie

effected a retreat to the hut.

Bragiii and Ko-.elin, who were in the hut, had imme-

diate recourse to their fire-arms; but Kokovin, biiiig at a

small distance, was surrounded liy the savages, and des-

pciatoly wounded, before Korelin could come to his as-

sistance. At last, however, his companion brought liim

off, though half dead. In a short time thu native- sur-

rounded the hut, which, being furnished wiih mnskit-lioies,

stood a siege for four days without intermission. The tire-

arms prevented the savages from storming it; but tiio

Russians, on the other hand, found it impossible to move

from titeir retreat on the most urgent occasions. At

length, ShafVyrin and Kokovin being a little recovered from

their wounds, they all sallied out with their guns and

lances, when three of the assailants were killtd on die

spot, and several wounded, and the rest were put to tli;;lit.

During the siege, the caps and arms of the six Rnssians

who had been sent to the pit-falls were displayed iiy the

savages in triumph, as a proof that these unfortunate nun

had fallen victims to their resentment.

On the retreat of the natives, the Russians dragged tlie

baidar into the sea, and rowed out of the bay witlioiit

molestation. They soon after landed at a small lialiita-

tioii; and, finding it unoccupied, they drew dieir vessel

ashore, and, armed with guns and lances, they traversed

the mountains where they had left Kudyakof 's party. As

they approached Kalaktak, the village where these inm

had been stationed, they fired from the heights, lint no

signal being returned, they drew the melaiRlioly contiu-

sion that this party had been massacred. lniiiH'di;iltly

on die report of the fire-arms, numerous bodies ot llic

islanders made their appearance, and closely pursued die

Russians, who escaped their fury only by the favour of the

night. Having reached a rock on the sea-shore, where

they were sheltered, and could act on the defensive, tiioy

made such good use of their fire-arms, that the assailants
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tlioiiglit it prudent to rotiie. No sooner were tliey gone,

than the iiiisirabK; fugitives seized llic ouportuiiity of pro-

reeding towards tlie spot where llioir vrssil lay at anchor.

Tliey ran tlie whole niglit, witliont intermission; and at

break of day, when tliey were about tluve versts from tlie

iiaven, they espied a locker of the vessel lying on the

shore. Alarmed by this unexpected event, they retreated

with preeipilation te the mountains, wlu'ie they desciled

several islanders in their canoes, but no s-igiis of their own

vessel.

During that day they kept themselves closely concealed

;

but, when nigiit set in, they descended with anxious fear

towards the liavcn, and the first objects that met their

view were the fragments of the vessel on which they placed

all their hopes, and mangled carcases of their companions

scattered over the beach. Having collected what provi-

sions they found left by the savages, they again relumed

to the mountains.

The subsequent day they scooped out a cavity, in which

they might shelter themselves, and covered it with a piece

of a sail, lu the evening tlu.y paid another visit to the

beach, where they foimd the image of a saint, and a prayer-

book ; but all the tackle and lading had been carried ofi",

e^ceptillg the sacks for provision, which being made of

leather, the savages had ript them up, probably in search

of iron, and had left them, w ith the provision, as useless.

The Uussiaus gladly collected these supplies, and dragged

them to theii' mountainous retreat, where they lived in

the greatest misery from the Qth of December until the 2d

of rebruary following.

To till up their melancholy hours with some labour that

might tend to give them the pleasure of anticipation at

least, they constructed a little baidar, which they covered

with the leather of the sacks. When completed, they

drew it by night to the sea, iiiid, instautly embarking, they

rowed along the northern coast of Oonalaslika, in order

to reach a vessel belonging to Trapesnikof, under the

commaiul of Korovin, which, they had reason to appre-

hend, lay somewhere in liiat direction. 13y keeping at

some distance from the shore, they had the good fcjrtune

to pass three habitations unperceivtd. Next day, hovv-

ever, they were seen by five islanders in a baidar, who,

immediately on descrying them, made towards Mukusinsk,

before which place the fugitives must necessarily pass.

Darkness coming on, the Russians landed on a rock,

where they passed the night, and early next morning dis-

covering the islanders advancing towards them iu hostile

array, they occupied an advantageous post, and prepared

themselves for defence. Part of llie ravages lamiing, and

part remaining in their baidars, they commenced the as-

sault widi a volley of darts, and notwitlislauding the Rus-

sian tire-arms did considerable execution, the skirmish

contiuued the whole day, at the close of which the enemy
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retired; and the fugitives sheltered themselves and their

canoe in an adjoining cavern. The attack was again re-

newed; but the assailants were at length compelled to

retire.

In this place the Russians remained posted three days,

secure from their enemies ; but the sea, rising at a spring-

tide, threatened to overflow thcni, on which they sallied

out towards a neighbouring cavern, which they gained

without sustaining any loss.

In this new asylum they were confined five weeks,

watching by turns, and never venturing more than twenty

yards from the entrance. They allayed their thirst with

snow-water and the oozings of the rock ; and, to appease

the calls of hunger, they had a few shell-tisli, which they
.

collected on the beach. Driven, at last, by extreme

want to the necessity of attempting something, they one

night i-eturued to draw tlieir baid;u- out to sea, and happily

escaped unpereeived. They continued rowing by night,

and concealing themselves by day, by which means they

escaped observation, till they fell in with Trapesnikof's

vessel, to their unbounded joy, on the 30th of March, 17G4.

15ut, though their calamities were lightened by the en-

larged "society of their countrymen, they were by no means

at an end. Korovin, under whose command they had now

l)ut themselves, had suffered scarcely fewer disasters than

they had done. lie had been repeatedly attacked by the

savages, and sustained serious losses, nor was he now in

a state of qiiivt. However, his crew being now rein-

forced, by the arrival of Korelin and his three compa-

nions, to the number of eighteen persons, he put to sea

towards the end of April, carrying with him eleven hos-

tages. Contrary winds soon overtook them, and, after

combating their fury for some days, they were stranded in

a bay of the island of Umnak. The ammunition and

sails, together with some skins for the construction of

baidars, were with difliculty saved. During the landing,

one man was drowned ; and in the general coufusiou eight

of the hostages effected their escape.

Under the present distressing circumstances, they se-

cured themselves between their baidar and some empty bar-

rels, spreading the sails over head, in the form of a tent.

Two were appointed to watch, while the rest, being woin

out with fatigue, laid themselves down to repose. Before

day-break, liowever, they were alarmed by the approach

of aliout one hundred savages, who, at the distance of

twenty yards, threw their darts with such force, that many

of them pierced through the baidar and the skins, and

others fell from above, through the sails. By this dis-

charge the two men on the watch and the three iiiuaiiiing

hostages were killed on the spot; and all the Russians

were wounded.
thatSo crt'ectually had the latter been surpr ihey

had not been able to have recourse to their liic-arms. They
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were, tluTcforo, obliged to atlack tlie enemy with laiiccs

;

and, after killing Iwo of llu-in, llie irst were put to tliglit.

Koioviii uikI liis companions were so severely wonn.'' d,

that it seeins tlie sava<;es only wanted n-solntion to de-

spatch thcni at once. Tlie following niglit tlie vessel was

totally dashed to pieces, and the greater part of the « reck,

which was cast on shore, was carried away by the natives.

The natives also shewed tlieir resentment, hy destroying

what they could not use; and haviiig thus satiated their

vfiigeance, they retired, and left the wretched Uussians

at liberty to collect such poor remains of the lading and

stores as the mercy of the sea, rather than the savages,

had spared.

Soon after this was eftected, a large body of the island-

ers rt turned again, and attacked the liussians at souu" ilis-

tance, but forlimateiy wiiiiout doing any execution. They
also set lire to the high grass, which, bt;iiig blown by the

win<l iu llie direction of the tent, was with extreme ililli-

cuhy extinguished. The Hiissian fire-arms being now ef-

fectually used against the savages, taught them forbear-

ance, and they molested Koroviu and his men no more.

Sickness and misery, however, detained them here till the

21st of July. They then put to sea in a baidar, twenty-

four feet long, which carried twelve persons, to which

numbei' they were now reduced ; and steered in order to

reach a vessel, which they knew to be on tlie coast, and

vitli whose fate they were yet unacquainted.

After rowing ten days, they lauded on a ditTerent quar-

ter of the Isle of Umnak, where diey saw the remains of

a vessel that had been burnt, aud other signs of devasta-

tion. At a small distance fron: the beach was an empty

Russian dwelling, and near it n bath-room, in wlricli, to

their inexpressible terror, they found twenty dead bodies

in their usual dress. Each of them had a thong of leather,

or his own girdle, fastened round his neck, wiUi which, it

was evident, he had been dragged along. Korovin and

his companions had the affliction to recognise some of the

corpses, and were well convinced that they belonged to

the vessel they were in search of. But no traces of the

remaining crew could be discovered, nor have any circum

stances ever come to light, which could explain this fatal

catastrophe.

While Korovin and his companions were employed in

burying their dead countrymen, and constructing a hut,

they were agreeably surprised by the arrival of Captain

Gloltof and a hunting-party, whose vessel lay at a small

distance from this part of the coast. On board her Ko-

rovin and his associates entered. This was the third siiip

during this expedition in which Koieiin and his three

friends had sailed.

Soon after this junction, Korovin and a party of twenty

men were sent to coast the island, in order to discover if

auy oi" the crew belonging to Protassof 's vessel were still
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in being, but their enquiries were without efl'.i t. In the

course of lliis expedition a great numlit r of savii^is in a
hundred baidars, made an attack upon thdii witli a volley

of darts. 'Ihe Russians fired, aud soon ihu vv du- islanders

into »;onfusion. Korovin look some women piisoncis and
al'terwards proceeded to a dwelling of the natives, \\lii,|,

he found deserted, but containing many articles winch lie

knew must have belonged to his murdirtui coniilryuien.

Towards winter, Koroviu and a large party was sent

out on a hnnting expedition to the western point of Oooa.
laslika. W hen he arrived there, he was informed that a
Russian ship, commanded by Soloviof, was tlu n lyiii" hr.

fore Ooiialashka, on which ht; immediately rowed towards

her. In his course, he had a sharp eucounlir wiih ihe

natives, ten of whom were killed on the spot, and some
women and children taken prisoners. Korovin, havin.f

staid a few <lays on board Sidoviof's vessel, nlniiHd to

the [ilace where he had been lately attacked. Tl.e iiil,:i.

bitants now received him in the most friendly inaiiiic r, do-

liveriug hostages, and giving him liberty to limit without

molestation, 'i'hey also entered into a friendly tiadie, aii.i

were prevailed on to restore several muskets and other

things taken from the Russians who had been ma^sacl.;d.

Afterwards, however, these savages gave indications of re-

newing hostilities; but thelfiissians were on their guiud.

Korovin, on leaving Ooiialashka, was driven again liv

a storm on the beach of Umnak, and detained dieie ii\

great distress till (he (itJi of April, 170"5. On the '2<2d of

that month they returned to (ilottof; Imt die party after-

wards dividing, Korovin and five other Russians, aiiioiiff

whom were Korelin, Kokoviii, and Hragin, joined Solo-

viof, with whom they returned to Kamtschatka, after a

series of distresses which claim our commiseration, while

they exalt our ideas of the courage and perseverance of

the suft'erers.

The island of Ooiialashhti was visited by Captain Cook
in his third and last voyage; and from his narrative we

have extracted the following account:

Passage to llie hhniJ.'] " lieiiig off Halibut Island, as

our peo|)le were employed in tisliing, about three or four

miles iViim the shore, a small canoe came otY, coiuhittod

by one man, who, in approaching the ship, took off his

cap and bowed. It Mas evident that the Uussians must

have had a communication aud tiatlic with these islanders,

not only from this instance of obeisance, but from this

man's having a pair of green cloth breeches, and a jacket

of black cloth, or stuff, under the frock of his own coiiii-

tiy. He had notliing to barter except a giey fox-skin,

Olid some fishing implements, the heads of the shafts

of which were neatly made of bone, and carved. He liail

with him a bladder full of something which was supposed

to be oil, as he opened it, took a mouthful, and then fas-

tened it again. In size and features he resembled lliose

rox ISLAM
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we IdkI sreii in Prince VVilliaiii'.i Sonnd nnd llu; (iicat

Hivcr, biitli<!\vus free from pniiit. Hcdid nut Hftin to

iiiulerstiuid any of tliu Mords conniioiily iisfd hy tlie people

of lilt Sound, wlun re|>(Hlt(l lo liiin.

" \V<- li ft this plmt;, mid steered to the westward, till

wc p;ot si^lit of the continent, the nearrst part f)f wliicli

was about four loa};ues distant. 'I'lio huid to the south-west

proved to be islands. \Vc then steered to the northwaid,

tud proceeded till we had land in everj direction. 'I'liut

o the south cxtendeit to the south-west in u lidtre of

iiounl!tins; but our sight tit first could not determine whe-
Jier it composed one or more islands; we uftei wards

f.iuiul it to be only one island, and ihat called, in tiic

;i((iniiil of the Russian discoverers, by the name of Oo/m-
lahhii. Hiforu we were lhrou}>h llie channel that leads

to llie haibour, as the wind failed, we wi^re obliged to

iiiiciioi, and wait, till a light breeze springing up, we
\\(i;;hi(l and stood in for it. This harbour is called, bv

the natives, Saiiiganoodlui, and is iiluated on the iiorili

sik- of Oonalashka, in the latitude of iifty-lhrec degrees

(ill V live mimilts north. It rims in, south by west, about

fnir niiiiN, and is about a mile broad at the entrance,

n;in owing towards the head, where its breadth is not above

a (iriarter of a mile, and where ships can be landlocked,

in seven, six, and four, fathoms water.

Intercourse jcilli the Natives and Jiiissian Traders.]

"Soon after we came to anchor in this harbour, I le-

ci'ived, by the hands of an Oonalashka man, named Der-
ranionshk, a very singular present, considering tiie place.

It was a rye-loaf, or rather a pie made in the form of a

loaf, for it enclosed some salmon, highly seasoned with

pepper. It was natural to suppose that this present was

from some Russians now in our neighbourhood; and,

therefore, we sent, by the same hand, to these unknown
friends, a few bottles of rum, wine, and porter, which

we thought would be as acccptalile as any thing we
had besi('es ; and w'c soon knew that in this we had not

lieen mistaken. I also sent along with Dcrramoushk a

corjjoral of the marines, an intelligent man, in order to

jjaiii some farther information, with orders, that, if he met

with any Russians, he should endeavour to make them

mderstand that we were English, the friends and allies

of their nation. The corporal returned with three Rus-

sian seamen, or furriers ; who, with some otiiers, resided

about two miles to the westward of the harbour, where

they had a dwelling-house, some store-houses, and a sloop

of about thirty tons burthen. Oye of these men was either

master or mate of this vessel; another of them wrote a

vtiy good hand, and understood figures ; and they were

all three well-behaved intelligent men, and very ready to

give me all the information I could desire. But, for want

of an interpreter, we had some difticully to imdersla id

tach other. They seemed to have a thorough Knowledge
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of the attempts that had lieen made by tlieir countrvnien

to navigalc the I''ro/en Ocean, and tA' the discoveries

which had been made fio:ii Kanitst liatka, by lirrring,

I'seherikolT', and Spangcnli« ig. One of these men said

that he had been with Reering in his Ameiican voyage; but

must then have been very young, for li<> had not, at the

distance of thirty-seven years, the a|)pearancc of being

aged. Never was there great'jr respect paid to the me-

mory of any distinguished |)erson, than by these m( n lo

that of IJeeriug. The tratie in which they are en''a"eil is

very beneficial; and its being undertaken and extentkd to

the eastward of Kamtschatka, was the iiniiM <h;iie <-onst-

quciice of the second voyage of that able navigal<)r, whose

misfortunes proved to be the source of mucii private ad-

vantage to individuals, and of public utility to the itussiaii

iiution; and yet, if his distressi.s had not accidentally car-

ried him to die in the island which bears his name, and

from whence the miserable remnant of his ship's crew

'"ought back snflicient specimens of its valuable furs, pro-

liably the Russians never would have undertaken any fu-

ture voyages, which could lead them lo make discoveries

in this sea, toward the coast of America. Indeed, after

his time, government seems to have paid less atten-

tion to this; and we owe what discoveries have been since

made principally to the enterprising spirit of private traders,

encouraged, however, by the superintending care of tha

court of Petersbiirgh. The three Russians having re-

mained with me all night, visited Captain Clarke next

morning, and then left us, very well satisfied with the recep-

tion they had met with, promising to return in'a few days,

and to biing with them u chart of the islands lying be-

tween Oonalashka and Kamtschatka.

" While 1 was at a village at a small distance from Sam-
ganoodha, a Russian landed llicre, who, I found, was tlie

|>iin('ipal pt rson amongst his coniilrwnen in this and the

nci»!d)ouiing islands. His name was Eiasim GregoriofF

Sill IsiiiylotV. V lie a))peyit(l to be a sensible inttlligent

man; and 1 fi.lt no siuidl iiiorlilication in not being ai>le to

converse willi hmi, unless by signs, assisted by figures

and other cliaraelers; which, however, were a very great

help.

" I found that he was very well acquainted with the geo-

graphy of these parts, and with all the discoveries that

had been made in them by the Russians'. On seeing the

modern ma|)s, he at once pointed out their errors. Roth

Ismyloff and the ollicrs afiirmcd, that they knew nothing

of the continent of America to the northward; and that

neither Lieutenant Synd, nor any other Russian, had ever

seen it of late. '1 hey call it by the same name which

Stiehlin gives to his great island; that is, Alaschka. Stach

tan Nitada, as it is called in the modern maps, is a nam«

<jiiit(; unknown to these people, natives of the islands as

well as Russians; but both of them know it by the naino

8C
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of America. From what we could gallier from Ismyiofl'

and Wis countrymen, the Russians have made several at-

tempts to get a footing upon that part of this continent

that lies contiguous to (^onalashka and the adjoining

island*, but have always been repulsed by the natives,

whom they describe as a very treacherous people. They

mentioned two or three captains, or chief men, who had

been murdered by them, and some of the Russians shewed

us wounds, which, they said, they had received there.

" Some other information, which we got from Ismyloff,

is worth recording. He told us that, in the yegr 1773, an

expedition had been made into the Frozen Sea in sledges,

over the ice, to three large islands that lie opposite to the

mouth of the River Kovynia. A few days after, Ismyloff

returned, and brought with him the charts before men-

tioned, which he allowed me to copy, and the contents of

which furnisli matter for the following observations. Tiiere

were two of them, both manuscripts, and bearing every

mark of authenticity. Tlie first comprehended the Pen-

shiiiskian Sen, the coast of Tartary, as low as the latitude

of forty-one degrees, the Kurile Islands, and the peninsula

of Kamtschatka. The second chart was to me the most

interesting, for it comprehended all the discoveries made

by the Russians to the eastward of Kamtschatka, towards

America. The latitude of the coast discovered by Beer-

ing and these two navigators, especially the part of it dis-

covered by Tscherikotf, differs considerably from the ac-

count published by Muller and from his chart.

Object of the Russian Settlement.'] " There are Rus-

sians settled upon all the principal islands between Oona-

lashka and Kamtschatka, for the sole purpose of collect-

ing furs, 'llieir great object is the sea-beaver, or otter.

I never heard them enquire after any other animal, though

those whose skins are of inferior va le are also made part

of their cargoes. I never thought to ask how long they

have had a settlement at Oonalashka, and the neighbour-

ing isles; but, to judge from the great subjection the na-

tives arc under, tliis cannot be of a very late date. All

these furriers are relieved, from time to time, by others.

'J'hose we met with arrived here, from Okotsk, in 1776,

and were to return in 17B1, so that their stay at the island

would be four years at least.

Inhabitants, Customs, Manners, ^c] " The native in-

habitants are rather low of stature, but plump and well

shaped, with rather short necks, swarthy chubby faces,

black eyes, small beards, and long straight black hair,

which tlie men wear loose behind, and cut before, but the

women tie it up in a bunch.

" To all appearance, they are the most peaceable inof-

fensive people I ever met with ; and, as to honesty, they

might serve as a pattern to the most civilized nation upon

eai'h. But, from what I saw of their ncighl)ours, with

•\hum the Russians have nu connc«ionj 1 doubt whether

GEOGRAPHY. |>art ni.

this was their original disposition; and rather think tlintii

has been the consequence of their present state of ,miI).

jection. Indeed, if some of our officers did not niisiin.

derstand the Russians, they had been obliged to make

some severe examples, before "they could bring theishiiui-

ers into any order. If there were severities inflicted at

first, the best apology for them is, that they have pro-

duced the happiest consequences; and, at present, the

greatest harmony subsists between the Russians and the na-

tives. The natives have their own chiefs in each isiaiu),

and seem to enjoy liberty and property unmolested ; but

whether or not they are tributaries to the Russians we could

never find out.

"As to their dress, both sexes wear the same in fashion

;

the only difference is in the materials. The wonun's

frocks are made of seal-skin, and those of the men of ilie

skins of birds ; both reaching below the knee. This is

the whole dress of the women ; but, over the frock, the

men wear another, made of gut, which resists water, and

has a hood to it, which draws over the head. Some of

them wear boots, and all of them have a kind of oval

snouted cap, made of wood, with a rim to admit the

head. These caps are dyed with green and other colours,

and round the upper part of the rim are stuck the long

bristles of some sea-animal, on which are strung glass-

beads, and on the front is a small image or two, made of

bone.

" They make use of no paint, but the women puncture

their faces slightly ; and both men and women bore the

under-lip, to which they fix pieces of bone. But it is as

unconmion, at Oonalashka, to see a man with this orna-

ment, as to see a woman without it. Some fix beads to

the upper-lip, under the nostrils, and all of them hang

ornaments in their ears.

" Their food consists of fish, sea-animals, birds, roots,

and berries, and even of sea-weed. They dry large quan-

tities of fish in summer, which they lay up in small iuits

for winter-use; and, probably, they preserve roots and

berries for the same time of scarcity. They cat almost

every thing raw. Boiling and broiling were the only me-

thods of cookery tliat I saw them make use of, and the

first was probably learnt from the Russians. Some iiave

got little brass-kettles, and those who have not, make one

of a flat stone, with sides of clay, not unlike a standing

pie. I was once present when the chief of Oonalashka

made his dinner of the raw head of a large halibut, just

caught Before any was given to the chief, two of his

servants ate the gills, without any other dressing beside

squeezing out the slime. This doae, one of them rut on

the head of the fish, took it to the sea, and washed it

;

then came with it, and sat down by the chief, first pulling

up some grass, upon a part of which the head was laid,

and the rest was strewed before the chief. He then cut
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large pieces off the cheeks, and laid these witliin the rcnch

of tilt; great man, who Nwaiiuwcd them with as mticli satis-

faclioii as we should do raw oysters. When he had dune,

tlie remains of the head were cut in pieces, and given to

tlie altendants, who tore oil' the meat with their teeth, and

gnawed tlic hones like so many dogs.

" As these people use no paint, they are not so dirty in

(licir persons as the savages who thus besmear themselves,

liiit tlit'y are full as fddiy in their houses. Their method

(if huildiiig is as follows :

—

'Yhtty dig in the ground an

olilong square pit, the length of whicli seldom exceeds

fifty feet, and the breadth twenty, but in general the di-

mensions are smaller. Over this excavation they form

the roof, of wood which the sea throws ashore. This

roof is covered first with grass, and then with earth, so

that the outward appearance is like a dunghill. In the

middle of die roof, towards each end, is left a square

opening, by which the light is admitted ; one of these

openings being for this purpose only, and the other being

also used to go in and out by, with the help of a ladder,

or rather a post, with steps cut in it. In some houses

there is another entrance below, but this is not common.

Hound the sides and ends of the huts the families (for

several are lodged together) have their separate apart-

ments, where they sleep, and sit at work, not upon benches,

but in a kind of a concave trench, which is dug all round

tlie inside of the house, and covered with mats, so that

this part is kept tolerably decent. But the middle of the

liouse, which is common to all the families, is far other-

wise ; for, although it be covered with dry grass, it is a

receptacle for dirt of every kind.

" Their household-furniture consists of bowls, spoons,

buckets, piggins or cans, matted baskets, and, perhaps,

a Russian kettle or pot. All these utensils are very neatly

made, and well formed; and yet we saw no other tools

among them but the knife and the hatchet, that is, a small

flat piece of iron, made like an adze, by fitting it into

a crooked wooden handle. These were the only instruments

we met with there, made of iron ; for, although the Rus-

sians live amongst them, we found much less of this me-

tal in their possession than we had met with in the posses-

sion of other tribes on the American continent, who had

never seen, nor perhaps had any intercourse with, the Rus-

^.ians. Probably, a few beads, a little tobacco and snuff,

might purchase all they have to spare. There are few, if

any of them, that do not both smoke and chew tobacco,

and take snuff; a luxury that bids fair to keep them always

poor.

" They did not seem to wish for more iron, or to want any

other instruments, except sewing-needles, their own being

made of bone. With these they not only sew their canoes
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rnd make their clothes, but also execute very curtous em-

broidery. Instead of thread they use the fibres of sinews,

which they split to the thickness which each sort of work

requires. All sewing is performed by the women.—They

are the taylors, slioe-makers, and boat-builders, or boat-

coverers; for the men, most probably, construct the frame

of wood over which the skins are sewed. They make

mats and baskets of grass, that are bodi beautiful and

strong. Indeed there is a neatness and perfection in most

of their work, that shews they neither want ingenuity nor

pel severance.

" I saw not a lire-place in any one of their houses. They

are heated, as well as lighted, by lamps, which are simple,

and yet answer the purpose very well. They are made of

a flat stone, hollowed on one side like a plate, and about

the same size, or rather larger. In the hollow part they

put the oil, mixed with a little dry grass, which serves the

purpose of a wick. Both men and women frequently

warm their bodies over one of these lamps, by placing it

between their legs, under their garmeutsy and sitting thus

over it for a few minutes.

" They produce fire both by collision and by attrition

;

the former, by striking two stones against each other, on

one o' which a good deal of brimstone is first rubbed.

The latter method is with two pieces of wood, one or

which is a stick, of about eighteen inches in length, and

the other a flat piece. The pointed end of the stick they

press upon the other, whirling it nimbly round, as a drill;

and thus producing fire in a few minutes.

"Their fishing and hunting implements lie ready upon

their canoes, under straps fixed for the purpose. They

are all made, in great perfectioft, of wood and bone, and

differ very little from those used by the Greenlanders.

These people are very expert in striking fish, both in th«

sea and in rivers. They also make use of hooks and

lines, nets and wears. I'he hooks ate composed of bone,

and the lines of sinews.

" The natives of Oonalashka bury their dead on the

summits of hills, and raise a little hillock over the grave.

In a walk into the country, one of the natives, who at-

tended me, pointed out several of these receptacles ot

the dead. There was one of them, by the side of the

road leading from the harbour to the village, over which

was raised a heap of stones. It was observed that every

one who passed it added one to it. 1 saw in the country

several stone hillocks, that seemed to have been raised

by art. Many of them were apparently of great anti-

quity. What their notions are of the Deity, and of a fu-

ture state, i know not. I am equally unucquaiiittd «ith

their diversions, nothing having been seen that could give

us au insight into either."
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SECTION V.

NOOTKA, OR KING GEORGE'S, SOUND.

Discorrri/, SIfiintion, ^c] Captain Cook, tin his de-

parture from the Sandwich Islands, in the niunlh of Fe-

bniary, 1778, prosecuted his voyage, in order to accom-

plish his main object of making discoveries in the north-

ern hemisphere, uniong which was that he called King

George's Sound, in honour of our august sovereign, but

he afterwards found that it was culled Nootka by the

natives, llie entrance is situated in the east corner of

Hope Bay, in forty-nine degrees thirty-three minutes nnrtli

latitude, and in two hundred and thirty-three degrees twelve

minutes east longitude. The east coast of that bay, ail

the way from Breakers Point to the entrance of the Sound,

is covered by a chain of sunken rocks, that seem to ex-

tend some distance from the shore; and near the Sound

are some islands and rocks above water.

The harbours and anchoring-placcs within its circuit

are numerous. The cove is covered from the sea, but

has little else to recommend it, being exposed to the south-

east winds, which blow with great violence.

Climate.] The climate is considerably milder than that

on tlie east coast of America, under the same parallel of

latitude. When Captain Cook was here, the mercury in

the thermometer never, even in the night, fell lower than

forty-two degrees, and very often, in the day, it rose to

sixty degrees. No such thing as frost was perceived in

any of tlie low ground ; on the contrary, vegetation had

made a consiilcrable progress.

Vegetables^ The trees which chiefly compose the woods

are the Canadian pine, the white cypress, and the wild

pine, with two or three other sorts of pine less common.

The trees in general grow with great vigour, and are all

of a large size. There is but little variety of other ve-

getable productions. About the rocks, and on the verge

of the woods, grow strawberry-plants, some raspberry,

currant, and gooseberry, bushes, with a few small black

alder-trees. There are likewise a species of sow-thistle

;

goose-grass; some crow's foot, which has a very fine

crimson flower ; and two sorts of anthericum, one with

a large orange flower, and the other with a blue one.

There are also wild rose-bushes ; a great quantity of yuung

leeks, with triangular leaves; a small sort of grass; and

some water-cresses, which grow about the sides of the

rills; besides great abundance of andromeda. Within

the woods, besides two sorts of underwood-shrubs, are

mosses and ferns. Of the first of these there are seven or

eight different sorts ; of tlic last, not above (hrrcorfour;

and the species of both arc mostly such as are common
to Europe and America.

Animalsi] As the ships under the command of Captain

Cook lay in a cove on an island, no other auimals were
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seen alive in the woods than two or three racoons, mar-

tens, and squirrels. Besides these, some of the people,

who one day landed on the continent, near the souih-east

side of tlie entrance of the sound, observed the piints of

a bear's feet, near the shore. All the account, therefore,

that could be given of the quadrupeds, is taken from the

skins which the natives brought to sell ; and tiiese were

often so mutilated with respect to the distinguishing parts,

such as the heads, paws, and tails, that it was inipossiiiie

even to guess at the animals to which they belonged;

though others were so perfect, or at least so well known,

that they left no room to doubt about them. Of thesp,

the most common were bears, deer, foxes, and wolves.

The bear-skins were very numerous, and in general of a

shming black colour. The deer-skins were scarcer, and

they seem to belong to that sort called the fullow-d( cr by

the historians of Carolina; though Mr. Pennant tliinks it

a different species from ours, and distinguishes it by tlic

name of Virginian deer. The foxes are in great plenty,

and of severiJ varieties; some of their skins being quite

yellow, with a black tip to the tail ; others of a deep or

reddish yellow, intermixed with black; and a diird sort,

of a whitish grey or ash colour, also intermixed with black.

The ermine is found at this place, but is rare and small

;

the racoons and squiirels arc of the common sort; but the

latter are rather smaller than the European, and has a

deeper rusty colour running along the back.

There are two quadrupeds which Captain Cook's people

could not distinguish with sufficient certainly. Of the

first of these they saw none of the skins, but what were

dressed or tanned like leather. The natives wear them on

some occasions; and, from the size, as well as thickiuss,

tliey were generally concluded to belong to the elk, though

some of them might belong to the buffalo. The other

animal, which seems by no means rare, was su|)posed to

to be a species of the wild cat, or lynx. The length of the

skins, without the head, was about two feet two inches.

They are covered with a very fine wool or fur, of a li|;ht

brown or whitish yellow colour, intermixed with long

hairs, which, on the back, where they are shortest, are

blackish ; on the sides, where they are longer, of a silver

white; and on the belly, where they are longest, of the

colour of the wool; but the whitish, or silver hairs, are

often so predominant, that the whole animal acquires a

cast of that kind. The tail is only three inches long, and

has a black tip.

The marine animals off the coast are whales, porpoises,

and seals. The sea-otter is fully described in different

books, taken from the accounts of the Russian adventu-

rers, in their expeditions eastward from Kamtschalka.

Captain Cook's people for some time entertained doubts

whether the numerous skins which the natives brought

really belonged to this animal ; as their only reason for being
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ti that opinion was fouiidfil on the size, colour, and fine-

ness of the fur; till a short time liffore ilieir departure,

when a wiiolu one, that had been just killed, was pur-

chased from some strangers who came to barter, ll was

rather young, weighing only twenty-five pounds; of u

glossy black colour; but many of the hairs being tipt

with white, gave it a greyish cast ;il first sight. The face,

lliroat, and breast, were of a yellowish whitt, or very light

brown colour, which, in many of the skins, extended the

whole length of the belly. It had six cutting-teeth in

each jaw ; two of those of the lower jaw being very mi-

nute, and placed without, at the base of the two middle

ones. In these circumstances, it seems to disagree with

those found by the Russians, and also in not having the

outer toes of the hind-feet skirted with a membrane.

There seemed, also, a greater variety in the colour of the

jkins than is mentioned by the describers of the Russian

sea-otttrs. These changes of colour certainly take place

at the different gradations of life. The very young ones

had brown hair, which was coarse, with very little fur ini-

derneath ; but those of the size of the entire animal, which

came into their possession, and just described, had a con-

siderable quantity of that substance ; and both in that co-

lour and state the sea-otters seem to remain, till they have

attained their full growth : after that, they lose th« black

colour, and assume a deep brown or sooty colour ; but

iiave then a greater quantity of very fine fur, and scarcely

any long hairs. Others, which were suspected to be still

older, were of a chesnilt-brown, and a few skins were

seen that had even acquired a perfectly yellow colour.

Birds in general here are not only rare as to the dif-

ferent species, but very scarce as to numbers; ai>' ese

few are so shy, that, in all probability, they are continually

harassed by the natives, who use their feathers as orna-

ments. Thos;; which frequent the woods are crows and

ravens ; a blueish jay or magpie ; common wrens ; the

Canadian, or migrating, thrush ; and a considerable num-

ber of brown eagles, with white heads and tails ; which,

though they seem principally to frequent the coast, come

into the Sound in bad weather, and sometimes perch upon

the trees. There are four species of wood-peckers : one

jess than a thrush, of a black colour above, with white

spots on the wings, a crimson head, neck, and breast,

and a yellowish olive-coloured belly ; the second is a larger,

and much more elegant, bird, of a dusky brown colour on

the upper part, richly waved with black, except about the

licad ; the belly of a reddish cast, with round black spots;

a black spot on the breast ; and the under-side of the

•,vin<'s and tail of a plain scarlet colour, though blackish

above, with a crimson streak running from the angle of

the mouth, a little down the neck on each side. The

third and fourth are a small bird of the finch kind, about

the size of a linnet, of a dark dusky colour, whitish be-
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low, with a black head and neck, and white bill ; and a

snnd-pi|)er, of the size of a small pigeon, of a dusky

brown colour, and white below, except the throat and

breant, with a broad white bund across the wings. 'I'here

are also humming-birds, which yet seem to differ from the

numerous sorts of this delicate animal already known.

The birds which frequent the waters and shores are gulls,

shags, wild ducks, divers, swans, and plovers.

Fish are more plentiful than birds, though the variety is

not great : the principal sorts are the common herring,

but scarcely exceeding seven inches in length ; a smaller

sort, which is the same with the anchovy or Sardinia, though

rather larger ; a white or silver-coloured bream, and an-

other of a gold-brown colour, with many other longitudi-

nal blue stripes. The herrings and sardinias come in

large shoals, and only at slated seasons, as is common with

that sort of fish. The bream, of both sorts, may be reck-

oned the next to these in quantity; and the full-grown

ones weigh at least a pound. The other fish, which are

all scarce, are a small brown kind of :;culpin, such as is

f(/und on the coast of Norway ; another of a brownish red

cast; the frost-fish; and a large one, somewhat resembling

the bull-head, with a tough skin, destitute of scales. There

is a small brownish cod, spotted with white, and a red fish

of the same size, besides another differing little from the

hake. There are also considerable numbers of the fish

called the chimartc, or little sea-wolves, by some ; which

are a kin to, and about the size of, the pezegallo, or ele-

phant-tish. Sharks sometimes frequent the Sound, as the

natives were seen to have some of their teeth in their

possession. The other marine animals are a small cruci-

ated medusa, or blubber ; star-fish, which differ somewhat

from the common ones ; two small sorts of crabs ; and

two others; one of them of a thick, tough, gelatinous

consistence ; and the other a sort of membranaceous tube

or pipe, both which are probably taken from the rocks.

There is also a very large cuttle-fish.

The only reptiles here are brown snakes, two feet long,

with whitish stripes on the back and sides ; they are en-

tirely harmless; and brownish water-lizards, with a tail

exactly like that of an eel, which frequent the small stand-

ing pools about the rocks.

The insect-tribe is very numerous. There are four or

five different sorts of butterflies, none of which are un-

common; many humble-bees, some large moths, two or

three sorts of flies, a few beetles, and some mosquettoes.

MinerahJ] As to the mineral substances in this coun-

try, though Captain Cook's people found both iron and

copper here, they had little reason to snnnose that either

of them belonged to the place : neither were the ores of

any metal seen by them, except a coarse, red, earthy, or

och-^ 'ubstance, used by the natives in painting them-

selvv , A'hich probably might contain a little iron j with a

8D
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white uiiJ black pigment, ii).p<1 for the same purpose: but

»liey did iio» procuic specimens of them, and, therefore,

couhl not possibly dtterniiiie wlinl were their cumponciit

parts.

Besides the stone or rock that coiiiititutes the mountiiin.s

and shore s, whicli sometimes conliuns pieces of very coarse

qiiortx, tli<: same navigators foimd amongst the natives ar-

ticles ina<le of a hard black granite, tiioiigii not remark-

ably compact or fine grained; a grevisli whcl-sione, the

conmion oil-stone of carpenters, in eoar>*er imd ti'ner pieet s,

and some black pieces, wiiich were little inferior to the

hone-sloue. Here were also observed some Muscovy

tale, and some pieces of rock-crystal, tolerably trans-

parent.

InhahituHls, Customs, Mamien, cSt .] The natives arc,

in general, under tlic connnon stature, but not slender in

proportion, being connnonly full or plump, though many

of the old people are rather lean. The visages of most of

them is .onnd and full, with higl» prominent cheeks; and

above these the face is frequently much depressed, or

seems fiWIen in between the temples ; the nose also flat-

tening at its base, with pretty wide nostrils, and a rounded

point : the forehead rather low ; tlie eyes small and black

;

the mouth round, with large thick lips; the teeth to-

lerably equal and well set, but not remarkably white.

They have either no beards, which is most commonly

the case, or a small thin one upon the point of the chin

;

which does not arise from any natural defect of hair on

tliat part, but from plucking it out more or less; for some

of them, and particularly the old men, have not only con-

siderable beards all over the chin, but mustachios, both

on the upper lip and toward the lower jaw, descending

obliquely. Their eye-brows are scanty and narrow ; but

the hair of the head is in great abundance, very coarse

and strong; and, without a sihgle exception, black and

straight. The neck is short ; the arms and body are ra-

ther clumsy; and the limbs in all are very small in pro-

portion to the other parts, and ill-made ; w ilh large feet

and projecting ankles.

Their complexion could not be satisfactorily ascertained,

as their bodies were incrusted widi paint and dirt ; though,

in particular cases, when these were rubbed off, the white-

ness of the skin appeared almost to equal that of Eu-

ropeans, though rather of that pale cast which distin-

guishes those of southern nations. Their children, whose

skins had never been stained with paint, also equalled the

Europeans in whiteness. During their youth, some of

tbcni have an agreeable look ; but this seems to be entirely

owing to the particular animation attending that period of

life ; for, after attaining a certain age, there is hardly any

distinction. In fact, it is said that a remarkable sameness

seems to characterize the countenances of the whole

nation.

EOGRAPIIY. [PA in in.

The common dres» consists of a flaxen gHrment, onin.

mented on the upper edge by a narrow strip of fm-, iinri

at the lower edge by fringes or tassels; it passes nudir ihe

left arm, and is lied over tlie right shoulder by asiiiny

before, and one behind, near its niitidle, by which nitaiH

both arms are left at liberty ; and it hangs perfectly cvt n,

covering the left side, but leaving the lisht open, except

from the loose part of the edges falling upon it, unless

when the mantle is fastened by a girdle round llu; waist;

over this, which reaches below the knees, is worn a sniull

cloak of the same substance, likewise fringed at the lower

part. In shape diis resendjles u round dish-cover, being

quite close, except in the middle, wiiere there is a hole

just large enough to admit the head ; and then, resting

upon the slioulilers, it covers the arms to the elbows, uiid

the body as far as the waist. The head is covered witli

a truncated conical cap, made of fine matting, having the

top frequently ornamented with a roimd or pointed knob,

or a bunch of leathern tassels.

Besides this dress, which is common to both sexes,

the men frequently tlirow over their other garments iht

skin of a bear, wolf, or sea-otter, with the hair outward,

and tie it, as a cloak, near tiie upper part, wearing,' it

sometimes before, and sometimes behind. In rainy v^cil-

ther they throw a coarse mat about their shoulders. Thc-v

have also woollen garments, which, however, are little in

use. The hair is commonly worn hanging down loose;

but some, when they have no cap, tie it in a bunch on

the crown of the head. Their dress, upon the whole, is

convenient, and would by no means be inelegant, were it

kept clean. But, as they rub their bodies constantly

over with a red paint, of a coarse ochry substance, mixed

with oil, their garments contract a rancid smell, and a

greasy nastiness, so that they make a very wretched dirty

appearance : and, what is still worse, their heads and llair

garments swarm with vermin.

Though their bodies are always covered with red paint^^i

their faces are often stained with a black, a briglitcr red,

or a white, colour, by way of ornament. The last of

these gives them a ghastly disgusting aspect. They also

strew brown mica upon the paint, which makes it gliltu.

The ears of many of thein are perforated in the lobe,

where they make a pretty large orifice, and two others

higher up on the outer edge. In these holes lliey hiiiig

bits of bone, quills fixed upon a leathern ihonj;, small

shells, bunches of woollen tassels, or pieces of thin top-

per. The septum of the nose, in many, is also jKifo-

rated, through which they draw a piece of soft cord , and

odiers wear, at die same place, small thin pieces of iron,

brass, or copper, shaped almost like a liorse-sliof, the

narrow opening of which receives the septum, so that

the two points may gently pinch it; and the onianunt

thus hangs over the upper lip. About their wrists they
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fivar I»rncelet8 of white hii'^lc-bcads, iiiskIp of a conic

nlielly substance ; buncltia of ihongN, with ta«tieU ; or a

lirouil black nhining boiny siibHtoncc, of one piocc; and

about tbtir nnkles lliry alio frequently wear ninny folds of

ii'iilliern tiiongH, or llic twisted sinews of uniuiais.

Thus fur wc lmv(! described tlicir ordiiiaiy iWosa and or-

nnnients; but tiiey have some that seem to be used only

on extraoitliuary occasions, either when they exliil»it theni-

itelves as strangers in visits of ceremony, or when they go

Id w ar. Amongst the first may be considered the skins of

wolves or l)eurs, tied on in the usual manner, but «)rna-

nicnted at the edges with broad borders of fur, or of a

woollen-stuff, ingeniously wrought with various figures.

These are worn either separately, or over their other gar-

ments. On such occasions, the most common head-dress

is a (jimntity of hulf>beaten bark, wrapped al)oiit the head,

whi( h, at the same time, has various large featiiers, par-

ticularly those of eagles, stuck in it, or is entirely covered

with small while feathers. 'J'he face at the same time is

variously paiuleil, having its upper and lower parts of dif-

ferent colours, the strokes appearing like frcMli gashes ; or it

is besmeared with a kindof tallow, mixed with paint, which

is afterwards formed into a great variety of regular figures,

and appears like carved work. Sometimes the hair is se-

parated into small |)arcels, which are tied at intervals of

about two inches to the end with thread, and others tie it

together behind, and stick branches of the cypress in it.

'Jims dressetl, they have a truly savage appearance ; but

this is much heightened, when they assume what may be

called their monstrous decorations. These consist of a

variety of carved wooden masks, applied to the face, or

to the upper part of the head or forehead. Some of

these resemble himian faces, furnished with hair, beards,

niid eye-brow s ; others represent the heads of birds, parti-

cularly of eagles ; and many are in imitation of the heads

of land and sea animals, such as wolves, deer, porpoises,

and others ; but, in general, these representations exceed

the natural size, and they are painted, and strewed with

pieces of foliaceoiis mica, which makes them glitter, and

serves to augment their deformity.

The oidy dress amongst these people that seems pecu-

liarly adapted to war, is a thick leather mantle, doubled,

which, from its size, appears to be the skin of an elk or

buffalo, tanned. This they fasten on in the common man-
ner, and it is so contrived that it may cover the breast

quite to the throat, falling, at the same time, almost to

the heels. It is sometimes ingeniously painted in differ-

ent compartments, and is not only sufficiently strong to re-

sist arrows, but even spears cannot pierce it, so that it may
be considered as their most complete defensive armour.

Upon the same occasion, they sometimes wear a kind of

leathern cloak, covered with rows of dried hoofs of deer,

disposed hojizontally, appended by leathern thongs, co-
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vercd with quills,
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wliicli, when they move, make a loud

rattling noise.

Though tliese people cannot be viewed without a kind

of horror, when equipped in such extravagant dressei

y< t, when divested of them, they have no appearance o

ferocity in their countenances; but appear, on the con-

trary, to be of a phlegmatic and inactive disposition. Tlieii

orations, which are made either when engaged in any ul

tercation or dispute, or to explain their sentiments pub-
licly on other occasions, seem little more than short sen-

tences forcibly re|)catetl, but in a monotonous tone, and
accompanied only w ilh u single gesture, which they use

at every sentence, Jerking their whole body a little for-

ward, by bending the knees, their arms hanging down by

their sides.

They seem to have very little curiosity; as few ex.

pressed any desire to see or examine things wholly un-

known to them, and which, to those possessed of thaL

passion, would have appeared astonishing. They were
always contented to procure the articles they knew and

wanted, regarding every thing else with perfect indiffcr*

ence ; nor did the persons, apparel, and manners, of the

Europeans, so different from their own, or even the ex*

traordinary size and construction of their ships, seem to

excite admiration, or even engage attention.

In trafficking with the Europeans, some of them be-

tiayed a knavish disposition, and carried off goods with"

out making any return ; but, in general, there was reason

to commend the fairness of their conduct. Their eager-

ness, however, to possess iron and brass, and, indeed, any

kind of metal, was so great, that few of them could re-

sist the temptation to steal it, whenever an opportunity

offered.

The houses in the village at the entrance of the Sound
are disposed in three rows, rising gradually behind each
other, the largest being that in front, and the ot'liers less,

besides a few single ones, at each end. These ranges are

interrupted, at irregular distances, by narrow paths, that

pass upward ; but those which run in the direction of the

houses, between the rows, are much broader. Though
there is some appearance of regularity in this disposition,

there is none in the single houses, for each of the divi-

sions made by the paths may be considered either as one
liouse, or as many, there being no regular separation, either

without or within. They are built of long and broad

planks, resting upon the edges of each other, fastened by
withes of pine-bark, here and there, and have only slender

poles, at considerable distances, on the outside, to which
they also are tied ; but within are some larger poles, placed

aslant. The height of the sides and ends of these habi-

tations is seven or eight feet, but the back part is a little

higher, by which means the planks that compose the roof

slant forward, and are laid on loose, so as to be moved
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about, ellhfr to be put tl«w to sduHe th« r«in, or, in

fair wrallitT, to l)e irparated, to let in the light, and carry

out the snioko. They are, upon the whole, niiteralilu

dwrliingn, and conitructed with little care or ingenuity

;

for, though the «ide-planki be made to fit pretty cluacly in

•ome places, in othert they are quite open, and there arc

no regular door* into them ; the entrance being by a hole

wher« the unequal length of the planks htn accidenlnlly

left nn opening. There are also apertures in the aides of

the houses to look out at, but without any regularity of

hapu or disposition.

On the inside, one may frequently see from one end to

thn other of these ranges of building without interrup-

tion. For though, in general, there be the rudiments of

icporalions on each side, for the acconnnodation of dif-

ferent fumilics, they are such as do not infcrcrpt the sight,

and often consist of no more than pieces of plank, run-

ning from the side toward the middle of the house, so

that, if they were complete, the whole might be compared

to a long stable, with a double range of stalls, and a brond

passage in the middle. Close to the sides, in each of these

ports, is a little bench of boards, raised five or six inches

higher than the rest of the floor, and covered with mats,

on which the family sit and sleep. These benches are

commonly seven or eight feet long, and four or five broad.

In the middle of the floor, between them, is the fire-

place, which has neither hearth nor chinmey.

The furniture consists chiefly of a great number of

chests and boxes of all sizes, which are generally piled

upon each other, close to the sides or ends of the house,

and contain spare garments, skins, masks, and other ar-

ticles of dress or ornament. Some of these are double,

or one covers the other as a lid; others have a lid fas-

tened with thongs ; and some of the very large ones have

a square hole or scuttle, cut in the upper part, by which

the things are put in and taken out. They are often painted

black, studded with the teeth of different animals, or

carved and decorated with figures of birds or animals.

Their other domestic utensils arc square and oblong pails

or buckets, round wooden cups and bowls, and small

shallow wooden troughs, about two feet long, out of

which they eat their food, and baskets of twigs, bags of

matting, &c. Their fishing implements, and other things,

also, lie or liai)g up in different parts of the house, but

without the least order, so that the whole is a complete

•cene of confusion.

The nastiness and stench of their houses are, hori h'-ti,

*t least equal to the confusion ; for, as they dry th a; t; v

within doors, they also gut them there, which, with tiieic

bones and fragments thrown down at meals, and tli* addi-

tion of other sorts of tlitl), lie every where in heaps, and

are never carried awav till it becomes troublesome to walk

over them. .

UNIVERSAL oeOGttAPrrY. [pa t 111.

The images which are founn in thein houses are nodijng

more than the trunks of large trees, four or five feet high,

set lip singly, or by pairs, at the upper end of the apart-

ment, with the front carved into a human fnce, the iirnis

und hiinds cut out upon the sides, and variously pHintcd,

o that the whole is a truly monstrous figure. The gene.

ral name of these images is Klumiiia. A mat, by way of

curtain, generally hangs before them, which the imlivca

are not willing, at all times, to remove; and, when tliry

do unveil them, they seem to apeak of tlicin in a very

mysterious manner.

The priiu-ipul employment of the men seems to he lliat

of fifthiiig, and killing land or marine aiiiniiiiti, for the

sustenuncc of their families. The women are occu|iicd in

manufuctiiring their flaxen or woollen garments, itml in

preparing the sardiiiias for drying, which they also imry

up from the beach in twig-baskets, after the nun have

brought them in their canoes. The women are also sent

in the small canoes (o gather muscles and other sluH-tisli,

and perhaps on some other occasions : for they inunagu

these with as much dexterity as the men, who, when in

the canoes with them, seem to pay little attention tu tiivir

sex, by offering to relieve them from the labour uf tlic

paddle. The young men appeared to be the most imlo-

lent set in this community ; for they were obwerved i iilier

silting about, in scattered companies, or laying, to bask

in the sun, in the sand upon the beach, without any co-

vering.

Though their food, strictly speaking, may be said to

consist of every thing, animal or vegetable, that tliey can

procure, the quantity of the latter bears an excee(hnply

small proportion to that of the former. Tiieir grcakst

reliance seems to be upon tbe sea, as affording tisli, mus-

cles, and smaller shell-fish, and sea-aninuils. Of the first,

the principal arc herrings and saidinias, two species of

bream, and small cod ; but the herrings and sardinias arc

not only eaten fresh, in their season, but likewise serve as

stores, whicii, after being dried and smoked, are preserved,

by being sewed up in mats, so as to form lar^ ' il(>-,

three or four feet squait. The herrings also suppiv < r

with another grand resource for food, which is a '

i

n-

tity of roe, incrustated about siiiull branches ot the Ca-

nadian pine. They also prepare it upon a long narrow

sea-grass, whicli grows plentifully upon the rocks, under

water. This caviare, if it may be so called, is kept in

baskets of mat, and used occasionally, being first dippea

ill water. The next article, on which they seem to depend

•f/>! a large proportion of their food, is the large muscle,

great abundance of which are in the Sound. These are

rtfasted in their shells, then stuck upon long wooden

skewers, and take«i oft' occasionally as wanted, being

eaten without any other preparatioR, tlwugh they some-

times dip them ia oii^ us.a sauce.
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( )t i\u' iiinriiip uiiiiiialit, the nio»t rnninmn in nne nmnngit

{
I'Vttin ihr itiinibpr of numt weapon*, aiiH ollirm, it niiKht

(li<!iii, u* tuud, in (lie |ior|MiiNi', llir fnt or niiH of nliiih,

111 VM'II HI till llrxll, iImv cut ill \\^r^^^' pit'i-on, rikI, liiiving

(liifil tlifin nn tlicy iln Iii-iiiiikh, rut llirni without iiiiv fui-

tlier prrpiirHlion, 'riuy tiUo prcpuir unoit of broth from

ihii Hiiinml, in ilii firnh Ninti', in u iiiiip;iilur niHiiiirr, put-

ting pit!ct'< of it in II mptiirc wikkUui ventfl, with wutrr

and then throwing hriiti-il utoiirii iiiio it, till they tliitii^ the

I'oiiti-ntN are Nuf)ii'i<iiliy Ntcwid. 'I'hn oil, which they pro-

cure' from tlie«c iitiH other ncu-uniiiinli), i« iiInu unco hy

them in |i(rcut (piiuitiiitN. Upon theviholc, it Nt-eniN, from

I vnrirly of rircuniHliin(;«>p>, Unit ilipxe p(><ipii> procure iil-

nioMt all llifir ii'iiiiml-lood fm n tli(< hcm, except a few

hirils, of winch I'.m ijiilla or ai-u-fowl, which they Hhoot

mill their arrov 1, iiro i!ie niont niatcriul.

'Iho Ciiiciiiittn piiii!-hranchcN, uiid iiu-i;rn»«, on wliich

the hhl I PI i.i Mtrewtd, niiiy he coiisiih.iul uh their oiiiv

winter vt•^;etul)len ; but, um the aprinn iidviinced, they iiiuke

une of aeveriil otliir* bh they tionie in HcaNon. The most

common of iIichi' me two Mortu of liliuceous roots, one

simply tmiicatcil, the other ({ranulutcd upon its mufuce,

tallcri inahkitlte iiiiii kool/i/uiijiiio, which have a mild

iwcelibh taste, and are iiiucihiginous, and eulen raw. 'I'lie

next, which they have in great quantities, is a root called

theita, reHenibling lifpiorice in taste, and another fern-

root. 'J'liey also eat raw anoiher small sweetish root,

about the thickness of sarsHpaielia.

Their manner of « atiiig is consonant to the filthinrss

of their houses and persons; for the tiou;;hs and platters

ill which they put their food appear never to have been

washed ffom the time they were (irst made, and the dirty

remains of a former meal arc only swept away by the

lucceediiig one. In fact, they seem to have no idea «)f

cleanliness; for they even eat the roots which they <lig

from the ground without so iiiuih as shaking off ihc soil

that adheres to them. It is uncertain if they have any re-

gular hours for meals, for they were seen to eat at all times

ill llicir canoes; and yet, from seeing several messes of

tlie porpoise-brolh preparing at the village, it should seem
that U' V "lake a principal meal about noon.

Then weapons are bows and arrows, .slings, spears,

short truncheons of bone, and a small pick-axe, not nn-

like the common American tomahawk. The spear has

generally a long point, made of bone. Some of the ar-

rows are pointed with iron ; but in general their points

are of indented bone. The tomahawk is a stone, six or

eight inches long, pointed at one end, and the other end
lixed into a handle of wood. 'I'his handle resembles the

head and neck of the human figure, and the stone is fixed

ill ihc mouth, so as to represent an enormously large toin'iie.

To make the resemblance still stronger, human hair is

also tixed to it. They have another stone weapon, called

ieeaik, nine inches oi a foot long, with a square point.
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be concluded that it is their custom to eni^age in cliHie

iiV,Uf, and it is evident, tlint their wars are both Irccpieiit

and sanguinarv, us vast numbers of human skulls wtrt

olVcrcd lor sale to the Kurojieans.

'J'heir mamifactures and mechanic arts are far more

exieniive and ingenious tlian could have been expected

(t im the i.atiiral diKposilion of ilie people, and the little

progress that civilization has made amongst them in other

respects. The tiaxeii and woollen garments, with which

they cover themselves, must be tanked under the heail of

mainifactiircs. The former of these are made of the liarli

of II pino-tree, beat into a hempen slate. It is not spun,

but, atler being properly prepared, is spread u|Mtii u stick,

which is fastened across to two others that stand upright.

It is disposed in such a manner, that the munufactnrer,

who sits on her hnms at this simple machine, knots it

across w ith small plaited threads, at tlit distunct! of half

an inch from each other. Though, by this method, it is

less close than cloih that is woven, the bunches between
the knots make it suHiciently impervious to the air, by
filling the interstices, and it has the additional advantage

of being softer and more pliable. The woollen garments,

though probably inanufactuied in the tame manner, have

the strongest resemblance to woven cloth ; but the various

Hgures which are iimeitcd in them, <lestroy the supposition

of their being wrought in a loom, it being extremely un-

likely that these people should be so dexterous as to be

able to tinisli such a complex work, unless immediately

by till ir hands. They are of difl'ereiil degrees of fineness
;

some resembling our coarsest blankets, and others uhnost

equal to our finest sorts, and certainly warmer. 'J'he wool

of which they are made seems to be taken from different

animals, as the fox and brown lynx ; the last of which is

by far the finei.l sort, and, in its iiatmal state, differs little

from the colour of our coarser wools ; but the hair, with

which the animal is also covered, being inteniiixed, its

appearance, when wrought, is somewhat different. The
ornamental tiguies in these garments, which are dis-

posed with great taste, are commonly of a different co-

lour, being dyed either of a deep brcwu or of a brij^ht

yellow.

They seem to be particularly fond of carving, in every

thing which they make of wood. Nothing is without a

kind of freeze-work, or the ligure of some animal, upon
it ; but the most generui representation is that of the hu-

man face, which is often cut out upon their images, and

even upon their weapons, 'i'hc general design of all these

things is perfectly suflicient to convey a knowledge of the

object they are intended to represent; but the carving is

not executed with the nicely that a dexterous artist would

bestow even upon an indifferent design. The same, how-

ever, cannot be said of many of the human masks and
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heads, where they shew themselves to be ingenious sciilp-

twrs. Tliey not only preserve, witi. great exactness, the

general character of their own faces, but finish the more
minute parts, witli a degree of accuracy in proportion,

and neatness in execution. The strong propensity of this

people to works of this sort, is remarkable in a vast va-

riety of particulars. Small whole human figures; repre-

sentations of animals, birds, and fish; models of their

household utensils and of their canoes; were found amongst

them in great abundance.

To their skill in working liguret in their garments, and

carving them in wood, they add that of drawing them in

colours. Captain Cook's people saw the whole process

of their whale-fishery painted on some of their caps.

This, tliough rudely executed, serves at least to shew
that, though there be no appearance of the knowledge

of letters amongst them, they have some notion of com-
memorating and representing actions, in a lasting, way,

independently of what may be recorded in songs and oral

traditions.

Tlieir songs are generally slow and solemn; but the

music is not characterised by that monotony usually found

amongst many rude nations ; for their variations are nume-
rous and expressive, and the melody powerfully soothing.

Besides tiieir full concerts, sonnets, of the same grave

cast, are frequently sung by single performers, who keep

time by striking the hand against the thigh. But the mu-
sic is somelinies varied from its predominant solemnity of

air, and there are instances of stanzas being sung in a more

gay and lively strani, with a degree of humour.

The only instruments of music (if such they may be

called) which Captain Cook's people saw among them,

were a rattle, and a small whistle, about an inch long,

incapable of any variation, from having but one hole.

They use the rattle when they sing, but upon what oc-

casions they use the whistle our navigators could not de-

termine, unless it be when they dress thenjselves like par-

ticular animals, and endeavour to imitate their hov.'l or cry.

One of them was seen dressed in a wolf's skin, with the

head over his own, and imitating that animal, by making

a squeaking noise ^ith one of these whistles, which he

had in his mouth. Their rattles are for the most part made
in the shape of a bird, with a few pebbles in the belly,

and the tail is the handle.

Captain Vancouver visited this sound, for the last time,

in September, 17P4, and paid a visit, with a party of

English and Spanish officers, to the chief, at the village

where he resided, on which occasion he was entertained

in the following manner:

On a signal givon, a man entered the apartment in the

chiefs habitation where the party were seated, fantastically

dressed in a war-garment : this was variously ornamented,

w was his face, with black and red paint, so that his fea-
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tures appeared to be extravagantly distorted. His hair
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was covered with the most delicate white down of yoiiiiff

sea-fowl, and in his hand he bore a musket with a fixed

bayonet, making altogether a most savage, though, at the

same time, a whimsical, figure. This man was fullo>ved

by about twenty more, decorated with a considerable va-

riety, after the same fashion, but differently armed ; some

like himself, with muskets, others with pistols, swords

daggers, spears, bows, arrows, and hatchets; seemingly

with intent to display their power, by an e^ihibition of the

several implements they possessed.

When this ludicrous group retired, the chief performed

a mask-dance by himself, in which, with great adroitness

he frequently, and almost imperceptibly, changed his

mask : this seemed to be a favourite atniiscinent Willi him

as he appeared to be in high spirits, and to take great de-

light in the performance. His dress consisted of a cloak

and a kind of short apron, covered with hollow shells and

small pieces of copper, so placed as to strike against each

other, and to produce a jingling noise, which, being ac-

companied with the beating of a stick on a hollow board,

as a substitute for a drum, and some vocal exertions, pro-

duced a savage discordant noise, as offensive to the ear as

the former exhibition had been to the eye. But, in com-

pliment to the chief, the party applauded the exhibitions

which highly gratified him and the crowd of spectators as-

sembled on the occasion. There was another vocal and

instrumental performance, in which another chief acted as

master of the ceremonies, and passed many compliments

on the Spanish and English officers, at the breaking up of

the entertainment.

Their canoes are constructed with great simp'icity, bnt

well calculated for every useful purpose. Even the largest,

which carry twenty people or more, are formed of one

tree. Many of them are forty feet long, seven broad, and

about three deep. From the middle, towards each end,

they become gradually narrower, the stern ending abrupt-

ly, or perpendicularly, with a small knob on the top; but

the fore-part is lengthened out, stretching forward, ami

ending in a notched point or prow, considerably higher

than the sides of the canoe, which run nearly in a straight

line. For the most part they are without any ornament, but

some have a little carving, and are decorated by setting seals'

teeth on the surface, like studs. A few have, likewise, a

kind of additional head or prow, which is painted with the

figure of some animal. They Iiave no seats, nor any other

supporters, on the inside, than several round sticks, little

thicker than a cane, placed across, tt mid-depth. They

are very light, and their breadth and natncss enables ihcm

to swim firmly, without an out-rigger, which none of them

have ; a remarkable distinction between the navigation of

all the American nations^ and that of the southern parts

of the East-Indies, and the islandu in the Pacific Ocean.
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Their paddles are small and light, the shape, in some

measure, resembling thut of a large leaf, pointed at the

bottom.

Their implements for fishing and hunting, which are

both ingeniously contrived, and well made, are nets, hooks

and lines, harpoons, and an instrament like an oar. This

last is about twenty feet long, four or five inches broad,

and about half an inch thick. Each edge, for about two-

thirds of its length, is set with sharp bone-ieeth, about

two inches long. Herrings and sardinias, and such other

small fish as come in shoals, are attacked with this instru-

ment; which is struck into the shoal, and the fish are

caught either upon or between the teeth. Their hooks

are made of bone and wood, and rather inartificially ; but

the harpoon, with which they strike the whales, and smaller

sea-animals, shews a considerable degree of contrivance.

It is composed of a piece of bone, cut into two barbs,

in which is fixed the oval blade of a large muscle-shell,

containing the point of the instrument. To this is fastened

about two or three fathoms of rope ; and, to throw this

harpoon, they use a shaft of about twelve or fifteen feet

long, to which the line or rope is made fast ; and to one

end of which the harpoon is fixed, so as to separate from

the shaft, and leave it floating upon the water as a buoy,

when the animal darts away with the harpoon.

Captain Cook's people knew not any thing of the manner

of their catching or killing land-animals, unless it might

be supposed they shoot the smaller sorts with their arrows.

For the purpose of catching land-animals they have several

nets, which they frequently threw over their heads, to shew

their use, when they brougiit them for sale. T!)ey, also,

sometimes decoy animals, by covering themselves with a

skin, and running about upon all fours, winch they do

very nimbly, as appeared from the specimens of their skill,

which they exhibited, making a kind of neighi:ig at the

same time ; and, on these occasions, the masks, or carved

heads, as well as the real dried heads, of the different ani-

mals, are put on.

As to the materials of which they make their various

articles, it is to be observed, that every thing of the rope

kind is formed either from thongs of skins, and sinewv of
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animals, or from the same flaxen substance of which their

mantles are manufactured. The sinew« often appeared

to be of such a length, that it might be presumed they

could be of no other animal than the whale. And tiie

same may be said of the bones of which they make their

weapons already mentioned ; such as their bark-beating

instruments, the points of their spears, and the barbs of

their harpoons.

Their great dexterity in works of wood, may, in some

measure, be ascribed to the as^iistance they receive from

iron tools: for, as far as we know, they use no other;

at least, the Europeans saw only one chissel of bone:

and though, originally, their tools must have been of dif-

ferent materials, it is not improbable that many of their

improvements have been made since they acquired a know-

ledge of that metal, which now is universally used in their

various wooden works. The chissel and the knife are the

only forms, as far as appeared, that iron assumes amongst

them. The chissel is a long flat piece, fitted into a handle

of wood. A stone serves for a mallet, and a piece of

fish-skin for a polisher. Some of these chissels are eight

or ten inches long, and three or four inches broad, but in

general they are smaller. The knives are of various sizes

;

some very large, and the blades are crooked, somewhat

like pruning-knives ; but the edge is on the back or convex

part. Most of them are about the breadth and thickness

of an iron-hoop. These iron tools are sharpened upon a

coarse slate whet-stone, and are always kept bright.

Of the political and religious institutions established

amongst this people, it cannot be supposed that much
should be known. The chiefs are distinguished by th«

title of Acweek, and to them the others are, in soma

measure, subordinate. But the authority of each of theso

great men seems to extend no farther than the family to

which he belongs, and who acknowledged him as their head.

Captain Cook's people did not see any thing that could

give the least insight into their notions of religion, bejides

the figures called Klumma. Most probably these were

idols ; but, as they frequently mentioned the word acweitkf

when they spoke oi them, it may be supposed that they

are the images of some of their ancestors.
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CHAPTER VII.

GREENLAND.

TSituatioti, and General Description.

HE country thus denominated is the remotest tract of

laud in the north of our globe, and has been generally

classed, ))y geographers, among those northern countries

that remain unknown ; but it is now clearly ascertained to

belong to North-America. As far as it has been explored,

it his been found to reach, on the north-east side, from

the fifty-ninth to the eightieth degree of north latitude;

and Gil tlie side opposite North-America to about the

seventieth degree.

Wlicn seamen speak of Greenland, they generally mean

the islands of Spitsbergen, lying north of Lapland, be-

tween the seventy-fifth and eightieth degree of latitude,

with the eastern coast of Greenland lying opposite thereto.

This eastern coast is but tliiniy, if at ail, inhabited at

present ; but the western side of Greenland, from the

•ixty-second to the seventy-first degree north, is colonized

by Europeans. The islands of Spitzbergen are uninhabited,

except during the vcason of the whale-fisfiery. The globe

here is so round, that, even at the distance of six miles,

in a calm, sailing east or west, the masts of a ship only

are discoverable ; at eight miles, no other part can be seen

than the topmast, and, at twelve miles distance, the flag

only; yet the mountains of Spitzbergen rise so high as to

be seen forty-eight miles off. Caplaiu Constantine Phipps,

afterwards Lord Mulgrave, in his voyage to the north pole,

in 1773, coasted round them.

The laud, on the western side of Greenland, is barren,

high, and rocky, and rises, in most places adjoining the

ocean, in such lofty mountains and inaccessible cliffs, as

may be seen at sea at the distance of about forty leagues.

The cliffs and mountains being continually covered with

ice and snow, these, by constantly falling, have filled the

valleys, and seem annually to increase their height. The
plains between the rocks arc also covered with ice, ex-

cept when there is a scanty portion of earth and grass,

an occasional little brook and pond, and some few low

scattered shrubs. Within land there are no inhabitants,

and but very few upou the coast. Of the European set-

tlements, the most southern is the colony of Frederic's

Haah, or Frederic's Hope, situated in the sixty-second

degree of north latitude, planted by the Danes, in 1742.

It lies one mile and a half from the open sea, and is a

good haven, and place of trade. In the i.shuids opposite,

where tlie Dutch merchant-ships formerly harboured,

many Greenlanders reside, they being well situated for

catching fish, seals, and rein-deer. This colony is yet but

small.

About twelve leagues north of this colony is the sliining

ice, called in the charts Eis-blink, It is a large hi»h field

of icp, whose glances in the air, resembling the aurora

borealis, may be seen at sea for many leagues. It \Tas an

inlet williin the land, whose entn-nce is now blocked up

in such a manner, by many vait pieces of ice, driven out

by the el)b, that it forms, as it were, an arched ice-bridge

eight leagues in length, stretching from land to laud, and

two in breadth. Such Greenlanders as wish to enter this

harbour, carry their little canoes over laud upon their

heads, and, when they have passed this bridge, they fine

open water, for twenty leagues in length, and two i

breadth. Places are found here where Greenland houses

formerly stood ; a proof that the mouth of the harbour

was once open.

About thirty-six leagues noith of Frederic's Hope is

another colony, called Fischer's Fiorte, or Fisher's Bay,

begun in 1754; but, as few Greenlanders live about this

place, it has but little trade. In this neighbourhood are

seen many ruins, supposed to be relics of the old Nor-

wegians.

A third colony, called Goil-hnab, or Good-hope, lies iu

about forty-six degrees fourteen minutes, thirty-six league*

north of Fisher's Bay. Here there are a number of small

islands, crowded together in the compass of six leagues.

The Moravians have here established a congregation, built

a church, a provision-house, a smith's shop, and a brew-

house ; and the houses of the natives arc scattered round

them. This is the oldest colony in Greenland, having

been founded in 1721. It was formerly inhabited by some

thousands of Greenlanders; but the small pox having

made great ravages in 173,1, the niunber is so decreased,

that there are now few natives settled in it. It was cal-

culated, in 1740", that, on the whole western coast of

Greenland, in the space of four hundred leagues, there

were not above twenty thousand Greenlanders there set-

tled; whereas, in the year 1730, the number was com-

puted at thirty thousand, the remainder having been de-

stroyed by the small-pox.

A fourth colony, established in 1734, lies in seventy-

nine degrees. There are also three or four others; but

the twelfth, and farthest north, is iu seventy-one degrees,
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and was erected '\n 1758. The natives assert, that the

country is inliabitcii as far north as seventy-eight degrees,

though very tliinly ; for, notw ithstanding there are numerous

fowls and animals, yet, from the long winter-nights, it is

almost impossible to live there, the land being little else

than dreary rock and ice. In these parts, instead of

building their houses with wood and turf, as in more

southern places, the natives are obliged to eiect them with

clay, seal-skins. Sec.

Climate.'] This country, bemg covered perpetually with

snow, must necessarily be very cold. In such places, in

winter, where the inhabitants enjoy the sun for an hour or

two in the day, the cold is tolerable ; but, where the sun

is entirely below the horizon, it is most intense, insomuch

that, while people are drinking tea, the emptied cup, when

put down, will freeze to the table. Paul Egede, a mis-

sionary, in his journal of January 7, 1738, says, that in

latitude sixty-eight degrees, when he was there, the ice

and hoar-frost reached through the chimney to the stove's

mouth, without being thawed by the fire, even in the day-

time, so that over the chimney was an arch of frost, with

little holes, through which the smoke issued.

The summer, in Greenland, is from the beginning of

May to the end of September, during which time the na-

tives encamp in tents; yet the ground is not mellowed by

a thaw till June, and then only on the surface, nor does

it cease snowing till this time. In August it begins snow-

ing again, but not any snow continues on the ground till

that which falls in October. In the longest summer-days,

particularly in serene and clear weather, it is so hot that

people are not only obliged to throw off their winter-gar-

ments, but, on the sea, the pitch will melt from the ships

;

and, from April to August, the fogs are so thick, almost

every i^ay, that people cannot see forty yards before them.

It has been often remarked, that the weather in Greenland

is just the reverse of what it is in Europe. In the year

1763, when it was extremely cold throughout Europe,

it was remarkably mild in Greenland. In general, how-

ever, the air is so pure, that, if a man clothe himself warm,

eat moderately, and take good exercise, he will enjoy a

good state of health and spirits. The winds are as vari-

able here as in other countries ; but, when it once begins

to be stormy, which happens mostly in autumn, they rage

so vehemently, that the houses shake and crack ; tents and

the lighter boats fly up into the air, and the sea-water

scatters about on the land like snow-dust. When any one

is obliged to leave his house, in order to put his boats

into shelter, he must creep upon his belly, lest the wind

should take him otf his legs.

There is not any night in this country, during the summer,

beyond the sixty-sixth degree north ; in the longest days, the

sim does not set ; but it does not shine with such lustre
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which a person may look at ^\ithout being dazzled. On
the other hand, the winter-nights are so much the longer;,

and in the sixty-seventh degree the face of the sun is

never seen above the horizon, from November 30 to Ja-

nuary 1 2. And yet there are no dark nights here, as in

other countries ; the inhabitants enjoy a moderate twilight,

and the moon and stars, added to the snow and ice, give

such a light that one might see plainly to read print of

an ordinary size. In the shortest days the moon never sets

;

but very little is seen of it in the summer-time, and the stars

never appear from May till August.

Vegttahk Productions.'] The valleys, in general, have

no other herbage than moss and sour moor-grass, and the

uninhabited islands furnish only a few low shrubs, heath,

and herbs; the land, however, near the Greenland houses

and encampments, from many years cultivation with the

blood and fat of seals, though in itself nothing but a bar-

ren sand, produces the finest and largest herbs. Grass

grows here, not only in fenny, sandy, and turfy ground,

but also in the clifl's of rocks, where any earth has lodged,

and especially near the houses. One sort of moss is like

a soft thick fur, which the natives use to stop the crevices

of their houses; another sort serves them for tinder, and

wicks for lamps. They have a kind of white moss, on

which the rein-deer feed in winter, and which is said to

be very medicinal. There is also another kind of moss,

that serves them instead of bread, being occasionally

boiled with milk, as a substitute for oatmeal. As the

season will not admit of sowing till the middle of June,

they cannot raise many vegetables. Radishes grow as

well here as in most other countries; but salad and cole

are very small, and will not bear transplanting. Wortle-

berries and cranberries are here met with, and a fruit like

the mulberry, only yellow, instead of red : these last are

very refreshing, and a remedy for the scurvy. There are

plenty of large juniper-berries ; but they are held in no

estimation. There are also three kinds of willows, but the

cold will not suffer them to rear their heads. The birch,

though somewhat different from ours, is in the sanse pre-

dicament. The Greenlanders mention alders, that grow

in the southern parts to an immense height and size, and

say that the wild service-tree grows there in abundance, and

brings its fruit to maturity.

Animals.] This desolate land affords nourishment to

a very few kinds of beasts, which supply the natives with

food and raiment. The hares are white, both in summer

and winter, are pretty large, and subsist on grass and

white moss. The rein-deer are of that kind which are

met with in Siberia, Norway, Lapland, and the northern

parts of America. The largest are about the size of a

two-year old heifer ; their colour is brown, or grey, with

white bellies ; their skin very thick of hair, about an inch

at night as at noon, resembling only a very briglit moon, 1
long; their antlers differ only from those of the con>mon

59. VOL. i. 8 F
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buck, ill being smooth, grey, and broad at top; and their

flesh is tender, and wcil-tastcd. They are very cleanly

and contented creatures; live, in summer, on the tender

grass, which they find in the valleys, and, iu winter, on
the white moss, which they dig for under the snow, be-

tween the rocks. Here are also foxes, but somewhat dif-

ferent from those of southern countries. Some are white,

but, in general, they are blue or grey : they bark like dogs,

and resemble them about the head and feet ; they live on
birds and their eggs, berries, muscles, crabs, and what the

sea casts up. The natives catch them in traps; and, if

in want of food, prefer them to hares.

The Greenland dogs frequently snarl and howl, but

are never heard to bark : they are timorous, and, conse-

quently, unfit for the chase; yet, if not tamed when young,

they become remarkably wild and mischievous. The na-

tives use these creatures to draw their sledges, yoking
four, six, and sometimes eight, to a sledge, loaden with

five or six large seals ; and it is said that they often travel

sixty miles in a winter's day upon the ice.

The white bears of Greenland differ from those of other

countries, in having the head and neck of a more length-

ened form, and the body longer in proportion to its bulk.

The hair of these animals is long, and soft as wool ; the

ears and eyes are small, but the teeth are large, and the

limbs remarkably lo.ng. They arc not only seen at land,

but often on ice-floats, several leagues at sea. They are

sometimes transported in this manner to the coast of Ice-

land; and it sometimes happens that, when a Greenlander
and his wife are paddling out at sea, a white bear unex-
pectedly gets into their boat, and, like a passenger, suffers

himself to be rowed to shore.

It appeans, however, tliat the Greenland bear is an
animal of great spirit, and, if attacked, will make asto-

nishing exertions to revenge himself on his assailant.

Barentz had the most horrid proofs of their ferocity at

Nova Zembia, where they attacked and devoured many
of- his seamen, even in the sight of their comrades. And
ail instance still more remarkable is thus narrated by the

Rev. Mr. Bingley, in his Animal Biography : " Not many
years ago, the crew of a boat, belonging to a ship in the

whale-fishery, shot at a bear at a little distance, and
wounded it. The animal immediately set up the most dread-

ful howl, and ran along the ice towards the boat. Before
lie reached it, a second shot was fired, and hit him. This
served but to increase his fury. He presently swam to

the boat, and, in attempting to get on board, reached one
of his fore-feet upon the gunnel ; but one of the crew,
having a hatchet in his hand, cut it off. The animal still,

however, continued to swim after tliem, till they arrived

at the ship; and several shots were fired at him, which
also took effect : but, on reaching the ship, he immedi-
ately ascended the deck; and the crew having fled into
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the shrouds, he was pursuing them thither, when a shot
from one of them laid him dead upon tlip deck."

During the summer, these creatures reside chiefly on the

ice-islands', frequently swimming from one to another-
but, at the approach of winter, they retire, and conceal
themselves deep beneath the snow, where they pass the

long Arctic night in a state of torpidity. Great iiuiiibeis

of ihein, however, arc annually driven from their favourite

retreats, by impetuous winds or currents, and perish in

the open sea.

These bears produce one or two cubs at a time; and
their maternal aff°ection is so strong, that they will rather

die than desert their young in the hour of danger. We
shall relate one instance, which seems peculiarly worthy
of attention.

While a frigate, which was sent out some years ago to

make discoveries towards the north pole, was locked in

the ice, a man at the mast-head gave notice, that three

bears were advancing over the frozen ocean, and directing

their course directly toward the vessel ; having, probably,

been invited by the scent of some blubber of a sea-horse

which was burning on the ice at the time of their ap-

proach. The animals, which proved to be a she-bear and
two large cubs, ran eagerly to the fire, and drew out the

flesh that remained unconsumed. The mariners then threw

some other lumps of flesh upon the ice, which the old

bear fetched away singly, and, dividing each lump, gave
a share to each of her cubs ; but, as she was fetching

away the last piece, she received a wound from a musket-
ball, and her young ones were both shot dead. The scene

now became truly afl'ecting, and the tender concern ex-

pressed by the poor animal in the last moments of her

expiring cubs, might have drawn tears of pity from any

but unfeeling minds. Though desperately wounded, and
scarcely able to crawl to the place where the victims lay,

she carried the lump of flesh thither, divided it between

them, and laid her paws first upon one and then upon the

other, anxiously endeavouring to raise them up. When
she found that she could neither stir them, nor entice them
to eat, she went off" to some distance, looked back, and

mourned most piteously; but this not availing, she re-

turned, and, with signs of inexpressible aff'ection, walked

round them, pawing them and moaning. At length, per-

ceiving them to be cold and lifeless, she raised her head

towards the ship, and uttered a growl of despair. This

was immediately returned by a discharge of musketry; and

tiie affectionate animal, having fallen between her cubs,

expired in the act of licking their wounds.

The usual fond nf tliess qssadrupcds consists of seals,

fish, and the carcases of whales ; but, when on land, they

prey on deer, hares, young birds, and other animals ; and

they are also said to eat various kinds of berries. When
allured by the scent of the flesh of seals, they assemble in
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large ilrovcs, and sometimes attempt to break into the ha-

bitations of the Greenlanders; but they are easily repulsed

by tlie smoke of burnt fcatliers.

Of tiieir astonishing sagacity in searching for prey, the fol-

lowing parlicidars are related. "The white bears in Green-

land, notwithstanding the coldness of the climate, have an

exquisite sense of smelling, and sometimes, when the fish-

ermen have dismissed the carcase of a whale, and left it

floating on the waves three or four leagues from the shore,

these anihials will stand as near the water as they can,

and, raising themselves on their hind-legs, snufF in the

air, till they are, at length, satisfied whence the odour

comes. They tlien cast themselves into the sea, and swim

directly toward the carcase." Their flesh is said to be

coarse, and the liver is extremely unwholesome ; but their

skins arc used for coverings of various kinds; and their

tendons, when split asunder, are said to form excelleut

thread.

Of land-birds, the principal is the northern partridge,

known in Switzerland by the name of the snow-hen : they

cast their feathers twice a year. Tlie colour of the cocks

is grey in summer, and white in winter:—a wise precau-

tion of Providence to preserve them from birds of prey,

which hunt after them, and, but for this circumstance,

would readily find them. Their claws have, within, a thick

bail, covered with small feathers, to enable them to endure

the cold, and, as their toes are not divided the whole way

up, they are capable of swimming. Here are also snipes,

and some small singing-birds; and among the birds of

prey are the great dark-brown eagle, grey and spotted

falcons, white owls, and ravens.

The cider-duck is, on account of its down, a profitable

article of commerce. Its flesh is eaten by the Green-

landers, and of its skin they make their warmest under-

garments. This fowl is, however, most valued for its

down, which is found in great quantities, when stripped

of its coarse feathers. As the down, when stripped from

llie dead bird, is apt to heat by lying, and will not distend

itself properly, they contrive to procure it from the fowl

whilst living: for this purpose, they visit the nests, which

the tender mother lines with this soft substance, either

dropped or plucked from her body, to prepare a warm

bed for her callow brood.

In treating of Greenland, it is indispensably necessary

to five some account of the whale and its fishery, which

annually employs so many ships of different nations, and

that in a compass of two degrees, from the Seventy-

seventh to tlie seventy-ninth. These ships sometimes catch

from one thousand eight hundred to two thousand whales

in die space of two months.

The Greenland whale is described, in Marten's Voyage

to Spitz berg, and Zordrager's Greenland Fisheri/, to be

from fifty to eighty feet long. The head is a third part
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of the length of the whole body ; it has only two fins, on

each side of the head, from five to eight feet long, bu

with these it rows along very fast. Its tail is six or eight
*

yards broad, and, turning up at both ends in a curve, it is

enabled with it to dash the strongest boat in pieces ; it is,

however, a timid animal, never commencing an attack,

but retiring at the least alarm. Its skin, above, is com-

monly black and smooth, like velvet, and white under-

neath. On the head is a bunch, where are two nostrils,

through which it breathes, and spouts out the water it

takes in at its mouth, with a noise that can be heard at

three miles distant. Its eyes are placed between its nos

trils and fins, and are not larger than those of an ox. It

has no flaps to its ears, nor any teeth in its mouth, but

contains in its upper-jaw, which is six yards long, those

blades, or whiskers, as they are called, of which whale-

bone is made. There are commonly three hundred and

fifty on each side; but the fifty largest only arc taken.

The tongue consists wholly of soft fat, which will fill from

five to seven large barreU. This fish brings forth its young

full-formed, generally one at a time, but never more than

two, which it suckles: when pursued, it wraps up its

young in its fins, close to its body. Whales have two skins,

the inner an inch thick, the outer one as thin as parch-

ment; under these lies the fat, from six to twelve inches

thick; about the under-lip it is two ftet in thickness. The

entire fat of the whale will, according to the size of the

fish, fill from one hundred to three hundred barrels. Its

flesh is coarse. The bones are hard; full of holes on the

inside, and filled with train-oil.

The taking of whales in the seas of Greenland, among

the fields of ice that have been increasing for ages, is per-

haps one of the boldest enterprises of man. These fields

of ice are frequently more than a mile in length, and up-

wards of one hundred feet in thickness ; and, when they

are put in motion by a storm, nothing can be more terri-

ble: the Dutch had thirteen ships crushed to pieces by

them in one season.

When the seamen see a whale spout, the word is imme-

diately given, a fall ! afall! when every one hastens from

the ship to his boat ; six or eight men being appointed

to a boat, and four or five boats usually belong to one

vessel.

When they come near the whale, the harpooner strikes

him with a barbed dart, called a harpoon ; and the ani-

mal, finding himself wounded, dives swiftly down into

the deep, and would carry the boat along with him, if they

did not give him line fast enough. To prevent the wood

of the boat taking fire, by the violent friction or the rope

on the side of it, some person wets it constantly with a

mop. After the whale has run some hundred fathoms

deep, he is forced to come up for air, when he makes such

a terrible noise with his spouting, that some have com-
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pared it to the firing of cannon. An soon a« lie appears
ou the surface of the water, some of tlie harpooners fix

another harpoon in him, upon which he plunges again into

the deep. When he comes up a second time, they pierce
him with spears in the vital parts, till he spouts out streams
of blood, instead of water, beating the waves with his tail

and fins till the sea is ail in a foam, the boats continuing
to follow him some leagues, till he has lost his strength;

and when he is dying he turns himself upon his back, and
is drawn on shore, or to the ship, if they be at a distance

from the land. There they cut him in pieces, and, bv
boiling the blubber, extract the oil, if they have conv&
niences on shore; otherwise they barrel up the pieces,

and bring them home. Every fish is computed to yield

Oetween sixty and a hundred barrels of oil.

In these seas there are five or six species of seals ; some
two and some three yards in length. They, in general,

yield a great quantity of blubber; and the train that drops
from ihem is not more rancid than stale oil of olives : with
their skins the Greenlanders frequently make waistcoats.

They cannot easily be caught by a single person ; but, as they
are animals of passage, retiring from Greenland in March,
to cast their young, and returning in June, like a Hock of

,

sheep, the seal-hunters endeavour, on their rt- turn, to sur-

round them on the ice, where they often lie sleeping in

herds. They first frighten them by shouting, which occa-
ions them to stretch out their necks, and yell, at which
time the catchers take the opportunity to stun them, by
giving them a violent blow on their noses ; after which
they kill and skin them.

To the Greenlanders the seal-fishery is of the greatest

importance. Seals' flesh, with that of the rein-deer, is

their most delicious and substantial food : the fat supplies
their lamps and fires with oil, softens their dry food, and,
by barter, furnishes them with all the necessaries of life.

Of the fibres of seals' sinews, they make thread; the
transparent skins of the entrails serve them for windows,
curtains for their tents, shirts, &c.; and of the maw ihey
make train bottles. When there is a scarcity of iron, they
make instruments and tools of their bones : their blood,
with other ingredients, they convert into soups ; and make
their clothes, bedding, and boats, of their skins. Catch-
ing seals, therefore, is the great end of Greenland edu-
cation

; to which the children are trained from their infancy,
and by which they obtain a subsistence.

In this fishery they use two kinds of boats ; a large one
and a small one. The large one they call umiak, or the
woman's boat ; and the small one, kaiak. The woman's
boat is fr.".,« thirty-six to fifty-fuur feet long, four or five

wide, and three deep; the other about seventy-two feet
long, eighteen inches broad, and barely twelve inches deep

;

they are flat-bottomed, widest in the middle, go off' sharp
af each end, and are covered with seal-skin. The large
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boats are open at the top, and are generally rowed by
Jour women; one steering with an oar behind. I,, the
fore-part is a mast, with a sail, six feet high, and nine feet
wide.

Customs, Maimers, Sfc] The Greenlanders arc of low
stature, not exceeding five feet in height; but they u,e
well shaped, and proportionate in their limbs. Tlair
faces are generally broad and flat, with high cheek-bmus
but their cheeks are round and plump. Their eyes an'
small and black, but without any animation, and their noses
project but little from their faces ; their bodies are «f a
dark grey, but their faces are of an olive-colour. As their
children are born white, this tinge may proceed in pan
from their filthiness

; for they are continually handling train-
oil and grease, sitting in the smoke, and seldom" wash
themselves

:
their food also may contribute to the same

end; for their breath smells like train-oil, and their hands
feel clammy. But there are a few whose complexions
are fairer, and who might pass undistinguished amon<r i|,e

natives of Switzerland. The hair on their heads is''uni.
versally long and black; but the men have seldom any
beard, as they take great pains to pluck it out. Their
hands and feet are small and soft, but their head and limbs
are large. They have high breasts and broad shoulders
especially the women, who accustom themselves to carry
heavy burdens, and, being corpulent, can endure the cold,
with bare heads and necks, and very thin clothing. They
are very light and active, do not want strength," and can
endure great fatigue. They are of a phlegmatic nature,
but good-humoured, sociable, and far from covetous : bein.^
so little concerned for the future, as not to hoard up any
thing.

'

The pacific disposition of these people is much to be
admired. As several families live in one house, if any
one conceives himself injured, he removes to another ha-
bitation, and that without a murmur. They cheerfnily
assist each other, and live, in some measure, in common,
yet without any one relying on the labour of a«other. If
a man return home with provision in the evening, he di-

vides it with the families under the same roof; but, poor
as they may be, not one presumes to ask for any thing;
nor, indeed, is it necessary in a country where such hos-
pitality is practised.

Their clothes are made of skins of rein-deer, seals, and
birds. Their outer garment has some resemblance to a
waggoner's frock, and they put it on by drawing it over
their heads, like a shirt ; at the top of it is a hood, which
they can occasionally pull up over their heads. Their
undergarment is a kind of shirt, made of the skins of
birds, with the feathers inwards. Some of them make
their upper-garment of cloth, or cotton. Their breeches
are of seal's skin, very short above and below; their

stockings are made of the skin of a seal's feetus, taken

GREENLAf
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out of the body of the dniii ; and their slioes are of smooth

black leather, tied witii a thong on the instep. The

soles of their shoes stand out, bending upwards, botli

before and behind, two inches brood, but they have no

heels. Tiic rich natives \T«ar woollen stockings, breeches,

and caps ; and, when tliey make a voyage, cover themselves

with a black smooth seal's hide, as a great coat. The

dress of the women is much the same, only their jackets

have higher shoulders, and a higher hood, and are not cut

round at the bottom, like the men's, but, from the thigh,

drop in a point before and behind, below the knee, and

are bordered with red cloth. The women also wear short

drawers, and a kind of high shoes, of white or red leather,

the seam of which is before, and ornamented. Mothers

and nurses wear an upper-garment, wide in the back, with

a pocket in the shoulders large enough to hold a child,

which is left there naked, and is no otherwise taken care

of. They are very careful of their best clothes, but their

ordinary garments drip with grease, and their heads swarm

with vermin, which they are said to kill between their

teeth.

The men wear their hair cut short in the poll, and

squared off on their foreheads ; but, as it is a reproach

tJ a woman to cut her hair, except in cases of deep mourn-

ing, or when they resolve never to marry, they tie it up

to the top of their heads, so as to ornament their crowns,

binding it with glass-beads, or some gay bandage. The

same kind of ornaments they wear round their arms and

necks, and in their ears, and round the borders of their

clothes and shoes: but such as wish to be admired draw

threads, blacked with soot, under their chins, cheeks, hands,

and feet, which leave a black mark behind, somewhat re-

sembling a beard.

The habitations of the Grecnlanders are huts in winter,

and tents in summer. The former, which are built with

stones and sods, are generally erected on some eminence

near the sea, in order that the snow may run from them.

They are seldom more than about four yards broad, and

from eight to twenty-four yards in length, according to the

size of the family, and just high enough for a person to

stand upright in. They have neither door nor chimney,

but the deficiency is supplied by a passage, five or six yards

long, by which they can pass through the middle of the

hut ; the roof of the passage is 5(> low, that they are

obliged to creep in almost on their hands and feet. This

long entrance excludes the wind and cold, and lets out

the thick air, for, as they burn only oil within, they have

110 smoke. The inside* of the walls are hung with old

skins, and the roofs covered with the same. From the

middle of the hut to the back wall, there is a raised broad

bench, made of wood, and covered with skins, and this

is divided by skins, stretched from the posts that support

the roof, into apaitmcnts, like horse-stalls, in each of
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which a family lives, so that houses contain from three

to ten families, some more, and some less. On these

benches they sit in the day-time, the men with their legs

hanging down, the women behind, cross-legged, and in

the night they sleep on thom. Along the front wall, op-

posite to this wall, are several square windows, made
of seals' entrails and halibuts' maws, and icwcd so neatly

as to keep out the weather, and yet admit the light. A
bench runs along the whole length of the house, under the

windows, where strangers tit or sleep. By every post in

a fire-place. A block of wood is laid upon the ground,

and upon that a flat stone ; on the stone, a low three-

legged stool, and on that stool a lamp, rcdembling a half

moon, hewn out of marble ; it stands in an oval wooden
bowl, placed under the lamp, to receive the waste oil.

In this lamp, filled with seal-oil, they lay some moss,

rubbed fine, which burns so bright, and gives such a heat,

as not only lights, but warms the apartment. Over this

lamp hangs a marble kettle, by four strings, fastened to

the roof, in which they boil their meat ; and over this is

placed a wooden^ rack, on which they lay their clothes

and boots to dry. At the outside of these mansions they

have little store-houses, where they lay up their provision,

and close by are their boats, drawn on the land, and laid

with their bottoms upwards, to preserve them.

Their cookery, like their persons, is marked by filthi-

ncss ; as they seldom wash their kettles, but leave them

to the dogs to clean. Their broth they eat with bone-

spoons, from a wooden dish, but their meat they eat with

their fingers, and tear with their teeth ; and, when the re-

past is over, scrape their lips with a knife, lick the blade,

and put it in their pockets. When they entertain a stranger,

they first lick the meat he is to cat clean from the scum

it had contracted in the kettle, and this is to be considered

as a particular mark of attention and respect. They eat

whenever they are hungry, but the evening meal is their

chief repast, when they frequently invite their neighbours,

or send them a part of it. They take no thought for the

morrow, but, when they have plenty, will dance and eat

to excess. But when March comes, and the seals retire,

till May, if bad weather ensue, they are obliged to struggle

with hunger for many days together; and, in fact, they are

sometimes reduced to the necessity of eating muscles, sea-

weed, old tent-skins, 8cc.

Their beverage is clear water, which stands in the house

in a large copper vessel, or in a wooden tub, which is

very neatly made, and ornamented with fish-bones and

rings.

The principal employments of the men are hunting

and fishing; but when they have towed their booty to

land, they trouble themselves no farther about it; nay,

it would be accounted beneath their dignity even to draw

out the fish upon the shore. The women are the butchers

8G
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and cooks, and also are expected to dress the skins, and

make ihoni up into clothes, shoes, and boots. Tlie wo-

men also build and repair the houses and tents, so far as

relates to the masonry, the men doing only the carpenter's

work.

The drecnlanders seldom marry n relation, or any per-

son bred up with them, yet there have been instances of

a man's marrying two sisters, or a modier and the daughter.

Polygamy is allowed among them ; but scarcely one mar-

ritft man in twenty has more than one wife. If a woman
do not breed, she is sometimes put away, and this with

little more ceremony than a sour look, on the part of the

husband, and packing up her clothes, on that of the

wife. When this happens, the woman returns to her own
friends. Where a wife cannot agree with other women in

I
j

the same house, she will elope, especially if she have no

|i son, for sons are the pride of a Greenhuider's heart, his

greatest treasure, and the best security of his property.

The women are not very prolific, having seldom more

than three or four children. Very few die in child-birth,

and a still-born or deformed child is scarcely ever heard

of, though the mother works just before and immediately

after her delivery. Mothers love their children excessively,

and carry them with them, wherever they go, in the pocket

of their outer garment.

• The Greenlanders are unacquainted with salutations and

tokens of respect, and laugh at a man's standing uncovered

Jn presence of his superior; yet the young have a due re-

spect for the aged, and each man entertains a proper re-

gard for the other. Assiduous to please, and cautious

not to displease, they study to avoid every thing that will

create uneasiness. They never contradict or interrupt any

one in his discourse, but one person is suffered to finish

his speech, before another begins. When they make a

visit in their boats, they never fail to take with them a pre-

sent ; if their company be approved, they are welcomed
on the shore with singing, and all hands are ready to draw

the boat upon land. Fvery one is anxious to have the

guest at his house ; but, as the visitor is unwilling to have

it thought that he is come abroad with mercenary views,

he waits in silence till pressed to partake of their hospita-

lity. The men sit among the men, and the women by

themselves. The conversation of the former turns upon

the w eather, hunting, and fishing ; that of the latter, on

the death of their relations, which they close with a ge-

neral howl, and then proceed to divert their guests widi

little entertaining anecdotes. In the mean time the horn

goes round with snuif, and the renaxt ih nrcnared.

Their traffic is very simple. They have no money ; of

course they barter w ith each other for what they want

;

and, as they are as eager for new things as children, they

ajte constantly changing, and often to their disadvantage.

They will give the most useful article in exchange for a
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Uillc that pleases their fancy; and will reject a uscl\il

thhig in exchange for a bauble, if it does not please them.

They seldom cheat one another, but they consider it a

proof of superior adroitness if they can over-reach an

European. They keep a kind of annual fair among them-

soives ; and as the people in the south have no whales,

and those in the north have no wood, the GreenlanderH

coast the country every summer, from two hundred to

four himdred leagues, with new boats and tackling, ex-

changing them for wood, horns of the unicorn-fish, teetli,

whalebone, Sic; part of which they barter on their return.

The sun-feast is a rejoicing at the return of the sun, in

the winter solstice, about the twenty-second of December.

On this occasion, they assemble, all over the country, in

large parties, and treat each other with the greatest hos-

pitality. When they have feasted, they rise up to play

and to dance, but have nothing but water to drink. The

only musical instrument they have is a drum, which the

performer beats witli a stick to common time, skipping

at every stroke, and making antic motions with his head

and his body. This music he accompanies with a song,

in honour of seal-catching, and expresses his joy at the

return of the sun. When one is tired, another begins,

and thus they continue the whole night through ; the next

day they sleep, and in the evening feast, dance, and sitig,

again. This festival generally lasts several days and

nights.

When the moon shines, they amuse themselves by play-

ing at ball, and they have various methods of trying each

other's strength ; such as striking one another on the bare

back, and trying who can bear it the longest ; sitting down,

and linkmg their legs and arms togedier, endeavouring to

out-pull each other ; hooking their lingers together, and

trying their strength by drawing, &c. Dancing assem-

blies are also appointed, at different seasons of the year.

But the most singular custom in Greenland is their

singing and dancing combats, by which they decide their

quarrels. If a man conceives himself injured, he does

not vent his anger in words, nor proceed to any revenge,

but composes a satirical poem : this he rehearses so often,

with singing and dancing, before his family, that they ail

get it by heart. The man publishes his design of fighting

with his antagonist, not with a sword, but a song ; and a

place of meeting is appointed. The party challenged at-

tends at the place, encircled with his friends, when the

challenger begins his song, to the beat of a drum, and

chorussed by his party. In this song he points many mor-

tifying invectives at his adversary. When he has done, the

accused renews his attack, and so on, and he that has the

last word, gains the cause. The body of the people pre-

sent constitute the jury, and bestow the palm of victory,

and the two contending parties become perfectly recon

cJled.
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The Grecnlaiuiers have some traditionary notions of tlic

rrealion, uiiil a future state; but they are so inv..lopea in

idle tales, as to bear very little atlinity to tlie truth. The

Moravian missionaries, however, have taken great panis

to instruct them in the glorious truths of the gospel.

They have no conception of writing, nor can they count

more than twenty ; they contrive to reckon their years by

xvinters, and their days by nights, but when they get be-

yond twenty, they leave off counting. In physic, they

have methods of curing thentselvcs; and in surgery, of

bUeding, selling a fracture, and couching an eye.

When a Greenlander is at the point of death, ihcy

dress him in his best clothes; and, as soon as he expires,

they carry every thing within the house into the air, that

the smell of the corpse may go off: they then silently be-

moan him, for about an hour, and proceed to bury hnn,

which is done usually in some remote place, the nearest

relation carrying the body, which is sewed up in a skin,

and laid on some moss on the ground, and heaped round

and covered with large broad stones, to defend it from the
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birds and foxes. Near the spot they deposit the boat and

tooU of the deceased, and, if a woman, her knife and

sewing implements. After the interment, those who at-

tended the procession retire to the liouse of mourning.

The men sit some time, leaning with their elbows on their

knees, and their heads between their hands, and the women

lie prostrate with their faces on the ground, softly weep-

ing and sobbing. At last the father, son, or nearest re-

lation, repeats a funeral discourse, in praise of the de-

ceased; and, at every period, they utter loud cries and

lamentations.

When the oration is ended, the women continue their

howl in one tremulous tone, the men only sobbing. At

last the viands left by the deceased are spread upon the

floor before the mourners, who eat heartily, and never fail

to repeat their visits daily, whilst there is any thing left.

All condoling visitors afterwards are received by the mis-

tress of the house with expressions to this effect:
—" Him

that you seek you will find no more; alas, you are come

too late
!"

**,]

CHAPTER VJJI.

AMERICAN ISLANDS, OR THE WEST-INDIES.

---^ GENERAL Dl'.SCRIPTION.

JjETWEEN the northern and southern continents of

America lie a multitude of large and fertile islands, deno-

minated the West-Indies, in contradistinction to the islands

of Asia, beyond the Cape of Good Hope, which are called

the East-Indies. Those which are worthy of cultivation

belong to five European powers :—Great Britain, Spain,

France, Holland, and Denmark.

The climate in all these islands is nearly the same, al-

lowing for those differences which are produced by the

various situations and qualities of the lands. As they lie

between the tropics, and the sun goes quite over them,

passing beyond them to tlie north, and never returning

farther from any of them than about thirty degrees to the

south, they are continually subjected to a heat which

would be intolerable, if the trade-wind, rising gradually

as the sun gathers strength, did not blow in upon them

from the sea, and refresh the air in such a manner as to

enable the people to attend to their concerns, even under

the meridian sun. On the other hand, as the night ad-

vances, a breeze begins to blow from the land a& it were

from the centre, towards the sea, to all .points of the

compass at once.

In the same manner, when the sun has made a consi-

derable progress towards the tropic of Cancer, and be-

comes in a degree vertical, it draws after it such a vast

body of clouds as shield the earth from its direct beams

;

and, dissolving into rain, cool the air, and refresh the

country, parched with the long drought, which commonly

continues from the beginning of January to the latter end

of May.

The rains in the West-Indies are by no means so mo-

derate as those in Europe. The former are rather floods

of water, poured from the clouds w ith a prodigious im-

petuosity; the rivers rise in a moment, new rivers and

lakes are formed ; and, in a short time, all the low coun-

try is completely inundated. Hence it is, that the rivers

which have iheir source within the tropics swell and over-

flow their banks at a certain season; but so mistaken

were the ancients in their idea of the torrid zone, that

they imagined it to be dried and scorched up with a con-

tinued and fervent heat; and to be, for that reason, uninha^
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bitable, when, in reality, some of the largest rivers in the
world have their course within its limits, and the moisture
is, in several parts, one of the greatest inconveniences of
the climate.

Tlie rains make the only distinction of seasons in the
West-Indies. The tiees preserve their verdure the whole
year round; they have no cold, frosts, or snows, and but
rarely some hail ; the storms of hail are, however, very
violent, when they happen, and the hailstones very large
and heavy. Whether it be owing to this moisture,
which alone does not seem to.be a sufficient cause, or to
n greater quantity of sulphureous acid, which predomi-
nates in the air of this country, metals of dl kinds, that
are subject to the action of such causes, rust and canker
in a very short time; and this cause, perhaps, as much as
the heat itself, contributes to make the climate of the

West-Indies unfriendly to an European constitution.

' In the rainy season, the inhabitants are assaulted by
hurricanes, the most terrible calamity to which they are
subject from the climate : these destroy, at a stroke, the
labours of many years, annihilate the most exalted hopes
of the planter, and often just at the moment when he
thinks himself out of the reach of injury. A hurricane
is a sudden and violent storm of wind, rain, thunder, and
lightning, attended with a furious swelling of the seas, and
sometimes with an earthquake ; in short, with every cir-

cumstance which the elements can assemble that is terri-

ble and destructive. As the prelude to the ensuing havoc,
whole fields of sugar-canes are whirled into the air, and
scattered ower the face of the country; the strongest trees
of the forest are torn up by the roots, and driven about
like stubble; the windmills are swept away in a moment;
the utensils, the fixtures, the ponderous copper-boilers,'
and stills of several hundred weight, are wrenched from
the ground, and battered to pieces ; the houses afford no
protection; the roofs are torn off at one blast; whilst the
rain, which in an hour rises to the height of five feet
rushes in upon them with irresistible violence.

The grand staple commodity of the West-Indies is

sugar; an article which was not at all known to the
Greeks and Romans, though it was made at a very early
period in China, whence we had the first knowledge of it

;

but the Portuguese were the first who cultivated it in

America, and brought it into request, as one of the ma-
terials of universal luxury in Europe. Writers are not
agreed whether the cane, from which this substance is exr
traded, be a native of America, or brought thither to
their colony of Brazil, by the Portuguese, from India and
the coast of Africa; but, iiowever 'hat may be, in the
beginning they made the most, as they still do the best,
sugars which come to market in this part of the world.
The juice within the sugar-cane is the most lively, least
cloying, sweet in naturtii and, sucked raw, has proved ex-
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tremely nutritive and wholesome. From the mola.^ses, rum
is distilled, and from the ccummings of the sugar an in.
ferior spirit is procured. Rum finds its market in North.
America, where it is consumed by the inhabitants em-
ployed in the African trade, or distributed from thence to
the fisheries of Newfoundland, and other parts, besides
what comes to Great Britain and Ireland, A very great
quantity of molasses is also taken off raw, and carried to
New England to be distilled there. The tops of the
canes, and the leaves which grow upon the joints, make
very good provender for the cattle ; and the refuse of the
cane, after grinding, serves for fuel.

It is computed that, when a plantation is well managed,
the rum and molasses pay the expences, and the sugars
are clear gain. It is true, the expences of a plantation in
the West-Indies are very great, and the profits at the first

view precarious: for the chargeable articles of the wind-
null, the boiling, cooling, and distilling-houses, and the
buying and subsisting of a suitable number of slaves and
cattle, will not suffer any person to begin a sugar-planta-
tion of consequence, not to mention the purchase of the
land, which is very high, under a capital of at least five
thousand pounds. There are, however, no parts of the
world in which great estates are made in so short a time,
from the produce of the earth, as in the West-Indies.
The produce of a few good seasons generally provides
against the ill effects of the worst, as the planter is sure
of a speedy and profitable market for his produce, which
has a readier sale than perhaps any other commodity in
the world.

Large plantations are generally under the care of a
manager, or chief overseer, who has commonly a salary
of one hundred and fifty pounds a year, with overseers
under him, in proportion to the extent of the plantation,
one to abcut thirty negroes, with a salary of about forty
pounds. Such plantations, also, have a surgeon at a fixed

salary, employed to take care of the negroes who belong
to It, But the course which is the least troublesome to the
owner of the estate is, to let the land, with all tiie works,
and the stock of cattle and slaves, to a tenant, who gives
security for the payment (Jf rent, and the keeping up re-
pairs and the stock. The estate is generally estimated to

such a tenant at half the net produce of the best years.

Such tenants, if industrious and frugal men, soon reahze
good estates for themselves.

The negroes in the plantations are subsisted at a very
easy rate. This is generally done by allotting to each fa-

mily of them a small portion of land, and allowing them
two days in the week, Saturday and Sunday, to cultivate

it. Some plante.s, however, find their negroes a certain

portion of Guinea and Indian corn, and to some a salt

herring, or a small portion of bacon or salt-pork, a day.

All the charge consists in a cap, a shirt, a pair of breeches,
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and a blanket ; and the annual profit of their labour is

ten or twelve pounds. The price of male-negroes, upon
their first arrival, is from thirty to thirty-six pounds, wo-

men and grown boys fifty shillings less; but such negro

families as arc acquainted with the business of the islands

generally bring above forty pounds, upon an average, one

with another; and there are instances of a single negro-

man, expert in his business, bringing one hundred and

fifty guineas : the wealth of a planter is generally com-
puted from the number of slaves in his possession.

It has been justly remarked by a modern geographer,

that " to particularise the commodities proper for the

West-India market would be to enumerate all the neces-

saries, conveniences, and luxuries of life ; for they have

nothing of their own but rotton, coffee, tropical fruits,

spices, and the commodities already mentioned. Traders

there make a very large profit upon all they sell ; but from

the numerous shipping constantly arriving from Europe,

and a continual succession of new adventurers, each of

whom carry out more or less as a venture, the West-India

market is frequently overstocked ; money must be raised,

and goods are sometimes sold at prime cost, or under.

But those who can afford to store their goods, and wait

for a better market, acquire fortunes equal to any of the

planters. All kinds of handicraftsmen, especially car-

penters, bricklayers, braziers, and coopers, get very great

encouragement. But it is the misfortune of the West-

Indies, that physicians and surgeons even outdo the

planter and merchant in accumulating riches."

The state of the population in the British West-Indies,

a few years since, was said to be about sixty-five thousand

whites, and four hundred and fifty-five thousand blacks.

There was likewise in each of the islands a considerable

number of mixed blood, and native blacks of free con-

dition. In Jamaica they were reckoned at ten thousand

and four ; and they did not fall short of the same number

in all other islands, collectively taken. The whole of the

inhabitants, therefore, may be properly divided into four

great classes:— 1, European Whites; 2, Creole, or native

Whites ; 3, Creoles of mixed blood, and free native

Blacks; and, 4, Negroes in a state of slavery.

The West-Indian Islands lie in the form of a semicircle,

stretching almost from the coast of Florida, north, to the

River Oroonoko, on the main continent of South-Ame-

rica. Some call them the Caribbees, from the first inha-

bitants; though tlii« is a term that most geographers con-

fine to the Leeward Islands. Sailors distinguish them

into Windward and Leeward Jslauds, with regard to the

usual courses of ships from Old Spain or the Canaries,

to Carthagena or New Spain and Porto Bello. Geogra-

phical tables and maps distinguish them into the Great

and Little Antilles.

A more particular account of the respective islands
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which, unitedly, conttitute the West-Indie.., will be found

in the following sections.

SECTION 7.

JAMAICA.

Discovery, Settlement, ^c] Jamaica, which is the

largest of the British West-Indian Islands, was first dis-

covered by Columbus, in the year 1494, but at that time

he did not attempt to make any settlement there. Some
years after, in his fourth expedition, he was cast ashore

here by a storm ; the loss of his ship* putting; it out of

his power to get away, he implorca the humanity of the

natives, and received from them all the help of a natural

compassion ; but these people, who planted only for their

cwn necessities, were soon tired with maintaining strangers,

who exposed them to the risk of a famine, and, therefore,

gradually removed themselves from the neighbourhood.

The Spaniards no longer kept any measures with the In-

dians, and soon grew so mutinous as to take up arms

against their commander. Columbus, forced to yield to

their menaces, to extricate himself from a desperate situ-

ation, took advantage of one of those appearances of na-

ture, where a man of genius sometimes finds a resource

pardonable through necessity. His astronomical know
ledge informed him, that there would soon be an eclipse

of the moon, and he desired all the caciques to assemble

together, to hear from him some things very important to

their safety. When he was in the midst of ihem, after

having reproached them for their cruelty towards himself

and his companions, " To punish you for it," said he,

with an air of great importance, " the God whom I

adore is going to inflict on you one of his most terrible

strokes : this evening you will see the moon redden, grow
dark, -nd refuse you light. This is only the prelude of your

misfortunes, if you persist in refusing to give me provisions."

Columbus had hardly ceased speaking, when his predie-

tion was accomplished : the fright was general among the

savages : they thought they were going to be destroyed,

begged for mercy, and promised every thing. He then

declared to them, that Heaven, touched with their repent-

ance, liad appeased its wrath, and that nature was about

to resume its course. After this, provisions were sent

from all parts, and Columbus had every thing he could

wish for till his departure.

The court of Spain had granted the property of Ja-

maica to Columbus, who gave it the preference to all

other parts, on account oi its pupulousness and pleasant

situation. He called it the Sicily of the Indies. Don

Diego, his son, was the first governor of it, witli the title

of Duke de la Vega, from the city of St. Jago de ia Vega,

founded by him, which became its capital. Don Diego

8H
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had caused about an hundred Indians to go over from St.

Domingo, under the conduct of Juan d'Esquimel ; others

soon followed them ; but in a few years after they all de-

serted the island.

The Spaniards had erected several other cities here, but

all their settlements fell to decay as fast as the population

decreased, and as the ravagers were convinced the island

produced no gold, they were soon reduced to that of St.

Jago de la Vega, which then consisted of one thousand

one hundred houses, four churches, and an abbey. The
inhabitants of this city, plunged into that indolence which

follows tyranny after devastation, contented themselves to

live on some plantations, the overplus of which they sold

to the vessels which passed by their coasts. The whole

people of the island, collected into a small territory, which

nourished this useless race, was confined to one thousand

five hundred slaves, commanded by their tyrants ; when
the English, coming at last to attack their capital, made
themselves masters of it, and settled there in 1655.

At first their new colony contained only three thousand

inhabitants, part of the militia that had fought under the

rebellious standard of Oliver Cromwell. They were soon

joined by a number of royalists, who went to America to

meet with some alleviation for their defeat, and to enjoy

the calm of peace. The spirit of division, which had so

long and so cruelly rent the two parties in Europe, fol-

lowed them beyond the seas ; there was enough to renew
in the New World the scenes of horror and bloodshed so

often repealed in the Old. But Admiral Penn and Co-
lonel Venables, after conquering Jamaica, had left the

command to one of the wisest and bravest men, who for-

tunately was the senior officer : it was D'Oyley, a friend

of the Stuarts. Cromwell twice substituted some of his

party in his place, and both times their deaths restored

D'Oyley to the head of affairs. His manner of ruling

was quite military. He had to keep in order and govern

an infant colony entirely composed of soldiers, and to pre-

vent or repel the invasions of the Spaniards, who might

try to recover what they had just lost. But on the resto-

ration of Charles H. a civil government was established

at Jamaica, formed, like those in the other islands, after

the model of the mother-country ; but the first attempts

were confined to compiling, without any methods, some
provisional regulations for the police, justice, and finances.

It was not till 1682 that the body of the laws vyas formed
by which the island is at present governed.

After the Restoration, this colony increased so consi-

derably, that it soon contained eighteen thousand persons,

who had little other trade but their depredations on the

Spaniards. Sir Thomas Modiford^ a rich nianter of Bar-
badoes, who came to Jamaica to increase his possessions,

was then governor : he introduced into this island the art

of making sugar, and of planting cocoa-trees, and erected
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salt-works. His a'ention to encourage culture and indus-

try could not make the people of Jamaica give up their

maritime expeditions ; adventurers of all kinds increased

the crowd of these romantic pirates, known by the name
of free-booters and buccaneers : they infested the whole
West-Indian Sea, and laid waste all the coasts of the

New Worid. The plunder of Mexico and Peru was
always carried to Jamaica, both by the natives and
straitgers : they found in this island a greater degree of
case, and received more protection and liberty than else-

where, both to disembark and to spend, at their own
pleasure, the booty they had acquired in their courses.

There the extravagance of their debaucheries soon plunged
them into distress ; and this made them fly to new com-
bats and to new prey. Then the colony profited by their

continual changes of fortune, and enriched itself by the

vices which were the origin and ruin of their treasures

:

and when this lawless race was destroyed by its own acti-

vity, these same treasures became the basis o.' a new opu-

lence, by the help they offered to increase the plantations

and productions, or to open a contraband trade with the

Spaniards. It is, indeed, evident that England owes the

possession of Jamaica, as well as the means which de-

termined the grandeur of its settlement, to the Buccaneers.

Situation, Extent, Sfc] This island lies between seventy-

five and seventy-nine degrees of west longitude from

London, and between seventeen and eighteen degrees of

north latitude. From the east and west it is about one
hundred and seventy British miles in length, and in the

middle about sixty in breadth, growing less towards each

end, in the form of an egg. It lies nearly four thousand

five hundred miles south-west of England.

. The large islands of Cuba and St. Domingo defend it

from the winds which desolate the Atlantic, whilst the

number and disposition of its harbours put it iu a condi-

tion to carry on a considerable trade with either these and
the other islands of the West-Indian Sea, or with the con-

tinent. There are about sixteen principal harbours, be-

sides thirty bays, roads, or good anchoring-places. Though
this situation may expose it to the insults of its too-pow-

erful neighbours, it at the same time facilitates the en-

trance of the succours which the mother-country has at

all times lavished on it.

The longest day in summer is here about thirteen hours,

and the shortest in winter about eleven. The air is, in

most places, excessively hot, and unfavourable to European
constitutions ; but the cool sea-breezes, which set in every

morning at ten o'clock, render the heat more tolerable

;

and the air upon the high grounds is temperate, pure, and
cooling. The scs-brcexe is stronger at some iiines than

at others, and more so near the coast than within land;

whereas it is just the reverse with the land-breeze. Some-
times the sea-breeze blows day and night for a week or

* -•
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two. In December, January, and Ftbruary, tne north

wind blows furiously, checking the growth of the canes,

and ail other vegetables, on the north side of the island

;

but the south side is sheltered from them by the moun-

tains. It lightens almost every night, but without much

thunder, which, when it happens, is very terrible, and roars

with astonishing loudness ; and the lightning, in these vio-

lent storms, frequently does great damage. In February

or March they expect earthquakes, and in May and Oc-

tober the rains are extremely violent, and continue some-

times for a fortnight together.

The dews here are so great within land, that the water

drops from the leaves of the trees in the morning, as if it

had rained ; but there are seldom any fogs, at least in the

plain, or sandy places near the sea.

Mountains, Rivers, and Lakes.l There is a ridge of

hills, called the Blue Mountains, that runs through the

island from east to west ; the tops are covered with differ-

ent kinds of trees, particularly cedar, lignum vite, and

mahogany. Several fine rivers, well stored with fish, and

navigable by canoes, take their rise from these mountains.

A lower ridge runs parallel to the greater, and the valleys

or savannahs are exceeding level, without stones, fit for

pasture, and fruitful, when cleared of wood, especially

on the south side of the island. After the rains, the sa-

vannahs are very pleasant, and produce such quantities of

grass, that the mhabitants are sometimes forced to burn

it ; but, after long droughts, they are quite parched and

burnt up.

Though this island abounds with rivers and lakes, water

is very scarce in some places, and in others so mixed

with sand and sediment, that it is not fit for use till it

has been purified for some days in earthen jars. In the

island are several salt-springs, which form a salt-river, and

several lakes. Near the sea, as well as at Port Royal, the

well-water is brackish and unwholesome. In the moun-;

tains, not far from Spanish Town, is a hot bath, of great

medicinal virtues. It affords relief in the dry cholic, which,

excepting the bilious and yellow fever, is one of the most

terrible distempers uf Jamaica.

The soil is, in general, exceeding fertile, yet it is sup-

posed that not one-fourth of the sugar- ground upon the

island is cultivated. Even the grounds lying near the

rivers and the sea are, in many places, over-run with wood,

insomuch that a planter who has planted three or four

thousand acres, has seldom above five hundred well cul-

tivated.

/ egetable Productions.} This island produces a num-

ber of trees, shrubs, and useful plants, some of them na=

tives of the soil, and o*'-»;rs brought from the other Ame-

rican islands. The principal trees are the cedar ; the cab-

bage-tree, remarkable for the hardness of its wood ; the

palma, affording an oil much esteemed by the savages

;
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the soap-tree, whose berries answer all purposes of waah

ing; the mangrove and olive-bark, useful to tanners; ana

the fustic and red-wood, used in dying. The indigo-

plant was formerly much cultivated ; and the cotton-tree

is still so. No sort of European grain grows here; but

they have maize or Indian-corn, Guinea-corn, peas of va-

rious kinds, and a variety of edible roots. Among the

fruits of the island are citrons, Seville and China oranges,

common and sweet lemons, limes, shadocks, pomegra-

nates, sourtops, papas, pine-apples, custard-apples, star-

apples, prickly pears, allicada pears, melons, pompions,

guavas, and several kinds of berries; also culinary vege-

tables in great plenty. The bread-fruit and other useful

plants have been introduced into this island by the exer-

tions of Sir Joseph Banks. Here are, likewise, various

sorts of medicinal drugs, such as the guaiacuni, China-root,

sarsaparella, cassia, vanilla, aloes, and the wild cinnamon-'

tree, which is esteemed an excellent antidote against fla*

tulency and indigestion.

The most valuable production of this island is sugar

The cane, from which it is extracted, is a kind of reed,

which rises commonly about eight or nine feet, taking in

the leaves growing out of the top ; and the most common
thickness is from two to four inches. It requires a light,

porous, and deep, soil, and is usually cut at the end ot

eighteen months. Within twenty hours after the canes are

cut down, they are broken between two rollers of iron

or copper, which are put in motion by an horizontal wheel,

usually turned by oxen or horses.

The juice, with which the inner part of the cane is

filled, is received in a reservoir, whence it is successively

carried to several boilers, to reduce it into crystals. This

liquor is called treacle or molasses. After the draining,

they have muscovado, or rough sugar, which is greasy,

brown, and soft. This sugar does not become white,

shining, and hard, till it is refined, which is generally done

in Europe, though there are two refining-houses at Kings-

ton. The molasses are usually the twelfth part of the

value of the sugar. A great proportion of this article is

consumed in the north of Europe, and in North-America,

where they supply the place of butter and sugar to the

common people. The Americans use them to produce a

fermentation ; and tliey give an agreeable taste to a drink

called pruss, which is nothing more than the infusion of

the bark of a tree. These molasses are likewise prodi-

giously useful, since the secret has been discovered of

converting them, by distillation, into rum. The operation

is performed by mixing one-third of syrup with two thirds

of water. When these two substances have sufficiently

fermented, at the end of twelve or fifteen days, they are

put into a still, where the distillation is carried on with

great facility. The annual exports of Jamaica, in these

several articles, the produce of sugar-canes, are upwards
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of one hundred thousand hogsheads of sugar, between
thirty and forty tliousand puncheons of rum, and three hun-
dred thousand gallons of molasses.

Next to the sugar, the most considerable production of
this island is pimento, great quantities of which are annually
exported. There are several kinds, more or less strong
and acrid. The tree which produces that kind of pimento
known by the name of Jamaica pepper, was not culli-
T«ted in regular plantations till about the year 1668. It
commonly grows on the mountains, and rises above thirty
feet high. It is very straight, and covered with a grey,
close, shining bark. The leaves resemble those of the
laurel; and at the end of the branches grow the flowers,
to which succeed berries, a little larger than those of the
juniper. They are gathered green, and laid to dry in the
»un, where they become brown, and exhale that spicy
smell, which has given to pimento the name of allspice.
To the culture of pimento the people on this island join
that of ginger, which is the root of a small plant, about
eighteen or twenty inches high. This island also produces
some tobacco, but of a coarse kind, and cultivated only
for the sake of the negroes, who are fond of it; together
with cabbages, and a variety of roots, particularly cassava,
yams, and potatoes.

The cattle of this island are very small, and the flesh is
tough and lean. The sheep, however, are superior, and
their flesh is very good; but the wool, which is long and
full of hairs, is of little use. Hogs are very numerous,
and their flesh is sweet and delicate. Horses, asses, and
mules, are plentiful: the former are small and hardy, and,
when well made, fetch a good price. There are various
sorts of fowl, both wild and tame, and more parrots thanm any of the other islands; besides parroquets, humming-
birds, pelicans, snipes, teal, Guinea-hens, geese, ducks,
and turkeys. The bays and rivers contain an abundance
of excellent fish

; but the turtle is the most valuable. The
manati, or sea-cow, which is often taken in calm bays,
IS reckoned by the Indians very good eating. In the moun-
tains are numberless adders and other noxious animals;
and in the fens and marshes the guana and galle«asp; but
these last are not venomous.
The ciror, or chcgoe, is an insect which eats into the

wervous and membranous part of the flesh of the negroes

;

and the white people are sometimes plagued with them!
Ihese insects get into any part of the body, but chiefly
the legs and feet, where they breed in great numbers, and
s Hit themselves up in a bag. • As soon as the person feels
them, which is not, perhaps, till a week after they have
been ni the body, they pick them out xvith a needle, or
the point of a penknife, taking care to destroy the bag
entirely, that none of the breed, which are like nits, may
be left behind, 'i'hese insects sometimes get into the
toes, and devour the flesh to the bone.
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'^''^ administration of public affairs in... - "• r-uiii; anairs inJamaica is by.a governor, who represents the king, aco-n.

cil of twelve, and forty-three representatives of the peonie
The government, next to that of Ireland, is the best in
the king's gift. The established religion here, as well a,
in all the British Islands, is that of the Church of Eng
land

;
but there are no bishops. The Bishop of London's

commissary is the principal ecclesiastic.

Principal Tomis.] Kingston, in the county of Sur-
rey, IS the most considerable town in the island, and at
present, the capital, being the residence of the merchants
and the chief place of trade. It is about a mile and a'

half long, and half a mile broad. All the sUeets, which
are broad and regular, cross each other at right angles.
The Jews, who are very numerous here, have a fine syi
nagogue. This town received considerable damage by a
dreadful hurricane, which happened in the month of Au-
gust, 1781. Many houses were blown down, and num-
bers of vessels, that lay in the harbo-.., as well as at Port-
Royal, were driven ashore, some of which were sunk, and
many others materially damaged. Kingston harbour is one
of the most commodious in America, and so capacious
that one thousand sail of ships may ride in safety.

'

St. Jagg de la Vkga, commonly called Spanish
lown, IS a small city, pleasantly situated in the county
of Middlesex. It is the residence of the governor, and
of the courts of justice, and where the assembly is held
The greater part of the inhabitants are persons of fortune
or rank, which contributes much to its splendour and mag-
nificence. The principal building is the governor's house
which IS one of the most handsome in America. Here
are also a handsome church, a chapel, and a Jewish
synagogue.

PoKT-RoYAL was formerly the capital of Jamaica: it

stood upon the point of a narrow neck of land, which
towards the sea, formed part of the border of a very
fine harbour, of its own name. The conveniency of this
harbour, which was capable of containing one thousand
sail of large vessels, and of such depth as to allow them
to load and unload with the greatest ease, induced the
inhabitants to build their capital on this spot, though the
place was a hot dry sand, and produced none of the tie

cessaries of life, not even fresh water: but the advantage
of Its harbour, and the resort of pirates, made it a place
of great consideration. These pirates, called Buccaneers,
fought with an inconsiderate bravery, and then spent their
fortune in diis capital with an inconsiderate dissipation.
About the beginning of the year 1692, no place, for its

size, could be coinparcd with Port-Royal for trade, wealtli,
and an entire corruption of manners. In the month of
June, however, in the same year, an earthquake, which
shook the whole island to its foundations, totally over-
whelmed this city, so as to leave, in one quarter, not even

r
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die smallest vestige remaining. In two minutes the earth

opened, and swallowed up ninc-tenllis of the houses and

two thousand people. The water gushed out from the

openings of the earth, and threw the people on heaps

;

but some of them had tlie good fortune to catch hold of

beams and rafter? of houses, and were afterwards saved

by boats. Several ships were cast away in the harbour,

and a frigate, which lay in the dock to careen, was cai-

ried over the tops of sinking houses, and did not over-

set, but afforded a retreat to some hundreds of people.

An officer, who was in Uie town at this time, says, the

earth opened and shut very quickly in some places, and

he saw several people sink down to the middle, and others

appeared with their heads just above the ground, and

were squeezed to death. At Savannah, above one thou-

sand acres were sunk, with the houses and people in them

;

the place, appearing for some time like a lake, was after-

wards dried up, but no houses were seen. In some parts

mountains were split ; and at one place a plantation was

removed to the distance of a mile. After some time, the

city was rebuilt ; but, ten years after, it was destroyed by

a great fire. The extraordinary convenience of the har-

bour tempted them to build it once more ; and once

more, in 1 72C, it was laid in ruins by a hurricane, the

most terrible on record. The same fate attended it in

1774, by another hurricane, and as above. Such repeated

calamities seemed to mark out this place as a devoted spot;

the inhabitants, therefore, resolved to forsake it for ever,

and to reside at the opposite bay, where they built

Kingston.

Commerce and Population,'] The whole commercial

produce of this island may be reduced to these heads

:

First, sugars, of which article was exported to Great Bri-

tain, in 1787, eight hundred and twenty-four thousand

seven hundred and six hundred weight; in 1790, one mil-

lion one hundred and eighty-five thousand five hundred

and nineteen hundred weight. Most of this goes to Lon-

don, Bristol, and Glasgow, and some part of it to North-

America, in return for the beef, pork, cheese, corn, peas,

staves, planks, pitch, and tar, which they have from hence.

Secondly, rum, of which they export about four thousand

puncheons. The rum of this island is generally esteemed

tlie best, and is the most used in Great Britain. Thirdly,

molasses, in which they make a great part of their returns for

New England, where there are vast distilleries. All these

are the produce of the grand staple, the sugar-cane. Ac-

cording to the late testimony of a respectable planter in

Jamaica, that 'sland has two hundred and eighty thou-

sand acres in canes, of which two hundred and ten iliou-

sand are annually cut, and make from sixty-eight to seventy

thousand' tons of sugar, and four millions two hundred

tliousand gallons of rum. Fourthly, cotton, of which

they send out two tiiousand bags. The ini
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much cultivated, is now inconsiderable; but some cocoa

and coffee are exported, with a considerable quantity of

pepper, ginger, drugs for dyers and apothecaries, sweet-

meats, mahogany, and manchineel-planks. But some of

ihe most considerable articlea of their trade are with tiie

SpanisJj continent of New Spain and Terra Firma ; for in

the former they cut great quantities of logwood, and both

in the former and latter they carry on a vast and pro-

fitable trade in all kinds of European goods : and, even

in time of war with Spain, this trade between Jamaica

and the Spanish main goes on ; which it will be impos-

sible for Spain to stop, whilst it is so profitable to the

British merchant, and whilst the Spanish officers, from

the highest to the lowest, show so greai a respect to pre-

sents properly made. Upon the whole, many of tiie people

of Jamaica, whilst they appear to live in such a state of

luxury, as, in most other places, leads to beggary, acquire

great fortunes, in a manner instantly. Their equipages,

their clothes, their furniture, their tables, all bear the

tokens of the greatest wealth and profusion imaginable.

This obliges all the treasures they receive to make but a

very short stay, being hardly more than sufficient to an-

swer the calls of their necessity and luxury on Europe.

In the beginning' of the present century, it was com-,

puted that the number of whites in Jamaica amounted to

sixty thousand, and that of the negroes to one hundred and

twenty thousand. At present, the inhabitants are stated

at thirty thousand whites, ten thousand freed negroes and

people of colour, and two hundred and fifty thousand ne-

gro-slaves. The militia is computed at eight thousand men.

The decrease of inhabitants, as well as the decline of

commerce, arise from the difficulties to which their trade

is exposed, of which they have often complained to the

court of Great Britain : these are, their having been of late

deprived of the most beneficial part of their trade, the

carrying of negroes and dry goods to the Spanish coast

;

the low value of their produce, which they ascribe to the

great improvements the French make in their sugar-co-

lonies, who are enabled to undersell them by the lowness

of their duties ; and the trade carried on from Ireland and

the northern colonies to the French and Dutch islands,

where they pay no duties, and are supplied with goods at

an easier rate. Some of these complaints, which equally

affect the other islands, have been heard, and some re-

medies applied, but many yet remain unredressed.

The current coin of the island is Spanish. There is

hardly any place where silver is more plentiful, or has a

quicker circulation.

Inhabitants, Customs, ^famlerr,, Sec] Tlse inhabitants

of Jamaica consist of English, or persons of English ex-

traction, born on the island, Indians, Negroes, Mulattoes,

_ ._ and their descendants. The better sort of the English,

idigo, formerly | on Sundays or particular days, appear very gay; at •.j..her
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times they generally wear thread stockings, linen drawers,
a Holland cap, and a hat upon it. Men-servants wear a
coarse linen frock, with buttons at the neck and hands,
long trowsers of the same, and a check shirt. The ne
groes, except those who are immediately employed in do-
mestic services, go naked. The morning habit of the

ladies is a loose night-gown, carelessly wrapped about
them. Before dinner they put off their dishabille, and
appear with a good grace, in all the advantages of a rich
and becoming dress. There is no country in the world
wliere luxury is carried to a higher pitch tlian i» this island.

The common b'jverage of persona in affluent circum-
stances is Madeira wine mixed with water, sherbet, or
weak punch. Ale, London porter, and claret, are extra-

vagantly dear; but the general drink, especially among
those of inferior rank, is rum-punch, which they call ki/l-

devil, because, being frequently drunk to excess, it heats
the blood, and brings on fevers, which sends numbers of
people to an untimely grave, especially those who are just
come to the island, which is the reason that so many die
very soon after their arrival.

Learning is here at a very low ebb. 'Dicre are, indeed,
some persons well versed in literature, and who send their

children to Great Britain to be educated ; but the majo-
rity of the inhabitants take little care to improve their

minds, being generally engaged in trade or dissipation.

The former hardships of the negroes were truly pitiable

;

and the ill-treatment they received so shortened their lives,

that, instead of increasing by the course of nature, many
thousands were annually imported to the West-Indies, to

supply the place of those who died. Some of the negroes,

however, who are in the possession of gentlemen of hu-
manity, find their situations more easy and comfortable.

They believe every negro returns to his native country
after death. This thought is so agreeable, that it cheers

the poor creatures, and renders the burthen of life easy,

which would otherwise, to many of them, be quite into-

lerable. They look on death as a blessing, and it is sur-

prising to see with what courage and intrepidity some of
them meet it: they are quite transported to think their

slavery is near at an end, that they shall revisit their na-
tive shore, and see their old friends and acquaintance.

When a negro is at the point of death, his fellow-slaves

kiss him, wish him a pleasant journey, and send their re-

spects to their relatives in Guinea. They make no lamen-
tations, but inter the deceased with the liveliest emotions
of joy, fully believing that he has returned to his native

country.

SECTION II.

BARBADOES.
Situation, Climate, Sfc] Barbadoes is the most consi-

derable of all the British sugar-islands, next to Jamaica:

[part 111.

it lies between fifty-nine degrees fifty minutes and sixty
degrees two minutes of west longitude, and between twelve
degrees fifty-six minutes and thirteen degrees sixteen
minutes of north latitude; extending twenty-one miles
from north to south, and fourteen from east to west. Tlie
climate is hot, especially for eight months in the year, but
not unwholesome; for though there are no hnd-bre'ezes
there are others arising from the sea, which increase as
the sun advances to, and decrease as it declines from, the
meridian. A temperate regimen renders it as safe to live
in as any climate in Europe, south of Great Britain. The
days are very neaily equal, the sun rising and setting about
six o'clock all the year round.

The following remarks of Dr. Pinckard, describe some
pheenomena of the climate.

" The beautiful appearance of the iris, resting in a
number of small circles upon the surface of the ocean
frequently attracted our notice. These were only seen
near the ship, and it will occur to you, that they arose
from the minute particles of water, beat off by the vessel,
dividing the rays of light, and causing them to fall upon
the sea in the form of rich and distinct rainbows. They
are often extremely brilliant, and are seen, as it were
lying in numbers upon the water. The very beautiful
rising and setting of the sun and moon, were the frequent
and admired subjects of our contemplation. Viewed from
a West-India sea, the surface of these orbs does not ap-
pear, like a mere plane fixed in the heavens, as in Europe,
but their convexity and globular form are seen very dis-
tinctly. When rising, they appear as detached globes
protruding from the deep; at setting they rfesemble dis-
tmct spheres sinking, or rather dropping, divested of their
rays, into the ocean.

" The moon is brighter than in England, and reflects a
clearer light. When only a few days old, the whole orb
IS visible, not decked in uniform brightness, as when it

is at the full, but with the great body in shade, while the
horned edge alone is dressed in silver. The appearance
of the western sky was likewise an object of novelty to
us. By day the whole canopy is one fine azure expanse,
bright and unclouded ; but, at evening, dark mountainous
clouds accumulate, and, gathering into deep heavy masses,
impend in awful majesty of form over the horizon."

Face of the Country, Natural Curiosities, 4c.] This
island is, in general, a plain level country, with some
small hills. The woods have been all cut down to make
room for the plantations of sugar-canes, which now occupy
the greatest part of the island, and render it a most va-
luable possession to Great Britain. The soil is various,

being in some places sandy and light, in others rich, and
in others spongy ; but all of them are cultivated accord-
ing to their several qualities. There aie, likewise, two
streams that are called rivers, on each side, with wells of
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good water all over it, and large ponds or reservoirs for

rain-water.

Dr. Pinckard gives the following account of a natural

curiosity in Barbadoes :

—

" The cool shelter of the forest was derived from the

mountain-cabbage, from large cedars, and from others of

the oldest and fniest trees of the island. Amidst these

shades we descended to a narrow gulley, between two

mountains, to see one of the reported phenomena of IJar-

badoes, ' a boiling spring.' On approaching the spot,

we came to a small hut, inavhich was living an old black

woman, who employed herself as a guide to exhibit, under

a kind of necromantic process, all the details of this boil-

ing and burning fountain. The old dame, bearing in her

hand a lighted taper, and taking with her an empty cala-

bash, and all the other necessary apparatus of her office,

led the way from the hut down to the spring. In a still

and most secluded situation, we came to a hole, or small

pit, filled with water, which was bubbling uj), in boiling

motion, and pouring from its receptacle down a narrow

channel of the gully. Here our sable sorceress, in all

the silence and solemnity of magic, placing the light at

her side, fell down upon her knees, and, with her calabash,

emptied all the water out of the hole, then, immersing

the taper in the deep void, she suddenly set the whole pit

in a flame, when she instantly jumped upon her legs, and

looked significantly round, as if anxious to catch the sur-

prise expressed upon our countenances from the workings

of her witchcraft. The taper being removed, the empty

space continued to burn with a soft lambent flame, with-

out the appearance of any thing to support the combus-

tion. We observed fresh-water slowly distilling into the

pit from the earth at its sides, and dropping to the bot-

tom ; and as this increased in quantity, it raised the flame

higher and higher in the pit, supporting it upon its sur-

face, and conveying the appearance of the water itself

being on fire, although it was very clear and pure, and

not spread with any oily or bituminous matter. When the

water had risen to a certain height, the flame became feeble,

then gradually declined, and presently was extinct. The

water was now seen to boil and bubble as before, and,

soon overflowing the pit, resumed its course, down the

narrow channel of the gully, and all was restored to the

state in which we had found it.

" You will, before this," ;.ays Dr. P. " have discovered

that the water was cold, and that the boiling and burning of

this fiery deep was only the effect of inflammable gas,

which, escaping from the bowels of the earth, and rising

from the bottom of the pit, supported the flame when it

was empty, and, bubbling through it, when it was filled

with water, gave it the appearance of a boiling spring.

During the con»bustion, the smell of the inflammable air

was very pow erful. In the stones and soil, in the very rocks
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and roads, we traced the ori'gi^ of this phenomenon of

nature. Asphaltic productions abounded in every quarter;

and, upon inquiry, we found that we were in the very part

of the country which produces the celebrated Barbadoes

tar, the smell of which suluted us as we rode along; and

we, even saw it distilling from the hills of hardened clay,

and likewise issuing from the rocks at the sides of the

load. The argillaceous soil of this neighbourhood is every

where strongly impregnated with bitumen, in which you

will readily perceive the origin of the boiling, or inflam-

mable spring."

Vegetable and Animal Productions.'] The fruits here

are various and very plentiful, particularly pine-apples,

guavas, plantains, oranges, lemons, citrons, limes, tama-

rinds, mangroves, ' cedars, prickly-apples, pomegranates,

papays, custard-apples, figs, bullace, cocoa, and cocoa-

nuts. Indian corn can be imported from North-America

cheaper than it can be sold when growing upon the

island. There are great quantities of hogs, also oxen,

cows, horses, asses, goats, monkeys, and racoons, with

a few sheep and rabbits.

The wild fowl are teals, curlews, plovers, snipes, wild

pigeons, wild ducks, and a kind of bird called a man-of-

war. The tame pigeons, pullets, ducks, and poultry of

ail kinds, that are bred in Barbadoes, have a fine flavour,

and are accounted more delicious than those of Europe.

Insects are very numerous here, but they are not ve-

nomous, nor do either the snakes or scorpions ever sting.

The surrounding sea abounds with fish, some of which

are almost peculiar to itself, as parrot-fish, snappers, grey

cavellos, tarbums, &c. The mullets, lobsters, and crabs,

are excellent, and the green turtle are caught here in vast

quantities.

This island abounds with land-crabs, of which a re-

ipectable writer has given the following interesting ac-

count :

—

" These creatures are of various sizes, the largest about

six inches wide : they walk sideways, like the sea-crab, and

are shaped like them ; but they difter considerably in co-

lour; some being black, some yellow, some red, and

others variegated with red, white, and yellow, mixed. Some

of these are poisonous, and several people have died by

eating them, particularly the black kind. The light co-

loured are reckoned best ; and when full of flesh are very

well tasted

" These animals live not only in a kind of orderly so-

ciety in their retreats among the mountains, but regularly

once a year march down to the sea-side, in a body of

gon,e millions at a time. As they multiply in great num-

bers, they choose the month of April or May to begin

their expedition; and then sally out by thousands from

the stumps of hollow trees, from tlie clefts of rocks, and

from the hoics which they dig for themselves under the
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surface of the earth. At that time the whole ground in

covered with this band of adventurers, insomuch thnt a

person cannot set down his foot without treading upon
iliem. The seo is their place of destination, and to that

they direct their march with the utmost precision. No
geometrician could send them to their destined station by
a shorter course, for they neither turn to the right nor left,

whatever obstacles may intervene ; and, even if iliey meet
with a house, they will attempt to scale the wall.s, to ktiop

the unbroken tenor of their way. Hut, though this be
the general order of their route, they, upon other occiision.i,

are obliged to conform to the face of the country ; and, if

it is intersected with rivei », they are then seen to wind along
the course of the stream.

" The procession sets forward from the mountains w idi

the regularity of au army under an experienced com-
mander. They are commonly divided into three batta-

lions; of which the first consists of the strongest and
boldest males, who, like pioneers, march forward to clear
the route, and face the greatest dangers. They are often
obliged to halt for want of rain, and to go into the most
convenient encampment till tiie weather changes. The
main body of the army it composed of females, which
never leave the moimtains till the rain is set in for some
time, and then descend in regular battalia, being formed
into columns of fifty paces broad, and three miles deep,
and so close that they almost cover the ground. The rear-

guard follows three or four days after ; a straggling undis-
ciplined tribe, consisting of males and females, but not
so vigorous as the former. The night is their chief time
of proceeding; but, if it rain by day, they do not fail to

profit by the occasion ; and they continue to move for-

ward in their slow uniform manner. When the sun shines
hot upon the surface of the ground, they make a general
halt, and wait till the cool of the evening. When terri-

fied, they march back, in a confused disorderly manner,
holding up their nippers, with which they sometimes tear
oflf a piece of the skin, and then leave the weapon where
they inflicted the wound. They even try to intimidate their

enemies
; for they often clatter their nippers together, as

if to threaten those who disturb them. But, though they
thus strive to be formidable to man, they are much more
so to each other ; for they are possessed of one most un-
social property, which is, that if any of them by accident
is maimed in such a manner as to be incapable of pro-
ceeding, the rest fall upon and devour it on the spot, and
then pursue their journey.

" When, after a fatiguing march, and escaping a thou-
sand dangers, (for they are sometimes three weeks in net-

ting to the shore,) the- have arrived at their destined port,
they prepare to cast » . spawn. Tl>ey have no sooner
reached the shore, than they go to the edge of the water,
and let the waves wash over their bodies two or three
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times. This seems only a preparation for bringing i|,e

spawn to maturity ; for, without farther delay, tlioy niil,.

draw to seek a lodging upon land. In the mean time, the
spawn grows laiger, is excluded out of the body, and
slicks to the barbs under the tail. This bunch is seen as

big as a hen's egg, and exactly resembles the rocs of lui.
rings. In this state, they once more seek the shore, and,
shaking off their spawn into the water, leave accident to

bring it to maturity. At this time whole siioals of huiigiy
lish are at the shore, iii expectation of this annual supply';

the sea to a great distance is black with them; and about
two-thirds of the crabs' eggs are immediately devoured by
these rapacious invaders. The eggs that escape are

hatched under the sand; and, soon after, millions of
little crabs are seen quitting the shore, and slowly travel-

ling up to the moimtains. Tiie old ones, however, are

not so active to return ; they have become so feeble and
lean that they can hardly creep along, and their flesh at

this time changes its colour. Most of them, therefore

are ol)Iiged to continue in the flat parts of the country
till they recover, niaking holes in the earth, which they

cover at the month with leaves and dirt, that no air may
enter. There they throw off their old shells, which they
leave quite whole; tlie place where they opened on the
belly being unseen. At that time they are quite naked,
and almost without motion for six days together, when they
become so fat as to be delicious food. They have then
under their stomachs four large white stones,which gradually
decrease in proportion as the shell hardens, and, when they
come to perfection, are not to be found. It is at this time
that the animals are seen slowly making their way back •

which is commonly performed in six weeks.
" When possessed of its retreats in the mountains, the

land-crab is impregnable ; for, only subsisting upon ve-

getables, it seldom ventures out; and its lubitation being
in the most inaccessible places, it remains for a great pan
of the season in perfect security. It is only when im-

pelled by the desire of bringing forth its young, and when
forced to descend into the flat country, that it is taken

At that time the natives wait for their descent in eager ex-

pectation, and destroy thousands ; but, disregarding theii

bodies, they only seek for that small spawn which lies oi

each side of the stomach within the shell, of about tin

thickness of a man's thumb. They are much more valu

able ipon their return after they have cast their shells ; for

being covered with a skin resembling soft parchment,
almosi every part except the stomach may be eaten. They
are taken in the holes, by feeling for them with an instru-

ment, and are sought after by night, -,vher. on their journey,

by flambeaux. The instant these animals perceive them-
selves attacked, they throw themselves on their backs, and
witlj their claws pinch most terribly whatever they hap-

pen to fasten on. But the dexterous crab-catcher takes
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flicm by the hinder legs in such n manner that tlic nippers

cannot touch him, an.! thus lie tlirow* theni into his bag.

Sometimes also they are c .glit wlien ihcy take refuge in

the bottoms of holes in ro ;ks by the sea-side, by covcr-

nig the moull) of the hole to prevent their getting out,

and lh»"ii stoon after, the tide enters the hole, and the ani-

mal is found, upon its ebbing, drowned in its retreat."

Chief Town.] I5HiD(i'.-'l own, the capital of Barba-

does, is situated on Carlisle- Hay, in the south-west part

of the island, and has the best, or ratlu r the only, harbour

in it. It is reckoned the finest and largest town in all

the (Jaribbee Islands, if not in all tlie Brilisli Wesl-Iiulian

colonies. It takes its name from a bridge in the east part

of it, erected over the waters that come from the neigh-

bouring marshes; but a dreadful fire, which happened

some years ago, destroyed a great part of it. It is the

seat of the governor, council, and assembly, and also of

the court of chancery. The governor's house is about a

mile out of the town, which is not reckoned very healthy,

on account of the neighbouring marshes. There are several

forts and batteries about the bay. There is a college in the

town, which was founded and liberally endowed by Colonel

Codrington, who was a native of this island.

Mr. M'Kiiinen, in the account of his voyage to the

West-Indies, makes the following remarks on the general

mode of building.

" The most agreeable situations in the country are cer-

tainly those to windward (which is a term universally used

in the West-Indies to denote the east, from whence the

wind generally blows) ; and the spots commonly chosen

for building are those which are highest and most exposed

to the draught of air. Some of the country-houses arc

well contrived for all the purposes of comfort and cool-

ness. But the mode of building generally practised might

be greatly improved upon ; nor should I apprehend one

need go farther for a perfect example than that of the

native Indians, in the construction of their dwellings. I

was shown a model of a house, with all the domestic

conveniences, imported from South America. The sides

represented a wicker-work of bamboo-canes, and the roof

a tight thatch, I believe of palmetto-leaves; thus admit-

ting the breeze horizontally in every direction, and ex-

cluding the rain at top. The beds were a loose elastic

net-work, like the hammocks of the Caribs, who made

them of cotton, and of a texture remarkably neat and dur-

able. The only objection I found to the model of the

house was, that it did not provide against an admission of

rain, or the sun's rays, in an oblique direction (which

might easily be dono by substituting the moveable lattice-

work resembling Venetian blinds, now partially in use);

nor of the damps affecting always the lower parts of the

West-Indian houses, and which ought necessarily to be

constructed of more solid materials."

f]Q yoi I.

Inhabitants.] The inhabitants of Barbadoes, like those

of the other islands, may be divided into three classes, viz.

the masters, the white servants, and the black servants.

The first of these arc either Kngiish, Scotch, or Irish,

with some Dutch, Trench, Portu-;uese, and Jews. Tlie

white servants lead more easy lives than the common day-

labourers in I'-ngland ; and when they come to be over-

seers, their wages, and other allowances, are consid<rable.

Most of the negroes are employed in liie fields ; but some

of them woik in the sugar-mills and storehouses, while

those of both sexes, m ho are most likely, are employed

as housemaids and menial servants. Every negro family

has a cabin, and a small i)iece of ground adjoining to it,

in which the more industrious sort plant potatoes, yams,

and other roots, and rear live-stock, which they are at

liberty to eat, or convert into money for their own use.

They arc fond of rum and tobacco.

The governor of Barbadoes has a considerable salary.

The council consists of twelve members, and the assembly

of twenty-two, chosen yearly, out of the several parishes,

viz. two for each, by a majority of votes. Most of the

civil officers are appointed by the governor, who also col-

lates rectors to the parishes of the island. Their perqui-

sites are very considerable. The church-affairs of Barba-

does arc governed by a surrogate of the bishop's appoint-

ment. There are upon the island some Jews and Quakers,

but very few other dissenters. The inhabitants of this

island support their own military establishment, which is

respectable, with great credit. The island is divided into

five districts In each of the districts are a judge and five

assistants, who hold a court of common pleas every

month, from January to September; and if any difficult

matter arises, it is referred to the arbitration of the governor.

Commerce and Population.] The principal articles of

exportation are aloes, cotton, ginger, sugar, rum, and

molasses, lliose of importation are timber of various

kinds, bread, flour, Indian corn, rice, tobacco, some salt

beef and pork, fish, pulse, and other provisions, from

the northern colonies ; slaves, from the coast of Africa

;

wine, from Madeira, Tercera, and Fial, as also some

brandy; beef and pork, from Ireland; salt, from Cura-

50a; linen of all sorts, broad-cloth, kerseys, silks and

stuffs, red caps, stockings and shoes of all sorts, gloves

and hats, millinery-ware and perriwigs, laces, peas, beans,

oats, strong beer, pale ale, pickles, candles, butter and

cheese, iron-ware for the sugar-works, leaden-ware, pow-

der and shot, brass and copper articles, &c.

In 1786, the number of inhabitants was sixteen thou-

sand one hundred and sixty-seven whites, eight hundred

and eighty-eight free people of colour, and sixty-two

thousand one hundred and sixty-seven negroes; a pro&»

that this island is much upon the decline from its foa»*

state.
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This islQnf]> as well as Jamaica, snfteicd the greatest

calamities hy the drendful hurricane wiiich iiappcned in

the n:oiith of October, 1780. The pinntatioiis were
almost all destroyed, and Hrid;^e-To'.ni was -pq iced to a
mere heap of ruins, scarcely a hi.ildiug in it ocing left

standing. No less than eleven parish-churches, and two
chapels, were levelled with the ground, among which
was the fine church of St. Michael. Tiie streets were
covered with the ruins of the houses; and it was supposed
that no less than three thousand persons perished. The
ships in Carlisle Bay were driven out to sea, and several
of them cast ashore and lost. The damage was so great
throughout the island as not to be estimated; and the
whole formed a scene more melancholy and deplorable
than it is possible for words to describe.

SECTION in.

TRINIDAD.
This island is about ninety British miles in length, by

about thirty in breadth. The climate is excellent, and free
from those hurricanes which are the scourges of the other
American isles. Rains prevail from the middle of May
till the end of October; and there are so many rivers, tliat

the drought of the other part of the year is of no conse-
quence. Sometimes slight earthquakes are felt. In the
interior are four groups of mountains, which, with some
other ridges towards the siiores, are computed at a third
part of the territory; the other two-thirds consist of a very
fertile soil; and on the west is a large harbour, which is

reputed very secure in all seasons.

Dr. Anderson, of St. Vincent's, has given the following
account of a remarkable phenomenon in the Isle of Tri-
nidad: "A most remarkable production of nature," says
he, "is a bituminous lake, or plain, known by the name
of Tar Lake, from its resemblance to, and answering the
purposes of, ship-pitch. It lies in the leeward side of the
island, about half-way from the Bocas to the south end,
where the mangrove-swamps are interrupted by the sand-^
banks and hills, and on a point of land which extends into
the sfa about two miles, exactly opposite to the high
mountains of Paria, on the north side of the gulf.

" The cape, or headland, is about fifty feet above the
level of the sea, and is the greatest elevation of land on
this side of the island. From the sea it appears a mass of
black vitrified rocks ; but, on a close examination, it is

found a composition of bituminous scoria;, vitrified sand,
and earth, cWnted together; in some parts, beds of cin-
ders only are found. In approaching this cape, there is

a strong sulphureous smell, sometimes disagreeable. This
smell is prevalent in many parts of the ground, to the
distance of eight or ten miles from the spot. -

GEOGRAPHY. [p,„,, „,,

" This point of land is about two miles broad, and on
the east and west sides, from the distance of about half
a mile from the sea, falls with a gentle declivity to ii, and
is joined to the main land on the south by the coii'tiim.

ation of the mangrove-swamps, so that the bituminous
plain is on the highest part of it, and only separated from
the sea by a margin of wood which surrounds it, and pre-
vents a distant prospect of it. Its situation is similar to
a savannah, and, like them, it is not seen till treading
upon its verge. Its colour, and even surface, present a"t

first the aspect of a lake of water, but it is possible it

got the appellation of lake when seen in the hot and dry
weather; at which time its surface, to the depth of an
inch, is liquid, and then, from its cohesive quality, it

cannot be walked upon.

" It is of a circular form, about three miles in circum-
ference. At my first approach, it appeared a plain as
smooth as glass, excepting some small clumps of shrubs
and dwarf-trees, that had taken possession of some spots
of It

;
but, when I had proceeded some yards on it, I found

it divided into areolae of different sizes and shapes; the
chasms, or divisions, anastomosed through every part of
it; the surface of the areolae is perfectly horizontal and
smooth; the margins undulated, each undulation enlarged
to the bottom till they join the opposite. On the surface,
the margin or first undulation is distant from the opposite'
from four to six feet, and the same depth before they co-
alesce

;
but, where the angles of the areolaj oppose, the

chasms or ramifications are wider and deeper. When I
was at it, all these chasms were full of water, the whole
forming one true horizontal plane, which rendered my
investigation of it diflicult and tedious, being necessitated
to plunge into the water a great depth, in passing from
one areola to another. The truest idea that can be formed
of its surface will be from the areola; and their ramifica-
tions on the back of a turtle. Its more common consist-
ence and appearance is that of pit-coal, the colour rather
greyer. It breaks into small fragment?, of a cellular ap-
pearance, and glossy, with a number of minute and
shinmg particles interspersed through its substance; it is

very friable, and, when liquid, is of a jet black colour.
Some parts of the surface are covered with a thin and
brittle scoria, a little elevated. As to its depth, I can forr
no idea of it, for in no part could I find a substratum of
any other substance: in some parts I found calcined earth
mixed with it.

" Although I smelled sulphur very strong in passing
over many parts of it, I could discover no appearance of
It, nor any rent or crack through which the ste.ims might
issue

;
probably it was from .'some part of the adjacent

woods; for although sulphur is the basis of this bituminous
matter, yet the smells are very different, and easily dis-
tinguished

; for its smell comes the nearest to that of pitch

I
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of any thing 1 know. 1 could make no impression on its

surface without an axe ; but, at the depth of a foot, 1 found

it a little softer, witli an oily appearance in small shells.

A little of it held to a burning candle makes a hissing or

crackling noise, like nitre, emitting small sparks, with a

vivid tlame, which extinguiiji the mon\en'. the candle is

removed. A piece put in the fire will boil up a long time

without sufiering much diminution; and, after a long

time's severe heat, the surface will burn, and form a thin

scoria, under which the rest remains liquid. Heat seems

not to render it fluid, nor to occupy a larger space than

when cold; from which 1 imagine there is but little alter-

ation on it during the dry months, as the solar rays can-

not Qxert their force above an inch below the surface. 1

was told by one person, that, in the dry season, the whole

was an uniform smooth mass; and, by another, that the

ravins contained water fit for use during the year. But

neither of these assertions can I believe ; for if, according

to the first, it were an homogenous mass, something more

than an external cause must affect it, to give it the present

appearances; nor, without some hidden cause, can the

second be granted. Although the bottoms of these rami-

fied channels admit not of absorption, yet, from their

open exposure, and the black surface of the circumjacent

parts, evaporation must go on amazingly quick, and a

ihort time of dry weather must soon empty thrm; nor,

from the situation and structure of the place, is there a

possibility of supply but from the clouds. To show that

the progress of evaporation is inconceivably quick here,

at the time I visited it, there were, on an average, two-

thirds of the time incessant torrents of rain ; but from the

afternoon being dry, with a gentle breeze, (as is generally

the case during the rainy season in this island,) there evi-

dently was an equilibrium between the rain and the evapo-

ration ; for in the course of three days I saw it twice, and

perceived no alteration on the height of the water, nor

any outlet for it but by evaporation.

" I take this bituminous substance to be the bitumen

asphaltum of Linnaeus. A gentle heat renders it ductile

:

lience, mixed with a little grease or common pitch, it is

much used for the bottoms of ships, for which mtention

it is collected by many ; and I should conceive it a pre-

servative against the borer, so destructive to vessels in tliis

part of the world.

" Besides this place, where it is found in a solid state,

it is ftmnd liquid in many parts of the woods, and at the

distance of twenty miles from this, about two inches thick,

in round holes of three or four inches diameter, and often

in cracks or rents. This is consequently liquid, and

smells stronger of tar than when indurated, and adheres

strongly to any thing it touches : grease is the only thing

that will divest the hands of it.

"The soil, in general, for aome distance round this
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lake, contists of cinders and burr.t earths ; and, where not

so, it is a strong argillaceous soil; the whole cxreedingly

fertile, which is always the case where there arc any sul-

phureous particles in it. livery part of the country, to

the distance of thirty miles round, has every appearance

of being formed by convulsions of nature from subterra-

neous fires. In several parts of the woods are hot springs;

some, which I tried with a well-graduated thermometer of

Fahrenheit, were twenty and twenty-two degrees hotter tlran

the atmosphere at the time of trial. From its position to

them, this part of the island has certainly experienced the

efllects of the volcanic eruptions, which have heaped up

those prodigious masses of mountains that terminate the

province of Paria on the north ; and no doubt there has

been, and still probably is, a coumumication between

them. One of these mountains, opposite to the bitumi-

nous lake in Trinidad, has every appearance of a volcanic

mountain : however, the volcanic effects have been very

weak here, as no traces of them extend above two miles

from the sea in this part of the island, and the greater part

of it had its origin from a very different cause to that of

volcanoes ; but they have certainly laid the foundation of

it, as is evident from the high ridge of mountains which

surrounds its windward side, to protect it from the depre-

dations of the ocean, and is its only barrier against that

overpowering clement, and may properly be called the

skeleton of the island.

" From every exanunation I have made, I find the whole

island formed of an argillaceous earth, either in its pri-

mitive slate or under its different metamorphoses. The-

bases of the mountains are composed of schistus argilla-

ceous and talcum lithormargo; but the plaii\s or lowlands

remaining nearly in the same moist state as at its foi-ma-

tion, the component particles have not experienced the

vicissitudes of nature so much as the more elevated parts,

consequently retain more of their primitive forms and

properties. As argillaceous earth is formed from the se-

diment of the ocean, from the situation of Trinidad to

the continent, its formation is easily accounted for ;
grant-

ing first the formation of the ridge of mountains that

bounds its windward side, and the high mountains on the

continent that nearly join it: for the great influx of cur-

rents into the gulf of Paria from the coasts of Brazil and

Andalusia must bring a vast quantity of light earthy par-

ticles from the mouths of the numerous large rivers which

traverse these parts of the continent : but the currents

being repelled by these ridges of mountains, eddies and

smooth water will be produced where Uiey meet and op-

nose, and. therefore, the earthy particles would subside

and form' banks of mud, and, by fresh accumulations,

would soon form dry land; and from these causes it is evi-

dent such a tract of country as Trinidad must be formed.

But these causes still exist, and the effect from them w

I
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evident ; for the island it daily growing on the leeward
•ide, ai may be seen from the mud-beds that extend a
great way into the gulf, and (lirse toiisUinlly incrtase.

lint, from the great influx from the ocean at the soiilh end
of the island, and itst egress to the Atlantic again, throu-'h

the Bocas, a channel must ever exist between the conti-
nent and Trinidad."

GEOGRAPHY.

SECTION ir.

ST. CHRISTOPHER.

This island, called by mariners St. Kitt's, is situated
in seventeen degrees of north latitude, and is about twenty
miles long and seven broad. It received its name from
Columbus, in his first voyage to America. The French
and English arrived here on the same day, in Ifi'ii, and
divided the island between them. Three years after their

settling, the Spaniards drove them out of it. They soon
returned, and continued to live in harmony till l66(j,

when, war being commenced between the two nations,
St. Christopher became, at different periods, the scent'
of war for half a century. In ] 702, the French were en-
tirely expelled, and the peace of Utrecht confirmed this
island to the English. In February, 1782, it was taken
by the French, but restored again to Great Britain, by the
treaty of peace in 1783.

The assemblage of a great number of high and barren
mountains make St. Christopher appear, to those wlio ap-
proach it by sea, like one huge mountain covered with
wood; but, on a nearer approach, they find that the coast
grows more easy, as well as the ascent of the mountains,
which, rising one above another, are cultivated as high as
possible.

For the following particulars relative to the great moun-
tain on this island we are indebted to the Rev. Mr Smith,
the historian of Nevis :

> " From Basse-Terre, the chief town of the island, I
set out with a friend forChianne, and, after riding through
many plantations of sugar and some of cotton, we came
to thick woods, where we were agreeably entertained with
the soft notes of a vast number of turtle-doves, which, with
the murmurs of the sea beating gently against the rocks
at halfa mile's distance, were enough to lull anyone to
sleep who was so inclined. To avoid the heat of the sun,
Me travelled along the deep valley, which runs upwards
from the sea-side, growing steeper the farther from the
coast, and plentifully slocked with wild palm, pimento,
cassia fistula, and other fragrant trees. Thrmigh the v.hols
length of this valley, which is about two hours' journey,
runs a little, but exceedingly transparent, river of very
sweet water; and not far from the side of this rivulet there
M a pleasant garden, regularly planted with rows of citrons,

['ART III.

lemons, oranges, limes, pomegranates, kc, besides pin.^
apples, asparagus, lettuces, and all sorts of Eiiropca,,
roots and herbs that will grow in so warm a latitude. To
this garden the gentlemen and ladies often resort from
Uussc Tcrre, to divert themselves with singing, d«ucin|?
cards, and other amusements.

" In the evening, we arrived at my friend's house at
Chianne, which is about right miles from Basse Terre
the road thither having the ocean on the right, and (he
vast Conorrhce Hills on the left, whose lofty tops then
touched the clouds, and seemed to rise to that height
almost perpendicularly. The next morning we diverted
ourselves with catching ciay-fish in Chianne River, „r ra-
ther brook, for it is narrow and shallow, but a very clear
stream, which they poisoned with gr..en tobacco, pounded
and mixed with unslacked lime. This poison is so strong,
that the lish creep out of the water to sbtm it; at whirl!
I was not a little surprised, but my friend assured me it

was a common thing."

Proceeding through the woods, our traveller, in com-
pany with nine others, whites and negroes, began to as-
cend the niountaiii, the ascent growing steeper and steeper
the higher they advanced ; and, in the like proportion, the
large trees began to dwindle and grow shorter. Before
they passed all the trees, they entered among the clouds,
which felt raw and cold, not unlike a fog in a winter's
morning. From these woods to the top, which is almost
half a mile, there are no trees at all, and very rarely a
bush, the ground producing scarcely any thyig but a sort
of wild pine-apple plant, which bears no fruit. Being at
last arrived at the top with great fatigue, the clouds were
at least half a mile beneath them, but, the wind dispersing
thorn, a charming view was opened of the woods and
plantations below, besides an unbounded prospect of the
Atlantic Ocean.

The top of this mountain is a small plain, not three
hundred yards wide, ending at the verge of a vast deep
cavity, exactly round, and about a mile in circumference.
Our author judges its perpendicular depth to be about
two hundred and twenty yards, and observes that he looked
down into it with horror, observing large and continual
clouds of steam arise from the veins of sulphur, &c., with
which the bottom of it every where abounds. The rim
of this cavity, except where it joins to, and makes part
of, the plain, is not above twenty, and, in some places,
scarcely ten, yards broad ; and the inside of it, for at least

half-way downwards, appears to be solid rock, over-run
with very short blackish moss. " Upon maturely weighing
thf whole state of tins mountain," sa. i our author, " we
unanimously agreed that it was on fire underneath us, and
that the cavity was formerly occasioned by some furious
and dreadful eruption, when it might be a volcano for a

time, like Vesuvius or Etna."
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Upon the rim of the cuvify, to jlie nouth-eait, thne is a

lurge niui Dtcep rotly mount, colled Mount Misery, from
ill uiifortiiiiate man, who, attempting tw climb the preci-

pice, fell butkwnnls, nnd wus killid. It is tlie liigliest

point of land on St. Christopher'*, its height being reck-

oned a mile and u hiilf perpendicular from the sea ; but

Mr. SniiUi thinks it not so high by o quurtrr of a mile.

This vust mountuin is situated in the middle of a long

eliain of lesser and lower ones, that run across tiie island.

The whole breadth of one part of the above-mentioned

rim is luken up by a largo single rock, in the form of a

tiiangulur pyramid, equilateral, and almost as smooth as

if it had been cut by the chissel of a iikilful workman.
I'rom angle to angle, at the base, it measures seven or

eight yards, is somevihat blunted or rather broken off. at

the top, and a diird part downwards from thence it seems
to be cracked quite through sideways. The colour of the

rock resembles the red part of oriental granite, and, like

tliat, it is so extremely hard, that a strong arm can scarcely

make a visible impression on it with the point of a sharp

cutlass. This triangular pyramid on one side of the ca-

vity, and Mount Misery on the other, each taking up the

breadth of the rim, prevent a person's walking more than

half way round the circle.

Near this pyramid, by the help of bushes and roots,

our author and his companions ventured to slide down
forty or fifty yards into the cavity, till they came to some
wild .bananas, which were ready to quench their thirst

with most clear and excellent water, that runs out of them
upon sticking in a penknife just where the leaves join to

the top of the body of the tree, and so foi \ a small

hollow, as if on purpose to receive the blessings of Hea-
ven, the rain and dew, and reserve them for the thirsty

traveller. It is observable of these trees, that they are

annuals, dying quite to the ground every autumn, and
shooting up again from the roots in the spring, till they

are thicker than a man's thigh ; but the w ood is so very

soft and porous, that one may easily cut it through at a

single stroke with a sharp hatchet.

Keeping on, in a very steep descent, through this wood
of bauanas, cabbage-trees, &,c., they arrived at the bot-

tom of the cavity, where, having crossed a little plain, tliey

came to an uneven spot of ground, consisting of thirty

acres or upwards. Here they found a very large rock,

jutting out of the side of the bill ; and at the bottom of

it were three or four round holes in the earth, as wide as a

hat-crown, from which issued hot steams, like smoke out

of chimneys, which tinged the edges of tlie holes with

seemiusly fair briinfitnne. The little nlain above !Ren>

tioned is so tulplmreous, that it bears nothing but long

deadish grass, or ratlier weeds, with a few stunted bushes.

At length they came to some boiling springs, vulgarly

called the " devil's coppers," each of them about three
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a muddy colour, and

surface of the earth,

and sending up strong

The *,«ltr is of

rises within twelve inches of the

boiling fiercer than a sugar-copper,

clouds of stcanj into the air. No kind of grass will grow
within twelve yards of these springs, the soil bt-ing wholly
sulplinrcous, and so excessively hot, that ti»« travelleis

found It warm through very thick shoes which they had
bought on purpose for this expedition. A negro in com-
pany waa niuch frightened at the sight of tlu-se coppers,
and could not be dissuaded from believing that jumbo,
or the devil, had his residence underneath them.

On the south side of the plain before mentioiied there
is a pond, about forty yards over, not supplied by springs,

but by rains, which fall very heavily in that warm latitude.

The bottom of this pond consists entirely of clay, which
is us beautifully veined as the finest Castile soap, and as

delicate as well-polished marble. Near this pond grew a
bed of rushes, on which the company sat down and dined;

and afterwards returned to Chianne, not a little fatigued

with their journey.

The climate is hot; and the island is subject to frequent

storms, hurricanes, and earthquakes. The soil is, in ge-
neral, light and sandy, but very fruitful, and well watered
by several rivulets, which run down both sides of the

mountains. The animal and vegeluble productions are

the same with those of Barbadocs. The whole island is

covered with plantations, whose owners live in clean and
convenient habitations, adorned with fountains and groves

of orange and lemon trees.

The most considerable town upon the island is Bassc-

Terre, formerly the capital of the French part: Tlie

other is called Sandy-Point, and always belonged to the

English. There is no harbour; on the contrary, the surf

is continually beating on the shore at the few places

fit to land, which not only prevents the erection of any
quay or wharf, but renders the landing or shipping of

goods always inconvenient, and very often dangerous. A
singular method is, therefore, adopted in embarking heavy

goods, such as hogsheads of sugar or rum. For this

purpose they use a small boat of a peculiar construction,

called a moscs; this boat sets off from the ship with some
active and expert rowers: when they see what they call a

lull, that is, an abatement in the violence of the surge,

they push to land, and lay the sides of the moscs on the

strand ; the hogshead >: rolled into it, and the same pre-

cautions are used to carry it to the ship. It is in this

inconvenient and hazardous manner, that the sugars are

conveyed on board by single hogsheads. Rum, cotton,

»•>• wfc>i«.> 1^. .>..*.> Lxtik >•• >>.»• •*•- ****t< f
J
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floated to the ship both in going and coming.

The public affairs of the island are administered by «
governor, a council, and an assembly chosen from the

nine parishes into which tlie island is dividedj and which
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have each a large handsome church. St. Christopher

sustained great damage by a violent hurricane, which hap-

pened in October, 1780. All the goods in the ware-

houses and cellars near the beach Mere totally destroyed,

and upwards of eight hundred vessels were driven out to

sea, many of wirich were lost, and the crews perished.

SECTION F.

NEVIS.
^^

This island, which is ' no more than a vast mountain

rising to a very considerable height, is situated about four

miles to the souih of St. Christopher's. The soil is fruit-

ful, and the staple commodity is sugar, which serves all

the purpos;!s of niopey. Here are sometimes violent rains

and hurricanes, as in the other islands, and the air is even

hotter thau in Barbadoes.

On the south side of St. John's parish in this island there

is a considerable spot of sulphureous ground, at the upper

end of a deep rupture in the earth, commonly called Sul-

phur-gut, which is so exceedingly hot as to be presently

felt thiuugh thick shoes; and some eggs being buried in

it about an inch deep, for the space of three or four mi-

nutes, were as hard in that time as boiling or roasting could

have made them.

At the foot of the declivity adjoining to the south side

of Charles-Town, there is a little hot river, called " the

batli," supposed to flow from the above-mentioned sul-

phureous ground, which is not above three-quarters of a

mile higher up in the country. This rivulet runs at least

half a mile before it loses itself in the sands of the sea;

and towards the sea-side there is a particular part of it

where a man may set one foot upon a spring that is exces-

ively cold, and the other upon another spring that is sur-

prisingly hot. All distempered people, both whites and
blacks, find great benefit from this hot river; and Mr.
Smith says, he knew a negro-boy, who was sent froii.

Barbadoes to Nevis for this purpose, cured of the leprosy

by drinking and bathing in it three or four, times a day,

after having been twice salivated in vain. Our author

himself bathed in it once a fortnight, and owns that it

contributed not a little to his health and vivacity; and the

last nine months of his stay in Nevis, it was his custom
to walk to the river every morning at t.un-rising, and drink

a pint of its water, which operated well, and proved very

beneiicial.

At another place, a little to the southward of Charles-

Town, there is a sharp point of land that jets out a con-

siderable way into the sea; on the rocky extremity of
which Mr. Smith stood, whilst a negro slipped down from
it into the water, and, taking some sand from the bottom,

he gave it into our author's hand, who found it to be very

fPART III.

warm, the man at the same time affirming that the spring

at the bottom was so excessively hot, that he could scarcely

bear to set his foot upon it. The water of Black-rock

Pond, about a quarter of a mile from Charles-Town, is

niilk-warm; occasioned, no doubt, by a mixture of such

hot and cold springs.

Many remarkable insects and reptiles are found on this

island, particularly the flying-tiger, the horn-fly, and a

kind of snail called a soldier. The sea abounds with a

variety of excellent fish, as groopers, rock-tish, cavallies,

mud-fish, wiiks, cockles, lobsters, Sec. The only venom-

ous creatures are scorpions and centipedes.

The most remarkable vegetable production of Nevis is

a tree called diddle-doo, which bears a lovely blossom of

the finest yellow and scarlet colours, and is esteemed a sove-

reign remedy in some disorders. The liquorice-bush runs

wild along the stone walls of common fields, like the vine.

The butter here is not good, and the new cheese far worse.

The sheep have neither horns nor wool, but are clothed

with smooth hair, and generally full of small red or black

spots, resembling those of a fine spaniel. They breed

twice a year, and generally bring two, three, or four,

Iambs at a time, and, what is more extraordinary, suckle

them all. The rams are of a pale red colour, with a thick

row of long red hair, hanging dpwn from the lower jaw

to the breast, as far as the fore-legs.

Here are three tolerable roads or bays, on which are as

many little towns, viz. Newcastle, Littleborough on

Moreton Bay, and Charles-Town, the capital, with a fort

that defends the anchoring-place, where the governor,

council, and assembly, meet: the last is composed of five

members for each of the three parishes into which the

island is divided.

Here, as in some of the other Caribbees, if a white

man kill a black, he cannot be tried for his life for the

murder; and all that he suffers is a fine of thirty pounds

currency to the master for the loss of his slave. If a

negro strike a white man, he is punished with the loss of

his hand; and, if he should draw blood, with death. A
negro cannot be evidence against a white man.

The trade of Nevis consists in molasses, rum, and a

prodigious qurntity of lemons.

ST. VINCBN

SECTION n.

ANTIGUA.

Antigua was discovered by Columbus, but not colo-

nized till the year l(jS2, when the English took possession

of it. It is situated in seventeen degrees of north lati-

tude, and is of a circular form, about twenty miles each

way, and near sixty in circumference. It is more noted

for good harbours than all the English islands in these
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seas, yet 80 encompassed with rocks, that it is of dan-
gerous access in many parts, especially to those that are

not well acquainted with the coast. The climate is hotter

than that of Barbadoes, and very subject to hurricanes.

The soil is sandy, and much overgrown with wood. Tiiere

are but few springs, and not so much as a brook in the

whole island ; so that the principal dependence of the in-

habitants arises from the water supplied by casual rains,

which they save in cisterns. The capital of Antigua is

St. John, a regular built town on the western shore, with

a good harbour of the same name, whose entrance is de-

fended by Fort James. It is the residence of the go-

vernor-general of the Caribbee Leeward Islands, the place

where the assembly for this island is held, and the port

where the greatest trade is carried on. Antigua has, be-

sides, a lieutenant-governor, a council, and its own assem-

bly, composed of twenty-four members. It is divided

info six parishes, and eleven districts, of which ten send

each two representatives, and that of St. John four.

SECTION VIL
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This island is situated in thirteen degrees of north lati-

tude, and sixty-one degrees of west longitude, about

fifty miles north-v/est of Barbadoes. It is about twenty-

four miles in length, and eighteen in breadth. Out of the

ndge of mountains, which crosses it from south to north,

rise a great number of rivers, which are well stored with

fish. These mountains are, in general, of an easy ascent,

and the valleys and plains, some of which are of consider-

able extent, are exceeding fertile, producing most of the

necessaries of life.

The volcanic mountain on this island, called Morne-
garou, is too remarkable to be passed over in silence. It

was visited, in the year ] 784, by Mr. James Anderson,

surgeon, who is the only person that ever ascended to its

summit, and from whose account, in the seventy-fifth vo-

lume of the Philosophical Transactions, the following

particulars are extracted.

This mountain is situated on the north-west part of the

island, and is the highest in it. It is reported to have con-

stantly emitted volcanic eruptions; and the ravines at the

bottom seem to corroborate the traditions of the inhabit-

ants iu this respect. The structure of it, when viewed at

a distance, appears different from that of any other moun-
tain ill the island, or that Mr. Anderson had seen in the

West-Indies. He could perceive it divided into many
different ridges, separated by deep chasms, and its sum-
mit appeared quite destitute of every vegetable produc-

tion. Several ravines, that run from the bottom a great

way up the mountain, were found quite destitute of water;

and pieces of pumice-stone, charcoal, and several earths
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and minerals of a particular quality, found in them; plainly

indicated some very great singularity in this mountain.

Some very old men also informed our author, that they

had heard it related by the captain of a ship, that between
this island and St. Lucia he saw flames and smoke rising

from the top of the mountain, and next morning his deck*
were cov«|ed with ashes a.id small stones.

Mr.^i4prson's curiosity was so much excited by these

circumcises, that he formed a resolution of going up to

the top ; but was informed that this was impossible ; nor
could he find either white man, Caribbee, or negro, wh»
would undertake to show him the way. Having examined
the basis as well as he could, in order to discover the
most proper place for attempting an ascent, he found se-

veral dry ravines that seemingly ran a great way up, though
he could not be certain that they were not iiiiiisected by
rocks or precipices lying across. Having examined the

mountain with a good glass, he thought he perceived two
ridges, by which there was a possibiUty of getting up

;

and, though they appeared to be covered for a great way
with wood, he hoped by a little cutting to open a way
through that impediment.

On the 26th of February, 1784, our author began his

journey, having been furnished by a friend with two stout

negroes, and having another boy who waited on himself.

They arrived at the foot of the mountain a little before

seven in the morning, having each a good cutlass, to cut
through the woods, or to defend themselves in casd of an
attack from the Caribbees or runaway negroes. Before
they could get at either of the rid-es, however, they had
a rock to climb, upwards of forty feet high. Having
scrambled up this with great difficulty, they found them-
selves ill the bottom of a deep and narrow ravine, which
having ascended a little way, they arrived at the habitation

of M. Gasco, a Frenchman. Our author expresses his

surprise, that a young and healthy man, and a good me-
chanic, should sequestrate himself from the world amon<r

\ oods and precipices, where he was in continual danger
of being swept away, with his whole habitation, by Uie

torrents occasioned by the rain. He found him, however,
to be an intelligent man, and \\fi» hospitably entertained

by him.

" The difficulty," says Mr. Anderson, " in going
thro.ugh woods in the West-Indies, where there are no
roads nor paths, is far beyond any thing an European can
conceive. Besides tall trees and thick underwood, therft;

are hundreds of different climbing plants, twisted together
\\Vc. rnnps. nnr) riinninfr in nil rlirpoiinn.. f/> « „-.,».„«<.-„«'-£ J J3
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and even to the tops of the highest trees. These cannot
be broken by pushing on; and many of them are not to

be cut without difficulty. Besides these, a species of
grass, with serrated leaves, cuts and tears the hands and
face terribly."
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3y reason of these obstructions, it was upwards of two
hours before Mr. Anderson and his attendants got upon
the ridge ; and there they found their passage more difii-

,

cult than before. TJiey were now surrounded by a lliick

forest, rendered more impracticable by the large piles of

^rees blown dpwn by the hurricanes, which obliged them
in niany places to creep on their hands and kuees to get

below tliem, while in others it was necessary to climb to

a considerable height to get over them ; at tlui||Mtie time

that, by the trunks being rotten, they often tumbled

headlong from a great height, and could not extricate

themselves without great difficulty.

The fatigue of cutting their way through the woods
soon became intolerable to the negroes; so that, about

four in the afternoon, it was impossible to persuade them

to go any farther. Mr. Andcison, therefore, returned

to M. Gasco's, where he spent the night, determining to

try anotlier route the next morning. Tlie hospitable

frenchmau entertained him in the best manner he could

;

but though he parted with his own hanm'ock to him, and

slept on a board himself, ow author found it impossible

to close his eves the whole nigljt, by reason of the cold.

" The hut," says he, " was built of large reeds, between

each two of which a dog might creep through, and the

top was covered with dry grass. It is situated in the bottom

of a deep gully, where the sun does not shine till nine in

the morning, nor after four in the afternoon. It is also

surrounded by thick wood, and during the night the whole

of the mountain is covered with thick clouds, from which

it frequently rains, aud .which renders the night air exceed-

ingly cold."

Early next morning, Mr. Anderson set out in company
with the negro boy, who continued very faithful to him
duiing the whole of the journey. He now resolved to

take his course up the ravine, and proceeded for about a

mile and a half without any considerable obstruction.

However, it now began to narrow fast; and there were
numbers of rocks aud precipices to climb over, with many
Jbushes and vines, which could scarcely be got through.

At length the ravine terminated at the bottom of a very

high precipice. It was imjiossible to know the extent of

tliis, as the top was covered w ith thick wood ; but from

the bottom upward, as far as our author could see, was
loose sand, w ith ferns and tufts of grass, which, as soon as

he took hold of them, came up by the roots, Though
Uie ascent was evidently at the risk of his life, Mr. An-
derson resolved to attempt it ; and, therefore, telling the

boy to keep at some distance behind, lest he should tum-

ble and drive him down, he began to ascend, digging holes

with his cutlass to put his feet iu, and taking hold of the

tufts of grass as lightly as possible. Notwithstanding all

his care, however, he frequently slipped down a consi-

derable way ; but as it was only loose sand, he could easily
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push his cutlass into >t up to the handle, and thus, by
taking hold of it, recover himself again. At last he got up
to some wild plantains, vvhicli continued all the way to the
place where the trees began to grow. Here he rested him-
self for some time, waiting for the boy, who got up with
much less difficulty than he had done. On getting up to

the top of the precipice, he found himself on a very
narrow ridge, covered with wood, and bounded by two
ravines, the bottoms of which he could not see, the descent
to them appearing to be nearly perpendicular, thoU"h all

the way covered with thick wood. Proceeding onwards
they found the ridge exceedingly narrow, with a trc'

mendous gulf on each side, into which they were every
moment in danger of falling ; so that Mr. Anderson was
obliged to lie down on liis belly with great cnution, m
order to see through the bushes how the ridge tended.

Here a sulphureous smell, or rather one like gunpowder
began to be perceived ; which our author knew must pro-
ceed from the top of the mountain, as the w iud then blew
that way ; and as it grew stronger as he advanced, lie was
in hopes that the summit could not be very far distant.

Perceiving a rising before him, he imagined that, by get-

ting upon it, he might have a view of the top of the

mountain; but when this was done, he could only sec a

peak on the north-west side of the mountain, to which
by appearance, he judged himself very little nearer tliau

when at the bottom.

The woods now became extremely difficult, great quan-
tities of fallen trees lying buried among the grass, and
these being rotten, our author was frequently buried deep
among them when he thought himself walking upon firm

ground. About noon he was alarmed with a rnstllno

a.nong the bushes, and something like a human voice be-

hind him ; but as he was preparing to defend himself against

Caribbees or run-away negroes, he was agreeably surprised

with the sight of those who had formerly left him, with

three others, sent by Mr. Maloune, with plenty of pro-

visions. After refreshing themselves, they renewed tlicir

labours with fresh vigour, and Mr. Anderson thought him-

self sure of reaching the top before night.
. In a little

time he had a fair view of the ravine on the left, which
was of prodigious depth, and ran from near the top of

the mountain to the sea. Its bottom seemed to be a rock

nearly resembling lava in colour, and it seemed as if there

had been vast torrents of sulphureous matter running upon
it for some time. He now regretted that he knew not of

this ravine before he commenced his excursion, as, by pass-

ing a headland in a canoe, anil pettins into it he m!"ht

have gained the summit without all those difficulties he

had encoimtered.

About four o'clock in the afternoon, he had no prospect,

of the top of the mountain, but imagined that, if he could

get into the ravine before night, he might easily rtiach it

ST. VINCE
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next morning. After cutting through wild plantains for
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a great way, however, lie found himself, at sun-set, on the
brink of a precipice, where he fortunate!)' escaped falling,

by catching hold of some shrubs. They were now about
half way down, !)ut all the rest of the way seemed a per-
pendicular precipice, which it was impossible to pass:
the top of the mountain was yet at a great distance, and
there w as no other resource than to attempt the ridge they
had left.

The evening was now so far advanced, that they were
obliged to take up their residence where they were ; and
there was only time to place two or three sticks against
the stump of a tree, and slightly to cover them with plan-
tain-leaves, for a night's habitation. Their situation was
extremely uncomfortable; for it began to rain and blow
violently, which prevented them from making a fire, and
almost chilled them with cold. At break of day they re-

newed their work with great alacrity ; in a short time they
had the satisfaction to perceive the woods become thin

;

and about eleven o'clock they obtained a full view of the

top, about a mile distant. It seemed to be composed of
six or seven ridges, very much broken in the sides, as if

they had suffered great convulsions, and they were also

divided by excessively deep ravines, without any water in

them. Mr. Anderson directed his course towards a hi"h
peak that overlooked a large excavation where the ridges

met, and which he supposed to be the crater of the vol-

cano. In his way he found the last wood composed of a

most beautiful species of trees; and he then entered '.nto

a thick long grass, intermixed with fern, which branched
and ran in every direction. Through this they were
obliged to cut their way with almost as much difficulty as

they had done through the woods, and it seemed to con-
tinue very near to the top of the mountain. The fatigue

of this work soon reduced them to such a situation, that

they were scarcely able to stand ; and they were obliged
to quench their thirst by chewing some leaves, there being
no water to be had in the place. Two of the negroes now
returned, and the rest refused to proceed any farther; so

thai Mr. Anderson himself was obliged to abandon his

eiiterprize for the present, and they all began to descend
about half an hour after twelve; at sun-set they arrived at

M. Gasco's, and, notwithstanding his extreme weariness,

our author continued his journey to Mr. Maloune's, which
is about a mile distant from the foot of tiie mountain.

Having refreshed himself till the 4l1i of March, in order
lo sustain the fatigues of his journey the better, our tra-

veller set cut, about four in the inornins^ in company with

a Mr. Fraser, who had resolved to go with him. They
met with little diflicully till they came to the place whence
llicy had formerly returned. Here, however, they were
obliged for a quarter of a mil- > cut their way through
the grass and ferns before mentioned; which being done,

(i!. vol. I.

they met with no further obstruction. \Mien they came
within a quarter of a mile of the top, they found the
climate suddenly altered, the air being extremely cold, and
the whole summit of ihe mountain barren. On the con-
fines of the barren region, however, our author fouiitl

some beautiful plants, and he observes that this is the
only place in the West-Indies where he ever found moss;
but here it grew in such plenty that he frequently sunk in
it up to his isnees.

About noon they reached the summit, and were instantly
surprised with, the sight of a most extraordinary cavity.
It IS situated in the very centre of the mountain, at the
place where all the ridges meet. Its diameter is some-
what more than a mile, and its circumference, to ap-
pearance, a perfect circle. Its depth from the surround-
ing margin is above a quarter of a mile, and it narrows
a little, but very regularly, to the bottom. Its sides are
very smooth, and for the most part covered with short
moss, except towards the south, where there are a number
of small holes and fissures. This is the only place where
It is possible to go down to the bottom, and hye the
descent is very dangerous, on account of the numberless
small chasms. On the west side is a section of a red
rock, like granite, cut very smooth, and having the same
declivity with the other parts. All tlie rest of the sur-
rounding sides seem to be composed of sand which has
undergone the action of an intense fire. It has a crust
quite smooth, and about an inch thick, almost as hard
as rock

; on breaking through which, nothing appears but
loose sand. In the centre stands a burning mountain,
about a mile in circumference, and of a ccmic form, but
quite level. Out of the middle of the summit rises a
small eminence, eight or ten feet high, and perfectly con-
nical

; from the apex of which a column of smoke con-
stantly issues. It is composed of large masses of red

granite, like rock, of various shapes and s'l^^s, which ap-
pear to have been split into their present forms by some
terrible convulsion of nature.

Great quantities of smoke issue from most parts of the

mountain, especially on the north side, which appears to

be burning from top to bottom ; and the heat is so intense,

that it is impossible to ascend it. It is even dangerous to

go round the base, as large masses of rock are constantly

splitting with the heat, and tumbling down. At the .bot-

tom, on the north side, is a very large rock split asunder :

each of the halves, which are rent in all directions, are

separated to a considerable' distance from each other, and
ths crsvire? have glissy efflorescences, tastiiig like vitiiol.

There are also some beautiful crystallizations of sulphur;

and on all parts of the mountain are great quantities of

sulphur, alum, vitriol, &c. ,

I'Vom the external appearance of this mountain, Mr.

Anderson conjectures, that it had but lately began to burn

;

8M
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tif on several parts of it lie saw small shrubs and grass,

which seemed to have been but recently scorched and

burnt : there were also several holes on the south, from

which smoke issued, that appeared to have broken out

but lately, the adjacent bushes being but recently burnt.

Qn two opposite sides of the burning mountain arc two

lake? of water, about a stone's throw in breadth : they ap-

pear to be deep in the middle, and have a bottom of a

kind of clay. The water is a chalybente, and has a plea-

sant taste. These lakes probably derive their existence

in a great measure, if rot totally, from the rain-water run-

ning down the sides of the crater. On the north side,

our author observed the traces of great torrents, which,

to appearance, had conveyed vast quantities of water to

tliese lakes; and by the stones at the bottom he could per-

ceive that absorption or evaporation, or both, went on

very fast. The greater part of the bottom of the crater

was remarkably level ; and on the south side were some
shrubs and small trees. Some pieces of pumice-stone

were met with ; and many stones, about the size of a man's

fist, rough and blue upon onesi^Jc, were scattered all over

the mountain.

The niotion of the clouds on the top of this mountain

was very singular. Though there were several parts higher

than the crater, yet the clouds seemed always to be at-

tracted by the latter. After entering on its windward side,

they sunk a considerable way into it ; then mounting the

opposite side, and whirling round toward the north-west,

they ran along a ridge which tended nearly north-east,

aiMl afterwards sunk into a deep ravine, dividing this ridge

from another on the north-west corner of the mountain,

and the highest on it, lying in a direction nearly north and

south. The clouds kept in this ridge to the south end,

and then whirled off in their natural direction.

From the situation of these islands to each other, and

to the continent of South-America, Mr. Anderson con-

jectures that there are submarine communications between

the volcanoes in each of them; and from them to those

in the high mountains of South-America. He observes,

that the crater in this island lies nearly in a line with Souf-

friere in St. Lucia, and Morne Pelee in Martinico ; and

probably from thence to a place of the same kind in Do-
minica, and from thence to the other islands ; there being

something of the kind in each, Barbadoes and Tobago
excepted.

When this island was ceded to Great Britain, by the

treaty of Versailles, in n&3, there was a great number
of a mixed breed of the ancient Caribbces, and of ship-

wrecked or runaway-negroes ; but these have been all long

since exterminated.

The most remarkable town in St. Vincent's is Kings-

town, situated on a bay of the same name at the south-

< west end of the island. It is the residence of the governor,
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and the place where the assembly meet. About three

miles from Kingstown, towards the south-east, is the

town of Calliagua, whose harbour is the most considerable

in the whole island.

SECTION nil

GRENADA, and the GRENADINES.

Grenada is situated in twelve degrees of north latitude,

and sixty-two degrees of west longitude, about thirty

leagues south-west of Barbadoes, and almost the same

distance north of the Spanish Main. This island is about

thirty miles long and fifteen broad. The climate is good,

and the soil rich and fertile, and particularly adapted fur

producing sugar, coffee, tobacco, and indigo. A lake, on

the top of a hill in the middle of the island, supplies it

plentifully vvitli fine rivers, which adorn and fertilize it.

Several bays and harbours lie round the island. St.

George's bay has a sandy bottom, and is extremely ca-

pacious, but open. In its harbour, or careening piuce,

one hundred large vessels may be moored with perfect

safety.

Near Grenada is a cluster of small islands, called the

Grenadines. These islands' produce very fine timber,

sugar, indigo, tobacco, peas, millet; but the cocoa-tree

does not thrive so well in them as in the other islands.

These islands were all discovered by Coltmibus, but never

settled by the Spaniards. The French first established

a colony here, but were disturbed by the natives, who

carried on a long and sanguinary war with their invaders,

At length, however, they were compelled to submit to

superior force, and then the settlements of the French

rapidly increased.

When Grenada was attacked by the English, the French

inhabitants, who were not very numerous, were so amazed

at the reduction of Guadalonpe and Martinico, that they

lost all spirit, and surrendered without making the len^t

opposition ; and the full property of this island, together

with the Grenadines, were confirmed to the crown of

Great Britain, by the treaty of peace in 1763. But, in

July, 1779, the French made themselves masters of it;

though it was restored by the treaty of 1783.

SECTION IX.

M O N T S E R R A T.

Montserrat was discovered by Columbus in 149'?. Tt

lies in sixteen degrees thirty-seven minutes of north lati-

tude, and sixty-two degrees thirteen minutes of west lon-

gitude. It is about twenty-five miles south-south-east from

Nevis, twenty west-south-west from Antigua, forty noirti-
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west from Guadaloupe, and two hundred and forty from

Bai'badocs. It is of an oval ligure, about three leagues

in leiigtii, tlie same in breadth, and eighteen in compass.

The Spaniards gave it tlic name of Montserrat, from a

fancied resemblance it bore to a mountain of tliat name

near Barcelona in Old Spain. It was settled in 163£,

by Sir Thomas Warner, and taken in the beginning of

the reign of Charles II. by the French, who restored it to

England at the peace of Breda. The first settlers were

Irishmen, and the present white inhabitants are principally

composed either of their descendants, or natives of Ire-

laud. The whole of the inhabitants amount to thirteen

hundred w lutes, and about ten thousand negroes.

The climate, soil, and produce, of Montserrat, are much

the same as those of the other English Caribbee Islands.

The niountiiius yiild cedars, the cypress-tree, the iron-

tree, with other woods, and seme odoriferous shrubs. It

is well watered and fruitful, and' the planters formerly

raised a great deal of indigo. The surrounding stas pro-

duce some hideous monsters, particularly two, which,

from their remarkable ugliness, as well as the poisonous

quality of their flesh, are called sea-devils. The laman-

ture, by some called the sea-cow, is found in this island,

nnd generally at the entrance of fresh-water rivers.

In the month of June, 1733, a hurricane happened here,

which blew down three-fifths of the houses in the island.

A few days previous, there were thirty-four wind-mills

going, many of which were entirely destroyed. A large

copper, that held two hundred and forty gallons, w as car-

ried over a high wall, an^. beat close together by the fall.

An empty sugar hogshead was lifted off the ground by the

wind, and carried thirty or forty yards over a dwelling-

house. But, what is ujost surprising of all, a cattle-mill-

house, weighing at least twenty thousand pounds, was

carried some distance from its situation, and, by the force

of the fall, was broken into innumerable pieces. Such

liavock was made among the sugar-canes, that some plant-

ers, who had a prospect of making two or three hundred

hogsheads the next year, would gladly have compounded

for sixty or eighty. In a word, the whole damage, exclu-

sive of the shipping, was reckoned not less than fifty

thousand pounds of their currency.

SECTION X.

ANGUILLA

Is situated in nineteen degrees north latitude, and sixty-

two degrees fifty-seven minutes west longitude, about

seventy-five miles north-west of St. Christopher's. It is

very long and narrow, which induced the Spaniards to

give It the name of Anguilla, or "The Eel." It is so

low and flat, that the French, who were there first, did

not think it worth cultivating, or even keeping. Tlie

English adopted the same opinion, when they took pos-

session of it, and the island was a long time in their hands

before they perceived the contrary. Within a few years,

however, the indefatigable labours of the planters of An-

guilla demonstrfited that the island produces not only all

the necessaries of life, but, besides, many provisions, which

they sell to their neighbours, as well as sugar and cotton.

The climate is salubrious, and the inhabitants are strong

and vigorous. Their principal exports are sugar, rum,

and cotton.

SECTION XI.

DOMINICA.

This island was discovered by Columbus, who called

it Dominica, because he first saw it on a Sunday. It is

situated in sixteen degrees «f north latitude, and sixty-two

degrees of west longitude, about half-way between Gua-

daloupe and Martinico, and is about twenty-eight miles

in length, and thirteen in breadth. The soil is thin, and

better adar<ted to the rearing of coifee than sugar; but the

sides of the hills bear the finest trees in the West-Indies,

and the whole island is well supplied with rivulets of fine

water. Here, as in some other of the Caribbees, is ?

sulphur-mountain, and a hot spring, equal, in salubrity,

to those of Bath, in England. At the north-west end of

the island is a deep and spacious bay, called Prince Ru-

pert's, which is sheltered from the winds, by mountains

on all sides.

The principal place in this island is the town of Ros-

seau, situated on a spacious harbour. The houses are

low and irregularly placed, and the town is sheltered by

the circumjacent mountains, some of which rise to a con-

siderable height. The most advantageous view of the

town is from the bay or harbour, where ships of consi-

derable burtlien ride at anchor with the greatest safety.

SECTION XIL

BARBUDA, AND THE ADJACENT ISLES.

Barbuda lies in eighteen degrees north latitude, and

sixty-one degrees thirty-five minutes west longitude, fiftetsn

miles north-east of Montserrat; its length being about

twenty miles, and its breadth twelve. It is the property

of the Codrington family, who have the appointment of

the governor. Part of the estate arising from it, amoant-

ing, as it is said, to two thousand pounds a year, with two

plantations in Barbadoes, were bequeathed, in 1710, by

Christopher Codrington, Esq. governor and captain-ge-

neral of Barbadoes, to the society for propagating the

gospel, towards the instruction of the negroes in the Ca-



r̂ibbee Islands in the Christian religion, and the erectiuii

of a college at liarbadoes for teaching the liberal arts.

The land of this island lies low, but is fertile : the in-

habitants apply themselves chieHy to the breeding of cat-

tle and raising provisions, with which they supply the

neighbouring islands. 'Hiere arc some large serpents on

the island, but they are so far from being poisonous or

noxious, that they destroy rats, toads, and frogs; though

the sting or bite of others is mortal, unless an antidote

be quickly applied. On the west side of the island is a

well-shehered road, clear from rocks and sands.

To the north of Barbuda are several small uninhabited

islands. The most remarkable of them lies at six leagues

distance, and is about a league long. It consists of an

eminence, in which the Spanish «'iscoverers finding some

resemblance to a hat, they gave it the name of Sombrero,

which it has always preseived.

To the west of Barbuda and Sombrero, after having

crossed a channel of eight leagues, begin the Virgin

Islands. These occupy a space, from east to Mest, of

about twenty-four leagues in length, quite to the eastern

coast of Porto-Rico, with a breadth of about sixteen

leagues. They are composed of a great number of isles,

whose 'coasts, rent throughout, and sprinkled .vilh rocks,

are famous for shipwrecks, and particularly of the Spa-

nish galleons. Happily for the trade ^.id navigation of

these islands. Nature has placed in the middle of them a

large basin, of three or four kapues broad, and six or

seven long, the finest that can be imagined, and in which

sNps may anchor land-locked, iiid sheltered from all

winds.

One of these islands is called the Tropic Keys, from

tlie astoiiisliing quanlily of tropic-birds which breed there,

'lliesu Liids iue about the size of a pigeon, but round

and plump like a partridge, and vt ry good to eat. Tlitir

plumage is white, except two or tinee feathers in each

wing, wliitii are of a clear gify. 'Jheir beaks are short,

thick, and of a pale yellow : ihey have a long quill, about

seven inches long, which conies out of tlicir rump, and

is all the tail they have; tluy obtained their name fioni

not having been ever seen but between the tropics.

'J'iie Viigin Islands are all of them small, and tlie

greatest part uninhabited.
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These are a cluster of very small Islands, and were (lis-

covered by John Bermudez, a Spaniard, from whom thty

WtST-INDlIi

SECTION XIIL

THE BERMUDAS, ok SUMMER ISLANDS.

Having described the British Islands in the West-Indies,

we sImII advert to a grou]), wliitli, though they cannot be

consid«^r«d under the denoniinafio\i of tin; former, come
under the class of Norlh-Amtrican Islands, ai)ptrlaining

to Gieaf Hiiiiiin.

received their first name, as they did their second from
Sir George Summer, who was cast away upon them in

1609, since which they have belonged to Great Britain.

They are situated in the Atlantic Ocean, in thirty-two

degrees of north latitude. Tliey have a clear temperate

air, with plenty of flesh, fish, poultry, fruits, herbs, roots

Sic. The climate, however, of late years, is altered for

the worse. Cedars grow here; ambergris is found on the

shores; and whales and turtles are caught on the coast.

Here is a breed of black hogs, which are much valued.

White chalk-stones and tobacco are exported. Oranges
and palmettos abound ; and many things are found in great

plenty, water excepted; for the inhabitants have none but

what falls from the clouds.

The chief island is St. George, which is sixteen miles

in length, and three in breadth, and contains some hand-

some buildings. The chief employment of the inhabitants

is building small vessels.

Having thus described the various American Islands

which belong to Great Britain, we shall present our

readers with the general character of the white residents

in this part of the world, extracted from the second vo-

lume of Edward's Civil and Commercial History of the

British Colonies in the West-Indies.

" It appears to me," says our author, " that the leadim'

feature in the character of these people is an independent

spirit, and a display of conscious equality, throughout all

ranks and conditions. The poorest white person seems to

consider himself nearly on a level with the richest, and,

emboldened by this idea, approaches his employer with an

extended hand, and a freedom which, in the countries of

Europe, is seldom displayed by men in the lower orders

of life towards their superiors. It is not difficult to trace

the origin of this principle. It arises, without doubt,

from the pre-eminence and distinction which are necessa-

rily attached even to the complexion of a white man, in

a country where the complexion, generally speaking, dis-

tinguishes freedom from slavery. Of the two great

classes of people in most of these colonies, the blacks

outnumber the whites in the proportion of seven to one.

As a sense of common safety, therefore, unites the latter

m closer lies than aie necessary among men who are dif-

feienlly situated, so the same circumstance necessarily

sives birth among them to reciprocal dependence and re-

spect. Other causes contribute to the same end. ' Where
slavery,' says a great writer, ' is established in any part of

the world, lliose who are free, are by far the most ]noud

and jtalous of their fieedom. Freedom is to tliein not

oulv an enjoyment, but a kind of rank and privilege. Nut
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seeing there tliat freedom, as in countries where it is a

cotninoii blessing, may be united with much abject toil,with

great misery, and with all the exterior of servitude, liberty

loaks among them like something that is more noble and

liberal. Thus the people of the southern colonics of

America are much more strongly, and with a higher and

mure stubborn spirit, attached to liberty than those to the

northward. Such were all the ancient commonwealths

;

such were' our Gothic ancestors: such, in our days, are

tiie Poles; and such will be all masters of slaves, who are

nut slaves themselves.'

" Possibly, too, the climate itself, by increasing sensi-

bility, contributes to create an impatience of subordina-

tiun. But, whatever may be the cause of this consci-

ousness of self-importance in the West-Indian character,

the consequences resulting from it are, on the whole, be-

neficial. If it sometimes produces an ostentatious pride,

and a ridiculous affectation of splendour, it more fre-

quently awakens the laudable propensities of our nature

—

frankness, sociability, benevolence, and generosity. In

no part of the globe is the virtue of hospitality more ge^

nerally prevalent than in the British sugar-islands. The
gates of the planter are always open to the reception of

his guests. To be a stranger is of itself a sufficient in-

troduction. This species of hospitality is indeed carried

so fur, that, as Mr. Long has remarked, there is not one

tolerable inn throughout all the West-Indies.

" To the same cause may, perhaps, be ascribed, on the

other hand, that eagerness for litigation and juridical con-

troversy, which so remarkably predominates in most of

these islands. From this unfortunate passion, ruinous as

it frequently proves to indivi'Juals, this advantage, how-

ever, results to the community at large ; that tlie lower

orders of men, from their frequent attendance on the

courts of law, acquire a degree of knowledge, and a clear-

ness and precision of reasoning, which are nut generally

to be found in men of the same rank in England. ITius

the petty juries in the West-Indies are commonly far more

intelligent and respectable than those in Great Britain.

Every candid persou, who has attended the courts of cri-

minal jurisdiction in both countries, must contlrni this ob-

servation.

" But it is to the Creoles, or natives, that we must

look for the original and peculiar cast of character im-

pressed by the climate, if, indeed, the influence of climate

be such as many writers imagine. For my own part, I am
of opinion, that the climate of the West-Indies displays

itself more strongly on the persons of the natives than on

iheir manners, or on the faculties of their minds. Thev

are obviously a taller race, on the whole, than the Eu-

ropeans; but I think, in general, not proportionably ro-

bust. I have known several who were full six feet four

inches m height ; but they wanted bulk, to meet our ideas
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of masculine beauty. All of them, however, are dis-

tinguished for the freedom and snpplcness of their joints,

which enable them to move with great ease and agility,

as well as gracefulness, in dancing. From the same cause,

they excel in penmanship and the use of the small sword.

It has been truly observed, that the effect of climate is

likewise obvious in the structure of the eye, the socket

being considerably deeper than among the natives of Eu-

rope. By thii conformation, they are guarded from those

ill effects which an almost continuai strong glare of sun-

shine might otherwise produce; and it is a curious cir-

cumstance, that their skin feels considerably colder than

that of a European; a proof, I think, that nature has

contrived some peculiar means of protecting them from

the heat, which she has denied to the nations of temperate

regions, as unnecessary. Accordingly, though their mode
of living differs in no respect from that of the European
residents, they are rarely obnoxious to those inflammatory

disorders, which frequently prove fatal to the latter.

" The ladies of these islands have indeed greater cause

to boast of this fortunate exemption than the men ; a pre-

eminence undoubtedly acquired by the calm and even te-

nor of their lives, and by an habitual temperance and self-

denial. Except the exercise of dancing, in which they

delight and excel, they have no amusement or avocation

to impel them to much exertion of either body or mind.

Those midnight assemblies and gambling conventions,

wherein health, fortune, and beauty, are so frequently

sacrificed in the cities of Europe, are here happily unknown.

In their diet, the Creole women are, I think, abstemious

even to a fault. Simple water, or lemonade, is the strong-

est beverage in which they indulge ; and a vegetable mess

at noon, seasoned with cayenne pepper, constitutes their

principal repast. The effects of this mode of life, in a

hot and oppressive atmosphere, are lax fibres, and a com-

plexion in which the lily predominates rather than the

rose. To a stranger newly arrived, the ladies appear as

just risen from the bed of sickness. Their voice is soft

and spiritless, and every step betrays languor and lassi-

tude. With the finest persons, they certainly want that

glow of health in the countenance, that delicious crimson

which, in colder countries, enlivens the coarsest set of

features, and renders a beautiful one irresistible.

Youth's orient bloom, the bluah of chaste driirr,

The spi'i^htl> cuuvcr&c, uiid Ibe tioilc divine,

(Love's );entlcr trnin) to inildor clluiet retire,

. And full in Albiou'i matchleas duughtcri ibine.

" Iti one of the principal features of beauty, however,

few ladies surpass the Creoles ; for they have, in general,

the finest eyes in the world ; large, languishing, and ex-

pressive : sometimes beaming with animation, and some-

times melting with tenderness ; a sure index to that native

8N
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goodness of hea/t and gentleiies* of disposition for wliicli

they are eminently and deservedly applauded, and to

which, combined with their system of life and manners,

(sequestered, domestic, and unobtrusive,) it is doubtless

owing, that no women on earth make better wives, or

better mothers.

" Perhaps, the circumstance most distinguishable in the

character of the natives to which the climate seems to

contribute, is the early display of the mental powers in

young children; wliose quick perception, and rapid ad-

vances in knowledge, exceed those of European infants

of the same age, in a degree that is perfectly unaccount-

able and astonishing. This circumstance is, indeed, too

striking to have escaped the notice of any one writer

who has visited the tropical parts of America; and the

fact being too well established to be denied, the philoso-

phers of Europe have consoled themselves with an idea

that, as the genius of the young West-Indians attains

sooner to maturity, it declines more rapidly than that of

Europeans. Nature is supposed to act in this pse in a

manner analogous to her operations in the vegetable king-

dom, where the trees that come soonest to perfection are

at the same time less firn* and durable than those which

require more time for the completion of their growth. It

is, indeed, certain, that the subsequent acquirements of

the mind of the natives do not always keep pace with its

early progress ; but the chief cause (as Ulloa has observed)

of the short duration of such promising beginnings seems

to be the want of proper objects for exercising the facul-

ties. The propensity, also, which the climate undoubtedly

encourages to early and habitual licentiousness, induces a

turn of mind and disposition unfriendly to mental im-

provement. Among such of the natives as have happily

escaped the contagion and enervating effects of youthful

excesses, men are found of capacities as strong and per-

manent as among any people whatever.

"As I cannot, therefore, admit that the Creoles, in

general, possess less capacity and stability of mind than

the natives of Europe, much less can I allow that they

fall short of them ii< those qualities of the heart which

render man a blessing to all around him. Generosity to

each other, and a high degree of compassion and kind-

ness towards their inferiors and dependents, distinguish

the Creoles in a very honourable manner. If they are

proud, their pride is allied to no meanness. Instructed

from their infancy to entertain a very high opinion of their

own consequence, they are cautious of doing any att which

may lessen thfr consciousness of their proper dignity.

From the same cause they scorn every snecies of con-

cealment. They have a frankness of disposition beyond

any people on earth. Their confidence is unlimited and

entire. Superior to falseliood themselves, they suspect it

not in others.

,
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How far this nobleness of disposition may be ascribed

to the influence of a genial climate, and how- far to edu-

cation and example, I presume not to discriminate. The

effects of heat on the body are sufficiently visible; bui,

perhnps, philosophers have relied too much on a supposed

sympathy between the body and mind. * The natives ol

hot climates (says one writer) are slothful and timid;' but

timidity is by no means the necessary consequence of in-

dolence. The mind may require great force to rouse it \u

due exertion ; but, being properly urged, may display qua-

lities very opposite to tiiose of a timid disposition. At

least, timidity constitutes no part of the character of the

natives of the liritisli West-Indies. Indolence, I will ad-

mit, is too predominant among them ; but that liiey are

deficient in personal courage, no man, who has the small-

est acquaintance with them, will allow for a moment.

Even the indolence of which they arc accused is rather an

aversion to serious thought and deep reflection tluin a

slothfulness and sluggishness of nature. Both sexes, wlicn

the springs of the mind are once set in motion, are remark-

able for a warm imagination and a high flow of spirits.

There seems, indeed, universally to reign among them a

promptitude for pleasure. Thi» effect has been ascribtd,

and perhaps justly, to the levity of the atmosphere. Tn

the same cause is commonly imputed the propensity ob-

servable in most of the West-Indians to indulge extrava-

gant ideas of their riches; to view their circumstances

through a magnifying medium, and to feast their fancies

on what another year will effect. This anticipation ol'

imaginary wealth is so prevalent, as to become justly ri-

diculous
;
yet I am inclined to think it is a propensity that

exists independent of the climate and atmosphere, and

that it arises principally from the peculiar situation of the

West-Indian planters as land-holders. Not having, like

the proprietors of landed estates in Great Britain, frequent

opportunities of letting their plantations to substantial

tenants, they are, for the most part, compelled to become

practical farmers on their own lands, of which the re-

turns are, in the highest degree, fluctuating and uncertain.

Under these circumstances, a West-Indian property is a

species of lottery. As such, it gives birth to a spirit of

adventure and enterprise, and awakens extravagant hopes

and expectations, too frequently terminating in perplexity

and disappointment."

To these remarks we shall append those of the same

writer on the manners, dispositions, and customs, of the

Caribbees, the ancient inhabitants of the islands whicli

have been described :

—

" Enquiries into the origin of a remote and unlettered

race can be prosecuted with success only by comparing

their ancient manners, laws, language, and religious ce-

remonies, with those of other nations. Unfortunately, in

dU or most of those particulars respecting the Caribbees,

west-ind;
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our knowledge is limited within a narrow circle. Of a

people engaged in a perpetual warfare, hunted from iiland

to island by revenge and rapacity, few opportunities could

have ofiticd, even to those who might have been qualified

for such researches, of investigating tl eir natural disposi-

tions and habitual customs witii minuteness and precision.

Neither indeed could a just estimate have been formed of

their national character, from the maimers of such of them
as were at length subjugated to the European yoke; for

tlicy lost, together with their freedom, many of their ori-

ginal characteristics; and, at last, even the desire of act-

ing from the impulse of their own minds. ' We discern,'

says Ilochefort, ' a wonderful change in the dispositions

and habits of the Caribbees. In some respects, we have

enlightened, in others (to our shame be it spoken,) we
have corrupted them.' An old Caribbee thus addressed

one of our planters on this subject :
—

' Our people,' he

complained, * are become almost as bad as yours. We are

so much altered since you came among us, that we
hardly know ourselves, and we think it is owing to so

melancholy a change, that hurricanes are more frequent

than they were formerly. It is the evil spirit who has

done all this—who has taken our best lands from us, and

given us up to the dominion of the Christians.'

" My present investigation Aiust, therefore, be neces-

sarily defective. Nevertheless, by selecting and com-
bining such memorials as are least controverted, 1 shall

hope to exhibit a few striking particulars of this ill-fated

people, wliich, if I mistake not, will lead to some impor-

tant conclusions in the study of human nature.

" Their fierce spirit and warlike disposition have already

been mentioned. Historians have not failed to notice these

among the most distinguishable of their qualities. Rest-

less, enterprising, and ardent, it would seem they consi-

dered war as the chief end of their creation, and the rest

of the human race as their natural prey ; for they devoured

without remorse the bodies of such of their enemies (the

men, at least,) as fell into their hands. The custom is so

repugnant to our feelings, that for a century past, until the

late discoveries of a similar practice in the Pacific Ocean,
the philosophers of Europe had boldly impeached the vera-

city of the most envinent ancient voyagers who had first

recorded the existence of it. Even Labat, who resided in

the West-Indies at a period wlteit some of the islands still

remained in the possession of the Caribbees, declares it to

be his opinion, that instances of this abominable practice

among them were at all times extremely rare ;—the effect

only of a sudden impulse of revenge, arising from extraor-

dinary and unprovoked injury ; but that they ever made pre-

meditated excursions to the larger islands for the purpose
of devouring any of the inhabitants, or of seizing them to

be eaten at a future time, he confidently denies. Yet there

u no circumstance in the history of mankind better at-
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tested than the universal prevalence of these practice!
among them.

" 'I'hus far, it must be confessed, the disposition of the
Caribbees leaves no fa/ourable impression on the mind
of the reader; by whom it is probable they will be con-
sidered ratiier as beasts of prey, than as human beings;
and he will think, perhaps, that it was nearly as justifiable
to exterminate them from the earth, as it would be to
destroy the fiercest monsters of the wilderness; since they
who shew no mercy arc entitled to no pity.

"But, among themselves, they were peaceable; and,
towards each other, faithful, friendly, and affectionate.

'I'hey considered all strangers, indeed, as enemies; and of
the people of Europe they formed a right estimation.

The antipathy which they manifested towards the unof-
fending natives of the larger islands appears extraordinary;

but it is said to have descended to them from their ances-
tors of G uiana : they considered those islanders as a colony
of Airowauks, a nation of South-America, with whom the

Caribbees of that continent are continually at war. We
can assign no cause for such hereditary and irreconcileable

liostility. It is allowed that, with regard to the people of
Europe, whenever any of them had acquired their confi-

dence, it was given without reserve. Their fiienilship w as

as warm as their enmity was implacable. The Caribbees
of Guiana still fondly cherish the tradition of Raleigh's

alliance, and to this day preserve the English colours,

which he left with them at parting.

" Of the loftiness of their sentiments, and their abhor-
rence of slavery, a writer, not very partial towards them,
gives the following illustration: ' There is not a nation on
earth,' says Labat, ' more jealous of their independency

than the Caribbees. They are impatient under the least

infringement of it ; and when, at any time, they are. wit-

nesses to the respect and deference which the natives of
Europe observe towards their superiors, they despise us as

abject slaves, wondering how any man can l)e so base as

to crouch before his equal.' Rochefort, who confirms
this account, relates, also, that when kidnapped and car-

ried from their native islands into slavery, as they fre-

quently were, the miserable captives commonly sunk under
a sense of their condition, and, finding resistance or escape
hopeless, sought refuge in death from the calamities of it.

"To this principle of cpnscious equality and native

dignity, must be imputed the contempt which they mani-
fested for the inventions and improvements of civilized

life. Of our fire-arms they soon learnt, by fatal experi-

ence, the superiority to their own weapons, and those,

therefore, they valued : but our arts and inanufarturc!? they

regarded as we regard the amusements and baubles of

children : hence the propensity to theft, so common among
other savage nations, was altogether unknown to the Ca
ribbees.
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" The ardour which has been noticed in them fur mi-

litary enterprise, lind a powerful influence on their whole

conduct. Engaged in continual warfare abroad, they sei-

dnni appeared cheerful at liome. Reflections on past

miscarriage, or anxious schemes of future achievement,

seemed to fill up many of their hours, and rendered them

habitually thuughtful, pensive, and silent. Love itself,

which exerts its influence in the frozen deserts of Iceland,

maintained but a feeble dominion over this people. Their

insensibility towards their women, although they allowed

a pltunlity of wives, lias been remarked by many writers

;

and it must have arisen from extrinsic causes ; from the

predominance of passions strong enough to counteract tlie

effects of a climate which powerfully disposes to volup-

tuousness, and awakens the instincts of nature much sooner

than in colder regions. The prevailing bias of their minds

was distinguishable even in their persons. Though not

so tall as the generality of ILuropeans, their frame was

robust and niuscular; their limbs flexible and active, and

there was a penetrating quickness, and a wildness in their

eyes, that seemed an emanation from a fierce and martiul

spirit. ISut, not satisfied with the workmanship of na-

ture, they called in the assistance of art, to muke them-

selves more formidable. They painted their faces and

bodies so extravagantly, that it was with diflicully their

natural complexion, which was nearly that of a Spanish

olive, was discoverable under the surface of crimson.

However, as this mode of painting themselves was prac-

ti.sed by both sexes, perhaps it was at first introduced us

a defence against the venomous insects so common in tro-

pical climates, or possibly they considered the brilliancy

of the colour as iiigiily ornamental ; but the men had other

methods of deforming liieir persons, which mere perver-

sion of taste alone would not, I think, have induced them

to adopt. They disfigiued llicir cheeks with deep inci-

sions and hideous scars, which they stained with black,

and they painted white and black circles round their eyes.

Some of them perforated the cartilage of the nostrils, and

inserted the bone of some fish, a parrot's feather, or a

fragment of tortoise-shell; a frightful custom, practised

also by the natives of New Holland ; and they strung to-

gether the teeth of such of their enemies as they had slain

in battle, and wore them on their legs and arms, as tro-

phies of successful cruelty.

" To draw the bow with unerring skill, to wield the

club with dexterity and strength, to swim with agility and

boldness, to catch fish, and to build a cottage, were ac-

quirements of indispensihie necessity ; and the education

pf ihf !r >!ii!(iron wns well suited to tise stfainment o.f them.

One method of making their boys skilful, even in infancy,

in the exercise of the bow, was to suspend their food on

the branch of a tree, compelling the hardy urchins to pierce

it with their arrows, before they could obtain permission

[paut lit.

to eat : but these were subordinate objects :—the Caribbees

instructed their youth, at the same time, in lessons of

patience and fortitude ; they endeavoured to inspire ihrni

with courage in war, and a contempt of danger and death

;

above all things, to instil into their minds an hereditary

hatred, and implacable thirst of revenge, towards tiie Ar-

rowauks. The means which they adopted for these pur-

poses were in some respects superstitious, in others cruel

and detestable.

" As soon as a male child was brought into the world,

he was sprinkled with some drops of his father's blood.

The ceremonies used on this occasion were suflicicnily

painful to the father, but he submitted without emotion or

complaint ; fondly believing that the same degree of

courage which he had himself displayed, was by these

means transmitted to his son, ' As the boy grew, he was

soon made familiar with scenes of barbarity; he putook

of the horrid repasts of liis nation, and he was frequeiulv

anointed with tiie fat of a slaughtered Arrowauk ; but lie

was not allowed to participate in the toils of the warrior,

and to share the glories of conquest, until his fortitude

had been brought to the test. The dawn of nianhooil

ushered in the hour of severe trial. He was now to ex-

change the name' he had received in his infancy for one

more sounding and significant ;—a ceremony of high im-

portance in the life of a Caribbee, but always accom-

panied by a scene of ferocious festivity and unnatuiui

cruelty.

" The severities inflicted on such occasions by the hands

of fathers on their own children, exhibit a melancholy

proof of the influence of superstition in suppressing the

most powerful feelings of nature; but the practice was not

without example. Plutarch records the prevalence of a

similar custom among the Lacedemonians :
' At Sparta,'

says the historian, ' boys are whipped for a whole day,

oftentimes to death, before the altar of Diana, and there

is a wonderful emulation among them who best cun sus-

tain the greatest number of stripes.' Nor did the Carib-

bee youth yield in fortitude to the Spartan. If the seve-

rities he sustained extorted the least symptom of weak-

ness from the young suft'erer, he was disgraced for ever;

but if he rose superior to pain, and baffled the rage of

his persecutors, by perseverance and serenity, he received

the highest applause. He was thenceforth numbered

among the defenders of his country, and it was pronounced

by his relations and countrymen, that he Teas iiuw a man

like one of themselves.

" A penance still more severe, and torments more ex

cruciatin!!—stripes, burning, and Rijfl'ocatiou, rnnsiiinti'd

a test for him who aspired to the honour of leading forth

his countrymen to war; for in times of peace the Carib-

bees admitted of no supremacy but that of natiue. Hav-

ing no laws, they needed no magistrates. To liicir ol''

WEST-INDI
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men, indMd, tliey allowed tome kind of authority, but it

wai at best ill-detiiied, and must at all tinieit have been

insufficient to protect the weak against the strong. In war,

however, experience had taught them that subordination

was as requisite as courage ; they therefore elected their

captains in their general assemblies with great solemnity

;

but they put their pretensions to the test with circumstances

of outrageous barbarity.

" If it appear strange tliat, where so liftle was to be

gained by pre-eminence, so much should be so willingly

endured to obtain it, it must be considered that, in the

estimation of the candidate, the reward was doubtless more
than adequate to the cost of the purchase. If success

attended his measures, the feust of the triumph awaited

his return, tie exchanged his name a second time; as-

suming in future that of the most formidable Arrowauk

that had fallen by his hand. He was permitted to ap-

propriate to himself as many of the captives as he thought

fit, and his countrymen presented to his choice the most

beautiful of their daughters in reward of his valour.

" It was probably this last-mentioned testimony of pub-

lic esteem and gratitude, that gave rise in these islands to

the institution of polygamy, which prevailed universally

among them, and still prevails among the Caribbees of

South-AmerioB ; an institution the more excusable, as tlieir

women, from religious motives, carefully avoided the

nuptial intercburie after pregnancy. I am sorry to add,

that the condition of these poor creatures was at the same

time truly wretched. Though frequently bestowed as the

prize of successful courage, the wife thus honourably

obtained was soon considered of as little value as the

captive. Deficient in those qualities which alone were
estimable among the Caribbees, the females were treated

rather as slaves than companioss. They sustained every

s{)ecie8 of drudgery : they ground the maize, prepared the

cawavi, gathered in the cotton, and wove the hanimocks

;

nor were they allowed even the privilege of eating in pre-

sence of their husbands. Under all these cruel circum-

stances, it is not wonderful that they were far less prolific

than the women of Europe. But brutality towards their

wives was not peculiar to the Caribbees. It has prevailed

in all ages and countries among the uncivilized part of
mankind; and the first visible proof that a nation is emerg-
ing from savage manners, is a display of tenderness to-

wards the female sex.

" Perhaps a more intimate knowledge (not now to be
obtained) would have softened many of the shades which
thus darkened the character of these islanders, and have

•^iscovereu some iatciii properties in their principles and
conduct, tending to lessen, though not wholly to remove,
the disgust we naturally feel in beholding human nature so

debased and ^kgraded; but of many particulars wherein
<uriosity would desire to be gratified, we have not suffi-
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cicnt materials to enable ut to form a full and correct idea.

We know but little, for instance, concerning their dome*,
tic economy, their arts, manufactures, and agriculture;

their sense of filial ami paternal obligations, or their re-

ligious rites and funeral-ccrfmonies. Such furtlier ii>-

formation, however, in these and other respects, as au-

thorities the least disputable (iifford, 1 have' abridged in the

following detached observations.

" Besides the ornaments which weha.e noticed to have
been worn by both sexes, the women, on arriving ut tlic

age of puberty, were distinguished also by a sort of bus-
kin, or half-boot, made of cotton, which surrounoed the

small of each leg : a distinction, however, which such
of their females as had been taken in tiie chance of war
dared not aspire to. In other respects, both male and
female appeared as naked as our first parents before the

fall.

" Their hair was uniformly of a shining black, straight,

and coarse; but tliey dressed it with daily care, and adorn-

ed it with great art; the men, in particular, decorating their

heads with feathers of various colours. As their hair thus

constituted their chief pride, it was an unequivocal proof

of the sincerity of their sorrow, when, on the death of a

relation or friend, they cut it short, like their slaves and
captives; to whom the privilege of wearing long hair was
rigorously denied. Like most other nations of the new
hemisphere, they eradicated, with great nicety, the inci-

pient beard, and all superfluous hairs on their bodies; a

circumstance which has given rise to a notion that all the

aborigines of America were naturally beardless. This
opinion is, indeed, countenanced by many respectable

writers ; but, after much enquiry, and some instances of

ocular inspection, I am satisfied that it is groundless.

" Tlie circumstance the most remarkable concerning

their persons, was their strange practice of altering the

natural configuration of the head. On the birth of a child,

its tender and ftexiblc skull was confined between two
small pieces of wood, which, applied before and behind,

and firmly bound together on each side, elevated the fore-

head, and occasioned it, and the back part of the skull, to

resemble two sides of a square ; an uncouth and frightful

custom still observed, if I am rightly informed, by the

miserable remnant of Caribbees in the island of St. Vin-

cent.

" They resided in villages^ which resembled an Euro-

pean encampment ; for their cabins were built of poles

fixed circularly in the ground, and drawn to a point at

the top. They were then covered with leaves of the

palm-tree. In the centre of each village was a building

of superior magnitude to the rest. It was formed with

great labour, and served as a public hall or state-house,

wherein we are assured tliat the men (excluding the wo-
men) had their meals in common ; * observing that law/
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83)1 the Earl of Cumberland, who vjiitcd th*»«( iitlnndg in

1569, ' which in Lycurgus's moulh was thought slrange

nd needled.' These halls were alto tiie theatres where

their youth were animated to emulation, and trained tu

martial enterprise by the renown of their warriors, and

the harangues of their orators.

" Their arts and manufactures, though few, displayed

a degree of ingenuity which one would have scarcely ex-

pected to have found amongst a people so little removed

from a state of mere animal niitiire, as to reject all dress

as superfluous. Columbus observed an abundance of sub-

stantial cotton-cloth in all the islands whicli he visited,

and the natives possessed the art of staining it with various

colours, though the Caribbees delighted chiefly in red.

Of this cloth they made hammocks, or hanging beds, such

as arc now used at sea; for Europe has not oniy copied

the pattern, but preserved also the original name.

" They possessed likewise the art of making vessels of

clay for domestic uses, which they baked in kilns like the

potters in Europe. The ruins of many of these kilns

were visible not long since in Barbadoes, where speci-

mens of the manufacture arc still frt-quenlly dug up ; and

Mr. Hughes, the historian of that island, observes, that

they far surpass the earthen-ware made by the negroes,

in thinness, smoothness, and beauty. Besides these, they

invented various other utensils for economical purposes,

which are enumerated by Labat. The baskets, which

they composed of the fibres of the palmetto-leaves, were

singularly neat and elegant; and we are told that their

bows and airows, and other weapons, displayed a neatness

and polish) which the most skilful European artist would

have found it difiicult to have excelled,, even with Euro-

pean tools.

"Of the nature and extent of their agriculture, the ac-

counts are slender and unsatisfactory. We are told, on

good authority, that, among the Garibbees on the continent,

there was no division of land, every one cultivating in

proportion to his exigencies. Where no criminal juris-

diction is established, the idea of private property must

necessarily be unknown or imperfect ; and in these islands,

where land is scarce, it seems probable that, as among

some of the tribes of South-America, cultivation was

carried on by the joint labour of each separate commu-

nity, and their harvests were deposited in public granaries,

whence each family received its proportion of the pub-

lic stock, Rochefort, indeed, observes, that all their in-

terests were in common.
" Their food, both vegetable and animal, excepting in

the circumstance of their eating himian fiesli, seems to

have been the same, in most respects, as that of the natives

of the larger islaivis. But, although their appetites were

voracious, they rejected many of the best bounties of

nature. Of some animals they held the flesh in abhor-

rence ; thci« were tha peccary, or Mexican hog, the ma-

nati, or sea-cow, and the turtle. Labat observes, that

they scrupled likewise tu cat the eel, which the liveri, in

several of the islands, supply in great plenty.

" I'he striking conformity of these, and some other of

their prejudices and customs, to the practices of the Jews,

has not escaped the notice of historians. But whether

the Caribbees were actuated by religious motives, in thus

abstaining from those things which many nations account

very wholesome and delicious food, we arc no where

sufliciently informed."

SECTION
CUBA.

XI F.

Cuba is the largest of the West-India islands belong-

ing to Spain, and was discovered by Columbus in 1492.

He had but a slight view of it, yet it proved fatal to the

natives ; for having presented him with gold, some pieces

of which he carried into Spain, it occasioned an imme-

diate resolution to settle in it, which was accordingly ef-

fected iH 151 1. ,

The Island of Cuba extends in latitude from twenty

degrees twenty minutes to the tropic of Cancer; and

from seventy-four degrees to eighty-five degrees fifteen mi-

nutes west longitude. It is aboiU seven l}uudred miles in

length from east to west, but very narrow in proportion,

not being above seventy in breadtli. It lies sixty miles to

the west of Hispaniola, twenty-five leagues to the nortii

ot Jamaica, one hundred miles to the east of Yucatan,

and as many to the south of Cape Florida. It commands

the entrance of both the Gulfs of Alexico and Florida,

and the Windward Passnje; so that the Spaniards, who

are the only possessor! of it, may, witli a tolerable fleet,

not only secure their own trade, but annoy their neigh-

hours.

In Cuba there are no winters ; but in the months of

July and August, when the sun is vertical, the rains and

storms are great, otherwise the climate would lie intolera-

bly hot. The fairest season is when the sun is farthest ofl^,

and then it is hottest in the morning ; for towards noon a

breeze springs up, which blows pretty brisk till the even-

ing. The trade-winds in. these seas blow from the north-

east. At the full and change of the moon, from Octo-

ber to April, there are brisk winds at north and north-

west, which, in December and January, often turn to

storms; though this is called the fair season.
-

The country is well watered, and agreeably diversiSed

with woods, lawns, and valleys. The soil is capable of

proxlucjng, in the greatest plenty, every thing that grows

in the other American islands; but the Cuba (commonly

called the Havamia) tobacco is thought to excel that of all
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the world ; and their iiigiir would equal their tobacco in

goodnest, had they industry to cnllivnte the caneu. Tlic

other pioducttt are ginger, long pipper, and otlur spiciK;

caisia, maiitic, aloet, large ceduri, and other odoriferoui

trees; oaks, pines, palm-trixs, large vines, fine cotton-

trees, plantains, kanunus, ananuit, guavas, lemons, cocoas,

and two sorts of fruit called caniilor and guanavuna; the

first like a china-orange, and the other shaped like a heart,

nitli a juice between sweet and acid.

The Spani<ih plantations are furnished by the mines of

Cuba with a sufficiency of metal for all then- brass-guns.

Gold-dust is found in the sands of the rivers ; but it is un-

certain whether there are any gold or silver-mines, the

hopes of which occasioned the massacre of all the an-

cient inliubitants, who were cither unable or unwilling to

discover them. If there be any, they are not worked.

A chain of hills runs through the middle cf the island; but

the land near the coast is generally a level champaign

country. I'he interior parts lie quite uncultivated and tm-

inhuliited.

'Itir ports and harbouri here are of great advantage to

ships for passing the gulf in safety; but there are scarcely

any navigable rivers. Both the coasts and rivers aboinid

with fish, and also with alligators. There are great con-

veniences lor making salt; but the inhabitants uvuil thtm-

selves very little of them. The cattle brought hither by

tiie Spaniards have multiplied exceedingly, great numbers

now running wild in the woods, of which nuniy are killed,

chit fly for their hides and tallow, that are iient to Spain.

Their flesh, also, being cut into pieces and dried in the

sun, serves to victual ships. These cattle are often so

fat, that they die through the btuthen of their grease.

Here are likewise abundance of mules, horses, sheep,

wild boars, and hogs ; together w ilh wild and tame fowl,

parrots, partridges, large tortoises, tic.

On the first conquest of this island, the following ludi-

crous circumstance occurred. . Narvaez, a Spanish cap-

tain, being employed with thirty men to survey the coun-

try, had procured an ass, which, like the horse, was an

animal totally unknown to the natives. Arriving at one of

their villages, and lodging his ass in the same hovel with

himself, he went to sleep. But in the meanwhile a num-

ber of warriors had assembled to surprise the party, having

some suspicion of their designs. Hearing the tumult,

Narvaez rose in his shirt, mounted his ass, and rode out

to discover the cause. Upon the sight of this apparition,

the warriors fled with the greatest confusion, and never

ventured any further opposition against the Spaniards or

then asses.

The number of sugar-mills exceeds six hundred; and,

besides the home-consumption, more than, two millions of

arrobas of sugar are annually sent to Europe.

Havannah, the capital town, is situated on the iiortli-
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wcil coast of the iiUnd, fifty 1«sgiif i from Cap? Antonio,

its westernmost point; four hundred and ninety miles west

from St. Jago; and forty-one leagues south of the Cape ijf

Florida, (he gulf of which it commands, by being situated

at its mouth.

This city was originally called the " Port of Carenu;"
but afterwards, when it began to increase, it was called

" St. Christopher of the Havannah." In 1536, it was «
inconsiderabit , that, being taken by a French pirate, he

ransomed it for seven hundred <lollars. Some time after,

it wos taken by the English, and a second time by the

French
;
yet its value was not understood, nor any care

taken to put it in a posture of defence, till the reign of

Philip H. But since the accession of the house of Bour-
bon to the Spanish crown, it has been completely for-

tified.

This town is particularly famous for its harbour, which
is, in every respect, one of the best in the West-Indies,

and, perhaps, in the world. It is entered by a narrow

passage, upwards of half a mile in length, which after-

wards expands into a large basin, and is sufficient, in ex-

tent and depth, to contain a thousand sail of large vessels,

having almost si.x fathoms water throughout, and beii^g

peifectly sheltered from every y\ind.

The cily stands on the west side of the harbour, in a

pleasant plain, and is the residence of the governor and
ether royal officers of Cuba. The buildings are chiefly of

stone, and some of them superbly finished ; among which

are eleven chtKches and monasteries, and two handsome
hospitals. The churches are remarkably rich and magni-
ficent; the lamps, candlesticks, and ornaments for the

altars, being of gold and silver, and some of the lamp*
Y\eighing near a hundred pounds. The Recollect's church

has twelve beautiful chapels in it, and in the monastery

are cells for fifty monks. The church of St. Clara has

seven altars, adorned with a profusion of plate, and the

nunnery contains a hundred women and servants, clothed

in blue. The church of the Augustines has thirteen altars;

and that of St. Juan de Dios nine; with an hospital for

soldiers, of twelve thousand dollars revenue.

The city is supplied with water by the Lagida, which

runs through it by two streams. The entrance to the

harbour is defended, on the east side, by a strong castle,

called El Muro, situated on a high rock ; and on the walls

and bastions arc mounted forty pieces of cannon. Under
the faces of the south-west bastions of the Mpro, and

within the entrance of the harbour, is a stone battery,

called the Twelte Apostles, almost level with the water;

and the guns carry each a ball of thirty-six pounds. A
little higher, and opposite to the Point-gate, is the Divina

Pastora, or Shepherd's Battery, of fourteen guns, level

with the water. On the west side of the entrance, at the

Point, is a square fort, called the Puiita, 'with four bas-

I
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tions well mounted with cannon. On tlie bastions of the

town, next the harbour, are a number of cannon ; and

about the middle of the city is the Fiierte, a square fort

with four bastions, mounted with twenty-two pieces of

cannon. In this last the governor resides, and bis Catho-

lic majesty's treasures are deposited till the arrival of the

galleons.

On the laud-side, from the Punta-gate to the dock-yard,

there is a rampart with bastions, faced with stone, and

earthen parapets, with a ditch, which, in several places, is

fallen in, and is almost filled up, particularly behind the

Punta and land-gates, near the stone quarries, which, if

joined to one another, might be of great detriment to the

place in case of a siege, as a lodgment might be made in

them. The ground here rises with an easy ascent to the

land-gate ; and is either open pasture or garden ground,

well stocked with cabbagc-treea. Before the land-gate is

a ravelin. The hill on a rising ground from this gate,

(which is the highest part of the town,) to tiie dock-yard,

is steeper than on the other side.

The fortifications of tlie Mavannah, though strong, have

many defects; and, from t!ie situation of the town and

forts, are commanded by many eminences, of which an

enemy might take advantage. On the east side of the

harbour, tlic Cavannas, on a part of which the Moro is

built, commands, in a great mensure, that fort, and abso-

lutely commands the Punta, the Fuerte, and the whole

north-east part of the city, which is the best foi 'red. On
the west runs a suburb called Guadaloupe, whose church

is situated on an eminence about half a mile from the

land-gate, with which it is on a level, and higher than any

other part of the fortifications. From the north side of

this rising ground, the Punta-gate may be flanked ; and

frum the south-east side the dock-yard is commanded.

Along the north side runs an aqueduct, which, falling into

the ditch at the land-gate, runs down to the dock-yard,

both for watering the ships and turning a saw-mili. About

half a miie troni the church is a bridge, tiirown across a

rivule*. that runs into the bay about a hundred yards. From

this bridge to the La«.?retto is about two miles, with a

rising ground between them ; and, if a trench were thrown

up betwixt these two places, it would cut off the commu-

nication with the town by land. From these observations,

therefore, it plainly appears, that the Havannah is not

im pregnable.

The Havannah has greatly contributed to the maritime

strength of Spain, many ships having been built there

within these few years, from sixty to eighty guns; the

island furnishing the finest materials, such as oak, pine,

cedar, and mahogany. Tlie only defect of the harbour is

the narrowness of its entrance ; for, though free from bars

and shoals, yet only one ship at a time can enter it; from

which circumstance the g^I^ons have somotimes been io-
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suited, and even captured, at the mouni of the harbour,

the forts being unable to afford them any assistance.

Upon the rupture with Spain, in 1769, the British mi-

nistry sent a squadron and army against this place, under

Admiral Pocock and Lord Albemarle. The Spaniards

had in the harbour at that time a fleet of twelve sail of

the line, two of them but just launched, two more on the

stocks nearly finished, and several merchant-ships. The

men of war were almost ready for sea ; but the governor

bad received no intimation of the projected attack. The

place, however, was gallantly defended, and sustained a

siege of two months and eight days before it could be re-

duced ; but, at the expiration of that time, a capitulation

was signed, and a district of a hundred and eighty miles

was yielded up along with the city. This conquest was

the most considerable, and, in its consequences, the most

decisive, of any the English had made since the beginning

of the war; and in no operation were the courage and

perseverance of the British troops and the conduct of

their leaders more conspicuous. The acquisition of tliis

place united in itself all the advantages which can be

acquired in war. It was a military achievement of the

highest class; by its effect on the Spanish marine^ it was

equal to the greatest naval victory; and, in the plunder, it

equalled the produce of a national subsidy. H'me line.

of-battle ships were taken ; three capital ships had been

sunk by the Spaniards at the beginning of the siege ; and

two more were afterwards destroyed by the captors. The

Spaniards on this occasion lost a whole fleet of ships of

war, besides a considerable number of merchant-ships;

and in ready money, tobacco, and other valuable merchan-

dise, the sum lost did not fall short of three millions ster-

ling. Havannah was restored by the peace of 176^; and

is of the greatest importance to Sp»in, being the rendez-

vous for all her fleets to return from America to Europe,

lying at the mouth of the Gulf of Florida, through which

they are all obliged to pass. Here the Spanish navy sta-

tioned in the West-Indies rides; and here the galleons,

flota, and merchant-.^bips from other ports, meet in Sep-

tember, to take in ^- i^isions and water, with gi. at part of

their lading, and likewise for the convenience of returning

to Spain in a body.

The male inhabitants of this city use the Spanish cloak,

sometimes so richly laced as to cost five hundred dollars

;

the hair generally in a net. The women rarely wear gowns,

being contented with a petticoat and corset, with an apron

of gauze or muslin ; their hair plaited, or rolled up under

their head-dress, with some sprigs of rue or wormwood

over the ear. With other ornaments they wear massy

bracelets of gold, and are fond of displaying a beautiful

arm. Two round patches are worn on the temples, changed

at night for bits of white linen, like little plaisters, and

iu the morning for leaves of the orange^iiower.

TORTO nic
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The manner of living is as objectionable as in New
Spain. In the morning, with chor.olate, coffee, or milk,

IS taken a savoury dish, called chuleta, or ribs oi pork,

'vhich tliey have fresh throughout tne year, or some other

auimal-food, friea m lard : at nud-day, the usual dish is

agiact, a kind of fruit of so hot a taste, that it causes

tears to run down the cheeks of the guests. In the even-

ing, there is a regular supper of rice, seasoned with salt

and lard, broiled flesh, salads, and other dishes. At the

two lust meals, the usual dessert is sweetmeats, or sugar

pressed from the cane, the consumption of which is in-

credible.

St. Jago stands at the bottom of a large bay, about

two leagues from the sea, on the south-east side of the

island. It is distinguished from St. Jago, in Chili, by the

addition of di Cuba, as the other is by that of di Chili.

Since the unsuccessful attempt made by the English, under

Admiral Vernon and General Wentworlh, the fortifications

have been repaired, and the town has recovered some de-

gree of its former splendour, carrying on a good trade

with Old and New Spain, and, above all, with the Ca-

naries. The other towns of note are Santa Cruz, wiiich

has a tolerable harbour, and stands about one hundred

and sixty-three miles east of the Havannah; Porto del

Principe, situated on the coast, about three hundred miles

south-east of the Havannah; and Baracoa, situated on Uie

north-east part, which has a small harbour.

AMERICA

SECTION xr.

PORTO-RICO.

PoRTO-Rico is situated between sixty-four and si.xty-

seven degrees of west longitude, and in eighteen degrees

of north latitude, lying between St. Domingo and St.

Christopher's. It is about one hundred miles in length,

and forty jn breadth. The chief part of the country is

diversified with v/oods, valleys, and plains ; and it is ex-

tremely fertile, producing the same fruits as the other

islands. It is well watered with springs and rivers ; but

the air is excessively hot, and, during the rainy season,

very unwholesome. The north part of the island, which

is the most barren, contains several mines, some of which

formerly produced great quantities of silver and gold. It

was on account of the latter that the Spaniards settled

here; but there is no longer any considerable quantity

found in it. In the woods are parrots, wild pigeons, and

other fowl. European poultry is found here in plenty,

and the coast abounds with iish. A breed of dogs, which

the Spaniards brought over to hunt the defenceless na-

tives, are said to run wild in the woods, and subsist

upon land-crabs that burrow in the ground.

The principal commodities here are sugar, ginger,
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hides, cotton, thread, cassia, mastic, &c. Their pork is

excellent, as is likewise the flesh of their kids; but their

mutton is very indifferent. They have good ship-timber

and fruit-trees..

This island was taken from the Spaniards by Sir Fra^icis

Drake. It was afterwards conquered by the Earl of Cum-
berland, in the reign of Queen Elizabeth; but he was

obliged to abandon it, having lost most of his men by

sickness, in the latter end of the sununer, when this and

all other places in these latitudes are very unhealthy.

Porto-Rico, the capital town, is situated on a small

island on the north coast. This island forms a very con-

venient harbour, and is joined to the chief islaiul by a

causeway. It is defended by forts and batteries, which

render the place almost inacessible. The town is well-

built, and populous, and 'le seat of a governor, as well

as a bishop's see. The only place worthy of notice in this

island, exclusive of the capital, are Port del Agnada,

where the flota provide themselves with water, and other

necessaries, in tlieir voyage to Old Spain; and Boroba de

Infernes, wl;

tie fishery.

h is remarkable for having an excellent tur-

SECTION XVI.

ST. DOMINGO, OR HISPANIOLA.

Suuation, Productions, ^c] This island, the second in

the American archipelago, is situated between seventeen

and twenty-one degrees of north latitude, and sixty-seven

and seventy-four degrees of west longitude, lying in the

middle between Cuba and Porto-Rico, and is four han-

dled and fifty miles long, and one hundred and fifty broad.

When first discovered by Columbus, the number of its

inhabitants was computed to be, at least, a million. But

such was the cruelty of the Spaniards, that they were re-

duced, in the space of fifteen years, to sixty thousand.

The face of the island presents an agreeable variety of

hills, valleys, woods, and rivers ; and the soil is allowed to

be extremely fertile, producing sugar, cotton, indigo, to-

bacco, maize, and cassava-root. The European cattle are

so multiplied here, that they run wild in the woods, and,

as in South-America, are hunted for their hides and tallow

only. In the most barren parts of the rocks, they for-

merly discovered silver and gold. The mines, however,

are not now worked. The north-west parts, which were

in the possession of the French, consist of large fruitful

plains, which produce the articles already mentioned in

vast abundance. This, indeed, is the best and most fer-

tile island in the West-Indies.

The species of dog called the hlood-hound, so often

used by the Spaniards to hunt down the negroes, were for-

merly bred in St. Domingo. The following was the mode

of rearing and exercising them by the chasseurs.

8P
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i' " The moment the blood-hounda were taken from the

dam, they were confined in kennels, with iion bars in

front, like the dens used by showjnen for confining wild

beasts, where they were sparingly fed 01 the blood and

entrails of animals. As they grew up, t'leir keepers fre-

quently exposed in the front of their cage a figure resem-

bling a negro, male or female, and of the same colour

and dress, the body of which contained the blood and

entrails of beasts, which being occasionally suffered to

gush out, the figure attracted the attention of the dogs as

the source of their food. They were then gradually re-

duced in their meals, till they were almost famished, when
the image was more frequently exposed to their view;

and when they struggled with redoubled ferocity against

their confinement to come to their prey, the image was

brought nearer at intervals, till at last it was abandoned

to their hunger, and, being of wicker-work, was in an iu-

stant torn to pieces, apd thus they arrived at a copious

meal. While satiating themselves with this, the keeper

and his colleagues caressed and encouraged them. By
this execrable artifice, the white people at once ingratiated

themselves with the dogs, and taught them to regard a

negro as their proper prey. As soon as the young dogs

were thus well initiated, they were taken out to be exer-

cised on living objects, and were trained with great care

till they arrived at the necessary exactness in the pursuit

of the poor wretches they were doomed to destroy. The
common use of the dogs in the Spanish islands was in

chase of runaway negroes in the mountains. When once

they got scent of the object, they speedily ran him down,
and devoured him, unless he could evade the pursuit by

climbing a tree, in which case the dogs remained at the

foot of the tree, yelping in the most hideous manner till

their keepers arrived. If the victim were to be preserved

for a public exhibition of a cruel punishment, the dogs

were then muzzled, and the prisoner loaded with chains.

On his neck was placed a collar, with spikes inward, and

hooks outward, the latter for the purpose of entangling

him in the bushes, if he attempted to escape. If the

unhappy being proceeded faster than his guard, it was
construed into an attempt to run from them, and he was
given to the dogs, who instantly devoured him. Not sel-

dom, on a journey of considerable length, these causes

were feigned by the keepers, to relieve them of their pri-

soners, and the inhuman monster who perpetrated the

act receivcu the reward of ten dollars from the colony, on
making oath of his having destroyed his fellow-creature]

The keepers, in. general, acquired an absolute command
nver tnpMt^ Hnomr tmt u/ti#>n iht^ Tiront^Vk oi*.n«r «.a»yl «U^». U._ . -_ ... j^„ ^

^.. ^ ^ .w..«,.. ....lij ?»«nt ItlVIIl £11

their war against St. Domingo, while ihey had possession

of the Cape, the dogs frequently broke loose in tiie neigh-

bourhood, and children were devoured in the public way;
louietimea they Surprised a harnlesa family of labourers
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at their simple meal, tore the babe from the breast of its

ST. I)0M1I«

mother, and involved the whole party in one cuninton ana

cruel death. Even' the defenceless huts of the negroes

have been broken into by these dreadful animals, and the

sleeping inhabitants have shared in a like miserable fate!"

Commerce, Sfc] In nSQ, the trade of this island em-

ployed five hundred and eighty large ships, carrying one

hundred and eighty-nine thousand six hundred and seventy-

nine tons, in which the imports amounted to twelve mil-

lions of dollars, of which more than eight millions were

in manufactured goods of France, and the other four mil-

lions in French produce. The Spanish ships exported, in

French goods or money, one million four hundred thou-

sand dollars, for mules imported by them into the colony

;

ninety-eight French ships, carrying forty thousand one

hundred and thirty tons, imported twenty-six thousand

five hundred and six negroes, who sold for eight millions

of dollars.

Principal Towns,'] The most ancient town in this island,

and in all the New World, built by Europeans, is St.

Domingo, situated on the west bank of the Ozama, three

miles below the mouth of IsSibella River, where it is

twenty-four feet deep, having a bottom of mud or soft

sand, and banks twenty feet in perpendicular height. The
port is extremely magnificent; being a real natural basin,

with a great number of careenings for the vessels tha can

get at them. There is a rock at the entrance, which will

only admit vessels drawing eighteen or twenty feet water,

which, it is said, might be easily removed. 13ut the road

before the Ozama is very indifferent, and lies so much ex-

posed, that it is impossible to anchor in it during the

south winds, and the north winds drive the vessels from

their moorings out into the sea, which here runs exceed-

ingly high.

The city was originally founded on the east side of the

Ozama, by Bartholomew Columbus, who gave it the name

of" New Isabella." But Christopher Columbus gave it

the name of his father, and the inhabitants of Isabella oc

the north coast of the island removed to New Isabella, in

1496. In the year i502, a hurricane destroyed most of

its buildings, which induced Orando to remove the inha-

bitants to the west side of the river. The new city was

soon built, with a grandeur of design not unworthy of

the first metropolis of the new world. The plan of it is

a trapezium of about five hundred and forty fathoms on

the east side, along the Ozama ; near five hundred faiiionis

on the south, bordering upon the sea; and about eighteen

hundred fathoms in circumference. On the west and

nor*!!, the land 15 rougu anu rocky, for about liuif a

league ; but after that it becomes good, and the country

delightful. Towards the sea, the site of the city lies very

high, and forms an insurmountable dyke against the fury

of the waves. It is also surrounded with a rampart eigh<
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feet in diameter, and about tea feet higb. Tliere is a

great deal of ordnance at Si. Dumingo, but the furtifica-

tioni are not strong ; and ti.e h jight of the Ileignes com-

mands it entirely.

The streets ol^St. Doniin'^ >
- re spacious, and straight as a

line, which gives the city ^ pleusing appearance. The great-

est part of the house hrst built are of a sort of marble,

found in the vi''=..iiy, and in the style of the ancient towns

cf opain and Italy : those of a more recent construction

are of a sort of pise called tapia. To erect these build-

ings, a case is made of planks between pillars of masonry

;

and this case isgradually filled with a reddish clay, which

is rammed down as it is thrown in, until it forms a solid

wall between the pillars. The cla^ thus pressed together

acquires an amazing hardness, and the walls are sometimes

go solid and strong, that the pillars are useless. The

bouses of St. Domingo are tolerably handsome, in a sim-

ple style, and nearly uniform. A considerable part of

them, built within these forty years, are of wood, co-

vered with the leave? of taches of palm-trees. Thd roofs

are generally platformed, being shapec' so nn to conduct

the rain-water to the cisterns.

.

Among many public edifices that are worthy of atten-

tion, we may reckon the ruins of the houae that Diego,

son of Christopher Columbus, had begun, entirely of hewn

stone. The walls are yet remaining, and some of the

sculpture round the windows. The roof and ceilings, how-

ever, are fallen in; the lower floor is become a pen for

cattle ; and a Latin inscription over the portal is now hid-

den by the hut of a herdsman.

The cathedral is a noble gothic pile, begun in 1512,

and finished in 1540, after the model of a church at

Rome. It particularly merits admiration on account of

the boldness of its vault, which, notwithstanding the ra-

vages of earthquakes in its vicinity, has never till within

these forty years had a single flaw. Opposite to this

pile is a spacious square, at the south-west end of which

is the town-house. Here also are three hospitals, a col-

lege, and a gaol. The convent of the Cordeliers was

built by Ovanno, in 1503, on a little hill, containing a

mine of mercury. All the three parochial churches of this

city are superbly adorned with pictures, statues of mar-

ble and of metal, vases of gold and silver, set with pre-

cious stones, 8cc. ; but the cathedral surpasses the others

in every respect.

The French towns are Cape Francois, the capital,

which is neither walled nor paled in, and is said to have

only two batteries, one at the entrance of the harbour, and

the other before the town. Before its destruction, in

179'^, it contained about eight thousand inhabitants,

whites, people of colour, and slaves. It is the governor's

residence in time of war, as Port-aii-Prince is in time of

peace. The Mole, though inferior to these in other re-
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spects, is the first port in the island for safety in time of

war, being by nature and art strongly fortified. The

other towns and forts of any note are Fort Dauphij, St.

Mark, Leogane, Petit Goave, Jereniie, Les Cayes, St.

Louis, and Jacmel.

History.'] Since the French revolution, in consequence

of some injudicious decrees of the National Assembly,

this island has been a scene of cunfusion and bloodshed.

On the night of the fiSd of August, 1791, a most alarm-

ing insurrection of the negroes began on the French plarn.

tations on this island, and a scene of the most horrid cru-

elties ensued. In a little time, no less than one hundred

thousand negroes were in rebellion, and all the manufac-

tories and plantations of more than half the northern pro-

vince appeared as one general conflagration. The plains

and the mountains were deluged with blood. In this

dreadful conflict, which has been of long continuance,

the white colonists of St. Domingo have been extirpated

or expelled, and the whole power of the island conse-

quently vested in the mulattoes, the negroes, and the

lower classes of the French inhabitants. The sovereign

authority fell into the hands of some of the people of

colour : and the negroes, who were slaves, have been sub-

sequently emancipated from their chains, and the majority

of them trained to arms. This was the origin of all those

scenes of desolation and horror which have succeeded in

that devoted island.

In the month of October, 1793, the English effected

a landing on this island, arid made themselves masters of

Jeremie, Cape Tiburon, the Mole, and several other

places on the coast. The troops, however, suffered greatly

by the insalubrity of the climate ; several of the places

they had gained possession of were soon retaken; noF

could they have retained the others, had :t not been for

the contests and mutual jealousies of the whiles and peo-

ple of colour. An expedition was afterwards undertaken

by the English government against St. Domingo, in which

a regiment of hussars was reduced, in little more than

two months, from one thousand to three hundred, through

the climate, and another regiment perished entirely. About

the end of the year 1/97, of fifteen thousand British and

foreign troops, not more than three thousand were left

alive, and fit for service ; the loss of seamen being com-

puted at five thousand. The negro troops in St. Domingo

offered to join the English, on condition of cutting off

all the mulattoes. Toussaint, the black chief of St. Do-

mingo, had an army at his command, computed at eighteen

thousand infantry and one thousand cavalry: he was

opposca oy lltC Iliuiaiiucs unuc: ivigauu, iv mv n!.iv.»i..t

of about twelve thousand. In October, 1798, St. Do-

iningo was abandoned by the British troops. The French

then waged war against the blacks, which was prosecuted

by the contending parties with various success. In 1802,
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the negro-general was taken prisoner, and conducted to

France, where he was thrown into a dungeon, and was
put to death, by order of Buonaparte. The blacks, how-
ever, took a «lreadful revenge : they put to death, in the
most horrid manner, all the French prisoners who fell

into their hands, and in a short time the whole army, which,
with the reinforcements sent at different times, amounted
to, at least, forty thousand men, was annihilated by disease
and the sword. The commander-in-chief, General Le-
clerc, who married a sister of Buonaparte, fell a victim to
the former; and, after all his threats of extirpation, the
French chief was obliged to abandon his intentions. Des-
aolines, the black commander of the native army, was
then invested with unlimited power by his desperate com-
panions, and he effected a horrid retaliation, by causing
all the white inhabitants in the French part of the island

to be massacred, without regard to age or sex.

But the most ludicrous part of his conduct was the
affectation with which he imitated the measures of his
brother-usurper in Europe. As soon as it was known in
St. Domingo that Buonaparte had caused himself to be
raised to the dignity of Emperor, Dessalines erected his
island into an Empire, declared himself Emperor, ap-
pointed his body-guard, his members of a legion of ho-
nour, and adopted all the absurd regulations of lui anl-
bitious prototype; concluding with an oath of eternal en-
mity to France, and of his determination to defend with
bis blood the system which he had established. He kept
his word; but his reign was short. A part of his army,
disgusted with his numerous acts of cruelty and despotism,
secretly revolted, and placed themselves under Christophe,
who was, to him, as Moreau stood with aspect to Buo^
naparte :—a general high in command, of equal abilities,

and more moderation. On the 12th of January, 1807
Christophe's party seized Dessalines, and put him to death,
declaring their chief his successor; on which the greatest
part of the army came over to his standard. Christophe,
soon after being declared Emperor, thought proper to
change the government of the island again to a.republic,
and published a new constitution, ofFering to the people
of all nations protection and liberty of commerce. Since
that time, some changes have been effected; but the so-
vereign power still remains in the hands of the blacks;
nor is it probable that the island will ever be reduced by
any European power, without a massacre of the iiJiabit-

anls, bord«ring upon extermination.

MARTINICO.

The Island of Martinico is situated between the four-
teenth and fiftecuUi degrees of north latitude, and in tlie
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lixty-first degree of west longitude. It lies about forty

leagues north-west of Barbadoes, and is about sixty miles
in length, and thirty in breadth. The climate is not
esteemed unwholesome, though there is a dampness in the
air, which, at times, must be disagr«eable. The inland

part* are mountainous, and the interior abounds with hilJs

whence issue many rivulets, which, in their course towards
the tea, at once adorn and fertilize the country. The pro-
ductions of this island consist of sugar, tobacco, cotton,

ginger, indigo, aloes, pimento, cocoas, plantains, and
other tropical fruits.

In the year 1700, the French settled upon this island

were computed to be one thousand five hundred, besides

the negroes whom they employed, and great numbers of
Caribbees, who were re-admitted into the island, but were
obliged to work as slaves, and to live among the French,
that they might have no opportunity to form conspiracies

or plots with their countrymen, or to associate together.

Before it was subdued by the English, in 1736, it con-

tained ten thousand white inhabitants lit to carry arms,

and above forty thousand negroes or slaves. Besides this

force, some companies of regulars were always quartered

in the island; so that nothing but the most notorious mis-

conduct could have rendered the British troops masters of

it with so little loss as they suffered on that occasion.

Martinico is not only the residence of the governor-ge-

neral and intendant, but likewise of a sovereign council,

which superintends all their other islands, and even the

settlements of St. Domingo and Tortuga. The island

owes its flourishing state to the old French government
having transported thither great numbers of its protestaut

subjects, some of whom voluntarily settled there.

The two principal towns in this island are Fort 'Royal
and St. Pierre, or St. Peter's. The first is the seat of

governnfent: its streets are regular, the houses agree-

able, and the inhabitants mucli addicted to all kinds of

luxury: they are the Parisians of the West-Indies. To
the east -of the town, on a neck of land, is an irregular

fort, badly built, and worse designed, which gives name to

the town which it poorly defends. Fort Royal, as well as

the rest of the island, fell under the power of the English

in the year 1756; but they restored it at the pe?.ce of

1763r The French have since built a citadel upon Morne
Carnier, an eminence higher than the most elevated points

of Mornes Patate, Tartanson, and Cartouche, all of which

conintand Fort Royal. It was again taken by the English

in 1794, but given up at tl>e peace of 1802. It was again

captured by the British iu 1809, and restored by the peace

of Paris, in 1814-.

The harbour of Fort Royal, where the men of war an-

chor in winter, is one of tlie best of the Windward
Islandj, and its security against the hurricanes generally

acknowledged. It is supposed that the inner part has

0VADAL01
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b«en spoiled by sinking tlio liuJks of several ships, to make
a fence against the Engiisli in ilie war of I759.
The Fort of St. Pierre is five leagues to the leeward of

Fort Royal, in a round bay on the western coast. The
town, the first built in the island, is the place of commu-
nication between tlie colony and the mother-country. It is

the residence of merchants, and the centre of business.
I'hat port, lituated along the sea-side, on the strand itselfj

called Le Mouillage, (the anchoring-place,) is very un-
healthy. The other port, separated from this by a river,

is built upon a low hill; and they call it the Fort, from a
small fortress which defends the shipping. The road is very
convenient for loading and unloading the vessels, and the
facility of coming in or going out; but they are obliged
in winter-time to take shelter at Fort Royal. The town of
St. Pierre suffered great damage by a dreadful hurricane,
which happened in the month of October, 1780, in which
two hundred houses were blown into the sea, and great
injury was done among the shipping that lay in the har-
bour. The chief export of Martinico is sugar, of which
vast quantities are annually shipped for Europe.

SECTION XFIIL ,'

GUADALOUPE. ,
-

This island is situated about thirty leagues north-west
of Martinico, in sixteen degrees of north latitude. It is

about fortv-fife miles in length, and thirty-eight in breadth,
and is divided by a deep gulf or bay, and a channel called
the Salt River. The air of Guadaloupe is preferable to
that of Martinico, being more salubrious and less sultry;
and the soil is very fertile. Its products are sugar, coffee,'

cotton, bastard cinnamon, indigo, ginger, and many other
vegetables, besides the capua-tree, from which is extracted
a most excellent balm; the miik-shrub, so called from its

yielding a substance like milk, when pressed, which fails

Httle short of the capua-balsam ; the moubine-tree, which
bears a yellow plum, with which the natives fatten their
hogs; and the corbary-tree, the gum of which, when hard-
ened in the aun, becomes so translucent, that the Ca-
ribbees wear it formed into beads and bracelets. Many
of the mountains, with which Guadaloupe abounds, are
covered with wood, aiid nothing can be more verdant, or
mo.w beautifully variegated, than the large plains wliich
lie beneath them. One of the mountains, called La Souf-
friere, or the Brimstone Mountain, emits a continual
smoke, and commuuicates a sulphureous taste to the neigh-
bouring streams.

T^sbat Tisited this mountain, the lop of which he found
bare of vegetable productions, except the fern and stunted
shrubs already mentioned, which he ascribed partly to the
cold of so hij5h a situation, and partly to the sulphureous
Mfhalations. He walked round the hiU for three hours and
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a half, among burnt stones and whiiish ashes, which, m
some places, were above his ankles, and smelt strongly of
brimstone. On the east side of the n.ount>uin he saw
two chasms, one of which was an oval hole, about a hun-
dred f«et in diameter; but he could not venture near enough
to fathom the depth of it, because it frequently sent out
black clouds of smoke, mingled with sparks of fire A
little below the least of these chasms, there are three little
basins of hot water, one of which is dark coloured, and
smells like the water in a smith's forge; the second i,
whitish, and has the taste of alum ; and the third is blue,
and seems impregnated with vitriol.

From all the neighbouring hills flow numberless spring,
which fertilize the plaini below, and moderate the burning
heat of the climate, by a refreshing stream, so celebrated,
that the galleons, which formerly used to touch at the
Windward Islands, had orders to renew their provision
with this pure and salubrious water.

The most remarkable bird on this island is that caJfed
the Devils Bird, which is peculiar to this island and Do-
ni.mca

:
it is a bird of passage, of the size of a pullet, and

all Its plumage coal-black. These birds live on fish, which
they catch in the sea at night, being unable to bear the
light m the day-time when flying, so that they often run
against interposing objects and fall down. After their
fish-huntrng in the night, they repair to a mountain called
he Devil s Mountain, where they lodge by pairs in hole.,
like rabbits. Here they lay their eggs, and hatch thei^
young, which are ready to fly about the end of May and
are very tender food, but their fat resembles oil. The
flesh of the old ones is blackish, and has a fishy taste
but otherwise it is very good and nourishing. The negroej
and poor people have scarcely ,ny other sustenance than
these birds during the season; and it may be deemed a
great providence that they harbour in places so difficult
of access, otherwise the French would long ago have de-
stroyed the species.

Labat tells us, that he once indulged his curiosity o
accompany four negroes in this kind of fowling, not with-
out great fatigue and danger. It took them up six hours
to get to the summit of the mountain, where they lay all
night; and next morning, when the birds were returned
from thrr fishery, the negroes repaired to their holes, with
dogs tnmed to the sport. Each iiegro carried a switchm his hand, seven or eight feet long, with a erook at die
end of It; and as soon as the dogs, which sndt at every
hole, had discovered one with a devil-bird in it, they>
barked, and began to scratch up the ground, at the entrass -

e.
but they were prevented from doing this by the fowlers^
who thrust their switches into the holes, on which ihe
birds either fasten with their beak, and suffer themselves
to be dragged out rather than quit their hold, or else the
crook is turned round the hole all one of the wings is eiv-

8 Q
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(angled by it, and so the bird drawn out by force. Our

author adds, that by noon tlicy had taken a hundred and

ninety-eight of these birds, and acknowledges thai he fed

on them very heartily.

It is observable that the bees of Guadaloupe differ con-

siderably from those of Europe in size and colour, as

well as in the structure of their honey-combs, and the

quality oJ their wax and honey. These insects arc blacker

and rounder than ours, but much smaller; nor do they

seem to have any sting, or, if they have, it is too weak

to pierce the skin. Their nests are in hollow trees, and

their combs consist of little bladders of wax, of the form

and size of pigeons' eggs, but more pointed, and almost

like the bladder of a carp. They deposit their honey in

these bladders, which, though they may be easily sepa-

rated from one another, are so artfully disposed and ranged,

that there seems to be no vacuity between them. Most

of the bladders are filled with honey, but in some of them

there is a yellow matter, seeded like the eggs of a (ish,

glutinous, and smelHng like honey. The honey is aiwuys

liquid, of the consistence of olive-oil, and never settles.

The wax is black, or at least of a deep purple colour

;

and Labat says, that all the art of his countrymen could

not make it either white or yellow, so as to be fit for can-

dles; besides that, it is too soft for that purpose, and is

scarcely used for any thing but to cement the corks of

bottles after it is thoroughly purified.

The island is troubled witli an miect, called a ravet,

shaped like a cock-chaffer, of a stinking smell, which

destroys both books and furniture, and whatever it does

not gnaw is discoloured by its ordure; but great num-

bers of them are destroyed by a kind of spider, found on

the island, some of which are as large as a man's fist.

The Cul de Sacs, as the French call them, or gulfs, about

this island, abound witli turtle, sharks, land-crabs, &c.

One of the two divisions of this island is called Grande-

Terre ; and the other is divided into CapeTerre, or Cable's

Terre, and Bassc-Terrc, which last is also the name of

the capital, a very considerable town, situated on both

sides of Bailiff River, and well fortified.

1 Like Martinico, this island was formerly attacked by

the English, who gave up the attempt: but, in 1739, it

was reduced by the English arms, and was given back at

the peace of 1763. It was reduced by the English in

1794, and evacuated a few months after. 0«i the 5th of

February, 1810, however, it once more capitulated to the

British forces under the command of the gallant Beck-

with, and was given up by the treaty of Paris.

[PAKl III.

west of Btrbadoes, and is twenty-three miles in lenglli

and twelve in breadth. It received its name from being

discovered ou the day dedicated to the virgin martyr, St.

Lucia. The English first settled ou the island in 1637.

From this time they met with various misfortunes, from

the natives and French ; and at length it was agreed on,

between the latter and the English, that the island, togc-

tlier with Dominica and St. Vincent, should remain neu-

tral. But the French, before the war of 1756 broke out,

began to settle on these islands, which, by the treaty of

peace, were yielded up to Great Britain, and St. Lucia

to France, "The soil of this island, in the valleys, is ex.

tremely rich. It produces excellent timber, and abounds

in pleasant rivers and well-situated, harbours, and has been

declnred a free port, under certain restrictions. The Eng-

lish made themselves masters of it in 1778; but it was

restored again to the French in 1783, It was Uken by

the English in 1794, surrendered again to the French in

179.5, re-captured by Great Britain in 179G, and restored

to the French in 1802. It wa» again taken by the British

soon after the commencement of hostilities hi 18D3, and

given up at the restoration of the house of Bourbon.

St. Lucia sustained considerable damage by a dreadful

hurricane, which happened in the month of October,

I78O. Great numbers of houses were levelled with the

ground ; and the ships in the harbour being driven out to

sea, many were lost.

SECTION XIX.

ST. LUCIA.

St. Lucia is situated in fourteen degrees north latitude,

and in sixty-one degrees west longitude, eighty miles uortli-

SECTION XX.

ST. EUSTATIA.
This island is situated in seveiiteen degrees twenty-nine

minutes of north latitude, and sixly-three degrees ten minutes

of west longitude, three leagues north-west of St. Christ-

opher's. It rises out of the sea like a pyramid, and is

about twenty-nine miles in circumference. But though

small, and inconveniently lajd out by nature, the indus-

try of the D«tch has made it turn to very good account,

and it is said to contain five thousand whites and fifteen

thousand negroes. The sides of the mountain are dis-

posed in decent settlements; but they are destitute of

springs and rivers.

The air is wholesome, but it is subject to terrible thunder-

claps, earthquakes, and hurricanes ; and there is a scarcity

of fresh-water. Before a hurricane, it is said, the birds

lay themselves flat on the ground ; and the rain that pre-

cedes it is always salt and bitter. This isJaiKJ, as well as

Cura^oa, is engaged in the Spanish contraband trade, and

.;-, ;,i.i3 drawn tlic saiiie advantage fiom 'ts nentrality. But

wh.',i hostilities were commenced by r;icit Britain against

Holland, Admiral Rodney aud Gtw ral Vaugham were

scut with a considerable land and at.i *( rre against St.

Eustatia, which, being incapable of deft- li e, surrendered
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at discictioii, on the .')(! of I'ebmary, 1781: but on the

<i7tli of Ni)vi:mber, the «uiiie year, it wa» retaken by tlie

Trench, «nili;r tlic Marquis de IJouillt', though their force

consisted of only tlirec frigate* and some untall craft, and

about three hundred men. This lisland sustained consi-

derable dannige l)y the dreadful hurricane wliich happened

in October, 1780.

Besides tobacco, the inhabitants have of late years raised

and exported great (juantlties of sugar. They also breed

hogs, vubbils, goats, and most sorts of poultry.

SECTION XXI

ST. THOMAS, ST. JOHN'S, and SANTA CRUZ.

The Island of St. Thomas is situated to tiie east of

Porto-lJico. It is about fifteen miles in circumference,

and has a safe and commodious harbour, wliich, by behig

open to traders of all nations, enriches the inhabitants.

It is greatly infestid widi niosquettoes; and the soil is, in

general, very sandy ; but it produces most of the West-

Indian commodities.
*

The principal advantage of this island consists in an

excellent harbour on the south side, where fifty ships may

lie ill safely. It is defended by a fort, whose batteries,

at the same tinic, protect the small town built round the

shore. This harbour is much frequented by merchant-

ships > when they arc chased> in time of war, they find
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here a safe.proteclion;'and, in time of peace, a market

for their goods, by die clandestine trade whi( h the boats of

St. Thomas continually carry on with the Spanish coasts.

Two leagues to the south of St. Thomas is another

island, about the same size, called St. John's. Its har-

bour is said to be superior to that of St. Thomas, and is

accounted the best to the leeward of Antigua. IJut, .lot-

wilhstanding these advantages, there is so little good land

in die island, that its cxportations form only a very trifling

object. This island has suffered the most destructive ra-

vages, in late years, from accidental fires. In 1801, Op-

wards of four-lifdis of the houses were destroyed by an

event of this kind; and, in the autumn of 1800, a simi-

lar calamity occurred, which was equally disastrous in its

consequences, and from which the unfortunate iuhabitauts

will not recover for many years.

Santa Cruz is a small and unhealthy island, lying about

five leagues cast of St. Thomas, ten or twelve leagues in

length, and three or four where it is broadest. These

islands, while they remained in the hands of the Danish

West-India Company, were ill-managed, and of little con-

seqi.cnce to the Uanes; but the late king of D«nmark pur-

chased the company's stock, and laid the trade open; and

since that time the Island of St. Thomas has been so greatly

improved, that it is Said to produce upwards of three thou-

sand hogsheads of sugar, of one thousand weight each, and

other West-India commodities in tolerable plenty.

CHAPTER IX. m
SPANISH DOMINIONS IN SOUTH-AMERICA.

SECTION I.

TERRA FIRMA.

X ERRA FIRMA, or Castile del Oro, is situated be-

tween the equator and twelve degrees of north latitude,

and between sixty and eighty-two degrees of west longi-

tude, being about one thousand four hundred miles in

length, and seven hundred in breadth. It is bounded by

part of the Atlantic Ocean, on the north; by Guiana, on

the ettst ; by Peru and the country of Uie Amazons, o« the

south ; and by New Spain and the Pacific Ocean, on ti.e

west, (t derived the name of Castile d»! Oro, or the

Golden Coast, from the great quantity of gold it con-

tained. The northern division of Terra Firma contains

the provinces of Terra Firma Proper, or Darien, Cartha-

gena, St. Martha, Rio de la Hacha and New Andalusia,

or Paria. The southern division contains the provinces of

New Granada and Popayan.

The isthmus of Darien joins North and South America.

A line drawn from Porto-Bello, in the North, to Panama,

in the South Sea, or rather a little west of these two

places, is the proper limit between North and South Ame-

rica ; and here the isthmus is only sixty miles over. The

principal rivers are the Rio Grande, Darien, Chagre, and

the Oroonoko.

The principal bays in Terra Firma are the Bay of Pa-

nama and the Bay of St. Michael's, in the South Sea; the

Bay of Porto Bello, the Gulf of Darien, Sino Bay, Car-

thagcna Bay and Harbour, the Gulf of Venezuela, the Bay

of Maracaibo, the Gulf of Trieste, the Bay of Guaira,

the Bay of Curiaco, and the Gulf of Paria, or Andalusia,

in the North Sea. The chief capes are, Samblas Pointy
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PoiiU Cunoa, Cape del Agua, Swail Toiiit, Cnpe do

Vel.-t, Cape C(in<niil)iiroa, Cd|)C Calirlo, C'lipn Hluiuo,

Capo Gnlcra, Cspe'l'lme "oiiiU, and Cape Nas»au; nil

oil tlie north side of 'IVna Firma.

'I'erra Firma is a voiy iiioimtainous coiiiitry. Terra

Firnitt Proper, in partiiular, consists of prodi-^ioiis liij^li

uioiimttins and deep valleys, wliicli are tlooded more tintn

lialf the year. The mountains in tiic province of Car-

thngena and St. Martha, aecording to Dumpier, are iho

highest in tli« world, being seen at sea at a distance of two

liundrcd miles. From these run a chain of hills, of almost

equal height, quite through South-America, as far as the

Straits of Magellan, called the Cordilleros ties Andes. The

province of Venezuela, and the district of the Caraccas,

nre likewise very mountainous; but these will be described

under another section. Some of the mountains in the pro-

rincc of Popojan contain volcanos; but towards the shore

«f the Pacific Ocean the country is low and Tuarshy.

As the mountains of South-America constitute some

of the grandest objects in natural geography, being not

only the most lofty on the face of the ;;lobe, but inter-

mixed with volcanos of the most sublime and terrific de-

scription, some account of the principal ones shall be

here inserted. The extent of some of llie chains is pro-

digious, the Andes stretching in one line from the capes

of Isidio and Pilares, in the southern extremity of the

continent, to the Caribbean Sea, a space not less tliwi

four thousand six hundred miles, as they generally follow

the windings of the coast, at the medial distance of about

one hundred miles. The l.,eadlli is from ninety to a hun-

dred and fifty miles; so that, as Ulloa observes, entire

kingdoms are situated in the mountains. The principal

summits are near the equator, not far from the city of

Quito.

The best account of these celebrated mountains is that

given by Bouguer, one of the French mathematicians,

who, between the years 1735 and 1743, measured a degree

near the equator. Chimborazo, the highest of these

mountains, about one hundred British miles to the south

of Quito, and about ten miles to the north of Uiobamba,

\\a8 computed by these nialheniaticians to be three thou-

sand tWM hundred and seventeen French toiscs above the

level of the sea, or twenty thousand two hundred and

eighty feet; about one quarter higher than Moi Blanc.

That part of Chimborazo which is covered witlt perpetual

snow is about two thousand four hundred feet from the

summit. But these mountains stand on the high plain of

Quito, which constitutes more than one-third of the com-

puted height.

The next in height is supposed to be the volcano called

Cotopaxi, estimated at about eighteen thousand six hundi
'

feet, and situated about twenty-five miles to the south-

east of Quito. Other grand summits are Pichincha, a few
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milti to the north-west of Quito ; the Altar and Saii^a, to

the south-east of C'liinibora/a. In general, the Aixlrt here

proceed in a double chain, the interval b< iiig the phiin of

Quito: to the western ridge belong Pichincha, lllinissa,

Chimborazo, Jk,e.; while the eastern is crowned liv Coliu

paxi, the Altar, Sangu, i«:., and this form continues at

lca.it for .ilioiit five hundred miles from the loulh of Cu-

ciir.. ui !'.< iio>!ii f Popayan.

'liu! Iii;hctt deserts of the Andes arc in the north

called Parumas, and in I'crn, Punas; and the air is nfien

of so peculiar a cold, as rather to strike to the lungs than

to allect the exterior feelings. Travelhis have fiequently

perished from the cold in these regions ; and, when their

bodies are found, there is an uroearance of laughter in

the face, owing to I'i couUacUoii <f the nuncles. Ulloa

observes, that while the high mountains may have a me-

dial height of fourteen thousand feet, the table land has

fnmi eight to ten thousand; so that this prodigious belt is

of itself more surprising than the lofly summits which

crown it. The Spaniards consider the mountains under two

appellations, the Sicrres and the .hides, from which it

would appear, that the Sierra is a name applied to the

exterior ridges, while the Andes are the high central

mountains. At some tlistance from the Andes, on either

side, one ridge only being observable, the vast upland

plains, with their rivers, valleys, and mountains, would

never be supposed to exist; nor would the spectactor ex-

pect to find tin)se precipices of amazing depth, calli d

qnchrndas, or breaks, which appal the firmest spectator,

as if the globe were gradually bursting into ruin. Yet, in

generul, they seem the work of the waters, as a stream

commonly runs in the midst.

Climate.'] In these high regions llie winter generally

commences in December, andtontinues till April; but

in the northern provinces of the viceroyalty of La Plata,

and in the Andes of Chili, the order of the seasons is re-

versed, the heat of the summer ueuig in December, Janu-

ary, and Fel)ruary. In the summer the heat is excessive;

and affects the more, as the air its. If is at the same time

so cold, as to prevent pcrspiiation. A distance of two

feet makes sununer or winter; in the .-un it burns, while

in the shade it freezes. L'lloa asserts, that the seasons

contradict the course of the sun, being solely determined

by the circumstances and the force of reproduction; yet

as the central rivers of the viceroyalty of La Plata, de-

scending from the Andes ou the west, are in a state of in-

undation in January and February, owing to the melting

of the alpine snows, this remark seems capable of refuta-

tion. In the qnebradas the air is far more dei and

warm than on tlie heights; ili nfaoldt ami rioopiand, in-

deed, found it so rare, that the blood bursi oom their eyes

and mouths.

The climate at Terra Firma, particularly in U. norih-
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cm pttitii, is extremely liot; ami as the licat of tin- wann-

est <luy ill I'uii.i it tuiitiiiual in Cartliagcim, the t^\>e$ilivt

heuts I'iiisc tlic viipoiirtt of the scu, wliich ani precipitated

ill such ruins an scum to throutcii u guicral lieliigc. (ireat

part of tiie country, thurcfoii-, is iiliiiost contiiuially flood-

«'(! ; and thix, to^ttliur uilh the excessive heal, so iiii|)reg-

nates the air with vapoui'B, ilint in many provinces it is vx>

treinciy unwhoh'sonie.

Soil and I cj^elablr I'loductions.] The soil of this coun-

try, like that of tlie greater pitrt of Sonth-Ainerica, is ex-

tieniely ricli and fertile. It is impoxitiblc to vi<'w, with-

out udiniiation, llie perpetual verdure of thti woods, the

luxiiriancy of the plains, and the towering hei<{ht of the

mountains. 'rhi<i, however, only applies to tiie inti liur of

the country, for the coasts are generally barren sand, and

incapable of bearing any species of grain. The trees most

rcmaikahle for their dimensions are the caobo, the cedar,

the maria, and balsam-tree. The manchinecl-trce is par-

ticularly remarkable: it bears a fruit resembling an apple,

but which, under this specious a|)pearancc, contains the

most subtle poison, against which common oil is foinid

to be the best antidote. The llabella de CarthiTgena is

the fruit of a species of willow, and contains a kernel re-

sembling an almond, but less white, and extremely bitter

:

this kernel is found to be an excellent and neTer-failing

remedy for the bite of the mosit vciioinoiis serpents, which

arc very common all over this country. Those who fre-

quent the woods, therefore, usually take a little of this

kernel, fasting, and then repair to their work without any

apprehension of danger. The other vegetable produc-

tions are Indian corn, bahi , gums, and drugs, several

sorts of fruit, sugar, tobacco, and various sorts of dying

woods.

Animals.] Among the animals peculiar to this country,

the most remarkable is the sloth. It bears some resem-

blance to a monkey in shape and si/c ; but its bare hams

and feet, and a wrinkled skin, give it a most wietclii d ap-

pearance. It stands in no need of either chain or hutch,

never stirring unless compelled by hunger; and it is said

to be several minutes in moving one of its legs, nor will

blows make it mend its pace. When it moves, every effort

IS attended with sucli a plaint ve and disagre( able cry,

as at once produces pity aii<! disgust. In this cry con-

sists Me whole defence of tins wretched animal; for on

the first hostile .ipproach it is natural for it to be in ino-

iion, which is always accompanied with disgUMnil bowl-

ings, so that the pursuer flies in his turn, to be beyond

the reach of this horrid noise. When this animal finds no

wild fruits on the ground, it looks out for a tree well

loaded, which it ascends with great uneasiness, moving,

crying, and stopping, by turns. At length, having mounted,

it plucks off all tlie fruit, and throws it on the ground, to

save itself such another troublesome journey ; and, rather
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than be fatigued with coming down the tree, it gathers

itself up, and, with a shriek, drops t<> the ground.

The monkeys in this country ore very iniinerous : they

keep together, twenty or thirty in company, rambling over

the wootis, leaping from tree to tree; and, if they meet

with u single person, they chatter and make a frightful

noise, throw things at him, hang themselves by the tail

on the houghs, and stem to threaten him all the way he

passes; but where two or three people are togelhcr, they

usually scamper away. Their flesh is highly esteemed by the

negrors and Creoles, wlio make no scruple of ealmg ihem.

Many birds are found in this country, whose plumage n

particularly beautiful and brilliant; but the most remark-

able is liie tcmcan, or preacher. The bill of this bird is

variegated with all those bright colours whit li ailorn tlie

plumage of othen. It is called the preacher, from its

custom of perching on the top of a tree, and making a

noise resembling ill-articulated sounds. The livers, sea,

and lakes, abound with a variety of fish.

The Isthmus of Darien swarms with reptiles and in-

sects of various species; many of which are baneful to

the inhabitants, and others are objects of philo3o[>hical

speculation.

Minerals.] There were formerly rich mines of gold here,

which are now in a great measure exhausted. The silver,

iron, and copper, mines hav» been since opened ; and the

inhabitants find emeralds, sapphires, and other precious

stones.

Provinces, Towns, Sfc.] Terra Firma Proper, which lies

in the form of a crescent round the Bay of i'anama, is

three hundn .i miles in length, but only sixty in breadth,

where the isthmus which joins South and North America

is narrowest. It is tolerably fruitful, and abounds in gold

and pearls.

The city of Panama, which, in 17.')7 and 17.^fi, was

enli ily consumed by fire, has shice been rebuilt in a

neat, though not magniticcut, manner. It is strongly for-

tified and garrisoned, and 'he walls mounted with large

cannon. Here is the re^dence of the governor of the

province, and it was the seat of a royal audiency ; biit the

latter was abandoned in 1752. It has a convenient har-

bour, well secured against storms by a number of sur-

rounding islands.

The dancers of the road bet%veen Panama and Porto-

Bello, occasioned by mountains, precipices, marshes, con-

tinual rains, hor ;ble (jrms, deep fords, and, above all,

the infinite number of venomous serpents, can scarcely be

conceived; yet the mulattoes frequent it on foot, and

even regard the passage as a kind of amusement. Some

huts are found, where they sleep on straw and the leaves

of trees, taking care to clean the floor, and stop up all

passage s for the snakes. The journey commonly occu-

pies three days. The only rtmaining trade of Panama is
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with the village* in itii jurijiilicttoii, hiuI widi the province

of Vcragua, tlie goodi being received by Porto- Iteilu,

inoitly from Carthagena; the vcsstU from Fern coni-

niQnly return empty. Tiie neiglibouring mountuini pro-

duce excellent wood, eipecially the most csteenietl niu-

liognny and cedar, with many precious bMlsaina, Some

excellent gold i9 found in the mines, or rather lavnderos,

of Santa Kita; but the pearl-hsliery is almost abandined,

Xhc following is the manner in which it is performed :

—

At the bottom of the sea are found numbers of peails,

and the oysters which contain them aie exceedingly deli-

cious. This fishery was formerly very beneficial to ilie in-

habitants of all (he islands in the bay ; and there were few

persons of property about Fanuma v. ho did not employ a

part of their slaves in it. Tlie slaves liius employ^l must

be expert swimmers, and capable of holding their breath

a long time. During the season, eight, ten, or twenty, of

them set out, under the command of an oflicer, in a

boat, from the islands, where they have huts built for ihrir

lou^ings, to such parts of the bay as arc known to pro-
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of the negroes, that they may be upon their guard. Many,

on tlie diver's bemg in danger, have llnowu (lieni«Klves

into the water, with the like weapon, to assist in his de-

fence : but all their dexterity an<l precaution have frerpiently

been insuthcient to protect the diver from being dtvmred

by sharks, or losing a leg or an arm by their bite.

The following is an account of the expedition to Fanama,

made by the Cflebrated liuciauitr Captain Morgiui.

" 'I'hi'i enterprising genius, who was of a good funiily

in Wales, set sail from Jamaica, on this expedition, with

nine ships and sloops, well manned. Arriving on the coast

of Terra I'irma, he informed his people that his first de-

sign was against Porto Hello : some of tht-ni objecting

that \m force was too small to reduce so important a

fortress, he boldly replied, ' If our numbers are small,

our hearts are great; and the fewer we are, the greater will

be our share of the plunder.' Me soon made himself

master of a castle which defended the harbour, and this

rapture was succeeded by the surrender of the city; but

the governor, and many of the principal inhabitants, hav-
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duce pearls, and where the depth of the water is not ! ing retired into another castle with their treasure and effects.

above ten, twelve, or fifteen, fathoms : here they come to

an anchor, and the negroes, having a rope fastened round

their bodies, and the other end to the side of the boat,

take with them a small weight, to accelerate their sinking,

and plunge into tite water. On reaching the bottoni, they

take up an oyster, which they put under the left arm ; t)i«

tecond they hold in their left hand, and the third in their

right. With these three oysters, and sometimes another

ia their mouth, they rise to breathe, and put them in a

bag. After a short rest, tlicy dive a second time; and

thus continue till they hue either completed the task, or

their strength fails them. Every one of these negro-

divers is obliged daily to deliver to his master a certain

number of pearls; so that when they have got a sufficient

number of oysters in their bag, they begin to open them,

«nd deliver the pearls to the officer, till they have made

up the number due to their master; and, if the pearl be

but formed, it is sufficient, without regard to its being

small or faulty. The remainder, however large ur beau-

tiful, are the negroes' own property ; nor has the master

the least claim to them, the slaves being allowed to sell

them to whom they please; though the master generally

purchases them himself at a low price.

Besides the toil of this lishery, from the oysters adher-

ing strongly to the rocks, the negroes are exposed to im-

minent danger from some kinds of fish, which either seize

them, or run against them so violently, as to crush them

against the botioiB. Every negro, to defend himself agamst

these animals, carries w ith him a sharp knife, with which

the fish being struck, immediately flies off. The officers

keep a watchful eye on these voracious creatures, and,

on discovering them, shake the ropes fastened.to the bodies

kept up a brisk fire on the Buccaneers. This occasioned

Morgan to use the following stratagem. He seized all

the friars and nuns in the town, and compelling them to

march before him up to the very wall, he obliged them to

fix the scaling ladders; in doing which many were killed

by the fire of iheir friends, as well as enemies, crying

for mercy in vain : at length the Buccaneers scaled the

walls, took the place by storm, and afterwards employed

fifteen days in removing the immense treasures on board

his ship. He then obliged the governor to give up one

hundred thousand pieces of eight, which had been carried

oft', in order to ransom the town from being laid in ruins.

" Having received intelligence that the governor of Pa-

nama was in full march against him, Morgan possessed

himself of a difficult passage, and there totally defeated

him. He then dismantled the forts, took some of the

best artillery on board his ships, and returned to Jamaica,

it being computed that the Buccaneers brought back with

them two hundred and fifty thousand pieces of eight, bi-

sides other rich effects; but the seamen soon squandered

every shilling that came to their share, and made money

more plentiful in that island than ever it had been before.

"The captain, having gained great reputation by the

Porto Bello expedition, the seamen crowded to be ad-

mitted to serve under him. Having assembled five hun-

dred of them, he sailed to Tortuga, a little island near

the northern coast of Cuba, where he was joined by two

thousand additional seamen, whom he ^^niploycd in hunt-

ing, and salting beef, in the island of St. Domingo, to

victual his fleet; and being now ready to sail, he divided

his fleet, consisting of thirty-seven ships, into two squa-

,

drous, constituting admirals and other officers, to whom

Peru, \^hich
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lie giivv coiniiiitaktiis to comnnt liosliliiies ngniiist llie

S|)!iiiiui(l», (k-Lluiiiig thoin L'lii'inies tu llie cruwii uf tiig-

l:iuil, unci caused aiticlcM lo b<; signed by liii oflicers,

\\hcr*;in e\ety niun's share uf the \mfXfi which ahouhl be

tukei) wus specified, rcterviiig an hundredth part of tliem

only to himself.

" Their first enterprise was ogaintt the island of Pro-

vidence, which tiic) retook front the Spaniards; and while

the fleet lay here, he sent IJrodlcy, his vice-admiral, with

four ships and four hundred men, to take the castle of

Chagre, at the month of the river of that name, waich

they n.'duced, though it was very obstinately defended.

Morgan received advice of the success of his squadron at

Chu'^re, followed thcni with tlie rest of his ficct, and.
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" Tiie soldiers aner>varn» found great quantities of plat*

itud ni(Uiey inelieil liouii among the runu, and iiiuie luJ

in wells, or buried; and took two hundred thousand |>icces

of eight out of a ship that lay at anchor in tlie harbour.

" Morgan, having remained near a month at l^unama,

and collected the ransom which his prisoners had agreed

tu pay, loaded two hundred bcasti* witii the treasure Itc

had obtained, and returned to Venta de Cru/, where he

put it into boats, and sent it down tiie Hiver Clmgrt- ta

the castle of that namn; but the Buccaneers of the i'rcncli

and Dutch nations nuununed that not more than two luni-

dred pieces of eight fell to the share of each private man,

and charged their admiral with concealing the must valu'

able part uf the prizes ; the foreigners, in consequence,

leaving a garri.ion in the castle, selected one tliousand two left him, and sailed to the islands of Tortuga and St. Do-

hundred men, with whom he marched over the isthmus to-

wards Panama, and the country being destroyed before

him, his men underwent ittcredible hardships, as well for

want o( provisions, as from the badness of the roads,

which lay over rocks, mountains, and morasses, almost

impassable ; and at length was obliged to fight his way

through an army, which the governor uf Panama had as-

sembled to oppose hiui. Ascending a mountain on the

ninth day, they obtained a view of the South Sea, and the

Bay of Panama, at which they were so overjoyed, that

they seemed to despise all danger, threw up their caps,

sounded their drums and trumpets, and slioutcd as if they

had been already maitters of die city, and halted in vi^w

of the town, designing to attack the place the next morn-

ing; but they were prevented by the governor's marching

out against them at the head of four regiments of foot

and two squadrons of horse, whom Morgan cngp.ged,

and defeated ; when they Hid, leaving six hundred of their

men dead upon the field of battle, and the loss on the

side of the Buccaneers was very considerable ; however,

they scaled the walls, and became masters of the place

that day. Morgan, apprehending that his men would be

so elated with success that they would get intoxicated, now

they were come into plentiful quarters, gave out that all

the wine was poisoned, and proceeded to place guards at

all the avenues of the city, to secure his conquest, when

on a sudden the whole city appeared in flames, having

buen set on fire in several places at the same instant, pro-

bably, to prevent the treasures from falling into the hands

of the Buccaneers. The cily continued burning several

days, and very few houses were left standing. It \v:w said

that two ttiousand of the houses, inhabited by the principal

people, were built with cedar; and that there were five thou-

sand more belonging to llie tradesmen, with several beautiful

churclics and nu)nasteries, in the place before liiis accident,

it being the magazine of all the treasures of Chili and

Peru, which were annually deposited there, iu order to

be Uansported to various parts of Europe.

mingo, to join their countrymen ; and Morgan, after he

had blown up the castle of Chagre, and the fortifications

about it, returned to Jamaica with the rest of his

fleet."

Porto Bello is situated close to the sea, on the declivity

of a mountain, which surrounds the harbour. This har-

bour is so large, deep, artd safe, that ColumI us gave it

the name of Porto Bello, or Fine Harbour. The go-

vernor is always a military officer, subordinate to the pre-

sident of Panama. The town is but thinly inhabited,

owing to the insalubrity of the air, and contains not more

than two hundred wooden houses. At the cast end of the

town there is a qmirter called Guinea, where all the ne-

groes and many of the mulattoes reside. The extinction

of the galleons, after the peace of Aix la Chapelle, also

contributed to ruin this, and most of the other towns ill

Terra Firmn. In the year 173<J, the gallant Admiral Ver-

non, with six ships only, took this place, demolished the

forts, and dismantled the fortifications.

The circumjacent country is full of forests and moun-

tains. One of the latter, named Capira, which is eX-

treniely high, serves as a barometer to the people ; for,

by the appearance of the clouds on its summit, they san

prognosticate what weather will ensue, the changes of

which are very sudden and frequent. The heat here is

excessive, the torrents of rain impetuous, and the storms

of thunder and lightning dreadful ; so that not only the

people die very fast, but the cattle brought from distant

places soon lose their flesh.

In I6L)5, a Scotch company, having obtained from tlie

English government permission to trade to Africa, and the

East and West Indies, planted a colony on the Isthmus

of Darien, near the north-west point of the Gulf. Here

a fortress was erected, called New Edinburgh, and the

surrounding district was termed Caledonia. The Indian

princes were pleased at this, as they thought, by the help

of the Scotch, to expel the Spaniards. For some time

the colony flourished ; but at last the company was ruia«d,,
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by the jealousy of the English East-India Company, and

the remonstrances o" the court of Madrid.

The province of Carthagena produces some valuable

gums, ballns, and drugs, but no mines of gold or silver,

nor any great quantity of corn or cattle. Carthagena, the

metropolis, is not only a fine opulent city, but a strong

fortress, situated on a sandy island. The harbour lie^ be-

tween the island and the main, and the entrance is at the

south-east end ; the other passage, called Bocchachica,

having been filled up by an order from the court of Spain,

since the attack made upon the town, in 1741, by Admi-

ral Vernon md General Wentworth. To the Cosiward,

the town has a communication, by means of a woode'^

bridge, with a large suburb, called Xexemani, built on

another island, which is joined to the continent by a

bridge of t!ie same materials. The fortifications, both of

the city and suburbs, are constructed in the modern fashion,

and built with free-stone : and, in times of peace, the

garrison consists of ten companies, besides the militia.

The city and suburbs are well laid out, and the streets

are broad, uniform, and wei!-paved. The housps are

built of stone or brick, with balcojiics end lattices of

wood, which is more durable in this climate than i.jn, the

latter being sooner corroded by the acrimonious quality of

the nitrous atmosphere. The city is populous, though

most of the inhabitants are descendants of the Indian

tribes; but it is by no means opulent, compared with many

other cities in South-America, the country producing no

mines. At a small distance from the suburb of Xexema-

ni, on a hill, is a fort called I.,azaro, commanding both

the city and suburbs, and affording a very extensive and

agreeable prospect over the sea and land.

The government of Carthagena was independjnt of any

other till the year 1739) when the viceroy of New Gre-

nada was appointed. It extends about tifty-three leagues

from west to east, and eighty-five from south to north,

containing several fruitful valleys, called, by the natives,

savannahs, in which are many settlements of Europeans,

Spanisii Creoles, and Iiidiars. The Bay of Carthagena

is (he first place in America at which the galleons touch.

The climate is hot and unhealthy, and, among other dis-

eases, the black vomit and leprot:y are particularly fiital to

Europeans. The Giiinea-^vonn is very troublesome, as

it occasions painful tumours in (lie muscles of the legs

and thighs ; and anotliT insect, peculiar to this coun-

ny and Peru, is still more dreadful; it is called higiie,

and, -jeing extremely small, is scarce visible to the naked

eye. It breeds in the dust, and insinuates itself into the

soles of the feet, giving exquisite pain, and the puncture

frequently attended with imminent danger.

The province of Santa Martha u two hundred miles

long, anu or.e h'liT^red ana firty hrottd, very mountainous

;

'ut produce^', gold, jeweis, marble, salt, &c. The copi-

[PART HI.

tnl, of the same name, on a branch of the Rio Grande,

is the see of a bishop, and residence of a governor.

Rio de la Hacha is a pleasant* and fertile province. It

has a pearl-fishery, and mines of jasper and chalcedony.

The capital, which gives name to the province, contains

nothing remarkable.

Inhabitants, 4"f.] Besides the Indians in this part of

the country, who fall under the general description of

Americans, there is another species, of a fair complexion,

delicate habit, and of a smaller statute than the ordinary

Indians. Their dispositions, too, are more soft and ef-

feminate ; but what principally distinguishes them is llieir

larj^e weak blue eyes, which, unable to bear the ligiit of

the sun, see best by moonlight, and from which they me,

therefore, called Moon-eyed Indians.

It has already been mentioned how this country fell into

the hands of the Spaniards. The inhabitants, therefore,

do not materially differ from those of Mexico ; but the

o'iginal inhabitants of Spain are variously intermixed with

the negroes and Indians. These intermixtures form va-

rious gradations, which are carefully distinguished from

each othf^r, Lecause every person expects to be regarded

in proportion as a greater part of the Spanish blood runs

in his veins. The first distinction, arising from the inter-

marriage of the whites with the negroes, is that of the

mulattoes; next to these are the tercerones, produced

from a w'hite and a mulatto. Erom the intermarriage with

these and the whites arise the quarteiones, who, though

still near the former, are disgraced with a tint of the negro

blood ; but the produce of these and the whites art the

quinterones, who, it is said, afe not to be distinguished

from the real Spaniards, except by being of a still fairer

complexion. The same gradations are formed, in a con-

trary order, by the intermixture of the mulattoes and the

negroes ; and, besides thes , there are many others, hardly

distinguishable by the natives themselves.

The inhabitants are differently dressed, according to the

Spanish fashion. The men wear a cassock without folds,

descending to the knees, a large cape, and sleeves open

at both sides. It has button-holes, and two rows of but-

tons. The habits of the better sort are made of em-

broidered stuffs. Mechanics vear a blue stuff, of the

manufacture of the country, but in make it difRrs not

from the other. The Indians of distinction are singular

in wearing a kind of trowscrs of white cotton, which de-

scend from the waist to the middle of the leg. The

barbers here are distinguished by the fineness of their

linen, and elegancy of tiieir dress in general. They have

shirts without sleeves; about the neck they wear a kind

of black collar, with a lacq of four fingers' breadth, which

forms a sort of fringe that falls on the stomach and shoul-

ders ; and wear shoes, with gold or silver buckles, but no

stockings.

CARACC^
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The women wear th* fuldelin, a species of stays, or

rather jumps ; a shift, which descends only to the waist,

a mantle, which encloses the upper part of tl|e body,

consisting of about an ell and a half of stuff; aiid their

whole dre;is is ornamented with rich laces. The dress of

the labouring women is not distinguishable from that of

the ladies, except by its inferiority, the fashijiii being the

same. A mongrel, or creole, is known Ly tfie. superiority

of his habit, and his ingenuity. The Indian peasant wears

a mantle, and the common native Indian a piece of sack-

cloth^ fastened over the shoulders by two pins.

SECTION 11.

THE CARACCAS.

The government of the Caraccas is so denominated from

the chief town, Leon de Caraccas ; but was properly the

indigenal appellation of a tribe in that quarter. Estalla

says, that four districts were disjoined from Venezuela to

constitute the new province of Varinas; namely Apuri,

Meta, Nutrias, and San Jayme. The largest province

was originally called Venezuela, or Little Venice, from a

village of the savages in the Lake of Maracaibo ; but the

government now comprises the adjacent provinces of Va-
rinas, Maracaibo, Cumana, including Spanish Guiana,

and the Isle of Margarita. The government, in this ex-

tent, has existed since 1730, and the governor acknow-
ledges no superior except the king. The province of

Merida is merged in that of Varinas; and the name of

New Andalusia has been properly exchanged for that of

Spanish Guiana; while that part of Brazil which is to the

north of theOroonoko has assumed the name of Portuguese

Guiana. The establishment of the Royai Aitdiency of

the Caraccas, when the Spanish part of Hispaniola was
resigned to the French, farther ascertained the clear juris-

diction and boundaries of the Caraccas.

In 1498, Columbus inspected that part of the coast

called Paria, on the west of the strait called by him tiie

Dragon's Mouth ; but little progress was made in the set-

tlement till Charles V. sold the country to the Welsers of

Augsburg, who were dispossessed about the year 1650.

The chief conqueror was Losado, who founded the city of

Caraccas in 1567.

The following statement of the population of the Ca-
raccas is given by Depons :

Venezuela, including Varinas, five hundred thousand;

Maracaibo. one hundred JhnnsanH • r!iim!in!i oinktv tVir.i._
r.

' '-J ~-3"v -

sand ; Spanish Guiana, thirty-four thousand ; and the Isle

of Margarita, fourteen thousand : total, seven hundred and
twenty-eight thousand souls.

Of this population, the whites form about two-tenths,

the slaves three, tlie freed men or their dtsccudauts four,
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and the Indians the remainder. Tlie Spaniards do net

easily pass to the colonies, a permission from the king

being required, which is commonly limited to two years

;

and Sjiain watches over the innocence of her colonies by
requiring a certificate of good morals. Strangers en-

counter still greater difficulties ; and, by a royal ordinance

of the 3d of August, 1801, a considerable sum is required

for their residence.

Lakes.] As the description of a country necessarily iiv-

eludes every thing that can tend to convey a just idea re-

specting it, we must not omit to notice the lakes, which
are produced by a collection of rain-water, and by the re-

servoirs of livers. Many of the first species are met with

in the low lands, in tlie vicinity of the Oroonoko; the

most magnificent of the second kind are thostfiof Mara-
caibo and Valencia, which appear to merit a particular de-

scription.

The Lake of Maracaibo, according to Oviedo, is about

fifty leagues in length, nearly thirty in its greatest breadth,

and rather more than one hundred and fifty in circum-

ference. It seems to have owed its formation to the slow
and successive excavation produced in the land by the

numerous rivers which flow into it from the east, the west,

and the south. It is navigable for ships of the greatest

burden ; and, by means of the rivers which disembogue

themselves into it, the town of Maracaibo is supplied

with provisions of all kinds, either for its own consump-
tion or for exportation. Storms seldom occur on this

lake; but it is continually subject to a kind of undulatory

motion, which appears to be in proportion to the action

of the winds on its surface ; and, during sudden squalls,

canoes and other small vessels are frequently overset and
lost. At such times only the water of the lake becomes
brackish ; for in general it is perfectly fresh and potable.

To the north-east of this lake, on the most sterile parts

of its banks, near a place called Mena, there are severai

inexhaustible pits of mineral tar, which seem in all re-

spects the same as the asphaltus of the ancients. This

bituminous matter, mingled with fat, is employed for

paying the sides of ships, and various other purposes. The
exhalations which arise from these bituminous minerals so

readily take fire is coming into contact with atmospheric

air, that they throw out a pretty vivid light during ths

whole night. It has been remarked, that this phenomenon
is more constant during great heats than when the weather

is less sultry. These lights are styled by the inhabitants

the lantern of Maracaibo, because th3y serve as a pharos
t\. 'pSifmiliS aii^? iiiuiSiia, Tfiiv siavijjaiu iiit3 id&c With-

out a compass or instrument of any kind.

" The sterility, and still more tiie insalubrity, of the

banks of this lake," says a modern geographer, " have

hitherto prevented them from being inhabited. Even the

Indians prefer living in a sort of fto^tiDg huts upon the

8S
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lake ifself, -which tliey construct of a durable species of

woo**, Mmilbr to the iron-wood. According to the testi-

Hiorty or Otiedo, which is confirmed by that of the inha-

bitants thertiseltes, every portion of this wood which i»

under the water becomes petrified in a very few years.

" The Spaniards, on finding many of these aquatic vil-

lages, constructed without order, but with a considerabi

j

degree of solidity, gave to them the name of Venezuela,

whkh 19 the diminutive of Venice; an appellation that has

siiwe been transferred Jo the province. It was long sup-

posed that these habitations had been constructed as a

place of security against the wild animals with which the

country abounded ; but this is now discovered to be art

error, as the Indians refuse to abandon them for others

aslioi-e, although every idea of danger from tlie approach

of wild beasts is at an end.

"Since 1529, when Alfinger carried devastation and

death among the peaceable inhabitants of the lake, tlifie

numerous villages have disappeared, except four, which

are skuated on its eastern extremity, at unequal distances

from each other. They are named Laguniilas, Misou,

Tunioporo, and Moporo. There is a church npon the

water, in which :< pastor performs service, and distri-

butes spiritual aid to these aquatic Indians: ha', it is far

from being a desirable situation, <iinco seldom a few days

ehtpse before his health begins to suffer ; Rnd scarcely a

single instance can be recollected, in whic'j the life of any

of their clergymen was prolonged lieyoad si;L months.

" These Indians sometimes come ashcse, in i "arch of

provisions; but their chief subsistence .s on T'ih. They

also find a considerable resource in the wild ducks, which

abound on this lake, and which they take in a very sin-

gular and ingenious muuner. For this purpose, they con-

stantly allow empty calabashes to float on the lake arou" d

their habitations; in order that these birds, by being ha-

bituated to see them, may not be intimidated. When an

Indian wishes to procure any of these fowls, be puts on

his head a calabash, pertbrated so as to permit him to

see without being seen. In this mannor he goes into the

lake, keeping always his head above the surface of the

water, but taking care that no part of his body shall be

visible ; he proceeds thus swimming to the spot where the

wild ducks are collected in the greatest number, then

seizing them by the feet, he mmiediately drags them be-

low the water, so that they have neither time to cry out,

nor to make any motion that can warn the others of the

impending danger. As fast as they are taken, he fastens

theiu ta his giiiie ; and never thinks of retiring iiH his

WT'-'s be fully satisfied. Such a mode of entrjipping these

9- als it attended with this advaniagc, that k does not

frighten them, and may always be renewed at pleasure,

and without expeiice. The fertility of the soil, on the

west Side o^'be lake, har induced a few Spaniards to brave
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the inclemency of the air, and raise a few plantations of

cocoa and other provisions. In the centre of these scat-

tered habitations stands a chapel, in which a pastor per-

forms divine service, and administer* the sacrament."

The Lake of Valencia is less extensive, but it displays

a more pleasing aspect than that of Maracaibo : its shores

are also more fertile, and the climate of a milder tempe-

rature. This lake is upwards of thirteen leagues in length,

and about four in its greatest breadth. Its form is that of

an oblong square. It is situated about a league from the

town of Valencia, and in a valley hemmed in by moun-

tains on all sides, except on the western, towards the in-

terior of the country. It is about six leagues distant from

the sea; and the intermediate space is occupied by almost

inaccessible mountains. It is very difficult to conceive

how this lake should have no visible outlet, while rivers

flow into it in all directions ; a circumstance which seems

to prove tliat it is merely a basin. But how then, on this

supnosition, can we explain why it has remained of the

same dimensions for a succession of ages.^ Can it be

supposed that evaporation alone, however great it may be

between the tropics, is equivalent to carry off the water

which so many rivers pour into it? The supposition is

altogether incongruous, when we consider the small extent

of the lake's surface. " Hence," sajs M. Depons, " it

should seem that there must be some subterraneous vent,

by means of which a quantity of water, equal to that

which is poured iuto it, continually escapes. This opi-

nion, though otdy conjectural, is yet ..iipportcu by such

strong probabilities, as to give it every appearanca of

truth."

Face of the Country, Productions, ^e.] While the line

of mountains along the coast presents granite, and other

barren rocks, with the singular cijxumstance of rivers

that rise near the sea and fiow inward ; in the interior

the cultivable soil of the plains, exposed to the solar

111 at, only presents pasturage for oxen, horses, and mules

;

and the vales are of all other parts the most fertile. The

cacao, or chocolate-tree, whi<:li cannot M-ithstand the mys

of the sun, is protected by trees of taller growth. To

this main article of cultiration, indigo was added in 1774,

and cotton in 1782. The sugar-cane of Otaheite was

tried in 179(5, but is found of little advantage; as, though

larger, the juice is not of equal strength. Tobacco forms

another aiticle of culture ; but, with all these rich pro-

ducts, few planters are worth more than live thousand

dollars a year.

No raincs are explored in these provinces, except one

of copper at Aroa, which is little worked : but a good re-

venue arises from cock-fighting, and from the monopoly

of guarapo, an intoxicating liquor, made from the fermen-

tation of coarse sugar and waf*r, of luiiversai use in the

Caraccas^ as the pulque is in New Spain. The papal
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biilli form a lucrative branch; and the purchaser of two

i$ entitled to double favour, and the repeatetl pardon of

Ills sin8! They are sold, according to the rank of the

purchaser ; and, if bought at an inferior price, are of no

avail. Tliey cost from fifteen dollars to a quarter of a

dollar, and are printed on coarse paper, with the necces-

jary forms. Since 1779, tobacco had become a royal mo-

nopoly, and in 1802 the product was considerable.

Among the various species of fish found in the River

Oroonoko, there are two, to which the Spaniards give tlie

name of curhinata and cardibe, highly deserving of no-

tice, as they are not mentioned in any book of natural his-

tory. The first, which never exceeds two pounds in

weight, is of an excellent flavour ; but it is not so much

as au arti6le of subsistence that it is valued, as on account

of two stones situated in its head, exactly in the place

which is usually occupied by the brain. These stoties,

which are regarded as a specific in cases of retention of

urine, sell for their weight in gold. The dose is three

grains of this stone, well pulverized, mingled in a cupfull

of water or wine: this is said to produce an instantaneous

eft'ect. These stones are of the shape of an almond, and

resemble in colour mother-of-pearl. The second, which

is smaller than the curbinata, attacks with great ferocity

every animal, whether dead or alive, which falls within its

reach. It even wounds the legs of any who may happen

to proceed a short way into the river; and these injuries

arc supposed to be attended with serious consequences.

The name cara'ibe has beer, given to this fish on account

of. its ferocious habits. Caymans are numerous and dan-

gerous in this great river. The cayman is of the lizard

form, and from fifteen to eighteen feet iu length. Its

mouth, which is extremely large, is furnished with a

double range of sharp teeth, a little separated from each

other. Its eyes are prominent, and the animal usually

keeps on a level with the surface of the water : it is thus

enabled to view every object without being oberved in its

turn. Its skin is covered with strong sharp scales, impe-

netrable by a musket-ball; it devours vast numbers of

fishes, and is regarded with great terror by the inhabitants.

The Indians eat its flesh, which is white, but of an insipid

taste: it is caught by means of large iron hooks. Its

teeth are employed oy the Indians as an ornament for the

neck and arms; they are also regarded as an antidote to

certain poisons, and as an ; lexipharmic in general. The
teetii, and other parts of its body, are exhibited in a pul-

verized state, in a dose of twelve grains of eidier the one

or the other, or six grains of each, as an antispasmodic,

and repeated according to the necessity of the case. A
drop of the gall, insinuated into the inner angle of the eye,

is regarded as a powerful remedy in cases of cataract and

dimness of sight. It produces at first a seasaiion of heat;

which soOki, however, abates.

11 I C A. 7H
The guana is very common iii the Oroonoko. It it of

the lizard tribe, about two feet and a half long, and of a

green colour; it is furnished with a row of sharp points

along its back, like the cayman, which gives it a horrible

aspect. It frequently remains on trees ashore, but re-

treats into the water on the slightest appearance of danger.

The Indians, as' well as the Spaniards, regard the flesh of

this animal as equal to that of the finest chicken. The
female lays nearly thirty eggs, about the size of a nut,

which are of a yellow colour, and covered with a sort of

membrane, instead of a shell: they are usually eaten

roasted, in the same manner as the eggs of domestic

fowls.

Another animal, which abounds in the Oroonoko and

the neighbouring rivers, is termed, by the Indians, chiquire,

and, by the Spaniards, quardatinajas. Its muzzle resem-

bles that of a sheep ; its skin is red, and the tail so short,

as scarcely to be perceptible. These animals are eaten

by the inhabitants on fast-days, from the idea that they

partake more of the nature of fish than of land-animals.

They always swim in shoals, and occasionally raise their

heads above the water, in order to respire. They feed

upon the herbs which grow on the banks of the lakes

and rivers, and are regarded by the Indians as a delicious

morsel.

The lapa, which is another amphibious animal, common
to Spanish Guiana and most parts of the Caraccas, is

called by the Indians tamenu. It is abo it the size of a

terrier-dog; its hair is red, and variegated with whitish

spots ; its flesh is extemely tender, and resembles that of a

sucking pig. It feeds upon the herbage and fruits growing

on the banks of the rivers which it inhabits, but, on the

least noise, retires to the waters. It is esteemed a great

delicacy by the South-Americans. An animal, to which
_

the Spaniards have given the appellation of noter-dog,

is also found in the Oroonoko. Its head is about the

size of that of a common dog, and its ears are exactly si-

milar to those of the beaver ; its tail is long, and the fore-

feet of the same shapo as, but somewhat larger than, those

of a fox ; its hind-feet are flat and membranous, and the

skin soft, and of a whitish colour. It inhabits holes, which

it scoops out on the banks of rivers, from which, how-

ever, it frequently proceeds a considerable distance into

the country. This animal does not live solely upon herbs

and fruits, but devours a conaiderable number of fishes,

which it catches with inconceivable dexterity.

A small amphibious animal, known by the name of the

Uroii, is also frequently met with in the rivers and marshes

of Soulh-Aiueiica. it is covered with thick soft white

hair, with, black bands, so disposed as greatly to add io

the beauty of its appearance. Its head is small, like that

of the dormouse, and is furnished with whiskers, like a

cat. Its feet are membranous, and xts tail preheusile.

M
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and acstitiitc of liair from the middlo to the extremity.

TImk animal is provided with a poucli uiide • its belly, into

which its young ones occasionally ritiie.

rrmipal ToiCHS.] CAHACtAs, the capital, is a consi-

derable town, on the little river of CJuayra. Its eleva-

tion of four hundred and sixty fathoms above the sea,

cools the temperature, so that spring may be said to be

perpetual. During winter, the thermometer of Fahrenheit

marks from lifty-two to seventy-six degrees, and in sum-

mer, from sixty-nine to eighty-live degrees. It is bnilt

among the nioimtains of the great chain which runs

along the sea from Coro to Cumana. The site is steep

and irregular, from the northern heights to the river Guayrn,

which bounds the city on the sonth. Water is also amply

supplied from three rivulets which join the (uiayra. The

streets are straight, paved, directi d towards the four points

of the compass, and at the usual distance of three hundred

feet from each other. 'I'lie principal square occupies the

same extent. It is well paved, and is the ijeneral market

;

while the cathedral decorates the eastern side. There are

live or six other clan cliis, all acc<)ni|)anied with the usual

squares. The houses are large and lianiisome, some of

brick, but generally of masonry laid in nioul,;,'*, after the

Roman manner, as revived by 'I'arditf, in 1757, for con-

structions iM marsiris, the sea, JfvC. The houses built

in this manner have all the appearance of stone : they

are decorated with handsome mirrors, curtains of crimson

damask, antique gilt chairs and sofas,
,

.icd bedsteads,

silk counterpanes, and pillows covered with iine muslin,

adorned with lace. The arclibisiiopric of Venezuela was

erected in 18(W, extending from the River Unari to Coro:

on the east, it is bounded by Cumana ; on the south, b} the

Oroonoko; on the west, by the bishopric of Mcrida : the

income may be about sixty thousand dollars. Festivals

and proceisions abound, as in all Spanish America. The

|^«Mitre is miserable ; the admission costsi six-|)encc; and

(tit d* » laniation resembles the monotonous channt of a

•N)M (if liii years, repeating a lesson. The other .\musc-

niri»(» ait tennis and billiards. The population cf this

« ily, ^/lording to an enumeration made in 1802, is abo-i

tuflf-lWH ihoMxand souls, of which the whiles form about

Om «jiiarter. Kvery white person regards himself as a

noble, and a creole esteems nothing degrading except in-

dustry. The most industrious inhabitants are those from

Uiscay, Catalonia, and the Canaries. The women, though

•mail, are of a beautiful complexion, with hair of a jet

t)lack. About two hundred unfortunate creatures draw

from the vice of the evening a precarious sustenance, and

arc distinguished by a white petticoat and cloak, and a

silk bonnet decorated witli flowers. The university of

Caraccas was founded in l(j8'J, and impro'-d in 1727.

In 1802, the students amounted to four hundred and sixty-

•ix. The Spanish phlegmatic character renders quarrels

GEOGRAPHY. [part hi.

very rare. Silence reigns in the streets of Caraccas. and

three or four thousand persons will issue from a church

without making more noise than tortoises walking on the

sand.

Cumana is the most ancient town in the Caraccas,

having been founded in 1520, on a sandy soil, about n

league from the scu. Here is only one parinh-chureli,

which stands on the south-cast side of the city, nv^^ar to a

dilapidated fort; but there arc two convents, one of which

belongs to the order of St. Dominic, and the other to tJiut

of St. Francis. The inhabitants arc reckoned at twenty-

four thousand ; and their augiientation has been so ra])id,

that tlicy have of late been forced to build on the left

bank of the River Mansanares, to the wnst of the village

Guayqueris. These new buildings already constitute a

populous village, which commimicates with the city by

means of a bridge. To the first street the inhabitants

gave the name of Eniparan, in honour of the governor

who contributed so much to promote their interest.

All the houses in Cumana arc low, and superficially

built. The frequent earthquakes which it has experienced

for ten years have constrained the inhabitants to attend

more to their personal safety, than to elegance and beauty,

in the construction of their houses. The violent shocks

which occurred during the month of December, 1797,

overturned nearly all the houses built with stone, and ren-

dered uninhabitable those which remained. The earth-

quake which was felt in the month of November, 1799,

occasioned a variation of the needle of forty-live minutes.

Maiiacaibo is the prhicipal town in the province of

that name, situated at the distance of six leagues from tiie

sea, on a sandy spot, and in a hot and dry climate, chiefly

felt fiom March to October; but in July and August the

air seems to proceed from an oven. The only antidote is

to baUie in the lake; and eiuleniial disorders are imknown.

The thunder-storms are terrible ; and, if they fail, eaitli-

p'.iakes are sure to follow. Most of the houses arc

meanly covered with 'ceds ; and there is no w ater but that

derived from the l.ike, which is healthy, though not plea-

sant, especially in March and April, when the strong

breezes impregnate it with sea-spray. According to av«

enumeration in 1801, there were about twenty-two thou

sand inhabitants; and they were increased by the Spanish

refugees from St. Domingo : the slaves do not cxceod live

thousand. The habit of sailing on the lake encourages

the spirit of navigation, and many of the natives become

seamen. Even in the dry savannas they contrive to feed

numerous herds; and the youth are celebrated for intel-

ligence and ingenuity ; but many of the inhabitants are

noted for want of probity. There is only one church, and

a convent of Franciscaius.

Tni!xii.i.o was a flourishing town, till it was ravaged

bv the buccaneers in lG7a; since which event the popu

CAKAOCAi
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lation ha» greatly doclintd, and Trtuillo is chiefly noted

fur sweetmeats and coiifcctiuiit made by tlie women. In

1787, the town of Varinas was detaclied from the govern*

ment of MnrAcaibo, and clioKen for the seat of u srparutc

government. A militia was appointed for its defence in

180.1. The tobacco of Varinas is highly celebrated,

though not equal to that of some parts of Cumana ; ne-

vertheless, the opinion of it^ superiority is so prevalent,

that every cargo of tobacco imported into Amsterdam or

Hamburgh, undei any other name than that of Varinas,

is sold at twenty-five per cent, less, whatever may be its

quality. The Spaniards, availing themselves of this pre-

judice, ship for the European market most of their to-

bacco, in whatever province :t may have been raised,

under this denomination. The town of Varinas has a po-

pulation uf ten thousand.

PoKTO Cavkllo has a commodious harbour, and tlie

population may be seven thousand five hundred; but the

situation is uniiealthy, and extremely dangerous to the

crews of foreign vessels.

Valencia contains about eight thousand inhabitants,

and its advantageous situation may lead to great future

advantages.

'I'here are several other towns, which contain tVbm four

to eight thousand inhabitants : they are Tulmcra, Victoria,

Coro, Carora, Tocuyo, Guauara, Calaboso, Pao, and San

Filippe.

San Filippb it a regular town, with about aix thou-

sand eight hundred inhabitants. Nirgua, built ip the ex-

pectation of mines, has been abandoned to the Zarobos,

or o6fspring of negroes and Indians; a race so remarkable

for crimes, that of ten which are committed, eight may
be ascribed to them. This mixture is radically bad; while

ohc children of a white by an Indian woman, who are of a

pale complexion, are always delicate, lively, good-tempered,

and docile.

Customs, Manners, ^c] Tlie Spaniards in the Caraccas

murry very early; the girls at twelve or thirteen, and the

boys at fifteen. If not destined for the church, an un-

married youth of twenty is regarded as an old bachelor

:

this proceeds, in a great degree, from the authority of the

parents being restricted ; for a girl who wished to marry

might demand her deliverance from heir power ; and a

public assertion of a boy and girl, t.Sat they took each

other for husband and wife, was cansidiuJ i a legal mar-
riage. This freedom probably trose from a wish to in-

crease the population; but, by ap ivrc; ance of 1803, his

catholic majesty has declared, that young men under

twerfiy-fivc, and girls under tweuty-tliiee, cannot uiaiiy,

without the consent of their father: and the penalty oti

the clergyman, who shall join such persons, is banishment

and confiscation of goods. The old Spanish etiquet'

maintains its ascendancy ia these provinces ; aad a !ii>

63. VOL. I. .
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giou« spirit is lO prevalent, that, in 1 702, diere were more

than seventy Spanish lawyers in the city of Mavannab.

There arc also such numerous retainers, that the tnnual

law-cxpeiices incurred in the Audieiicy of the Caraccaa

have been computed at one miJliou five hundred thousond

dollars.

The Spanish Americans are more frequently engaged

in processes before the difl'ercnt tribunals for some cun-

test«d point respecting prerogative, than on account of

mercantile and pecuniary concerns. They are passioiv

ately fond of attacking each other with the pen; and this

disposition, which frequently terniinutes in the ruin ot

both parties, administers to the subsistence and rapacity

of a set of lawyers, whose reputation augments in propor-

tion to their talents at fomenting discord.

The laws of civility are supposed to be violated by an

individual leaving his residence without iotimuling his

departure to his friends and neighbours by a circular

letter, which is answered by a personal visit, unless the

families have been not only strangers but enemies. Visita

arc also paid by their friends and acquaintancM to every

new-married couple ; and tiic suine ceremony on the birth

of eacli child, or after the recovery of any of the members

of a family from a fit of sickness.

All the Spaniards receive their friends on the anniver-

sary of their patron-saint; and a neglect to cjmply with

this custom would be considered as a gross oflence against

the laws of good bree'Jing. Gii entering a house, a Spa-

niard generally makes a noise, in order to warn the family

of his approach, and waits for permission to enter. If

any one were silently to enter the dwelling of another, it

would be supposed he either meaht to surprise them, when

off their guard, or to listen to their discourse. The Spa-

nish ladies always receive company seated on a iiofa; and

this custom is never deviated from, whatever may be tlic

rank, age, sex, or intimacy, of the visitor. W hen they

intend going abroad, they send in the morning a message,

intimating this intention ; and these visits are uKvays paid

between five and eight o'clock in the evening. Husbands

seldom accompany their wives on such occasions : they go

without any retinue, merely followed by two or three s«r-

vants, in a black petticoat und a white veil. If you prai&e

the sword, the cane, the watcli, or even the house, of a

Spaniard, lie replies, with the most ridiculous grimace,

" they are at your disposal
!"

The dress on days of ceremony consists oi a coat and

breeches of taft'cty, satin, or velvet ; the Spaniards never

wear cloth, except they be in mourning, or when it is

richly embroidorcd. Tiic wai*tcoat is either of gold or

silver stuff, or, at least, covered with embroidery: they

wear a cocked hat ; but their dress, after all, would be

deemed incomplete, without tlue accompaniment of a gold

or "tiivcr-luUsd sword.

•ST
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We nnist now tuin our attention to the Indians ofI'ena
Firma; and our obseryalions on the natives of this divi-

iiion of South-America will apply, with little variation, to

all the tribes in that part of the continent.

Very few physical or moral distinctions of character

are discoverable among the diiVtrcnt Indian tribes. The
structure of body common to the whole of them is, a

.straight forehead, eyes of a middle size, long and soft

black hair, a pointed nose, wide mouth, large visas';,

and the head very big : they are, in general, of a copper

colour, which varies according to the temperature of the

province they inhabii ; their ordinary height is from four

and a half to five feet ; but a few tribes are from five and

a half to six feet. They have very little beard; but it is

not true, as some writers have affirmed, that tliey are

wholly beardless. Their limbs are large and muscular,

which would seem to indicate that they are extremely ro-

bust : this appearance is, however, deceitful, as they are

wholly incapable of any labour which requires umch
strength or exertion.

Indolence, taciturnity, a paucity of ideas, and a strong

propensity to f<tlschood, may be ranked among the cha-

racteristic traits of the South-American Indians. It has

been justly observed, that those who live in the interior

of the country are less cruel than the inhabitants of the

coast.

There appeared to be among these tribes no other mode
of terminating any ditferences that might arise, but by an

appeal to arms. Vindictive and ferocious, th.ir contests

were carried on with a rage more resembling tlie fury of a

wild animal than llie valour of an honourable warrior.

Deceit and treachery were ranked by them among the lirst

of military virtues. Poisoned arrows were in general use

;

they muFclered the jirisoncrs taken in battle, and not un-

frequently devoured them. I'rom the poverty of the dif-

ferent tribes, the love of plunder jiever animated them to

the attack ; their object in going to war was to devastate

rather tha4) conquer, to destroy rather tlian posspss. IJut,

notwithstanding their thirst for blood, two Indian armies

« ore never obsc rved to meet on the open plains. In Terra

Firuia, the Caril)bees, vho inhabited the banks of the

Oroouoko, alone openly attacked their enemies; hence

tliey enjoyed a reputation wiiicii made them the terr';r of

all the surrounding tribes. Tiicy owed to their coinage the

peaceable possession of a vast tract of countr , on which

no other nation dnr- " attempt an establishme^t.

i\cco.diug to t! c feed of all the civilized Indians, and

even of some of the Spaniiuds themselves, diseases were

supjpo3ed to prot-ced li-om witchcraft. Hiey even some-

times accused the pliysicians of this practice; but they

never reproached tlitm on that account, because, accord-

ing to them,.they only could counteract or destroy it.

It was an universal opinion among all the Indians of
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Terra Firma, that the soul, when emancipated from the

body, coidd not exist without food. They mourned much

at the funerals of their friends, and cliaunted the exploits

of the deceased. They sometimes interred their dead,

but more frequently converted the body into a kind of

nnnnmy, by means of heat, and afterwards hung it up in

their habitations. When they adopted the former mode,

they uniformly buried provisions along with it. If the

deceased belonged to a superior class, his friends regularly

assembled, and celebrated his anniversary. Theso cere-

monies were performed during the night. They disinterred

the body, if it had been buried, and spent the whole night

in dancing, drinking, and howling.

Such was the mental darkness of the Indians of Terra

Firma, that it never entered into their minds to enquire

into the cause of the wonderful harmony of Nature. In-

sensible to her benefits, they never offered her any ho-

mage ; she never excited in their minds cither admiration

or gratitude. They resembled man in nothing but the

tiguro ; their organization indicated the most wretched de-

gradation.

The Indians of the Oroonoko, who were not much less

ignorant, believed, however, in an author of all things, tu

whom they addressed their prayers and adoration. Some

tribes considered the sun as the supreme Being and the

lirst cause ; it was to him that they attributed the produc-

tions of the earth, scanty or copious rains, and all other

temporal blessings ; others, on the contrary, believed that

every thing depended on the influence of the moon, anil

conceived, when she suffered an eclipse, that she was

angry with them. When such a phenomenon occurred,

these Indians practised the most ridiculous ceremonies, in

order to prevent the chastisements with which they be-

lieved themselves to be menaced on account of their iit-

dolence and ingratitude. They played on warlike instru-

ments, or took arms in their hands, to evince their valour,

felled wood, or undertook other laborious exercises, to

prove that they could not be charged with effeminacy, and

punish«.d for it, without injustice. The women left their huts,

threw maize and other grains into the air, sending forlh,

at the same time, the most dolorous cries, promising to

amend what was amiss in their conduct, and to be more

laborious for the future. No sooner, however, was the

eclipse over, than they congratulated each other on having

averted the moon's wrath by specious promises; they af-

terwards gave themselves up to dancing, which terminated,

like all their other festivals, in drinking and other acts of

brutality. The Indians, who have not yet been subjugated,

sliii preserve all these customs; and even several of the

civilized tribes retain a few of them.

Some other tribes of Indians, who likewise dwelt upon

the banks of the river OroonoLo, paid to toads the honours

due to the divinity. Far from injuring these animals, they
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c arefiilly kept them under pols, in order to ODtain rain or

(iiic weather; and so fully persuaded wore tlicy of tiicir

power in lliis rc.s])cct, tliat they scourged tiieni as often

as their prayers were not answered. The only religious

rite performed by some other of these tribes, was that of

dancing, to the sound of noisy instruments, before two

small idols, to wliich they paid reverence by chauntiiig ex-

temporaneous couplets.

All the Indians seem to agree respecting the immortality

of the soul, but they do not concur as to what becomes

of it after death. Some are of opinion that the soul takes

up its abode in the same fields which the individual, to

whom it belonged, cultivated during life. Odiers suppose

that it retires to certain lakes, and is swallowed by

monstrous serpents, which transport it to a paradise, where

Its lime IS o<:c(ipied in constant dancing and drinkmg.

When an Indian slays a wild beast, he opens its mouth,

and pours down its throat some inloxiraling liquor, in

order that its soul may inform otiiers of a sir.iilar species,

of the kijid reception it received, and that they may be

encouraged to come and share the same favour,

Di inking and indolence constitute the supitme felicity

of the Indians. The most intoxicating liquors are con-

sidered as j)referaHe to all others. Their women formerly

prepared u species of vinous liquor from fruits, such as

ananas, &c., which possessed very inebriating qualities

;

but since the introduction of tafia, and other iiinilar li-

quors, it is seldom pre|)ared. The Iiidi<nis never leave their

hammocks uulcis when imperious m (; ssity forces them

to go a hunting or iishing ; on which occasions they take

their measures so well, that, i)y a sin;;Ie day's e.\erlion,

they generally secure subsistence and repose for a whole

week.

The Otomaques, who occupy the upper parts of the

Oroonoko, constitute an exception to this rule; possess-

ing greater intelligence and activity than the other Indians,

tiuv spent almost their wtiole lime, before the entrance

of the missionaries among them, in constant action and

sport, except those moments which were dedicated to

sleep and lamentations over the dead.

On the rising of the sun, all of them, who were capable

of labour, repaired to their respective chiefs, who assigned

to each individual his task for the day. In seed-time, and

harvest, a certain number of persons also applied them-

selves to the labours of the field, the products of wliich

were lodged in public granaries, and shared out by the

chiefs.

Annually, on the decrease of the waters of the Or,/>

noko, \vhith occurs duritig Februaiy, incredible nun'oers

of turtle repair to the banks of that river to deposit their

eggs in the sand, and remain till they are suliiciently grown

to procure subsistence for themselves. At this period, all

the Indian tribes, who live near the borders of the Oroo-
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nuko, resort with their families to tlie shorvs of that river,

to lay in a supply of turtle, which, after drying, they store

up for use ; they also preserve the eggs, except those

from which they extract a.i oil, that is no ways inferior to

the best olive-oil. With these articles, independent of

home-consumption, they carry on a considerable traffic with

the Indians who live at a distance from the Oroonoko.

Marriage is established among all the Indian tribes

throughout America. This institution is not considered

by them as a religious rite ; on the contrary, its sanctity is

profaned by the universal practice of polygai^y. But

though there be no code prohibiting alliances between

near relations, incestuous unions are never sanctioned by

the form of marriage.

Fathers possess no control over the inclinations of their

male children, but they exercise the most unlimited sway

over those of the females of their famiiy. They must im-

plicitly submit to give their hand to the man of their

parent's choice. Instead of giving a portion with his

daughter, the father receives one from his son-in-law, who
pays it under the form of labour, in game, fish, or other

articles. Dancing and drinking constitute the whole ce-

rem«ny of marriage.

()n these occasions, the relatives of the bridegroom and

bride are invited. The men bring along with them ma-

terials to build a hut for the young pair, and the females

present them w ith fish, fruit, bread, and drink ; the former

chaunt couplets to the bridegroopv uud the latter to the

bride. As soon as it becomes dark, the yon ';g wife is

presented to her husband, which concludes the ceremony.

In order to render a female worthy of the hand of a chief,

it is necessary she should be descended from a family dis-

tinguished by military exploits, or should have had one

ancestor, at least, a great warrior.

Similar ceremonies prevail among all the tribes inha-

biting the banks of the Oroonoko; they merely differ with

respect to the kind of couplets chaunted by the old women
to die bride.

The Otomaques are the only Indians who admit their wo-

men to participate in their diversions : among them, as else-

where, the females are doomed to sustain the whole weight

of domestic labour ; but they are allowed occasionally to

associate in the public amusements. This is also the only

tribe among whom the practice of polygamy is not ad-

mitted. A singular custom prevails among these Oto-

maques, of always uniting a young man to an old woman,

or a young woman to an old man : the reason assigned by

tlien> for establishing such alliances is, that the elder party

is thus enabled to guide and instiuet trie younger, i ue

other Indians marry as many wives as they please ; but

they are all, without distinction, equally oppressed, and

equally unfortunate.

From the practice of polygamy, we may naturally infer

ip^^
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the frequencjf of divorcei ; and, in fact, a single word
from a discontented husband is sufficient to effect a sepa-
ration from a wife, who is, by this mean, condemned to
pcr|Jctual infamy.

it has been asserted tliat jealousy cannot exist indepen-
dently of love ; notwithstanding, by a kind of fatality at-
tached to the Indian women, the same man who never
regards them with an eye of affection, punishes with the
greatest severity their slightest infidelities. Among the
Cnribbees, adulterers are put to death by the people, in
the public streets ; but, among the greatest part of the
other tribes, the husband himself takes vengeance upon
the offending wife, and his vengeance is always commen-
surate to the offence.

;
From the manners of tlie Indians, we may readily con-

ceive what kmd of edHcation they bestow upon their chil-

c'rer
; it 'u sufficient tc have seen them as husbands, toU con jinced how ill they must perform the duty of parents.

l^msM the tenderness they sometimes bestow upon their

y :^>i g children, they have been pronounced not wholly
dfs'.itnteof parental affection; but these demonstrations
o' kindness proceed from a different source. As soon as
the children are able to procure sustenance for themselves,
the father never thinks more of tbem, but to give then*
lessons of indolence, drunkenness, falsehood, and deceit.
On the contrary, there are no children more unnatural
tliaa those of the Indians. Far from respecting the author
of their being, they bear towards him the most implacable
hatred, and frequently wait, with impatience, until their
own increasing strength, and his weakness, enable them
to lift their hand a£;ainst his life ; and this species of out-
rage is always committed with impunity. The Indian
children bear not, however, the same hatred towards their
mother

:
witnesses of her sufferings, and the companions

of her unfortunate life, until they arrive at a state of ado-
lescence, they feel for her sentiments of pity, which ripen
into affection.

An Indian ne-.fci believes himself in a proper costume,
unless his whole body be covered svith red paint. Even
infants at the breast are bedaubed in the same manner,
twice a day. It is a law of hospitality among these tribes]
when a stranger arrives at iheir dwelling, to cause the wo-
men to remove the paint from their bodies, and apply it

anew. On the occasion of any public festival, in addi-
tion to the red paint, they ornament the body with designs
of different colours; and the men appear with plumes of
feathers on tl.eir head, and bits of gold or silver suspended
from the ears and nase. ,

Such were the men with whom the Spaniards found it

necessary to dispute the possession of Terra Firma; and
SMch, at this day, are those tribes who have still preserved
their independence, notwithstanding the arms of the Qon-
^uerors, aad the religion of the missionaries.

|
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Situation, Extent, Boundaries, ^c] This viceroyalty i,
situated between the equator and twenty-five degrees of
south latitude, and extends from sixty to seventy-five degrees
of west longitude, being about fifteen hundred miles in
length, and five hundred in breadth. It is bounded by
Terra Firma, on the north; by the Andes, on the east; by
Ohih, on the south ; and by the Pacific Ocean, on the west.
It 'is said, that the Spaninrds who discovered it, meeting
with one of the natives on the coast, and demanding what
country it was, the Indian answered Peru, or Beru, that is

What do you say ? The Spaniards, apprehending he un-
derstood them right, concluded the name of the country
was Peru, by which it has been called from that time to the
present. The northern division contains the province of
Quito. The middle division that of Lima, or Los Royes

;

and the third division that of Los Charcos.
The limits of Peru were greatly restricted during the

course of the last century; as, in 1718, the provinces of
Quito in the north, as far as the river Tumbez, were an-
nexed to the viceroyalty of New Grenada, which has aa
easy intercourse with Europe, by the harbour of Carll.a-
gena, and the intermediate station of Havannah ; and iu

1778, a number of opulent provinces in the south of Peru
were allotted to the new viceroyalty of La Plata. Modern
Peru, therefore, extends north and south from the river

Tlimbez to the chain of Viicnriota, being, by the compu-
tation of Estalla, two hundred and eighty-nine geogra-
phical leagues; but along the coast to the river Loa, the
length may be four hundred and twenty-three leagues.
The irregularity of its breadth offers a medium of about
eighty leagues, so that the contents may be thirty-three

thousand six hundred and thirty square leagues.

Seas, Bays, Rivers, Sfc] The only sea which borders
on Peru is the Pacific Ocean. The principal bays and
harbours are Payta, Malabrigo, Cuanchaco, Cosma, Ver-
meio, Guara, Callao, Ylo, and Arica. The rivers Granada,
Oroonoko, and Amazon, or Plata, rise in the Andes.
Many other rivers rise also in the Andes, and fall into

the Pacific Ocean, between the equator and eight degrees
of south latitude. There are some waters in this country
which have such a petrifying quality, that, in their course,
they cover whatever they pass over with stone ; and there
are springs of liquid matter, resenibling pitch and tar,

and used by seamen for the same purpose.

Soil and Climate.] Though Peru lies within the torrid

zone, yet having on one side the South-Sea, and on the
other the great ridge of the Andes, it is not so hot as

other tropical countries. The sky, too, which is generally

cloudy, defends it from the direct rays of the sun; but,

what is extremely singular, it never rains. This defect.
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liowever, is sufficiently supplied oy a gentle dew, which

falls gradually every night on the ground, and so refreshes

the plants and grass, as to produce in many places the

greatest fertility. Along the sea-coast is generally a dry

barren sand, except by the banks of rivers, where it is

extremely fertile, as are all the low lands in the inland

country.

Minerals.] Peru contains mines of gold and silver, and

one which produces quicksilver, an article of immense

value, considering the various purposes to which it is ap-

plied, and especially the purification of gold and silver.

The principal mine of tliis metal is at a place called Guuh-

cavelica, discovered in 1567, where it is found in a whitish

mass, resembling brick ill burned. The substance is vo-

latilized by fire, and received in steam by a combination

of glass vessels, where it condensL's, by means of a little

water, at the bottom of each vessel, and forms a pure

heavy liquid. In Peru, likewise, is found the new substance

called plalina, which may be considered as aii eighth metal,

and, from its superior qualities, may almost vie with gold

itself.

: Vegetable Productions,] A considerable article in the

produce and commerce of this country is the Peruvian

barkj better known by the name of Jesuit's bark. The tree

which produces this drug grows chiefly in the mountainous

parts of Peru, and particularly in the province of Quito.

The best bark is always produced' on the high and rocky

grounds : the tree which bears it ii about the size of a

cherry-tree, and produces a kind of fruit resembling the

almond ; but it is only the bark which has those excillent

qualities that render it useful in fevers, and other disordtis.

Cayenne pepper is produced in the greatest abundaii ce in

the vale of Arica, a district in the southern parts of

' Peru, whence they export it annually to the value of six

hundred thousand crowns. Peru also produces the opun-

tia, or prickly pear, the fruit of which nourishes the co-

chineal, an insect which constitutes one of the most va-

luable articles of the commerce of this country. A very

useful tree here is called tnaguei/, which at once supplies

a delicious drink, honey, vinegar, timber, hemp, and

thread ; the two last being made from the leaves, stalk,

&c. Needles are made of the prickles, and tlie fruit is

converted into a kind of soap. Rhubarb, tamarinds, sar-

saparilla, dragon's blood, storax, guiacum, bananas, me-

lons, &c. are other vegetable productions of Peru. Here

are European corn and fruits in plenty, but the principal

part of the bread is made of cassava-root : but most of

that balsam which bears the name of Peru comes, in fact,

from Mexico.

Animals.] The most remarkable animals of this country

are the Peruvian sheep, called pacos or huancu. Thty

are about the size of a stag, and resemble a c-rrel. The

body is covered with a coarse kind of wool : they are very
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tractable, and were formerly the only beasts of burden

among the Indians. Hieir flesh is very palatable, as white

as veal, and easy of digcation. Their height is from four

feet to four and a half. They walk with wonderful giavity

and majesty, and at so regular a pace, that no beating

will muke them alter it. ^At night it is impossible to make

them move with their burden.; they lie down till it is taken

ofl', and then go to graze. I'lieir common food is a sort

of grass, somewhat like a rush, with which all the moun-

tains are covered. These sheep eat little, and never drink

;

so that they are very easily kept. The Spaniards use

thcin in the mines to carry tiie ore to the mills. The
vicunas (another species of sheep) are shaped like the

pacos, only they are smaller ancJL^Iighter. The Spaniards

call them Indian goats, because they resemble that animal.

Their wool is very fine, and much valued ; the bezoar

stone, which is said to perform many great cures, is found

in them. The lama has a small head, resembling (hat of

a horse and a sheep at the same time. It is about the size

of a stag, its upper lip is cleft like that of a hare, through

which, when enraged, it spits a kind of venomous juice.

The flesh of the lama, however, is agreeable and whole-

some, and tlie animal is not only useful in affording wool

and food, but also as a beast of burden. It can endure

amazing fatigue, and will travel over the steepest mouti-

tains with a burden of sixty or seventy pounds. It feeds

very sparingly, and never drinks. The deer are much less

than ours. They have not many wild beasts, and such as

they have are neither very fierce nor dangerous. The

cattle imported from Europe are much increased ; and

most of tlicm run wild, and are hunted, like other game.

The Peruvians have no tame fowl, except the riuana, which

somewhat resembles the duck, but is considerably larger.

Antiquities.] The antiquities of Peru are deserving of

notice. A high road is mentioned, said to pass for not

less than four hundred leagues to the northern and south-

ern provinces. The ruins of the temple of the Sun at

Cuzco are formed of stones fifteen or sixteen feet square,

and which, though of the most irregular shapes, are so

exactly adjusted, that no void is perceivable. This is si-

milar to the Pelasgian style of building, which is found

in the most ancient monuments of Greece and Italy.

Many ruins are also found of the edifices called tamboa,

where the Incas lodged when they travelled. Bouguet

says that the walls are often of a kind of granite, and the

joints very perfect ; there are sometimes even moveable

rings hewn out of the stone itself. Subterranean passages

appear leading from the fortresses. The tombs, like tlioSe

of other ancient nations, were barrows reseiRuhng natu-

ral hillocks ; and in a space fenced off with stakes was

placed the body, with various dresses, little images of

gold, silver, copper, or clay, and various weapons and

utensils ; the treasures found in these tombs have some-

8U
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In ttiose of tlie women were ftjund

round mirrors, made of marcasite or compact pyrites,

Uience called the mirror of the Incas; and tigiires of

<{uadr»p«4^ bkds, and reptiles, have also been found, as

in Kgypt,

Government.'] The authority of th*" viceroy extends

over all P«ru, except Quito, which has recently been d« -

tached from it. The viceroy is as absohite in the king of

Spain. All officers are appointed, and places filled up,

by him. For the security of his person he has two corps

of guards, one of horse, aud tlie other of halberdiers.

The horse-guards consist of one hundred and sixty, under

the command of a captain and lieutenant; and their uni-

forms are Uue, laced with silver. The halberdiers, fifty

in number, are clad in crimson velvet waistcoats, deeply

laced witli gold, and do duty, in rooms leading to the royal

audience-chamber. Besides these, there is another guard

within the palace, of oue hundred men, being a detach-

ment from the garrison of Callao. All ofikers are occa-

sionally employed in executing the orders of the viceroy,

and enforcing the decrees of the tribunals, after they have

received the royal assent, for such the concurrence of the

viceroy is esteemed ; who, besides assisting at the courts

of justice and councils, gives daily audience to all ranks of

persons. The supreme tribunal of Lima, called Audiencia,

is held in the viceroy's palace, and consists of eight auditors,

aod a fiscal, for civil affairs. Here are abo a chamber of

accounts, a board of treasury, a court for the effects of

persons dying intestate and witliout lawful heirs, a council

of commerce, and a tribunal of the inquisition. The go-

vernment of the viceroy is triennial, though at the expir-

ation of that term the sovereign may renew his com-
mission.

Cities and Towns.] Lima, the capital of Peru, is situated'

in the middle of a spacious and delightful valley ; and is

»o well watered by the river Rimac, that the inhabitants,

like those of London, may be said to command a stream.

There are many magnificent structures, particularly

churches, in this city ; though the houses in general are

built of slight materials, the equality of the climate, and
want of rain, rendering stone houses unnecessary ; and,

besides, it is found, that these are more apt to suffer by
shocks of the earth, which are very frequent all over this

province. The population amounts to nearly sixty thou-

sand inhabitants, of whom the rvhites constitute a sixth

part.

A'l .ravellers unite in stating that the churches are pro-

fusely decorated with gold, silver, and precious stones.

. ..s nsorchants Oi Lima may be said io deal with all

quarters of the world, and that both on their own accounts
ani as factors for others. Here all the products of the

touthem provinces are conveyed, in order to be exchanged,
atlhe harbour of Lima, for such articles as the inhabitants
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of Peru stand in need of; and the commodities of A«i«,

Europe, and America, arc here biirtcred for each othor.

What there is no immediate sale for, the merchants of

Lima (luichase on their own accounts, and lay up iu ware-

house?, knowing that they must soon liud a market for

them ; since, by one channel or oilier, tlie> have a commu-
nication with almost every commercial nation. Some of

the barks, u( vessels, are made like double canoes, joined

together with poles which pass do^s-ways, and, being

covered with a skin, serve the boatmen to sit upon. Others

are consirucied in the form of rafts, with a large sail made
of matting, and a rudder at one end, near which there is

a fire-place, or hearth, and a fire always alight. Between
the two masts there is a kind of a cabin on the deck, and

the masts themselves join at the top, and support not

only the sail, but a little pennant.

The place of bridges is suppljed by contrivances called

tarabiles • these are ropes, or thongs of leather, extended

from one side of the river to the otiier, ai>d fastened to

piles of, wood fixed iii the earth. A liamuiock, with two

loops, hangs to these, in which n man may lie at his ease.

Those who attend on tlia side fw>m whence he sets offj

give him a push, which carries him into the middle with

great velocity : from the middle, those on the opposite

side pull the hammock by ropes fastpned to it, and the

person thus gets over in .a few seconds. For the passage

of horses or nmles, there are two ropes, at a small. distance

from each other. The animal being tightly girded, is .sus-

pended upon a flat piece of wood, between the two ropes,

to which he is fastened by grooves, and drawn over by

ropes. Some beasts will go over very quietly, but others

are forced to have their legs tied. In many places the

tarabites are made of skins spread all thi w,ay over the

river, for people to walk upon, who hold by a rope on

each side, which secures them in the manner of a railing,

and enables ihem to pass the uqsteady bridge without any

danger.

AH the wealth of the inhabitants, all the beauty of the

situation, and fertility of the cUmate of Lima, are not

sufficient to compensate for one disaster, which always

threatens, and has sometimes actually befallen, them. In

the year 1747, a most tremendous eartliquake laid three-

fourths of the city level with the ground, and entirely de-

molished Callao, the port town belonging to it. Never

was-any destruction more terrible or complete; not more

than one of three thousand inliabitants being left to re-

cord this dreadful calamity, and he by a providence the

most singular and extraordinary imaginable, lliis man,

who happened to be on a fort which overlooked the har-

bour, perceived, in one minute, the inhabitants running

from their houses, in the utmost terror and confusion;

the sea, as usual on such occasions, receding to a consi-

derable distance, retmned lu mountainous waves, foaminj^
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\vith llic violence of the agitation, ana burira the inhabit-

ants for ever in iti bu.soni ; immediately all was silent; but

the same wave which destroverl the tnivn drove a little

boat by the place where the man ituod, in which he threw

biniseir, and was saved.

The public entrance cf the viceroy is a solemnily the

must splendid, in which the amazing pomp of Lima

is particularly displayed. Nothing is seen but rich

coaches, c slashes, and other splendid equipages, in which

the nobility carry theii emulation to an astonishing

height.

On I <! lamling of the viceroy at Paita, two hundred

and f III leagues from Lima, he sends a person of dis-

tinction (generally aome offitr of hhi retinue) to Lima,

with the character of an ainbu^sador, and, by a memoir,

informs his predecessor of bis arrival, in conformity to

his majesty's orders, who had been pleased to confer en

him the government of that kingdom. Oir this ambassa-

dor ft aching Lima, the late viceroy sends a messenger to

compliment him on his safe arrival ; and, on dismissing

the ambassador, presents him with some jewel of consi-

derable value, and a jurisdiction or two, which happen

at that time to be vacant-, together witii an indulgence of

officiating by deputy, if tnost agreeable to him. The
corregidur of Piura receives the new viceroy at Paita,

and provides litters, mules, and every other necessary, for

him and his ratinue, as far as the next jurisdiction. He
also orders booths to be built at the halting-places in the

deserts ; attends him in person, and defrays all the expences,

till relieved by the next coriegidor. Being at length ar-

rived at Lima, the viceroy proceeds, as it were, incogni-

to, through the city to Cillao, about two leagues and a

half distant. In this place he is received and acknow-

ledged by one of the ordinary alcades of Lima, appointed

for that purpose, and also by the military officers. He
is lodged in the viceroy's palace, which, on this occasion,

is adorned with astonishing magnificence. The next day

all the courts, secular and ecclesiastical, wait on him from

Lima, and he receives them under a canopy.

The second day after his arrival at Callao, he goes in

a magnificent equipage, provided for him by the city, to

the chapel de la Legua, so called from its being about

half-way between Callao and Lima, where lie is met by

the late viceroy, and, both alighting from their coaches,

the latter delivers to him a truncheon, as the ensign of the

government of the kingdom, ^fter this, and the usual

compliments, they separate.

If the new viceroy intend to make his public entry into

Lima in a few days, he returns to Callao, where he stays

till the day appointed; but, as a longer space is generally

allowed for the preparations necessary to such a ceremo-

ny, he continues his journey to Lima, and takes up his

residence in his palace ; the fitting up of which, on this
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occasion, is committed la the junior auditor and me or-

dinary alcade.

On the day of public entry, the strecti are cleaned, and

hung with tapestry ; and magnificent triumphal arciies are

erected at proper distances. At two in the afternoon, the

viceroy goes privately to the church belonging to the mo-
nastery of Montserrat, which is separated by an arch and

a gate from the street, where the cavalcade is to begin.

As soon as all who are to assist in the procession are assem-

bled, the viceroy and his retinue mount on horses, pro-

vided by the city for this ceremony, and, the gates being

thrown open, tlie proc^'^sion begins in the following

order :

—

The militia; the coll«»ge» the university, with the pro-

fessors in their proper habits ; the chamber of accompli

;

the andiencia, on hot ^es with trappings ; the magistracy, in

crimson velvet robes, lined witti brocade of the same co-

lour, and a particular kiud of > aps on their heads, a dress

only used on this occasion. Some members of the cor-

poration, who walk on foot, support the canopy over the

viceroy; and the two ordinary alcades, who are iu the

same dress, and walk in the procession, act as equi-rriei,

holding the bridle of his horse.

This procession is of considi rable length, the viceroy

passing through several streets till he com^s to the great

square, in which the whole conuiany Iraw up facing the

cathedral, "here he alights, and is received by the arch-

bishop and chapter. Te Deum is then sung, and the

officers are placed in their respective seats; after which

the viceroy again mounts his horse, and proceeds to the

palace-gate, where he is received by the audiencia, and

conducted to an apartment, in which a splendid collation

is provided, as are also others for the nobility, in the anti-

chambers.

The next morning the viceroy returns to the cathedral in

hi'4 coach, with the retinue and pomp usual in public cere-

monies. He is preceded by the whole troop of horse-

guards, the members of the several tribunals, in their

coaches ; and after them the viceroy himself, with his fa-

mily, the company of halberdiers bringing up the rear.

On this occasion all the ornaments of the church are dis-

played ; the archbishop celebrates, in his pontifical robes,

the mass of thanksgiving; and the sermon is preached by

one of the best orators of the chapel. From hence the

viceroy returns to the palace, attended by all the nobility,

who omit nothing to make a splendid figure on the occa-

sion. In the evening of this, and the two following days,

the collations are repeated. And, to increase the festivity,

all women of credit have free access to the halls, galteite^

and gardens, of the palace, where they are fond of shewing

the dispositions of their genius, cither by the i ivacity of

their repartees, or their spirited conversations.

This ceremony is succeeded, by bultfeasts, at the citj*^i
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expeuce, whicn contiuue five days ; the three first for the

viceroy, and the two latter in compliment to the ambassa-

dor, who brought advice of his arrival, and the great honour

conferred on him by the sovereign in the government of this

viceroyalty.

This ambassador, who is always a person of eminence,

makes a public entrance into Lima, on horseback, on the

day of his arrival; and the nobility, being informed of bis

appro^h, go put to receive and conduct him to the pa-

laCe^i^vifbence they carry him to the lodgings prepared for

his reception.

Cuzco, th^ capital of the empire of Peru, before the

arrival of the Spaniards, and the seat of the incas, is situated

about three hundred and twenty-six miles to the east of

Liina. It was then very large, magnificent, and populous.

Here stood llie famous temple of the Sun, which was called

Curiachanci, and contained immense riches. The Incas

resided in a part of the citadel, the walls of which were

incrusted with gold and silver, and the whole fortress was

built of stones, so large Uiat several oxen could hardly

draw one of them. It is still a considerable town, con-

taining great numbers of Spaniards, Creoles, and Indians.

The air is pure and wholesome, and the neighbouring

country very fertile and pleasant. Here are some ma-

nufactures of baize and cotton cloth, and also of lea-

ther; and in the adjacent countries are gold and silver

mines.

Trvxillo, two hundred and fifty miles north-west of

Lima, contains only low houses, on account of the fre-

quent earthquakes. Guamchaco is its port, and the in-

habitants carry on a great trade in wine, brandy, flax, mar-

malade, and particularly sugar, as they cultivate abundance

of sugar-canes in the neighbourhood. In I686, Truxillo

was fortified against the Buccaneers, constituting, with

Lima, the only two fortified cities in the viceroyalty.

PoTOSi, so famous on account of the rich silver-mines

in its vicinity, is nearly two leagues in circumference, and

consequently the largest town in Peru. The Spaniards

and Creoles here are possessed of immense riches. All

their clothes are of gold and silver stuffs, and their plates

and culinary utensils of silver ; which is not to be won-

dered at in a country where that metal is as common as

copper and iron are elsewhere. They have great frosts

and snows here in May, June, and July ; and the neigh-

bouring country is barren and uncouth, especially in the

mountains that contain the mines. The town, however,

IS well provided with every necessary, some provinces

sending the best of theii' grain and fruit, others their cattle,

and others their manufactures. I'hose who trade in Eu-
ropeaa commodities resort to Potosi, as to a market where

they are sure of converting their merchandise into silver.

Another species of commerce, carried 011 by a set of

people C)dlad Aviadores, consists in exchanging coins,

[part III.

towards paying the necessary expences of the workmen,

for ingots and pinnos.

It is said, ^at the discovery of the silver mines in this

neighbourhood was owing to the following accident:

" Hualpa, an Indian, pursuing some wild goats, came to a

steep place, and seizing a shrub to aid his. ascent, it gave

way, when he beheld a mass of silver beneath the roots.

He hastened home with the first fruits of his discovery,

washed the silver, and made use of it ; repairi.ng, when lijs

stock was exhausted, to the mountain for a new supply.

In the course of time, an intimate friend observing the

extraordinary change in his circumstances, was desirous of

knowing the cause, and, urging him closely, obtained an

ample discovery of the secret. For some time they

maintained a kind of partnership; but Hualpa, refusing

to disclose his method of purifying the metal, so offended

his comrade, that he immediately revealed the whole to

his master, a Spaniard, who resided at Porco." The

famous mountain of Potosi may be said to consist of one

mass of silver, which the avarice and labours of more than

three hundred years have by no means exhausted. The

coinage of Potosi is about four millions of dollars a year.

Besides the silver-mines near Potosi, there are many

others in the audiency ; and at a small distance from the

town are hot medicinal t)aths, to which, as in other coun-

tries, some resort for health, and others for diversion.

La Paz is a considerable town, situated near the source

of a river, about two hundred and twenty miles from La

Plata, to the north-west. The mountains of the adjacent

country abound in gold, and the plains and valleys in

grain, fruit-trees, and fields of maize. About thirty miles

to the north-west of this towii lies the lake of Titicaca,

which is eighty miles in circumference, and has a com-

munication with the lake of Paria.

Quito, the capital of the province of that name, is

seated in a pleasant valley, between two chains of high

mountains. It is about a mile in length, and three-quar-

ters of a mile in breadth, and is an episcopal see. There

are several religious comnmnities, and two colleges, whicli

are a sort of universities, under the direction of tlie Domi-

nicans. It contains about thirty-five tliousand inhabitants,

of which one-third are original Spaniards. All sorts of

merchandise and commodities are exceeding dear, chiefly

on account of the difiiculty of bringing them thither. It

is the seat of the treasurer of the kingdom. The Creoles

of Quito are docile, humane, courteous, liberal, hospit-

able, and of considerable capacity. Even the Indians

are celebrated for their skill in painting and sculpture.

The temperature being uniform, the same ciotlung is

worn throughout the year; but this advantage is balanced

by the frequent earthquakes : that of 1775 was very de-

structive.

The high plain to the south of this city, crowned witli
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numerous volcanos, and the high mountain of Catopaxi,

hat been frequently described as a terrestrial paradise.

But on the 4th uf February, 1797, a quarter before eight

o'clock in tlie morning, the most terrible earthquake com-

menced that bad been known since the conquest. At

Quite little damage was sustained, but the subterraneous

thunder, and the shocks repeated every six hours, occa-

sioned unceasing horrors and dismay. On the 5th, in the

evening, it was known lliat Latacunga, and all the adja-

cent hamlets, were utterly destroyed, not one stone re-

maining upon another. Many persons perished, and the

stench of the dead bodies infected the survivors. Near

Ambato many mountams split, and by their sudden fall

occasioned still greater destruction among the human race.

Qoero, with all its inhabitants, were buried, in one instant,

by a cliff which fell on the town. Pelileo was over-

whelmed by a stream of water and mud ; the circumjacent

lands were all transposed ; and a deadly silence marked

the general ruin.

The elegant town of Riobamba' became one heap of

ruins and desolation, and soon totally disappeared; for

the peak of Sicalpa falling on the town, and stopping the

two rivers which pass by it, formed a lake, so that even

the ruins were not visible. Of nine thousand inhabitants,

only about four hundred escaped destruction.

Customs, Manners^ ^c] The manners of the inhabit-

ants do not remarkably differ over the whole Spanish do-

minions. Pride and indolence are the two predominant

passions. It is said, by the most authentic travellers, that

the manners of Old Spain have degenerated in its colonies.

The Creoles, and all the other descendants of the Spaniards,

according to the above distinction, are guilty of many

mean and pilfering vices, which a true-born Castilian could

not think of but with detestation. This, no doubt, in part

arises from the contempt in which all but the real natives

of Spain are held in the Indies ; mankind generally be-

having according to the treatment they meet with from

others. In Lima, the Spanish pride has made the greatest

descents, and many of the first nobility are employed in

commerce.

The Peruvians possess a quickness of wit, and strength

of judgment. Such of them as have had the advantage

of masters, since the arrival of the Spaniards, have ge-

nerally made an extraordinary proficiency. When the

Spaniards first appeared among them, they acknowledged

one Almighty Being, maker of heaven and earth, whom

they called Pacha Camac, or The Soul of the Universe.

The next object of adoration was the sun ; the priests of

„.».;^U ...!.« 4,eR^'%.%t^A at Otitfo i»i»r<> nf the hlnnd-roval.

Besides their festivals, celebrated every month, they had

four other grand ones, the principal of which was cele-

brated in June, in honour of their first Inca, Mango

Capac,
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The meanest of the Europeans assume a degree of

pouip, as soon as they find themselves transported among

the Indians, blacks, mulattoes, mestizoes, &.c. Any good

or generous actions, performed by tliem, are the effects

of their vanity and imaginary nobility. The Creoles bear

a great antipathy to the native Spaniards, of whicli one

reason is supposed to be, because they see those strangers

in possession of the prime places of the state. In their

outward behaviour they affect great gravity^ like, the Eu-

ropean Spaniards, to whom they are not inferior in wit

and genius, acuteness, and understanding, but less active

and hardy. Effeminacy and sloth seem to be peculiar to

the inhabitants of this country ; for it is observed, that

those who have been bred to labour in Spain, grow idle

here in a short time, like the Creoles. They are sober as

to wine, but eat a great deal, and in an indecent manner^

sometimes all out of the same dish, and without forks.

The Creoles freely sacrifice to their passions. Illegi-

timate are as much regarded here as lawful children, pro-

vided they are owned by the father, and there is no dis-

grace inherent to that birth. The Creole females, though

not under the restrictions of the Spanish women, seldom

go abroad in the day-time ; but at night they pursue ihek

pleasures with great freedom, and are fond of intriguing,

though they usually conduct their gallantries under tli«

shade of their veils.

History.'] The empire ci the Incas is supposed to have

lasted between three and four hundred years. There were

seventeen of these sovereigns:

—

Manco, the first Inca, i»

supposed to have reigned in the twelfth century : he de-

clared himself and his sister, Oello, children of the snn,

and married her; and, after many laws and institutes to

reclair a savage race, received from his people the title

of Capac, or rich in virtue. He founded the temple of

the Sun at Cuzco, the capital of his empire, and appointed

virgins of the royal blood to serve that divinity. Sayri

Tupac, the last of the Incas, resigned the sovereignty to

Philip II. of Spain, and died a Christian, leaving only one

daughter, who married Onez de Loyola, a Spanish knight,

from whom have descended the marquisses of Orepesa and

Alcanises.

The monarchy of the Incas extended from the river

Tumbez in three and a half degrees, (not to speak of the

subjection of Quito,) to 'the river Mauli in Chili, in thirty-

five degrees, that is, nearly one thousand nine hundred geo-

graphical miles, while the Mexican princes only ruled a

country of abo«t one third of th« extent. The comparative

magnificence of the Peruvian monarchs is not, therefore,

a matter of surprise. Tlie Peruvians were also far above

the Mexicans in civilization. The former had advanced

beyond the latter in the necessary arts of life. Manures

and irrigation were known to them. Their edifices were

sometimes of bricks hardened in the sun: but others were

8X
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coDstrueted of large stones, the walls, however, never ex-

ceediBf twelve feet ia height. Their weapons and onra-

ments also displayed a great degree of skill, and they were
expert in cutting and piercing emeralds : nevertheless su-

perstition led them to sacrifice numerous victims on the

death of a chief ; and a favourite monarch was sometimes

followed to the tomb by a thousand servants intended for

slaughten At present, however, it is impossible to dis-

cover in the manners of the Peruvian natives any marks
of their ancient advancement.

The language of the Peruvians was called the Quechua,
and it is still cultivated by the Spanish clergy, who consider

it indispensable in the conversion of the natives.

UNIVERSAL GEOGRAPHY. [paht in. \

encies. But; in geographical description, an account

SECTION IF.
^

LA PLATA, ou BUENOS AYRES.

This viceroyalty was erected in the year 1778, and is

not only the most important of all the divisions, but that

by which the chief opulence of the Spanish dominions
in South'America passes to the parent country, and is in-

terwoven with the commerce and interests of Eurape. In-

chiding the savage Chiquitos and Mojos, in the north, and ex-

tending to the soutliern limits of Tuyu and the plains called

the Pampas, its length fiotn the chain of Vilcanota to near
the river Negro may be twenty-four degrees, or one thou-

sand six hundred and sixty-eight British miles. The breadth,

which is pretty equal, may be estimated at twelve degrees,

or eight hundred and thirty-four British miles. Estalla

computes the extent at one thousand American leagues,

but includes Chili in a vague manner, and the greatest

breadth at ihue hundred and fifty, forming a triangle of
one thousiuid leagues in height, on a base of three hun-
dred ^nd fifty, equal to one hundred and seventy-five thou-
sand square leagues; which might, he adds, support fifty

millions of persons, while it in fact contains scarcely one
million ot civilized inhabitants, and a few hordes of
savages.

Provinces.'] Before the erection of this viceroyalty,

mos-t of the jurisdiction belonged to that of Peru, although
the three provinces of Buenos Ayres, Paraguay, and Tu-
cuniiin, were considered as Capita/iias Geiierules, that is,

tlie governors had an authority independent of the vice-
roys of Peru, except in instances of great importance and
difficiihy. The part of Peru now annexed to La Plata,
was divided into several provinces or districts; and the
missions of the Chiquitos, Mojos, and Guaranis, formed
three distinct governments. When this new viceroyalty
was proclaimed, the form of government remained the
same, the title alone being changed. The ordinance of
his Catholic majesty, for the subdivision of the vice-
royalty, was issued iu 1782, and appointed nine Intend-

of the principal proviaces will be tlie clearest method
The province of Buenos Ayres, in the lower part of

the viceroyalty, comprehends three other cities besides the

capital, namely, Monte-Video, Corrientes, and Santa F6.
The chief products of this pre vince are oxen and mules.

Cordova is celebrated for woollen manufactories, being

seated on the eastern side of a grand branch of the Andes.
The rivers in these ports are mostly torrents, which swell

with the rains, but at other times they are left nearly dry.

Several are lost in lakes and marshes, in the wide plains

of Chaco.

The name of Tucuman has become obsolete, and that

town is now in the intendency of Salta. The province of
Ctiyo '.es amidst the mountains which extend from the

great chain towards Cordova, but there are many fertile

valleys: being separated from Chili by the Andes, the

administration is annexed to that of Cordova. Cuyo pro-

duces, in great abundance, grapes, figs, pears, apples,

and most kinds of European fruits, which form the chief

articles of its trade. Wines, brandy, and dried fruits, are

also carried to Buenos Ayres, Cordova, and other parts.

Tlie wines*dif]«r considerably from tliose of Europe, but
are preferred for daily use. Mendoza and San Juan de
la Frontera are said to have exported, in one year, more
than twenty thousand barrels of wine, which produced
two hundred thousand dollars, besides brandy. The
mountains of Cuyo and Rioja also abound in metals ; but
the passes being more difficult than that of M<*ndoza
there is no inducement to work them. There are many
flocks of vicunas in the northern part of the same chain
whose wool is sometimes used in the country, but it is

chiefly sent to Europe, where it is celebrated as the best
for making broad cloths, uniting the gloss of silk with the
firmness and warmth of wool; while the native fawn-co-
lour can scarcely be exceeded in beauty.

The villages of the Guaranis, which compose a govern-
ment called that of the Missions, amount to thirty, from
the river Tebiqueri, in Paraguay, to the frontiers of Bue-
nos Ayres, being mostly to the east of the river Parana;
the eastern borders of the Guaranis extend along Brasil,

while on the west they border on Paraguay, Corrientes,

and Santa Fe:

Although the fertile province of Paraguay produces
none of die precious metals, it is one of the most jipulent

in the new viceroyalty, from its vegetable productions,

and from the prodigious herds of horses, mules, cattle,

and sheep, which cover its extensive plains. The north-

ern parts of Paraguay iiavc, however, been little explored,

as the settlements of the Jesuits were chiefly in tlie

southern skirts, and among tlie adjacent Abipoiis and
Guaranis. -

Paraguay produces cotton in great qwantities, and tht
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valuable drug called by the name of the country. This is

ail excellent emetic, and of itself might funn a consi-

derable article of commerce. There is a variety of
fruit, and prodigious rich pastures, in which are bred
such herds of cattle, that, it is said, the hides of the

beasts are all that is really bought, the carcases being, in

a manner, given into the bargtiio. A horse, some years
ago, might be bought for a dollar ; and the usual price

of a bullock, chosen out of the herd of two or three hun-
dred, was only four rials. But, contrary, to the general

nature of America, the country is destitute of woods.
The whole of this province abounds with bee?, which

make their hives in the hollow trees. There are ten dif-

ferent species of these useful insects. The most esteem-

ed, for the whiteness of its wax, and the delicacy of its

honey, is called opemits, but this is very scarca, The
cotton-tree is a native of this country. The Spaniards sow
and use hemp iii large quantities.

Venomous herbs, with which some Indians poison their

arrows, abound here ; but the antidotes are no less com-
mon.

Here ore vast nimtibers of all kinds of serpents, and
the rattle-snake, in particular, is a very formidable crea-

ture. This reptile suffers greatly when its gums are too

. • h distended with venom; to get rid of which, it falls

upon every thing in its way, with two crooked fengs, ter-

minating in a point; and, by means of a hollow in these

fangs, pours into the wound it makes ,all the venomous
matter which tormented it. The effects of the bite are

sudden, and the consequences dreadful, unkss antidotes

are speedily applied. The chief antidote is a stone, to

which they have given the name of St. Paul Bezoar, and
a poultice of chewed garlick. The surest method, how-
ever, is to make an incision directly in the part that has
been stung, and then apply brimstone to it ; it is even
said that this drug alone has been frequently found to make
a perfect cure.

Bai/s, Lakes, Sfc] The principal bay is that at the

mouth of the river La Plata, on which sUnds the capital

city of Buenos Ayres; and Cape St. Antonio, at the

entrance of the bay, is the only promontory. This
::aunlry abounds with lakes, one of which, Casacoroes,

is one hundred miles long.

Rivers.] This country, besides an infinite number of
small rivers, is watered by three principal ones, the Pa-
raguay, Uragua, and Parana, which, united near the sea,

form the famous Rio de la Plata, or Plate River, and
which annually overfiow their banks ; and, on their recess,

plenty of whatever is committed to it.

Manners, Cmttms, ifc] The natives of tliis country

are, in general, of a moderate stature, and well made.

They hay« flat roiuid fines, olive coniplexioni, and long
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black hair. Their garments were formerly the skins of

beasts, but now, in most things, they conform in dress to

the Spanish fashions. Previous to ihtir embracing Ciiris-

tianity, they worshipped the sun, moon, stars, thunder,

lightning, groves, rivers, animals, &,c. The women are

allowed to propose matches, as well as the men. When
an Indian woman wishes to be united to a man, she ac-

quaints one of the missionaries with it, who immediately

sends for the young man : if he does not like her, the

priest persuades the woman to overcome her passion;

but, on the contrary, if the man be inclined to return her

affection, the priest immediately marries them, and gives

bis blessing. The wives of the petty princes wear a kind

of triple crown, made of straw, and their lords hang doe-
skins over their shoulders. The boys and girls go entirely

naked. They wrap up their infants, as soon as born, in a

tiger's skin, and give them the breast for a little while,

and then u piece of half-raw meat to suck. Their beds

are the hides of oxen, or tigers, spread on the ground
;

but people of rank use hammocks of net-work.

The uncultivated inhabitants of Paraguay, especially

the Chaconese and the Guaranis, are of an extraordinary

stature ; and there have been found men among them near

seven feet high. Their features differ greatly from those

of the inhabitants of Europe ; and the colours with which
they paint themselves give them a terrifying aspect. Most
of the men go naked, except a parcel of feathers, of dif-

ferent colours, hanging to a string about the waist. But
at their public solemnities they wear caps, made of the

same feathers. In very cold weather they wrap themselves

up in a kind of cap and cloak, made of skins, adorned

with figures. Among some tribes, the women are uot

better covered than the men. The bad qualities common
to all these people are, ferocity, inconstancy, perfidy, and
drunkenness. There is, properly spe'aking, no form of
government among them. Every town, indeed, has its

cacique ; but these chiefs have no authority, but in pro-

portion to the esteem they have acquired. Many of them
do nothing but rove from place to place with their furni-

ture, which consists of a mat, a hammock, and a cala-

bash. The cabins of those who live in towns are no bet-

ter than wretched hovels, made with branches of trees,

and covered with straw, or rather grass. Those who live

nearest to Tucuman are better lodged and clothed.

Their favourite beverage is chica. They assemble to

drink it, and to dance and sing ; and in these exercises

they persist till they are all intoxicated. They then quar-

rel, and from words soon proceed to blows ; so that their

iiicfry-niaKings sciuorii teruiiiiaic without bloodshed. These

exercises are almost peculiar to the men. The women
generally withdraw the naoment they perceive the men to

be inebriated, and carry off with them all the weapon!

they can lay their hands on.

'«!
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Their arms arc bows, arrows, and lances, which they

use with equal strength and dexterity. They fasten a

rope to the latter, by which they can, as the end is barbed,

draw the wounded person to them. Besides sawing the

necks of their prisoners with the jaw-bone of a fish, they

scalp them, and preserve the scalps as tokens of victory.

They are admirable horsemen, and tame and manage wild

horses with great address, which has made the Spaniards

repent ever having stocked the country with those useful

animals.

The Chaconese women have a custom of prickingr their

faces, breasts, and arms, in order to mark them. They are

strong and robust, and bathe themselves and their children

immediately after delivery. They are very i^aious of

their husbands, yet entertain but little aifectiou for their

offspring.

These people usually bury their dead on the spot where

they expire; plant a javelin, anu the skull of an enemy,

(if they can get one,) over the grave ; and then remove to

a distance from the place.

When the Spaniards first arrived in this country, the

people lived in populous towns, and were governed by

caciques, who were hereditary, and independent of each

other. But if the succession failed, the election of a new
cacique usually fell upon one famed either for his valotir

or eloquence. At the death of a cacique, it was lawful

for one of his brothers to marry the widow ; but this sel-

dom happened. In general, these Indians did not approve

of such marriages between near relations; and the men
among tliem, who have embraced the Christian religion,

never 'inarry any of their relations, even within those de-

grees with which tlie church dispenses. ,

A number of forms and customs, some ridiculous, and

others barbarous, were observed amongst them. The ce-

remonies they observed in giving names to their nevv-born

children, will best serve to give a just idea of the savage-

ness of this nation. Thinking it unlawful to perform the

ceremony without the death of a prisoner of war, they de-

ferred it till they could take one. After entertaining him
plentifully for several days, they cut his tliroat, on the day

appointed for that purpose, with great solemnity. As
soon as he was dead, every one touched his body, or struck

it with a stick ; and during this operation they gave names
to all the children that had not as yet received any. This
done, the body was cut up, aiid every family took home
a piece of it to make into broth, of which every one took

a mouthful, not excepting children at tlie breast, whom
their mothers took care to make partakers of this dreadful

repasL

Their manner of receiving persons returning from a

long journey, was very singular. The traveller, on en-

tering his cabin, immediately seated himself, without ut-

tenng a syllable ; and tlie next moment the women began

GEOGRAPHY [part hi.

to walk round him, observing the same silence all the time,

till at last they suddenly burst out into exclamations,

which were followed by a long relation of all the disagree-

able events that had happened in his family during his ab-

sence. The men, covering their faces, repeated the same

things in a low tone of voice. This ceremony lasted a

longer or shorter time, in proportion to the esteem they

had for the traveller. At last they all congratulated him

on his happy arrival, and entertained him in the best man-

ner they were able.

Previous to marriage, the intended bride was placed

under the care of a woman appointed for that purpose,

for the space of eight days. It was the business of the

latter, during the whole time, to make the former work

hard, to teazc and thwart her, and in fine not permit her

to have any peace. If she went patiently through this

severe trial, her hair was cut off, and she was declared

marriageable. Physicians and fortune-tellers were formerly

in great repute here. They were, however, only jugglers,

pretending to prophecy from the singing of birds, and to

cure diseases by sucking the part affected.

Cities, &-C.] Buenos Ayres was founded by the

Spaniards in 15 15, and received its name from the excel-

lence of the air on the south side of the river La Plata.

This is one of the most considerable cities in South-Ame-

rica, and the only place of traffic to the southward of

Brazil. Here \\c meet with the merchants of Europe and

Peru ; but no regular fleet comes here, as to the other parts

of Spanish America; two, or at most three, register-ships,

make the whole of their regular intercourse with Europe.

Their returns, however, are very valuable, consisting chiefly

of the gold and silver of Chili and Peru, sugar, and hides.

Those who have now and then carried on a contraband

trade to this city, have found it more advantageous than

any other whatever. The benefit of this contraband is

now chiefly in the hands of the Portuguese, who keep

magazines for that purpose, in such parts of Brazil as

lie near this country.

Buenos Ayres, by the latest observations, is situated

in thirty-four degrees forty-six minutes of south latitude,

and in fifty-two degrees sixteen minutes of west longitude,

from the royal observatory at Cadiz. The streets are broao

and straight, but they are rather incommodious in the rainy

season, having little or no declivity, while, during drought,

the dust is rather troublesome. As stone is rare, the

houses are built of brick, the lime being procured from

banks of shells; nor is there any edifice that deserves the

epithet of magnificent : but the agreeabl»regularity of the

buildings gives it the air of an English city. The houses

of the rich have generally a vestibule, and a court sur-

rounded by the apartments. The catliedral is in the square,

being a new structure on the site of the former, which be-

came ruinous in the middle of the last century. TJie
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present has three naves, besides several chapels; in

1708, it had cost half a million of dollars, and would cost
as much more to complete it, which is probably now ac-
complished.

The population of this city, which is rapidly augment-
ing, is supposed to be about forty thousand souls, of
whom the Spaniards compose one half, the other half
consisting of negroes, mulattoes, and some few Indians,
who come from other parts. Of those called Spaniards,
some are Creoles, born in the country of white parents

;

and all are chiefly employed in commerce, the arts, and
agriculture, while the people of colour are mostly ser-

vants. The merchants form a great part of the popula-
tion, and the greater number are not natives. From
Spain, and particularly from Cadiz, are imported most of
the necessaries, as silks, woollens, cotton, linens, hats,

&c. They are debarked at Monte-Video, and carried in

boats to Buenos Ayres, whence they may pass to any
part of the viceroyalty, paying four per cent, on the sale,

if carried to the frontier provinces, and six per cent, in

other cases. The merchants are esteemed men of charac-
ter and good credit. The introduction of money into

Peru is prohibited. But if Buenos Ayres were not the
capital of the viceroyalty, and at present the grand mart
of Peruvian commerce, its trade would be inconsiderable.

The prodigious number of mules bred in the interior pro-
vinces of Cordova and Salta, is of great importance, as

they are indispensably necessaty in Peru, where many
thousands are annually sold.

In manners and accent, the inhabitants greatly resemble
the Andalusians. Though all are ambitious to shine, and
the means of acquiring riches are more abundant than in

Lima or Mexico, there is neither perceivable the exces-
«ve opulence, nor the contrast of misery and poverty, of
those capitals. Female dress is rarely decorated with dia-

monds, but topazes are in general use.

The market of Buenos Ayres is abundantly supplied
with all kinds of plants, fruits, meat, bread, fish, fowl,

milk, &c. Nearly one thousand head of cattle are slaugh-

tered in the neighbourhood for the daily use of the city, and
are brought in carts to the market, where they are ex-
amined by a sworn proveditor. Fish is also abundant.

Monte-Video is celebrated for its harbour, the most
considerable and advantageous in this viceroyalty. Struck
with the situation, Don Bruno de Zabella, with fourteen

or fifteen families, from the isle of Palma, one of the

Canaries, established himself here in 1731; since which
time the population has been gradually on the increase.

Such is the abundance of the country, that it is a check to

""-• "~<^tai'j 1/1 tiic puur, Biiu iiicfc Is a Class or vagabonds,

called gauderios, whose manner of life resembles that of
the gipsies of Europe, excepting that they do not steal.

These gauderios go meanly clothed, while the coverings
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of their horsei serve then« for a bed, and the saddle foi

a pillow. The guitar and amojtjas ditties form their lole

occupation ; and they thus delight tlie rustics, who, in re-

compense, lodge them, and give them abundance of food.

If a horse be lost among tliem, another is given, or caught
among the wild ones, which abound in tlie neighbourhood.

The wild cows, or heifers, supply abundance of food, and
are sometimes killed for the tongue, the marrow-bones, or
other delicate parts. The marrow is eaten liquid, the

bone itself serving as a pot. Sometimes, in their rude
cookery, an ox is gutted, and all the tallow lodged within,

which, being set on fire, serves to roast the remainder.

SECTION V

.

CHILI.

Situation, Extent, and Boundaries.'] This country is

very extensive, reaching from the frontiers of Peru to tlie

Straits of Magellan. It is situated between twenty-five

and forty-five degrees of south latitude, being about one
thousand two hundred miles in length, and five hundred in

breadth. It is bounded, on the north, by Peru ; on the east,

by La Plata; on the south, by Patagonia; and, on the

west, by the Pacific Ocean.

Provinces, Climate, and Productions.] Chili is divided

into three provinces, Sl Jago, Conception, and Chicuito;

and, lying south of the equator, the seasons are almost

opposite to those in the northern hemisphere ; but the face

of the country, except on the sea-coast, is beautiful, and
the climate wholesome. On the east the country is

screened by the Andes, while, from the west, the air is

cooled by refreshing breezes. Along the coast of the Pa-
cific Ocean they enjoy not only a fine temperate air, but a

serene sky, most part of the year. Sometimes, indeed, the

winds that blow from the mountains are exceedingly sharp

in winter; but, in general, this is one of the most pleasant

climates in the world, being a medium between the in-

tense heats of the torrid, andthe piercing winds of the

frigid, zone.

This country abounds in gold, silver, copper, tin, quick-

silver, iron, lead, 8cc. The soil produces Indian and Eu-
ropean corn, hemp, and fruits, in great variety and abun-

dance. Among several remarkable herbs produced in this

country, sotn6 of which are medicinal, and others applied

to various uses, is the panqiia, which i^ of infinite servico

in tanning leather.

The animals are horses, mules, o):eri, goats, and sheep,

all excellent in their kind. Birds, tame and wild, are

founa in profusion; and the coast abounds wilii most

sorts of fish. The coutitry is not itlfested with venonious

insects.

Lakes, Rivers, Sfc] The principal lakes are those of
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'I'agalagua, ii«ar St.Jago, and that of Pareua; btsides

wliicli tliey have several salt-water lakes, lliat have a com-

imiiiicalioii with the sea part of the year. In stormy wea-

ther, the sea forces a way tiirongh them, and leaves them

full of fish; but, in the hot season, the water congeals,

leaving a crust of fine white salt, a foot thick. The only

sea that borders upon Chili is the Pacific Ocean, on the

west. The principal rivers are the Salado, or Salt River,

Guasco, Coquimo, Chiapa, Bohio, and the Baldivia, all

scarcely navigable, except at their mouths. The princi-

pal bays, or harbours, are Capiapo, Coquimbo, Govana-

dore, Valparaiso, lata. Conception, Santa Marin, La

Aloucha, Baldivia, Castro, and Brewer's-haven.

Cities, Towns, S;c.] St.Jago, the capital of the pro-

vince of the same name, was founded in the year

1541, b" Valdivia. It is situated on the river Mapocho,

which gives name to a valley of great extent, and supplies

the city with water. In the centre stands the grand piazza,

which is sqOare, with a beautiful fountain in the middle.

Here are the apartments of the governor or president,

the palace of the royal audience, the town-house, the

public prison, the cathedral, and many other handsome

public and private buildings. The Spaniards in St. Jago,

and the suburb of Chimba, on the other side of the river,

are reckoned to amount to eight thousand, and the other in-

habitants to about thirty thousand. Those who have ac-

quired fortunes at Valdiviay Valparaiso, and Conception,

repair hither to spend their days in ease and enjoyment.

In the neighbourhood are the gold-mines of Tiltil and the

Lavaderos, by their concerns in which, many of the citizens

amass considerable fortunes. The royal audience, residing

ill St. Jago, since its removal from Conception, is com-

posed of a president, four auditors, and a fiscal, together

with an officer, who bears the title of protector of the In-

dians. Though subordinate, in some respects, to the vice-

roy of Peru, the determinations of the court are without

appeal, except to the council of the Indies. The pre-

sident is also governor and captain-general of Chili, in

which quality he resides one half the year in the capital,

and the other at Conception. There is a tribunal of the

inquisition in this city, and the see of a bishop, subordi-

nate to the archbishop of Lima. Earthquakes have often

done great damage here. That of 1647 was so violent

that it almost overturned the whole town, and left such

unwholesome vapours in the air, that all the inhabitants

died, except about three or four hundred. Another dread-

ful shock, in 1730, laid the city in ruins.

Valparaiso, a small town, is situated in thirty-two de-

grees fifteen minutes of south latitude. The bay, or har-

bour, though exposed in winter to the north windc, which

then blow with great violence, is much frequented by ships

from Callao and Panama.

Conception, the capital of the province of that
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name, is the oldest European settlement in Chili. Tlie

most modern and authentic account that we can loy be-

fore our readers, not only of this place, but of Chili in

general, is that of M. de la Perouse, the French naviga-

tor, which we shall therefore give in his own words ;

—

" The Bay of Conception is one of the most commodi-

ous harbours to be found in any part of the world. The

water is smooth, and there is scarcely any current, al-

though the tide rises six feet three inches, the flood being

at its height, at the full and change of the moon, at forty-

five minutes after one o'clock. The bay is sheltered from

nil winds but the north, which, in these climates, only

blow during the winter ; that is, from the end of May to

October, which is also the rainy season. The weather is

constantly wet while that monsoon lasts ; for the name of

monsoons may, with propriety, be given to those steady

gales that are followed by southerly winds, which blow

all the rest of the year, and which are accompanied by

the most delightful weather. The only anchorage sheltered

from the 'north-east wind, that prevails during the winter,

is off the village of Talcaguana, on the south-east shore,

which is now the only Spanish settlement in the bay, die

old city of Conceotion having been destroyed by an earth-

quake in 1751. It was situated at the mouth of the river

St. Peter, to the eastward of Talcaguana, and its ruins are

still to be seen. They will not exist, however, so long as

those of Palmyra have done, all the houses in the cotmtry

being either built of mud, or of bricks, dried in the sun.

The roofs are covered with pantiles, the same as in several

of the southern provinces of France.

" After the destruction of this city, which was rather

swallowed up by the sea than overturned by an earth-

quake, the inhabitants dispersed, and encamped upon the

neighbouring heights. It was not till 1763 that they made

choice of a new site, at a quarter of a league from the

river Biobio, and at three leagues distance from Old Con-

ception, and the village of Talcaguana. The bishopric,

the cathedral, and the religious houses, were transferred

to the new city, which is of great extent, because the

houses are built only one story high, that they may be the

better able to resist the earthquakes that happen every

year.

" The new town contains about ten thousand inhabitants.

It is the residence of the bishop, and.'of the major-general,

who is at the head of the military department. This bi-

shopric borders on that of San Jago, the capital of Chili,

where the governor-general resides. It is skirted to the

eastward by the Cordilleros, and extends southward as far

as the Straits of Magellan ; but Us true limits are the nver

of Biobio, at a quarter of a league distance from the city.

All the country, south of that river, belongs to the Indians,

except the island of Chiloe, and a small district round

Baldivia. It is improper to give to those people the name
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of subjects of the king of Spain, with whom they arc aU

moiit always at war. The functions of the Spanish coni-

maudunt are consequently of the greatest iniportuncc. He
commands both the regular troops and the militia, which

gives him great authority over all the citizens, who, in

in their civil concerns, are governed by a corregidor.

He is, besides, charged exclusively with the defence of

the country, and obliged to tight and to negutiuto inces-

santly.

" As most of the rivers in the adjacent country arc au-

riferous, the inhabitant, by washing the earth, can earn,

it is said, half a dollar a day ; but, as provisions are very

abundant, he has no real want to incite him to labour.

Without communication with foreigners, and unacquainted

with our luiiMry and arts, he can desire nothing with suf-

ficient energy to overcome his sloth. The ground, there-

fore, lies waste, the most active of the natives being those

who devote a few hours to the washing of the sand of their

rivers, which exempts them from the necessity of learning

any trade. The consequence is, that the houses, even

of the richest inhabitants, are bare of furniture, and

that all the workmen at Conception come from foreign

parts.

" The dress of I' e women consists of a plaited petticoat

of those old-fttshioneJ gold and silver stuffs formerly ma-

nufactured at Lyons. These petticoats, which are re-

served for gala-days, may, like diamonds, be entailed in a

family, and descend from the grand-mother to the grand-

daughter. Such dresses are, however, confined to a small

number of females, the rest having hardly wherewithal

to hide their nakedness.

" Sloth, still more than credulity aud superstition, has

peopled this place with nuns and monks, the latter of whom
cnjuy greater liberty than in any other country in the world.

The misfortune of having nothing to do, the want of fa-

mily-ties, the profession of celibacy, without being sepa-

rated from the world, and their living in the convenient

retirement of their cells, have rendered, and could not

fail to render, them the greatest profligates in Ame-

rica. Their effrontery is inconceivable. 1 have seen

some of them stay till midnight at a ball, aloof, indeed,

from good company, and seated among the servants.

These same monks gave our young folks more exact inform-

ation than they could get elsewhere, concerning places

with which priests ought only to have been acquainted, in

order to interdict the entrance.

" The common people of Conception are much ad-

dicted to thieving, and the women are exceedingly easy

of access. They are a degenerate and mongrel race.

The peasants in the neighbourhood have great address in

the use of the noose and lance. With these they will

combat the fiercest bull, throwing the noose so artfully,

as to lay certain hold of some part of the body. When
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a bull is haltered, they draw the knot; at the same time

setting spurs to their horses, aud ham-stringing him with

their lances, so that the animal is taken and disabled at

the same instant. Thit dexterity in throwing the noose,

and ham-stringing the animal, while they ride at full

speed, cannot fail of surprising Europeans. In private

quarrels, also, they tight with the noose and lunce; all

attacks from which they are taught to parry with such dex-

terity, that, after a combat of an hour, it is no uncom-

mon case to see the parties separate untouched, notwith-

standing both have exerted the greatest alertness.

" The inhabitants of the first class, the true-bred

Spaniards, are polite and obliging in the extreme. 1

should be wanting in gratitude, if I did not paint them

in colours suitable to their character, which 1 shall en-

deavour to make known, while giving an account of our .

own transactions.

" I was scarcely at anchor when a dragoon brought me

a letter from M. Quexada, commandant pro tempore, in

which he told me, that we should be received like fellow-

countrymen. He added, with great politeness, that the

orders he had received in that respect were conformable

to the sentiments of his heart, and to those of all the in-

habitants of Conception. This letter was accompanied

by refreshments of all sorts, which every one hastened to

send on board. The quantity was so great, that we

coulci neither consume them, nor know how to stow them

away.

'

" OMiged to attend, in the first place, to the refitting

of my ship, and to the depositing of our astronomical

clocks and quadronts on shore, 1 could not go immediately

to return my thanks to the governor. I was impatient

for an opportunity of acquitting myself of that duty, but

he was beforehand with me, and came on board, attended

by the principal officers of his colony. The following

day I returned his visit, accompanied by M. de Langle,

and several of the officers and scientific men. We were

preceded by a detachment of dragoons, the commanding

officer of which had stationed half a troop at Talcaguana.

Ever since our arrival, both they and their horses were at

our command. M. Quexada, M.Sabatero, commandant

of the artillery, and the town-major, came to meet us at

a league's distancf^ from Conceptior- We all alighted

at the house of M. Sabatero, where an excellent dinner

was put upon the table ; and, at night, there was a splen-

did ball, to which the principal ladies of the place were

invited.

" The dress of these ladies was very different frcn that

to which our eyes had been accustomed. A plaited petti-

coat, which leaves half the leg exposed, and which is

tied a great way below the waist ; stockings, striped red,

blue, and white ; shoes so short, that the toes are bent

double, which makes the foot appear nearly round ; suth

m

n
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is tlie habit of the ladiei of Chili. ' They wear their hair

divided behind into small braids, which hang down their

backs. Their qorset, or bodice, is generally of gold or

silver stuff, and is covered with two small cloaks, the first

of muslin, and the second, which is worn over it, of wool

of diflfiTcnt colours, blue, yellow, or pink. With these

woollen cloaks they cover their heads when ihey are in the

streets, and 'the weather is cold; hut, when in a room,

they usually lay them on their knees ; and there is a game
played with the muslin cloak, by shifting it about inces-

santly, at which the ladies of Conception display a great

deal of grace. They are in general pretty, and so polite,

that there is certainly no maritime city in Europe, where

foreign navigators are received with so much kindness and

civiHty.

" About midnight the ball was at an end. As the

houses of the commandant, and of M. Sabatero, could

not contain all the French officers and passengers, the in-

habitants pressed us to accept of beds ; and in this man-

ner we were quartered in the different parts of the town.

" Before dinner we had been to pay visits to the prin-

cipal citizens, and to the bishop, a man of great sense,

of agreeable manners, and of a liberality, of which the

Spanish bishops afford frequent examples. He is a

Creole, born in Peru, was never in Europe, and is solely

indebted to his merit for his elevation. He talked to us

of the regret which Major-General Higuins would feel at

being detained upon the frontiers by the Indians during our

short stay in his government. The favourable report

made of that officer by every one, and the general esteem

in which he was held, made me lament the circumstances

that occasioned his absence. A courier had been de-

spatched to him, and his answer, which was brought while

we were still at Conception, announced his speedy re-

turn. He had just concluded a peace, that was highly

neceiiary to the people of his government, their distant

habitations being exposed to the ravages of savage nations,

who massacre the men and children, and make the women
prisoners."

Manners, Customs, Sfc] The natives of Chili are of a

middle stature, strong built, of a tawny complexion, and

have long black hair on their heads, but pluck off that on

their chins, and other parts of their bodies. They are

tall, robust, active, and courageous; enduring fatigue,

heat, and cold, to admiration. They have, in several

instances, impeded the progress of the Spanish arms,

and sometimes even been victorious : their history abounds

with so many instances of bravery, as to have won for

them, even from the proudest Spaniards, the honourable

title of Indios hravos ; nor have their present descendants

lost the animating remembrance of the deeds of their an-

cestors. The Araucans, in particular, are highly deserv-

ing of notice, as having vigorously defended their coun-
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try a'gainst the progress of the Spaniards. They inhabit

a beautiful tract of country, extending from the river Bi-

bio, on the north, to that of Valdivia, on the south

;

bounded on the east by the Andes, and on the west by

the ocean. The name is der>ved from the province of

Arauca, which, though the smallest of their state, has

become the leading name of their country and nation ; but

they also voluntarily receive the appellation of Aucas, or

I'ree Men. They arc, in general, robust, well formed,

and of a truly warlike aspect. Their complexion, though

copper, is more clear than that of other Americans.

The face is nearly round, the eyes, though small, lively

and full of expression, the nose rather flat, but the mouth

well made, with white and uniform teeth; the leg muscu-

lar and elegant, and the feet small and flat. The hair of

the head is black and copious, and bound up in a knot

;

and, like the Franks, they esteem long hair a mark of

honour. The women are often handsome, especially in

Boroa. Possessing a strong constitution, and being free

from sedentary operations, they seldom become grey be-

fore the age of sixty or seventy, or bald before that of

eighty ; and not a few exceed a hundred, whose teeth,

sight, f.nd memory, remain perfect.

These people seem to have a complete system in their

warfare. Advancing with great shouts, they generally at-

tack the centre of the enemy, their clubs often making

terrible havoc. The booty is equally divided among the

captors, no officer, not even the general, having any pre-

ference. The prisoners remain slaves till exchanged or

ransomed. Sometimes one is sacrificed, to pacify the

manes of the slain ; but this very seldom occurs. For-

merly the heart of the victim was banded to the general,

who, sucking a little of the blood, presented it to the

officers, who performed the same ceremony. The head

was raised on a pike, amid the horrid sound of the war-

song. A sheep's head was then fixed to the carcase ; and

a drunken festival was celebrated. If the scull had not

been broken with a club, a cup was formed of it, to be

used at solemn banquets.

They all admit the immortality of the soul, and that

man is composed of a body called anca, and of a soul

called am, or pilli. They think that after death the soul

passes to the west, to a country called Galceman, where

they believe that delights abound for the good, while the

bad are punished by privation. They watch the dead all

night ; and on the third day carry the body to the cemetery

of the family, which is commonly situated in a wood, or

upon a hill. The bier is surrounded by women, who affect

to weep ; while others strew ashes behind, that the soul may

not return to the house. The body being set down, the war-

like weapons are placed around ; or, if a female, her orna-

ments : plenty of food, and vases of liquor, are also prepared,

that there may be no want on the journey to the other
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world. Sometimes > hone ii slain for provision. Tnking

kare of the dead with many lamentations, and wishing a

happy journey, the body is covered with earth, or with

stones, in the form of a pyramid, over which they pour

cyder in abundance. They believe that an old woman

soon arrives, in the form of a whale, to carry the soul

across the ocean, where another old woman guards the

Elysian Fields, and sometimes exacts an eye, when the

passenger cannot satinfy her demands. The business and

pleasures of another life remain the same: and the hus-

band, if ho choose, may have his wife again; but there

are no children, because it is the abode of the dead. There

are also wars and battles ; and armies, which, meeting in

the air, cause thunder and lightning. During every tempest,

on the Andes or the ocean, they suppose an engagement is

taking place between the souls of their countrymen and

those of the Spaniards ; the low sound in the clouds be-

ing the trampling of horses, the thunder the sound of

double drums, and the lightning the discharge of artil-

lery. If the storm bear towards the Spanish territory,

they suppose that their souls are victorious, and exclaim,

in triumph, " Follow, follow, friends, kill, kill." If the

contrary, they are very sad, and exclaim, in consternation,

" Halt ; take courage." They have an idea of a great de-

luge, during which many were saved on the mountain

Thegtheg, which can float on water. This idea, accord-

ing to Ercilla, has arisen from the earthquakes and volca-

nos so common in their country; for, during a severe

earthquake, they still run to the mountains, with provi-

sions ; in hopes they may escape, if the sea should over-

whelm their country.

It is remarkable that these Indians, in their contests

with the Spaniards, have generally spared the white wo-

men, carrying them to their huts, and intermarrying with

them, which is the reason that many Indians of these

parts have the complexion of Spaniards born in that

country.

The ordinary dress of the men is a kind of long frock,

which reaches half-way down the legs. From the neck is

suspended a chain of gold or copper rings. Women, of

the common class, have a short covering, hardly reaching

Jown to the knee : but the dress of the better sort is long,

and they wear a petticoat under the outer garment. Their

heads are ornamented with rings.

They have no gold nor silver, though these metals are

so common in their country. All their bedding is some

skins laid on the ground ; and they eat on the ground, or

else on a little bench, and wipe their hands on a broom,

instead of a napkin. Their food consists of maize, fruits,

herbs, and what they catch by hunting and fishing. Their

furniture consists of four or five dishes, and some wooden

spoons or shells, a calabash or gourd, to drink out,of, and

a leaf of a tree for a salt-cellar. When they make bread, j
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they set great earthen platters, full of sand, upon the fire,

and, when hot enough, take them o(T,, put the grains of

maize into the hot sand, stir theni about till they be toasted

enough for the purpose, and then grind them Letwtvn two

stones. They let blood with a sharp flint, fixed in a little

piece of wood, and just long enough to open a vein.

Though they cannot read or write, yet they ha\ r a pecu-

liar way of rcgisttring events, and keeping ai rouiitii of

things committed t* their charge, by strings of different

sizes, in which they make knots of several colours, called

quipos. A French writer tells us, that the knowledge of

these knots is a secret science, whicli fathers do not re-

veal to their children till they find themselves at the point

of death.

SECTION VI.

ISLANDS IN SOUTH-AMERICA,
BELONCiING TO THE SPANIARDS.

JUAN FERNANDES.

The island of Juan Fernandes, situate in thirty-three de-

grees of south latitude, and eighty-three degrees of west

longitude, is of an irregular figure, about fifteen miles

long, and six broad; and is remarkable for its beauty.

The face of the country, at least of the north part of the

island, is extremely singular : the woods that cover most

of the hills, being free from bushes and underwood, afford

an easy passage through every part of them ; and the irre-

gularity of the hills and precipices trace out, by their

various combinations, a great number of romantic valleys,

most of which have a stream of clear water running through

them, that falls in cascades from rock to rock ; as the bottom

of the valley, by the course of the neighbouring hills, is

broken into a sudden sharp descent. In these valleys, are

some particular spots, where the shade and fragrance of

the contiguous woods, the loftiness of the overhanging

rocks, and the transparency and frequent falls of the neigh-

bouring streams, exhibit scenes of such elegance and dig-

nity as would with difficulty be rivalled in any other part

of the globe ; for here the simple productions of unassisted

nature may be said to excel all the fictitious descriptions

of the most animated imagination.

This island was very propitious to the remains of Com-

modore Anson's squadron, in 1741 ; after they had been

buffeted with tempests, and debilitated by an inveterate

scurvy. The piece of ground, on -which the Commodore

pitched his tent, was a small lawn, that lay oii a little

ascent, at the distance of about half a mile from the sea.

In the front of his tent was a large avenue cut through

the woods to the sea-side, which, sloping to the water with

tiZ
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• gentle deiceiit, opened a prospect of the bay aiiU the

ihipt at anchor. This lawn wai icreeued behind by a

tail wood of myrtle, iweepiug round it in fomi of an am-

pliithcaire; the slope, on which it itood, riling with a

much sharper ascent llian the lawn itself; though not so

niiich but that the liills and precipices within land lowered

up considcralily above the tops of the trees, and added

to the grandeur of the view. There were likewise two

streams of crystal water, which ran to the right and left of

the tent within a hundred yards distance ; and were shaded

by the trees, which bordered the lawns on either side, and

completed the symmetry of the whole.

The island of Juan Fernaudes formerly abounded with

goats ; but their number is now greatly diminished ; for

the Spaniards, being informed of the advantages which

the lluccancers and privateers derived from the goats' llesh,

with which they were here furnished, endeavo'ired to de-

prive their enemies of this relief, by setting on shore a

number of large dogs, which have increased so fast, that

tliry have destroyed all the goats in the accessible part of

the country, only a few remaining among the crags and

precipices, where the dogs cannot follow them. These

arc divided into separate herds, which inhabit distinct fast-

nesses, and never mingle with each other. A respectable

Mriter mentions an extraordinary dispute between a herd

of these animals, and a number of dogs. Some men,

going in a boat into the eastern bay, perceived the dogs

running very eagerly ; and, being willing to discover vi hat

game they were pursuing, they lay upon their oars to

view them, and at last saw them take to a hill, where,

looking a little farther, they observed, upon the ridge of it,

a herd of goats, that seemed drawn up for their reception.

'J'here was a very narrow pass, skirted on each side by

precipices, on which the master of the herd posted him-

self fronting the enemy, Uie rest of the goats being all

behind, where the ground was more open. As this spot

was inaccessible by any other path, except where this

champion had placed himself, the dogs, tliough they ran

up the hill with great alacrity, yet, when they came within

about twenty yards of him, did not dare to encounter him,

as he would infallibly have driven them down the precipice.

They therefore desisted, and, giving over the chace, quietly

laid themselves down, panting for breath. There are but

few birds, and those chiefly hawks, blackbirds, owls, and

humming-birds.

Upon this island are great numbers of seals and sea-

lions : the latter has some resemblance to a seal, but is

much larger, and its flesh has some resemblance to that

of beef. When full-grown, they are from twelve to twenty

leet in length, and from eight to fifteen iu circuuil'ereuce

:

and so extremely fat, that, having cut through the skin,

which is about an inch in thickness, there is at least a foot

of fat, before you come at either lean or bonei. They
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are also very fidl of blood ; fur, if they are deeply wounded

in a dozen places, there will instantly gush out as many

fountains of blood, spoutiug to a considerable distance.

Their skins arc covered with short hair, of a light dun-

culour; but llieir tails and their fms, which on xhore

serve them for feet, are almost black ; these ftnn are divided

at the ends like fingers, the web which joins them not

reaching to the extremities; and each of these flngers is

furnished with a nail. The head, which is small, iu pro-

portion to the rest of the body, terminates in a snout, and

they have whiskers like those of a cat, with small eyea

aud ears ; and the nostrils, which are also very small, are

the only parts destitute of hair. In each jaw they have

a row of large pointed teeth. Tlie males have a lai:ge

snout or trunk hanging down five feet six inches below tlie

end of the upper jaw, which the females have nut ; and

this renders it easy to distinguish the sexes ; and, besides,

the males are much the largest. These animals divide

their time equally between the sea and land, continuing

ut sea all the sumiiKir, and coming on shore at the setting

in of winter, where they reside during that whole season.

In this interval they bring forth their young, having gene-

rally two at a birth, which they suckle with their milk,

they being at first about the size of a full-grown seal.

While the sea-lions continue on shore, they feed on the

grass and verdure that grows near the banks of tlie fresh-

water streams ; and, when not employed in feeding, sleep

in herds, in the must miry places they can find. As they

are of a lethargic disposition, and not easily awakened,

each herd places somb of the males at a distance, which

never fail to alarm them, when any one attempts to mo-

lest, or even to approach, them ; which they do by making

a very loud noise, sometimes grunting like hogs, and at

others snorting like horses in full vigour. The males have

often furious battles, when tliey gore each other with their

teeth, and cover one another with blood. The. author of

Lord Anson's voyage takes notice of one, whom, he says,

they named the bashaw, he generally lying surrounded

with a number of females, which no other male dared ap-

proach ; but ho had not acquired that envied pre-eminence

without many sanguinary contests, as appeared from the

numerous scars visible in every part of his body.

The bay is plentifully stored with the greatest variety of

fish, particularly cod, of a prodigious size, which are no

lass numerous than on the banks of Newfoundland ; also

large bream, silver-fish, cavallies, gropers, maids, a black

fish, called by some the chimney-sweeper, in shape re-

sembUng a carp ; excellent cray-fish, that generally weigh

eight or nine pounds, and are of an exquisite taste ; be-

sides congers, of a peculiar kind, large sharks, and dog-

fish.

There are instances of two men living, at different

times, alone, on this island for many years; the one a
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Moiquiio Indian, the oilier Aleiander Selkirk, • Scotoli-

inaii, who wst, afler five years, taken on board an Eiig-

'iah liiip, and brought back lu Kurupe.

Thi* eitraordinary man was born in the county of Fife,

about the year Hi76, and wai bre<i a leanian. He went

from I'lngland, in 170.'), in the capacity of lailing-manler

of n imall vi-atel, called the Cinque Horti (Jalley, Charlea

Pickering captain ; and, in September the lame year, he

«uil(>d from Cork, in company with another ihip, called the

St. (Jeorgr, commanded by William Dampier, intending

tn cruise on the Spuniardi in the South Sea. On the

coast of Dra/il, Pickering died, and was succeeded in his

command by Lieutenant Stradling. They proceeded on

their voyage round Cape Horn to the island of Juan Fer-

nandci, whence Uiey were driven by the appearance of

two French ships of thirty-six guns each, and left five of

Stiadliiig's men tiit-rc on shore, who were taken off by the

French. From hence they sailed to the coast of America,

where Dampier anti Strudiing quarrelled, and separated

by agreement, on the If^th of May, 1704. In Septem-

ber following, Stradling came again to the island of Juan

Fernandes, where Selkirk nnd his Cf <tain had a difference,

which, with the circumstance of tae ship's being very

leaky, induced him to determine on staying there alone.

When his companions were about to depart, his resolution

was shaken, and he desired to be taken on board ; but the

captain positively refused to admit him, and he was conse-

quently obliged to remain, having nothing hut his clothes,

bedding, a gun, and a small quantity of powder and ball;

a hatcliel, knife, and kettle ; and his books, and mathe-

matical and nautical instruments. He kept up his spirits

tolerably well, till he saw the vessel put off; but then (as

he afterwards related) his henrt yearned within him, and

melted at the thought of parting with his comrades and all

human society at once.

" Such ii (he rootril love we brar mankind,
" All rufflani ai thry were, I never heard

, .
"A Mund 10 dlimal at llielr parting nar«."

Thonuon'i jlgtmtmnon.

' Thus left sole monarch of the island, with plenty of

the necessaries of life, he found himself in a situation

hardly supportable. He had tish, goats' fle&h, turnips,

and other vegetables
;
yet he grew dejected, languid, and

melancholy, to such a degree as to be scarcely able to re-

frain from putting a period to his existence. Eighteen

months passed before he could, by reasoning, reading his

bible, and meditation, be thoroughly reconciled to his si-

tuation. At length, however, he grew 'lappy, employing

bimxRif in Hernralino' hjn hut. nnd rlinainor the trnats. wliir.h... _ - - . ..^ .. _ .... .... _ ^ ^. ._, .......

he seldom failed of catching, ile also tamed young kids,

laming them, to prevent their running away ; and he con-

stantly kept a guard of tame cats about him, to defend

him from the rats, which were exceedingly troublesome.
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When his cloihrs were worn out, he made others of goats'

skins, but could not succetd iu making shoes, with tha

une of wliirh, however, he was, in time, enabled to dis-

pense. Ile compi'.tcd that he had caught u thousand

goats, during his abode iu the island, of which he had

released five hund/ed, after marking them by slitting their

horns. Ile made companions of his tame goats and cats,

often dancing and singing with them. He also frequently

read aloud, and performed his devotions at stated hours;

yet, when he was taken off the island, his language,

from disuse of conversation, was become scarcely intel-

ligible.'

In this Rolitude Selkirk continued nearly Ave years;

during which time only two incidents happened which he

thought worth relating, the occurrences of every day be-

ing, in his circumstances, nearly similar. The one was,

that, pursuing a goal eagerly, he caught it just on the edge

of e precipice, which was covered with bushes, so that

he did not perceive it, and he fell over to the bottom,

where, he supposed, by the alteration of the moon, Oiat

he had lain three days. When he came to himself, he

found the goat lying under him dead, and it was with

great difficulty that he could crawl to his habitation,

whence he was unable to stir for ten days. The other

event was the arrival of a ship, which he supposed to ba

FVench; and, so strong was the love of society in his

mind, that he was eager to abandon his solitary felicity,

and surrender himself to them, although enemies ; but, upon

their landing, he found them to be Spaniards, of whom
he had too great u dread to trust himself in their hands.

They were by this time so near, that it required all hit

agility to escape, which he effected by climbing into a

thick tree, being shot at several times as he ran off.

His enemies having departed, Selkirk returned to his

situation, and reconciled himself as much as possible to

his solitary life, till the 2d of February, 1709, where

Captains Rogers and Courtney arrived in two privateers

from Bristol, and, after a fortnight's stay at Juan Fer<

nandes, appointed him master's mate of one of their ves-

sels. In October, 1711, he arrived in England, where

the public curiosily was so strongly excited concerning

him, th.)'. he was persuaded to put his papers into the

bands of Daniel De Foe, to arrange and form them into

a regular narrative. From this account De Foe took the

idea of writing the romance of Robinson Crusoe, and

basely robbed Selkirk of both the honour and profits of

his manuscripts.

FUERA, OR MASA-FUERO.

This island lies in thirty-three degi « forty-five minutes

south longitude, and in eighty degrees forty-.«i?f minutes

west from Greenwich. It is very high and mountainous,

ard, at a distance. nr>nears as one hill, or rock. It is o*
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a triangular form, and seven or eight leagues iu circum-

ference. Mere is such a ploiity of tish, that a boat, with

a few hooks and lines, may presently catch as much as

will serve one hundred people. Here are coal-fish, ca-

villiers, cod, halibut, and cray-fish. The sharks hero are

so ravenous, that, in taking soundings, one of them

swallowed the lead, by which he was hauled above water

;

but he regained his liberty by disgorgiug his prey. Seals

are so numerous here, that, Captaiir Carteret says, if many

thousands were killed in a night, lliey would not be missed

the next morning. These animals yield excellent train-

' oil, and their hearts and plucks are vet y good food, having

a taste something like those of a hog. Their skins arc

covered with very fine fur. Ther& are many birds here,

and some very large hawks. Of the pintado-bird, the

crew of the SwaHow caught seven hundred in one night.

Commodore Byron anchored otS this island in 170'3,

and sent out his boats to endeavour to get wood and water

;

but as tl.e shore was rocky, and a surf broke with great

violence upon it, he ordered the men to put on cork-jackets,

by the help of which they brought off a considerable

quantity of both. Here they found plenty of goats,, which

proved to be as good food as venison iu England. In this

expedition, the gunner, and a seaman who cuuld not

swim, went ou shore with the waterers, and, when the

business was completed, the violence of the surf, which

beat against the shore, made them afraid to- venture off to

the boat : they were, therefore, left behind on the island.

The next day the commodore sent out a boat to bring

them back. The gunner swam through the surf, and got

on board ; but the seaman had so thorough a presage of

being drowned in the attempt to reach the boat, that, pre-

ferring life to social intercourse, he^ chose to remain on

the island at all events. Having formed this resolution,

he took an affectionate leave of the people iu the boat.

A midshipman, however, just as the; were about to return

ivithout him, taking one end of a rope in his hand, jumped
into the .lea, and swam through the surf to the beach,

where the poor isolated despondent sat ruminating on his

situation. The youog man remonstrated with him on the

[PAIIT III.

absurdity of the resolution he hud turmed, and, having

made a running noose in the rope, suHdriily threw it over

the sailor, and fixing it round his body, the people iu tlio

boat began to drag him through the surf, and thus brought

him on board; but he had swallowed so great a qiraiitity

of water on his passage, that he was to all appearance

dead ; but proper means being used, he soon recovered,

and was, uo doubt, abundantly thatikfid for the friendly

violence that had forced him from the dreary solitude which

his fears had before courted.

CHILOE.,

Chiloc, a considerable island on the coast of Chili, lies

in forty-two degrees of south latitude, and is above or.<:

hundred and twelve miles long, and twenty-one broad.

The south part of it is divided from the continent by a

narrow sea, and the continent there makes a bay. This

coast is subject to tempestuous weather, especially in

March, when winter begins. The Spaniards have but

one litde fort in this island, called Chacao, always ill-pro-

vided with warlike stores. With the exception of wine, tliis

island produces all necessary refreshments and provisions;

and a great deal of ambergris is found here. Around this

island are forty more, all taking name from it.

These islands of Chiloe are reputed barren ; but their

soil is not really so, only the excessive rains choke the

seed, and let lio corn thrive; so that they are without

wheat, wine, or oil, and other plants which need much
sun.

The nature of t'^c 'climate of this cluster of islands

is such, that it rains almosf all the year; so that only

maize, or other such gfain, can ripen, that want not so

much sun. The diet of tlie natives is -mostly of a root

called papas, which grows bigger here than in any other

place. The manufactures are clothing for the Indians,

who have a kind of vest, which they call macuii, without

sleeves, over which is a kind of cloak, lliey have vast

woods of cedar-trees, of a prodigious j^ize, so as hardly

,

to be encompassed'by a rope six yards long, llie princi-

pal town is call«d Castrc
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CHAPTER X.

PORTUGUESE DOMINIONS FN SOUTH-AMERICA.

SECTION 1.

IJRAZIL.

T^Sittiation, Extent, ami Ihumhtrien, "

HIS country is lituatcd between the equator and

thirty-five degrees of south latitude. Its length is aboUl

two thousand five liundrod miles, and its breadth about

seven hundred. It it bounded, on liie north, by the

mouth of the river Ama/on and the Atlantic Ocean ; on

the east, by the same ocean ; on the south, by the mouth

of the river Plata ; and, on the west, by a chain of moun-

tains, which dividie it from Paraguay.

Provinces.] According to the most recent authorities,

Uraxil is divided into the capitanias of Kio de Janeiro,

St. Paul, Rio Grande, Minas CJeraes, ItahiayGoyilz, Matto

GroHso, Pornambuco, Seara, Maranham, and Para.

Of the first of these provinces we have no particular

account; but the othets have been described by that in-

telligent traveller, Mr. Mawe, to whose interesting tra-

vels we are indebted for the substance of the following

particiila ». « if

Rio Grande, one of the most important capitanias In

Brazil, is of considerable extent, and is bounded by the

capitania of St. J'aiil, on the north; by Matto Grosso, on

tb^ west ; and by the Spanish territories, between it and

Uie Rio de la Plata, on the south.

TIrti climate is very fine, and the soil so productive,

that this province may Lc called the granary of Brazil

:

the wheat grown here tn ship|>cd to all the ports on the

coast where bread is tii> jd. Panning, however, is carried

on in so slovenly a manner, that the grain in always rough,

badly skinned, and very foul. Being packed in raw hides,

which zf> sewed up like sacks, it swells and heats on the

passage <, from Rio Grande to the more northerly ports;

and frequently, after being landed st Rio dc .luneiro, it

iti left oil the quay, exposed for several days to tlie rain.

I la a circuit of twenty leagues around .the capital of thi^

province, the inhabitants, including the troops, are esti-

mated at ona hundred thousand. Their chief occupations

are, the breeding of cattle, for which their immense tracts

of .pnsturoiand are well calcufated ; the drying and pre-

paring of hides; and the Jiiaking of cAart^ue, or jug-beef.

The preparation of this article, of commerce is as fol-

lows :—After the ox is skinned, the rtcsh is stripped from

the bones in as larg* lUikei as.pos^le, and put into hot

65. VOL. I.

brine, where it remains from twelve to forty hours, ac-

cording to the thickness. It is then token out, drained,

and dried in the sun, afterwards made up into puckages,

and shipped to all parts of Brazil. This forms a consi-

derable article of food among the negroes and lower

classes, <uid is fie4]ucntly seen at respectable tables, being

in taste somewhat siinilur to hung-beef. It forms part of

every cargo sent out from this port, and has found its way
to the West-Indies, where it is in great request.

The quantity of hides exported from hence is very con-

siderable : they furnish many vessels with complete car-

goes, which arc carried to the northern ports, and thence

embarked for Europe. The annual average may be com-
puted at not less than three hundred thousand.

Another considerable article of cominercn is tallow,

which is generally shipped in the crude state, and not re-

fined, as in the river Plata. The greater part is consumed
in Brazil, and the dealers find it preferable to refine the

article on the spot where they manufacture it into candles.

Horns and horse-hair are also shipped from hence in great

quantities.

The above arc the staple productions of Rio Grande,

which give employment to about a liundred sail of coasters,

some of which make two or three voyages in a year, car-

rying thither rum, sugar, tobacco, rice, cotton, mandioca,

sweetmeats, IJCc.

Of European merchandise, they bring wine, oil, olives,

glass, and a variety of English commodities, particularly

iron, bai/es, stout woollen-cloths, velverets, printed cot-

tons, calicoes, muslins, handkerchiefs, hosiery, flannels,

hats, Sic. To these may be added sail-cloth, cordage,

anchorH, tsir, paints, fowling-pieces, animunilion, hardware

of every description, and fancy articles. A great part of

the goods arc conveyed upon horses into the interior,

where they arc carried from house to house for sale or

barter.

TIk large river Uruguay rises in this capitania, and

disembogues itself into the river Plata, a little above Bue-

nos Ayrcs ; there arc several others of less conseqileuce,

the banks of which are well stored with wood. Of the

geology of this province very little is known.

Jaguars, and other beasts of prey, are hera very com-

mon. Among -the granivorous . animals are capivaras, of

a large size, deer in great numbers, and artnadillos, which

are considered cxcell«nt food, when roasted. Of l)irda|

9 A '
. . •
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there %ie dark-coloured ostriches, which go about in

flocks in great numbers. There are eagles, hawks, and

other birds of prey, particularly a species of crow, of the

vulture kind. Cranes, storks, wild turkeys, ducks, par-

tridges, horned plovers, goat-suckers, horned owls, small

parrots, cardinals, humming-birds, &c. are also very nu-

merous.

It appears singular to Europeans, that, in this fine cli-

mate, wiiere the thermometer is frequently below forty

degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometet, and where are bred

as fine cows as any in the world, and every convenience

is at hand for dairies, neither butter nor cheese is made,

except on particular occasibns ; nor is milk even for cof-

fee to be procured at all times.

Several years ago, some hemp was grown here, by order

of government, and it proved exfellent ; but, as it was trou-

blesome to dress, the cultivation of it was abandoned.

1'he capitania of Minas Geraes, from north to south,

extends from six hundred to seven hundred miles ;
and,

from east to west, the distance is nearly the same. It is

bounded, on the north, by the capitania of Bahia; on

the west, by that of Goyaz; and on the south, by the river

Paraibuna, which divides it from the capitania of Rio de

Janeiro. It is separated from the district of Espiritu

Santo and the coast by an immense chain of mountains,

which country, being inhabited by the Anthropophagi,

remains unexplored.

This province is supposed to contain three hundred and

sixty thousand inhabitants, of whom two hundred thou-

sand are negroes, or their immediate offspring. The po-

])ulation of Indians is not included in this estimate, nor

can it be ascertained : they are considered as by no means

numerous, as they never make any opposition against an

armed force, however small.

The military establishment of this capitania consists of

one thousand four hundred cavalry, which number is pre-

scribed by law, and cannot be increased. Their principal

station is at Villa Rica, where the general resides, who,

jointly with the governor, issues all orders respecting them.

They form a disposeable force for the general sc.vice of

the capitania ; they are appointed to guard certain places

known to contain valuable products ; also to receive tolls,

collect tithes, patrole the roads, and search suspicious

persons; for which purposes parties of them are stationed

at the various guard-houses and registers. They go in

quest of felons, guard the prisons, and likewise impress

men for service in Rio de Janeiro. They are employed

exclusively in the mining country, which they never quit,

except when they escort treasure to the capital, or are de-

spatched on any particular service. The regiment enjoys

so high a reputation, that numbers are continually offer-

ing to enlist in it ; and, whilst our author was at Villa

Rica, nearly two hundred v?'""*"*'* were serving, with-

[PART III.

out any remuneration, waiting to be placed on the estab-

lishment, according to their seniority, as vacancies should

occur. This affords the general an opportunity of choos-

ing the most soldier-like men, and those of best character,

in which respects, it is said, that the corps is unrivalled.

The oflicers enter very young, and serve as cadets for a

certain period, during which they perform the duty, and

receive the pay, of privates; from whom, however, they

are distinguished by a star on the right shoulder. Besides

this force, there is a militia, in which all the male inha-

bitants of the capitania are enrrtlled, and arc liable to be

called out upon any emergency.

Great quantities of gold, precious stones, iron, 8cc.

are produced in this country. Galena, or sulphuret of

lead, is found only in the neighbourhood of Abait^. An-

timony abounds in the vicinity of Sahara ; native bismuth

is found near Villa Rica; arsenical and martial pyrites are

very common ; titanium is found in octaedral crystals, also

in beautiful prisms and tender spiculae, finely grouped in

rock-crystal. Platina may be obtained at Largos, in to-

lerable quantities, but the place which produces it has

been abandoned, from want of a market. Copper can

scarcely be said to exist in this province ; the only place

at present known to produce it is a mountain, about twenty

leagues from Tejuco, where small particles appear in a

rock of quartz and hornblende : but even there the matrix

is so hard, and the quantity of copper so trivial, as to af-

ford no encouragement to work it. No mines of silver

have been discovered in the capitania, but |the gold is ge-

nerally found to contain that metal, sometimes in a consi-

derable proportion. The finest clays are here found in

great plenty, fit for porcelain and earthenware of every

description, which are entirely neglected. Conglomerate

masses, of recent formation, enveloping diamonds and

grains of gold, are sometimes, though rarely, met with ;.

also a silicious substance, of a fine dark blue colour,

which seems to have been hitherto unknown.

In the immense woods of Minas Geraes, the finest trees

are frequently destroyed by the creeping plants, which can-

not grow without adhering to some support. When they

attach themselves to a tree, they shoot up rapidly, en-

circling it with numerous fibres, and, in a few years, be-

come so strong as entirely to stop the growth of the tree,

and at length destroy it. When in a young state, they are

so fkxible, that the negroes make their bridles of them,

and ride with them for a day together.

As these forests remain unexplored, many of the trees

are, consequently, unknown. However, the barks of some

of them are used by the inhabitants in dying yellow ; and

some are said to yield a black colour, which cannot be

washed out.

Gum tragacanth is plentiful, and of a very good qua-

lity. There are immense quantities of aromatic a\ir\bs ;
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and, in many placet, upon the bark of trees, and more

particularly upon old wood, is found a lichen, which

gives to water a most beautiful crimson colour. Jointed

canes grow spontaneously, and, in many places, form

arcades over the road.

Ferns grow so large in this capitania, that uur author

states he has seen tfiem of the height of twelve feet.

These, and other succulent plants, when reduced to aithes,

serve to make soap, of which almost every negro under-

stands the process, and most families make it for their

own consumption. It is very sharp, and washes white ar-

ticles unconr.nionly well.

The palma Christi grows spontaneously, and great

quantities of castor-oil may be extracted from its seeds.

Beans, peas, and pulse in general, are very fine
;
pump-

kins, also, and cabbages, grow to a great size. The roses

are peculiarly fragrant, and are in bloom all the year.

Pinks and carnations grow in great profusion, and varieties

of the passion-flower are found in all parts.

The capitania of Bahia, to the northward of Minas

Geraes, extends a considerable distance along the coast

;

being bounded, on the north, by the great river St. Fran-

cisco, which runs into the sea in eleven degrees of south

latitude, and separated from the district of Ilheos by the

river Das Contas, in ftSurteen degrees of south latitude.

The soil of this capitania is esteemed the best in Brazil

for the growth of the sugar-cane. This advantage, and

the convenience arising from the numerous rivers that flow

from (he interior into the bay, have occasioned the estab-

lishment of several sugar-plantations, which have produced

immense quantities of that article. The soil most adapted

to the plant is a black greasy loam, apparently a deposi-

tion from the rivers, containing a considerable quantity of

vegetable matter.

- If the cane be planted in new soil, it is fit for cutting

in fourteen months, but in old and poorer land it requires

from eighteen to twenty months. When ripe, the canes

are cut and dressed, by taking off the top leaves, &c.,

which afford excellent provender for cattle ; they are then

brought to the mill, which consists of three cylinders,

moving on their axes in a perpendicular position, and be-

tween them the canes are repeatedly passed, until all the

juice is expressed.

The liquor is conducted through spouts to a large boiler,

where a certain quantity of alkaline matter, called temper,

IS added to it, Afterwards it is conducted to the largest

of a range of boilers, consisting of three, or sometimes

four, one smaller than another. Here the syrup boils for

a limited time, and is continually skimmed , it is then

laded into the next vessel, where it continues to boil until

more of the aqueous fluid has evaporated ; after which it

is laded into the third boiler, and is there sometimes suf-

ficiently boiled without removing it into the fourth. They

judge of its consistency by ^he (ouch ; a little i the sy-

rup is taken between the thumb and finger, and, if it form

into threads, and break on being drawn about an inch, it

is supposed to be sufliciently bailed. It is then gently

laded into- earthen pots, of the form of a sugar-loaf, abg^ut

two feet deep, and ten inches in diameter at the open end,

where, on cooling, it becomes concrete. In the lower

end of each pot is a small hole, which at first is nearly

closed ; but, after the sugar begins to cool, it is unstopped,

and a piece of cane is put in, to admit the molasses to

pass through. Soon after the moulds are filled, they are

removed into an airy room, where they are placed so that

the molasses may drain into a cistern, from which they

are conveyed into the fermenting vats.

Most of the sugars made here are clayed, by a very

simple operation, which consists merely in covering the

sugar with very moist clay, the water from which pene-

trates {he mass, and carries with it the remaining molasses.

When the earthy matter becomes dry, more is applied,

until the sugar is nearly white. After remaining in the

drying-house about six weeks, the moulds are placed with

the large end downwards, and the sugar-loaves leave them

;

they are then beaten down to powder in large strong cases,

holding from fifteen to sixteen hundred weight. The

cases, when filled, are nailed down, and are ready for

exportation.

More sugar is shipped from Bahia than from all the

other ports of Brazil united, and, in general, it is supe-

rior in quality. It is not, however, esteemed of so strong

a body as the best produced in the West-Indies.

The tobacco of this capitania is peculiar to it; and the

mode of growing and manufacturing it is as follows :

—

First, a good piece of ground is prepared, the finer

dressed the better ; the seed is sown broad-cast, and, when

the plants have grown about six weeks or two months,

they are transplanted into ground prepared as before. In

eight or ten months they arrive at their full growth, and,

when ripe, the leaves are taken from the stem, which va-

ries in height: from four to seven feet. They are laid upon

the ground, or upon any support which will preserve them

from absorbing moisture, and admit a free circulation of

air underneath. When they become slightly withered,

they are twisted with a strong winch, the end of one leaf

unitins; with the other, and the twist is coiled into a roll,

weighing from thirty to forty pounds. By this operation

the viscid juice of the leaf is expressed, and, when oxid-

ated, becomes of a black colour, like molasses. The to-

bacco, after this last operation, is fit for sale.

Cotton has of late years been grown here in great quan-

tities, and has been sent to England at nearly the same

price with that grown in Pernambuco, and the plantations

are daily increasing.

Rice is produced in tolerable quantity, and iu quality

ii'
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is superior : but tlie husk ii so difficult to separate from

the gnin, that a gruat part is bruised in the operation, and

is thus rendered of little value. The only method of

cleauniug it that has hitlierto been practised, is by wooden

pestles, worked in wooden mortars, either by hand or ma-

chinery. Cuffee is also grown in considerable quantities,

but is not esteemed so fine as that from Rio de Janeiro.

The beautiful dye-wood, called Brazil-wood, is one of

^the articles prohibited from general commerce, being the

property of the royal household. Fustic, in small quan-

tities, is brought from the interior.

Produce, to a considerable amount, was formerly ex-

ported from hence to the River Plata, whence a great

quantity uf hides and tallow were returned ; but the trade

has never been so favourable as it appeared, on account

•f the difficulty attending the payments. It is considered

that the Spaniards in the River Plata are much indebted

to the Portuguese.

Respecting the miHeralogy of this capitania, our author

has not gives any particular account. It is well known,

however, to have produced the largest piece of native

copper that has ever appeared, being in weight upwards

of two thv jsand pounds. The piece was discovered, se-

veral years ago, by some persons who were preparing to

wash for gold; but, contrary to the general laws of nature,

it was found perfectly insulated, and not the slightest ap-

p< araace of a vein of that metal was to be traced.

The capitania of Goyaz is bounded chiefly by Mines

Geraes, on the east; by Matto G rosso, on the west; and

by Para, on the north. Its greatest extent in length is

from six to twenty-one degrees of south latitude. Here

are many gold-mines, some of which produce gold of a

very tine quality. Diamonds have been found in some

parts, which are diiferent in their appearance from those

found in Cerro do Frio, having more brilliancy on their

exterior ; but they are, in general, not of so pure a water,

though of a very desirable size. As this district lies at a

distaa<!te from the coast, it has very little commerce in any

of its productions, except the valuable substances above

mentioned, and cattle, which are bred on the frontiers

;

also some cotton, and occasionally a few peculiar arti-

cles, which are sent to Rio de Janeiro. The mules, on

tlie return-journey, are all loaded with salt, iron, cheap

cotton-prints, baizes, hats, fire-arms, powder and shot, and

a variety of artificers' tools. When any of the inhabitants

have any thing peculiarly valuable to dispose of, they ge-

nerally take it to Rio de Janeiro, and lay out the proceeds

in the purchase of negroes, iron, salt, and other commo-
dities. The popuiatiuii is very iuferior to the extent of

the district, but is likely to be increased by new settlers.

This capitania communicates with Matto Grosso, St.

Paul's, and Para, by rivers which are navigable, though

ftequently interrupted by falls.

[part III.

The extensive capitania of Matto Grosm is separated

from the neighbouring territory belonging to Spain by the

intervening channels of the rivers Paraguay, Madeira,

Mamor6, and Guaport, which form a natural trench

around it of five hundred leagues in circuit, by means of

which, and by upwards of thirty rivers that disembogue
into it, a communication is opened, through many and

distant points, with the interior of Brazil. This capitania,

from its geographical position, has ever been considered

as the grand outwork of Brazil, not only because it covers

the interior divisions of this vast portion of the new con-

tinent, which is the cradle of its greatest rivers, branching

in innumerable channels, and enriched with great and un-

touched treasures ; but also because, by this extensive

channel, the Portuguese are enabled to penetrate to the

establishments of Spain in Peru. .

PtrnambucQ is situated on the north of Bahia, nearly

in the latitude of eight degrees. It produces vanilla, co-

coa, and a considerable quantity of sugar ; but the chief

article of its trade is cotton, which for many years had the

reputation of being superior to any other ; but, of late, it

has mueh deteriorated, from neglect, cither in the cultiva-

tion, or in the gathering the pods and cleaning it from the

seeds, or probably from general inattention to the whole

management of it. In delicacy of colour and staple, it

has been surpassed by the cotton called South-Sea-Island

Georgia, of which great quantities have been imported,

and for which great prices have been given. The cotton

is pressed into raw hides, so hard as to form very heavy

packages. This operation is superintended by an officer

authorised by goveranoeut, who puts a stamp upon it, de-

scribing its quality, which enables the shipper to pass it

through the custom-house, where it pays a small duty on

exportation.

The district of Seara is little known, and enjoys but a

trifling trade. Maraiiham, thougli a very small district,

has of late raised itself consideiably into notice, by its

excellent productions, which are the same as those of Per-

nambuco. Cotton is the staple article, with some sugar

and rice, several cargoes of which are exported every year.

The dye-wood of tliese districts is excellent, and is

sometimes sliipped from this coast. The tree which pro-

duces the annatto is very common, and the seeds from

which it is washed are of the best qitality, and might be ob-

tained in great abundance. Cocoa may be grown in any

quantity: capsicum, pimento, ginger, 8tc. are also very

plentiful.

The capitania of Para is considered theJargest in Bru

zii ; but its extent is imperfectly known. The iand is low

and unhealthy ; the great river, or port, is much interrupt-

ed by shoals and currents. It is a dangerous coast, and

exposed to a continual swell, so aa to render it hazardous

for ships to anchor upon it.
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Riversi] The River Grande, or Araguaya, which has

received the latter appellation froiii tliu numerous nations

inhabiting its banks, has its remotest source in latitude

nineteen degrees, and running north and south, intersected

at various |)oiuts by the meridian of filly-lwo degrees

thirty minutes, flows in latitude six degrees into the To-

cantines, where it loses its name ; and both, thus united in

one ample stream, contiime their course for about three

hundred and seventy leagues, and fall into the southern

estuary of the Uivcr Amazons, in latitude one degree forty

minutes, opposite to the great island of Joannes, or Mu-
rajo, and twenty leagues west of the city of Parii.

Tiie bunks of tiiis river arc peopled by many tribes of

savages : they abound in all the productions peculiar to

the state of Parii, and afford an uninterrupted communi-

cation from the city of that name, and, by the river, witli

the centre of Brazil and the cnpitaniu of Matto Grosso.

The same is practicable by tiie River Das Mortes, and

other western branches which enter the Rio Grande be-

low. These branches, in all probability, contain unex-

plored mines; for there is no physical reason why gold

should be found in the rivers that enter the Araguaya on

the eastern side, and not likewise in the branches on the

opposite side.

The River Chiiigu is the clearest, and one of the largest,

branches of the Amazon, which it enters on the south

side, after a course of three hundred leagues, in latitude

one degree, forty-two minutes,- and longitude fifty-three

degrees, one hundred west of the city of Para.

Its remote sources supply, not only the lands in which

rise also the rivers forming to the east and north the

upper part of the river Cuiaba; but also that large space

north of the river Das Mortes, intersected by the great

road from Goiaz, extending as far as the river Porrudos.

There is a tradition among the Indians establislied on the

banks of this river, that, after ascending the first large

falls, much gold was found in it, of which the Jesuits

obtained a large quantity. Mr. Mawe thinks it probable

that the now unknown mines of Dos Martirios, famous

as the first discovery made by Burt. Bueno, of which

he heard repeated mention in St. Paul's, exist only on

some pf the numerous branches that form the river

Chingu.

The River Tapajos is the third which derives its copi-

ous sources, flowing through numerous large branches,

from the capitania of Matto Grosso. It runs north between

the Madeira and the Chingu for three hundred leagues,

flowing into the Amazons in about two degrees twenty-

four minutes of latitude, and fifty-five degrees of longi-

tude, which is the geographical position of the town of

Santareni, situated at its mouth, one hundred and eighteen

leagues from the city of Parii. This river rises in the

plains of the Parexis, which occupy a vast space, not
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level, but formed by undulating heaps of sand and light

earth, resembling large waves. " The spectator," says

our author, " wlio is in the midst of these plains, ever

sees before him a distant and extended mount; he advances

towards it by a gentle and long declivity, traverses the

plain, and advances by an ascent equally gentle until he

gains imperceptibly the heights he saw ; another eminence

then presents itself, and he proceeds with the same re-

curring circumstances. The soil of these wide plains is

sandy, and so liglit, that loaded beasts in passing sink into

it so much as to impede their progress. The |)asturage

is poor, consisting of a grass composed of wiry stalks a

foot high, nnd small rough lancet-shaped leaves; the

animals in grazing pluck them up with the roots covered

with sand ; on this account the passage by land is difficult

and tedious ; though, on finding any of the streams, which

abound in these plains, there is grass and other mild herbage,

which tiftord tolerable pasturage." The plains of Parexis

form, to a considerable extent, the summit of those high

mountains of the same name, and are situated on some

of the most elevated laud in Brazil ; for from th^m de-

scend the two greatest rivers of South-America, the Pa-

raguay, and the Madeira.

From its geographical position, it is evident that the

Tapajos facilitates navigation and commerce, from the

maritime city of Pard to the mines of Matto Grosso and

Cuiaba, by means of its large branches, the Juruena and

Arinos; if the short passages overland should be found

troublesome to drag canoes, the goods may be forwarded

immediately on mules. This navigation to Matto Grosso

is at least two hundred leagues shorter than that performed

througFi the Madeira and Guapore; it is consequently

less tedious and equally advantageous to the mines of

Cuiaba.

The River Jaunt, which disembogues into the' Para-

guay, in latitude sixteen degrees twenty-four minutes, is

remarkable for the boundary-mai k erected at its mouth in

1754, as well as for being entirely Portuguese, together

with the lands on its south bank, and bordering on the

Spanish possessions. It rises in the plains of the Parexis

in latitude fourteen degrees forty-two minutes, and longitude

fifty-eight degrees thirty minutes, and running south to

latitude fifteen degrees forty-five minutes, the situation of

the Register of the same name, it there turns to the south-

east for thirty-four leagues, till, by a.|^urse of sixty

leagues, it reaches its junction with the Paraguay.

The mark placed at the mouth of the Jauru is a beau-

tiful pyramid of marble, brought to this spot from Lisbon.

It bears inscriptions commemorative of the treaty between

the courts of Spain and Portugal, by which the respec-

tive territories, of which it stands as the boundary, were

defined.

The River Parana is of great breadth, and is navigated

9B
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against its current up to the mouth of the Tietc. Five

leagues above the island of Muuucl llumcm, the liio

Verde falls into the Parana, by a mouth of forty-two

fathoms; on its western bauk, and at an equal distance-

above, on the opposite eastern side, the river Aguapehy

enters, by a mouth apparently above sixty feet wide. Eight

leagues above this river, and on the west side of the

Parana, the large river Sucuriu has its mouth, at least

fifty fathoms wide, and, after four leagues of navigation

further, on the same side of the Parana, is found the mouth

of the large and interesting river, called the Tietu. The

distance between the rivers Tiete and Pardo, according

to the windings of the Parana, may be computed at thirty-

Ave leagues.

Climate, Soil, Sfc] To the northward of Brazil, which

lies almost under the equator, the climate is hot and un-

wholesome, subject to great rains and variable winds, par-

ticularly in tho months of March and September. But to

the southward, beyond the tropic of Capricorn, there is no

part of the world enjoys a more serene and wholesome air.

The land near the coast is in general rather low than high,

but exceedingly pleasant, it being interspersed with mea-

dows alid woods; but on the west, far within land, are

mountains, from whence issue many noble streams. The
soil, in general, is extremely fertile.

f'egetables.'] The whole country contains abundance of

timber, but that which is termed Brazil wood, is the prin-

cipal species. This wood has a red colour, grows to a

great height and considerable thickness, and thrives best

among the rocks. The flowers are of a bright red, and

have a strong agreeable aromatic scent. The wood is

red, hard, and dry, and is used in dyeing. It is, likewise,

used medicinally, both as a stomachic and an astringent.

The palm-trees of Brazil ate of five different kinds, be-

sides which there arc woods of ebony, mastic, cotton-

trees, citron, and many others, which produce admirable

fruits and balsams, and diffuse around a most delicious

fragrancy.

Toward the north there are woods of fine large pines,

exceedingly hard, tough, and full of resin. The boughs
branch off from the upper part of the tree only, and have

tufts of leaves at each extremity. A tree eighty feet high,

•fT instance, vvill appear without branches to the height

. about fifty-five feet ; the branches there extend hori-

voiitally in evei^ direction, with leaves at their extremi-

ties, the lowest and largest to a distance of fourteen or

fifteen feet from the stem, and the higher ones gradually

diminishing in length towards the top, which ends in a
tuft of leaves, as a crown for the whole. These trees are
very picturesque and beautiful.

Among the esculent plants there is a favourite bulbous
root, called the cam, which is equal to the best potatoe, and
even more farinaceous ; it grows to about five inches in
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diameter, and affords excellent food, either boiled or

roasted. Here are fine cabbages, salad-herbs, turnips,

cauliflowers, artichokes, and potatoes; ihe latter, how-
ever, though very good, are little used.

Animals.] The north and south parts of Brazil abound
with horned cattle, which are hunted for their hides, and
of which twenty thousand are annually exported to Eu-
rope. Here are ant-bears, tigers, or madilloes, porcu-

pines, janouveras, a very fierce ravenous animal, some-
what like a greyhound, various sorts of monkeys, and the

topirassou, a creature between a bull and an ass, but

without horns, and very harmless. The flesh of the to-

pirassou is good, and tastes like beef. Brazil abounds
w iih birds, some of which are remarkable for their beauty,

and others for their taste. Of the first sort is the hum-
ming-bird, so called from the noise he makes with his

w ings, when he sucks the juice of flowers. A naturalist,

who calls it colubri, says, it is not much larger than a

large beetle. Their feathers, which way soever you turn

them, appear of a different colour, like those of' the

sun-bean^s, on which account it is not unfitly called, by

the natives, the sun-beam. The anhima has a horn two

or three inches long, growing out of its forehead, and, on

that account, is called, by Europeans, the" unicorn-bird.

The toucan is of the size of a wood-pigeon, and of a per-

fect jet black all over, except under the breast and belly,

which is of a fine yellow, and a small circle of red about

the neck ; but what is most extraordinary in this bird is,

that its bill is larger than its body, yellow without, red

within, and about a span long. The guiara, called, by

Europeans, the sea-curlew, is remarkable for often chang-

ing its native colour, being at first black, then ash-co-

loured, next white, afterwards scarlet, and last of all

crimson, which last grows richer and deeper the longer the

bird lives. Paroquets, parrots, cockatoos, macaws, and a

variety of others, are conmion here.

Among the poultry, fowls, turkeys, geese, and ducks, are

abundant, and reasonable in price; the latter are of the Mus-
covy breed, enormously large, some weighing ten or four-

teen pounds. In the district of St. Paul there is a singu-

lar breed of cocks; they resemble the common English

in plumage and shape, but they crow very loud, and con-

tinue their last note for a minute or two. When their

voice is good, they are mucli esteemed, and are sent for

as curiosities from all parts of Brazil.

The sea-coasts, lakes, and rivers, are stored with great

plenty and variety of fish, among which is the globe-fish,

called, by the Latins, orhis minor, from its orhiciilar fn'.m,

which is so completely armed with sharp spikes, like those

of a hedge-hog, that it bids defiance to all fishes of prey.

But of all the living creatures in this sea, the most remark-

able is the sea-bladder, so called, because it greatly resem-

bles one, and swims on the surface of the vraves. T^.
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iniiide is only filted with air, except about o spoonful of

water, that leems to poise it. The skin is thin and trans-

parent, and, like a bubble raised in the water, reflects a

great number of colour*.

A great variety of serpents and venomous creatures in-

fest this country ; among which are the Indian salaman-

der, a four-legged insect, whose sting is mortal ; the ibi-

baboka, a kind of serpent, about seven yards long, and

half a yard in circumference, whose poison is instantane-

ously fatal to the human race; the rattle-snake, which

grows here to an enormous size ; the liboya, or U)a con-

strictor, which is between twenty and thirty feet in length,

and two or three yards in circumference ; scorpions, one

sort of which are between four and five feet long ; lizards,

of three or four feet long; venomous millipedes, and many
others.

Minerals.] There are mines of gold and silver in Bra-

d.\\, inland, to a great extent. There are, also, many dia-

mond-mines of topazes and diamonds; but the latter are

not so brilliant as those of Uindoostan, being of a brownish

obscure hue.

The motle of working the gold-mines, or rather of ob-

taining that precious metal, by washing, is thus familiarly

explained by Mr. Mawe :—
" Suppose a loose gravel-like stratum of rounded quart-

zose pebbles and adventitious matter, incumbent on gra-

nite, and covered by earthy matter of variable thickness.

Where water of sufficiently high level can be commanded,
the ground is cut in steps, each twenty or thirty feet wide,

two or three broad, and about one deep. Near the bot-

tom a trench is cut to the depth of two or three feet. On
each step stand six or eight negroes, who, as the water

flows gently from above, keep the earth continually in

motion with shovels, until thc/whole is reduced to liquid

mud, and washed below. TMie particles of gold contained

in this earth descend to the trench, where, by reason of

their specific gravity, they quickly precipitate. Workmen
are continually employed at the trench to remove the

stones, and clear away the surface, which operation is

much assisted by the current of water which falls into it.

After five days' washing, the precipitation in the trench is car-

ried to some convenient stream, to undergo a second clear-

ance. For this purpose wooden bowls, called gamellos, are

provided, in the shape of funnels, about two feet wide at the

mouth, and live or six inches deep. Each workman, stand-

ing in the stream, takes into his bowl five or six pounds

weight of the sediment, which generally consists of heavy

matter, such as oxide of iron, pyrites, ferruginous quartz,

&c. of a dark carbonaceous hue. They admit certain quan-

tities of water into the bowls, which they move about so

dexterously, that the gold, separating from the inferior and

lighter substances, settles to the l)ottom and sides of the

vessel. Thev then rinse their bowls in a larger vessel of
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clean water, leaving the gold in it ; and begin again. The
wasl\ing of each bowlful occupies from five to eight or

nine minutes ; the gold produced is extremely variable in

quantity, and in the »ize of its particles, some of which
are so minute that they float, while others are found as

large as peas, and sometimes nmch larger. This opera-

tion is superintended by overseers, as the result is of con-

siderable importance. When the whole is finished, the

gold is carried home to be dried, and, at a convenient

time, is taken to the permutation oflSce, where it is weigh-

ed, and a fifth is reserved for the prince. The remainder
is smelted by fusion with muriate of mercury, cast into

ingots, assayed, and stamped according to its intrinsic

value, a certificate of which is given with it. After a
copy of that instrument has been duly entered at the mint-

office, the ingots circulate as specie."

The following is an account of the greatest of the

diamond works in Brazil, situated on the river Jigiton-

henha, which affords employment to about a thousani

negroes.

" This rich river, formed by the junction of a numbei
of streams, is as wide as the Thames at W'.ndsor, and
varies in depth from three to nine feet. The part now in

working is a curve, from which the current is diverted

into a canal cut across the tongue of land round which it

winds, the river being stopped, just below the head of

the canal, by an embankment formed of several thousand

bags of sand. This is a work of considerable magnitude,

and requires the co-operation of all the negroes to complete
it; for, the river being wide, and occasionally subject to

overflows, they have to make the embankment sufliciently

strong to resist the pressure of the water, admitting it to

rise to the height of four or five feet.

"The deeper parts of the channel of the river are laid dry

by means of large chain-pumps, worked by a water-wheel.

The mud is then cariied ofl", and the cascalhio is dug up,

and removed to a convenient place for washing. This

labour was, until lately, performed by the negroes, who
carried the cascalhao in gamellas on their heads, but re-

cently two inclined planes have been formed, about one

hundred yards in length, along which carts are drawn by

a large water-wheel, divided into two parts, the ladles or

buckets of which are so constructed, that the rotatory mo-
tion may be altered by changing the current of water from

one side to the other ; this wheel, by means of a rope

made of untauned leather, works two carts, one of which

descends empty on one inclined plane, while the other,

loaded with cascalhuo, is drawn to the top of the other,

where it empties itself into a cradle, and descends in its

turn.

" The stratum of cascalhao consists of the same mate-

rials with that in the gold district. On many parts, by the

edge of the river, are large conglomerate masses of rounded
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pebbles, cemented by oxide of iron, in which gold and

diamond! are lonictimeii enveloped. They calculate on

obtaining as much cascalhao in the dry season as will oc-

cupy all their hands during the months which arc more
subject to rain. When carried from the bed of the river

whence it is dug, it is laid in heaps, each containing ap-

parently from five to fifteen tons.

" Water is conveyed from a distance, and is distributed

to the various parts of the works by means of aqueducts,

ingeniously constructed. The method of washing for

diamonds at this place is as follows :—A shed is erected

in the form of a parallelogram, seventy-five or ninety feet

long, and about forty-five wide, consisting of upright

posts, which support a roof, thatched with long grass.

Down the middle of the area of this shed a current of

water is conveyed through a canal, covered with strong

planks, on which the cascalhio is laid two or three feet

thick. On the other side of the area is a flooring of

planks, from twelve to fifteen feet long, imbedded in clay,

extending the whole length of the shed, and having a slope

from the canal, of about an inch to a foot. This flooring

is divided into about twenty troughs, each about three feet

wide, by means of planks placed on their edge. The
upper ends of all tliese troughs (here called canoes) com-
municate with the canal, and are so formed that water is

admitted into them between two planks, »,hat are about an

inch separate. Through this opening the current falls

about six inches into the trough, and may be directed to

any part of it, or stopped at pleasure, by means of a

small quantity of clay. For instance, sometimes water

is required only from one corner of the aperture, then the

remaining part is stopped; sometimes it is wanted from the

centre, then the extremities are stopped ; and sometimes

only a gentle rill is wanted, then the clay is applied ac-

cordingly. Along the lower ends of the troughs a small

channel is dug, to carry off the water.

" On the heap of cascalhio, at equal distances, are

placed three high chairs, without backs, for the officers

or overseers. After they are seated, the negroes enter the

troughs, each provided with a rake, of a peculiar form,

and short handle, with which he rakes into the trough

about fifty or eighty pounds weight of cavalhao. The
water being then let in upon it, the cascalhao is spread

abroad, and continually raked up to the head of the trough,

so as to be kept in constant motion. This operation is

performed for the space of a quarter of an hour ; the

water then begins to run clearer, having washed the earthy

particles away, the gravel-like matter is raked up to the

ctid of the trough ; after the current flows away quite clear,

the largest stones are thrown out, and afterwards those of
inferior size; then the whole is carefully examined for dia-

monds. When a negro finds one. he immediatelv stands

upright and claps Ins tiands, then extends them, holdnig
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the gem between his forc-fingcr and thumb ; an overseer

receives it from him, and deposits it in a gamella, sus-

pended from the centre of the structure, half full of

water. In this vi-ssel all the diamonds foiuid in the course

of the day are placed, and, at the close of the work, diey

arc taken out, and delivered to the principal officer, who,

after they have been weighed, registers the particulars in

a book kept for that purpose.

" VV hen a negro is so fortunate as to find a diamond of

the weight of seventeen carats and a half, he is crowned

with a wreath of flowers, and carried in procession to the

administrator, who purchases his freedom, gives him a

new suit of clothes, and permits him to work on his own
account. When a stone of eight or ten carats is found,

the negro' receives two new shirts, a complete new suit,

with a hat, and a handsome knifci For smaller stones, of

trivial amount, proportionate prcmiimis are given. During

my stay at Tejuco, a stone of sixteen carats and a half

was found : it was pleasing to sec the anxious desire ma-

nifested by the officers that it might prove heavy enough

to entitle the poor negro to his freedom; and when, on

beiirg delivered and weighed, it proved only a carat short

of the requisite weight, ail seemed to sympathise in his

disappointment.

" Various precautions are taken to prevent the negroes

from embezzling diamonds. Although they work in an

inclined position, and consequently never know whether

the overseers arc watching them or not, yet it is easy for

them to omit gathering any which they see, and to place

them in a corner of the trough for the purpose of secret-

ing them at leisure hours, to prevent which they are fre-

quently changed while the operation is going on. A word

of command being given by the overseers, they instantly

move into each other's troughs, so that no opportunity of

collusion can take place. If a negro be suspected of having

swallowed a diamond, he is confined in a strong room

until the fact can be ascertained. Formerly the punish

ment inflicted on a negro for smuggling diamonds was

confiscation of his person to the state; but, it being

thought unjust for the owner to suflfer for the oflfSence of

his servant, the penalty has been commuted foi personal

imprisonment and chastisement.

" There is no particular regulation respecting the dress

of tiie negroes : they work in the clothes most suitable to

the nature of their employment, generally in a waistcoat

and a pair of drawers, and not naked,, as some travellers

have stated. Their hours of labour are from a little be-

fore sun-rise until sun-set, half an hour being allowed for

breakfast, and two hours at noon. While washing, ihey

change their posture as often as they please, which is very

necessary, as the work requires them to place their feet

on the edges of the trough, and to stoop considerably.

This posture is particularly prejudicial to young growing
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tJejroes, as it rtnderi thfm in-kneed. Four or five times

during the day they all ru.^t, when they are regaled with

snuff, of which they are very fond.

The negroes arc formed into working parties, called

troops, containing ttvo hundred each, under the direction

ef an administrator, and inferior ofticeri. Each troop

has a clergyman and a surgeon to attind it. With respect

to the HubsiHtuncc of the negroes, although the present

governor has in some degree improved it, by allowing a

daily portion of fresh beef, which was not allowed by his

predecessors, yet it is still poor and scanty."

The following relation of an occurrence, which trans-

pired during 'Mr. Mawe's residence at Rio de Janeiro, is

particularly interesting, and may possibly induce the nuder

to refer for more ample information to the original work of

that gentleman.

" A free negro of Villa do Principe, about nine hundred

miles distant, had the assurance to write a letter to the

Prince Regent, announcing that he possessed an amazing-

ly large diamond, which he had received from a deceased

friend some years ago, and which he begged he might

have the honour to present to his Royal Highness in per-

son. As the magnitude which this poor fellow ascribed to

his diamond was such as to raise imagination to its highest

pitch, the commander of Villa do Principe was ordered

to send him forthwith to Rio de Janeiro, accommodated

with a conveyance, and escorted by two soldiers. As he

passed along the road, all who had heard the report consi-

dered him as already honoured with a cross of the order of

St. Bento, and as certain of being rewarded with the pay

of a general of brigade. The soldiers also anticipated great

promotion; and all persons envied the fortunate negro.

At length, after a journey which occupied about twenty-

eight days, he arrived at the capital, and was straightway

conveyed to the palace. His happiness was now about

to be consummated ; in a few moments the hopes which

he had for many years indulged would be realized, and he

would be exalted from a low and obscure condition to a

state of affluence and distinction ; such, no doubt, were

the thoughts which agitated him during the moments of

suspense. At length he was admitted into the presence

;

De threw himself at the prince's feet, and delivered his

gem ; his highness was astonished at its magnitude ; a

pause ensued ; the attendants waited to hear the prince's

opinion, and what he said they seconded. A round dia-

mond, nearly a pound in weight, tilled them all with won-

der ; some ready calculators reckoned the millions it was

worth ; others found it difficult to enumerate the sum at

which it would be valued ; but the general opinion was,

that the treasury was many millions of crowns the richer.

The noise which this occurrence created among the higher

circles may be easily conceived ; the general topic of re-

mark and surprise was the negro's offering. It was shewn
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tn thft ministers, among whom an apprehension was «x«

pressed that a substance so large and round might not

prove a real diamond ; they, however, sent it to the treo-

sury, under a guard, and it was reposited in the jewel-

room. <•>

" On the next day, the Conde de Linharcs sent for me,

and related all die circumstances which had come to his

knowledge respecting this famous jewel ; adding, in a low

tone of voice, that he had his doubts about its proving a

genuine diamond. His Excellency then directed me to

attend at his office in a few hours, when letters from him*

self and the other ministers to the Treasury iriiould bo

given me, for permission to view this wonderful gem, in

order to determine what it really was. I accordingly pre-

pared myself, and attended at the hour appointed, when I

received the letters, which I presented at the Treasury to

an officer in waiting. I was led through several apart-

ments, in which mucih business seemed to be transacting,

to the grand chamber, where presided the treasurer, at-

tended by his secretaries. Having my letters in his hand,

he entered into some conversation with me relative to the

subject : I was then shewn through other grand apartments,

hung with scarlet and gold, and ornamented with figures

ns large as life, representing justice holding the balance.

In the inner room, to which we were conducted, were seve-

ral strong chests, with three locks each, the keys of which

were kept by three different officers, who were all required

to be present at the opening. One of these chests being

unlocked, an elegant little cabinet was taken out, from

which the treasurer took the gem, and in great form pre-

sented it to me. Its value sunk at the first sight, for be-

fore I touched it I was convinced that it was a rounded

piece of crystal. On examining it, I told the governor it

was not a diamond, and, to convince him, I took a dia-

mond of five or six carats, and with it cut a very deep

nick in the stone. This was proof positive ; a certificate

was accordingly made out, stating that it was an inferior

substance, of little or no value, which I signed.

" Other boxes were now unlocked, from one of which

they shewed me two large slabs of diamond, each a full

inch on the superficies, and about the eighth of an inch

in thickness, of a very bad brown colour. When found,

they formed one entire piece, which, being amorphous,

was not known to be a diamond, until the administrator,

or chief of the workihg party, after keeping it by him

many days, had recourse to the old experiment of placing

it on a hard stone, and striking it with a hammer. The

result of this experiment is, that if the substance resist

the blow, or separate in laminae, it must be a diamond

:

the latter was the case in the present instance, and the

man, having thus made two diamonds from one, trans-

mitted them to the intendant.

" The river Abait6, from whence these pieces came,

9C .
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hu produced me. of an octaedral form, wliich v/exf^xa scven-

eighlhi of ail oimce Iroy, and is pcrliups Uic largest dia-

mond in the world. It wa» found, about twelve yearH ago,

by thre« men, who were under sentence of baniithnient lor

high crimes; but, on presenting this valuable gtin to

the then viceroy, they were pardoned and rewarded. It

is now in the private possession of the Prince llegent.

" 1 was afterwards favoured with a sight of the remain-

ing diamonds in tho Treasury: they appeared to bo in

quantity about four or five thousand carets. 'l"hc largest

did not generally exceed eight carats, except one, of a

fme octaedral form, full seventeen. Among the few co-

'

loured diamonds, one of the smallest was a beautiful pink,

one a fine blue, and several of a green tinge : the yellow

were the most common, and least esteemed." ^«

Revenue.] The revenue of Brazil, which is, perhaps,

unequalled by that of any other country consisting of

the same population, consists of the following branches

:

1. A fifth upon all the gold obtained in any and every

part of the country.

S. A duly of fifteen per cent, upon all merchandise

entered at the custom-house and imported, except such

articles as are imported in Portuguese vessels, which pay

something less.

S. A small tax upon exports.

4. Tithes upon the productions of the land. This

branch of revenue yields a large income to the state, to

which it has belonged since the first settlement of the co-

lony, when the reigning sovereign, by contract with the

pope, agreed to pay the salaries of the clergy, in order

to induce them to emigrate to that.uncivilized country. It

is also claimed by the state, in virtue of tha order of

Christ, of which the monarchs of Portugal are grand

masters. It is portioned into distinct districts, each of

which is either contracted for, or put up at auction sepa-

rately, in the treasury, under such arrangements as to be

allotted to those who have most interest. The several

renters collect it by ascertaining the number of negroes

upon each estate, or possessed by every housekeeper,

and agree to receive a certain rate per herd, instead of

taking it in kind. The amount for which tuv rHous tivties

are sold it is not easy to calculate, but 5t inus b« scry

considerable.

5. Indulgencies, which are disposed of under the

same regulations as the tithes, the contractor of the

district appointing agents in every parish to sell them for

him.

6. A duty upon every thing that enters the mining dis-

trict. Tliis tax is about sis shillings the arrnba, or rather

more than two-pence per pound, for all commodities in-

discriminately. New negroes pay ten milreis each ; and

oxen, going to Rio de Janeiro, pay two milreis per head.

A considerable sum arises from the tolls paid on pass-
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ill); the vai ious rivers. Two milreis for each mule, unless

with cargo.

A new tax of five reis per pound has iieeu imposed

on all l)iitclu-rs' meat sold in the principal towns.

Spirituous liquors, trausported to Uio de Janeiro, pay

ten dollars per pipe. '

A new tax has been laid upon the rents of houses, which,

however, is levied very favourably.

The gold-dust that was formerly permitted to circulate

in the mines, has been called in, and paper-money, pe-

ctdiar to the district, has been issued, to the amount ul

a hundred thousand pounds sterling.

A considerable sum has been produced by the stamping

of dollars, which were icc'-ived at seven hundred and fifty

reis, and rc-issurH, after bein^ stamped, at nine hundred.

Cities.] Uio ik Janf.ihu, or St. Sebastian, is now

considered the < apita' >( Brazil, and is the residence of

the couil of Portugal. The best view of the city is from

the hi«' )t »'i , whence its lofty eminences, crowned with

convents, and the hills in its environs, ornamented with

villas and gardens, have a magnificent appearance. The

royal palace skirts the beach, and is seen to great advan-

tage from the principal landing-place, which is only sixty

yards distant. This palace, though small, is the residence

of the Prince Regent and the royal family : the mint and

the chapel royal also form parts of the structure. Parallel

with the beach runs the main street, consisting of nobis

buildings, from which the smaller streets diverge at right

angles, and are intersected by others at regular distances.

The convents and churches are well built, and tolerably

handsome ; and the cathedral is in a superior style of ar-

chitecture. The streets were formerly incommoded by

latticed balconies, which had a very heavy appearance,

and obstructed the circulation of the air; but these have

been removed by order of government. The greatest

nuisances now remaining are those which arise from the

custom of equestrians of all ranks riding on the foot-paths,

and from the absurd hanging of shop and house doors, so

as to open outward into the street, to the great annoyance

of foot-passengers. To these nuisances may be added

the numerous pools of stagnant water, which, from the

lowne s ' f the situation, cannot, witiiout much labour,

be dramed away, and which, through the heat of the

weather, emit th*? most unpleasant exhalations. Water

for the use of the city flows from the hills through aque-

ducts, and is distributed to several fountains in various

public places; but it is to be regretted that there are not

more of these for the supply of the inhabitants, numbers

of whom live a mile distant from any of them, and are

obliged to employ persons continually in carrying water.

The fountains, in dry weather, are frequently so crowded,

that the carriers have to wait for hours before they can be

supplied. The water is good, and, when kept in large
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i»ri, drinki cool and pleaiant. Tlic inni ami pulilii-

liuuiri lire almuit JritiuiU- uf iiccoiiiiikhUIioiis, uiuI m
very unrnniforliiblc, thai u ttrniiger will not rmidt' iii iliciii

if lir cnii poiiibly liiid a iriiMid lu ukr him in. lliuite-

reiit ID, III geiifral, iif IiikIi »» i" l.oiuloii, uwiiig to llio

deanicn* uf btiildiuK niatniula, and tlie cxurlnUiit price

«)f iiiusoiiry. Timber, in particular, ii iinaccouiitalily

icarcp, cunnidering the quutitity which grows in almott

every part of Brazil, Provisions are tolerably plentiful,

but not very choice in quality : the beef is very indiU'er-

ciit ; iho pork is better, and, if the feeding were properly

attended to, might be rendered fine ; mutton is almost un-

known, as the natives will not eat it ; the poultry of every

description are excellent, but they are very dear. Pulse

und vegetables of all kinds are very abundant ; and the

fish-murket is not ill supplied.

'I'ho police is pretty well regulated ; and, from the at-

tention which has been paid to it since the arrival of the

court, there is reason to hope that it will be placed on a

footing equally respectable with that of any liuropean ca-

pital. The prisons are loathsome, and require the bene-

volent genius of a Howard to reform them altogether.

One great step, however, in favour of humanity has been

{;ained : the detestable inquisition hus been aliolished, and

with It the spirit of persecution, so that no one can now

be oA'ended for his religious tenets, unless he openly insult

the estaliflished religion.

Perhaps no colonial port in the world is so well situated

for general commerce as Rio de Janeiro. It enjoys, in an

eminent degree, a convenient intercourse with Kurope,

America, Africa, the East-Indies, and the South-Sea

islands, niid seems formed by nature as a grand link to

unite the trade of those great portions of the globe.

Commanding, also, as the copital of a rich and extensive

territory, resources of immense amount, it seemed to re-

quire only the presence of an efficient government to give

it political importance ; and this advantage it has now

gained, by becoming the stated residence of the court of

Portugal.

The articles imported from the River Plate, and from

Rio Grande de St. Pedro, consist of immense quantities

of dried beef, tallow, hides, and grain. Those from the

United Stales are chiefly salt provisions, Hour, pitch, tar,

and household furniture. The Nortli'-Amcricans generally

send cargoes of these articles on speculation, and, as the

market for them is fluctuating, and not to be depended on,

they frequently take them to other ports. Their provisions

are commonly sent to the Cape of (jood Hope. They

bring Kuropean merchandise, which they exchange for

specie, wherewith to trade to China, and also take in ne-

cessaries on their voyages to the South-Seas.

From the western coast of Africa, Riode Janeiro im-

ports wax, oil, sulphur, and some woods. The negro-
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trade has been reilrictmi to the kingdom of Angola, by a

decree of the Piincc Urgent, who has deciured Ins iti-

lenlioii of abolishing il altogether as soon as possible.

I(«f(ire the Isle of rrunoe was taken by the Hiitiih, the

inlercotirse of Rio de Jjiiieiro with Indiii, in cmnnion with

Mt)/ainbique, was innch aiinoycd by the French privatetrii

but il will, it] all probability, flourish by their suppression.

A voyage thither and back is performed \«i(li great expedi-

tion : one large ship, of eight hundied tons, sailed, loaded

at Siirat, and returned within the space of seven nionths.

A voyage to China seldom occupies a longer period. 'Hit

trade thither will, no doubt, be revived; and it is not

improbable that this port may, at a short distance of time,

become in enlrcpAt for India goods destined for Europe.

Mio de Janeiro i« conveniently sitiiuled for supplying a

variety of iieconsaries to the Cape of (lood Hope, and to

New South-VV ales ; indrrd, of late years, English manufac-

tures have been sold here so cheap, that it has been found

more advantageous to ship them hence for those colonics,

than from home. Ships going on the Soutli-Sca whale-tish-

ery touch here, and lay in large stocks of spirituous liquors,

wine, sugar, coflee, tobacco, soap, and live-stock. Iron

is Kusionally brought from Sweden ; and the imports

from the mother-country consist principally in wine and

oil.

The principal exports are cotton, rum, sugar, shijMini-

ber, cabinet-woods, hides, tallow, indigo, und coarse cot-

ton-cloths, for clothing the Peons in the provinces of the

River Piute. Among the more precious articles of export

may be enumerated gold, diamonds, to|)u/es of various

colours, amethysts, tourmalines, uqiia-inarinas, cliryso-

beryls, and wrought jewelry.

This market has been overstocked with British manufac-

tures, in consequence of the sanguine speculiitions excited

by the emigration of the court from Portugal. The sup-

ply exceeded the demand in a tenfold degree, and the ex-

cess gave rise to auctions, where goods were sold at un-

prccedentedly reduced prices. In proportion as I'jiglisU

merchandise lowered, that of Brazil rose in value ; and so

great wos the demand for it, owing to the numerous ves-

sels waiting for cargoes, that, within a year after the arrival

of the Prince Regent, every article of produce was doubled.

Gold quickly disappeared; for the moiiied Portuguese,

perceiving the avidity and eagerness with whi<:h the English

impoliticly forced tlieir goods upon them, cautiously with-

held their specie, and, by the alternative of barter, got rid

of their own produce at a very high price, and obtained

the British merchandise almost at their own valuulion.

The losing party in this unequal traftic, though lliey hud

chiefly to blame their own imprudence in engaging iii U,

were loud in their complaints and remonstrances against

tire Portuguese merchants. A treaty of coinaifcrce was

therefore concluded, by which the duties on English, and,
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indeed, all foreign, merchandise, M-hich had been twenty-

five per cent., were reduced to fifteen per cent, ml valo-

rem : und a jndge was appointed to attend solely to the

concerns of the English, and to see justice done them.

The harbour of Rio dc Janeiro is generally easy of en-

trance and egress, as there is a daily alternation of land and

sea breezes, the former blowing until about noon, and the

latter from that hour until ^un-sct. Ships find here every

conveniency for repairing, heaving down, &.C.; but it is

to be hoped that docks will soon be formed, which will

render the latter operation unnecessary. An anchorage-

duty is paid here, which forms an item in the bill of port-

charges.

The Portuguese inhabitants are, in general, rather

punctilious and reserved in admitting a foreigner to their

fantily-partics ; but, having once received him, they arc

open and hospitable.

The ladies are affable and courteous to strangers, ex-

tremely fond of dress, but less proud than those of other

nations. In their mixed assemblies, the utmost gaiety

prevails, and is seasoned by that policeness for which the

Portuguese are generally distinguished. The conversa-

tion of llie best-bred men, however, is more lively tium

instructive; for education is here at a low ebb, and

couiprises a very limited course of literature. Since the

arrival of the court, however, measures have been ailopteti

for effecting a reform in the seminaries, and other institu-

tions for public instruction ; and the Prince Regent has

zealously patronised every attempt to diffuse among his

subjects a taste for useful knowledge. Under his auspices,

the college of St. Joaquim has undergone considerable

impriMcment : a lectureship on cheuiistry has been insti-

tuted, to which a native of England, Dr. Gartiner, has

been nominated by his Hoyal Highness; and it is probable

that from this appointment may be- dated the introduction

of experimental philosophy in that establishment.

St. Salvadok, the capital of Huhia, was originally

the seat of the supreme govcrnnu'iit of Brazil : it consists

of two parts, one built on low ground, near the shore,

where the conunerce is carried on, and the other on a

high hill, which, being considered the most .saiubritius, is

the residence of all the people of fashion. Its popula-

tion is siid to he not less than seventy thousaiul souls.

The houses are built with latticed windows and balconies.

The churches are the public buildings most worthy of

notice : they arc said to be richly ornamented within.

The government of the city is vested in a governor, who

is nominntpd bv the ''ourti for three vears- Here all law

proceedings, civil and criminal, come before the respec-

tive magistrates, whose sentence is, in general, final, though

appeals, in certain cases, may be made to the court at

Rio de Janeiro.

Bofn the town and bay are as well defended as circum-
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stances will permit. On the shore is a royal arsenal, and

numerous houses for stores. The custoir'-house and

wharfs are conveniently situated. Ships of war hav.- ''"en

built here, also many large and line vessels for the m«f-

chant-service. For these purposes a lavgc supply of line

timber is readily obtained from the interior, from the num-

ber of fine river* which flow into the bay.

I'hc manners of the people differ little from those of

the inhabitants of the capital ; but it is said that, in the

best societies here, nuire gaiety aiul lefniemcnt prevail,

and the higher classes arc more sociable, than iii Rio dc

Janeiro. A taste for nuisic is so general, that there are

few houses without the guitar; and all tlic more respect-

able families have pianf>-forte». The ladies dress in the

English style, and ornament themselves with gold-chains,

but wear very few diamonds. For dishabille at home

they wear a kind of loose dress, over which they throw a

veil, on the entrance of strangers. Tliey are considered

as far less industrious ihau the females of the southern

districts. The domestic dress of the men consists of a

jacket and loose ti1)W8ers, of printed cotton.

Religious proccssioni take place here, as in Rio dc Ja-

neiro, on great festivals and rejoicing days; and these so-

lemnities are attended by various amusements, which con-

tinue from morning to night. At diese times, the IJra-

zilians have a custom of covering the walls and balconies

of their houses with beautiful silks, made and ornamented

for the purpose.

One of the most memorable seasons of rejoicing, of

late years, was when the Prince Uegcnt touched Kt this

city on his voyage lo Riode Janeiro, and remained seve-

ral days. The inhabitants teslilied their loyalty by every

public demonstration of joy, and by a display of all the

magriticeuce which they could possibly furnish. As a

more solid proof of their attachment, they unanimousiy voted

to subscribe a sum equal to half a million sterling, to

build a i)alace for the royal family, if the prince would

condescend to fix his residence among them.

This city is plentifully supplied with provisioi s. IJeef

and pork are abundant ; the former is decidedly bad, '.he

latter tolerable. Fish are in great plenty and variety, and

form a principal article in the diet of the inhabitants.

Cold fish, with salad, is the geu-ral supper of almost hU

ranks. Numbers of retail shopkeepers, who sell wine,

cheese, groceries, Sic, buy fish and fry it, and afterwards

retail it in small quantities. Poultry is plentiful, but not

cheap; vegetables, and pulse of eveiy description, are

in very great profusion. IMie markets are well supplied

widi all the tropical fruits, many of which are said to be

in great perfection, particularly the pine, the mango, and

the banana; the latter is esteemed the best in America.

Preserved fruits are in great abundance, owing to the

cheapness of sugar; great varieties of them are sold in
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the street'*, and two or tiirro preserved limes, in a cup of

syrup, may In; bought for a penny. I'lven the lower orders

com lude the meaneHt dinner witii this delicacy.

'I'lic inns and liouscs for the n.ccommocliitiou of strangers,

are as !)a(i, or worse, here than inanyoliicr part of Ura/.il.

The owneiH are inditVerent to tin- comfort of their guests,

and, indeed, have no motive to be ollierwise ; for the I'or-

lufjuesc pay very pooily for bare necessaries, and generally

go to the place wiiere they can obtain them at the least

ex pencil.

Sr. i'M'i.'s, the diief town of the province of tiiat

name, is situatt il on a ph asing eminence, of about two

miles in extent, surrounded on tlnee sides by low mea-

dow-lim,l, and washed at the base by rivulets, which al-

most insulate it in rainy weather, and How into a |)rclty

large stream, called the 'I'nli, which runs within a mile

of the town. Over them there are several bridges, some

of stcnu-, and others of wood, built by the late governf)r.

The streets of St. Paul's, owing to its elevation, and the

water which almost s\irrounds it, are, in general, very

clean; the material with «hich they are paved, is a sort

of grit-stone, cemented by oxide of iron, and containing

larg(^ pebl)les of rounded (\\mU.. 'I'his pavement is an

alluvial formation, containing gold, many particles of

which metal are found in the chinks and hollows after

heavy rnins, and, at such seasons, arc diligently sought

for by the poorer class of the inhabitants.

Here are several squares, and about thirteen jilaces of

religious worship, vi/,. three monasteries, two convents,

and eigiit einnches, tie greater part of which, as well as

of the whole town, are built of earth. To erect the walU,

a franu! is eonslrueted of six moveal)le j)lanks, placed

edge-wise, opposite each other, and seemed in that posi-

tion by cross-pieces, bolted with moveable pins. I'larth

is put in by small quantities, which the workmen lieat

with riunmers, and occasi(mally moisten with water, to

give it a consisteiwy. Having fdled tin: fraim-, they remove

it, and contimie the same operation till the whole shell of

the house is completed, taking care to leave vacancies,

and put in the window-frames, door-frames, and beams,

as they proceed. 'l"he mass, in course of time, becomes

hardened, the walls are pared perfectly smooth inside,

and take any colour the owner chooses to give them : they

are generally emiched with very ingenious devices. 'I'his

species of struelure is durable : I have seen some houses

thus Suilt that have lasted two hundred years; and r.iost

wf them have several stories. The roofs are made to pro-

ject two or three feet beyond the wall, in order to throw

off the nin to u distance from the base; spouts might be

a more efleclual preservative against wet, but their use is

little known here. The houses are covered with guttei-

tiles ; but, though the country aflbrds excellent clay, and

plenty of wood, very few bricks are burnt. •
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The population of this place is said to amoimt to near-

ly twenty thousand souls; the clergy, including all ranks of

religions orders, may be reckoned at five hundred. They

are, in general, fiee fiom that excessive liigotry and illi-

berulily which is the reproach of the neighbouring colo-

nies, and their example has a briuticial effect on the rest

of the inhabitants.

Here are but few mamifaetureN of importance; a little

coarse cotton is spun by the hand, and woven into cloth, •

which serves for wearing, apparel, slieets, tk.c. They make a

beautiful kiiul of net-work for hammocks, which are fringed

with lace, and form an elegant pic<;c of furniture, being

slung low, so as to answer the purpose of sofas. 'I'llc

ladies are particularly foiul of using them, especially wlicn

the heat of the weather disposes them to indolence. The

making of lace is a general employnumt for females, some

of whom excel in it. The shop-keepers are a numerous

dais, who, as in most colonial towns, deal in a variety of

articles, and sometimes make great fortunes. Here are

few doctors of medicine, but many apothecaries ; some

silver-smiths, whose articles are e(inally indiflercnt, both

in metal and workmanship; and tailors and shoemakers

in great nund)ers. In the outskirts of the city live a num-

ber of Creolian Indians, who make earthen-ware for cu-

linary purposes, large water-jars, and a variety of other

utensils, tastefully ornamented. The greatest proportion

of the inhabitants, however, consists in farmers and infe-

rior husbandmen, wlo cultivate small portions of land,

on which they breed large stocks of pigs and poultry for

sale.

Trjuco, the capital of the diamond district, owing to

its situation by the side of a hill, is very irregidarly built;

its slieets arc uneven, but the houses, in general, are well

tonsfrucled, and in good condition, compared with those

of other towns in the interior. Its name, which, in the

Portuguese language, signifies a nniddy place, is derived

from places of that description in its neighbourhood,

which are rendered passable by being covered with large

pieces of wood.

Notwithstanding the idleness of a great number of the

inhabitants, Tejuco may be called flourishing, on account

of the circulation of |)roperty created by the diamond-

woiks. The annual sum paid by government for the hire

of negroes, salaries of ofliccrs, and various necessaries,

such as nitre and iron, does not amount to less than thirty-

five thousand pounds; and this, added to the demands of

the iidiabitants of the town and its vicinity, occasions a

considerable trade. The shops are stocked with Knglish

cottons, baizes, and cloths, and other manufactured goods

;

also hams, cheese, butter, porter, and other articles of

consumption, which are brought hither upon mules from

St. Salvador and Hio de Janeiro.

Customs, Manners, .?)C.J The inhabitants of this coun-

9 1)
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try, which are very nuiiicroiiii, cunnist of Poitiigucsp, nc«-

groes, Imliaiis, and original natives. 'I lir portrait given

of tlie manners and customs of tiie Portuguese in Mruzil,

Iby the majority of travellers, is very far from lieing fa-

vourable. They arc (icscribed an a |)eo|)lc, who, while

sunk in the most cfTeminafe luxury, practise the most dcs-

|icrate crimes; of a temper hypocritical and dissembling;

of little sincerity in conversation, or honesty in dealing

;

indolent, proud, and cruel ; in their diet, penurious ; for,

like the inhabitants of most southern climates, they are

much more fond of Siiow, state, aud attendance, than of

the pleasures of free society, or a good table; yet their

.
feasts, which arc seldom made, are sumptuous to extra-

vagance. From the accounts given by Mr. Mawe, how-

ever, these particulars appear to have been exaggerated.

AVhcu they appear abroad, they cause thcn\selves to be

carried out in a kind of cotton hammocks, called serpen-

tines, which are borne on the negroes' siionlder», by the

help of a bamboo, about twelve or fourteen feet long.

Most of these hammocks are blue, and adorned with

fringes of the same colour; they have a velvet pillow, and

above the head a kind of tester, with curtains, so that the

person carried cannot be seen, unless he pleases ; but

may either lie down, or sit up, leaning on his pillow.

AVhcn he has a mind to be seen, he pulls the cintain

aside, and salutes his acquaintance whom he meets in the

streets; for they take a pride in complinieAting each other

in their hanunocks, and even hold long conferences in

them in the streets ; but then the two slaves who carry

them make use of a strong well-made staft', with an iron

fork at the upper end, aud pointed below with iron : this

they stick fast in the ground, and rest the bamboo, to

which the hammock is fixed, on two of these, till their

niasler's business or compliment is over. Scarcely any

man of fashion, or any lady, will pass the streets without

being carried in this manner.

The Brazilian women, in the opinion of Lieutenant

Tuckey, of the Calcutta, who was there in 1803, can

seldom claim the epithet of pretty; though he observes,

that their black eyes, large, full, and sparkling, give a de-

gree of brilliancy to their dark coniplexions, and throw

some expression into their countenances; but it is too ge-

nerally the mere expression of animal vivacity, untemper-

ed by the soft chastising |)owcr of lender sensibility. Their

eye-brows are finely arched ; their eye-lashes long and

silken ; their hair is long, black, aud coarsely luxuriant.

In their persons, they are unacquainted with that deli-

cate pri>pnli, from which our countrywomen derive so

large a portion of their power over the other sex, and

for which they are conspicuous over all the nations of

Europe.

It is not a little remarkable, that the young ladies, who
arc educated in the convents, are by no means jubject(;d
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to such restraints as are imposed on them in simikr insti»

tntions on the old continent. They are permitted to speak

with strangers through (he grating, and seem uncommonly

partial to the conversation «>f Dnglishineii, wlio often, by

ingenuity aud the aid of bribery, contrive to carry theui

oir. Mr. "^ruckey contradicts the assertions of the gentle-

men who accompairied Captain Cook, relative to the drop-

ping of /hukiucIs on the heads of passengers, as a sigim)

for assignations; and asserts, that he found the manners of

the unmarried ladies approaching near to the easy famili-

arity of those of England. On this subject Mr. Mawe,
also, has the following remarks :

—

" I may observe, that neither in St. Paul's, nor in any other

place which I visited, did I witness any instance of that le-

vity in the females of Itrazil which some writers allege to be

the leading trait in their character. 1 allude to the custom

which has been said to prevail among them, of throwing

(lowers from the balconies on such of the passers-by as they

take a fancy to, or of presenting a flower or a nosegay to

their favourites, as a murk of partiality. The circumstance

which seems to have given rise to such an ill-founded con-

jecture is this : I'lowers are here considered an indispen-

sable part of the female head-dress, and, when a stranger it

introduced to a lady, it is nothing more than an act of com-

mon courtesy for her to take one from her hair to present

to him. This elegant compliment he is expected to re-

turn in the course of the visit, by selecting a flower from

the profuse variety which adorn the garden or the balcony,

and presenting it to her.

" One singular custom I must not omit to notice, that

of artificial fruit, such as lemons or oranges, made very

delicately of wax, ard tilled with perfumed water. On
the two first days of Lent, mIucIi are here celebrated with

great festivity, persons of both sexes amuse themselves by

throwing these balls at each other ; the lady generally be-

gins the (jame, the gentleman returns it with such spirit,

that it seldom ceases until several dozens are thrown,

and both parties are as wet as if they had been drawn

through a river. Sometimes a lady will dexterously drop

one into the bosom of a gentleman, which will infallibly

oblige him to change his linen, as it usually contains three

or four ounces of cold water. On these days of carnival, the

inhabitants parade the streets in masks, and the diversion of

throwing fruit is practised by persons of all ages. It is rec-

koned improper for, men to throw at each other. The ma-

nufacture of these missiles, at such periods, aflords no in-

considerable occupation to certain classes of tlie inhabit-

ants : I have i)een informed, that, in the capital of Ura-

cil, many hundreds of people derive a temporary subsist-

ence from the sale of them. The practice, however, is

very annoying to strangers, and not unfrequently engenders

quarrels which terminate seriously."

We shall close this article with ibe accountofMr. Mawe's
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ciitci'tuiiiniciit nt llic house of Cu|i(aiii Uudrigo ilu Limn, in

til*! villnne of UokIii do Campo :

—

" WliNfi Hipper w«» preparing, wc hiul some couversa-

(ioii with the captain respecting tlir agricultuie and pro-

*hice of the nt-ighhourliiiod ; in the course of w hich he

paid nuicn attention to our obscrvuti<His, and promised

next day to shew us the system lie pursued. At the re-

past, which was speedily announced, he introduced us to

liis wife and daughter, and a lady who was then on a visit

to ihein. This was an nncxpected act of politeness, and

one M liich had never yet been exercised towards us by any

•iiaster of a family in the whole course of our journey.

The few females wc occasionally saw at any former place

generally secliuled iheinselves on our arrival, and during

our stay ; and, w hen they came near us by chance, they

voinmonly ran nway, in as much apparent alarm as it

they had been accustomed to be frightened at the name

«>f an Knglishtliau. The ladies appeared in very neat

<lresses, of I'.iiglish nianiifacture, with a profusion of gold

chains about their necks, which arc always >orn on re-

ceiving or paying visits. Their conversation was gay and

enlivening : tlicy were very inquisitive respecting the cos-

tume of Knglish women, and seemed astonished at hearing

tiiat they wore caps, it being never the custom among the

fJrazilian feinuies to cover their heads, until advanced in

years. They tirnaiiient their hair with combs, frequently

of gold, and very richly wrought. Wine was introduced,

of which the ladies could not be persuaded to partake ;

but they gave onr healths, by putting the glass to their

lips. After supper, the table was covered with delicious

sweetmeats ; when, being desirous of paying the lady of

the house » compliment, 1 spoke highly of their excel-

lence, and presumed that the fruits were preserved under

licr immediate direction : but she assured nic to the con-

trary, and observed that her negro did all that sort of domes-

tic work. I perceived, or imagined, that she was rather

olVciuied at my remark, and therefore apologised, by say-

ing, that it was not uncommon for the ladies in Kiigland

to interest themselves personally in the concerns of house-

wifery. Tlu! remainder of the evening passed off very

.igieeably.

" On looking out of my chamber-window, the follow-

ing morning, I was sui i)rised to see two small and very

nc°it iiiclosiiies, in one of which flax was growing, and,

in the other, wheat. 'I'lie latter, which apparently had

been sown about seven weeks, was very poor and uupi(»-

niising : the ground had too much water, and seemed of

late to have been flotuled. Our host regaled us with a

breakfast of .stewed fowl, exceiletit rnttVe :md milk, and

;» dish ef feijones, with l»iandioca, and buttered toast;

after which he conducted us to his inclosiires.

" riie flax was very healthful and strong: he told us he

tut it three
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•pun, and woven, in his own house. He grew itut little,

having occasion for no more than what answered hit do-

mestic purposes. The wheat, ho told us, was blightcH.

He shewed us a sample of last year's growth, which was

very poor, coarse, and foul. The mills are of similar

construction to those used at Canta Ciullo, but I <lid not

observe a pair of stones fit for the grinding of wheat.

"
1 now expressed a wish to see his dairy, which the

good gentleman immediately complied with. Instead of

an apartment, such as I expected to find, lilted up and

kept in order for that sole purpose, I was shewn into a

kind of dirty store-room, the smell of which was intole-

rable. The present, I was told, was not the time for

making cheese, as the cows gave milk only in the rainy

season. I begged to see the implements used in the pro-

cess ; and, on examining them, found, to my utter asto-

nishment, that neither the vats nor cloths had been washed

since they were last used, and the milk-pails, &c. were

in the same condition. This sufliciently accoimlcd for

the ofl'ensivc smell which 1 had perceived on entering

the place. When I asked to see the utensil for making

butler, an apology was made, by stating that it was not

in the way : they had observed my disgust at the other

vessels, and probably thought that this was equally unfit

to be inspected. 1 did all in my power to inform our

worthy host of the manner in which English dairies were

conducted, and gave him several directions, which he

wrote down, but seemed quite iuditt'ereut about adopting

them. < ).i enquiry, I f und that no provision was niado

for the cows ; there were no houses crcctc<l for milking,

and that operation was frccinenlly neglected, and at all

times badly performed.

" The premises bore traces of the industry and taste of

the former occupants : there wan a mud-wall round them,

encompassing about an acre of ground, which, when per-

fect, must have given the whole a retired and comfortable

a|)pcarance; but it was now partly broken down and in

ruins. 'I'lie steps leading to the front-door of the iluell-

iiig were of pot-stone, of which substance there is a slm-

tuni in the vicinity.

"Our cattle being ready, we mounted about eleven in

the foreiKxni, leluiniiig thanks to our host, andon'tinig to

pay for the accommodations wc had mc t willi
;
bnl tlie

only conipensalion be i<(iuiied was, a promise on our |i;.tt

to pass a day or two with him on our iclmii. 'I he '.ulie^

who had not appealed at breakfast, came out upon Hk-

gallery, and very pleasingly and poliK ly wishe.l us a ..;o<ul

journey.

Ilixlon/.] liiazil was first discovered by Ameiinis Ves-

puccio, in 14!)8 ; but th< I'ortiiguese did not piuni it lili

1,M<), when they fixed lluinseives al il.. Ikiv ol All ^niiits,

and fouiuled the cilyof St. Salvadoi. 'I'liey nut vNiih

was very neaiuimi aim niMMiK. - -^ , ..-
. ,. r .i „,,.,,» „i' ^fim who

or four times a vcar. and that it was drc,,ed, «o.ne mtcrnq.l.o., at first, from the court ol Sp.m,
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considered the whole continent of Sontli-Anicriea as be-

longing to them. However, the nt^'air was nt length com-

promised by treaty ; and it was agreed that the Portuguese

should posscjts all tlic country lying between the two great

rivers Amazon and Plata, which they still enjoy. The

French, also, made some attempts to plant colonies on this

coast, but were driven from thence by the I'ortujruese,

who remained without a rival till the yeai KWO, when, in

the very zenith »f their prosperity, they were utruck by one

of those blows which generally decide the t"a"le of king-

doms : Don Sebastian, the king of Portugal, lost his life

in an expedition against the Moors in Africa; and, by that

event, the Portuguese lost tlieir iiulependence^ being ab-

sorbed into the Spanish dominions.

Thft Dutch, soon after this, having thrown oft" the

Spanish yoke, and being not satislied w ith supporting their

independence by a successful defensive war, being Hushed

with the juvenile ardour of a growing connnonwealth,

pursued the Spaniards into the remotest recesses of their

extensive territories, and grew powerful and opulent by

the spoils of their former masters. They particularly at-

tacked the possessions of the Portuguese ; they took al-

most all their fortresses in the East-Indies, and then turned

their arms upon Brazil, where they took seven of the capi-

tanias, and would have subdued the whole colony, had not

their career been stopped by the archbishop, at the head

of his monks, and a few scattered forces. The Dutch

were, about the year 1(>4>5, entirely driven out of Brazil

;

but their West-India Company still continuing their pre-

tensions to this country, and, harassing the Portuguese at

sea, the latter agreed, in ifiGl, to pay the Dutch eight

tons of gold, to relinquish their interest in that coimtry,

which was accepted ; and the Portuguese have remained

in peaceable possession of all Brazil from that time, till

about the end of the year 17f)-, when the Spanish go-

vernor of Buenos Ayres, hearing of a war between Portu-

gal and Spain, took, after anionlh's siege, the Portuguese

frontier fortress, called St. Sacrament; "but, by the treaty

of peace, it was restored.

The most recent event in the history of this country is

the emigration of the royal family of Portugal, who were

induced to seek in this part of America an asylum from

the persecutions of Napoleon Buonaparte.

SECTION II

ISLANDS IN SOUTH-AMERICA,
IIKI.ONCING TO THE PDRTUGt! F.S 1'..

The islands belongirig to tiie Portuguese, in South-

America, are Fernando Nohrono, St. Martin Vaz, Ascen-

sion, Trinidad, and St. Catharine. The three former are

not worthy of notice, the two latter are described in the

voyage of M. dc la Perouse, as follows :

—

[j'AltT III.

TRINIDAD.
Trinidad is Unis described by M. de Monneron, chief

engineer in the expedition of M. de la Perouse.

" The island of Trinidad, situated in the" sonlhern he-

misphere, a hundred ami eighty leagues froni tlie coast of

Brazil, renuiined uninhabited till the war m Inch terminutcd

in 178.'l, when the English took p()ssessi(>ii of it, doubtless

with a view of converting it into a station, whence they

niiglit cruise wiUi success on the I'rench, Spaniards, and

Dutch. It was said, duit they had nlmndoned the island at

the peace: the inlentiiui of M. de la Perousc was to as-

certain liie truth of this. A little time after making llu-

island, we saw a Portuguese (lag on a rising ground, ill

the head of a snndl bay, on the south-east side of the

island. t^

" M. <le la Perousc, having hoisted out u boat, ordered

me to go and endeavour to survey the coast. The otli<'cr

connnanding Hiis expedition was forbidden to disend)ark,

unless he could do it without rinniing any hazard. VVi-

came very near the shore, but were unable to land; we

had an opportunity, however, of CNUinining, at a very little

distance, this establishment. It is situate about a lliird of

the way up a hill, facing n sand-bank, that forms a creek in

the south-east of the isle. The western side of this little

opening is bounded by blutls of bare rock, which, like

the rest of the island, are of volcanic origin. On the

eastern side is a broad-based sugar-loaf hill, about three

hundred feet high, which adjoins to n kind of table-

hill, the diameter of which is nmch more considerable

than that of the former, but, in height, it scarcely ci|uals

two-thirds of it. There is, on the siind-bank, from forty-

five to sixty fathoms depth of water: hence the liind rises

into a steep and very regular, though natinal, glacis, at

the summit of which is a kind of platfornt, very sloping

on the side next th<> sea, and which, to make use of a

fecliiiical term, I call Ivirr ji/iiii ; the inclination of this

is .so considerable as hardly to atTord a shelter from the

(ire of a ship at the anchorage. I saw no parapet, though

there probably is one in barbet. I looked as narrowly ai

i coultl for cannon or batteries, but saw no traces of lliem.

On the tcrir jilciii were (ive or six huts, resiinblin;.; those

of the negroes on the sngar-plant:itioiis; of these one was

considerably larger than the rest, and situate near the sa-

lient angle of the terrc pli'in. This fortification, if such

it may be called, resend>les a redan, one side of which is

parallel to the sand-bank, and the other to a ravine, which

is the boundary of the glacis in this direction.

" This establishment resembles rather a resort of ban-

ditti than a post occupied by a civilized imfioii. Except

the natural obstacles, which render the ajiproach to this

island difiicult and dangerous, there is no'iiiiig \\lii(li

can make a shadow of resistance: I can, also, cunliileiitly

aflirni, that there is not a snigle vessel theic, of any d<-

fe^
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sciipliou, wini'li iiuliiccs mo to tliin't lliiU llio Portiigiioitu

liiivc but vei'v liiloly iiirivuii licrc, or ;ii(i vciy iu'gli|^iiiit of

tlu'ir csiublinhnii^iits.

" M. <ic Vniijuii.i, will) liinilcd mi ilw ihIuikI, Itionijlit

l>Hc-k vvomI I<> M. <Ii' III I'cKiUNC, thiit III! <;!«liiiiuU'(l llir

iiiiidIm'I' of pci'soiiR ilii-K! at (wo liuiuirnl. Vm my own

pint, I it'i.'koiK'd llicir iiiimlii'i^< wiili kicuI ciiii', ri'pciiti'illy

roimtinii; tlioNit wliu ciiiik- wiiliiii siglit, liiit I niuld not

miikr out niiirc Ihnii uboiit lliii!)-dui!U prixoiit on ilit' liiow

of llid lilil, mill lliiilY-Mx who went iiIihiiviiiji^ un fiom tliii

pliilfoiiii; .10 (liiit tlio it'sl oflliv i-xiUx to iIiIh rock liiul not

c.mioNity ciioiikIi (o comr williin isii^lil of ii.h. 'riify told

M.dc Viiujiius, iliiit tluy wctu .siip|iiii'd every »\\ 1110111)1.1

\^itll provimun fiuiii itio du Jaiu.iio, und wctc icliuvcd uti-

luully.

" Ah lilt' lioitom of llio buy io piobul>ly rocky, it miglit

bu ditlicuil for bliipit or fii^iituit to liriii); tliuir broiidNidF.i

to bciir nil (III! po»(; liiit if tilt! pliicr rniuiin in itit priiii nl

Hitniition, 1 itliould tidvixc tukin|{ a safer iincliora|j;e to llic

!ioulli-wcst, wlivncc, in ul! proliubility, it would b«i t>u»iy

to tmn (he po^t, wliicii i» on the houtli-cu.sl hide of the

buy, by niukiiiK si lodgment on the cicmI of the hill, at

tlic jiiitloiii of which i.s the jilulfoini tliiit Iiuk been ulreudy

dcNCiibud."

ST. CATIIKKINK.

"Titt'. Island of St. ('iidicriiK'," siiys M.<Ie lii Peroiise,

" exteiiil.s from twriity-scvcn di'j'rers iniicleeii mimites to

twriily-sevuii liegrees forty-nine ininuteH of Noiith latitude.

Its breadlh, from e:l.^t to we.st, m only two leiii^ucH, and it in

only Neparated from tlx! main by a eliuiinel t\\o iiundreu

(oiNes over. On the point that foiin.i tliis narrow pas-

sll^e iH .situated the city of NoNlra-Sriiora del Deittero,

the ea|>ilal of the |;overnmeiit, ami the place of resilience

of the governor. It e.oiitains, at most, three thoniiand in-

Iiubilaiit8, and about four hundred hoiiHe.s. It.s appearance

is exceedingly pleasant. Aecordiiij^ to I'le/.irr's uceoiiiit,

this island served, in I7I'<2, as a retreat to vagabonds,

who made their escape from dift'erent parts of ihc lira/il.s,

who were only nominal siibjeets of I'ortiif^ai, and who

acknowledged no authuiily whatever, 'i'he coiiiilry is so

fertile, (hat llipy wtM«> able to subsi»t vvilliuut any sneeoiir

from the iiei){hbouriii<!; eolotiieH; anil they were ko desti-

tute of money, thai lheyec)uld neither tempt the eiipidilv of

the i;overiior-j;(!neral of the UraziU, nor insjiire hnn willi

any desire of snbdninj; tin ni. 'I'he Khips that touched

nt the island };avc them in exchange for their |irovisioiis

nothing but clotlie.i and sliirtK, of hIiicIi they were in iiii-

iitmosl want. It Wiiit nut till about 1740, that the court

of Li.sboii cHtablished a regular government in the island

of St. Catherine, ami the parts of the continent adjacent.

This government extends mxty leagues north and Nouth

from the river San rrancisco to Kio Grande, its popula-

67. \oi.. I.
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tiuii being about twenty (huuiaml pcrMoiis ; but I naw so

great a number of ehildien in (he dillerein families, (lint I

think it will kooii be much mine coimideiable. 'I he sod

is lixeeudingly fertile, and produces nil mirt.i of fruit, ve-

gctablcH, and corn, almost spontaneously. It is covered

with trees of iivci lasting green, but (hey are so interwoven

with brinrt and creeping plants, that it is impossible tu

get tluongh the fori sts otherwise than by openiuj; u path

with a hatchet. Daugei is besides to be appieheiided lioiii

snakes, whose bile is inortul. The habitations, both on

tile island and the conlmeiit, arc all close to the sea-sid«.

I'he woods that sm round them arc delightfully fragrant,

owing to the great mimber of orange-trees, and odier odo-

riferous trees and hIiiiiIis (hat they contain. Hut, nut-

wilhstuiidingall Uiesi; advantages, the country is very pour,

and totally dimtilule of manufactuted cominudities, so that

the peasants are almost naked, or elsu covered with rags.

Their soil, which is vciy lit for the cultivation of sugar,

lemains iiiiproduetive f<>r the want of shives, uhom they

are not rich «iuou|.',h to purchase. The whale-lislieiy

is very successful ; bill it is (he propel ty of the crown,

and is farmed by a eoin|iaiiy at Lisbon, which has three

consideraiile establishments upon (he coas(. livery year

they kill about four hundred whales, the produce of

which, as well oil as sperimiceti, is scut to Jiisbun by '

(hu way of Itio de .lamiro. 'I'he iiihabi(anls arc idlo spec*

tatois of (his rislii,ry,j<1'roni which they derive not the

Nimillest ailvaudige.^ If the government docs not conic

forwaid (o their ll.^sistallce, and grant them such fran-

chises and immimilies as may invite <oinmeii e to then

sh'ires, one ol the lint s( countiies in the universe will re-

main eveila.stingly miserable, und will be utteily useli.-ss {<,»

(ho niuthi;i-cotiutiy. It is very easy to make St. ('ulhe-

riiic's. A muddy bottom is found in Ni-vcnty fathmns

water, at eii^^hleeii leagues distance in the i>ning, the water

gradually slioaling till within four cables' length of the lanil,

where there is still four fathoms.

" It appi aitil to me that our arrival spread great terror

tlirou;^h the .eouiidy. The tJilVtrent foits fned several

alaiin-;.^uns, which iinlticrd me (o anchor cailier than I

.should olhenvise have done, anil (o srnd a boa( on shore

vvidi an oilicer, (o make known our pacific tiiteidions, and

our want of woriil, water, ami fif.sh pi<)\isioiis. '1 he of-

ficii, whom I charged willu this ntgolialioii, found tlitr

little gnriison of liii; citadel all under arms. It consisteil

of fotty men, commaiided by u captain, who immeiliatcly

sent olf an express to (he city, where the governor, briga-

ilit r of infaulry, resided, lie had been infoi moil of our

expeililion by means of die Lisbon Ga/.ette; and a broiiM;

medal I sent bun, lefl him no doubt concerning the object

of our visit. Tin; most speedy and positive orders were

givtrii to sell ns whatever we stood in need of, at the lowest

price ; an officer was appointed to atlciul on each frigalc;
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he was entirely «t our commniul, and we sent liiin, with

ilie nuiscr's steward, to buy provisions of tlie inhabi-

tants.

" Provisions of all kinds were in the greatest ahun-

danre ; a large ox eost eight dollar* ; a hog, of one hun-

dred and fifty pounds weight, four; two turkeys were to

be hud for a dollar; it was only neeessary to east tlie net,

in order to haul it up again full of li^h ; five hundred

oranges were brought on board, and sold to ns for less

than half a dollar; and vegetables were also at a veiy mo-

derate priee. The following faet' will give an idea of the

hospitahiy of these giiod people :—One of my lu)a!s having

been overset by the surf, in a ereek where I was eulling

wood, the inhabitants, who assisted in saving it, foreed

our hair-drowned sailors {o sU^-p in their beds, ami passed

the night tlieniselves upon mats spread on tlie ground, in

the same room in whieh they exereised this noble hos-

pitality. A few days afterwauls they brought on board

the Houssole, the nuists, grapnel, and colours of the boat,

articles tndy valuable to them, and which would have

been of llie greatest use in their canoes. 'I'heir inaiuiers

are mild: they are kind, polite, and obliging; but super-

stitious, and jealous of their wives, who never ajipear in

public.

" Not having foreseen the obstacles that detained ns

twelve days in this road, we did not send our astrono-

mical clocks on shore, thinking that we should only pass

five or six days at anchor. We had, however, little rea-

sou for regret, as the sky was constantly cloudy. 'I'he

longitude of the island was consequently determined by

distances from the sun to the moou. According to our

observations, the most northerly point of the island of

St. Catherine may be fixed at forty-nine degrees forty-nine

minutes west longitude, and twenty-seven degrees nine-

teen minutes south latitude."

To this account we shall subjoin the following parti-

culars from the travels of our wortliy counlrynmn, Mr.

Mawe :

—

" Entering the port of St. Catherine's by the north,

we i)assed several island.s, on one of which, westwaul of

the entrance, stood the respectable fort of Santa Cruz.

Afler running a few miles in shoal water, we sailed into a

narrow passage, guarded by two forts, which forms the

harbour. From the anchorage, and more particularly

from the landing-place, which is at the bottom of a ver-

dant slope of about five hnndred yards, the town has a

beautiful appearance, and the perspective is nobly crown-

ed by the cathedral. 'I'lie green is intrrspersed with

orange-trees, and forms an agreeable parade. 'Jhe houses

are well built, have two or three stories, widi boarded

floors, and are provided with neat gardens, well stocked

v\ith excellent vegetables and flowers. The town consists

of several streets, and may contain from five thousand to

sis thousand inhnbilnuts. It is a free port. The produce

of the ishnul consists in rice, inai/e, maudiocu, excellent

tirauges, and a variety of other fruits. Sugar and indigo

are likewise produced, but in small ipiaulitics.

" The surlaee of llie island is diversilied with moun-

tains, plains, and, in some places, swampn ; here is found

a slratuin of excellent led clay, which is nmnnfacliued

into jars, culinary vessels, huge waler-pols, ^c. which

arc exported in considerable tpiautilies to (he IMala and

to l{io de .laneiro. The lands capable of cullivali..ii are

under eonsiilerable iinprovcineiit ; a great extent of them

was formerly covered with large trees, but as great quail-

lilies have of late years been cut down ami used for ship-

building, good linilier may now be considered scarce.

They grow fiax here of a tolerably gooil quality, of which

the tishernien make their lines, nets, ^c. The sea here-

abouts produces an abiindaul varii-fy of excellent fish,

and si)n\e fim- prawns ; so large is the supply to the market,

that a qnanlily t>f fish, sutficient to dine a do/eii persons,

may be had for a shilling. Meat is hard and lean ; and

its general price is about three halfpence per pound. Pigs,

turkeys, ilncks, poultry, and eggs, however, are plentiful

and cheap.

"'I'lie climate is serene and wholesome, its solsiiiial

heaU being conslaully umderaled by fine biee/.es from llie

s<uilli-west and north-east, which are the winds that ge-

nerally blow lure ; die latter prevails from September to

March, and the former from April to August.

•' The niounlains of the interior, and the riu ks on the

coast, are of primitive granite, (.'lose to the fort, on the

left hand of the enlrance to the haiboui, is a vein of

griinsteiu, in various states of decomposition, which nlli-

inately migrates into clay, td a superior <pialily lo that

generally tbiind in the valleys. The soil in the interior,

being rather humid, is extremely frrlile. It coiisisiN

principally u( a rit li vegetable decomposition, on which

shrubs and plants grow in great luxuriance. Myrtles ap-

pear in all parts, and a most beautiful variety of the passion-

llovver is found in equal abimdance.

«' The animals are chielly opossums, inonkeys, ami

armadillas. Of birds, llure are crants, hawks, parrots,

of various species, hunnniug-liiids, and toucans, the latter,

of every variety, in great mnnbers. There are also a

variety of serpents.

" 'I'hc island is divided hito four panslies ; vi/. Noss Seii-

horade Dercito, St. Antonio, Laguiio, i.ml Uiberon. Tlus

divisions of the opposite part of the continent are likewise

under the iurisdiction of the governor of St. CaUieiine's,

who is subject, in certain cases, to die capitania ol St.

Paul's, and in others to the government of Hio de Jaut;iro.

" Of the fortresses which defend this island, the most

considerable are Santa Cruz , already inenlioned ;
Porto

diced, Uatoiies, Estreito, and Conccp(.uo. OH' lU«
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loin«\i' tlirir \n unfo mulioinup for n llcrt of men of \v«r,

.uiit (III* liHiiuiiir wliidt il piolnclii iiiiiy lie riilcinl liy iiliip.i

(if tlll'IM' llUlulinl tOII!<, if IIOl of U llrllVV tllllOgllt of will)')'.

Sliipx |iiiMNiny< (lu< I'liHiiiii'l uii< i('i|oiit'<l lo nriul H lioitl on

nlioro tit Sniitti I'm/. Itofoiv llu\v |M'on<i'(l,

" 'I'lio liiiilo «if lliit |)lut'i< iH imoiiMiilcinMc, un IIio |mO'

<liu'0 tloc.t iitil iiiii«'li rxci'cil tlit< I'oiiiuiiiplioii of llii> iiiliii

liiliint:!, who nw, in kcikh*!, fiir fioni iitli. It iitViuilt mi

H|i(ic(-iil)lo iriintincnl to inricliiinlit who hiivo ilhconlniiM'tl

biLiiiUMN, inuKlutii of Mhi|)M wlio Imvo hfl olf goin|; to itoii,

nntl uthi'i' priiinnii, wlio, hiivniK irnnmt nn iMtl(<|M<utli<ii( <«,

Nri'k only h'liiino lo injoy il. I''i<w |ihM rt nic hritt i riili ii«

liilril loi Riit h u |nn|ioiii< lliini ihm ; il i* iiihvtnril hv ihif

iHnn(M)inn loiinlinK m'nki'U limn St, V«iilviiiliii, I'liiiionliiii o,

niulothi'i portii, liomiil for ihr I'hilii, MhirhlitiiniMillylomh

hi'ic ; mill il ii mn|ilv inosiilitl vmiIi inlixmiPi of nil ilr>ii'ii|i

lioiiH. 'I'ho inhiilnliiiilii, ni ^iiii'iiil, me vriy i ivil unil

toinlroim lo NlrmiKtuii: iho IiiiImh 1110 hinuliioinr, iiiiil vriy

livrly ; ihiii rliii<f <<in|iloyiiiriit in iniikniK ol hii «', ill vvliii II

they ilhiiliiy guMil liutv mitl iii|;iiiiiiily."

cii irri:n a/.

•^

I ui:iN<*ii AM) Dirnii domiinions iin south amiihk a.

sEirms I.

FIU'.NI II (ilHANA.

.1. Ills li'iii'l ol coiinliy i'xIi'iiiIn iilioiit two hiinihnl miil

f(nly inili'N iiloii); the nmil, from i'ii|i('( >raiiK(<, iniinilli hi-

tilnilc loin <ll'^l('l'<l twcnty-Ni'vni iniiiiilci), to ihr Kivci Mii-

rmii, in noilh hililmlc hi\ ili'|>iii'n foity-six inniiitrfi. 'I'll)'

NctllciiirnlN inr nut rxtcnilml iiliovc Iwriily niih'fi fnini tlir

Nrii-coiiNl, ihr inli'iiiii liciiiK mIiII iiiliiiliilril liy the niilivc

IndimiN, 'I'hc laml nil iilun^ ihr i-oiinI in low iniil iiiiii'ihy,

uml the 1 liiiiiitc I'KlK'iiii'ly inniilnlnioiiN: liiil mi tlic hi|{ht'i

piii'tH, wlict'o iho tii'c.i inc rut down, mill tlui i^ionnil liiiil

out ill plmitiilimin, llic nil is hriiilliy, mitl llio IiciiIn mi-

<'oiiNi(lciiilily initi^iiti'il liy the ni'ii-Iiii'ivcn.

The |iiiii«'i|iiil Mitttlinii'iitt of tilt) I'll nth in (iiiiiinu mr<

Nitiiiilcil in tilt; Inir of (.'iiyinni', whiih liiH oni- IimiiiIh^iI

iiiilfH \vvn\ of Ciipi) (hiin^f, ill lilt' iiKiiilli <if llir liver uf

the Nunic iiunif. Il in hImmiI foily-livf inili'i in liiciini'

fiii'cni'i', '.vt'll wootlnl mill wiiti'it'il, iiiliiiinilily rnliiviiliil,

mill i^xlii'tiirly fritiif in Nilgai, tiiliiii'cii, Iniliiiii 1 mii, |ilmilN,

fi'iiilN, tkr, 'I'liiH I'onnliy |iriiiliicf:M llitt (!iiy('iiiit'-|ir|i|iri,

wliit.'h (lie iiihaliiliinlH n^c to i'Xi:t'iiN. On tin- t'liHtriiiinuHl

|iiiiiil uf till- i.Hliinil ait- till' tiiwn mul full of St. Iiuniu,

'I'lie luwii I'onlains iilimit two hnntiiril limiHCH, o(-iMi|iii'tl

liy iiict;hanii'N anil tiatlt'inini'ii, mitl tin: furl Iiun a ^uuil |',ai-

I'iNiin; liiil tlir foil, wliiili NtmiiU lit tlii! Iiotlmn uf tin;

liailiuin, has nu uilit'i IiihIi wain than what ii iiavtil IVuiii

iuiii In lar^t! listniiN,

'I'Ik' l''rt'nt:li fiiHl I'Nlalilisiiril tln-nnirlvrs Inie in Ki'l.'j;

lilt' |ilai t) wan afli:i wuiih iiuischkciI alti'inaliiy liy (lit' I'-op;

lisli iinti l''rt'iii:li, to whom >inc(:u<MU;(j lln- Uiilch, but the

i'lciicli litiiilly |itcv«ilu(l, uiid mill rcluiii it.

si.crioN II.

DII'I'C 11 (aHANA.

Siluiitiim, Climiili, mill If/z/liilili' rniiliiitioni.\ '\'Ui\t

|iml of (iiiimiii lit'liiniiiiiK ''* l'**^ Hiilt'h ii Nuiiii-linirw iliN>

lin|;ni'iht'il liy the ii|i|iilhitiuii <if Sniiiimn. Il in niIiiiiIiiI

III Iwi't'ii livi> iinil Mt'vrii tli-y;ii<<-N of iioilli latiliiih', iHlt niliii((

It hniiilitil iinli-N aliiii){r, tin- iihinI, Iiomi tin- 1 ilh of ihd

Itivi-iOit iikii, niiilli, to till- Kivrr MiiiMlii, m I'luliili

( iiiiii.ia, on llio iiiinlh.

'I'lif t liiniilt' IN liy no iniani tliniiKU-oKliJi-, for llir liMtlfi-

wiiiilt hy tiiiy, lln- InntI liri-f/rw in llin ovnninn, uiiil lhi< 111-

vaiialilt- hn^'lht uf iIk- iiI|{IiIi*, wilh M'fixNliiii|; iU^wd, ri iidir

lilt: ail li'in|M-iiili' and Naliilniunit.

Iti-nitli-ii iM-i-N mill iihinln iiiiinnuii lo ulhi-r coiitiliirii,

lilt- Siniinahii III-)-, |iiriiliat lu (>iiiiiiia, in ihIii iniil a |ii«-

I ilit in ilyNriitciii'N. 'I'lu' < iiiiiikf i<t a |ii'iiiit iuioi mil, ihv

|iuwilrr uf whii II ill'- IndiuiiN i.tiiitral nniU-r thi n mill*,

till lilt y havi' an u|i|iuilnnily of iniUing il inio llii' iuiiil

III dunk III llioni! lliry wi>ih lu |iuiiiiiii,

.liiiiiuil:i.\ Ainoii({ tin- miiiiialH |MM nliat to llif tuiniliy

llirir in an aiii|iliiliiuiii ( icaliiif, t iillril An/////'/, idiuiil llii<

hi/T uf a mnall {>%. 'I'lif loatl and li«-l an- like ilium- of

a piiK dii)*;, liiil It IK wilhonl a lail, and iln Ihuli, liy lln:

l'',inu|iialiH v\li'i H-nidf In-ii', I'l |iirfiiiid lo all uiliii kimU

uf inial. 'I lilt niunkiyn ul ihi'i luiniliy uu- viiy niimo

luiiH, ami lhi;ir «|(i:iif« varitniH. lit if mf ''"'ti twiti' an

Ii0i;ti USOtlll, and witliutll tails. Mu-.l JMUJ,!- Hi'hiH!!!!!

Hlifp in ImnniKH kH,aK l»i'iii(f nioii; utintf liuni Mipunl'i and

poinuiiun-i iiiNiilii Iml tliin ilm;* not ni'i ilif ihf.in fium iIk

hall, whitti appioat II any part of tlir hud'/ lliat ih mirn-

vcicd, gciitruily lln: fi'd, opt-n u vi:iii mul iin k Ihr. hlood
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till they are siatisfiod. There is also peculiar to Giiiaim n

lnrp;e veiioiiioiis touti, called the pipn. Its young arc bred

in the back of the nuile, where the female deposits the

fgJ,'S.

There is so great a variety of beautiful birds in Guiana,

that several persons in the Dutch colony employ them-

selves and their slaves in killing and preserving birds for

the cabinets of luirope.

Most of the fishes of Guiana, also, are common with

those ol other countries. The torporific eel, when touched

either by the hand or by a rod of iron, gold, silver, cop-

j)i'r, or l)y a stick of some particular kinds of heavy Ame-

rican wood, couiniunicalcs a shock resembling that of

electricity.

Guiana abounds in serpents of various kinds. There

is one sort, not vcuduious, that measures sometimes above

thirty feet in leugtli, and Uiree in circumference. It has a

t;ipcr tail, armed wiih two claws, like those of a dunghill

cock. Small deer have bet-n found in their stomachs.

There are also some of those called anipliis biena.

The insects of Guiana arc innumerable, owing to the

constant wartntli and hi\niidityOf the cliuiatc.

Piiinipul To-^n.'\ The chief settlement is at Surinam,

a town built on a river of the same name; and the Dutch

have extended their plantations thirty leagues above the

mouth of this river. This was one of the richest and most

valuable colonies belonging to the United Provinces ; but

it is in a less prosperous situation than it was some years

since, owing, among other causes, to the wars with the

fugitive negroes, whom the Dutch treated with great bar-

barity, and who are become so numerous, having increased

from year to year, that they have formed a kind of colony

in the woods, which are almost inaccessible, along the rivers

of Surinam, Saramaca, and Copename, and are become

very formidable enemies to their former masters, lender

the conmiand of chiefs, wliom they have elected among

themselves, they have cultivated lands for their subsist-

ence, and make frequent incursions into the ucighbouiing

plantations. The chief trade of Surinam consists ni su-

gar, a great deal of cotton, coffee of an excellent kind,

tobacco, flax, skins, and some valuable dyeing drugs.

They trade with the North-American colonies, who bring

hither horses, live cattle, and provisions, and take home

a large quantity of molasses.

About twenty-five leagues from Surinam is tfit, colony

of Berbice, so called from a river of the same name.

Fort Nassau is the seat of government. There are seve-

ral settlement? and plautations on the River Conya, which

form a part of the colony of Berbice.

Inhabitants, Customs, Manners, tS*-] The inhabitants

of Dutch Guiana are either whites, blacks, or the reddish

brown aboriginal natives of America. The promiscuous

intercourse of these difi'ereut people has likewise generated
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several intermediate casts, whose colours immutably de-

pend on their dej^ree of consanguinity to either whites,

Indians, or negroes. These arc divided into Mulattoes,

Tercerones, Quarterones, and Quinleroncs, with several

intermediate subdivisions, proceeding from their retrograde

intercourse. The natives are divided into difl'ercnt tribes,

more or less enlightened and polished, as they are more

or less removed from the settlements of the Europeans.

They allow polygamy, and have no division of lands. The

men go to war, hunt, and fish; the women look after do-

mestic affairs. Their arms are bows, arrows, clubs, and

poisoned darts, blown through a reed. They go almost

naked, excepting npon particular occasions, when they

ornament their heads with feathers. Tin y are cheerful,

humane, and friendly; but timid, and addicted to drinking.

Their houses generally consist of four stakes, with

cross-i)oles, covered with leaves. They set thei'i up,

pull them down, and carry the whole with ihem, at plea-

sure, as their dwellings are light, and their lives ambula-

tory. They bury their dead naked, and get drunk at the

funeral, to drown their sorrows. When the body has been

interred a sufficient time for the flesh to be rotten, they

take up the bones, distribute them among the relations and

friends of the defunct, and again get intoxicated, to testify

their respect for the memory of the deceased. Their wants

are easily supplied, and their vices are but few. Conti-

nence before marriage is not considered as a virtue, but

no injurv is so surely revenged as the infidelity of a wife.

Nothing is cultivated here by the natives but plantain,

cassava, and yams, and one month's cultivation suffices

for all these. The men are all hunters, and they can al-

ways find game or fish, if they prefer it, without danger

or toil. They dress it by boiling, either in water or in the

juice of cassava, anj,i season it very high with Cayenne

pepper. I'he only set time of eating is the evening,

when they return from hunting : in general, they eat when

they are hungry. They scarcely know salt, but sometimes

preserve animal-food by smoke-drying it. Their drink is

water, or a fermented liquor, prepared from the plantain,

called pievoree : when they have plenty of this, they are

continually inebriated ; so that their indolence and impro-

vidence, by preventing a constant supply, become public

and private blessings.

As supplying the wants of nature, in so fertile and de-

lightful a country, takes up but a small portion of their

lime, they fill up the intervals by various amusements

:

they bathe and swim in the rivers, in large companies, se-

veral times a day, without paying any regard to distinc-

tion of sex ; and they swim so well, that they may be

almost reckoned among amphibious animals. At other

times, they visit each other, and are mutually entertained

with the simple occurrences of their lives, and a great va-

riety of fables, which are merry, significant, and moral.
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Sometimes they dance, and frequently burst into immode-

rate laughter ; and vomctimcs they recline indolently in

their hammock, wliere they not only sleep, but eat,

converse, and play, blow a kind of rustic flute, pluck out

tiie hair of their beards, or admire themselves in looking-

glasiies I

The women suffer nothmg in parturitum, which is at-

tended neither with danger nor pain. The mother and

child, immediately after delivery, are phniged into the

water, and the next day she returns to her employment,

as if nothing had happened. The children are fed, and,

during their infancy, no other care is taken of them

;

none are sickly or deformed : the boys, as they grow up,

attend their fathers in hunting, and the girls assist their

mothers. In old age, they become wrinkled ; but are never
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either bald w grey. As they have no method of com-

puting time to any number of years, their age cannot be

ascertained; but there is sufficient reason to conclude that

their lives are long.

In all their traffic with each other, or with the Euro-

peans, they estimate every thing by their present want of

it : they will at one time demand a hatchet for that which,

at another time, they will exchange for a fish-hook.

These hapjiy people live together upon terms of perfect

equality, having no distinction but of age, or personal

merit; neither have they any division of property; eacli

amicably participates the ample blessings of a delightful

and extensive country : envy, fraud, and violence, are

precluded, natural desires are immediately and innocently

indulged, and government rendered wholly unnecessary.

CHAPTER XIL

COUNTRIES IN SOUTHAMERICA IN POSSESSION OF THE NATIVES.

AMAZONIA.

T Boundaries, Extent, Ifc.

HIS extensive country, which derived its name from

the Spaniards, under the command of Orellana, being

opposed by troops of women, when they entered the

river, is bounded, on the north, by Terra Firma; on

the south, by Paraguay, or La Plata; on the east, by

part of Brazil and the Atlantic Ocean ; and, on the west,

by Peru. It is about twelve hundred miles in length, and

nine hundred and sixty in breadth.

No European nation has yet made any settlement in this

country. Indeed, very little of it is known, except along

tlie west banks of the river, and the west frontiers of the

i'oituguese colonies in Brazil.

Climate, Soil, and Prodiutions.] The air is cooler

here than might be expected so near the equator, which

proceeds from the heavy rains, that occasion the rivers to

overflow their banks one half of the year; and from the

cloudy weather, and shortness of the days, which never

exceed twelve hours. A brisk easterly wind also cools the

air, which blows from the Atlantic Ocean quite through

the country. Here are terrible storms of thunder and

liglilning, during the time of the rains.

The fttce of the country is extremely beautiful, and the

soil fertile, producing cocoa-nuts, anairas, or pine-apples,
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guavas, bananas, and other tropical fruits; cedar, iron-

wood, so called from its weight and density ; red-wood,

oak, ebony, logwood, and many other sorts of dying woods

and drugs ; together with cotton, tobacco, sugar, maize,

cassava-root, yams, potatoes, sarsaparella, and canela, or

spurious cinnamon.

The woods produce excellent honey, balm, wild-fowl,

and venison. The honey is exquisite, and the balm good

against all wounds. Parrots are as numerous here as pi-

geons in England. They have vast numbers of fish, of all

sorts, in the rivers and lakes ; and, among others, mana-

tis, or sea-cows, that are amphibious, and feed on the

banks ; and tortoises, of a large size and delicate taste

;

but the fishers must be upon their guard against crocodiles,

alligators, and water-serpents.

Customs, Manners, 4c.] The natives are of a good sta-

ture, have handsome features, long black hair, and copper

complexions. They have a taste for the imitative arts,

especially sculpture and painting, and are good mecha-

nics. Their cordage is made of the bark of trees, their

sails of cotton, their hatchets of tortoise-shells, or hard

stones ; their chisels, plains, and wimbles, of the teeth

and horns of wild beasts ; and ihcir caiiocs are hollowed

trees. They spin and weave cotton-garments themselves

;

and their houses and huts are of wood, thatch, and clay.

Their arms, in general, are darts and javeluis, bows and

arrows, with targets of cane or fish-skius. They are such

9E
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food archers, that tht-y kill TmIi in the water with their

Mrrows, which thejr oat without hread or salt. The seve-

ral tribei are goveriieii by their cliicrs nr caciques ; for, it

is observable tliiit, the monarchical form of goverumcnt

hus prevailed almost universally, both among the ancient

and modern barbaiiiins, as requiring by far a much less

refmed policy than (he repiiblicnn system. The regalia,

by which the cliitf-t nro distinguished, are a crown of par-

rots' feathers, it cliain of lions' teeth, or claws, about

their middle, and a wooditi sword iu their hand. Bolli

sexes sometimes wear mantles of the skins of beasts, or

cotton, but generally go naked. In some districts the

men thrust pieces of cane through their ears and under-

lips, and hang glasi^-beads at the gristle of their noses;

but in others they wear plates of gold at their ears and

nostrils. They allow of polygamy ; and the women here,

as in the other American nations, do the most laborious

work. They worship tlie images of their ancient heroes,

or subovdinale deities; but have no temples or orders of

priests among them.

Here are a people, called Omaguas, who, to render

their cliildicii liemitijui, flatten the fore and hind parts of

tlie head, which gives them a monstrous appearance.

This practice is strictly kept up among them; and they

make a jest of the other inhabitants of Amazonia, calling

them citlahnsk-hiods.

'I'he Aruacas, or Arujics, are a most interesting tribe,

and are regarded as the ancestors of those amiable West-

Indians, whom Columbus found in Ilispaniola, Cuba,

and Jaiuaica, where their bitterest enemies were the Ca-

ribbees of the Windward Islands. Stedman, in his voyage

to Surinam, mentions them as a ha|)py and innocent race,

without care or poverty, in a dehcious country ; and they

even die with cheerfulness, in a certainly of passing to a

yet more happy land. These Indians delight in personal

cleanliness, and both sexes swim with great ease and agi-

lity. He saw a party of Aruacs enjoying this favourite

recreation, and represents them as wholly dift'erent from

the other tribes which he had seen. One girl was of ex-

traonlinary beauty, fairer than the usual copper-colour.

She came out of the river, and her only dress was a little

square apron, composed of small beads, while her hair

was fastened up with a broad silver-bodkin. Her charm-

ing features, her nymph-like form, her healili, and playful

liveliness, surpassed description; while her physiognomy

announced an amiable simplicity and innocence. Taking
her bow, she killed a parrot with a round-headed arrow.

The Aruacs often kill macaws and pigeons on th«'ir flight.

They are attached to the Europeans ; and are equally re-

markable for probity and gratitude; but, when provoked

to war, they assume the bow and a heavy club. Although

the Aruacs are now considerably removed from the ocean,

lliey descend the rivers in large canoes, sometimes forty

GliOGUAPIIY. [PART III.

feet in length. Tlitir piincipal body lives still on the

sea, between Cape Nassau and the mouth of the Oroo.

iioko.

Jlislori/.] (jonzalo Pizarro, brother to Pizarro, the con-

quiror of Peru, was. the lirsl who undertook to explore

the climes of Amazonia; and the following account of his

proceedings has been given by a respectable writer:—

•

" Previously to the expedition, he raised an army, com«

posed of some ii«panish veterans, horse and foot, together

wid) about four thousand Indians. The latter were prin-

cipally employed in carrying the baggage, and driving n

great number of Indian sheep, hogs, Jkc. before them,

for the sub.sistence of the army by the way. I'hus pre-

pared, he set out from Quito, in Peru, about Christmas,

in the year \.'>3'.h A dreadful earlliquake, and a terrible

storm, which la.sted niaily fifty days, greatly impeded his

inarch, and many of his Indianii died through the severity

of the weather. After surmounling iuimmerable diflicul-

ties, they arrived at a province called Cumaco, where

they found plenty of provisions, a great number of cinna-

mou-trees, and niany naked inhabitants. Here raonzalo

left the principal part of his people, taking with him only

a few of the most active to search for a pass into the neigh-

bouring country ; for hitherto they had been enveloped

with mountains and wood.s, through the latter of which

they were forced to cut their way, and in the former they

endured astonishing hardships.

" With inexpressible labour and sutfering they came at

length to a province, called Cuca, which was more popu-

lous th:in any they had forsnerly passed. Here provisions

were plentiful, and the cacicpie, or king of the country,

canu> in a peaceiible manner to welcome them, and brought

them provisions.

" In these parts they reinaine<l two months, in expec-

tation of tlie arrival of those Spaniards whom they had left

in Cufligco, and had directed to follow them by such

traces H^^ marks as they should find of the way they had

taken b^are them. I'heir companions being come up and

refresheoWfer th('ir journey, they marched by the banks of

a great river, for die space of fifty leagues, in all which

way ihey neither found bridge or ford.

" At length they came to a place, where the whole river

falls from the top of a rock, above two hundred fathoms

high, which cataract makes a noise that is heard above six

leagues from the place; at which, though the Spaniards

were amazed, yet it was much more wonderful to see,

above forty or fifty leagues lower, that immense quantity

of water contracted and straitened within a channel made

by one great rock. This channel is so narrow, that, from

one side to the other, it is not above twenty f( it wide, but

so high, that the top, where the Spaniards made their

bridge, was two hundred fathoms from the water. Gonr

j:alo Pizarro, and his captains, considering tbeie was no
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otluT passage to !»e found on tlie river, and llinl it wai lie-

cennary to pasM to tlie oilier side, because llii' lountry wns

bill reu (III llmt side w ln;i e tlicy were, agreed lo luiiko u

bridge over the top of tlie rock.

" 'I'lie Indinin on the opposite »id< , ihoiigli fuv» in luini-

ber, stoutly defended the patfi, but vktre driven from it

by the fire of the iuuiket)i. 'i'he paw being now clear, the

Spaniards fell to work on the bridge of timber, which cost

much labour before the first beam could be passed over

to the opposite rock ; by the help of which a second was

more easily laid, and then other pieces of limber ;
so that

by degrees they formed a bridge, over wliicli both m. n and

horses passed securely: after this they manhed by the side

of the river over mountains, covered so thick with wood,

ihat they were forced to open their way again with

hatchets. Through these difficulties lluy came at lengdi

to u country called (Juenia, where the Spaniards, and

their Indian servants, were forced to sustain ihemselves

with herl)8 and roots, and with tender sprouts of trees.

'J'hus, with famine and perpetual rains, inaiiy of the

Sponiaids fell sick and died. They arrived afterwards at

a country, where the natives were more civilized than in the

former. These ate maize, or Indian corn, and clothed

themselves with garments of cotton ; but still the climate

was subject to vidlent lains.

" While they staid in this place they sent out parlies

every way, to see if they could discover a better country,

but they met widi nothing but wild mountains, full of bogs,

lakes, and moorish grounds, over which was no passage.

Hereupon they resolved to build a briguntine, to ferry over

frnni one side of the river to the other, which was be-

come two leagues broad. In order to this, the first thing

to be done was to sot up a smith's forge, for nails and

iron-work, which they made of the shoes of the horses

Ihcy had killed for food, and some iron bars they had car-

ried with them ; but iron was now become more scarce

than gold.

" Gonzalo Pizarro, though chief commander, was the

first that laid his hand to the axe, lo hew down die tim-

ber, and to make the charcoal, which was requisite to

forge the iron ; and always the most forward in every me-

nial ofHce, that, by thus giving a good example, none

might lake occasion to excuse himself. The rosin, which

issued from certain trees, served them insftad of pitch,

and their old shirts and rags were made use of instead of

oakum, to caulk the seams of their vessel, which, being

in this manner finished, they launched into the water with

'Cat joy and triumph, imagining that hereby they should

<iuickly escape out of all their dangers and difficulties.

But it proved otherwise, for a few days shewed ihe con-

trary, and gave them cause to repent that they had ever

made it.

" All the gold they had gathered, which amounted lo
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above the value of one hundred thousand pieces of eigii.,

widi abundance of euifralds, some of which were of great

value, as alto their iron and iron-work, and whatsoever

was of any eitecm, they loailcd in their vessel :
and siu h

as were weak and sick, and not alile to travel, were also

put on board. 'I'lieii, after a journey of almost two hun-

died leagues, they departed from this place, taking their

course down the stream, some by water and others by land,

keeping such a convenient dii-tance from each other, that

at night they always joined and lodged together, which

journey was performed with great difficulty ; for those on

the land were forced lo open a great part of the way with

hatchet and bdl, and those on the water were put to hard

labour, to keep the vessel from being forcibly carried dow ii

l)y the current from the company on shore. When at any

time their passage was interrupted by some mountain,

so that they could not keep near the river, they ferried to

the other side, by help of their vessel, and four canoes

they had made; but diis was a great hinderance to ihtm,

and very grievous to men starving and perishing widi

hunger.

" Having in this manner travelled for the space of two

months, they at lengdi met with certain Indians, who, by

signs, and some words, which were understood by dicjr

Indian servants, gave liiem inlelligence, that about ten

days' journey from thence they would find a country well

peopled, stocked with provisions, and abounding wilh

gold and odier riches, of which they were in pursuit; and

further signified to them, that this country was situated on

the banks of another great river, which joined and fell into

that wherein they now were. The Spaniards being encou-

raged with this news, Gonzalo Pizarro made Francisco de

Orellana captain of his brigantine, and put fifty soldiers on

board, giving them orders to pass down the stream to

diat place where the two rivers met, and that, there leav-

ing the goods he had then on board, he should load his

vessel wilh provisions, and return towards them with all

speed imaginable, to relieve dicm in their distress; many

of the Spaniards being already dead, and more Indians,

who, from four thousand, were now reduced to half the

number.
" According to these orders, Francisco de Orelfena en

tered on the voyage, and, in the space of three days, with-

out oars or sail, only by force of the current, was carried

to the confluence of the two rivers, mentioned by the In-

dians, but found no provisions there; whereupon, Orel-

lana, pretending that it was impossible to return lo Pizarro

against the stream, resolved lo set up for himself; to

continue his voyage to the mouth of the river, and then

go over into Spain, and obtain the government of those

countries for himself: but this cruel resolution was op-

posed by many of those who were then wiUi him. They told

I
him plainly, ihal he was not to exceed the orders of his
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captain-general, and that it was inhuman to foriake his

cuiiiponiuns in their great distreNS, kiMwingJiow useful and

neccKsury that brigunttiie was to them. In tiiia point none

waa more zeah)Us than friar (Juspnr Carvajal, and a young

native of Biidajoz, nnmrd Hernando Sanchez do Vargas,

whom those of the contrary opinion made their chief, and

were so warm in their dcbatei on thiit snhject, that the

quarrel had come to blows, had not Orellana, with fair

\vor(N, appeastd the tumult; however, he managed so

artfully aflcrwaidK with those who had opposed hii inten-

tions, that he enticed them all over to hi.>* party; and then

rudely Ireufed the friar, whom he had exposed to the

same famine and misery (had it not been for respect to

\m habit and profession) as he did Sanchez de Vargas,

whom he left in that desert, encompassed with high moun-
tains on the one side, and a great river on the other, to

perish by famine.

" Francisco de Orellana afterwards found some provi-

sions amongst the natives on the river below ; but, be-

cause the women came out at first with their husbands to

oppose his landing, he gave it the name of the River of

Amazons. Proceeding yet farther down this river, they

foimd these Indians more civil than the other, who receiv-

ed them amicably, admiring the brigantine, and men so

strangely habited. These treated the Spaniards hospitably,

a.id furnished them with as much provision as they had

occasion for. Orellana remained here, therefore, several

weeks, and built another brigantine (for they were very

much straightened for room in the first); and, having fitted

it up as well as they were able, they adventured out to sea,

sailing along the coast of Caribbiana, about two hundred
leagues to the northward, till they arrived at the island of

the Holy Trinity, having escaped such dangers that they

often gave themselves over for lost. At this island Orel-

lana bought a ship, with wl.ich he sailed into Spain, where
he requested his majesty's commission for the conquest and

government of the country of the Amazons, as he thought

proper to style it.

" To make this enterprise appear the more desirable, he

alleged that it was a country abounding with gold, silver,

and prfcious stones, and in testimony thereof produced

the riches which he had brought with him ; whereupon his

majesty granted the request he made, for the government

of what he should conquer there ; and Orellana was
joined by live hundred volunteers, the greatest part of them
men of rank, with whom he embarked at St. Sucar, for

the river Amazon, in the year 1554; but he lost one of

his ships ill his voyage thither, and met with so many dif-

licuities and misfortunes before he had sailed one hundred

leagues up the river, that he abandoned the enterprise,

and died on his return home. Gonzalo Pizarro, who was

left in such distress after Francisco de Orellana ran away
with the brigantine, first built ten or twelve canoes, and
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(h*«n floats, to pass fr<im oba side of tde nver to the other,

as often as his march wis interrupted by impassible moun-

tains or morasses, and proceeded in that manner down the

river, in hopes to meet the brigantine they had despatched

for provisions. At tiie end of two months they arrived at

the point where two rivers met ; but, instead of their bri-

gantine, and the provisions they expected to meet with,

they found only Hernnii de Vargas, who, with constancy

of mind becoming a man of honour, had endured, with

great resolution, famine, and all the miseries to which he

was exposed in that solitude. I'rom him they received a

particular account of the villany of the perlidinus Orel-

lana, which Pizarro coidd scarcely credit, having hitherto

reposed an entire confidence in him.

" The general, however, cheered his men, and encou-

raged them with hopes of better fortune; telling them that

they ought, like Spaniards, to bear with equality of mind
these labours and disappointments ; that the inoie danger,

the more honour, and the greater their renown would be

in history, which would transmit the fame of their adven-

tures to future ages. The soldiers, observing the cheer-

fulness of their general, who had most cause to resent

Orellana's usage, took heart, and continued their march
by the banks of the river, sometimes on one aide, and

sometimes on the other.

" But the difficulty of carrying the burses over upon
floats (for there still remained about fifty of them) cannot

be expressed, any more than the famine they were exposed

to. However, the Indians who remained alive served their

masters with great faithfulness and affection in these ex-

tremities, bringing them herbs, roots, and wild fruit; with

snakes, and other vermin, found in these mountains, all

which went down with the Spaniards ; nor could they have

subsisted without such kind of food.

" Gonzalo Pizarro, being now resolved to return to

Peru, left the river, and took his way more to the north-

ward, which proved shorter by one hundred leagues than

the way they came, but no less difficult, being forced

frequently to cut their way through the woods; and, for

want of other provisions, they now ate up all their re-

maining horses and dogs; for the four thousand Indians,

who used to purvey for them, all died in this expedition;

and there were but eighty Spaniards who returned to Quito

alive, and tliAe almost without clothes, and so sun-burnt

and emaciated with fatigue and want of food, that their

nearest friends scarcely knew them.

" \\ ith such insupportable hardships and hazards did

the first Spanish adventurers struggle in search of gold,

even when tliry had before acqnired enough to have satis-

fied the most boundless avarice. Gonzalo Pizarro, who

was one of the proprietors of the mines of Potosi, had

not amassed less than one million of crowns before he

entered upon this expedition.
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*' Pettr fit" Oisiia, wlio nftcrwnrds ohtaimd a conimU-

ion from tlie giiveiiior «l I'l iii, in llin >«iti liiO, to siili-

(luc lliu pi'oviiict'i bordt'iiitji; on ihc Hivvr Aniuxon, imii-

liiiiki-d oil the llivcr \un\u, in i't-ni, with iti'vuii hiiiKhid

nrnird S|>uiiiui'tli, nnd two ilioiitiiiiil Iiiiliuiis, uiid stuilrd

duvMi (lie iitrt'iuii U\o or thivu laiiulird li'iigticit, till lie

came to tho coiillutiup of the two rivt-rs, Ainii/oii and

Xuiixa, mid (-oiitiiiiiiii<|; his v<>y:i;;o afterwurds two liuiidrt'd

Icugiien farllicr, miii kiilid in u muling of liin men, which

|)ut a |)i'i ind to that iiiU rprioc.

" St vend odicr ndvciilniers iiiude the like attempts afler-

wardit, liut most ol tiiom proved unfortunate, till two

nionki), and nonui sohlitrs, who set out with .lolin de Pa-

lacios, from (jnito in I'ern, in the year lf)35, and em-

baikiiij; on the IJivtr Amazon, wlierc it lirsl becomes iia-

vi^ahh', sailed the whole leiij;tli of it, till they arrived at

I'aria in Hia/il, whirli lies on the south side of the moulli

of tlii" Rreat river: liut their captain, John I'alacio'i, was

killed in a .skirmish with the natives in their passage.

" The friars havin;; given an account of their voyage to

the governor of Ura/.il, he ordered sloops and boats to be

provided, on whii h he embarked seventy Portuguese and

two thousand Imliaiis, and, in October, 1(),J7, ordered

them to sail up liie livtr, under the command of Texeira,

a mariner of great skill and experience, who, by the help

of the easterly wind, which generally blows liere, sailed

up against the current, till he arrived at Les Ueys, a town

of Quito in Peru ; but the river not being navigable higher

for his vessels, he left them there, and went by land to

the city of Quito, where he was kindly received by the

Spanish governor, and furnished w itli whatever he wanted

to facilitate his return to Urazil. The governor sent two

Spanish Jesuits down the river with him, ordering them

to embark for Sjjaiu, when they arrived at Brazil, and

comnumicate the observations they should make in this

voyage to his Catholic Majesty; and embarking again at

Les Ueys, on the lliver Amazon, w ith the tw o Jesuits, in

the month of February, Hj:38, arrived at Paria, in Brazil,

the December following; from whence the Jesuits went

over to Spain, and published a narrative of their voyage

in 1640."

?*•

SECTIO}^ II. ^
PATAGONIA, OR TERRA MAGELLANICA.

This country derived its name from a tribe of its inha-

bitants, called Palagoiis; but the Spaniards called it Terra

Mii^ellanica, from Ferdinand Magellan, who discovered

the adjacent straits, in the year 1320. It extends from Chili

and Paraguay to the utmost extremity of South-America,

being seven hundred miles long, and three hundred broad.

The lofty mountains, called the Andes, traverse the whole

,
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country from nortli to louth. Tlie northern parts contain

an almost iiirxhaustible stock of large timber; but, iu the

soutlieru districts, there is scarcely a tree fit for any me-

chanical purpose.

Here is good pasturage, and incredible nundicrs of wild

homed cattle and horses, which were brought hitlier by

the Spaniards, and liave increased amazingly. 'I'he east

coast is chiefly low laud, with few good harbours. One

of the best is Port St. .luluii.

Jiiimah.] The most remarkable animal of this country

is the (juanico, which, iu size, form, and colour, resembles

a deer; but it has a hump on its back, and no horns.

They are very sliy, and veiy swift. Some parts abound

with seals, many of which are larger than a bullock. The

tigers here are very ravenous. P.ii t of a ship's crew being

sent on shore to fetch some guanicos, which iiad been shot

the night before, they found nothing left, except the bones,

the tigers having devoured the llesli, and even cracked the

bones, to come at the marrow. An oflicer, upon an ex-

cursion, shot a tigir-cat, a small but very tierce animal

;

for, though it was much wounded, it maintained a very

sharp contest with a dog, for a considerable time, before

it was killed. There are abundance of hares, the flesh

of which is white and well flavoured. A great number of

dogs are kept by the natives, for the purpose of chasing

the wild animals, which serve them for food. The horses

are well made and nimble, and in general fourteen hands

high. These, as well as the dogs, seem to be of a Spa-

nish breed. The horse-furniture consists of a saddle, stir-

rups, and bridle. 'l"he women ride astride, and, like the

ncn, evince great resolution and dexterity in horseman-

^iiip.

In some parts of the country, birds are so numerous,

that, when they rise, they literally darken the sky ; and

their eggs are so numerous, that a passenger is obliged to

tiead upon them. Among those seen by the Europeans

was one very remarkable for its plumage and magnitude.

The head resembled that of an eagle, except that it had

a large comb upon it. Uomid the neck was a white ruff,

exactly resembling a lady's tippet; the feathers on the

back were as black as jet, and as bright as the finest po-

lish could render that mineral. The legs were remarkably

strong and large, the talons were like those of an eagle,

except that they were not so sharp ; and the wings, when

extended, measured, from point to point, no less than

ei^ht feet. The ostrich is very large here, and constitutes

part of the food of the natives.

The most accurate and interesting accounts of the

inhabitants of this country are those of Commodore

Byron and Captain Wallis, to whom we are indebted for

the following particulars :

—

Commodore Byron relates that, when he came to anchor

on this coast, about two miles from the shore, he could

9G
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plainly see with his teleicope a number of horsemen, riding

to aud fro, directly abreast of the siiip, and wavnig soiiic-

thir.^ wliite, as an invitation to the people to come on shore.

In consequence of this, the commodore, attended by some

of his orticers and seamen, advani:ed in his boat towards the

bi>:icli, and, on a near approach, saw about live hundred

people, some on foot, but the greater part on horsei);iLk.

'I'iiey drew up upon a stony spot, and kept waving and hal-

looing, which the strangers supposed were mvUations to

land.

Though no weapons were seen among the natives, the

commodore deemed it prudent to make signs tliat they

should retire to a little distance, with which they inmie-

diateiy complied. They continued to shout most vocife-

rously ; and the commodore having landed w ilh his people,

drew them up upon the beach, with his officers at tlieir

head, giving strict orders that none of them should quit

their station till he should give the signal. He then ad-

vanced alone towards the Indians, and, perceiving that

they retreated, made signs that one of them should come

near. Accordingly a person, who afterwards appeared to

be a chief, approached. He was of gigantic stature, and

seemed to realise the tales of monsteis in human shape.

He w-s not measured ; but the commodore judged, from

the proportion of his stature to his own, that it could not

be much less than seven feet.

When this prodigy came up, he and Commodore Byron

iniillered something to each other as a salutation. The

commodore then walked widihim towards his comj)anions,

to whom, as he advanced, he made signs to sit down, and

they all readily complied. There were among thtm many

women, who seemed to be proportionably large; and few

of the men were less than the chief who came forward to

meet the commodore. He had heard the voices of the

savages very loud at a distance, and, when he came near,

perceived a considerable number of old men, who were

chanting some unintelligible words, in the most doleful

cadence, with an air of solemnity, which inclined him to

suppose that it was a religious ceremony.

Having looked round upon these enormous figures with

no small astonishment, the commodore took out a quaiv

tity of yellow and white beads, which he distributed among

them, and which they received with evident marks of plea-

sure. He then took out a whole piece of gictn silk-riband,

and, giving the end of it into the hand of one of tiiein,

made the person that sat next take hold of it, and so on

as far as it would reach. During this time, tliey sat very

quietly ; nor did any of those that held the ril)and attempt

to pull it from the rest ; though they were evidently more

delighted with it than with the beads. While the riband

was thus extended, Mr. Byron took out a pair of scissars,

and cut it between each two of the fiulians that held it,

60 that he left about a yard in the possession of every
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one, which he afterwards tied about their heads, where

they suftureil it to remain, wilhou-t so much as touching it,

while he w us with them.

It aiipi-.iri'il evident to the commodore, that the In-

dians, on whom he had conferred these presenis, were not

entirely uii:ii'i|uuinled « itli European connnodilies ; as,

upon a closer observatiim, he remarked one woman who
had bracelets, either of brass or very |)ale gold, upon her

arms; and some beads of bine glass, strung upon two

long queues of hair, which, being parted at the top, hung

down over each shoulder before her. She was of an

enormous si/e, and her face most hid('ously painted,

"^rhe commodore endeavoured, by evf.ry |)ossible means,

to learn where she procured the beads and bracelets, but

could not effcft it, through v.ant of being sufficieiiUy un-

derstood.

One of the men proiluced the bowl of a tobacco-pipe,

which was made of a red earth; but the commodore soon

perceived tliey luul no tobacco among them. Fie, there-

fore, beckoned to his people, who had remained upon the

beach, drawn up in the order he had left them, and three

or four of them ran forward, supposing that he wanted

assistance. The Indians no sooner saw these men ad-

vance, than they all rose up with a great clamour, and

were leaving the place, as imagined, to get their arms,

which were probably left at a little distance. The com-

modore, therefore, ran to meet the people, who were ad-

vancing in consequence of his signal, and told them, as

soon as he was got within hearing, that he would have

only one of them come up with all the tobacco he could

collect from the rest. W hen the Indians perceived this,

they recovered from their surprise, and every one retuined

to his station, except a very old man, who came up to the

connnodore, and sung a song of considerable length.

After the commodore had distributed the tobacco,

four jr five of the chief men came up to him, and inti-

mated by signs that they wished him to mount one of their

horses, and go with them to their habitations; but as it

would have been imprudent to comply, signs were made to

them, that he must return to the ship, at which they express-

ed great concern, and sat down in their former stations.

Dming this dumb-show conference, an old man often

laid his head down upon the stones, and, shutting his

eyes for about half a minute, afterwards pointed first to

his mouth, and then to the hills, meaning, as the com-

modore imagined, that if he would stay till the morning,

they would fmnish him with some provisions; but this oft'er

he was obliged to decline. When he left them, not one

of them offered to follow, but, as long as they could be

seen, remained quiet in their stations.

Commodore Byron's description of his first interview

with the natives of Patagonia, is, in general, confirmed by

that of Captain Wallis, who visited this country two years
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after him. That navigator relates, that when he approacli-

eil Cape Virgin Mary, he saw several men riding upon the

point of it, wlio made signals for tlie people on board to

come ashore. Having anchored in a bay close under

the south side of the cape, the natives continued abreast

of the sliip all night, making great fires, and frequently

shouting very loud. . At day-light great numbers of thcni

were seen in motion, making signals for the Europeans

to laud.

Having taken the necessary precautions, and left parti-

mlar orders on board to bring the ship's broadside to bear

upon the landing-place. Captain Wnllis went in his barge,

attended by some officers and men, properly armed, and

having reached the beach, made signs to liie natives to re-

turn to some distance, with which they immediately com-

plied. Having landed with several oflicers, and ordered

the marines to be drawn up, he made signs to the natives

to approach, and directed them to sit down in a semi-

circle, which tiiey did with great order. The captain then

distributed among them several knives, scissars, buttosis,

beads, combs, and ribands, which were received with evi-

dent pleasure.

After tiie distribution of these presents, the captain en-

deavoured to make tliem understand that he had other

things to dispose ot, but expected some ailicles in return.

He then caused some hatchets and bill-hooks to be pro-

duced, and pointed to some guanitoes, that happened to

be near, and some ostriches, which he saw dead among

them, making signs that he wanted to eat ; but they either

could not, or would not, understand him : for, though

they seemed very desirous of the hatchets and bill-hooks,

they gave not the least intimation that they would give any

provisions in return.

<"aptain Wallis, at his first interview with the natives,

cnused those that appeared to be the tallest among them

to be measured. One of these was six feet seven inches

liii'h : and several of them were six feet five and six feet

six inches. They were well-made, robust, and bony ; but

their hands and feet were remarkably small. Their com-

plexion was a dark copper-colour, like that of the Indians

in Noiih-America. Their hair was straight, and nearly

as harsh as hogs' bristles. 1 1 was tied back with a cotton-

string, but neither sex wore any head-dress. Their teeth

"were very white, even, and well-set.

The chief, who first came up to Commodore Byron,

had tiie skin of some wild beast thrown over his shoulders,

as a Scotch Highlander wears hii plaid, and was painted

<io as to make the most hideous appearance he had ever

beheld. Round one eye was a large circle of while, a cuxle

nf black surrounded the other, and the rest of his face was

streaked w ith paint of different colours. The wnole group

seen by the commodore were painted and clothed nearly ni

4ie same manner. The circles round the two eyes were
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in no instance of one colour ; but they were not universally

black and white; some being white and red, and some red

and black.

The chief clothing of these people is composed of the

skins of the guanico, sewed together into pieces about six

feet long, and five wide. These are wrapped round the

body, and fastened with a girdle, with the hairy side in-

wards. Some of them have a square piece of cloth, made

of the down) hair of the guanico, through w hich a hole

being cut for the head, the rest hang round them as low

as the knee. They are described, by Captain Wallis, as

wearing buskins, or boots, and painting themselves in the

strange maimer mentioned by Commodore Byron, with

this difference only, that the eye-lids of all the young wo-

men were painted black.

The Patagonians commonly carry a missile weapon, of

a singular kind, tucked into a girdle. It consists of two

round stones, covered with leather, each weighing about

a pound, which are fastened to the two ends of a string,

about eigli feet long. This is used as a sling, one stone

being kept in the hand, and the otiier whirled round the

head, till it is supposed to have acquired sufficient force,

and then discharged at the object. They are so expert in

the management of this double-headed shot, that they will

hit a mark, not larger than a shilling, with both the stones,

at the distance of fifteen yards. It is not, however, the

custom to strike either the guanico or the ostrich with

them in the chase; but they discharge them so as that the

cord comes against the legs of the ostrich, or two of the

legs of the guanico, and is twisted round them by the

force and swing of the balls, so that the animal, being

unable to run, becomes an easy pre" to the hunter.

With respect to food, while the Europeans staid on

shore, they observed the natives eat some of their flesh-

meat raw, particularly the paunch of an ostrich, without

any other prejiaration or cleaning, than just turning it

inside out, and shaking it.

The disposition of these people will appear from the

fallowing account of their visit to Captain Wallis, on

board his ship :

—

" When a proposal was made to them by signs that

the captain would take some of tliem on board, if they

were desirous to go, about one hundred eagerly offerea

to visit the ship, but it w as not deemed prudent to admit

more than eight of the number. They jumped into the

boat with the joy and alacrity of children going to a fair

and, having no intention of mischief against our people^

discovered no apprehension of harm from them. They

sar:" sever?.] of thek country songs while they were in

the boat, and, when they came on board, did not express

either the curiosity or wonder which the .nultiplicity of

objects, to them equally strange and stupendous, whicb

at once presented themselves, might be supoosed to ex-
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cite. When taken down into the cabin, tliey looked about

with great indifttrence, till one of them happened to cast

his eyes upon a looking-glass, which afforded them infi-

nite diversion. They advanced, retreated, and played a

thousand tricks before it, lati<vhing excessively, and talking

v^ry earnestly to each ollur. Soine beef, pork, biscuit,

, ..-iind other articles of the ship's provisions, being set be-

^ fore tlieni, they ate of them indischminately; but would

not drink any thing but water. 4^
" VV hen conducted tlirough the ship, they looked at nothing

with much attention, except the animals. Tiiey examined

the hogs and sheep with some curiosity, and were highly

delighted with tlie Gninea lions and turkeys. They did

not seem to desire any thing except apparel, and only one

of them, an old man, asked for that. Captain Wallis

gratified him with a pair of shoes and buckles, and gave

to eacii of the others a canvas bag, in which werje put

some needles ready threaded, a few slips of c'.oth, a knife,

a pair of scissars, some twine, a few beads, a comb, and

a looking-glass, with some new six-pences and half-pence,

througii which a hole had been drilled that was fitted witii

a riband to hang round the neck. They were offered

some segars, and smoked a little, but did not seem to enjoy

it. When they were shewn the great guns, they did not

appear to have any notion of their use. When the marines

were drawn up in order to go through part of their exercise,

and the first volley was fired, they were struck with asto-

nishment and terror. The old man, in particular, threw

himself on the deck, pointed to the muskets, and then

striking his breast viitli liis hand, lay some time motion-

less with his eyes shut. By this it was supposed he meant

to indicate that he was not unacquainted with fire-arms

and their fatal cfVects. The rest, seeing the crew merry,

and finding themselves unhurt, soon resumed their cheer-

fulness, and heard the second and third volley fired without

much emotion ; but the old man continued prostrate upon

the deck some time, and did not recover his spirits till the

firing was over.

„ " Being made to understand by signs that the ship was

proceeding farther, and that they must go on shore, they

discovered much reluctance to comply : all, however, ex-

cept the old man and one more, were got into the boat

widiout much difficulty ; but these stopped at the gang-

way, where the old man tiu-ned about, went towards the

stern, and stood some time without speaking. He then

uttered what was supposed to be a prayer, as he frequently

lifted up his hands and eyes, and spoke in a manner and

tone different from what had been observed in their com-
iiion conveisalion.

" When Captain Wallis intimated to him that it was ex-

pedient for him to go into the boat, he pointed to the

sun, and then moving his hand round to the west, paused,

looked in his face, laughed, aud pointed to the shore
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By this it was easy to understand that he wished to stay

on board till sun-set, and no little pains were taken to

convince him of the necessity of his going into the boat.

At length, however, he went over the ship's side with his

companion, and when the boat put off' they all began to

sing, and continued their merriment till they got on shore."

SECTION III.

STRAITS OF MAGELLAN.

Commodore Byron observes, that on his departure from

Patagonia, to pass through the Straits of Magellan, his

course through the first narrow was very rapid, the tide

being remarkably strong. The mariners saw a single

Indian on the south shore, who kept waving to lliem as

long as diey were in sight. They also saw some gn :>nicos

on the hills, though it had been asserted by a fornier na-

vigator that there were none on that shore.

The vessel coming to anchor oft" St. Bartholomew's

Island, six Indians came down to the water-side, and

continued waving and shouting for a long time ; but as the

seamen wanted rest, tiie commodore was unw-illing to

employ them in hoisting out a boat, and the Indians de-

parted. The commodore going in his boat in search of

Fresh-Water Bay, landed, with an officer, upon Sandy

Point, where they found plenty of wood and good water,

and for four or five miles the shore was very pleasant.

Over the point there is a fine level country, with a soil

that, to all appearance, is very rich, for the ground was

covered widi flowers of various kinds, that perfumed the

air with their fragrance. The grass was very good, and

intermixed with a great number of peas in full blossom.

Among tliis luxuriance of herbage were seen many hun-

dreds of birds feeding, which, from their form, and the

uncommon beauty of their plumage, the Europeans called

painted geese.

In the course of their walk, during which the commo-

dore and officer found great plenty of iine fresh-water,

though not the bay they sought for, they saw great numbers

of the huts of the Indians, which appeared to have been

recently deserted, as in some of them the fires were hardly

extinguished. They were situated in little recesses of the

woods, and always close to fresh water. In many places

were found plenty of wild celery, and a variety of plants,

which might prove of great benefit to seamen after a long

voyage. The keen air of this place made ihe people so

hungry, that they could have eaten three times their al-

lowance : the commodore was tiierefore pleased to find

some of them employed in haul' * the seine, and odiers

on shore wiUi their guns. Sixty large mullets were taken,

and the gunners had good sport, for the place abounded

with geese, teal, snipes, aud other birds.
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Captain Wallis, on his departure from Patagonia, tunied

into the Straits of Magellan with the flood-tide, between

Cape Virgin Mary :iiiil Sandy I'oint. \Vhen the ship got

abreast of this point, tliey stood close in to the shore,

where they observed two ^uanicos, and several <if the na-

tives on liorseback, who seemed to be in pursuit of them.

When the hoi semen approaclicd, these animals ran up

the country, and were pursued by the hunters, with their

slings in their hands, ready for the cast, but neither of

them was taken.

'I'lie ship having come to an anchor about three miles

fron» the shore, the natives made several large fires; and

at break of day about four hundred of them were seen

cntamped in a tine green valley, between two hills, with

thi ir horsi's feeding beside them.

Obstrvin" great numbers of the natives on horses abreast

of the ship, and being given to understand, by an olhcei,

that this was the place where Conmiodore Byron had tin

conference with the tall man, Captain Wallis sent two of-

ficers to the shore, but with orders not to land, as the

shii)s were at too great a distance to protect them. The

oflicers, on their return, reported that the boat having lain

upon her oars very near the beach, the natives came down

in gr.tat numbers, whom they knew to be the same per-

sons they had seen before, with many others, particularly

Monien and children ; that when they perceived our people

had no design to land, they seemed to be greatly disap-

pointed ; and those who had been on board the ship

M aded off to the boat, making signs for it to advance, and

pronouncing the words they had been taught, " English-

men come on shore ;" that when they could not get the

people to land, they were with great dithculty prevented

from getting into the boat ; that they presented them with

some biead, tobacco, and a few toys, pointing, at the same

time, to some guanicos and ostriches, and making signs

that they wanted them as provisions, but that they could

not mnke themselves understood ; and, finally, that find-

ing they could obtain no refreshment, they rowed along

the shore in search of fresh-water, but, seeing no appear-

at;ce of a rivulet, they returned on board.

At Port r'amine, where both our navigators touched,

the Spaniaids, in the year I08I, built a town, which ihey

called Plnlippeville, and left in it a colony, consisting of

four hundred persons. When the English navigator, Ca-

vendish, arrived here ill 1,J87, he found one of these un-

hapiiy wretches (the only one that remained) upon the

bench. They had all perished for want of subsistence,

exc( pt twenty-four. Tweniy-three of these set out for

the River Plata, and were never afterwards heard of. This

man, whose name was Hernando, was brought to England

by Cavendish, who callcil the place where he had taken

hini up Port Famine. It is a very line bay, and suth-

ciently capacious for many ships to moor in great safety.
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In this place tliere is »ery good wooding and watering, and

such a quantity of drift-wood as, the commodore said,

would furnish a thousand sail. Many small tish were taken

widi a hook and line off the ship's side, and the seine was

successfully hauled, in a fine sandy bay. a little to llie

southward of Sedger HJver. A great number of iiiids, of

various kindsj \vei« shot, particularly geese, ducks, teal,

snipes, plovers, and . race-horses. The w ater of Seilgei

Itiver is excellmt, but the boats cannot get in till about

the hour of flood, because it is very shallow at low water

for about three-quarters of a mile. Commodore Byron

went up it about four miles in his boat, but the fallen trees

rendered it impossible to go farther.

On each side of this river are the finest trees ever seen.

Commodore Byron was of opinion that they would supply

the British navy with the best masts in the world. Some

of them are of a great height, and more than eight feet in

diameter. Among others were found the pepper-tree, rii

great plenty.

In the woods, notwithstanding the coldness of the cli-

mate, there are abundance of parrots and other birds, of

most beautiful plumage. The commodore every day shot

geese and ducks enough to serve his own table and severaP

others, and every one on board might have done the same.

There was, indeed, great plenty of fresh provisions of all

sorts; for as much fish was caught every day as served the

whole ship's company. The commodore tracked many

wild beasts in the sand, but never saw one. Many huts,

or wigwams, were found, but not an Indian was met

with.

The country between Port Famine and Cape Forward,

which is distant about four leagues, is very fine; the soil

appears to be pretty good ; and there are three large rivers

in this part, besides several brooks.

'J'he country along the shore to the northward is very

pleasant, the ground beiuH; in many places covered with

flowers, equally beautiful and fragrant. Commodore By-

ron gives it as his opinion, that, if it were not for the s

verity of the cold in winter, this country might, b; - i

vation, be rendered one of the finest in the world

Captain Wallis confirms the account of Com.

Byron, with respect to the abundance of provisions . us

place. He says that, during his si.ip's stay tliere, they caught

fish enough to furnish one meal a-day for allhis men. Be-

sides a profusion of celery, they gathered great quanti-

ties of fruit, thai resembled the cranberry, and the leaves

of a shrub, somewhat like the English thorn, which were

remarkably sour. Uu the arrival of the ship, all the crew

began to look pale and meagre; many had the scurvy to a

ii,ieat degree, and upon others there were inanuesl signs of

Its approach, yet in a fortnight there was not a scorbutic

person on board. The recovery was effected by their be-

ing on sTioie, eaiuig plenty of vegetables, being obliged

9 a
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to wash their clothes, and to keep their persons clean, liv

dail}' iKithing in the sea.

An officer, who was sent out in unest of aneiiorinj;-

placcs, loporled, on his return, tliat he had ht-t'ii on slioic

at several places, where he hud lound plenty of wood mid

water, close to the beach, witli abundance of cranbc-iiii s

and wild celery. He had seen a ureat number of curnini-

bushes, full of ninipe frnil, and a jvrcat variety of biaiili-

fnl slnnl)s in blossom, bearing liowers of ditferenl co-

lours, piMticularly red, purple, yillow, and white ; besides

great plenty of winter-bark, a grateful spice, well known

to the botanists of ICurope. lie shot several wild tlueks,

geese, gulls, a h:i,wk, and other birds.

Port Mgmont, so called by Coniuiodore llyron, in ho-

nour of the earl who was then First Lord of the Admi-

ralty, is one of the finest harbours in the world, and so

capacious, that the w hole llrilish navy might ride in it with

security from all winds. In every part of this port there

is plenty of fresh-water; but there is a deliciency of wood.

Here are muscles, clams, cockles, and limpets. The
seals and penguins arc innumerable; niul the coast abounds

with sea-lions, many of which are of an enormous si/e. The
commodore w as once attacked by one of these animals very

unexpectedly, and it was with the utmost dillicully that he

could disengage himself. The peojile, at other times, hud

many buttles with them, and it has sometimes afl'orded a

dozen of them an hour's work to despatch one of them.

A bite of one of these creatures ahnost tore a very flue

mastiff dog to pieces. Nor were these the only dangerous

animals found here. An ofliccr, having been sent out to

sound the coast upon the south shore, reported, at his

return, that four fierce creatures, rcsemliling wolves, ran

up to their bellies in water, to attack the people in his

bout, and that, as they happened to have no fiic-arnis

with them, they had iinnuiliately put the boat olf iiilo

deep water. On the southern shore the otlicer afterwards

found one of the largest sea-lions ever seen. As the

boat's crew were well armed, they immediately engaged

him, and, during the contest, one of the other animals

was seen running towards them. He was fired at before

he came up, and presently killed ; though the conimodoie

wished they had taken him alive, which, if they had been

aware of his attack, might, he thought, easily have been

done. When any of these creatures got sight of any of

the crew, though at ever so great a distance, they ran di-

rectly at them ; and no less than five of them wen; killed

in one day. They were always called wolves by the slii|)'s

company, though, except in tlieir size, and the sliaj)e of

their tails, they had a nearer resemblance to foxes. They

are as large as a middle-sized mastiff, and their langs are

remarkably long and sharp. There are great nnni'uers of

them upon the coast, though it is not easy to guess how

they first came thither.
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The commodore, in the course of his jinssage, observed,

at the entranee of Jerome's Sound, on the north side,

three or four tires, and soon afterwards saw two or thii'i'

canoes paddling at'ler the ship. At length the canoes came

up, and one of tliein had the resolution to come ou boaid.

The euiioe was of bark, liadly construete*!, and the people

on lioaiil, consisting ol four men and two women, \>eip

the most miserable wretches ever seen. They were all

naked, except a slinking seal-skill that was thrown loosely

over their shoulders. They weie armed, however, with

bows and airows, which they readily bartcied tor a few

beads, and other trilles. The arrows were made of reed,

and pointed with a grei'ii stone. The cord of llip bow

was the dri»'d gut of stuiie animal.

Soon after the ship was at anchor abreast of Ihiehelor's

liiver, several Indians came on board, and were presenled

with beads, ribands, and other trilles, with which they ap-

peared highly delighted. C'oinmo(hiie llyKdi returned the

visit iiy going ashore among them, taking only a few [leople

with him in the boat, that the natives might not be alarmed.

The visitors were received with great exjtressioiis of kind-

ness, and, to make them wtleome, the natives brought

some berries, which they had gathered for that purpose,

and which, with a few nuiseles, seemed to be the princi-

pal part of their subsistence.

An otliecr, who had lieeii sent out to look for harbours

on the southern shore, i'e|iorled, on his return, that, being

on shore to the westward of C!ape Monday, he had fallen

in with some Indians, who had willi them a <'aiioe of a

constriielioii very tlilferent from any that had been seen in

the strait before. This vessel consisted of planks sewed

together; but all the others were nolhing more than the

barks of large trees, tied togi ili<'r at th<' ends, and k( pi

open; and short pieces of woud thrust in transversely be-

tween the two sides, like the boatuwhiih children make

of a bean-shell. The |)eople, he said, were the neare<it

to brutes, in their inanuer and a|ipearance, of any he hud

ever seen. 'I'hey were ipiite nakid, notwithsiaiiiliiig the

severity of the weather, except part of a seal-skiu thrown

over their shoulders. They had with them a liirjM piece <d'

whale-blubber, which stunk intolerably, iiiid one ol' them

tore it to pieces with his ieetli, and dislributeii it to the

rest, who ilevoiired it with the voracity «)f wild beasts.

'I'hcy did not, however, look upon what tluy *aw in lh('

possession of the Europeans with iiKlitference; for, while

one of iheiii was asleep, they cut olV the hinder part of

his jacket with a small Hint, which they use as a knife.

While tile ship lay at anchor in a bay, about a league

to the eastward of Cape Tpiight, seven or eight [ndiaiis,

ill a canoe, cume round the western point of the buy, and,

having laiuh^d opposite to tin; slii|), made a lire. The

sailors invited them to come on board by all the signs they

could devise, but without success: the coininodore, there
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the wonders tliey hail socii mado upon tlieir minds, and so

much did thry apptar to be absorbed in the present, witli-

oiit any liabitual exercise of power to rettect iip')ii tlic

past.

" About three nnies up bachelor's River, on the west

side, between Mount Misery and anotlier mountain of stu-

pendous height, there is a cataract, whidi has a very striking

nppearanre. It is precipitated from an elevation of above
four Iinu(hed yards; half tiie way it rolls over a verv

steep declivity, and the other part is a perpendicular

fill. The sound of this cataract is not less awful than the

sight.

" 'I'he country to the southward of the Strait appeared

horrid and dreary beyond description. It consisted of

crasgy nuiuntuins, much higlier than the clouds, and al-

together naked fiom the base to the summit, there not

bciiif.; a single shrub, nor even a blade of grass, to be seen

upon them. The valleys between ihem were equally deso-

late, being entirely covered with a deep snow, except in

a few places where it had been washed away, or converted

into ice, by the torrents which were pre'cipitated from the

crags of the mountains above, whore the snow had been
•lissolved

; and even those valleys, in the parts that were
free from snow, were as destitute of verdure as the rocks

between which they lay.

" Having steered fur Cape Upright, and anchored in

the bay, while the people were employed in getting wood
and water, and gatiiering celery and muscles, two canoes
full of Indians came along-side the ship. They had much
the saitie appearance as the tieplorable wretches seen be-

fore in Elizabeth's Bay. They had on board some seals'

flesh, blubber, and penguins, all of which they ate raw.

Some of our pei)|)le, who were fishing with a hook and
line, gave one of them a fish, somewhat bigger than a her-

ring, alive, just as it came out of the water. The Indian

took it hastily, as a dog would take a bone, and instantly

killed it, by giving it a bite near the gills. He then pro-

ceeded to eat it, beginning with the head, and going on
to the tail, without rejecting either the bones, fins, scales,

or entrails.

" They shivered with cold, yet had nothing to cover
them but a seal-skin thrown loosely over their shoulders,

which did not reach to their middle, and they were ob-
served, when rowing, to throw even this aside, and sit naked.
They had some javelins, riidoly pointed with bone, w idi

which they used to strike seals and penguins; and one of
them was observed to have a piece of iron, about the size

of a conmion chisel, fastened to a piece of wood, as if in-

ended rather for a tool than a weapon.

Their canoes were about fifteen feet long, three broad,
-nd nearly three deep. They were made of the bark of
trees, sewed together, either with the sinews of some
least, or thongs cut out of a hide. Some kind of rush
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was laid into the seams, and the outside was smeared with

a gum, which prevented the water from soaking iuto the

baik. Fifteen slender branches, bent into an arch, were

sewed transversely to the bottom and sides, and some
straight pieces were placed across the top from gimwale

to gunwale, and securely fastened at each end. On the

whole, however, they were poorly made, nor had these

people any thing among them in which there was the least

appearance of ingenuity. An hatchet or two were given

them, with some beads, and a few other toys, with wliich

they went away to the northward, and were no more seen

by any of our people.

" A party, sent out in search of anchoring-pl.ices, spent

a night upon an island adjacent to Cape Ijniglit, called

Dolphin Hay. They there saw several sm.ll coves, which

were all dangerous. Wliile they were tin re, six ciinoes

landed about thirty Indians, who ran to tlu boat, ml were

carrying away every thing they found in h;'r, but our

people discovered them just in time to jircvcnt them.

As soon as they found themselves opi)<»sed, they \^ent to

their canoes, and armed themselves with long pol-s and

javelins, pointed with the bones of fish. They did not

l)egin an attack, but stood in a threatening posture. Our
people, who were twenty-two in number, acted only on
the defensive, and, by distributing a few trifles among
them, rendered them friends, and induced them to behave

peaceably during their stay."

Captain Wallis, and those under his command, (piitted

this dreary region, on the lltli of April, 1707, Hfler being

exposed for nearly four months to the danger of shipwreck,

and undergoing a series of fatigues and hardships.

That our readers may form a judgment of the persons

and characters of the original inhabitants of South-Ame-
rica in general, we shall present them with the following

description from a geographical work of respectability :

—

" All the ancient natives of the country are tawny, of a

colour somewhat reddisli, and more or less clear. This

variety of shades in their complexion is probably owing
chiefly to the different temperature of the air in the several

climates they inhabit, varying from the intense heal of the

torrid zone, to the nipping cold caused by the vicinity of

the snows.

" This diversity of climes, with that of woody countries,

plains, mountains, and rivejs, as also the difference of

their diet, and the little correspondenc whi( h the neigh-

bouring nations have with each other, with a thousand

other causes, must necessarily have produced great variety

in the occupations and customs of these people. Besides,

it may easily !)e imagined, that a nation v, ho have been
Christians, and subject to the crowns of Spain and Por-
tugal, must have learned some of the manners of their

concpierors, and, consequently, that an Indian, who lives

ill a town or village of Peru, must dift'tr tVom a savage in
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the interior of the continent, and even from a new inha-

bitant of the missions ou the banks of the Maranon. It

might be needful, therefore, in order to give any one an

exact idea of the Americans, to make ahnost as many

descriptions as there are nations among them. Neverthe-

less, as all the European nations, though dift'ering among

themselves in language; manners, and customs, would still

have 'somewhat in common to all of them in the eyes of

an Asiatic, who should examine them attentively, so all

the American Indians, of the several countries, have cer-

tain features of resemblance in common with each other

;

and, with some slight variations, all of them appear to

be of one common temper, of which insensibility is the

basis.

" This undoubtedly proceeds from the small number of

their ideas, which extend no farther than their necessities.

Gluttons, even to voracity, when they have wherewith to

satisfy themselves; yet moderate when needs must, even

to shifting without any thing. Pusillanimous and cowardly

to the last degree; enemies to labour; unmoved by any

incentive to glory, honour, or gratitude ; wholly intent

upon the object that is before them, and always deter-

mined thereby, without any regard to futurity. Inca-

pable of foresight and reflection; giving themselves up,

when not nnder restiaint, to a childish joy, which tliey

express by skipping about, and immoderate fits of laugh-

ter, without either meaning or design ; they pass their

lives will-out thought, and grow old without having taken

leave of the faiihigs and follies of infancy."
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SECTION IF.

ISLANDS, CAPES, &c. IN THE SOUTHERN
EXTREMITY OF AMERICA.

FALKLAND ISLANDS.

These islands u\e siiuattd near the Straits of Magellan,

in the fifty-second d<:};iee of south latitude. They were

first discovered in 1594, bv Sir Riclmrd Hawkins, who

named the principtd f tlieni Hawkins' Miiidenland, in ho-

nour of Quoen Elizabeth. I'he prtsint name of F:i!k-

land was given them by Cii.plain Strons;, in 1().'39, «i'd

being adopted by Halley, it has fiom that Imie been re-

ceived in our maps.

The admiralty having revived the scheme of a settlement

in the South Seas, in the year 17fi4, Conmiodore Byron

was sent to take pfssnession of Falkland I«l:inds, in the

name of his Britannic Majesty, and, in his journal, he re-

presents them as a valuable acquisition. But Captain

Macbride, who, in 176(), succeeded that officer, repre-

sents them as the outcasts of mtnre. " We found," says

he, " a mass of islands and broken lands, of which the
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soil was nothing but > bog, w^i no better prospect than

that of a barren mountain, beaten by storms almost per-

petual. Yet this is sununer; and, if the winds of winter

hold their natural proportion, those who lie but two

cables' length from the shore, must pass weeks without

having any communication with it." The plants and ve-

getables which were planted by Mr. Byron's people, and

the fir-tree, a native of rugged and cold climates, had

withered away : but the goats, sheep, and hogs, that were

carried thither, were found to thrive and increase. Geese,

of a fishy taste, snipes, foxes, sea-lions, penguins, plenty

of good water, and, in the »ummer months, wild celery

and sorrel, are the natural productions of these parts.

They have occasioned some contest between Spain and

Great Britain ; but, being of little importance, they were

silently abandoned by the latter in 1774, in order to avoid

giving umbrage to the Spanish court.

TERRA DEL FUEGO, and Places adjacent.

Terra del Fuego, or the Land of Fire, so called from

a volcano in the island, is situated between fifty-three and

fifty-five degrees of south latitude, and separated from the

continent by the Straits of Magellan.

The most accurate description of this island is that of

our illustrious navigator. Captain Cook, to whom we are

indebted for the following interesting particulars :—
" On leaving the harbour of Rio de Janeiro, the capital

of Brazil, in December, 1768, after passing Falkland

Islands, we discovered, on the lllh of that month, the

coast of Terra del Fuego, at the distance of about four

leagues to the westward of the Strait of Le Maire. We

ranged the coast till the 15th, when we anchored at the

distance of about a mile and a half from the shore. Two

of the natives came down to the beach, expecting us to

land ; but this spot afforded so little shelter, that I at

length determined not to examine it, and therefore left

it, and anchored in the Bay of Good Success.

" When tlie ship was brought to anchor, I went on

shore, accompanied by Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander, to

look for a watering-place, and to confer with the Indians,

several of whom had come in sight. We landed on

the starboard side of the bay, near some rocks, which

made smooth water and good landing; thirty or forty

of the Indians soon made their appearance, at the end of

a sandy beach, on the other side of the bay, but seeing

onr number, which amounted to ten or twelve, they re-

treated. Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander then advanced

about one hundred yards before us, upon which two of

tl'.e Indians returned, and, having advanced some paces

towards them, sat down ; as soon as they came up, the

Indians rose, and each of them having a small stick in his

hand, threw it away in a direction both from themselves

and the strangers, which was considered as the renunci*-

9 I
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tion of weapons, in token of yicace. Tiny dim walked

briskly towards tlitir compnni )ns, who luul iiuited at about

fifty yards Uliind ihrm, and bitkoiied tin? jft iitlriiun lo

follow, wliiili tliiy did. The luin>|)eaiis wim it<;i'iv«'d

with many iincoiidi sij-ns ol I'lit'iidsiiii) ; iiiid, in leturii, tlicv

dislribiilfd anion;; thfin soim- biail;. :ind ribands, with

which they were picntly delij>hlid.

" A nuitiiiil coiilldeiice beiii;; thus clVcclcd, the parties

joined, and the (nuversation, such ns it was, beeaine ge-

neral, and three of tliuin accompanied us buck to die

ship. W hen they came on board, one of them, supposed

to be a priest, prrfonned inneli the same ceremonies as

are described by M. Itouguinvillc, uliich, he is of opinion,

were of u religious nature. \\ hen tins person was intro-

duced into a new part of the ship, or when any tliiiii; he

had not seen before caught his attention, he shouted, with

all his force, for some minutes, without directing his voice

either to us or his companions. They ate some bread

and beef, but not apparently with much pleasure, though

such part of what was given theiu us they did not eat,

they took away w ith them ; but they would not swallow a

drop of cither wine or spirits : they put the glass to their

lips, Imt, having tasted the liquor, they returned it with

strong expressions of disgust. They appeared lo have

but little curiosity, as they went from one part of the ship

lo another, and looked at the great variety of new objects,

that every moment presented themselves, without any ex-

pression of wonder or pleasure ; for the vociferations of

the supposed priest seemed to be neither.

" The natives, after having been on board two hours,

expressed a desire to go on shore. Mr. Banks accompa-
uied them, and conducted them to their companions,
among whom he remarked the same vacaiu indiA'erence

as in those who had been on board ; for as on one side

there appeared no eagerness to relate, - > on the other

tliere seemed to be no curiosity to hear, how they had

been received, or what they had seen. Soon after Mr.
Banks returned to the ship, and the Indians retired from

the shore.

" When Mr. Banks, Dr. Solander, and other gentle-

men, with their attendants and servants, afterwards set

out from the ship, with a few of the men, to penetrate

as far as they could into the country, and return at night;

the hills, when viewed at a distance, seemed to be partiv

a wood, partly a plain, and above them a bare rock.

Mr. Banks hoped to get through the wood, and made no

doubt but that beyond it he should, in a coimtry which

no botanist had ever yet visited, find alpine plants, which

would abundantly compensate his labour.

" They entered the wood at a small sandy beach, a little

to the westward of the watering-place, and continued to

ascend the hill, through a trackless wilderness, for several

hours, before they had a near view of the places they in-
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tended to visit. Soon after they reaclied what they had

tuk( n for a plain ; but, to their \iu- > disappoinlnietK, they

found it a swamp, covered uiUi lo / biisiies ot bneli, and

so interwoven and stubborn, that it was necessary to lili

the leg over them, which, at every step, was liiiiieil

ankle deep in the soil. To increase the pain and dif-

(ieulty of such travelling, the weather, which hitherto had

bieii very fine, becaiiio gloomy and cold, with siid<len

bluets of a most piei'ciiig wind, accompanied with snow.

They puslied forward, however, notwithstanding their fa-

tigue ; but when iliey had got about two-thirds, over this

woody swamp, Mr. Buchan, one of Mr. Banks's draughts-

men, was liiiluippily seized \\itli a fit. 'I'his obliged the

whole coDipuny to halt, and, as it was impossible he

should go any farther, n fire was kindled, and those who
were must tatigued were left behind to take care ot him.

Mr. Banks, and the other gentlemen, went on, and in u

short lime reached the summit. As botanists, they were

abundantly gratified by finding a variety of plants, which,

widi respect to the alpine plants in Kuropc, are exactly

what tiiose plants are, with respect to such as giow in

the plain."

Climate., <S'c.] " The cold was now become more severe,

and the snow-blasts more frequent; the day, also, was so

far spent, that it was found impossible to get back to the

ship before the next morning. To pass the night on such

a mountain, in such a climate, was not only comfortless,

but dreadful : it could not, however, be avoided, ami they

were to provide for it as well as possible. \\'hile Mr.

Banks and Dr. Solander were gathering plants, two of the

company went back to the draughtsman and the people

that were with him, with directions to bring them to u hill,

which, it was thought, lay in a better route for returning

to the wood, and which was, therefore, appointed as a

general rendezvous.

" Their whole company assembled at this rcndcxvous,

and, though pinched with the cold, were in heiilth and

spirits. 'I'he draughtsman himself had recovered his

strength in a greater degree than could have been expected.

Though now near eight o'clock in the evening, it was still

day-light, and they set forward for the nearest valley, Mr,

Banks himself undertaking to bring up the rear, and see

that no straggler was left behind ; a caution which soon

appeared to be of the utmost importance.

" Dr. Solander, who had more than once crossed the

mountains which divide Sweden from Norway, well knew

that extreme cold, especially when joined with tatigue,

produces a sleepiness that is almost irresistible, and there-

fore conjured the company to keep moving, however pain-

ful it might be. Mis words were, " Whoever sits down

will sleep, and whoever sleeps will wake no more."

—

Though thus admonished, the cold became suddenly so

intense, as to produce the effects most dreaded. Dr. So-
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laiuler himself wai l\u'. first who felt the inclination, UKaiusl

wliich iiu hud wurncil others, an irresi»liblf, and insi.stcd

upon hniiiR sufl'frod to lie down. Mr. HaiikH in vain n>

nionstinlid; Dr. Solandcr lay down npoii the gronnd,

thon'^h it wu.i covereil with snow, and it was with grtat

ditlindly liis tVitnd could keep hin» from sleeping. Uich-

niond, also, one of the black servants, began to linger,

having siilVcrwl front the cold in the same manner as the

doctor. Mr. HankB, therefore, sent five of the company,

among whom wa» Mr. Uiichan, forward to prepare a lire

at the first convenient place; while himself, with four

others, remained with the doctor and Richmond, whom,

partly by per8ua»ion and entreaty, and partly by force,

they brouglit forward; but, when they had got through

the greatest part of the birch and swamp, they both de-

clared they could go, no farther. Mr. Banks again en-

treated and expostulated, but without etTcct. When Rich-

mond was told that, if lie did not go on, lie would bo

fro/en to death in a short time, he replied that he deiired

nothing but to lie down and die. Dr. Solander said, he

was willing to go on, but that he nnist first take some

sleep, notwithstanding his former declaration, that whoever

slept would wake no more.

•' As it was impossible to carry them, and there was no

remedy, they were both suffered to sit down on the ground,

and, in a few minutes, they fell into a profound sleep.

" Soon after, some of those who had been sent for-

ward returned with the welcome news that a fire was

kindled, about a quarter of a mils farther on. Mr. Banks

then succeeded in awakening Dr. Solander, who, though

he had not slept five minutes, had almost lost the use of

his limbs ; and the muscles were so shrunk, that his shoes

fell from his feet. He consented to go forward with such

assistance as could be given him : but all attempts to re-

lieve poor Richmond were ineffectual. Mr. Banks, there-

fore, left his other black servant, and a seaman who

seemed to have suffered least from the cold, to look after

him, promising that, as soou as two others should be suf-

ficiently warmed, they should be relieved. Mr. Banks,

with great difficulty, got the doctor to the fire ; and soon

after sent two of the people who had been refreshed,

hoping that, with the assistance of those who had been

left behind, they would be able to bring Richmond, though

it might still be impossible to awake him. r'

" In about half an hour they had the mortification to

see the two men return alone. They stated, that, after

the most minute search, they could neither find Richmond,

nor those who had been left with him ; and that though

they had repeatedly shouted, no voice had replied. Whilst

Mr. Banks was expressing his surprise at this circumstance,

he ntissed a bottle of rum, the company's whole stock,

which they concluded to be in the knapsack of one of

the absentees. It was supposed that, by means of this,

7flf)

Richmond had hei u mused by the tw(i men that had been

left with Inm, and that, iiaviug drank too freely of it tliein-

selves, they had all ruud»led from the place where they

had !)ien left, in searrli of the fire, instead of waiting

for guides and nssistanec.

" Another fall of snow came on, niul continued inees-

siinlly for two hours; so lliat all hope of seeing diem

again, at least alive, was given up : but in some time, to

the gt neral joy of the company at the fire, a shouting

was heard at a distance. Mi. Banks, wiili four others,

iininedialely went out, and found the seaman with just

strength enough left to stagger along, and call for assist-

ance. Mr. Banks having sent him ininiedialely to the

fire, proceeded, by his directions, in search of the other

two, whom he soou after foimd. Uichmond was upon

his legs, but unable to put one foot before the other. His

companion was lying upon the ground, completely sense-

less.

" The whole company was now called from the fire,

and an united attempt was made to carry these poor

creatures to it, but without effect. The night was ex-

tremely dark,, and tha snow very deep ; so lliai, fiiiiling it

very difficult to make their way through the bu.shes anil bogs

themselves, the only alternative was, to make a fire on the

spot; but the snow that had fallen, and was still (ailing,

besides what was momentarily shaken in flakes from the

trees, rendered it equally impracticable to kindle one tlieie,

or to bring any part of that which had been kinilied in

the wood thither. They were, therefore, reduced lo the

melancholy necessity of leaving the unhappy wretches to

their fate, having previously made them a bed of boughs

from the trees, and spread a covering of the same kind

over them to a considerable height.

" After suffering in the region of the cold and snow

nearly an hour and an half, some of the rest began to lose

their feeling; and Briscoe, another of Mr. Banks's servants,

was so ill, that it was apprehended he must die before he

could get to the fire. However, at length they reached the

fire, and passed the night in a situation dreadful in itself,

and' rendered more so by the remembrance of past seve-

rities, and the uncertainty of what was to follow.

" They were twelve in number, who had set out in health

and spirits. Of these two were supposed to be already

dead; a third was so bad, that it was doubtful whether

he would be able to proceed in the morning; and a fourth

(Mr. Buchan) was in danger of the return of his fits,

from fresh fatigues after so uncomfortable a night. They

were a long day's journey distant from the ship, through

_^4i,i„„. ,.„.r,A. ;u ^I'hieh thev might be bewildered till

overtaken by the eiiMiiug night; and not having prepared

for a journey of more than eight or ten hours, their whole

stock ef remaining provision was a vulture, which they

happened to shoot when they were out, and which, if
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equnlly tiivided, would not offon^ ench of them hilf a

meni; and they knew not how much more they miglil

stiflfer from the cold, u the snow still continued to fall

;

a dreadful proof of the rigour of the cliinutc, as it whs
now the midst of summer in this part of the world;

and every thing might be diradcd from a phenomenon
which, in the correspomiing season, is unknown even in

Norway and Lapland.

" The only object visible at day-break was snow, which

teemed to lie as thick upon the trees as upon the ground

;

and the blasts returned so frequently, and with such violence,

that they found it impossible for them to set out. They
knew not how long this might last, and had but too much
reason to apprehend, that it would confute them in that

desolate forest till they perished with hunger and cold.

" A dawn of hope, however, succeeded these terrific

apprehensions; for, about six o'clock in the morning,

they discovered the place of the sun, through the clouds,

which were become thinner, and began to break away.

Their first care was to ascertain whether the poor wretches

they had been obliged to leave among the bushes were

yet living : f5r this purpose they despatched three of the

company, who soon after returned with the melancholy

news of their death.

" Favourable as appearances had been, the snow con-

tinued to fall 10 thick as to prevent their setting out for

'>he ship. But a small regular breeze soon sprang up,

which, with the prevailing influence of the sun, at length

cleared the air, and, to their great joy, they soon after

saw the snow fall in Inrgc flakes from the trees; a certain

sign of an approaching thaw.

" It was now deemed expedient to examine more mi-

nutely into the state of the invalids. Briscoe, though he

remained very bad, said, he thought himself able to walk
;

and Mr. Buchan was much better than there was reason

to expect. They were now, however, pressed by the

calls of hunger, to which every other consideration must

give way. They therefore came to an unanimous resolu-

tion, before they set forward, to eat their vulture, which

was accordingly skinned ; and it being thought best to

divide it before it was fit to be eaten, it was cut into ten

portions, and every man cooked his own as he thought

proper.

" After this slender meal, which furnished about three

mouthfuls each, they prepared to set out ; but it was ten

o'clock before tlie snow was so far dissolved as to render

their progress practicable. Having proceeded about thice

hours, they were most agreeably surprised to find them-

selves upon the beacii, and nnich nearer the ship than ihcy

had reason to expect. Upon reviewing llicir track from

the vessel, they perceived that, instead of ascending the

hill in a line, :o as to penetrate into the country, they

bad almost made a circle round it. On their arrival on
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board, they congratulated each other, and were congratu-

lated by the crew in general, with an ecstacy of joy that

can only be conceived by such as have been exposed to

equal danger ; and, as I had sufl'ered the greatest anxiety

from their not returning in the evening of the day on
which they set out, I participated in no small degree of
the general joy."

Fegetahic Producliotis.] The labour of the botanists

was amply rewarded; for they found a vast variety of

plants, the far greater part of which were wholly dift'orent

from any they had seen or heard of before. One was
found particularly beneficial : this was the wild celery, as

it contained antiscorbutic qualities, which may be of great

benefit to the crews of such ships as may hereafter visit

this place. I ordered large quantities of this plant to be

put into the seamen's soup, which, tlius medicated, pro-

duced the same salutary cftects which seamen generally

derive from vegetable diet, after having been long con-

fined to the use of salt provisions.

The tree which produces the winter-bark is known by

its broad leaf, shaped like a laurel, of a light green co-

lour without, and inclining to blue within. The bark is

easily stripped with a bone or stick, and its virtues are

well known. It may be used for culinary purposes a& a

spice. 'Iliere is also a species of birch-tree, the stem of

which is from thirty to forty feet high, and from two to

three feet in diameter ; so that, in case of necessity, they

would supply a ship with topmasts. They are u light

white wood, bear a small leaf, and cleave very straight.

Cranberries grow here on a bushy plant, and have a bit-

terish taste, rather insipid, but niuy be eaten either raw

or in tarts. They are sonietknes eaten by the natives.

Animah!\ No quadrupeds were seen in this country

but sea-lions, seals, .iiul dogs. It is remarkable that these

dogs barked, which those that are originally bred in Ame-
rica do not. This is a further proof that the people seen

here, either immediately, or remotely, coninuinicattd with

the Europeans. There are, however, other quadrupeds

in this country ; for when Mr. Banks ascended llie highest

hill. In his expedition- through the woods, he saw the foot-

' js of a large beast imprinted upon the surface of a

' ,ig, though he could not, with any probability, guess of

what kind it might be.

The wild fowl are sea-pies, shags, hawks, vultures,

ducks, geese, and a large bird, called thi- Port E>jtnont

hen. There were ducks, called by our people race-liorses,

on account of the great swiftness with which they run on

the water; for tliey cannot fly, the wings being too short

to support the body in the air. The geese heit are nuicii

smaller than those of England, but in flavour equally

agreeable. They have short black bills, and yellow feet.

The gander is quite white ; the female is spotted black and

white, or grey, with a large spot on each wing. Here
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arc icveral otiirr aquatic birds, und lome land ones, but

not nmny nl' tlie iultcr.

" Scarcf ly any fmh were »een, nor could our people cntcli

any with llicir hooks that v/trts Ht to cat. The RliflNfish

were linipetif, clunifi, and muscles, and were fuuiul in

abundtitK-e.

" Among the instccts, which were not nunieruuit, there

was neiliu'r gnat, iiiosquetto, nor nny other s))c<'it's that

was either hurtful or trouhleMonie, which, in an uncleared

country, was deemed extraordinary. During the siiuw-

blastH, which happened every day wiiilc we were here, they

hide tliunuitlves; and the nionicnt it is fair weather appear

again, as nimble and vigorous as the warmest weather

%ould make them.

"The natives were, in appearance, an ugly, half-starved,

beardless race. Their colour reseniiilcd tiiut of the rust

of iron, mixed with oil. They have long black hair. The

men arc disproportioned in their form. Their stature is

from live feet eight, to live feet ten. The womeu arc

considerably less. IJoth sexes have, in general, horrid

and dejected aspects. Their language is, in general,

guttural, and they express some of their words by a sound

exactly resembling that which we make to clear the throat,

when any thing happens to obstruct it. Their clothing

consists of tlie skins of the guanico, or seal, thrown

over their shoulders, exactly in the same state in which

it comes from the animal. A piece of the same skin is

drawn over their feet, and gathered about the ankles like

a purse ; and two or three skins, sewed together, make

a cloak, which reaches to their knees : but the major

part have only one skin, hardly large enougii to cover their

sboulders ; and the lower parts are quite naked. The

women have a small flap, as a succedaneum for a fig-leaf.

Their dress, in no other respect, differs from that of the

men. The children go entirely naked, and are thus inured

in their infancy to cold and hardships. But although

they are content ti» be naked, they are very ambitious to

be fine. Their faces are painted in various forms : the

region of the eye was, in general, white ; and the rest of

the face adorned with horizontal streaks of red and black

;

yet scarcely any two were exactly alike. This decoration

seems to be more profuse and elaborate upon particular

occasions ; for the two natives who introduced Mr. Banks

and Dr. Solander into the town, were almost covered

with streaks of black in all directions, so as to make a

very striking appearance. Both sexes wore bracelets of

such beads as they could make themselves of small shells

or bones. The women had them both upon their wrists

and ankles ; the men upon their wrists only ; b-.-.f tn mm.
pensate for the want of bracelets upon their legs, they

wore a kind of fillet of brown worsted about their heads.

They seemed to set a particular value upon any thing red,

j;nd to prefer beads even to a knife or hatchet^
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"Their chief food is shell-fish and seals. The fortiicr

are collected by the women, whose business it is to at-

lend at low water, with a basket m one hand, a sti<k

pointed and barlied in t!ie otiier, aun a satchel at linn

backs. 'I'hey loosen the limpets, and other fish, that

adhere to the rocks, with a stick, and put ihun into the

basket, which, when full, they empty into the satchel.

The muscles are of a very fine llavnur. When tiny cannot

procure a suflitient supply of these, and the other shell-

fish, necessity urges thcni to seek other resources ; but

as, from their want of ingi'iniily, they have feW imple-

ments, and those badly constructed, fur the purposes of

catching and destroying animals, th' y are frequently re-

duced to the utmost distress.

" Their habitations arc of the most rtidu and artificial

structure, consisting of nothing nioie than a few poles,

set up so as to incline towards each other, and meet at

the top, forming a kind of cone, which resembhs some

of our bee-hives. On the weather-side they are covered

with a few boughs and a little grass ; and on ihe lee-side,

about one eighth of the circle is left open, both for a

door and a fire-place. Of this kind were the huts seen

in a contiguous place called St. Vincent's Bay, in one of

which the embers of a fire were still remaining.

" The furnkure seen was, if it may be so called, a

little 'grass, which lay within-side of a hovel, and served

for chairs and beds. And of all the utensils and imple*

ments, which necessity f>r ingenuity have concurred to

produce amongst other savage nations, here were only

seen a basket to carry in the hand, a satchel to hang at

the back, and the bladder of some beast to hold water,

which the natives drink through a hole that is made for

that purpose.

" Their weapons' consist of a bow and arrows. Their

bows are indifferently formed, but the arrows are extremely

nea<, being made of wood, and polished to the highest

degree. The'point, which is of glass or flint, and barbed,

is formed and fitted with wonderful dexterity. Some

pieces of glass and flint, unwrought, were seen among

them; besides rings, buttons, cloth, and canvas, with

other European commodities. They must, therefore,

sometimes travel to the northward, as it is many years

since any vessel had been so far south as this part of Terra

del Fuego. It was observed that they shewed no surprise

at our fire-arms, with the use of which they appeared to

be well acquainted; for they made signs to Mr. Banks

to shoot a seal, which followed the boat as they were going

on shore from the ship. They have likewise harpoons,

made of bone, aii.d fitted to a stafi^, with which they kill

seals, whales, and other fish.

" Their canoes were made of bark, and in each was a

fire, over which the poolr frozen creatures huddlsd them-

selves together. I could not suppose they carried a fire

9K
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in their canoes for tliis purpose only, but rather that it

may be always ready to remove on shore wherever they

land ; as, let their method of obtaining a fire be what it

may, tiicy could not always be sure of finding fuel that

would kindle from a spark. They likewise carried in their

canoes large seal-hides, which I judged were to shelter

them when at sea, to serve as coverings to their huts on

shore, and to be used occasionally as sails.

" The natives did not appeal to have among them any

government or subordination : no one was more respected

Than another, yet they seemed to live together in the

utmost harmony and good fellowship. No appearance of

religion was discovered among t'.^em, except the noises

that have been mentioned, and .which we supposed to be

a superstitious ceremony, merely because it could be re-

ferred to nothing else. Upon fhe whole, these people

appeared to be the most destitute and forlorn, as well as

the most stupid, of all human beings; the very outcasts

of nature, wi.o spent their lives in wandering about the

dreary wastes, where two of our people perished with cold

in the midst of summer, with no dwelling but a wretched

hovel of sticks and grass, which will not only admit the

wind, but the snow and rain ; almost naked, and destitute

of every convenience that is furnished by the rudest art,

having no utensil even to dress their food ;
yet they are

contented. They seemed to have no wish for any thing

more than they possessed ; nor did any thing offered them

by our voyagers appear acceptable, except beads, as an

ornamental superfluity.

" It is surprising that these people do not clothe them-

selves better, since nature has certainly provided materials.

They might line their seal-skin cloaks with the skins and

feathers of aquatic birds; they might make their cloaks

larger, and employ the same skins for other parts of cloth-

ing ; for it cannot be supposed they are scarce with them,

'^'hey were ready enough to part with those they had to

our people, which they hardly would have done had they

not known where to get more. These people appear

doomed to live in one of the most inhospitable climates

in the world, without having sagacity enough to provide

themselves with such conveniences as may render life, in

some measure, more comfortable ; and, strange as it may

appear, the clothing they wore, w hen we were here, in the

summer,\vas scarcely sufficient to prevent their perisliiug

with cold, even in that season. What, then, must they

feel from the extreme iigo;;r of their clime in the winter f

In a word, they are, without exception, the most de-

jected, miserable, and uncouth, beings on the face of the

earth."

In his second visit to Terra del Fuego, in December,

1774, Caplaiu Cook drew up an account of several parts

of the south-west coast, whicli materially differ from those

he had formerly seen. This cotist beenied entirely com-
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posed of rocky mountains, teniiinating in horrid preci-

pices, whose craggy summits spire up to a vast height,

so that hardly any thing in nature can appear with a more

barren and savage aspect. The mountains in the interior

were covered with snow, but those on the sea-coast were

not.

" To a lofty promontory," says our author, " which

terminated in two high towers, encloeing a hill, shaped

like a sugar-loaf, I gave the name of York Minsler. Leav-

ing this spot, we arrived in Christmas Sound, and came

to anchor in a harbour distinguished by the name of the

Devil's Basin. It is a very secure pbce, but nothing

could be more gloomy, for the vast height of the rocks

which encompassed it deprived great part of the harbour^

of the meridian sun.

" On the shore to the westward we found other harbours,

ill all of w hich were fresh water and wood for fuel, but, ex-

cepting the little tufts of bushes, the whole country appeared

as a barren rock, doomed by nature to perpetual sterility.

The sea-coast is composed of a number of large and

small islands. On one of llie latter our people, in an

expedition up the country, found several huts which had

lately been inhabited: near them grew a good deal of

celery, wiiich was gathered and taken on board the ship.

" The island under which the ship was brought to an-

chor, I called Shag Island, from the shags bleeding in

great numbers in cliffs of the rocks. Our people shot

some of the old ones, but could not come at the young

ones, which are by far die best eating. They saw some

geese, of which they killed three, which proved highly

acceptable.

" One of the lieutenants I sent to explore the east side

of the sound, having informed me that the land opposite

the spot where the ship was stationed was an island, and

that without the island lay a cove in which were many

geese, two shooting parties went thither the next day. My

party went by the south-west side. As soon as tiiey got

under the island, which obtained the name of Goose

Island, they found plenty of shags in the cliffs, and on

the south side many geese. It happened to be iiioult-

in" time, and most of them were on shore, and unable to

flj° There being a very great surf, the parties fouiul much

difficulty in landing, and very bad climbing over the rocks

when they were landed; so that hundreds tf tiiu geese

escaped them, some into the sea, and others up into tlic

island. Uy some means, however, they got sixty-two,

with which they returned on board, all completely tired ,

but the acquisition overbalanced every other consiileratKHi,

and they sat down with a good appetite to supper, on part

of what the preceding day had produced. Tiie other

party had bitfore brought on board fourteen geese, so tiiat

I was able, the next day, to make a distribution to the

whole crew, which was the more acceptable, on account
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of the approaching festival, this being the 24lh of De-

cember ; and had not Providence thus singularly provided

for us, our Christmas fare must have been salt provision.

" 1 now learned that a number of natives, in nine ca-

noes, had been alongside the ship ; and little address was

required to persuade them to come on board ; for tlu^

seemed well acquainted with Europeans, and had amongst

them some of their knives.

" On the 25tli, they made us another visit. I found

them to be of the same nation I had formerly seen in

Success Bay; and the same which M. de Bougainville

distingwishes by the name of Pecharas; a word which

these had, on every occasion, in their mouths. They aru

a' little, ugly, half-starved, lieardless race. I saw not a

tall person amongst them. They were almost naked :
their

clothing was a seal-skin; some had two or three skins

sewed together, so as to make a cloak which reached to

the knees ; but the greater part had only one skin, hardly

large enough to cover their shoulders. The women, as

well as the children, remained in the canoes. I saw two

young* children at the breast entirely naked ; thus they are

inured from their infancy to cold and hardships. They

had with them bows and arrows, and harpoons, made of

tone, and fitted to a start'. I suppose they were intended

to kill seals and fish ; they may also kill whales with them,

as the lisquimaux do. I know not if they resemble them

in their love of train-oil ; but they, and every thing they

had, smell intolerably of it. I ordered them some biscuit,

Imt they were much belter pleased when I gave them some

medals, knives, &c.

" They all retired before dinner, and did not wait to

partake of our Christmas cheer. Indeed, I believe, no or.c

invited them, for their dirly persons, and the stench they

carried about them, were enough to spoil the ap|)etile. of

any European ; and that would have been a real disap-

pointment, as we had not experienced such fare for some

time. Roast and boiled geese, goose-pie, &c., was a treat

little known to us ; and we had yet some Madeira wine

left, wliicli was the only article of our provision that was

improved hy keeping. So that our friends in iMigland did

not, perhaps, celebrate Christmas more cheerfully than we

did.

" On the 2Gth, in the evening, when it was cold, the

natives made us another visit ; and il being distressing to

see them stand trembling and naked on the deck, 1 could

do no less than give them tome bai/e and old canvas to

cover them.

" On the '27d!, » iiarlvof us wt ut in two boats to shoot

geese, the weather being line and pleasant. We pro-

ceeded round liy the soulii side ot (Joose Island, and

picked up, iu nil, lhirt)-oiie.

"
'I'he festival, wlneli we teli:l>ialed at tills place, ot-

casiouwl my giving it the name of Christmas Sound.
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The entrance, which is three leagues wide, is situated

iu fifiy-fivc degrees twenty-seven minutes south latitude,

and in seventy degrees sixteen minutes west longitude.

York Minster, which is the only remarkable laud about

it, will hardly be known by a stranger, from any de-

scription that can be given of it, because it alters its ap-

pearance according to the difl'erent situations it is viewed

from. Besides the black rock, which lies oflf the end of

Shag Island, there is another about midway between this

and the east shore. A copious description of this sound

is unnecessary.

" The refreshments to be got here are precarious, as

they consist chiefly of wild fowl, and may probably never

be found in such plenty at to supply llie crew of a ship
;

and iish, so far as we can judge, are scarce. Indeed, the

plenty of wild fowl made us pay less attention to fishing.

Here are, however, plenty of muscles, and very good

celery is to be met with where the natives have (heir ha-

bitations. The wild-fowl are geese, ducks, sea^pies, shags,

and that kind of gull called the Port Eginont hen. Here

is a kind of duck, called byoiir people laee-lioises, on ac-

count of the great swiftness with which lliey run on the

water; for they cannot fly, the wings being too short to

support the body in the air. 'I'he geese are much

smaller than our English tame geese, but eat as well as

any t ever tasted. They have short black bills and yellow

feet. The gander is cnliiely while; ihc female is spotted

blhck and white, or grey, with a large white spot on each

wing. There are several other afpiatie, and some land,

birds, but the latter are not numerous.

" Barren as this country i», it abounds with a variety

of unknown plants, and gave suflicient emitloy.nent to

the botanists. The tree which produces the winter-bark

is found here in the woods, as is the holly-leaved barberry,

and some oilier sorts, which I believe are common in the

Straits of Magellan.

" Leaving Christmas Island, we steered for Cape Horn,

which is known at a distance by a high round hill over it; a

jioint to the west-north-west shews a surface not unlike

this, but their situations alone will always distinguish the

one from the other. It is the most southern exln niity o\i

a .group of islands, of an equal extent, lying before

Nassau Bay, known by the naiiie of Ilerinile Islands,

and is situated in tifly-five degrees lifiy-cight miimtrs south

latitude, and in seventy-six degrees sixty-nine iiiinules

west longitude.

" As we had explored the south coast of Terra del

I'uego, 1 resolved to do the same by Staten Land, which

1 bt lieved to be as little known as the former. Aeeunl

ingly we bore up for the east end of Staten Laud, ant'

as we advanced, we perceived several islands, ol iincfpr .

extent, lying oft' the land. On the easternmost of tliene

islands we saw abundance of seals and birds. 1 iui \vM
/^
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a temptation too great for people in our situation to witli-

stand^kto whom fresh provisions of any kind were accept-

able, and determined me to anchor, in order that we
might taste of what we now only saw at a distance, which

we did in a spot about a mile from the island. We then

landed with a large party of men, some to kill seals, others

to catch or kill birds, fish, or what came in our way. As
to seals, the whole shore was covered with them, and,

by the noise they made, one would have thought the island

was stocked with cows and calves: but, at length, we

found they were a different animal from seals, but in

shape and motion exactly resembling them. We called

them lions, on account of the great resemblance the male

has to that beast. Here were also the same kind of seals

which we found in New Zealand, generally known by the

name of sea-bears; at least we gave them that name.

They were, in general, so tame, or rather so stupid, as

to suffer us to come near enough to knock them down with

sticks; but the large ones wr shot, not thinking it safe to

approach them. We also found on the island abundance

of shags and penguins ; there were also geese and ducks,

but not many ; birds of prey, and a few small birds.

" Finding, Trom these circumstances, that nothing was

wanting, but a good harbour, to make this a tolerable

place for ships to touch at, whom chance or design might

bring hither, I sent an officer next day to Staten Land,

to look for one. Appearances promised success ii) a place

opposite the ship. I also sent two boats for the sea-lions,

8cc. which we had killed : and soon after I went myself,

and observed the sun's meridian altitude at the north-east

end of the island, which gave the latitude'of fifty-four de-

grees forty minutes live seconds south. After shooting a

few geese, some other birds, and plentifully supplying our-

selves with young shags, we returned on board, laden with

sea-lions, sea-bears, &c. The old lions and bears were

killed chiefly for the sake of their fat, to make oil of; for»

except their haslets, which were tolerable, their flesh was

too rank to be eaten. But the young cubs were very pa-

latable, and even the flesh of some of the old lionesses

was not uiucli amiss ; but that of the old males was abo-

minable. In the afternoon, I sent some people on shore

to skm and cut off the fat of those which yet reQiained

dead on shore ; for we had already more carcases oq board

than necessary ; and I went myself/ in another boiat, to

.
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collect birds. 'About ten o'clock, the ofiicer returned

from Staten Land, where he found a good port, situated

three leagues to the westward of Cape St. John. It

may be known by some small islands lying in the entrance.

The harbour is almost two miles in length ; in some places

near a mile broad ; and has in it from fifty to ten fathoms

water, with a bottom of mud^and sand. Its shores are co-

vered with wood fit for fuel; and in it are several streams

of fresh-water.

"On the islands were sea-lions, sea-bears, Sec; and

such an innumerable quantity of gulls, as to darken the

air when disturbed, and almost to suffocate our people

with their dung, which was more offensive than assafoetida.

The day on which this port was discovered, occasioned

my calling it New Year's Harbour. It would be more

convenient for ships bound to the west, or round Cape
Horn, if its situation would permit them to put to sea

with an easterly and northerly wind. This inconvenience,

however, is of little consequence, since these winds are

never known to be «f long duration. The southerly and

westerly are the prevailmg winds ; so that a ship can never

be detained long in this port.

" As we could not sail in tlie morning of the second,

for want of wind, I sent a party of men on shore to the

island, on the same duty as before. Towards noon we
got a fresh breeze at west; but it came too late, and 1 re-

solved to wait till the next morning, when, at four o'clock,

we weighed, and stood for Cape St. John, which, being

the eastern ,point of Staten Land, a description of it is

unnecessary. After getting round the cape, I hauled up
along the south coast, and, as soon as we had brought

the wind to blow off the land, it came upon us in such

heavy squalls, as obliged us to double-reef our top-sails.

It afterwards fell, by little and little, and at noon ended

in a calm. 'The calm was of very short duration, a

breeze presently springing up at north-west; but it was
too faint to make head against the current, and we drove

with it back. Two hours after, the squalls and rain sub-

sided, and the wind, returning back to the west, blew a

gentle gale. All this time the current set us to the north.

I now gave over plying, and steered south-east, with a

resolution to leave the land
;
judging it to be suflnciently

explored to answer the most general purposes of geogra-

phy and navigation."
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